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some appalling
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Editor

Some Recent
O'NEIL, who was seen lately at Daly's in a number of important roles, is practically a new comer to
metropolitan audiences, yet in some respects this actress

NANCE

stands by herself, superior to any woman player on our stage today. In the old-fashioned style of acting elocution and posture

she

even without a

is

What,

rival.

then, prevents the enthusi-

submission of the public to her? An actress, to be successful,
must make an appeal wider than to one locality. What no doubt
proves a serious obstacle to her general acceptance is the mis-

astic

Assuredly, she has
application of her own qualities and merits.
temperament, judgment and good sense back of all this art, but

overwhelms her, making her mechanical. Let her retain the art, but add to it truth, thus rendering the art really subordinate and a means to an end only. Was
there ever an orator who was merely or mainly an elocutionist?
( )nce
pitch the voice above the natural key, and artificiality takes
the consciousness of that art

In short. Miss O'Neil
the place of naturalness.
much attention to the externals. Otherwise, she

is

is

giving too
an exceed-

nurse.

Plays

Reason

made suggestion

her

perils.

duced

a mere

dummy

the ensuing

in

command

oT the dream, trustful, and yet not having it as her
resolve to slay Holofernes, and then should slay him in defense

of her virtue, would

it

not be more dramatic? would she not have

more sympathy? would not the

clivim

purpose be as truly carried out? would
we not have that unexpectedness and

which the drama demands?
no attempt to reconstruct Mr.

that action

This

is

Aldrich's play, but only to point out
it lacks sustained interest because

that

of dramatic defects.
case

with

the

all

But

this

is

Judith plays.

the

The

subject has been tried several timo.
In the tent scene, where Judith inflames
the passion of Holofernes by minister-

pro-

a scriptural tragedy in four acts

wine and by chaste allurements,
Miss O'Neil was seen at her best.

Thomas

ing

:

lolofernes, Charles Da It on Bagoas, Chas.
Millward: Archior, Louis Massen; Ozias,
Joseph Wheelock Charmis, George Friend
Nathan, Arthur H. Sawyer Joachin, Gilbert
Aymar Abner, Vv C. Thome An Archer,
Walter Hill; First Captain, Joseph Gillon
Second Captain, Herbert Forrest
Marah,
Gertrude Binley Naomie, Clara Thompson
Ricca
O'Neil.
Nance
Arzael,
Allen; Judith
I

is

goes to destroy Holofernes. The Bible has it so; but llible or no
Bible, the dramatist must always consider the best dramatic
means. If Judith should go to the Assyrian camp by the divine

Bailey Aldrich, entitled
of
Bethulia."
The cast was
"Judith

by

for theatrical

Imagine the possibilities with Xaomie, with her flaming
And so it is throughout the play; instead of
spirit, by her side!
action we too often have a mere condition of affairs.
Judith

of the soul.

O'Neil

moment, not

to the poet at this

The hand-maiden

her face lacks

Miss

the

action.

expression, her eyes will
speak and her countenance will be irradiated with the changeful demands

5,

itself

dramatic economy and results? Instead
of the hand-maiden, this creature, filled with wrath against the
oppressor, her former nurse, should have ventured with her in

of

On December

her for a moment, and in

effects only, but for true

and gesture to spiritual intimacy with the characters she depicts.

now

in

Nothing. Judith goes off
maid. No\v, what are the dramatic tendencies that should have

posture

In that case, where

awakened

But what of it?
pathos.
her
accompanied by
young and comely

ingly interesting figure on our stage,
and a career of distinction is possible
for her if she subordinates elocution,

mobility

is

scene of recognition has a certain

:

:

Miss O'Neil's production on Nov.
Herman Sudermann's drama,

;

28th of

;

.

;

;

;

(Fires of St. John),
performance of the play in

"Jdhannesfeuer"

;

was the

;

first

America.

;

The cast was
McKee Rankin
:

Mr. Brauer,

The

poetic drama is particularly
within the province of Miss O'Neil, and

George Van

;

Hartcn, Charles Dalton; Pastor Haffner,
Louis Massen; Paul, Joseph Wheelock; Mrs.
Brauer, Clara Thompson
Gertrude, Gertrude Binley: Gypsy Woman. Ricca Allen;
Katie, Mrs. Scott: Marie, Xance O'Xeil.
;

no inconsiderable success nnv be conceded to her as Judith. It was, however, a success limited by her own
limitations and those of the play.
Mr.

Sudermann

usually only busies himself with the affairs of the world im-

In "Die Ehre" he

not primarily a dramatist.
His "Judith" is a story play. Whii-j

mediately about him.

much

tions prevalent in
Jermany of "honor."
That drama was, in every way, thor-

Aldrich

is

of

it

is

dealt a

in the nature of the dra-

it is

oughly of the times,
of St. John"

it is

consistent

purpose that

rises

single

the romantic.

and powerful result.
A
example may be sufficient. The

second act of the play makes

no progress except
story.

It

sees

mission, and

is

in the

little

way of

acted

Judith started on her
largely taken up with

girl

the "Fires

much,

if

any. beyond

child, Marie,

has been

has grown, the mother, a thieving

cast her aside.

Photo Will Armstrong, Boston

NANCE

O'NEIL AS

we have known from

the very opening
In the throng of maddened people Judith sees
Naomie, an old woman, insanity in her eye, the token of past
in

A

l.nt in

impossible to discover

Marie cannot folcreature, reappears.
low the instincts of love, and must

of the play.

misery

no-

Her
adopted by a farmer's fnmily.
mother was a gypsy, and now that the

or

an episode at the gate of the city as she
The people are
is about to depart.
famished for water. Their desperation

at false

<

plain that he was not guidei!,
in the writing, by those proper dramatic
tendencies which tend to a complete,

matic,

sledgehammer blow

her mass of unkempt gray locks.

It is

Judith's old

JUDITH

The daughter of

the

family is about to marry the nephew
of her father. Passion springs up be-

this nephew and Marie.
It culminates on the night when
the Fires of St. John are set upon the hills, according to an old
custom. The symbolism is that these are unholy fires. Marriage

tween

THEATRE MAGAZINE

'/'///

between Marie and her lover would seem impossible.
Thev
determine that such is the bard -case. Marie, with the passionate

opening ]K-rformances were some of the lighting mishaps and
At later presentations things worked more
stage contretemps
of his crooked-backed tyrant were better
and
the
merits
smoothly,

daring of her race, after a scene of real emotion, urges herself
upon him. The consenting curtain falls. The young man marries
the maid to whom he is plighted.
What of it all? Nothing.

understood and appreciated.
It is a robustious Richard which he
presents. A SMNII!. old-time
traditional Gloucester, such as wa- presented every Saturday
night by an established favorite and tried |H-rformer in the palmy
days when Shakespeare had a following on the I'.ouery and lower

We

have only had a definition of the Fires of St. John. Marie
burned at the stake, having Ixnuid herself willingly thereto,

is

by the Fires of

St.

John, while the young

man

escapes without

The

story of Marie is pitiful.
Perhaps she deserved
better.
the
is
a
social
TinPerhaps
play
cry against
inequality.
character of Marie is not forced on us by Sudermann idly or for

penalty.

Hroadway.

It

is

never subtle, but

always pictnresqm

Thi

.

the purpose of romance, and she always has our sympathy, but the
It is solidly built and is dramatic.
play has no great significance.

At

times, Miss

t'Xeil struck the right note of simplicity in

(

her

performance had been free from classic influences
her success would have been pronounced. McKee Kankin gave
an excellent portrayal of the father, a plain, brusque, stern, afIf her

acting.

own household and

fectionate, spirited ruler in his

over an estate

requiring the exercise of authority. His hand was also to be seen
in the control of the stage and details of the
acting.

KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE.
four acts by

in

"The Usurper."

N. Morris.

I.

Produced Nov.

Comedy drama

28, with this cast:

John Madclox, N. C. Goodwin; Basil, Lord Dulverton, Norman Tharp;
Sir George Trenery, Eille Norwood; Rob Quentin, Felix Edwardes; Sergeant Dale, W. H. Post; Timmons, Neil O'Brien; Lady Dulverton, Ina
Goldsmith; Beatrice Clive, Ruth Mackay; Polly Maddox, May Sargent;
Rosina Briggs, Georgie Mendum; Margaret Quentin, Ethel Beale.

An

undoubted and decisive element in the successful career of
is that he knows a
play when he sees it.
Those actors who do not possess this faculty of discernment fail.
Very well; he has a play in "The Usurper," a play that acts, a
Nathaniel C. Goodwin

play that gives him his scenes but, with all his contributory skill,
he has not been able to so modify and qualify it as to give it that
degree of politeness which is required by his audiences. It is a
;

melodrama, but he has sought to give quiet endings to the acts.
has done all that he could, and the play remains rubbish. A
Western ranchman, who has made millions, and who has fallen

He

in love with

an English

early day-s, goes to

girl

remain to keep house.

The

he chanced to meet in his

leases the estate

It

impoverished family.

girl's

whom

England and

is

girl is

and

castle of the

stipulated that the family
about to elope with an en-

She has promised to show the tower of the castle
to the ranchman.
In order to save her from the elopement he
persuades the girl to show him the tower at once. Once in it he

gaging

rascal.

The villain is "the author of the ruin" of the
The maid's father has escaped from jail, and is

locks the door.

maid.

girl's

determined to
in

concealment

the villain

kill

in the tower.

;

his

daughter

By means

is

keeping the convict

of a series of melodramatic

complications the truth comes out, the girl is saved, so that the
ranchman does not pay for his lease in vain. Mr. Goodwin infuses his

humor

into

many

of the scenes, but, on the whole, the

play does not require further record.

PRINCESS THEATRE.
Shakespeare.

"Richard III."

Presented Dec.

5,

Tragedy by William

with this cast

:

Duke of Gloster, Robert B. Mantell King Henry VF., Thomas Linghani Earl of Richmond, W. J. Montgomery; Lord Stanley, Carl Ahrendt
Sir William Catcsby, Frederick Forrest; Tressel, John C. Connery; Lord
Mayor of London, Harry Keefcr; Edward, Prince of Wales, Irene Hunt;
Duke of York, Blanche Hunt; Duke of Norfolk, Harry Kerns; Sir Richard
Radcliffe, George Macy; Earl of Oxford, Edward Foos Sir James Blount.
\Vm. Hunt; Lieutenant of the Tower, David R. Young; Eli/a1>eth, Queen
ID Edward IV., Lillian Kingsbtiry; Duchess of York, Eva Benton; Lady
;

;

;

;

Anne, Marie Booth Russell.

The

stage of the Princess Theatre is a small one, and hardlyadapted to the exploitation of big theatrical effects. To present

such heavy plays as "Richard TIT." and "Othello" on its boards
'S
very nearly to court invidious criticism. Robert Mantell, how'

er,

braved the

difficulties

of such a venture and suffered from

of the inevitable consequences.
His scenery, designed for
not
would
and
dire and dreadful at the
fit,
^r playhouses,

ie

MISS KV1K
A* the DuchetB

OKKENK
" Mme. Sam Gene "

of Dantzic in the operatic verilon of

to be s-en shortly

;it

I>n!y'
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is bold ami sinister, the pantomime s;rarefnl and effecMr. Mantell's sonorous
and the costuming appropriate.
voice is heard to advantage in the soliloquies and the speciousness of his wooing of the easily-won Lady Anne is accomplished
with considerable skill. In the combat scene there is passion and

sprung, blades have Hashed and marvelous escapes effected, the
unsophisticated spectator is led to believe that the dashing Stuart

sound and commendable impersonation.
Altogether
The supporting company hardly shines, but real pathos and
power are evinced by Lillian Kingsbury as Elizabeth, an,. Marie
Booth Russell, an extremely handsome and distinguished woman,
W. J.
plays Lady Anne with admirable retinement and grace.

tional, but

"make-tip"
tive,

fire.

it

is

a

Montgomery was

acceptable

as

and

Buckingham,
Benton made an
Duchess of York.

makes the devoted Jane his bride.
"The Fortunes of the King" is a play based upon sound and

later

might truthfully be described as purely convenput together with workmanlike finish. The situations are deftly handled and the effectiveness of the curtains sustained.
The love scenes are not without charm, and the comic
tried

relief

lines.

It

it is

secures

its

purpose.

Some

grandiloquent ring, but the piece

of the language has a rather
one that audiences will like.

is

and Mr. Hackett will need to
look no further for an attraction to round out his season.

Eva

impressive

The

is
play
handsomely
the
mounted,
stage manage-

The favorable impression
made by Mr. Mantell and his
company was repeated when,

ment is clear and vigorous,
and the costumes rich and

a few nights

harmonious.

later,

Moor

the

portrayed

"Othello"

Mr. Mantell

\\as presented.

It is

strong and artistic manner,
and Miss Kingsbury surprised

dashing figure
hunted king.
He

Doremus

A.

harles

Lconidas

duced Dec.

is

his diction.

improve

ever,

Pro-

with this cast

6,

the

matinee girl his still more devoted slave. He might, how-

and

Westerfelt.

make

fervor that will

tic

Fortunes of the King." Melodrama in four acts, by Mrs.
i

a

the

sweeps
through his scenes of adventure with compelling force,
and makes love with a roman-

"The

THEATRE.

as

very

everybody by her excellent
performances of Emelia.

LYRIC

almost superfluous to

add that Mr. Hackett cuts

a

in

It

slovenly at times, and not

always comprehensible. Char-

:

Walker enacts the

lotte

Charles Stuart, Mr. Hackett;
Clement Lane, James L. Seeley
l.i ml
Wilmot, Samuel Hardy;
Sir
George Villiers, Frederick
Karl of
\\rl.her: 'Tin'
Derby,
Dicksou
William
Col.
lii-.>rgc
(
arlos, Peter Lang; Gen. Henry
Robert
reton,
Holmes; Capt.
Mark Davereanx. \Villiam CourtCornet Snakeley. M. J. Jorleigh
dan
Richard 1'enderel, George

with

lead

genue

;

in-

winning

graciousness and contributes
not a little to the success of
the

;

performance.

William

a

handsome

is

Courtleigh

I

villain,

and acts with

tomary

skill.

cast

entirely adequate.

his cus-

;

;

Schacffer;

Humphrey

Penderel,

Duane; Jane Lane, Charlotte Walker: Drusilla Coningsby,
l-'lora Bowley
'I'abitha Penderel,

is

L.

E.

The

rest of the

:

MANHATTAN T

Kleanor Sheldon.

"Leah

James K. Hackett is once
more appearing as a royal
It is

personage.
ent

he

that

characters

five

Mrs. Charles

A very

King"

;

Schram, William B. Mack: Gen

(

?)

vehicle,

dealing as

it

Kaoul

is

;

Sir Charles

Wyndham and

Miss Mary Moore

which

at

known

as

"The Fortunes

does with the harried vicissitudes of

to his throne.

his

Mrs. Gornnge

s

Necklace

untoward persecutions, and

of

that

New

international

York," C. M.

musical

comedy

the author of the book
success,

"The

Belle

of

McLellan gave indisputable pleasure to
countless thousands.
As the author of the new play. "Leah
Kleschna," which Mrs. Fiske has produced with such consummate skill and appreciation at the Manhattan Theatre, Mr. McLellan will interest as many more, and at the same time achieve
S.

for himself a lasting place in the ranks of living, breathing, vital

Roscobel that he meets his unhistorical

fate.

Ma--

querading as one Jones. Jane Lane, the sister of a proscribed
ro- alist, saves him from capture at the hands of
Capt. Mark
Davereaux. one of Cromwell's Ironsides. He in turn saves her

from

in

As
is

Boscobel.

him

:

:

monarch, yclepted Charles II. The action takes
Bristol and Shoreham, wherein the King,
hunted by the Puritans, eludes them and later takes ship to France,
where the expedition is subsequently fitted out that ultimately
It

Berton, Edward Donnelly:
Berion,
George .\rli-utiu Kavre. Kticnnc Giranlot
Herr Linden, Robert V. Kergu
son: Leah Kleschna. Mrs. Fiske;
Madame Berton. Cecilia Rad
clyffe; Claire Berton, Emily Su
vens; Sophie Chaponniere, Kran
CCS Welstead
Krieda. Marie Ke
dor; Charlotte. Marv Maddern.
eral

F.nglish

restores

:

;

responsible for his

latest historical

place at

Play

E.

in

Paul Sylvaine, John Mason
known as Mon-ieur
Kleschna,
Charles
Gamier,
Cartwright

Dore-

mus and Mr. Leonidas West-

that

A T R

by C. M. S. MeProduced Dec. 12,

with this cast

playing
associated
with

venture.

of the

r.

enjoys

crowns and tottering thrones,
and it is equally patent that
his
following and a large
and enthusiastic one it is
equally enjoys him mid scenes
of regal magnificence and ad-

erfelt are

acts

Lellan.

quite appar-

n

Kleschna."

after

trick

doors

have

playwrights. It
of regeneration

but one which

much to say that his remarkable study
not only the strongest drama of the season.
for its craftsmanship and character delineation

is

not too

is

must be included among the great dramatic efforts of modern
It was a bold jump from "Glittering Gloria" to "Leah
times.
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Kleschna," but Air. Mcl.ellan's saltatorial feat won out, and his
latest work deserves to rank with Sudermann's "Magda," Sardou's "Diplomacy," or Pinero's "Second Mrs. 'ran<|iieray." Alis

it

ready

the talk of the dramatic season for thrilling suspense

and absorbing- interest. Something which compels the absolute
attention must have merit, and as a consequence .Manager Fiske
is not likely to need a change of bill for the remainder of the year.
"Leah Kleschna" is something more than a moving drama. It
is a document of human interest, it is a study of modern conditions with a sociological aspect which will entertain not only

who

look merely for amusement, but that constantly growof
citizens who realize the obligations placed upon them
ing body
The exposition is masin their dealings with their fellow men.
strokes.
a
few
bold
with
started
is
line, a
The
story
terly.
is so carefully prepared that months of emotion and
paragraph,
life in the make-up of a character are revealed with a certainty

those

A

that requires nothing further. The plot begins with the rise of
the curtain, and the complications unfold with a mechanical
that is absolute, and yet the machinery never creaks.

accuracy
It

marks the

results of a

man who

details of his subject before putting

has thoroughly mastered the

pen to paper.

The

altruistic

hero, with his advanced ideas for the regeneration of the fallen,
in the plays of
suggests one of those protagonists so familiar
blends in
his
and
is
never
Hut
he
tils.
humanity
Dumas
pedantic

a story dealing with the uplifting
splendidly with the scheme of
of
a
of a woman thief, daughter
daring scoundrel, whose reformaare
rescue
tion and
accomplished by her love of and admiration for
this

man.

Dramatically,

it

is

a succession of scenes that absorb,

nature anti-climacteric, it is handled
is
and
such
with
brevity that the sentimental interest
lucidity
from
the strenuously dramatic to the
transition
the
and
preserved

and while the final act

is in its

is perfectly accomplished.
placid phase of poetical suggestion
role commands the heartiest
title
in
the
work
Fiske's
Mrs.

praise.

rapid,

Her mannerisms will assert themselves at times her
her quite unintelligible but the
jerky utterance made

manifested with all
temperamental characteristics of the role are
In
its poise, strength
craft.
of
her
master
of
a
the assurance

John Mason, as Sylsplendid accomplishment.
a
with
acts
suppressed emotional
vaine, the altruistic politician,
all
of
role
didacticism; and as
the
robs
that
force and dignity

and

finish

it

is

the arch-thief, Charles Cartwright. an English actor, plays with
an case and an airv insouciance that makes plausible his preda-

The Indian Squaw chorus

in

the musical comedy, "It

Happened

in

Something positive for its pathetic strength and
tory triumphs.
sustained ix.rtraiture should IK- noted of William 1'.. Mack's im-

whose undying
personation of Schram, the thieving accomplice,
of
factor
sentimental
moving beauty.
devotion for Leah is a
Parisian, Kaoul liertmi.
CJeorge Arliss, as the decadent young
rounds out a quartet of rare dramatic merit. The minor roles
handled with nice intelliare, with perhaps a single exception,
is
The
always illuminative, and the
management
stage
scenic accessories of real artistic value.

gence.

GARRICK THKATKK.

"I'.rother Jacques."

by Henry ISernstein and
this cast

\eher.

'Pierre

Comedy

in four acts

Produced Dec.

5,

with

:

Genevievc, Annie Russell; Madame Morangc, Mrs. Chas. W. Walcot;
Yak-mint-, Davenport Seymour; 'llie 1'rinPauline, Grena Hi-iineu
Claire Winston;
Jacques Jouvenin, Oswald Vorke Marquis dc Chantalard, Grant Stewart; Jean, Joseph Wheclock, Jr.
;

;

This

is

a slight French

comedy

that has been spoiled in the

was "adapted" liberally
audience. The story
the French point
from
is
outlines
in its main
amusing enough
woman
a
of view!
|x>sscssed of millions, is
Genevieve,
young
an
impecunious young nobleman, or,
sought in marriage by
suitor's
the
scheming father does all the courting, his
rather,

process of translation, for apparently
before being dished up before a

it

New York

imbecile for even such
ninny of a son being too much of an
with
as
innocent pastime
young heiresses. Genevieve,
spooning
a sisterly regard for
entertains
undecided
a somewhat
virgin,
man
without
fortune, but who
robust
a
young
Jacques Jouvenin,
He is very
business.
the
rubber
in
succeed
hopes to eventually
Brother
him
calls
she
and
with
always
Genevieve,
chummy
alcount's
of
the
manoeuvres,
and,
aware
is
well
Jacques. He

though loving Genevieve well enough

to

marry her himself, urges

Gcncvieve
the girl to accept the count for the sake of the title.
The
count.
imbecile
the
weds
and
lets herself be persuaded

when she regrets
wedding breakfast is barely ended, however,
her
with
interview
an
seeks
She
young husbandher bargain.
as
a
timid and bashful
schoolgirl, although sophisticated enough
and puts the case before
chorus
a
to be supporting
girl in Paris
She has
is ridiculous.
union
their
that
her
with
him. He
agrees
prepared a plan.

He shall take the train at once for Paris, join
will sue for a divorce on the ground of
she
his amorita. and
He consents with joy, taking a flying leap through
desertion.

Nordland," which inaugurated the new

Lew

Fields' Theatre,

New York
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a

window, and Genevieve simulates a

fit

This, to be sure, is not very strong meat for those playgoers
who seek intellectual entertainment in

the theatre

is

so uproariously
seek only to be

it

funny for those who
amused. It is a mild, innocuous exhibition, wildly improbable and not
too interesting in its characters and

The

dialogue.

four acts by Hubert

"Mrs. Gorringe's Necklace." Comedy in
Henry Davies. Produced Dec. 7. The cast
:

Captain Mowbray, Charles Wyndham Colonel Jardin, Alfred Bishop
David Cairn, Chas. Quartermaine; Mr. Jernigan, a detective, T. W. Rawson; Charles, Bertram Steer; Mrs. Jardin,
Miss Vane Featherston Isabel Kirk, Miss
Lillias Waldegrave;
Vicky Jardin, Miss
Daisy Markham Miss Potts, Miss Ethel
Marryatt Mrs. Gorringe, Miss Marv Moore.

Genevieve

role of

Miss Annie Russell as

It

humor. But the plot
David Cairn, a guest
at the country house of Colonel Jardin,
steals a diamond necklace belonging
to Mrs. Gorringe, another guest. His
courage ebbs and he secretes the
that are rich in
itself is puerile.

Gordon Blake.
with this cast

three

acts

by

Produced Nov.

21,

Comedy

kerchief episode,

Mann

Georgia
Welles
Count Alfred, Percy Lyndal
Loriot, Edward See; Baron Sergius, William Hassan Fanchonette, Dorothy Revell
Anatole, Thomas Davies; Cacolet, Charles
Dade Victor, the call-boy, George Gaston
Mine. DuLizette, a milliner, Mary Bacon
Nina,
pont, a concierge, Marie Bingham
Gertrude
Doremus;
danseuse,
premier
Huishi, Saito; Cabman, H. Williamson.

the play.
Cairn
are
in
love
bray

;

Mow-

with the Colonel's

girl's sake, he permits the suspicion
of theft to rest upon himself, and instead of revealing certain incidents

that would point toward Cairn as the
guilty man, he compels the misguided
youth to confess the crime. After this

;

;

;

and Captain

daughter, and a secret marriage between Cairn and her seemingly puts
Mowbray out of the running. For the

;

;

Mowbray,

very poor melodrama, which grows
positively maudlin before the end of
is

Paula,

;

with the fastening

of suspicion upon Captain

:

Louis

Leopold,

jewels in a jardiniere wrapped in a
handkerchief belonging to Captain
Mowbray, a third guest. The hand-

"The Second

in

the dialogue that saves this

he has constructed several situations

fit

;

CRITERION THEATRE.

is

play from discredit. The author has
a fresh and fanciful view of life, and

fits

would

it

;

;

any other actress of similar personalThere is very little to do except
ity.
look sweet and demure, and this Miss
Russell can always do to perfection.
The imbecile husband a possible type
in French play
absolutely inconceivable as an American character
was
greatly overdone by Joseph Wheelock,
Jr., whose sense of humor, running as
it does in one rut, is in
clanger of beThe part of
coming monotonous.
Brother Jacques was acted in a conventional manner by Oswald Yorke.

Fiddle."

;

;

;

nor

;

LYCEUM THEATRE.

of hysterics before the

frightened guests. All of which, of course, leaves the coast clear
for the return of, and her marriage to, Brother Jacques.

;

;

There

is

a strong family likeness

"The Second Fiddle" and
"The Music Master," not only in the
between
titles

confession, Cairn goes into the garden
and kills himself.

EDWARD TERRY
Distinguished English actor of comic roles who is now paying his first visit
to New York.
Terry's Theatre, London, whence he brings his company ami
productions, has belonged to -uid been occupied by him for a great many years,
in the course of which time he has originated parts in such successful pieces as
"Sweet Lavender," "Love in Idleness" and "The Woman Hater." "The House
of Burnside," in which he has made his initial appearance here, is an adapta*
tion by Louis N. Parker, who wrote "Rosemary"

Sir Charles

parts that

of both pieces, but also in the

nicely

general outlines and incidents of their respective plots, so striking
a likeness, in fact, as to suggest a common origin. In the Belasco

production

it

is

a man's wife

who

is

stolen

;

in

Louis Mann's

play it is the manuscript of an opera which is purloined, and in
each instance the villain is a gentleman highly esteemed in the
community, and a piano is forcibly removed in the one case for

non-payment of dues,
of rent.

The glaring

in

the other to raise

money

for arrears

dramatic proposition
the Klein play, cleverly glossed over by

With

of a father making

indulgence, one can accept the idea
the sacrifice of his own happiness to see his
a

little

newly-found daughter happily married to an honorable

man

;

the line at any sane composer of a successful
opera permitting a blackguard to steal his work and pose as its
author in order that the girl he (the composer) loves may suc-

ceed as a prima donna and marry the said blackguard. That is
the chief trouble with Mr. Mann's play, the utter impossibility
of its story. Otherwise, its first two acts are very entertaining,
and in the title role Mr. Mann did some of the best German
dialect

comedy of

how

to

has in Capthose

well.

express

gentle

He knows

self-sacrifice

and nobility with humorous relief and charm of manner. His
actions in renunciation were admirably attuned, and he appealed
strongly to the sympathies of the audience, even in a role that
But the honors of the prois hedged about with impossibilities.
duction went to

Gorringe

woman

a

was

Her

Mary Moore.

shallow-brained,
delicious

acting in the part of Mrs
frivolous
self-assertive,

selfish,

comedy.

his career.

To

NEW YORK

"Woodland."
Musical fantasy by
THEATRE.
this cast:
Produced
Nov.
with
and
Luders.
21,
Pixley
King Eagle, Charles Dow Clark Prince Eagle, Cheridah Simpson Blue
Harry Bulger; Robin Redbreast, Harry Fairleigh Gen. Rooster.
Frank Doane Judge Owl, Stanley H. Forde Dr. Raven, Frank D. Nelson
Cardinal Grosbeak, Harry N. Pyke Miss Nightingale, Ida Brooks Hunt
Mrs. Polly Parrot, Ida Mulle Lady Peacock, Emma Cams Miss Turtle
Dove, Margaret Sayre; Miss Jenny Wren, Helen Hale.
;

;

Jay,

;

;

;

;

;

;

but

we must draw

best scenes

become him

of

improbability in the

of each piece is, in
Belasco's masterful stage management and David Warfield's
beautiful acting, but in Mr. Mann's piece it stands out in all its

naked crudity.

Wyndham

Mowbray one

tain

be sure, he spoiled some of his

by over-acting, rendering pathetic situations grotesque
by carrying his caricature too far, but, on the whole, it was a
delightful performance that went a long way to make amends
for the shortcomings of the play.
Georgia Welles was sympathetic as the heroine, and Marie Bingham contributed a clever bit
as an irascible janitress.

:

;

An exquisite as well as entertaining musical spectacle is this
fantasy, in which all the performers impersonate birds of different
species from the humble sparrow and tuneful lark to the lordly
Mr. Savage has always been very successful
discovering young, fresh voices combined with comely faces,
and of these there are many in "Woodland." It is, indeed, seldom that one sees on the stage, in a piece of this character, voices
bird of paradise.
in

of such musical quality and training. As entertainment, the piece
leaves nothing to be desired
as a spectacle, it is a thing of
The diverting comedy of Harry Bulger as Weary
beauty.
;

who would be King of the Forest, keeps the audience
constant good humor, while the graceful ballets, and the
solo songs of the various birds are delightful to the eye and ear.
Willie,
in

MRS. FISKE TRIUMPHS IN "LEAH KLESCHNA"

Schram (W.
Act

Act

I.

B.

Mack)

Leah (Mrs. Filke)

Kleschna, old-time crook,

is

Kleschna (Chas. CartwrighU
Raoul Herton (Gen. Arliss)
planning to have Leah, his daughter, steal the Sylvaine jewels

Act

II.

Leah breaks the late to get the Jewell and

ll

Haul S; Ivaln* (John Mi..n
Leah (Mrs. Fiske)
General Berton (Scott Cooper)
Convinced that Leah was only a tool in her father's hands Sylvaine has let' her go. After her departure it is found that the jewels have disappeared. They have
by Raoul, the degenerate son of General Berton, but appearances are against Leah, who is summoned to explain
1

III.

Photo* Byron, N. Y.
caught by Paul Sylvaine

Leah

Kleschna
Act;IV.

Leah, disgusted with herpast criminal

life,

decides to leave herifather forever

Act

V Now an

honest toiler in the

fields,

reallj

been stolen

Leah
Paul Sylvaine
Leah once more meets the deputy Sylvaine, who summons

her to a

life

of'happiness
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BROADWAY THEATRE.
Stanislaus Stange

"The Two Roses."

Comedy-opera by
Produced Nov.

music by Ludwig Englander.

;

LEW

FIELDS' THEATRE.

"It

Happened

MacDonough and

extravaganza by

Rose

lar

Clar-

ence llandyside Mrs.
Josephine
Oldfield,
;

most

Like

cal

op-

occupying

Two
a

position

Nordlai.d.

com-

ity

Mann

Louis

in

his

new

play,

"The Second Fiddle"

But the book
and Mr. Englander's

Fritzi Scheff appearing as Squire Oklfield's ward.

was clumsily contrived, the

lyrics

were

dull

music at no time rose above the level of mediocrity. Fritzi Scheff,
of course, was delightful in everythiiig she did, her clear, fresh
voice and vivacious acting completely captivating her auditors.

embrace,

of nature with the

Toilers there are

who

charm of

art.

crave no loftier aim

lovely life

was as a lovely song.

Therefore the faith no earthly trials destroy,
Sure of the rapture that awaits above,
Sheds holier tears for her than those of joy

While crowning her with
8,

love's

own crown

Rhine.
of love.

dove-gray morning in Paris, Whistler, over his rice, chocolate,
and a Mephisto-red geranium, thus judged Augustin Daly's cornmedians at the Vaudeville: "Rehan charms, Lewis fine Moselle, Drew
I

old aunt, noon-napping in the shade of tall garden-flowers
Gilbert."

that's

Mrs.

Eve morning. Mr. Daly has called a reThe snow at the stage door creeps nearer
the white knobs as if to turn them and enter like a ghost all a-cold. Mi.
Daly, one leg hanging in oblivion, the other tucked among loose sheets of
is

ten o'clock Christmas

"Taming

the Shrew."

T

light, rather doubtmanuscript, is in the red-leather elbow-chair, near the
ful of the coming of all his players in so mad a storm, when, as from a fairytrap, Mrs. Gilbert appears, chuckling like a child with its first carmine sled,

homely, smiling face, framed in waves of frost-jewelled hair, and
the old arms bearing against her bosom Yule-tide presents for the great

the

and for the lowly.

be that the

may

It

New York

Of

course, the actors applaud,

and

are not

so loyal, still, they may not
so shortly forget as do the

Mrs.

We

Gilbert

sweetly

cannot
in

"A

voice

sincere

a pretty protegee

still

lingers in our jaded ears, and
her face and that head-lace
falling in soft lines

should like to paint her."

Another day, in London, wiping his monocle with a remnant of Pompadour brocade, he remarked with rare gravity, "Cherry-pie time and a sweet

It

Cahill,

Night Off," into which she
brought so much that is inimitable and refreshing. Her

NE

never-failing, but Mrs. Gilbert

Marie

Fields,

G. H. Gilbert

people of Ber'in.

A FELLOW PLAYER'S TRIBUTE.

hearsal of

girls.

favorites as

Harry Davenport, Joseph
May Robson, Julius Steiger,
Herbert and others in the cast, the performance could hardly be
Mr. MacDonough's book is bright and
other than enjoyable.
Victor Herbert's music contains some very successful numbers.

people of

A. E. LANCASTER.

1904.

With such old-time

Lew

forget

f~\

of
cos-

When Marie Geistinger
sang her farewell in Germany,
audience arose, threw
the
and
lace
kerchiefs,
kisses,
nosegays gathered near the

the bright witchery that enchants the throng
Yet here was one, fed with diviner flame,

December

lot

table.

Than

Whose

a

shakes the snow from her brown hood, but the heroine laughs all of
us lightly to silence, but none can say that rain or snow ever turned
her from her duties there. And in her shopping, has she forgotten?
No, not even the brandymince pie for the Christmas

graced the stage, but with a finer grace
life the sweetness of her heart,

She showered on

in inseparable

ly

handsome

MEMORIAM-Mrs.

IN

The charm

not

hosts of exceeding-

comedy,

Enwreathing,

is

tumes, and marches and dances by

characters

C HE

of

spectacular

of Goldsmith's fa-

mous

deals

mysterielopement of

for the exhibi-

tion

introduces

quer,"
the

the

deep, but it
affords
opportun-

on "She
to
Con-

all

with

The

very

humor and tuneThe story,

Stoops

which

the Queen,

fulness.

founded

plot,

ous

without inspiration
and deficient both
in

country called

ical

utterly

;

its

a fantasy,

the scenes of which

Roses" proved

colorless

is

are laid in a myth-

"The

star,

comedy

boards

thrown together to
exploit any particular

pre-

Jr.

hastily

erettas

who

The musinow

ment.

;

Well,

M. W. Whitney,

be very popuwith those the-

fer light entertain-

;

Thomas

Dr.

theatre

St. is like-

atregoers

Ferdinand
Day, Louis Harrison
Bartlett

little

5.

new,

ly to

An-

;

Fields'

on 42nd

Roland

Meriyale,

Cunningham
drew Oldfield,

Produced Dec.
cozy

Decourcelles,
Scheff; Philip

Musical

Nordland."

Lew

21, with this cast:

Fritzi

in

Herbert.

we

shoulders,

can

upon her
see as

still

dream.
Into every character she infused a Dobson-like quaintin

a slowly vanishing

and

ness
that

we

reality
exquisite
miss for many

shall

a day.

After
quite

one

dies,

of

actor

the

all,

true

parted,

must

it

the

de-

never

stage-art

remain

pleasures

of

from
the gods, who give not dead
GEORGE LE SOIR.
fruits.

memory, and

is

a

gift

Mrs. Gilbeitin"The Lottery of Love "Daly's Theatre 1888

Berlin Photographic Co.,

New York

THE MOST RECENT PORTRAIT OF HENRIK IBSEN

The Real Henrik
endorsed the genius of Henrik
about the personality of the man.
little
knows
Ibsen,
very
outside his native
is
a
There
general impression, however,
with shaggy side
old
is
a
fellow,
dramatist
the
that
gruff
world,

which

has

THE
Norway,

life mercilessly
whiskers, an intellectual giant who stalks through
a smile, withwithout
a
without
his
fellow
heart,
men,
criticising
makes the
which
kindness
human
of
milk
that
of
out a

drop
whole world

and unMany years have passed since Ibsen, unannounced
of
his message; more than ten
words
first
the
heralded, spoke
he gave us his last. He has had his
years have passed since
fellow
his
about
man, but his fellow man is by no means
say

There is little doubt that posterity will disIbsen as we to-day discuss the personality
of
cuss the personality
this difference, we know more about
with
of Shakespeare, only
the Swan of Avon.
about
shall
ever
we
Ibsen than
finished with him.

The

air in

Scandinavia

literally

teems with anecdotes about

in Christiania there is hardly
at least seen Dr. Ibsen,
of
to
boast
not
having
a boy who
ready
friend
frock coat.
of
his
the
tail
touched
long
of
or even
having
told the writer that he and a comthe

the broad-shouldered Norseman, and
is

A

Norwegian capital
one afternoon on one of the most
panion were out walking
the
of
city, and so interested were they
crowded thoroughfares
no attention to the passersby
that
conversation
paid
they
in their
a robust person. Looking
with
collided
friend
violently
until my
in

up, the

them.

dramatist roared out
"codfish

;"

it

is

horrified to see Dr. Ibsen glaring at

two young men were
when the
They were about to make humble apologies

:

"Torsk

worse than

!"

idiot,

The

literal translation

and

is

of this

is

about the meanest word

used to express stupidity.
Ibsen's plays contain no distinguishable portrait of their author,
nor do they appear to be in any appreciable degree inspired by
moods.
convey to us some idea of what the man

They

varying

might do

but life is not made up only of immense
a natural desire to see a great man now and
is one of us.
things, to know that after all he

in great crises,

There

kin.

Ibserv

problems.
then among

little

is

creator of Nora has succeeded in surrounding his
few men have
a
gulf of dignity, across which but
person with
or
four people
than
three
not
more
are
There
sailed.
probably
his
his
the
with
character,
whose
playwright,
acquaintance
living
the
toward
attitude
his
domestic
his
of
philosophy,
view,
point

The sombre

trivialities

of the daily existence

is

at all intimate.

Even when his play,
the
when
was
attacked,
press spared him no
"Ghosts,"
savagely
insult and called him madman, when clergymen deluged him with
when all humanity shook their fist at him
epistles of reproach,
and when his friend, Georg Brandes, urged him to say a word
Ibsen despises newspaper controversy.

Ibsen remained mute. Shortly afterwards he gave
of the People." That was his answer.
hostile attitude of the English public a few years later
the old wound. George Bernard Shaw has told us about

in self-defense,

to the

The
opened

world

"An Enemy

cleverest
it in his "Quintessence of Ibsenism," and Shaw was the
of his champions. The fight, as we know, was desperate, but short,
The greater public soon
for the public concerned was limited.
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lost patience

and ranked the melancholy old man of the North

among the chief attractions of the literary dime museum.
For the last two years, Sigurd Ibsen, the playwright's son,
and others, have been collecting the letters of Ibsen, and these
have recently appeared in book form simultaneously in Scandinavia, Germany and England.
They are about to appear in
America.
These documents are of rare value to the student
searching for the inner motive. If Ibsen is reserved in all other
matters, he is frank in his letters, and the same fearlessness that
characterizes the superb scenes of his masterpieces inspires him
when he happens to be speaking as a mere individual, to a friend

We

leain from these letters that his own deor an opponent.
under
took
peculiar conditions. He has steeped
place
velopment
himself as it were in isolated thought. He has lived for one aim

Like

many

I hereby affirm that I have never in my whole life
"Dear Brandes
read a single volume by George Sand. I once started Consuelo, but hurriedly put it down, as it struck me as being the product of an amateurish
philosopher, not that of a poet. But I read a few pages only at that time,
:

and

may have been wrong.
"To Alexandre Dumas I owe
I

deals in."

little

story in

They have met but

itself.

three times, though they

have known each other for almost forty years each has with
deep concern watched the growth of the other each has, on
more than one occasion, been of positive comfort to the other,
;

;

for their trials have, after

all,

And

been of the same character.

yet there can be but slight affinity in their very different natures.

To

Brandes, words like Liberty, Future, Revolution, form a
symphony of heart-uplifting sound, a stimulus to the power to
while in Ibsen's ear they have no meaning, no sense. These
two great men have soberly and elaborately discussed in letters
strive,

the greatest problems we know of, and though they have
touched hands on some very vital issues, their sentiments have
generally been at variance. In Brandes there is the spirit of the

some of

who clings passionately to the fibres of youth ; only
serious maturity is the element that Ibsen considers it worth

enthusiast

while to appeal to.
In this connection

it will possibly be appropriate to quote from
a letter Ibsen wrote to Brandes from Dresden in February, 1871,
the most troubled year of Brandes' life
:

"I have thought,
true, that my silence would be apt to provoke you,
but I confidently hope that our relation is such that no bond between
us will be broken for that.
Yes, I have th: presentiment that a correspondence carried on without lapses between us would entail a danger of
it

is

When we

have faced each other, then, and not before,
many things will appear otherwise, and much light be thrown upon phases
In your previous letter you
that are now obscure to both of us.
ironically admire my state of mental calm under present conditions now
The fact is,
in your friendly (?) note you make me a hater of liberty.
my spirit is at ease because I consider the prevailing misfortune of France
the greatest piece of good luck that could possibly be attained by that
this sort.

shall

...

;

nation.

troversy

As to liberty,
on words."

I

think that question limits itself to a mere con-

An

interesting characteristic of Ibsen is his politeness, his
faculty for doing the right thing. Probably every writer of whatever ability, who happens to have dedicated a book to him, has

received from the dramatist a letter of cordial appreciation. In
Scandinavia, there is much talk about the distinguished Norse-

man's vanity, which could well be likened to that of Whitman. Ibsen's great personal principle is, that, to himself, his
own work is the greatest thing in the world. This conviction, as
he somewhere admits, has been an inexhaustible source of sustaining strength to him. Since the day when he first mastered his
dramatic form, he has* accepted aid of no one, he has borrowed
nothing.

The power

of concentration, of self-centred effort, has

never had a more illustrious example than Henrik Ibsen. He
has done his work behind bolted doors, and some of us feel that
portions of

it

have been written

in the dark.

whose nature

is

so complete in

itself,

whose moods are

those of reflection rather than feeling. Thought stimulates him,
as feeling makes the ordinary poet vibrate.
And yet Ibsen is

nothing, after

all, if

not a poet.

who cares for details of personality
Dr. Ibsen's hand-writing is clear and round. Strange
to say, that of his son markedly resembles it.
Scandinavian authors have not yet become addicted to the use of the typewriter.
interest the reader

may
know that

It

Who

This note, written in 1896, was a response to an inquiry by the
Danish critic. The relation between Brandes and Ibsen is a

is

We

Stuart Mill because of that philosopher's beautiful dedication in
Liberty to his deceased wife. Such sentiment sounds absurd

to

absolutely nothing, as regards dramatic
form, except that reading his plays has taught me to avoid quite a few
rather tough discrepancies and misconceptions, which he not infrequently

critic.

Another illuminating quality of Ibsen may be found in his
toward women as an inspiration to the creative force of
the other sex.
He does not praise their value as an essential,
elemental power of life in arts and letters.
He ridiculed John

to Ibsen,

may

own

attitude

and

:

Norwegian playwright

prefers to be his

English.

On

guilty, too, of reckless assertions, as the following letter

He

know, however, that he has always had a high opinion of
Brandes' estimation of his productions. Regarding translations,
Dr. Ibsen is quoted as saying one day in Berlin, to a visitor who
found him writing "The Lady from the Sea," that all foreign versions of his books were poor.
Yet, the playwright has called
Edmund Gosse's translation of "Brand" masterful, and surely
such a work must have been anything but easy to render into

the perfection of every quality in his soul that could make for
greatness. He is generally harsh in his opinion of other authors,

show

superior intellects, the

indifferent to criticism.

by the way (to be irreverent), fancy Henrik Ibsen
a machine, or even dictating to some auburn-haired
such
pounding
the
nymph
ponderous speeches that make a few of us think
can,

hard and the rest sigh with impatience?
As to his methods of work, the world has eagerly accepted all
sorts of spurious comment.
It has been said that in composing
the playwright invariably has before him a sort of
checker-board, upon which are placed a number of corks or other

a

drama

objects, to represent the characters of the play and show their
It has also been related that
relative positions on the stage.

Dr. Ibsen walks about like a

man

in a trance

while composing

a drama, and that his home, in such a circumstance, is like a
house of mystery, where all the members of the family are afraid
to speak above a whisper.
PerThis, however, is nonsense.
sonally, Ibsen

is

a lover of the home, and a whole article could

be written about his wife, a sister of Magdalena Thoresen, who
died last year, and whose name as an author is dear to every
reader of Scandinavian

But Mrs. Ibsen is even more
She perpetually keeps

fiction.

shy than her world-renowned husband.
herself far in the

background of

their

common

life,

thus forming

a sharp contrast to Bjornson's wife, who is often seen with her
husband, and who, indeed, has her say in the business of his
life.
Ibsen has not uttered many sentences on personal matters
for publication, but in the few references to his home-life, he has

never omitted to speak of his wife in the warmest terms. We
know, indeed, that she has made great sacrifices, that she has

on her distinguished husband, and
the world, understands him best.
Ibsen has only one son, Sigurd, who looks like one of the

lavished tenderness and care
that she, of

all

Vikings of old a very cultured Viking, that is. The son was
educated in Dresden, principally, and he is a man of rare political
insight, backed by first-class scholarship. He was with his father

during the

critical

days in Rome,

many

years ago,

when Henrik

Ibsen, strong in his silence, silent in his strength, was fighting
the fight of his life against poverty. Once in a while clippings

would be sent him from Scandinavia, which in those first years
of his career shot arrows of poisonous criticism at him, and the
growing Norseman would then sit down and, letting a mood

overwhelm him, allow

his

bitterness

to

flow

into

the

cup

of purifying poetry.
He never wrote better verse than certain poems that came from his pen in Rome.
The prospects
were gloomy and no light seemed to shine in the distance. Still,

he had his friends, and
lerud by name, around

among these was a young student, Schulwhose memory there should be a perennial

For Schullerud discovered, before any one else, the immense genius of Henrik Ibsen. When publishers rejected the

glory.
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author's manuscripts, and when despair, on such occasions, unnerved his hand, the young student invariably had the power to

"Don't worry," he would say, "we'll publish

cheer his friend.
the books at our

own expense

;

I've got the necessary

money,

which no object is strange. To each other, therefore, these
people must seem very natural they get the mutual sense of
their cries, their extravagances, their blunt speech,
recognition
;

;

all

seem

to be part of the

and in a few years it will
come back with enormous interest, and
we'll all take a gay holiday on the
thank heaven

It
proceeds." What a wise prophet
touches the sensitive spirit with grief
that this devoted friend died before
!

the

was

sense

greatest

mean

the

in

that infinite conquest

preme

desire.

is

I

their su-

Solness wanted to build

the grandest edifice in the world

not, decidedly, as a novelist that

in

matter of

Napoleonic, by which

temperament

human

passions, but they are
not books of very mentionable merit.
It

His characters are

age ambition.

Sigurd Ibsen has written a few novels
ambitious novels, dealing with conof

in

ready to overflow. Ibsen's world, then,
is not the low-lofted chamber of triviality, nor even less the broad hall of aver-

ten people had seen what he was so
ready to give his last cent to further.

flicts

which they move. But to the
must appear
somewhat deranged, and they do, provided one has not an alert eye for the
dramatic quality with which they are all
world

uninitiated stranger they

!

;

Peer

Sigurd Ibsen was to distinguish himFrom his father he inherited that
self.

Gynt's aim was to immortalize himself
by annihilating others Lundborg had

great psychological faculty which enables one to look into the minds of men.

the artistic ideal, without the spiritual
faith, and Brand, in his allegiance to

He

duty, lost

now

is

;

Minister of State, a finely-

all

the solid gifts of the earth.

trained diplomat, and one of the leading public men of Norway. It is rather

Julius Paulson, a prominent Norwegian critic, has pointed out how

remarkable that the four leading Nor-

Henrik

wegian authors, Ibsen, Bjornson, Kielland, and Lie, all have sons of rare

many an actor to find himself, many an
actress to rise to her full intellectual

For inand accomplishment.
is
of
director
stance, Bjorn Bjornson
in
National
Theatre
the
Christiania,
while the sons of Kielland and Lie
promise to become successful writers.

This is true, and it is in the
same degree an established fact, that
every modern dramatist of power is in

ago

years

unearthed

critic

some

certain

curious

MR. OLE

BANO

Young Norwegian famous as a reader of the Ibsen plays and now visiting
America. He is a writer himself of plays and novels, but his reputation rests
Before coming to Amerchiefly upon his extraordinary ability as a reader.
ica last

Ibsen's

known

in

of the most successful series of Ibsen recitaNorthern Europe. He will probably be heard in New

York next month

documents

school he attended, and that he almost "flunked" his college exMathematics was a subject in which he took no
aminations.
interest whatever in languages, however, he did fairly well. One
;

occupations was that of a theatrical manager in Bergen,
the city of Grieg, who has adorned "Peer Gynt," with some of
the sweetest music Norway has ever given to the world.
Who
first

know

sunny

Italy,

debt

for

valuable

lated title, "The Pretenders," seems only vaguely appropriate)
and "Herremar.dene paa Helgoland" (The Lords of Helgoland)

are

now

rarely produced.

Relatively speaking, Ibsen's plays are

these pieces, which have

on, one

all

the freshness of simplicity and

all

the

dramas.

Books

like

"Peer Gynt" and "Brand" have run into ten

We

or twelve large editions. "When
Who are Dead Awaken," by
the way, had the poorest sale of any of his productions. Ibsen's
works are exclusively published in Scandinavia by Gyldendal of

Copenhagen, the largest publishers in Northern Europe.
The following note, written by Ibsen to Professor P. Hansen,
the well-known authority on Danish literature, in 1879, somewhat
illustrates one of the dramatist's moods
:

"During the time T was engaged on the composition of 'Brand,' I kept a
scorpion on the table in an empty beer glass. Now and then the animal
pot ill, and -when that happened I used to throw a piece of soft fruit into
the glass to see the creature pounce upon it and emit its poison, after which
it would crow well.
Is not the case something like this with ourselves?
The natural laws also govern the spiritual life."

The god

of his philosophy is implacable.
He preaches the
He is the poet of the impulsive nature. Not

gospel of Free Will.
a character of his

most personal plays "Heckla Gabler,"
"Ghosts," "The Master Builder," "The Doll's House," etc. is
what physicians would call normal. The principal persons who
have problems to solve in these plays are high-strung natures who
march through the world with delusions and a false philosophy.
They are picturesque, because we see them at work, so to speak,
we see them at home, among familiar things, in surroundings of

in

"Gioconda," for instance.
Ibsen was never anything but a playwright.
The historical
drama represents his earliest work, which has, somewhat cleverly,
been compared to that of Corneille. "Kongs-Emnerne (the transin

seldom seen on the Scandinavian stage, but when

beauty of a pure spirit.
Henrik Ibsen is now a very wealthy man. He gets twenty per
cent, of the gross receipts from each performance of any of his

instruction.

has here and there a rugged Scandinavian touch

details of artistic architecture

Solveig's song, or the wonderful composition written to Aase's death. The melody of the nature of Norway is in

does not

have helped

Are Sudermann's dramas not of the
same pattern of construction, or Pinero's? Even d'Annunzio, far away in

June he concluded one

tions ever

From these we learn
pertaining to Ibsen's early education.
that the playwright was poor as a student in the preparatory-

of his

dramas

height.

ability

Several

Ibsen's

"The

Pillars of Society," "Ghosts," or
is

"Hedda

always sure of an excellent audience.

it

happens that

Gabler," are put
Of the foremost

and actresses of Denmark, Norway and Sweden, all but
two or three have reached their high-water mark in Ibsen roles.
Henrik Ibsen has certainly set a big wheel in the machinery of
the world in motion. Much has been done to brand him with the
mark of immorality one clergyman in Denmark, named Schach,
has gone so far as to publish a series of heavy volumes denouncing Ibsen as being everything except what he really is. The same
man goes each year to obscure places where the dramatist is
nothing more than a name, and persuades certain little groups to
keep their children from reading his works.
But such puerile criticism resembles a flee attacking an elephant. Henrik Ibsen has become a force the full influence of which
actors

;

is

as yet immeasurable.

Generations to come will find his point-

of-view unique, and admire the masterpieces it has yielded. He
cannot be compared to any other writer, being so far away from
the circumference of the circle of authors who are amateurs

compared

to him.

His productions

sufficiently reveal all the sig-

Before his eye the drama of
becomes
and crucible, and Fate
intense
always
looms up in gloomy nooks to say its imperative word. We are
of the earth, says Ibsen, but there is in us also the calm and
motion of the sea, as well as the beauty and dreaminess of the
nificant stages of his development.

human

forces

In his own less tangible way, finally, he forever exhorts
us in the words of Swinburne, "to grow strong in the strength of
PAUL HARBOE.
thy spirit and live out thy life as the light."

heavens.

FAMOUS FAMILIES
OF

AMERICAN PLAYERS
No.

5-THE HACKETTS

as actors, the Hacketts are distinctly of our own
as a family, their name is rooted,

"There's sweet Miss Leesugg by-thc-by, she's not pretty;
She's a little too large and has not too much grace;

not only in the line of Irish nobility, but through
alliance with that of Holland.
Edmund Hackett, the greatof
the
grandfather
present representative, was responsible for

Yet there's something about her so witching and witty,
"I'is pleasure to gaze on her good-humored face."

WHILE

blood and tradition

He it was who stood heir
who went to Amsterdam

this.

to the

barony
and married
Massau.

wise

a daughter of Baron cle
By this union, the issue was

Hackett, to

whom America

is

Thomas

G.

directly

in-

in

Ireland

;

he

like-

1832 Mrs.

In

being "Of

Hackett retired from

Age To-morrow,"
>lic

to return

with

her

May

sister.

\<>,

1838, in

Mr-.

Sharp.

She died at Jamaica on December 4, 1845.
The son by this marriage was John K.

many years Recorder in tinof
York.
Xew
Many anecdotes are told
City
of him, revealing a strenuous. kind of humor
that was more startling than it was subtle.
llackrtt. for so

Prince of Orange, he was forced, in 1794, to
seek America as a likely place for regaining

His connection with things theatrical is noted
by Urander Matthews in the following

broken health.

In 1799 he married a daughter of the Rev.

Abraham

was forced

"Perfection,"

debted for an invigorating force in her dramatic history.
For after holding the rank
of Lieutenant in the Life Guards of the

his

tin- stage, her last play
but because of pecuniary difficulties

record

:

"Happy Xew

of Jamaica, L. I., and
the couple settled in New York, but only for
a short while.
The husband died in 1803,
Keteltas,

Year.

1875.

Grand

enter-

tainment at the Sing Sing Prison, to commence at 8 A. M. ... N. B. Tickets of

and Mrs. Hackett, with her small son, the
future actor, who had been born March 15,
1800, returned to the Long Island home.
At the age of fifteen young James Henry
Hackett entered Columbia College, and

admission

may

be had at the Court of General

John K. Hackett, Manager. No
extra charge for reserved seats."
It was by another marriage, with Clara
Sessions.

started a thorough classical course, but his

Cynthia Morgan, on March 27, 1864, that the
present James K. Hackett was born.

work was soon interrupted by severe
which made him abandon his study

comedian.

To

illness,

in that

on recovering his
he
took
and this proved so
law,
strength,
up
the
that
uncongenial,
year 1817 found him
direction.

ing

this

time the young

many

man was

gain-

a

in

till

1825.
It might be well to say here a few words regarding Mrs.
Hackett.
As Miss Leesugg (born circa 1798), she made her

American debut on September I, 1818,
direct from the Birmingham

EDMUND HACKETT

coming

Theatre.
''was

"Her

forte,"

says Ireland,

Thomas

G. Hackett

comedy; her merry, romping

(d. 1803)

lowing jingle some young
have penned about her

wag must

Hilson and Marnes.

part of Morbeau, in

His

m.
i

(1819)

Catherine Leesugg*

first

decided

(1864)

Clara Cynthia

(1897)

who became

Morgan

Mary Mannering*

Klise
of the family

Kean, Mathews.
find Mr. Hackett

"Mons. Tonson."
however, was as one of the Dromios in
the "Comedy of Errors," where his
twin brother, played by Barnes, was

James K. Hackett*

(d. 1847)

John K. Hackett

Members

we

hit,

(1800-1871)

m
*

Sylvester Daggenvood, resulted

striking imitations of

In his initial successes

m. daughter Rev. Abraham Keteltas

James H. Hackett*

m.

Utica, and

attempting many dialects. During June, 1826, he gave the Yankee story of "Jonathan and Uncle Ben," as well as assuming the

m. daughter Baron de Massau

country lasses have never since been
equalled, and her chambermaids were
almost equally meritorious." That she
was popular may be seen from the fol-

10, his role,

Hackett the Elder as FalltatT

siderable popularity, who was equally as famed for her contralto
Soon after the wedding Hackett settled in Utica, N. Y.,
voice.
lived

left

he himself turned to account his
heretofore amused so many
had
powers
of his friends in private. His first public appearance was made on March I, 1826, at the
New York Park Theatre, as Justice Woodcock, a creditable but by no means distinctive
At his wife's benefit on March
beginning.

the profession he finally adopted. In 1819 he
married Catherine Leesugg. an actress of con-

where he

he

that

mimic, and
of his friends must have been among
ability

as

in 1825,

to the stage,

;

considerable

When,

his business troubles caused his wife's return

However,

in the counting-house of a relative in trade
he was destined to remain some years.

During

return to the career of the American

(b. 1904)

This success,
graphically imitated.
while invigorating, did not entirely

As with so
please the young actor.
many of his contemporaries, he was
always unsettled between his natural
talents as a comedian on the one hand,

and

:

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE

on
on
the
In December, 1826,

his strong tastes for tragedy

actors

the other.

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
of

eve

leaving

England, he
"Richessayed
for

ard

not

III."

an original conception, but in

minute imitation
Here
of Kean.
it

may

that

stated
1

also

840,

in

the

at

Park

be

Theatre,

New

York,

he

appeared
Lear three

as

and

times,

Hamlet

April

i,

1827,

gave
English

to

the
public

Yankee

stories
tations,

stay

Armstrong, Uoston

EUGENE COWLES
This well known opera sinu^r

is

now appearing temporarily

in vaudeville

Theatre

in

"Richard."

but his

was a short

same year he
was again at the
New York Park

Barnes gave a benefit soon

after,

and

in a farce, "Two Sosias," adapted from Drycomedy, "Amphytrion."
During the season of 1827-8,
Othello, lago, Gloster in "Jane Shore," Paris in "The Roman
Actor," Montmorency in "Hundred Pound Note," and Tristram
Fickle in "Weathercock" (a two-part comedy), constituted a
varied repertoire.
Over against Mr. Hackett's own statement

Hackett was cast

den's

played by him in Philadelphia, May 31,
1832, to Charles Kean's Hotspur, is often placed the disputed

that Falstaff

was

first

1828.
We shall agree upon the former as more
though actors care little about exact dates, and note
that on December 3, 1828, Coleman's comedy, "Who Wants a
Guinea?" materially altered and named "Jonathan in England,"
date,

May

than

likely,

13,

was acted by him at his wife's benefit.
Then followed the dialect role of Sir Archy MacSarcasm, in
the farce, "Love-a-la-Mode." It was on April 22, 1830, that Mr.
Hackett produced the first dramatic version of "Rip Van Winkle"
at the Park Theatre, which text was afterwards changed in London by Bayle Bernard.* Another Dutch piece on which Hackett
expended much attention was "Three Dutch Governors," dramatized by Bernard from Irving's "Knickerbocker History," and
played with but little success on September 26, 1837. Each act
was devoted to a distinctive governor.
It is significant

that in the actor families thus far written about,

members are known by the excellence of a
However much Booth's other Shakespearean permay be treasured, he will ever remain one with the

the representative
single

role.

sonations

Melancholy Dane. It is hard to realize any other Rip than Jefferson, who has always been the very embodiment and no one
has the bravery or the innate creative fun to make a second DunSo with
dreary, closely identified as it is with E. A. Sothern.
Hackett as the one great Falstafrf in "Henry IV." summed up
;

Hip was undertaken hv many, none of whom surpassed Jefferson (vid. Winter) :.1819
IrTing's "Sketch Book" published. 1829. C. B. Parsons as Rip. Cincinnati (MR. nought, I8S8V 1829
Oct. SO. William Chinmin Walnut Street Thatre. Philadelphia: rat including many of the Jeffer
sons. 1830, August 10 Haekett at Rowery Theatre, N. V. 1831. August 15. Hackett at Port Theatre
1833, Sept 4. Hackett presents Bernard's version. 1833. ,Tulv24. Tom Flynn as P.in. -1833-4.
Isherwoort in J. H. Hewitt's version. 1850, January 7. Burke in his own version. 1865. Jefferson in
the Burke Boucicault-Jefferson version.
+Mr. Winter recalls the following Falstaffs in America: 1788. Harper; 1807, John E. Harwood:
1829. Hilson; 1832. Hackett.

*The

;

1849, he

and

five

managed, with Macready, the Astor Place Opera House,
years later (1854) he was starring a company of Italian

singers at Castle Garden. During this time, despite his close connection with all things American, the actor, in addition to his

1832 trip to England, visited Drury Lane and Covent Garden

role of

Wm

in

His Falstaff was there received most

We have

noted Hackett's ambition to become a tragedian. His
Hamlet, Richard, and Lear were careful studies, and, as a critic
has wisely said, they displayed "all the acumen of a scholar, and

This estimate of the student nature

the nicest critical analysis."

which Mr. Hackett undoubtedly possessed is justified by
ume, "Notes and Comments on Shakespeare," published

his volin 1863.

A presentation

copy sent by him to Lincoln elicited an interesting
reply, which shows a keen taste on the part of the President
:

and imi-

one, for in September of the
\Vili

;

1830, the Bowery, and in 1837, the National Theatre (Italian
Opera House). At the time of the famous Astor Place riot, in
in

favorably.

Hackett

his

business relations, and to clear those obligations he had incurred
during his business troubles. He was, during several periods,
a manager in 1829, he controlled the Chatham Garden Theatre

to

At Covent Gar-

As

actor did not confine himself alone to being an actor.

1840, 1845, and 1851.

Ophelia.
den,

The

a star he succeeded in amassing somewhat of a fortune, and ever
being of a scrupulous nature, his first idea was to readjust his

as

Wood's

Mrs.

by Ireland's estimate: "The cream of English wit and cowardice;"
his must have been a study revealing the very essence of all this.

"WASHINGTON, August
Months ago

17,

1863.

should have acknowledged the receipt of
your book and accompanying kind note and I now have to beg your pardon
for not having done so.
"For one of my age, I have seen very little of the drama. The first
presentation of Falstaff I ever saw was yours here, last winter or spring.
Perhaps the best compliment I can pay is to say, as I truly can, I am very
anxious to see it again. Some of Shakespeare's plays I have never read;
while ethers I have pone over perhaps as freouently as any unprofessional
reader. Among the latter are 'Lear,' 'Richard III.,' 'Henry Vlil.', 'Hamlet,'
and especially 'Macbeth.' I think

"My

Hear Sir:

I

;

is
It
nothing equals 'Macbeth.'
wonderful.
"Unlike you gentlemen of the

profession, T think the soliloquy
in 'Hamlet,' commencing, 'Oh. my
offense is rank,' surpasses that
commencing, 'To be or not to be.'
But pardon this small attempt at
I should like to hear
criticism.
you pronounce the opening speech

Will you not
'Richard III:'
soon visit Washington again? If

"of

you

do.

please

call

and

me

let

make your personal acquaintance."

Another note following this
well worth quoting, since it
shows a deep phase of Lincoln's character and temperament Mr. Hackett had published the first letter, and its
contents had brought forth
considerable comment.
is

;

"WASHINGTON. Nov.

2,

1863.

"My

note to you I certainly did
not expect to see in print yet I
have not been much shocked by
the newspaper comments upon it.
Those comments constitute a fair
specimen of what has occurred to
;

me through

life.

I

have endured

preat deal of ridicule without
much malice: and have received a
treat deal of kindness not quite
I am used to
free from ridicule.
a

it."

On December

28, 1871,

Mr.

Hackett died at his home

in

As

a man, he was
of active intellect ar;d of cour-

Jamaica.

teous bearing. There ire pictures of him that show resem-

blance to Washington Irving,
and doubtless his tempera-

ment was as genial
It was two vears before

his

MISS JANET

WALDORF

Is>laying the part of Roma in "The Eternal
City" this season

Photos Byron, N. Y.

Charlntte Walker an Jane Lane
Act II. ' We are not

Act

Frederick

Webber

III.

"I

am

Charlotte Walker
not the Klng'i soldier, but the Soldiers' King"

as Sir Geo. Vllliers

Sam'l Hardy as Lord Wilmol

JAMES

K.

HACKETT

Act IV.

IN HIS

Jameii K. Hackett AH Charles Stuart
hat very fait "

filling thli

Peter Lang as Will Carlo.
The King embarks In safety

NEW

PLAY, "THE

FORTUNES OF

Jas. L. Reeley

M Clement Lane
Flora Rowley an Drusilla

THF. KING"

T

11

E

T

11

EA TRE

James K. Hackett was born, at Wolfe, one
Islands
Thousand
of the
(September 6, 1869). Throughout his
and
school
college years he was known for his theatrical amat
bition
eighteen he had given no mean interpretation of Touchat
stone
twenty, his Othello met with favorable comment. Young
father's death that

;

;

Hackett took a Bachelor of Arts degree at the College of the

and began the study of law. HowMarch 28, 1892, found him in
and
that,
A.
M.
Palmer's
Stock Company, which was
with
Philadelphia
For
short while thereafter Mr.
a
Broken
Seal."
playing "The
to
man
Hackett became leading
Lotta, and during the season

New York

City of

in 1891,

ever, he abandoned

of 1892-3 joined Daly's forces. During 1893-4 his repertoire as
star included "The Arabian Nights" and "The Private Secre-

MAGAZ

the Butterfly" (1897), he fell seriously ill.
In January, 1898, it
that on the previous May 2 he had married Miss

Mary Mannering. She had come over from England to appear
November 23. 189(1, in Esmond's "The Courtships of Leonie," in
which Mr. Hackett had the chief male role.
Since becoming a star, Mr. Hackett's plays have been mostly
of the romantic kind, typified by "The Prisoner of Zenda" and
"Rupert of Hentzau." As he was one of the youngest leading
men in American dramatic history, so is he one of the few actormanagers. Perhaps the most emphatic and determined position
he has taken has been in regard to the so-called Theatrical Trust,
against which he held out until quite recently, when he found it
best to succumb. It is not our purpose to trace this through its
stages,
career.

Kathryn Kidder. One more engagement followed with Mrs.
Potter and Mr. Bellew in "The Queen's Necklace;" then, in

that

;

;

November, 1895, he joined Daniel Frohman's Stock Company,
playing at the

Lyceum

in R. C. Carton's

"The Home Secretary."

Mr. Hackett soon succeeded Herbert Kelcey as leading

Lyceum, and while playing

at the

A

in Pinero's

man

DURING

obtainable,

under

his

manding

his subtle treatment or very serious attention.

MONTROSE

while

Tilton,

the

box and from the

uttered a scream and dashed out of

Tadd and Manager Grover became
and Tadd was soon ambi-

fast friends,

in

tious to

Early

have a theatre of

in the

President's

year 1864,

his

Room

Mansion was

own.

38 of the

set aside for

the purpose, and Tadd set to work to
fit it up as a
miniature theatre.

A

handsome stage was erected with gas
footlights and appropriate scenery was
provided. On either side of the stage,
at the top, handsome vases filled with

Charles

Prior, J.

Sam

Tadd

theatre.

Lincoln had been shot,

artificial

center

flowers were placed.

In the

stood a bust of the lamented

Edward

Dickinson Baker (a great
friend of Master Lincoln's), who was
killed at Ball's Bluff October 21, 1861.

Thos. Brougham Baker, F. C. Wemyss,
R. S. Meldrum, J. K. Mortimer, Dan
Setchell,

MOSES.

On the very night of the assassination
of the President at Ford's Theatre, little Tadd was in a box at
When Manager Hess announced that Mr.
Grover's Theatre.

M. Ward, E. F.
Thome, Harry Pearson, O. B. Doud
Oliver
Doud Byron),
(afterwards
J. J.

J.

other times went alone.

management were

Myles Levick, E. L.

be as to Mr. Hackett's future

his fine presence and rich voice Mr. Hackett adds a vigor
becomes him in active pieces: As yet, he has given nothing
The drama of
by which one may definitely characterize him.
external struggle and adventurous romantic feeling is a phase of
Mr. Hackett has not essayed any role deplay that will pass.

Lawrence Barrett, Frank Mordaunt,
Frank Lawler, J. C. McCollom, A. W.
Fenno, W. H. Crane, Barton Hill,
Barron,

may

it

To

staging his productions he also spared
no expense. Among the actors who ap-

peared

significant

Theatre in the White House

Theatre, which occupied the site of the present National
Theatre in Washington, was noted for the excellence of
its stock companies and the completeness with which all plays
were produced. Grover was a liberal manager, and in the organization of his companies selected the

performers

however

"The Princess and

the administration of President Lincoln, Grover's

best

A E

was announced

In rapid succession he supported Minnie Seligman became leading man at the Queen's Theatre, Montreal and on
January 14, 1895, appeared at the Broadway Theatre with
tary."

1

Ryan, Walter Lennox,

Agnes

Immediately in front of the stage was a

Lotty Hough, Julia Irving,
Susan Denin, Kate Denin, Mrs. J. L.

space partitioned off by a wicket fence.
That portion of the theatre \vas set apart

J.

E. Whiting, Emily Jordan,

Perry,

Ada

Lincoln was a frequent visitor to
Grover's Theatre, and usually occupied
the President's box with Mrs. Lincoln

and was furnished with
and cushioned chairs sufficient to accommodate a large-sized audience.
His company of players was
selected from the members of the com-

and

Secretary Seward.
During the
engagement of "Vestvali the Magnificent," in 1864, the President and his

pany

family attended the theatre as frequently as five nights in two weeks.
The advertisements of the theatre often

effect to the pieces

Fannin, Laura Vernon,

for spectators,

Parker,

and Ada and Minnie Monk.

settees, sofas,

of the Pennsylvania Bucktail
Regiment, which was doing duty in the
To give
vicinity of the White House.

furnished him with

announced that certain plays would be
performed "at the request of the PresiThis was noticeably the
the
during
engagement of J. W.
lack and E. L. Davenport.
dent."

Tadd

about eleven,

White

who was

at his little

all

the costumes and

paraphernalia necessary for their proper

Performances were given
production.
once or twice a week, the audiences be-

case

Wai-

Lincoln, the President's son, a
sprightly, intelligent little fellow of

produced

theatre, the youthful manager called to
his aid his friend Manager Grover, who

PRESIDENT LINCOLN AND HIS SON, TADDY

a great favorite with all the visitors to the
House, often accompanied his father to the theatre, and at

ing composed of the friends of Master
Tadd, of both sexes, who attended at
the invitation of the

young manager.

Occasionally the President and Mrs. Lincoln honored the per-

formance with their presence.

A.

I.

MUDD.

Photo taken especially

for
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"If you can do

David Warfield

it,

you can," says the actor

The Actor and

the

Man

(Chats with Players No. 34)
was only when David Warfield ran out of the room and
brought me a framed print of a mischievous puppy hiding
behind a log and ready to spring upon two blissfully
innocent kittens, a dream in the sunshine, that the interview began.
The most difficult thing in interviewing is getting acquainted.

through his brain to his heart. The boy, grown up, but with the
same receptive brain and responsive heart, is now playing Herr

One
who

likeness of genius.

IT

does not soon get acquainted with a dignified gentleman
resignedly at his desk checking off what parts he has

sits

played and expounding his views of the dramatic art. It was all
very formal and unsatisfying until Mr. Warfield ran out after that

framed print.
Such a wicked little dog with such an evil intent. The intent
spoke from the full, black, rolling eyes, turned sidewise upon
the blinking, unconscious kittens. It expressed itself in the slightly
wrinkled muzzle and the gleam of one white, pointed tooth. In

another tick of the clock he would be upon them and a shrill,
puppyish bark would rudely rend their dreams. Surprised and
It was an ordinary
Surprising and happy dog
of suggestion and suspense.
"Look at those eyes," Mr. Warfield's laugh had a boyish, hearty
"Isn't it funny?"
Again he laughed and again he said:
ring.

unhappy

kittens

print, but

!

!

full

"Isn't
It

it funny?"
had come at

last,

the waited-for flash of the personality, the

glimpse of the real man.
Twenty or more years ago a boy stood looking into the window
of a book shop in San Francisco and wept at sight of the picture
of a boy who, about to leave home, was saying good-bye to his
mother. The print was crude, but the boy had imagination, senThe pathos of the group made its appeal
sibilities, a heart.

Von Earwig

in "The Music Master," and in him, the critics say,
they have discovered a genius.
The critics, I think, are right. David Warfield has the child-

And he is dumb before that controlling someis
too
which
he
modest to name, but which those who see
thing
"The Music Master" believe is the divine spark vouchsafed to but
few mortals.
"If you can do it, you can.
If you can't, you can't."
Like
artist he is not glib about his art. It is the expression of an intangible, mysterious something within him that defies
analysis, but is powerful to bring tears to hard eyes, to plant some-

many another

thing strange and tender in empty hearts. He feels it, but can"If you can do it, you can."
not describe it except in his
Thus simply he expressed one of his formulae of art.
:

"I try to do what people would do under the circumstances."
That was another, and Mr. Warfield illustrated it.
"Suppose I were your lover, would I do this?"
He folded his arms tightly across his breast, drew his eyebrows
together in a straight, ominous line, and glared appallingly down
upon the interviewer. His right arm shot out threateningly toward
the window of his apartment at the Ansonia, nine stories or more
above Broadway.

"Fly with me !" he shouted.
have all seen love-making done in this melodramatic way
on the stage, perhaps even in the lunatic asylum. To realize its
full absurdity one had to see Mr. Warfield sit common-sensically

We

i8

'/'

down

slightly

his vis-A-vis,

"Now,

intonation,

us talk

let

EA T R E M AGAZ

TH

muscles comfortably, lean

in a chair opposite, relax his leg

toward

HE

and say calmly with matter-of-fact
it

over.

Who

hasn't been

to in exactly that twentieth century, eminently satisfying

made

love

manner ?"

Without preliminaries or pyrotechnics, he had given a valuable
lesson in acting.
In the man survive those qualities which made the boy weep
at sight of the engraving in the shop window.
"I

weep over my parts when I first read them," he admitted.
work very hard. Believe me, I do not. This isn't a

"I don't

And

pose."

he returned to his original proposition.

"If

you can

it, you can, and if you can't, you can't."
That, to David Warfield's mind, summed up the situation, a
most successful situation, the sum of varied but always upward

tending circumstances in this instance. It was his version of the
dramatic adage ''An actor is born, not made."
:

Those who meet him for the first time exclaim
"How much
you are like Herr Von Earwig!" and Mr. Warfield smiles in quiet
answer. He is of medium size. He has a simple carriage, some:

times that of a thoughtful, middle-aged man, occasionally with
the spring and impulse of the boy in it. His face has the smoothness and fresh color of a boy's, and the reflectiveness of a man
of books and dreams, although he declares
"I am not an edu-

sprinkled thickly with gray, although he

is

only

His eyes are deep and gray and at times soft as a
His tread is soft, his voice low,
child's, the eyes of an idealist.
his manners gentle, like flerr Von Earwig's, yet under all the
thirty-eight.

gentleness is the glint of metal, the fibre of steel that would make
of him a bitter foeman, a man of rock-like immovableness, of
unalterable decision.
the

man

Dominating, the romantic figure

ever

practical.

The conjunction

of David Warfield and David Belasco

propitious one for the

was

effecting

Warfield

tells

American

stage.

was a
Yet the manner of its

outwardly

and Mr.

commonplace,
it

is

was emancipated.
"I don't want to play another dialect role," Mr. Warfield, developed into Herr Von Earwig, declares. "Dialect hampers one.
It is like

playing in a strange tongue.

was odd,"

said Mr. Warfield, "that when we talked of the
eventual next play, I said
T should like to play a high-class
an
educated
man
of
Mr. Belasco
German,
great refinement."
said nothing.
He talks very little. But in good time we had
:

Herr Von Earwig.
"We worked hard at rehearsals, but not in the way you imagine.
The points and situations in 'The Music Master' came about
The hard work was in cutting this and that and
naturally.
changing the play about. But the rehearsal of the play as it
stands was simple. There was no strain, no terrible effort in any

We were back again in mind at that original proposition, "If
you can do it, you can," and Mr. Warfield illustrated his point
of naturalism by referring to the scene in which he stands at
the door of his daughter's bedroom, looking at the portrait of
his wife, who had deserted him.
"A good friend of mine, a fellow Lamb, had said some very
kind things to me about my work in the new play. He is a sincere
admirer, and I knew he was speaking from his heart when he
said: 'You missed just one thing. When you stood at the door
looking at your wife's picture you should have done something.'
I told him there was
nothing to do. There was no shock of surThere had been gradual preparation in my mind
prise about it.
for the situation through two acts.
I knew my
pupil was my
daughter. I had believed it all along, and when I saw her old
doll in the cabinet I knew.
What would a man have done under
those circumstances? Remember that he had not made up his
mind to claim the girl. I
think
he
would
have
walked to the door and

cated man," and that dreams count for little. "A man must do
and keep on doing" is his dictum.
David Warfield is like and unlike his beautiful creation, "Herr
Von Earwig." The hair which he has permitted to grow long
is

and deepened and sweetened Mr. Warfield's original conception, and engaged Charles Klein to embalm it in a play which
he called "The Auctioneer," and helped him playing in it, even
while Mr. Warfield chafed at the old restrictions, for two years.
When his art had deepened and broadened and ripened to its
present state, the actor was released from the old character. He

of the scenes or climaxes."

:

for the part

A E

plified

"It

do

1

the story of

in simplest fashion.

looked quietly at the pic-

from

"I received a letter

and

o'clock
in

his

Hall.
to

was

it

when

nearly
I

reotype
looked at

was no
tion.

there silently, steeped in the
misery of her faithlessness.

Carnegie

They were moving
downoffice

It

had been packing and was in his shirt

He

said

:

can make a big proposiI said
'All
tion of you.'

I

talked for half

There was no
hesitation on either side. I
knew that this was what I
an hour.

he

had

clenched

man

a

believe

still

would

silent.

That,

I

think,

is life,

and

to life I always

go for

my

models."

From this pronunciamento
we drifted back to the old,

wanted."

Because

forehead or
his

stand there in silence, his
body rigid with pain, but

:

We

with

hand, or to groan or emit a
melodramatic 'My Gawd !'

I

right.'

his

strike

breast

think

'I

would have been absurd

to

He

sleeves.

quick, heart-break-

ing surprise in the situaHe simply stands

six

another

stairs.

a daguer-

home, that heevery day There

at

found him

in

office

He had

ture.

Mr. Belasco asking me to
come to see him about a
We had
business matter.
never met before. I was late,

been

uniquely successful in his
creation of an East Side

troublous days in San Fran-

Jew, wise Mr. Belasco did
not at once lift his new

\Varfield, wanted to be an
actor, and everybody and
everything seemed to conspire in one great, looming

star out of the old dialect

part which had

made him

famous, but of which he
had tired. Rather, he am-

cisco,
Otto Sarony Co.

"HAMLET" PLAYED BY YOUTHFUL STARS
New York

saw a series of Sbakesperian performances by the two youngest stars on the stage.
these. David Brainard Gaily, the boy tragedian, is less than 18 years of age. He is a nephew of the
Kev. Merritt Gaily and was born in New York in 1886. A protege of Victory Bateman, who read Shakespeare with
Master Gaily from the time he was eight years of age until he made his professional de"but, this precocious youncrecently

The elder of

1

when

obstacle

called

thwart him.
sperian scenes, and so proficient did Miss Isabelle Rea,
have toured the Welt in a series of Shakesperian rdles

now

just sixteen,

become that recently these two children

the boy,

Dave

Fate

From

to

being
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an usher

Bush Street Theatre, he made two or three

in the old

indifferent appearances, culminating in a boyish fiasco at the
Wigwam, where the Warfield quiet method was labelled incom-

petence, and a drunken

He came
with

a

benefit

storm of

hisses.

'9

spoke with a little intake of breath like that of a child overbrief emotion.
He mentioned another picture that

come by a

every one has seen, "The Vacant Chair," and his eyes
for the moment.
Mr. Warfield denied all hobbies.

New York

to

sum

small

admirers, and laid siege, still
quietly, to the managers and

At

his

Rialtese

in

ing," and,

weeks

few

h-

those

of

clever,

but

while

natural,

ver-

are

Thackeray

complex, even artificial.
Learned
commentators

the

later,

yes.

greater than Thackeray, beare
cause
his
characters

him down."

nacular, "turned

A

and

Brady

not

a

Thackeray and Balzac,
thinks
Dickens
he

ens,

inter-

first

William A.
view,
"could
promise

is

[He likes those novelists
whose character studies proclaimed them masters, Dick-

fund from a few loyal

agents.

dimmed

He

reader,

steady

Jpretty

his

in

residuum of a

the

pocket,

sailor led in a

He

II

young manager, meeting
him on the street, said "Can

have written of David War-

you play a jay?"

find that the

field

:

"Best

I

thing

an-

do,"

played the

swered young Warfield, with
certain pattings of an in-

any one

similar,

by the way,

many

Warfield's remained hopeless-

in

The young

fornian

an

afterwards

woman

Irish

been

"O

1

cies.

-

Laird in "Trilby," his
ligent, repressed style

is

But he

of the race that

family.
for my

artists

can't

I

own

exist

They

And

all.

;

ac-

tendenthat

is

we

I

suppose
ought to be thankful if they
are not very bad and not
Don't
question the source.

Dowd's Neighbors," an old
man in "The Inspector," a
country boy in "The Nutmeg Match." As Fouche in

"Mme. Sans Gene," and

world

no actors nor

the

count

Cali-

played
in

better than

generations as I know
anything about. There have

that the jay
the football play evolved
into a beau, while young
in

rustic.

has

"We are Jews," he said,
"but born in America for as

to the

"The College

Widow," except

ly

Jew

else in the

is

to

surprising

man who

has given us many superb
dramatic artists.

then,

he played a jay, a jay very
present role in

He

is.

"About Town,"

is

not of that race."

sistent conscience.

In

"It

:

you
ROBERT MANTELL AS HAMLET

the

This sterling actor, who has not been seeniin New York for several years, recently appeared at the PrinceSh
in Shakespearean repertoire. His first New York success was as Loris Ipanoff in " Fedora"

intel-

field's

In "The Review" he played a burlesque
detective, and in his several guises as such evolved the Jewish
old-clothes man, than which there has never been a better stage

sonia

is

the beautiful California

sharer of Mr.

sunny

and

War-

sumptu-

ous apartments at the Anhe married four

began

to attract attention.

?"

The

woman whom

the Casino for suc-

She remains modestly and discreetly in the background, feeling, but never in any public way evincing, a just pride
in her husband's eminence in his profession.

he presented the
character that people laughed at because they believed the motto
is always "It is to laugh" at those houses, but in which the dis-

Mr. Warfield's departure from the simple life consists in excursions to the shops where Oriental rugs are exhibited to the
many who admire and the few who can afford to buy. Being one

One

of these latter, he surrounds himself with the exquisite fabrics
into which Persians have woven the glory of their colors and
Hindoos the mysticism of their dreams. The floor of his drawing-

characterization, because

it

was

ceeding seasons, and later at

At

perfect.

Weber &

Fields',

cerning recognized a yet stronger undertone of pathos.
of these was David Belasco.

"I had received offers to star from other managers," said Mr.

"Some

Warfield.
waited, and

of them were very prominent men, too, but

I

am

glad I did."
Again David Warfield resembled Herr Von Earwig, for at
the conclusion of this speech he thrust his tongue roguishly out
of the corner of his mouth and drew it back again, much as a
I

prudent turtle manages his timid head.
The next role? Mr. Warfield looked -thoughtful.

little

to

do

know," he

said.

in the Italian line.

The German

character appeals to

me."

Something was said about the

possibilities in the character of

"Have you
a great physician or chemist, and Mr. Warfield said
doctor sitting beside a
seen a picture called 'The Doctor?'
Isn't it
child's bed watching the ebb and flow of its little life?
:

A

wonderful ?"

room

is covered with them, and one overflow, but not discarded,
rug of deepest rose hangs against the pale tinted background of

the wall.

Into this sunshine-bathed room, with evidences of taste and
competence everywhere, and a boyish face and alert, active figure
in the foreground, it was strange that the shadows of
and
age
professional retirement should enter. Yet our conversation opened the door for them.
"Indeed, I do think of growing old," said David Warfield,
with sober face and accent. "I often think of it and I have determined what I shall do. I want no audiences tolerating my failing performances because 'He was a good actor when he was

dominatingly

"There are so many things we don't
know until the time comes. Life is a series of steps, taken one
at a time, as seems best at that time. I have played two character
There are left two, the Italian
types, the Jew and the German.
for
I
care
French
and French.
don't
characters, and there is
"I don't

years ago.

young," giving me receptions
of what I once did."

He

paused, his imagination

when

I

come upon

filling in

the stage because

every detail of the mourn-

ful picture.

"It is like strewing flowers upon a corpse," he said.
"I shall
leave the stage in the full blaze of any glory I may attain."

Am

PATTERSON.

Photos by Ogawa, Tokio

The Geisha standing

is the celebrated dancer, Koihimi; the one seated on the left
Hachi, celebrated for her beautiful hands. They are in the small garden
situated between the Geisha residence and the Tea House

HANKICHI
Graceful and hiirhlv accomplished Geisha who
enjoys wide popularity in Tokio

Geisha

THE

least

girl

perhaps, the most interesting and the
all the national institutions of

is,

understood abroad of

Nowhere

the Mikado's Empire.

woman
many

in the

world

there a

is

not a mere waitress or attendant, as
writers have described her, nor is she a common dancer, en-

She

exactly like her.

She

is

more than

From

her early
childhood she is trained to be the companion of cultured persons.
She is educated, accomplished, intellectual and refined, as
well as beautiful and graceful.
In her every step, gesture, extertainer or musician.

far

this.

very costumes she wears, so elegant and harcolor, there is the fascination and living grace of the

in the

pression,

monious

is

in

trained actress, taught for generations to delight the senses.
The Geisha gill is the belle of Japan, and without her Japanese

would lose much of their vivacity and charm.
Lafcadio Hearn, the well-known writer on Japan, says in his
"To win any renown
pathetic story of Geisha life, "Kimiko"
in her profession a Geisha must be pretty or very clever, and
the famous ones are usually both
having been selected at a very
social gatherings

:

early age
qualities.

promise of such
Even the commoner class of singing girls must have

by

some charm

their

trainers according to the

in their best years

if

only that beautc du diablc

which inspired the Japanese proverb that even a

devil

is

pretty

at eighteen.

Although the Geisha

woman,

it

is

so

cultivated

cannot be said that she

to the conventional

of her own.

standards.

She belongs

to

is

She

and

accomplished

a

quite respectable according
has, indeed, a moral code

a class which has no equhalent

any other country. The only approach
Hetaera women or cultured courtesans

in

in history is that of the

who

existed in the days

of ancient Greece.

To

fully

understand the

life

of the Geisha one must

first

be

for

is

Yone
Geisha celebrated throughout Japan for her
cherry-blossom dance

gentlemen seeking recreation, and, in fact, may be likened to
The Japanese meet at these tea houses not only

a club-house.

for the sake of

business

make

it

amusement, but for many other purposes.

The

man comes

there to discuss the day's trading, politicians
their headquarters, and it has often happened that mo-

mentous events
house meetings.

in the history of

Japan have sprung from

tea-

In the tea houses foreigners who are paying
short visits to the country become acquainted with the more
cultured and advanced Japanese

women, and

it

is

at these affairs

that the Geisha girls are introduced.
As the visitor approaches the tea house several girls attired
in gay-colored kimonas issue from the main entrance exclaiming

This is intended as a polite form of greeting,
means "Condescend to enter." Then in an exquisitely
polite manner they all bow low, murmuring a thousand compliments. It should be remembered, however, that this is the usual
form of greeting, and the guest everywhere in Japan is received
in the same manner.
The Japanese guest slips off his shoes or
sandals and follows the maid, who conducts him to one of the
rooms in the tea house. The visitor then squats down on the
velvet cushion lying on the soft matting and awaits developloudly: "Irassai!"

and

it

ments.

:

Very soon

the girl attendants bring tobacco trays con-

taining lighted charcoal and cups of green tea, together with
Custom requires that the
pieces of kashi, or Japanese cake.
visitor should now present the "Chadani," or tip, to the tea house.

This, of course has nothing to do with the bill, which he will ultimately pay for his entertainment. The visitor then calls for the

Geisha. He desires to have the pleasure of her company, as he
has not come to the tea house to enjoy his own society. Unless he
has no special acquaintance among the Geishas, he bids the at-

tendant

summon

all

those attached to the "Cha-ya."

So

summon

the at-

familiar with the Japanese tea house or "Cha-ya," as the Japanese
call it, for the Geisha and the tea house are inseparably con-

tendant instructs a messenger, who runs off to
the Geishas who reside in the neighborhood.

The "Cha-ya" is a remarkable institution, and a natural
It is not by any means the
product of social life in Japan.
ordinary cafe or inn, accommodating every passing stranger, as
the Western nations understand it.
It is a common rendezvous

After only a few minutes' delay the Geishas make their appearance with their habitual air of amiability, grace and vivacity.
Each as she enters utters the word "Konbanu'a," which means
good evening. She then proceeds to make herself at home, and

nected.

each of
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soon as intimate as

is

had known you since
hood.

All

the

if

she

child-

Geishas

sit

before you while you smoke,
each taking a Sainisen (or
guitar)
tiful

in

her hands
like the

hands,

beau-

hands of

ing, the

than

the

glide over the

girls

matting,

flowing

left,

sadly

waving

their

When

danc-

sleeve-..

ifisha looks lovelier

<

the

white
than

more

lily,

the

hanging
in

the

is

the

courteously reply by
emptying your cup of Sake

lin-c/c

which
you plunge into a bowl of
clean water on the tray, and

turesque charm of all Japan.
One of the most famous

brandy),

whom

the Geisha

"Ippai agemasu"
the

you most
(I

:

present

The facup to you).
Geisha receives your

vored

cup

her ever graceful manand with her dainty

in

ner,

hands

lifts it to her forehead,
thanking you for your kind

love.

The

attendant, stand-

1,1"

She

spring.

living incarnation of the pic-

of the dancers in Tokio
(

who

is

is

the

named Koshimi,

ieisha girl

pictured in this arti-

cle in the

garden between her

small house and the
Cha-ya.

Her

every
dancing or
itself.

always

pose,
at

Her
of

rest,

whether
is

costumes

the

richest

grace
are

ma-

terials, and form delightful
harmonies of color. Another

Geisha,

celebrated

for

her

ing by, immediately fills it
with Sake. The Geisha sips

beautiful hands and the flow-

a

is

little

of the Sake, then re-

turns the cup to you with the

words, "Gohen-pai" (I am
you the cup), which you receive back with
marks of the greatest appreciation. While this
exchange of cup
courtesies is going on, one of the other Geishas lifts her Sainiscn
to her knee and plays a
melody, accompanying it with a love song
which is delightful to the ear.

honored

dancing
soft

now

merrily,

blossoms blown about

admire, saying as you do so

O SHIN

now

mons.

then you present the cup to

Favorite Geisha much patronized oy the young
bloods of Tokio

now

backward,
forward, from right to

graceful

(Japanese

TuKio

sometimes

fast,

now

slow,

a waxen doll.
Then each
bows to you politely, thanking you for your kind sum-

You

Owaga

Sometimes

21

to return

When you are tired of the song you may ask for dancing. Now,
the dancing of the Geisha girl has
nothing in common with the
vulgar skirt dancing so popular in Europe and America.
In
Japan such an exhibition would be considered a barbaric vulgarity.
The Geisha's dance consists mostly

er-like poetry of her face, is

Yone Hachi. She is seen
with the flower basket in the
garden with Koshimi.

Ogawa, Tokio

One

KOSHIMI
famous of the dancing Gelha

of the most

Both

Geishas are attached to the same tea house.
repartee

Her

power, of

and she has marked musical ability. She is
her likes and dislikes, and is known as the most

is brilliant,

capricious in

adorable coquette in Tokio. Other well-known Geisha
girls are
Yen, celebrated for her cherry blossom dance
Shin, sprightly little Hankichi, and Koman (or cloud of hair).
All are
:

O

O

;

charming and talented young women.
In Tokio, the Geishas reside in certain
quarters specially efFor instance, the Shin-bashi and the Yanagi-

fected by them.

of a rhythmic, graceful movement,
especially with the arms, and is so

bashi quarters in Tokio are famous
for their Geisha girls, and here continual gaiety and
are to be found.

contrived and performed that it suggests the most beautiful poetic ideas.

strains

of music

During the Taikoon dynasty. Deep River Fukagawa) and Willowbridge
Yanagibashi) were the two leading district
of Geisha society. But since the decline of Deep River, which followed
(

It

is

Poems or

times dramatic.

at

(

dramas relating

to history or legend
are often recited by the Geishas, who
in striking

express

titudes the tragic or

and graceful atcomic situations.

the downfall

From

the viewpoint of true art, this
excels any known form of dancing.
At your request, the younger Geishas

This

proceed to the more dainty
dancing, while the older Geishas sit
in

the

background and play
little

their

like this:

bashi)

Geisha
is

are

the

districts.

most

flourishing

Newbridge is quite
At the beginning of

new quarter.
the reign of the present Mikado,
a

thine,

These triumphs of Roses and Wine."

The

has

prosperitv.
situated near the

is

quarter

alone

River Sumida, and its name is derived from that of the small bridge
spanning the stream which runs into
the Sumida.
At the present. Wiland
lowbridge
Newbridge (Shin-

songs

"The butterfly lives but its hour,
The frost stamps death upon the flower,
Dance on, dance on; such future fate

Takhoun gov-

ernment, Willowbridge
maintained its ancient

then

Sainiscns and sing poetic

of the

it

was only an obscure place containyounger

scarlet

Geishas,

petticoats

and

in

their

ing a few ( ieisha houses, but in the
course of a few years it established
itself as a formidable rival of Wil-

flowing

fan and parasol in their
imitate
the butterflies flitting
hands,
sleeves,

from flower to flower, or the maple
leaves scattered by the autumn wind.

lowbridge, and
Ogawa, Tokio

Koman

it is

now regarded

the gayest spot in the metropolis.
The characteristic Geisha street
(or cloud of (idir), so called because of her luxuriant hair

as

is
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made up

of tea houses, restaurants, Geisha residences, and other establishments of a lower order. All the Geisha
houses are built in a fantastic style, small but picturesque, and all
a narrow lane

surrounded with beautiful trees and plants and flowers.
Over the entrance to each is hung a paper lantern, on which

are
.

inscribed in exquisitely wrought lettering in the Chinese ideographs the name of the Geisha and the name of the goddess to
is

which the house
are lighted,

In the evening

dedicated.

is

making

all

these lamps

and preparation necessary to her toilette, and masters the complicated rules which decide what must be worn with different
When the little creature becomes old enough to
styles of dress.
read and write, she is thoroughly versed in the works, especially
the romances, of the famous writers, and she is taught to recite
Then she is thorfluently from the classic poems and dramas.
oughly instructed in music and becomes an expert at playing the
guitar, the harp, the drum and the flute.
Dancing and singing,

a beautiful

being her principal accomplishments, are taught most carefully,
and to complete her education,

which Mr. Hearn has de-

effect,

scribed as follows

"You

:

down

look

between two

street

lines

lanterns,

Geisha

the

careful

lines of these

far-

converging

off into one motionless bar of
Some of the lanyellow light.

lindrical

;

six-sided.

The

street

a

is

of

sixteen she

some great ex-

hibition after closing time.
at night, this street

.

.

is

woodwork

house fronts,

in

one

com-

elder

is

When

a

as

society

she

is

considered of age

and appear
full-fledged

Geisha, and with sweet dreams
of becoming one day a duchess
or marchioness with unlimited

of the

pearls

tightly closed

all

her

to leave the nur,sery

.

of the queerest in the world. It
is narrow as a gangway, and the
dark, shining

from

ficiency as a pupil.

very

display

tea-

panions, and her future success
as a Geisha depends on her pro-

or

four-sided

others

as
silent
quiet
cabinet work in

Seen

quires

are egg-shaped, some cy-

terns

the

into

initiation

drinking ceremonies is not neglected.
The mysterious arts of
flirtation and fascination she ac-

her

or diamonds, she makes

entrance

the

into

world,

where swarms of admirers await

each having a tiny sliding door
with paper panes that look like

her.

makes you think
frosted glass
of first-class passenger cabins."
In the Newbridge quarter to-

When the fully equipped
Geisha goes out to make a pro-

day one sees the bustling

corted

of jinrikshaws, while pretty
tle

fessional call, she

traffic

geta,

flit

entertainment

have

ing, or rather purchasing, beau-

about

five

little

girls

or six years old.

of the Geishas

is

a

They

work of

proprietress of the Geisha house,
who takes the lion's share.

MISS DOROTHY REVELL
Now playing in "The Second Fiddle" with Louis Mann

The popular Geisha has

in-

labor and patience, for it really consists in remodelling the
work of nature. Coming originally of poor stock, no accomplishment or grace of the future Geisha comes natural to her. Every-

thing must be changed. Neither her body, nor her mind, nor her
glances, nor her language, nor her behaviour, nor her ges-

nothing about her remains as nature designed and intended.
Everything about her is artificial. Kneaded, moulded, polished
in every direction, she is finally brought to resemble in mind and

tures

figure the ideal beauty evolved by Japanese culture.
The first instruction the future Geisha receives is in

ceremony
and the flowery silk kimona, with full sleeves, is
substituted for the humble cotton gown.
Little lacquered geta
or clogs with scarlet velvet bands are fastened to her little feet,
forcing her to walk on tiptoe, with a step that is a compromise
between a hop and a limp, and always with her toes turned in.
She is instructed in every art likely to fascinate and charm. She
is taught how to flirt and how to write love letters.
She is taught
how to "make-up" her face, her eye-brows are painted and her
cheeks and neck covered with a white powder they call Oshiroi,
and which gives her complexion the appearance of enamel. In
a more advanced state of development, her rosy lips are tinted
with beni and her glossy black hair is made still darker with
cherry oil cosmetics. She then studies the names of every article
etiquette,

we

as

independent Geisha, working for
her own account, all the money
earned in this way goes to the

finite

and

consists,

said, of either dancing, play-

ing, singing, or simply conversation or flirtation. Unless she is an

of

pay a small sum to the poor
parents and tike the girls to
their homes to train them to become Geishas. This education

attendant,

Her pay for entertaining is estimated at so much an hour. This

many humming-birds. In
Tokio there are many persons
who make a business of adoptand healthy

es-

always

as a hakoya, who carries
her guitar and "make-up" box.

like so

tiful

is

male

a

known

lit-

kimonas, obi
here and there

girls in bright

and

by

all

her time booked long in advance, and she has thousands of admirers eager to secure her. If any outsider can even get a glimpse
of her by a casual summons, he considers himself lucky.
The clever and beautiful Geisha soon becomes famous.

No

im-

The younger
portant social function is complete without her.
men talk of nothing else. She is the fountain head of all the
romance of Japan. Her career may be likened to that of a comet.
She suddenly rises from an unexplored part of the sky and her
She runs her brilliant course
brilliancy at once attracts attention.
with great rapidity, gazed at by thousands of admiring eyes. But
one day, at the height of her popularity, she suddenly disappears.
Nobody speaks of her any more. Even her memory is forgotten.
She may have fallen in love and retired into private married life,
or she may have fascinated some nobleman or wealthy tradesman,

who pays
her,

a large

sum

and makes her

to her proprietress to resign all claims

his mistress.

The hardest time

in the

upon

Geisha's

when she

first tries to give up her life of gaiety and perexcitement.
She finds it irksome to accept the dull mediocpetual
of
and
rity
domesticity,
many who have sought retirement return

life is

to public life after a

few months.

Poor Geisha

girl!

You

are

only an ornament, a fancy, a frivolous toy of society, but you are
beautiful,

you are adorable, you are unique!

YONE NOGUCHI.

Copyright,

Sarony

Will Armstrong

1904,

contemporary stage

types of

women

practically monopolized by two
Ibsen Girl and the Gibson Girl.

is

the

former harrows with her perpetual problems

;

the

by her' statuesque insipidity. Knowing these women
only as I had seen them behind the footlights, I thought they
might improve on closer acquaintance, so I called to see Hedda

CAMPBELL

MRS. PATRICK

AS MAODA

THE GIBSON GIRL

A New Type

Wanted
THEThe

Copyright, 1902. Life Publishing Co.

NANCE O'NEIL AS HEDDA

NORA

MRS. PISKE AS

VIRGINIA HAKNKlJ AS IKIS

Femininity

of

bread cutting, so did Nora keep on munching. She talked to me
about Christmas trees, unthinkingly wandering from point to
point; she told me she resembled her papa, and would exhibit a

would lend her

my

check-book.

Then, as

latter bores

case of heredity,

Gabler.

suddenly, she changed her tactics; she talked of her husband's
tolerant treatment of her, and exhibited all those deeper phases
that trouble nervous women. I was puzzled over this change, yet

As Derta opened

door

the

for

me, Lovberg rushed past,

and I caught a glimpse of the pistol peeping from his breast
pocket only when I entered the living room and saw Hedda upon
;

her knees before the fire, tearing a manuscript to pieces, did I
"Ibsen," I muttered then held forth
fully realize the situation.
;

my hand

a level voice

The
beside

"you'll find

;

pistol case
it

"I have

in greeting.

was a

ready," she said coldly and in

it

drawer."

in the

it

was there, with one of
marked "Subtlety."

weapons missing
cannot say that our

its
I

phial

;

the street the

boys were

was a pleasant one. Outside
vending Pastor Wagner's "The Simple Life," and before me
was neither true woman nor fiend, but a bundle of nerves in
in

talk

clothes.

She asked me if I had ever jumped out of a window I said,
No. She opened the shutter and invited me to try, begging me
to do it gracefully, adding something about vine-leaves in my
hair!
She wondered aloud whether at a distance of a hundred
It was all most
yards she could shoot me through the heart.
was
to
She
perfectly ingo.
uncomfortable, and I made haste
the
I
wanted
even didn't inquire why
different
phial and as
;

;

Berta

let

doorknob

me

out,

Hedda

fired the

remaining

pistol, shattering the

in the servant's hand.

Not far from Hedda's lived Magda, in a house much on the
same order as the Tesman's in fact, it is rumored that Sudermann watched Ibsen's construction of the Norwegian villa, and
;

obtained

many

valuable suggestions.

I

had

vitation of her family..

the

main

gone

to

Magda's

home

at the urgent indoor of the room was a

hotel, but there I learned that she .was at

Over

first

"No

questions answered," and signed by Magda
talked together she showed a willingness
herself.
One could not help
to discuss individuality and parental rule.

card reading:

Yet when we

I understood
pitying her; every time the father interrupted her,
is
what
"Here
assertive.
you want," she said, as
why she was so
I

pocketed her phial marked "Subtlety" and I thanked
There are some characters one cannot see humorously. The
fun in Ibsen is the distorted isolation and unreality of

rose to go.

her.

I

peculiar

his creeping passions therefore I was peculiarly relieved
called on Nora at the Doll's House.
;

She was dancing
entered.

this

enigma

when

and munching cake when

I

she excused her inconsistency in the
label her phial likewise bore.

When

I

I

called

on

name

ashamed.

Iris I felt

I

of "Subtlety," which

watched

to see

whether

Unearthly noises came from a room
as I stepped into the hall.
Maldanado, the servant said, was
in
a
dreadful manner, and as for Iris,
around
throwing things

any one

I

knew was

near.

she was gone. I enquired about the phial I wanted, but none
had been left for me, so I turned away. But down by the stoop,

and

in the gutter, I

found the tiny bottle

too,

it,

;

was marked

"Subtlety."

The next hour was spent far differently.
pointed home I found the Gibson Girl.

In a gorgeously ap-

A

me

butler led

to

where she sat, beautiful in the midst of her curves and gorgeous
gown. There was nothing here to make nerves jump; my brain
slept peacefully,

while the scent of latest perfumes made me
Her smile was a tired one her
like.

dream of flowers and the

;

vocabulary flowed between "grand" and "pretty," between "shopping" and "balls." The phial she handed me was not marked
"Subtlety," but "Popularity," and there was nothing in it.
I pictured her face upon a million walls: straight nose, with

perhaps a tilt at the tip a frowning smile, a square jaw and
then wavy hair and ravishing shoulders. She could not fire pistols,

yes

but golf and dancing! At least that was healthy. And oh,
after her fourth season, she would marry one of the dress-

suit puppets,

and then go

Thus night and day
In

my

to card parties,

until the

examination of

mortal

this

fluid

coil

was

and women's

the vapor of the Gibson type

waiting to be

filled

put between these ?

suggest

I

"Subtlety"

To

find

it

rests

the apothecary

its pure state. And
a beautiful crust of femininity

with humanity
I

clubs.

shuffled.

largely upon impurity for its distinctive color.
dramatist there seems to be no such chemical in

this

!

Are there no
advertisement

phials

I

could

:

WANTED A

feminine type for the stage that you would like to meet
one to whom love means something more than candy or
insane vine-leaves; one who is not ashamed to show her record up to
with some of the strength Sudermann and the like speak of,
date;
with s me of the grace and beauty Gibson draws but, above all and
a woman whose home
I say this in view of the calls I have just made

off the stage

;

;

means

Like Charlotte in "The Sorrows of Werther," with her

if I

peace.

Remember,

too, that in building the

contractors carted

away

the dirt!

New York

Subway, the

M.

J.

M.

fane as Herself
"Un

Petit Entretien" with the

Distinguished French Actress
Courtesy N. Y. World

Mm*

L

1
.

y a un pen de tout, dans

There

I

and her Daughter, from a photograph taken on the vojage

Ilrj.-i tie

a

is

les

America

larmes d'une femme,"-

of everything, in a

little

to

woman's

tears

says

Sylvie Desnoyers, in "L'Hirondelle."
Some are born under
In her laughter, there is scarcely less.
a dancing star, like Beatrice in "Much Ado," and all the variations

moods

are played in a key of mirth.
Such a woman is Gabrielle Rejane, the most exquisite, sparkling
and versatile comedienne of her time. She is a Parisienne, and

of their infinite

a prodigy of the Conservatoire.

perament
is

is

moulded

gowned by

To

see

Her joyous and debonair tem-

in art as perfectly as her

piquante person

the modistes.

Rejane as

(which

is

more a

phrase than a reality in the case of an actress), is to confirm the
impression derived from witnessing her stage performances. The
health,

morning

call.

"Yes, no

all

"She means the Horse Show," explained Miss Demure.
"Ze Beauty-Clothes Show, Monsieur Hyde calls it, n'est-ce pas ?
How characteristic of this so extraordinaire New York Never
!

of

have

!

Mile.

Germaine looked

approvingly

dis-

but the vivacious

;

Her

vivacity was as obviously
and temperamental as her
clear complexion and
snappy,
dark eyes, her rebellious bronze

novelty.

her

real

daughter,
Arriving,
Mile. Germaine, by the transatlantic steamer, she spent one
day in New York with her

hair

managers and the newspaper
men business is business, and
at the same time Rejane seems

bronze, or chestnut

is it

Without pretending
insight into the

?

to the least

mysteries

of

Marcel waves, and that sort of
thing, we cannot help feeling

great fun to
interviewed, doing all the
talking herself then off to
really to think

may

Rejane was started in French
now, and a pleasure it was to
look and listen.

when "Madame
a

one

unless

ing liberty
abuse it?"

having been made some

with

seen such superb young
and so independent.

I

women
To one coming from Europe,
it seems
how shall we say?
a
bit
defiant. And yet,
possibly
ma foi what is the use of hav-

profession.
Take, for example, this, her
second, visit to America the

was

;

to see Julia

abound, and equally keeps her
fresh and bright in the midst
of the killing fatigues of her

Sans-Gene"

love you
voila tout!" said Madame, in
all she knew, she told us
but her

chaperoning way she has with mamma
Marlowe, and Edna May, and
"And that Concours Hippique, also," interjected the actress,

"went

sanity,

ten years ago,

I

was

clared, in that pretty,

cal, carries

first

It

daughter spoke it like an Americaine, and would serve as guide.
"Yet we have been taking good lessons," Mademoiselle de-

moral and physiher lightly over the
risque passages in which her
Parisian comedies
up-to-date

sunny

right

passable English.

with a smile of enthusiastic reminiscence.

herself, in "private" life

sheer buoyancy of

ter dwelt in the Hotel Astor, and made a little Paris of their
apartments, where 10 A. M. was not considered too early for a

it

be

somehow

that

this

mother of a

seventeen-year-old girl has gotten the better of time
and we

Havana, one strenuous week
there, with change of bill every
night, and back to New York,

are glad of
"It

a la vapcitr! to play six nights
a week and Thursday and Sat-

edy

it.

that

is

at

spirit

I

have the com-

heart,"

she sug-

gests.

"And

urday matinees for a month, a

that,

like

sleep, 'knits

"

new production almost every

up the ravelled sleeve of

other evening, sometimes two
pieces in one evening, the star

we observe, just to see Madame look puzzled and re-

in both.

She carried out

schedule to

the

letter,

this

proachful.

never

"Shakespeare, is it not?"
the wise Mile. Ger"
maine.
'Romeo and Juliet' we

missing a performance, and at
the same time contrived to recite at benefits,

care,'

comments

attend matinees

have

seen,

at

other theatres, and give those
chers amis journalistcs columns

Maman."

of "good copy" in the way of
informal chats, for their Sun-

theatre?"

day papers.
Mme. Rejane and her daugh-

elle,"

you

know,

chere

"Is Mademoiselle fond of the

we

inquire, thinking

of "Amoureuse,"
s

r"y,N.

v.

MME. GABRIELLE RE/AXE
From

her moat recent photograph, taken in

"La Passer-

and "La Parisienne," as

those plays are in French.
New York

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
"Naturally when I am playing," says Rejane, unerringly
divining our thought. "She is in front every evening. And, why
not? Voyons, let us be frank. In France, certainly, a young
lady
of my daughter's age would not be permitted to see these
plays
indiscriminately at the theatre. Yet, what is to guarantee that
she would not read them? for, as you know, they are
always in

works of art. To underany one even the critics,

circulation as published books, being
stand is to pardon. But how should
like

mon

yourself,

mordant
less it

cher monsieur

satire as, for instance,

understand such a pitiless,
Henri Becque's Tarisienne,' un-

be interpreted as the author planned

what

on the stage?

That

the light and sunshine, and they are always wholeplaywrights are audacious they choose
those subjects and treat them in that light way, and we artistes
have to play them in the same spirit, but it is not a spirit of
is

some.

ing to give a
share of her personal

Mme.

Avril, not

mention oth-

to

er distinguished

French

lessons in

many

artistes

of American affinities.

they are, or should be, so

as

and

daughter

ons!

No!

it,

would also her

Our

wantonness.

and

time

attention to

lets in

Parisian

Esper-

Nine-tenths of

more

Rejane's

subtle phases of

modern life."
"Even 'Amoureuse ?' where

expression
not
things

of the husband and

the

author's

text,

but flashed

the lesson taught by the separation
wife in Act. II., is knocked into smithereens

what's the French for smithereens?
in

promise
"Yes,

by their ignominious com-

I

And

know.

My

fort.

idea

I

is,

have always said that was

that the final

should

curtain

!

of

ination

flickering in ineffable
shades

across her sensitive face

"Oh, as to logic, Madame your plays are all feministic, and
don't need it."
"Thanks. Well, as I was saying, I don't see how these plays
of our Vaudeville repertoire, when rendered with sufficient art

the

illumine and to entertiin, could ever lead astray any one
not far on the road already. Besides, as we all recognize, that splendid, self-reliant young womanhood of your
to

who was

United States is so well able
wish my daughter to be."
asked

if

That

to protect itself.

how

is

I

Mademoiselle would

follow

in

her

mother's

"No

her

own

tastes

with

Mme.

Avril, of our

and disposition have

In

My

settled that.

London she goes much

company,

whom

you

into society

New

Yorkers also
have been prompt
to

appreciate.
now there

There,

charming exin
Mme.
ample
Avril, of a monis

a

act f ess,
whose elegance of
manners and
dainc

count

speech

in

she
everything
does on the stage,
but who in society
not

carries

the

faintest suggestion

of the footlights."

Mme.
was
in

Rejane

enthusiastic

discussing

her

proposal to found
n
conjunction
i

with

the Alliance

a

sort

Franchise,
of
social-literary

Paris
toire in
Reotlinger

MME. SUZANNE AVRIL
A

popular

member

of

Mme.

the

the
her

a n d
generous
mobile
mouth.

"Those
lips,

in

two

silence,

more

are
e

n

elo-

than

t

Emma

eyes," as

Calve, her friend

daughter's artistic instincts take rather the literary direction.
When we are at home in Paris, she attends the University
lecture courses regularly.

are in

smiles,

poutings,
moves of

q u

career and be a great actress.

the

and

actress,

ending, wouldn't it?"

We

in

from the imag-

Act. III."

un peu
fall on
Act II., where the unappreciated wife quits the husband who
doesn't love her, for some one else who does and it serves
them both right, I mean the two men
That would be a logical
trop

2S

K^jane's company

Conserva-

New

York.

She would be

will-

and

fellow-ar-

tiste,

once

clared.

de-

Sem, the

caricaturist,

drawn

an

has

Sarony, N. Y.

RKJANE AS ZAZA

in-

stantly recognizable travesty of Rejane, in

which not a feature except the mouth

"Pretty," it may not be roguish and fascinating
ever, even in the luxurious languor of grief.
appears.

;

it

is

A

jovial grimace was the only reply she would vouchsafe when
questioned or quizzed about her "maiti-ais quart d'hcnrc," when
she was, theoretically, poisoned. It seems Madame's special and
favorite pick-me-up is the pungent Astrakhan caviar.
On the

occasion of Mrs. Roosevelt's

visit to

the Lyric Theatre, the fair
so, by way of

comedienne was bent upon excelling herself

;

fortifying for that impossible task, she discarded the caviar limit
and bolted down about four times too much. As the curtain was

about to

Rejane

rise,

fell,

in

something

like

a

faint.

There was

a panic, the doctor came, looked grave, until he saw the caviarcan, then laughed loudly and administered a glass of hot water.
In fifteen or twenty minutes, Jacqueline of "La Passerelle" was
herself again and some said she actually did play with a
diablerie than usual that night.
;

trifle

more of

Had Madame any preference amongst her many roles ?
No she liked them all, in different ways, like so many
ple.

The

serious

peo-

Sapho, Zaza, and the Pyrenean
"La Robe Rouge," took a stronger hold upon
ones,

like

peasant woman in
her than the others, she thought, because of their
intensity or
range of emotion.
apparent, however, that Zaza holds a warm place in Mme.
Rejane's affections, which she communicates to her audiences,
sometimes even in spite of their disapproval.
HENRY TYRRELL.
It is

World

THE

season of grand opera began Nov. 21 st at the Metropolitan Opera
with all its accustomed brilliance and eclat, the world's

House

greatest singers and the kings of American finance combining to
the opening night one of unforgettable splendor.
Mr. Conried has
not yet succeeded in doing away with the star system.
He finds it im-

make

possible, since society

imposes upon him

own

its

sweet will

in

Music

of

the matter

;

beyond all possible recital competitors, we had a concert given us by the
great Sembrich, who presented one of her own flawlessly-arranged (except for the last group of songs) programmes, in her own flawless style.
Her voice seems more of gold and pearls than ever, and she seems to have
delved deeper into song psychology than any singer we have heard for

many

Mme.

years, except, perhaps,

but at feast he has succeeded in giving the
opera what it sadly needed under previous
better ensemble

and more

Lilli

Lehman, whose voice was gone.

In the concert field there were the cus-

liberal

tomary

indeed, probable that
Mr. Conried will eventually attain a degree

Kneisel

phony

of artistic excellence never before equalled
in operatic annals.
It will take time, but

belongs to the band of men Walter Damrosch is striving to lead to success Sousa's

Mr. Conried has both the ideas and the
necessary energy. He has already accomplished much which once seemed impossi-

Band; the Mendelssohn Glee Club; Victor
Herbert and his orchestra, whose Sunday

regimes

It

stage settings.

is,

appearances of the indefatigable
Quartette; the New York SymOrchestra, which ambitious title

;

The

ble.

operatic

feast

night concerts at the Majestic Theatre are
one of the pleasures of a large
and musically appreciative public; the Rus-

with

opened

at present

"Aida," and swept triumphantly into what
promises to be both a dignified and artistisuccessful

cally

season.

The

salient

sian

Society; the Philharmonic
and the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
Gustav Kogel, of Frankfort, conducted the first of the Philharmonic cenceits. at which Josef Hofmann was the

fea-

have been the production of
the revival of "Lucretia Borgia" and "La Gioconda," and we
are further promised "Die "Fledermaus."
As far as costumes and scenery go, nothing
tures

so

"Die

Meistersinger,"

but

far

awaits the

praise

efforts

certo

sentiment that he fairly entranced his au-

Among

dience.

wreath

less.

one's hand in perplexity, not knowing
whether to lay it at the feet of Sembrich
and Caruso, queen and king of bel canto,
or at the door of Olive Fremstad, who
leaps from the subtlest of Kundry's to the
most seductive Carmen or Venus or upon
the head of Herr Knote triumphing in

Hckking,

own

roles,

or over the

The

brow

was the

but peer-

charge of

and

Anton

soloist.

two Boston

how Mr.

Copyright, The Taller

year have been more successful the sweetvoiced Melba, the handsome tenor Saleza,

FRANZ VON VECSEY

;

The phenomenal boy violinist who will be heard in New York next month.
This boy's playing has astounded Europe.
All the critics agree that he plays
like n master and are unable to explain it.
His concerts in Lonon, Berlin and
other cities have been attended by scenes of the greatest enthusiasm, women
He is only eleven years old,
weeping and men almost frantic with excitement.
but his face, when serious, is paid to resemble that of an old man.
When his
music is over, however, he will run and play like any ordinary boy of his age.

the deep-toned Van Rooy, the doughty Journet, or the noble Plangon.
The "Parsifal"

which was based on nothing substanhaving somewhat subsided, the crowds
on "Parsifal" days were less numerous this year, and next year Mr. Conried may see the necessity of reducing the present price $10 a seat
to the normal figure. Common sense would seem to dictate such a policy.
craze,

for an exhibition of this kind

Bloomfield-Zeisler, at her
at

played

a

gramme

of

Mendelssohn
sweetly

pretty

Hal',

pro-

mere piano-music

in

an eminently decorous fashion,
and thereafter recitals followed

bizarre performance serve to high-light his

the days since New
have much to forget and
forgive about the fiddlers we have
had recently with us.
Ysaye's

have

been

We

of

treatment

the

Bach

was

the

piano

;

by

Elsa

pianiste, gifted pupil of

Lambert

Breidt,

Alexander

Helen

a
Niebuhr,
and, to cover the ground
singer
quickly, by Heinrich Meyn, Francis
Arnold Dolmetsch,
Rogers,
Mme. Elfriede Stoffregen, Alex;

;

ander

Guilmant, Rudolph

and others of that

ilk.

Friml,

Apart and

such

violin

play-

so

We

doubt

if

one

any

hearing

that

cal precept,

:

heard

noble and glowing that he
held his audience spellbound.

whose
mannerisms
Pachmann,
and prehensile, nimble fingers attract crowds of the curious
by
Josef Hofmann, the little Titan

;

has

lofty,

Bach
adagio will ever forget it.
ceased to be the musical pedant to
be played by rule and mathemati-

:

York

We

had recitals by the menmusical Bispham by the everambitious Mme. Gadski
by de
fast.

tally

one of the

own gray and gentle excellences in a very striking manner.
On December 8th, Eugene Ysaye was the soloist. Many and weary
ing.

Mme.

is

mysteries of nature, for one would
hesitate to accuse him of being coquettish
enough to foresee that de Pachmann's
rapt

tial,

recital

performance

throughout.
Just
Gericke, of classical and academic
perspective, can bring himself to conduct

;

The distinguished Belgian violinist is paying another visit to America and has again met with
great success

first

simian

golden yearly to the willowy Ackte, the
Finnish soprano, whose appearances this

EUGENE YSAYE

'cellist,

all

in

Symphony ConNov. 3d and Nov. 5th. At
the Saturday matinee, Mr. de Pachmann
played Chopin's Concerto No. 2 in F minor.
It
was a chaste and continent if rather

Nordica, whose art glows more

of

is

certs occurred

;

Wagnerian tenor

Such piano playing

The second concert was
Edouard Colonne, of Paris,

in

of our

playing Beethoven's G major conwith such tonal beauty and refined

soloist,

the con-

of

scientious, painstaking management.
the principals, one holds the laurel

Symphony

Society,

ing,

the

and he spoke the livthrobbing message animating
concerto,

strong

most

man's

invariably

crisply

and

from

straight
heart.

gets

cleanly,

Ysaye
his

a
al-

effects,

and there

is

a

noticeable absence of "slithering"
(no other word describes it) up

and down the strings

in a fatuous

effort to portray passion, or secure

a pure cantilena. The Bruch concerto went safe and sound, save
f

.

(Continued on fag?

>")

VICTOR HERBERT
The well-known composer and conductor. Mr.
Herbert's Sundaytconcerts in New York are very
popular a nd he is the author uf balf a dozen successful comic operas on the stage this season

PURE AS THE PINES
"with

1

all
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We

to the fashions of the stage.

BEGINNING
to all our readers

starts a depart-

think

it

will appeal

as an all-important phase of theatrical life and
After
the
production of every new play one hears enthusiastic
activity.
accounts of the actresses' gowns, and much as most women would like
to see these ravishing creations of the dressmaker's art, many are unable
to do so, especially those living in the

country, who get little opportunity to go
Ever since theatregoing
to the theatre.
became a great factor in our daily life,
the

latest

women's

both

fashions,

have been seen on the

attire,

stage

men and

in

more quickly than anywhere

In France and other continental countries the new fashions
else.

^^

are

first

on

introduced

and

stage,

society

the

women

copy the gowns worn by the
This is also true,

actresses.

AmeriFor each new production, our leading managers
spare no expense to secure the
latest models of the Paris dressfor
their
actresses'
makers
in a lesser degree, of
ca.

gowns.
that an
of

We

believe,

description

intelligent

some of these

therefore,

mas-

sartorial

accompanied by pictures showing the detail of each

Both were of soft cream

lace over flesh-colored satin.
The former
"princesse" with almost no fulness right down to the hem. Tightfitting sleeves of the lace, ending several inches above the elbow and a

made

square decolletage, just below which and to one side a choux of palest
rose satin formed the only embellishment.
The other boudoir gown was made like a peignoir with flowing sleeves,
slashed to show the arm and a flare at the hem of the garment. This also
was lined with the pale flesh-colored satin much affected by the French
actress.

Among the well-dressed plays of the season, "The Duke of Killicrankie"
must be mentioned, the gowns of Miss Dale and Miss Brough being
especially well thought out.

Miss Brough was seen in the first act wearing an evening gown of heavy
white satin and point d'esprit, the bodice heavily embroidered with gold
and silved paillette in chrysanthemum design. The blouse was noticeably

and the tight-fitting short sleeves were profusely embroidered, ending
elbow in a fall of graduated ruffles in point d'esprit. The trained
skirt, while simple in effect, was elaborately designed.
It was of white
satin, each gore being slashed out in a scroll pattern and outlined with
gold and silver paillettes against a foundation
full

at the

of point d'esprit.
The net in turn

upward and tracing across the

aTjjC

>

time we shall show changes in
fashion in the clothes worn by
the actors.
too,

Long

loose coat of chinchilla

made

of Fifth

for Julia

Avenue

our intention,

entirely

to

modern

dress,

A

This

said,

by the way of

gowns seen on

the

stage

this

Putting aside the consideration of art with a very large "A," those of us
who saw Madame Rejane in "Ma Cousine" were willing to forgive the
execrable stage setting, yea, even unto the awful lace curtain draperies of
the last act, for the sake of Madame's exquisite frocks and those worn by
Mme. Avril of her company.
An out-of-door costume worn by the latter was of Mignonette green

made with

a short jacket and plain skirt cut rather longer than one
fringe of silvery chenille was the only trimming used on the
skirt, while the jacket had a bolero effect of wide pleats, a Moused waistcoat of twine-colored lace and the sleeves, plain and flared below the

velvet,

sees here.

A

elbow, were finished with a lace "flot."
In the same play, and during the act wherein the afore-mentioned lace
curtains played havoc with one's imagination, Mme. Rejane made
her]

entrance wearing a wrap of iridescent chiffon, which changed chameleonwise from blue to green with her every movement. The effect was had

by using layers of the filmy material in the two shades and was enhanced
by the lustre of the orange satin lining. Such a combination of colors
sounds daring in the extreme when put into cold, black type, but the mantle

was very

beautiful, nevertheless,

made

light

figured

blue,

the

satin,

in the accepted fluffiness

decol

was square with a V-shaped
vest of chiffon in the same shade.
Length of waist was afforded by
outlining the "V" with a narrow
letage

ruche of blue
the shoulder

satin,

extending over
Similar

straps.

ruch-

ings of chiffon extended diagonally
across the bust for several inches,
ly to the point

tinued

into

narrow

at

slight-

The
was con-

of the bodice.

a panel in the skirt,
the waist line and growing wider toward the hem, where it
ended in a ruffle topped by several

narrower ones of the

season.

collar

good model for a stout figure was worn
same act by Miss Lester, of

chiffon vest of the bodice

introduction, we pass on to review some of the most striking

A

in the

ment archeological

and

net.

jewels.

whence the vest was "fulled"

interest

A

pearls with a pendant of brilliants was
worn, also a tiara-shaped comb of the latter

but to depict historical costumes
as well, thus giving the departvalue.

Marlowe by George Bongs,

is

not to confine this depart-

ment

(2)

It

pailletted.

of

terpieces,

gown or wrap, will be much
appreciated by our women readers> an d we n P e too, to interest the men, as from time to

was heavily

heavy design of chrysanthemums began close
to the hem of the skirt, extending irregularly

chiffon.

The

panel was outlined by a satin
niching similar to that used on the
bodice.

An
The
of

invisible

sleeves

blue

hem

were

finished the skirt.
short,

not

satin,

scant puffs
to the

attached

shoulder straps of ruching, but falling an inch or so below and modifying the fleshy part of the upper

arm.

A
Miss

coat

worn

Dale

in the last act

affords

a

by

de-

model for an
evening wrap or to be worn
sirable simple

as a carriage coat
in
a
shade
to

match one's gown.
This
was
of

which such

material requires.

Madame Rejane
a
it

in her selection of negligees, always
with an inclination to embonpoint, since
not permitted her to carry furbelows beyond the outline of her figure

more
is

difficult

is

especially

task to the

happy

woman

to any extent.

Two

very fetching garments of this sort were shown, one in "La Pasduring the last act, the other at the rise of the curtain in "Ma
Cousine."
serelle"

(II

Down rtigned

for Mile. Brandt-sof the Corotdie

Knnfiiie.

Worn by

her in her latest play,

THEATRE MAGAZINE ADVERTISER
pastel blue

panne

clotli,

box-shape,

in

The

three-quarter length.

rolled collar

formed revers of the same

The sleeves were very full, having a wide square cuff of the lucki-d .-loth
material finely tucked.
fall ui lace.
ornamented with an appliqued Maltese cross of the same material, and finished with a
and the hem of the garment wa;
Large pockets closed with pearl buttons added a smart finish,
a wid
formed by cutting the cloth out in the form of six Maltese crosses, these being appliqued upon
was
double-breasted.
which
the
on
used
front,
Pearl buttons were
false hem of the tucked material.
which
The opening of the opera season might be likened to the bursting of a great cocoon, from
textun-s.
and
combinations
color
myriad exquisite wraps and gowns flutter forth in wondrous
These may
in the year's novelties.
Nothing more beautiful than the Syrian scarfs has been shown
of
Most
the scar
ask
higher prices.
be bought from twelve dollars up, although the smarter shops
In many colors of net,
are two and a half yards long and from twenty to twenty-four inches wide.
effectiveness
combined with gold and silver embroidery, they are designed into wraps of uncommon
over silk of contrasting or corresponding shades.
One which was attractive was <
They may be made into kimonas also, with a lining of dainty silk.
Another of black
fawn-colored cord, embroidered in gold and lined with soft silk of palest blue.

A
::

::

Vll

Fashionable Place
For \Vomen of Fashion

HEFNER'S

::

EMPORIUM

Wigs
Collfures
Hair Dreutng
anicuring

cord, with gold, had a scarlet silken lining.
in quite new effects, and
It is said that next season's evening wraps will combine fur and chiffon
fur
with
throughout.
that many of the filmiest wraps will be cozily lined
and short wraps which the season has
Speaking of fur is a reminder of some gorgeous cloaks
Made for Miss Julia
a
notable
is
example.
shown. Among these, the one in the illustration (2)
on
of Fifth Avenue, it is a long, loose coat of chinchilla, with skins worked
Geo.
Marlowe

Booss,
and the lining of heavy white satin.
diagonal lines. The inner sleeve and facing are of ermine
An exceedingly smart short wrap, made by the same firm for Miss Anna Fitzhugh, is of
kimona jacket, collarless, with an
astrakhan, with edging and full cuffs of ermine. It is cut like a
is of exquisite Chinese embroidered brocade.
The
and
of
ermine
lining
embroidery.
heavy
edging
Clark wears a shawl of mink and ermine, from the same establishment,

::

Facial

Massage
THE HEPNER MARK

by

Miss Marguerite

of

lined with gathered chiffon and has a stole and epaulettes
are of ermine and a tied scarf of the same fur is worn.

A

handsome evening wrap worn on the Paris stage is
made very long, with facing and deep revers

also

The deep

heavy embroidery.

shown

in

illustration

1456 Broadway, near 42d Street
328-329 38TH STREET

TEL.

cuffs

(3).

wide with a
and gathered above the deep ermine cuff into a velvet choux.
silk
The sleeves, shoulder and bodice of the garment are trimmed with
Chenille bows with long ends, tipped with ermine tails,

black velvet,

of ermine.

The

sleeves are

tlare,

passementerie.
embellish the revers,

and the lining

is

chiffon

over

white

with

satin

lace.
facing and" sleeve garniture of Alengon
French
Another wrap, shown in Illustration No. 4, which was made for a
of sable with ermine vest
made
a
short
Moused,
is
slightly
jacket
actress,
which is tight at the wrist, is edged with ermine,
cravat. The

and
sleeve,
and has the now familiar fall of lace over the wrist.
to the
Rather effective is the collar of venise lace worn unattached
It will be noticed that the
in the illustration.
house
gown
charming
the tiny bow of black velvet at the
decolletage is almost "V"-shaped, and
touch of color, the rest of the frock and its garniture
is the
throat

only
Panne velvet of that delicate
being in one tone champagne.
are of
shade is the foundation of the gown. The long panels
fall away
which
wide
forms
revers,
bertha
the
Venise lace,
in folds that form pleats at the shoulder.
from the
decolletage

sleeve in an
lace panel continues across the top of the
velvet is made very
of
The
sleeve
panne
champagne
epaulette.
to elbow length, where it is finished with

The

full

and gathered

A mantle of lace hangs from
of Chantilly lace.
The front
the
back, extending over the train.
the shoulders at
of
and side panel of lace open over the princesse foundation
the velvet.
Mile.
This gown was also designed for a French actress,
"L'Escalade."
latest
ner
in
her
play,
worn
and

a deep

fall

by
Brandes,
See Illustration No. i.
An exquisite evening

gown of pale pink satin and Valen'1 he
being worn this season by Maxine Elliott.
with
made
alternating
panels
and
Moused
slightly

ciennes lace

bodice

is

is

Does Your

of satin and lace. The garniture is an unconventional patand tender
tern in applique of rosebuds in pale pink chiffon
A pointed girdle of satin finishes the bodice,
leaves.

HAIR

green

the decolletage being cut square.
From the shoulder straps of satin,

trimmed with the

chif-

and is
fon rosebuds, a lace sleeve falls to below the elbow,
several inches below the
caught with a spray of rosebuds
shoulder strap, where it forms a short lace puff.
The skirt is panelled alternately of lace and satin, 'and
out from below
a cross pattern of lace motifs is carried
to fasten
the knees. The rosebuds are used again

need vigor?
look stylish when dressed? Does it
hair dyes
of
common
use
the
Is it streaked by
hint how to
or bleach? Do you need s >me
for
make your hair look better? If so send
Illustrated Booklet, or consult Mr.

Miss Elliott wears no
each joining of the inserts.
ornament with this gown save a string of pearls at

CLEMENT

the throat.

A

handsome Directoire
is being worn

black velvet

Anna Held. The

coat
this

short bodice

is

sable

of sable.

A

sleeves are full to below the elbows.
of black velvet ending in a ruffle and

with a
inches

puff
faced

of lace carries the sleeve several
below the elbow, and from thence a

the Parli stage by

Mme. LeBargy

WHEN

av
jacket
J

is

St.
Astoria

NEW/ YORK

The

sleeve of gathered velvet,
forming a ruffle at the wrist and ending in anThe upper part of the
other frill of lace.

Handiome evening wrap worn on

Opposite

\y*ilclorf-

SPECIALIST
Priva.le Room

PARISIAN

frill

tight-fitting

(3)

26 W. ;S3d

and
season by Miss
of

c

for /Ea.ch

inner

WAVING, SHAMPOOING,
MANICURING, ETC.

MARCEL

cut like a bolero of sable, opening
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THKKE are many commendable

over
hair preparations; but none

them seem to possess the vital principles which have
the Seven Sutherland Sisters
"Scalp Cleaner and
Hair Grower" so famous. The
Scalp Cleaner makes an

This

made
ideal

shampoo.
produces a rich, creamy lather, which
thoroughly cleanses the hair and removes every
It

particle of

f^
f

scale

and dandruff.

It

more

is

economical and far superior to any good soap,
wash or shampoo.
The Hair Grower will positively grow hair

where the

least p.rticle of life exists in the
dying hair roots. Its rapid life-giving qualities
are unequaled. It is refreshing, soothing, and
makes and keeps the hair as soft as silk. For

two decades these preparations have been making strong, steadfast friends
To-day over
28,000 dealers in the U. S alone are selling
them with steadily increasing demands posi-

Ask your

tive evidence of true merit.

It's

never too

TEN CENTS
in

1

The

stamps will bring you by mail a sample jar of the

CELEBRATED

CREME
SIMON
WORLD
R.ENOWNED FOR ITS
BEAUTIFYING PROPERTIES

NOTHING

FOR SOFTENING OR

WHITENING THE SKIN.
ABSOLU1ELY
AND HARMLESS

LIKE IT
Sells

:it

all

hijrll

HYGIENIC

jjrade druggists. Jars, throe si/rs,
SOc., 7.V. and 81. 00.

Illustrated booklet

L.

is

and

Theatre

WALLAU,

U.

8.

A

taste

noticeably
and hair

The

with jewels.

glitter

trimming and

to

wear

in

fad

the hair

shops where

in

it
was thought exceedingly
wear any-

to

such

adornment.
fans,

glass
cules

and
add to

opera
reti-

bags
all

of

the

theatre-going

Mine.

to

New York

while she was

most of her gowns
are
from
Worth
and Doucet, and it
here,

said

is

that

than

hundred

N. Y.

she

no
two

brought

less

beauti-

ful

frocks

her

for

with

the

American

tour.

The

distinctive-

ness

of

gowns

French

lies

their

in

chiefly

trimming.
modistes

Parisian

seem never

to tire of add-

embellishments, and
always with so deft a hand
ing

that one

LookfirName VELUT/NA o

are

used

Rejane, for this actress'
gowns were the talk of

5CC

The <StandardHlvet

are

throngs.
To return

America

ELUTINA

season

Jewelled

glitter

a priceless possession that every woman
chief element is a clear, healthy, well-

CO.

at

at present in the display

has

OXZYN

full

thing containing gems
not of the first quality,
but we are almost garish

its

878 Broadway,

a simple

are

short time ago

bad

'

an unrivalled
-ailed means for preserving and beautifying the
complexion. It feeds the skin removes all blemishes and
flabbiness makes it clear and healthy, and is the only
preparation of the kind which will not cause hair to grow
on the face.

this

combs

in

is

into a deep cuff.

has given an impetus to business
imitation gems are sold.

worth

loc. alone.
Agent, 2 Stone Street,
H. Y. City

gems

The collar
The sleeves

Many

ornaments which
for

There is no trimgarment save the mili-

coiffures

elaborate.

of

OXZYN BALM

and gathered

the wrist

nourished skin
in

sort on the

tary frogs which fasten it.
rolled rever of the fur.

attractive

Thousands of the most beautiful women
have found

Fritzi Scheff

a tight-fitting coat of moire astra-

is

ming of any

(Round the World With Crime

Simon) with each sample jar

GEO.

Beauty
craves

garment of Miss

favorite fur

khan, cut three-quarter length.

dealer

Woman Beautiful

Kadi

edge.

large iJirectoire button.
over a waistcoat of cream

lace.

this winter

late to learn

woman

turn opens

in

scalloped

a

The long skirt of the garment is
gathered into the waist lino.
The lining is of
heavy white satin.

the Hair-not the Hat

That makes a

with

vest

adorned with

colored

about it or address Seven Sutherland Sisters,
18 Desbrosses Street, New York City.
It's

velvet

:i

scallop

of

not conscious

is

of this feature unless one

^J-

examines the work minutely.

A
by

gown worn

beautiful

Rejane

in

is

"Zaza,"

4.

one of the most elaborate
in
her collection.
It
is
of

built

cloth

satin

of

silver

Jacket slightly bloused, made
of sable, with ermine vest and
cravat, made for Mile. Yahne

with

formed of

roses

alternating with blue en apThese blossoms are caught about the
plique.
skirt with garlands and
leaves in pale green

pink

tinted

ribbon,

ends

the

of the garlands being
knots of turquoise velvet
edged with narrow Valenciennes lace.
finished

velvet,

with

lover's

About the lx>ttom of the
/ibelinc

SHAMPOO

TONIC

Is a superior preparation -which
thorottgh'y
cleanses the scalp and removes dandruff
without making the hair dry or brittle.

Carpine Shampoo, 25c. the Bottle.

iT DOES

presents the formation of dandruff, keeps
the scalp in An aseptic condition, invigorates the roots of the hair, presents tt from
falling

out,

and promotes

Carpine Hair Tonic..SOc. and

the

grcrwlh.

$1 .00 the Bottle.

coming

of Carpine Hair Tonic is Pilocarpine, the active
of jaborandi ; a drug extensively used by the native women of
Brazil, <who are noted for their luxuriant growth of hair.
chief, ingredient

For sale by leading druggists.
llnc.l

CHfcj-nST3 ^O 489 FlfOi Ave.JlcwYofh.Clt>'

skirt

mauve

castro.
<;

la

at

worn

coat

in

"La

handsomely

cloth,

I'asserelle."

trimmed

is

of

with

This coat is sleeveless, having a cape
with a jabot of Irish point lace

mililairc

laid in pleats for a

depth of some six inches, then

flaring flounce-like to the waist.
is

finished with a heavy

about twelve inches

in

The
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skirt of the

band of the castro

depth.

ANNA
WHEN

bands of

are

caught

lace.

A handsome

coat

HVl>aOl~& Co.

roses

to the ellxiw are finished with frills of real

Valenciennes
pale

The

ribbon

intervals
against the dark fur, the contrast being most effective.
The corsage has clusters of roses caught
with lover's knots of blue velvet, while the sleeves

NOT JtiSCOtOfl, HORsMAKE THE HAIR, CREASY

principle

with

MARBLE.
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Among
The

the Amivtevirs

Broadwav

IX

29th

public performance nf the season by
the students of the American Academy of Dramatic Arts was given at an Empire Theatre matinee on December I.
The bill was an ambitions
one. including as its piece (h: resistance no less
important a novelty than Sndcrmann's four-act
drama, "Johannisfener" (St. John's Fire). Tliere
was also presented a one-act piece by John Krncsl

St.

first

McCann,

entitled

New

"Smoke."

BRESLIN

The

Direction of the

JAMF.S

BRESLIN HOTKI. I'OMI'ANY

H. BKESLIN, Vitiidtnt
f'ift Prn. jnJ Gin' ! Manarrr

GniKr.r T. STOCKHAM,

N KW

YORK'S

1

Newest and Most

Convenient Hotel

Opened November Twelfth.
500 Splendid Sunlit Rooms, 300
Telephone
3648 Madison

Ev

i

Prices

ALL CAKS TRANSKKK IIIKKfT TO THIS

MISS

Baths.

Delight if Management
from $1.50 a Day Upward

ry

1101,1.

KARFUNKLE

As Francisquine in ''The Strolling Players" (American Academy
of Dramatic Arts)

The students gave a remarkably good performance of the longer piece, and their task was all
the more difficult seeing that simultaneously Miss
Nance O'Neill was presenting the same play at
The role of Marikke was acted by Miss
Mary Lawton with an authority and power quite
Miss Lawton, who made
surprising in a novice.
ualy's.

her debut on any stage on this occasion, is a tall,
handsome woman with much personal magnetism.
Her handling of the character of Vogelreuter's
foster daughter showed not only intelligence, but
also considerable grasp of the technic of her art.
She towered above her fellow students at all
times both figuratively and literally, and several
times during the performance touched real dramatic heights, making an appreciable impression on her audience. There can be no doubt as
to the future career of this young woman on
the stage. Willis D. Howe was acceptable as the
father, and Miss Louise Col email did a clever bit
of character work as a Lithuanian vagrant.

The week previous there had been a trial performance by Mr. Sargent's pupils of four oneact plays at Carnegie Lyceum. One of these plays
is
a dramatic version of "I Pagliacci"
("The
Edward Henimer appeared
Strolling Players").
of
as the mountebank who, in a fit
jealousy, kills
his wife, and Miss Karfunkle was the flirtatious
Francisquine.

The

may

piece

be

seen

later

in

public.

The Dilettante Players, a popular amateur
dramatic organization of Brooklyn, announces a
performance January 18 of Belasco and Fyles'
stirring military drama, "The Girl I Left Behind
Me." The performance will be given at the Germania Theatre, Schennerhorn Street, at 8:15
P. M., and the representation will be
followed by dancing. This will be the first time
that this piece has l>een performed by amateurs.
No expense will be spared to make its nresentaThe principal
tion complete in everv particular.
roles are in the hands, largely, of the leading
players of the old original Sothern Society, while
Lading players of the Amaranth, Marlowe, Jesters, Carroll, and La Tosca have been selected
for the other parts.
Special scenery has been
secured through the courtesy of a local manager,
and the costumes will conform strictly with those

o'clock

At the close of the
called for by the authors.
play a reception will be held, and Lloyd's Orchestra will, as usual, furnish music for those who
care to dance. The full cast follows
General Reunion, Anthony E. Wills' Major
:

Burleigh, Charles Doscher Lieut Edfar HawkesLieut. Morton Parlow,
worth, John J. Ryan
Louis Charles Wills; Dr. Arthur Penwick, Frank
W. Norris Dick Burleigh, Einar Petersen Sergeant Dicks. Edmund Williams; Corporal Brandon, Albert E. Shaw; Orderly McGlynn, William
:

BUDWEISER

;

is

the product of

Anheuser-Busch
Brewing Ass'n
St. Louis. U.S.A.

;

:

will not have seen St. Louis' Greatest Attraction if you fail to visit the Anheuser-Busch Brewery
while attending the World's Fair. Competent guides, speaking all modern languages, in attendance.

You
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Hattie Delaro
is not acting

ring.

is

Bergman

vaudeville.

in

HALL'S

Harry

at

present.
F. J. W., Buffalo
Q. Are the Sothern-Marlowe productions booked to appear in Buffalo?

A.

They

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

are.

HAffiRENEWER.

Q. (2) What has Eben Plympton appeared in
since Viola Allen's "Hunchback?"
A.

He

has not appeared

tion in this city since then.

I

in

He

any other produc-

and his address is Players' Club.
ODETTE Q. (i) Where can

am

Julia

A.

now

is

I

in this city,

address

Care Chas. Frohman.

Where is the "Amaranth
Q. (2)
Society" of Brooklyn playing now ?
A.

the Toffee King
Copyright, 1904, John Mackintosh,

New York.

OLD ENGLISH CANDY
my Toffea

home of Mackintosh's

at present.

Brooklyn?

The Pure and Delicious

lanfl {the

Nowhere

A.

None

that

we know,

but there are

Can you name
Q. (5)
amateur dramatic societies

dealer,

Dilettante Players is another.
V. R. LOEB, Ft. Smith, Ark.

A.

and if he cannot supply you send me Ten r-nts in
stamps f nr a sample padtnge ; or '$1.60 for a 4-1 b. Family Tin.
Try ymiMieak-rlUt.
16.

78

Hudson

N.Y.

St.,

many

in this city.

in this country ami in Enj:have made it the

Toffee)

preat international candy. It is absolutely pure and wholesome, and the best caru'ly ever made for children. I want to
caution you against inferior imitation of my Toffee. Be sure
A*k y"nr
that yii jret the original "Mackintosh's Toffee."

JOHN MACKINTOSH, Dept.

Dramatic

Where can I address its president?
Q. (3)
A. A letter will reach him by addressing it to
Brooklyn.
Is there a good school of acting in
Q. (4)

Mackintosh's Toffee
Tin- fti.>rmr>us sales of

Miss

Marlowe?

The Amaranth

is

some of the good
in

Q.

Edwin Caldwell playing

;

the

In what com-

season?
A. He is at present in this city. He has not
been engaged this season. A letter addressed to
Room 7, 1358 Broadway, N. Y. City, will reach
him.
X. Y. C. Q. Are E. H. Sothern's eyes blue

pany

or

is

Always restores color

to

the dark, rich
used to have. The

hair, all

gray
color

it

hair

Brooklyn?

considered the best

^^^^^^BBB^^^H

this

grows rapidly, stops
coming out, does not split at
the ends, and dandruff disappears. Sold for 60 years.
For the whiskers and moustache we make a Dye known

as

BUOKINHAM'S

brown or a

DTE.

It colors instantly

soft black. K. P. Hall

&

Co.,

a rich

Nashua, N. H.

brown?
A.

'ihey are hazel.

A Lady

Mclnnerney's

Scene Painter

Theatrical

Women

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup
has been used for over SIXTY YEARS by
UONS of MOTHERS for their CHILDREN
while TEETHING, with PERFECT SUCCESS.
It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFTENS the GUMS.
4JULAYS all PAIN CURES WIND COLIC, and
;

the best remedy for DIARRHOEA.
Druggists in every part of the world.
4Od ask for "Mrs. Winslow's Soothing
nd take no other kind. Twcuty-fivects.
is

Sold by
Be mire

Syrup,"
a bottle.

All ladies wishing to prevent

and

remove wrinkles
and obtain a youthful face and a clear
" Ne 1'lus I' lira
complexion must use
Face Beautlfier."
A smooth, inviting
countenance takes the place of a repulsive, made-up face.
Ladies will look
pretty, even in electric light, when they
give up using greasy creams, balms and
powders. Wrinkles, freckles, blackheads
disappear by the same lotion, sold at
only $2 per bottle, lasting 6 weeks. My
cheek, neck, and bust developer is reliable.
My French hair restorer does away with all dishair dyes.
and
troublesome
gusting
1

MME. CAROLINE
Main

DERMATOLOGIST
SIXTH AVENUE

Parlors. 221

FALLING HAIR

BALDNESS
There la but one way to tell the reason of baldness and
and that ig by a microscopic examination of the hair falllnghalr,
Itself. The
particular disease with which yourscalpis afflicted must be known
before it can be Intelligently treated. The use of dandruff cures
and hair tonics, without knowing the specific cause of your disease,
alike taking medicine without knowing what you are
trying to
cure. Send a few fallen hair* from your
comb'lngs, to Prof. J.H.
Austin. theoelebrated Bacteriologist. who willsend you absolutely
* ree a diagnosis of your case, a booklet on care of the hair and
scap
and a sample box of the remedy which he will prepare specially
for
you. Enclose 2c postage and wtite to-day.
1ROF. J. II. AUSTIN, 797 McVk-k'er'n Bid*., Chicago, 111.

THE EMPIRE STATE ENGRAVING

COMPANY
190

WILLIAM STREET,

NEW YORK

Telephone: 1771 John

EVER.Y ATTENTION
and children who travel alone by the
and employes of the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern Railway.
It is not an uncommon thing even
for a little tot to make a journey of many hundreds of
miles in the care of railway officials and to reach its
destination safely, happily and contentedly.
All the conveniences which money and science can supply are placed
is

given

have made their way into most professions, but so far as the writer has been able to
discover there is only one lady scene-painter on
this planet.
This is Miss Grace N. Wishaar, and
she is at present working in the American TheWhen seen by a Tit-Bits conatre, New York.
tributor she was busily employed on a platform
(known as the "bridge" in the profession) 50 feet
above the stage, painting an elaborate dado on a
On being lowered she shook hands
drop-scene.
unaffectedly, declared that the "Green 'Un" was
an old favorite of hers, and motioned me to a
chair which stood among a perfect forest of paintThe writer asked Miss Wishaar how long
pots.
she had been painting scenery.
"I came here five years ago," she said, "and
began my work as a scene-painter about six
months later. I used to live in Seattle, where I
studied art and had a few pupils, but as I found

at the disposal of travelers over this

famous

route.

WHEN

There are many Cold Cream Preparations on the
market today.
Some are GOOD others aie
BETTER but Mclnnerney'i Js BEST.

The Ingredients of Mclnnerney'i Cold Cream are
pure and harmless, and when you once use this
preparation you will want no other.
Other good qualities In Its favor are Its delicate
perfume, smooth whiteness and cooling properties.
And It does not cost as much as many of the far
Inferior preparations.

59c.

THE BIG STORE

M'AB'STS

SIXTH AVE.

New

D. Frank Dodge, the well-known scene-painter,
and he listened patiently to all I had to say. I
told him what I could do, of my ambitions, and
how one day I felt sure I should be able to paint
scenery as well as any man. Ail I wanted was
that he should give me a trial, and after thinking
for a few minutes he said he would. He did not

LB.

FOR SALE ONLY AT

I
did not make money quite so quickly as I
desired, I determined to become a scene-painter.
I visited every theatrical manager in
York
asking for employment, but they either held up
their hands in horror at the idea of a girl engaging in such work, or else dismissed me with
a laugh.
Then by "ood fortune I called on Mr.

I

The Stratford
EUROPEAN PLAN

me with letters of introduction to other
scene-painters, but there and then employed me
in his own studio, and I have been with him ever
send

since.

"The work is intensely interesting," continued
Miss Wishaar, "and, I consider, as instructive
as what are sometimes erroneously called the
'higher forms of art.' When we receive an order
for an important production, a consultation is
held with the author of the play, and if the
scenes are laid in another State, either I or Mr.
Dodge take a journey to the particular locality
and make sketches. If the scene is laid abroad,
we have to read up a bit, and when the play is
English, we get many a useful hint" from that
beautiful production, 'Country Life.'
Miss Grace Wishaar is a very pretty girl of
twenty-five, fair, and with an abundance of beautiful brown hair.
She has been engaged in painting scenery for some of the biggest productions
of the past four years, and her work has given
the utmost satisfaction to managers, playwrights,
Miss Wishaar does not
critics, and the public.
confine her work to New York, but goes, at Mr.
Dodge's request, to all parts of the country.

ladies

officials

Cold Cream.

First Actor "I am in a quandary. I have been
offered an engagement bv two managers, and I
don't know how to act."
Second Actor "Well, don't worry.
They'll
soon find it out."

fronting

Lake

Next door to
Michigan.
Illinois Theatre, and within easy walking distance of all theatres. Very best cuisine at moderate

LOCATION

prices.

Sanitary

new and

latest

arrangements,

improvements.

***
Rates, $1.50 per day, and
Michigan

and

Jackson

upward

Boulevards

CHICAGO, ILL
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The

Progressive Stage Society

The Progressive Stage

Society, as already stated
these columns, was organized by a group of
theatre enthusiasts who wish to present plays
unhampered by box-office considerations. The expenses of each production are defrayed out of
the dues, each subscription of fifty cents entitling
the subscriber to one seat.
They have already
given two performances with volunteer talent

*

in

one

Carnegie Lyceum, when two plays, "The

at

Xlll

Scab," by Elsa Barker, and "Miner and Soldier,"
translated from the French of Mine. Tola Dorian,
were seen.
There was much merit in both of
these performances, which were given under all
kinds of difficulties. It was unwise to present in
succession two pieces dealing with the labor question, as this might give rise to the belief that the
Society is committed to socialistic propaganda,

f
I

HE

best

best
in

tone and

realizes

which

that

is

piano

the

art

principle

appearance, and

with the

qualities the longest

tains

its

least

expense to the owner.

main-

GABfcER PIANOS
typify that perfection.
though) of artist and

For

fifty

artisan.

bul permanently so.

%%%

years they have profited by |he best
Not only perfect In tone and touch,

9*

A LARGK SOUVENIR BOOKLET TELLS WHY
INTEREST YOU. WRITE FOR IT. Address

ERNEST GABLER & BROTHER, 411

East

1

IT

WILL

Dep. G.

07th

St.,

New York

THE
JULIUS HOPP,

HENRY

President of the Progressive Stage Society

but

it

was

originally intended to have a comedy
in between the two serious plays, and
of the programme miscarried.
Miss

sandwiched
this

part

JANUARY -190
^

.

.

..-I**-

B.

HYDE

FOUNDER

_

1

Barker's piece, "The Scab," was well constructed

and impressive in its realistic picture of the struggle between capital and labor, but some of the
speeches were too long and the sympathies of the
author too evident.
It was well acted by Roy
Dana Tracy, Anne Troop, Carline Carman, John
de Persia and Charles James. In "The Miner and
the Soldier," a piece written in the

DONT

Hauptmann

manner, there is a strong scene, showing a strugThe
gle between filial love and military duty.
soldier is stationed at the mouth of a mine which
the striking miners have decided to destroy, and
the man sent to blow it up is the sentry's own
father.
This was very impressive, and was well
acted by J. H. Green and Willard Duncan Howe.
Otherwise, the piece was gloomy.
The next production by the Society was Ibsen's
"An Enemy of the People," which had not yet
been seen in this country. This performance is
of too recent date to admit of review here.

another year
pass away without
let

giving to your family the protection
^s-that life assurance alone can
give.

Appropriate Music
Smithson, the

stage

J.H.HYDE

J.W.AIEXANDKR
PRESIDENT

By means of an

Endowment
Policy in the Equitable you can not
only give them this protection but at
the same time provide for your
g.
"^own maturer years.

manager of the traveling

opera company, was evidently in a towering rage.
"I declare," he stormed, "I never saw such
wretchedly bad taste such a scandalous violation
of the dramatic unities, such an outrage on all
sense of propriety!"
"What's the matter, old man?" asked his friend.
"Some of 'em been gagging again ?"
"No, sir !" fumed Smithson. "Worse a hun'1 he
dred times worse
opera we put on was
'William Tell,' and the curtain rose on the first
scene, displaying the hat of the tyrant Gessler
on a pole, to which the hero refuses to bow. I
had told the leader of the local orchestra to play
!

Send coupon

something appronriate. But what did that soulless scoundrel do but strike up, 'Where Did You
"
Get That Hat ?'

Splendid

below, for particulars.

opportunities for
Write to GAGE

men
E.

of character

TARBELL

to act as representatives

2nd Vice President

Hopeless Ignorance
vocalist, advised a friend to give
youth of promise, an excellent education, which advice was followed.
Meeting his
friend, who had not himself received academic
culture, two or three years afterwards, the singer inquired if the scholar's progress were satis-

Braham, the

his son, a

THE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY OF THE UNITED
120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. Dept. No. 108
Please send

me information regarding au Endowment policy for $

factory.

read this
"Judge for yourself, Mr. Braham
I have lost all hope in the boy.
of his.
You know the money I have spent on his education, and yet you will see by his letter that he
spells shugar without a 'h' !"
;

letter
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PraJse for tKe Christmas
Theatre

f For Any Automatic Player ^

LATEST
YORK HITS

THE

ALL

NEW

"Unique among the splendid holiday publicaits beautiful pictorial features and

tions both for

general excellence of the articles contributed."
Citizen, Brooklyn.

cents, write us the name of your piano-player, tell us
what you want to play and we will send the roll of Perfection Perforated
Music, postpaid, for you to try, or any one of the following high-priced rolls
for 50 cents :

Send as 50

O
P
O

William Tell Overture
Murlllo (Allegro de Concert)
Isle of Spice Selections
Hungarian Rhapsodic. No. 2
Prince of Pilsen Selections

516.
503.
946.

C6.

O-98.

O
O
O

113.

939.
956.

D-S3.

O

.

903.-'

Liszt.

Qustav Luders.
Paul Tietjens.
Alfred (i Robyn.
m. morse.

Oz Selections

.

"Famous

New YorK

THEATRE MAGAZINE

the

have

contributors

Some
Offices of

articles

in

the

Leader, Cleveland, O.

Letters Received

Howe & Hummel, Counselors-at-Law.
NEW YORK, Dec. 12. 1904.

Your December THEATRE MAGAZINE

is

an

really

edition de luxe.

ment

Perforated Music Roll Co.
a

of

Estate, N. Y. City.

fastened in securely with staples.
the best perforated music.

a

Balti-

The THEATRE MAGAZINE for Christmas has
much to interest lovers of the drama." Fourth

Strauss. ^3.00
3.00
Victor Herbert.

roll in place,

25 West 23d Street (Dept. F)

publishers

Christmas THEATRE."

.

is

American,

have issued an attractive Christmas number this
year." Republican, Springfield, Mass.

Von Tilzer.
1 .25
p_1419. Teasing
Yradler.
2.50
P 641a. La Paloma (TheDoveV..
S. R. Henry.
1.75
D 680. Polly Prim (March and Two-Step)
.75
Ethelbert Nevln.
P 208a. Rosary
Sousa.
2.25
P 544. Stars and Stripes Forever (March)
Perfection Perforated Music Saves Yon Half on Your Music Bills
Our rolls are all supplied with the dotted expression mark The paper
is not cut scant, causing the roll to track poorly and produce discord, out
it is the full width. Our flanges are nailed and glued; they will not twist or
come off, and the end fastener ring is attached by a patent process which
makes it permanent.
Our boxes are handsome enough to be seen in any parlor, and have end
blocks to hold the
" Perfection "

splendid holiday number."

"The

$3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

Rossini.

Terschak.
Schlndler and Jerome.

Wizard
Yankee Consul Selections
ang Selections
Blue Danube Waltz
Babes in Toyland Selections
of

"A
more.

it

In literary and artistic advancehas absolutely no equal.
Very sincerely yours,
A. H. HUMMEL.

City
Hotel

Marie Antoinette,
YORK, Dec. 15, 1904.

NEW
The Christmas number

of the THEATRE MAGAto me as being quite equal,
if not superior, to the similar French publication
in its ensemble of subjects, printed matter and
illustrations, and it is a delight to feel we have
an artistic publication embodying the highest
dramatic and musical interests that attract the
intellectual American without the usual attempt
at this by risque pictures of actresses in tights,
etc.
You deserve many compliments for having
attained this superiority in the publication, so
please accept the sincerest from

ZINE

O

O

.-'A

appealed

Yours very

truly.

SARAH WOOD CLARK.
(Mrs.

'

NEW

J.

159

Mitchell Clark.)

West 95th

St.

YORK, Dec. 6, 1904.
It was only yesterday that I had a chance to go
through the Christmas THEATRE, and I really
must congratulate vou on the best thing of the
kind I have =een. I enjoyed every line of it, and
the illustrating

is

finely done.

Yours

BETWEEN

NEW YORK AND

ST.

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
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Fraternal

Peons ylvanla Railroad, New York to Washington Southern Railway, Washington to JacksonvilleFlorida East Coast Railway, Jacksonville to St. Augustine
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News

faithfully,
J. I. C.

CLARKE.

Publishing Co.,

POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y., Dec. 5, 1904.
I desire to extend to you my hearty congratulations on the success which you have scored with
the Christmas number of the THEATRE MAGAZINE, and to express my appreciation not only
of the exquisite appearance of the magazine, but
also of the taste displayed in the selection of
articles, the abundance of high-grade illustrations and, in a word, the general literary merit
of the magazine. With best wishes for your continued success, I am,

Respectfully yours,

THOS.

The Real Chorus Girl
S a paper of intense

*

J.

COMERFORD,

Managing

Editor.

human interest, written in a spirit of rightman behind the scenes who has studied

eous indignation by a

the type at close range for a score or more of years.
It reveals, without any glossing over of facts, the tyrannical attitude
of the stage
footlights.
lives,

her

It

manager toward
relates in

detail

brave fight against

this

unfortunate "slavey" of the

her daily life, where and how she
poverty, her temptations and her

an astounding picture of sordid and everyday tragedy,
which shows the chorus girl in a hitherto unknown light. The
story is fully illustrated and is bound to create a stir.
ending.
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Were

Queries Answered

the Public to know about

what we know

-

they

Cocoas

would use

The Editor will be pleased to answer in this
department all reasonable questions asked by our
readers.

R. L. D.

Photographer
WEST 33d STREET

14 and 16

NEW YORK CITY
Characteristic Portraiture

THE NEW AMSTERDAM
NATIONAL BANK

Farnum

tin

A.

We

Kindly publish

in

"The Virginian."

published one in our June, 1904,

1095 TIMES

Dus-

a picture of

Q.

num-

BREAKFAST

A YEAR

!

-LUNCH -SUPPER

-

ber.

PHOEBUS. Q. (i) Have you had an interview
with E. H. Sothern?
A. Yes, in our March, 1903, issue.
Will the Sothern-Marlowe Company
Q. (2)
act in New York this season?
A. They have just ended an engagement in
New York.
B. C, Toronto. Q.
Please give me Miss Julia
Marlowe's address.
A. Care Charles Frohman, Empire Theatre,

QUALITY & PRICE REMAIN THE..SAME.

if

you

want

Quality.

this city.

NEW YORK

R. C., New Haven, Conn. Q. Kindly tell
the whereabouts of Guy Bates Post?
A. With the "Virginian" company.
See the
Clipper or Mirror for its route.

CITY

S.

me

R. R.

MOCRE,
C.

C. H. S., Sammonsville, N. Y.
Can
Q. (i)
any one get an engagement on the stage without
first going to a dramatic school?
A. It is not necessary to have a dramatic
school "education" to get on the stage.
If you

PRESIDENT

W. MORSE,
Q.

J.

VICE-PRESIDENT

BAUMANN,
Q.

J.

CASHIER

HEMERICH,

ASST. CASHIER

address?
A. Care Walter Lawrence,

NEW AMSTERDAM SAFE
DEPOSIT COMPANY VAULTS

A school of training for the stage.

2ist Vear. {
'

American Academy of Dramatic Arts
and Empire Theatre Dramatic School
From

th

FRANKLIN H. SARGENT, President.
New York SUN: "The American Academy

of

Dramatic Arts Berres us admirably as an 'independent theatre.'
The student's work Is enlivened with keen intelligence, gracelul
demeanor and expressive elocution."
E. P.

For full particulars apply to
STEPHENSON, Gen. Manager, Carnegie

ESTABLISHED

1904

STANHOPE-WHEATCROFT

School
Dramatic
WHBATCROFT,
ADELINE
DBA1LA

Director

S.

A. A.

OPERA

Books

for

Home Amusement.

22 West 22nd Street, New York.
"The Amateur Entertainer"
250-Page Illustrated, Descriptive Catalog,
with 200 Sample Pages of Music, fully
covers Minstrel and e verv style of Amateur
Musical aud Dramatic Entertainment, including 100 Tricks in Magic and 800 Plays.

TO

DRAM ATI
CLUBS

FtiEE

AND

!

Send Five $c
F'tr P'tstage

Stamp*

SOCIETIES THE CREST TRADE COMPXNY
No. 149 West STtti Street
Cut out adv.cmd return
NEW YORK
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phans."
Q. (2)

the newspapers and periodicals say about
We

You?

THE MANHATTAN PRESS CLIPPING BUREAU

ARTHUR CASSOT, Proprietor
Knickerbocker Building, Cor. Fifth Av. and 14th St., N.Y.

VAN HORN & SON
Established isss

Theatrical Costumers and Outfitters
BAST

STREET
YORK

20th

NEW

121

Fifth Successful Yea.r

American School of Play writing
Conducted by W. T. PRICE and Associates
Author of "The Technique of the Drama"

Mail, it being the one thing that can be best taught in that way.
Plays reaching a certain salable standard printed free of cost, for
purposes of copyright, submission to managers and the record of the
If PLAYWRITING is an Art, it can be TAUGHT
school
anything that can be LEARNED can be TAUGHT. We teach you
to LEARN; we save you from wasting years of time and from eating your heart out with fruitless and misdirected labor. You were
not BORN with a knowledge of the art 01 PLAYWRITING; NOT
with an instinct, for instinct comes from knowledge; NOT with
aptitude, but AD APTITUDE. This is the Twentieth Century, and
This school is not a scheme, but
it has no room for the amateur.
a movement. It helps you if you can be helped; it cures you if you
can't be. 8500. OO cash, irrespective of royalties, for the best play,
actable, by any student entering during the current year. Write
for the circular. Address

By

HOW

Kindly

(i)

let

We

do not know.
O.,

W.

Montgomery,

Ala.

Q.

in

"The

Louis James retired?
A. No.
He is at present

(i)

Two

T.

Has
Or-

Mrs. Leslie Carter going to retire
from the stage next season?
A. We have no reason to imagine so.
What is Mine. Marchesi's address?
Q. (3)
Is

A. 59 rue Jouffrov. Paris, France.
Is it possible to get Sarah Bernhardt's
Q. (4)

PRICE, 1440 Broadway, Mew York

CALENDAR CLOCKS J^Sffir
They run sixty days on a single winding and keep
perfect time. The Calendar may be placed just below the dial or beside it if preferred.
most complete and convenient timepiece.

A

Alto Fruing-Pan, Pant/, Program, Electric, and
Synchronized Clochi, Watchman'* Clocks ant
Pacer Diali of all kindi. Send for Catalogue No. 624.

The Prentiss Improvement Co.,
NEW YORK CITY
Dey Street

Dept. 62, 49

autograph ?
A. You might have trouble in getting it from
Mme. Bernhardt, but no doubt some of the many
collectors in this city have it for sale.
C. H.. Columbia, Pa.
Q. Where will a letter

Goldwin Patton, starring

in

MILLER

"The Only

NORTH

STREET
PHILADELPHIA
9th

WHEN

theatrical Costumier

A. We believe the company has closed, so we
cannot give the address desired.
G. E. P., Providence, R. I.
Is Alan
O. (i)
Dale, the dramatic editor of the Nezv York Jour-

231

nal dead?

A. Alan Dale appears to be alive, for he writes
us
"As far as I am aware, I am still in this
material world.
Telepathy from various theatrical centres sometimes prompts me to believe that
I am what so many wish.
I'm sorry, but I seem
I can't help it.
I
I take every risk.
healthy.
have been threatened with all sorts of picturesque
deaths by those who deem me at least unnecesI know of one actor who was punched,
sary.
and hurt, in the belief that he was Alan Dale.
I was spared.
Isn't it a pity?
Yes,
surely alive, or I was when I last took stock
in myself.
That was some time ago."
Is there any way in which one can
Q. (2)
tell where an actor or actress will be each week?
A. The only way is to consult the dramatic
newspapers that publish routes of the different
I

wasn't.

am

companies.
Q. (3)

What

is

the

name

of the

song that

Trempass sine's in "The Virginian?"
A. Write Kirke LaShelle, Knickerbocker Theatre,

("4)

What

1

-"

ST.

PHIL*.

FOR AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL ACTORS
CATALOGUE DESCRIBING THOUSANDS OF
PLAYS SENT FREE ON APPLICATION

The Dramatic Publishing Company
358 Dearborn Street. Chicago

PLAYS,
Chan. Macdonald,

Recitations and Readings.
Catalogues Free. All drama-

papers for

sale.

Washington

St.,

tic

53

::

::

::

Chicago.

Press Cutting Bureau will send
y OU aii newspaper clippings
which may appear about you, your friends, or any subject on which you want to be "up-tclate."
Every newspaper and periodical of importance in the United States
and Europe is searched Terms, $5.00 for loo notices.
HENRY RO wEIKK, Inc., 33 Union Square, New York

PROTECT YOUR HOME AGAINST FIRE!

N. Y. City.

Mrs. Woodward's name who
is with Mr. Sothern and Miss Marlowe?
A. We do not know her maiden name.
A. M. R. Q. Will Lillian Russell come to
St. Louis this year?
A. Yes, to the Garrick Theatre.
(Continued on page xiv.}

Q

NORTH 8

PLAYS

:

He

What

supply thousands of persons
with personal reference and clippings on any subject dethe
sired, culled from
newspapers and periodicals of the
world.
TERMS: 100 clippings, $5.00; 250 clipping!,
$12.00: 500 clipping*. $20.00; 1,000 clippings, $35.00.
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We
B.

IT.

Bonne Terre, Mo.
High-Class Attractions Only
New Scenery, Electric Lights
Address R. SELLORS, Mgr.

Way?"

SMMUEL FRENCH,
OP
INTEREST

Q.

him?

reach

Largest assortment
in the World.
Catalogue
F r ee Free Free.

Canada.

cannot locate him, although his last address was
114 West 45th St.
Where can I obtain a photograph of
Q. (2)

Next term begins Jan. 9. Special courses for students of opera.
Engagement Bureau for Graduates
81 West, Slst St., New York
Address, JOHN EMERSON, Mgr.

Plays for Stock Companies.
Plays for Repertoire Companies.
Plays for Amateurs.

B..

me know where Mr. Carl Exthrum is?
A. You evidently mean Carl Eckstrom.

A.

YOUR GROCER SELLS

;

N.

B.,

L.

a

BONNE TERRE LYCEUM

Square

Broadway.

Hall, N. Y.

INCORPORATED

1893

Madison

Theatre, this city.
Can you give me an address of any
Q. (3)
dramatic agent in New York?
A. Col. T. Allston Brown, 1358 Broadway,
Theatre;
City; E. L. Fernandez. Amsterdam
Gregory and Bellew, Holland Building, 1440

BRO..DWAY AND 39TH STREET

1884-1905.

possess the least dramatic talent, get an engagement in a stock company in a subordinate position
and work yourself up.
Please give me James K. Hackett's
Q. (2)

OUR ONLY STYLE CAN

is

insure Your Valuables Against Theft!
We

Represent the Len.ling Insurance Companies
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New

A LIFE OF WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE.
WILLIAM

&

Awarded Prizes

Dramatic Books
Boston:

ROLFE.

J.

By

Dana, Estes

Co.
In a selected limited library of Shakespeariana,
this volume would secure an assured place.
Mr.

Rolfe

is in

no degree imaginative, and

are

lations

is

confined

to

was born

that he

at

A Tonic,

Invigorator and Febrifuge
Par Excellence

Has

received the following testimonial:

HOTEL CECIL.
STRAND. W.C.

Stratford-on-Avon, married

and had children there; went to London, where
he commenced act; .g and wrote poems and
plays

;

returned to Stratford,

made

Medals.

Universally Recognized as

a

known

actually

16,600 Francs; Seven Gold

of

QUINA-LAROCHE

his specu-

discussion of facts.
of Shakespeare's life
from documents and from reference to him is
little, but a careful shifting and verification of
numerous points that have been brought forward
in recent years afford a certain newness of information.
The statement made by George
Stevens, who wrote somewhat more than a hundred years ago, has been commonly accepted as
"All that is known with any
true, namely, that:
degree of certainty concerning Shakespeare is,

What

iii

his will, died

and was buried."
This, of course, refere to facts of a personal
nature, along with the incidental dates, and does
not include the mass of notes upon his plays. Mr.
Rolfe marshals all the known facts, which are
considerably more than may be included in the
five paragraphs cited.
Much of it remains of
interest
peculiar
only to the Shakespearian
scholar, such as whether Shakespeare was born on
April 22 or April 23, 1564 to whom the sonnets
were addressed, the proper spelling of his name
:

;

whether he meant to slight his wife, in his will,
by giving her the second best bed; the circumstances of his marriage; his first occupation at
the Theatre in London; the probable truth as to
his having held horses before the Theatre, and
the like. Nearly all these discussions are familiar
to those who have any knowledge of the literature of the subject, but Mr. Rolfe sustains the
interest in them, and his own conclusions have an
air of reality.
Without attempting to go over the
ground covered by the book, which is restricted,
as far as possible, to the personal bearings of all
the known facts, it may be said that the strong
impression is left that Shakespeare was accepted
in his greatness during his lifetime, that his prosperity was material, and that social distinction and
advancement clearly belonged to his family by
reason of his distinction.
He disposes satisfactorily of the legend that Shakespeare came to an
untimely death by reason of a drunken bout when

by his friends, Drayton and Ben Jonspn.
likely that the disease of which he died
was induced by the wretched sanitary conditions
of the immediate neighborhood of his home.
As an example of the minuteness of the research concerning Shakespeare, an example is to
be found in the record of the quartos of "Titus
Andronicus." Rolfe makes mention of the evidence, in Longbaine's dramatic poetry, that the
play was first printed in quarto in London in
It has been believed that no copy survived
1594.
that edition, and this register of the quarto is so
given by Rolfe. It happens that after the publication of this very life of Shakespeare, and in the
month of January of this year, it is claimed that
in a house of a countryman of Sweden has been
discovered an almost perfect copy of this 1594
quarto of "Titus Andronicus." This newly discovered precious quarto will probably be taken
visited
It is

more

England and sold at auction at Sotheby's,
where it is estimated that it will probably fetch
1,000, some suggesting that it will bring a much

to

higher price,

2,000 or

Dear Sir I
to me in Italy.
.

sent

Thanking you

To MR. H.

COMEDIES AND LEGENDS FOR MARIONETTES. A Theatre for Boys and Girls. By

Agent

E.

The authoress in her preface tells how she
to write it
"Long ago, when people gave
me toy theatres in which the actors were paper
dolls, or mere silhouettes for shadow comedies, I
always threw away the accompanying printed plays
So she
because I found them dull and silly."
wrote plays to suit herself, and these appear in
"The Loyal
Two," "Columbine's Marriage," and "The Magic
Hat ;" two legends "The Legend of St. Francis"
and "The Legend of St. Dorothy;" and two pantomimes "Snowflake and the Dwarfs" and "MothThe little book coner Hubbard and the Dog."
tains practical advice on the making of the acting
repertoire includes three comedies

and indeed may be
regarded as a valuable technical guide to Marionettedom.

WHEN

the

best

which you

TONICS,

so kindly
as I

have

qualities.

cordially, I remain, yours

very

truly,

(Signed)

ENRICO CARUSO.

Quina-Laroche, London.

FOUGERA &

CO., Agents for U.

S.,

New York

Cards

for

25 Cents

Kach Card illustrated with tlie Portrait of a Star
Reproduced in halftone and beautifully printed on heavy cardboard

:

dolls, properties, scenery, etc.,

one of

MERTENS,

16 Postal

:

:

for

its

to be

READY
NOW
A HANDSOME COLLECTION OF

:

this little volume, which is admirably illustrated,
showing exactly how eacl character works. Her

C.

it

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS, OR

atre.

came

I declare

already been able to appreciate

3,000.

GEORGIANA GODDARD KING. Illustrated. New
York: The Macmillan Co.
This is a novel book that should be very welcome to those youngsters who possess a toy the-

TRANSLATION.
QUINA-LAROCHE

have received the

E. H. Sotliorn

Chas. U It'll man
R. Mansfield
Ada. Kehail

THE COLLECTION COXTAIXS THK FOLLOWING ARTISTES
David Wai-Held
Nat. Goodwin

The complete

Published by

set sent postpaid

K. Hackelt

Kraiu-lH

J.

Julia

Amelia Biiigham
Mr*. Flake

on receipt of 25 cents
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TKe World-famous

Kimball

WEBER. PIANO

Baby Grand Piarvo

and the

Musicians, the most gifted of modern times, are glad
to honor the Kimball Piano, both upright and grand, in
their use of the same in public and private, but the
possibilities of the Kimball System of
producing and selling
apply equally to the demands
of artists and those of lim-

Metrostyle Pianola
now been
in

a.

single,

united
complete,

compact instrument

ited

announcement made only a few months ago that
a combination of Piano and Pianola in a single case had been
produced is now added the further and hignly significant announcement that a piano of the very highest type may be obtained
in this form.
In presenting an instrument which is a union of the

TO

the original

realized.
to secure for the

piar.o made, conducted a most thorough investigation and careful search a search
in the course of which the oldest and most celebrated pianos of
Europe and Americi were considered. The result was that the
Weber Piano was the one selected.
In the Weber Pianola Piano all the beauty of tone and artistic
iano itself have been retained
qualities that characterize the Weber
without the slightest alteration, but multiplied by the magnificent
1

possibilities of the Metrostyle Pianola.

tion.

To those interested a handsome descriptive book
Ask for Pianola Piano Book 18.

will be sent

upon applica-

prices of the Weber Pianola Piano are $900 and $1,000. Pianos of other
makes, and also containing the complete Metrostyle Pianola, are sold at $500, $650
and $750. Your present piano will be accepted in part payment at fair valuation.

The

prominent churches and resiSan Francisco.
The world's latest achievements in self-playing instruments are also products of the Kimball Plant. They
include Kimball Self-Playing Pianos, occupying the same
space as an ordinary piano; Kimball Piano Players, in
the use of which, with very little practice and upon
any
piano, anyone can rival the masters in the rendering of
any composition, and the embodiment of the same principal in the Kimball Pipe Organs, either of greatest or
dences from

Hall,

362

Fifth

124 East Fourth

St..

Avenue,

New York

Cincinnati, O.

New York

to

smallest capacity.

W. W.

THE AEOLIAN COMPANY
Aeolian

of external appear-

ance, perfect construction,
richness and power of tone
are achieved for all in the
enormous and carefully adjusted Kimball Plant.
Kimball Pipe Organs are
masterpieces of the world.
They are in use in the most

Weber a piano that has stood in the highest rank for over fifty
years, that to-day is second to none and the Metrostyle Pianola,
" the standard
piano-player of the world," a distinct ideal has been
The manufacturers of the Pianola, desiring
new combination instrument absolutely the best

means

Beauty

KIMBALL CO.
(Established 1857)

S.

W.

Cor. Wabash Ave. &. Jackson Blvd., Chicago
New York Offices. 150 FIFTH AVENUE

T. H. SUTTON'S
LEAD ALL THE REST
MAGAZINES

M

/Mwwkk;v ~ f\ff
Utter S
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iind lYri'ulk-a s at lowest possible prices.
Send to-day for Catalog ful! of
Kood things and very attractive club plan, which saves you money. Special cov-tracts with all
leading publishers enable me to quote inside pr ces. Your order JH especially solicited and will
be greatly appreciated. I strongly recommend these clubs, but if others are wanted by all means
let me quote special prices on your list.
Thanking you in advance.
Very sincerely yours,
T. H.

SUTTON.
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E CURREN
BELASCO'S THEATRE. "Adrea." Tragic play in five acts by
David Belasco and John Luther Long. Produced January u.
The cast was as follows
:

Kaeso, Chas. A. Stevenson Arkissus, Tyrone Power Marcus Lecca, R.
D. McLean; Holy Nagar, H. R. Roberts; Mimus, J. Harry Benrimo;
Bevilaccas, Claude Gillingwater; Cains Valgus, Marshall Welch; Sylvestros, Gilmore Scott; Dyaixes, Louis Keller; Bram-Bora, Edward Brigham;
Maslak, H. R. Pomeroy; Master of the Tower, H. G. Carlton The Shade
of Menethus. Charles Hungerford; Thryssos, Francis Powers; Crassus,
Edwin Hardin; lulia Doma, Edith Crane; Garda, Maria Davis; Myris,
Corah Adams-Myll; Lefta, Lura Osborn; Lelit, Grace Noble; Adrea, Mrs.
;

;

;

Leslie Carter.

A

revolting crime of lust, committed against a blind, unsuspecting Princess, her awful retribution on recovering both her
eyesight and her throne, her grief, abdication and voluntary
return to her former wretchedness in expiation of the wrong

no vengeance could right this is the strong dramatic proposition
presented in David Belasco's latest offering.
As a theatrical spectacle, "Adrea" will rank among the most
splendid our stage has seen, as a production it is a work of art
so complete in every detail from the Latin inscription on the
curtain to the corium of the meanest Roman soldier, that even

Belasco

the master craftsman

a play intended to touch the

has surpassed himself

human

it

heart,

falls

;

but as

short of

its

purpose.

The period

the fifth century of the Christian era
the most
world-history when the powerful Roman Empire

is

picturesque in

was slowly crumbling before the inroads of

The
an imaginary kingdom. Menthe barbarian.

tial

ter.

PLAYS

chamber, while Kaeso and lulia depart with boisterous laughA curtain falls on this equivocal situation. Presently, it is

again, raised, and the program tells us that, during the interval,
a night has come and gone. In the gray dawn the fool emerges
from the royal residence, grinning in insolent triumph, and also

from the Palace presently

issues the unhappy Adrea, whose inher she has been betrayed. In her agony, she prays
to the gods, an electric storm comes on and a deafening thunderbolt dashes the jester senseless and restores her sight.
Overstinct tells

coming the first impulse to self-destruction an impressive yet
somewhat grewsome scene Adrea claims the throne, and in
Act II comes the brilliant coronation. Here was Belasco's opportunity. The pomp and circumstance of a semi-barbaric court, the
symbols and curious weapons of forgotten dynasties, the tramp
of armed men in strange-fashioned garb and headpiece, the smiles
of courtesans and the cringing of slaves all this mingled in a
Here
yplemlid, glittering pageant of pleasing sound and color.
come the ambassadors of the then world-powers to pay homage
to the new queen
the cultured Greek with wreath of gold encircling his classic brow, the haughty Persian with imposing beard
and head-dress, a prince from India ablaze with precious stones,
the black Ethiopian, insolent and opulent.
The gray-bearded
senators, headed by the statuesque Marcus, stand waiting near
the throne. Present, also, are the false Kaeso and the handsome

Arkissus, his brother-in-arms, both attired in the symbolic savage
dress of their native hills.
Presently arrives Queen Adrea, in

action takes place at the court of
ethus, the late king, has left two daughters, one lulia, a treacherous wanton, the other, Adrea, a simple, virtuous girl, who has

drawn by Ethiopians and magnificently arrayed in a
robe of cloth of gold. On her head the Senate places the crown
and the ceremony is ended. Then follows the strong scene where

become

the

blind.

Previous to her

affliction, which deprives her of
Adrea has loved the barbarian chiefHer ambitious sister prompts Kaeso to desert Adrea

the succession to the throne,
tain,

Kaeso.

and

to deceive the

blind

n

a chariot

now powerful queen meets her betrayer face to face and pronounces his doom. She savagely orders him to be scourged and
then thrown to the wild horses.

Just as the terrible sentence is
about to be carried

o

old

love

thinking she is to
be married to him,

awakens

pity,

and

to spare

Kaeso

whereas

horrible

fate,

snatches

a

i

girl

really

she

t

is

be given

to

to the court jester,
a hideous thing in

This

from

now

substitution

the danger spot
in the play, and in

hands

the

of

old

sword

him

heart.

is

to

the

Vengeance
satisfied,

the

retakes

grief

of

possession

an

his

she

a soldier and

stabs

whit e.

and

red

the

out,

bosom, and

her
abdi-

actress less capable
might have raised

cating in favor of
Kaeso's son, Adrea

a laugh. Kaeso is
seen embracing the

solitude

returns to sightless
and ob-

Adrea they
are to be married

livion.

at

seem, was abundant material for a

blind

;

once.

Kaeso's

quickly,

hemlet

Here,

Then,

is

it

would

drama, and
differently handled
fine

placed

on the head of the
fool

who

leads

the

Adrea

to the

nup-

David
Mr. Crampton

(

Qeo. Farren

Scene

)

in

:

"I'm

quite helpless in this position."

George Bernard Shaw's

Mr. Valentine (ArnoldTJaly): " You'll be more helpless presently "'

satirical

comedy, "You Never Can Tell"

success

of

Belasco

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
and John Luther Long's play might have been complete. It is
constructed in the Sardou manner, but without that sureness of
touch and convincing logic which have made the French dramatist
It is well written and wonderfully
supreme in his craft.
staged, but its story is unwholesome and without real human
interest, and its gloominess is unrelieved by the sunshine of either

humor or

essence

Its

poetry.
character of Adrea

is

The

rape, revenge, murder.

is

in itself poetic, logical, sympathetic,

human.

There is reason for everything she does except one vital thing,
on which rests the entire play her inexplicable love for the unsympathetic Kaeso, as impersonated by the actor entrusted with
the role (Mr. Stevenson).
structure.

This

is

the

weak part

in the

each production will necessarily differ in detail. The r.alaccs will
be decorated with polished marble from different quarries, one
throne room will be more magnificent than another, the disposition
of the entrances and exits will not be the same. Lovers of Ix-autiful stage settings should rejoice that Shakespeare taxes all the
resources of the managers, and that the 1'init as regards elabora-

tion of production has not yet been reached.
Viola Allen's production is splendid in a scenic way,

merits in other ways.

The

and

it

has

play has been re-arranged with regard

dramatic

Before her misfortune, she is seen as a modest, shrinkthe very antithesis of the uncouth and burly barbarian.

ing girl
One cannot conceive of such a

woman

loving such a man, and

once the probabilities vanish it is all up with the play as an acceptable dramatic proposition. For this reason, the scene where
Adrea is debating within herself as to whether she will or will not
give her old lover to the horses, fails to hold the spectator as
logically should, for the audience does not really care a jot
the horses or the

hangman

get him.

it

if

The quicker such an un-

But if Kaeso
way
had been a picturesque, younger man, whose comeliness and ardent
wooing justified Adrea's passion for him such a man, in short,
and whose one crime
as Tyrone Power might have portrayed
the
been
Adrea
wicked
had
lulia, the effect
prompted by
against
would have been far different. The spectators would have felt
pleasant person

out of the

is

the better.

concern in the young chieftain's fate, and awaited breathlessly
This trick is known in the playwriting business as "dramatic suspense."

Adrea's decision.

Mrs. Leslie Carter surprised every one by her performance of
name part. This actress who began her theatrical career
reveals in the arduous role many
as a manufactured star
the

of the qualities that go to make a tragedienne of the first
rank. There is no inspiration in her acting the essentially earthy
nature of the play hardly lends itself to that but she has many

moments, moments when she strikes the true note of deep
poetic feeling, and that sublime exaltation which comes very near
fine

If there is fault to find with her perto great tragic acting.
not use sufficient self-restraint, and
it
is
that
she
does
formance,

that she

is

where a quieter method
more effective. In other

at times too noisily emotional

would enable her

to

words, Mrs. Carter

make her

still

points
lacks the quiet dignity, the repressed force,

whose work springs directly from
no call on the finer qualities. It
makes
play
high mentality.
is all fuss and fury, violence and bloodshed, and in the portrayal
of the mere hysterical woman, in the display of the more violent

power of

the subtle

the artiste

The

emotions, Mrs. Carter has always excelled. With many theatregoers this is the most convincing kind of acting. Her diction is
excellent, showing a vast improvement over her old reading, and
in the first act, before the rape transforms her into a fury, she

is

sweet, lovely, gracious, her gentle tones and manner reminding
one forcibly of Bernhardt. Her horror at the deception practised
on her, her pantomime of delighted surprise when her sight is

restored and she
dicated.

sees her five fingers,

first

was admirably

in-

In short, an excellent performance worth seeing.

Charles A. Stevenson was very bad as Kaeso, and Tyrone
R. D. McLean made a
little to do as Arkissus.

Power had very

superb-looking Marcus, and the others in the cast were generally
competent.

KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE. "The Winter's Tale." Comedy by
William Shakespeare. Revived December 26, with this cast:
Leontes, Henry Jewett Mamillius, Dagmar De Vere; Camillo, Frank
Vernon Antigonus, James L. Carhart Cleomenes, Carter Weaver Dion,
;

;

;

;

John Junior; Hermione and

Perdita, Viola Allen; Paulina, Zeffie Tilbury;
Emelia, Louise Jansen; Polixenes, Boyd Putnam; Florizel, James Young;
Archidamus, Warner Oland; Old Shepherd, C. Leslie Allen; Clown,
Sidney Bracy; Autolycus, Frank Currier.

"The Winter's Tale" is a play that we shall constantly see
revived for the sake of what the managers call "a production," and

MISS ELLIS JEFFREYS
Leading lady of the Haj market Theatre Company. London, who will appear in New York early
neit month in Cosmo Gordon Lenox's play, "The Prince Consort"

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE

Louis Payne

Fay Davis

William Courtenay
Mrs. Leflingwell (Margaret lllington)

is

endeavoring

to explain to

Margaret lllington

her jealous husband her presence in the same roem with Mr. Corbin (William Courtenay)

SCENE IN AUGUSTUS THOMAS' NEW PLAY, "MRS. LEFFINGWELL'S BOOTS"
for the true effect of the action.

the original,

in

Thus, while,

the abandonment of the babe on the desert shores of

Bohemia

Mr. Crampton, George Farren Mr. McComas, William H. Thompson
Mr. Valentine, Arnold Daly; Mr. Bohun, Harry Harwood Philip Clandon,
Sunnier Gard William, John Findlay Mrs. Clandon, Miss Jeffreys Lewis;
Miss Clandon, Miss Drina de Wolfe; Dolly Clandon, Miss Mahel Talliaferro.
;

;

;

is

;

;

Miss Allen's version
in
the
second
scene
this desertion is the third
act, and immediately
of
justice in which the oracle
precedes the scene in the palace
shall
live without an heir if that
delivers the sentence "The King
have
seen that the babe did not
which is lost be not found." We
is
judicious and without a
perish. A re-arrangement of this sort
not

shown

until after the trial of

Hermione,

in

:

the scenes themselves being religiously retained, though possibly the text itself is not always preserved as
trace of sacrilege,

fully as

it

should be.

often said that comparative criticism is unfair, snd so it is
unfairly made. One's early impression of a performance may be

It is

fallacious for the gratification

hand, the later performances

derived from

may

it.

On

the other

be so superior in definite points

as to efface the early impression, or, at least, establish a new
standard. To abandon all standards for a performance of Shake-

speare would be absurd. To regard the latest performance as the
best, because it is the latest, would be equally absurd. Shakespeare
too rich in meaning, in every line and word, to be the same
In elocution and
thing by whomever performed or uttered.
is

variety of expression latter-day performances fall short of those
given in the day when elocution was more of an art, when every

actor

was trained

to the delivery of verse.

The

ance can be commended, but not without reserve.

present performThere are some

scenes that are exceedingly difficult to act, especially the first,
in which appear Leontes, Polixenes and Hermione.
Shakespeare

Hermione's

bases the jealousy of Leontes upon a specific incident
success in having Polixenes defer his leave-taking.
actors of

uncommon

same serious discussion

skill to

it its

It

requires

force, to justify the

proper
give
suddenness of this portentious jealousy. This scene was not well
done. On the other hand, the scene of the trial was exceedingly
impressive and effective. As Perdita, Miss Allen was charming,

and her acting would well sustain any comparative

criticism.

GARRICK THEATRE. "You Never Can Tell." Comedy by George
Bernard Shaw. Produced January 9, with this cast
:

as "Candida."

But the witty

Irish author

never writes anything that is commonplace. What matters it if
things at the close resemble those at the beginning? The interim
has been
lentless

mordant irony and delicious

satire,

fun.

If

one must

should be limited to the excess of brilliancy in the

Mr. Shaw,

dialogue.

and

with exquisite fancy, trenchant observation, re-

filled

criticize, it

The most glaring inadequacy in the acting was the utter failure
to impart the comedy spirit to the roguish character of Autolycus.
if

This, the latest of George Bernard Shaw's plays to be acted in
America, is a farce pure and simple, and will never arouse the

in his lightest

intellectual co-operation.

He

is

moments, demands thought
never knock-about.

Subtle

point of the pin head's despair, but that patron, Heaven
knows, can be accommodated elsewhere. New York, with its
vast number of thinking men and women, will acknowledge with

he

is to

delight the

managerial concession to their intelligence, and if
will be taxed for

signs

go not awrong, the Garrick's capacity

weeks

to

The

come.

story of

vey but

little

"You Never Can

of

its

Tell" would, in

literary or theatrical

its recital,

charm.

It

is

in

conthe

exposition of its types, with their varying philosophies as to the
meaning of life, the illuminative dialogue, sparkling with satiric
the clash of ideals from the
wit and introspective perception
;

differing viewpoints, and its frankly exquisite revelation of the
weaknesses of British propriety, that it dazzles and delights. And
how well these ideas arc carried out by Mr. Daly and his asso-

Taken altogether, it is one of the most nearly perfect presentations offered here in years. As the impulsive young dentist
who finds himself suddenly introduced into the much domestically

ciates

!

the Crampton-Clandons, Mr. Daly is delightHis love scene with Gloria, in which he sweeps

mixed household of
fully ingenuous.

away

all

her ideas of the

new woman,

cheerful dash and enthusiasm.

are accomplished with
admirable character

And what

and authority Miss Drina cle Wolfe brings to this very feminine
For refined delicacy of expression and grasp of its meanit
be difficult to imagine a better exponent.
would
ing,
The impetuous twins, perfect types of impudent but youthful
irresponsibility are expressed with compelling humor by Mabel
role

!
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Talliaferro and Sunnier Card, while William

H. Thompson enacts

the family lawyer with all his accustomed finish and surety of
touch.
The irascible father who seeks the love of his children,
separated from him by the incompatibility of himself and wife,

acted with more feeling and concern by George Farren than
some Shawites will acknowledge belongs to the character. Hut
is

it is a nice touch of serious relief.
As the wife, with her advanced viev/s, Miss Jeffreys Lewis shows the sterling artist she is
and gives exquisite pleasure by the nicety of her diction. Perhaps

William, "Balmy William," the waiter, is not quite acted as its
author intended, but the obsequiousness of the role, the diplomacy

and

wonderful dramatic

tact of the old waiter, are set forth with

Jonn Findlay. As his son, a prominent member of the
bar, Harry Harwood invests the role with fine dictatorial bunipluousness. "You Never Can Tell" is a dramatic treat.
force by

Richard Burnside's chief aim
business house to one of his

his grandson.
His son
had died, leaving a widow and two children, the boy and a girl.
It is brought to light that, by reason of the ill-treatment and
neglect of her husband, the mother of these children had formed
an intimacy with another man, news of whose death in South
America leads to the discovery of the secret. He was the father
of one of the children. Which one ? This uncertainty completely
upsets the head of the house. The mother, in her complete love

for both the children, will not

tell which is the illegitimate one.
French
if not Ibsenish
In the
ineradicably
French mind, what a noble attitude for the mother! how pathetic
her situation
To less sentimental and more practical minds, the
dilemma of the old shipowner comes very near, at times, being
comedy, and until the action of the play began to wade- through

The

situation

Play

adapted from the French by Louis N. Parker.
ber 26, with this cast:

in

three acts,

mud

;

who made

puddle,

it

was extremely interesting as an exposition of

character.

"Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots." Comedy in three
Produced January n, with this cast

SAVOY.

;

Terry,

!

Produced Decem-

Richard Burnside, Edward Terry; Robert Parminter, William H. Day;
Marion Burnside. Cynthia Brooke; Margaret, Beatrice Terry; Richard,
Roy Lorraine; Mr. Williams, W. T. Lovell John, W. H. Denny; Jack
Morrow, A. Hylton Allen; Betty, Nelly Mortyne Jenny, Clara Earle.

Kdward

is

!

this

"The House of Burnside."

PRINCKSS.

in life is to leave the established

own name,

his first appearance in

New York

adaptation of George Mitchell's play, "La Maison," has
been
a popular and successful actor in London, and there can
long
be little doubt that this finished comedian will quickly establish
in this

Augustus Thomas.

acts,

by

:

Mrs. Bonner, Dorothy Hammond Mrs. Rumscy, Mrs. A. A. Adams
Doctor Rumsey, John Saville; Nora, Jessie Busley; Orton. F.nu-st I^awford; Mabel Ainslee, Fay Davis; Walter Corbin, William Courtenay;
Howard Leffingwell, Louis Payne; Richard Ainslee, Vincent Serrano;
Mrs. Leffingwell, Margaret Illington; Thomas Bonner, J. H. Barnes.

;

;

In a season where disaster has played such fell havoc with so
offerings, it would be grateful to write success down to

many

himself as gre.it a favorite here. His strength lies in his mimetic
art.
He is apparently a master of the art of "make-up," and

Augustus Thomas' new comedy. But it would not be truthful to
the historical record to say that "Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots" conies

In short, he is a
clear that his analysis of a part is minute.
His
true actor, doing everything with a fine play of intellect.
voice has a limited range, but he uses every means of expression

entirely within that category.

it is

effectively,

while his business and stage management bespeak

It

tucket" and

"The Other

Girl,"

it

shows a

distinct falling off in

The exposition is tediously drawn
accomplishment.
the resource to mechanical features for comic relief is a

technical

authority.

The

It will please for a time without a
contains observation, thought, ingenuity and frequently
effective dialogue, but for a man who wrote "The Earl of Paw-

doubt.

piece he selected for his opening here

is

essentially

French

out

;

theme, and so far as any impression it may leave on American
No doubt, pride of name in family
audiences, is writ in water.
and in business is deeply rooted in England, and the destruction

confession of weakness, nor can one possibly accept in a comedy
moral regeneration accomplished by a ten-minute application

by a bastard is no small matter, but this collision between
vanity and humiliation is not edifying.

story in e.vtcnso.

in

of

it

of the principles of osteopathy.
Suffice

it

It is

not necessary to tell the
it deals with jealousy

to say, that

fomented by blackmailing designs.

There

is

a good motive in

Ida Conquest

Photo Byron, N. Y.

A young woman anxious to raise money so she may set herself up

in

housekeeping

/.

crtlses herself as a tipster

on horse races, and money comes in so fast they hare to

SCENE IN "THE MONEY MAKERS" AT THE LIBERTY THEATRE

fill

a clothes basket with

It
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is separated from her lover
because gossip has linked his name with that of a married woman.
Of course, the brother is responsible for this, but osteopathy is

the fact that the blackmailer's sister

the

in the

god

is

everything

The

machine, and

in the

the star's engaging smile, volatile legs and falsetto voice play their
successful parts.
The audience roars with delight, and under

moments

and some very natural
extracted from a scene where a

is

Larchmont attempts to give
a dinner on the night of a blizzard.
None of the expected ones arrive, and
hostess at

rivals are acted by Edward
and William Lewers.
The
former, whose motives are selfish and

Abeles

finally squelched, gives a performance
of sustained interest, accomplished by

not prudish to say that some of the dia-

much

logue is unduly frank.
Charles Frohman has supplied a most

and from

setting,

his

com-

of players has given to
prehensive
the author a company of surpassing

BERKELEY LYCEUM.

an engaging hostess, and Mrs. A. A.
Adams a gentle Mrs. Rumsey. John

Time."

Comedy

with this cast

2,

"Once Upon

in three acts,

evieve G. Haines.

exponent of osteopathy,
the
eliminates
proseness of his role by
the graciousness of his personality and
Saville, as the

the naturalness of his bearing.

Zelda Sears,

character.

Hammond makes

Dorothy

graceful technique.

as a physical culturist clashing through
Kurope, contributes an effective bit of

list

excellence.

not without

The

ing.

those driven there to necessity carry on
It is
the story of misunderstanding'.

effective

is

of comical force.

Edith Barker plays the ward with engaging vivacity, and May Robson, as
her mother, is drolly quaint and amus-

fectly preserved,

fun

and the dialogue

vein

and place are per-

of European
Mr. Fitch's usual

trials

travel are exploited in

satisfactorily explained.

unities of time

The

the circumstances criticism stands silent.

end

a

by Gen-

Produced January

:

Dona Ana De Cerbados, Gertrude Coghlan
Concepcion, Mathilde Cottrelly; Don Fernando De Alva. Thomas Ricketts Don Juan
De Alva, Robert T. Haines Don Guzman DC
Mendoza, E. J. Ratcliffe; Antonio, Arthur T.
Hoyt Malo, Albert S. Angeles Pedro, Colin
Campbell.
;

Jessie

;

;

Busley is deliciously droll as a servant,
and Ernest Lawford is equally effective

;

as an English butler hired for the one
occasion. Fay Davis shows her skillful

;

Burr Mclntosh
Because it introduced the Roman
MISS HATTIE WILLIAMS
and as her blackCatholic religion and its formalities in
Now appearing most successfully in the title role of "The Girl from Kay's"
relations not properly subject to dramailing brother, Vincent Serrano plays
with picturesque fervor. The maligned lover is acted with much
matic treatment, probably accounts for the failure of this play.
natural charm by William Courtenay, and Louis Payne is splenThe impression produced was positive and really not cpen to disHis wife, the owner of cussion, for it involved a matter of taste quite as much as it
didly capable as the jealous husband.

art to nice advantage,

the incriminating boots, is well presented by Margaret Illington,
and J. H. Barnes adds further strength to an admirable cast.

did any sentiment for the Church. To have the comedy woman,
played with all the theatrical piquancy at the command of Mine.
Cottrelly, light a cigarette with a

CRITERION.

"Cousin Billy." Comedy adapted from Labiche
by Clyde Fitch. Produced Jan. 2. The cast

the altar,

a bit of business not originally in the
mind of Mrs. Haines, and certainly not es-

:

the action of the play, but it
the perversity of view that can
contend that the phy had in it the remotest
sential

Mr. William Jenks, Francis Wilson
Mrs.
Meade, May Robson Kitty Meade, Edith Barker
Howard Post, Edward Apeles; Paul Norton, William Lewers; Miss Carrie Green, Zelda Sears.
;

to

illustrates

;

;

wisp of paper from a candle of

may have been

biche has long been recognized as one of the
past masters of his art. "Le Voyage de M.

reverence of spirit or intent.
When an
a
man
intended
for
the
acolyte,
young
priesthood, is won away from his asceticism, from
an exalted state of mind in spiritual things

Perrichon"

is

to the sensualities of an

adaptation

of

In the mechanics of farce,

Eugene La-

But the very
most amusing

a classic.
that

liberal
bit

of

what

fooling which
for

Clyde Fitch' has converted
Francis Wilson's use under the title

"Cousin Billy" will do very little to
revive an interest in the Frenchman's theof

enhance very much the reputation
of America's rapid-fire dramatist.
At the
this present offering

is

this cast

It serves, however, as a
accomplishment.
medium, and will undoubtedly prove a
successful one for the exploitation of Mr.

Nothing

like

it

in life is to

be found.

It is

sentiment impossible.

:

Bruce Bracket, Richard Golden; Newton OfTheodore Babcock; Robert Offutt, IJVank
Gheen; Richard Saunders, H. S. Northrup "Silas
Sol. Saunders, Charles
Stubb, Richard Nesmith
B. Hawkins Hiram Boggs, Charles Carter MarIan Osgood, Florence Rockwell; Kate Offutt,
Esther Lyon Rachel Bracket, Agnes Scott.
futt,

:

;

;

;

MISS

HELEN WARE

;

Lately seen as Celia in "The Kreutzer Sonata" and now appearing in Clyde Fitch's play "The Woman in the Case"

buffoonery, pure and simple. Cousin Billy
floats through the piece, a central figure of
optimistic vanity and
cheerful good humor. His plights are comic, his disasters laughable, his

artistic touch.

FOURTEENTH STREET THEATRE. "Common Sense Bracket." Rural play by Charles
W. Doty. Produced December 26, with

commonplace

The ingenuity

Wilson's exaggerated farcical attainments.
The title role is a conventional comic opera
figure without the accompanying music.

and

delicate

of the original is but
little used, and the value of the additions at
best are only ephemeral and trivial in their
farce.

love,

of scenes of delightful comedy, to which
Mr. Haines responded in his acting with a

atre or

best,

overwhelming

can the underlying motive of the
be
but
play
Paganism and satire? Apart
from this, Mrs. Haines supplied a number
else

In the expression of such ideas,

The

success of

rural plays

is

American authors with

a notable indication of the

development of our drama. Hoyt's plays were essentially American.
Before that period, the negro minstrel sketches were as
exclusively

American

as farce proper

was

the peculiar province
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SCENE IN "THE CHILDREN OF THE GHETTO," AS PERFORMED BY JEWISH ACTORS IN THE NEW YORK GHETTO

of the French writers.

drama the highest
A.
Herne.
The tendency of
James
recent plays of the kind, by reason of the commercial instinct to
"Common Sense
please at any cost, is toward conventionalism.
In the emotional rural

point was reached by the

Bracket"
effect,

is

but

filled

much

been obtained at

late

with obvious devices for theatrical and comic

of the character
first

hand.

as having

depicts impresses you
story of the play is less real than
the bits of acting.
Richard Golden
it

The

the fidelity to character and
possesses a quaint simplicity,

is subdued in his methods, and
mere caricature. Some of the types in the play are
overdrawn and derive their origin frcm the comic papers, but,
on the whole, the effect of naturalness is safely secured.

abstains from

Inspector O'Hara, Herbert
Nichols: Dot, Ida Conquest.

Rigl

To be
make
It

George

"The Money Makers."

Rollett.

Produced January

16,

in three

Comedy

acts

by

with this cast:

Hurst
A
Clifton,
Capt. Fitzgerald, Cyril
Uncle Mat, Fitz's uncle, Edmund Lyons
Butcher, Eugene O'Rourke
Lillian
Atherton
Mrs.
BannerMabel,
Bella,
Thurgate
Daisy
man, Annie Wood; Fred, F. Owen Baxter; "Baby" Berkeley, Emil
Scott

;

Brandon

Charlie

;

;

:

:

weak

up of the

Sergeant

McPherson, Harry

that. two

is sometimes to be hypocritical. It is true, for
and two, in "The Money .Makers," do not always

four, but the piece affords many moments of enjoyment.
It is a farce.
The play is
improperly called a comedy.

but strong in many of its comical happenings.
with her fiance, learns that money can be made
by furnishing tips on horses. The young man is to be absent from
town. The girl gets him to let her and two girl companions oc-

A

in its facts,

girl, in talking

cupy his chambers during his absence for an alleged masquerade.
Her idea is to advertise and give tips from that address in order
to set up in housekeeping.
The horse
scratched and the victims of the tipster mob the

make enough money

she gives
chambers.

is

It

turns out finally that this
The money orders have

is

the tip has won.

waste basket

is

used to throw them

in.

The

a mistake, and that
in so fast that a

come
girls

go

to all sorts of

;

William Lowers
In the clearing

is

Ayling;

hypercritical

example,

to

Lir.EUTY.

;

Edith Barker

farcical complications Cousin Billy (Mr. Wilson)

SCENE IN "COUSIN

li

May Kobison
Howard Post

gently telling

BILLY,"

extravagance with milliners, modistes and jewellers.

All

this

Edward Abelel
Francis Wilton
(Mr. Abeles) that hli "Jollying" has failed, while the group on the left shows that the riral suitor has

CLYDE FITCH'S ADAPTATION FROM LABICHE

won
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would be good farce if the action did not unnecessarily depart
from dramatic fact. Everybody is paid from the waste basket
without counting. A little discretion here would reduce it to fact
and preserve some semblance of

WEBER Music HALL.
in

"The College Widower."

one act by Edgar Smith.
Professor

Witheredloon,

Produced January

Aubrey

Burlesque
with this cast
:

5,

Boucicault
"Stubby," Joseph M.
Weber; "Ratty" McGown. Charles
A. Bigelow
Mrs. Hiram Buttin,
Harry Morris; Jim Witheredloon,
;

;

The

illusion.

tradesfolk could

Frank Mayne
The Town Policeman, Sam Marion A "Theologue,"
W. Douglas Stevenson Tilly Buttin,
Marie Dressier; Hon. Ellen Slick,
Aimee Angeles "Babe" Slick, Alexandra Hall; Polly Mitchell, Bonnie
Maginn.

be referred to the basket to help
themselves, but told to credit the

The

balance to account.

play

;

;

;

is

;

amateurish, and yet it
has passages of true force and
a

little

make

The

would
worth

Cyril Scott alone
the performance

skill.

For

animated comedy
and genteel farce, he is an accession to our stage.
Eugene
while.

to

The company
ill

wind of

and

does

of the burlesquer

not merit disaster.

Duchess

book and lyrics by Henry
Hamilton, music by Ivan Caryll.
cast

the result

is

a side-splitting en-

;

tertainment that

May

the

;

is

likely to

Weber Music Hall

for

fill

some

;

;

time to come.

;

Philip

H.

Bracy

Na-

;

poleon Bonaparte, Holbrook Blinn
Francois Lefebvre, Lempriere Pringle; Sergeant Flageot, A. J. Evelyn;
Frank Greene;
Gildon.
Corporal
;

EmPounds
Papillon,
Cpurtice
press Josephine, Olga Beatty KingElizabeth
ston
Caroline
Murat,
Firth
Renee, Adrienne Augarde.
;

;

"Widow"

;

The authors

of this opera have
succeeded notably in a difficult

"Widower,"
From The

The

difficulty in-

volved was the preservation of
the dramatic values of Sardou's

Taller

OEORQB BERNARD SHAW IN HIS LIBRARY
George Bernard Shaw, the brilliant author of " You Never Can Tell" and "Candida," is an
Irishman who was born in "dear dirty Dublin" on July 26, 1856. In 1898 he married an Irishwoman. In the interval he spent much time in Socialistic agitation and more or less humorous
criticism of art and the drama.
Since his marriage, however, he has obtained recognition as
one of England's leading literary men. His volumes of plays published in recent years have
demonstrated that he is one of the most subtle and one of the most brilliant and original
writers of our age

undertaking, and have produced
a work that has dignity, beauty
interest.

In his travesty,

Mr. Smith has reversed the Ade
order of things and he has also
introduced certain characters and
incidents freely adapted from the
daily newspapers. For example,
in
the
the
male characters

;

and

enor-

is

mous. The difficulty, however,
has been happily overcome, and

Upscher, Evie Greene
Mathilde,
Francis;
Helena Byrne
Evelyn
Jacqueline,
Cottee
Forsythe
Therese, Ethel
Vicompte de
Louise, Agnes Matz
Rea
Captain
Bethune, Lawrence
Reignier,

humorist

professional

:

Catherine

Lisette,

comparaconcerns a

to

;

The

it

serious play, but when it comes
parodying a piece which is
itself a parody, the strain on the

of

Light opera in three

Dantzic."
acts

is

when

tively easy

"The

DALY'S.

must be conceded that

it

Edgar Smith has succeeded in
making a very droll travesty of
The task
the satirist's comedy.

a good

criticism,

aspire
the

in

halls.
It is an unfailing
of
sign
popular success. George
Ade is the latest willing victim,

the venture, in spite of

one, and

the

is

playwright
be burlesqued

music

O'Rourke, as the Butcher demanding the return of the money,
furnishes a scene of true comedy.

the

can

to

is

honor

greatest

serious

"Madame Sans

Gene," which

is

the basis of the opera, without overweighting the score with action
and dialogue. There are long intervals in which the music has

and the opera becomes straight drama, and very serious
It is a perilous experiment, which only excellent acting
can make acceptable. Miss Evie Greene has the now familiar
part of Mme. Sans Gene, the laundress who rises v/ith Lefebvre

no part,
at that.

dukedom with that favorite marshal of Napoleon.
This actress has a singing voice of pleasing quality and some
power, but it is chiefly in the purely dramatic passages that she
discloses her talents.
She acts with sincerity, vigor, charm her
to share a

boys' college,

place at a

tablishment

are
the

action

the

taking

female boarding eswhich boasts of a

female

sturdy

in

girls

football

team.

These Amazons challenge the
knock-kneed team of a nearby
and much fun ensues. Marie Dressier, as the half-

back, was inimitably funny both in her ludicrous "make-up"
and antics of face and gesture. Charles A. Bigelow was excellent
as a broken-down football coach, and Aubrey Boucicault amusing
as the professor. Joseph M. Weber, as usual, was a host of fun
in the character of

"Stubbv."

"Lady Teazle." Musical version of "The School for
Scandal," by John Kendrick Bangs, Roderick Penfield, and A.
Baldwin Sloane. Produced December 24, with this cast
CASINO.

:

;

speaking voice is capable of varied coloring to suit the shifting
moods of the character; and in scenes like the affectionate farewell with her Lefebvre, she
Rea, as the Bethune, makes

is

convincing and

vivid.

Lawrence

much

of a voice of limited powers,
and acts with striking poise and manliness. Mr. Blinn's Napoleon
has sufficient verisimilitude and no little impressiveness.
Fortunately,

Napoleon

is

not

made

to sing.

It

would not be easy

to praise too highly Courtice

Pounds' performance of the peddler
and court milliner he infuses into it a spirit of genuine comedy.
Miss Augarde gives a dainty and modest Renee, and Mr. Pringle
a stalwart Lefebvre. The chorus work in itself is a delight, for
these girls can sing. Mr. Caryll's music, while hardly noteworthy,
;

at least escapes frivolity, and, particularly in the
military
has at times a real uplift and always a pleasing

maturity.

numbers,

Sir Peter Teazle, W. T. Carleton ; Sir Oliver Surface, Clarence Handyside; Sir Benjamin Backbite, Augustus Barrett; Sir Harvey Bumper, Jack

Charles Surface, Van RensCareless, Albert Wilder;
Mopes, Edmund Lawrence; Snake, John Dunsmuire; Trip, Joseph's servant, Albert McGuckin; Mrs. Candour, Miss Phoebe Coyne; Maria, Miss
Elsa Ryan- Mollie, Miss Nellie McCoy; Lady Sneerwell, Miss Lucille'

Taylor
selaer

;

Joseph Surface, Stanley Hawkins

Wheeler;

Saunders

;

Crabtree,

;

Owen Westford

Lady Teazle, Miss

;

Lillian Russell.

When one stops to think that it took only one to write "The
School for Scandal," and three to produce "Lady Teazle," one
marvels! And a singular thing is that the only part of this
is really good is Sheridan, pure and simple.
For example, the scene between Lady Teazle and Sir Peter, the

musical version which

supper, the auctioning off of the pictures, the screen episode, all
Messrs. Bangs and Penfield have
these scenes are Sheridan.

(Continued on page

.ri.)
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1.

The egg

falls

from the

wall.

2.

Nora Sarony as Columbine.

Scenes in the pantomime extravaganza

"

3.

The cook and the

cat.

4.

Feeding the ogre,

5.

A

35

cat and dog

life.

6.

The phantom Pierrots

Humpty Dumpty," New Amsterdam

Theatre,

New York

Duncan
1bcv (Breeh JBarefoot 2>ances
\ORMAN
Ixadnra I>unra

Mil* Duncan in the nun-like garl)
she wean in private life

T

UK

ated

an

a

daring and unique dances of
voting American girl have

during the
artistic

last

two years

sensation

cre-

Russia,

in

'raise
icnnany. Austria and (ireccc.
and censure alike have passed harmless<

I

her serious, serene, (ircek-likc head, serving orly to add to

ly <>ver

her already extraordinary fame and wide-spreading inlluence.
I

'(icts.

composers, authors, scientists and
have come forward to see this slender, simple
sculptors,

painters,
all

philosophers,

Some six years ago, when in New York, the writer first sawMiss Duncan dance. The impression made at that time was vivid
and lasting.
She interpreted before a small audience "The
.Most potently can I recall her
Kubaiyat" of Omar Khayyam.
persuasive personality, "the fascination of frail beauty," blending
with a compelling J'.acchante-like wildness of mood and temperament. Her rendering of that mad, sad and pessimistic song
oi

I'crsia

was remarkable.

so expressed

which made

<

ireece

Rc-moidd

supreme among the nations, physically and

Her

of

the

criticism

directed

against

Isadora

Duncan has

come from Americans and Knglish, some declaring it "a sacrilege
to dance leethovcn."
They were not so particular about ('hopin.
(>tlurs objected to her costume, in that she was an American
I

They would not have been so shocked if she had belonged to
any other nation, and they forgot entirely that in almost any
comic opera or vaudeville house in Kngland or America one sees
costumes of such suggestive indecency and immodesty as often
to ol'lend the least fastidious.
The fair, frank costumes of rreeCCj
girl.

(

in their noble simplicity and austerity of
and unconscious artist, can contain no trace of indecency.
The

\\rihr must

frankly admit

line,

worn by

a delicate

art

which

see-

\\V have heard from time to

time of her successes

(where some
mirers

Ilcrlin

ad-

her

a

to ap-

Temple of Dionysus,

dress,

etc.

to the (ireek

Also of the frantic

enthusiasm displayed by the public
in
.Munich and Dam-nth,
when the horses were taken

wonderful sculpture and

from her carriage and she was
dragged through the streets by

the

scnsa

aspirations

build

which she was

the ruined

tion in music, as noble as a g'll-

power and beauty."

to

and of her return

vere have nothing to fear. Miss
Duncan creates a temple of mo-

(ions of

in

enthusiastic

temple
pear exclusively), of her success
at l!a\rcuth, of her dancing in

looking

all

desired
in

I

us

after

fully reali/.ed.

the introspective mood
iir;*.'<tnl.
of the soul in profound meditation.
!nt those who most re-

and

mys-

last,

of the antique \\orld, the splendor of her dream has been most

dancing of their soul's idols.
For I'cclhovcii. of all composers,

in

At

old

its

systematic training and delving
into the s<-crets of the masters

b\

noblest

to

years of arduous application and

hear of this interpretation

"awakens

fallen,

of symbolism,

stery and beauty.

must possess true worshippers of
r.eethoven and ( hopin when they

which

had

it

level

high

in it that is degrading.
Nevertheless, one can quite comprehend the fear and horror that

lery of

of the neutral tints; the browns and

Since then her sole determination has Ix'cn to raise dancing up
and back from the mire into

nothing

a

full

1

Reverential dancing can hold

reflection,

then was

nearer to the Heart's desire!"

round it out to completion. After conversation with her, one
was impressed with the ardent, energetic flame at the back of her
frailness, and was fully aware that here was a creative artist, consumed with a tenacious love for her vocation, and that to her,
dancing was of a much more profound and lofty significance than
most of us even dreamed, and as capable of expressing all things
in nature, art and the soul as fully as words, sculpture or music.

quisiteness.

to

it

to

nothing in Miss Duncan's
costume but completion and ex-

tends

could have

purples of autumn sunsets. The glory and freshness of spring,
of tin' dawn and of radiant sunrises, had not yet entered into it.

ing

lirsl

artist

I

artistically.

.Most

None but an unusual

gesture the following lines:

"O love, would you and
vvilh Him conspire
To grasp this sorry scheme of tilings entire;
Would not we shatter it to hits and then

who, bv the sheer force of creative genius is doing much
revive a lost art and resuscitate the beauties of (ireek culture,

girl,

to

iii

No
at-

a singing, cheering throng; but
only in brief paragraphs of

tends these interpretations.
It is
such
as
we
in
America
dancing

cable correspondents inclined to
dwell more on the elements of

have never seen and know noth-

eccentricity than on the earnest
and serious attributes that so

theatricalism

ing

of.

new, to

us,

is

maid Of

pervade the life and work of this
That
remarkable young artist.

of art expreshaving seen her,

poem

sion.
After
one breathes with
this artist

gaudiness

dancing that aids
and in it one finds a

It

reflection,

or

is

hut a

the SOUl."

her

way

of

life

is

curious to us

there can be no denying.

"Truly
quiet hand-

I'.-'.ler,

one
I

,,1,1,111,1,, l,y

K,i,,ll,.vl, vi.l r,.|,r.,,l

O.y|-

Isadora Duncan dancing

who

Any

completely lives out
their inner conviction and Bream
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Showing

the classic attitudes

Mi^-.

monies seem to fill her to overflowing, and "across her immobility
and dream there passes a torrent of obscure forces." With one
swift, agile bound the white figure leaps forward with the freest,
most abandoned gesture imaginable, like some liberated bird, and

and up

to tlu-ir ideal of art and beauty ni'ist of necessity serin
either extraordinarily courageous, remarkably clever, .or else demented, to the multitude who are so apt to balk at the new and

strange.

Imagine a pale, sweet and serious face, as inscrutable as the
Moniia Lisa's; a faint, wistful, elusive smile; in the large, soft
eyes a limpid light, reflecting a serene and balanced mind
the mouth and chin a look of childlike ingenuousness.

;

She emerges before the spectator so unobtrusively, so

she begins to dance.
are transported back over thousands of years, and are
attending some divine (ireek orgie in a marble temple hv the sea.
It were impossible to describe in words the spirit and beauty of

We

around

the dancing of this "nymph of the downward smile and side-long
glance," or the winged lleetness of her feet. From the statues she
has learned harmonious attitudes that are at once instinctive and

quietly,

almost shrinkingly from behind the plain, blue curtains, stretched
across the back of the stage, that one is barely conscious she is
there.

The scene

at first

is

a

little

dim.

Duncan -tnkrs when dancing

One

deliberate,

can conceive of nothing more exquisite or
mysterious than this almost unseen entrance
of hers, so quiet

among

is it

"A

little

rows, shedding innumerable gestures, each
one diverse and more lovely than the former,
our minds are quickened to intensest imagination; we need no scenery, play, no crowds

noiseless noise

the leaves, born of the very sigh that

silence heaves."

The

orchestra

is

hidden behind high palms
stage, on (he other the

to see

on one side of the bare

At

piano.

"Tin- Maenads

with robes flowing
In the wind ;uid louse dark hair

either side are electric lights in

on

large, opalescent discs, supported

and as she runs and bounds, beck-

ons, entreats, advances, retreats, prays, sor-

O'er their polished lx>soms blowing,
Each their ribboned tambourine

tall tri-

pods, which add an air of Greek simplicity

Flying on ihe mountain sod,
a lovely frightened mien."

to the scene.

With

Like Beatrice of Cenci, of whom Shelley
wrote, she seems "to be one of those rare
beings in whom energy and gentleness dwell
without destroying one another."

She runs tip-toe with white arms spread,
and then one catches a glimpse of fawns and
Dryads, sirens, seraphs and I'.accliantcs. We

nothing extraordinary unique in her
appearance excepting, perhaps, her remark-

hear the Phrygian lutes, Apollo's lyre and
the harp of
allides.
(irceee, with all her

together

There
,iiile

is

simplicity.

sides, her

whole

Her arms hang
attitute suggests

tention, thought, waiting.

Her

(.

close to her

extreme

for us,

at-

in

Aulus,"

soft, diaphanous material, falling
the perfect folds of the antique statues.
The soft, brown hair, encompassed by a nar-

Suddenly,

comes

a picture as deli-

ancient

fresco, a

pensive grace, a

wanderer from a (irecian shore, with all the
alert l>eauty of the dancing M;enad.
She waits quietly in the shadow. The
music .surrounds her. Hoods the air; the great
audience waits breathless.

Suddenly the

full

in

the

mood"

"frightful
the face be-

of awful grief, loss and pain; the

With uplifted ga/e.
gestures drip agony.
and the palms of her two hands raised and
open before her, she walks with slow

and precise as the statues of 1'hiclias and
'or she might have stepped out
I'ra.xiteles

some

takes

whirl of the dance, a swift

silence of that altered

ate

of

in the

change crosses her, and

in

row white band, completes

resurrection

ideal

place.

was of some

i

an

invocations

dress, \\lien

she interpreted Gluck's "Iphigenie

mythology and fables, lives again
and under the touch of her magic

beautiful

tragedy towards the invisible sacrificial altar.
She is music and poetry emlxxlied in gesture.

liarI

K'ln

-i

[.

linllh,-

I".

KaulbAch

Showing how M

1

-

1

Illlil

rrjirmlluvil

Duncan

flrit

I,)'

JwrllllMlloll

m*ki her upptaranot

(

Mhcr

women max have mastered

the

technique of dancing; this one has absorbed
Her magnetism is enormous, her
its soul.
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Louise Galloway

Richard Golden

Esther Lyon

SCENE IN RICHARD GOLDEN'S

NEW

poetical imagination luminous and vivid, and she possesses that
rare power of being able to fuse so adequately the technical prob-

lem with the imaginative that one can form no guess as to where
the one begins and the other leaves off.
Her exits are as lovely and mysterious as her entrances. After
the quivering, gleaming, daring gestures and swift flights, it
all ceases, but
very slowly the last picture is held for
a space, recalling the profound pauses of Ysaye and Paderewski
as they cease to play, and then inconceivably, quietly, she again
becomes as immobile as the statues she emulates, and with scarcely

suddenly

;

After a short
perceptible footsteps steals behind the curtains.
pause she again appears, this time in a dress copied from that
of the huntress Diana, and falling in clear-cut folds about the
knee. If the music to which she is dancing is tragic, passionate,
unruly, she wears a red tunic if more psychological, serene or
mental, she attires herself in a costume of an
;

elusive grey.

Apart from Gluck, she

inter-

Choand Beethoven.
Strauss' "Blue Danube," although not
calling for the same suggestive psycho-

prets Handel, Ferrari, Picci, Strauss,
pin,

logical

interpretation

musical

or

PLAY,

wears the short, grey dress, but occasionally
for
an
changes
ankle-deep robe of natural colorcri silk. The
all
these
way
garments are made, with their softly gathered skirts
tion she mostly
it

and clear-cut

folds, are works of art in themselves, and always
completely in harmony with the mood and meaning of the music.
The Greek costume seems almost the only one possible for the
purpose of her art, for is not the Greek soul enclosed in all

demonstrations of art ?

Miss Duncan's dancing of Chopin is perhaps the finest thing
At times, if the music be sad, morbid, ironical, she
moves and gestures in a sad and mystic fashion, that suggests
lonely stretches in purple twilights, or endless, long and misty
avenues at others, when the harmonies are full of that revolt,
litterness, intense nervous suffering, which so tortured the soul
of Chopin, she runs madly across the stage, with an almost
fearful monotony, with arms outstretched
at tension behind her. Her hair blows down
in disorder, and on her face one sees the
marks of an eternity of grief and doom.
If Chopin caught the music of our souls
and "gave it cry," so does Isadora Duncan
she does.

;

under-

give

of

this

dance

is

marvellous expression of rhythm, balance,

ing

is

to be taught.

In

home

life,

Miss

Duncan wears,

as a rule, a long, white, nunlike garment, open at the throat, and sandaled feet.
Her pupils are to wear the

short white tunic of the Greeks, and will
undergo a system of physical culture. As

shaking off the salt, fresh spray, she sways
and sways till the big audience seems
scarcely able to restrain itself from join-

Emerson once wrote, "Our

rhythmic motion.

In the Chopin and Beethoven interpreta-

tangible flesh, withal a silent life.
Duncan is now an established

She
necessity in the art world of Europe.
possesses a home near Athens and a house
near Berlin, where the art of classic danc-

a

and intoxication. She stands poised on a
step up at the back of the stage in her red
gown. With a leap of joy like one arisen
from some hiding place in the rocks, and

ing in the

it

Miss

standing as either Chopin or Beethoven,
nevertheless was a supreme test of her art.

Her commencement

Agnes Scott

"COMMON SENSE BRACKET"

MISS LILLIAN SEVILLE
Playing the part of Ninon in ''Sergeant Kitty

love of the an-

not love of the old, but love of the
tique
natural."
is

Paul Hervieu

Paul Hervieu Talks

His Plays

of

By James Huneker

WHEN

Paul Hervieu appointed an hour for the interview
was October 2ist of last Autumn I was

the date

greatly gratified. An admirer of sonic "years' standing," as they say in churchly circles, to see the celebrated dramatist
and novelist in the flesh would be something more than satisfying
It does not need many
curiosity or incipient hero-worship.
perusals of his works to discover that their author is a thinker as

mere

well as an artist

;

he can reason about his characters and can trace

with that unerring logic which nature has so plentifully bestowed
upon him, their varying motives and actions. In a word, M.

Hervieu, a cerebral
I

who

as they call any artist in Paris

to account for his creations

is

able

would give me a charming hour.

was not disappointed.
The playwright, whose

latest production, "Le Dedale," is on
the tongue of theatrical Paris, lives in the Avenue du Bois de
Boulogne. His apartment is the abode of a sober, severe work-

man

of

art.

No

gorgeous bric-a-brac, no stage "properties," no

attempt at the "man in society" debonair pose are to be seen.
Taste prevails, the cultured taste of a student, a lover of books

and of engravings.
dramas.

He

His library

is

an

atelier.

In

does not rise early, and between the

it

he plans his
and second

first

breakfast he looks after his correspondence and gets himself
slowly into the

he is very English and spends his summers at
Wight and goes out to dine somewhere in society.
This regular life M. Hervieu leads for nine months in the year.
With this careful method of travail, his rate of production is
lish

fashion of his

the Isle of

those fecund novelists and dramatists
large
huge hen-like duckings two or three books and
plays a twelve-month might well pattern after this distinguished
member of their guild. But his plays are played, his novels are

necessarily

who

read

not

;

that

is,

the Theatre Franc,ais or the Vaudeville put his

dramas

into their repertory, and such artists as Rejane and Bartet
while "L'Armature," "Flint,"
delight in their interpretation
;

"Diogenes and the Dog," "Les Alpes Homicides," "L'Inconnu,"
"L'Exorcisee," "Peinte par Eux-Memes," "Les Yeux Verts et
Les Yeux Bleus," for the most part lightly leveled lances at Society and deadly in their sheer calm satire and "happy cruelty"
have enjoyed a decided vogue.

To show you how

I say "leisurely ;" in reality there
leisurely
a tense quality that proved Hervieu to have plenty of temperament, but under control he works, here is the time record of
is

his plays in their composition. "Les Paroles Restent" was written,
a part of it, with great rapidity. To-day Hervieu does not regard
his firstling with an altogether favorable eye.
"Les Tenailles,"

right key for his

approaching
bors
from
;

;

lay with

la-

one

that

most dolor-

ous

of

all

his

studies

in

the

fruitful

field

of

o'clock to six he

matrimonial

whatever
problem he has
on
No
hand.
frenzy, no awaiting the hour of

ery, he finished
in about

attacks

excuse

fatal

four

months.

dawdlers

"Le

Loi de l'Homme"

was
three

that

inspiration

mis-

written

without

for

but or-

in

m o n th

s,

other

than

scenario

indications

derly employment
of his brain, with

brief

dotted

hastily

an added intens-

down on

the bor-

ity

ders of

of concentrat-

ed power, which
has grown with
the

reads

years.
his

newspaper

work

He

resented

later

he dresses

at

the

was

when

composed
from February to
May. during the

is

that precise

pages.

Francais in 1901,

first

done
for the day, and

his

its

in
"L'Enigme,"
two acts, first rep-

in

height

Drevfus

EngWhere Paul Hervieu

writes his plays

of

the
affair.
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"La Course du Flambeau" is dated 1900. Dedicated to Madame
Rejane, it was first heard at the Theatre du Vaudeville, February
It was composed in from three to
17, 1901.

His plays, notwithstanding
pity in the face of pitiless existence.
their analytic quality, are not mere logic-machines like those of
the younger Dumas.
The note of tenderof
is
in all of them, and
ness,
humanity,

"Theroigne de Mericourt"
historic research, and a

four months.

Dumas, Hervieu never tries
I
told him that he
anything.

demanded much

unlike

ninety-page scenario was written before the
piece was under way five months, counting
two for laborious preparation and three for

Dumas

:

the actual writing, can be set

down

are in a

Hervieu's

character.

way

for this

Alfred

a clue to

M.

Binet,

the

readers are so inclined, they

my

may

tradition

ment and
If

if I

had

I

adheres to the Gallic

sound structure,

logical developsubtle characterization.

he thinks Sardou a wizard, he does not

pattern

after

him

Henri

technically.

Becque he has studied to advantage, although I do not think he set much store
by the resemblances I pointed out between
"Le Dedale" and Becque's "L'Enlevement"
or rather the leading up to and ultimate

find

complete "psychograph" in the tenth
I
volume of "L'Annee Psychologique."
did not prepare so elaborately for our meet-

and possibly

He

rated in France.

his

ing,

of his play.

believes that Ibsen's influence has been over-

famous psychologist, has subjected the dramatist to one of his searching studies, and
if

in the latent thesis
:

1903, after much concentrated labor.
I give these dry statistics as documentary

They

me

His reply was sound
"All good plays contain a thesis from
the Greeks to Shakespeare, Moliere to Ibsen."
He greatly admires Dumas fils and

work produced by Sarah Bernhardt at her
"Le Dedale"
theatre December 23, 1902.
saw the light at the Frangais December 19,

evidence.

to

to prove
recalled

avoidance of the

would have been

in

situation,

the

latter

Like Becque, he "tries" his dialogue
aloud before putting it down on paper. He

Cerebral in temagreeably disappointed.
perament, possibly a pessimist in his esti-

piece.

mate of modern

has a horror of the Zola note-books and

society,

borer with lamp and

an implacable lain his dramatic

"human documents."

file

laboratory, in intercourse Paul Hervieu is
most companionable, a polished speaker,

I

rather languid in utterance, but du ban coeur

mordant pen. He is medium in
physique slight. His head is finely pro-

first

MME. BARTET IN

despite his
size,

His eyes are
and penetrating,
form, lustre and expres-

sometimes veiled and dreamy, often

chilly

yet they are of undeniable beauty as to
sion, and doubtless have done their share of deadly execution in
those duels of the sexes he is fond of portraying.
man, I should

A

arouse, and a fiery devil, all nerves and imagination when he is aroused. He has more reserve than his countrymen in general, or of the artistic tribe in particular. Graceful,
say, difficult to

unaffected, cordial and deliberate

found.

And

such

is

the Paul Hervieu

I

do not doubt that a hundred other visitors would

I

hundred different Hervieus, for he is a man cf the finer
shades, and very variable.
The cynicism and hatred of stupidity which characterized his
earlier writings have been replaced by a philosophic stoicism. He
had read Flaubert when he

find a

wrote his novels, so rich
their

"

when witnessing the growth
ried away with me the sense

is

equipoise in his

my
it

preffor the

Madame Jeanne

real life, presented
veils of illusion

I carof something quite perfect.
of having assisted at an episode in
still wore the consoling
There was a personal rea-

with an art which

the art of Hervieu.

son why I wished to attend this performance.
Last spring I
wrote at length in the columns of the Sun when I had the honor
of being its dramatic critic an analytical study of "Le Dedale."
To judge of a play from reading it is like guessing at the composition of comets. It was easy
literature that it was a success
;

me

enough

we

all

was

to say that this play

knew

but the

;

finale left

had read M. Brunetiere's argument, that the
fifth act in which the two husbands of the same
woman the divorce does not prevent the first man from offering
violence to his wife
struggle and roll over a precipice to their
death, is not melodrama.
doubting.
violence of the

I

As
This at the Frangais
enacted by Paul Mounet
!

and Le Bargy, the perilous
scene is credible, though
not a pleasant ending for
such a profound study of

;

he has since studied SchoNieperhaps
penhauer,

There

frankly

had seen

I

Bartet as the unhappy heroine, Marianne,
had filled me with the unique joy one feels

contemptuous exposi-

tzsche.

avow

time the night previous at the Frangais,

in

tion of the fashionable fool

to

and the performance of

LE DEDALE "

The most distinguished among the leading wome:
famous Theatre Francais, company

portioned in itself, though it gives one the
impression of being too large for his slender frame.
blue,

do not hesitate

erence for "Le Dedale."

a delicate

character.

judgments,

A

solution

it

is,

his contemporaries, that re-

act,
however, and a
which seemed impossible

veals the thinker resigned
to the inevitable betlse of

after the pulsing power of
the
fourth, continues to

especially those relating to

mankind, and one

fifth

who has

mount

accepted the fact as a dispensation of indecipherable
And while he never
fate.

logically to a stun-

ning climax.
I need hardly
the

retail

here

story of this play, of

banal

which Olga Nethersole has

phrases as "heart interest"
that shibboleth of the

the English rights. Almost
denuded of conventional in-

alluded

such

to

half-baked

in

cident,

intelligence

and "sloppy" in sentiment
M. Hervieu has at bottom a fund of sentiment, of

it

is

related so in-

comparably, though deliberately, coldly, and without
BERLIN CURRENDESANGER
These are boys who receive from the city a free musical education and also a small sum of money for their support.
In return they must always be ready to sing in the church at weddings funerals, festivals, etc. In
earlier times they also went about singing " Christmas carols," in the open air

theatric

climaxes,

that

its

Viola.,

Allen's Production of

Photos Byron, N. Y.
Leontes (Henry Jewett)

Shepherd

(O. Leslie Allen)

Florlzel

"The

Viola Allen

Paulina

Winter's Tale

(

7-effle

Tilbury)

THEfTRIAL SCENE

(James Young)

Perdita (Viola Allen)

A

ROADWAY

IN

Polixenen (Bojd Putnam)

BOHEMIA

THE REGENERATION OF THE STATUE

Camillo (Frank Vernon)
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events

seem the natural outcome of the clash of character.

asked, with the eagerness of a neophyte ah, your dramatic
of M.
critic is always a new-born babe in matters technical
I

!

Hervieu his methods of workmanship.
"Such things I leave to the stage manager, and is not the chief
desideratum the story, and should not a good romancer be a
good playwright?" With a crash fell to the ground one of my

Byron, N. Y.
Gertrude Coffhlan as Dona Ana

pet illusions
a play. For

;

conflicts

with Pinero's and Brieux's, but

G.

it is

Hervieu's, and per-

haps explains him as Paul Hervieu, the master dramatic psychologist of the

Mathilde Cottrelly as Cuncepcion

SCENE IN GENEVIEVE

the gigantic machinery necessary to the building of

M. Hervieu, a good stage manager, can always attend to these mechanical details for him the essential quality lies
in the characterization and the order of narration.
This method

French stage.

Dan RicketlB

HAINES' PLAY, "ONCE

as

Don Fernando

Robt. T. Haineeas Don Juan

UPON A TIME"

A Rehearsal Under Belasco
"V

ESTALS

All

!

come up on

place was Convention Hall,
the occasion a dress and scene

;

rehearsal of

"Adrea

;"

The bare
originally

hall,

the time Christmas day

;

enormous, steel-arched, and

intended

as

a

the stage

was impressive

Directly back of the stage

Manager Bryant.
meeting place

for

and

popular demonstrations, had
been transformed at a cost of thousands of
conclaves

order. An army of men and
without even the appearance of confusion.
The dressing-rooms, made up of discarded flats, were in the form
of a hollow square, in the center of which stood the portable
room which Mrs. Carter carries with her wherever she goes.

Back of

women came and went

!"

The

Washington

the voice that of Stage

Mr. David"

vestals

the stage, please

was a space about one hundred

feet

long by thirty feet wide, in which the property man revelled.
Here, on long tables, were arranged the properties, no flimsy
articles these, but cups so richly chased that imperial hands would
not have despised them, and draperies so rich in hue and texture

a warm-hued playhouse.
Onethird of its vast length was embraced behind the scenes the other
two-thirds confined the auditorium, with a seating capacity of

that they might well have come from Syria. The stage itself, set
for the first act, presented the solidity and beauty which we have
learned to expect from Belasco, but the atmospheric effect of pale

sixteen hundred.

red folds the gold-embroidered draperies of du Barry
steel arches supporting the roof was drawn

yellow light, filtered through a grove before falling aslant of
weather-aged stone, was so masterful in its conception, so true in
its detail, and so perfect in its harmonics as to
suggest a dream of
ancient Greece only the shirt-sleeves of Bryant, the towsled hair

a canopy of green cloth, in the center of which was a hole and
bridge for the lime-light. The color scheme was so harmonious

of John Luther Long, and the Catholicism of Belasco's waistcoat
brought one again to the twentieth century. The width of the

that a cosey, pleasing effect resulted, despite the magnificent distances of the hall. "I have always opened in Washington," said
Belasco, "and I intended to do so with 'Adrea,' if I had to put

opening was but thirty-two feet, but the stage was deep enough to
handle the sixty odd people without crowding, and was built to

dollars

into

;

Against the proscenium wall of imitation gold
mosaic were the boxes with gilded columns, from which hung
in

rich,

fame.

up

Over the cold

tents

the man.

and give the show under canvas," and that

is

typical of

;

strike so that
in

it

could be removed to other

Washington was

theatres could equal

it,

fields

when

its

purpose

In appurtenances few metropolitan
and its switchboard would be a delight

served.
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to

Belasco

electrician.

any

hair

more grey,

is

the same picturesque
more remarkable, and

is

his eyes

As he speaks he conveys an impression

ruddy.

which may be ascribed
pression

mood.

His

more

of perfect poise,

scurrying to her place.

re-

supreme

who

Minus,

when

his

so,

the

Fool,

talked

the curl which hangs over his forehead.
"Gracious, it's cold," said a bacchante,

great earnestness finds

sudden vent and then his people listen as
to an immortal.
At one moment, when
things were going ill, he tore at his ar1

shrugging her bare shoulders. "Cold!"
"I'm burning up."
exclaimed another.
"Stop," said Belasco, climbing to the
group gathered about him and
stage.

tistic hair.

A

"I thought," he said, with sad eyes,
"that I was dealing with brains and heart,

conversation ceased

but at the eleventh hour"

his criticism

!

bosom

in

that

terms of

the

might be heard. The vestals
had waved their palm branches too slowThe rehearsal began again.
ly.
A herald appeared, and when he placed

here his voice

wailed off into tragedy "I see that I am
Your souls Where
dealing with idiots
If you have none, plunge a
are they?
knife into your

with

football

versing vivaciously with friends. Belasco
walked up and down the aisle tugging at

but there are

!

which

the vestal drill with

Marcus Lecca of the Senate. Within a
few feet of them stood Mrs. Carter con-

controls himself because

he will and must do

Then began

the play opens, while Arkissus of Frisia lounged in an orchestra
chair by the side of his mortal rival, Kaeso of Noricum, and

rather than expression of his
He strikes the stranger as an in-

tense man,

times

to

Belasco.
his face

43

an effort to

the trumpet to his lips the throat
liryant produced the fan-fare.

discover some."

of

It had the desired effect, and in a mo"The orchestra isn't here yet," exment or two the master was again tender,
plained an Egyptian.
But his kittenish
"There's that - - girl," whispered a
subdued, kittenish.
mood did not last long. He was once
"My, ain't
pretty wanton of the court.
more the tiger ferocious, terrifying.
sin a sight?
Look at the bones in her
Another contretemps had aroused his
neck."
rage, and he bellowed at a group of
Finally came Mrs. Carter, her street
clothes contrasting strangely with the
BRUCE McRAK
shrinking wantons of the court
Nephew of Sir Charles Wyndham and now playing the leading male
"Unless you do better than that, I'll
barbaric splendor of her retinue. Every
role wilh Ethel Burrymore in ''Sunday"
break up the show with an axe!"
one was now attention. All were in cosThe silence of the catacomb followed this awful threat.
tume save she and Kaeso of Noricum, who wore a sword belt over
On Christmas eve Belasco came to the theatre at four in the his blue sack suit, and a brass hemlet, and had such a cold that
all his m's were b's.
afternoon, not to leave until six o'clock Christmas morning, and
then merely for an hour's rest.
His hurried and frugal meals
"See me, Mr. Cook," said a slave girl to Belasco's untiring
are usually served from a cheap hash house in the neighborhood,
look nice? This is the fourth act."
press man. "Don't
:

1

a sausage in one hand, a roll in the other, affording the inspiration
of the moment. Yet all this left him unruffled. When the writer

met him Christmas night, he was as kind as a woman, as modest
as a child. Here he listened to a bacchante of lulia's entourage,
who, fair-haired, rose-hued, and dimpling, asked concerning some
detail of her costume
there he tossed paper roses to note their
effect on green boughs, and all that he did was done with an
earnestness that left no doubt of the artistic impulse in the man.
Whatever one may
;

"Charmante," drawled the ubiquitous but terribly sleepy Cook,
who had not slept for three nights.
"Time was not time," moaned Adrea. "The days had no hours.
The world had just begun for me."

"And some

say she is mechanical," whispered a sage,
words had faded into a likeness of reminiscence.

"Purely emotional," said another.

"Why,

entirely so," agreed the sage, with a very

now,"

with

opinion as to the
motives of Belasco
is to him
to
means
only
further and greater

never

He

and as a producer
has no equal on our

could

stage.

a

other

want

is

vestal
all

?

bitter

the

sent the girl

Carter

there

where

rather

there,

purely

and

yet,

calls

was here,
and every-

Belasco,

believes in

also

memory

Mrs.

the

magi-

whose wand
awakes the tem-

cian

than the lash, but
a note of firmness

was
which

the

"Mr. David," as

the ves-

was
Mr.
because
kind,
Bryant

lessen

sweetness of

to her, purely real.

I

tone

kindness

known and

fictitious,

tals," cried Bryant.

The

of

had

of
great
fatigue
constant rehearsal

sincere in his art,

"Where

tears

she

yet so keenly felt
that not even the

a

is

the

love

a

money

achievement.

Adrea

is

said a third.

"Notice her eyes."
They were misty

one

but

be

genuine yawn.

"She

think of the quality
of his stars, there

can

when her

pest of
F. H. Haikell
Albert
Prof.Bernard
(W. Shohl,

P. G.
'06)

Clitandre

Lisette

(

Crispin
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Agathe

(O. Schneider, '07)
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CERCLE FRANCAIS AS THEY APPEARED IN A PERFORMANCE
"LES FOLIES AMOUREUSES"
)

IN

FRENCH OF

soul-rend-

ing drama.

AUBREY LANSTON.

Beauty and Philosopher

Lillian Russell

(Chats with Players No. 35)
not an easy task to interview a Queen, least of all a Queen
Comic Opera. Not that the trouble lies in her Majesty,
who is ever gracious. The difficulty is with her retainers.
is

IT

of

She has such a multitude of them, and they are ever present.
Royalty always has its courtiers and parasites those of comic
opera royalty are equally ubiquitous, and never absent.
Interviewing is like lovemaking. It requires but two. Three
are a disquieting number.
Four are disgruntling, and six maddening. There were seven in the room while Miss Russell talked
;

to

She must keep herself up to her standard. She must never
from the standard the public has set for her."
Here the wardrobe woman, was lengthily insistent about the
it.

lapse

scrap of blue

silk.

Her Majesty was pleased to be gracious. She is always so
Not a member of her company but adores her. Even
pleased.
the humble chorus girl dares to address her.
The stage hand is

snatchily about beauty, about economy, about age, about the past,
the future and philosophy, in her rose-papered dressing-room at

all times and of a gentle answer.
That is very nice, thank you," and the gratified wardrobe woman went back to consideration of the lace.
Miss Russell herself introduced the subject of age, and did so in

the Casino.

truly feminine manner.

There was a woman friend who assisted in the interview.
There was a wardrobe woman who wanted to match blue silk and
white lace. There was an author and a friendly manager who arranged for a dinner on Sunday. There was the star whom I

"Yes, I was born in Clinton, la., and
she said, with the Lillian Russell smile.

begged to "come down'' from all these distractions.
There was the maid, and there was the luckless interviewer.
And besides all these, there was the dressing for the
second act of "Lady Teazle" that had to go forward behind the
white-framed screen of triplicated mirrors.
Miss Russell was perfectly
constantly, silently

but

why

exhaust the

adjectives,

sure of her ear at

"Yes.

ton

when

about

it."

interviewer, the subject of economy was
Miss Russell is understood

an advocate of economy. She was
putting on a big, black velvet hat, a

to be

sombre frame for a perfect
never

that beauties

it,

"They are glad

to

"Yes, girls should save money," she
"The girl who earns twenty-five

said.

have

dollars a

as they are grateful for any other

gift.

I

am

pleased and gratified

ing compared
Meet a

woman who

when

of the head
last

intelli-

live

it

daintily at

all

angles.

I

ing inconsequence. "The first fifty dollars I saved I spent for a watch.
It

if," she continued, "a woman
the
gets
reputation of being a profes-

"And

hard work to

poising

am reasonably
sure she won't," she added with charm-

or not?

it is

first,

on top of her head and turning

equally becoming at
"She should, but

gence and a beautiful manner, and who
stops to think whether she is beautiful

sional beauty,

When

slowly before the triplicate mirror to
see that it was so placed that it was

and man-

has

ten.

fifty, she should save twentyfive.
She put her hat on as French
women do, drawing it up from the back

truth of the original proposition by askIt is nothing, "But what is beauty?
ner.

week should save

she earns

any one says I look nice."
Then Miss Russell demonstrated the

to intelligence

face, while

she talked.

appreciated their beauty.
"I think they do," said Miss Russell

with decision.

"I never think of age," she said.

broached.

no other.
said

living

"You have none !" The answer came
from one of the admiring sex.
When next there was a second for the

of laudatory
with "sumptu-

a fadeless American beauty rose.
is

my

She was slipping into the green silk robe she wears in the
second act of "Lady Teazle," revealing the throat and shoulders
of a Venus de Milo.

with pink roses, she was simply Lillian
Russell. For a synonym, one must look

Some one

shoulder, she added,

there sixty years ago."

ous" and ending with "exquisite?" In
blue crepe kimona, embroidered

There

father was an editor,"
came away from Clindon't remember much

"Although there are Tabbies who say they remember

her

for

"I

was six months old, and I
With a backward glance over her

I

list

commencing

my

wasn't

up
Lillian Russell as she looked fifteen years ago

good watch. It was
working too hard, and would

a very

afraid of
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LILLIAN RUSSELL

Lillian Russell, who for many years has been known as the Queen of American comic opera, was born in Iowa about 43 years ago. She has long enjoyed a unique popularity on
She
the light opera stage, due partlv to her naturally beautiful yet technically untrained voice, but more especially to her radiant blond beauty which is matchless on our boards
showed marked talent for music at the early age of six, but she could never be prevailed upon to study music seriously. Her first public appearance was in Chicago, and in iS;S shtr

of that

famous music

hall organization

Her present tour

in " I^ady Tea/le" is her first

experiment

in

co-management.
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only go part of

But

the time.

was

Then
and

began

"He
twelve

time

this

a

bought

My

ings went

for a

of

pair

tur-

quoise earrings,
diaset
with

monds.

do with

girl

her

of

Herman

Klein, the musician, and
David Belasco's forces

now

a

member

of

real estate isn't bad.

I

have never

any-

When
saved

has

e n o u

g h,

she

would

do

well

to invest in real

lost

town.

in

money

in that.

never made a cent on Wall Street, nor on the races. I
have won, but I have lost, too, and at the end of the season the
story is always the same I am not ahead a dollar."

But

I

;

"You

are supposed to be an excellent business woman," resome one of the five. The interview was now quite out

marked

"Supposed

be?"

lips as a schoolgirl

Miss Russell spoke with a dubious

without rductance."

working out of natural law."

And

again she quoted the Stoic philosopher. The words were
strangely incongruous upon the lips of this vital beauty, but she
"Act, speak
pointed an earnest, convincing finger as she spoke
:

and think as one who knows that he can

;

After reading it once, I decided that it should be my
Then I had my sister re-read it to me so that I might

enjoy it.
"Yes," she said, in reply to another question, "perhaps I am
self-reliant.
We must all be so, don't you think? I take plenty

when

of time to think a thing over, but
mind I don't change it.

I

have made up

Teazle.
"I pray you,

good sir."
She bent low with the mincing courtesy of Sheridan's time.
She trailed the green silk daintily over the floor. The lines came
trippingly and she stopped in her walk, radiant and serene. She
She

she

mused with

"I am not so sure that I like being a partner and manageress.
have been on salary and had a share of the gross receipts,
but I have never been a real partner before, sharing the net
I

;

If that

happened

The shadow

Worry-

word

like

less

was

five.

row.

:

I

am something

Perhaps
such a plan and
so

I

won't make

it

doesn't

it.'

It is

work out

mouth, the

much

youth,

revealed.

"I never think

nor

yesterday,
of to-mor-

To-day

is

enough.''

With

this

philosophical re-

better, I think, to be

governed

by present conditions and do what at the time seems best. Is
'Do not worry about the future. You will meet
not written
:

if

the

body,

mark, Lady Tea-

always think, 'If I

need be with the same reason that you

now employ

in

zle

passed
out

to

it

grandly

it

take up her cue.

your

the next

smooth

well, I shall be disappointed,

I

flitted

y
she

make

of a fatalist.

myself."

upon her face

brow, the child-

of

said

kill

left

the secret

the

of

"

sitting serenely quite for a fraction of a minute,
I never have.
"I don't make any plans for the future.

should

said.
And with
her parting

ing over that broken window she is liable to slur her scene.'
After it had been quite arranged that the dinner was to be
on Sunday, the author and manager departed, and we were only

Miss Russell,

I

wh

"But

eternal

think.

me

instant.

entrance by some one saying: 'O, Miss Russell, the window in
our dressing-room is broken. I would like to mend it, but I
I

to

the thought

beautiful, nerve-

should escape such trouble,

little,

"I have often
were speaking of beauty," she said.
what
it would be to be without beauty, to have suddenly
imagined
lost it.
One would miss it, I suppose but the tragedy would be
to have some dreadful accident, to lose a leg, for instance, and
never be able to go about or to work again. I often think of that.

proceeds. Financially, it is satisfactory, but I don't enjoy sharing
the responsibilities and worries, being interrupted in making my

A star

She swept the remaining four a

"We

speculate?"

very happy with 'Lady Teazle,' except"

framed in the doorShe smiled the smile of

stood, blonde, magnificent, entrancing,

of the rose-papered dressing-room.

graceful curtsey.

my

a little frown.

haven't time.'

any time depart from

Miss Russell explained that before going upon the stage it was
always necessary to concentrate upon her lines.
She drew forth the black staff with its orange ribbon bow from
a newspaper wrapping, and Lillian Russell was at once Lady

way

am

at

life."

a sweet-tempered child.

"I

is

happened as a part of the development that we call life."
And she quoted further from the Roman Emperor philosopher
"Accept the gifts of fortune without pride, and part with them

you have now what you have always wanted," came
encouragingly from somewhere beyond the screen.
"Yes I wanted to appear again in a clean, dainty opera, and I
have it. I decided upon 'Lady Teazle' as soon as I read it. I
saw there was a good deal of acting in it. It was clean-cut and
vehicle.

task

"Epictetus was lame and poor and
But
unfortunate, and what he wrote reflected those conditions.
Marcus Aurelius was noble, and that nobleness seemed only the
He looked upon everything that
natural unfolding of his life.

in-

least

pretty.

when her

does

hardly tolerable.
"Not so much," she said.

flection.

"At

of the

all

reverted to the sadly interrupted interview.

of the interviewer's hands.
to

"I have

room."

the

estate

New York

my

ing the summer
when she is not

she

Daughter

in

"I think," said Miss Russell, "that I could lose whatever I
have to-morrow and not grieve for it. It would seem to me to be

thing.

SYBIL KLEIN

books

savings
Live on it dur-

?

earning

Photo McMichael

constant companion," she said.

my

:

"What should
a

is

little

"And Epictetus?"
The diva pursed her

I

seal-

skin sacque.
third pile of sav-

the interviewer.

Miss Russell nodded.

again,

I

saving

?'

"Marcus Aurelius?" queried

it

watch.

a

"

present affairs

ADA PATTERSON
KISS

HELEN S1NQER

Playing a leading role In one of Forrester

&

Mittenthal's productions

Glamis Castle, Scotland, the scene of Shakespeare's tragedy, "Macbeth"

Under the Walls
North of Scotland,

the gray

IN

track of tourists,

is

far

removed from the beaten

Macbeth's Castle, the scene of Shake-

The Castle is situated at
speare's celebrated tragedy.
Glamis, a small town about 25 miles from Perth, and a short
distance beyond is the famous Birnam Wood, the moving of which
against the Castle warned the Thane of his coming doom. The
territory between Perth and Inverness is known as the Macbeth

After crossing the Grampian Hills, between Forres and
Nairn, one sees the Blasted Heath where Macbeth met the
witches, and was told of having been created by Duncan Thane

country.

Five miles from Nairn is Cawdor Castle, still in
good repair and occupied by an Earl of Cawdor.
It is seldom that American visitors get so far as this.
With
characteristic American speed, they rush through the beautiful
of Cawdor.

Trossachs, visit Edinburgh, Stirling, and Glasgow, and return
home imagining they have thoroughly viewed Scotland.

North of the

city of

Perth every foot of the ground teems

and wind-swept moors men
have fought and bled, and there is scarcely a section that Shakespeare's pen ha., not immortalized. Glamis, Birnam Wood, Dunsinane, Blasted Heath, Cawdor, these are no myths emanating
from the brain of the dramatist, but historic spots that may be

Over

with interest.

its

craggy

Macbeth's Castle

of

hills

visited to-day.

month in the year. The old iron knocker on the masoaken door, which is black from age, bears the date 1687,
while on the lofty chimney are the figures 1606, but the most
ancient portion of the structure dates back over 900 years.
The present earl has built for the comfort and convenience of
his family some modern additions, which are harmonious with
the original architecture and do not offend the eye. These bear
the dates of 1891-1893. The cicerone of the Castle was a most
agreeable Scottish housekeeper, who seemed to take pleasure and
for every

sive

pride in showing the place.
On entering, the first thing to impress one was the heavy,
hand-wrought iron gate, with massive bolts just inside and protecting the outside door. Ascending a short stairway, we entered
a large hall, where Lady Macbeth is said to have received in-

formation of King Duncan's proposed

numerous
II.,

Lady

visit.

On

the walls are

paintings representing James I., Charles I., James
Arabella Stuart, besides many ancestors of the present
oil

who bear the name of Lyon. They inherited the
from an intermarriage with the Fitz-Patricks. Glamis
Castle is at present the seat of the I4th Earl of Strathmore, Lord
Lyon, and Baron Glamis, and the title dates back to 1425, when
Patrick Lyon was hostage to England for James I.
The wife
of the 6th Baron Glamis was burned alive in Edinburgh, the
possessors,
estate

an hour's ride one arrives
which the natives pronounce

family being indicted for designs against the life of James I.
In the great hall are to be seen many fine pieces of old armor

peaceful and picturesque. Deep purple heather
grows profusely along the roadside. There is not a habitation
in sight, and Glamis Castle a mile away.

and tapestry, besides Macbeth's own coat of mail. There are
also wonderful pieces of hand-carved furniture and oaken chests,

The Castle is
only when the

known.

Taking the
the small

at

"Glams."

train at Perth, after

station

All

of Glamis,

is

not a public "show place," tourists being admitted
family is absent, and not then without a permit
from the overseer of the estate. Overcoming these obstacles,

we approached

the massive gateway by a beautifully wooded and
well-kept road, and found this historic Castle situated in the
centre of a park comprising thousands of acres. The beauties of

A grand avenue,
surrounding country are indescribable.
on
either
leads
lined
side
with
trees,
up to a moat, well
thickly
filled with water, and crossing an ancient stone bridge, one
the

comes

in full

tecture
interest,

in

now

view of one of the finest specimens of feudal archiIn point of antiquity and historical
in existence.

Glamis Castle

is

one of the most remarkable structures

Great Britain.

The grounds around
statues of

sun-dial in

the Castle are ornamented with life-size

and Charles

There is also a wonderful
the shape of a monument, which has a different dial

James

I.

I.

black with age, and of such antiquity that their origin

is

un-

The stone staircase, which is wide enough for five people to
walk abreast, numbers 143 steps from the entrance hall to the
top of the house, and from the roof the view is magnificent. To
the northward the Grampian Hills rise dimly out of the mist;
to the south lies Perth and Dunsinane, with historic Scone Palace
in the foreground to the west is Birnam Wood, and in
imagination we pictured Macbeth from this vantage point repeating to
;

himself

:

"Macbeth shall never vanquished be, until Great Birnam
Dunsinane Hill shall come against him."

We

Wood

to high

were shown the room where Macbeth slew Duncan on
August 10, 1040. It is a small apartment with an ante-chamber,
in which slept the drugged attendants and we also saw the chambers of other famous guests, who received more hospitable treat;

ment.
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The

Castle

has also a handsome

was driven by them

little

chapel, with a fine painting of the "Last
Supper" and one of the "Ascension" on the

Viking

Historians differ as to the career of Mac-

none deny such

a

man

was

in reality,

a

young

prince,

lived.

feud.

his

the flower of his youth.
untimely
in
succeeded
He
1034 his grandfather, Malin

fate

colm,

who had been

heir-apparent to the
of Kenneth III.

accused of slaying the
crown, the grandson

The murdered

sister,

Gruoch, who married

the

heir left a

Mormaor

of Moray, and had an infant son named
Lulach. Gruoch 's husband was killed in a
family quarrel, and she married Macbeth.
As guardian of his step-son, Macbeth rep-

FORSSLUND
Now

"The Cingalee. Last season was understudy
Adele Ritchie i n" Glittering Gloria"

playing in
for

resented the child's claim to the Scottish

Duncan thus the gracious Duncan, in the eyes of
was really an usurper. There was a division in
royal line, Duncan representing the House of Athol, Luloch
House of Moray. Duncan quarrelled with the Northmen, and

throne, held by
the legitimists,
the
the

Duncan was

his

following

slain

at

Like

Bruce,

when once crowned,

Macbeth was an excellent king, liberal to
the poor, and his reign was one of prosThere is a record of a journey he
perity.
made to Rome, where he distributed money
broadcast. In 1052, some favorites of Edward the Confessor were driven out of England and sought the court of Macbeth in the
interest of Duncan's son, Malcolm Canmore.
The conflict lasted several years, but Macbeth was at last defeated and slain on the
day of the Seven Sleepers, July 27, 1057,

Duncan,

who met

Moray, where

the time of their father's murder, but Macbeth could not always expect to avoid the

Shakespeare took his plot from the Chronicles of Holinshed, who in turn had copied
the narrative from Hector Baece.

into

defeated him, and

by Macbeth.
Duncan's children were very young

this,

ceiling.

beth, although

foes

;

The Coming Relation

after a reign of fourteen years.
So much for history, the true

facts

of

which are dimmed by the mists of time. But
the famous characters which Shakespeare has limned in this, one
of the greatest of his tragedies
the vacillating Macbeth, his ambitious wife, Malcolm, Banquo and Macduff
will live as real personages so long as our literature

of

By the Rev. Walter

exists.

M. R. CROSHY.

Church and Stage

E. Bentley

It was recently announced that a certain group of churchmen, following Bishop Potter's example in opening a saloon
as part of a crusade against the liquor evil, would at once invade the theatrical field and attempt to offset the pernicious
influences of immoral plays by producing pieces wholesome in sentiment and purpose.
The churchmen back of this movement include, in addition to Bishop Potter, such well-known divines as Bishop Huntington, Bishop Mann, Bishop Donne,

Bishop Keator, the Rev. R. Hcber Newton, the Rev. Thomas J. Duccy, the Rev. Win. S. Rainsford, the Rev. Pcrcv .V.
Grant, the Rev. Thomas R. Slicer, and others, all officers and members of the Actors' Church Alliance. The plan proposed was the production of certain plays to be selected by the Alliance which, -while attractive as entertainment, would contain such a strong moral lesson that all clergymen, wherever t/iis play was presented, tvould advise their flocks to go and
see it. In the following article, the Rev. Walter E. Bentley, general secretary and organiser of the Alliance, tells hoiv the
organisation came into existence, and sets forth

o

NE

of the strangest facts in our

complex

civilization is that

two

of our greatest institutions, the

Schloss

Church and the Theatre, have been so
Rev. Walter Bentley
far apart in sympathy and interest so
centuries
and
the exception of a few feeble, spasmodic
with
many
efforts

This

drama
if

have not even tried to understand each other.
is

the

more remarkable when we remember

that the

modern

the Church's offspring and that the aims of both are,
not identical, at least very similar. The stage shows us what

we

is

what we should be. Both are
one
to
the
educational,
appealing
eye, the other to the mind.
How necessary is it, therefore, that the Church should seek to
are

mother

;

the Church shows us

child

and

in

way possible encourage its highest
and
aims, inspire
purpose
strengthen its better influence over
the hearts of men.
The time has come for the Church to save the stage from the
blight of mere triviality and pure commercialism (the lust of the
box-office), and to aid it to attain its mission as one of the great
ethical forces in society, potent to humanize even while seeming
but to amuse, and contributing so vitally, for weal or for woe, to
the character and destiny of the nation.
Man is naturally histrionic as well as religious, and the devotional and dramatic elements in his make-up are very closely
If the province of the Church is to minister to the whole
allied.
nature of man, she can no longer be content to provide only for
as in services, clubs, gymhis devotional and physical needs
like
nasiums and the
but must also include the aesthetic and
its

its

every

its

plans regarding the proposed production of plays.

EDITOR.

and so take in his whole being. The unhappy divorce
which has existed, between the Church and the Stage for over
four hundred years has been injurious to both. The Stage has
lost the guidance and direction of the "organized conscience" of
the community, while the Church in forgetting the gospel of
sunshine and laughter, has lost 'that touch of nature' which the
stage supplies, and to that extent its grip on daily life.

artistic,

The

history of such efforts

is

interesting.

Some

twenty-five

years ago an English clergyman formed a society to better the
It was called the
condition of the chorus women in England.

Church and Stage Guild, and its founder, Rev. Stewart Headlam,
kept it alive until he had accomplished his purpose, when the
Then three young English clerics came
society was disbanded.
of
like
them,
myself, had previously been an actor),
together (one
and they devised the plan of appointing clergymen as Chaplains
to the members of the profession, irrespective of rank or degree.
Thus was formed the "Actors' Church Union of Great Britain
and Ireland," and the actor-priest (Rev. E. Underbill) became its
President, to be succeeded by the Lord Bishop of Rochester, who
still holds that office.
Learning of its formation and plans, I
to
establish
such
a
work in this country. Interesting others
sought
in the project, among them Bishop Potter and F. F. Mackay, then

we held a public meeting in the
on
Berkley Lyceum
June gth, 1899; and that night the Actors'
of
America
Church Alliance
was organized. Bishop Potter bestill
our
came (and
President, and Mr. Mackay was
remains)
elected Vice-President (now succeeded by Joseph Jefferson), and
From that time our work has
I was made the General Secretary.
President of the Actors' Society,
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until to-day it covers over six hundred cities in the United
States and Canada, and through our Chaplains extends to Hawaii,
the Philippines, and even to Japan. Of these Chaplains there are

grown

twelve hundred representing all the denominations, both Jewish
and Christian. We have over three thousand members about equally
divided between the clergy, the actors and the public generally,
and these members belong to local Chapters in thirty-five of our
largest cities extending as far West as Colorado Springs and from
Portland, Me., to Memphis, Tenn.

The

Alliance

is

not a missionary society.
It seeks simply to
between the Church and Theatre for

establish closer relations
their

mutual

benefit,

and believes that each can

help the other and that both will gain from bet-
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mendation of that which is best, has gradually lost the clergy the
respect of many on the stage and the confidence of a large section
of the public. With a view to educating the clergy to a wider and
more generous outlook, a play contest has been instituted by
our National Council whereby it is hoped we may discover plays

which we may give our endorsement of approval, and which all
our Chaplains may recommend to their flocks. In this way the
to

become the patron of the drama and the direcamusements as she is of their devotions. Our
first production was made at the New York Theatre on December 9 last. The play was "The King's Highway," by William
Gill.
While entertaining, it did not prove strong
enough for our purpose, and we hope from the
Church

will again

tor of the people's

Through its Chaplains it strives
home" wherever he may be,

plays submitted to us to select one that will both
embody our ideas and also become a great popu-

caring for him in sickness or trouble, cheer-

Early this spring we expect to make
our next production, and upon its success will
depend the continuation of our efforts.

ter acquaintance.

to

make

fully

and
a

the actor "at

lar success.

and

freely rendering every service (social
spiritual), and in short, regarding him as

Another great aim
Sunday
the West.
This is

temporary parishioner.

of the Alliance

is

Arv Ibsen Recital

the effort to abolish

Ole Bang gave his first Ibsen recital in
America at the Manhattan Theatre, this city,
on the afternoon of January 12. Scenes from
"Peer Gynt" made up his programme, and so
dramatic and artistic was his interpretation that

performances, especially in
done, not only on religious grounds, but also in
justice to the actor,
is

who, through the system,
compelled to work seven days a week for six

days' pay.

Our most

recent effort

is

in the direction

he was but fairly started before he

of

won

his

In
encouraging the more wholesome drama.
this sphere the influence of the Church, instead
of being mighty, is almost beneath notice. In
no region of social effort are the clergy so weak

audience completely, though less than one-tenth
of those present understood the Norwegian

But general ignorance on the whole subject, aided by a constant
denunciation (and therefore advertisement) of

periments in the same direction. Never before
in the whole history of Ibsenism in this country

speech. The event was a decided novelty, and
its success should open the way to further ex-

as in that of the dramatic.

the worst

on the stage, and

little

or no com-

has the native voice of the Scandinavian playwright been heard so authoritatively.

MISS ALICE BUTLER
Lately seen in "The Sorcerer" with
"itrick Campbell

MM.

Cushmarv

Charlotte

By Marguerite Merington

HARLOTTE CUSHMAN,

\,

the most famous actress

Amer-

has produced, and one of the world's greatest exponents of tragedy, was born in Boston, July 23, 1816.
ica

She died there February 8, 1876, after a career which, for its
meteoric brilliancy, has no equal in our stage annals.
Descended from the pioneer Puritans, beginning with Robert
Cushman, who delivered the first sermon in New England, the
that characterized her, her vigorous inwill
and lofty spiritual nature came by hereindomitable
tellect,
to
this
famous daughter of histrionic art.
ditary dower-right
of how many illustrious
the
foster-mother
at
home
Narrow straits

commanding physique

achievements
compelled Charlotte Cushman to enter the breadfine singing voice,
winning struggle in her fourteenth year.
been
on which some training had
bestowed, procured her engage!

A

These

and concerts.
and as the Countess in
"Figaro" she made a most cred-

ments

in choirs

led to a chance to appear in

Elvira,

Roxana, Bianca

sentimental

Mrs Haller

,the

;

;

low-comedy Mrs.

the -dashing

Simpson, the

Lady Gay Spanker, the

Queen Katherine, Wolsey, Hamlet,
This stern discipline of mastering a great variety of
characters afforded her genius the thorough, all-round training
without which not even the possession of genius will produce an
artist.
To be superlatively excellent in any one part or line of
an
actor must demonstrate a positive excellence in many and
parts,
great Shakespearian roles,

Romeo.

In reckoning Charlotte Cushman among the world's
greatest tragediennes, it must not be forgotten how often she

diverse parts.

played comedy, and how well.
In the matter of compensation, too, compare the salaries, ranging from two to three hundred dollars a week, plus costumes,
paid the leading ladies of to-day, with the modest twenty-five
dollars on which Miss Cushman had to dress her roles, besides

supporting herself and her famIn this connection it is
ily.

opera,

with

Over-use, or misuse, however, of the vocal chords
brought about a strain that in a

gratifying to learn that
years the material reward,

few months put an end to her
Nothing daunted,
lyric career.
the young girl knocked at the

things went then, was hers in
addition to unsubstantial fame.

itable debut.

lavish, at

Shakespearian
Again chance procured

drama.

her an early hearing, and again
her gifts justified her opportunity,

any

thirty recorded parts,

many more.

less

It

a dramatization of Scott's

tion,

buy, Charlotte Cushman, not yet
out of her teens, gave her first

"Guy Mannering."

a

highly

of

!

and doubtwas on the

opening night of a new produc-

and thus, having borrowed
was too poor to

the costume she

performance
mended one

Only a few

hours before the overture, too

com-

late for the

management

a change of

Lady Macbeth,

make

to

sudden

bill,

illness

the part

seized the actress cast for

later,

Merriles.

in which, forty years
she bade her last trium-

atre's staff,

personation must then have been,
from the beginning she brought
for

work not only

acting,

but also heart,

Read

in-

!

There were

Charlotte

only way they come, alike to genius and to the lesser

Cushman bent
was her

Cushman

lights,

her whole

by
life

teacher, a severe task-

when long runs were unheard

of,

To satisfy a public
the starring system practically unknown.
that demanded frequent changes of bill, the histrion of half a
century ago simply had to be a student of dramatic literature,
versatile, equipped at all points, able to turn with equal readiness
to farce or tragedy. Accordingly, Charlotte Cushman's repertory
included the widest conceivable range of parts the long processions of stilted, blank-verse heroines who to us are but names,
:

And

act

she

it

a

friendly

indulgence
as a master.

her

first

entrance to the

death her audience realized that

Brown

"With Macready she held her own. She had not
showed genius !"
came
to her, as come they always, and in the
art,
Experience,

exacting days

the lines

must be craved, but

From
Collection T. Allston

testifies,

in those

of the the-

and not as a substitute for

whom

his experience, but she

master

member

Miss Cushman, was

to act the part.
did,

:

incessant application.
Charlotte
to her work.
The theatre itself

Meg

emergency,

only a few hours before her, but
Charlotte Cushman determined

telligence,

casion

this

detailed to read the lines.

a born gift

and an exceptionally
forceful personality.
Macready,
whose Macbeth she consorted
some eight years later, writes
of her
"She has to learn her
art, but she showed mind and
sympathy." And one who was
in her audience on the same oc-

In

that reliable

phant farewell to the stage.
Crude as undoubtedly her im-

to her

not

rate adequate, as

Her golden opportunity came
when she had been on the stage
some four years, nlaying over

of

stage-door

if

as

Lady Macbeth

this

was no understudy

filling

a gap, but the weird gypsy in
the flesh and spirit, holding them spellbound till at the conclusion
their unrestrained applause proclaimed the intensity of the feel-

ing that had held them enthralled, and the greatness of the impersonator's triumph.
Think what a feat this presupposes, what concentration, what
trained powers of body and mind, in one afternoon to have memorized over forty speeches, to have invented the business, the
pantomime, the things done that illustrate the things said to
;

have prepared the make-up, the outward presentation of the part
above all, so as to have grasped the author's conception,
so to have assimilated it, as to render it vital, an actual being
.

.

.

of the senses and emotions, with

whom

those looking on must

suffer, believe in, as in a friend

laugh, weep,
When those

who would

be

artists

!

speak of inspiration,

let

them
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never forget that while inspiration
is the gift of the gods, it never

comes but

to those

absolute mistress

set

she will not be
;

whose lamps are

trimmed, whose houses are

;

coquetted with or slighted she requires the most entire self-devo-

in

and she repays with great

tion,

order, always in readiness for the

triumphs

!"

The poverty

celestial visitor.

Cushman's frequent
adoption of male roles is said to
have sprung from her generous
wish to bring forward on the stage
her beautiful sister Susan, to whose

of material resource

from which Miss

Charlotte

her success

(

Ushir.an wrested

exemplified in the description she gives of her interview
with the great French tragedienne,

Mine.

is

Crosel,

who

generously

winning Juliet she played the tender and impassioned lover.
Also,
perhaps, as with Rosa Bonheur,

lent her the

at times her active nature rebelled

time, about five feet six inches in

against the encumbrance, physical
and psychic, of petticoats in the ex-

height, while the French woman
was short and fat. The ludicrous-

ercise of art.

ness of her clothes being made to
fit
me struck her at once. She

of

portraits

women

side

side,

one

hut she was
saw
very good natured,
*ny distress,
and set to work to help me. By
piecing out one dress and taking
in another the costume was made

notes

roared with laughter

many points of resemblance in the
square outline that marked each
strong, yet mobile feathe
tures,
clear, direct gaze, a certain manliness in the general efface,

the

fect,

that

up.

not

does

nevertheless

;

gods,

audience,

Charlotte

gift of the

Cushman

never

would have attained her eminence.
With genius, she still might have

Coilettiuu T.

Charlotte

istic.

AlUton Bruwu

Cushman

playing

Romeo to the Juliet

been a failure but for her tireless industry. Listen to her own testimony, given on the occasion when the highest in the land were
assembled to crown her closing performance with laurel
:

"My

text

earnest, in

all

and

my

my watchword, to be
thoughts and in all my

that

any great success

in art

in

earnest, intensely in

actions.

success in

life.

Antoine Seen.
T

A

And

I

honestly

do not believe
my
can be achieved without it. Art is an

believe herein lies the secret of

I

in.

the famous Antoine Theatre in Paris the production of
"Le Roi Lear," first given on the night of December 5,
created little less than a sensation. The able translations
of Vigny, Montegut, Hugo and others long ago intro-

The production of "King Lear,"
only of yesterday.
the
versatile
and
with
however,
popular Antoine as the mad
that
a
theatrical
the ubiquitous Parisian playwas
novelty
king,
goer was not slow to appreciate, and this, added to a superb production and splendid acting, has resulted in packed houses.
Critics and society unite in regarding the performance as the
event of the year. Opinions differ as to M. Antoine's portrayal of
the mad king, but his production is regarded as a scenic marvel.
The present translation is by Pierre Loti and Emile Vedel.

M. Antoine has mounted

first

time

I

manager,

and

all

the

the tragedy with

all

its

of her sister, Susan

Everyone

is

familiar

with

her reproof to the would-be wag
who tried to break up a love-scene

which she was making a profound impression, with a burlesque
Having led her sister, who was playing Juliet to her
Romeo, from the stage, Miss Cushman advanced to the footlights
with a manly stride, crying, "Some one put that person out, or I
shall be obliged to do it myself!"
Decision, courage, ?l\vays wins
with the crowd. The traitor was ignominiously cast forth amid
in

sneeze.

cheers for the plucky

Montagu

!

Paris as Shakespeare's " Lear

duced the beauties of Shakespeare to the French people,
and the Hamlets of Bernhardt and Mounet-Sully are

twenty-eight

and there were only two pauses between the three acts.
The stage settings were exceedingly elaborate and would do credit
The scenes
to the most careful and costly English productions.
were wonderfully managed and the costumes and grouping admirable. But in its ensemble the performance impressed one as
being too hurried. To a French listener not thoroughly familiar
with the story, the effect was frequently one of confusion, which
was shown by the faint laughter with which one or two climaxes
were received. It was a long way from the "Lear" of English
scenes,

thus for the

members of the company."
Her independence was character-

life.

Without genius, the

And

;

essayed the part of Lady Macbeth,
fortunately to the satisfaction of

gainsay a lovable femininity the
broad, pure brow with its record
of a noble

first

appearance as Lady Macl>eth. "1
was a tall, thin, lanky girl at the

Indeed, placing the
these two famous

by

costumes for her

The actress threw too much animation, too much
modern "go" into the action. The sword play was rapid, bodies
fell at a stroke.
Regan and Goneril trembled, hated, shrieked,
and
killed
with the Frenchwoman's hysterical celerity,
plotted
and the lines were spoken too fast. The scene in which Gloucester's eyes were put out was terrific in its realism, although
But touchingly beautiful was the scene in
slightly overacted.
which Lear awakens to find Cordelia watching over him. The
lines, "Vous me pardonnerez
je suis vieux," brought tears to
the eyes of many. Gloucester's fall from the supposed cliff seemed
also to be ill-understood by the audience, although a more serious
and intelligent appreciation was shown in the stalls and boxes
tradition.

;

than

in the galleries.

M.

Antoine, of course, took the title role and the part of Corwas acted with poetic feeling by Mile. Mery. The critics
are unanimous in praising Antoine's impersonation, and while
it is a
long way from the Lear of English tradition, he gave
a masterly performance. He seemed fully in tune with the spirit
of the drama, his diction was impressive, his appearance dignified, and his betrayal of the pathetic aged figure most effective.
His conception, if it may be criticised at all, departs radically
from tradition in this that the actor shows the old monarch's
delia

inner emotion and terrible humiliation of fallen power, rather than
the tempestuous wrath and majestic grandeur with which the

mad king meets

his misfortunes.

F. IRVIN.

K.N.Mydfe.

Tfi

Syndicate Manager's

Awakening
By

DELMAR'S
rounded on

face

JAMES

M

was a study as he sat in his office surupon pile of manuscripts which lay
on the floor, on chairs, shelves, in

sides with pile
scattered about, on the desk,

NOF-MAN

all

wherever a resting place could be found in that room of chaotic
disorder and confusion.
All had been cast aside as worthless, totally unfit for the great object in
view that of a play fitting in its dramatic powers to grace the stage of
And now that he
the Syndicate's opening of the magnificent Coliseum.
had reached the end of his labors, which had been in vain, the attitude of
fact,

;

the

Syndicate's

was

representative

pitiful

in

extreme.

the

The

clean-

shaven lips were tightly compressed, the eyes dilated and bloodshot, the
cheeks white and drawn, the thin, black hair, moist with perspiration,
pushed back over the forehead in a straggling, bedraggled, stringy-like
The whole aspect defashion, the breathing coming hard and labored.
noting that of a

man on

and irretrievable

ruin,

the verge of utter
hopeless desolation,

DOUGLASS

work of well-known dramatists."
The visitor followed the circling sweep of
soft flush mounted to his dark, handsome

the

a

hovered around his

a smile

rest,

Norman Delmar had

his desk laboring,

at

and now as the

Norman Delmar again spoke.
"Let me see what you have got
The visitor drew from under

filtered
its

ing

man
arms

brown
twine.

there," reaching out his hand.
arm a folded newspaper, which

eyes said wearily

"Your

first

My

may

play

ments that

success

that.

man

worthless

is

ex-

the

in

a

sorry, for

play that

think

I

would

"

all

have a good

I

just suit you.

it

say that," interrupted the

I

man-

is

Delmar's

nocturnal

visitor

smiled

pleasantly as he crossed the room
quietly closed the door behind him.
Otto Sarony Co.

Member

******

GRACE HAYWARD

of the Ferris Stock Company of Minneapolis. Miss Hayward will star
next season in her own production of 'Graustark"

than
in !"

Norman Delmar

He was aware

vous, jerky tone and without looking up.
Then came the answer of the caller, spoken in a voice soft and trem-

ulous with anticipated hope.
"I have taken the liberty of bringing you the manuscript of a play in

and

was

late that night when the Syndimanager reached his home in WashThe house was in darkington Hei.qhts.
It

cate's

ness save for a single light which burned in the hall, and as he let himself
in with his night key, he turned up the gas and noticed there were several

telegrams and letters lying on the hall table.
Naturally his inclination was to open the telegrams
his

sister's

first,

handwriting attracted his attention, and as

but a letter

she,

too,

in

would

rise or fall at his success or failure to secure a fitting play for the great

event, he eagerly broke the seal,

DEAR NORMAN

and

this

is

what ho read

:

:

you haven't selected a play for the Coliseum's opening, secure the play
called
Da y Dreams" without fail. 'It is a great play and the leading
Ml.'ntll a n C na rt- is
tc incf the t H inn- f-ir- t-i-m
ll
ntnl n n 1-mr
.*
woman's
part
just
thing for me. I will make a big hit in it and
your managerial career will have an auspicious start. The author is a
(Continued on page xiii.)
If

the hope

"Play?

for

an old story."
"Very well, Mr. Delmar, I wish you goodday," and carefully placing his manuscript
between the folds of his newspaper, Nor-

again
of the door opening
man pass silently but swiftly across
the intervening space until he stood at the opposite side of his desk.
"Well !" came the monosyllable from the lips of the manager in a ner-

crazy?

am

"They

came a timid
knock on the door. All his clerks had left,
there was no one to usher in a caller, be-

relapsed into semi-unconsciousness.
noiselessly and the figure of a young

valuable

too

conditions

ager;

do?

an impatient "Come

is

detail

these

might add

a great

more determined

time

little

the imagination of either manager or
and the play that does not fulfill

"I

In the midst of his reveries

and

his

;

player,

play

lasting slur on his own aspirations at
the very beginning of his new career. What

at last, with

lack the professional requiretrained dramatist would be

treme."

and

and

can give

I

must be written
black and white, nothing must be

in

left to

put on an old play and to accept the first
alternative would mean thousands of dol-

louder

a

Every

down

things left, to postpone the original date set
It would be madness to
for the opening.

little

regret

I

is

an author

which his superior
judgment and foresight had obtained, gave
way to bitter disappointment and despair.
He had exhausted the list of known native
dramatists, it was too late to secure a
foreign play, and there was only one of two

before,

absolutely indisis useless to me

dear

vise all

rivals

he wasn't in a mood to be disturbed,
so he paid no attention to the interruption.
The knocking was repeated, this time a

It

A
sir, it matters everything.
not supposed to correct and rethe little mistakes and omissions of

"My

sides,

is

matter?"

manager

to

that

I

crude,
in
that

is

able to give it, but if the plot, scenes and
characters are striking in their originality.
what does a little defect of stage business

before his gladdened gaze on the day following, the veiled but nevertheless spon-

was he

learn.

you no encouragement."
"But surely, Mr. Delmar, you would not
condemn my play until you have read it ?

encomiums of the mighty press dancing

management and

his head.

friend,

dramatic touch

Visions of that glorious opening night,
with the plaudits of an enraptured audience ringing in his ears, the unstinted

loss to the

suppose."

pensable to every play.
in such a condition, and

;

lars'

I

you have a lot to
can see at a glance that your play
amateurish, and totally lacking

"My

blerful of the cooling, but in his nervous

great

:

play,

The manager shook

sat

and thoroughly weakened condition highly
dangerous, draught then half stumbling back
to his desk, sat and gazed vacantly into space.

the

page

"Yes."

where the ice
water stood, gulped down a large tum-

at

to the title

Allowing the pages of the manuscript to slip through his fingers meNorman Delmar returned it to his visitor,
leaned back in his chair and half closing his

to

many

coarse

a

chanically and without a stop

of the fiery orb

taneous congratulations of his

he

his

watched the face of the great man as he carelessly turned
and cast of characters.

rose unsteadily to his feet, grasped the
of his chair for a moment, and tot-

room

when

in a reply

paper, the pages being fastened together in three places with rough
Placing the manuscript in those outstretched hands the visitor

through the Venetian blinds, castlurid light on the scene, the great

tering across the

ihe faint semblance of

opened and produced a manuscript, the cover of which was

fuming and sweating,

last rays

face,

which were half framed

lips,

complete wretchedness. The day had been
All day long, without a
hot and sultry.

moment's

ihose shirt-sleeved arms and

in his seat.
"Heavens, man, are Jyou
waving his arms in a sweeping motion
stuff you see lying about are plays.
All

Play?" starting nervously

Do you

see all these?"

around the room.

"All this

'.'

tl-t

.

I

-

l-i

,

,->

, .
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FASHIONS ON THE STAGE
show girl's gown of to-day is the copyist's model of to-morrow
therefore the pretty frocks worn by prettier show girls and described
in this issue should have much interest for our women readers.
The
;

THE

gowns shown
In

all

arc the very newest of French fancies in feminine frills.
big theatrical productions where masses of color are grouped for a

general effect,
noticeable that

most
sult

is

it

the

repleasing
obtained by

is

groups of gowns in
one hue, though the
modification of trimin a lighter

ming

darker

or

tone of the

same

shade

al-

is

ways

permissible,
not to say desirable.
This is even true

Nordland"

Lew

at

gowns

is

in

Each

one
is

a

of

the

and the

effect

twice as striking

as

would have
had these

it

been

gowns

been

de-

signed after separate models.
"Flor-

odora"

was proba-

bly the

first

of the

musical comedies to

go

for the even-

in

feminine fashion.
This is not to be a
in

me

let

not

did

which
have its

of

would be

model

as an

oyster

waiting

followed

the Florodora evening gowns, they were,

as

will

be re-

has

the

cedent and

preheld as

a piece de resistance

a

number of

stun-

ning model dresses,
to be exhibited upon

many

as

models

stunning

just the
precise moment that
in a legitimate play
would present a big
at

climax.

And

we

wait with pleasurable anticipation for
"situation"

this

new

each

At

in

musical

Weber

the

Hall,

the

witching moment ocMiss
when
curs
TJ \A

A

~~A

*!,

(2)

Handsome

cloak of pale tan cloth worn by Miss Harriet Forsythe in
It

chic

little

Miss Mc-

surKenzie sing,
rounded by stage beauties.

And

Happened

In

Nordland"

a threegives one rather the sensation of
at once.
try to see all the beautiful frocks
the smart
at Fields' the stirring episode is left for the last act, when
court ladies, looking each one like a page from
a French fashion book, stand at bay before a

ring circus to

salt.

mu-

comedy

piece

not

frocks

a

audience, every

Music

sical

digress
the

Since

Florodora

climactic

a

is

array

-

not

not to be interested

comedy.

episode in the play.
Since then, the mu-

EMOLLIENT

if

pretends

consistent,

ing gown as a sort
of mental shock
that

to

himself that

nothing

is

the

who

human

flatters

he

so

illogical,

sical

shown

are

one time,

other,

revert

he

male

dazzled

Happened

duplicate

To

and then to object
to the bills, would

act of "It

group.

stew without

admire pretty clothes,

further.

at

theatre-goers,

pay

the group of court
costumes in the last

ing

women

to

To

them.

for

discussion of meta-

Six stunning even-

frocks with which to edify

have

they

physics, however, so

Fields' Theatre.

of soft, pale blue silk with trimming of violet velvet worn by
"
Miss Indicia Arnold in "It Happened in Nordland

Some
Indeed, men are as fond of seeing pretty frocks as are women.
of them admit the soft impeachment, others deny it as a matter of principle

where

scenes

in

Gown

element?

evening gowns are
worn, as proven by

of

(1)

membered, the very smartest models, and wede approved instanter by the
feminine portion of the audience, and who shall say not by the masculine

HEALING -ANTISEPTIC

sit

in

front

It

and

battalion of levelled opera glasses.
And here we are again at the point of conthe
sidering groups of one color. These gowns of

court ladies are precisely alike and wonderfully
The one reproduced here so beautifully
effective.

worn by Miss Harriet Forsythe. It will more
than bear description and might be copied very
(See Fig.
effectively in other colors and materials.
It is cut princessc, with a long, very full
3.)
The entire body of the gown is of light
train.
is

green sequins or scales, which end in the deep
flounce of ermine at the hem of the skirt. This

ermine flounce
the train.

is

The

graduated

at the back,

decollete bodice

is

of the scales, the other side being
pink velvet of a lightish shade.

A

resume of the

shown

forming
formed half

filled

style of several years

in

with

ago

is

or rather the sleeve (there
other arm has two bands of

in the sleeves

The
is only one).
green satin applique in pearls in the "place where
the sleeve ought to be."
Just below the knee, on the left side of the

FOR THE TOILET BATH AND SHAMPOO

gown, there is a large bow-knot of rhinestones,
and clusters of the same jewels are used as embellishment on the bodice and at intervals around
A festoon of pearls is a
the ermine flounce.
The sleeve,
further garniture on the bodice.
which does not show in the photograph, is a
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double puff, scaled with the green sequins. Long white mousquetaire gloves are worn.
Another
court costume of equal beauty is worn by Miss Helena Fredericks as Miss Hicks, the First Secretary
of the American Embassy in "Nordland."
The foundation of this frock is of rose pink taffeta, with

an over-dress of white net applique

in lace.

The bodice

is

trimmed with

lace

and has a pointed

girdle.

The

sleeves are short, puffed affairs of the taffeta and net with lace applique.
The most striking
feature of this gown is the train cut in full court length and made of heavy satin duchesse embossed
with large groups of Prince of Wales feathers in white velvet.

A smart model for a dancing frock is also in pink and is worn by Miss Billie Norton. It is cut in
dancing length and made with a full, silk-dotted net skirt of three ruffles, over a foundation of
pale pink taffeta. The edge of the foundation skirt has several rows of narrow ruffles, and chiffon of
the same shade is used for ruffles under the hem.
The bodice is fully bloused with short, puffed
rosebud sprays. The same flowers are worn in the
worn by Miss Norton. The skirt is of white silk
mousseline over a foundation of burnt orange taffeta. The pointed bodice of black velvet is cut with
a square decolletage. An over-jacket of heavy white lace covers it in Eton effect, opening in front to
give the effect of a vest. The front of the bodice has two rows of rhinestone buttons, which form a
"V" and accentuate the pointed effect. The lace sleeves are elbow-length. This is an especially
desirable model for an afternoon costume. The skirt is
formed of three corded ruffles of the white mousseline.
Colonial yellow has been
used in the exquisite frock

and the garniture of bodice and

sleeves

In the

hair.

" No more

Put a

us as the dressmaker has
our 'Pneu* Woman.*'

'fittings' lor

"PNEU" WOMAN

lining, inflate,

in

and your second

your waist
self

stands

Demonstrations at our parlor.
guarantee satisfaction.

before you.

We

act a rather striking

skirt is

gown

is

worn by Miss Forsythe when
she appears as one of the
"Beauty Samples" in Act I.
This gown is of peau de soie
and taffeta in the smart yellow shade so much affected
The skirt, which
at present.

"PNEU" FORM COMPANY
156 Fifth Avenue
A. De Los Smith

first

New York

en

is

has lace motifs

train,

and a further

garniture of
great spreading bow-knots of
The bodice
yellow chiffon.

has puffed sleeves in elbowlength and a pointed bodice,
with a "V" in rhinestone but-

A berthe of dainty chiffon in the same shade is tied

tons.

corsage in a soft bow.
Berthe and bow have an applique of soft cream lace. The
at the

worn with

hat

ation"

costume
women's

this

some
represents
idea of Heaven. It

is

a "cre-

very truth of Co-

in

lonial

yellow velvet, jewelwrought, and having besides
a
great crumpled bow of
twisted velvet at one side,
two stunning white ostrich
plumes, one of which droops
over the shouk'er.
Miss Indiola Arnold as the

"Duchesse

Helene"

is

seen

(Fig. i) in a dream of a frock.
It is of soft, pale blue silk.

Corset La Joie

The skirt has
made in three
ily

a train

and

is

flounces, heav-

embroidered

in

self-color,

and each flounce edged with
two narrow ruffles of chiffon
and taffeta.
The bodice,
which has a square decolis

letage,

simply

made with

slight fullness at the corsage.

The

girdle

of light violet

is

velvet.

The

material

finishes

elbow sleeves
have narrow pipings of the
violet velvet and the same

in

knot

at

the

the

sleeves

and

a soft twist

elbow.

The

is
decolletage
outlined with gath-

ered chiffon

in

the

1

pale blue and the
hat is pale blue chiffon with white ostrich plumes.

Miss

Miss H. C.
21

West 30tK

Street

Josephine

Karlin, as another
of the "Beauty Sam-

Watson
NEW YORK
WHEN

pies"

in

the

play, wears a

same

(3)

Princes evening gown of green sequins ermine and having rhinestones garniture.
Harriet Forsythe in "It Happened in Nordland"

soft.
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Worn

by Mill
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gown of lavender silk. The
made very full, with four tucks

graceful
skirt

is

Vll

trained
in the

Muir's

which flare from the depth of six inches,
a style which only slim girls can ccpy. A new
front

slashed side, with three
gown
graduated tucks above the hem. The slashed side
is
really a cut-out piece which opens over a
feature of this

is

its

arranged

stole

in a fall at the

elbow.

which

either

ends,

back.

fall

at

Each of these ends has

velvet shade.

A

hat of violet

Very good-looking
in the

made very

sleeves

They are trimmed with

puffed.
is

elbow

has

is

The

wherever

meet and
everywhere meets
friends

girdle has
front and

friends

wide border of
chiffon is worn.
a

"Your Health"

the cloak (Fig. 2) worn
It is of pale

prologue by Miss Forsythe.

A

delicious, sparkling,
appetizing beverage, as

tan cloth, cut three-quarter length in the circular
or umbrella style.
There are immense sleeves

from an epauletted shoulder, which
is made of the corded cloth and chiffon.
The fullness is gathered at the wrist into wide cuffs, also
corded, and the same form of trimming edges
the garment, which affords a smart model for
hanging

found

Is

and
which

full

chiffon,

side,

Scotch Ale

"~vt

The

foundation of lavender chiffon in wide tucks.
bodice

A

full

evening wear.

Hall's Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer. Always restores color to gra y
hair. The hair grows rapidly, stops
coming out, does not split at the ends,

keeps soft and smooth.
For the whiskers and moustache

known

us

BUCKINGHAM'S

we make

a

wholesome as it is pure,
and more healthful than
English hop ales. Mud's
is a barley malt brew
bottled in stoneware in Edinburgh for over 124 years.

BE SURE

MUIR'S

IT'S

SOLD EVERYWHERE

Dye

I)VK. It colors instantly
R. P. HALL & CO.,

a rich brown or a soft black.
Nashua. N. H.

Acker, Merrall

M****tt**X**l*XWM*

*

&

Condit Co., Sole Agents

TEN CENTS
in

stamps will bring you by mail a sample jar

of th-

CELEBRATED

Mothers!

SIMON
CREME
WORLD RENOWNED
FOR ITS
BEAUTIFYING PROPERTIES

IT
" Kf
LI1 V

IT*
'

FOR SOFTENING OR
WHITENING THE SKIN.
ABSOLU ELY
HYGIENIC AND HARMLESS
I

hljjh jrrailr tirumristx. JarM, three HlzeH,
SUr., ISr. and 81. OO.
Illustrated booklet (Round the World With Creme
Sitnon) with each sample jar worth loc, alone.
u "' Age nt 2
8t *t '

Sells at all

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup
baa been used for over SIXTY YEARS by MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHILDREN
while TEETHING, with PERFECT SUCCESS.
SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFTENS the GUMS,
4J.LAYS all PAIN CURES WIND COLIC, and

CEO.

WALLAU,

U.

H y

0""

It

;

a the

for DIARRHCEA. Sold by
Druggists in every part of the world. Be rate
and ask for "Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup,"
and take no other kind. Twenty-five Cta, a bottl

best

remedy

**************

"

Woman Beautiful

Beauty
craves

a priceless possession that every woman
chief element is a clear, healthy, well-

is

and

'

its

uourished skin.

Thousands of the most beautiful
have foutid

women

in

America

OXZYN BALM

for preserving and beautifying the
feeds the skin removes all blemishes and
it clear and healthy, and is the only
preparation of the kind which will not cause hair to grow
on the face.
We stand back of Oxzyn Balm as we stand back of all
our toilet preparations with an absolute guarantee to refund purchase price if not entirely satisfactory. Prices. 25C,
500 and $1.00 per jar; of dealers or by mail of us post-paid.

an unrivalled means
complexion.

Frock of champagne colored cloth worn by Mile. R. Desprez

Mailed FREE onRequest
JAMCS

Two

other

gestions
is

worn

It

is

of

for

by

illustrations

spring

shown

gowns.

Mile.

Desprez,
champagne colored

afford

One

of
Fig.

(see
cloth,

full
sleeves, which are tight
elbow and have the favorite French

new

with

V/CK'S

SONS 3l8MwN5r.ffocHCsra.Ny/

sugthese

It

flabbiness

makes

OXZYN

CO.

878 Broadway, N. Y.

IV.).
the

below the
above

"flot"

The bodice is exceedingly pretty, made
with a French back, but having in front straps
of the material which open over a lace blouse.
These straps, which begin in the shoulder seams,
the wrist.

fasten with a large crocheted button at the voke.
wide-pointed girdle of the cloth starts from the

A

underarm seam, and fastens with a suede-covered
buckle which matches the cloth. The straps are
extended from the bodice, stitched over the girdle
and continued in box pleats down the skirt, which
A
is cut walking length and has a decided flare.
dainty coat is worn by Mile. Dorgere (Fig. V.).
It

is

of

pale,

tan-colored

velvet

applique

SHAMPOO

HAIR, TONIC

3 superior preparation 'which thoroughly
cleanses the scalp and removes dandruff

presents the formation of dandruff, keeps
the scalp tn an aseptic condition, invigorates the roots of the hair, presents It from

luithout

falling

is

making the hair dry or

brittle.

Carplnc Shampoo, 25c. the Bottle.

out,

And promotes

Carplne H.ir Tonic.SOc. and

/r DOES JVOT J>ISCOLOH> NOH>PtA.KE THE HAIR.

the

$1 .00

gnrwth.
1

he Bottle .

GKEASY

with

and gold bullion and turquoises, and designed to wear as a jacket over a cream lace
blouse and pleated skirt of pastel blue voile.
Actresses and busy women who have little time
to spare to be fitted at the modistes will welcome
a new invention, which is just now on the market.
This is a pneumatic combination bodice and hip
silver

WHEN

The chief ingredient of Carpine Hair Tonic is Pitocarpine, the acii<ve
a. drug
extensfbely used by the native 'women o,

principle ofjaborandi;

Brazil, <cuho are noted for their luxuriant

growth of

For sale by leading druggists.
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Vlll

Hydrozone
CURES

SORE THROAT
action

Its

is

No burning

immediate and painless.

No

or cauterizing.

HYDROZONE is

injurious effect possible.

a scientific germicide, indorsed and successfully used
for the past fourteen years. Sold by best druggists.
physicians
leading

by

TRIAL BOTTLE FREE

out

Beware of preparations
my signature on label

Mail

with similar

None genuine with-

names.

:

coupon

to
Please send free

Charles Marchand,

57

Prince

HydrOZOne,

bottle of

trial

and booklet on prevention and cure of

St.,

disease.

Name

New York Cit,y

Street

Requests unaccompanied by coupon will
be ignored.

Good only
Feb'y,

Only one

trial battle free

City

for

'05.

Slate

to each family

WRITE LEGIBLY

(1)

(5)^Shortvelvet coat appliqugd with silver and gold colored bullion
"and wrought with jewels worn by Mile. Dorgere

Seaboard Air Line Railway
through FLORIDA

to

and

via

Southern Pines

from $1,000,000

Tourist

Stop-over

Tickets

prox-ide

both
Privileges
and returning.

Commencing January

going

gth, 1905, the

SEABOARD

FLORIDA
LIMITED
resume daily service (including
Sunday), leaving

New York
-~

12.25

St.

noon, arriving

Augustine

2.10 p. in.

the following day.

This famous train, composed entirely of
Pullmans
comprising Compartment and
Drawing-room Sleepers, Dining and Observawill run on an independent
tion Club Cars

Quickest.

Time over

For Winter Resort booklets giving
apply

EDWARD

F.

to

full

agents of this or connecting

COST

the

the Shortest

PORTSMOUTH.

VA.

Route.

information,
lines, or to

CHARLES

2d Vice-President

City of Grea.t Hotels

Pinehurst*

Winter

making

a.

during the past three years more
than thirty new fire-proof hotels have been constructed in the city of New York, at a cost of

and ot*her resorts

schedule,

New York

to $3,000,000 each,

and that more

than twenty-five more of these costly edifices are
under construction or in contemplation.
still
Perhaps the most famous of all the hotel proprietors of the old school in New York City is
the Hon. James H. Breslin, formerly President
of the Hotel Keepers' Association, at one time
proprietor of the Grand Union, at Saratoga, and
whose highest reputation in New York City was
made as proprietor of the old Gilsey House on
Broadway, and more recently of the Wolcott.
In his honor, the latest Broadway hotel, the
magnificent million-dollar structure at Twentyninth Street, across the way from the old Gilsey
and just completed, has been named the Breslin.
He is President of the company which has built
it.
George T. Stockham is the Vice-President
and General Manager. The decorations of the
Breslin are in most exquisite taste, and some
of the state apartments are a revelation of gilt,
Maids in black uniform for
crystal and color.
women guests, a hunting-room with a grill for
men, a dining-room, which is a replica of the
salon of a French cnateau, are among the unique
features of this exceedingly attractive and absomakes our
It
lutely fire-proof establishment.
old friend Breslin once again a winner.

new

Credit to Otto

Sarony Co.

In the last issue of THE THEATRE MAGAZINE,
by an oversight, no credit was given to the Otto
Sarony Co., photographers of Broadway, New
York, under their photograph of Miss Lotta Faust,
reproduced in color on our front cover. The error
is herewith acknowledged and apologies tendered.

Books Received

THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM. A
B.

RYAN

Gen'l Passgr. Agent

Miracle
Reconstructed from old English cycles
by CHARLES MILLS GAYLEY. With old wood
Co.
cuts. New York: Fox, Duffield

Play.

&

THE HOLY

CITY.

A Drama

in

By THOMAS W. BROADHURST.
W. Jacobs & Co.

Geo.

WHEN

MARBLE.

It is said that

Camden

-

of the ?ex w.io will he glad to have their

ANNA

THREE DAILY TRAINS

*

many

gowns made by "absent treatment," as it were.
The form sells for $12.50, including the stand.

THE DIRECT ROUTE SOUTH

will

form, which may be inflated to fill a dress lining
and then kept for future fittings. The inventor
must have a sense of humor, for he calls his dress
form "the Pneu-Wonian." Certainly there are
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Blank Verse.
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Romance of a London Theatre

29th

Broadway
Now
its

St.

that the

name,

Haymarket Theatre, the third of
being reconstructed, one is reminded
that is interesting in the history of its
is

of much
predecessors. It was at the Haymarkft, we read,
that in 1749 people were invited to come and
see a wonderful "conjurer who would jump into
a quart pot."
The "Little Theatre," as it was
then called, was packed to the doors excited and
;

thousands were clamoring and
disappointed
pushing outside for admission all London was,
in fact, in a fever of excitement over such an
unheard-of feat.
And when, after waiting for
an hour or so, no conjurer made his appearance,
and the crowds realized that they were the victims of a hoax, a terrible riot resulted, and the
theatre was completely wrecked.
The original Haymarket was a very modest
edifice, built and equipped in 1720 by John Potter
at a total cost, including decorations, scenery, and
dresses, of 1,500, and it was leased to a company
of French actors, the "French Comedians of His
Grace the Duke of Montague," the perpetrator,
by the way, of the hoax we have described.
Later it came into the hands of Fielding, the
famous novelist, whose plays were produced there
by a company described as "The Great Mogul's
Company, recently dropped from the clouds."
But its palmy days came with the reign of
Foote, the great comedian and mimic, whose
"screaming entertainments," known as "Foote
Giving Tea," etc., filled the house with fashionable and delighted crowds.
Many capital stories
are told of Foote in connection with his Haymarket tendency. One day the Duke of Cumberland found his way into the green-room of
the theatre. "Well, here I am. Foote." he greeted
the comedian, "ready to swallow all your good

"Your Royal Highness must have

things."
digestion
I
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the

answered Foote, "for
never knew you to throw anything up again."
of an

ostrich,"

Foote's reign at the

Haymarket

lasted nearly

thirty years, and, although he had the misfortune to lose one of his legs through a riding
accident, "with the aid of a cork leg he performed his former characters with no less agility
and spirit than before, and continued by his
laughable performances to draw together crowded houses."
practically rebuilt the theatre
and raised it to such a height of prosperity that
when he retired in 1776 he was able to dispose
of his interest in it to George Colman for an an-

He

nuity of

1.600.

was during Foote's reign that "Romeo"
Coates made his one and only appearance on the
Coates was an
boards of a London Theatre.
eccentric West Indian gentleman of wealth, who
It

thought he had been born to be a -'eat actor, and
he engaged the Havmarket to make his appearThe theatre was crowded to
ance as Romeo.
suffocation with people anxious to "see _the fun,"
and they had a splendid return for their monev.
The first glimpse of Romeo as he strode on the
stage sent them into convulsions of laughter. He
was dressed in a cloak of sky-blue silk ablaze
with spangles, red pantaloons, and a white muslin
vest
while on his head he wore a Charles IT.
wig crowned by an opera hat. This was funny
enough, but better was to follow: for his voice,
gestures, and ridiculous conception generally of
the character kept the audience in such peals of
laughter that "many actually groveled on the
floor, and others hnd to be carried out quite limp
and exhausted." This was the beginning and end
of "Romeo" Coates as he was ever -afterwards
known as an actor: and it was not long before
he wiped the dust of unappreciative London off
;

At Meal Time
To

stomach in the
necessary process of fermentation, which we call
digestion take a wine glass of
assist the gastric juices of the

his feet forever.

On February 3rd, 1794. the theatre was the
When the pit
scene of an alarming occurrence.
door was opened so great was the crush that
scores of persons were trampled under foot, and
no fewer than twenty, including two of the
heralds, were killed.
Tn was in iR2O that the

TRADE MARK.
theatre which Foote

and Coates had made famous was pulled down,
and its successor, so well -known to many of us.

was

new

theatre that
"Paul Pry" was first produced, with Liston.
William Farren. Mrs. Glover, and Mme. Vestris
in the cast: and in later vears such famous actors
as Macreadv. Charles Kean. Sheridan Knowles
Buckstone, Miss Helen Faucit. Mrs. Stirling, and
manv another have ministered to the delight of

renlaced

it.

It

in

hundreds of thousands.
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Justin Huntly M'Carthy on Irish

Character
Huntly

M'Carthy,

dramatist, novelist,
of books on
of Irish History,"
"Ireland Since the Union," etc. As a student of
Irish character, his views here given are of in-

Justin

and

historian, .has written a
Ireland, including "Outline

number

terest.

"The average conception of
man," he

r.T'MBIA automobiles are
nade In our own works,

Tlie

roU'MHIA

for

line

wholly

inchi.lt.-s

I'.'do
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Tonueau, (1. 750; li-14 H. 1'. S-c.vllnder Uiumline Touneau,
" de luxe"
Kle.-trii! Victoria-Phaeton with hood and
;
ijl.:
features throughout, the handsomest and most efficient light
nic r:irri:ii:e ever offered to the public, $1,350; light
Kledric Town Carriages of the
KU-.lric Kunabout, $90O ;
coach class ami Commercial Vehicles.

was writing and acting in his admirable Irish
dramas, he was one of the greatest successes of
his day."
"It is said,

\Ve issue three ratelogUM describing reflectively Columbia
Cars. Cttliim-.ia Klectric Carriages, and Columbia
Btith in |.rint and
Elect Hi- IVliverv Wap.ns ami Trucks.
>l,il^
ka
11
illustration these are the most artistic
ln writing pleiise atute which
evt-r (iistril)iilcil.

Mr. M'Carthy," I interposed, "that
Englishmen simply will not travel in Ireiand and

Gasoline

!

study Irish character there at first-hand."
"I have not myself been in Ireland for some
years," he replied, "but, so far as my experience

is ili-sire.l.

goes,

A Large

Irish-

ceptions
sible stage Irishman is responsible for much of
I am delighted to learn that in the United
this.
States many large and influential bodies of Irishmen are refusing to attend any playhouse in
which the conventional stage Irishman is permitted to appear.
"It has long been my wish to write a play about
Ireland, and I am at present engaged on one in
which the leading figure is an Irishman, although
the scene is not laid in Ireland.
"Irish plays would be popular in England if
When Dion Boucicault
they were good plays.

thnt uniformity of excelle
materials ami workmanship which has
built up the Coliitnliia name an. I reputation.

the typical

said, "is as inaccurate as average conThe grotesque and imposusually are.

have found that Englishmen do travel

I

a considerate host serve guessdrinks to his guests? Of
not.
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work
course
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Lately seen with Kyrle Bellew in "Raffles"

very considerably in Ireland, especially those who
are fond of fishing. Undoubtedly, the more English people travel in Ireland the more knowledge
they will gain of the real Irish character."
\Ve then discussed certain Irishmen and women
who have achieved fame in the arts and professions generally.
"There are several admirable Irish novelists of
"for the
the present day," said Mr. M'Carthy

GRAND PRIZE

;

women Miss
enough,
Crotty, Miss Jane Barlow, and the brilliant authoress of 'The Real Charlotte' and 'The Experiences of an Irish Resident Magistrate.'
most

part,

curiously

AWARDED TO

STOLL&CO

Miss Ada
Rehan.
Though she has made her fame in
America, she is of Irish birth and parentage.
She is, I believe, one of the greatest actresses of
our time.
"And as for Irishmen in art there was Foley,
the sculptor.
Surely he was a great artist."

"Among

Irish

actresses

there

is
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COMTLANOT

WHEN

my

opinion the elesaid the old
circus man. "I remember once, many years ago,
when Jacko, who was then under my charge,
showed me one day that he could read."
"Oh, come now," said the listener.
"I'll prove it to you in about two minutes,"
said the trainer.
"Well, as I was saying, the old
fellow got into a scrape with the Bengal tiger,
and before we could get them separated he had
After the scrimmage
his trunk badly damaged.
was over Jacko broke loose and started down the
street fast. 'He's going wild !' somebody shouted.
'Don't you believe it,' says I. Now, where do you
suppose that elephant went to?"
"Went to the surgeon's, I suppose. Can't you
get up a better yarn?"
"No, he didn't go to the surgeon's. He went

"Speaking of animals,

GOOD 25 & 30c TEAS

BEST FANCY

NeLtura.1

phant

is

the cleverest of

in

them

to a little shop where a sign said
'Trunks repaired while you wait.' Of course he
had made a mistake; but what do you expect of
a poor dumb brute?"
Tit Bits.

straight

I

BOTTLED

IN

BONO

|

all,"
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GRAVE RESPONSIBILITY
upon every official who has the management and
The extraordinary care
running of a railroad system.
and numberless precautions taken by the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern Railway in the selection of the most
expert and reliable men to fill the various positions on
rests

road is one of the reasons of their remarkable immunity from accident and is an additional guarantee for

the

the

safety

of the

traveling

public.

The

third performance of the sea-Miii to be
the American Academy of DramaticArts, in the Criterion Theatre. Thursday afternoon, January 26, will include the first English
representation in this country of Sudermann's
four-act play, "Honor."
one-act comedy, by
the well-known Russian writer, Anton Chekhov,
"The Challenge," given for the first time in
English, will precede the longer play.

given

by
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THE CURRENT PLAYS
{Continued from page 34.)
interjected some lyrics and
inal lines, but practically the

songs into the origonly passages which
seemed to amuse the audience were those contributed by the immortal Richard Brinsley, which
is proof enough, if any were needed, of the ex-

MCILHENMY'S

traordinary vitality of this brilliant eight<-< mil
century comedy. Mr. Bangs' lyrics, such as they
Thi> professional humorist could
are. are clever.
never be dull, and Mr. Pentield has shown skill
in
scenes
while
Mr.
stringing the
together,
Sloane's score is musicianly and tuneful. Lillian
Russell looked radiantly beautiful in the title
role, and while in her acting she hardly brings out
all the celebrated role contains, certainly no such
beautiful Lady Teazle ever faced the footlights
before. No wonder Sir Peter lost his head!
be

A MOST DELIGHTFUL SEASON:N(
for

I

respective roles of Joseph and
prisingly well acted by Stanley
Kensselaer Wheeler, and the

harles were sur-

(

Jysters, Soups
Fish, Rvoa.sts
Sa.lfvd Dressings

Hawkins and Van
management has

furnished splendid costumes and scenery.

etc., etc.

The success of the People's 'Theatre, now exclusively devoted to plays in Yiddish, is strikingly
significant of the hold that the drama has upon
those whose lives are led in narrow confines.
Separated, in large measure, by the larger life
surrounding them, still in the transition period
leading to full citizenship and companionship in
political ideas, the Hebrews of the New York
Ghetto are as if dwelling in a strange land. The
imagination needs to be stimulated bv the stage.
For them the plays have an educational value
while serving for entertainment.
At all events,

A drop

or two gives a spicy,
piquant flavor, creates a
en appetite, ami IllHures ifoitit illui-Htlon.
Insist upon Keltlng MrlMIKNXV'S -In ate nearly
haU a century In Ihe leailln* hotels and restaurants and

by the

In-Ht fuinllies

FREE BOOKLET

throughout the land.
of new and unique rectpci.

Addrai
Iberia. La

McILHENNY'S TABASCO. New

the People's Theatre is usually thronged.
The
selection of plays is extremely liberal, including
those of the most 'diverting kind, comedy and
farce, as well as those of the deepest religious
Shakespeare's plays are frequently
significance.
on the bill. Original authorship is not inactive,
and some of the problem plays dealing with modern conditions of life have been notable.
recent production of Zangwill's "Children of the
Ghetto" reveals the fact that the artistic resources of the the;.tre were equal for the purIndeed, in
poses of the play to every demand.
the stage management of details, and in the reproduction externally of the characters familiar
on the East Side, no English-speaking theatre
could have done so well.
Besides, the actors
manifested a reality of sentiment and made the
little points constituting shades of difference in

RED TOP RYE
GOOD WHISKEY

A

expression only possible perhaps to this theatre.
Simulation it was in the very nature of acting,
The
but its closeness to life was uncommon.
fish peddler, the butcher, the cantor, and other

minor characters, were incomparably

true.

The
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Henri Pasdoit, George Beban Hon. Hirataka,
Philip Leigh; Marquis Kioto, Robt. Broderick
Fanny Everett, Adele Ritchie: Jessie, Katie
Barry; Elsie Sturtevant, Julia Sanderson; Mile.
Anita, Eleanor Browning.
;
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many others of its species,
the West, where the cyclones
come from. It is the usual hodge-podge of breezy
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and in which lavish expenditure in stage settings,
gorgeous costumes, clever comedians and attractive chorus girls cover up a conventional book
and score. Somewhat reminiscent of "A Chinese
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arrows.

Despite many futile attempts at imitation, the
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this cast:

Honeymoon." the action is laid partly in California and partly in Japan, where goes a wealthy
American commodore to save his lovely daughter,
Fanny, nicknamed Fantana, from the wiles of
an ardent English lover. The bold Lothario naturally gives pursuit, and after a series of more
or less droll complications, in which a Japanese

all
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It is concise
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"Fantana." Musical comedy, lyrics by
Sam S. Shubert and R. B. Smith music by
Raymond Hubbell. Produced January 14, with
Everett,

Sixty-fourth

been accepted and

LYRIC.

Commodore

up to

Wines from the Brotherhood Vineyard are

Much

of this could not be singled out for individual
praise with reference to artistic training, but individual merit was conspicuous in some of the
leading members of the company. Mrs. Thomasas
B.
as
Hannah;
Thoniashefsky,
helsky
David Brandon; Ben. stein, as Pinchas, a poet;
Gold, as Moses Ansell, a pauper alien; Mrs.
Gudinsky, as Malka, and Miss Celia Feinman, as
Esther, were effective in the highest degree, exercising their art with every evidence of constant
training in it and devotion to it. The stage management of the scenery was at times defective,
but in essential details, "The Children of the
Ghetto" has never been produced with greater
fidelity to the actualities it depicts.

Jefferson

It's
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Cold Cream.
There are many Cold Cream Preparations on the
Some are GOOD others are
market today.
BETTER but Mclnnerney's Is BEST.

The Ingredients of Mclnnerney's Cold Cream nre
and harmless, and when you once use this
preparation you will want no other.
P'ire
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Copyright, 1904. John Mackintosh.

New

Other good qualities in Its favor are its delicate
perfume, smooth whiteness and cooling propertlps.
And it does not cost as much as many of the far
Inferior preparations.

this cast

The Pure and Delicious

Foley, Louis R. Grisel Mrs. Rippingill, Margaret
Illington; Mrs. Webbmarsh, Esther Tittell; Mrs.
Lovette, Elsie De Wolfe; Bates, Florence Wilkin-
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The enormous sales of my Toffee
land (the home of Mackintosh's

in this country anil in EngToffee) have maile it the
wholegreat international candy. It is absolutely pure and
I want to
best
ever
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some, piA the
candy
Be sure
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What

78

Hudson

St.,

To Mme. Caroline.
DEAR MADAME:

son.

Except for the purpose of record, there is no
reason for mentioning this play, which, deprived
of its chief feature, the suggestive dancing doll,
was a complete failure in New York, and withdrawn at the end of two weeks.

N.T.

the famous opera singer\ Madame Suzanne
thinks of Mme. Caroline's f reparations.

Hotel Marlborough,

New

Adams,

York.

Dec.

22, 1903.

The Stratford
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tell you how wonderful I think
Plus Ultra Face Restorer" is. I have
it for two years and find it unexcelled for
the complexion. It makes freckles disappear, the
flesh firm and the face and hands beautifully soft
and white. I should feel my toilet incomplete
without it.
Very truly yours,

must write and

I

your
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Regarding the Bound Copies
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First, Night, at,
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covering a treasure trove. The piece is full of
ballets, songs and rough and tumble fun which
In the pony ballet,
pleases the audience hugely.
the girls have flowing manes and tails like live
The leading parts were in the hands of
ponies.
George Bickel, Harry Watson, Jr., Ed. Lee
Wrothe and Gertrude Hoffman.

The Theatre Magazine, 26 West 33d
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York.
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is known from one end of the civilized world to the other.
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Skilled Attendants

Correspondence Confidential

WHEN

Sample

of

Theatre, in 1251)1

St.,

continues

enjoy the generous patronage of Harlemites
The handsome little playhouse is
and others.
Joe
usually crowded at every performance.
Welch recently was seen on its boards in "Cohen's
Luck," and later appeared "The Burgomaster,"
under the management of W. P. Cullen, with
Oscar L. Figman in the title part. In the company
were Charles Sharp, Oscar B. Ragland, Fred
Bailey, R. J. Moyne, George McKissock, Olga
von Hartzfeldt, Louise Brackett, Harriet Sheldon,
Dorothy Rae, and the Sisters Lockhart.
to

MARK

It will be found
the fashionable
package of the

is

is

The American Theatre has been playing to
packed houses recently. James M. Brophy in "The
Shadows on the Hearth" proved a very popular
attraction, and more recently "Me, Him and I,"
a musical comedy by Willard Holcomb and Max
Hoffman, has been "turning 'em away." Rarely
have the walls of the American Theatre resounded
with such peals of spontaneous laughter as at the
misadventure of the three comic tramps in the
Klondike. They stow away on a private yacht,
finally arrive in Dawson City, and end by dis-

Only a Few Copies to Be Had

for

Play by C. T.
with this cast:

The
a play of American rural life..
conventional and without great interest.
The effort of the producers seems to have been
rather in the direction of presenting a succession
of scenes of rustic felicity, such as a country
dance, country sports, a lynching party in purSome of the character bits are excelsuit, etc.
lent, but otherwise the nlay is not good of its
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MME. CAROLINE
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Thomas A. Wise; Squire Andrews, Samuel Reed;
Old Mat Niles, Arthur Sanders; Si Heckle, Chas.
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and powders.
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YORK.

Frances Stevens; Sadie Heckle, Roso Marston;
Pearl Snyder, Alice Braham.

LOCATION

wishing to prevent and remove wrinkles
and obtain a youthful face and a
clear complexion must use "Ne
Plus Ultra Face Beautifier." A
smooth, inviting countenance takes
kface.

Lake
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Michigan.
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Stedman; Paul Niles, W. S. Hart; Ruth Clayton,
Crystal Herne; Mrs. Martha Selby, Ida Waterman; Sis Durkee, Julie Herne; Polly Hopkins,

Ne

All ladles

:

Seymour Rippingill, Ernest Lawford; Haynes
Webbmarsh, Frank Worthing; Vivian Trood,
Frank Atherley; John Pullinger, J. H. Barnes;

FOR SALE ONLY AT

Mackintosh's Toffee

16.

CRITERION. "A Wife Without a Smile." Farce
W. Pinero. Produced December 19, with

by A.

S9c. L.B.
York.

OLD ENGLISH CANDY

JOHN MACKINTOSH, Dept.

minister and his yacht are mixed up, everything
winds up happily for all concerned. The piece
goes with snap, and some of the songs were encored.
Jefferson de Angelis, who is featured in
this production, had the burden of the fun-making, and he acquitted himself well, so well that he
kept the audience in constant good humor, especially with his imitations of a music leader and
strong man. Mr. de Angelis was run a close race
in the spectator's favor by Katie Barry, who was
excruciatingly funny as Jessie, a comic maid.
Others in the cast who helped the piece were
Adele Ritchie, who was dainty and graceful in
the name part; Hubert Wilkie as the commodore,
Frank Rushworth and Robert Broderick.

four Hair Colored Free

Charles B. Dillingham has made a revival of the
ever lovely "Fatinitza," with Fritzi Scheff in the
What a relief it was once more to
title role.
come in contact with the fresh, frank, refined musiAs the dashing
cal joys of von Suppe's work.
Lieutenant Vladimir, clad in various effective
masculine costumes, Fritzi Scheff pleased the eye.
Of her persistent singing out of tune it is not necessary to dwell upon here. The staging is admirable,
costumes and singers pretty, and the choruses
have been well rehearsed. It is not the management's fault if good voices are difficult to find. The
work of Louis Harrison as "Izzet Pasha" was
conspicuous for its vaudeville tendencies. Albert
Hart, as the amorous old General Kantchukoff
did well and played with commendable reserve.
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Syndicate Manager's Awakening

The

(Continued from page 52.)

my mother's, and being of a
rather independent nature would not permit my
name to be used in his efforts to dispose of his
I only read the play late this afternoon,
play.
and told him to see you at once. I am now
young friend of

on

Xlll

my way

Colorado with mother on a flying
visit.
Will be back in time for rehearsals of "Day
Dreams."
With love,
IRENE.

GABfcER

PIANOS

to

"

'Day Dreams !' 'Day Dreams !' Great Heavens
That is the play that handsome young fellow brought to my office to-night, and whom I
treated in such a shabby manner
What is to
be done? I don't even know the fellow's name.
I cannot learn it from Irene, as I haven't the
remotest idea where she can be reached.
Why
in Heaven's name did she not tell me?
I will
send despatches throughout the whole State of
!

have been made for three generations by one family of artisans

!

Colorado, she

known

to escape them.
I will advertise in all the papers for the author
of 'Day Dreams' and await the result. But great
In the meantime he may take his play
Scott
to some one else
Some one else will take the
trouble to read it, and if so I am lost! For there
can be no mistake that I have carelessly overlooked a gem."
Never was there such a flood of telegrams despatched from the Rialto in decades. Never was
there an advertisement that attracted so much
attention as the one that appeared in all the
dailies asking in big type for the address of the
is

too well

!

!

Throughout the

half century that

Ernest Gabler

&

Brother

have made pianos, nothing

less than the embodiment of the highest ideal possible
creative ability has satisfied, with the result that the genius displayed in
the high type of their product has commanded the admiration of musicians and of
connoisseurs throughout all lands where artistic pianos are known.

to

human

It has been said more than once that the individuality of Gabler Pianos
and the special improvements and inventions found in them have been a source of
emulation throughout the piano industry.

HANDSOME ART CATALOGUE MAILED FREE ON REQUEST
Address
Depl. G.

.

GABLER &

BRO., 109 East 107th St.,

author of "Day Dreams." What did it mean?
Who was the author? Why this hue and cry
aftor him, and who was the interested party in
his whereabouts? There was no answer to these
inquiries that were on everybody's tongue, but
gossip was busy with the name of Norman Delmar, the Syndicate's new manager. That gentleman
sat in his office on the verge of collapse.
He
denied himself to all coiners, and those who were
compelled to have access to his private office on
matters of business went away shaking their
heads at the great change in his appearance, so
different from the bright, alert, and courteous

New York

m

manner that was so characteristic
it became noised about that he was
of those inquiries, and
became apparent when

for
it

was whispered that
was to be postponed

week had

Still there was no word
passed.
from Irene or the much-wanted author of "Day
Dreams." Norman Delmar was in the last stages
of despair. The terrible suspense was killing him.
He no longer had the streneth to pace the floor.
The excitement which had lent an artificial
strength to his already overworked system had
subsided, and in its place came lethargy, listlessness, and a numbness of his mental faculties that

foreboded the beginning of the end.
Towards noon on the sixth day the door of his
room burst open and a vision of feminine loveliness tripped gaily

in.

Norman Delmar raised
made a movement to rise
effort proved too
again in his chair.

the

his haggard eyes and
to greet his sister, but

!

!

!

ous that

I

thought

it

would

be."

"Trick, Irene; what do you mean?"
"Simply, you foolish boy, that you have still
got 'Day Dreams,' although it would be entirely
your fault if some one else had got it. Not only
that, but the piece has been rehearsed privately
every day for the past week; in fact, that is the
reason I went away, and everything works beautiAllow me to congratulate you; your forfully.

tune is made."
"But, how did it happen?"
"Oh, I knew your shortcomings about taking up
a new author, and after your refusal to read
'Day Dreams' it was an easy matter to induce the
author, who, by the way, is a very dear friend
of mine, not mother's, to take the trip to Colorado,
where together we managed the rehearsals, in

which the principal cast is letter perfect."
"But my telegrams?"
"Oh, I got them a hundred, I should
:

J.H.HYDE

JWALEXANDER

VICE

PRESIDENT

PRESIDENT

YOUR HOME,
*?_

much, and he sank back

I did not mean to be so
Norman
Indeed, I did not !" throwing her arms
around her brother's neck. "I could laugh till
the tears came to my eyes at the trick I played
upon you if it wasn't that its effect is more seri-

"Norman

cruel

HENRY B.HYDE

******

the Coliseum's opening night
for lack of a suitable play.

A

of him until
the instigator
reasons that soon

_ii

X

.

j

_

_1C

*

^

are the greatest interests
of your life.
An adequate Endowment
policy in the Equitable will

you
will

die,

and

in either case

provide for that
if

Splendid opportunities for

Write

mortgage

there is one.
to

men

of character to act

GAGE ETARBELL.

<

as representatives.

2nd Vice President

say, at

the least," laughingly.

"Well, Irene, I suppose I deserve all that's
coming. It has taught me a lesson. I would not
go through the same ordeal again for all the
wealth of a Monte Cristo. I will make it a point
never again to refuse to read the play of a new
author."
precisely the object lesson of my little
joke, Norman, and the one thing I am sorry for
is that your punishment should have to be so
severe."
"I have already forgotten it, Irene, in my great
joy at securing the play."

"That

is

WHEN

Send

this

Coupon

for Particular! or write

THE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY OP THE UNITED STATES, 120 Broadway, New
Please send me information regarding an Endowment for $
issued to a man

Name
Address...
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Us 50 Cents
Send name

of your Piano Player tell
us what you want to play
and we will send the roll of Perfection Perforated Music, postpaid, for you to try. or any
of the following high priced rolls for 50 cents:

0-516.

P

503.

William Tell Overture

$3.OO
3.OO
3.0O
3.0O

Muriilo (Allegro de Concert)

O-946. lle of Spice Selections
C 6.
Hungarian Rhapsodic, No. 2

O

98.

Prince of Pilsen Selections

3

0-113. Wizard of Oz Selection!
O-939. Yankee Consul Selections

O 956

Wang

53.

903. Babes In Toyland Selections
14 1 9. Teasing

.

OO

3.0O
3.0O
3.0O
3.0O
3.00

Selections

D

O
P

Blue Danube Waltz

1.25
P-64la. La Paloma (The Dove)
2 SO
D 680. Polly Prim (March and Two-Step). 1.75
P208a. Rosary
75
P 544. Stars and Stripes Forever iMarch) 2.25
This

is a trial offer

and good

for

one

roll

only

Perfection Perforated Music

Hill

saves you half on your music hills.
12,000 selections For All Prominent Player*
and the charge for exchange only 5 cents
for each roll. Permanent end tabs the t>est
Perforated Music at any price the truest
-the most satisfactory dotted expression
mark paper full width flanges nailed and
glued neat, strong boxes
Dept. K.

Perforated Music Roll
25 West 23rd Street.
Music Rolls are
but

-

-

Company

New

in

A.

tell

a

M -Q-

York City

beiiiK cut in price,

we make the best

^ Vll e

is

New York

/';'.)

Margaret Anglin going

to

in her new
play?
not certain. "The Vital Issue" is the
title of the new
play commenced January 16
J.
R., Brooklyn, N. Y.^Q.
(i)
Kindly tell
me the most necessary accomplishments
that a
must
attain in order to secure a
young lady
position in the chorus of light
opera?
A. Youth, good appearance, and a
good voice.
To whom should she apply for such
U- (?)
a position?
A. Apply to the musical director -of different
organizations.
A WASHINGTON SUBSCRIHER. Washington, D. C
What is the route of the "Burgomaster"
Q.

play

Write us the

A

'

i

It is

(

company?
A. See answer to G. E. P.. Providence.
Have you published pictures of that
Q. (2)
production, or of any of its members?
A. No.
A READER, St. Louis, Mo. Q. Kindlv tell nif
with whom and iii what play Maxine
Elliott is
playing this season?
A. Maxine Elliott is playing in "Her Own

Way." and is at present in the tar West
V. B., Washington, D. C. Q. What is the location of the "Bonnie Brier Bush" Co.?
A. It is now touring the West.
CONSTANT READER. South Bend, Ind. Q. (i)
May one submit different manuscripts of the same
play to more than one manager?
A. Send copies to as many
managers as you
please.

What should you do to get a play
Q- (2)
copyrighted ?
A.
Send two copies of your play with $1.00 to
Librarian of Congress. Washington. D. C.
What is the address of Mr. Bennett,
Q. (3)
who photographed Clara Morris in costume of

Unlimited comforts are provided on TIu

"The

Two

Orphans?"

A.

Consult the Brooklyn Directory.
P. D. Q.
Is San Francisco to be inQ. (i)
cluded in the present tour of Julia Marlowe and
E. H. Sothern?
A. Yes, in the spring.
How may a letter be addressed to
Q. (2)

Califiornia

Maude Adams?
A.

New

Limited
who

Buffet-smoking cars for those

enjoy

this season.
E. C. H., Philadelphia. Pa. Q. (i)
Is it
possible for a young man having graduated from
the Empire Theatre Dramatic School to obtain
a position in Mrs. Fiske's stock
company?
A. Many get into Mrs. Fiske
company, but in
a sulxjrdinate position.
Are there greater advantages in the
Q. (2)
New York dramatic schools than in those of
Philadelphia?
A. One indisputable advantage in the New
York schools over those in Philadelphia are that
von have a better chance to get an engagement

For pamphlet of tie train and California trip book, address
General Passenger Office
A. T.
S. F. Ry., Chicago.

a

THE CITIZEN
THE EMPLOYER AND
THE MAN OF FAMILY,

Lawson of Boston
FEBRUARY
BROADWAY MAGAZINE

here.

IN

"
shaking the
Kings of Finance" on their
thrones.
In this article Ihomas W. Lawson is shown to the
public not as the man of affairs
but as the Boston citizen, the country gentleman and the millionaire of maov and
constant
benefactions.
Yards of
Removing Six Million Cubic
in Manhattan Borough is the
story ot a winter s fight with the " snow demon" told by no less an authority than Mr Alfred
P. 1 horley, ist Assistant Snow
Inspector.
The Wives and Daughters of Japan, contributed by William S. Birge
D is a
study of femininity in the Orient by one who has long been a resident in the country 'it is
beautifully and richly illustrated by a series of specially taken photographs,
Reminiscences of Robert Louis Stevenson as a School Boy. is contributed by
fcclmund Lyons, the well-known actor, who sat on the same bench with him in the
Edinburgh
Preparatory Academy. The article is illustrated with a number of early portraits of Stevenson
The Clown Speaks " is by William C. Schrode, the greatest clown since the days of Fox
and the Ravelles. He tells of the vicissitudes and pleasures of the life of a clown.
His People, by Bert Levy, with illustrations by the author, is a
Stranger
vivid and realistic paper describing the
impressions of a young Jewish artist to the East Side
Gnetto
He writes and sketches with a passionate love of
his people stirring his pulses
The
story is a veritable prose poem.
Other articles of interest are Musical America
Victor
Herbert
From
Church Choir to
by
Parsifal, by Marion Weed
The Actor and the Critic, by Nance O'neil besides clever fiction
heart poetry and the usual
theatrical
of
the
month.
carefully compiled
story
10 Cents a. Copy at all Newsstands or from tne Publisher

M

Among

;

;

;
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A. H. O. Is William Bramwell. late of
Murray Hill Stock Co., playing at present?
A. He
Q- (2)

MAIL

(S,

EXPRESS BLDG

,

NEW YORK

A.
Q-

KENWORTHY,

1

14-120

WEST 3OTH

ST.,

NEW

YORK.

starring at present in the

Yes.
("3)

Where

is

Edith

Wynne

Matthison play-

A. In England, with Irving.
A. T. C., San Francisco, Cal.Q. Where is
Charles Macdonald playing now?
A.
have not heard of him for five years.
APPRECIATIVE READER. Q. Would you please
tell me the names of the musical critics on the
N'ew York papers?
A. W. J. Henderson (S,,,,). E. H. Krehbiel
(Tribune). Mr. Ziegler (World). Richard Aidrich (Times). Henry T. Finck (Evening
Post),
August Spanuth (Staats-Zeitung).
A REAPER, Montgomery. Ala. Q. Where and
how shall I be able to secure a criticism of the
dramatization of Dickens' "Tale of Two Cities?"
A. "A Tale of Two Cities" was dramatized

We

and called "The Only Way." It was produced
Herald Square Theatre, this city, Sept. id.
See the New York Herald and 'Tribune of
1809.
Sept. 17, at the Astor Library.
E. G., CONSTANT READER. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Q. Are you going to have an article on Miss
Julia Marlowe, "the woman," as well as "the
at the

actress?"

A.
J.

is

now?

ing

for

PRINTED BY W.

the

West.
Has Julia Marlowe a home on Riverside Drive?

is

Snow

A

Theatre,

Sothern successful

Kyrle Bel lew?
A. Nothing except "Raffles"

Daily, Chicago to Los Angeles and Frisco,
through Southwest Land of Enchantment.
Santa Fe All the Way.

man who

Empire

A. They are.
Is Blanche Bates booked for San
Q. (4)
Francisco in "The Darling of the Gods?"
A.
She played the piece in San Francisco the
week of January gth.
Is there any new play in view for
Q- (5)

'

an intimate personal sketch of the

Frohman,

Are Marlowe and
(3)
in their Shakespearian tour?

cluh luxuries.

is

Chas.

Q.

Compartment Pullmans for those who
seek seclusion; Observation Pullmans for
those -who wish to view the passing show;

SantaFe

Care
York.

Such an
December,

article

was published

in

our issue

1903.
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[The Equitable
Life Assurance Society
Of the United States.
HENRY

Annual Statement,

Forty-fifth

HYDE, FOUNDER.

B.

for the

Year Ending December

ASSETS.
Bonds and Mortgages
Real Estate in

I

Premium Receipts

i

State,

.

2O, 906, 2

.

I

5.

78

$19,1)91,643.00)

Income

DISBURSEMENTS.

Loans secured by Bonds and

Stocks (market value, $^,404,199.00)
.

Cash

14 office

Banks

in

Companies

IO,

21,544,479.69

Endowments

15,989,431.66

Annuities

buildings

.

.........

Balance due from agents

.

.

Accrued

$73,052.53.

Premiums due and

2 2,

65

1

,

980,349.94

1,514,639.90

.

Paid Policyholders
Commissions,

632, 508. 78

$559,456.35).

2,931.305.36

Dividends to Policyholders

6.001.902.51

.

$36,389,047.30

.

advertising,

3.285.73
7.'79>3' 8 -42

postage and exchange

in process

All other disbursements

Deferred Premiums ......

2,631,969.00

We hereby certify

COURSEN,

.

.

500,000.00

.

Disbursements ....

to the correctness of the

H. R.

Auditor.

.

Real Estate Sinking Fund

Total Assets ..... $413,953,020.74
FRANCIS W. JACKSON,

8, 4 2 5 ,95. >4

666. o2

...............

of collection

deferred

d ' vidend pc " icies

Interest and Rents.
(Due

$'8,049,539.35
and

Surrender Values

and Trust

at interest

Death Claims

8o5,OOO.OO

New

Real Estate outside of
York, including

$79,076,695.95

,,

228,339,884.00

.

16,432,859.21

City

and Railroad Bonds and other investments (market value over cost,

Policy Loans

$62,643,836.74

Interest, Rents, etc

York,

including the Equitable Building

United States,

INCOME.
$81,623,709.

New

31, 1004.

$51,968,651.45

above statement.

Assistant Auditor.

A.

W. MAINE, Associate Auditor.

LIABILITIES.

ASSURANCE.

Assurance Fund (or Reserve) $327,738,358.00

INSTALMEKT POLICIES STATED AT THEIR COMMUTKD VALUES.

All other Liabilities

Outstanding Assurance
$1,495,542,892.00

5-4 2O >393-53

Total Liabilities.

.

Surplus

$333>i58,75i-53

New

Assurance,

less

Assurance not taken

$80,794,269.21

$222,920,037.00

.

We

The Reserve as per the independent valuation
hereby certify to the correctness of the above statement.
N. Y. Insurance Department, is $326,523,126. For
Superintendent's certificate see Detailed Statement.

of the

J.

We

(.1.

VAN

CISE, Actuary.

ROB'T HENDERSON,

Assistant Actuary.

have examined the accounts and Assets of the Societv, and

statement.

WM.

A.

WHEELOCK,

V. P.

SNYDEIt,

C.

LEDYARD

BLAIR,

R. G.

HANN,

Associate Actuary.

certify to the correctness of the foregoin"
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Fire Destroys the Printing Plant &f the Theatre Magazine
On Monday, February
March

broke out

in

(Lincoln's

13

Birthday)

THEATRE MAGAZINE was on

issue of the

while the

the press,

fire

our composition rooms and the flames spreading
was soon gutted costly presses, type

rapidly, the entire building

frames, linotype machines, paper, half-tone plates, manuscripts
and those sheets of the magazine already printed, being swallowed
in the fiery gulf.

up

The King

is

dead

;

long

live the

King

What would have

!

been

an irreparable disaster to most magazines less perfectly equipped,
merely stirred us to renewed energy. Phoenix-like, the THEATRE

MAGAZINE
higher

rose from

its

ashes and spread

wings for a

its

still

flight.

Tons of

fine paper,

manuscripts of
''set-up,"

all

many

hundreds of expensive half-tone

advertising cuts,

electros,

On

destroyed by flames or water.

outbreak of the

cuts, the

original articles then in the process of
etc.,

etc.,

were

being
totally

the

morning following the
conflagration chaos was complete, and publication

day not far distant
Thanks, however, to the perfect system in vogue in our editorial
and mechanical departments, the THEATRE MAGAZINE for March
!

The firemen were
appears as usual with only trifling delay.
still battling with the flames when orders were
being telegraphed
paper mills for another supply of paper, the pages destroyed
were being reset at another printer's who had kindly offered us
temporary shelter, the damaged half-tone cuts were being dupli-

to the

cated (our engraving plant working

all night to accomplish the
prodigy), and, thanks to our system of preserving copies of all
articles sent to the printer, no delay or loss was occasioned in that

Appearance of the THEATRE MAGAZINE Printing House
the morning after the fire.

direction.

The
same

editorial

and business

offices,

fortunately, are not in the

THE

building-,

PUBLISHERS.
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New
Two
cently

seen in
Germa.ny.

m

Pla.ys

Awarded

Prizes of

I

6,6OO

Francs; Seven Gold Medals.

plays by distinguished authors have remuch attention in Germany.
attracted
are the Gerhardt Ilauptmann's new drama

These
"Rose Bcrnd" and Sven Lange's drama "Die

Stil-

len Stuben."

"Rose Bernd," which made a profound impresis one of the most appalling tragedies one
can ever hope to witness. It tears at one's heartIt is almost too
strings; racks and rends one.
much to Ix'ar one comes away sick at heart, with
a new and added grief.
Ilauptmann forces us
to face one of the world's most awful stories;
sion,

OUINA-LAROCHE
Universally Recognized as

;

to

realize

that

here

A

absolute verity; absolute

is

we must know

exposition of truths whose reality

Par Excellence.

our sympathies; he drags us
with him into the centre of the world of evil, weakand through the superness, sin and darkness
of.

IK'

pounds

Tonic, Invigorator and Febrifuge

at

Has

received the following testimonial

:

;

human power of his art, his infinite genius and
profound depths of compassion, makes a crowd

HOTEL

sit
through five long acts, watch, listen, sob,
and ever after remember.
Rose Bernd is a peasant girl She is spirited,
handsome, honest. Her father, a puritanical old
farmer living in a village in Silesia has selected
for her a man after his own heart, a young book-

C.ECIL.

STRAND. W.C.

named Keil, sickly, pale, ascetic "with
He is not the man to
face like a prayer-book."
attract Rnsr Itenul, especially as she has been
living away from the paternal influence, in tTTe
house of the Flamms, where she has been caring
for Mrs. Flamm, a very good and lovable woman,
binder

who

for many years has been a helpless invalid.
Mrs. Flamm's husband is the prototype of the
German landowner, young, strong, intelligent,
In short, he is much like Rose
light hearted.
In
Bernd, although socially much her superior.
The consequences of
him she meets her fate.
this guilty love are soon visited upon her, but
fear and shame prevent her from disclosing her
Rose's situation besecret even to her lover.
comes one of torture and suspense. Her father inFrau Flamm,
sists upon a wedding with Keil.

SVKX LAXGE
Rising: Daniph playwright and author ot "Die Stillen
Stuben."
George I'.rat il-'s considers him the master
playwright ot the future. He was recently appointed
stage manager ol the Royal Theatre, openhagen
<

who always proved

to be

TRANSLATION

a kind and motherly

friend and protector to the girl, awakens in her
the burning remorse of her sin.
Her very love
knows no hope. Then and there something frightful happens.
Streckmann, the vile and brutal
Don Juan, is laying his snares for Rose and detects her secret.
She tries to buy his silence with
the little money she has saved. The brute makes
the poor girl pay a price too horrible to mention.
Like a true peasant, she still sees a way out
of this dreadful condition by simply marrying
quickly the good man her father has chosen for
But Streckmann overher.
Keil is overjoyed.
hears his protestations of love to Rose and in
furious jealousy assaults Keil and knocks him
down, at the same time loudly proclaiming the
shame of Rose Bernd. whose father has in the
There is
meanwhile appeared upon the scene.
The police interfere and the entire
no escape.
scandal is aired in the village court. During the
trial Streckmann, as well as Flamm, publicly tes-
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Quina-Laroche. London.
For Sale by all Druggists, or

E.

FOUGERA &

CO., Agents

for U. S.,

(Continued on page v)
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NEW

MAUDE ADAMS AS THE LAUNDRY DRUDGE

ARTHUR HORNHLOW,

YORK, MARCH, 1905

IN

THE ONE ACT PLAY

"'OP O'

ME THUMB" AT THE EMPIRE

Editor

CURRENT PLAYS

"The

HERALD SQUARE.

Woman

Play in four

in the Case."

scene.

W. H.

;

the star of a dramatic author

is

in the

ascendant

bad art

?

Hardly, unless your point of view is purely
but it is dramatic dexterity. It was the

It is tricky,

This example applies only to a single
but Fitch can create an entire act in order to utilize a
good

What

the last act for?

Is there anything in solution?
doubt
about
the
husband's innocence requiring
any
further conflict of the forces?
No. Was there really any perspective for this last act? No. Strictly speaking, and in a tech-

thing.

No.

Wright.

When

it

real occasion for the scene.

scene

;

;

;

Is

academic.

Produced January 31, with this cast:
acts by Clyde Fitch.
Blanche
Walsh; Mrs. Hughes, Eleanor Carey; Claire
Rolfe,
Margaret
Dora Miller, Helen
Foster, Dorothy Dorr; Elsie Brewster, Kathryn Keyes;
Ware Louise Mane, Florence St. Leonard Julian Rolfe, Robert Drouet
Mr. Thompson, George Fawcett; Jimmy O'Neil, Forster Lardner; Louis
WilKlauffsky, Samuel Edwards; Walters, William Wads worth; Inspector
William Travers; Attendant, Charles Macdonald; Policeman,
liams
\vc

is

Is there

are always inclined
Enthusiastic reporters, for they are not always competent critics,
often proclaim it as such. Clyde Fitch's latest piece, before and

nical sense, absolutely nothing of all those
things usually required
to give substance to the action.
But a
of action

enough

to provide for an epilogue,

not to speak of fore and aft, has the quality of keeping
may look for something new in all his
everybody guessing.

last act

is.

to

believe that his latest play

his best.

is

grain

after,

We

Lady,"

We

etc., etc.,

"The

Woman

Case"

in the

is

has just been brought in. clearing the husband; a
describes
the
enthusiasm of those in the court room, finallygirl

manage-

We

see the figure in
exclaiming, '.'And one woman kissed him !"
the bed move, we observe that Blanche Walsh had been
listening:
then comes the quick question from her: "Who was it?" There

you have

it,

the object of the whole act. Economy! This is the
Mr. Fitch has had in his plays, but this

third or fourth sick bed

neither the best nor the

It is disIt certainly does not show any new powers.
of Mr. Fitch is seen on every
The
Fitchian.
handwriting
tinctly
wall of every boxed interior. The curtain rises on a room with

is the first time that he has
prescribed a bon mot for the recovery
of the patient, or written an entire act for the sake of it.
Fitch knows his business. He is exceedingly skilful in
prepa-"or example, in the visitors' room at the Tombs there
ration.

worst.

inserted
deep wainscotting, with photographic landscapes
line
continuous
a
in
panels
It is an exabout the room.

in the

I

two doors of iron bars,
sheet iron doors covering them.
Our attention is directed to this
are

ceedingly nice, ladylike effect,
Mr. Fitch's work
a novelty.

sheet iron door several times,

always reveals him as a master
of technique. He is a magician
in this respect as Belasco

is

it

waste.

to

of

case

dramatist,
his

is

now

The lawyer
her to open the sheet
iron door partly and hide behind it. She does so, and overto be seen.

directs

hears enough to convince her

to every

that the

practically

woman knows enough

to free her

she

has

men

and the law;

announces

she

go among

worm
This

the

she

secret

does,

mother decides

on account of some fash-

great scene in Act III.
gets the woman in the

longer opening her card case,
she leaves a card, with the mes-

saves her husband.

we

sage that "she was so sorry he
was not in." This is economy.
The incident and the anecdote
It

She
case

drunk, obtains the secret and

;

to be used.

a

wholly improbable proceeding,
but dramatic. It furnishes the

ionable duty, she cannot wait

had

wo-

the

of her class, get her confi-

dence and
from her.

yer in the case are ushered in
there is some delay in the appearance of the prisoner, and

husband, and after

gone

that she will

;

that,

truth

want

Julian Rolfe is in the Tombs
on a charge of murder his

the fashionable

in the

He

own.

wife, her mother,

The woman
The

admitted.

about the charge lies with her.
Julian Rolfe's wife does not

he thinks has value and can add
This seto the entertainment.

economy, open

is

his

utilizes the smallest detail that

cret of

opened and shut two or

is

three times.

stage effects. He manages
material in such a way that

nothing goes

:

dict of the jury

ment, in the manipulation of episode incidents, the best play that
Mr. Fitch ever wrote, or that was ever written, of its kind, by
immediate failure, because,
anybody, was "Glad of It." It was an
in other particulars, it was the worst play that Mr. Fitch ever
wrote.

of the magician
ten minutes.

more than

;

In certain particulars, in closeness of observation,

in the verity of its details of life, in adroitness of stage

skill

remains,
exactly what the
the act or epilogue

is

The wife, Blanche
Walsh, is discovered in bed. Step softly, friends: she is suffering
from nervous exhaustion. Don't wake her for heaven's sake
don't disturb her. But one of her lady friends comes in; the veris

usually get it in the title, for example, "Glad of
It." "The Girl With the Green Eyes," "The Stubbornness of
Geraldine," "The Girl and the Judge," "The Cowboy and the

productions.

Observe the

a matter of not

and that

^

also have

In this act

tricks.

For

in-

stance, the lawyer, a guest, beBlanche Walsh
Act

pays for the

"THE

WOMAN

IN

DorothyDorr
III.

i

the Tenderloin

flat

THE CASE AT THE HERALD SQUARE
'

tllf

WOma "

'"

the

Case,

COHICS On, Smokes 3 cigarette.

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
Blanche Walsh, for no clear reason or for a misleading one, takes
the precaution of smoking one also. Later, the woman in the case
sees the tip of a half-smoked cigarette and expresses surprise
and suspicion. She asks who had been there. A moment of great

and again.
over

The

Amanda

coster does

come back but
;

Afflick's devotion.

A

but'

The

it

He

says that

it

!

the

at

re-

of

lie.

ousness, invites her to

an outing, but, fearful
of

derision,

suggests

some secrecy about

ac-

it

There are four

and implies a suggestion which shatters the

supper table

dream of Amanda, who

Julian Rolfe's wife, the
woman in the case, a

a

friend,

the

Horace Green Smith,
amused at her ingenu-

The magician's

wand

in

was his,
Econo-

and goes out.
my.
Momentary
tion.

who
name

coster,

joices

gives an opportunity to
the waiter, who is in
the wife's secret, to

more than prosaic

is approaching,
but on account of her plainness Amanda has never known the
delights of a trip to 'Ampstead in the company of a Cavalier.

about what,

suspense

nobody knows

is

bank holiday

tearfully concludes "It

Me Thumb

is

gentlethe wife's

and anconfederate,
other
algentleman,
though he is perhaps

who

certainly give

of splendid
It is a well
promise.
constructed piece, huevidences

real

is

o'

the

is

and Richard Bryce, authors

too fat to be a real gen-

tleman, but he

'Op

work
work of Frederick Fenn

nice

man who

"

not to be."

is

nice to the

man, direct and con-

the case.

woman in
He is finally

but before he

vincing in
ning of its

characters

got

off,

lim-

the

goes he imagines that
there are women in an

and the naturalness of

adjoining r o o m, i n
which are really con-

tal

its

dialogue.

a vi-

It is

page from the book
of life and as Amanda

Adams

cealed the lawyer and

Aliss

a detective, and makes

performance

an effort to get into the
room.
Nothing comes

to the theatric details,

of

deliciously quaint in

Momentary
Economy
Miss
Walsh
it.

tion

!

perfectly

ac-

There

is

in

in

will

this

play.

as

will

no need

to call

its

Whitechapel about the
of Arthur Byron.

great, but both
do.
Miss Walsh

Some
highest order.
of her acting is admir.i
..
able, at other times she
i

delightfully natural,

is

coster

bit

It is a sustained

work

of character

with a picturesque sug-

has capabilities of the

is

composed as

pathetic force.
the real air of

its

There

the play great, nor to
describe her acting in
it

a
is

humor and compelling

!

prosper

gives
that

gestion in nice keeping
with the spirit of the

environment.

Maude Adams and Arthur Byron

and she never

fails to

'

in

Op

o'

be interesting.

"
EMPIRE.
'Op o' Me Thumb." Play in one act by Frederick
Fenn and Richard Bryce. Produced February 6 with this cast

me Thumb"

as

seen by Caricaturist Fornaro

maining

The

re-

of

the

roles

mistress of the laundry and her workwomen are carefully and
effectively enacted by Ethel Winthrop, Mary Galyer, Margaret
Gordon and Violet Rand.

:

Madame

Didier, Ethel

Winthrop; Mrs. Galloway,

Margaret Gordon Rose Jordan, Violet Rand
Adams; Horace Greensmith, Arthur Byron.
;

;

May

Amanda

Galyer; Celeste,
Afflick,

Maude

HUDSON.
Mille.

Let those who declare that Maude Adams' success is purely
one of personality see her performance of the leading role in
"
'Op o' Me Thumb," which now follows "The Little Minister."

No

"Strongheart."

Comedy drama by William

Produced January 30 with

this cast

C.

De

:

Taylor, Macey Harlam Ross. Richard Sterling; Reade, Taylor Holmes;
Thome, Sydney Ainsworth Frank Nelson. Francis Bonn; Dick Livingston, Henry Kolker; Soangataha, Robert Edeson; Mrs. Nelson, Jane Rivers
Molly Livingston, Louise Compton Dorothy Nelson, Percita West
;

;

;

;

;

one, after witnessing her artistic rendering of the leading role
in this very human little one-act play, can other than admit that

Nash, Harrison Ford Tad, Charles Sturgis Josh, Lawrence Sheehan
Benton, B. F. Small, Jr.; Buckley, Edmund Breese; Farley, Madison Smith.

of the very highest quality. A poor laundry
the
butt
of
her
associates, but a workhouse child .with a
drudge,
romantic imagination, this pathetic little creature lives in a realm

In his devotion to the native playwright Robert Edeson might
properly be called the Roosevelt of the American drama. Since

her histrionic art

is

that raises her above the jibes and sneers of her fellow workers.
It is her dream that she is the child of millionaires, who will some

day claim her and place her amid the affluential surroundings to
which her soul aspires. Her Launcelot is a coster who. more
than a year previous, had left a shirt to be laundered. She has
cherished this as a guerdon, and on his return has impressed
herself that when he comes to claim it he will ask fur her hand
as well.

In the meantime, she has washed and ironed

it

again

his advent as a

;

;

;

stellar attraction the

home

dramatist has been

exclusively employed by him ; nor has his faith in the same been
In the vernacular of the day, they have "delivered
misplaced.
In his
the goods" and the rewards have been proportionate.

present offering at the

Hudson Mr. Edeson has gone still
The title role of Strongheart

in his patriotic inclinations.

other than a full-blooded North American Indian.

further
is

none

It is a

very

picturesque and romantic character which he presents, and, thanks
to the skill of his playwright, he has secured a comedy drama
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Howard Pedrovski, C. McManus Mrs. Coleman, Nellie Mortyne ; Mrs.
Darcy, Olive Wilton; Mildred, Beatrice Terry; Violet Tracey, Nellie Malcolm; Markham, Clara Earle.

It may seem ungradiverting play, but it is also too English.
cious to say this, but it may be said in the best natured frankness.

Edward Terry has provided us with something cheerful in
"The Passport." He is a good comedian and an uncommonly
fine character actor, but he was not cheerful in "The House of

see to laugh at.
Theoretically the fun is there, but we miss a
of
measure
that fun, for we cannot realize how amusing it is to

;

;

In that play no comedian could be cheerful after discovering that one of his grandchildren was a bastard, the mother
refusing to disclose which one. He showed his fine quality in it,

Burnside."

fire.
His production and performance of
"Sweet Lavender" was too English. "The Passport" is a most

but the play missed

London must have seen more

to

at in the farce

laugh

than

we

have a traveling member of Parliament suffer indignities at the
hands of frontier officials of Russia. Read Punch and you will
discover that, to the English mind, nothing is more laughable
than for a rustic to meet a lord on the road and treat him as if

To

he were an ordinary person.

ment
his
est

is,

this public

a

member

an ordinary man, genus Man.

in a play,

of Parlia-

His

vanities,

manners, his oddities even, are matters of geographical interonly. Get out of his own latitude and longitude, he loses these

comic effect. It is pleasing to know that a memMr. Terry does get an
ber of Parliament can figure. in farce.
amount
of
fun
across
He makes all
the
footlights.
appreciable

potentialities of

He is one of the very best actors that have visited
the points.
The action of "The Passport" is animated
us from England.
The member

is arrested on the Ruswhat turns out to be his own passA
handsome widow who has lost her
as
he
has
one
which
includes his wife, who had
passport, and
died since the document was made out, he arranges to have her
go through in the name of his wife. After the return to London
complications arise from these circumstances.
"Love in Idleness," a comedy in three acts, by Louis N. Parker,
and presented earlier by Mr. Terry, is an exposition of the evils
of procrastination.
Procrastination is the thief of time. "Love
in Idleness'' is a waste of time nor did Mr. Terry's methods in

and amusing.

of Parliament

sian frontier for having stolen
friend of his finds a
port.

the principal role accomplish

much

in relieving the tedium.

Occasionally an adventurous actor, with a view of putting
everything to the touch at a single performance, and establishing
himself by means of a sensational success, ventures into New
York and gives a matinee. It is not impossible that, some day,
the actor's estimate of himself may be accepted, and that he may
leap into sudden
that

is

fame

fully recognized.

practically the history of

It is

not impossible, for

David Garrick.

Julia

Marlowe

began an assured career with a matinee of the kind. But. as a
It might be said that
rule, these adventures are rash intruders.
it is not worth while to record the absolute failure of Aldora Shem
in his production of "Hamlet" at the New York Theatre.
It is,
however, well enough to do so. There is a belief among many
aspirants for the highest honors of the stage that New York is
provincial in its reception of attempts like these. Unquestionably,

new actor for a single occasion would have
make manifest extraordinary powers and an art comparable to
the best that New York has seen. There are lessons to be drawn
from the miserable failure of Mr. Shem for the benefit of all actors.
This newcomer is obviously ignorant of every tradition in
the appearance of a

to

the acting of "Hamlet."
Tradition cannot be ignored or defied
in the acting of Shakespearian plays.
have some very distin-

We

guished and established actors who seem to think otherwise. For
the most part, the traditional acting of certain scenes in Shakespeare represent the highest expression, and whenever actor or
actress evades the tradition, it is because he fears to measure
himself with the highest.

There

is

no dodging of the potion

"Romeo and Juliet," for example. "Hamlet" is full of
tests.
Mr. Shem neither followed tradition nor gave any

scene in
these

equivalent to any point. He was absolutely without emotion, and
incapable of any surprise at anything that happened. When he
takes the lamp to look behind the arras, he does express a very
slight surprise, but the

was surprised
formance was

meaning of

it

seems to be that he
His per-

that he had not really killed a rat.
utterly preposterous.

It

matters not what

views and study of the play may have
been, he had no expression, and acting is expression or nothIt may be recorded that the performance and the proing.
his philosophical

Robert Edeson as the College-bred Indian Strongheart

duction was the worst, not the most laughable, but the most
stupid performance ever seen in New York within memory.

SCENES

IN

Francis Bonn

DEMILLE'S PLAY,

Edmund Breese
Henry Kolker
The Columbia team discovers that

~

to

prevent

Kohert,

Sterli

JM

4.

Francis Bonn

Frank Nelson seeks

STRONGHEART"

HerbertCorthell
Richard
Robert.Edeson
Macey Harlan
their signals have been sent to the Manager of the opposing eleven

*

Sydney Ainsworth

'

Pprcita

Strongheart from

West

declaring

Kdeson

Strongheart declaring his love for Dorothy

Henry Kolker
his

love

for

Dorothy
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MISS

Young

BEULAH WATSON

actress

now

ELLIOT DEXTER

playing in "The^Pit"

MAJESTIC. "Buster Brown." Extravaganza in two acts by C.
and G. T. Smith. Produced Jan. 24. Cast

Newman

:

Buster Brown, Master Gabriel Tige, George Ali Jack Wynn, George
Rocky O'Hare, John Young; August Yunkle, Bobby North;
;

Tennery

;

;

Thomas Brown, William Naughton; Mary Brown,

Nellie Butler;

Susie

Sweet, Nina Randall; Mrs. Sweet, Jennie Reiffarth.

Brown promises

Buster

to quote the playbill, succeeds in looking exactly

and he is ably seconded
a
with
marvellous
facial expresdog Tige,
very agile dog
Gabriel is distinctly clever he looks about six, whereas he

like the familiar figure of the cartoons,

by

his

sion.
is

;

really twenty-four; his voice

and he

is

a

appears as a

childish without being shrill,

good mimic, especially in the second act, where he
little Dutch maiden.
George Ali (Tige) keeps the

audience continually on the
the

O'Flynn.

is

Brown's

alert,

cook),

tramp), and August Yunkle

rough comedy element.

One

while

Mamie Goodrich (Gladys

John Young

(Rocky O'Hare,

(a supposed politician) supply a
of the most remarkable features of

the production is the elaborate and extremely well done drill of
the Scotch Fusileers in the second act, where twenty-four girls

go through complicated manoeuvres at a very quick tempo, with
mathematical accuracy, four of them playing cornets in the finale.

A
at

matinee of three plays by W. B. Yeats, the Irish poet,
the Hudson Theatre recently introduced to New York

theatregoers Miss Margaret Wycherly, a good-looking young
woman whose external favors are accompanied by superior inShe has a soft, sympathetic voice,
telligence and refinement.

whose appealing sweetness lingers long
destroys her vocal

in the ear.

But she too

effectiveness

by indistinct utterance.
As "Cathleen Ni Houlihan" Miss Wycherly succeeded in
sending across the footlights some of the pathos written into the
frequently

lines of

LIBERTY.

llie

"The Education

of Mr. Pipp."
Produced Feb. 20 with

Augustus Thomas.

OAKER

wife of Curtis Judwin in

'The Pit"

Satirical
this cast

a character typifying crushed, broken down, despairing

But though Miss Wycherly's artistic feeling might
enable her to act a variety of roles in creditable fashion, she is
neither by temperament nor personality apt for the depiction of
heroic gloom and mighty griefs.
She showed in her best in a
Ireland.

Here she rendered widemorality play as "Teigue the Fool."
the
artless
innocence,
the
eyed
candor,
quiet playfulness, the
essential lovability of a simple-souled boy with perfect spontaneous charm and grace.
This winsome impersonation made
one hope to see her one day as Rosalind, or Viola, or Beatrice.

comedy, by

:

Mrs. Pipp, Kate Denin Wilson; Julia,
J. Wesley Pipp, Digby Bell;
Marion Draughn; Ida, Janet Beecher; John Willing, Robert Warwick;
Herbert Fitzgerald, Fred Courtenay; Count Charmarot, W. S. St. Clair;
Due de la Touraine, Sam Colt Baron Haussling, C. Jay Williams Lady
Viola Fitzmaurice, Jennie Eustace; John Firkin, Ellenore Carroll.
;

on the stage as he
Master Gabriel, "America's

to be as successful

has been in the comic supplements.

Toy Comedian,"

MI-S JANE
As

Lately seen in the revival ot "Siberia"

;

This piece may be classed among the pot boilers. Although
fashioned by the same skilful hand that turned out "Arizona"
and "The Earl of Pawtucket," there is little in it suggestive of

Thomas' superior workmanship.
Standing on its
merits as a play, apart from the interest in the pictures on which
it was founded, the piece is entirely conventional.
The suggesAugustus

was made that the types Charles Dana Gibson presented in
drawings would prove amusing on the stage and Mr. Thomas,
following the example of other fashionable authors, was not
above turning an honest penny by cutting the dramatic cloth to
fit.
The result is a piece amusing enough, no doubt, in its way,
but hardly to be dignified by the name of comedy. Mr. Gibson's
amusing characters, the henpecked Mr. Pipp, his parvenue shrew-

tion
his

another Mrs. Malaprop in her attempts at graceful
her
two daughters, lovely Gibson types, their lovers and
speech,
the adventurers who lay siege to papa's money,
all this is good

ish

wife,

material for legitimate comedy. It has been treated, however, in a
wholly conventional manner, and while the extravagances of the

comic types do not
only

as

fail to

a theatrical

evoke laughter, the piece can be viewed

entertainment

of the

flimsiest

order and,

would have failed
to make any impression whatever.
The whole burden, in fact,
is on the actors, for it is the types that
they depict which really
amuse the audience the play itself does not count. Some of the
blunders of stage management seem inconceivable. The adventurers were made preposterously villainous, their clothes and
actions so loud that they might just as well have borne a label
"we are crooks." Greater managerial skill had been shown in
securing two girls of the Gibson type to impersonate the two
daughters.
Janet Beecher. who made her stage debut, and
Marion Draughn, are lovely specimens of that aristocratic and
exclusive American type. Digby Bell is excellent as Mr. Pipp,
giving all the unction of the role and not missing a humorous
point where one could be scored. Kate Denin Wilson played Mrs.
Pipp with equal felicity, and Jennie Eustace, as usual, was charmdoubtless, in the hands of a cast less competent

;

ing as

Lady Fitzmaurice.

The Real Lawrence Barrett
By
Y

M

father's life as an actor

drama
have

is

to

too well

and student of the

remembered

more

do

His Daughter

for

touch

than

me

upon

to
it.

When, however, attempt to tell something of Lawrence I'.arrelt's home life, so many beautiful memorI

ies of

my

me

dear one crowd upon

that

I

find

it

difficult to select only a few, so as to keep within
Need I say that he
the limits of this brief article.

was a most loving father and devoted husband,
and, although he has been dead nearly fourteen years, his spirit
is with us as
clearly to-day as though he had but left us for a
journey and would soon return.
Lawrence Barrett's life as a young

man was

a very hard one,

and be won bis way step by step through almost insurmountable
obstacles.
Not until late in life did he reap the reward so strenThen, he would take his three months'
uously worked for.
vacation, at our cosy home at Cohasset and, putting aside the
player's costume and paint, would also throw off all cares as
actor-manager, and settle down to enjoy himself, and make
enjoyable to others, the well earned

Our home
dearly and
the world.

has

many memories

my

father loved

men known and

of

There, William Warren, who,

in

my

it

loved by

father's youth,

bad given him his first theatrical help, was an honored guest
until his death, and the spare room was for many years called
the "Warren room."
My father's "den," a picture of which
appears here, was an assembly place for all. The walls were
lined with books and mementoes of the stage and clear friends,

and hung with portraits of actors and statesmen. There each
evening we would all gather to hear my father read, or tell of
bis plans for the future, or else Stuart

(both of
the

whom

stories

come

fast

Robson or William Crane
would drop in and then

lived across the harbor)

lie

producing the "Blot

in

membered,

my

in the 'Scutcheon,"

although
ing was so pleased with

of his letters,

a dramatist."

which,

will be re-

it

The

father presented for a time.

artistic success,

never paid expenses, and yet Brownits artistic triumph that he said in one
it

"Had Macready been

a Barrett,

I

should have been

This was an acknowledgment of

my

father's as-

in

alone prevent my entering upon here.
Oh, that my pen were eloquent to tell enough of his sweetness,
his absolute trust in those he loved, his keen sense of honor, his
deep reverence for the womanly woman, his fearlessness when

under the surgeon's knife, his brave battling
the hard trials of life and his patient sweetness in his
last year when he suffered so much physically.

going
with

to put himself

all

not generally known that Lawrence Barrett fought for
country in the civil war as a captain in the Massachusetts
22nd Volunteers, and then was retired with honors. He acted
in New Orleans through the yellow fever pest, and when he U ft,
It is

his

would
and fu-

the citizens of that

town

presented

him with

rious.

Edwin Booth

:

was an

play

preparing the great poem for stage presentation.
There are other instances of the same kind which lack of space
sistance

rest.

Cohasset was simple, but

at

it

our fun.

was considerate for all, even for children.
My father always kept a boat of some sort and on the "Breeze,"
the last yacht he owned, he was usually to be seen at his best.
When on the water he seemed ten years younger, and would
laugh, joke and romp with ns, just like a boy. He also enjoyed
his horses, and drove daily with my mother. He was an omniverous reader and, when not out of doors, was always to be found
with a book either in his "den" or on the piazza. He kept up a
voluminous correspondence, and I have in my possession many
valuable letters to him from Browning, Tennyson and other
famous writers which I hope one day to give to the public.
Browning's letters are especially interesting, for they show a
deep regard and respect for my father, and gratitude for his help
-.poll

a

variably spent part
of bis summer va-

show

their

tude

for

Of

their

cation with us.

and

my

connection

father

need

I

not speak here, as
it is known to all,

but

cannot

I

my

tioning

devotion

re-

our

It

his

was there
g

which

gan,

r

,-i

t

with
lasted

through the latter's
lifetime.

the

ball

great tragedian and
of

riod.

that

friendship

father's

for

lit-

General Custer be-

men-

from

frain

burdens a

tle,

business

their

grati-

easing

by his art, during that dread pe-

his life-long friend-

ship with

silver

pitcher and cups to

n-

night
eral's

(Lawrence

A

large

was given one
in

the

gen-

honor in the
and when my

Barrett's

chil-

love,

sec-

father

to

that

from the theatre
and was trying to

dren's)

ond

only

hotel,

for our father, for

him.

one

I

remember

evening
hurl

steal

that

mak-

an-l i.nwreni-o Barrett in

"llm den" at Coliuuet during the

Rammer

upstairs

un-

noticed, a very gorgeous officer in full

<"""'"'i<"' Edith Barrett w.lliairn

Kdwin Bonn,

came home

vacttin

ing a fearful noise,

dress,

with

glori-

father turned to Mr.
playing battle-door and shuttlecock.
Booth and said, "Ned, does that noise bother you?" And in

ous golden hair and a figure

most resigned voice possible, Mr. Booth answered, "No,
Lawrence, I am used to it now." Poor man, he loved us so much
that he had schooled himself to stand our noise rather than

not to return without you," and in spite of all remonstrance and
in his business clothes, my father was
dragged into the ball-room

My

the

arm and

said,

"Not so

fast,

like a

Mr.

yojmg god, caught him by the

Barrett,

I

have promised the ladies

(Continued on page xvi)
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Nance O'Neil,

in

Thomas

Bailey Aldrich's drama, "Judith of Bethulia"

Nance O'Neil and the Mantle

of

Cushman

(Chats with. Players No. 36)
( f

T

TOOK my name

room

from these."

Nance O'Neil, who in private life is Miss Gertrude
Lamson, handed the writer the portraits of two actresses
of a former generation, touching them with the reverence which
she would accord to a sacred relic. They were quaint likenesses
of

women

of another age,

women

with

fine faces,

glowing with

temperament, vital intelligence and a superb femininity, qualities
from which the hair, rolling uncompromisingly away from brow

and

ears, the gowns in stiff, unlovely folds of heavy silk, and
broad, inartistic collars and cuffs, did not detract.
They were
Miss O'Neil's
the faces of Nance Oldfield and Eliza O'Neil.

large, serious eyes sought her caller's to see whether the pre-

sentments were having their proper influence. If they had not,
is no doubt that the interview would have been brief with

there
this

interesting

young woman

in

whom many

see a legitimate

successor to Charlotte Cushman.

"They are my patron saints," said Miss O'Neil.
She placed them on the mantel in
call them so."

"At

least, I

the reception

of her suite at the Breslin Hotel,

still

with the peculiar,,

lingering tenderness of touch bespeaking veneration.
At this point entered McKee Rankin. Big, florid, and with

brown eyes like smouldering coals, Mr. Rankin has been
Nance O'Neil's career relatively what, David Belasco has been
Mrs. Carter's, and the young actress calls him "Mr. Mack,"

little

to
to

Mrs. Carter calls the magician of Forty-second street
"Mr. David." Mr. Rankin is the man of original faith in Miss
O'Neil's possibilities. He was her first manager; he is still her
He it was who developed that talent which
acting manager.

just as

captured Boston, San Francisco and the Antipodes, atid which
New York and London likewise have accepted with reservations.

"The learned critics of New York who have chosen to say that
Miss O'Netl's work is crude have reckoned without me," said Mr.
Rankin. "She has been under my direction for eleven years, and
I have been on the stage for forty
I have taught her all I know.
its
mechanism.
and
know
She knows all the tricks of
years,
technique.

If she hasn't

it

here,"

Mr. Rankin touched

his fore-

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
head with an em-

haps, and the great ones, too, for sorrow

phatic finger, "that
is another -matter

tragedies, because in me
father
contradictory, keenly opposite natures.

;

crude

but

she

is

not."

Mr. Rankin
of

the

him

told

visit

a

by

She
years ago.
was eighteen and
looked

younger.
She was not even

pretty, but, like the

ugly
gave

duckling,
of

promise

eventual

beauty.

She was awkward
and nearly tonguea half-fledged

tied,

but

school-girl,

McKee
Will Armstrong, Boston

MISS O'NEIL AS
This

is

the actress' favorite role, yet

MAGDA

New York

liked her least in

it

was a

I

years before

I

happy one,

I

Particularly do I

One would

you go

until

you are out of

reach of her rich, low-toned voice, out of sight of the tall, pinelike young figure. And even then her haunting hold has not gone,
for you remember her eyes.
Seriousness and sincerity, those

manner of

life,

invaluable

except, perhaps that of society,

of Gertrude Lamson's character at eighteen.
acteristics of Nance O'Neil at twenty-nine.

unmistakable

assets

for

every

were the keynote
are the char-

They
They

will be her

traits at sixty.

eyes,

"The

'I have nothing now,' but I remembered her, and when a
few weeks later I was putting on the play 'Sarah' at the Alcazar,
and needed some one for a small part who yet had a dominant

stage,

the serenity

lose

from

drew

I

them."

We

the

left

snow-capped Sierras, and with a

the
wave
of
wands of imagwe were
the
at
or less

ination

more

prosaic threshold
of the theatres.
"I

at

played

the Alcazar The-

Mr.

under

the same way, but
She
made her debut
upon
with us in a one-line part in 'Sarah.' We were changing the bill
often, and thereafter whenever I needed her I sent for her and
gave her a line or two. A few months later my daughter, Phyllis

agement, for six
weeks. We went

we

dozen addresses that had been
the

fixed

name and

left

in

sent for her.

Rankin. happened to be at the theatre one morning
She heard the girl speak a few pathetic lines.
'

'Father, that

is

wonderful,' she said.

'Why

who awoke

at rehearsal.

don't you deme to the real

man-

Rankin's

Los Angeles,
presenting 'The
'The
Danites,'
of
LonLights
don'
and 'The
to

Banker's Daughter.'

The

possibilities of the girl."

ing

spring

Mr. Rankin now went downstairs to keep another interviewer at
bay as long as possible, and the chat with Nance O'Neil began.
"I was much alone and never understood when I was a child,"
she said. "It was the sad, old story of a child being constrained

were

in

and

I

velop her?'

It

was

Phyllis, after

all,

am

deeply sorry for children who are
warped from their real natures by parents whose intentions are
good but whose effects are always bad. That is the reason, per-

out of her natural bent.

I

haps, that I care so much for
Magda was a good character.

Magda. It is my favorite role.
She had the maternal instinct,
which is the grandest trait of womanhood. Her love for her child
was supreme. She suffered and was warped by the cramped circumstances of her narrow

"My

child nature

life

as a child.

was the more

sensitive to small tortures, per-

spent with my aunt in
know the Bret Harte

I

vastness, the grandeur of it gave me a new outlook upon
to draw something of the strength and peace of

atre,

to a

I

line.

fancy her smaller and younger, a slim figure with great
in the foot-hills of the Sierras.
She drew a deep,

'Where's the address of that long schoolpersonality, I said
that
was
here
month ?' There was some discussion as
last
girl
:

remember the months

seemed

I

again

"I had to say to the girl," continued Mr. Rankin, "what almost
every girl hears from a manager when she wants to go on the

see, after I

adream

I pray
myself.
that I may never

will not let

began to

country thoroughly."
Nance O'Neil paused and, leaning forward, clasped her hands
about her knees. Her blue gray eyes were full of reminiscence.

They were her deep, serious eyes that spoke of a brooding
soul and the type of mind that has the inward gaze. He felt that
which every one feels on meeting Nance O'Neil, a magnetism
and holds and

I

A

Calaveras County, near the big tree

the mountains in

that grips

with but one desire.

went upon the stage, the
ripening, educational value of a lonely, misunderstood childhood
I don't think any child was ever so much alone as I.
like mine.
a

is

stage

work.

child,

would have had to take some finishing studies that I did not care
for and that I thought would be of no use to me.
I met Mr.
Peter Robertson, who had been called the gentlest of the great
critics, and he took me to see Mr. Rankin.
"While I would like to know that every one's brief childhood

about

for

unhappy

I

I

life.

date

lonely,

did not intend to go on the stage.
would have graduated I left Snell Seminary, because

sighing breath.

candi-

was a New EngMy mother was

from the South, and loved beauty and form and color. The contwo inherited natures within me puzzled my

Rankin
noticed two points
the

only relative and
were united two

tradictions of these

shy,

eleven

Francisco,

of the traditions of Puritanism.

full

teachers.

San

at

Theatre,

My

land man,

cannot remember when

the Alcazar

is

its

paid

lank girl at his office in

childhood, too, has

Maud
in

follow-

we

Denver,
followed

Harrison

the

Kate

part of
Christen-

in

'Storm-

beaten.'

This

sen,

was followed by
'A Legal Wreck'
and 'Arabian
Nights' and other comedies.
J

J

produced

We
<T

*1
Inl-
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MISS O'NEIL AS

MEQ MERRILIES
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played the title role. Then we went on tour and I
played Mrs. Younghusband in 'Married Life,' Ethel Granger in
'Snowballed,' Rose Dalwimple in 'In Honor Bound,' and Edith
Marsen in 'The Private Secretary.' My first appearance in the

by,'

and

I

East was as Annie Dunning in Mr. Rankin's play, 'Judge Not,'
name being changed afterward to 'True to Life.' We opened

the

Forepaugh's Theatre in Philadelphia. Seven years ago I made
my debut in New York as leading woman in the stock company

at

at the

Hill Theatre.

Murray

I

think, perhaps,

my

first

success

Nancy Sykes in 'Oliver Twist,' and probably
who
remember
me in that period recall my work in 'Leah
people
was on

the road as

odd," she said thoughtfully, "that an

is

and that of public and

favorite role

I

need not despair.

Miss O'Neil is preeminently an outdoor girl. Her sweeping,
almost boyish stride proclaims it. Her perfect health and superb
nervelessness declare it. Her calm, sane view of life bespeaks it.

She

is fond of horseback riding, and
prefers to ride straddle, like
a man, to using the conventional woman's side saddle. At Tingsboro, on the Merrimac, close to the village where her Puritan

father was born, is her place of refuge, the new country home
she bought last summer.
"I have 200 acres, and I mean to buy another tract that will

make

the estate one of five hundred acres," she said. "In front
it stands is a big iron
I am buying the
gate.
rest chiefly because of another iron gate.
Then I can lock them

of the place as

(he Forsaken.'
"It

With such examples,

Mary Anderson."

view of

my

critics, at least,

do not.

roles I

my Magda
I

his

never the same.

best of the sixty or more
eleven years on the stage. Your New

For example, I
have played in

like

artist's

critics are

have received more praise for

my

York
play-

No

both.
tired

one

may

enter unless

"there

woman,

I

I

will rest,

wish, and," with the sigh of a

away from whatever

distracts

or disturbs."

Something white and furry and graceful came

into the

room

ing of 'Elizabeth of England' than for anything else I have ever
played, and I like it the least. In fact, I never liked the play.

with stately step and surveyed us with keen inquiry and rare
Miss O'Neil gathered it into her arms and gravely
intelligence.

"I shall go right on," said Miss O'Neil, when asked about her
"What can any of us do but follow the light within?
plans.

introduced

What

traveled five thousand miles with me."

can one do but play a part as she sees it?

the serious and the poetic drama, and

shall

I

My

choice

go on playing

is

in

them, partly because I like them, and in part because I am best
adapted to them. In part, too, because a large proportion of the
audiences of the world prefer them. I shall come to New York
every year. The principal fault your critics find with me is that I

am not yet thirty, but that is a fault I shall overcome very soon.
I
I am quite aware that New York must be wooed a long time.
am merely repeating history. Julia Marlowe came here again
and again before she was finally accepted and so, I am told, did
;

The

GreaLt Ristori

people realize that the great Ristori is still living. The
Italian actress left the stage definitely in 1898, and
to most theatre-goers, even in her native land, her name

"This

A

is

it.

Magda," she

room facing

said.

"Isn't she a beautiful cat?

She has

and three nights up at Tingsboro, Miss
Here she keeps Ristori's stage jewels,
which she bought from that famous tragedienne's niece, in Mel-

O'Neil

bourne.

calls

east,

her shrine.

Here are faded programmes

of

first

nights of half a

century ago, and portraits of the actors and actresses of generations and even centuries agone.
And here this earnest girl goes

every day to worship with the passionate zeal of the devotee;

enveloping herself in the atmosphere of the great past, at the

ADA PATTERSON.

shrine of the true art.

a^s

She

Is

FEWfamous

eminent statesman, Count Cavour. They corresponded regularly,
and she possesses a letter in which he thanks her for valuable

lingers only as a glorious

services to the Italian cause at the Court of St. Petersburg
It
was at his request that she finally consented to present to the

The one-time world
old,

since her retirement

and

She

been absolute.

at Salvini's
is

is

now

from public

life

lives quietly at her

occasional appearances
'when she occupied a

.Rome

memory.

celebrated actress

in public

as, for

home

eighty-three years
her seclusion has

Rome, but her
example, two years ago,
in

Turin gallery the portrait of herself painted by Ary Scheffer.
Among her personal friends were Lamartine, George Sand, and
Alexander Dumas.
In an interview not long ago, Mine. Ristori expressed herself

box

performance

concerning Sarah
Bernhardt
and
Motmet-

frankly

in

siders

a great and unique

actor.

She admires Bern-

The rooms

con-

hardt greatly as Fedora and
Tosca, and considers her

of her house

with statues and

filled

latter she

Sully.

demon-

stration.

are

The

always a signal

for an enthusiastic

of

pictures
herself,
portraits of celebrities, and in
a time-blackened frame is

highly effective in the scene
of the murder of Scarpio.
Sut she criticises her
Lady

a faded

She does not apthe siren ways
prove
and caressing voice Bern-

house

little

of

I

.Macbeth.

picture of a

modest

of

appearstanding in a little
street
the
house
where
ance,

she was born,

situated

the street which

now

beth,

bears

cries

She possesses
decorations
and valuable
souvenirs
from all the
crowned heads of Europe

her

hardt

in

name.

these the

Order of

bestowed

the

that

Taken

for the

the

had

Lady

Macbeth

THEATRK M.UIA/ISK

existed

between

Ristori

and

the

the castle."

Lady Macbeth,
walked in her
sleep. The eyes should be fixed she is in a cataleptic state, which
must be indicated from the very first by the walk and rigidity of
the figure. She is dominated by one idea. To her own acting of

[The Marcliesa^Capramca del Grille (Adelaide Ristori) in^the study of

manner.
friendship

in

thus,
herssjf
comported
"she would have aroused

Merit,
by
King of Prussia, with a royal rescript, authorizing her to wear
it.
She is said to be the only woman ever honored in this

The warmest

and agitation

sleep-walking scene, saying

;

among

employs with Macnor of that actress'

hr

house in

Rome

she

insists,

;

this part, to the strain of the fixed eyeballs in this scene, Ristori
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DRINA DE WOLFE.
This interesting young actress, who has been seen recently in a number of important productions, is a sister-in-law of Elsie de Wolfe. She was
Her first experience was as one of the show girls
born in Baltimore "and comes from the well-known Walters family of the Monumental City.
Miss de Wolfe has
at Mrs. Osborne's Playhouse, and later she was seen as the adventures:-, Mrs. Avian, in "The Taming of Helen" at the Savoy.
is ambitious
all the endowments to fit a woman for a successful stage career,
youth, beauty, a fine voice, distinction of bearing and education. She
and works hard, and the authority with which she invested the part of Mrs. Avian was surprising in so young an actress. Tt is her ambition to play
Shakespearean heroines Ophelia, Beatrice, Rosalind and Juliet. She is now appt-ring as Gloria in "You Never Can Tell."
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66
the

attributes

weakened

present

condition

of

her

eyesight.

The
gave an interesting insight into dramatic
affairs during the early period of her
veteran actress

The

artistic career.

Entering, at the conclusion of the service, they de-

being held.

clared their intention before the priest and congregation, of marrying, which at that time, and in that

The
province, constituted a marriage.
then
in
husband
the
disyoung
escaped

ecclesiastical cen-

sor then had full control, and forbade
of God, the devil or angel to
be mentioned in the performance. Act-

guise of a carman, and went to Florence, until the family at last relented,

ors during the pontificate of Gregory
XVI. were forbidden to use the name

and the marriage was regularly solem-

the

name

Gregory on the

stage.

was
however
another,

when

given, the censor ordered the following
lines cancelled

theatre.

was
She was

came a

Sister

there

lived

times."

a

A

and preserved them
of large volumes
of comments and pictures of her which have appeared in
papers and magazines for years, and
collection

a set

a

actors declaimed too

artists,

than

art,

first in

it

a

lately seen in

:

much; now they exaggerate

better to be last in a

is

company

of

whom

a son

to

pretext soon offered.

theatrical

Hearing of
manager imprisoned for

and

in the

figure,

company

it

is

of great

of mediocrities."

perform-

ances for his benefit in Rome.

MISS HATTIE KORSYTIIE

opposite direction."
"With incessant study, even with a poor voice
possible to amount to something."

"In dramatic

and went

debt, she offered to give three

she has embodied in a bulky manuscript
Providence girl
some of her experiences and philosophy.
The following are a few of her philosophical utterances

"Once

in 1848, be-

Charity,

and daughter
her
retirement
and
grow up,
from the scenes of her triumphs seemed
final.
But with her love for her art it
was only a question of time when she
would return to the stage.

to her,

in

thought of the

Rome

then raging.

an allusion tlicrein to the vessel of St.
Peter, which is in danger of being
wrecked by the wickedness of the

made

of

in

wounded throughout the civil war
Four children were born

the
"

because "the public will probably find

has

little

about the streets, administering aid to

:

Ristori's brother-in-law

stage,

and, indeed, those were troublous times

and

must be
"Macbeth" was

"Here I have a pilot's thumb,
Wrecked as homeward he did come

from the

Ristori then retired

patria,

unsuitable,

When

substituted.

The word

also prohibited,

(fatherland)

nized.

"What Happened

in

Three

hours before the doors were opened the

Nordland

theatre was besieged, people burst in
doors and windows, forced barriers in their determination to enter.
The director was released with all his debts paid at the conclu-

sion of these performances, and all Italy demanded Ristori's return to the stage.
Her husband's family objected, but in time
withdrew their objections, and it was with their consent that she

resumed her

Up

career.

to this time her successes

had

all

been in comedy, but resolv-

or to give her present name, the Marchesa
del
Grillo
was born on the 2gth of January, 1822 at
Capranica
Civitale di Friuli, a town in the Lombardo- Venetian province.

ing to attempt tragic roles, she appeared in "Myrrha," shortly
after her return to the stage without great success.
She then restudied the role with the old actress, Carolina Internari, a brilliant

She was the daughter of two members of a traveling troupe, and

woman,

Adelaide Ristori

made her

appearance on the stage at the
tender age of two months. There never was
any doubt as to her future profession, and at
first

twelve she was engaged as the soubrette of
an obscure dramatic company. While young,
her parents went to
visited

Rome, where she
the museums of that wonderful

daily

cultivating her sense of the beautiful.
fourteen she played Francesca da Rimini.

Not long ago,
performances,
I should be to

city,

At

speaking of these youthful
Ristori said:
"How grateful
in

His good sense and
enlightened severity enabled him to make an
actress out of me.
He made me understand
that Art is not a gay and easy life work, but
serious and difficult.
He never ceased to admonish me, and wound my self love, saying
that

my

father

the enthusiasm

was due

solely to

pearance, not
In 1846, a
del Grillo,

my

my

I

!

excited in the

public

youth and attractive ap-

acting."

young nobleman, the Marchese
saw her at a performance, and fell

desperately in love

with her.

He very soon asked

her to marry him, but although she returned

intimately acquainted with the most eminent poets and
writers of Italy. She took the deepest interest

her gifted pupil, and upon the latter's next
appearance in the role, her success was such
in

that she devoted herself to tragedy, appearing

"Antigone" and in "Pia di Tolomei," the
death scene in which she studied from life, in
in

the person of a
fever.

young

girl,

dying of malarial

1855 she made her first appearance in
Paris with Ernesto Rossi, in "Francesca da
In

Rimini," at the Salle Ventadour.
Although
famous in Italy, she was practically unknown
in France, but her success

was such

that, at

the close of thirty-six performances she secured the theatre for three years, and during
the vacations at the Paris theatre, visited London, everywhere meeting with great success.

She appeared

all

over the continent, and in

London gave performances in English of
"Macbeth," "Mary Stuart," etc. Her first appearance in America was at the Lyric Theatre,

New

York, September 20, 1866, and she repeated her foreign successes theri>and on her
What was announced as
subsequent visits.

her final appearance on the stage, was at the
love, his family opposed the marriage,
"Master" Gabriel (who is 24 years old) now appearing
and did everything in their power to prevent
Thalia Theatre, this city, where she appeared
as Buster Brown
it.
For some time she was practically a prisfor the benefit of the German colony in "Mary
oner in Florence, but one day the lovers met by chance in a small Stuart," with a German company, although she did not know a
word of the language. Since then her retirement from the stage
village through which Ristori was passing with a theatrical comELSIE LATHROP.
pany. The door of the village church was open, a service was
has been absolute.
his

Photo Elliott & Fry, London
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ARTHUR SYMONS

Symons

Poet, Critic, Playwright

readers have long been familiar with the beau-

of Arthur Symons' "Chopin-like" verse, and through

Mr. Huneker's sympathetic pen we have heard something,
English poet's as yet unacted drama, "Tristan and
Isolde."
But the acting value of Mr. Symons' dramatic works

too, of the

the future only can determine. First and foremost he is a poet,
and the personality, thoughts and life of a great contemporary
poet must hold much interest for us, although mere words can but

poorly express the unique individuality of such a poet as Arthur

Symons.
is

a strong

correspondence between Mr. Symons the man and Mr.
Symons the poet. Before meeting him the writer had formed an
idea of his person an idea built up chiefly from the impression

spiritual

created by his verse, those haunting, grey monotones, welling up
and dying away in inevitable woe, in the key minor, and had pic-

tured

the

soul-tortured

face

of

perhaps a Hauptmann

or

a

Although he is a man who has gone far on the long
and weary road of emotion and experience, and to whom has
belonged great desolation and despair, he has emerged from it
triumphantly and is now able to sojourn in a land of peace.
He had walked
I first met Mr. Symons last June in London.
over from his home in Maida Vale, through the green and sweetNietzsche.

ness of Kensington Gardens. The first impression as he entered
was of an exuberant boyishness radiating from his strong, compact, well-built, slender figure

face

who

and from his remarkably beautiful
The face of one

the face of a dreamer, a thinker, a genius.

has climbed his Calvary.

He was
Panama

full

but firm, sweet mouth.

The nose

is

straight,

cian, but the eyes are the eyes of a poet large, luminous and of
a shadowy blue. In their earnest and transparent depths lie much
mourn fulness and the buried look of many sorrows, but they also
;

hold a look of palpitating hope and optimism. The look of one
wounded but never beaten back or cast down by adversity or seeming failure the look of one who never had or would allow a false
;

has been said by Mr. Maeterlinck that there

It

shades his rather

the nostrils betraying sensitiveness and impetuosity, the brow
broad, lofty and of great prominence and development where the
imagination and perception rule. It might be the head of a musi-

dressed in simple, unobtrusive black serge and white
hat. There was no touch of the would-be artistic about

him and he might not attract attention from any passerby, excepting, perhaps, by some keen observer of the intelligent and
But surely no one could fail to observe, if he should
beautiful.
pause and lift his hat, the cameo-like perfection of his features,
the noble modeling of his head, set on his shoulders, like some
youth of ancient Greece. His close-cropped hair is
and of burnished copper, now faintly silvering; a

slightly
fine

wavy

mustache

step to retrograde or bar his march of progression, or mar his faith
in himself or his star.
His complexion is almost feminine in its
Most
texture, so fresh and luminous, purely cream and red.

hands they are of extreme beauty intense
The voice is curious and a little highwith expressive grace.
pitched, nevertheless very attractive to listen to.
noticeable, too, are his

;

;

company Mr. Symons

is often gently, gravely abstracted,
with eyes cast down, lost in contemplation, insensible to
external objects, sights or sounds, until recalled by some subject
Then he develops into the most delightful of
that interests him.

In

sitting,

argument and novel views. His sentences are
aimed with decision and point. He possesses,
in spite of a persuasive aestheticism, an abundance of the joy of
life.
His regard is long, intent, earnest, and were it not so completely unconscious and yet comprehensive, it might prove
The whole man is instinct with animation and
disconcerting.
fire
and
a
intelligence that is stimulating and almost superenergy
talkers, full of rich

precise, clear cut,

;

human.
A few days after our first meeting I was invited to visit Mr.
Mr. Symons
and Mrs.Symons in their attractive little home.
married in 1901 a North country girl, a woman of delicate, flowerlike Southern beauty, with soulful dark eyes and rare mentality.
Their home, as might be expected,

is

vital

with the poet's

spirit

;

all
very simple, nothing unnecessary or discordant no overloading of lovely things, so killing to completeness and unity of
effect.
Some exquisite works by French artists adorn the walls;
is

in the hall

;

and dining-room hang

oil

paintings of Mr. Symons,
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former

the

is

lined

otherwise

with books. The

setti

contains

two

also being done into

unusual

pi-

ano, designed by

Burne -Jones,
and a mysterious

little

ette

on a high,

slender

statu-

pedestal

curved

the

wo-

figure of a

man, by Rodin.

The

coloring of

hangings

walls,

and furniture is
quiet and neut r

a

chiming

1,

with

well

the

chords

minor

ever
vibrating
in the poet's

MISS CHEKIDAII SIMPSON

soul.

1

Perfect

peace reigns. It
a fitting sanctuary for the abode of genius.
Both
talked much of art, music, sculpture, the stage.
not
an
ardent
desire to visit
Mr. and Mrs. Symons evince
only
is

We

America, but also to see our theatres, productions and artists,
and could not hear enough about the United States. They had
heard so much enthusiasm pour from the lips of their distinguished friend,
doubtless,

we

W.

B. Yeats, the Irish poet, that ere long,

shall receive a visit

from them.

Unlike the majority of poets, Mr. Symons possesses a rich
Concerning his own
gift of pleasantry and a fund of humor.
works, he is boyishly modest and
and astonished by words of praise.

and ever delighted
All subjects containing any

reticent,

vitality or beauty are of the deepest interest to him, and come
beneath the extraordinary search-light of his critical faculty.

He

not only poet and critic, but philosopher, dramatist, and
musician.
passionate lover of the sea, of nature in her wild
is

A

and primitive grandeur,

is

inherent in both him and his wife, and

summer

they rented a tiny cottage in the far-off end of
Cornwall, where they could breathe in tune with nature and
"separateness" from the world

this past

:

Mr. Symons is a Cornish man on both
He was born in Wales in 1865. Concerning
he said

sides of his

family.

his early beginnings

when

Agresti for Eleanora Duse

German."
Mr. Symons expressed profound and enthusiastic admiration
for Edward Gordon Craig, son of Ellen Terry. He considers Mr.
Craig an innovator in the art of the stage, and wants the English
production of "Tristan and Isolde" to be in his hands.
Besides his two volumes of collected verse, "Plays, Acting and
Music," and "Cities" (the prose of which latter is probably unexcelled in that particular style of literature), Arthur Symons
has published innumerable other essays, including "An Introduction to the Study of Browning," "Studies in Two Literatures,"
"The Symbolist Movement in Literature," "Studies in Prose and

Verse" (essays on modern writers, ranging from Balzac to Stephen Philipps, and now in the press), and "Spiritual Adventures."

His scattered essays on
too

many

to be identified

nite place in

works he

is

literature, painting, sculpture, music, are

from memory, but

will all take their defi-

at present compiling.

They

include essays

on Rodin, Whistler, Strauss, Beethoven, Beardsley, El Greco (the
Spanish painter), Duse in "Ballet, Pantomime and Poetic Drama,"
and a new book, entitled "Studies in the Seven Arts." Essays
which have appeared in the Fortnightly, the Quarterly, Monthly
and International Reviews, on Byron, Keats, Wordsworth, Coleridge, etc., are for the first volume of "History of English
Essays on Dowson, Mallarme,
Poetry in the igth Century."
L'Isle
Gerard de Nerval, Villiers de
Adam, Arthur Rimbaud,
Maeterlinck, have all appeared. Mr. Symons has also made investigations into the history of Casanova, and has published (in
English in the North American and in French in the Mercure de

France) an account of Casanova's original MSS., which Mr.
Symons discovered in the Chateau Dux in Bohemia, where Casanova died. He purposes some day to do a little book on him.

At present he is working on a life of Giorgione.
His plays number only three "Tristan and Isolde," "The Death
of Agrippina," and "Cleopatra in Judea."
"True dramatic poetry," Mr. Symons has written, "is an integral part of the dramatic

framework, which, indeed, at its best,
The poetic drama, if it is to become a genuine thing,
it makes.
must be conceived as drama, and must hold us as a play of Ibsen's
.

.

.

holds us, by the sheer
its
interest of
representation of

life.

must

live,

and

live

in

poetry,

natural

it

It

must
its

atmosphere.

The

verse must speak
as straight as prose,

but with a more beau-

:

"I wrote verse as soon as
lieve,

translated into Italian prose by Signora Oliva Rosin the autumn of 1903, and is

room

an

" Woodland'
Lately seen as the prince eagle in

drama was

drawing

noticeable gems,

Armstrong, Boston

a play on 'Tristan and Isolde,' when, on a memorable occasion,
This
1 heard the opera given in Munich eight or nine years ago.

I

I

could write at

was about nine years

old.

I

all,

was

which was,

I

be-

also very anxious to

voice.

tiful

avoid

It

must
as

rhetoric

write stories, but totally unable to do so, though I tried again and
again. I began, like all boys, by trying to write narrative poems

scrupulously as Ibsen avoids rhetoric.

completely under the influence of Browning (with a short interlude of Swinburne), and
Browning and Rossetti, with something of Baudelaire, were the

poetry,'

like Scott, then like

chief influences of

Byron; then

my

"Walter Pater was
those days.

Then

I

first

my

I

fell

published volumes of verse.
chief literary friend and counsellor in

was quite carried away by admiration of

Paul Verlaine, of whom I saw a great deal in Paris, and who
stayed with me in the Temple in London when he came over to
lecture in the winter of 1894. For years, almost all my interests

were French.

It

was

in

Dieppe that

I

founded the Savoy Maga-

Then
zine, together with the late Aubrey Beardsley.
some time in Spain, and for a shorter time in Italy.

I

I

in

must not 'make
however good
its

way.

.

.

.

line

of poetry
Every
which is not speech
is bad dramatic poetry."

"Tristan and Isolde"

has indeed "flowered
out of a seed of hid-

lived for

den beauty," and the

my

poetry holds the stage
compellingly and dra-

Since

marriage in 1901 I have spent a good deal of time in Italy, and
have visited Constantinople and most of the principal European
For a year and a half I did dramatic criticism, and began
cities.
then to work at play-writing.

It

conceived the idea of writing

I am unmatically.
able to give here any

from

the

BurrMdntosh

M

,

sg

NELL[E McCOY

Clever dancer appearing with Lillian Russell in "Lady Teazle"
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play, as

it

not yet published, and will in

is

all

probability remain

Mr. Symons, most
manuscript form until its production.
does
not
wish
to
have
a
door
properly,
opened half way, as it
in

It is difficult to
were, upon this supreme effort of his genius.
be temperate in one's praise of so great a work, which carries one
on pinions of soaring beauty, blazing passion, and the depths of

inevitable tragedy back to the ancient days of Cornwall, Brittany,

and Ireland, "Mr. Symons," says Mr. Huneker, who has read the
manuscript, "has gone back to the genuine Godfiey of Strassburg
legend, which for obvious reasons Wagner could not have followed
in a music drama.
The two Isoldes are restored, for they make
splendid foils, and the love potion theme is not handled the same.

I

have grown tired of sorrow and human

I

a

dream

tears,

the night, a fear among fears,
naked runner lost in a storm of spears.

Life

A

69

is

in

have grown tired of rapture and love's desires;

Love

is

a flaming heart and its flames aspire
cloud the soul in the smoke of a windy

Till they

fire.

would wash

the dust of the world in a soft green flood,
Here, between sea and sea, in the fairy wood,
I have found a delicate wave green solitude.
I

Here

in the fairy wood, between sea and sea,
have heard the song of a fairy bird in a tree,
And the peace that is not in the world has flown to me.
I

GERTRUDE NORMAN.

Very ingeniously does the poet contrive the tryst in the forest.
The lines are dramatically pregnant, the action incessant, climaxes
striking, and about the whole play there is a rich poetic atmosphere as befits such a moving theme. The scene at the close
of Act III affords an opportunity to an actress of emotional
temperament and poetic personality. It is a poetic play, written
to

be acted, and

is

not encumbered with redundant words.

It

a swiftly moving drama of mighty passions and mighty souls.
Isolde of Ireland lives before one in all her majesty and grandeur

is

of temperament; daring, sombre, brooding, melancholy."
Arthur Symons has succeeded where so great a poet as

ing

Neither

Browning, Swinburne,
Byron wrote good acting dramas.

failed.

Shelley, nor

Brown-

Scott,

Arnold,

Mr.

Symons,

poetic fancy, has mastered the technique of
the stage as thoroughly as an Ibsen or Pinero. By Mr. Symons'
permission, I am able to give here an extract from his one-act
in addition to his

tragedy,

NERO:

"The Death of Agrippina"

:

But he must bring me proof;
have not known a night that went so slow,
But he must bring me proof. If he should come,
And say, I have done this, and lie to me,
And she should live to shame me She has craft
And an imperial pride
She will not die,
The second time
She'll not consent to die.
She will come in, not answering a word.
I

!

:

And

banish her accusers.

not possible

It's

That she'll accept of death from such a slave.
She will beat down the eyes of all his swords,
She will walk through the swords and come to me,
And smile her dreadful smile. She will come in.
(A sound of feet is heard; he pauses, listens, clutches hold of Poppea
and says in a low, terrified whisper)
She is coming!
(Anicetus and his men appear at the top of the steps leading up from
the sea, and the body of Agrippina, covered from head to foot, is brought'
in on a litter.
It is set down, and Nero slowly goes up to it, uncovers fheThe door of the banqueting^ halt
face and gases on it in silence.
is thrown open and the feasters come out,
at first slowly, then more

...

:

.

.

.

quickly.)

THIRD NOBLE: Who called us from the feast?
SECOND NOBLE
Some one is dead.
FOURTH NOBLE Who is it that is dead ?
FOURTH GIRL (behind)
What is it?
NERO (in a low, monotonous voice)
She was very beautiful.
:

:

:

:

This

is the first time that I dare look
close,
not be chidden. She is not angry now,
Nor sad, nor fond, but she is beautiful.
Was it necessary for her to die
That I should see her as she was and know
How beautiful she was? When we are dead
Men see us as we are, but while we live,
As we would have them see us. I forget

And

dead woman were my enemy
had cause to reverence her
Now

If this

Or
I

I

;

reverence her dead.

THIRD NOBLE

(aside)

:

FOURTH NOBLE (aside)
THIRD NOBLE (aside)
:

NERO:

Do you mark that?
He gazes on her in an
And dreams, not sees
Is he a

Ah, no

A

ecstacy
her.

man?

;

poet and afraid.

Take up the body
Come, we must burn
;

this precious thing with fire
render it to the Gods. Come
(The bearers raise the litter and carry it out slowly through the door on
the left. Nero walks beside it, with his eyes om the face of
Agrippina, as if
in a dream.)

And

!

CURTAIN.
In concluding, the writer may perhaps be permitted to
quote the
following verse from "In the Wood of Finvara," one of the
poet's

innumerable gems

Otto Sarony Co.
:

MISS
This picturesque young actress

is

FLORENCE ROCKWELL

now appearing with Richard Golden

in

"Common

Sense Bracket'*

LESLIE

Mrs.

Photos by Byron, N. Y.
I.

The unfortunate

Adrea

Mimus(J. H. Benrimo)

blind princess, Adrea,

CARTER

is

(Mrs. Leslie Cartel)

"ADREA"

KaeBo(ChaB.

A

Stevenson)

deceived by the false barbarian chief, Kaeso, who, leading Adrea to believe he
substitutes the grinning clown, Mimus

Horrified at the discovery of Kaeso's perfidity, which the following morning her instinct reveals to her, Adrea prays to the gods. A storm breaks
and a thunderbolt restores Adrea's sight and dashes the jester senseless

2.

in

is

going to wed her,

Restored to the throne, as a result of having recovered her sight, Adrea
denounces her betrayer, Kaeso, and orders him to be thrown to the wild

3.

horses

Marcus
4.

The sentence pronounced upon Kaeso

faithful Arkissus, unable to dissuade Adrea
allegiance to her youthful successor, Kaeso's son

5.

McLean)

about to be carried out, when the queen, to spare her one-time lover his awful
a soldier and stabs Kaeso to death before the assembled senators

is

Arkissus {Tyrone Power)

The

(R. D.

snatches a sword from

Vengeance now satisfied, her happiness wrecked, the future a blank,
Adrea deliberately exposes her weak eyes to the blinding sunlight and
again loses her sight, after which she passes into solitude and oblivion

6.

from abdicating, swears

fate,

FAMOUS FAMILIES
OF

AMERICAN PLAYERS
6-THE BOUCICAULTS

No.

Aubrey Boucicault

majority of our great actors were not men of one
have seen this in the case of Booth, Jefferactivity.
and
Hackett; but nowhere is it more emphatically
son,

THE

of his having attended London
Dublin as his school center.

We

exemplified than

the

in

life-work of Dion

was playwright,
of a school, and manager all, it is
of the stage, but each demanding
different periods he

Boucicault

for

;

actor, lecturer, author,
true, centering

upon

In March, 1838, he was

known

University, and
in a

Pascoe gives

dramatic company playing

Mr. Lee Morton, his maiden role
Norfolk
in
"Richard
III."
Fourteen years after, his
being
London debut was made. But before this, in 1848, he was a
at

at

head

the art

Cheltenham, England, as

widower,

been

having

executive powers.
Still,
in the future, Boucicault will be re-

four years to a
older than himself.

membered

was not a happy

as the dramatist solely

not the writer of over four hundred

married

woman much

for

lifferent

The alliance
when she

one, and

died in Switzerland, Boucicault re-

Shaugraun"
Nov.
14,
Theatre,
(Wallack's
I
Assurance.''
and
"London
1874)

turned to London, swathed in mystery and with a small fortune, to

mention these because they repre-

of his

plays

''The

of

but

which was added the bounty of one
relatives.
Already he had
produced his comedy, "London As-

sent the genres of the Boucicault
drama the Irish type destined to

surance"

;

be the model for
the

wrights,

many

comedy

future playof manners,

Princess

are

life

early

was born
December

in

26,

dramatist's

Ireland,

1822, and

was

Lardner

tened

the

He

contradictory.

Dublin,

own

chris-

S.

Boursiquot,

He

Collection Alfred Becks

was

DION BOUCIOAULT AT THE TIME OF HIS DE&TI1

changed to Bourcicault, and that it
was not until 1856 that the r was dropped altogether. Some say
that the father, by profession, was a banker and brewer, others
that he was a draper and still another statement is that the son,
when in Paris, was accustomed to adopt the title of Count, thus
cault

came

On

Brougham

as the offended.

f &

'

money or no money> credit or no credit en /,,,-,, at his flat
a born viveur, a gourmand and gourmet, and certainly one

did>
'

wa s
most

.

brilliant conversationalists

it

statements about his education.

SAMUEL

S.

BOUCICAULT

first

of

engine
Stephenson's that ran between
and
Manchester."
Liverpool

(d.

1878)

|

I

i

i

i

n

r~

i

Patrice (b. 1862)
Eva* (b. 1859)
Aubrey Robertson* (b 1870)
Nina* (b. 1867)
Dion William
Darley George't (b. 1861)
m Nellie Holbrook
m Jno. Clayton*
m G. D. Pitman
(1855-1876)
m. Irene Vanbrugh*
m. Fred Tyler*
I

the

m. Miss Darley

m. (i) 1844 The widow of a Frenchman (d. 1848)
m (2) 1853 Agnes Robertson*
in. (3) Louise Thorndyke*

famous engineer, and that
he showed in his plans remarkable technical skill.
The same
"rode on

1852)

(d.

DION BOUCICAULT* (1822-1890)

the

Boucicault

has ever been

|

|

|

*Members

1

|

of the family

wi'.io

became actors

I

|

tXow known

as Dion Boucicault

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE

is

.

.

Dion

of the

fortune to meet."

a sketch of the

ica in 1853.

He was

impulsive,
nervous, and a quick worker.
"On the spur of the mo-

ment," he says in his preface
"London Assurance," addressed to Charles Kemble, "I

to

completed this work in thirty
I had no time to revise

davs.

There are innumerable records

my happy

.

'

man
who married Miss Robertson
and set sail with her for AmerSuch

says that he was placed by
Dr. Lardner with Stephenson,

fel-

the

.

One

semi-Bohemian"

first

knew [him]," writes Clement Scott, "in the 'Colleen Bawn' days at
Adelphi, when he had a magnificent mansion and grounds at Old
Brompton. ... I knew him in the days of the 'Shaugraun' at the same
of
dm " nd Y s
a!s]
theatre and T me ' him co sta tl y at the tab1
^ when
f he rlived, as he ever
and I was also a frequent guest at his own table,

young BouciShe was a Miss Darley an

rtf

that

moment and

"]

his mother's side,

largely into his heritage

adds

it

was, according to Mr. Stephen
an enigma, a gay, "semi-

fashionable,

(a banker), and George and Arthur, twins. Up to the age of nineteen, when his first play was written, there seem to be conflicting

writer

"The Vampire," and

dramatic venture, "London Assurance,"
of being a plagiarist, with John
him
the
accusation
brought upon

and sifter of the essayist and dramatist, George Darley.
-^.
Dion was the youngest of four, his three brothers being William

Irish lady,

his

in

Fiske,

low, who, by his

;

pointing to noble extraction.

play,

1852,

14,

gather a few characteristics around
the Dion Boucicault of this period.

be noted that the orig-

spelling,

June

young dramatist acted

Let us stop for a

Frenchman, was Samuel

It is to

Theatre,

with Mrs. Charles Kean.

Bouci-

Dionysius
honor of the philologist and
His
pamphleteer of that name.

inal

Heiress''

was during this year that he met
Agnes Robertson, who was playing

on

cault, in

father, a

other plays,

Irish

(

Sheridan.
records of this

many

1842) and "Old Heads and Young
Hearts" (1844).
At the London

an imitation of the sprightly
and the artificial in Goldsmith and
itself

The

Covent Gar-

(1841), at

den, followed by
such
as
"The

THE
or correct;

tlic

was scarcely dry before

ink

and accepted."

This

he

his

own

actor

and

realized

as

limitations

an

W4. 4*,41
* *
* *

He was
he

wise,

but

stage

manager.

He was

Theatre (September, 1872), some of their former successes
1879, Mrs. Boucicault retired from the stage.

During this time that Bouciwas playing and writing,
he was experimenting with the-

J

,

'*

atres.
Around 1859 we find
Joseph Jefferson under his management and that of William

momentarily

was

Stuart; in 1862, he managed
Astley's Circus in London, re-

quick to
change, and this weakened, in
later years, his powers as a

He was

named The Westminster, and
here he produced "The Heart

ob-

stinately opinionated, as will be

shown by

ica; he kept his

for

cret

marriage a

some

time,

better

name.

se-

despite

fied

under

from the stage

his

recti-

Autobiography,

tells

eleven years of age, and in 1851
joined Mr. and Mrs. Charles

copy,

this affair

many

show how

closely she

was associated

her

engagements

Despite
her

tours

was
her warmest

won

"The Cricket on

in

it

through-

New York

favors.

Critics

they showed
over the pathos of her

the Dickens' original at

enthusiasm

first

;

Smike, in the dramatization of "Nicholas
Nickleby" (November, 1859), where Joseph Jefferson created the part of Newman

Noggs. She was the original Zoe in "The
Octoroon" (Dec. 5, 1859), and Eily O'Connor in "Colleen

Bawn" (March

29, 1860).
person writing, adapting, and translating four hundred plays in about forty-nine
years must, of necessity, have been a rapid

A

worker, and since a large number of the
pieces was as quickly produced, both Bouci-

and
But

his

wife had a wide range of

do not make much
romance and
cut from the same pattern, may,
his characters

demand upon
under

all

subtlety; active

external situations, be subject to

same methods. From 1860 until 1872
Mr. and Mrs. Boucicault were in England,
the

Conu
"TheShaughran"

IJton ftouciraull EB

in

a

and on their return they repeated

at

Booth's

.

Green border. 24 by

which money was thoughtlessly poured, and the production was not a great success.
of feeling, and regardless of every one

inches

17

Blinded by a sudden tide
and everything, the impulsive Boucicault, in 1883, married Louise
Thorndyke, a member of his company. Thereafter, though he
continued composition, and became director of

A. M. Palmer's School for Acting (Madison
and his
Square), public opinion told upon him,
health failed him. He died in New York, his
recognized home since 1876, on Sept. 18, 1890

the Hearth"

(Winter
Garden, Sept. 4, 1859), which Boucicault
took from a French source, not knowing

feeling,

prepared

into

A TYPICAL BOUCICAULT POSTER
Very scarce and much coveted by collectors

praised her Jessie Brown in Boucicault's "Relief of Lucknow" (Wallack's, Feb. 22,
1858);
they applauded her Dot in the version

roles.

the

spectacular, "Babil and Bijou,"

and
Philadelphia,
out the United States,

cault

Under

Lord Londesbor-

Boucicault

ough,

in

their

extravagances.

patronage of

Boucicault.

of

well as to Boucicault.

Covent Garden Theat're was the
scene of one of the dramatist's

by way of Montreal, and on
October 22, 1853, she opened
as Maria in "The
Young Ac-

she

was the center of storm

ster as

and other juvenile
roles.
She was a ward of
Kean's, and it is said that her
marriage with Boucicault was
not approved.
She and her
husband came to New York

that

in

the version of "Rip

for quite a while, since Jefferson was under contract to Web-

Venice,"

successes

;

of Bouci-

temper

Van Winkle," which had just
been evolved from the Burke

Kean's company, appearing as
Nerissa in "The Merchant of

with

with

Jefferson, in his

cault's quickness of

Her many

had

he

connection

Agnes Robertson, of Scotch
descent, was born at Edinborough, December 25, 1833. She
sang in public before she was

tress."

26,

Benjamin Webster, who owned
the Adelphi.

Boston.

in

after

1865),

(circa,

severed

maiden

a

This misstep was

(January

Under his own direc1863).
tion, Drury Lane Theatre was
the home for "Colleen Bawn"

advice to the contrary, because
he thought his wife would suc-

ceed

Midlothian"

of

Amer-

his first act in

In

cault

^

wrote parts for himself accordingly.

in the theatre

73

;

understood his wife's capa-

bilities;

was

characteristic of the producer.

is

strictly a writer for the stage

he

it

EAT RE MAGAZINE

Tit

The summary

of Dion Boucicault's

life

He was more

is a peculiar one.
impulsive
than thoughtful, yet he was thoughtful he
was quicker to see effect in others than he
was original, yet he was original he was
extravagant and headstrong, yet he was
;

;

kind of heart.

He

had a fund of knowl-

edge, and his dramatic instinct made use
He was quick to lay hold of the
of it.

moment,
to

as in

make use

"The

Relief of

Lucknow ;"

of his inheritance, as in his

Irish dramas,

and

views of Ire-

his prose

land; he was ever trying to reach the
American public, as in "The Octoroon,"
and his dramatization of Bret Harte's

"The Luck of Roaring Camp," just
started when he died.
Among Boucicault's

other

may

plays

be

mentioned

"Arrah-na-Pogue" (1864) "Foul Play"
(in collaboration with Charles Reade,
;

1867); "Kerry" (1871); "Led Astray"
(1873) "Robert Emmett" (1884) "The
;

;

Jilt"

"He

(1885).
was,"

writes

Agnes Robertson,

"ex-

Agnes Robertson as Jennie Deans
Heart of Midlothian"

in

'
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ccssively fond of reading, and was one of the best-read men of his time.
very partial to the reading of history. John Stuart Mill was his

He was

Goldsmith he preferred
enjoyed the writings of Keats and Shelley.
favorite

philosopher;

to

the

all

poets,

and he

;

manager we owe the introduction of the burlesque,
We owe him also the deluge
reign of buffoonery.
set in with 1842 and swamped the English drama

the commercial

opera bouffe, and the
of French plays that

For example the usual price received by Sheridan,
Knowles, Bulwer, and Talfourd at the time for their plays was 500. I
was a beginner in 1841, and received for my comedy, 'London Assurance.'
For that amount the manager bought the privilege of playing the
300.
work for his season. Three years later I offered a new play to a principal!
London theatre. The manager offered me 100 for it. In reply to my
objection to the smallness of the sum, he remarked, 'I can go to Paris and
of

that

period.

sold a

I

pose,

and accepted a commission
This work afforded

:

select a first-class comedy
having seen it performed, I feel certain of its
effect.
To get this comedy translated will cost me 25. Why should I
give you 300 or 500 for your comedy, of the success of which I cannot
;

me

to

translate three

child's play

for a

English dramatist was obliged either to relinguish
or to become a French copyist."

Of

:

"To

The argument was unanswerable, and the result
work for 100 that took me six months' hard work

so assured

apiece.

he it was who
stage owes much to Dion Boucicault
familiarized the American managers with the royalty system of
paying dramatic authors. Writing in 1879, he said

The

feel
ble.

leans)
in

inevitato

French plays
fortnight.

the

com-

at

50

Thus

the

altogether

stage

(born in New Oran English railroad accident both Eva (born
York) and Nina (born in London) were on the stage, and

the Boucicault children, Dion William

was

New

killed in

;

in New York), besides acting, managed two
Melbourne and Sydney, Australia. The two names
most familiar to present-day theatre-goers are this same Darley
George, now known as Dion, who lives in London, and Aubrey

Darley George (born
theatres in

Robertson,

who

in the casts of

is

acting in

New

many modern

The former has appeared
The latter has appieces.

York.

society

peared in Shakespearian roles, and as Paolo in Skinner's revival
of Boker's "Francesca da Rimini."

MONTROSE

J.

MOSES.

.

yv

-

i

)<

Ethel Johnson and Hughie Flaherty

Mary Ryan

CHARACTERS

IN "THE

W. H. Clarke

FORBIDDEN LAND," LATELY SEEN AT THE FOURTEENTH STREET THEATRE

Strange Confessions

of a

Press Agent

BY ONE OF THEM
the information of the guileless reader, it may be explained that the Press Agent, or "publicity promoter," as
he prefers to be called, is, in the theatre business, the

FOR
lit'ry

gentleman employed by the manager to stimulate public
His chief qualifications are

man's

interests,

we have

the poetic-faced Wells

Hawks.

Chan-

ning Pollack, the Chesterfield of the fraternity, wields a facile pen
for the Shuberts, and James Forbes, dapper and active, does likewise for the

Hudson

Theatre.

Charles Emerson Cooke

department to Belasco and Wilbur M. Bates

is

useful

interest in his current productions.

in

a lively imagination, a goodly stock of superlatives, an elastic
conscience and unlimited "nerve." He it is who fosters relations

power of the press for Klaw & Erlanger. Lanky, good-natured
Frank Wilstach does good press service for Viola Allen, the eversmiling Bailey Avery guards the portals for Frank Keenan, and
the courteous Bruce Edwards represents Charles Dillingham.
Rotund Jerome Eddy stands guard at the American and Fourteenth Street Theatres, and Ralph Edmunds and Mason Peters
represent Mr. Savage. Other well-known "publicists" are FrankReid and Joe Plunkett, who manage the Lieblers' literary affairs,
Mr. Jacques with Mrs. Fiske, W. R. Sill, C. T. K. Miller and

with the newspapers and magazines, from furnishing stories and
pictures of the actors to the signing of "dead head" passes. His
is also the
duty of arranging programs and drawing up advertisements.

At

night, at the theatre, he

is expected to be on
with a bland smile, and, if
necessary, to sustain a weak curtain by a liberal use of his hands.
There are many clever men engaged in this particular branch of

hand

to placate the dyspeptic critic

the theatrical business.

We

are proud to have our guild represented at the Metropolitan Opera House by the scholarly, picturesque Meltzer, while at the Empire, furthering Charles Froh-

this

tests

the

MYSELF.
The press agent knows more about the theatre and its people
than any other person behind the footlights except the ward-
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deal-

opening night of a new play haunt the sensitive press agent for

ing with the lives of the chorus or the amatory entanglements of

the rest of the engagement.
Some of us press agents have written plays; some of us know
something about dramatic technique, arid are men of culture. So,

But that

robe mistress.

is

another story.

are not

the soubrette or leading lady.
Ordinarily, the business of the press agent is not the decimation
If the
of truth, but the avoidance of its inopportune discovery.
all
he
found
about
the
related
of
the
people
playhouse
press agent

where he
ment,

employed, he would soon find himself out of employsome cases, in jail. I once asked an agent employed

is

and, in

by Edward
like Rice,

When

E. Rice

how he was

only I prefer to
business is in a

getting on, and he replied
have mine in pudding."

:

"I

when

a callow youth or cub reporter comes to the theatre to pass
judgment upon an art of which he knows nothing whatever, it is
little wonder that we grow warm under the collar, or that when

we find men who make a living out of the theatre flitting about
the lobby on a first night, gloating over the failure of a dramatist
or of a "star," our opinion of the critical fraternity as a body does
not rise to an exalted

coma, the press

state of

be called

who

of

illusion

have

keep up the

to

One

There are no vacancies

must

the

her

his

or

the

face

courage

When

departments, and
other positions re-

quire experience."
But to return to our

of

and constantly
failure,
administer "dope" to the
cast.

as

agent,

ventive

He may,

what

and unexpurgated

No

ceeds

man, who
business

suc-

is

at

once placed by his manager at the head of hi*
class.

his

talk

newspaper

he

tion.
is

must

creating most

in

must feign a glowing
and enthusiastic admiraIt

matter at

cost, his star

The agent who

lic.

;

else

in-

be kept before the pub-

opinion of the play, the
star and the players but

everybody

said,

power and few

scruples.

bosom of

his family, give his pri-

to

press

have

I

must be a man of

public
is apathetic, actors need
a lot of encouragement.

vate

The

muttons.

the

in the

mu-

the dramatic or

in

"star,"

in

any,"

"Well," said the great
"you won't do.

sical

up

had

editor,

of his chief

jolly

experience
?" asked

had

you

"Haven't

:

bolster

staff

replied the youth.

duties belongs rightly to
the house physician He

the

the

the editor.

prosperity,

and so during periods of
distress and failure, his
face must be the mirror
of contentment and success.

is

called to apply for

"What

ager and the star depend

upon him

story

young man

a

a position on
of the paper.

The man-

in.

The

height.
told of

agent must be uncommonly alert. If he gave
out the truth, he would

write

to

The mere

routine

content to

is

conventional

crasies of his employer.

paragraphs, and cut them
out for the scrap book,
if by accident
any are

One day lately a wellknown press agent was

ber.

put as fair a face as possible upon the idiosyn-

denying

printed,

certain

boldly

of

the

plied
it

In

listeners

looked sceptical, and resarcastically

Otto Sarony Co.

R. D.

that

McLean

as

fore he, the press agent, would be arguing just the other way.
"When will that be, I'd like to know?" demanded the press

agent hotly.
are discharged,"

was

the reply.

any one of our leading press agents should set down what
they really thought of some of our critics the aesthetic policemen of the drama he would be undoubtedly arrested for using
profane language. Willie Winter recently said in the Tribune
that one of the chief terrors of the dramatic critic was that he
If

was confronted on opening nights by the patent leather smile of
the press agent. To this we press agents might retort that patent
leather has polish, and that is more than can be said of some
of the individuals
of plays.

Some

who

three

stances,

would not be long be-

"When you

num-

blue ribbon of

press agency goes to the
sensation promoter.

regarding the telephone temper of his star.
facts

One

a back

is

The

are sent to the theatres to write criticisms

of the critical faces which confront one on the

Marcus

in

"Adrea"

notable

fresh

in

in-

mem-

ory, the press agent has
proved worthy of his

hire.
He has placed a
a stage box where it might be found by the occupants; he has planned and had executed the firing of a revolver
from a box in the middle of a performance, and he has induced
live

baby

in

a "high society lady" to ride an elephant. That the first of these
merry exploits might have occasioned official displeasure of an

embarrassing

sort,

distinction, detracts

and that the second did actually achieve such
nothing from the credit of the performance.

Publicity had been won.
The evolution of the press agent has been a process not without interest. At the outset his duties were simple. But with new

more actors, increasing public interest, came innovations.
then the struggle for supremacy in the newspapers. "Give us
this day our daily space," insisted the man or woman "star" to the

theatres,

And

manager.

"Get notices about our people

in the papers,"

com-
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the manager, and the press agent who succeeds in getconsidered an expert in
ting his attraction most written about is
There is every incentive
his business.

manded

A

who, on the occasion of her first visit to the
gained fame thanks to a press agent who
sprinkled tan-bark before her hotel and insisted she was ill unto death, and gave im-

visiting actress

United

States,

an energetic "publicist" to
and a few of the results of
his industry have been the following stories
that have appeared in the daily newspapers
from time to time
The Milk Bath; The Infatuation of a King;
The Fortune Won at the Races; The Divorce
The Wearing of the
(all sorts and conditions)
therefore,

for

aginary

named

:

clad in a

;

The Society Recruit The Theft of Diamonds The Hair-breadth Escape from Death
The Fortune Won in Wall Street; The Relative
of Royalty; The Suit of a Chorus Girl Against
a Manager Alleged to Have Discharged Her for
The Strewing of a
Alleged Lack of Beauty
;

;

;

the old street parade once so popular with
the minstrel men.

There

;

is

a youngster

growing up

in the

family of an honest toiler of the Bronx,
with whose infant life long chances were

Street with Tan-bark Because a Certain Actress
was Too Nervous to Hear Street Noises, and a
thousand and one other devices.

By

dog

and a rather chill afternoon it was
gown which might have been conventional in a ballroom but certainly was
not designed for outdoor wear.
This is
taken to have been a cunning variant on

in

;

lap

noon

;

tion

her

of

the lady appeared in the streets of the shopping district, in the early hours of the after-

Such a Manner as to Raise the Question
of Whether a Music-hall Performer Had Ears
The Suit Against a Merchant Who Exhibited in
His Window Hosiery Named After a ProducHair

experiences

grotesquely
sounded, during a more recent stay, an even more personal appeal for
With her devoted pup
yellow comment.

bestir himself,

Now

as these the enterprising press agent is good
for many columns of space in the newspapers

taken by the determined press agent.

RUTH HOLT

MISS

ringing the changes on such themes

genius of the managerial

playing the leading female role in "The Vacant Chair

hausted

and

all

staff,

The

having ex-

legitimate efforts to get the

name

fairly earned.

of his attraction into the newspapers, and speculating dismally on
the lean season which must follow his retirement from activity,

When the theatrical press agent has planted all his pictures and
has run out of original schemes, he purchases, for a few pennies,
the English comic papers which are filled with short anecdotal

caught in the advertising columns of his paper the announcement
of a midwife. A child might be adopted by a responsible person.
The press agent decided he was that responsible person. He vis-

his salary

is

These the press agent paraphrases,
and arranging the names of the roles to suit
the actors in his company.
Then he has this production typewritten and mailed to the dramatic editors, marked
These
EXCLUSIVE, NOT DUPLICATED.
stories, occasionally of point.

ited the dealer in

localizing the scenes

the child.

:

yarns are

known technically as "dog stories." There are
New York City which print this class of matter

papers in
because the stories are written around the names of actors.

Punch

the market for the

on the road there
clog.

is

The dramatic

managing

editor,

re-write

still

just

But

is

rapidly contracting, although
seldom any doubt as to the availability of the
editor of the country paper,

city

editor,

news

editor,

who

foreign

is

usually

editor

and

such entertaining "copy."
"copy" boy
There is no place for a press agent who can not get matter in
the newspapers, and consequently that gentleman in a desperis

glad to get

ate attempt to secure space often oversteps the

James

bounds of decency.

as

the

infant

posited in
box for the performance arrived, they discovered the child. The
press agent worked the newspaper offices, and the yellow journals

How

this laboriously worked out scheme
to aid the sale of tickets for that particular theatre only the
charitable organization rescued the baby
press agent knew.

discovered a sensation.

was

A

had succumbed to the

severities of the part it had been
hired to play in the interests of a publicity craving management.
These and other extravagancies which have sometimes got

before

my

it

over-zealous colleagues into serious trouble, have done

much

to discredit the press agent, but with all our faults the managers
would find it hard to get along without us.
many of the

How

"stars"'

now

solely to

S. Metcalfe, tKe boycotted critic of "Life,"

alleged prejudices Caricaturist Carlo de Fornaro depicts him here
admission to playhouses only to find every door barred against him.

his

American futures, and became the purchaser of
was then conveyed to the theatre and dethe stage box. When the persons who had rented the

The

in,

shining in the theatrical firmament

our efforts

owe

the character of the Wandering

Wandering Jew, condemned

ihis

whole

their

vogue

X. Y. Z.

?

life

long to 'wander up and

down

Jew

the Rialto seeking

Edgar Poe and the American Drama
stage production in New York by
Frank Keenan of Poe's mad-house story,
"The System of Dr. Tarr," and the com-

ing presentation of George Hazleton's

new

play,

"The Raven," based upon Poe's well-known
poem, attracts attention to the somewhat singular fact that although he was a poet of essentially dramatic genius, Edgar Allan Poe himself
produced nothing of technical dramatic form.

Yet Poe was

closely connected with the stage.
the offspring of distinguished players,
and to his memory the theatrical profession has

He was

memorial

set a

in the

Museum

Metropolitan

Poe's conception of the drama, first of

all,

as poetry

;

and

with him, as he said, poetry was not a purpose, but a passion.

Moreover,

was

it

and

his conviction,

his

cles praises

Robert Walsh's "Notices of Kean's principal perform"I have looked to
first season in Philadelphia."

ances during his

Essay," says Poe, "as to a fair oasis in the general blankness
I read it with
futility of our customary theatrical notices.

this

and

which I always welcome my own longcherished opinions, when I meet them unexpectedly in the language of another. How absolute is the necessity now daily growing,
that thrill of pleasure with

of rescuing our stage criticism from the control of illiterate mountebanks, and placing it in the hands of gentlemen and scholars!"
Comments upon or allusions to plays as literature, and to dra-

matic authors, abound in Poe's writings.

of Art.

was

writer of stage criticism, he took keen cognizance of what his
contemporaries did in that direction. One of his "Literati" arti-

well-known

critical

dictum, that the degree of elevating soul-excitement, which alone
entitles a poem to be so called, cannot

:

of any great length.

;

The fragmentary sketched-out
for

his

"Politian,"

scenes

a query embodying, in their
all
that need be said or sung on
opinion,
the topic of its fitness for sale.
sell?'

un-

unpublished,

probably never-completed
what Poe
while
indicating

should as soon think of maintaining, in
the presence of these creatures, the dic-

might have achieved with a purpose
directed towards the stage, at the same
time shows
sion

Thus

how

clearly

thwarted

ever

tum of Anaxagoras,

action.

nights, has

:

A

LALAGE:

deed

is

done

to be

LALAGE

:

:

And

Castiglione

!

!

!

trees

methought

a fig-

ure past

A

spectral

figure,

and

solemn,

slow, and noiseless
Like the grim shadow Conscience.
I

(Walks across, and returns.)
was mistaken 't was but a giant
by

the

autumn

wind.

Lalage my
thou moved?

love!

why

dost thou turn so pale?

Conscience's

Far

less

a

likenest to

art

Not

merciless vivisection

From a photograph

self,

EDGAR ALLAN POE

shadow which thou

Throw over

it,

evident in

exposition

of

all

it

in

1846,

things a gloom.

;

but to have per-

when
were

the two poets.
in the heydey

must have required a courage almost superCircumscribed space forbids here anything like full abstract or quotation, but a few pertinent excerpts may be offered

of their celebrity,

human.

:

:

Politian

!

Thou speakest to me of
With which all tongues

love.

Knowest thou

A
A

fairy land of flowers,

and

fruit,

"We

the land

are busy a land new found
Miraculously found by one of Genoa
thousand leagues within the golden west?

and sunshine,

And crystal lakes, and over-arching forests,
And mountains around whose towering summits

wish

now

and Taste, we

by the engrafting of Reason upon
and thus alone shall be able, to force the

to suggest that,

shall be able,

modern drama into the production of any profitable fruit. At present,
what is it we do? We are content if, with Feeling and Taste, a dramatist
The most successful of the more
does as other dramatists have done.
and to
immediately modern playwrights has been Sheridan Knowles
ape Sheridan Knowles seems to be the highest ambition of our writers for
the stage.
Now, the author of 'The Hunchback' possesses what we
are weak enough to term the 'true dramatic feeling,' and this true dramatic
;

the winds

Of heaven untrammelled

flow which air to breathe
happiness now, and will be Freedom hereafter
In days that are to come?

Is

is

formed

his contemporaries,

Should shake the firm spirit thus. But the night wind
Is chilly
and these melancholy boughs

LALAGE

itself

We

My

Why

black,

of the presfellow as dramatists.
ent day are the posterity that has confirmed and approved this result of Poe's

Politian!

POLITIAN:

is

tic carving is finished, nothing what-'
ever is left of Messrs. Willis and Long-

bough
Stirred

snow

Poe's ideas concerning stage theory and
practice, is found in his critical analyses
of N. P. Willis's "Tortesa, the Usurer,"
and Longfellow's "Spanish Student,"
which criticisms taken conjointly form
a classic and monumental essay upon
After his artisthe American Drama.

he shall die
Hist hush within the gloom

Of yonder

rendered

'London Assurance'."
The most elaborate

lives!

POLITIAN

that

as of disputing the profundity of that
genius which, in a run of five hundred

his lyric pas-

persistent

is

We

and

drama

are invariably

accurately estimated, the literary Titmice assure us, by the number of persons who peruse it and 'Does a book

be sustained throughout a composition

acted,

They

sound and bright, having worn well these sixty years past. In
the opening paragraph of his review of Dickens' "Barnaby
Rudge" for example, we find this ironical passing mention of
Dion Boucicault's earliest success "The worth of a work is most

Poe's interest in the acted drama, as well as in its literature,
apparent to any student of his writings. He was a frequent

playgoer, and enjoyed the personal friendship of at least one distinguished actor the comedian Burton. Though not himself a

feeling he has manifested in the

of

the

Elizabethan

most preposterous

series of imitations

drama by which ever mankind were

insulted

and

Not only did he adhere to the old plots, the old characters,
beguiled.
the old stage conventionalities throughout, but he went even so far as
to persist in the obsolete phraseologies of the Elizabethan period and
just in proportion to his obstinacy

and absurdity

at

all

points,

did

we
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pretend to like him the better, and pretend to consider him a great dramat"The truth is that cant has never attained a more owl-like dignity
ist."
than in the discussion of dra-

matic

A

principle.

stage critic

modern

awesome poem, "The Con-

lofty contemner of all things
simple and direct. He delights
in

revels

mystery

in

mystifi-

has transcendental no-

cation

and

'stage effect' as

were discussing the

Worm,"

ceived

in

"Lo

he

if

An

angel throng, bewinged, bedight,

are indebted to the somewhat over-profound criticisms
of Augustus William Schle-

In

detracts

as

It

A
folly

at least,

fitfully

It shall

With

not to

CHARLES
Now

B.

HANFORD

"Out

And

And

modern

no marked individuality. She is a creation
which would have done no dishonor to Shakespeare. She excites profound
and

has been

sillily

objected to her that she

She is; and what then? We
Bulwer has painted a woman. The

at points ignoble.

Clarissa Harlowe.

weak, mercenary,
are not dealing with
is

chief defect of the
play lies in the heroine's consenting to wed Beauseant, while aware of the
existence and even the continued love of Claude. As the plot runs, there
is a question in Pauline's soul between a compara-

out are the lights out all
over each quivering form

the angels,

And

itself

comedy. The inmates of a lunatic asylum overpower
and keepers. They put their former masters in padded
The
cells, and then proceed to run things to suit themselves.
leader is an intellectual lunatic called "Dr. Tarr," and he is
abetted by another and more eccentric lunatic named "Professor
Fether."
The two worthies have adopted
the doctors

They

and he is greeted with
and
cordiality by Dr. Tarr, who
politeness
passes himself off as the physician in charge.
The senator, to his alarm, soon discovers

must be understood as calling
on the ground of
war with the whole genius of the

repulsive, but I

this effect objectionable solely

that things are not quite right, but

play."

The poems and
to

suggestions

tales of

Poe are full of
Sardou has

sane people.

some of the poet's best inspirations are directly traceable to impressions

thews, had

its

late

real genesis in a spectacular

in

MISS ALEXANDR A PHILLIPS
Young English actress who has shown versatility
and in modern rolea in different stock
companies in the West

was penned, in the
course of which Poe enlarges upon the fantastic conception of

the aforementioned review of Dickens's novel

particularly

alarmed

clothes

adaptation

which Poe,

is

being worn outside ourselves, we
should get outside the clothes. The senator
tries to escape, but finds everything locked,
and then follows a highly amusing supper

"The Raven"
Cornelius Mat-

of "Barnaby Rudge,"
company with Matthews, witnessed at the old Park Theatre, in the season of i845-'46. It was at this time that

stage

He

lady of most
modest demeanor calmly informs him that
people make great mistakes in wearing
clothes.
.She insists that instead of our

other hand

according to the

is

when an apparently sane young

frankly acknowledged his obligation, in the
case of "Pattes de Mouche"
and on the

itself,

it

some time before he can assure himself
which are the lunatics and which are the

'dramatists

received from the theatre.

by them.
and feathering as

after a system devised

believe in tarring

a visit of inspection

her in sacrificing herself to Beauseant.
we hate her for the sacrifice. The effect

being at

names

most soothing system to cure obstreperous patients. Just after the outbreak, a
State senator arrives at the Sanitarium on

have induced the wife to give up the living Melnotte. Only the assurance of his death could have

its

Worm."

hilarious

the

is,

a storm.

particularly well to dramatic treatment, the story being
its sudden changes from grewsome tragedy to

been an instant's hesitation. The audience have
no sympathy with any. Nothing on earth should

it

!

remarkable in

these

is

Sin,

all

hero the Conqueror

its

(because merely worldly) injury to
her father, and utter ruin and despair inflicted
upon her husband. Here there should not have

As

not,

"The System of Dr. Tarr and Professor Fether," perhaps one
of the most fantastic and characteristic of Poe's stories, lends

tively trivial

justified

it

palled and wan,
Uprising, unveiling, affirm
That the play is the tragedy, 'Man,'

criticisms to the contrary notwithstanding, I must regard
of Lyons' as one of the most successful dramatic efforts of

in the case of Pauline, there is

seize

for-

a circle that ever re-

The curtain, a funeral pall,
Comes down with the rush of

"A hundred

admirably conceived and skilfully wrought into execution. Its dramatis
persona? throughout have the high merit of being natural, although, except

Through

!

turneth in

comedy:

times. It is popular, and justly so. It could not fail to be popular
so long as the people have a heart. It abounds in sentiments which stir the
soul as the sound of a trumpet. It proceeds rapidly and consequentially; the
interest not for one moment being permitted to flag.
Its incidents are

not be forgot

Phantom chased

To the selfsame spot,
And much ,of Madness, and more of
And Horror the soul of the plot.

Foe's "Marginalia" comment upon "The Lady of Lyons" is
and may be re-read with special interest in view of the

recent successful revival of Bulwer's sterling

its

evermore
By a crowd that

touring iu the West in "Othello"

incisive,

It

oh, be

sure

;

emotion.

of the spheres.

"That motley drama

de-

any positive extent and why
should an author have to be
MRS. C. B. HANFORD
told, what the slightest reflection
Takes the role of Desdemona in Mr. Hanford's company
would teach him, that an audience by dint of no imagination can or will conceive that what is sonorous
in their own ears at the distance of
fifty feet, cannot be heard by the dramatis personas at the distance of one or two?"

'The Lady

play of hopes and fears,
the orchestra breathes

The music

stroys verisimilitude.
People
are not in the habit of solilo-

quizing aloud

in

While

much

utterly

drowned

Sit in a theatre, to see

from the acting merit of our
drama generally as any other
inartisticality.

and

veils,

tears,

gel."

'asides'

latter

years.

all this,

"The prevalence of the

:

'tis

!

we

of

con-

is

concrete

the

a gala night
Within the lonesome

differential

For much of

calculus.

queror

image of a sublime drama

tions concerning P. S. and O.
P., and talks about 'stage business'

and

that weird

Finally,

not a

if

nothing

is

Barnaby 's raven, and even suggests that, as a possible heightening
of the effect, "its croakings might have been prophetically heard
in the course of the drama."

in classic

given by the lunatics at which he

is

forced

to be a guest and where he is terrified out of
his wits by "Dr. Tarr" doing the carving

with a peculiarly sharp carving knife.
again put under control.

Finally the lunatics are

ELISE LATHROP-

THE THE A 1KB M A

CausesofLossofHair
Dr. Sabouraud, the eminent French Dermatolcent of hair losses are
ogist, says that 98 per
the results of microbes and the neglect of
The antiseptic action of
dandruff.

Seven
Sutherland
Sisters'
kills microbes and removes danTheir constant use for a period will,
furnish
by acting directly on the hair bulbs,
nourishment, vitality and growing power to
the impoverished roots and air shafts, resulting

preparations
druff.

'Its the Hair- not the Hat"
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LIKE IT
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M

three sizes,

booklet
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'Woman
Beauty
craves

is

and

a priceless possession that every woman
chief element is a clear, healthy, well-

Thousands of the most beautiful women in America

have found

OXZYN BALM

an unrivalled means for preserving and beautifying the
complexion. It feeds the skin removes all blemishes and
flabbiness makes it clear and healthy, and is the only
hair to grow
preparation of the kind which will not cause
on the face.
We stand back of Oxzyn Balm as we stand back 01 all
fi

yx

878 Broadway,

gentleness is tenderer than Ibsen's, less strenuous
than Bjornson's, and wafts towards one memories
of Dostoievsky and Ttirgaiieff.
Niel Thergsen and his child-like wife, Helga,
have been married six years, llflga is one of the
great multitude of wives who are "not underShe is closely related lo Ibsen's Nora
stood."
Her husband
and even to Sardou's Cyprienne.
is lacking all the attributes of the "ideal" of her
She longs for "real happiness"
girlish fancy.
and Lawyer Carsten, young, good-looking and
most deserving of love from the feminine point
of view, arrives at the psychological moment.
Niel is not blind, yet he does not interfere, for
he is a man of practical principles, one of which
He deis that nobody can change a condition.
a quick decision.
mands, however, one thing
Helga decides for Carsten, of course. But when
she meets her lover to follow him forever, grave
doubts creep into her little soul of a child in distress, and she resolves to consult her father, a
miserable drunkard, and learn from him for the
first time the story of her mother's sad fate; for
she remembers dimly that this mother, strong,
pure and kind, passed through the same trials as

Muir's
Scotch Ale

herself.
She finds her father in

found

Is

wherever

and
meet
meets
everywhere
friends
friends.

"Your Health"
A

delicious

sparkling,

beverage, as
wholesome as it is pure,
and more healthful than
Muir's is a barley
English hop ales.
malt brew bottled in stoneware in
Edinburgh for over 124 years.
appetizing

BE SURE

IT'S

MUIR'S

EVERYWHERE

SOLD
ACKER, MERRALL

&

CONDIT CO,

Sole Agents

shameful surroundings,

and learns from him the confession
mother took poison in order to avoid

that her
just such

A slip of
conflict as she is suffering from.
paper with the words "1 am yours" was all thai
The ambiguity
the unfortunate woman had left.
of its meaning drove llelga's father to drink.
Helga is horrified to hear the truth and grasps
the Mask of poison out of which her mother had
The father snatches it from
drunk "oblivion."
her lips just in time for Niel to rush in and
prove by a fond embrace that he, the husband,
is after all the right man to give her enduring
a

happiness.
Lvvtost

Work.

Rostand, says the London Taller, has
just finished writing a new drama for M. CoqueFrom all accounts it promises to be as brillin.
liant a success as his last work for that artist

Edmond

its

CO.

N

to Rose's

Rostivnd's

Beautiful'

nourished skin.

OXZYN

I

:

Sold by druggists.

complete restoration.

A

(Continued from page Hi.)
shame.
They would not perjure
But Rose swears falsely that Keil
themselves.
Aris the father of her child, about to be born.
rest for perjury threatens her.
They hunt her
down like a wild animal and she kills the child
to which she has given birth.
"Die Stillen Stuben," by Herr Sven Lange, is a
play in which we more than often come face to face
with great truths, the eternal retributions and
The work holds to a deep and
compensations.
and
infinite pathos
Its
beautiful philosophy.

tify

in

Cr

N. Y.

Cyrano and Coquelin, on dit, is vastly pleased
Mr. Rostand's health is not altowith his role.
gether of the best, and he has been making a
long stay at his country place, the Villa Etchegoria, Cambo, Basses Pyrenees, and although
happily much better he still remains there. Villa
Etchegoria is the Basque equivalent for Red
Madame de Rostand is, like her husband,
Villa.
She was Rosemond Gerard, the author
literary.
of a volume of verse called "Les Pipeaux." She
is now the mother of two little boys, Maurice and
Jean.
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Always restores color to
gray hair, all the dark, rich
color it used to have. The
hair

grows rapidly, stops
coming out, does not split at
the ends, and dandruff disappears.

Sold for 60 years.

For the whiskers and moustache we make a Dye known
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Queries

Answered

"Cleve., Ohio."
Q. Did Dustin Farnum ever play
"Virginius?" A.- No, we think not. Q. What was RobEdeson's wife's maiden name?
A. Helen Burg.
Q. Will you have on article on Mr. Vaughan Glaser?
A.
Is his wife an actress?
U. We cannot say. Q.
b.i-e is not acting this season.
O. E. B., Detroit, Mich. Q. What is the seating
capacity of the Hay market Theatre of Chicago and the
respective capacity of the different sections of the house?
A. The Ilaymarket Theatre has an orchestra circle,
dress circle, balcony, family circle and gallery. There is
one tier to the gallery, more than is possessed by any
other house in Chicago.
The parquet seats 716 chairs
on the floor and there are 40 seats in the eight boxes.
The balcony contains 506 chairs and 24 in the boxes., six
in number.
There are 472 chairs in the family circle.
The gallery will accommodate 800 people. It is now a
ert

p

MCILHENNY'S
THE ORIGINAL

vaudeville theatre.

R. M.

The

Perfect Seasoning for Soups. S<\l-.\ ds. Oysters. Clams. Fish.
Sauces. Roasts. Gravies, etc.
Mcllhenny's Tabasco Sauce gives that fine spicy, piquant flavor so dear to the

"Helen Max." Q. Will you tell me how one may become a member of the chorus of a comic opera company?

Make personal application to the chorus master or
stage manager of a tirst-class opera troupe and let him
If you possess all you state you may get
try your voice.

A.

It is purer and more healthful than dry pepper, leaving no lumps or sediment.
epicure.
It stimulates the stomach instead of irritating it, helping digestion instead of hindering it.

McILHENNY'S TABASCO

ORIGINAL
Used

in

FREE-Write

leading Hotels, Clubs and Restaurants half a century.

for

"TABASCO BOOK"

containing

an engagement.

H., Elmira, N. Y.
Q. Can an adult person learn
dance on the ends of the toes? A. No; he must comto learn to dance when quite young.
F. A. M.
Q. Will you have photographs of Miss
Fay Davis and Miss Mabel Roebuck? A. We have printed several of Miss Davis.
W. H. R., Knoxyille, Tenn. Q. In what company is
Orrin Johnson playing? A. In "Ben Hur," now in Chi
C.

AT ALL DEALERS

many now and unique

McILHENNY'S TABASCO. New Iberia,

Will you publish a picture of Charles Hawtrey
"A Message from Mars"? A. We will do

in his play,
so shortly.

to

mence

recipes

LSSL.

cago.

Elspeth, Chicago, 111.
Q. Have you published pictures of Mr. Mansfield in "Beau Brummel" and of Mr.
"The Admirable Crichton" ? A.- See our issue
of January, 1904.
A. R. LeC, Roseville, N. J. Q. Will you publish a
A.
picture of Richard Buhler and Jessaline Rodgers?
cannot say. Q. Where and with what company are
tiie Gibney sisters r
A.
do not know.
Gillette in

We

We

John P. M., Cleveland, O. Q. How can a young man get
an engagement in the chorus of a musical comedy company, and who should he apply to, and what is necessary
to get an engagement?
A.
See answer to "Helen Max."
W. F. M., Aew Haven, Conn. Q. Will you publish
pictures of Williams Lewers and 1-ord Sterling in the
March issue? A. It is impossible to publish them in the
March issue.
Subscriber, New Orleans, La,
Q. Will you publish
picture of Lionel Adams or Alphonz Etnier, now playtitle role of "Ben Hur"?
A. We may do so in
ilie near future.

a

ng the

B. B., Buffalo, N. Y.
Q. " When did you publish pic.ures of these plays?
A.
Sweet Kitty Bellairs," Feb-uary, 1904; "Merely Mary Ann," January, 1904; "Sunlay," Christmas, 1904; "Duke of Killicrankie," October,
1904; Julia Marlowe in "Romeo and Juliet," Christmas,
Where can I seciire tKese
1904, and January, 1905.
Q.

numbers ? A. At this office. Q. What is Mary
Mannering now playing in? A. See answer to A. R. Q.
A. C. Q.
Will you publish photographs of Joseph
A. Perhaps.
GalbraitJi, Henry Miller and Kyrle Bellew?
H. S. H.- Q. Can you inform me where I can lease
back

ALICE IN PETERSLAND
'

11

The

Original

Milk-Chocolate

Here is the prize," said Tweedledee,
For which we fought our battle,

"'Twas PETER'S Chocolate you

"And

see,

"Irresistibly

not a foolish rattle."

Is

r

PE ER'S

Delicious

Dainty, smooth and wholesome,
revelation to the Chocolate lover.
brands are imitations.

it is

a

Other

"

PETER'S

FREE SAMPLE and illustrated booklet "An Ascent of Mont Blanc" upon request.
78 Hudson St., New York
LAMONT, CORLISS & CO., sole importers, Dept.
E,

CAR
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TONIC
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IT DOES

Trie chief ingredient of Carpine
'Brazil,

Carpine Hair Tonic, 50 cents and $1.00 the Bottle.

NOT D/SCOJLOR, NOR, MAKE THE HAIR, GREASY
who

Hair Tonic

is

filocarpine,

a drug

extensively used by tr/e native
are noted for tfyeir luxuriant growth of hair.

principle of Jaborandi;

For sale by

A.

aon

tt^e

active

women of

Delia Fox is in vaudeVirginia Harned is in Chicago.
She
ville.
Bijou Heron is the wife of Henry Miller.
We do not know
retired from the stage some time ago.
where Beulah Dodge is. William Gillette follows Maude
Adams at the Empire in "Sherlock Holmes." At the
close of his engagement at the Empire he goes to London
and plays his new piece "Claresse." Lawrence Grattan
Paul Gilmore is in San Francisco;
is in a stock company.
was recently starring in "The Mummy and the Hum-

ming

Bird.'

A. N., Pueblo, Colo.
Q. When and where did FlorA. We have no record
ence Gale make her first debut?
of her debut.
are the names of the
Ala.
What
C.
Mobile,
Q.
J.
A. It is
best American actors and actresses of to-day?
a matter of opinion.
N. B., Hartford, Conn. Q. Is Maude Adams coming
A. She is.
to Hartford, Conn.?
Q. Will you publish
A.
See this
scenes from Robert Edeson's new play ?
issue.

Where is "Mrs. Leffingwell's .-Boots"
A.
It was at the Savoy Theatre, is
Lyceum.
A A._K., Cleveland, O. Q. Is the "Show Girl" or
thic "Piff, Paff, Pouf" company going to play in CleyeA. Both companies will visit your city
1; nd this season?
Pa.
Q.
Pitts,
being presented?

now

leading druggists.

at tihe

-

late in

WHEN

,

,

a superior preparation which thoroughly j|Kk P ri: vcnls I he formatiou of dandtuff, keeps
th
'""" "septic condition invigorcleanses the scalp and removes dandruff
f *%'*
"les
the roots of the hair, prevents it from
...
without mailing the hair dry or brittle.
falling out, and promotes the gtowth.

^

Montgomery, Ala. Q. Have you .published
photograph of Paul Gilmore and of Creston Clark?
See our issue for June, 1903.
E. J. D., Springfield, Mass.
Q. Would you publish
pictures of Dan Daly, Jerome Sykes and Stuart Robson
in the next month's THEATRE?
A. See our issues for
February, 1903, and March, 1903.
L. W. C., Utica. N. Y.
Is
William Gillette booked
Q.
to appear in Utica this season?
A. He is not. Q. Do
Isabel
or
eiti er
Irene Bentley expect to tour in
Irving
vaudeville this season?
If so, are they booked for Utica?
A. They are in vaudeville but are not booked for Utica.
r
In
n "Dorothy
of Haddon Hall," who played
Q.
oroy Vernon
tne parts of Sir John Manners, Sir Malcolm, Sir George
A.
Vernon, Queen Mary, Lady Dorothy
hy Crawford?
When first done in this city Sir John Manners, William
Lewers; Sir Malcolm, Sheridan Block; Sir George Vernon, Frank Losee; Queen Mary, Isabel Richards; Lady
When last done in this city
Dorothy, Bertha Galland.
the roles were taken respectively by Orrin Johnson, Carl
Helen
Bell and Bertha Galland.
Frank
Losee,
Anthony,
Q. Where are Forbes Robertson and Gertrude Elliott
in
Knickerbocker Thenow
and
what
play? A.
playing
Is Maxine Elliott booked for Utica?
atre, New York.
Q.
are the following
do
not
think
so.
Where
A. We
Q.
A. Julia Arthur has retired from the stage.
actresses?
Interested,

a

.

is

Carpine Shampoo, 25 cents the Bottle.

a musical comedy, comic opera, or operetta, to get a general idea as to how they construct and lay out an opera?
A. Unless you possess practical knowledge of the stage
you had better not attempt it. Spelling correctly is rather
essential.
Judging from your letter you might have difficulty in getting anyone to read it.
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THE THEATRE MAGAZINE ADVERTISER
In what play are James Kcltetas HackQ.
to play next season?
not decided.
"Old Curiosity Shop," Chicago, 111. Q. Will you publish articles on the older actresses, such as Clara Morris,
and Edwin Booth, and also a picture of Otis Skinner?
have already done so,
A.
Is Mrs. Leslie Carter's hair auburn and what color"
Q.
Such questions are trivial.
eyes has she? A.
H. K. M. B., Chicago, 111. Q. Will Mrs. Fiske giv
a jterformance of "Reeky Sharp
in Chicago this season r
A.
No.
Where can I get back numbers of your
Q.
P. R.
ett and

A.

It

S.

Mary Mannering going

Purity

is

We

magazine? A. At this office.
A Subscril-er.- Q.- Is Herbert Henry
"Cousin Kate" published? A. It is not.

company

Gwendolyn Valentine

is

cannot locale

I

Davics' play
In what
Q.
A.

this winter?

We

er.

What is Mary Anderson's
Boston, Mass.
Q.
A.
Anderson is her family name.
and address?
now Mme. de Navarro and resides in London,
A letter to the London Era will reach her.
England.
Has Julia Marlowe any relatives on the stage or
Q.
does she come from a theatrical frimily?
A.
She has no
relatives on the stage and she does not come from a
theatrical family.
Her right name is Brough.
O.
Is
Mr. Sotl'ern to play with Miss Marlowe next ~year?
A. The Sothern-Marlowe combination continues all next
season.
What is Mrs. Woodward's name? A. It is
Q.
Mrs. Eugenie Lindemann Woodward.
Is it necessary to have agree
J. K., Providence.
Q.
merits with managers drawn by a lawyer?
A.
It is ad
visable that contracts drawn between managers and actors -should be at all times executed according to all legal
You may write to Joseph M. Herzberg.
requirements.
attorney-at-law, 309 Broadway, who will be pleased to
M.

A.,

n-'inc

She

vn

above

everything- -distinguishes
Schlitz beer from the common.

is

There's a difference, of course,
the

in

the

barley,

hops,

the

yeast.

We use the

act in advisory capacity.

NOTICE. A

large number of letters from our
readers calling for answer in this department
were destroyed in our fire. Our readers are re-

We

quested to kindly ask their questions again and
they will be answered promptly in our next issue.

costliest materials.

age the beer for months to

prevent biliouness.

Universal Peace Theatre.
An

organization known as the Universal Peace
Theatre Company held a meeting and gave a
luncheon on Thursday, February 16, at the Hotel
Marlborough, this city, at which more than sixty
guests were present. The announced purpose of
the organization is to further the cause of international arbitration.
this is to be accomplished through the stage has not yet been clearly

How

explained.
The guests were greeted by David Hershfield.
Nat C. Goodwin, chairman of the committee, and
Alexander B. Ebin, secretary of the company.

The dining room was decorated with flags and
peace ensigns and a white dove bearing an olive
branch.
Nat C. Goodwin, as chairman, proposed
a toast to the President of the United States,
which was drunk standing.
Joseph T. Hogan,
vice-president of the New York Playgoers' Club,
proposed as a second toast, "Success to the Second Meeting of the Hague Peace Conference as
Called for by President Roosevelt."
Charles Sprague Smith, founder of the People's Institute, was introduced and told of his
renewed and present interest in things theatrical
because the People's Institute is about to launch
a theatrical company with the purnose of furnishing .Shakespearean and other d-ann to the
He spoke
public schools, etc., at moderate prices.
of the theatre as a good instrument with which
to spread the idea of univarsal peace and pronounced it a power comparable only with that of
the Church, and perhaps greater.
Remarks were made by Dr. Ernest Richard, of
Columbia University, and Alex. B. Ebin, secretary of the company, who then called upon Nat C.
Goodwin for a speech.
Mr. Goodwin said he had wondered why the
committee had selected an actor for its chairman,
but had concluded that the organizers of the Universal Peace Theatre Company and the New
York Playgoers' Club must agree with the critics,
who had so often informed him that he had
missed his vocation. He said the title "Universal
Peace Theatre" particularly appealed to him, because he had never found much peace in any
of the theatres which he had been connected with,
lie noticed that in promising to introduce peace
into the homes and theatres the company did not
mention the Syndicate.
Mr. Goodwin expressed the hope that the New
York Playgoe-s' Club would grow as has that
club in London, which has now three or four
thousand members. He told of being selected to
speak at one of the entertainments of the London
Playgoers' Club on the subject of "The American
Invasion." and went into it from the time of the
Druids till the arrival of the first New York
chorus girls in London.

The article in this issue on the Boucicaults is
the sixth paper of the series of Famous Families
of American Plavcrs. The previous aticles were
No. i The Booths ill.,
published as follows:
No. 2 The Drews ill., July,
M;iy. 1904, 35C.
No. 3 The Jeffersons ill., Sept., 1904,
'904, 35C.
No. 4 The Sotherns ill., Nov., 1904, 350.
35c.
No. S The Hacketts ill.. January, 1905. 250.
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But the healthfulness of Schlitz
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Where King Duncan wa.s
Mxirdered.
To

the Editor of

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE:

Tom's Cabin" company
Just
which has two Topseys, two Markses, and two
Haleys and several little Evas, is a bigger attraction than a troupe which possesses only one
"Uncle

an

as

each of these characters, so

I

am

glad to learn

from your splendid pages of the February issue
that Shakespeare's "Macbeth" has now been pro
vided by history with two chambers in which
that title-role King of Scotland murdered Duncan.

a long-felt

fills

It

New

In

Shakespeare

Society,

itself,

I

Macbeth mur-

Macbeth murdered him is in Glainis Castle (of
which you give a notable picture) at Glamis,
Scotland.
The New Shakcsfeareana chamber
where Macbeth murdered him is in Cawdor Castle,
Inverness.
William Shakespeare, the putative

AWARDED TO
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ice

Act II. of his tragedy as follows
"Inverness,
Court of Macbeth's Castle ;" and the second and
third scenes of that Act
which cover the mur:
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der action
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read for olace, "The same

fourth of that Act reading
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we
makes

that
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feel

that

way

at

,

myself,

Ingoldstadt- at Regensburg (Ratisbon, as the

call it) and at Aix-la-Chappelle, I am preBut as Macbeth, in Act I..
pared for anything.
Scene 3 of Shakespeare's play, was hailed by the

French

LB. IN

witches as "Thane of Glamis" before he was hailed
"Thane of Cawdor,'' I am under the impression
that less catholic persons than myself will give
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The foregoing letters were referred to the
author of the article, "Under the Walls of Macbeth's Castle," in our February
issue, and she
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2431
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Aren't you "off" in saying that Macbeth murDuncan in Glamis Castle?
Shakespeare
says the murder took place in Macbeth's Palace,
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the Pirate Chief, by saying, "Take your choice."
I
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having seen the skull of Count Tilly
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Sole Proprietors

York

"Outside Macbeth's

Cawdor and so, presumably, had castles both
at Cawdor in Inverness, and at Glamis.
If the late Mr. Barnum had been called upon
to settle things between THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
fixed
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cracked
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Castle," which, of course, is non-committal, since
the bad Macbeth was thane both of Glamis and
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Good
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the Baconian controversy), places the scene of
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Avenue
WHEN

in

the case of "Hamlet," and
tradition.

Upon Cawdor

deviated
Castle

it

seems hardly probable Macbeth ever looked. According to a book on "The Trnnes of Cawdor."
published by the Earl of Cawdor in Edinburgh,
Scotland, n 1858, and presented to the Spalding
Club of Aberdeen, in 1859, the author states, that
;

in consideration of the value to
history he
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made

from the charter-room of Cawdor
Castle which shows that "the tenure of Cawdor
is learnt from the charter of Robert
I., in 1310,

a
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While Shakespeare's "Macbeth" is acknowledged
to be founded on fact, he has taken a writer's
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granting thanedom to William, Earl of Cawdor
in heritage, for 12 marks, to be paid in exchecquer
yearly."

A

descendant of the above William, under reign

II. of Scotland, held a crown license
for a building, and to fortify his castle at Cawdor,
under date of 1454. Tradition fixes no individual
thane as the builder, ror the period of building;
for these matters we are indebted to the charter

of

James

Hydrozone
^
Sore 1Throat
r*.,
Qr\r*a
cures

and the records.
Almost conleinpoiary with the building of Cawdor Castle is the warrant for destroying the fortalice cf Lochindab, the iron door being brought
Another document
for the Donjon of Cawdor.
states that this same thane purchased from John
Ros, of Auchlossin, his whole lands on both
sides of the river, as well within the burgh of
Nairn as without, the charter bearing due

Its action is
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burning

immediate and
or

Hydrozone
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cauterizing.
is

effects

injurious

possible
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Aberdeen.
That Macbeth lived about the middle of the nth
century is admitted to be an historical fact; that
Duncan met his death at his hands is generally
Authentic history of Scotland began
accepted.
with the reign of Malcolm Canmore, the son
of the murdered Duncan, and for the preceding
period tradition is largely to be depended upon.
But while several places in Scotland lay rlaim to
beinu the spot where Duncan was assassinated,
a visit to the localities, a study of the times,
combined with Shakespeare's tragedy, would all
point toward Glamis Castle, which still holds
among its priceless titasures Macbeth's coat of
mail, as most probably being the home of Lady
Macbeth.
The writer.- of the doubting letters, had they
possessed information as comprehensive regarding "Macbeth" as one of them appears to have
concerning "Uncle Tom's Cabin," would have
brought a different argument than the play itself.
The latter says that Shakespeare places the scene
of Act II. of his tragedy at "Inverness, court of
Macbeth's castle, and the second and third scenes,
which cover the murder action, read for place, 'the

November

ySH
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WRITE LEGIBLY

,

"

same.'
If the

deductions solely on
but fair to go further
and place some stress on what follows in the
text.
At the close of Act I., the scene of which
is laid at Macbeth's castle, Lady Macbeth enters
reading a letter from her husband, from which
she learns for the firs' time that her lord has been
elevated to the rank of the Thane of Cawdor.
Strange indeed would it have been for her to be
then occupying Cawdor Castle, even had it been
in existence, for she believed with Macbeth that
the Thane of Cawdor lived a prosperous gentlewriter bases
Shakespeare's play, it

his

is

man.
Again the text goes on to say, that Duncan
would be her guest that very night, and she would
scarcely have time in the few intervening hours
to remove her household effects to Cawdor and
receive her royal visitor. Still another point in the
text.
The news of Duncan's coming was brought
by a messenger who had traveled so far that he
was, to quote from the play, "almost dead for
breath."
Fores, or Forres. as it is now called,
where the king was at the time, is but a few miles
from Cawdor Castle, a distance that to the doughty
men of those days would have been a bagatelle.
With records showing that the first Thane of
Cawdor was created in 1310, nearly three hundred
years after Macbeth lived, and with every tradition and circumstance pointing toward Glamis
Castle as the home of Macbeth, it is fair to presume that it was here Duncan met his death.
Glamis Castle is but little known to Americans,
It is not
or, for that matter, to the English.
a "show place," like the present Cawdor Castle,

and admission is only obtained by special permit
from the aeents of the Eari of Strathmore, the
Cawdor Castle is more widely
present owner.
known and much more frequently visited, and
it is not strange,
perhaps, that the story of Duncan's murder is associated with it as an added
attraction.

But both history and tradition point otherwise,
and these are the only guides we have to follow,
and even romance indicates that it was at Glamis
the gentle Duncan met his fate.
Very truly yours, MEDORA ROBBINS CROSBY.
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FASHIONS
THE

newest hats are characterand flares
many daring angles. Vari-

ized by rolling brims
at

ous shades of majenta and tan will
be in favor, also green in the spring
tints or lighter shadings of that color.

The model shown
[No.

is

i]

a

in

illustration

round hat of majenta

chip with rolled brim, cut at the left
side near the front with a bunch of
ostrich tips of the same color in light

and

The only other
a band of narrow ma-

dark shades.

trimming

is

ribbon.

jenta

velvet

shown

in illustration

of majenta tip with velvet of same
shade and OHtrict tips

illustration No: 6 is another favorite
model for the coming summer. Add-

ed to the bolero jacket is the postillion back, which only tall figures can
wear with impunity.

Among the popular garments for
spring wear must be considered the
new lace coats shown mostly in
seven - eighths
or
three - quarters
These are intended for
wear over light frocks of linen or

lengths.

sheer material, but they will also do

also a

The lining
service as opera wraps.
used will determine for which purpose these are intended. Renaissance

is

place
the same color is arranged in jabot
The hat
effect around the crown.

(1)

to the design

The model

No. 2

round hat with a somewhat exaggerated flare at the left beneath which a
choux of cream colored lace holds in
an egret of green. Ribbon of

No. 3 is made
to dip in the front by means of a
rather high bando which is covered

shown

Someshown in

touch to this simple frock.

what similar

in illustration

Round model

with cerise roses. The rough straw
and draped velvet on the low crown
round hat of rough
being the same smart color. Illustration No. 4 shows a
violet straw, the garniture being a twist of velvet in a lighter hue and
Illustration No. 5 is a
clusters of Parma violets to the left at the back.

wreath
becoming model of tan straw with fruit and flower garniture in a
colors
in
the
and
lighter
pastel
crown.
the
foliage
about
Roses, grapes
are used harmoniously.
rather striking hat, seen in one of the Fifth avenue shops, was also
of tan straw in a fancy weave, and in the always becoming picture shape.
formed the
long plume of shaded green and folds of sage colored velvet

A

lace

of

is

almost invariably the fabric
White,
tan,
grey, butter color and

which they are formed.

ecru,

black are the colors in which they are
shown. The black coats, of course,
are not

made

braid and net.

of cotton, but of silk
The box pattern is a

A

favorite design for these wraps.
One
few, however, are semi-fitted.

handsome garment in butter color
was cut three-quarter length and
lined with pongee. The sleeves were
bell-shaped and the collarless effect
finished the neck.
A short box model

1

(3)

Jaunty white hat ol cerise straw with velvet of the
came ;md roses shading irom ligbt to dark

of heavy white renaissance which

has been copied quite extensively in New York and elsewhere this winter,
had a foundation of accordion pleated white chiffon, with double ruffle of
the same in jabot effect at the front.
This might be used, of course, for

A

evening wear, as might also the long black lace coat made over a Dresden

Another very fetching round shape was of white chip with
The low round crowu was encircled by a narrow
lining of black straw.
band of black velvet ribbon, and the brim which rolled at the back in a
decided flare, was held in place by a cluster of American Beauty roses. A
and
poke bonnet of ruffled satin straw was faced with narrow Val lace
had as garniture small clusters of baby rosebuds, at right and left of the
crown. Long streamer ends of pink liberty ribbon were a feature of this

silk lining.

trimming.

These Dresden linings

A

toque of pale blue satin straw with a smart but exceedingly
immense white roses, one
trying contour, had as its simple garniture two
underneath the brim and one just above it on the crown at the left back.
model.

Lingerie hats, which will be very popular during the summer, are seen
in Charlotte Corday shapes, the crown being covered with embroidered
linen,

facing of

the

many

fine

lace

ruffles.

Small rosebuds

sometimes add to the trimming of these hats or occasionally
where the modified shape permits, a fold of taffeta ribbon in
one of the pastel shades is used about the crown.
These pastel colors, by the way, will be in vogue both in
dark and light hues for dress materials as well
as for hat trimming.

Subdued

reds, dull blues,

and greens and the quieter tones of pink and
blue will be liked. The gown shows in illusis

in pastel

charming picture model was made for Miss
Sanderson by Joseph.
Illustration No. 6 shows a costume of white

The

skirt

is

cut after the

new

They,

show

too,

the delicate

A

ecru lace with bell sleeves and wide collar was lined
with sheer white linen to be used over a costume of

ecru linen.

and

These smart new wraps

effective touch to linen

will

add a

rich

frocks which have in-

sertions of heavy lace.

To go from

this subject to that of the rain coats

summer wear is not so far a cry as
one might imagine. Time was when any old thing
did service for stormy weather wear.
Nowadays,
fashionable garments are designed solely for this
purpose. Nothing smarter or more becoming could be
Silk rubber is
desired than the new shower coats.
the favorite material and from fifteen to fifty dollars
for spring and

is the price asked for them.
While, heretofore, the
lighter colors have been confined to automobile wear,
these will now be used as rainy day garments, pure

with few exceptions, all these models are collarless.
The sleeve is mostly seen in the bishop or leg-o'-

mutton

The
linen with motifs of heavy white lace.
bodice has the bolero effect with bouffant

brella

Another favorite
pattern.
which
circular shape,

model

or

is

the

is

umbest

always

suited to tall figures. In this design dolman sleeves
are shown. These are like the old-fashioned surplice

full

A

sleeve and are tight at the wrist, or
have a storm sleeve as a sort of

very fascinating lingerie frock is
shown at Saks & Co. It is of sheer grass
linen made over a foundation of white Swiss

model.

used.

One of the favorites is the redingote, tight fitted at
It is notable that,
the waist and full in the skirt.

hat of tulle and roses to match the gown. This

sleeves.

much

colors and are especially effective under net
short box model in
or wide meshed grenadine.

and simple. This is quite a radical change from the
old mode, but the coming summer will see cream,
silver, and even scarlet coats worn in the street.
These coats are made after several different designs.

pink with entredeux
It is worn by Miss
of ecru and white lace.
Julia Sanderson in "Fantana" at the Lyric
Theatre. In the same illustration is shown a
tration No. 7

will be

pastel

of the coats in this material are

made

which rather unusual feature adds wonderfully to its
daintiness. The yoke of the bodice is formed of a wide
strip of torchon insertion with narrow tucks in the grass
linen at either side. A broad band of the insertion runs
horizontally around the bodice, which is pouched in
front.
The bouffant sleeve and long tight cuffs have
bands of the insertion, while the extra wide skirt is
trimmed in the same way, a row of narrow tucks being
placed above the lower inset of the lace. Another chic
model seen at the same shop, is of meavy blue linen all
over embroidery. The bodice had a yoke of pointed
bands of the same material.
New sleeves in the mousquetaire patterns falling over the hand lent a distinctive

after the circular pattern

with the aforesaid dolman
and cuffs of black velvet.

worn
same

if

the cuff

is

wide

Some
very elaborate. One
interlining.

was of bright

scarlet

military

collar

sleeves,

capes will also be
for the same purpose and will be made of the
material.

Long

One very handsome model

is

in

seven-eighths length cut circular and of a light cream
For those who
color with collar of black velvet.
prefer more sombre colors to go with their gray days
there are very dainty and attractive coats in deep

blue and black.

(2)

Eat of rough green straw trimniingofcage taffela
with egret to match and cream colored choux

Cravenette is another rainy day material, or, more
properly speaking, it is the process by which waterproof material is made. Many fabrics are susceptible

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE ADVERTISER
We Make

to the cravenette process.
Coats, then, which
have been cravenetted may be had at more reasonable prices than the newer and smarter silk rubber.
Gloria is another pretty material with satiny finIt is
ish, which will be used for the rain coats.
spoken of evasively in most of the shops as
shower-proof, and one perceives that a hint is

Fine

Lingerie
To
in

interest

you

our goods,

we

offer thel>r;u]tii'ul

dressing sacque as

implied of its possible non-imperviousness to
heavy storms. Still it will answer for any savage
blasts and storms, which let us hope we have seen
the last of for a while.
The English tweeds
which were so popular for ulster during the winter are seen in lighter grades for traveling wear

illustrated,

made

o

f

Jap

tine

and

silk

valencien-

ne s lace
for

$6. SO,

Express
Prepaid,

and

sent

Corset La Joie
Lightest Weight

CORSET
In the

World

Particularly

Well Adapted

C.O.D.with
the

XI

privi-

of

lege

for

exam in ation.

Any

Theatrical

lady

who desires dainty

and

Costumes

fine

lingerie

should
Price $12 up.

send for
our hand-

some

il

us-

trated catalog, free on application, which shows
many beautiful styles in negligee robes, dressing sacques and underwear in Jap silk, crepe de
chine, India linen, etc-

Miss H. C. Watson
IJOth Street
New York

21 West

Bridal Outfits a Specialty*

FRENCH LINGERIE CO.,
1714 State St., Chicago,

^

III.

P EU MAT,C

DM.. FORM

JJ.

YOUR EXACT FIGURE.
The " P

N EU"

any lady

FIT
(-1.)

Model of violet straw trimmed with velvet of a

lighter shade

and

CLEMENT HAIR COLORING

Hairdresser,
26 W. 33d St. New York

Parisian Specialist ID

My Mixture Vegetale will restore gray or bleached hair to
its original or any desired shade. Guaranteed harmless, easy
to apply, does not rub off or turn the hair green or
yellow; no
failure possible.
I also make a special
preparation to
eyebrows and lashes. Price $2.00.

Perfect Fitting

My

permanently color the

Among
wear,

the

new

materials intended for

organdies

and cotton

much worn. Organdie lisse
among the new flowered
charming designs

is

will

The

be kept in

156

Fifth Avenue,

"'li'.'

New

be

well to the fore

stuffs,

in the pastel colors

with

cellent

in

fine

many

and Dresden

sheer mercerized cottons offer an ex-

ground for printed

effects,

and the flower

SOIESETTE
(pronounced "Sw&-<otto")

My

The above trade-mark on genuine

The

Tnraade Ninon
the latest creation for a low coiffure easy to adjust, cannot
be detected. Its price, $6.50, is unprecedentedly low.
;

The

Soiesette,

Beautiful

Wash

etc.

Fabric

why SOIESETTE

is the most widely
imitated fabric in the world is because it is the
most attractive, serviceable, beautiful 2nd eco-~
nomical cotton fabric made. Looks like silk
improves in luster by washing, and does not
shrink. All shades.
31 inches wide.
2$c. a

BRANCH
f

Auffusta, Ga.

reason

yard.

Wash Goods Department

of

|

first- class

The wise shopper knows why substitutes
are offered^ they sell (or a little less, perhaps,
but they give the dealer a larger profit. It is to
your advantage to get the GENUINE insist on
seeing the word "SOIESETTE" on the wrapper
nd on the selvedge.
For sale everywhere.
Do not take an imitation.
stores.

'

,

The Youmans new spring
hat for men,

is

a distinc-

tive

gracefully proporform having a
tioned
slightly tapering crown

and a well-set brim with a

medium
setoff
curl,

pitch effectively

by a raisedD'Orsay
just a bit rounded.

(5.)

Tan colored

^6

Broadway, (Madison Sq. West)
Fifth Avenue (near 44th St.)

138

Broadway (near Liberty

1107

show

to

especially

good advantage on

such material.

Mothers!!!

Just what the wearing quality of these fabrics

St.)

will

is

difficult to

forecast, although

subject.

have had a number of inquiries regarding

We

the early issues of THE THEATRE MAGAZINE.
can still supply some of them at the following
First year
prices:
1901
per number, $1.50.
Second year 1902 per number, 7$c. Third year
Fourth year 1904
1903 per number, soc.
per number, 35c.

WHEN

prove

to be,

most of the shopkeepers are optimistic on the

YOUMANS HATS
We

satin straw'withTrnit and,"flowers~garniture.

I

designs

The mercerized

cotton

shown

this season

is

like

the other "process" cottons tempting to look at,
but possibly prone to limpness after a short wear.

The

frankly tubbable materials are perhaps better
buying.
The cotton taffeta is seen, however, in charm-

a

"PNEU" FORM COMPANY

of every description made
human hair
directly imported by me.
new Pompadour 1'Aiglon to be worn under one's hair,
$3. 50; switch, 2 oz., 24 inches, all long, natural wavy hair, $4. 50

HAMPTO> TKRRACK HOTEL,

may

Send for Descriptive Circular

(wood!*
up with the best

Send fur illustrated booklet.
Marcel Waving, Shampooing, Facial Massage,
Private rooms lor each patron.

deflated

small box.

Paris.

Hair

YOUR DRESSES ON

When

summer

voiles

inflates

effects.

Wigs

scientifically made.
hair goods exhibit was awarded 1st and 2nd prizes

the

OMAN

lining.

Only one form necessary for a family.

These also are shown in the
redingote, and ulster pattern.

umbrella or circular,
Various tailored tweeds with a rubber backing,
called in some shops rubber cloth, are also among
the storm garments.
es'

\V

waist

YOUR SECOND SELF.

clusters of violets.

and rainy weather.

s

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup
SIXTY YEARS by MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHILDREN
while TEETHING, with PERFECT SUCCESS.
It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFTENS the GUMS,
ALLAYS all PAIN CURES WIND COLIC, and
has been used for over

;

the best remedy for DIARRHtEA.
Druggists in every part of the world.

is

Sold by
Be sure

and ask for "Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup,"
and take no other kind. Tweuty-five cts. a bottle.
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Xll

ing colorings, the dainty blue, green, and brown
checks being especially good looking.

ginghams are seen

Scotch

Tartan plaids

in

;

these are especially desirable for children's dresses

or the pretty kilt

skirts

with the suspender

effect.

Some
in

which

little

girls

wear

new ducks and piques are printed
but these are always better in white.
with embroidered patterns in white is
of the

colors,

Pique
being made up into some smart frocks for the

Southern

lam

r

resorts.

Dotted Swisses with small close dots and flower
motifs are charming, as are also the silk batistes
with jacquard effect in silk and flower pattern in
rather large design.
Neckwear for the

summer

girl

is

lovelier than

ever before and, in the smarter shops,

more

exquisite of the collars and cuffs are
imported from Paris and are hand embroidered.
From five to twenty-five dollars are the prices

The most

which they

sell.

The open
and

also

eyelet embroidery
sometimes combined with

is

is

much

used,

em-

all-over

broidery of finest linen.
Many of the smartest sets are of heavier Irish
linen with button-holed edges and applique of
Irish crochet.

and cuff sets have noticeably deep
of the inexpensive ones are made of
val lace and beading, the former being set on in

The

very

is

preeminently the correct corset fashion

Designed with reference to the new mode in dress, it expresses the most advanced ideas of the Parisian corsetier's
art, modified to conform to the American woman's figure.

"Security" Rubber Button Hose
Supporters attached

collar

narrow

full

When

fullness

made with

narrow wristimmediately above it, a narrow
a

turnover cuff was the only practicable thing, but
that

the

modifications

deep close-fitting cuff and
of

the

leg

o'

mutton

Exquisite fabrics, pretty laces and pliant whalebone complete

being worn, a deeper turnover cuff

a tout ensemble irresistible.

smart.

The Warner Bros.

Proclamation
I am called the Toffee King because I am
the largest Toffee manufacturer in the
world.
My subjects are of both sexes, all
ages, races, creeds, and colors. They are
loyal and willing subjects.
They have
sworn allegiance to Toffee not to me.
There are no pretenders to my throne. I
am John Mackintosh, the Toffee King of
England, and I rule alone.
My recipe for the manufacture of

MACKINTOSH'S TOFfCE
unequalled. My Candy Kitchen is the
largest in the world. An average of one
hundred tons of Toffee is sold each week in
England think of it, one hundred toi.s a
week. I am the world's largest consumer
is

ruffles.

sleeves were

band and

now

The Toffee King's

Some

cuffs.

Redfern Style

the Toffee King'

ex-

pensive.

at

vJolinPlackintos

is

many

sleeve

are

considered

,7.50 to $15.00
Sew York.Chlcauo, San Francisco

Co.

Herds of prize cattle supply me
I buy susjar by the tram load.
Mackintosh's Toffee is sold all over Europe, and even in far-off China and Japan.
You do not have to acquire a taste for
If you have never tried it, I can
Toffee.
assure you in advance that you will like it.
You do not tire of it, like
It is delightful.
some Candy. It is a favorite Candy with
children and young people. It contains no
of butter.

with milk.

col iring

harmful ingredients or

matter,

artificial flavoring.
If you have any difficulty in obtaining
Mackintosh's Toffee from your dealer, do

not hesitate to write me. I \villsee that he
supplies you, or I will send a large trial
p ickage for lOc. If you wish, you may

send

me

and

$1.60,

I

will

send you a fam-

containing four pounds.
the express charges.

ily tin,

Yes,

I

pay

JOHN MACKINTOSH
Depl. 16

78 Hudson

DEFIES TIME
lines and care
under the use of

Age

Street,

Theatrical

VIOLET CERATE

Cold Cream

Relaxed and lifeless skins eagerly
absorb this pure, clean, violet-scented

There are many Cold Cream Preparations on the
market today. Some are GOOD others are BETTER
but Mclnnerney's is BEST.
The ingredients of Mclnnerney's Cold Cream are
pure and harmless, and when you once use this prep
aration you will want no other.
Other good qualities in its favor are its delicate perfume, smooth whiteness and cooling properties. And

Its use assures fresh,
cream-food.
youthful skin and firm, well-rounded

Price, 50 Cents
at all our stores or sent prepaid on receipt of price.
Ask for our little book "A
Beauty Builder" with its photographic object lessons, or visit
New York's largest and most

does not cost as
preparations.

it

Sixth Ave
& 23d St.

much

as

59c

many

ot the far inferior

l.h.

FOR SALE ONLY AT

luxurious massage parlors, occupying the entire third floor of
our store at 23d St. and Sixth
A ve., with the most expei t operators in New York, and see how
faces are made young and complexions given the bloom of childhood.

HIRER'S

York. N. Y.

Mclnnerney's

lines disappear

RIKER'S

flesh -

New

HO CONNECT

I

OTKCrT

3TO*E

ThE BIG STORE

DRUG STORES
New
Y'.rt

Broadway

& 9th

St:

RDM
FIKF'Q
^^
""
^

Under Same Management :
All Bolton Stores in Brooklyn

6.

WHEN

White linen costume with bodice in bolero
insertion of heavy white lace.
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"

effect

and

Press Cutting Bureau will send
you all newspaper clippings which
about
may appear
you, your friends, or any sul ject on which
you want to be "up-to-date." Every newspaper and periodical of importance in the United States and iiurope is searched.
Terms, $5.00 for 100 notices.

HENRY ROME1KP,

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE

'

Inc.,

33 Union Square,

New V

'

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE ADVERTISER
artist's

is

triumph

reached

-Mil

in

touching and swaying the emotions
of the human breast.
For the musician there is no better medium than
the subtle, appealing and perfectly pure

THE

tones of

(i.\iii,KR

PIANOS.

GABtER
PIANOS
of science and
typify piano perfection because they represent the perfect union
tested and elevated by over three generations of manufacture. The highest

art,

ideals of art genius are made possible by the skill of the best artisans with the
result that GAISI.KK PIANOS stand to-day in the musical world as selections of the
fittest,

the especial delights of critical and cultured tastes.

ADDRESS

Handsome Art Catalogue mailedfree on request.
G
4O9 E. IO7th St., New York

Dept.

E.

Frock of pink liberty Ratio with intredeux

(7)

o'

ecru and white

fr

lar e

HENRY B.HYDE
FOUNDER

Narrow

being shown, and

sets are still

worn, but the wide cuffs are

The shops where

will bt

much newer.

neckwear is sold are
offering all sorts of dainty and apparently simple
confections suitable for wear with any kind of
lingerie

J.H.HYDE

J.WAtEXANDER

VICE PRESIDENT

PRESIDENT

blouse.

A
-nft

pretty collar seen in a Broadway shop is of
white mull, brier-stitched in white linen

The

thread.

tab

is

rather a wide affair on the

formed of

stole order,

a

wide box

plait

and

in-

EARLY PREPARATIONS

verted tucks.

Another more elaborate s'ock is of narrow lace
bands of insertion put together with beading,
and showing an oval motif in front.
Fi'ted

are necessary

in

pieces of button-hole edged embroidery extend for
M-verul inches over the shoulders, and these are

edged

in

turn with ruffles of narrow lace.

the front of this cn'lar.

tie

ends

fall

Have you made early

in tab effect,

preparations to secure the
harvest of your life's work?
An adequate Endowment policy
in the Equitable will provide
for your maturer years, jf you

While on the subject of neckwear, one must
mention the chemisette of lace and mull in tiny
which will be worn with the surplice
ruffles,
blouses.
These will have foundations of colors
which match or contrast the gown. More than
one for each blouse will lend variety to its wear.

The new

belts

show

Elizabethan waist

the continued popularity of
line.
Of course, this de-

live.

And will

protect your
family meanwhile, if you die.

sired shape cannot be attained by the girl whose
avoirdupois will not permit, but most of the belts
are intended for the slim, long-waisted ladies in
the fashion cuts, and if one would be smartly
in. necessary measures must be taken to
ariuirc the straight slim line so much the present

belted

Splendid opportunities for

Write to

vogue.

Many
silk
i

and

secure

from nature the future harvest.

From

each of the ends being finished with an embroidery
motif and lace ruffle.

the

to

men

of character to act

as

representatives.

GAGE E.TARBELL, 2 nd Vice President

of the prettiest belts are combinations of
leather.
Some of satin show Chinese
in elaborate designs.
nf wide white linen are

mbroidery

meant to crush,
ami have long pointed or "V"-shaped buckles.
lul;--

The

mous(|iietaire fad has not run its length
apparently one sees the crush sleeves, the bodices
and skirts done in the same trying style, and here

Send this Coupon

THE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE
Please send

me

SOCIETY

information regarding an

for Particulars or write

OF THE

Endowment

UNITED

STATES, 120 Broadway,

for $

;

Name

once again the fat girl cries for mercy. Of course,
she must eschew the gathered effect whenever
possible, but her prayer for a change in fashionable
decrees continues mightily.
ANNA MARBLE.

WHEN
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Correspondents
Cleveland, Ohio.
10.
The entrance

of Benjamin F.
Keith, proprietor of Keith's Circuit, into Cleveland, has
been regarded locally as one of the most notable inci-

CLEVELAND, O., Feb.

Mr.
dents in the history of this city's theatrical affairs.
Keith's recent purchase of the new Prospect Theatre, and
its conversion to suit his idea of theatre construction has
been the subject of much public comment, and when the
theatre opened its doors it was not strange that the house
was besieged by tlie best people in the city. Both Mr.
Keith and ihis son, A. P. Keith, assistant general manager of the circuit, and Mr. E. F. Albee, general manThe theatre
ager, were present upon the opening night.
It has a
is considered the finest playhouse of the State.
seating capacity of 1,800, and contains all the appointments for which Mr. Keith's houses are famed. The color
scheme of decoration is ivory and gold, a combination
which is carried out with striking effect. The furniture
is of the Henry VIII. design, and the walls of the foyer,

Ladies' Retiring

Room,

Keith's

Miss Cecilia Loftus proved a delightful surprise in "The
"The Virginian" gives Dustin
Serio-Comic Governess."
Farnum a splendid chance to show Louisville tlheatreWilliam Norris in "A
goers his ability as an actor.
Country Girl" was delightfully refreshing, and this is so
lirTerent from his usual run of plays that one hardly
ecognized this versatile actor as the hunched-back clown
The Masonic Theatre is
n "The Palace of the King."

Nanirescnting high-class attractions at popular prices.
nette Comstock in "The Crisis" made a decided hit, and
musical comedy "The Strollers" filled the beautiful
The Avenue presented several
playhouse to its capacity.
melodramas during the month that were remarkable as
and mechanical effects, and the
electrical
regards
the

Theatre,

Cleveland,

Seventh and Walnut streets for another house, and
be

will

it

F.

B.

KEITH.

mezzanine floor and .retiring rooms, are adorned with
genuine works of art. Since its opening, the theatre has
enjoyed a most prosperous season.
J. W. WATTERSON.

A

roof garden is also being planned for next
This will be the
the roof of the Auditorium.
first roof garden venture attempted west of Chicago, and
its outcome will be
watched with no little interest by
L. J. F.
managers in the neighborhood of the West.

stantly.

summer on

Louisville, Kentucky.
10.
The month of January saw
a number of excellent attractions
clever plays and
bright musical pieces, and such distinguished players as
Otis Skinner, Dustin Farnum, Cecilia Loftus, Theodore
Roberts and William Norris were seen in roles which
Mr.
gave them full opportunity to display their talents.
Skinner in "The Harvester" made probably the greatest
LOUISVILLE, KY., Feb.

hit.

1 1 is

acting

completely

captivated

his

audiences.

BAZIN'S

X.

KANSAS CITY, Mo.. Feb. 10. A regular old-time Westboom seems to have struck theatrical business in
Kansas City. Rumors are afloat of theatres going to be
built, in all kind of possible and impossible places, and
out of this mass of rumors, two, and possibly three, new
theatres will actually be constructed.
One, a new vaudeville >Itouse, is already under way; this will give eight or
ern

nine

turns weekly.
high-class
Bookings are
already being made for next season. This new house will
be located at Twelfth and Walnut streets.
It will be
the first serious rival the Orpheum lias had in the vaudeville
field.
Ground has recently been purchased at
vaudeville

DEPILATORY POWDER
DEPILATORY POWDER
DEPILATORY

POWDER

Prop.,

'$' 215

Washington

St.,

New

York

MARK is known from one end of the civilized world to the other.
be found on the toilet tables of the royalty and nobility of Europe and
the fashionable woman ol' America. It is the emblem of genuineness on every,
package of the

THIS TRADE
It will

SPECIALTY, and

the Injurious

effects of

WHEN

WRITING TO ADVERTISERS,

of

act-

suc-

in the West.
Although only seventeen. Miss Rotnour's work is that of a veteran. Her charming manner,
sweet face and ease upon the stage are gaining for her
many laurels. She is at present in stock with the Rot-

cess

At the Columbia Theatre Mr. Schoin
r
Company.
chow presented Wausau people with a newly organized
repertoire company to be known as t'ie Columbia Stock
Company. This is to be a permanent company, producing
The company
plays here and in the surrounding states.
opened up last week and gave the best of satisfaction.
This new project of Mr. Schochow's, intermingled with
'ii

the

vaudeville,

high-class
Frank
success.

regular

great

assisted

ought

to

meet

with

Mayo, our past musical director,
by the talented young vocalist, Miss Rae Rivers,

played a return engagement, putting on their

new

ori-

ginal musical sketch, entitled "The Return of the Wanderer."
They are both Wausau favorites, and crowded
houses resulted.
Among the other vaudeville features

were the Padnauds in a heavy weight lifting act; Campbell and Brady, club jugglers; Charles and Tillie Selles,
sketch artists; and J. A. Rockafield, violinist.
E. S. DICKENS.

New

the

fifty

York.

That Troy should be selected
that the great Paderewski is to

10.

cities

on his present tour

Carnival

11 West 30th Street, Near Fifth Avenue, New York

Sample

fav-

best

is

certainly a fortunate

thing,

at

New

Orleans

The Southern Railway announces a rate of $37-75 for
the round trip from New York on this occasion. Tickets
on sale March ist to 6th, good to return until March n_th.
By depositing ticket with payment of 50 cents, extension
Pullman
of same can be had until March 25th, 1905.
Drawing Room, Sleeping and Dining Cars, New York

APPLICATION PARLORS AND SALESROOflS

Correspondence Confidential

good.

and not only is it fortunate, but it is also complimentary,
and the music-lovers of Troy may justly feel proud that
they were afforded an opportunity to hear the great
A. P. SIMMONS.
pianist on Februaiy 8 at Music Hall.

the hair soft and glossy.

Skilled Attendants

is

orites of the vaudeville

among

For Cray or Bleached Hair
An v shade, from BLACK to the lightest ASH BLOND, produced. Colors are
durable, natural and UNAFFECTED BY BATHS or SHAMPOOING.
Its application cannot be detected, is ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS, permits curling and makes

MADE A

Minstrels played to a fair

The Elinore Sisters are old
stage and are seen at their
Miss Ruby Rotnour is a young
in this production.
ress who is gaining a reputation and (having great

though small,

visit

The Standard Hair Coloring

the only establishment In the world where HAIR COLORING IS
OBJECTIONABLE DYES or BLEACHING are rectified.

New

and evenings last week and gave satisfaction.
Mr. Henry's cornet solos were a feature of the performance. Rotnour Stock Company in "Old Kentucky" played
Elinore Sisters in their
to a large house and pleased.
new musical comedy-opera entitled "Mrs. Delaney of
Newport," played to a "S. R. O." house and gave good
The music is catchy and the chorus, alsatisfaction.

TROY. N. Y., Feb.

HAIR REGENERATOR

is

for necessary repairs.
ness is good. Hi Henry's

Troy,

IMPERIAL

This

Wisconsin.

The Bijou Theatre is closed
At the Grand Opera House busi7.

matinee

Missouri.

City,

The treatment of superfluous hair is something that requires the
greatest nicety and care. X. HAZIN'S
is the result of much study of the cause of and problem of
destroying these growths without injury to the surrounding skin or leaving
a scar or the slightest deformation. X. BAZIN'S
is absolutely safe and destroys the hair without pain, a
Send for our little pamphlet
simple, dainty way of effecting a cure
on the subject, "FOR BEAUTY'S SAKE."

HALL & RUCKEL,

..j,
WAUSAU, Wis., Feb.

bill.

Kansas

is

t'ie

R. O." sign was frequently displayed at its doors.
In vaudeville Mr. Hopkins continues to provide a splen-

Such top-liners as Delmore and Lee, Lew Sully,
Staley and Birbeck, and others as good, help to while
E. R.
away the winter evenings.

it

largest theatre in the city.
This, so
rumor has it, will be controlled by Belasco's "Independents" who, as matters now stand, have no place to rest
their weary limbs, the Syndicate controlling the Grand.
Willis, Wood and Auditorium, while the remainder of
What truth
the houses are booked solid for the season.
there is in this rumor as regards the "Independents"
can only be conjectured, hut t'lat a big theatre will be
These two
constructed on the site is practically assured.
theatres will give the city eleven houses running consaid

"S.

did

Ohio.

your

/fa/r Colored

Free

New Orleans. Double daily service. Special conducted Tour, March 3d, $75.00, including all expenses.
N'ew York Offices, 271 and 1185 Broadway, Alex S.
Thweatt, Eastern Passenger Agent.
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CARUSO

Kimball

Baby Grand

xv

Piarvo

GREATEST OF ITALIAN TENORS

Musicians, the most gifted of modern times, are glad
honor the Kimball Piano, both upright and grand, in
their use of the same in public and private, but the possibilities of the Kimball System of producing and
selling

PIANOLA

Pronounces The

to

"Almost Human"

apply equally to the demands
of artists and those of limited

Another Remarkable Tribute

means.

Standard Piano- Player of the World"

Beauty of external appearance,
construction,
perfect
richness and power of tone
are achieved
for all in the

enormous

and

carefully

THE AEOLIAN

The

CO.

Gentlemen:

ad-

I

justed Kimball Plant.

have just heard the Pianola
difficult musical work, and

perform a

Kimball

Pipe Organs are
of the world.
They are in use in the most
prominent churches and resi-

the effects are not only musical
artistic, but simply astounding.

masterpieces

dences from New York to San Francisco.
The world's latest achievements in self-playing instruments are also products of the Kimball Plant. They include
Kimball Self-Playing Pianos, occupying the same space as an
ordinary piano Kimball Piano Players, in the use of which,
with very little practice and upon any piano, anyone can
rival the masters in the rendering of any composition, and the
embodiment of the same principal in the Kimball Pipe Organs,
either of greatest or smallest capacity.

' '

to

and

The

sudden change from the most delicate
pianissimo to fortissimo passages are
almost human.
When one considers
that

when

the Pianola

is

equipped with

the Metrostyle a novice is enabled to
get the light and shade of an artist's
of a great work, the
Pianola really ceases to be mechanical.

interpretation

;

Wishing you

Copyright by Aimg Dupont.

Yours

CARUSO AS "THE DUKE" IN

every success,

sincerely,

ENRICO CARUSO

"RIGOLETTO."
The

W. W. KIMBALL CO.
(Established 1857)

S.W.Cor.Wabash Ave. Jackson Blvd., Chicago
New York

Offices, 950

FIFTH AVENVE

Metrostyle Pianola may he purchased in the form of a cabinet adjustable to any piano, price
$z;o; or the form of a Pianola Piano, a combination in a single instrument of an upright piano of the
highest type, and a complete Metrostyle Piano. This new instrument is playable both by hand and by
Prices of the Pianola Piano, $500 to $i ,000. On continual exhibition at
perforated music roll.
Aeolian Hall. A handsome new Catalog of the Pianola Piano has just been issued.
Sent free upon application. Ask for Catalog is.

THE AEOLIAN COMPANY
362

Aeolian Hall

cz*?

ONR

Fifth

Avenue Near 34th
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WE BATTLE
AGAINST THE DRUG CRAVE
A LASTING CURE ENSURED

HOME TREATMENT

the medium of public periodicals we dethe thousands of those who need help,
instead of the hundreds only whom we can treat
practice.
private
The remedy we offer has been used w th convincing
success by our associate physicians in their private
practice for many years. Cases in all stages have been

THROUGH
sire to reach

m

;

of the fictitious support formerly supplied by the drug.
One of our associate physicians will diagnose and treat
each case individually. Treatment is taken in patient's
own home and will not interfere with daily occupation.
their
accept only those patients who are truthful
statements to us, strictly follow instructions and
promptly fulfil their just obligations.

m

We

If
any patient finds treatment unsatisfactory at the
end of two weeks, we will cheerfully refund the money

he or she has paid us.

WE

OFFER.

FREE A TRIAL SAMPLE

Letters and remedies sent without any
outside marks.
Complete privacy.

Address, D. C. C. Hertford Building

New York

City

VIRGINIA HOT SPRINGS
"America's foremost watering place"

OPEN ALL THE YEAR
Through compartment sleeping car from
m. daily, except Sunday,
on F. F. V. Limited. For descriptive pam-

New York 4:55 p.

phlets, sleeping car reservation, etc. call
ticket agents Penna. R. R. or address
,

Chesapeake

.

Ohio

362 Broadway,
Fifth Successful

(Continued from page

on

R.y.

New York

Year

By Mall,

it being the one thing that can be best taught in that way.
Plays reaching a certain salable standard printed free of cost, for
of
copyright, submission^ managers and the record of the
purposes
school. If PLAYWRITIN& is an Art, it can -be TAUGHT anything that can be LEARNED can be TAUGHT. We teach you
to LEARN; we save you from wasting years of time and from eating your heart out with fruitless and misdirected labor. You were
not BORN with a knowledge of the art 01 PLAYWRITING! NOT
with an instinct, for instinct comes from knowledge; NOT witl
aptitude, but ADAPTITTJDE. This is the Twentieth Century, and
This school is not a scheme, buf
it has no room for the amateur.
amovement. It helps you if you can be helped; it cures you if you
;

HOW

can't be. $500.00 cash, irrespective of royalties, for the best play,
actable, by any student entering during the current year. Writf
for the circular. Address

W.

T.

PRICE, 1440 Broadwsvv. Now

Yor'

CALENDAR CLOCKS JLtStSlT
They run sixty days on a single winding and keep
perfect time. The Calendar may be placed just below the dial or beside it if preferred,
most complete and convenient timepiece.
Alto Frulng-Pan, Pantl, Program, Electric, anil
Synchronized Clacks, Watchman's Clocks and
Paaer Dial! of all kinds. Send for Catalogue No. 624.

A

The Prentiss Improvement

Dept. 62, 49

Co.,

NEW YORK CITY

Dey Street

MILLER

61.)

of his victories.''

Of my

stage triumphs both in
I need not speak, nor
of his great love for learning, nor his own great
He was the dearest father in
ability as a writer.
the world, and, with all his work, found time to
send almost daily letters to me throughout his
life.
Such dear letters they were, too I love to
read them over now and see how playfully and
Lovingly he would write so that not until later
I noticed that he meant to chide or command.
He was a good comrade in our travels, too, and
father's

England and

in

many

America

!

in our rambles through France and Germany
taught me without difficulty more than all my
I reschooling put together had accomplished.
member many happy drives in the hills at Kreutznach, where we went for his health a year before

Photographer
14 and 16

he

would rebuild and people with

THE NEW AMSTERDAM
NATIONAL BANK
NEW YORK

136 North 7th

Street

-

Philadelphia

his

That last year he was in communication with
Lord Tennyson, who was re-writing his "Thomas
a Beckett" for him.
It was always my father's
dream to appear in that character, and had death
not stepped in he would have done so the next
But alas, it was not to be, and later Sir
year.
Henry Irving produced it superbly, as is well
known, of course. The Players' Club holds most

R. R.

MOORE,
C.

was a great story
rebuke for any
real wrong done, his love for all children, and
a thousand other dear home memories crowd in
on me, and I feel that my greatest blessing in
this world is to have been his daughter and to
have his example to look up to and to put before
EDITH BARRETT WILLIAMS.
my children.
father

his stern

An American

Antoine.

Emulating the example of the successful Anin
Paris, Frank Keenan has leased the
Berkley Lyceum Theatre, this city, and is preThe
senting there a triple bill of one act plays.
pieces selected for the opening programme were
"At the Threshold," the story of a burglar who

toine

turned by circumstances into a dispenser of
justice; "Strolling Players," a dramatic version
of "I Pagliacci," so popular in grand opera and
which Mrs. Brown-Potter has successfully produced in London, and "The System of Dr. Tair,"
a dramatization of Edgar Allan Poe's strange
mad-house story, "The System of Dr. Tarr and
Professor Fether," recently produced with success both in London and Paris.
It is Mr. Keenan's intention to change his bih
frequently, and present plays unconventional in
subject and treatment. He has secured a number
of the best pieces produced at the Grand Guignol
and other of the "little theatres" of Paris, which

PLAYS
CATALOGUE DESCRIBING THOUSANDS OF
PLAYS SENT FREB ON APPLICATION

The Dramatic Publishing
358 Dearborn

PLAYS,
Chas. Macdonald,

Street.

Company

Chicago

Recitations and Readings.
Catalogues Free. All dramatic papers for sale. :: :: ::
53 Washington St., Chicago.

BAUMANN, CASHIER
Q. J. HEMER1CH,

ASST. CASHIER

BROADWAY AND 39TH STREET

by Mr. Booth and himself, and he was always
deeply attached to it.
As I look back on the past, his ringing laugh,

my

VICE-PRESIDENT

NEW AMSTERDAM SAFE
DEPOSIT COMPANY VAULTS

my father's theatrical treasures, as is right it
should, for although he contributed no money
to the birth of the Players, it was in his den at
Cohasset that the club was planned and discussed

his Irish stories (for
teller), his tenderness,

PRESIDENT

W. MORSE,
Q. J.

of

A school of training tor the stage.

1884-1905

2ist

Year

AMERICAN ACADEMY Of DRAMATIC ARTS
and Empire Theatre Dramatic School
FRANKLIN H. SARGENT, President.
"The.player who undertakes tlie real v ork ot the stage, with
such an equipment as the Academy gives, has the greater
chance for success. Its advantages are real, and its influence
David Belasco.
is for the betterment of the stage."
For full particulars apply to
E. P. STEPHENSON, Gen. Manager, Carnegie Hal], New York

ESTABLISHED

INCORPORATED

i8gj

1904

STANHOPE-WHEATCROFT

Dramatic School
ADELINE S. WHEATCROFT, Director
Summer courses in Drnmn, Elocution nnd Physical
Culture open May 1st
Address

JOm

EMERSON, Mjr.

31

West 31st

Street,

New York

is

make

Plays for Stock Companies.
Plays for Repertoire Companies.
Plays for Amateurs.

Books for Home Amusement.
Largest assortment

the World.
Catalogue
Free Free Free.
in

SAMUEL FRENCH,

22 West 22nd Street, New York.

a specialty of thrilling short plays.

Mr. Keenan, who is an actor of forceful and
artistic method, appears in each play himself. He
has also engaged a remarkably strong and competent company including Miss Filkins, Mr. Kramer, Mr. Richards, Mr. Mason, Mrs. Oakes, Miss
Langham, Miss Fontaine, Mr. Hart.
Gorki at the Theatre. Anecdotes of Maxim
Gorki are on the wing. Here is one they tell in
He went to the theatre at Moscow one
Paris
evening to see a play by a popular writer. In:

FOR AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL ACTORS

CITY

fancies.

OF INTEREST TO
DRAMATIC CLUBS
AND SOCIETIES
Cut cut ad. and return

THEATRICAL COSTUMIER

WEST 33d STREET

NEW YORK CITY
Characteristic Portrait art

his death, when he would pretend we were living
in the centuries past and that we were knights of
old, storming the ruined castles on the hills,

American School of Playwriting
Conducted by W. T. PRICE and Associates
Author of "The Technique of the Drama"

Formerly in, now opposite, the Waldorf-Astoria

and presented to all. They often laughed afterwards over this, and the General called it "one

which

DRUG CRAVE CRUSADE
41 Vrviorv Sqvia-re

The Real Lawrence Barrett

stead of playing attention to the stage, the entire audience rose and greeted Gorki with proThen he delivered this
digious acclamation.
"What on earth are you staring at me
address
for? I am not a dancing girl, nor the Venus of
Milo, nor a drunkard just picked out of the river?
I write stories; they have the luck to please you,
and I am glad of it. But that is no reason why
:

you should keep on staring. We have come here
Be good enough to atto see a charming play.
Moore detend to that, and leave me alone."

lighted than ever the audience shouted with joy.
Perhaps they thought they would get another
speech, but Gorki jumped out of his seat and
London Chronicle.
left the theatre in disgust.
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A

the name isn't half way bad
tions. Tudor Jenks
for a writer on the Elizabethan drama.
Still, if
he is, in reality, a Baconian, the reason is obvious.
!

A

S

Dramatic Books

OF SHAKESPEARE. By Tudor Jenks.
A. S. Barnes & Co.
This book is a continuation of a series of books
in which the author seeks to reproduce the atmosphere and build up the life surrounding great
names in literature. A volume of the kind on
Chaucer proved the value of this aid to biography.
As to .Shakespeare, Sidney Lee's Life has largely
own reanticipated Mr. Jenks, but a value of its
It is very simple, without
mains to this book.
any labored chapters, and is moderate in cost.
It 'is hardly a book for the scholar who makes
a life study of the poet, but, summing up as it
does the latest results of research and scholarship, it is specially adapted to the general reader,
and should secure popularity. There are indications in certain passages that Mr. Tudor Jenks
is tainted with the Bacon theory, but he avoids
making any issue of the point. He is certainly
not an idolater of the poet, and is very decidedly
inclined to attach strict importance to doubts of
authorship when the question of material or colIssue may
laboration or revision is concerned.
well be taken with him on some of his sugges-

lx THE

I

FRIEND Ax COURT.

A

The

veteran Forty-niner, returning

to California after years of absence,

Romance

of the Days

will find

Jessie Emerson Moffat. New
York William Ritchie.
It was good to live in the days of the grand
monarch.
The novelists are all of one accord

of Louis XIV.

Comfortable Trip

By

no contrast more

striking

than that between the hardships of

:

the "stage" or the "prairie-schooner"

and the perfect ease and comfort,

happy forestalling of every want,
which characterize the service on the
the

Golden State Limited
Runs over most Southerly
to

route.

reach the realm of sum-

Quickest
mer. Carries transcontinental mail.

Leaves Chicago 8.00 p. m., St. Louis 9.30 p. m. Arrives
Los Angeles 2.45 p. m., third day out.
Consult your home ticket agent or send six cents in stamps
for our new illustrated California book (in colors), and pamphlets describing train and service.

JOHN SEBASTIAN, Panw Traffic Mw,.
Rock

Jessie

Emerson

Island Syslem, Chicago.

Motlatt

about the grace and loveliness of the select among
the women; and never before were there, and
never since have there been such gallant gentlemen, with a sword play equal to all emergencies.
The very texture of the material fits it for fine
romance. Wellbred people they are, and they live
in castles, and their ordinary wear is silk and
satin. The landscape is always pleasing, and only
man, now and then, is vile, with just exactly the
kind of villainy that keeps the plot going.
We
speak with entire respect of the elements that go
to make up the novels that concern this period,
for it is all good reading. "A Friend at Court," is
as good as any romantic novel you may chance
upon. Two young people are predestined by the
king to marry. They have never met. Now, assume that by some misapprehension, by the natural
use of unwonted names, in the exigencies of the
itmes troubled by war, their real identity as to
one another is lost, what becomes of the king's
behest pro tern? or ad interim and in the meanwhile? It is going to take them a long while, in the
novel, to find out that the one is the real Joan
and the other the genuine Jil. Misunderstandings
will arise.
For days they
Quarrels will ensue.
will hardly sperlc.
Several duels will be required.
Much depends
Imprisonment will be imposed.
upon the way in which it is all told, and in this
case it is told well. A number of the most popular romantic novels historical in atmosphere and
locality have been notoriously inaccurate, but "A
Friend at Court" preserves facts and probabilities.

WHEN

Broadway Magazine

for

March

Continues its successful policy of offering bright, popular reading
matter covering a wide range of subjects all interesting to the public
of New York is a paper handled in an exhaustive manner by Joseph Lewis
French, who, as a man of letters has had exceptional opportunities of obtaining hitherto unpublished data concerning the early struggles of this important literary coterie of Manhattan.
An interesting feature of this story are the portrait illustrations.

The Poets

The Hip Shing Tong

Beverly Crane, is the history in detail
of Chinese Secret Societies in America. This is the first time
an accurate account has been given to the public of these formidable bands of foreigners,
who secretly administer justice and mete out vengeance in the diabolical manners of their
of the

own

of

Chinatown, by Walter

methods and workings

country.

of Burlesque is a contribution by Marie Dressier, who is conceded to
be the greatest burlesque artist on the stage. It is illustrated with new photographs of Miss
Dressier taken by Hamilton Revelle and Hamilton Platt.
The Log of a. Fire Ship, by Minna Irving, is the hitherto unpublished record of Mate
Genereaux, who safely brought the steel clipper, "Kenilworth," into port with a burning
cargo and a mutinous crew during a voyage lasting ten days.
Musical America, Its Present and Future, is treated exhaustively by Victor Herbert,
This story is illustrated by portraits of Mr.
the distinguished composer and conductor.
Herbert, from infancy to manhood, as well as by a portrait of his grandfather, Samuel
Lover, the famous author of "Handy Andy."
Girls Who Work in Glass treats of a new and lucrative profession for the Bachelor Maid.

The Solemn Art

A

Other features are,
Day in Cairo, richly illustrated. The usual theatrical survey of
Storiettes and a
the month by Geo. Jenks. Clever fiction. Poems that touch the heart.
handsome cover in colors by Boyd-Dillon.
Ten Cents a Copy at all Newsstands or from tne Publisher
YOR-K
BLDG..
MAGAZINE. 405 MAIL <a

BROADWAY
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THE LATKK
by Calvin
& Co.

Of

S.

Edited with notes
A. S. Barnes

KM.I.ISII

|)R.\MA.

Brown.

New York:

the series, the following plays are published

:

"The School for Scandal" and "The Rivals," by
Sheridan
"She Stoops to Conquer," by Goldsmith
"The Lady of Lyons" and "Richelieu,"
by Bui WIT Lytton; and "Virginius," by Sheridan
Know'les.
They are all printed in convenient
form.
The notes add considerable value to the
text. While much needed information is conveyed,
;

;

nd

tell

name

us the

of your player.

\Ve

send post-

will

Perfection Perforated Music
whatever you want to play but only one just to PROVE to
Perfection is the best Perforated Music. "Perfecyou that
tion " is never sold for 50 cents, but always at catalogue

ccasionally one finds notes unnecessarily explanatory of obvious things.
Thus, we are told that
"Roderick Random" is a novel by Smolett. At
the same time, much of this kind of information
may be new to many readers. It simply goes to
shuw the minuteness of the notes. In the main,
the observations make interesting reading.
As to
Mrs. Malaprop. the author says. "The two Gobin
'The
Merchant
of
Venice'
bos,
Dogberry, in
<

LATEST OPERATIC AND POPULAR HITS
Girl, Leslie Stuart

The School

....

Woodland, Selection, Gustav Luders
The Sho Gun, Selection, Gustav Luders
Lady Teazle, Selection, A. Baldwin Sloane
.

.

.

Fantana, Selection, Raymond Hubbell
Duchess of Dantzic, Selection, Ivan Caryl!
.

0948
p

to53

1 1

p

1654

It

.

Man rice Levi

tcgledy- Pitf gledy, Selection,
'introducing For You, Honey, For You;
Clancy; Game of Love.
1

Happened
bert,

in

Nancy

;

'Much Ado About Nothing,' and Elbow,

Nordland, Selection. Her-

Etc

1.50

Introducing Any Old Tree; Absinthe Frappe;
in the Dingle- Dingle-Dell.

p

Humpty-Diimpty, Selection, Cole & Johnson
Mexico Sambo and Dinah On
Lackawanna's Shore.
Little Jonny Jones. Selection, George M.

j637
I

ntroducing

1.50

;

;

Cohan

P

P

1.5

Introducing Yankee-Doodle-Boy;Good-by Flo;
Give My Regards to Broadway.
Let's All Go Up to Maud's, Kerry Mills .
1631
1628
1 Love to Two-Step with M> Man, Hughic

l.oo

Cannon

We

l-

-

(Mrs. Black Is Rack.)
send any of these on receipt of price.

will

PERFORATED MUSIC ROLL CO..
25 West 23d

St. (dept. F.)

New York

City

THE NIGHT HAWKS

NEW YORK

a series of short stories to appear in

ISwith

the

March number.

Younfj's

'Meas-

hensive, will find ready favor.

Dumas's

of

in

ure for Measure,' are Mrs. Malaprop's most distinguished ancestors in the 'nice derangement of
"
As an example from the second
epitaphs.'
may be quoted: "O, villain! thou wilt be condemned to everlasting redemption for this." In
the creation of the character it seems, however,
that Sheridan owed most to Mrs. Tryfort, in his
mother's unpublished comedy of "A Journey to
Bath," who is described as the vainest poor creature, and the fondest of hard words, which, without miscalling, she always takes care to misapply.
This collection of modern plays, if made compre-

Mt)(Jci/illC beginning

These

papers, anecdotal in form, are extraordinarily interesting arid vivid pictures of life in the fashionable livery
stable.
They have been gathered in the course of years by a man who has

opportunities for observation on the spot, but
unusual powers of sizing up human nature at its worst and best. Each narrative is replete with humor, and scintillates with pen portraits of men and
women prominent in society, the turf and public life. It gives the night
hawk's point of view on things in general and on his "fares" in particular.
had, not only exceptional

No more amusing, caustic and clever group of stories has appeared in any
publication for years.
They are bound to appeal to all classes of readers
interested in the varied phases of Metropolitan life the world over.

Play.

"Le Demi-Monde."

1 lie Daily AVii'.v. nf ]. udnn. on the occasion of
the revival of "Demi-Monde" in Paris, recalls an

interesting anniversary:
It is now fifty years since the younger Dumas
took Paris by storm with his masterpiece. How
the play shocked the respectability of the period!
How tame, even, do its startling situations appear
to the well-seasoned audiences of the twentieth
century
That is to say, Dumas's "Demi-Monde" is both
a dramatic masterpiece and a historical document
of the first order.
The word "demi-monde.'' long since in universal
!

was Dumas's own invention.
fils
was 30 years old when he wrote
"Le Dcmi-Monde." He spent nearly a year over
His first play. "La Dame aux Camelias," he
it.
knocked off in less than a month. Its first two
use,

Dumas

were written in four days in a Marseilles
where he was stranded from want of hard
cash, and where he cheerfully waited for his remittance from Dumas senior that generous, reckless spendthrift who himself was. usually, hard up.
His next play, "Diane de Lvs," he polished off
in two months.
"Le Demi-Monde" is a faithful
picture of the discreetly "fast," artistically immoral
world of the fifties, exactly as the younger Dumas
himself saw it and knew it. He knew it too well,
acts
inn,

perhaps.

1O Cents a Copy

at all (News-stands or from the Publisher

453

Mall

& Express

worth recalling the fact that this famous
first produced at the Comedie FranArsene Houssave wanted to secure it
c.aise.
for Moliere's house.
But Dumas fils knew better.
The play was brought out at the Gymnase,
where Mile. Rose Cheri. as the Baronne d'Ange,
carried the house off its feet.
So the critics of
It

is

play was not

Bldg.,

New York.

that far-off period aver.
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Sanitary arrangements,
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improvements
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MISS

MARY MANNERING

IN

HER NEW PLAY "NANCY STAIR"

ARTHUR HORNBLOW,

Editor

THE CURRENT PLAYS
MANHATTAN THEATRE.

"Richter's Wife."

Produced February

Julie Herne.

Play in four

acts,

NEW AMSTERDAM

by

Michael Richter, John E. Kellerd; Oscar Brandt, William Humphrey; Dr. Hartley, Charles Lamb;
Butler, Edward Meers; Elsie, Julie Herne; Helen Warner, Chrystal Herne; Rose Warner, Ann Warrington; Maid, Belle Daube.

This play, presented at a

and

it

series of matinees, is

is not at all likely that Julie Herne,

much about

But she does understand the art of playand she can act. In fact, "Richter's Wife"

that sort of thing.

uncommonly

writing

who

a tragedy of the Soul,
wrote it, really knows

well,

an achievement.

quite

by

Thompson; Lieutenant Sandor, Wilfrid North; Count Mvlviac, Basil West; Minister of War, Charles
Butler; Minister of Finance, Roy Fairrhild; Minister of Police, Arthur Hoyt; Archbishop of Marinia,
Charles Bowsser; Chamberlain, Herbert Ayling; Princess Xenofa, the Queen's aunt, Miss KaliPhillips; Mlle.de Sirkapia, Miss Lillian Mainwaring; Mme.de Nielcy, Miss Edith Cartwright; Mme.
d'Ecforas, Miss Catherine Murphy; Mme. de Travenich, Miss Margaret Robinson; Mme. d'Orbarof,
-Miss Felice Morris; Queen Sonia, Miss Kllis Jeffreys.

Miss

not to be explained away or slighted.
There is every promise of a career for the young writer. In denying the
idiotic compliment that has found expression in print that she inherited
is

A Comedy

THEATRE. "The Prince Consort."

William Boosey and Cosmo Gordon Lennox, from the French of Xanrof
and Chancel. Produced March 6, with this cast:
Prince Cyril, Ben Webster; Ex-King of Inijra, Henry E. Dixey; President of the Council, Wm. H.

27, with this cast:

Ellis Jeffreys, of the

tive,

Haymarket Theatre, London,

"the States." She

is

making her

almost indefinably attracsomething different from the other English women who have come

first visit to

It is

is

stately, fair,

the art of playwriting from her father and of acting from her mother, by
birth, we are expressing an admiration for her of infinitely more truth

in search of the golden fleece. She plays the Queen in "The
Prince Consort," at the Knickerbocker Theatre and she does it well.
Even Mr. Hebbs, the corner green-grocer, would be reconciled to royalty

and meaning. She learned. She was taught. From lisping childhood
she was developed in a pure and invigorating atmosphere of the drama.
Her father, James A. Herne, was, in simplicity, episode, naturalism and

She is a capable actress, but he strength lies
her art than in her personality. Her taste in dress is exquisite, and
her robes, of course, are "stunning." It would not be worth while to

remoteness from conventionalism, the greatest dramatist the American
stage has ever had. To say that Julie Herne learned nothing from such a

of the case

Westward

for a while in seeing her.
less in

mention these things if the play were not a pleasing one. In the nature
it
may be easily believed that the play was a very great

man, and inherited everything from him,
is

attraction in England.

foolish.

many

great

It

would have a

bearings there which are en-

A

"Richter's Wife" has, by far, more of
James A. Herne in it than it has of Ibsen.
There is more of mature force in it than

a foreign Prince, just as did Victoria, of

there

is

A

as in

all

tirely lost here.

England, and Wilheemina, of

immaturity.
Naturally
enough, there is much unconscious imitativeness in a girl so young. In the drama,

done between

forty

Herne has plenty

and

work

sixty.

ing through love reconciles them.

human

is

it

happens

to

The

appeal to an

royalty

has her father's technique of simplicity.

must be thrills in it.
Henry Dixey plays the father

there

ever mystified as to what the
about. A young wife, who loves

Nobody

side of

American audience. To the lover of
and the worshipper of aristocracy

Miss

She even now

of time.

Holland.

question of precedence and authority
arises, the couple quarrel, and her yield-

of

creative arts, the best

young Queen marries

is

of the

play is
her husband passionately, discovers that
he is drifting away from her in his ab-

Prince Consort, and, with that old reprobate, the King of Belgium, as a model,

sorption in music, as the conductor of
the Beethoven Orchestra. Her cousin, a

action

simple-hearted

studying

girl, is living

music

simple country

he effects a most amusing satire. The
is
not stirring, but, with its
episodes and details, the play

with her and

ciently entertaining.

under

Richter. This
and Richter, not so

girl

The

is suffi-

The ex-King drives

a good bargain in arranging the details
the marriage settlement. He stops

of

wife overhears

the discussion of State affairs to exhibit

her husband urging the cousin to go away
with him. The wife commits suicide by

the photographs of Parisian actresses.

mixing poison in a drink which she sips
while talking with the girl who has won

to the

aunt of the Queen,

what

lively

her husband from her.

sued

simple,

fall

in love.

All this

is

In his final need for

simple

admits of a number of very
effective scenes, always dramatic and
enough, but

The

Photo White

MISS JULIE

cousin was

Daughter

of the late

their feet

and

was

will

These young

there.

go

artists

play "Richter's Wife
promise of a brilliant career as a dramatist

have firm ground under

far.

John E. Kellard, who

is

a forceful and

artistic

actor, presented a

strong characterization as Michael Richter the misunderstood husband.

William Humphrey was excellent as Oscar Brandt and
was seen to advantage as Rose Warner.

HERNE

James A. Herne and whose

played by the dramatist's sister, Chrystal
Herne. She has temperament, skill and precision. They both show the
training of Mr. and Mrs. Herne. In their acting and in the play occasional crudities in execution could be noted, but it was plain to see that
the conception

person herself, having pur-

through

three

acts

a

six-foot

lieutenant of the Queen's Guard.

it

never merely theatric.

money he falls prey
who is a some-

Ann Warrington

first

1

'

gives

Ben Webster, of the name and family
distinguished in theatrical annals, plays
the Prince. He is a good actor, with all

the requisite distinction for the role.

W. H. Thompson,

as the President

of the Council, overacts a rather foolish part. If he should
study the part
as a satire he might perhaps make something of it. There are main-

elements of interest in the production apart from any consideration of the
play as a play. There are some ladies-in-waiting that top our show-girls.
least, they are new, and they have quality.
Wilfrid North did all that could be done with the stupid part of the
inane guardsman and Kate Philipps contributed lively, if somewhat

At

broad, comedy, as the sentimental aunt.
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SAVOY THEATRE. "Abigail." Comedy in four
Chalmers. Produced February 211, with this cast:

acts,

by

Kellett

Louise Closser; Theodora Robbins, Selene Johnson;
Abigail Stokes, Grace George; Sylvia McCann,
Mrs, Gormally, Mrs. Hone; Mrs. Miral>el, Annie \Voods; Mrs. B.'Jones, Mary Stuart; Miss Van
Peek, Ruth Benson; Sister Angelica, Justine Cutting; Julia, Vivia Ogden; Raymond Gormally,
Arthur Forrest; John Kent, Con-

way Tearle; The Duke

of

Duke

fortune-hunting

81

of

Gadsbrook

is

an achievement of delicious

humor, nor must Vivia Ogden be overlooked for her artistic character
The play is excellently mounted and the studio party is a
bit as Julia.

and movement.

picture of effective light, color

Gads-

KNICKERBOCKER

Featherbrook, Joseph Coyne;
stone Wilkes, Henry Mills; Mr.
B. Jones, Herbert Rollins; Young
Man with 'Cello, Arthur Tennyson.

Ca.rica.tured

THEATRE. " Love and
the Man." Play in five
acts by H. V. Esmond.

No.

Pastor Wagner's plea
the simple life has

for

Produced

affected at least one play-

with this cast:

wright Mr. Kellett Chal-

ertson;

has had

she

roles

Warburton Gamble;

since joining the stellar
ranks. For three acts it

a

is

Gaud-

I,ady

minster, Kate Rorke;

Miss WagonMadge Mclntosh; Mrs. Wyndham Wimpole, H. M. Fraser; Maid,

eur,

Dora Marker.

charming

pretty,

20,

Gerald Wagoneur, Forties RobLord Gaudminslcr, Ian
Robertson; Lord Brandmere, Leon
Roliert HerridKe,
Quarterrnaine;
Frank Gillmore; The Hon. Julian
Aulxrt, F.rnest Cosham; Ivo Kilkcy,
Kric Maturin;
Theo. Van Lys,
Dalziel Heron;
Doctor Mitiln-11,
J. H. Beaumont;
Wortbington,

whose "Abigail"
presents Grace George
in one of the most effecmers,

tive

February

In recent English plays

story of the experiences
of a prim little Puritan

brought over by English
actors we have had Mem-

from Massachusetts, who
comes to New York to
win her way as a book-

bers of Parliament presented to us, in farce as

The

well as in serious comedy,

keeper.

ultimate

into the realms of

jump
high

with

society,

until

familiar theatrical tricks,

somewhat

beginning to get
Forbes Robert-

it is

weird.

its

son,

whose resonant and

after the

melodious voice would be

gracious simplicity of the
scenes that have gone be-

extremely serviceable in a
debate on an Irish Land

jars

But

fore.

it

is

Bill or

the truth

in the

character drawing,
the nice touches of every-

day life,
comedies

with their

and

plies,

little

view,

The
with

house,

types of

char-

carefully

pre-

nality

her

he

romance

little

technical

skill

is

interest

is

well sustained

is

throughout.

Haddon Chambers, is a
certain to make his further mark

a brother of

student of female character, and

deft

as a

dramatic author. For genuine emotional feeling, few scenes this season
have carried greater conviction than that in which the heroine accepts

man whose

proposal was meant for another. The manner in which
Miss George expressed her shame and confusion on the revelation of the
truth, was really beautifully expressed. Her sudden accession to great

the

husband, who

sits in

the

way

him

as a cheerful young man about town, and Arthur Forrest in the somewhat conventional character of Abigail's cousin, give admirable verisimilitude to Mr. Chalmers' creations. To Joseph Coyne is set apart a

paragraph

for himself.

His impersonation of the

silly

ass variety of the

love

chair.

They do go

off to

a

him

that he

to return.

is

further receives excellent support from Selene Johnson as

in

is

(Lady GaudLady Gaudminster goes back to her
home with Lord Gaudminster. Gerald cannot keep away from her.
minster), persuades

telephone is an amusing incident.
Louise Closser gives a capital sketch of Sylvia McCann, the selfreliant, kind-hearted art student, and shares the histrionic honors with

who

an invalid

great speech. He'll not save the party. It is useless to tell
will ruin himself;
he is happy. Finally, Kate Rorke

That speech is not yet made.
disclosing the scandal. That

the vain, self-indulgent singer and model. Annie Woods, as the autocrat
of the boarding house, Conway Tearle as the young lover, Henry Mills,

in

Lady

Lady

secluded grange, and are very happy, she very idyllic and he very industrious, with his coat off, planting tulips. Then arrives the messenger
from the party in Parliament. He'll not go back. He'll not make that

wealth prevents the young man from later expressing the passion that has
grown in him, but the end is happy and the declaration of love by

the star,

love with

with him, too. But she
has a red-headed paralytic

no

and the

Mr. Chalmers, who

in

Gaudminster

DAVID WARFIELD IN "THE MUSIC MASTER" AS SEEN BY FORNARO

are

with

accomplished

is

Gaudminster.

and the dawn of

life's

the

The truth of the matter is,

The

broadening of her point
of view

is

He is morbid. He is tired
of it all. He wants rest.
He is all sorts of things.

periences there are handled with pleasing origiskill.

who

that will sweep everything
before it. He is a genius.

served, and Abigail's ex-

and

Mem-

leader of his party. He is
about to make a speech

varying

Bohemian

is

acter,

Wagoneur,

boarding-

its

permitted us to
the Knicker-

at

ber of Parliament, Gerald

atmosphere

the cheap

of

in

East India Sup-

bocker Theatre, a

tragedies

that the piece secures its
firm grasp on those in
front.

on a measure

regard to

Lord Gaudminster intends to ruin him by
would also ruin the party. Gaudminster

wheeled on and seems to have matters in his own hands. His excite-

ment

increases, his malicious joy makes his pulse beat, and beat too fast,
against the doctor's orders. One gasp and he is no more. The speech
will be delivered and Gerald will marry the lady. It is almost incredible

that
to

any member

sit

in

of Parliament

would

let

any love

affair imperil his right

Parliament with his head covered by a pot hat. No,

it

wont do

this play is too

English for us.
Mr. Robertson did wisely in shelving the

of his

engagement and giving

New York

new play towards

the end

theatre-goers another opportunity of seeing his splendid "Hamlet," among his best achievements.
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KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE. "When
by Henrik Ibsen.

epilogue in three acts,

We

Dead Awake." Dramatic

Produced March

7,

the up-to-date editing to which

much. The

with this

cast:

title

role

Bingham. From beginning

Professor Arnold Rubek, Frederick Lewis; Mrs.
Baths, James H. Lewis; Ulfheim, Frank Losee;
Irene, Florence Kahn;| A Sister of Mercy, Evelyn

Maia Rubck, Dorothv Donnelly; 'Inspector

it

has been subjected has not improved

was naturally a character
to

end she

the benefit of a starving baby flowergirl, as the theatrical idol of the

This, Ibsen's latest play, which
announced as his final one, has

been presented

us lately.

to

dignity, sincerity

public, or as the frenzied financier

who

crushes her rival by the skill
and daring of her prowess on the
Bourse. At a glance this would
seem to suggest unbounded oppor-

The

and power of the

Norwegian dramatist forbid
levity, which could easily be em-

great

in

ployed,

play

is

It is the

consideration.

its

tunities,

The

Dramatic Epilogue.
expression of power and lofty

that the play

closely the

Comte Raoul de Saverne

safely said

tion, thereby securing unity of imis opposed to every tenand
law of the drama. Judgdency
ing merely by the production, the
symbolism in this play is too com-

An

artist

A

her

infatuates

at

once,

wrongs. She, Fabienne, is none
other than the Baron's illegitimate

forester

and she

daughter. This is the one strong
scene in the play and is acted with

secures permission to go with him.

Then appears "A Strange Lady."
She

all in

is

robed

becoming strength by Miss Bingham and Frederic de Belleville, who

white, followed by a

figure, all in black.

been the

artist's

model.

She had
It

is

;

is

earnest

grand opera buffoon who gives imitations from President Roosevelt down

On

has an occasional

the earthly

goes back again down the
mountain with her guide
the

The company

woman

prodigality than

and the play

;

seen

and the

artist are
still.

ascending

made

Stair."

home

March

in the natural exuberance

of the sculptor's wife.

WALLACK'S. "Mademoiselle Marni.'
Produced March

6,

tells.

is

taste.

Drama

in five acts

"Nancy
by Paul

Potter, founded upon the novel by
Elinor Macartney Lane. Produced,

Lady" some-

thing too hard, unsympathetic and
weird. Dorothy Donnelly was more
at

that

a very large one
mounted with more

CRITERION THEATRE.

is

of the "Strange

moment

is

The

higher
incomplete. Florence
Kahn, with her delightful elocution,

symbolism

usual

Henry
polish.
and manly as the
Lieutenant, and Max Freeman as a
Kolker

woman

in white

his

and

distinction

had really sinned, but
she talks as one awakened from the
dead. The second scene is on the
the peak the ways part

Baron with

the

plays

not

clear that she

mountain, the third at the top.

In reprisal,

Bourse, and declares that her
motives are further actuated by a
desire
to
avenge her mother's

well mated, he of the spirit, she of
the earth. She is eager to be at the

hunt in the mountains.

To

Fabienne ruins the Baron on the

are not

They

Marni.

lieutenant in the army, assigned to

the Niger expedition.

at the sea-

is

Fabienne

with

separate them, the Baron, by his
influence, has the Comte, who is a

pression,

shore with his wife.

engaged
Baron de

Saint Germain, but becomes infatu-

ated

strictly confined to personifica-

plicated.

is

the daughter of the

to

than for acting. Symbolism, unless
it is

is

only occasionally effective, and too
and flat.
frequently
confusing,

better for reading

is

instead of being cumulative,

est,

of symbolism.

Without discussing too
acting of it, it may be

but so indirectly related are

these varying scenes, so diffusely is
the action projected, that the inter-

called a

philosophy by means

the dominating central figure,
off flowers at a studio fete for

whether as the humanitarian who auctions

at the

Wood.

is

is

it

that appealed to Miss

Comedy by Henri Dumay.

Baron De Saint Germain, Frederic De Belleville; Comte Raoul De Saverne, Henry Kolker; Gen.
Dennis Boisselot, Max Freeman; Prince Olivier de la Rockbarre,
Frederic L. Teidan; Pierre de Montigny, Brandon Hurst; Van Duzer, Dore Davidson; Louis, Albert
Inesncl; Heir Weismann, YV. T. Simpson; Dr. Vernier, Walter Colligan; Channeroy, Thos. F. Fallen;
Dominique, Charles Haync; Krisha, Mohammet; Jules, James Barrows; Butler, W. P. Kitts; Henri
Frochard, James Cooley; Orderly, C. P. Martin; Messenger, Ed. L. Clarke; Claire De St. Germain,
Sylvia Lynden; Suzette, Topsey Siegrist; Madame Reval, Mrs. Maggie Breyer; Alice, Katharine
Baker; Liane Salvador, Amy Lesser; Fabienne Marni, Amelia Bingham.

girls in

Stanislias Neuville, Frazer Coulter;

Let impatient dramatists take notice of the case of Mr. Henri Dumay,

with this cast:

Danvers MacGregor, Robert Loraine; the Duke
Lord Stair, ClarRobert Burns, T. Daniel Frawley; Hugh Pitcairn, Stanley Dark; Lord Carew,
Frank Losee; Sir James McAdam, F. Owen BaxTom Rankine, Stanley Hawkins; Will N'irol, Herbert Carr; Cosmo Dundas, Edward Foley;
ter;
Sawney McGrath, R. R. Neill; Major Annendale, Earl Cooper; Capt. Westerhall, Edward Fielding;
Isabel ICrskine, Lucille Flavin; Lady Mncklewrath, Maude Granger; The Duchess of Gordon, Jessii a
Thompson; Miss Lowrie, ELsa Payne; Lucky Boyd, Margaret Fitzpatrick; Flame Dickinson, Ebuxx
Reed; Nancy Stair, Mary Mannering.

Miss Marion Draughn as one of the Gibson

with this cast:

15,

If

"

The Education

of

Mr. Pipp.

of Borthwicke, Francis Carlyle;

1 '

ence Handy-sides;

Miss Elinor Macartney Lane hoped

to excite public interest in her
Stair" to be dramatized, she has
probably realized by this time that the book could hardly have had a
worse advertisement. After seeing what purports to be a dramatic ver-

novel

when she permitted "Nancy

Marni" and gain in heart. It was more
when he was a professor of French literature at the

sion of the story, it is doubtful it the public will have any keen desire to
read the original of so stupid a play. Is the fault Miss Lane's or Mr.
Potter's? If there is good dramatic material in "Nancy Stair," it is

University in St. Louis, that he composed his play, which Amelia
Bingham has only recently brought to the public attention. It is to be

strange that Paul Potter, who made his reputation as a playwright by
dramatizing "Trilby," should have failed so signally with this book.

regretted that such unremitting devotion to his faith in his fledgling has
not met with better recognition, for it must be confessed that his "modern society comedy-drama " hardly fills the bill. It has probably suffered

Never, declare the admirers of the novel, was a story so hopelessly
butchered characters changed, motives altered, entire scenes cut out
and alien ones substituted. All to what purpose? A hodge-podge,

many changes since it first left his hands and

incomprehensible to

the author of "Mademoiselle

than ten years ago,

gives indubitable proof that

all.

The

piece, as

it

stands,

is

a good specimen of
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Photo Hall

MISS ELLIS JEFFREYS

AND MR. BEN WEBSTER

IN

"THE PRINCE CONSORT" AT THE KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE

Miss Jeffreys, an English actress now paying her first visit to America, has made a most favorable impression in New York with her beauty and high-bred manner. By her first marriage
Miss Jeffreys is the Hon. Mrs. Fred Curzon, sister-in-law of Earl Howe, who is Lord Chamberlain to Queen Alexandra. His wife is a sister of the late Lord Randolph Churchill and of the Dowager
Duchess of Roxburgh, and an aunt, therefore, of the present Duke of Marlborough and of the Duke of Roxburgh. Miss Jeffreys herself comes from a very distinguished family. Her grandfather
was Chambre Corcor, of Cor Castle, Innishannon, County Cork. Her father was Captain Jeffreys, of the British Army. She is considered one of the best woman four-in-hand whips and crosscountry riders in England, and has frequently ridden to the hounds with Baron Rothschild. She has a mezzo-soprano voice and her theatre de"but was made on the operatic stage, appearing in
smh operas as "The Yeomen of the Guard," "The Sentry," "La Cigale," "Mme. Favart," "The Gondoliers" and "Mme. Angot." Sir Charles Wyndham induced her to take up dramatic
unrk, and made her a member of his company. She remained with him for two seasons, her first big success being in "The Bauble Shop." Subsequently, she became leading woman at Terry s,
the Adelphi, Garrick and Court Theatres, and for the past three years has occupied the same position in the Haymarket Theatre Company. Sne has been leading woman, also, for George
Alexander, John Hare and other prominent English stars. Mr. Webster, her leading man, was e icated for the bar, but went on the stage with John Hare in 1887. He came to America with
Irving in 1895, and has been identified with many important roles.
r
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hack-made

the

drama.

con-

It

tains every evidence

of having been not
hastily written, but

literally

thrown

The
together.
marks of the scissors and paste pot
upon

it.

There has been

lit-

still

attempt

to tell a

consecutive

story,

or

there was,

if

failed.

piece

is

a succes-

sion of tableaux in

which the charac-

do pretty much
as they like, on the
spur of the moters

ment.

The

heroine

Digby Bell as Mr. Pipp

three

acts,

This

again.

intelligence

bad.

particularly unfortunate where the player by his skill,
art could entertain so many if the play were not hopeIn England Murray Carson enjoys high distinction as an
is

and

actor of grace and ability, and as a playwright of some considerable
success; as witness his participation in the authorship of "Rosemary."
His 'ocal debut as a star was accomplished at the Princess in a comedy,

which he wrote

Whatever

Trifler."

Miss Nora Keith, called "The
and they were many, the piece had

in collaboration with
its

deficiencies,

one enduring merit, that of brevity. But it was futile to review the
comedy at any length. Some of the lines were bright, but the absolute

want of

logical exposition hopelessly

clouded the story. As Mr. Carson

is announced to play Meddle with Miss Ellis Jeffreys for the coming
revival of "London Assurance," the present play's run is limited. Mr.

a discreet and agreeable actor and in a better play would
have made a more favorable impression. Miss Esme Beringer and

Carson

is

Miss Lottie Alter were also conspicuously

excellent.

is

quite impossible,
Robert Burns, the

her motives and actions wholly incomprehensible.
the book, here is presented as an intolerable
poet, a minor character in
prig, holding the stage as

dance and

he spouts his

sing apropos of nothing at

Mary Mannering who has now

own

all.

and lads and lassies
No, "Nancy Stair" wont do.
poetry,

returned to the stage after a tem-

porary retirement, looked exceedingly pretty in the gowns of the period.
As an actress, Miss Mannering has her limitations, but her charming
please her audiences and at least a personal success
is always assured her. Little need be said about the others in the very
long cast. Francis Carlyle was stagy as the Duke and Robert Lorraine

ways never

fail to

an impossible Macgregor. Maude Granger made
a hit as a comic dowager. Manager Frank McKee has given the play a
much better setting than it deserved.
irritated in the role of

PRINCESS THEATRE. "Who Goes There?"
Souchet. Produced February 26, with this cast:

Farce by H. A.

Du

Gertrude Stewart, Marion Ruckert; John Wilson, Thomas M.
Hunter, William Barnaby, Edward Warren; Kate Dexter, Minnie Allen; Tom Wheeler, EJward
Niiander.

Grace Wilson, Florence Rockwell;

The accustomed

skill of

the author

was abundantly evident

in this

in the comical involutions came so
piece, and, at times, the points
was
incessant
that
evoked. The result proved, howlaughter
rapidly

had been thrown together too hastily and lacked the
substance required of a farce by what is called "a Broadway audience."

ever, that the play

This implies that it will prosper better on the road. What is this terribleBroadway audience ? It is quite indefinable. Is it analytical ? No;'for
no audiences are. Possessed of moral sensibilities? Hardly. With a

humor

peculiarly acute sense of

or sentiment?

Go

'way.

With superior

get an audience, with standing room
intelligence?
driver
extricate
his fallen horse from the harness.
a
truck
to
witness
only,
It crowds to see Mrs. Langtry, in the heyday of the tittle tattle about her,

Not

in

so.

You can

a stupid piece, wearing a hundred thousand dollar tiara of diamonds.
fill the house to see
Olga Nethersole slobber over her lover, in

It will

"Sapho," and be carried up a

spiral stairway.

throng the playhouse to scrutinize

It

has been known to

through lorgnettes a display of

feminine robes.
*

The

trouble with a

and knows too much.

Broadway audience

On

not knowing the

instantly,

is

Why.

that

it

has seen too

much

recognizes a weakness
For example:
"Toppy," Walter

the artistic side,

it

th'at he must pretend to be
to
and
put on a bold front. This
(or married,
may be)
engaged
which
is
certain
business,
repeated. This appeared to the
requires
At
other times, the characters did
too
audience
primitive.
Broadway
not
which
were
compelled to do. All this showed
they
things capriciously
haste in composition, but many scenes were exceedingly diverting, and
"Toppy," Lieutenant George Washington Newman, will probably have

Perkins,

is

told

to

them

by three

girls in

by

16, with this cast:

Visiting English stars this season have not been over happy in their
choice of histrionic mediums. Failure has succeeded failure time and

it

At most the

in

Count Friedel von Kuntz, Murray Carson; Cardinal Polna, Robert Forbes; Lieutenant Siegen,
Herbert Slcath; Prince Maximilian, J. \V. Mathews; Queen Elsa, Lottie Alter; Baroness von Bamboi
Esme Beringer; A Servant, R. C. Gage; A Peasant, Bert '1 heodore.

lessly

are

tle

PRINCESS THEATRE. "The Trifler." Comedy
Murray Carson and Nora Keith. Produced March

succession

it

the password on the road.
Janet Beecher, one of the stately Gibson

girls in

"The Education

of

Mr. Pipp"
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YORKVILLE THEATRE. "The Red Carnation." Melodrama in four
acts, by Elizabeth Lee Shepard. Produced March 13, with this cast:
Du

Andre Claviercrc, Harry Lcighton; Dixmer, Robert Cummings;
Gilhcrte Le Mailrc, Milt Dawson; General Saulerre, James Cooper;
Simon, Arthur Buchanan; Charles Bourbon, Edith T'abbrini; Haptiste, Harry Cowan; Widow Dyson,
Angot, Effie Bond; Marie Antoinette, Marcella Forreste; Madame Plumiere, May Ixniise Aigen;
Fanchette, Winifred
Floride, Irene Moore;
Yorhces; C.rabulet, Harriet Fernley;
Kii/abcth nu Bob, Odette Tyler.
Jacques

Bois, Will R. Walling;

Inirathian, William Ilarwald;

This

piece,

illusion --a thing we see all too rarely. In a word, he is an artist,
and the public (whom the Philistines declare knows nothing about art
and cares less) go to see him just for that reason. If all our actors were

dramatic

equally expert, they would

"Faust" is often performed in
but
adapted to the taste and patriotJapan,
ism of the Japanese. The heroine of the
Goethe's

which got no nearer to Broad-

way than Lexington Avenue, proved to be out
and out melodrama, and so clumsily con-

drama

always Marguerite, the seducer is
always Faust, but Mephistopheles is always
a modern European. It is plainly shown that

structed as to entirely destroy all dramaticturns
illusion. The story,
briefly stated,

around a plot

who

to save the

Queen

it is

of France,

in prison, awaiting execution

is

revolutionists.

Miss Odette Tyler,

fills

by the
one

is

the perversity of this Satanic being which
the world with grief and calamity. Hut

dragged before the bar of justice, the judges
have pity upon her, and for sole punishment

opportunity to show of what excellent

work she

is

when Marguerite, abandoned by her lover,
dishonored and guilty of infanticide, is

at

time a favorite ingenue in the metropolis, was
seen in the principal feminine rc">le, but had
little

be equally successful.

all

make

capable.
all

her swear that she will avoid forever

contact with the infamous Occident.

swears willingly, and she

Richard Mansfield

is

again in

New York

New Amsterdam

appearing in the
plays of his old repertoire, all of which are
familiar to our theatregoers. One new play

at the

plains of Manchuria.

Moliere's comedy, "Le Misanthrope," is
promised for the closing week of the engagement. Notwithstanding his many manner-

The

camel

Walter E. Perkins

in

du SouchetVnew

ances with a spontaneity that must be a source of chagrin to other players
who consider themselves equally popular. The reason for this is not,
perhaps, so much that Mr. Mansfield is a great actor or a greater
favorite than others, as that we have so few really good actors on our
so-called "stars" draw good houses, because their personand
because they are well advertised, rather than because of
ality pleases
their ability to act. No one could ever accuse Mansfield of being a

Many

histrionic reputations are kept alive.
act,

But

and he never subordinates the player

original

types,

presents

Mary Manncring

as

Xancy

complete

Sir

Henry Irving

is

that

by which certain
not an Adonis, he can

tricks

cheap
if he is

to the individual.

characterizations.

He

He

creates

gives

the

farce

"Who Goes Then-?

"

his

THE TRIAL SCENE
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Spring tour.

caused him to

It is

will

well" tour of the United States has been postponed for another year.

Owing to a printer's error, the interesting article in our last issue,
"Edgar Poe and the American Drama," was attributed to the
wrong author. It was written by Henry Tyrrell, who has been a valued
contributor to this magazine ever since it was first started, and who is not
entitled

only a graceful and expert writer, but an acknowledged authority on
Pceana. A one-act original play by Mr. Tyrrell, entitled "Edgar Poe,"
was produced with considerable success a year or two ago, and quite
recently he has again scored as one of the authors of

"The System

Dr. Tarr," produced with success at the Berkeley Lyceum.

T. D. Frawlcy as Robert Burns

Stair

illness that

expected that
be well enough to carry out his projected season at Drury Lane Theatre, starting May ist, but the Fall "very last fare-

he

Mr. Mansfield retains his strong hold on the
paying public, which crowds to his perform-

to the

news of

from the severe

which appear to be growing more pronounced each year instead of less marked,

matinee idol nor of condescending

latest

this distinguished artist is rapidly recovering

isms,

stage.

She

then permitted to
rehabilitate herself by marrying a Japanese
warrior, who returns victorious from the
is

"NANCY STAIR" AT THE CRITERION THEATRE

Lucille Flavin as Isabel

of

Grand Canal and

Where

the Palazzo Labia, Venice

"the Merchant" Traded in Venice

is little in the aspect of the Venice of
to-day that need rudely shock, with suggestions
of modernity, the dreamer, trying to people her

down

THERE

narrow streets, her grand Piazza with the Merchant of
Venice and his friends, if only he choose an hour when
these streets and squares are deserted.

The modern Venetian has
dreamy, melancholy Antonio.
character in vain in the

in

little

common

with the

One

modern

seeks Shakespeare's
garb of one of these

keen-eyed business men, hurrying through the
Merceria, or indulging in syrup and water over his daily
paper, at one of the numerous little cafe tables. As for
Shylock, his appearance

now would

excite

no derisive remarks from Antonio's

Campaniic Tower,

built 888,

would discuss

no comment,

No, indeed They would greet him courteously, he would
doubtless join them at their table and together they
friends.

!

affairs of the

would inhabit some

Bourse amicably. The modern Shylock
on the Grand Canal, distinguished from

fine palace

Grand Canal, or out on excursions

to the neighboring isles.

the Rialto, the business centre of activity,

the present Post-office, where

to

an open place,

is

close

Bassanio and

Shylock may quite
possibly have made the famous agreement of the bond. The Post-office,
the ancient Fondaco dei Turchi, was then covered with the frescoes by
Giorgione and Titian, which, painted in 1508, could hardly have lost

much

of their freshness, even in

bridge was then a
wooden one.

new

structure,

In the large illustration, on the

alert,

w

the

Near

damp

Venice.

The

present Rialto

having recently replaced the old

left, in

the foreground,

is

a part of the

church of San Geremia, with the Palazzo Labia immediately back of it,
marking the beginning of the Canale Ganaregio, on the right of which
lies

the old Ghetto, with the

buildings in the background,

new Ghetto behind it. The tall, square
known as the "case nuove" (new houses)

apparently for no reason except because they are very old, are in the
Ghetto, and could not have been new in Shylock's time. Now they are
propped and stayed to protect them from the ravages of time. In any

one of the narrow

streets

beyond the'bridge, blind old Gobbo may have

those of his Gentile neighbors only by being in a better state of repair.
In the early afternoon of summer, when all Venice sleeps, save the

asked of his son Launcelot the way to Shylock's home..
Across the Piazza San Marco, Shylock, desperate from the loss of his

crowds of enterprising tourists, ready to brave any degree of heat for
sight-seeing, could he escape the sight of these latter, Antonio might feel

treacherous daughter, and the gibes of all Venice, save his own people,
may have followed the gaoler, conducting Antonio to prison, while the

quite at

home

in the

he would mourn

narrow

his

calle,

or

on the Piazza San Marco, though

old friend the

Campanile recently destroyed.

artists of

as

Portia might come from her country place at
Belmont in a black gondola of the identical pattern
of her

own

time, though she

the noisy, puffing

little

The

man, whom the dignity of his debtor only
the more. Under the arched doorway

enraged

steamers hurrying up and

Marco

then, in the hopes of attracting patrons, glanced up in
surprise at the threats and wild outcries of the
frantic

would doubtless resent

Piazza, San

small renown, painting under the arches of the colonnades,

was the custom

leading into the courtyard of the Doges' Palace,

The

Rialto Bridge

The Bridge

of Sighs

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
with

Giants' Stairway,

its

its

beautiful old well, the hapless Antonio

was

either in the building still used for
respectfully conducted to his prison,
of
the
other
side
the
on
that purpose,
Bridge of Sighs, or in that portion of
He
was hardly taken across the famous
in
addition.
used
then
the palace
would
an
Such
surely be spared a man of his position,
indignity
Bridge.

the sympathy of all his townsmen. In fact, his imprisonment
been a mere form.
have
may
We have less foundation for our imagination when we try to lend form
and substance to the scenes in Belmont. We are told merely that it was

who had

on the continent nearby but, lacking a

definite locality,

we may

build

our own residence for learned Portia, setting it at some distance from the
of trees where Jessica and
high road, with, leading up to it, the avenue

Lorenzo vied with each other

in

they strolled in the moonlight.
its

naming fond

The

house,

lovers of olden times, as

we may be

state rooms, including the Hall of the Caskets,

frescoes, as the fashion of the day

demanded

in the

sure,

was

lofty;

were adorned wth

homes

of wealth,

and

we may choose our own

artist from among the noted ones of Venice of
There was, of course, a terrace, looking down into a charming

that time.

old Italian garden, through

whose paths Portia and Bassanio must often

have wandered, dwelling upon the minutest incidents of their courtship,
to the accompaniment of softly splashing fountains, while Portia would
relate the fate of other aspirants for her hand, when they braved the test
of the caskets, possibly with a pitying sigh for their misfortune in the
midst of her own happiness. Here, too, in this garden imagination

may

sway, or we may choose as model for Portia's garden the very
loveliest one seen in Italian journeys, and style it but an imitation of the
claim

full

Belmont

original.

But one place where Portia moves in the drama may be designated
with accuracy. The three rooms used as courts, called Quarantie, because the judges were forty in number, are in the palace of the Doges
and, until very recently, were a part of the Library of San Marco. The
pictures on these walls were there in the time of the learned young lawyer,

and we may traverse the same stairs and passages leading to them, trying
to people them with forms in the picturesque attire of those
days, instead
of the

crowd of modern

tourists,

guide books in hand.

ELISE LATHROP.

Antoine's Plan Tried in America.
KEENAN'S experiment at the Berkeley Lyceum with short
considerable interest. Theatrical entertainment on
aroused
plays
this plan has proved enormously successful abroad, especially

FRANK

where it laid the fortunes of that now famous actor-manager,
Andre Antoine. But success did not come to Antoine in a single season,
nor in two seasons. He and those who believed in him toiled for a long
time in obscurity before the reward came and, as nothing succeeds like
success, in Paris as elsewhere, Antoine was soon deluged with excellent
That is the chief difficulty
plays and besieged by talented players.
in Paris,

securing the right dramatic material. The conventional curtain raiser
has no chance in a scheme of this kind.

and

child, however, part instantly, she exacting a promise that he will
never steal again. This finding of a daughter in the wife is the one fault
in an otherwise admirable play. There was no
necessity for the relation.
It made the scene improbable and conventional. How much better to
have had the burglar read his lesson in the name of universal justice.

Mr. Keenan was very effective as the burglar, and Wright Kramer and
Miss Langham did well in the respective roles of wife and lover.
"Strolling Players," while
excellent emotional

it

afforded an opportunity to show of what
Filkins is capable when she is

work Miss Grace

given a role suited to her temperament, was not received favorably, and

was soon withdrawn. Mr. Keenan ap-

draw, each play in that

peared in

must be out of the ordinary. It may
be either comic or tragic, but it must not

bank who

If a triple bill is to

be commonplace.
Frank Keenan, whose admirable Hon.
Grigsby

John

will

memory,

theatre-goers'

is

an uncommonly
method and

good

actor, unconventional in

with

artistic

stage director
play all there
of

sisted

and
is

three

"At

ively:

He

ideals.
is

in

is

it.

His

"The System of Dr. Tarr," a humorous
treatment of Poe's story (a more gruesome
version of which terrified Parisian audi-

gef out of a

first bill

one-act pieces,

con-

ences last season) scored an immediate
success. Some of the critics deplored the

respect-

the Threshold," a play

a strolling mounte-

wife in a

in discontinuing the piece.

also a clever

likely to

kills his

Pagliacci" is founded, but the part did
not suit his personality and he did wisely

the

in

long linger

this piece as

fit af
jealousy
while they are acting on the stage, practically the story on which the opera "II

bill

fact that the misfortunes of the mentally

by

made an

Jackson D. Haag; "Strolling Players,"
an adaptation of Catulle Mendes' well-

afflicted

known "Femme de Tabarin;" and "The

the laughter-compelling qualities of the

System of Dr. Tarr," an adaptation by
Henry Tyrrell and Arthur Hornblow of

piece

madhouse story.
Mr. Haag's play met with
the author's bold

treatment of a

and complete
Andre Antoine, founder of the

mansion, and the
a striking tableau.
torrents

famo'l.-

recently in the role of

up his hands. He thus compels them to re-enter the house, and there
the burglar (aroused by the recollection of a similar wrong one day done
him) reads the wife a salutary lesson in marital duty. The lover departs,
and the

recital

by the burglar of his

out the fact that this eloping wife

is

his

own

its
objectionable
that the audience

As Dr. Tarr, the
Keenan pre-

sented a masterly characterization, studied

The burglar is seen
pouring in
lantern
as
the
with
his
dark
door
working
opens and the guilty wife
the
dashes
forward
and bids the lover throw
burglar
appears. Suddenly

crestfallen,

is

leader of the lunatics, Mr.

New York

is

truth

lunatics against his will.

older than herself, seeks younger companionship. Just as she is about to elope,

rain

outweighed

The

the panicky terror of the investigating
Senator who is compelled to sup with the

somewhat novel situation proving highly
effective. A young wife, united to a man

porch of a

occasion for

was generally conceded that

was amused less by the queer actions of
Dr. Tarr and his eccentric associates as by

distinct suc-

a burglar is preparing to break into the
house. The stage represents the street

it

far

features.

Poe's weird

cess,

should be

mirth, but

own

misfortune brings
long-lost daughter. Father

King Lear

part will

humor and from Wright Kramer, who

a well deserved hit as the eccentric Professor Fether.

with

among

the

best this actor has essayed. He had capital
Richards, who impersonated the visiting Senator

support from George
with delightful unction and
filled

The

in every little detail.

be remembered as

intelligence

and

ingenuous

charm

the

scored

Miss Fontaine
role

of

Miss

Salasette.

Later pieces presented by Mr. Keenan were "The Lady Across the
Hall," a comedy by Julian Street, and "A Passion in the Suburbs,"
T. R. S.
a tragedy by Algernon Boyeson.
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BARROWS

MISS
for the
lifting

The

IX T\Y<

SCKNKS

>

MABEL HAY BARROWS will be remembered
for her creditable production

of the

"Ajax"

last

year.

of Sophocles, presented
Encouraged by the

and Chicago, and

showing

much determination and

enthusi-

asm, but lacking the unity of idea
which is so essential to all drama.

The libretto used was compiled
from various translations, and the pastorals were selected with the purpose
of furnishing representative
of the characteristics

poet.

Practically

Theocritus

is

to

all

examples
which stamp the

that

is

known

of

be had from his poems;

and love has scarcely changed since the
third century before Christ. So that
the goatherd who sings before the cave
of cruel Amaryllis;
the heartbroken

Sima-tha,

MISS CONSTANCE MILLS
of the incidental

music

some appeal

lover

who

tries to call

her faithless

back by means of the magic

sway of the reaper's body

wheel;

the

and the

rise of his voice in

to the heart of a

song

all

modern audience, though

of

their

fragmentary character cannot have lasting effect.
Only one piece, "The Feast of Adonis," stands out, because of the
gossiping ladies of Syracuse, who now are to be found along Broadway.
is

ner.

The

a flash of Theocritus in comedy vein, as local in his way as
Augustus Thomas. .Even the classic Greeks talked in the human manwife, Praxino.-, thus criticizes her

husband:

a shop to buy soap and rouge, [he] brought
stupid, great, big, interminable animal!"
to

"When

me home

I sent

him

salt instead

Then we

arrive at the modern drawing-room tone, when Praxinar's
Gorge, remarks: "You can't think how well that dress, made
as you have got it, suits you. Tell me, how much did it cost? The

friend,
full,

dress by

itself, I

Edmund

it is

now

This

idyllic

mean."

Clarence Stedman believes that without Theocritus, "it is
doubtful whether modern English fancy would have been under the

(1871) so justly and delight-

poet was a Syracusan; he was brought up under the
he heard the songs of Sicily, and into his own verse

there crept the peasant simplicity which

venture

a

by which

Theocritus was the creator of the fourth great order of
poetry, the composite or idyllic, by which he bears the relation of Homer
to epic, Pindar to lyric, .rEschylus to dramatic verse."
fully enthralled.

at the I'ni

recently staged eight Idyls of

Theocritus,

spell of that minstrelsy

shadow

versity of California, she has

This

New York

New York

reception given her in

these bring

farm stayed them, when very wt-ary, under the parching summer,
MretrhinK out to them honey-sweet water in her hands."

of the

Idyls of Theocritus Staged in
ISS

Composer

KKAST OK ADONIS"

IN "TIIK

"The nymph

muses' sake play me somewhat sweet on thy
the harp will begin to make music on the striings.

of Etna;

made him

responsive to

human

But though he saw in nature all the beauty of changing seaat
sons, he likewise could draw from the crowded ways of Alexandria
characters that are to-day
this time the centre of Greek activity
familiar to us. It would seem that he woke the Greeks from the stupor
emotion.

of contemplation over

what had already been done; he observed, created,
Idyls, there is to be found a reflex of Greek

and by consequence, in his
life in many minute details.

As Wordsworth drew us away from the artificiality and the cold
Pope and his school, so Theocritus, in Greek literature,

regularity of

warm

breathed a

The

stream of sympathy into his country's verse.
the feeling in Theocritus was not always taken advan-

full force of

tage of by Miss Barrows; for instance, in Idyl II, "The
called by J. A. Symonds, "Incantations," the moment
gives to the

consuming flames the

tassel

from her

Magic Wheel,"
when Sima-tha

lover's robe, then, as

be a heart-burst of agony; for the maid's
lover has forsaken her, and the magic wheel must either draw him back
or fate must do the worst with him.

Symonds

says, there should

Taking this performance as a whole, it is doubtful whether the full
meaning or spirit of Theocritus was understood. The dances were
graceful, and they were taken apart from motive. "The Psalm of
Adonis" was sung, but

Matthew Arnold

it

did not carry the idea, so lucidly developed by

in his essay

on "Pagan and Medieval Religious

Senti-

ment," that the world was being viewed according to the senses, "the
outward, sensible side," wherein all is "pleasure-giving." The sacred
dance, with the music by Willys Peck Kent, should not have been looked
on as a mere symmetry of swaying body, to express emotion, but as

movement

depicting a state of mind.

Summing up Miss Barrow's attempt,

it

may be

said that the costumes,

based upon old paintings found at the Museum of Art, were effect i\r;
that the music, chiefly composed by Miss Constance Mills, was full of

melody at times, though lacking somewhat in imaginative interpretation;
and that the purpose and dignity of the effort in every way was deserving
of intellectual support.

But such experiments will appeal only to a small percentage of
our audiences; it is a species of entertainment to be studied or explained
before

it is

enjoyed.

M.

J.

M.

AUGUST STRINDBERG IN

1904

August Strindberg and His Plays
By James Huneker
Bernard Shaw's plays may recall the name of August
Strindberg, which occurs in one of the now famous prefaces.

favorite

The Swedish

for

of

READERS

poet is called by the Irish writer the only living
dramatist
and Mr. Shaw is not so far amiss Strindberg
Shakespearian
is almost Elizabethan in his creation of character, his range, versatility,
philosophic depth and poetic power. He has the gift of assembling and
handling great masses of people and multifarious events. Those who

know him

principally

by

his one-act plays, intense

and

tragic as they are,

cannot realize the epic sweep of the man's genius, as exemplified in his
historic dramas and longer novels. Genius he is, an unhappy one, half

mad

at times,

one who has modulated from rank atheism to the ecstasies

Swedenborg Strindberg is a fellow countryman of the great Swedish
mystic in more than one sense. And he is of the same

of

romance was Balzac's "Seraphita."
Strindberg is very
unlike the great English dramatist in his deliberate preference
the morbid.
His unhappy experiences and a flawed nervous

much

Half
system are to blame possibly for his pessimistic view of life.
starved as a youth in Stockholm, nearly sent to jail for his first book,
a theatrical super, apothecary's apprentice, wanderer and journalist,
he, nevertheless, married a countess, a

To

expatiate

ten

more than

He

wrote furiously on

of the phases of this extrabe impossible here. He has writ-

forty

volumes of

comedies, plays, novels, poems,

historical

tales,

many

usual

widely separated

superficiality.

vitality,

fields

politics, religion, the

woman

by pen and
emancipation question.
him
old
an
a
sexton,
speech, calling
propagator of the
Such
cerebral
madness.
activity, coupled with
equality
methods

assailed Ibsen

of living, told against the health of this

and rugged strength. The
advanced women of Scandinavia warred against him

dramas,

of magnificent physique

naturally, for he

autobiographies,

are

matters

He

man

was the sworn

foe of their sex.

Proba-

bly a misogynist by temperament, Strindberg's unfortunate matrimonial experiences embittered still more
his opinions of the modern woman.

has not resulted in the

The dramas

all sorts of

careless

studies in ethnography, botany, chemistry, philosophy
it is difficult to exhaust the list.
This feverish activity
in

much above

Nothing daunted, he tried a second time. More wretchedness, another
separation; and there were children by both unions. His fame grew.

upon any

man would

naturally

in social station,

spiritual kinship as the Bishop Esaias Tegner, the poet
of the Swedish epic, "Frithjof."

ordinary

woman

but only to encounter his genuine sorrow. The
"
affair turned out badly. It is all set down in his
Confessions of a Fool."

him

He left Sweden after declaring that he would become
a photographer to save his poetic talent he swore that
Ibsen caricatured him in "The Wild Duck," as Hjalmar

burning with

the novels deal with current social questions,

the experiments in chemistry were attended with success.

Altogether, if that giant fabricator of romance,
Balzac, had composed the life and adventures of Strindberg, they could not have been more thrilling and tragic

Ekdal, the photographer husband of the inimitable
Gina Ekdal. Obsessed by the persecutive madness, by

than they have been on the plane of reality. He confesses, himself, that he went forth to search for God,

disorders, he reached Paris

only to find the devil.

It

is

more than once, of his own cerebral
and was acclaimed a man
of genius by those French admirers who knew his work.
"
Several of the plays had been translated. "The Father
the fears, realized

also significant that his

HARRIET BOSSE-STRINDBERG
Wife of the dramatist
as she appeared in his play "Ostern"
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extorted from the impassable Emile Zola a very complimentary letter,
and for a few weeks the Swede was feted and flattered. His personality,
so winning, his

blond hair

handsome

he

figure

is

a Viking, with blue gray eyes and

fall,

poet

however, the pair agreed to sever their bonds, and once more the
is alone, face to face with that
solitary life he has so wonderfully

depicted in his "Einsam," written after his return to the university town

magnetism and unques-

his

of

tionable intellectual power, attracted to
him the choicer spirits of the French capi-

But you may starve

tal.

be

celebrated.

Poor,

in Paris

that she has a

and yet

vain

too

to

with

Then,

lodgings.

an

European career open to
She had insisted on a clause in her

her.

contract with a leading Stockholm theatre,
which freed her from appearing in plays

ask

favors, Strindberg drifted across the river
and in the Latin quarter buried himself in

cheap

Lund. The parting is said to have been
Fru Strindberg-Bosse believes

amicable.

though she had won her

by her husband

ardor

"Samum,"

early successes in "Easter,"

maniacal, he pursued his chemiAt the Sorbonne he was
cal researches.

"Fraulein Julie" and others, and allowed
her to play Ibsen to her heart's content.

tolerated as a visionary; yet he succeeded,

Now,

as he proudly asserts, in demonstrating
the presence of carbon in sulphur. He

of

literally

an introduction

wrote a

treatise,

scheme

of unitary chemistry.

scientific

to

a vast

Strindberg abominates the dramas

Henrik Ibsen. Perhaps
I have refrained here from any attempt
!

analyze the Strindberg plays.
than one volume might be devoted
to

Naturally,

chemists turned their backs on

dramatic form. His

He

heard noises in

ing a

the air about him, voices

summoning him

berg, has written

revolutionist.

overworked,

Sick,

he became

auricular delusions.

to leap into abysses, into the Seine.

He

the

tarium, and after

some

Now

leading

woman

for

he emerged a victor
from the combat. Curiously enough, he had never ceased writing, and
that his writing

is

more

lucid

than ever after one of his spiritual struggles. He has described them
with a skill and a vraisemblance that Dante, Poe and De Maupassant

would have envied, in his autobiographic novel, "Inferno," and others
of the same group. There you may read them, these outpourings of a
tremendously emotional temperament, the minute records of his mania,
He certainly encoun-

of his miseries, of his searchings after the truth.

more than one

on

toward the peak of Parnassus.
Gorky, himself, has not written with more sincerity than Strindberg, of

tered

devil

his path

outcasts.

Strindberg returned to Sweden a few years ago, where his nerves,

calmed by hard work, his fame augmenting, he saw his plays produced
Stockholm. He contracted a third marriage, short-lived in happiness,
with Harriet Bosse, a favorite actress of his native city. This young
woman, who is at least twenty years the junior of her husband, has been
in

called the "Scandinavian Duse," though her

me

From

the

"

Taller

"

methods and personality
similar to Agnes Sorma's. During the conunion, Strindberg published some of his best work. Last

as being more

impressed
tinuance of this

many

elucidatory pages
Therein we learn of

numerous reforms advocated by the

Shifting backgrounds,
with a permanent foreground the old
Elizabethan "apron," slightly modified

Robert Mantcll and appearing

years, after wrest-

is

time in the propagation of Strind-

historic pageants.

in Shakespearian repertoire

ling with the spirits of evil that are part of his nature,

the singular side of Strindberg's case

translator,

simply devot-

the other, for the performance of his vast

MARIE BOOTH RUSSELL

loneli-

in a sani-

is

turn to the Greek amphitheatrical auditorium, and employ two stages, one within

was to be assassinated. No doubt
drugs and absinthe had their share in
ended

an

Swedish playwright for the abolition of
the conventional theatre. He would re-

that he

It

life

in his translations.

played in his house, he straightway fancied it to be the signal of a Polish enemy

ness and starvation.

German

Herr Emil Schering, who

could not sleep at night because of strange
knockings, strange smells. If a piano was

evoking these horrors, as well as

to

exposition of the man's genius for the

poverty ridden,
the victim of

this

More

Actresses taking tea during the waits

THE MOST COMFORTABLE GREENROOM

has enabled him to make the rapid scenic changes demanded. All this
on the purely technical side. For the drama itself, he has in his latest

manner resorted to a dialogue free from superfluousness. I consider it
a model of directness, speed and naturalness. Strindberg contends that
the tense, emotional modern drama should not last over one hour and a
half,

and without any

character
see at

its

scene-shift.

such overwhelming success in Berlin.

in

which each

I

missed this Silesian actress

last

a fall; but Frau Eysoldt
October, for she had sprained her arm
assumed the role with admirable results. The play has been translated
into English by Justin Huntly McCarthy, though I never saw it on an
in

the very quintessence of the tragedy of two souls
those of a valet and his young mistress. She falls in love with the cold-

English stage.

It is

blooded scoundrel and the notation of her disgrace and death
memory to shudder over.

For me, Strindberg is
called "Elf Ein Akter."

clearest in the

volume

There you gain a

is

a

of eleven one-act plays

fair

notion of his range,

almost terrifying psychology,
malice
and
his wit, observation, humor,
poetry. The double drama,
his expertness in dialogue, his profound,

the

IN

This concentration,

stripped to the soul and made to yield its heart secrets, we
best in "Fraulein Julie," which Agnes Sorma has played with
is

men amuse

themselves

THE WORLD LYCEUM THEATRE, LONDON
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"Death's Dance,"

is

another remarkable study of an unhappy marriage

"The

though not so depressing as

Father," translated into English

some years ago."
Strindberg has read Schopenhauer and Nietzsche to advantage his
plays are the crystallization of all that is "modern" in ideas artistic,
,

ethical

and

social.

He

is

born

to the theatre;

holds no secrets from

it

He

wrote plays that anticipated Ibsen's "Doll's House," "The
Master Builder" and "When We Dead Awake" ("MeTster Olaf,"
1872; "Das Geheimnis der Gilde," 1879-1880; and "Glaubiger,"

him.

1889). A little pantomimic one-act sketch of peculiar originality was
performed here at the Empire Theatre one winter by the pupils of the
"
Empire School of Acting. It is entitled Die Starkere."

Strindberg is now universally played on the continent. His gripping
pathos and bitterness, his technical mastery, his command of character,
have made him a unique figure among European dramatists. He can

handle the lighter moods of comedy, and his touch

is

exquisite in such

fairy-like pieces as

"Die Kronbraut" and "Schwannweiss." In

he exhibits a rare fantasy and invention. His historic
"
Gustavus
Wasa " has been recently produced in Berlin with
drama,
much success. There are a half dozen of his pieces that could be
profitably transferred to the English

and

tragic

stage, though I fear his gloomy,
would
never
be very welcome in our
genius

fantastic

theatres.

Last summer Bernard Shaw sent me one of his breezy post-cards from
Rosshire, to Bohemia, where I was then stopping. The following reference to the Swedish poet is interesting and very much G. B. S.

"Of

Strindberg I have a high opinion, possibly because I have read
of him
chiefly a story called "Memoir of a Madman," or

little

very

something

like

but ought

that,

WHEN
The
Her

Gilbert.

upon her

world."

children of the stage were lonely without their Grandma
memory will always be one of the venerations of

honors.

beautiful

their busy, varied lives.
It is

Adams
has

upon Mrs. W. G. Jones, who
in

fallen.

"She

said:

grave.

profession laid the flower of loving tribute

"The
She

is

Little Minister," that the
is

now

playing Nannie with Maude
mantle Mrs. Gilbert dropped

in her seventy-sixth year

and has been on the

is

the best

mudas, he

and made

Philadelphia.

was a

dignified

sitting in front of

Won't papa

in the

The

in the employ
Nurse on those lines."

conditions of half a century ago were no
It was the custom to put on two or

sinecure.

three

an

plays

evening.

"Rehearsals

went

through with a rush," said Mrs. Jones. "A company of which I was a member put on 'East

Lynne' after two rehearsals.

"In those days it did not matter whether a
person was adapted to the part or not. He
played it anyway. The standard is higher now.

that his

a hut and crying

This

me some

The

bring

drama

would not have been

of the Capulets. I play the

daughter made her juvenile debut. It was in
"The Gambler's Fate," and little Julia Wagstaffe

was discovered
"I'm hungry.

in Shakespeare's great love

servant, or she

his escape

was there

Stage

Then I believe that the Nurse
woman. She could not have been a common, scolding

the orchestra at the
it

Strindberg novels

JAMES HUNEKER.

she had cared for since she was a babe.

The bandmaster, William Wag-

became the leader of
Walnut Street Theatre, and

"The Truth

glad the critics like my Nurse," is Mrs. Jones comment on her
"It differs from the others in two respects at least. She is
usually played as a crotchety old person. Now, I don't think she was
given to tantrums, except very mild ones with her charge, Juliet, whom

with his family in a sail boat. They were picked
up by an American steamer and brought to

slaffe,

many of the

of the

Nurse

army. While stationed at the Ber-

tired of the service

for

called,

am

"I

stage sixty-six years. Like Mrs. -Gilbert, she is
of English birth. Her father was a bandmaster
in the British

have been

to

About my Confounded Wife."
This title might serve as an epigraph
and plays.

The New "Grand Old Woman"
Mrs. G. H. Gilbert passed into the Great Mystery, the

his

"Dream Play"

is

the

day of

My

to-day.

Between that debut and her present excellent
work as Nannie, Mrs. Jones has run the gamut of
an extensive repertoire. She played with Junius
Hrutus Booth, John Wilkes Booth and Edwin

dollars a week.

Booth, with James and Fannie Wallack, with
Charlotte Cushman, with Sol Smith, with Kyrle
Bellew and Mrs. James Brown Potter, with John

to

among

Drew and Miss Adams. She has

it

is

well.

My

share was fifteen.

It

was a

salary at that time.

"But

in

and

were not what they are
husband and I together earned forty

bread?"

good

specialties,

salaries paid then

standard of morality was higher
players then than now. We were too busy
the

run about seeking pleasure. Marriage was held
greater esteem. Professional reasons never

separated husband and wife. Bad women might
get into the company, but they could not stay."

MRS. W. G. JONES

played walking
Who ha? been on the stage sixty-six years
This old lady of the stage is plump and fairingenues and leads, and in these days of
faced
and
will
one
become
a
star?
looks
a
who
but
that
she
knows
day
quarter of a century less than her years. Her face is
easy stardom,
She has been the Nurse for many Juliets. When Mrs. James Brown
dimpled and pink and smiling. The brown still dominates the silver
ladies,

Potter essayed Juliet, Mrs. Jones was the Nurse. A critic of that time
said: "The only person in the entire cast who faithfully portrayed the
character and properly read the lines was Mrs. W. G. Jones, whose
impersonation of the Nurse was absolutely flawless. Considered from
the standpoint of acting, Mrs. Jones was really the star of the cast."

Another, at the time she played the Nurse to

Maude Adams'

Juliet,

in her hair.

none of

Her

bright blue eyes look kindly

upon a world

that has

We

are prone to associate womanly
sweetness and sympathy and cheerfulness with the "sequestered shades"
of what is known as home life. But a half hour with this woman, who
lost

has faced

its

much

glare of public

interest for her.

of the storm

life, is

like

and

stress of life alone, forced

a benediction.

it

in the

white

A. P.

"

No.

A

FAMOUS
pose

is

i,

ROMEO AND JULIET

play for our purone that has held the
the

;

yet, though
from being

lars,

the help of
other painted clothes, their stage did
vary three times in the acting of one

tragedy."

March,

1699, he

seen for the

first

performance of

two

stretches

Romeos and
players who have

"Romeo

the

world

of

of countless

given their ideas of

the tragic lovers to varied audiences.
actresses to take the role of Capulet's

as being "written

common to the stage until
Howard made the story

recent times.

end happily, and mentioned Count
Paris's wife, distorting the whole as
humorously as did Zorilla in "Los
Bandos de Verona," where Romeo's
sister

and a

played

Romeo

Jenny Gibber,

own

Betterton.

As

early as

1592

hear of contrary opinions
morality of such an innovation;
not

one,

thought

relief,

to

find

we

he obliterated the menRomeo's former love for Rosaline;
in most unpoetical
language, he made
scenes and builded strangely.
Although
to-day we find it necessary to shift situations so as to make the
plays
practicable,

from the stage standpoint, yet we are even
more wary about alterations than Augustin

Samuel Pepys, notes

Daly,

who

never altered the

on January 3, 1661, that he witnessed "Beggar's Bush," "it being very well
done and here the first time that ever I saw

yet often called

women come upon

Irving

because

the stage."

The customary announcement,

close of the play, of a

change of

the

more

substantial pictures.

is

Juliet's

A

Henry

crusading

first

attempt*

with

"Romeo

This was so successful as
famous quarrels of

to lead to

1750-51, when
Garrick matched forces with
Barry in an
opposing production; it was Drury Lane

by the use of placards
upon which the new drama was advertised.
The scenery likewise grew from the mere
reading "This

Sir

as

leading

roles.

was

further strengthened

sign,,

criticism

Charlotte

and Juliet" was to present in 1748, at
Drury
Lane, Barry and Mrs. Gibber in the

this

at the

bill,

may be mentioned

Garrick's

mention, as showing the gradual evolution
time.

his

against the Garrick version.

Other material improvements, worthy of
theatre,

of

spirit of a play,

down upon him
many changes.

Cushman, Mary Anderson and

;

modern

He

to

tion of

in his diary

were made about

in

to suit themselves;

was a

English

of our

his

He rummaged among the sources and
found reasons for a happy end; he took
suggestions from Otway and Congreve,
who had also shifted Shakespearian ideas

abominable unto Christians."

gossip, Sir

made

was Garrick's prompt book that did the most

of it."

first

"It was sinful," said another, quoting Deuteronomy xxii, 5, "to have men acting wom-

The famous

it

of the p>oet-laureate,

"clear the original as much as
from
the jingle and quibble which
possible
were always the objections to the reviving

players "as the players beyond sea, having
common curtizans to play women's parts."

en's rcUes. Yea,

But

wished

concerning the
it

KYRLE HI.LLEW AS ROMEO

who was granddaughter

transplanting
Shakespeare
mutilated form to the boards (1750).

female Juliet was Miss Saunderson (1662),
afterwards
wife of
the famous
actor,

Thomas

when he

mischief,

was busy shaving ?
the

also,

(1744) to the Juliet of

transpositions.

rarely

that

Andre's Capelete,

Theophilus Gibber,

Even as late as 1660, women
seen on the stage. Was not King
Charles II. at one time kept waiting because
Romeo.

villain,

disport themselves melodramatically.

were

believed

of the

author printed upon the play bill.
"
The Double Dealer "was announced

ian text so

life.

daughter; apprentice boys, with clear-cut features, simulated feminine
such a Juliet played to Burbage's
ways;

commonly

having

name

varying change of external

of Juliets

is

time the

in

began that mutilation of Shakespear-

these

It

recollects

needs trace their persistence through

Burbage in 1596; the last performance of any scope was the MarloweSothern production of 1904; between

the heroine of a play

first

that

states

Dryden

And, by very right of their being
famous plays, a stage history must

The

there were no

which

by Mr. Congreve."
With the advent of James Howard,
who was Dryden's brother-in-law,

and Juliet" was given by Richard

Around 1596

and adorned with stately pilpillars would turn about;

by reason whereof, with

universal appeal

Elizabethans, there is a humanity
the comedies and tragedies of Shakespeare, that is part of our existence.

ROMEO

seemed at first sight,
was a false wall faire

it

and the excellence
of its treatment. Over three hundred
years have passed since Shakespeare,
as author, manager and actor, shaped

despite

in

Brady
E. H. SOTHERN AS

it

painted,

stage

his plays for presentation
we of to-day are far

&

but indeed

varying
change of time and place, because of
its

Sands

of the hall, as

>;

versus Covent Garden;
Bellamy versus Barry,

tomb," into

record of 1605

Garrick and .Mi>>

Mrs.

Gibber and

thus describes a festival to King James:

"The

stage

was

built close to the

* Garrick (1760-61) is recorded to have
plaved
In 1756 Miss Pritchard was the "Juliet" to his

upper end

"Mercutio "

"Romeo

MARY ANDERSON"

AS JULIET

",
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Macklin as Mercutio. The

was

glove of defiance

on

September

wherefore

"Romeo,

Romeo"

thou

28,

to Garrick,

cast

1750.
art

sighed Juliet

and a

sailor in

the gallery leaned over the
to

rail

reason:

his

give

"Because Barry plays the
part at the other house, to
be sure."

The whole
what

some-

affair

written,

on.

later

were

epigrams

to

Brady

JULIA

he

MARLOWE

AS JULIET

that I should certainly

Barry the palm

impassioned
have

I should

lover, so seductive

have jumped down

him."

to

was

We may

;

her "awful tragic force," but the criticisms are reserved in enthusiasm.

Dora Jordan, Siddon's contemporary, also played Juliet.
On December 10, 1776, Garrick sat in the pit of Drury Lane to
witness the performance of Mrs^ "Perdita" Robinson, who was considered by many to be a graceful poet. She herself describes one of those
countless stage frights, that always demand our sympathv; to her, the
audience faded into nothing, for the eyes of Garrick were upon her and

was enough.
John Kemble, brother
lover,

say

for

he

Siddons,

appeared at one

time as the

unsympathetic,

performance,
but Hazlitt,

do

the

she

ex-

"To

act

Romeo

stage!"

and

often
though
enthusiasm and fine

blind

W.

C.

too,

Macready played, he,
was seized with a similar
mist

overpowering

"real, palpably real," the
feeling to

"woo

;

and almost peremptory in her advice. "My child," she
Mary Anderson, "you have all the attributes that go to
make a fine actress too much force and power at present, but do not let
that trouble you. Better have too much to prune down than a little to
to discern merit

once said to

;

build up."

thinks

indeed
of

the

upon

his

author."

Yet

Hazlitt
condemn's
Romeo's scene preceding

the drinking of the poison.
The relations of the

Juliet;"

It

in 1832, records

was on October

that this Juliet

5,

1829,

made

her

debut at Covent Garden;
stage

fright

whelmed

since

now

herself

she

had

to

with a

.

.

.

.

Romeo had

dis-

hairpin,

forgotten his

again, "The inconmoon" was held by a

dagger;

negro boy, perched upon a ladder, the orb being the headlight
of an engine.

Stage history often contrasts
the Juliets of Adelaide Neilson

and

Modjeska. The

former,

stood the agony of fear," and
William Winter adds in a char-

although his daugh-

Fanny,

.

Juliet" were

her regret that she has to
play with such an actor.

AS JULIET

from the moment she loves Romeo
becomes
woman capable of heroic action in all that concerns her
love."
The debut was made in Louisville November 27, 1875.
From the beginning Miss Anderson starred and her Memoirs
relate many anecdotes of humorous situations that
took place
while playing "Romeo and

writes Clement Scott, "under-

continued in Charles, who
made
a
commendable

ter,

was greater in its tragic notes than in its
was a mature tone based on the idea that

there

with

family

"Romeo and

lover,

Juliet

lighter lyrical strains;

stant

Kemble

"genuine heart storm," and all the power and
would be wooed." Miss Cush-

Juliet as she, herself,

man's temperament commanded there was decision in her very presence. She stopped a performance in Boston, circa 1850, until a man had
been removed from the andience because of misconduct. She was quick

and that "he treads

genius

stage

ELEANOR ROBSON AS JULIET
Charlotte Cushman's appearance as Romeo, to her sister's Juliet, took place at the London Hayrnarket Theatre on December 30, 1845. Impressions recall the passion,

patch

stage,

of

fright.

us,
writing
his "frantic grief" revealed
the finest acting ever on the

close

Horror!

Juliet!

Horror!" When, around 1811,

a

Some
opinions differ.
who always commands

his

MAUDE ADAMS

I

Juliet,

attention,

Sarony

in

"How

"

but the following couplet will rank him sufficiently:

Edmund Kean's

was

moods came

quick succession.

Miss Anderson's
of

"John Kemble, see in all the parts you will
Lear, Romeo, Richard, 'tis John Kemble still."

As

her

sensitive;

that

Montagu

neck and shoulders,

my

claimed at one time.

even Garrick finally succumbed.
At the age of thirty-four, it is said that the lines of Sarah Siddons' face
were too marked for her to play Juliet, yet Garrick booked her for the
her "genuine playfulness,"
part. We read of her "perfect utterance,"

safely give

over

loathe

me. But had Barry been

my

sent hot waves of blushes all

One

expected he would come up

&

of the role to such a degree that
"the passion I was uttering

and opinions took

Romeo, so
was he that
Sam Is

many rows of cabbages." But
she finally gained self-possession, and entered into the spirit

Miss Kemble was particularly

the

lady thus
gives her views: "Had I
been Juliet to Garrick's
sides.

audience,

controversy

houses

Cutting

"Never
mind 'em, Miss Kemble, never
mind 'em; don't think of 'em
any more than if they were so
the

to involve the

Kean-Booth

same

remarks

encouraging

about

while the poetry sounded like
music to me as I spoke it."

foreshadowed

which was

Peter's

93

nearly

over-

her, despite the

acteristically

"

Golden

poetic

manner,

a porcelain vase
would not be more luminous
fire in

than was the soul of that actress
as

it

shone through her ideal of
This girlish tragic

Juliet."

note,

so

surrounded

mance, was

still

more

by

ro-

tragic,

though not as appealing with
Modjeska. Her actions were
MRS. PATRICK CAMPBELL AS JULIET

.
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direct, her cries significant, her

movements

full of terror.

Her

accents

hardly detracted from her impressiveness.
To-day there are but three Juliets who stand out from the many: Julia
Marlowe, Maude Adams and Eleanor Robson.

In each, there was shown more tender sadness
Miss Marlowe's
than compelling passion.
interpretation

alone

"divine

The

fire."

contained

the

spark

of

corresponding Romeos were

Fanny Kemble;

Juliet,

women

playing

of this piece,

women

Romeo

(1832)

(1834)

(1850) Mrs. J.

W. Wallack;

(1851)
Virginia Whiting; (1852) Miss Anderson (1853)
port;

many odd combina-

with

Barry;

(1833) Alexina Fisher;

Fanny Wallack, Mr. J. R. Anderson; (1850)
Romeo, Miss Cushman; (1849) Jean D. Daven-

yet in the stage history

Romeo,

we meet

Thomas

(1836) Miss Grove;
(1841)
Lydia Phillips;
Mrs. Seymour; (1846) Mrs. W. H. Crisp; (1848)

was much discussion

in the beginning
should play the part of
so has there been much talk about

there

(1827) Mrs.

Barnes;

too flowery.

As

dates given are not those of "first

appearances" necessarily, and the names are only of those Juliets and
Romeos who played in America prior to 1889:
(1754) Mrs. Hallam, Mr. Rigby; (1768) Miss
Cheer, Mr. Hallam; (1791) Mrs. Henry, Mr.
Hallam; (1796) Mrs. Johnson, Mr. Hodgkinson; (1797) Mrs. Merry, Mr. Moreton; (1798)
Mrs. Johnson, Mr. Cooper;
(1816) Mary

Sothern, Faversham and Bellew: the one too
melancholy, the other too stilted, and the last

as to whether

The

a few of the most famous.

;

Juliet of her daughter, sisters playing vis-a-vis,

Matilda Heron; (1854) Miss Woodward; (1854)
Mrs. Hamblin; (1854) Julia Deane; (1856)

and in America, on January n, 1762, when Mr.
Hallam was cast as Romeo to the Juliet of Mrs.

Mrs. E. L. Davenport; (1857) Susan Denin;
(1857) Mrs. McMahon;
(1857) Mrs. Hoey;

Douglas, the historian, Ireland, writes, concern-

(1859) Miss Davenport;

ing the production "On several occasions hereafter we find a father playing Romeo to the

(1864)
(1861) Mrs. D. P. Bowers;
Jones;
Avonia Jones; (1866) Ida Vernon; (1867) Mile.

tions,*such as a mother playing

to the

:

Juliet of his daughter, but

we

believe this

is

M.

the

who was

the

first

to

MISS

was

altered.

HELENA FREDERICK

Young American soprano who has sung with much success
Germany. Miss Frederick was seen recently with
Mme. Schumann-Heink. She is now appearing in "The Tenderfoot"

have mentioned how, at different times,

the Shakespearian text

The many

performances record likewise special features,
more ornamental than vital.
Barry,

that were

during the light
with Garrick, advertised that "an additional scene will be introduced,
with an occarepresenting the funeral procession of Juliet
sional prologue
to begin exactly at six o'clock." At another
.

.

.

...

masquerade scene, a comic dance was introduced, and
more incongruous was a patriotic song, which graced a production in

time, during the
still

1846.

Rossi, while playing

Romeo

(1869)

the play; the role of Romeo was never considered his great part. (1875) Adelaide Neilson;

play Juliet in

America.*

We

(1869) Agnes Ethel;

W. G.

Mrs. Scott-Siddons; (1869) Mary McVicker,
Edwin Booth; he opened Booth's Theatre with

only one on record where a mother plays Juliet
to the Romeo of her son." It was Mrs. Hallam
(1754)

A. Hauck;

(1860) Mrs.

in 1876, adhered

to the

Garrick

version, but added some effective stage business, where Juliet walks in a
trance from the tomb, followed by her bewildered lover, who dies as he

clasps her in his arms.

impossible here to reproduce the long list of Romeos and Juliets
which the present writer has compiled from various sources. Here are
It is

* There are many female Romeos known to the
stage: Mrs. Barnes, Mrs. F. B. Conway, Charlotte
Cushman, Susan Denin, Mrs. John Drew (1840), Mrs. Ihcmas Hamblin, Mrs. Henry Lewis
(1835), Mme Ponisi, Mrs. Coleman Pope, Mrs. Shaw (1840X Mrs. Wm. Lefton, Caroline Yic-t,
Mrs. James W. Wallack (1854), and Ann Duff Waring, etc.

in

Eben Plympton;
Walter
Trevillu;
(1877)
Boyle.
(1877)
Sara Jewett, George Rignold; (1878) Avonia
(1874) Joseph Wheelock; (1877)

Anne

Fairbanks; (1877) Fanny Davenport, John E. McCullough; (1877)
Mrs. Slaughter; (1878) Rose Kean; (1879) Adelina Gasparini; (1880)
Helen Ottolengui; (1880) Ada Cavendish; (1881) Louise Muldener,
Rossi; (1881)

Emma Abbott

Robert Downing; (1883)

Opera Company; (1883) Mary Anderson,

Mme. Mod jeska, Maurice

Barry more; (1885)

Kathryn Kidder, Frank Mayo; (1886) Margaret Mather, Frederick
Paulding; (1888) Julia Marlowe, Robert Taber

Throughout this short survey, we find that Shakespeare's Juliet is
his own. The history of the stage performances of this great tragedy
the history of tremendous art efforts, to reflect the life so warmly,

still

is

humanely existent in the poet's mind. Shakespeare remains
and the actor who becomes the great Romeo, the actress who

luxuriantly,

the same,

becomes the great

Juliet, is the

one who

is

most

faithful to the poet's

MONTROSE

conception.

m-

Miss Harned

SCENE IN VIRGINIA HARNED'S NEW PLAY 'THE LADY SHORE" AT THE HUDSON THEATRE

J.

MOSES.
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MR. AND MRS. LOUIS

MANN

IN THEIR BEAUTIFUL

A Talk with Louis Mann

HOME NEAR

RIVERSIDE DRIVE

Obligate by Clara

Lipman

(Charts with Players No. 37)

A

SUCCESS is horrible!"
Louis Mann stood with
and

his eloquent

had rather

his

back

to the blaze of the gas logs

hands behind him. His hands are perhaps the
an actor. Long and lean, with

here by the fire with a book, while my wife plays Grieg
or Chopin, than hear all the applause that has fallen on
the ears of all the actors in the world."

nervous, tapering fingers, they denote the artist, the man keenly and
sensitively alive, with an infinite capacity for suffering. The hint of the

hand?

repeated in the lines from nose to lips, etched in his olive skin.
acquainted with the heights and depths of human feeling, who
has risen to one and fallen to the other with an

is

A man

that would awaken the wonder and

intensity

perhaps excite the sneers of the half-alives,
Louis Mann.

is

indifferent to such reading of the
behind the actor, he repeated his paradox:

"A

success

is

He

horrible!"

of the season.

is

tired.

deadly

a picture

one

so praised in prose

a

"He

It is like

painting

known

to theatre-goers as

Clara Lipman, and in private life is Mrs.
Louis Mann, had entered the room

and caught the last words.
"American actors are criticised because
they do not grow," she said. "That
is the reason they do not grow.
They
smilingly

to play

one part continuously, for

several -seasons,

what Mr.
is

if it is

a success. That

Mann means

by,

"A

is

success

horrible!"

"I

Schloss

CLARA LIPMAN
In

"The

,

Girl from Paris'

said,

"But

I

and

is

art.

think after awhile he misses the

their polyglot

A

household housed so handsomely

visitor and
him through the reception room, handsome in its furnishings of
teak and inlaid woods, to the drawing-room in green. A French maid

310 West loist

Street.

Japanese butler receives the

tells

you that

Madame will be

a large house and

is

Madame

is

heard softly instruct-

keep it up when Mr.
have a theory that one

my friends wonder why I

travelling," said the chatelaine,

is

"but

I

must have a home as a growing place. I am working out some plans for
plays and I need to be in our own atmosphere."
The most beautiful smile on the stage was again manifest when Mrs.

Mann was asked how
Mann who answered:
"She speaks

My

wife

Mann

is

she dealt with the servant question. It was Mr.

all their

languages and that makes them feel at home.
She speaks nine different tongues." Mrs.

a fine linguist.

pouted a

little

at this praise, as she did

when her husband

said

she had more ideas than any playwright he knew, as she did again when
he said she writes well.
'

"Don't," she pleaded in a tone of defense. She said "don't" again
when her husband praised her house ruling, and when some one dared
critics

dissent

when

servants.

white length, in the glow of the logs.

when

" It

is

If

modesty

is

unknown

in the profession, as its

unique. But there was no
her husband described her other method of keeping her

have dared to

Second Fiddle," plaintively, his nervous
fingers lacing and unlacing their lean,

"I

in soon.

ing the cook, who responds in unmistakable Irish. From aloft comes
the voice of the housemaid dusting the furniture of the master's bedchamber and singing a Polish-Hungarian chanson.

to allude to her beauty.

my home

better than anything
else in the world," said the star of "The
like

tired of dental allusions,

It

They laughed about
at

"It

piano until one cries out with the torture
it.
It is a monotone."

have

is

has been hard to keep the house warm during the
cold weather, and I believe he misses the steam heat of a hotel office,
though he hasn't admitted it."

Mann

is

verse, that she

home," she

likes

comforts of a hotel.

same key continuously on the

tint of gray.

of

She who

and

about the relation of dentistry to

bit cynical

It is like

in

striking the

means playing over and

and again, a part of which a

over, again

man

will say, in the last half
It

smile has been called the most beautiful on

leads

bethought himself to explain.

"I mean, we

Her

smiled.

the stage, perhaps because the eyes and lips both smile, in unison and in
proper proportion, and because her teeth are so exquisite and have been

Unmindful of or

man

Mann

Mrs.

choicest part of his physical equipment, as

sit

Gounod

or

assert,

true," she said.

Clara

Lipman

is

We have a rehearsal room on the third floor, and

the servants are discontented and I

am afraid

they

may

leave me, I
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room and

take them to the rehearsal

entertain them.

I

sing

and dance

them, and they always go back to their work in a perfectly
This is a remedy others might try with their help.
humor."
good
Mr. Mann's hands were quite warm now

and

recite for

Mann was at the proud age of three and a half years and ready to
graduate into boots when he appeared in a series of Grimm's fairy tales.
Greatness, even then, had its penalties, for the young actor was invariably met at the stage door after the per-

formance by stout matrons, who insisted
upon encouraging his talents with kisses.
From the Stadt Theatre on the Bowery in

the gas-logs and the olive drawing-room and the interview proceeded in
the dining-room under the wakening in-

and we

left

fluence of a ruby liquid from a silver

New York

and from a pleasant home on
the north side in Chicago, the boy and
girl set forth by different paths that would

and

cut glass decanter.

"This

my

is

room," said the

favorite

"Not because

actor.

of

its

eventually cross and become one. The
paths met when the youthful actor and
actress met in the cast of "Incognito."

association

with the cheering things of the table alone,
I

am

sure, for the walls of dull old rose,

and sideboard

the table

Miss Lipman scored in a laughing bit.
Mr. Mann, already well on his way as a

aftd chairs of oak,

the sparkle of glass and the gleam of
silver, made of it a spot where care might

character actor of high rank, heard the
He was not adlaughter and smiled.

be dropped as a discarded garment.

There we talked of struggles and rewards. Mr. Mann read his favorite poem,
from the collection of verses by Ernest
"
The Mountain Climber," and
Lacy,

we

logically

drifted

dicted

from consideration of

Schloss

MRS. LOUIS

am the master of my fate.
am the captain of my soul."

and now prosperous pair.
There was good soldier material in the twain, transmitted by courageous ancestors who were on the staff of Napoleon. Officer Hecht was a
loyal follower and valuable aid to the Great Adventurer, and a forebear of

to the battles for success of this gifted

the actor.

Brave Berka,

his friend,

who

served on the same

staff,

was

The

fighting blood in their veins and the
of
in
their
souls, transmitted by these Alsatian
undying spark
courage
served
Louis
Mann
and
Clara
soldiers,
Lipman well.
made
and
Clara
smile
raise to the world a steady chin
They
Lipman

ancestor of the actor's wife.

when her first part, originally an opulent one with Hubert Wilkes in
"The Rat Catcher," faded into the one pert line, "Well, I'll go and tell
the neighbors all about it." She was fifteen then, and the gradual reduction of the part incident to the

the piece,

minimizing of half a dozen other roles in
at which the descendant of Berka

was a semi-tragedy, but one

smiled.

Mann had

more auspiciously years before, at
begun
the fashionable Stadt Theatre, on the Bowery, when that house was the
principal theatre on the now sadly degenerate street. Master Louis
Louis

Sarony

In

his career

"The Red Kloof

In

in

those

days, being

proposal of marriage in tragic earnest to
the laughing girl.
Her answer had no laughter in it. " She
told me she'd marry me if I'd make

"The Second Fiddle"

MANN

We

it.

good," said Mr. Mann, "and I set about
in a piece written for her, 'The

went out the next season

Laughing Girl.'"
Here~ Mr. and Mrs.

MANN

Mann

paused

in their reminiscences

and looked

at each other with grave eyes.
The curtain had risen upon a dark
scene.
had all faith in ourselves and in the play when we started,"

"We

said

Mr. Mann.

"How hard we tried to make it go," sighed Mrs. Mann.
took
the play to San Francisco. That long jump is a heavy drain on the
revenue of any company, and we were young and poor. It was a terrible

"We

ordeal.

"We made every sacrifice to finish the season. We thought we would
be disgraced and ruined if 'closed' were published after 'The Laughing Girl.' We were young and ignorant and intense. Now we would
know better."
"But we finished

Mr. Mann.
Mann. "But we had heartbreaks all along the
road. People did not like the play. Louis was anxious to know what
they thought of it, and he would slip into barrooms with his hat drawn

"We

In

the season," said

did," said Mrs.

"The
of

LOUIS

smiling

gravity and
immense ambition, but the laughter won
him as it won the audiences, and before
the season was over he was making a

tiful soul-firing lines

I

to

weighed down with Teutonic

"The Mountain Climber," remindful of
W. E. Henley's "Invictus," and the beau"I
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Strange Adventures
Miss Brown"

IN FOUR OF HIS SUCCESSFUL CHARACTERIZATIONS

In

"The Telephone

Girl*

Schloss
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down over

his forehead,

so that he would not be

recognized and listen to

comments.

the

were anything

They
would

It

reassuring.

than

else

have been better had he
heard

not

He

them.

came back

to the hotel

the image of desolation."

"I did

my best acting

ing

I

with

argued

them that
send

didn't

pany on

to

if

they

the

com-

the

next

stand 'on their trunks'

we would

our

forfeit

and

date

everything

would be lost. Often it
would be only twenty

was

official

Even when the
sounded

from

we

but

usually

got off."

"And we

Wright Lorimer in "The Shepherd King"

tried

to

keep the company from
knowing," murmured Miss Lipman. "Theworst crisis was at Columbus,
Ohio. Do you remember that, Louis ? " Her husband drew a tragic

brow by way

"It was eleven o'clock, and
"and someone attached our
trunks. I had to go to the house of the lawyer who had made the attachment.
He was giving a coming-out reception to his daughter, and
at twelve," he

of answer.

groaned,

sent a sharp message, saying that he did not want to be interrupted at
that time. He would see me next day.
I sent word to him that 'it was

a matter of

life

and

death.'

I got

a release of the attachment and then

go to the home of the president of the railroad company to get
his order to let us take the train for New York."
I

had

to

"You had

to ride twice across the city.

The

"But we

returned them all."

"It took three years," said Mrs. Mann.
"Yes. It took our first success, 'The Girl from Paris,' to pay for that
failure."

One

success breeds another.

street cars

were not run-

"I can look

"That

is all

and she

five cents."

"But you
have three

told the lodging-house

man

and he let you
And don't you remember

about our

straits

rooms at thirty-five cents.
he looked sharply at you and said, 'You look as though something was
wrong,' and he pushed a bowl of crackers across the counter and said,
fifty-cent

We

hadn't eaten for sixteen hours and nothing has
'Help yourselves!'
ever tasted quite so good as those crackers."
"After that we did rest in peace," Mrs. Mann smilingly con-

The woman who shared my room

tinued.

discovered that

inhabited and that the inmates resented our intrusion.

thousands of them.
despair.

I

happened

was

There were

and looked the army over in
notice that while they marched and counterin the room, they stayed away from a bar of tar

I turned
to

it

on the

light

marched everywhere else
soap I had laid out on the wash stand. I cut the soap into small bits
and laid it all around us, forming a line of defense. The coup was a
success. The bravest and hungriest of the army never tried to pass it,
and we slept in safety."
"The next morning the good fellow gave us our breakfast." Mr.

Mann

here took up the recital.

would

fill

one issue of

"

My dealings with that chap afterwards

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE.

It

would make a

writing several plays in which her admiring

an hour," she said.
tour of the house and, note-book in

after household matters in a half

I need.

I

make a

down whatever

hand,

jot

like

better than

it

is

any of

is

my

needed.

I

do

my own

duties as a housekeeper.

marketing, and
[

meet so many

odd people. It is a splendid opportunity for the study of types."
She will go back to the stage, but her husband insists that it be in
the capacity of a producer. "There isn't one of them who
"O,
Louis, don't," she warned, and modesty triumphed over conjugal pride.

Concluding the chat, the interviewer asked Mr.
"Pardon me," he
plans.
said, "but I have decided

Mann

about his

never to talk of plans again.
When I was younger I used
to talk of

them ardently by

the hour.

I did so

even

last

year with engaging candor,
and when the season opened

some one

else

was using

idea in a play.

and

forty,

I

Now,

wiser, I

my
am

hope,
never

let my plans be published
again until they are ripe

next morning and I had only a dollar and thirty-

came "All

infinite faith.

Lipman

to stay until

Girl from Paris"

dreams into actualities. An accident to her arm compelled
Mrs. Mann's retirement from the stage, but she has not been idle.
She has fitted up her lovely home. She has assisted her husband

than

gently prompted.

"The

distant

ning regularly and when you got to the station the train had gone," Miss

"We had

After

on Account of Eliza" and "The Telephone Girl," and the handsome
house near Riverside Drive and other symbols of success evolved from

at his rehearsals,

settled,

his

time," he

soft black eyes sought the interrogator's face.
not hold a grudge forever," she said, in mild reproof.
are glad of one thing," said the chief narrator. "We paid

husband has

the

the approaching train,
the matter hadn't been

left

last

"One must

minutes of train time

whistle

the train

"Until the

Mrs. Mann's

and

sullen.

hand across

faded.

said.

speaking of the unusualness of the proceeding, and many sent back
checks for the amount of interest, saying they didn't want that. But we

forehead,

railroad officials, show-

MAY BUCKLEY

"And you refused to the last?"
The fierce frown on the actor's face

dripping

my

while

MISS

on Broadway. Again and again he has asked me for work, and
get that, he wanted to borrow from me."

when he could not

every cent of those old debts. We gave our notes for them and paid them
with interest. I have some beautiful letters from our old-time creditors,

from

in support of

trousers

on that tour," said he.
"I have stood with
perspiration

Now

It's enough to say that I had the good fortune to send lots of
business his way, and to help him out of some difficulties of his own.
And the man that attached our goods I've seen with fringe on his

book.

last year.

I will

and copyrighted."
"What must an actor
have

to

be successful ?

"

"Imagination, tempera-

ment and intellect," he
said, "and the greatest of
these

is

temperament."

"What is temperament ? "
"Temperament

is

blood speaking," said

the

Mr.

Mann.
"Temperament is what
understand
makes
you
people and be for the time

what they are," said Mrs.

Mann.
"That

is

tion than

husband

a better defini-

mine," said her

gallantly.

ADA PATTERSON.

^^__
MISS

DOROTHY HAMMOND

Ni.w apix-arhiK in "Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots"

New

York's

Great Hippodrome

k

m

m*&

Exterior of the Hippodrome Buildinz fac
3.
Frederick W. Thompson, his partner who manages the show end.
2.
Klmer Dundy, financiallhead of the gigantic enterprise.
6. Hippodrome Circus Rings.
7. Battle with 600 men and
5. Si^nora Antonio's sensational loo-foot dive backwards.
4. Rehearsing the Equestrian Ballet.
the wonderful scenery is manipulated.
150 horses on Hippodrome stage. 8. The elephant chauffeurs. 9. Showing how
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MAXINE ELLIOTT IN THREE OF HER FAVORITE POSES

o

of

n.

S

requires an unerring eye and an instinct of prophecy to
recognize beauty in embryo.' The story of the ugly duckling and
it

OFTEN

the growing girl are sometimes identical. Particularly is this true
in the instance of beauties of the order classed as

statuesque.
The evolution of beauty may be painful, awkward,
the repeated story of the dull chrysalis and the radiant
butterfly.
to

To

read the history of beauty

is

frequently

go back to humble and lack-promise beginnings.

Such was the

story of

Maxine

Elliott,

beauty and

and angular
saucers, and two

at all

built out the small

head and accentuated

members,
She slipped into her new j*
white mull dress and went to a party that night, >
feet.

and the boys and

girls of

the ungainly colt the promise of the superb racer,

butterfly

all

hands and

feet

and

Rockland, Me.,

it

aint."

"Yes,

said,

it

is."

chrysalis had released the graceful
moth. Time developed it, and the radiant
dull

of

its

development,

painter of beautiful
beautiful

Miss

woman

Lembach,

said

women,

is

the

the most

in the world.

Elliott could not

As Ophelia

have a better

foil for

her beauty than her dog, "Sport," an English bull
terrier, who is her constant companion and champion,

with black eyes like illuminated
pigtails that shone with the oiled

girl,

He

splendor of the pliant tresses of a lady of the Chinese

even on her

court. There was disproportion, a painful gaiicherie,
and a preponderance of thinness and eyes in this

every night.

school

that seems to be changeless.

Maxine

girl.

"Who is she?" asked
"Who? The little gal

the

man

"The

regnant.

Ten

"That's a sea captain's daughter. I forget her last
"
name, but the first is Jessie. Ain't she a humbly one ?
to
be
a
some
but
she's
great beauty
"Perhaps,
going

in the

this

no, more beautiful."
quite as beautiful
to
warm
the
heart of woman.
triumph

true, the photographs

"Her Own Way." Miss Barrymore

At what mothers anxiously hurry their daughters over
if possible, "the awkward
age," she was as unattrac-

ette, looked long and lowered
ment.

"The Venus

in its thorny calyx of

Why
Why

green leaves.

But the kind years changed the acute angles

It

was a

It was Ethel Barrymore who paid Miss Elliott what
was probably the superlative compliment of her
career. It was at her New York debut as a star in

page prove.

bud guarded

In December,

her for a decade whispered behind their fans and collapsible hats, "She is as young as ever, and she is

told his wife that night that

She, who when she asked a manager for work on the
stage said her name was Jessie McDermott, was not a
beautiful girl. Some critics denied her even prettiness.

tive as the feeble

Pacific Coast.

she played again in the Columbia, as the star of "Her
Own Way." Those of the audience who had not seen

Kentuckians are queer. He might have added that
they are canny. For that, the prophecy of the disreproduced on

years ago Miss Elliott was seen in a small part
Frawley Stock Company in San Francisco. It

was her debut on the

day."

was

of that desirable type
The swift fading of the

whom the passing of ten
years touches lightly as a dove's wing is the beauty

thin one with the big eyes?"

cerner of hidden beauty

is

But the woman

tables.

"Yes."

The Rockland man

beauty

girl is a tragedy of commonness.
expect it. We are surprised if it does not transpire, as the fading of a rose in the vase on our study

one."

tall

Elliott's

escorts her to the theatre

We

with the yellow hair and the
the Kentuckian impatiently,

"No, no," answered

travels.

charms of a pretty

of trained eye.

blue sash?"

"the

unsuspected

forgot the torture of those intruding

her hands and

The

who seems

lines of hitherto

Seeing all this, she smiled slowly, in the
pleased slow comprehension of a Cinderella and
grace.

Kentucky, where the remark savors of
environment and heredity that the man who can see in

crimson self-consciousness, the beauty of the future.
One of such prescient eye, prophet of pulchritude met

ten years ago

tender curves. They rounded softly the thin face, and in the rounding
reduced the abnormal size of the great, dark eyes. On that wonderful
day when her hair was "done up" for the first time, the heavy braids

"Is that Jessie?" "No,

recognizes in the girl

B e SL \j t y

QL g e

star.
It is said, in

As she looked

t

to
Genthe, San Francisco

MISS ELLIOTT

AND HER DOG

SPORT"

of

Milo

it

raised her lorgn-

with a sigh of enjoy-

with arms!" she exclaimed.

has Miss Elliott grown more beautiful ?
has time been her first aid to beauty ?

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
The whole

credit belongs to the actress for she

is

mistress of the

philosophy of beauty.
>
Miss Elliott knows that poise

is a secret and a preservative of serene
avoids
scenes
that wrinkle a woman's soul and
she
Therefore,
her
face.
She
knows that the greatest tonic
correspondingly corrugate

beauties.

of beauty

is

the outdoor

life,

and she

much

lives it as

as her travels

will permit.

Knowing

that increasing avoirdupois steals a

thief in the night, she

Byron,

woman's charms as a

has never but once permitted herself to vary from

N. V.

A.

her stereotyped weight. Then there was a quick flitting to Jackwood
and when she returned, the unwelcome pounds had fled as mysteriously
as though she had tossed them overboard in mid ocean.

"Diet and exercise," she replied to all inquiries.
Beauties must be stern with themselves at times. They must banish
the last morning nap. They must frown upon the alluring box of bon
bons. They must walk when they had much rather ride. They must

M. PALMER, whose

death on

March

trio

of theatrical

managers

7

was the

noticed by the daily newspapers,

lives.

A

passed almost unlast of that

famous

WALLACK, DALY and PALMER

the story of whose respective careers
glorious period of the American stage.

is

practically that of the

most

Mr. Palmer was the last survivor of a by-gone theatrical regime.
belonged to the days when the stock company was at
the height of

its

prosperity, the days

when

He

The beauty

"

managers whom we

theatres of

Europe

New

demands made upon him in the days of his
and meeting distress, the man
whose hand you touched and whose smile you recall is remembered
rather than his public distinction.

with him.

last

of his nature.

As a

tune.

of his

company

accompany superior

for-

sense of refinement, was too strong for that. Irritable
at times, under the pressure of business, he might

sharply rebuke stupidity or ill-breeding in a subordinate, but no one under him, in whatever capacity,

he

esteemed by Mr. Palmer on the side of integrity,
worthy intent and self-respect, ever heard a harsh

what columns the newspapers would have devoted to
his memory.
He died poor after having made and spent several

word from him.

recital of his public career as

members

His Americanism, which was intense, and his

if

No

rule, the

affectations that too often

occupied a very obscure position in the theatre. Yet
had he passed away in the height of his prosperity,

fortunes.

Entirely simple in

nature aristocratic, but without the pretensions and

and

life

His employees were always secure

discharged no one.

were retained, year after year, on verbal contract.
Puritan bred and of Presbyterian stock, he was by

to that school

few years of his

He

manners, habits and dress, he conducted his business
with a like direct frankness. To scheme was no part

theatrical

and during the

of the daily

prosperity, of his voluntary anticipation

methods, born of the
scholarship.
modern frantic rush for wealth, ended his artistic usefulness

B. A.

MLLE. MARNI " AT WALLACK'S

had but a glimpse

a refined

of culture, refinement

W.

could give an adequate idea of the kindness of heart of the man. To one
in the smallest capacity with Mr. Palmer, to one who

find in control of the leading

men

altars of sacrifice in all

who was connected

erated into hero-worship, when, in a word, the occupation of producing plays had not been turned into
of

There are

Personal Tribute

management gave the drama both dignity and form,
when there was a standard of public taste, when acting was cultivated as n art and had not yet degen-

mere money making. Palmer belonged

when hungry.
has hers.

eat sparingly, even

AMELIA BINGHAM AND FREDERIC DE BELLEVILLE IX

Albert M. Palmer

101

It should be easily said of every man
or
ample
overflowing means, that he was charitable
or generous, but with him there was not a remnant of

of

a manager

sordidness.
Copyright, Elmer Chickcring

THE LATE ALBERT

M.

PALMER

A

defalcation of several thousand dollars,
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sum

a material

him

to

the

at

moment, was passed over without a

ripple.

His

were

tastes

ness as for

His library was as remarkable for its selectWhile he bought many rare and expensive books,

literary.

extent.

its

he was not a collector of the merely curiously valuable. In that direction,
however, he had one diversion entirely of his own. He saw to it that the

Union Square Theatre

history of the

was gathered

during his tenancy of that house

in the shape of all the playbills, all

the criticisms, auto-

biographies of all the players, signed letters of authors, and everything
that had a proper place in such a collection. All this material, the autobiographies being in the handwriting of the subject, were inlaid by

Toedeberg, famous

in his rare craft,

bound or are ready

to

on pages of uniform

be bound into volumes.

It is

size,

and auto-

absolutely unique, in fact, the only
biographical, of

To

invaluable.

and were

a complete history,

complete record, pictorial
kind in the world. These thirty or so volumes are

its

those not familiar with the cost of collecting,

some

of the

Of course, no manager can altogether compel events. The elements
must conspire with him. Thus, some important and romantic history
falls to the Union Square. Bartley
Campbell had walked the streets of

New
stout

York, with a dramatic craftsman's brain under his dingy hat, a'
and self-reliant heart buttoned beneath his thin coat, almost

laughed at for his confidence and his hopes, not starving, perhaps, but
living on a small enough margin, until his play
Partner," produced
at this theatre on September 18, 1879, made him famous and took the
wolf from his door. Bartley Campbell was really the first born of

"My

American dramatists, in a certain sense. It is true that our drama began
to be worthy with Bronson Howard, himself of this
period of ten years,
but it was the financial success of these two at this theatre that opened up
the dramatic field for the best minds in the land.

From
tre.

1884 to 1891, Mr. Palmer managed the Madison Square TheaThere Augustus Thomas came, with "Alabama." From 1890 to

1896 he

items would seem wildly extravagant, but signed personal letters by
Dickens and like celebrities can only be procured at a considerable outlay.

Palmer's.

The

made

cost of the volumes could not have been less than fifteen thousand

A

dollars.

separate and complete history of the theatre forms a volume
history of every theatre or every manager would hardly be

The

itself.

by
worth such minuteness, but such a collection by Wallack and Daly, Mr.
Palmer's immediate contemporaries, would certainly be worth the while.

The

enormous expansion of the American stage will never
dim the lustre of Mr. Palmer's career. He began by doing a

future

entirely

He

remarkable thing.

foremost theatre in the

converted a house devoted to variety into the
city, in

popularity and profit, as against famous

and experienced rivals, himself wholly inexperienced. He stamped it
with refinement and with intelligence in every department, with a start-

work

ling aptitude to the

in

hand.

A complete list of his productions dur-

ing the ten years of management would not convey any adequate idea of
the position held by the Union Square Theatre. The moment he left it,

judgment, taste, sense, everything vanished.
1872 to 1882 were the golden years.

It failed instantly.

From

To

describe the magnitude and significance of these successes that
the reputations of these dramatists, to go back to the
days of

Bronson Howard's "Banker's Daughter," and recount them
transcend the limits of this magazine.
What is said here must serve as mere footnotes to the
career which

ELIZABETH OF ROUMANIA

OUEEN

of fiction.

It is

is

world famous under

"Carmen

Sylva," as a poet and. writer
not, however, generally known that she is also

who thought
services

Manoli,"

Its

Royal Avithor

had probably no idea where Curtea de Argesche the
was situated, or even if it ever existed, and it was sugof Roumania, to make a search for the wonderful
Prince
Carol,
ruins and have them restored.

poet, however,

scene of the crime
gested to

Count de Nouy was appointed to
and for

reconstruct the old church,

twelve

Elizabeth,

29,

in

Maria

Princess

mostly resides)
to

King

whom
Berlin.

(and

where

she

Charles
first

When

churches had been erected, one upon
The first had been begun

another.

of

met

in 1861,

Court of

with

poems,

fairy

is

states,

however,

who

The

master

misfortune

that

the

following

builder,

Manoli, he buried his
wife alive in the walls as a sort of
is called

propitiation to Heaven.

ing on

tales,

novels and plays.

CommentCarmen

this strange story,

Sylva, the royal playwright, says:

Manoli" is a very
and is based upon
drama,
powerful
"Meister

the legend of the

1515.

builder

continually

she began to write,

she took the pen name "Carmen
Sylva." She has been equally successful

year

unknown. One report is
that he was an Armenian, another
that he was an Italian. The legend

Roumania,

at the

the

in

she

Castle Pelesch,

is

She was married,

in Sinia.

ing the foundations, it was discovered that, at different periods, three

Nassau. Her

of

abode

favorite

its

whole world. In search-

like in the

the daughter of
of Weid
and

is

Hermann

under the greatest
this won-

he worked on

derful building, which has not

Queen of Roumania,
Newweid, December

She

1843.

Prince

years,

difficulties,

seen in England,
America and other countries.

was born

funeral

a.

to be a simple act of self-respect, to have omitted which would have
been not merely a dereliction of duty, but an offense to every sentiment
which should govern the living toward the dead, one whose life had been
of such benefit to his generation.

may be

it

of a

at his

great throng of theatre managers, journalists,
actors and personal friends.
To have been present at the churchly
and personal farewell was felt by all in that imposing assemblage

twelve years ago, will shortly be performed by Novelli in Italy, and
later

The

otherwise of this amiable and yet strong man.

were attended by

some

written

memory

Mr. Palmer died

familiar to us all at this time.

A man without resentments, he gave way to wider, more daring
no
and,
doubt, more business-like methods, and what he lost in active
authority he gained in friendships and respect. He would be a sad loser

a playwright of considerable originality and power. Yet her drama,

"Meister

is

would

all,

work.

"Meister Manoli" and
her literary pseudonym,

took the management of Wallack's Theatre, re-christened
the Garden Theatre, Paul Potter first scored with "Trilby."

At

man who

"I
prose.

buried

first

I

six years.

his wife alive, a grewsome tale
which the great Roumanian poet,
The
Alexandri, has set to verse.

old
first

translated the legend into

worked on

The awful

it

"

Carmen

Sylva,''

Queen

of

WORK

Roumania, composing plays on her typewriter

almost

Argesche Church, which the
King of Roumania had chosen

as his last resting place,

A ROYAL PLAYWRIGHT AT

for

secret of the

worked so

Grace George in Her New Play "Abigail

The Duke
The Duke: "I'm proposing"

Abigail (Grace George)

Ruth Benson

Grace George

Grace George

Theodora Robbins (Selene Johnson)

(Joseph Coyne)

Mrs. Hone

The Duke: "The

Joseph Coyne

funniest part of

THE DANCE

IN

it

was

I didn't get a

THE STUDIO

Willis

Martin

Justine Cutting

scratch"

Vivia

Ogden
Conway Tearle
Louise Closser
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powerfully on

no

imagination that I had
fathom out the im-

my

begged for the manuscript,
gave to him. Thus, the play once
more came to the foreground as a national

portant events in the life of Prince Neagoc,
ordered this church to

I

product, and on this occasion I was permitted to sit in the royal loge at Bukarest

who had probably

be built as an atonement for his

me and

to

which

rest until I tried to

sins, for

But

he did away with his nephew in a mysteri-

and witness

ous way, so that he himself might ascend

again proved a failure, and I determined
not to let it be performed again. Recently,

the throne.
story pursued me day and night,
wove its details into a drama

"The

own.

my

Two

confronted

me

the work,

first,

commencement

of

my

Italian

great

it

tragedian,

to

play and asked

the grim details of the

in this direction, I first

representation.

Bukarest and begged to
be permitted to read 'Meister Manoli.'
He expressed himself delighted with my

make

legend, and, second, the query, 'Can a
'
dramatist ? To test
lyrical poet be also a

powers

came

Novelli,

however,

difficulties,

in the

the

however,

until I finally

of

its

if

I

would be willing

to

certain alterations for a production

in Italy.

I consented,

but when he

re-

turned to get the manuscript, it was not
ready. He was almost beside himself with

wrote

a dialogue entitled 'Dommerung,' which
translated into French by Helen

was

disappointment, for he had already adver-

Vacaresco in Paris, and later was given

tised the production in Florence. To
soothe his feelings, I read aloud to him
the small portion I had rewritten, where-

by Mmes. Dudley and Reichemberg, at
the Trocadero festival. Count de Lisle
was present at its representation, and at
the time criticised

upon he expressed appreciation in his
and told me that he

most favorably. This

it

lively Italian fashion,

gave me courage, and subsequently I
founded on it a play entitled, 'Woman's

intended to take the part of the

No

especial notice was taken
and nothing came of it.
"Unfortunately, I was not in a position

Bravery.'

to study the details

stage,

MISS SELMA
Young Western

actress

who has

New York

SARAH BERNHARDT,

an ancient church in Europe in which a human being, animal, or
In cathedrals, bridges
effigy of some kind had not been buried alive.
and castles stretching from Bulgaria to Scotland and Sweden, this
has been verified by the tearing

down

the French

language and herself designed the many
beautiful Roumanian costumes which will

stage

LUCRETIA DAVIDSON.

interviewed at Naples, thus related the fortunes of her

"I had six plays in my repertoire:
'Tosca,'
'La Sorciere' and 'La Dame aux Camelias.'
The Turkish censor prohibited five! Five! 'Phedre,' a Greek subject, was im-

ly

at

repertoire

Constantinople.

'Phedre,' 'Fedora,'

possible;

of old walls.

'L'Aiglon,'

in 'Fedora' there are Nihilists, impossible to give this play at Constanti-

'La Sorciere' would offend Spain in
dear friend, nothing was left me but 'La Dame Aux Camelias,'
which, thank God, offended no nation. I put on in all haste 'Frou-Frou,' which
was also inoffensive. At Athens only 'Fedora' was excluded from my repertoire,
because the Queen of Greece is a Russian."
'L'Aiglon' would offend Austria;

nople;

worked, sought and racked my brains upon the
subject, and then determined to put the story of 'Meister Manoli' on
paper. When the play was finished, I went to London and read my

"For

on the

be used in the production.

work. But, notwithstanding these difficulties, I determined to persevere with 'Meister Manoli,' and in trying to fathom the
truth as to the immuring of Manoli's wife, I found that there was hard-

my

sinister fact

The Queen wrote the play in

HERMAN

recently appeared

the

for

will,

Italy."

and technique of the

which was so necessary

success of

it

year

of this work,

man

gave it to him, and this
without doubt, be seen in

I finally

servant.

fully ten years I

fact,

sketch aloud (translating it as I did so) to Sir
Henry Irving and Max Muller. Irving wiped
the perspiration from his brow, and when I had

in

fact,

my

THE
drama,

production of Gabriele d'Annunzio's new
The Ship," which was to have taken place at

"

would be quite
impossible for him to present my play before an
English public. Such terrible scenes, he said,

La

immuring of human beings modern
theatregoers would not tolerate, while Max

other pieces, it would be impossible to give the
work a worthy production.

Muller, who was equally discouraging, explained to me that in the end he feared public
performances of it would be forbidden by the

stage treated with a preparation invented by Professor
Zamboni, a well-known Italian scientist, was made

finished tried to explain that

it

time of the year
well as chorus

as the

AN

authorities.

"I next went

last

to

Vienna and read

my

some well-known artists there, among them
Herr Sonnenthal. This famous actor at once
pronounced himself interested and was quite
ready to undertake the Manoli role, and suggested sending some one to me to discuss the
stage settings, etc. The piece was produced
soon after in Vienna. Two years later it was

pectations, there

to

came a new demand

The young Roumanian

artist,

my
for

for

new

INTERESTING experiment with scenery for the

month

was

The

in Milan.

false to

tower.

scenery was

made

of both

him, and nightly met her lover in an old
discovers her faithlessness,

The husband

strangles the lover, and leads his wife to the room,
where she sees the corpse, surrounded by candles,
after which he becomes a monk, and is the very

even glance at

Then, one day, contrary

engaged

A monk relates this story to a cavalier who is passing
the night in the monastery. Count Starschinsky, a
brilliant soldier of the time of Sobieski, married the
most beautiful woman of Poland. But the lady Elga

work.

the play.

would be

GERHARDT HATJPTMANN has written a new drama
which has not yet been given on any stage. It is based
ona novel by Grillparzer," The Cloister of Sendomir."

was so short that I was forced to look upon my
work as a failure. I therefore laid the drama
aside, tried to forget it and turned my attention
I did not

the best orchestral musicians, as

people,

had the absolute non-inflammableness of the scenery
been established, but the colors as well had not
suffered, and were perfectly fresh.

again presented at Leipsic, by Mittenwurzer,
who played the part of Manoli. But its run

"For a long time

all

paper and canvas, painted with specially prepared
colors, and the experiment was conducted by the fire
department. At the close of the experiment, not only

piece

to

to other

Scala, Milan, early in the spring, has been indefi-

that as at this
nitely postponed, for the curious reason

ex-

one who narrates the
it.

story.

Hauptmann has dramatized

Enesco, came

dreamed by the
MISS

HELEN ROYTON

Prima donna

in

"A China

Doll"

cavalier.

this tale in six scenes
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SWORD PLAY FOR ACTORS. A Manual of
Fencing. By F. G. Blakcslee. Illustrated: Nc-w
M. W. Hazen Co.

wherever

found

meet
and
meets
everywhere
friends

In these days, when the sword drama was never more
evidence on the boards, such a book as this is almost
a necessity to the ambitious leading man. The author
"
Famous Stage
contributed an interesting article on

"Your Health"
delicious

sparkling,,

beverage, as
In the
wholesome as it is pure,
Stoneware Bottle
and more healthful than
Mulr's is a harley
English hop ales.
malt brew bottled in stoneware in
Edinburgh for over 124 years.
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U. 8. Agent, 2 Stone Street,
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delicately changing complexion.

America's

place

OXZYN BALM
Above

All Other Preparations

works delightfully toward sure, scientific results. It
removes imperfections, cleanses and protects, and vitalizes the skin
with stimulation and pure nourishment. It is, also, one of the very
few preparations that will not cause hair to grow upon the face.
A trial jar proves its virtues. Prices, 2$c., goc. and $i .00, at all
dealers, or sent by us postpaid.
because

it

OXZYN COMPANY

Always restores color

to

the dark, rich
used to have. The

hair, all

gray
color

it

hair

grows rapidly, stops
coming out, does not split at
the ends, and dandruff disappears.
For

tin;

Sold for 60 years.
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"Perhaps no combat

in any of Shakespeare's plays
so often incorrectly presented as the fencing scene
'
in Hamlet.'
This should never be played with modern
foils, but with blunted rapiers and daggers. The modern foil represents the short sword, which was not in
existence when this play was written. The foils mentioned by the dramatist were blunted swords, such as
were in common use in the fencing rooms of his time."
The book is profusely illustrated with half-tone cuts,
showing different methods of attack and parry. Altogether, a very interesting book.
is

N. Y. City

The Secret
most beautiful

learning stage fencing. Many of the attacks,
Mr. Blakeslce, used by fencers in the salle
d'urmes, where they have the protection of the mask
and plastron, should never be employed on the stage,
on account of the risk of accidental injury connected
with them, while many of the attacks rarely used in the
fencing room are admirably adapted for the stage.
The book covers the important points of the different
schools of fencing, ancient and modern, with elaborate
technical descriptions of the different attacks as tauglit
by such famous masters as Senac, Gouspy, Vauthier,
Maury and Malchien. The auhtor points out that
besides its usefulness as a stage accomplishment,
fencing is one of the most healthful of exercises, for
it not
only makes one graceful, but developes an erect
carriage, a quick eye and active brain. It is interesting
to note that the author includes Egerton Castle, the
well known novelist, among the expert masters of the
art of fencing, while he makes no mention of Anthony
Hope or Booth Tarkington. There is an elaborate
description of the fight in "Hamlet," concerning which
the author says:
writes

EVERYWHERE

SOLD

combat, in that the swordsmen, instead of striving to
injure each other, have to be careful to avoid accidents.
Safety, therefore, is the chief thing to be kept in mind

when

MUIR'S

IT'S

Fights" to the pages of this magazine some months ago,
is an acknowledged authority on his subject.
Mimic sword play differs essentially from that of actual

and he

appetizing

BE StRE

Stage
York.

in

friends.

A

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

HAIRRENEWER

Scotch Ale
Is

HALL'S

New Dramatic Books

Muir's

111

878 Broadway,

N. Y.

MODERN MONOLOGUES. By Marjorie Benlon Cooke.
New York: The Dramatic Publishing Co.

Chicago and
No doubt

all these monologues are useful for the
purposes of platform entertainment. As bright as some
of them are, it is at once apparent, on reading them,
that the aim of the writer was not literature, but entertainment conveyed largely by the magnetism, as it is
called, of the speaker, and by the animated business
supplied by a capable performer. The proper delivering of them, to give them life, evidently requires some
command of the art of acting and of elocution; but their

would not make any great demand upon art, other
command of any one engaged in this
particular form of entertaining who had gained address,
adroitness and spontaneity in setting forth the little
levity

than that at the

incidents of life in this form. The talks at the telephone
are amusing, and some of the monologues make points

A

and
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that would evoke laughter in
there is not.

an audience, but

literature

PLAYERS AND VAGABONDS. By Viola Roseboro.

New York and London The
:

Macmillan Co.

The book

contains nine stories of unequal merit.
While the style is diffuse to a degree, the stories seem to
be based, on actual experiences in travelling with a

company, and will be found of interest to
romance connected with the stage. If the
managers and actors involved in its pages are intended
to be reproductions, in character, of stage figures f amil iar
theatrical-

those

who

see

to the present reading public, they are too thickly veiled
to be recognized. The writer has no old scores to settle,

and is thoroughly amiable, from which it may be
sumed that the stories are in the main, fiction.

as-

Books Received
DE
New
The Perfect Seasoning tor Soups, Salads, Oysters, Clams,
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physician will

lell

yc

organs in their work.

McILHENNY'S TABASCO

ORIGINAL
Used

for

AT ALL DEALERS
unique recipes

Clubs and Restaurants hall a century.

in leadino Hotels,

FREE Write

"TABASCO BOOK"

containing

many new and

McILHENNY'S TABASCO, New

Iberia. La..

PROFUNDIS. By Oscar Wilde. With
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons.

R.eviva.1 of

portrait.

"London Assurance"

Before the termination of Miss Ellis Jeffreys' present
New York engagement she will appear in a revival of
"London Assurance." This famous old comedy by
Dion Boucicault will be produced at the Knickerbocker
Theatre by Liebler & Co., between April 1st and 5th,
with this special cast:
Sir Harcourt Courtley, Eben Plympton; Max Harkaway, Wm. H. Thompson; Charles Courtley, Ben Webster; Dolly Spanker, Jos. Wheelock, Jr.; Dazzle, Henry
E. Dixey;
Meddle, Murray Carson; Cool, Herbert

Lady Gay Spanker, Ellis Jeffreys Grace Harkaaway, Ida Conquest; Pert, Kate Phillips.
The production will be staged under the personal
direction of Charles Cartwright.
Miss Jeffreys' Lady Gay Spanker will be awaited with
interest, for the r61e gives opportunity for the display
of her qualities in comedy in which she attained distincSleath

;

;

tion at the

Haymarket Theatre, London.

"London Assurance" was

first

produced March

4,

1841, at the Theatre Royal, Covent Garden, London.
Its first presentation in New York occurred October
llth of the same year at the Park Theatre. The piece
ran for several hundred nights and was revived on various occasions. Many of the most noted players of a
generation ago were identified with productions of the
play.

Among

THE ORIGINAL

Amateurs

the

The

University of Michigan Deutscher Verein presented the play "Flachsmann als Erzieher" in the
Campus Theatre (Sarah Caswell Angell Hall) on March
6. The cast was as follows :

Alice in PETERS-Land
circus," said the Hatter, severely to Alice,
Party, and you're not invited," "Oh! yes, I am,"
said Alice, "There's Peter's Chocolate on the table, and that's

"This
High as the Alps

"It's a

Quality

isn't a

"Irresistibly

Tea

always

Delicious"

inviting."

Absolutely wholesome, yet so dainty

and delicious that

it is

the chocolate lover.
FREE SAMPLE and Illustrated booklet, "An

LAMONT. CORLISS

CO.

.

CHOCOLATE

a revelation to

Ascent oi

Mont Blanc," upon

Sole Importers. Dept. E, 78

requtst

HUDSON

ST..

NEW YORK

Flemming, Gordon MenVogelsang, Mr.
Knight; W eidenbaum, Mr. Lowenberg; Rieman, Mr.
Nagelvoort; Romer, Mr. Sohns; Prof. Dr. Prell, Mr.
Neumarker; Negendank, Mr. Goodrich; Inspector
Broseche, Mr. Schottstaedt; Max Dormann, Wiltrud
Hildner; Karl Jeusen, Egmont Hildner; Frau Dormann, Frl. Miller; Betty Sturhahn, Frl. Schertz; Gisa
Holm, Frl. Olney.
"Flachsmann als Erzieher" was the second play to
be given in the new Campus Theatre. That the student
body appreciates the new home for college theatricals
is shown by the splendid audience which greeted the
players. A plan is under consideration to take the play
to Detroit, Saginaw and other nearby cities.
Flachsmann, Mr. Laner;

Dierhs, Ernst Schmitz;

delssohn;

r

Russian Actors in

New York

Under the auspices of Charles Frohman the St. Petersburg Dramatic Company gave a matinee performance at
the Herald Square Theatre, on Thursday, March 23.
This is the troupe of players which was expelled from
Russia for presenting there the drama in three acts by
"
The Chosen People."
Eugene Tschirikoff, entitled
Leiser Frankel finds, to his horror, that Lia, his
daughter, has followed the example of her elder sister,
and has given her heart to a Christian, and that his only
son, Boruch, a student expelled from the university for

^f

c Kc
>
aseptic condition invigor"\
.f'Proots
ates
the
of tr;e Ijair, prevents it from
/a l/ing oul> and prom tes lhe ozowf f,_

^

Carpine Hair Tonic, 50 cents and $1.00 the Bottle.

joining in socialistic agitations, is abetting his sister in
her secret understanding with her non-Jewish lover.
Towering above these is Nachmann, the schoolmaster
and Zionist leader, gathering still greater strength from
his discovery that he is the champion of a losing cause.
And all through there is heard the under-tone of
the storm rambling without, coming nearer and nearer,
threatening death and disaster. One might say that the
real protagonist of the piece is not Frankel, nor Lia, nor
even Nachmann, but the spectre of panic fear that
In the
stalks grimly through the unfolding scenes.
third act one sees Kishineff with human beings scurry-

NOT DISCOLOR, tfOR; MAKE THE IfAIR, GREASY"

ing to their hiding places like rats to their holes; rapine,
murder, and the suicide that prefers death to dishonor.
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active

women of
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The great success of Mcllhenny's Tobasco, both as a relish and
as a digestive agent has caused numerous imitations to be put upon
the market, many of which consist simply of diluted tomato catsup,
heavily charged with cayenne pepper, which any physician will tell
you is a dangerous irritant and should be avoided. The genuine
Mcllhenny's Tabasco is a most excellent corrective and aids the
digestive organs in their work. Therefore, always be sure when you
use Tabasco that it is MclLHENNY's the original in use nearly half
a century by the leading hotels, restaurants and best families of the
land.
It gives a fine, spicy, piquant flavor to soups, roasts, fish,
oysters, sauces, etc.
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Aging

Queries Answered
H. E., New York City. Q. Will you please publish a picture of
William Bramwcll? A. See our issue for February, 1903.
E. M. S. Q. Where can I get reliable criticisms of "The Duke
of Killicrankie," "Raffles" and "The Fortunes of the King"? A.
See THEATRE MAGAZINE for October, 1904, December, 1903, and
\M\vmbcr, 1902. Q- Will you publish scenes from "The Little
Minister" and a criticism of that play? A. It is now too old a
story.

A

Reader

l'"r;mk
I

.

of

Mills?

THE THKATRK.

Will you publish a picture of

Q.

Beer doesn't cause biliousness

We may do so shortly.
Have you on sale a photograph of Mrs. James
We have not.

A.

(Mi., City.

Q.

llrown Potter? A.
F. A. T., West Philadelphia, Pa.
Q. Is the picture, "A First
Night at the Kmpire Theatre," a composite picture or an original?
A.
It is a composite.
"3fil L. M."
Q. In what play is Brandon Tynan going to star?
A
We do not think he is to star in any play next season. His
address is care of David Belasco, this city.
V. C., San Francisco, Cal.
Q. Are the Lulu Glaser, Robert
Kcieson and "The College Widow" companies coming to San
Francisco before summer? A. None of the attractions mentioned
have any idea at present of visiting the Pacific Coast.
B. B.
Q. Where is Frank Monroe, formerly of "The Virginian" playing? A. He was in that organization when we last
heard from it.
A Subscriber, Columbus, Ohio. Q. When does William Gillette's
engagement in New York begin? A. He is now at the
Kmpire Theatre, this city. Q. Will he remain there until this
A. It is uncertain. Q. Are you going
present season closes?
to have
any articles or pictures of Mr. Gillette in THE THEATRE
AC AZINE ? A. We cannot say. Q. Who is his manager ?
A.
Charles Frohman. Q. Can you tell when Sothern & Marlowe
will play in Columbus?
A. Late in the spring. They probably
will be in your city alx>ut the time you read this.
B. S., St. Paul, Minn. Q.
What is Julia Marlowe's present
address? A. Care of Charles Frohman, Empire Theatre, this city.
Q. Are Sothern & Marlowe booked for St. Paul? A. Not at

if it is

It's the
aged well.
green
beer that should be avoided.

Schlitz

M

before

it

is
is

marketed;

K. B. C. Q. Is Lillian Green, former prima donna, "King
Dodo," living ? A. She is traveling with some musical organization
H. W. O., Chicago, 111. Q. What is the best way to get a vaudeville play produced?
A. Make personal application to J. Austin
Fynes, manager for F. I' Proctor, Fifth Avenue Theatre, or apply to
the Vaudeville Agency, St. James Building, 27th Street and Broad-

in

aged

This process alone

refrigeration.

present.

months

for

aged

.

of room.

this city.

But the

G. E. T., Taunton, Mass. Q. Can you tell me who are the pub"
lishers of a book by Amy Leslie, entitled,
A. We
Some Players ?
do not know. Q. Have you ever had an interview with Miss Annie
.

'

'

See our issue for January, 1902.
C. M. S. Q. Will you publish scenes from "Mrs. Leffingwell's
Boots" and a picture of William Courtenay? A. See our issues for
February, 1905, and June, 1904.
A. A. B., N. B., Canada- Q. Kindly let me know where Carl
Eckstrom is? A. He is now playing in the cast of "The Shepherd
King" at the New York Theatre, this city.
B. N. D., New Orleans, U. S. A.
O. Is there now on the market
a device for automatically changing the colored screens held before
arc lamps for projecting the light of the stage?
A. There is such a
device and if you write to Universal Stage Lighting Company, Kliegl
Bros., 1393 Broadway, Metropolitan Electric Stage Lighting Company, 123 West 4oth Street, all of this city, you will get the
information you desire.
J. W., Roslindale, Mass.
Q. To whom should I apply for a
A. The stage manager is the proper
position as understudy?
person to apply to for such a position.
A. M. E., New York, Q. Will William Bramwell be in New
York again this season? A. He has already played in this city this
season.
Q. What do
A.
to do next season?

Laura Hope Crews

A

result

is

beer that

is

Edna

Ask for

ike

Brewery Bottling.
is branded

See that the cork or crown

you.

and Laura Hope Crews expect
not advised as to their movements.

in vaudeville with

How

Henry

Miller.

long has Viola Allen been staris her greatest success.
A. Glory
Q. Will you have an
interview with Miss Allen?
A.
See our February, 1903, issue.
R. A. D., Hackensack, N. J. Could you give the addresses of any
firms that deal in stage costumes?
A. Mme. Crane, 592 Seventh
Avenue; Eaves, 220 W. 41st Street; Mme. Freisinger, 127 W. 41st
A.

for

good

Phillips

We are

now

Constant Reader.

Q.

About

The Beer

eight years.
Q- What
"
Quayle, in "The Christian."
-

,

.

,

Street, all of this city.

I. A.
Q. When does Maxine Elliott expect to return to New
in what play?
A. She will play one engagement before
the close of the present season at one of the Broadway theatres.
A Subscriber, San Francisco, Cal. Q. Is James K. Hackett
do not think so. Q.
expected to come to San Francisco? A.
Are Mrs. Fiske, Mrs. Patrick Campbejl, Drina De Wolfe, coming
to San Francisco?
A. None of them intend visiting your city this
season. Q.
Who is the wife of Robert Drouet? A. His wife is a
non-professional.
Q. Who is considered the best-looking man on
the stage? A. Such questions are trivial.
Economy, Pa. Q. Did Isabel Irving play last season in Arizona?
A. She did not. Q. Which character in the play, "The Girl
froni Kays" was called Piggy? A.
The character is that of Hoggenheimer, played by Sam Bernard.
"Rex," Paterson, N. J. Q. Will a letter addressed to a .syndicate
star on the road reach them if addressed Care of Charles Frohman,
Empire Theatre? A. Yes. Q. If I send twenty-five cents will
you mail me any back numbers of THE THEATRE? A. Upon
receipt of the price, namely: (1901), $1.50; (1902), 75 cents; (1903)
50 cents; (1904) 35 cents; (1905) 25 cents, we will send any back
iwmtwrs of THE THEATRE. Q. Will Maude Adams play in anyA. Only in what she is now appearing.
thing else this year?
A Reader. Q. Will you give me the titles and publishers' ad-

York and

We

That Made Milwaukee Famous.'
Wines from the Brotherhood Vineyard are
The

Sixty-fifth

has been accepted and
able

work

of reference.

is

It

is

Washingtonaille,

all

now

ready.

If

you would

N. Y.

Spring a.nd Washington

Sts..

New York

Brooklyn, N. Y. Q. What is Julia Marlowe's
f
A. Highmount, N. Y.

J.Iress in full
G.H.M.,

summer

-Q

Atlanta, Ga.
How coulrl I make myself known to
managers of stork companies in regard to a position for impersonatA.
ing different nationalities?
Xot having been on the stage and

with a good responsible
getting such a position.
what he can do for you.
J.

Mac

B.,

i

ompany you would have much

difficulty in

Cio to a first-class dramatic agent and see

Washington, D. C.

Q.

Is^arry Woodruff

still
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We

like to read

a postal card.

BROTHERHOOD WINE

CELLARS

invaluable.
R. F., St. Louis. Mo. Q. Are Klaw & Erlanger still running the
free dramatic school for stage-struck girls?
A. They did open such
a sfhool, but soon closed it.
Q. Is there such a thing of its kind in
do not know of any in Chicago. Q. How
Chicago? A.
much would it cost to go through a dramatic school ? A. The price
charged depends upon the length of time one continues, generally
from $300 to $500. Q. Will Klaw and Erlanger put out a new
musical comedy this spring? A.
do not know. Q. What is
Klaw and Krlanger's address? A. Amsterdam Theatre, West 42d
Si red, New York city.

name on

List of the Brotherhood Wine Co.,
the leading wine journals as a valuconcise and comprehensive.
The Fiftieth

used by

edition in large pamphlet form

send your

Fine.

Annual Price

It is

B.,

is

A.

Kusse'l.

ring?

million cubic feet

five

requires

.

way, this city.
V. S M Philadelphia, Pa. Q. Under whose management is E. S.
Willard appearing in this country? A. Charles Frohman's.
K. M. Q. Is Vincent Serrano's wife on the stage? A. No.
E. A. J., Grand Rapids, Mich. Q. How long after their initial
performance at Grand Rapids did Louis James and Frederick Warde
continue to play in "Alexander the Great?" A. Write to their
managers, Wagenhalls & Kemper, Broadway Theatre Building,

it

T

ii /:

T

ii

TRE MAGAZINE ADVERTISER

/;

He

A.

the stage?

is

at present the leading

man

at Proctor's Fifth

Avenue Theatre, this city, having taken Edwin Arden's position.
Q. Would you publish a'picture of Wm. Bramwell, preferably in

Mclnnerney's

"Captain Barrington?" A. Perhaps.
E. M. H., New York city. Q. Is Dustin Farnum corning here
and in what play? A. He is with the "Virginian" until
the season closes and he does not come to New York with it again.
R. E. W., Cleburne, Texas- Q. Where may one learn buck and
wing dancing? A. John Hogan, care of Elks Hall, 59th Street and
Broadway, and Wilson, 256 W. 23d Street, both teach dancing.
M. E. W., South Bend, Ind. Q. What is the address of a concern who criticise plays and dramatizations? A. Write to W. T.
Price, 1440 Broadway, New York.
E. B., Manhattan. Q. Where and in what play is Miss Helen
Singer? A. Write to Mittenthal, care of Knickerbocker Theatre,
who will forward a letter to her or tell you the company she is with
B. S., Minneapolis, Minn. Q.
Will Mr. Sothern and Miss
Marlowe be in Minneapolis this spring? A. It is not their present
intention of visiting your city.
A. W., Chicago, 111.
Q. Could you give me the address of the
following:
Hauptmann, Rostand, Pinero, Jones, Shaw, Ibsen,

COLUMBIA MARK XLV

this season

Theatrical

Cold Cream
There are many Cold Cream Preparations on the
market today. Some are GOOD others are BETTER
but Mclnnerney's is BEST.
The ingredients of Mclnnerney's Cold Cream arc
pure and harmless, and when you once use this prep
aration you will want no other.
Other good qualities in its favor arc its delicate perfume, smooth whiteness and cooling properties. And
it

does not cost as

much

as

ot the far inferior

many

preparations.

59c

l.l>.

FOR SALE ONLY AT

and Sudermann? A. Letters sent to the care of the
London Era, Strand, London, England, will reach them.
E. S Q Will you publish a picture of Edwin Arden and Miss
Phillips

Isabella Evesson in private dress?
A. See issues for September,
Has Mr. Edwin Arden played the
1902, and Christmas, 1904. Q.
A. He never appeared in that play.
part of Bunny in "Raffles?"
M. M., Montreal, Quebec. Q. Is Margaret Sylva married!1

A.

ANY OTHCft STORE

NO CONNECTIOI

.

is

TOE BIG STORE

She

is

W. D. Mann in

Mrs.

she at present?
Mary B. Q.

He was born in

A.

Now

In what
private life. Q.
in Nice, France, resting.

When and where was Edwin Arden

company

born?

A.

Mo. His right name is Hunter Smith ami
Arden R. Smith, once a newspaper man in St. Louis.
Was afterwards manager for Thomas W. Keene. Q. What is his
wife's maiden name ?
A. Mr. Arden married Tom Keene's
daughter, whose maiden name was Agnes. Q. Have you pub
lished an interview with Mr. Arden?
A We have not. Q.
Was he ever the manager of a stock company and when? A. Mr.
Arden had a stock company in Washington, and has managed a
he

is

St. Louis,

the son of

He

traveling combination.
Eagle's Nest."

SPECIAL!!

is

the author of the play entitled 'Tin-

Renie. Q.
Is the all-star cast of "The Two Orphans" slill
on the road? A. The company is still on the road and was, the
second week in March, touring the South. Q. When will the tour
end? A. The season will close in May. Q. Have you published

was seventeen years of age. Among the many plays he has
was Icilius to Forrest's Virginius. Was with Adelaide
Neilson, Edwin Booth, "The Passion Play" in California, D'Artagnanin "The Musketeers," "Monte Cristo." Was with Charlotte
Cushman and in the stock company at Union Square Theatre, this

since he
acted in

A

LB. IN

city.

E. L. Q. Has Edwin Arden played at any time in "Raffles,"
A.
as a substitute for Mr. Elliott, who played the part of Bunny?
never heard of his acting in that play.

We

REGULAR PRICE. 33 CTS.

Good

1

2

&

1

5c

Coffee

Q

GOOD 25 & 30c TEAS
BEST 50 & 65c TEAS

BEST FANCY ELGIN

CREAMERY

R UTTER At Cost
GROCERIES, ETC.
The Great American Tea Co.
31 A. 33 VESEY ST., N. Y.
BOX 288
TELEPHONE 2431 CORTLANDT
P.

0.

long after price is forgotten"

THE ONLY
COCOA & CHOCOLATE
OF WHICH THIS CAN TRULY

BE

SAID

IS

SOU) BY GROCERS 8 DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

Subscriber, Westchester, N. Y. 6. Is it true that Miss Maudihas just finished her farewell engagement and is going t<
retire from stage life?
There is no truth in such a rumor. Q. Is
A. Some relative, we beLionel Adams related to Miss Adams?
lieve.
Q. In what number of THE THEATRE are there scenes
from "The Little Minister"? A. We have not published any.
B. T., N. J
Has Edwin Arden got a son? A. He has
no son, but has a daughter about sixteen years of age. Q. Is his
A. See answer to "Mary B." Q.wife on the stage at present?
Is Miss Isabelle Evesson, leading lady of Proctor's Fifth Avenue,
married? A. The lady is not married. Q. Is it necessary to
take a course through the dramatic school to go on the stage? A.
It is not necessary to take lessons at any school to go on the stage.
Q. Is Wallace Erskine, of Proctor's Fifth Avenue Stock Company,

Adams

married? A. He is not.
A Constant Reader. Q. Who played Dorothy to John Drew's
Richard Carvel the season it was at the Empire Theatre? A. Ida
Conquest acted Dorothy. Q. In what is Harry Woodruff now
playing? A. See answer to J. MacB.
Q. Are there agencies in New York city that make a
J. S- P.
specialty of getting church positions for singers, in New York or
nearby towns? A. Yes, see the musical trade papers.
Where is William G. Stewart and in what is he
J. C. V.
playing? A. We do not know. Q. Is the President of The Pro
A. She is
fessional Woman's League the wife of Colwin Arden?
the present President of the Professional Woman's League. Q.
Where can I address her? A. 108 West 45th Street, this city, is the
address of the League. Q. What is Edwin Arden's real name?
A.
See answer to "Mary B." Q. Do you intend pubb'shing an
Do you know what
interview with him ? A. We cannot say. Q.
his plans are for next year?
A. We do not know what he will do

Q

next season.
W. W., Long Island city. Q. In what issue of THE THEATRE
did you publish pictures of the following plays: "Checkers," March,
1904; "The Music Master," November, 1904.
E. R. Q. Have you published scenes from "Du Barry" and
"Her Own Way"? A. See our issues for February, May and
September, 1902, and November, 1903M. F. M. Q. At what theatre did "The Way of the World"
play? A. At the Victoria Theatre. Q. Did Drina de Wolfe
ever act in that play? A.
Not that we know of, but Miss Elsie deWolfe did. Q. Are you sure that Drina de Wolfe was never on the
Mrs.
before
at
Osborne's playhouse? A. Possibly,
stage
appearing
but in obscure parts. Q. What year was Mrs. Osborn's playhonse
in existence?
A.
1902.
H. G. B., Boston. Julia Marlowe's right name is Sarah Frances
Frost, Ilrough being a family name and assumed for the stage during
the early part of her career. It is a coincidence that her first assumed
name, "Fanny Brough" should also be the name of the gifted
English actress playing with John Drew this season. John Bruff
was the name of her father, who kept a saloon in Cincinnati in 1877.
She took the name of Marlowe afterwards for stage purposes. She
was also known as Sarah Frances Fros.t The Court of Common
Picas in this city gave her permission to change her name.
A. A. A., Buffalo. We do not know the address you ask for.

cocktail is always a new
experiment. You rarely get the same
thing twice from the same mixer.

\ guesswork

CLUB COCKTAILS are scientifically

Their
blended from choicest liquors.
aroma, taste, strength, are always uniformly excellent, and their ageing is a
virtue the tried taster can appreciate.
Just strain through
Always ready.
cracked ice and serve.
Seven kinds
land Gin,

G.F.HEUBLEIN
Hartford

SOZODONTPOWDER

HAIR
WANTED

.Blue Ribbon,
Tfie

Beer of Quality

/..

I

Refreshing,
invigorating,
satisfying.

If you are afflicted with baldness or falling hair or any disease
of the scalp, write me and I will send you Free, my booklet on
care of the hair an-i scalp and a Free Sample boi of my reme ly, transportation charges paid. I have had 26 years'
practice
i n diseases of the
hair, skin and scalp, having prescribed for
thousands in a private office, arranged for me in the largest
Department Stores in the United States, such as Sirgrl. Cooper
Co., Chicago; Espenhain Dry Goods Co., Milwaukee, Golden
Rule, St. Paul; Geo. B. Peck Dry Goods Co.. Kansas City, and
I guarantee to
in other leading cities of the United States.
grow hair, stop falling hair, cure dandruff, quickly restore luxuriant growth to shining scalps, eyebrows, eyelashes, and restore
the hair to its natual color where desired.
Write to-day, enclosing stamp for Free Sample and Booklet.

&

I

a delicious dentifrice.
Free from acid
and grit. Just the thing for those who
have an inclination for the niceties of
life.

Ask your

dentist.

l BRO., Sole Proprietors
London
New York

Pabst
,

TOOTH

every-day

Manhattan, Martini, Vermouth, Whiskey, Holand York.

Tom Gin

Guarantee

to

Grow

Hair

an Inch

a

Month.

PROF. J. H. AUSTIN, Bacteriologist
434 McVicker's Theatre Bldg.. Chicago
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York's G r e a. t

Hippodrome

Hydrozone
*
Sore Throat

It is somewhat odd that, enterprising as the American showman is, no attempt until now has been made
to introduce in America the permanent circus, or hippodrome, so long a popular amusement feature on the
Continent of Europe. The winter circus and the summer circus are not, indeed, so fashionable in Paris as
they were fifty years ago, but the decline of these once
famous resorts is due less to the circus form of entertainment itself as to the fact that more modern and
up-to-date rival establishments have eclipsed them.
The magnificent hippodrome in the Avenue de 1'Alma
is itself a thing of the past, but the Nouveau Cirque,
with its novel water tank and comic or thrilling aquatic
performances set a pace that soon outdistanced old time
competitors. London soon followed suit with her
Hippodrome, closely copied after the Paris Nouveau
Cirque, and since then has been built the splendid
Coliseum. Now New York boasts of a similar place

cures

immediate and beneficial.
No injurious effects possible.
burning or cauterizing.
Hydrozone is a standard remedy, indorsed and successfully used by leading physicians for the past fourteen years.
Sold by best druggists.
Its action is

No

Send

Trial Bottle Free
Beware

amusement, and in size, at least, can give points to
some of its foreign rivals. Thompson & Dundy, two
young men who won a fortune from the barren sands
of Coney Island, conceived the idea of a Hippodrome
for New York, and erected the imposing structure
now completed on the Sixth Avenue block between
Forty-third and Fourty-fourth Streets.
The New York Hippodrome is not copied after the

similar names.

of preparations with

genuine without

signature on label

my

free

trial

bottle of
Hydrozone.

None

Coupon good only
until

:

May

5, 1905.

of

druggist, to

CHARLES NARCHAND,
57 Prince

St.,

New York

City.

Requests unaccompanied by coupon will be ignored.
Only one bottle to a family.

old world structures, nor is it expected to house the
of entertainment.
Dundy
Thompson
are advancing along original lines, inasmuch as the
Hippodrome will not be an in-door circus, as all the
hippodromes in Europe are, but will blend the best
acts of circus with spectacle,
vaudeville,

&

same form

naming your

cTWail coupon,

ugglst.

WRITE LEGIBLY.

FREE

5OO Sets

pantomime,

musical comedy, drama, zoologic and aquatic performances.

The length of the building on the Sixth Avenue side
two hundred feet, occupying the entire block, and it
extends two hundred and forty feet toward Fifth Avenue.
It is one hundred and ten feet high in the rear and seventy-two feet high along Sixth Avenue. In its capacious interior are found seats to accommodate 5,200
persons, promenades, a cafe and restaurant, lounging
rooms, a stage one hundred and ten feet deep by two
hundred feet wide, which is large enough to hold the
entire body and stage of almost any other New York
is

History of the United States
We

original with him.

Properly
an "apron," which has been

its

depth

but
extends
this are

is fifty feet,

made part of it,
of the playhouse.
the water spectacles of whose novelty

sixty feet into the

body

On

and
produced
beauty the American who has not been abroad has no
conception, and it will be devoted, too, largely to the
circus department of the enterprise.
Two circus rings
of the regulation forty-two feet diameter occupy it when
it is not in use for the water scenes.
There

no "gridiron" on the Hippodrome stage.
scenery, some of which weighs as much
as ten tons, works to and fro in pockets at the sides
is

The massive

In all other theatres the movement
a vertical one. Mr. Thompson has installed a system
of electric cranes which pick the pieces up bodily and
convey them to and fro with no apparent effort. Human

hands play little part in the stage operation. Weighing
unencumbered, about 460,000 pounds, the platform
of the stage is controlled by hydraulics and counterThe reservoir is twelve feet deep, one hundred
weights.
and sixty feet long and sixty feet wide.
Thompson & Dundy have made their house comfortchairs are twenty-one inches wide.
No
cramped sensation which the seventeen-inch seats of ordinary playhouses engender.
Behind fourteen rows of orchestra seats are the stalls seen
in European theatres.
Then come a line of boxes
encircling the promenade in which smoking will be
allowed.
It will be confined, however, entirely to this
section of the house and to these boxes.
able.

of the

4LAROEVOLS., ALMOST 2,OOO PAGES.
for

designed

The performance in
one may

the Hippodrome is a combinasee in all types of other theatres.
parts to the entertainment,

There will be two
Yankee Circus on Mars" and "Andersonville,
Wilson Raiders."

In the

"A

or,

The

the opening scene discloses a traveling circus in financial misfortune, and the
performance is progressing with a feigned air of gayety,
the freaks and side show "spielers" are performing for
the edification of the rustic visitors.
The sheriff appears
with an attachment. There is an auction sale with all
the air of the nomadic fascination of the country circus
"lot," and finally, a messenger appears from the planet
Mars and buys in the outfit. The shift of the scene
to the Palace of the Martian King discloses the first of
the spectacular surprises. There, in the royal courtyard, is given the circus performance in which are
employed the aerial acrobatic and equestrian marvels
of the world.
first

United States ever published;

contains special articles on the
,

..
Government of, the United cStates, the
.

home

popular reading as well as

study.

.

,

.

.

.

1

.
;

from $12 to $20 a set; almost 2,000 pages, bound in four large, strong volumes (6x9
20 full-page illustrations, numerous maps, portraits, half-tones in colors, etc.

in.),

with

The International Shakespeare
We

with the first 500 orders received for our New International Shakevolumes (7^ x 5}^ in.) containing over 7,000 pages, with 400 illustrations,
The newest and by far the most satisfactory Shakespeare now
including many beautiful plates in colors.
before the public. Text and annotating are the best, and all recognized authorities, such as Dyce, Coleridge,
Dowden, Johnson, Malone, White and Hudson, are represented in the notes and explanatory matter.
offer

speare, in

13

500 sets of

this History

handsome

library

Other Edition Contains
Topical Index

:
By means of which the reader can find
any desired passage in the plays and poems.
Critical
explaining the plays and characters; selected from the writings of eminent Shakesperian
scholars,

Comments

Glossaries following each Play,

so that you do

not have to turn to a separate volume to find the meaning of
every obscure word.

Two

Sets of Notes

eral reader

and

:

Explanatory notes for the gen-

critical notes for the

student or scholar.

Arflvinrvervts. giving a

full

story of each play in inter-

esting, readable prose.

Study

Methods, consisting of study questions and sugthe idea being to furnish a complete college course
gestions,
of Shakesperian study.
Life of Shakespeare by Dr. Israel
Oollancz, with critical essays by Bajjehot, Stephen and other distinguished

Shakesperian

scholars

and

critics.

Special Introductory OJ[fer
new

This

and

Shakesperian Library, recently completed after years of labor

enormous expense, will hereafter be sold by subscription at $42 a
set in cloth binding, or $50 half-leather, but we will accept a limited
number of orders now, while it is being introduced, at a discount of
50 per cent., so that those who order promptly may secure a comat

plete set for $21

monthly

cloth, or

in

$25

instalments.

in

half-leather,

we

payable

in

Tbe

small

University

will

give away, abso-

Furthermore,
of charge to the first 500 persons accepting this
a complete set of Patton's United States History, which

Society

New

lutely free
offer,

sells at

./Vo

Money

now and both sets
be sent you, express prepaid, for examination, subject to return at our expense
if not satisfactory.
No t .pense or obligaMail the coupon to-day
will

incurred by you in doing this. The free distribution is posiand those who do not reply promptly will be
disappointed. This is the greatest book bargain ever offered.
In ordering cloth change $25 to $21. If you prefer to pay $i per

If satishalf-leather.
factorv I agree to pav (1
within 5 days and $2 a
montb thereafter until $25

is

tively limited to 500 sets,

month,

alter

coupon accordingly.

The University Society, 78

Fifth Ave.,

New York
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York

Please send me
on approval, express prepaid, a set
of the New International Shakespeare in

$12 everywhere.

'Required
tion

$

has been paid; otherwise I
will return it at your expense.
Also send me, prepaid, Patton's
United States History, which I
am to retain free of charge if I
(Thea. 4-5)
keep the Shakespeare.

Name

A ddress

WHEN

....

history of political parties, etc.
50,000 sets have already been sold by subscription

at

feels the

tion of all that

History of the

Commonwealth;" Dr. John Lord, author of "Beacon
Lights of History;" President Roosevelt, Cardinal Gibbons, Crover Cleveland, Rossiter Johnson, and others. The best and most complete History

The

occupant

"

the "American

of the auditorium.
is

free distribution of Patton's

in four large

volumes, regular price $12.00, written by
Prof. Patton of Princeton University, assisted by James Bryce, author of

theatre.

Mr. Thompson, of the firm, is a practical electrician
and mechanic with a genius for invention. The amazing effects in light and color he produced at Luna Park
made him famous. In construction, appliance and
manipulation the stage which Mr. Thompson has
installed in the Hippodrome is novel throughout and

about to make a

are

United States"

.

,

IN

THE WORLD OF FASHION

SMART TAILORED FROCKS.-SHORT LENGTH SKIRT NOW ESTABLISHED FOR WALKING SERVICE.-ROUND LENGTH ALSO MODE
FOR DANCING FROCKS.-LOUIS XVI JACKETS WITH CONTRASTING SKIRTS.-EXQUISITELY TRIMMED SEPARATE BLOUSES.

Simple and effrctrre blouse of white cfcraa aft

frocks allow a wide choice in the

TAILORED
matter of style and trimming

Posed by Miss Charlotte Palmer of

models show gimp and button embellishment and
even embroidered scallops, others are as severe in outest

1

(Blouse*

word "tailored'' seems always to suggest.
The gown shown in Fig. 1 is of light gray material, with an almost

frcdSiks

invisible check,

HreringiiUhing feature is the blouse back, above postillion ends. This, of course,
is a trying style for any save tall, svelte figures. The woman who is in the least
bit of

trimming on the back of

her bodice.
Fig. 2 is a charming model frock in pastel blue Burlingham. The sleeves are
double puffed affairs and the bands of self material on the skirt have a circular shape

below the kner

Fields'

& Co.

For wear over a lingerie blouse this is a very smart gown.
Tailored gowns of voile or veiling, made up over bright plaids are seen and will
probably become all too popular. Fads of this sort invariably

shirt waist suit of

some

ever during the

warm months. Loose weave materials like

taffeta.

Better than

win be more worn than
tweed are verv smart foi

purpose and they are made up with or without linings A very smart frock
from a Fifth Avenue modiste was of light weight, loose woven tweed in cream white.
One might have called it a basket weave, and it was made up over sheer white linen.
It was a coat and skirt suit, and the
glimpse of dainty linen lining as the coat was

thrown back, was really very chic. These tweeds and loose weave materials are
seen in grays, tans and creams, with invisible
plaidings in lines of white or deeper
tone of self color. They are made up in coat and skirt or shirtwaist suits and are
quite the smartest thing shown for summer. The thought of the dainty linen linings
brings with it a suggestion of a charming Parisian frock only
It is of daintiest rose pink linen with an
unrrimmed skirt and a blouse cut in a broad V at the throat
and having short sleeves ending at the elbow. Under the
blouse is a bodice of sheer opmnmk batiste, showing as a
guimpe and undersleeres. There are broad turnback collar
and cuffs, scalloped on the edges and buttonbo-'ed in heavy
linen; a scarf of black sflk is knotted under the collar, with

just imported.

while they are self-evident, are nevertheless
dampening to the ardor of the smart woman who wants

up which,

exclusive modes.

Check voiles in light tans and grays wQl be made up over
plain-toned taffeta, and these veiling frocks are sure to be
liked because they depart somewhat from the severity of the
plain "tailor made," and may be used as afternoon frocks.
While voile is the material for out-of-door gowns, it is also

flowing ends, which gives the uninistakeaWc French
touch to the costume.
The Elizabethan figure continues to be the vogue. There
must be a geometrically straight line from the bust to the
soft,

greatly worn for indoor costumes. Among the trousseau of
an Easter bride was seen a house gown of gray -blue voile
trimmed with moire sflk and chiffon taffeta in the same
shade. The bodice had a yoke effect produced by a curiously

of the moire applied in such a

white pongee or

of the heavier silks in white, which color

this

run themselves into the ground, for cheap imitations spring

full ruffle

Theatre

i

.

taffeta are

a

embonpoint dares never a fancy touch or

Lew

silks.

and answer

bkne of pile Woe liberty dk

line as the

inclined to

These may be trimmed with narrow braid
also for informal wear in the afternoon.
One's summer wardrobe should contain at least one

white

Some of the new-

point of the girdle. This effect is had usually by means of the
sachet pad, sometimes bean -shaped and usually of delicately

way that it resembled

A similar ruffle was applied lower down on the

colored satin, containing the wearei's favorite sachet.
Skirts are wider and much gored, often having as many as

Both of these ruffles came nearly together on the
where the voile opened to show a pleated insertion
of chiffon. At the ends of the ruffles there were choux effects

twenty-five seams. An attractive skirt is made of alternate
box and side pleats, one double pleat and three single ones,
and so on around the entire skirt. Another good-looking

in moire.

model is tucked at the waist into spaces of four inches,! hen
bands four inches long, pointed at the cods, are attached
with the skirt; fullness starting from these straps. This is a
variation from the all-pervading pleated effect. AH skirts
have plain effects over the hips. Three tiered skirts are seen

a

full flit puff.

bodice.

right side

Two more of the ruffles were shown on

the sleeves, above

long, drooping puffs of voile to the elbows, from which point
the sleeves were mousquetaire and made of the moire. The

had a tight fitting yoke, the sheen of the blue-gray sflk
showing through the vofle. Just below the knees were two
narrow ruffles of moire, and the trailing skirt had a shaped
section like an applied flounce, except that it was flat. It

skirt

was made of the bloc-gray chiffon

taffeta,

especially in checked materials.

champagne and

and was graduated

to half the length of the skirt in the back, rounding out to
eighteen inches in the centre of the front.

plain material of the

is really an excellent material for dressy
makes very charming blouses and shirt waist
and needs no trimming save embellishment of self shir-

Chiffon taffeta

notable model

was

in

same color as the check. The unbecom-

plain cloth.

A smart frock for early summer is of reseda

rings applied in various designs upon the skirt, about the hips
or knees and on the waist in scalloped yoke or vest effect.

Particularly a^aptT*f to

A

ruffles are

ing check effect may be relieved on the bodice by a chemisette and a small sailor collar of
heavy lace, with a girdle ot

occasions. It
suits,

The

almost plain in front
most of the fairness being gathered at the back. A good and
effective idea is to edge each ruffle with a narrow band of
white.

green taffeta,

having straps of doth, braided with soutache, encircling the
base of the full skirt. The corsage has a high draped belt.

morning wear are the fine blue and

meeting broad braided green doth bretrlks.
Gray nixed walking gown with goimp

IE

The sleeves are
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developed in three pufls, one at the top, another at the
elbow, a third at the wrist. They are separated by

bands of braid.
Another coat and

skirt suit,

which

is

really very good,

A PRETTY NECK
woman

a
the birthright of evennatural result of natural processes the evidence of a healthy, well-nourished skin.
When Nature, for any reason, suspends these processes they can be
stimulated and reinforced by
is

RIKER'S
VIOLET CERATE
A true, clean, pure, scientific skin food,
which not only gives the rosy tints of
fillyouth but is a real tissue-builder
ing up hollows, wiping out wrinkles,
:

rounding out curves.

5O cents

Price

Postilion back with bloused effect

at all our stores or sent postpaid on
receipt of price.
Send for "A Beauty Builder" a booklet with

worn
photographic object lessons for making
faces young, a'id muddy complexion brilliant.

of light tan etamine. The skirt is box plaited and
each pleat is trimmed on the outer fold with a braiding
in Drown. The coat revers are of champagne velvet,

occupies the entire third floor of
our store at Sixth Ave. and 23d St.

spotted with pin dots in brown.
Among the traveling garments which will be in vogue
for the coining summer, the Japanese pongee coats are

L

is

The largest ana most luxurious
massage parlor in New York City,
\vith the most expert operators,

HIRER'S

DRUG STORES,

Sixth Ave.
& 23d St.

These are often elaborately embroidered and cut
full length, either box-shaped or fitted. The
Rajah and
Burlingham weaves are also very smart for tourists'

seen.

Broadway
& 9th St

NEW YORK.

and curves the bipline

in

precise

conformity to the dictates of fashion.
Choice fabrics, dainty laces, and pliant whalebone combine
to create a corset model suited to the most fastidious taste.

"Security" Rubber Button Hose
Supporters attached
to Fifteen Dollars
per pair
The Warner Bros. Co. New York, Chicago, San Francisco

Under Same Management:
All the K"lt..n St.,iv* in

Redfern Style
well defines a small waist and rounding contour

Brooklyn

Four Dollars

ALLEN'S FOOT EASE
Shake Into Your Shoes
Allen's Foot

a powder for the

Ease,

feet. It cures painlul, swollen, smarting,
nervous feet, and instantly takes the sting out
of corns and bnniuns. It's the greatest

comfort diwcovf-ry of the age.

Allen's

Foot-=Ease makes tight-fitting or new shoes feel
It IB a certain cure for ingrowing nails,
sweating, callous and hot, tired, aching feet.
We have over 30.00U testimonials.
IT
TO-DAY. Sold by all Druggists and Shoe

easy.

TKY

SOU SE

Do not accept any substiSent by mail for 25c. in stamps.
TRIAL. PACKAGE

Stores, 25c.

tute.

CDCC
i\ -b K

Tht above trade-mark on genuine Soiesetts

sent by mail.

MOTHER
GRAY'S SWEET POWthe best medicine for
DK
RS,

Children.

use Allen's

Trial

Foot-Ease."

The

Feverish, sickly

'In a pinch,

Sold by Druggists everywhere.
FREE. Address,

Wash

Package

AI,I,ENS. OL3ISTED, l,eRoy,N.Y.

^

-*S- x^-n^X*--*j<-S^\X\^N-^--i_^
(Mention this mavazine. >

Best
Fabric

on the market

VOUIY1ANS
HATS
Many

styles in

For sale everywhere.
>t take an imitation

Youmans Hats
for

many faces,
but a single
superb quality.

1107 Broadway (Madison Sq. West.)
5)6 Fifth Avenue (near 44th St.)

158

Broadway (near Liberty

St.)

'

YOU REPRODUCING

IT'S

Mothers! I

YOUR EXACT FIGURE.
The " P N E U " WOMAN inflates
any lady

s

waist

Mothers!!!

lining.

YOUR DRESSES ON

FIT

YOUR SECOND SELF.
for a family.
be kept in a

Only one form necessary

When

deflated
small box.

may

Send for Descriptive Circular

PNEIT FORM COMPANY
156

Fifth Avenue,

"ii".''

New

York

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup
SIXTY YEARS by MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHILDREN
while TEETHING, with PERFECT SUCCESS.
It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFTENS the GUMS,
ALLAYS all PAIN CURES WIND COLIC, and
has been used for over

Tailored frock of heavy pastel blue Burlingham silk, posed by
Miss Isabel Plunkett of Lew Fields' Theatre

wraps. One sees them with deep collar and cuffs embroidered with raised dragons and Japanese temples.

Some of the plain tailored coat-gowns are being made
of black cloth with a high lustre. Velvet coats will also

WHEN WRITING TO
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;

is

the best

remedy

for

DIARRHCEA.

Druggists in every part of the world.

Sold by
Be sure

and ask for "Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup,"
and take no other kind. Twenty-five cts. a bottle*
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FRANCE

THE

one

radical

and

is

demanding

revolutionizing corset

is

Comfort surpassing the most

making.

Of airy

dreams.

fanciful

lightness and, almost without

to the figure,
stays, the corset clings

any

proving each graceful
stiffness, in a

The

rigid

way

line

that

is

im-

without any effect of

of dress or of sports.

THE

E.
6^5

J.

with

thread-like

lace

over mousseline,

1 is

made

Outfitters to

Women

WEEKS CO.

by

delicate blue, while

unlined.

&

Co.,

of flesh-colored liberty satin, with
is of the same material in

number

three

what the

is

fair

femi-

nine owner will designate a "simple white china silk
blouse." It is marked at twenty-odd dollars, while the
sell for

respectively thirty

and fifty dollars each.
At this same shop many exquisite designs are being
shown at smaller prices, while special models bring still

Limited

New York

or

Number 2

fine lace motifs.

other two beautiful blouses

femme moderne.

Broadway,

patterns; often

Those shown in the illustration are from Saks
and very smart examples of the mode.

Number

pared for the fullest enjoyment of every occasion

Supplied through leading

pompadour

the big shops are showing most elaborate models of
chiffon silk and liberty satin, exquisitely embellished

scarcely imaginable.

days abandoned, the woman wearing THE
LILY OF FRANCE TRICOT CORSET is pre-

la

wear and

for afternoon

by Dame Fashion, the separate blouse is still with us
and likely to remain because of its utility. Some of

inconvenient encasement of former

C'est le corset de

good

they are trimmed with tiny rhinestone buttons.
While the skirt and bodice to match are demanded

improvement that

all attention in Paris

especially

plain silks, others are in the

Silk)

CORSET
The

These are

dainty skirts of chiffon or lace are worn with them.
Various materials are used for the jackets; some are in

TRICOT
(Unexpanding Knitted

be worn with a skirt of contrasting color. The little
Louis Sixteenth jackets with deep cuffs and ruffles of
lace will also have unquestioned vogue.

higher.

Odd

blouses are

made now

of flowered silks,

one charming design was light-colored, with a bolero
and elbow sleeves. Flounces of soft lace fell from the

and the under part was of soft mousseline to match
Ihe flower in the bolero. Ribbon girdles and knotted

tatter

THI5 TRADE

MARK

known from one end

of the civilized world to the other.
It will be found on the toilet tables of the royalty and nobility of Kurope and
the fashionable woman of America. It is the emblem of genuineness on every
package of the
is

ribbons around the elbow added a pretty finishing touch.
A lovely crepe de chine matinee blouse was of pale
b!ue with an unseamed back.

IMPERIAL

up

HAIR REGENERATOR
The Standard Hair

a knot under a

Coloring:

Any shade, from BLACK to the lightest ASH BLOND, produced. Colors are
durable, natural and UNAFFECTED BY BATHS or SHAMPOOING.
ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS, permits curling and makes

11 West 30th Street, Near fifth Avenue, New York
HAIR COLORING IS MADE A SPECIALTY,
BLEACHING are rectified.

the only establishment in the world where

OBJECTIONABLE DYES

or

Correspondence Confident!*!

Skilled Attendants

Sample

of

bow

drawn
formed

of chiffon velvet of the

same

down

the outside

of the

APPLICATION PARLORS AND SALESROOflS

effects of

stiff

it

A

fancy buttons, the lace frill rippling
arm and then around.

Its application cannot be detected, is
the hair soft and glossy.

Is

material was

narrow cravat of the velvet was tied at the
base of the throat. The entire front was a mass of
cream "val" ruffles on a chiffon foundation. The
elbow sleeves were slashed and buttoned with three

shade.

For Gray or Bleached Hair

This

The

in front to the centre of the bust, where

and the injurious

your Hair Colored Fret

A good design in an all lace waist is made to fasten
under the arms. Broad velvet bands hang from the
shoulders and two more cross these and go around the
and lace hangs
figure. Velvet cuffs flare at the elbow
down from them. The belt is also of velvet. This might
be made up

The

in black lace or in net.

what the French people call the
a recognized feature of smart wardrobes
now. For a long time this sensible and practical garshort skirt, or

"trottoir"

is

ment struggled vainly for recognition in correctly
dressed circles, but it was regarded as a plebeian in-

FOR APRIL

tiuder
is

contains clever, readable stories on special subjects signed by specialists, bright fiction,
attractive poetry and artistic illustrations.

Cha.ra.cter
is

a

most

This story

Reading Through the Lips

phase of physiognomy study expounded by Francis P. Sagerson.
profusely illustrated with photographs of prominent men and women.

interesting
is

15he Grea-test Plea.s\ire Pa.la.ce in

the World

the story of the recently completed New York Hippodrome, with illustrations of the
building, the mechanism of the wonderful stage and a few of the many attractions that are
offered to the people. The size of this building is such that both the Hippodrome of Paris
and that of London could be placed within the auditorium.
is

"She

Making

of

A Wonder

World

o/

Pa-pier Ma.che

a marvel of photographic illustration and brings the reader in touch not only with the
secrets of the theatrical properties but with the very gods worshiped in the temples of India.

is

Ten cents a copy at. all News-stands or from the Publishers.

405 Mail and

Express Building
Broadway Magazine NEW YOR.K CITY

The Southern Woman's Magazine
ATLANTA. GA.
Is

the only

first-class

Advertising rate

high-grade monthly magazine published in the Southern States

20 cents an

content with

agate line

WHEN WRITING

Sample copy mailed

free

when requested

its

skirt for

Now

every one

walking and, not

establishment for out-of-door service,

it

endeavoring to be received in the ballroom. Indeed,
many, if not most, of the new dancing frocks are being
is

cut round, or

For the

girl

"1830"

length.

with a pretty ankle this fashion

welcome innovation. Dinner frocks are
according to regulation evening length.

v/ill

still

be a

made

The round

length gowns for dancing are made close fitting around
the hips, with a very full flare at the hem.

ANNA MAFBLE.

Roulette Wheels a.nd Ta,bles

paper of more than unusual interest, as the manufactory of these delicately constructed
articles has been shrouded in mystery.
The article is illustrated.

is a

and frowned upon accordingly.

wearing the ankle length

SECRET OF ETERNAL YOUTH
Sarah Bernhardt, in a recent interview, laughingly
alluded to herself as an apostle of youthfulness, and
called attention to the widespread activity among
American women, both in professional and private life,
in following her example. It is now considered almost
a crime to grow old before one's time. Actresses know
very well the practical value of a youthful appearance
and women in general are now striving just as hard
toward the same end. It is consiedred as important for
a woman to retain the admiration of a husband as of a
public audience.
The matter of keeping youth and beauty is really a
simple one. First of all, of course, comes right, careful
constitution and disposiliving, the kind that one's own
tion demands. Then the persistent use of some skinfood of proven merit, like Oxzyn Balm. No need, then,
of wrinkles, or facial blemishes. A clear, delicate combe acquired
plexion, the real foundation of beauty, may
and retained. Oxyzn Balm was discovered twenty
years ago by Dr. Chas. De Medici, a famous chemist,
and a descendant of the illustrious Medici family, after
The long
a long and systematic series of experiments.
and continued favor and present prominence of Oxzyn
Balm bear tribute to his skill. Oxzyn Balm beautifies
surely

and
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safely

by Nature's own means.
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highest musical ideals can only

met

an instrument whose
in
note
has
been made perfect by
every
the lifelong effort of artist and artisan.
be

The

very

art product,

I .:>

.li.-s'

Parisian Specialist in

GABJbBR

ITnirilressrr.

26 W. 33d St.

Gabler product was an
and since that time

first

PIANOS

Now York

HAIR COLORING

My

Mixture Vegetale will restore gray or bleached hair to
any desired shade. Guaranteed harmless, easy
to apply, does not rub off or turn the hair green or yellow no

its original or

;

failure possible.
I also make a special preparation to permanently color the
eyebrows and lashes. Price $2.00.

have been constantly elevated by over half a century of manufacture, during
nothing has sufficed other than the creation of pure art ideals and their perfect
mission by skilled workmanship and selected materials.
That is why Gabler holds its lofty and inimitable place in the musical
to-day, and is selected by critical and cultured musicians the world over as the

Wigs

Perfect Fitting

made.
hair goods exhibit was awarded ist and 2nd prizes
scientifically

My

in

Parts.

Hair Goods
of every description made up with the best human hair
directly imported by me.
My new Pompadour I'Aiglon to be worn under one's hair,
$3. 50; switch, 2 oz. ,24 inches, all long, natural wavy hair, $4 50

medium

Handsome Art Catalogue mailed free on

ADDRESS

;

Private

rooms

for

BRANCH
Augusta,

world
purest

request

E. Gabler S3L

each patron.

HAMPTOX TERRACE HOTEL,

trans-

of soul expression.

Torsade Ninon
the latest creation for a low coiffure easy to adjust, cannot
be detected. Its price, $6 50, is unprecedentedly low.
Send for illustrated booklet.
Marcel Waving, Shampooing, Facial Massage, etc.

which

fia.

DO YOU OWN A PIANO PLAYER?
TELL US THE NAME OF YOUR "PLAYER" AND
SEND US FIFTY CENTS FOR SAMPLE ROLL OF

PERFECTION

THE.

PERFORATED MUSIC

EQUITABLE

The music that Is cut
full width and tracks
perfectly

.....

That comes

in

handsome,

durable boxes and

is

HENRY B.HYDE

BEST

in every way.

But if you have
used "Perfection"
and send us your

ORDER AT ONCE

J.W.ALEXANDER.

Hits, at

list,

we

FREE

""S^^EAR

ma

FANTAN A

selection or "It

pened

in

HapNordland"

whichever

VICE PRESIDENT

will

include

either the

J.H.HYDE

PRESIDENT

any three of the
following New York

for

you

LIFE.

live..
that she
even more.
n<
'"Jrtv-fwe
y ears, or
income lor ttartj
_ KCT i.,t !>*

as Ion* < .he
of
flve years
receive the

FOR

i

1>

W,

,

please.

O
O
O
O
O
O
P

P

P
P

926
985
973
1031

Woodland. Selection. Gustav Ludcrs .........
The Sho Gun. Selection. Gustav Luders ......
LadyTea/Je. Selection. A. Baldwin Sloane...
.

1030 Fantana. Selection. Raymond Hubhell ........
948
Duchess of Dantzic. Selection. Ivan Caryll ---1653
Higgledy-Pigglcdy. Selection. Maurice Levi .....
Introducing "For You, Honey, For You," "Nancy
Clancy," "Game of Love."
1654
It Happened in Nordland. Selection. Herbert,
Etc .......................................
Introducing "An Old Tree," "Absinthe Frappe," "In
the Dingie-Dongle Rell."
1637
Humpty-Dumpty. Selections. Cole & Johnson..
Introducing "Mexico," "Sambo and Dinah," "On
Lackawanna'h Shore."
1655
Little Johnny Jones. Selection. George M. Cohan.
Introducing "Yankee Doodle Boy," "Good-by Flo,"
.

.

"Give

P
P

The assured under the above

Standard and Classical Compositions
The School Girl. Leslie Smart ................ $1.50

My

to
to

Broadway."
Let's 'All Go Up
Maud's. 'Kerry Mills .........
I Love to Two-Step with My Man. Hughie Canon
Regards

1631
1628
(" Mrs. Black Is Back.")

1.50
1.50
1.25
1.50
1.50
1.50

for this
_

O
P

107

54
1083

C

16

C

37
507

P

C
C

6

P

598a
516
322
313a
905

O
C
C

O

1

1.00
1.00

write, for leaflet.
'

Splendid opportunities for men of character to act as representatives.
Write to &AGE E. TARBEU 2 !LVice President.

THE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY, 120
Please send

Wf will send any of these on receipt 0} price.
Perforated Music Roll Co., 25 w. 23d st., IC.Y. city
Dept. F.

Pre "
ROMEIKE'S
~ ** you

Cuttll>g Bureau will send
all newspaper
clippings which
you, your friends, or any sutject on which
you want to be "up-to-date." Every newspaper and periodical of importance in the United States and
Europe is searched.
Terms, $5.00 for 100 notices.

may appear about

HENRY ROMEIKB,

Inc.,

33 Union Square,

.

even more.
If you would like full information regarding" this new form

1.50

Ful Elisc. Beethoven ......................... $ .75
Carmen Potpouri. Bizet ...................... 1.40
.75
Dragon Flies. Chaminade .....................
Grande Valse, op. 42. Chopin ................. 1.00
Thy Dying Poet. Gottschalk .................. 1.25
.00
Fifth Nocturne. Leybach .....................
.50
Hungarian Rhapsody, No. 2. Liszt .............
.00
Rondo Capriccioso. Mendelssohn ..............
.00
In Dreamland. Nevin ........................
.50
William Tell Overture. Rossini ................
Moment Musical, op. 94. Schubert ............. 1.00
.75
Warum, op. 12. No. 3. Schumann .............
1 25
Parsifal Vorspiel. Wagner .....................

amount,the
Equitable
*
~ ~
->^

$100,000 or

1.50

Atso
Latest Operatic and Popular Hits

C

j

1.50

for $

me

NAME
ADDRESS

New York

WHEN WRITING TO

Broadway. New York

information regarding a Continuous Instalment Endowment
issued to a person
years of age.
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Dept. 108

Empire Stock, Columbus, O.
Ohio's capital city. It has enjoyed a run of nearly
two years and its popularity is ever increasing. One
and all the members whose portraits are reproduced
here have made themselves prime favorites with the
theatre-going' public of Columbus, so that now that

vaudeville house Louisville has ever had, and it
deserves its remarkable success. Paul Conchas
easily tops the list of head-liners, and his wonderful
act of catching great shells and thirteen-pound
cannon balls on the nape of his neck, is the most
daring ever witnessed in this city. Next to Conchas,
Kathery ne Osterman, Flo Adler, and the Ford Sisters
proved most popular. The Ford Sisters are now in

element of the

their

Empire Stock Company, of Columbus,
won an enviable reputation for
itself since it became a popular institution of

THE

Ohio, has

city's

inhabitants regard these expert
Weisman has held

players as their own. Manager
himself devoted to a high standard, not only in regard to the
personnel of his company, but
also as to the class of plays

second week, and their clever dancing pleases
large audiences at every performance.
At the Avenue, " A Race for
Life,"

and

York," give their audiences'
the

produced.

Only the

best

and highest

During Miss Elliott's ena
at
Macauleys,
gagement
panic was narrowly averted.
During the second act, a fuse
in the gallery burned out, and
soon the smoke began to descend into the

Weisman, and its
production was one of the most

And

season at
is but

this

instance. Seldom in the
history of stock productions in

the orchestra, which began to
play a lively air, saved what
might have been a dangerous

such a series
EDWARD EPSTEIN.
expensive and
panic.
HAROLD A. WEISMAN
meritorious
plays been produced in rapid succession, as is
Manager Empire Theatre, Columbus, O.
Wausau, Wis.
now being presented at the
Empire Theatre. Productions at this house are as
WAUSAU, Wis., March 12. Daniel Sully apnearly perfect from an artistic and scenic standpeared at the Grand Opera House to two
point as talent and ingenuity, combined with the
houses, presenting Jerold Shepard's play, "Our
liberal expenditure of money, can make them.
Pastor." The Donna Troy Stock Company also
Harry McRae Webster, the stage director, has
played a week's engagement at the same house and
achieved many triumphs in the productions he has
gave good satisfaction. Their bill was made up of
new stock plays, and therefore drew good houses
staged and with the able assistance of Scenic Artist
of

**<

pit of the theatre.

Immediately, the entire house
was on its feet, and only the
timely speech of the stage
manager, and the coolness of

one

America

all

nerve-tingles

theatre in the city.

Manager

the Empire.

and

thrills

that they could wish for. This
house gives its patrons what
they want, and as a result
draws the best crowds of any

productions available in
the stock field to-day are considered worthy of being offered
patrons of the Empire Theatre.
For instance, during the week
of February 27, Bertha Galland's success, "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall," was
produced at this theatre for the
first time by any stock comwas secured
It
by
pany.
class

brilliant events of the

"The Flaming Arrow,"
"The Streets of New

has

high-class,

Gustav Schell, the most gorgeous and perfect scenic
equipment is always provided.
The orchestra, under the skilled direction of Mr.
Fred Neddermeyer, deserves especial mention, for

not only the leader but every member is a true
and the weekly musical programs are feasts

every night.
Mildred Holland, supported by an exceptionally
strong company, presented "The Triumph of an
Empress" to a large house, and the Alphonse and
Gaston Company were also seen here. Weber and
to a

artist,

Fields'

harmony. Frank Camp and Mr.
Charles Waldron, the leading men, and Miss Ida
Adair, the leading woman, have had wide experience
and unusual talents. They have all become ex-

only, last evening, and was enjoyed by all. Manager
Cone is to be complimented on the high-class music
that he is furnishing for all of the attractions at his
house. Cone's orchestra comprises twenty of the
best musicians in the West, each member being a
soloist of note.
Coming attractions are, "The Girl and The Bandit," "Silver Slipper," "Superba," "Across the

of

delightful

tremely popular with Columbus theatre goers.
And, indeed, this can be said emphatically of every
member of the company.

Louisville. Ky.
LOUISVILLE, KY., March 10. Louisville has had

"Hoity Toity" played

Pacific,"

standing-room

"W. J.Bryan."
E.

S.

DICKENS.

many good plays spoiled by second and third rate
companies this season, that a good company or actor

Easton. Pa.

presenting a high-class play is thoroughly enjoyed
and appreciated. During the month of February,

Manager Wm. K.
EASTON, PA., March 14.
Detwiller, of the Abel Opera House, Easton, Pa.,

so

Macauley's Theatre offered such high-class productions as Chas. Hawtry, in "A Message from Mars;"
Maxine Elliott, in "Her Own Way;" Wm. Crane,
and Wm. Gillette, in
in "Business is Business;"
"The Admiral Crichton." Of these, Chas. Hawtry
and Maxine Elliott made the most decided hits.
Miss Elliott was greatly admired, and with her excellent support, it is no wonder that she has proven
one of the successes of the season.
At the Masonic, Miss Ruth Peebles, in "The
Seminary Girl," proved a popular attraction. Miss
Peebles made a coy and charming school maid, while
the rest of the company took their parts acceptably.
The scenery is new and unique, and the costumes
pretty. This company is en route for New York,
where it hopes to make a hit. Miss Florence Bind-

"The Street Singer," was only fair. The
smacks too much of the "blood and thunder"
type to please the Masonic audiences, and is too
much drama and not enough music. However, the
"
Diamond Dress," of Vaudeville fame, worn by Miss
Bindley during the third act, proved a drawing card.
Harry Brown, in "David Harum," also made a hit.
While most of us can think only of Crane in this
celebrated role, Mr. Brown made an acceptable
David, and filled the house during his engagement.
"York State Folks" pleased audiences, and its
ley, in

piece

simple story never fails to interest.
Hopkins' seems to increase in popularity with
each succeeding week. This is the first strictly

has been especially fortunate in his bookings this
season, and the attendance has been very good.
Companies that have played here within the last two

weeks are "Babes
dle,"

in Toyland," "The Second Fidin "Magda," and "Woodland."

Nance O'Neil

H. D. SMITH.

Columbus,

have as much stage space, one

Pictures at right are:
5.

i.

Frank Camp

Walter Greene

Leads.
Heavies. 6.

2.

in

Louisville, Ky.,

Richmond,Va. The seating capacity is seventeen hundred. The manager, Frank
Springer, numbers his theatrical friends by the
score. He has made the theatre one of the most
popular in the South by securing the best companies
which come to this section of the country. He has
in connection with the Opera House the most
modern European plan hotel in the State and it is
well patronized by the players. THE THEATRE
MAGAZINE is the most popular with the theatre
people here. Our manager is in his delight when
he is scanning the pages of THE THEATRE MAGAZINE. We all sympathize with you in the loss of
your building by fire and think it is wonderful that
you have gotten out such a splendid number this
month. Dustin Farnum was very popular here.
HOMER M. LYNCH.

and

the other in

Pictures at left are:
i. Ida Adair
Leads. 2. Charles Waldron Leads. 3.
Character. 5. Elinor Westcott Juvenile. 6. Wilton Taylor Character. 7. Gustav Schell

Andrews Character.
Light Comedian.

G-A.

COLUMBUS, GA., March 10. The new Springer
Opera House is one of the most modern in the South,
and there are only two theatres in the South that

Louise Marcelli

Guy Coombs

Heavies.

Juvenile.

7.

3.

Harry

.

Scenic Artist.

4. Lillian
Jay Quigley Character.
McRae Webster Stage Director and
.
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TRAVEL WITH
COMFORT

SPEED

SAFETY

BETWEEN
New York
D

N

Philadelphia
V

A

I

Newjersey Central
(Train Every Hour on the Hour)
Pullman

Observation

No

Parlor

and Cafe

Smoke or
Dirt

Cars

Cars

Dust

TWO HOURS
NEW YORK STATIONS:

90

MILES

IN

Whitehall Street
South Ferry

Foot Liberty Street
North River

BELMONT
HOTEL
(Six

STOKY BRICK)

DELAWARE
WATER. GAP

NEW BELMONT HOTEL

Ocean End, Virginia Avenue
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

An

Three minutes from the Board Walk and
Steel Pier.

Absolutely Fireproof

Delaware Valley near by;

Elevator to street level.
Luxuriously furnished rooms- Long Distance
Telephone in nearly every bedroom Steam
heat Sun parlors Splendid table Attractive rates
Affability and courtesy guaranteed
from every employee.
Send rocenti fur beautifully tllustraltd iool of Atlantic City.
Jlddrcn

NEW BELMONT
VV. J.

Warring ton.

Sec.

ideal spring and summer resort in the Blue Ridge Mounof Pennsylvania, with Stroudsburg and the beautiful

tains

Lackawanna

Railroad;

golf,

2\ hours from

New

York, via

boating, bathing, fishing.

A handsomely illustrated book of 128 pages, with full information about hotels and
boarding houses, and a fascinating love story, "A Paper Proposal," will be sent for 10
cents in stamps.
Address T. W. LEE, General Passenger Agent. Lackawanna Railroad.

CO.

New York

and Treas.

City.

$33

to the
Pacific Coast
Every day, March i to May 15, 1905,
Choice of routes via the

from

Chicago.

Chicago, Milwaukee
Via
via

St.

Paul,

Paul Railway

St.

and Minneapolis,

via

Omaha,

or

Kansas

Tickets, good in tourist sleeping
City.
cars, in which the rate for a double berth, Chicago
to Pacific Coast points, is only $7

W. S. HOWELL,
General Eastern Agent,
381 Broadway. NEW YORK.

THE CHICAGO & ALTON
runs the largest passengerenglnes
In the world
They keep the trains on time
Between Chicago,
St.

Louis.

Kansas City and

IV nnt/nr

supply thousands of persons
with personal reference and clippings on any subject desired, culled from the newspapers and periodicals of the
world. TERMS: 100' clippings, S5.00; 250 clippings.
$12.00: 500 clippings. $20.00; 1,000 clippings, $35.00.

THE MANHATTAN PRESS CLIPPING BUREAU
ARTHUR

Peorla
QEO.

J.

CMARLTON, General Passenger Agent
CHICAGO,

CASSOT, Proprietor

Knickerbocker Building, Cor. Fifth Av. and 14th St., N.Y.

BOND&L1LLARD

WHISKEY

ILL.
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A Captain of Industry
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WE BATTLE

AGAINST THE DRUG CRAVE
A LASTING CURE ENSURED

HOME TREATMENT
medium

public periodicals we deTHROUGH
sire to reach the thousands of those who need help,

the

of

instead of the hundreds only
private practice.

The remedy we

offer

whom we

can treat in

has been used with convincing

We

OFFER. FR.EE A TR.IAL SAMPLE
Letters and remedies sent without any
outside marks.
Complete privacy.

DRUG CRAVE CRUSADE
Address, D. D. C., 102 Hartford Building
Hew York City
41 Union Square

THE EMPIRE STATE ENGRAVING

COMPANY
NEW YORK

WILLIAM STREET,

190

Telephone

:

2772 John

VAN HORN & SON
Established 1852

Theatrical Costumers and Outfitters
34

BAST

20th

STREET

NORTH

9th STREET
PHILADELPHIA
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NEW YORK

Year
American School of Playwriting
Conducted by W. T. PRICE and Associates
Fifth Successful

Author of

By Mall,

"The Technique

of the

Drama"

being the one thing that can be best taught in that way.
Playa reaching a certain salable standard printed free of cost, for
purposes of copyright, submissiou.to managers and the record of the
school. If PLAYWRITING is an Art, it can be TAUGHT anything that can be LEARNED can be TAUGHT. We teach you
to LEARN; we save you from wasting years of time and from eating your heart out with fruitless and misdirected-labor. You were
not BORN with a knowledge of the art 01 PLAYWRITING; NOT
with an instinct, for instinct comes from knowledge; NOT with
aptitude, but ADAPTITUDE. This is the Twentieth Century, and
it has no room for the amateur.
This school is not a scheme, but
amovement. It helps you if you can be helped; it cures you if you
it

;

HOW

'

can't be. $500.00 cash, irrespective of royalties, for the best play,
actable, by any student entering during the current year. Write
for the circular. Address

W.

T.

PRICE, 1440 Broadway, New York

CALENDAR CLOCKS SSJSSr

They run sixty days on a single winding and keep
perfect time. The Calendar may be placed just below the dial or beside it if preferred.
most com'
plete and convenient timepiece.

A

Alto Fralng-Pan, Pant), Program, Electric, and
Synchronized Clocki, Watchman't Clocks anil
Pacer Dialt of all Units. Send for Catalogue No. 624.

The Prentiss Improvement

Dept. 62, 49

notable exception to this rule is the cleansing and
dyeing establishment of LEVEY, having the three

Co.,
CITY
NEW YOKK

Dey Street

THEATRICAL COSTUMIER
Street

-

Philadelphia

PLAYS
FOR AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL ACTORS
CATALOGUE DESCRIBING THOUSANDS OF
FLAYS SENT FREE ON APPLICATION

The Dramatic Publishing
358 Dearborn

PLAYS,
Cha*. Hlacdonald,

Street.

Company

Chicago

Recitations and Readings.
Catalogues Free. All dramapapers for sale. :: :: ::
53 Washington St., Chicago.
tic

14 and 16

WEST 33d STREET

NEW YORK CITY
Characteristic Portraiture

steps from Broadway, one is immediately taken with
the exquisite taste (probably feminine) that has been
wrought out of an ordinary store a veritable palace,
and while the average cleanser's establishment is generally garbed in the joyful coloring of an undertaking
establishment, a happy blending of colors and oil
colors, paintings and portraits one sees here. Photos
of leading lights of the stage, together with their autographs and a cheery word or two for the Leveys.

THE NEW AMSTERDAM
NATIONAL BANK
NEW YORK

CITY

You

are approached by a dapper, amiable little man,
and you know you have before you Mr. Levey, the chief
wizard of the establishment. On all sides, one sees
clerks busily hustling around, and once in a while the
clicking of typewriters is heard from the partitioned
office. At the Forty-fifth Street store you are also confronted with fine draperies and hangings, but in this
instance, you are smilingly received by Mrs. Levey,
who is conceded to be the lucky "mascot" of the entire
force, and enjoys the reputation of being the most kindly
to her employees, as well as the most courteous to all
customers. The Eighty-second Street store is the latest
creation of Mr. Levey, in the fittng up of a modern andi
strikingly fashionable cleansing shop, and is in the hands
of a faithful and trusted employee.
Making your errand known to the foreman of the
factory at 408-410-412 East Ninety-third Street, your
cannot but wonder at the discipline that seems to prevail in this busy bee-hive every one knowing their
particular work, and doing it with more than the usual
animation and energy. At this factory there are more

than 200 persons employed, both men and wome'
Here one sees the expensive theatrical costumes of this
or that well known company undergoing the cleansing
process. The strangest things of all imaginable to you,
is that there is no perceptible odor of benzine. You are
told that the benzine house is absolutely separate, and
that by the time the wearing apparel reaches the factory
proper, all odors have disappeared. In the machinery

room, your respect for your host is materially increased.
On various machines you see " patented by H. Levey."
Upon being sternly interrogated, Mr. Levey modestly
owns to being the inventor of most of the machinery
used in his works. He unaffectedly explains the
intricacies of the machinery taking fire at his own words,
and gives you a most comprehensive idea of the cleansing and dyeing industry. Thrpugh it all, one can not
but help feeling that this youthful -appearing man is
destined to achieve wonders in his art, if he is spared
to this community.
He tells of his struggles from a dingy little cleansing
shop on Second Avenue, not very far from Eighty-fifth

Street, to his present places; of his ups and downs with
the theatrical folk; of those long waits on cold wintry
nights, not even being afforded the shelter of the stage

entrances that of theatres scantily give, and waiting
for the end of the performances to solicit work from the
actresses; of his being turned away from one large
theatrical syndicate at least fifty times, only to gain
their entire work finally. He tells of his struggles against
the conservatism in his especial business; and now he
controls the largest portion of the theatrical trade,
turning out the most filmy of costumes into the "good
as new" condition, and this is no light task. Oh! the
incredible smiles and dubious shakes of the head when

he announced that he was prepared to clean any num-

to

MILLER

the Waldorf-Astoria

Photographer

cleansing shops in America, at Broadway at
122 West Thirty-sixth Street, and
Columbus Avenue and Eighty-second Street, with a
possibility of the same amount of stores to be opened
within a short period.
Coming into their Thirty-sixth Street quarters, a few
finest

ber of gowns within five hours, and an entire wardrobe
within twelve hours. But those cynical smiles gave way

136 North 7th

now opposite,

Forty-fifth Street,

success by our associate physicians in their private
practice for many years. Cases in all stages have been
permanently cured. Bytheuseof this remedy, a portion
of the drug is expelled each day from the
system, its
tonic properties supplying a natural strength in place
of the fictitious support formerly supplied by the drug.
One of our associate physicians will diagnose and treat
each case individually. Treatment is taken in patient's
own home and will not interfere with daily occupation.
accept only those patients who are truthful in their
statements to us, strictly follow instructions and
promptly fulfil their just obligations.
If
any patient finds treatment unsatisfactory at the
end of two weeks, we will cheerfully refund the money
he or she has paid us.

WE

Formerly in,

In nearly every industry, profession or trade, great
changes and improvements have been made by the infusion of young blood and progressiveness, and each trade
thus materially improved. The cleansing and dyeing
business has been one of the most dilatory in this rethe old-fashioned and antiquated ideas of twenty
spect
years ago still prevailing in the majority -of cases. A

amazement and

respect.

R. R.

MOORE,
C.

PRESIDENT

W. MORSE,
Q.

J.

VICE-PBESIOENT

BAUMANN, CASHIER
Q. J. HEMERICH,

AS8T. CASHIER

NEW AMSTERDAM SAFE
DEPOSIT COMPANY VAULTS
BROADWAY AND 39TH STREET

|

A school of training
AMI KM AN A< AIM *M

1884-1905

for the stage.

zist

Year

I

and Empire Theatre Dramatic School
FRANKLIN H. SARGENT, President.

"The player who undertakes the real v> ork of the stage.with
such an equipment as the Academy gives, has the greater
chance for success. Its advantages are real, and its influence
David Belasco.
is for the betterment of the stage."
For full particulars apply to
E. P. STEPHENSON, Gen. Manager, Can
ESTABLISHED

INCORPORATED

1891

1904

STANHOPE-WHEATCROFT

Dramatic School
ADELINE S. WHEATCROFT, Director
Summer courses In Drnnm, Elocution ami Physical
Address

Culture open M;iy 1st
JOHN EMERSON, Mgr. 31 West Slat

Street,

New York

Plays for Stock Companies.
Plays for Repertoire Companies.
for

Amateurs,

glays
ooks for

Home Amusement.

Largest assortment
in the World.
Catalogue
Free Free Free.

SAMUEL FRENCH,

22 West 22nd Street, New York.

OF INTEREST TO
DRAMATIC CLUBS
AND SOCIETIES
Cut out ad, and return

I
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spcd;il articles on dramatic or musical topics, short stories dealing
with life on the stage, sketches of famous actors or singers, etc., etc.
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AMUSEMENTS

HIPPODROME
Block of Sixth Avenue, 43d to 44th Sts.

Management

THOMPSON & DUNDY.
M 2 AND 8 O'CLOCK.

Twice Daily

Write for Particulars of the "GABLER EASY
The Best Way to Get the Best Piano Built.

ERNEST GABLER

.

Players Caricatured, by Fornaro

Queries Answered

a violin.

Hence the solid money value
any piano now on the market.

an Inteiview, by Ada Patterson.

122

Letters to the Editor

To-day, as for more than a half century,
they are built in the thorough-going, longlasting fashion, by careful, time-taking HAND- WORK, guided by artistic ideals
and the pride of expert craftsmanship.

Hence the "Gabler tone"

Dodson

.

Modjeska's Farewell, by Otis Skinner

GABLER
PIANOS
like that of

Actor-Manager, by Gertrude Norman.

Maurice Barrymore, a Tribute, by Henry Miller.

none of the modern, cheap-and"
" in
hasty, machine-made
throw-together
There

(full

"A YANKEE CIRCUS ON MAR.S"

PURCHASE PLAN."

(AH new arenic performers.)

AND

"THE RAIDERS"

BRO., 406 East 107th

Street,

New York

City

Seats on sale four weeks in advance.

Prices 25c. to $1.00.
1,500 unreserved seats
entrance on Forty-third street, 25c.
BOX OFFICE OPENS 9 A. M.

Box and Loge Seats $1.50 and $2.00.
in the family circle,
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THE LATEST PORTRAIT OF

-.IISS

MAUDE ADAMS

ARTHUR HORNBLOW,

Editor

The Current flay s
NEW AMSTERDAM THEATRE. "The Misanthrope." Comedy
acts, by Moliere. Translated by Katherine Prescott Wormley.
April 10, with this cast:

in five

Produced

leading role.

Alcestc, Mr. Mansfield; Philinte, Mr. Andrews; Oronte, Mr. Kenyon; Celimene, Miss Barry;
Eliante, Miss Prahar; Arsinoe, Miss Gheen; Acaste, Mr. Selten; Clilandre, Mr. Berthelel; Basque,
Mr. Coleman; Soldier, Mr. McGinn; Dubois, Mr. Wenman; Maid, Miss Morris.

When

it is

indebted
France,

to

considered to what extent the English-speaking stage
the dramatists of

he died at the comparatively early age of fifty-one, four days after the
first performance of "Le Malade Imaginaire," in which he
played the

is

in

Posterity has ranked Moliere among the world's famous men and
the modern drama as the greatest playwright since Shakespeare.

He was more

than a purveyor of mere dramatic entertainment. Rather
was he a philosopher who used the

the Come"die Francaise

itself

medium

stage as a

seems remarkable that

it

While

the father of French comedy, the
Master after whom the home of

and

as character studies

action,

are
they
created in

is

named

Jean Baptiste Poquelin,
or Moliere, as he styled himself

for expression.

his plays are lacking in plot

comedy

inimitable.

Moliere

France

modern

the

of manners, flaying merci-

should have been neglected by our

lessly the social absurdities of his

managers and players so com-

day and yet dealing simply and

that,

pletely

of

outside

thoughtfully with the deeper ques-

France,

tions of humanity.

practically only students are to-day

"The Misanthrope"

familiar with his immortal come-

The

dies.

eighteenth-century
dramatists found in his pieces a
fertile

ing personages
lieved to

source of inspiration, and in

apparent. Not only

but for several of

"The

for its
its

debted

author

the

to

Misanthrope."
Moliere lived,

eight

is

of

has only

wife

his

characters, and the action

passes in one house in the brief
space of eight hours. Alceste is

title,

situations,

School for Scandal"

have been modeled upon

himself and

the plays of Wycherly and Sheridan his influence is particularly

the lead-

which are be-

in

with

disgusted

society.

Himself

honorable, modest and sincere, he
finds men and women pretentious,

in-

"Le

and

hypocritical, deceitful, corrupt

as

every

one

self-seeking. His friend, Philinte,

knows, during the reign of the

who

Grand Monarch. He began

view of mankind, argues that one
must take the world as one finds it,

life

as an upholsterer, but being studiously inclined and of restless disposition, he soon abandoned

sincerity

is

not

appreciated. But Alceste will not
listen. A fop comes to read to him
some sentimental verses of his own

a band of strolling players, destined to become later the founders

composition, expecting approval,
but Alceste frankly declares them

Comedie Francaise. His
play, "L'Etourdi," was writ-

the

first

more philosophical

and that too much

this

vocation and appeared as leader of

of

takes a

rubbish, and off goes the would-be

and then came "Pre"cieuses Ridicules," "L'Ecole des
Femmes,"and"Tartuffe." At all

poet, furious.

ten in 1653,

lawsuit

He

is

an

with

involved in a

unscrupulous

times, Moliere enjoyed the royal

adversary, but he refuses to take
steps to convince his judges, rest-

and in 1655 Louis XIV.
granted him and his associates a

ing his case on justice. "Either I
am right or I am wrong." Only

favor,

charter under the

diens

du Roy."

title,

Now

"Come-

one being succeeds

Moliere produced in rapid succes-

young woman whose house

"L' Amour Medecin," "Le
M&lecin Malgre Lui," and "Le
Misanthrope," which last piece is
masgenerally conceded to be his

sion,

An unhappy marriage
an
actress
with
twenty years his
dramatist much
the
caused
junior
him and as
to
console
and
distress,

rendezvous

a special

XIV. did

of his favor, Louis

the actor-manager the

unprecedented honor of standing

for

mongers of the

all

the

capital.

is

the

scandal-

Celimene

has every vice AJceste most detests
frivolity, inconstancy, deceit, a

ter-piece.

mark

in holding the

misanthrope's patience. This is
the fair Celimene, a frivolous

a celebrity,

slanderous tongue but love holds
him in the toils until, by means of
Byron

The

Irene
(Florence

Artist

(Frederick Lewis)
"

Kahn)

recently presented in New York. An artist is
at the seashore with his wife.
They are not well mated, he being of the spirit, she of the earth. On
The wife goes down the mountain with a forester who infatuates her, while
a peak their ways part.
the husband ascends higher with Irene, a former model, towards the ideal.

Scene in Ibsen's

last

plav

When We Dead Awake,"

as godfather at the christening of his child. Furious jealousy aroused by
the actions of his frivolous wife embittered the last years of his life, and

forever.
will fly

a

letter,

coquette
last

the worthlessness of the
is

hope

revealed to him.
in

human

This

nature de-

stroyed, Alceste repudiates society

"Deceived on every side and overwhelmed with injustice, I
in some secret nook on earth, if such

from the vortex of vice and
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have

and

come

rel

comedy, and men and women
have not changed materially
Society,

as

Mr. Mansfield has given
handsome setting.

the old play a

constituted

The costumes
beautiful,

when Moliere scourged
And that is why, when this

after

painted

it.

Mr. Physioc.

great comedy is taken from the
shelves and cleansed of the dust

found

to

more, H. Bruce Delamater; Sir John Manners, Joseph Kil 'our; Lady Belinda ManClarissa Huntleigh,
ners, Alice Fischer;
Frances Stevens;
Prince Assam, Arthur
Forrest; Lady Airish, Grace Filkins; Lady
Spcakill, Ida Jeffreys-Goodfriend;
Lady
Tattle, Mrs. Goldfinch;
Jocko, William

the play, for an honest man.
All the satire in the comedy,

ing-rooms
salons

Sampson;

draw-

This piece, which resembles

the

Moliere only in its title, is musty
in its reminiscences of the cos-

to-day

as

Louis

XIV. The

to

tume comedy of manners. It is
romantic and sentimental, with

amusing scene between the two
jealous

women, who

Lord Foppington, Jameson Lee

Finney.

characters, are as

of

pass from

conventional courtesy to almost
tearing each other's hair, the

a

scene of the

are at second hand,

scandal-mongers,

not

silly drawing-room chatter
all this is delightful, in the

gratitude

and

how much

diverting

MR. MANSFIELD AS IVAN THE TERRIBLE

Richard Mansfield for having had the

this neglected masterpiece,

element

of

farce.

it

matters

may

originality

be introduced into them or how

truth of the picture presented.

to

strong

Necessarily, plays of this kind

the

Theatre-goers owe

in

Betty, Lucy Ashton; Roger, Charles BowCaptaih Lovel, Wilfred North; Lord
Drinkwell, Robinson Newbold; Lord Play-

few Alcestes wandering in our
midst, seeking, like the hero of

New York

School

Comedy

ser;

twentieth century also have a

applicable to

"The

Husbands."

is

by

four acts, by Stanislaus Stange.
Produced April 3, with this cast:

nant with meaning, as when
Moliere wrote it. We of the

its

Meissonier,

WALLACE'S.
for

be as

fresh, as vital, as clever, as preg-

each of

of the period are

and the scenery

ness, as

it is

An-

Clitandre, were well in the picture.

to-day, has the same vices, the
same shams, the same hollow-

of centuries,

Mr.

done.

drews as Philinte, Mr. Kenyon
as the poet, Mr. Berthelet as

Moliere penned this brilliant

since.

between the two

delightfully

since

gone

The scene of the quarwomen was

a prude.

of
is, enjoy the freedom
"
man!
an
honest
being
More than two hundred years

there

its

courage to produce
unquestionable success will be his
artistic

undoubt-

reward, for,
edly, a notable role has

been added

to

This

pertory.

and

guished

his

re-

advantage.

Made

his

own

fits

personality
the character of Alceste

marked
and

felicity.

aristo-

he conveys

cratic,

the cynicism
of the role,

with

tenderness

of

scenes

Ce"limene,

eloquent

all

and force
and in the
he

is

and convinc-

The smoothness of

ing.

ensemble, always so noticeable a feature of

Mansfield's
tions,

is

Mr.

producparticularly

plays

"T he
tainments.
School for Husbands"
does entertain sufficom-

ciently to serve a

mercial

purpose. Alice

Fischer

is

very
both

personally

and

popular,

is

capable and intelligent in her acting.

To

say that one

in-

is

telligent in acting is

no

small praise, for intelligence is the rarest thing

on the

stage.

The

actor

that can convey details
of apprehension,

whose

who can
who has

variety of ex-

Barry made a delight-

pression,

who

old

Ce"limene, bewitchartful,

and Miss

Gheen was hardly

less

satisfactory as Arsinoe",

out

communicable,
you,

possess

vanity,

with-

is

who

has

freedom of movement,

an

unchained

perfect abandon,

spirit,

who

The

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

opinion, but, as a rule,
they are simply enter-

Miss Eleanor

this

New

seriously.

formance of

ing and

III

tume

spirit is

ful

MR. MANSFIELD AS RICHARD

theatre-goer

conspicuous in the perclassic.

be.

does not take the cos-

pose may overturn prejudice and the law of

to resemble Moliere,

with

modern

popular

up

Haughty

localities,

may

recognized as fixed, namely, towards actions of the present time.

Their strength and pur-

assuredly
never been seen to better

and

subjects

distin-

has

actor

modern

they

plays cannot be restricted to
but the proper tendency and test must be

is

MR. MANSFIELD AS BEAU

BRUMMEL
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Indian
prince,

Mr.

prince.

Forrest's

and

bejewelled

betur-

baned, was played in .operatic
style, with exaggerated fervor, and

was done

well, affording enter-

The

tainment.

that

for

play,

matter, has no other purpose.

HUDSON. "The Lady Shore."
Romantic drama, in four acts, by
Mrs. Vance Thompson and Lena
R. Smith. Prod. March
Edward

28.

Cast

:

Robert

Loraine;
Richard,
John Blair; Edward, Suzette Corrigan; RichIV.,

Sir Marmaduke Neville,
Sir Richard Radcliffe, Edward R.
Sir William Catesby, William Temple; Bishop of London, John Wallace; Master
Rufford, William Bonelli; Will Spencer, Daniel
Jarrett; Matthew Shore, George Soule Spencer;
Master Hobbs, William L. Branscombe; Gil-

ard,

Ory Dimond;

Fred. Eric;

Mawson;

H. Crosby;

bert Josselin, Charles
Hobbs, Alice Cobourn;

Mistress
Alison, Jane Gordon;

Kate, Jane Lloyd; Bib Meg, Elizabeth Brock;
Jane Shore, Virginia Harned.

was a

It

one,

teresting

an

brief stay, yet

Harned made

in-

which

Virginia

the

Hudson

at

.

SELENE JOHNSON
Leading

woman
"

for

Schloss

LAURA HOPE CREWS

William Faversham in

The Squaw Man

the character presented,

is

Now

"

a rare individual-

of love.

She needs a play that

her personality
is

will

some pictures of splendid and
movement and force. That the
authors endowed the wanton of Edward
varied

fit

gist of the present play

with Henry Miller

resulted in

IV.'s reign with

strictly, for her personality

marked. The

woman

gence displayed in the stage management

Miss Fischer has many of these qualities.
She is better in comedy than in the senti-

ment

leading

more than the usual share of

the cardinal virtues, save one, does not disturb history a bit, but that they overdid it

is

that a wife pretends to enter into the gayeties and frivolities of the world of fashion, in

some of
Not only was

did rob their principal character of

order to bring her dissipated husband to his
senses. Farcical
situations are
brought

its

human

strength and

truth.

she pictured as the people's champion, but
as the savior, for a time at least, of the young

about, and the husband is finally cured of
jealousy and his own disregard of the value
and faith of his wife. Frances Stevens made

princes from the bloody clutches of the
Duke of Gloucester. This particular scene
was the great one of the drama and sug-

a most agreeable impression in her part of a
romantic girl passionately in love with an

gested the inspiration of Sardou.

Ellis

The

and Walery

BEN WEBSTER
Lately of the Haymarket Theatre, London,
and now leading man with Ellis Jeffreys

Theatre.

"The Lady

Shore," in

which she appeared, was not a
great play, but

its

aim was so

superior to the general

run of the

twaddle which has encum-

futile

bered the local stage this season
that

it

was quite a

relief to listen

to its flowery periods

ness

its

and

to wit-

old-fashioned but effec-

tive stage tricks.

The

character

King Edward's mistress has inspired many dramatists. Rowe's

of

tragedy,

"Jane Shore," was a
The

favorite with Mrs. Siddons.

authors

of

this

latest

version

should certainly prove grateful for
the sumptuous setting which the
star gave their play. The costumes
were magnificent, and the intelliSchloss

Hall

GRACE F1LKINS
Now

phi ying in

"

The School

for

Husbands

DOROTHY DONNELLY

'

Recently seen as the wife in

"

When We Dead Awake

'

dia-
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logue in the main was effective and the outcast's death after being misunderstood
by her royal lover was dramatically sympathetic. Pictorially, Miss Harned
absolutely realized the goldsmith's persecuted wife, and acted it in spots with

vigorous spirit and

much sensuous charm, but

modern

the

spirit

would intrude

at

times, jarring very positively the historical verisimilitude. Robert Loraine made
a gallant and dashing figure as the King. The impersonation of Gloucester by

John Blair was marred by trying mannerisms. Elizabeth Brock, in the mob
scene, shone out as a vegetable woman and Daniel Jarrett as a strolling player,
and Mabel Dixey, as a flower

valuable aid in projecting the theatrical

girl, lent

interest; the others in the very long cast

"London

KNICKERBOCKER.

were generally competent.

Assurance."

Comedy by

Dion

Boucicault,

revived April 3, with this cast:
Sir Harcourt Courtley. Eben Plympton; Max Harkawny, Wm. H. Thompson; Charles Courtlcy, Ben Webster;
Doll} Spanker, Joseph' Wheelock, Jr.; Dazzle, James Neil); Meddle. Murray Carson; Cool, Herbert Sleath;
Solomon Isaacs. Herbert Ayling; Martin, Alfred Lester; James, C. M. Dowd; Grace Harkaway, Ida Conquest;
Pert, Kate Phillips; Lady Gay Spanker, Miss EUis Jeffreys.

In the present revival of Boucicault's old comedy, Miss Ellis Jeffreys is the
one redeeming feature. Any one familiar with the acted history of the play could
easily say that her performance is not pre-eminent among those he had seen, but

she has thai aristocratic distinction and democratic freedom, if we may so put
that are essential to the part. In its palmy days, and surely this piece has seen

palmy days, Lady Gay Spanker's description

of the

it,

its

hunt and the hounds was a

famous'y effective passage, that used to uplift the audience, and the people on the
stage co-operated to this end.

The

stage

management and

the actors

fall

short in

now

presented. It is possible, too, that we are getting less English
every year, with reference to the drama. The English are worshipping our money
more, and we are worshipping their aristocracy less, except, perhaps, on Fifth
this scene, as

Avenue.

It

never was a worship with us, but

order to assimilate the plays which were

it

was a habit

of convenience, in

At present, certainly, Sir
Harcourt Courtley is an insufferable old prig; and when, at the close of the play,
after his senile imbecilities and attempted amours, he has the last lines extolling
virtue and the true gentleman, the topmost dead bough of the cottonwood tree of

The

reached.

is

absurdity

The Dazzle

English.

with his dyed whiskers seems alien to the

of 1840 has been

submerged by the equally absurd Razzle
Meddle was supplanted long ago by Marks the Lawyer,
"Uncle Tom's Cabin," and Marks survives only by subsisting on turnips on

century.
Dazzle of the present.
in

man

old

all

The

the country circuits.

been a

brilliant

compliment

an actor with more
in the

artificiality of

may have
odd years ago, but it would take
him than the present one to make him go down

electricity in

mismanaged year of our Subway

the play

reads well, but therein

still

Dazzle's relations to the action

to the nobility sixty

is

In the sheer brightness of .its lines
artificiality that must be corrected for

of 1905.

an

audiences of the present day, with the old simulation of naturalness and animation. It can be done, but it is not done in this instance.
Apparently, some

attempt at revision has been made, particularly in cutting down the long monologues, which, with the forced but exceedingly bright epigrams, go to make the
play old-fashioned. A bolder hand is needed to save it. Some one could do with
it

what Joseph Jefferson accomplished with "The Rivals." This

indispensable, as times change.

It is

is

desirable, nay,

not a question of wholly modernizing;

for,

while a play may and should remain of its times, dramatic technique is improving
all the time, and up to date technical form is essential to life. This is
absolutely
true, and it is not spoken in derogation of Boucicault, that master of his art. And
yet,

we must

take care of our

monuments

or they will crumble.

Shakespeare, in

must and does undergo the same treatment. There are
some good names in the cast, Eben Plympton, W. H. Thompson, Joseph
Wheelock, Jr., James Neill, Murray Carson, Miss Ida Conquest and others,
but on this occasion they are names only.
In a way, the play is more
spite of the pedants,

curiously interesting than

SAVOY.

"A

Comedy by
3,

case

of

if it

were well played.

Frenzied

Kellett Chalmers.

Finance."

Produced April

with this cast:

Mr. J. Wflbmghby Johnson, Kotx-rt Fischer;
Mr. John Wesley Johnson, Wm. J. Ferguson; Mr.
Bat Scranton, Frank Hatch; Mr. Madison Schuyler,
John Flood; Mr. Harre, C. J. Campbell; Mr.
Broker's Clerk, Sam
<;ilfcathcr, Harry Bolter;
Baum; Bennie Tucker, Douglas Faribanks; Miss
Daisy Johnson, Laura I^mmers; Mrs. John Wcs!<> Johnson, Emily Wakeman; Miss Irene Johnson,
Olive Murray; Mrs. Cramp, Ada Gilman.

There

lIBft^

a strong tendency among
with
an eye to practical
managers
business to exploit anything and
is

Otto Sarony Co.

MARIE TEMPEST

1 his charming comedienne heads the English company which Charles Frohman has sent from London on a
flying
"
to present Gordon Lennox's new play
The Freedom of Susanne " in New York

trip
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no

is engaging public attention at the moment. It is often
"
A Case
the
play touches the event in title only. For example
enough
W.
A.
Kellett
Frenzied
of
Chalmers, produced by
Brady,
Finance," by

subordinate

everything that
if

the Savoy, and then transferred to the Princess, is less a satire on
modern methods of conducting "business" as seriously discussed by
Thomas W. Lawson than it is a farce eminently local and American in

first at

Structurally

and

in its

comic idea,

Labiche had been accommodated

and character,
Clyde Fitch.
is

much

;

would be easy
but any

it,

to say that the plot,

critic,

professional or lay,

required, while

he has the touch of

almost in

who

its

Grace Harkaway
(Ida Conquest)

is

Dazzle
(James Neill)
Sir Harcourt

(Ben Webster)

Laura Lemmers, as the daughter

of the

Copper King,

is

cast:
Count Vronsky, Henry WoodruS; Alexis Karenin, Theodore Roberts; Prince Belinsky, Gerald
Captain Prokovsky, A. S. Howson; Monsieur Landau, Ralph J. Locke; Vasili Luditch, J.
Isabelle Evesson; Serozha, Little Frances; Baroness Betty, Lilla Vane; Count-

Griffin;

ambitious and confident of making

Charles Courtley

audience.

PROCTOR'S FIFTH AVENUE. "Anna Karenina." Dramatization of
Leo Tolstoi's novel, by A. E. Lancaster. Produced March 27, with this

should set him-

to be.

Hotel Vanbillion

the

wholly satisfactory.

up against the abundant laughter of the piece would be confounded.
It is certainly not a serious study of frenzied finance and was not meant
at the

amusing

entirety,

self

A bellboy

in

from the comic papers. Bennie Tucker, the bellboy, is played by
Douglas Fairbanks with all the animation, glibness and assurance

to the

arid in the technical handling of

It

preposterous

it is

succeed

all

courtship of the undertaker's daughter, under the belief that she is the
daughter of the real Copper King. Frank Hatch, as Bat Scranton, of
Tombstone, is the familiar man with the ready gun, come to real life

as if a farce by
There
is a degree
emergency.
of originality about the piece, however, that easily announces that we
have a new and promising dramatist' in Mr. Chalmers. In detail of life
its details.

characters

natural method of acting contributes much to the play. Wm. J.
Ferguson is the Johnson of Yonkers. It is a case of most amusing
imbecility. John Flood, as the broker, has some amusing scenes in his

The

:

Gunnis Davis; Anna,

Sir

Max Harkaway

Lady Gay

(W. H. Thompson)

(Ellis Jeffreys)

Harcourt

(Eben Plympton)
to Dazzle,

"And who

the devil are you, sir?

Dolly Spanker
(Joseph Wheelock,

Jr.)

"

REVIVAL OF BOUCICAULT'S COMEDY "LONDON ASSURANCE," AT THE KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE

his

On

Sundays he dresses and plays the part of a gentleman in
walks through fashionable New York. He has become acquainted

millions.

with the daughter of

Willoughby Johnson, the Arizona Copper King,
neither knowing the identity nor name of the other. At the hotel is
stopping one John Wesley Johnson, who finally turns out to be the leading
undertaker of Yonkers, a sodden drinker, in that condition of mind
which leads a man to leave home for an indefinite time, not
J.

realizing,

in his imbecility, his surroundings.
for the Copper King, gets him to

the broker to

mean

of one million

six

no deposit from the

fifty

The

bellboy gets a

place "fifty," which

tip,
is

mistakes him

interpreted

thousand on the stock. The result

hundred thousand

is

by

a profit

The broker had asked
supposed Copper King. The real Johnson turns up.
dollars.

When

the complications are unravelled, the
bellboy gets the Copper
King's daughter and the greater share of the profit. The characteriza-

tions are good.

The minor

incidents are well carried out,

and the

Gertrude Berkeley; Princess Belinsky, Mathildc Deshon; Natasha, Mabel Crawley
Glinka, Marion Berg; Lydia Ivanivna, Virginia Arthur; A Tartar Man, Charles Howson.

ess Vronsky,

This piece was at one time in the possession of Blanche Walsh, and
that actress announced her intention of producing it, but, for some

and the manuscript reverted to the adapter,
did wisely in giving it to Mr. Proctor, thus securing a production.
Mr. Lancaster is an experienced dramatist and he has handled Tolstoi's
reason, this plan miscarried

who

tremendous story with no
strikes at

some

unhappiness. His work

is

some

play

which gives the

He

is

spirit of

lines to every available extent

philosopher always

social condition that asserts itself in

Russia, but his appeal and
serious and powerful. Thus, while

rooted in the

his philosophy are universal.
this

The Russian

little skill.

living evil,

soil of

the novel and follows

resembles "Frou Frou,"

its
it

massive
is

much

deeper, less merely theatrical in certain aspects and more truly dramatic.
Anna Karenina follows the call of love and breaks the bondage of life

with a stern and selfishly cold husband. In the manuscript version of
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in

Her Gwendolin Tresham was a beautiful piece of personation;
in that great scene
passion and appeal and deep feeling, particularly
speech.

wherein she brings her husband's heart into the councils of his intellect
when he judges his unhappy sister. As that sister, Mildred, Miss Grace
Elliston

effected very convincingly the hazardous mingling of

woman

and child in one weak and loving girl. Mr. Albaugh's performance of
the lover, Mertoun, whose death on a Tresham sword was not yet the end
of the tragedy,

was not

satisfactory in elocution

though

fair

enough

in

other players were as capable as need be, for Mrs. Le
action.
dominated
the whole play so rightly and memorably that
art
Moyne's
much less artistic work in her support would have been forgiven.

The

HUDSON. "The Heir
Produced April

to the

Hoorah." Comedy by Paul Armstrong.

10, with this cast:

Morris, Horace James; Hush, T. Tamamoto; Mrs. Kent, Eleanore Morewin; Mrs. Joe Lac y, Norah
O'Brien; Joe Lacy, Guy Bales Post, Mrs. Kate Brandon, Beverly Sitgreaves; Dave Lacy, John W.
Cope; Bud Young, Wilfred Lucas; H. Van Rcnsstlaer Kelly, Wright Kramer; Livingstone Winthrop,
H.S. Northrup; Bill Ferguson, C. C. Quimby; Lon Perry, Colin Campbell; Gus Ferris, Menefee
Johnstone; Madge Casey, Norah Lamison; Whipple, George Barr.

We

are not aware

if

Mr. Paul Armstrong has written

for the stage

before, but that he will one day produce a play worth while may be
in "The Heir to the
safely predicted from the technical skill displayed
a
series of character
Hoorah." This piece is hardly a play, but rather

sketches loosely strung together over five acts. The Hoorah is a mine
gold or lead is immaterial and Joe Lacy, a husky young Westerner,
principal owner. He has dug
fancies he'd like a wife to share it,

out of the soil so

its

Eastern grafters, mother and

He

and so

falls

much

is

wealth that he

easy prey to a couple of

daughter, the latter of

whom

he marries.

and
mining
wedding by
unconventional
own
manner
and
of
dress
and
their eccentricities
Joe's
behavior so jar upon the sensitive feelings of his wife and mother-in-law
celebrates the

inviting his

that they insist on a separation.
to

Europe. Eight months

of a

Thus

instrumental in bringing about a
baldly stated, the plot is thin. There
is

W. H. Thompson

Ida Conquest
little

Joe takes them at their word and goes
he returns and finds himself the father

bouncing boy, which, of course,

reconciliation with his wife.

MAX. "Oh, you

later

pals to dinner,

rogue!"

ACT
the play the ending

is

V.

more

"LONDON ASSURANCE"
tragic

and impressive than

was

it

in the

production, which had been altered so as to permit the husband to die
and leave her free. Henry Woodruff and Isabelle Evesson were the

and Theodore Roberts the husband. The Proctor productions
care and are receiving more attention.

lovers,

are

made with

HUDSON THEATRE. "A
ing.

Revived April

7,

Blot In

The

'Scutcheon," by Robert Brown-

with this cast:

Mildred Tresham, Grace Elliston; Gwendolin Tresham, Mrs. Sarah Cowell Le Moync; Thorold,
Lamp; Henry, Earl Mertoun, John W.

Earl Tresham, William Beach; Austin Tresham, William
Jr.; Gerald, Theodore Hamilton.

Albaugh.

This impressive, though theatrically difficult play was presented for
the benefit of the Music School Settlement, and most of the audience
found

it

worth the
It

thropy.

five dollars

a seat collected in the interest of philantreat, and an emotional experi-

was, indeed, an intellectual

ence too, notwithstanding the poet-dramatist's undramatic manner of
clogging the action with studied soliloquies and elongated dialogue.

"A Blot In The
first

at

'Scutcheon" was written for Macready, and performed
on February n, 1843. Lawrence Barrett revived it
Lane
Drury

when, with the author's consent, he made certain changes in the
more of its true dramatic value on the stage. Mrs.
Le Moyne, on the other hand, presented the play practically as it stands

in 1884,

text to give the story

in the book.

In

this she pleased the

ardent Browningites,

who have

necessarily infinite patience with their author's verbal peregrinations;
and at the same time, it must be said, she succeeded in drawing passion-

ate intensity from

all

but the most prolix passages.

The

story of the

young daughter whose innocent love brought shame and dissension and
tragedy into the noble Tresham family is not for boys and girls not,
any theatre-goer who wants his facts of life, like his
Mrs. Le Moyne knows her poet ardently and well, and

for that matter, for
liqueur, iced.

she achieves wonderful clarities with the Browning opaques makes you
actually see through the stained-glass obscurations of his involuted

Eben Plympton
SIR

Joseph Wheelock, Jr.

HARCOURT. "A very handsome

ACT

V.

ring,

EUis Jeffreys,

indeed!"

"LONDON ASSURANCE"
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is

a dramatic action, but it is all too obvious and the sequel is never for a
doubt. The curtain of the first act gave promise of something

moment in

variable success.

he

is

a

It

testy author

might be stated that for one writing for the public
something like Hall Caine. Convinced of his own
merits, he

happening, but the succeeding acts
developed nothing.

The merit and

the piece lay in the
the
character drawing,
bright
dialogue and the incidental details.

interest

of

For example, the second act
almost

devoted

entirely

It will

loath to accept the

of others

be a wrench to his vanity

when he absorbs

the conclusions

reached by the critics as to the
value of his latest comedy, "Jinny

is

the

to

is

when they run
contrary to his established beliefs.

judgment

humor to be found in misfit clothes.

the

Joe's pals have arranged a dinner
of welcome and do violence to

English

A

study of rural
a peculiar combination of actual truth and ridicu-

by donning dress
Their contortions while get-

Carrier."

life, it is

What might

their convictions

lous

suits.

have been a veritable

society

amusement. It has,
nothing to do with the
the

sole

cal tricks

however,
In

one stands appalled. Jinny, who
does the errands for a small Essex

valet is
for

apparently

the

purpose of giving an exhibiGuy Bates Post

village, is symbolic of the past,
with her rickety old wagon and
aged horse. When Will Flint, re-

tion of Jiu-jitsu.

was seen as the rich young miner,
a part hardly calling for an actor

turning from Canada, shows his
progressiveness by starting in in
opposition with a coach and pair,

and which gave him
opportunity. Wright Kra-

of his ability
little

mer, a rising young actor, who
made a hit recently as Professor

"The System

Fether, in

the future looks very black for
Jinny and her tottering old grandfather. Will proposes a partner-

of Dr.

Tarr," lent authority and dignity
to the role of

Foreman

Kelly,

ship, but

it is
rejected, as Jinny
proud, although she secretly
But the flood
loves her rival.

and

is

Beverly Sitgreaves acted with her

customary charm and distinction
the part of Mrs. Brandon.
CRITERION. "Jinny
rier."

the

Car-

M. d'Amelpt
(George Arliss)

Migney
Byron, N. Y.
(Emily Stevens)

SCENE IN MRS.

FISKE'S

ONE ACT PLAY "THE EYES OF THEjHEART"

10, with this cast :

"

Gaffer "Quarles,
ce; "Gaffer"
Jinny Quarles, Annie Russell; 111 Flynt, Oswald Yorke;
Quarles, Fuller Mellish; Caleb
W. Jennings;
Mawhood,
Stewar
George W. Wilson; Elijah Skindle, Grant
Stewart;
...
Joshua
...
. .
..
.___...
,,_.,,,John
Uncle" Bundock, Charles S. Abbe; Martha Flynt, Kate Meek; Miss Wagstafle, Sarah McVicker.

When

.

......

.

first came to this country some years
ago he
Lyceum Theatre a very witty address on The Drama,

trivial.

is

Will

who

is

The charm

of

a comedy
as tiresome as it is

effected

that

is

after

Annie Russell's gracious personality finds an

agreeable outlet in the title role. It is hardly a study of a particular type,
but the execution is graceful, fluent, full of comedy, charm and humor.

Israel Zangwill

delivered at the old
since

.

.

finally

act

Produced April

it

The partnership,
wiped out.
commercial and matrimonial, is

Comedy by Israel Zangwill,

.

and

comes,

author of "The Children of the Ghetto.
Flynt,
ynt,

and expressed in dialogue

of such a childlike character that

action.

same way, a Japanese

introduced

idyll is the

greater part of the time a feeble
farce made up of worn-out theatri-

the

apparel of polite
furnish much
genuine

into

ting

exaggeration.

which time he has himself taken

Byron, N. Y.

to writing plays,

be

it

said with

Marie (Gertrude Graham)

At the Manhattan Theatre three one-act plays written by Mrs. Fiske
have afforded three matinees that have added

Count de Rohan (George

An unworthy husband

ends

his

useless

life

Baptiste (Etienne Girardot)

Arliss)

in order to give a Letter

to her popularity, the

life

to

his

SCENE IN MRS. FISKE'S ONE ACT PLAY "THE ROSE"

wife
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growing recognition of the scope of her activities and force, and have
rounded off the complete success of her present season. The audiences
were uniformly large, success written large in the ledger of receipts. The
three plays indicated very definitely the actress's tendencies in the drama
dramatic quality, good technique, novelty and an invariable note of

sympathy. In

"The Eyes

of the Heart,"

George

Arliss

was seen

at his

best in the part of the blind old grandfather, from whom had been kept
the fact that he had lost his fortune and was penniless, because of which

young man betrothed

the father of the

The

bidden the marriage.

blind

man

is

to his

made

granddaughter had

for-

to believe that the father

young man opposed the marriage because of his own loss of
property. His talk with this father and his pressing money on him to
of the

Byron, N.

Y

"A

Light from

St. Agnes," originally produced some eight years ago,
and
theatrically
dramatically the most striking of the plays. It has all
the essentials of a thoroughly American classic. The scene is laid in the
is

village of

Bon

Hilaire, Louisiana.

estate of a bountiful

marauder. Her

life is

that she cares nothing for her, and she, in turn, is told that her last
message concerned her, involving a deed of kindness. This melts her
heart. Michel returns. He is drinking. He has seen the body of the

mistress laid out in satin in the chapel near by, costly jewels, a cross of

Michel (John Mason)

drinks, he unfolds his plan of robbing

The play is full of feeling and touchingly demonstrates
"The Rose," the actor was far too minute in his art, much
manner of the engraver who thinks it an achievement to get the

darkness, the reflection from the stained windows of the Chapel of St.
Agnes shines in a mellowed glow on her form on the couch. It had been her

incidents that

His

little

to talk privately

When

whereupon

rush to his side.
In

Lord's Prayer, the Declaration of Independence or what not, on a silver
five-cent piece, to be read only by the use of a microscope. It is a fault.

Mr.

As he

her have the knife, that she herself will cut the rope. She goes, but she
sounds the alarm. On her return he murders her. As he leaves in the

vision.

faint,

after the

breast.

AGNES."

assured that such was the case, he falls back in a
his son and his granddaughter, still in the room,

little

Wishing

they are alone.

its title.

diamonds on the

ST.

turns or devices to get at the truth are very
with the visiting father, he asks if

inward

diverting.

sudden

on the

'Toinette pleads with him, saying that he could not escape if
he committed the theft, that the alarm would be given from the bell in
the belfry. He is going to cut the rope. She finally persuades him to let

play abounds in
his

to a happy denouement. The little
show the keenness and quickness of

immediate wants lead

of

living in a hovel

the admonitions of the priest. When the woman who has labored to
improve the condition of the poor dies, 'Toinette angrily tells the priest

'Toinette (Fernanda Eliscu).

him

is

of high estate with Michel, a drunken
not of the best, she hates her superiors, disregards

SCENE IN MRS. FISKE'S ONE-ACT PLAY "A LIGHT FROM
relieve

'Toinette

woman

Arliss

sometimes lacks breadth, but he

is

always

artistic.

the body.

habit to sleep there where the light would awaken her early each morning. John Mason and Fernanda Eliscu embodied the spirit of the play
in

a most

uncommon

their art is

The sincerity and intelligence underlying
Technically, the play is a model of perfect work.

degree.

uncommon.
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Theatre Managers as Prophets
MUST

be admitted that the theatre manager as an

infallible

prophet and expert in his own line of business has not always shown
himself to be an unqualified success. We are not now shedding tears
over the alleged debasement of the drama, nor are we taking the manager

IT

to task for his so-called

commercialism. It

is

cheerfully conceded that

the average theatre manager is in the business only to "make money,"
and that he has neither the inclination nor the leisure to bother with the
as an art. But we do insist that very often the manager is suicidal
own interests, sadly lacking in judgment, and inexpert even from
"
We give the public what it
his much vaunted box-office point of view.
wants," declared pompously a prominent manager the other day. The

drama
to his

object of this article

is

show

to

that the

manager very

often does not

know what

the public wants and that, on the contrary, his notion as to
the public wants is often promptly repudiated by that public, which

what

its displeasure by staying away from the theatre. Let, therefore,
the rejected dramatist take heart. If your play has been "respectfully
"
declined bymanager after manager, perhaps it is a hopeful sign that you

shows

will eventually secure

list

of dire failures

know

The examples are many
on the other hand, there is an imposing

a successful production.

to sustain this contention, just as,

on which those directors of our playhouses "who

have lavished untold money in vain.
In days gone by, managers were loath to acknowledge out-and-out
failure. Local runs were prolonged in the face of public indifference, for
their public"

the sake of the effect this might have on the road.

But the "dog" grew

wise in his generation. He began to realize that the statement that a
piece had a record of "one hundred nights" in the metropolis meant
nothing as to its intrinsic value. The loss in a city run could not be over-

The "dog,"

worm, had decided

come by a road

tour.

Some managers

at the close of this season will

calculations were a

little

"off."

like the

The

to turn.

be ready to admit their
theatrical year of 1904-5 will be

failures, comparative failures and
The number of proin
a decade.
other
than
any
quasi-successes
ductions that made money may be counted on the fingers of one hand.

remembered

for

more out-and-out

How

futile is anterior judgment is manifested in the following list of
careers ended almost before they had begun. For weeks
whose
plays
Delia Fox and her associates labored over "The West Point Cadet"; its
fate was settled before four days had passed. R. C. Carton, a playwright

and an author of numerous successes, found that exactly
"
four performances were all the New York public wanted of The Rich
Mrs. Repton," while "Bird Centre," a comedy based on McCutcheon's

of reputation

up the ghost after a most limited number of presentaChina Doll" fared but little better. "Jack's Little Surprise"
held the boards for about two weeks, and would probably have been
withdrawn earlier if there had been anything to follow. The same state
of affairs attached to the history of "The Money Makers." Pinero,
cartoons, yielded
tions.

"A

undoubtedly the greatest living English playwright, sent over for production "The Wife Without a Smile." To be sure, an over-sensitive
management took away all its raison d'etre, and the piece was withdrawn

two weeks' career, and then came Murray Carson all the way
to make his American debut in "The Trifler." It took
Nor was he
four
performances of this comedy to close the house.
just
the only English star to suffer from the want of effective stage material.
after a

from London

"Lucky Durham" and "The Brighter Side" failed E. S. Willard, and
"Love and the Man" did little more for Forbes Robertson. Will the
of a Duchess,"
managers who backed the productions of "The Coronet
"Brother Jacques," "The Cingalee," "Friquet," and "Nancy Stair,"
declare themselves satisfied with the reception these pieces

hands of the public and the

Under

met

at the

critics ?

these circumstances, the dramatist with his rejected play might
hold that the managers do not know what the public wants,

reasonably

a list of failures, why
recognized playwrights can produce such
and
a
take
doesn't the manager
give him, the untried, a chance.
gamble

and

if

much more than some of
Apparently, he wouldn't cost the manager
those with a reputation. But if the preceding shows that managerial discernment is lacking in what the public does want, the other side is almost
Otto Sarony Co.

HOLBROOK BLINN
As Napoleon Bonaparte

in

"The Duchess of

Dantzic,

"

at Daly's

equally conclusive.

Time and

their possession just

what

again these same managers have had in

their audiences

were clamoring for and yet

let

T

(i

.)

II

E

T

II /

.1

T R

The lawyer (George Fawcett)
Mrs. Rolfe (Blanche Walsh)
Mrs. Rolfe chums with Claire, a demi-mondaine, in order to drag from her an
admission of her husband's innocence.

the opportunities slip by. Options expired in plays that later made
fortunes in the hands of other and more wide-awake managers.

/
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Claire (Dorothy Dorr)
(2.)

Charles

With the connivance of her lawyer, Mrs. Rolfe arranges a little champagne supper,
at which she hopes to make the woman in the case talk.

Frohman and was looking about

his Civil

War

play.

for a theatre in which to present
In certain directions that Belasco had tried little

was placed in Mrs. Carter's value as a star.
But the author declared that unless Mrs. Carter

Admirable a judge of plays as was the late
A. M. Palmer, two of his greatest successes

faith

nearly escaped him, and two did get by, either

was taken no one could have "The Heart of

one of which would have rehabilitated his

Maryland." Finally, terms were made with
The production was gotten ready, but

for-

tunes at a very critical time. In the history of
the old Union Square Theatre, "The Two Or-

Palmer.

phans" opened up an era of prosperity that few

need

Palmer

Finally, there

hesitated.

in the

of the other great hits of his regime ever equalled.

then Belasco's turn to demur.

And

season's run, he declared,

yet

when D'Ennery's manuscript was

sent

was a crying
it, but it was
was good for a

middle of the season for

and

It

to start in so late

Hart Jackson, Palmer's agent, described
Bowery melodrama, impossible for this
country and utterly unsuited to the clientele of

was something he would not agree to, and so
"The Heart of Maryland" went elsewhere to
win fame and shekels for star and author. In

the house. How far amiss was this opinion the
records go to show. It was at the close of his
last season at the Madison Square, which had

the matter of

over,
it

as a

"The

Little Minister,"

been far from satisfactory, that in sheer desperation and with no particular faith in the piece

comedy,

which

Charles

that

snapped up.
But the Napoleon of the

late

also been

Mr. Palmer produced "Alabama." It was
in the Spring when Augustus Thomas'
charming idyll went on, but so hearty was its

tian,"

"The

eral

theatrical

world has

' '

was the opening attraction the

it

Frohman promptly

caught napping and neglected his
opportunities. Did he not overlook The Chris-

following September,when he took the management of Wallack's and ran at that house for sev-

reception that

Palmer

thought Barrie's royalties excessive, and would
not pay them. W. A. Brady, too, refused the

"My Friend from India," "Arizona,"
Earl of Pawtucket" and "Leah Klesch-

na"? The Hall Caine drama got away from
him entirely, and for the English rights to Du

months. Palmer, too, had the rights to

comedy of misunderstandings Mr.
Frohman probably paid more than he would

Bartley Campbell's masterpiece, "My Partner,"
but he was afraid of it. It was considered in its

Souchet's

day a very daring piece of work some declared
it immoral and so he let the
option expire,and the

have for the

Louis Aldrich snapped it up and made himself by his temerity a very rich man. The
"might,

Augustus Thomas' graphic story of ranch and
military post life, swelled his bank account by

;

clined,

late

have beens "
of

in Palmer's case

Maryland" and "The

(3.)

The supper

were " The Heart

Little Minister."

sprin|!S at

her throat

-

Belasco had separated from

proceeds amid great animation, Clair
and Mrs. Rolfe awaiting her oppc

The Sensational Tenderloin

hampagne

recklessly

(5-)

Thomas

The

for his

"Arizona," he de-

Shelle,

who had

output for

five

years and drew a sad blank in

lawyer and detective rush in and find the outwitted Claire in a dead
faint, and Rolfe's wife triumphant.

Flat Scene in Clyde Fitch's Latest Play,

faith in

Then Mr. Frohman made a con-

thousands.
tract with

local option.

and Kirke La

"The Woman

in the Case.
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the next production "Colorado." By the terms of his agreement, "The
Earl of Pawtucket" was next delivered to him. Thomas, who had stu-

died the personal eccentricities of Lawrence D'Orsay, well known as an
exponent of the heavy English "ha ha parts," wrote the piece expressly
as an exploitation of his personality and urged Frohman to star him in it.

D'Orsay at the time was under engagement to Frohman, but the latter
had no confidence in D'Orsay's draught as a star and declined the piece,
which the ever alert and discriminating La Shelle again snapped up and
from

it

book

reaped

of

"The

another fortune.

still

Belle of

New

C.

M.

York," rapped

S.

McLellan, author of the
Frohman's office

in vain at

bearing the MSS. of "Leah Kleschna," and one
of the season fell into the artistic clutches of Mrs. Fiske.

of the greatest successes

The

experience of Henry Hubert Davies is
may take well to heart. He wrote three plays. They went
through the usual experience associated with untried pieces. Sent to

one that aspiring play-

wrights

various managers they were as invariably returned. On the basis that a
prophet is without honor in his own country, Mr. Davies resolved to try
the foreign

field.

Before long "Cousin Kate" was produced in London

with such signal success that the American rights were immediately
gobbled up for Ethel Barrymore's use.

The
first

George Bernard Shaw as a theatrical factor was
American audiences by Richard Mansfield. "Arms

brilliant satire of

introduced to

Man"

and the

was

finally

Devil's Disciple," but

He had

grasped and appreciated, and so was "The
it came to "Candida" Mansfield halted.

when

already imported Janet Achurch for the

title

role

and the comedy

was rehearsed only

to be

abandoned

said at the time, could not decide

at the last

moment. The

which was the more

star,

characteristic

manner

of studying a police

mystery

was

the Minister or the Poet.

Then, too, the merits of the piece were urged
upon Daniel Frohman as a splendid vehicle for Annie Russell, but Mr.
Frohman refused to bite. These indecisions, however, were fortunate
indeed for Mr. Arnold Daly, as it gave that enterprising young actor
an opportunity to demonstrate his faith in the comedy.
Richard Ganthony had an experience that would have disheartened
most young authors. About every player of note in this country at one
time or another had

Henry Miller had
it

it

"A

Message from Mars" under consideration.
came and begged him to get
was peacefully reposing, as he had no other copy

so long that the author

out of storage where it
Miller fished

in existence.

English managers.

it

out and Ganthony tried his luck with the

Charles Hawtrey finally produced

it

and has prac-

been playing nothing since.
playwright should never be discouraged

tically

A

Ninety-nine managers
bring

it

declare

it

if his
play be rejected.
worthless, the one hundredth may

forth into the triumphal limelight of success.

of advice

is,

your banner
"it."

may

There

never destroy a play.
it is

will

another bit

success has perched upon
general becomes the belief that you are

how
many demands

astonishing

be

And

Once

for plays you couldn't possibly find
the time to write, but out of that trunk of manuscripts may be dug pieces
that will not only bring in money, but which critics will declare "mark

the splendid advance

Mr. Blank

he has become such a

brilliant

is

achieving in the profession of which

example."

EDWARD FALES COWARD.

Byron, N. Y.

Mr. Holmes'

it

effective role

Mr. Holmes thinks Miss Faulkner (Jane Laurel) the sweetest thing on earth

WILLIAM GILLETTE IN "SHERLOCK HOLMES," AT THE EMPIRE THEATRE

Scenes in "The School for Husbands/ at Wallack
9

Lady Belinda (Alice Fischer)
LADY BELINDA: "And do I bid you all good night 1"

Betty (Lucy Ashton)

Sir

John Manners

LaJy

LORD FOPPINGTON

PRINCE ASSAM: "Plead my

Airish

(Grace Filkins)

(Joseph KilgourJ

cause, fair lady !"

"
:

Tell him, dear

Lady Manners, you

me

s

Capt. Lovell (Wilfrid North)

Lord Fopping^ton
(Jameson Lee Fmney)
did not give

f

Clarissa

the Regent's

(Frances Stevens)
"
snuff box

LADY BELINDA:

"Jealous, Sir

Prince Assam
(Arthur Forrest)

John?"

Lady Tattle
(Mrs. Goldfinch)

FAMOUS FAMILIES
OF

AMERICAN PLAYERS
No. 7

THE WALLACKS

Lester Wallack as Benedick

Lester Wallack in 1880

Wallack family extend from the time
grandmother was, at one period of the

theatrical claims of the

THE

of Garrick, for Lester's

great tragedian's career, his leading lady.

The

active years of

the two important representatives, James William and his son, John
Johnstone, cover well nigh a century, during which they both became

associated with those persons

what

Wallack's

"

who have made America's dramatic

history

has but to glance at the portraits contained in Lester

One

it is.

Memories

of Fifty Years," to realize how far-reaching the
and though, at the present time, unlike

acquaintance of this family was;
the other

famous families

attention,

much

most valued

As

of

American

players,

has been added by that

name

no Wallack claims our
to

what we hold as our

(1810), but

it

won him

recognition, and thereafter, until his first trip to America in
became more and more prominent in such roles as Petruchio,
Mercutio and Benedick. He was likewise, at this time, a friend of
Byron's, who was a member of a committee for the management of

1818, he

Drury Lane, from the early summer of 1815 to the spring of 1816.
These pioneers of our stage had the inestimable value always of being
brought close to the greatest of artists. Wallack was familiar with Kean's
Shylock;

theatrical tradition.

he heard Elliston at his best; Kemble, Munden, Mathews,
Mrs. Siddons and others equally as

the line began well,
William Wallack and his

noted,

actors,

for both

wife, Elizabeth Field Granger,

brought to him the flavor of that
golden age. Yet one would imagine
Wallack's genius to be something

had

whether the fact that William was

famed

he came in contact with.

His mother, as lead with Garrick,

won considerable applause at Astin London. Inley's Amphitheatre
not record
does
deed, biography
for his

made any decided

does not seem that young Wallack

impression until after the reopening of Drury Lane, October 12, 1812;
it was then that his Laertes to the Hamlet of Charles Lamb's Elliston

native;

in

family,

the

accounts

all

word

actor

anything to do with his desire to see

Navy,
James William,
where an opening as midshipman
could have been his for the asking;
whether in the case of John
Lester, it had anything to do with

William, after his

in the

Suffice

Army.

of acting these
It is

act

it

remarkably varied

to

a Dr. Granger, and her

Mrs.

to the

stage

Edmund Simpson and
excellence,

to

as

James William, born August 24, in
the year 1795, the most authentic

Collection,

LESTER WALLACK as the Prince of Wales

in

it

his father

There followed an engagement

at the

1822,

America,

accident

for

in 1824,

for

which

life.

Returning
he became stage

Drury Lane, under the

mond. That

that when

two hundred dollars

believe

in

New York and

Dublin Royal Hibernian Theatre

fact

besides creating the

parts of Edgar, MacdufF,

"Henry IV

under the notice of Sheridan, and the next two years found him at
Drury Lane, until that house was burned down oh February 24, 1809.

some

where

was

visit to

an

Edmund Kean,

T. Allston Brown

shown by the

theatre,

It

trip.

second

guidance of Elliston, and in 1827,
played lago to the Othello of

to have been in 1 794, when Astley's Amphiand mother were both playing, was burned
down. His stage career began when he was four, in a production of
"Black Beard" at the Royal Circus, which afterwards became the
London Surrey Theatre. Even at the early age of twelve, he came

date, though

England

manager

Mrs.

was

his

made him lame

Bancker.

The Wallack, par

first

when on

Philadelphia,

She, in turn, had two

known

ing this

by stage between

York Park Theatre during the season 1805-6, was called "the Jordan
children,

Don

that he broke his leg while travelling

daughter by this alliance was the
Mrs. Jones who, playing at the New

of America."

:

Bazan, Rolla in Sheridan's "Pizarro," and even "Coriolanus," dur-

German

Wallack, Esq.
Wallack's wife had been previously

married

His range was
Caesar de

seriously considered.

melodrama was once published
of the

James

first

Hamlet, Romeo, Macbeth
and Richard III, in which he was

recorded somewhere that a two-

"The Pilot
Ocean," by W. H.

too

roles of

alone inherited.

entitled

is

appearance in
America, September 7, 1818 (the
Old Park Theatre) undertook the

to say that the art

two

become

to

familiar with his audience.

the

for

preference

W'allack

Lester

or

youthful

picturesque

personal charm, exuberance
which Ireland believes led

of spirit,

his

this

oftenest used to characterize each

maritime roles had

his son,

of

he

and Rich-

was

popular is
in
the
elder
closed
season
the
Mathews,
1828,

company, gave him a silver service.
When he returned to America in 1828, he went to the Philadelphia
Arch Street Theatre. In the same city, at the time, were Forrest (at the
Walnut), and Cooper (at the Chestnut), a fact which brought Wallack

in behalf of the

nightly, a

good salary

for the period.

In 1832, and

from 1834 to 1836, Wallack returned to the other side; but his interests
were becoming more and more American; in the

New York

Mirror for
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May 28, 1836, appeared the announcement that Mr. Wallack would give
one thousand dollars for a good play by an American. Some believe
that N. P. Willis's "Tortesa, the Usurper,"- given its first production
April

8,

was the belated

1839,

ural conformation of his head, throat

20,000. Wallack's brother,
Henry, while not having a pronounced career, was varied in his character

name, came under the actor's regime, with his brother
but on the evening of September 23, 1839,
Henry
when Charles Kean was booked to play Richard III, the house was
burned down, and Wallack had to go to Niblo's Garden, for a short
in

l

Don

hit as

Cresar;

portraits:

New

the "Man-in-the-Iron-Mask," Hamlet, Sir Peter Teazle,

Coriolanus, Squire Broadlands, in "A Country Squire," and Anthony
Absolute. In turn, Henry's son, James W. Wallack, Jr., a most magnetic actor, played Fagin, in which Henry had appeared, and won favor
as Mercutio, and Mathias, in "The Bells," besides forming an integral

Princess

unit in the stock

and then the

WILLIAM WALLACK*

next season he v/as back at the old

Park Theatre,

London

at the

I

I

1851)

(d.

Henry's

d.

preJame W. Wallack, Jr.* JuUa*

sented his nephew, James W. Walthat he made his last
lack, Jr.;

cember

23,

Moorhouse)

Theatre (De1839). Fanny was an

uncommon

actress of

(Mrs. Charles

(Mrs.Hoskins)

(1818-1873)

Mrs. Alfred Wigan

Fanny* (1822-1856)

at

New Chatham

the

I

London Haymarket, he

their de"buts with their

"The Hunchback,"

father in

|

Fanny and

daughters,

made

Julia,

James William* (1795-1864) Mary* (d. N. 0. 1834) Elizabeth*
Henry* (1700-1870)
m. i. Fanny Jones* (d. 1836) m. Susan Johnstone (d. 1851) (Mrs. Stanley; Mrs. Hall) (Mrs. Pinin. 2. Miss Turpin*
cott)

;

the

company, which

made Wallack's Theatre so famous.

II

m. Elizabeth Field* [Granger]

York. So the

the varied changes occurred until
the year 1851 then it was that, at

Mr. Wallack presented a remarkable

Mrs. Wallack brought with her a dowry of

as stage manager;

During 1843 we fi n( mm stage manager
Theatre, where he made a decided

chest,

Wallack had been married, since 1817, to the daughter of John Johnstone, himself a singer of sweet quality and popular manner; the young

result.

September 4, 1839, the New York National Theatre, at the corner
of Church and Leonard Streets, the first Wallack Theatre in history,

season.

and

specimen of manly beauty."

On

though not

119

excellence,

being, for the season of

1847-8,

I

m.

appearance before London audiences as St. Pierre in Knowles's

"The Wife;" and
decided (o

Sefton*

*Members of the family who became actors.

New York.

lady

leading

i

.

The

the

at

Broadway

Theatre, and Julia was best noted
for her music, which found outlet

JOHN LESTER WALLACK* (1820-1888)

that he definitely

settle in

Ann Duff Waring

family properly ends with Lester.

English and Italian opera.
Henry Wallack was divorced from
in

The outcome of this last decision

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE
was the building, from the wreck
his first wife.
of John Brougham's Lyceum
whose checkered career had stretched
Regarding the other members of the elder Wallack's family,
from December 23, 1850, to March 17, 1852 -the first Wallack's
Mary played in heavy parts and came to America, where, as Mrs. Hill,
Theatre to be so called. The actor's life was now closely identified with
she appeared at the Chatham Theatre, June n, 1827. Elizabeth never
the success of his theatres.

Down on Broome

Street

and Broadway he

opened his new home September 8, 1852, with Morton's "The Way to
Get Married," and his stock company comprised, beside himself, Lester

W. R.

Blake, John Brougham, Malonia Pray (afterwards Mrs.
Florence), and, for a short time, Laura Keane. When, in 1861, he

Wallack,

W. J.
came up

to the Thirteenth Street Theatre, on Broadway, and started
another Wallack's Theatre, the course of James William, as an active
person, was well nigh ended. On the opening night, September 25, there

was acted Tom Taylor's "The New President," a timely title, considering the march of historical events. Even before this, however, Wallack
had ceased to act, his last original role being studied early in 1859, in his
son's

drama, "The Veteran," while on

the final time as Benedick in

May
"Much Ado."

14, 1859,

he appeared for
in 1862, he

Once more,

came

the

of this actor speak of his voice, rich and sonorous, all
attractive because of his clear articulation
of his rapid move-

more

;

ments, which occupied the whole stage; and of his temperament, which
was keenly and nervously alive. As he was on the stage, so he was off
the dramatic always en evidence.

James H. Hackett has sketched

this

early portrait of his contemporary:

His figure and bearing were very distingue; his eye was sparkling; his hair dark,
curly and luxuriant; his facial features finely chiseled; and, together with the nat-

of his

most successful

was the actor

could play the melancholy

Edward Mortimer

roles

was

in

"

Memories of

I

owe much

of

my success

Wallack and

to the elder

to Rachel.

Wallack showed

the necessity of conveying at a rehearsal what you intend to do at night, and the
importance of paying strict attention to the minutest details. He was one of the

most thorough stage managers

I

ever met."

John Johnstone Wallack was born
so near the verge of either

as a

New

Year's

gift

(1848), since he adopted

day

also.

His

first

that

;

day
a doubt

January

appearance

at

midnight on December 31, 1819,

it

was doubtful whether he did not

set at rest
i,

in

by himself

in after years

1820, the

day being his wife's
America was literally a disappear-

Broadway Theatre (September 27, 1847), ne ^e " through
a trap-door while playing "Used Up," a most appropriately named
farce. At this time he called himself John Wallack Lester, for he was
ance, for at the

determined to win his way without aid of his father's prestige. During
this season of 1847-8, he took such roles as Captain Absolute, Sir
Mercutio.
ing.

Blount in Bulwer's "Money," Osric in "Hamlet," and
Before this, young Wallack had obtained considerable train-

He had

played abroad with his father, as Angelo in "Tortesa, the

Fifty Years."

Copyright, Charles Scribner's Sons
National Theatre
Broadway and Broome Street

THE FOUR THEATRES

IN

"The

me

TV

From

in

Douglas Jerrold's

stage manager, and E. A. Sothern has
a tribute to his ability in this line:

Frederick

"

who

all

for his merciless Shylock,

"Rent Day." He was a model
left

birth

left

One

Iron Chest."

home, 210 East Fourteenth
records

Caesar;

corned}' of Jacques, as well as the part of Sir

come

The

Don

as well as for his romantic

stepped before the curtain to deliver a short address; but, after that, he
lived in comparative retirement until hisdeath on Christmas, 1864, at his
Street.

But the representative of them

to this country.

whose career has been traced, who was famed

Broadway and i3th

Street

NEW YORK MANAGED BY THE WALLACKS

Broadway and ?oth

Street
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Usurer," and also as Macduff and Richmond.

had

Benedick

his first experience as

At Manchester he had
Helen

to the inspiring Beatrice of

cutio,

he had even, in 1845, unexpectedly assumed
when Charlotte Cushman

played

Romeo

Faucit;

the role of

Mer-

the tone of one

who has been used

to the business for

from the

naively, "he's

no actor!" Wallack

who spoke of him

himself used to

tell this tale

thereby winning praise
great tragedienne,
as "the coming young

man." Just

At the Thirteenth
Lester

Wallack

Lester

At the Chatham Theatre (July 17,
1848) he won praise for his Don
Cesar; at the Broadway Theatre

"Ours"

Edmund

in

1866);

19,

"Home"

in

8,

1869);

Scrap of Paper." The house closed
on April n, 1881. During its his-

During 1849 he
two of his

Dantes.

Chalcote,

in

the active part of

for

Grey, in

Henry Beauclerc,
"Diplomacy" (April n,
1878), while on March 10, 1879, he
played Prosper Couramont in "A
(December

credit-

melodrama, "Monte Cristo," gave

him scope

(December
White

Colonel John

on Christmas, 1848, the

then,

Hugh

1863);

30,

able Cassio to the Othello of Forrest;

and

new

assumed
Elliott

own "Rosedale" (September

his

28,

Street Theatre,

continually

characterizations:

steadily rose in public favor as a
player, a dramatist and a manager.

1848) he was a

with con-

siderable glee.

before leaving England, he appeared
as Dazzle in "London Assurance."

(August

"An

years.

Wallack, peeping through the gate.
"Oh," exclaims Peter, smiling

to her sister's Juliet,

Thereafter,

many

actor," Wallack promptly responds. "We don't allow actors in here,"
answers Peter, with a little scorn. "Why, there's Brougham," exclaims

it

tory,

gathered

names:

together

many

Charles

Fisher

presented to the public

notable

pieces: "The Three Guardsmen" (November 12), with himself

(1861); John Gilbert (1862); E. L.

own

Dunn

This was

the Aramis.

J. W. Wallack,
Charles
James Mathews,
(1865);

Davenport (1865);

Mr. Lester) the d'Artagnan;
(still
W.
Wallack, Jr., the Athos; John
J.
Gilbert the Porthos, and James
as

Jr.

(1872)

and H.

;

Here, also

J.

Montague

on December

was given "Oliver

fol-

(1874).

27,

1867,

Twist,"

with

W.

lowed by the "Four Musketeers, or
Ten Years After" (December 24).

Wallack, Jr., as Fagin DavenJ.
Bill Sykes; Rose Eytinge as
as
port

Wal-

Nancy; and George Holland, as
Bumble. It was likewise in the

Beginning September
lack
ton's

1850,

2,

became associated with BurChambers Street Theatre, and

during his

two seasons' stay

he appeared

in

many

proposed mounting "The Shau-

most

graun."

The Wallack Theatre, which

worthy being Charles Surface and

Andrew Aguecheek.
From this time on, Lester Wailack's career became one with the
Sir

among

Orlando, Bassanio,

"Two

Schloss,

N. Y.

to

still

FLORENCE DAVIS

others; besides

diverse

De Rameau

One, or The King's Visit" (December

6,

:

Don Pedro,
own play,

in his

1854); Peveril, in his

when he

retired.

May

29, 1886,

17,

1856);

Leon Delmar,

in

14,

1861),

Man " and, finally,
Wyndham Otis, in
;

public,

succession,

we

company became
actors.

many

Keene, E. A. Sothern as

the

purse.

Laura

"

hard

Douglas Stuart,"
Mrs.
Placide, George
Holland,

Henry
John Wood, Mary Gannon and
Germon, besides John Brougham,

Peter.

He
the

is

at

the

garden,

he

threshold,

catches

"Who

are

you?"

ever

to equal:

;

Vanderfelt; Bernardo, Herbert Kelcey; Francisco,
Frank Mordaunt; First Actor, Joseph Wheelock;
Second Actor, Milnes Lavick; First Grave-digger,

story

Second Grave-digger, W. J.
Harry Edwards;
Ophelia,
Helena Modjeska; The Queen, Gertrude Kellogg;
The Player Queen, Rose Coghlan.
Joseph Jefferson;
Florence;

where,
of

inquires Peter, in

will

;

Priest,

This was the

Brougham, walking up and down. "May
I come in ?" Wallack asks, in his debonnaire
way.

historic benefit

Ghost of Hamlet's
Lawrence Barrett; King Claudius, Frank
Mayo; Polonius, John Gilbert; Laertes, Eben
Plympton; Horatio, John A. Lane; Rosencranz,
Charles Hanford Guildenstern, Lawrence Hanley
Osric, Charles Koehler;
Marcellus, Edwin H.

who

sight

But the

Hamlet, Edwin Booth;

takes us to the gates of Heaven, where
Wallack stands begging admission of Saint

within

he made a

21, 1888,

father,

Effie

continued to hold his power.
An amusing anecdote is preserved about

Brougham and young Wallack. The

May

remain that of Wallack's, where "Hamlet"
was acted by this cast, which it would be

In quick

mentioned

find

when, on

together to aid Joseph Holland, and they
made him richer in friends as well as in

which presented "Jessie Brown." During
starting point for

New York Grand

"She Stoops

curtain speech during his famous benefit.
Recently, the actors banded themselves

local

drama, "Central Park." When the theatre
closed on April 29, 1861, he was in the cast
those days, this stock

appearance at the

Thereafter he was seen but once more in

(February
his

last

to Conquer,"
Opera House,
with
Gilbert and
playing young Marlow,
Mme. Ponisi as Mr. and Mrs. Hardcastle.

Veteran" (January 17, 1859); Manuel, in
his adaptation from "The Romance of a

Poor Young

years

in

"The

his

five

he made his

comedy, "First Impressions" (September

Street,

January 4, 1882, and was managed
by Wallack until October, 1887,

much was done to uphold the presWallack
was advancing in years. On
"young"

In those

tige of former fame; but

is

Broadway and
was opened on

a landmark on

Thirtieth

Gran'lniece of Jefferson Davis. President of the Southern Confederacy.
Miss Davis was a
Kentucky sotietv girl before Roing on the stage. She is "now starring under the
"
of
Mrs.
H.
in
C.
a
called
The
management
De.Mille
piece
Player Maid

managed by his father and
At the Broome Street house, his roles were

theatres
himself.

Boudcault

office of this theatre that

there,

parts, the

;

Wallack,

who

ford, Conn.,
Sarony

HARRY WOODRUFF
This interesting young actor is now leading man at Proctor's
5th Avenue Theatre Stock Company

final

curtain

died at his

home

on September

6,

MONTROSE

for

Lester

near Stam-

1888.
J.

MOSES.
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ARNOLD DALY

success on the metropolitan stage with unprecedented rapidity. Less than a decade ago, Mr. Daly was an office boy in the employ of Charles
Frohman. He first attracted attention as an actor in "Puddin' Head Wilson," with Frank Mayo, and later was seen in "Hearts Aflame," "The Bird and the Cage," and other pieces. No special
recognition, however, was accorded him until he himself organized a little band of players and produced at the Berkeley Lyceum George Bernard Shaw's play, "Candida," a piece which had been

The young actor-manager who has achieved

going begging for years.

prompted Mr. Daly

The

clever

work

of

Mr. Daly and

to devote himself henceforth to

his associates in this piece attracted much attention, and Sh;;\v's superficial yet brilliant satire became the topic of the hour.
"
You Never Can Tell," which he is now presenting at the Garrick Theatre, was his next production.
pieces, and

Shaw

His success

SHOWING THE MAGNIFICENT TEMPLES WHICH GERMANY ERECTS TO THE DRAMATIC ART
building on the left is the Hof Theatre, of Munich. The building on the right is the Prinzregenten Theatre, al?o of Munich. Over the entrance to the Hof Theatre are colossal figures representing the
"
"
Muses. In the square in front is a statue of Bavaria's first King. Over the portal of the Prinzregenten Theatre are inscribed the simple words: DER DEUTSCHEN KUNST (Dedicated to German Art.)

The

Possart Germany's
the

AMONG

many distinguished
name and strong

boasts, the

players of which the German stage
personality of one man stands out

pre-eminent, not alone by virtue of high official position, but by
achievements as well. Ernst von Possart completes this

own

his

Famous Actor-Manager

artistic

his sixty-fourth year, an age when most men are ready to relinon the
the
responsibilities of active life to younger men and rest
quish
laurels they may have gathered in the course of their career. But Pos-

month

sart

and hard worked as he ever was,

as active

is

full

of

new

ideas

and

hands and

mouth

feet noticeably small.

manager and director

noted

Prinz-Regenten

during the

Theatre,

of

is

Cyclus,

and

in the winter

flexible,

gifted

man.

the

Mr.

is

the stern-faced Possart, with his satyr-like

and expression.

cast of features

There

a great difference of opinion in
and
even in Munich, as to whether
Germany

the

where,

Possart

summer, the great Wagnerian
held, in the spring the Schiller

Festival

and

the younger of the two and his
personality breathes more geniality, simplicity and kindness of heart than that of

is

sole

large

and humorously

Conreid

he one of Germany's most
actors, but he is the Royal Intendant of all the Court Theatres in Munich.
is

The mouths

of the born orator, actor

famous

He

and the Prinz-Regenten

Strangely enough, there is a slight resemblance in their looks. They
are about the same height, short and inclined to be a trifle heavy. The
foreheads are massive and intellectual, the eyes deep set, alert, keen,
watchful. The hair thick, brushed back and worn a little long. The

constantly adding to instead of diminishing
his artistic labors and responsibilities.

Not only

New York

Metropolitan Opera House of
Theatre of Munich.

is

is

or

is

not a great actor, yet

all

who

have come under the influence of his extra-

months a number

ordinarily domineering personality, with

its

of classical plays are produced, and he is
also manager of the Hoftheatre, the old

repellant magnetism, acknowledge that he

Munich Opera House. The arduous
labors demanded by such a position, the

mous

tremendous capacity for business required,
the tact and diplomacy needed, to say

will

is

those

talent,

man

a

of enor-

power.
His knowledge of his art (as he understands it) is indisputable, even though he
has shown little marked originality, in

and comprehension, excepting by

who hold

man

of

portentious powers of
and
of
intense
and indomitable
authority,

nothing of the profound knowledge of art
and music necessary, almost beggar description

a very remarkable

either his ambitions, his work, or

similar offices.

expression.

He

is

a

man

to

whom

form of
the tech-

and

a curious similarity between the
career of Ernst von Possart and that of

nical perfections are of the

Conreid. Possart was born in
and Conreid in a small town not far
from Vienna. Both are entirely self-made
men, who have worked their way, unaided,
to the summits of their individual ambi-

Possart, in his long stage career of fortyfour years, has not only impressed himself
as an actor on the whole face of artistic

There

is

most

Heinrich
Berlin

tions,

by

their

unlimited

concentration,

clear-sightedness,
gifts.

the

Both
stage

extraordinary

as

Europe, but he has earned lasting fame for
on behalf of the now

established Prinz-Regenten Theatre.

Crown Prince

labor,

and unique and varied

youth decided to follow
their profession and both

in early

eventually become noted personalities
the German and American worlds of art.
the most perfect enunciators of the

people, are
Photo, Boll, Berlin

ERNST VON POSSART

This celebrated German actor wa s knighted
created Intendant of

all

for his services,

the court theatres of

Munich

and

actors they are considered

German tongue, together with Kainz,

Levintsky and Sonnenthal, and both at last stand as Impresarios of the
two most important Opera Houses in the world (Bayreuth excepted), the

more than

The

and the Bavarian

liberal

where

art is

monument

;

but a

man

of strenuous will

work was needed to keep the scheme alive and throbbing,
vitality into it, and by well-balanced practical knowledge to

and powers
to infuse

of Bavaria,

concerned, and both contributed royally to
the building and sustenance of this beautiful

in

As

last

his untiring efforts

powers of

infinite

first,

vital import.

of

urge it on to its eventual fulfillment.
Possart was born in Berlin, May 1 1, 1841. His parents desired him to

T

Munich

Grainer,

Lili

H E THEATRE M

Lutzel,

Marberg

in the role of

AC, A Z

INE

Lutzd, Munich

Munich
Fraulein Dandier as

Salome

Fraulein Berndl as Marie Stuart

Magda

THREE ACTRESSES WHO ARE GREAT FAVORITES
follow the profession of a minister. At a very early age he evinced quick
and unusual mimetic powers. For a short period in his boyhood he
served as an apprentice in a book-store. He showed even then his. tremendous capacity for work and an earnest ambition and passionate love for classical literature. The inherent love for the drama, which

strongly in all Semitic temperaments, eventually led
that
precarious profession as his life's work. His path was
adopt

manifests

him

to

itself so

difficulties, and he had a long and arduous fight
before attaining the position which he now fills. Probably, as is often
the case with unusually successful men, he little dreamed of the great

not one unbeset with

and honor which awaited him. He commenced the study of his
by placing himself under the guidance of some dramatic teachers, at
that time well known in Berlin. His first professional engagement took
place in Breslau, in 1861, and after many years of that strenuous experiposition

art

ence which every
of roles,

artist

on the German stage must go through,

Munich

in theatres all

told of his early struggles in that city,

and

much

so

in all sorts

over the German-speaking world, he came to
to seek an engagement. There are many pathetic anecdotes

and

is

demanded

where the

of the actor.

art standards are so high,

His stature was very much

against him, and his extremely self-confident individuality antagonized
those in authority. But his genuine talents and indomitable ambition

broke through

and
a

IN

GERMANY

away, and sojourned elsewhere, making his absence keenly felt. He was
recalled, decorated, honors were heaped on him, the crowds flocked to

welcome him back, and eventually he received the highest honors an
artist can attain; he was knighted, and made the "Koniglichen Intendant" of all the Court theatres. His power now is absolute and indisputable.

In 1887 Herr von Possart came to America, playing at the Thalia
Theatre. He also visited us later, appearing at the German Theatre in
Irving Place.
tions,

and

He

the

at

place constantly during the winter. He does not often act now outside of
Munich, but on his tours gives his far-famed Schiller and Goethe even-

In Munich he acts about three times a week during the winter, at a
number of special performances in the summer at the Prinz-regenten,
and in the spring takes part in the great Schiller Cyclus.
The extraordinary number of roles he has interpreted from the beginning of his career are too numerous to be annotated here. The ones
which have brought him the most fame are those in which he appeared
ings.

in

America, namely, Shylock, King Lear, Macbeth, Julius Ca-sar,
Malvolio, Richard III., Napoleon, Freund Fritz, Mephistofeles, Nathan
the Wise, Wurm, Behrent, Hermann Gessler in "Wilhelm Tell," and
Octavio

him

It

Hof-

lic,

to

and

and

actor

Criticism

his intense con-

scientiousness

of

vivid im-

as an artist of potent, intel-

on

He

years,

more

and

all differ

beauty, morals,
ideal

the

rated
his

wide influence

his

a crucial

opinion and

We

ion Possart

more
each
on
the
minds
of
his
yearand
audiences,
exerting a

is

though

at

the

Then,
moment, he went

is

much

over-

artist

and

an

as

diplomacy as a business

man

in the the-

atrical element.

ever a matter

stage is another
man's bane. In our opin-

of

impressing himself

art,

Intendant,

and one man's

etc.,

remained

Munich a number

is

impression.

about

in

been

elocutionist.

personal

personations soon raised
himself to the front ranks

lectual gifts.

of

capacities

make himself
the Munich pubto

and by

has

granted the present writer
to see Possart in his various

was not long before

known

"Piccolimini."

in

Opportunity

theatre.

he began

visits to

London, chiefly to give recitaand
Austria
to the large cities, take
German}'

pays frequent

his tours over

all barriers,

at length secured

position

123

latter

Munit h, famous

for its fine

Rococo decorations

years,

scenery, especially

Shakespearean

ductions, leaves
Interior of the Residenz T.. outre,

al-

underrated,
of

much

in

proto be
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and herein his business faculty is at fault, for scenery of the
decorative and realistic kind is at high water mark in Germany and
desired,

and one does not soon forget those rare productions
Hof Burg Theatre in Vienna, etc. He also
has that very human failing which consumes some
Austria,

to

be seen

"italics

and

approach of their decline; he fears
an usurper, and consequently has not made

some other younger
place when he is unable

at the Residenz is of

cellence, but scarcely bears
its

individual

haus, or so

many

comparison (except

members)

in

He

open

in

luminous imagi-

Possart
all

soul, .are

treatise

and

which infuses

all his work, his wonderfully trained voice (every inflection
of which we are told hestudiedat the piano) and his domineering intellect,
there is ever a lack of spontaneity. The study is too self-evident, the vast

labor attendant, pushed to the fore in a too egotistical opinion of its
worth, as who should say, "See, how great is my profundity here; watch
the effect of this most subtle trick." One is never by any chance moved
;

well

known

employed

members

days, appeal much, having been selected from the mass of persuasive
adjectives for idealization, to the detriment of others more delicate and

many nowadays,

in art, life

and

politics, is

"Be

be forgiven you."
All that Possart touches is precise, clear-cut, definite (and herein lies
the chief source of his success as an artist). It is an art wherein one can
see the springs at

Lutzel,

will

work an

Munich

;

art that

is

over-punctuated.

Copyright, Elvira,

STURZ

Munich

SALFNER

Everything

He

to

need description here, but a word about the company
Residenz may be of interest. It is certainly a notable

at the

put on, such as Suderman's "Heimath," Hauptman's
Heinrich," Ibsen's "Doll's House," etc. The most prominent
is

of the

company

are:

FRL.

FIVE FAVORITE PLAYERS AT

"Arme
women

Fraulein Berndl, Frl. Brunner, Frl.

Reubke,
Swoboda, Frl. von Hagen and Frau ConradDandier,
Ramlo. Among the men are Herr. Lutzenkirchen, Sturz, Salfner,Wohlmuth, Schroeder, Suske, Basil, Schneider and Hausser, the last named
Frl.

Frl.

being the finest

Munich, and
all

artist

in his line

in the company, probably the finest artist in
one of the finest actors in Germany. He plays

Possart's roles, but his most

famous interpretation

is

Falstaff.

GERTRUDE NORMAN.

is in

Copyright, Elvira,

has also written several plays

(two of

and technical authority, which
of
little house. Mostly classical
the
wide
this
famous
keeps up
repute
a
are
but
modern play by some noted
occasionally
plays
produced here,
author

creed of

living

collection of artists, of vast experience

Two words epitomize Herr
absorbing and^ conceiving the tragedy.
"
"
Possart's work,
strenuousness and "virility," qualities which, these

strenuous, and much

one of the greatest

which were produced in Munich this last
winter) and has translated and adapted many
both
from
the
French
and English.
plays,
The Prince Regent Theatre and the Hof Theatre are playhouses too

one somehow never expects to be; the critical faculties are coldly alert.
The heart of the player, one imagines, has never throbbed, even when

The

is

on how to produce the plays of the great
His numerous writings fill many pub-

lished volumes.

POSSART AS JULIUS C.ESAR

declamatory powers, his dry, pervasive humor,

humane.

He

on

dramatist.

left

Baumann, Munich

Despite Possart's trenchant, melodramatic

the

a constant student of the literature of

is

countries.

authorities

genius of the artist's interpretation, we are the
belter able to understand human nature, life, and
the

we should never have had

He translated
Shakespeare.
Pericles into German, and has also written a long

ing such dramas, the side wherein, through the

of

art,

there are compensations.

deep side,
most play-goers, when witness-

heights and depths
unawakened.

and pene-

The whole

Prinz-Regenten Theatre, and Bavaria would have
lost an invaluable pioneer in the formulating of
the theatrical and operatic elements. In all things

They may register strongly

the

figure of perfect

the diction fluid, musical

perfect

and imaginative

telling points are

of the mental faculties, but the

lies

Max Wil-

man is sublimely that. Possibly if he had possessed those qualities which some find so lacking
in him, those qualities of subtle, elusive, delicate

frankly revealed. The
never
self-conscious,
subtlety
suggestive. The
are
and
as
far as they go
insistent,
conceptions

which

little

trating, but entirely self-conscious.

is

on some

of another's.

presented an imposing

was

with the art of a Duse, Wyndham,
H. Thompson, Mrs. Fiske or Mary Shaw. The

nation are not visible.

and temperament

poise and equilibrium, and had firm control of
all his faculties and forces. His delivery, as usual,

it is

consistent, but the rich gifts of a

Therefore, in spite of his enormous

denbruchs "Hexenlied," accompanied by a large
orchestra, to music composed by Max Schillings.

of the independent theatres in

we now conceive naturalness, on the stage,
The assumption is ever obvious, never cov-

and

probe deeply in to the souls of an

Lately the writer heard Possart recite

ural, as

W.

to

to

habits

exponent. His impersonations are always vivid
and portentious, but seldom quiet and never nat-

tricks

can hope

to the Schauspiel-

In method, Possart follows the old school of acting, of which Sonnenthal is the most notable

ered, as

artist

be more dramatized egotisms of his own
than
nature,
attempts to interpret the life, soul,

unique ex-

Germany.

to be.

to reach, or keep,

seem

The company

entirely

technique, Possart's interpretations fail succinctly
to delve into the crypts of our soul's life. They

to play.

a few of

work

audience.

efforts to secure the services of

take his

is

it

and which the greatest artists
and without which no

scious of them,

artists at the

artist to

say, but

poetry or spirituality, adjuncts which many think
which
superfluous,
many possess, curiously enough, without being con-

at the

and great

Symons would

capitals," as Arthur

lacking in tenderness,

Munich

SWOBODA

Baumann, Munich

LUTZENKIRCHEN

THE RESIDENZ THEATRE, MUNICH

Grainer,

HAUSSER

Munich

I

White,

Byron, N. Y.

N. Y.
As

Pierre, the cripple in

"

The Two Orphans

"

Copyright, B.J.Falk

Mr. Dodson

a hook lover and spends most of
his recreation hoars in his library

Behind the Mask

of

As Cardinal Richelieu

is

in

"

Under

the

Red Robe "

a Great Character Actor

(Chats with Players No. 38)

ACTOR whom

AN

actors reverence

is

E. Dodson.

J.

Not the

accorded those grand old men
and
for Mr.
of the stage, Joseph Jefferson
J. H. Stoddard
veneration due

whom

to age

such as

his intimates call

Dodson,
of life. His work, not his years,
profession's

manual

is

"Doddie" is still on the sunny heights
has won for him the "hats off" of the

as one of the great artists of the world.
illustrious group of artists whose head

Not a
is

'star,'

but of that small and

Coquelin."

Dodson it was for whom the brazen-lunged, barbarously frank
of
Drury Lane Theatre waited twenty minutes after the final curtain
pit
to give him the ovation it believed he deserved for his superb Simomdes
in "Ben Hur." The actor had already divested himself of his garb
and "make-up," as the ancient Hebrew, and was attired in his bathrobe
when he heard the cockney shouts for "Dawdson! Dawdson!" The
E.

actor paled.
ides again ?

Go

before the curtain in a bathrobe

The "make-up'' was

I say!

"Ah,

?

Impossible!

Simon-

to the stage

manager.

"But you must.

And

immaculate
waited.

and

all night if you don't."
was thrusting himself feverishly

street suit of J. E.

Bowing before

it

his hair a startlingly

into the

Dodson, gentleman, the pit bawled

at last, his cravat

had a sidewise

upward turn, but the pit vented

its

and

inclination
satisfaction

and departed.
and many more similar in purport, causes
interviewer to approach Mr. Dodson, in the handsome

in a final, throat-splitting yell of delight

Knowledge

of these events

the most callous

apartment home at the Windsor, with the awe always inspired by supcri
ority. Yet one finds merely an affable gentleman who meets you on your
native heath, and with whom it is joy to spend such part of an
afternoon as he can spare from his studies or his friends or his Bridge
Whist. I have designedly spelled whist with capitals because bridge

own mental

whist

is

"It

is

Mr. Dodson's
the greatest of

games," said

Mr. Dodson, with an expression

what he regarded as an air of sleepiness, but impressed me
as an uncommon alertness. "I was at the Bridge club late last night.
of apology for

It is

who

doesn't

know

It

developed that Mr. Dodson

is

the only one of his cloth

who belongs

Whist Club, which numbers John W. Gates, J. Pierpont
and
half
a dozen other multi-millionaires on its membership roll.
Morgan
Mr. Dodson blushed in rosy delight when he confirmed the rumor that

to the Bridge

Tom

Wheelan, president of the Whist League of America had said
him, sententiously but significantly, "You play beautiful bridge."

And

to

the time that Mr. Dodson was galloping his hobby, I was
with
a woman's singular irrelevancy about his eyes. They are
thinking
not
over
gray,
large, of expression changeful and with the steady brilthat
betokens
a mind extraordinarily alert, and an impressionliancy
ability

all

almost abnormal.

One

sees

them through

glasses, else their con-

Then, ruthlessly dragging him away from bridge, I got him to talk about himself.
Born English, but of spirit intensely American. He had been in
fifteen years and in America he would remain.
actor in the family. His father had belonged to the class

a most fascinating game," and he looked regretfully, and with a

Not another

known

arbi-

England as "gentleman," here as a man of leisure. He was
designed by that father for the law, but, as other fathers before and after
him, he reckoned without the stage. The younger Dodson read Blacktrarily in

London

stone with a

firm,

and went

to court with the barristers for six

months, and the preparation was excellent

for the stage.

He went daily

famous criminal court, the Old Bailey, where the stream of crime
washed up such human debris as is beached at the Tombs and Jefferson
Market Court, New York. He looked upon human nature in the raw.
to that

studied types. He determined to reflect those types. It was the
Bailey that inspired Mr. Dodson to become the fine actor he is.

He

"Through a
obtained

fad.
all

fascination to one

Bridge especially requires an analytical mind. It is a favorite
of
game
many lawyers, notably of United States District Attorney

America

They'll wait

so while Simonides

its

whist

tinuous twinkling would be a bit disconcerting.

the matter of an hour.

you know," he made nervous reply

I can't,

"It would be hard to analyse

who admitted that she knew nothing

Burnett."

of arms.

At a recent dinner of the Lotos Club, Bronson Howard proposed this
toast to the great character actor. "To. J. E. Dodson, whom I regard

J.

shade of reproach at the interviewer,
about this greatest of games.

my

friend of J. L. Toole, the great English comedian, I

first

engagement.

'The Spelling
man. After a few nights I was
star of the piece,

duty of

It

was

Bee.'

in

Manchester. Toole was the

I played a small

cast for 'private

walking gentlebox man.' It was the

performance and ask a series of
Mr. Toole, the audience imagining that the interruption was

this character to interrupt the

questions of

Old
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and
from

Unlike

most

actors,

Mr.

them-

Dodson's

view

genuine

coming
one of

selves

Mr.

Toole made

re-

laugh on the in-

that

terrogator, to the

to the dogs," he

great delight of

said,

the audience.

"But
we have always

my place

I
in

proper

cue

him

by

called

name

(the

name

of his part)
'

Professor

have

highly praised.

had

'May

I

word

a

with

you?'

upon which he
"

May I have a word with my wife ? My answer being yes."
"He then turned to his wife (in the piece) and said, Has the gentleman
'

said,

'

he said 'Then I will
paid his money?' to which she replied, 'Yes,' and
answer his questions.' Being filled with ambition and conceiving the

was not fair for him to
have a word with my wife?'

idea that
I

it

when he asked, May
answered, 'You should never have
'

get all the laughs
I

toward

is

greater

excellence.
There

is,

hue

discovered

trend of

the times

for in-

a

great

and

cry

about the lack of

good stage manin

agers
ica.

Amer-

There are

some

Falk, N. Y.

excellent

Coghlan, and

stage directors in
this

country.

macy." Next

"In

do not know Mr. Belasco, but I should suppose that he is a fine stage
manager. Joseph Humphreys was a good stage manager. So is William
Seymour. And Mr. Erlanger has the best trained ear for a proper reading
knew."
Mr. Dodson brims with enthusiasm. He

I ever

,,"The right attitude of an actor toward the stage
that of devotion," he said. "Unless he loves it

he will not get on in

things,

my

much. Let the audience
to

know you

see your face.

as soon as you

come on

They

expatriate.

They

Guinnion

in

are the best dressed.

is

a

great

a

actor

"The

he

actor,"

great

repeated with reverence. "Yes, yes; I
some find fault with his mannerisms."

know

He

that

raised

a thin, tense forefinger by way of emphasis,
"But he is a great actor in spite of the manner-

Squire," as the quixotic lounger in "Bohemia," as
Cardinal Richelieu in "Under the Red Robe,"
as Radford, the spy, in "All for Her,"

They

are the most delightful conversationalists."
is enthusiastic about Sir Henry Irving.

He
"He

the stage.

"

parts, as

true of everything."

women," said this amiable
"American women are the most

beautiful in the world.

like

And, keep out of the saloons.'
That Mr. Dodson disregarded the first advice
those who have seen him in a few of his phenomenally wide range of

That is

contrast with our

'Remember two

'Don't "make-up" too

boy,' said he.

it.

He is enthusiastic about American women.
"When I go to London I am horrified at the

disillusioned.

not strictly followed.

if

enthusiastic about the

is

That, however, did not prevent the genial Mr. Toole from
giving me two bits of advice that I have remembered,

is

profession of acting.

my inexperience I fondly fancied that I had
was soon

the Yellowstone. Mr. Kyle is now a co-star with Rose
"
appearing with that actress on tour in a revival of Diploseason Mr. Kyle expects to produce a strong American play.

I

words with your wife.' The audience laughed
and Mr. Toole was thrown into confusion.
scored, but I

HOWARD KYLE

As John Ermine of

with

William Bramwell, and whose performance as Ruth Langdon has been

'

The

it.

to

I then

We

that.

always will hear

down

to say,
"

heard

came

me.'

Captain Harrington

smiling

stance,

'

going

cheerily,

he

footlights

hear

is

it

until

and

"

"We

times,

the

playing the leading feminine role in

Mud-

two or three

dle,'

Now

opti-

mistic.

the

CALHOUN

is

which
turned the

the 'box and at

MISS CATHERINE

the stage

plies

took

White, N. Y.

of the future of

isms.

Mathew

That

is

the point.

And

the revolution in

the social status of the actor in England,

"The Bauble Shop," Baron Croodle in
"The Money Spinner," Cayley Drummle in "The

Keber, in

great extent, in

is

due

and

to a

to him.

America,
Irving
refused to accept hospitality extended to him as a
pungent morsel to whet the jaded social aste.

Second Mrs. Tanqueray," and Penguin in "A
Scrap of Paper," as John Weatherby in "Because

'

Him

I

must be invited as Irving the gentleman, not as

So," as Ralph Warriner in
"Miranda of the Balcony," recognize. Pressed

Irving the actor,' he said. When he returned the
hospitality of the Prince of Wales it was in the

about the saloons, Mr. Dodson admitted a slight
acquaintance, but not a close intimacy with them.

same way, not

She Loved

versatility was proven in his early youth,
when, in the play, "The Twins," he doubled as a
drunken waiter and the drunken waiter's brother,

His

Edmund Kean

said to

Samuel Phelps, when he
and that actor a dis-

in the winter of his age

regarded stripling in his

back of the

stage, but as

one

accepted it at last it was because he had been
waited upon by a committee of actors, who
pointed out to him that in the old English law,
never repealed, players are 'rogues and vaga-

a bishop.

was

at the

gentleman entertains another in his club or home.
Three times he refused knighthood. When he

bonds.'

Accept

this

honor offered you and wipe

out the stain, they pleaded, and

company, "Youngster,
some day." Oddly

it

was for
became

his

the world will hear from you

fellow players that Irving, the actor,

enough, Samuel Phelps, in his own age, addressed
the same phrase to the boy who has never out-

Henry Irving, knight. At a great meeting of
actors, when there were on the stage alone three
hundred of his profession, he was presented with

grown

his boyish

nickname,

" Doddie."

Strauss,

Kansas City

ELIZABETH WOODSON
Young California actress who, during the illness of Annie
Russell undertook the star part in Clyde Fitch's plav "The
Girl and the Judge, "'reading it from the mss.on the opening
night, and a few nights later playing a full characterization
.

Sir

Pi

o
w

Q
W
K

u
X

E
H
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a golden casket in which
was an illuminated scroll,

acts of the

bearing the thanks and

ance with his mind. They

the

congratulations of
actors of England."

flow

enthusiasms

man would

is,

what American actress
do you suppose? Fay

"One

Templeton.

is to

burlesque

give all

It

Take

a

in

different

manner from a

society

man, a business man than

And when

a scholar.

by some quirk

at the last.

must

portray in the play.

passion

its

strength to a great emotional scene and turn it
into a joke

display the

certain emotions I

jealousy, for instance!
recluse would reveal that

"To

actresses," he said.

were.

it

A

of the

American

of

greatest

as

out,

Next, I give a great deal
of thought to how such a

Another of Mr. Dodson's

man, naturally

grow out of that acquaint-

have worked out

takes rare

things to

my

all

entire satis-

power to do that and Miss
Templeton has it."
Mr. Dodson has almost

faction, I get outside

none

drubbing."

of the player's

self,

We

boo, first-night nervousIt was Pinero, the

who

who

him

cured

of this dreadful

a severe

critical

spoke of the actor
love with his

in

is

voice, so deeply in love

men-

that he sacrifices part

this para-

tal stuttering,

my-

were, and give

it

myself

buga-

ness.

playwright,

as

I

these

career

those

to

and

two or

lyzing vertigo of the in-

three notes of his adora-

tellect.

tion,

"

Pinero said to

me

which the public
never loves as well as he

one

day before an opening in
one of his plays, Doddie,

thinks

how

epigram

are you feeling about

your part?' 'M-m I
not very
don't know

"'Haven't you

let your voice
your ear."

We

talked of natural-

idea

?'

it

"'Yes.'

MISS

"'And don't you know

'

And

haven't you done the very best you

know how with

the part

?'

that over.

Sure enough.

'Then why be

"Since that time

have never had actual

I

night nervousness.
whether the public will

first

Anxiety about the part ? Yes, for we never know
agree with our conception of the character. But, so far as I am concerned,
I have the consciousness of
having done the best I am able to do with the

and

that

is

a most sustaining sense.

"If I were not perfectly sure of what I intended to do, if I trusted for
one fleeting second to that ignis fatuus, the inspiration of the moment, I
would be the most nervous man on the stage, for I am an exceedingly
nervous, irritable man."

He

smilingly waved aside a

protest.

"Oh,

but I am."
In the serious conclusion of what had been an
illuminating chat, this
one of the most scholarly of actors told me his method of studying a part.
"First, I labor until I am letter perfect. That is a hard task for me,"
he said, ruefully, "for I would never in the world win a prize as a quick
I get the idea quickly

substitute words.

I

enough, but I have a beastly tendency to
have a bad verbal memory. I have to toil at memor-

my parts, but I never begin rehearsing until I am letter perfect. My

next step

what he

to

natural.'

Green room

traditions

Fiddle

that

during

the

Samuel Phelps at Sadler's Wells, London, Phelps, who preceded
Sir Henry Irving in the procession of the great figures of the English
stage, the best actors of the kingdom were in his supporting company.
Yet these actors are cited as having scratched whitewash from the walls

and spreading it upon their faces, scraped a convenient red brick for
rouge, and with the end of a burnt match blackened their eyebrows,
and drew broad, irregular lines where they desired wrinkles. This
finished, they strode to the centre of the stage, flushed with the pride of

afraid?'

izing

The Second

is

days of

letter perfect.

yes.'

'"Then why be afraid?'
"I went home and thought

study.

"

"It

always necessary

relate

'"I have.'

part,

in

'

"'Oh, yes,' for I knew that I was as always
"'Don't you know your "business"?'
"

Donna

is

appear

DOROTHY REVELLE

Recently seen as the Prima

?

'"Oh,

this

not always
feasible to be natural, but

other.

my

this

:

ism and he delivered

'"I don't know.'

the part

and Mr.

delivered

"Don't

not?'

of the part

does,

tickle

well,' I said.

'"Why

it

Dodson

'

is

to get at,

and

into, the mentality of the character, to

thinks, as well as I

The way he walks and

would know

talks, the

it

were he

my own

know

brother.

kind of gestures he uses, the ordinary

duty done.
It

would appear, then, that the

artistry of

makeup

is

modern. Cer-

important branch, which Wilton Lackaye says, having
accomplished well, the actor has played his prologue, no one has ever
excelled J. E. Dodson. And in even so superficial a matter he has
discerned a philosophy. His recipe is like that older one for cooking a
tainly in this

hare, "First catch your hare."
"Find in real life the character

you wish to study."
Mr.
in
fine
old
Dodson
the
drawing room, where quaint furniSeeing
ture and exquisite etchings on the dull toned walls, and the vista of a
large dining room with spacious side board and carved oak table and
of England's
stately high-backed chairs that might have come from one
by way of Scott's novels, and seeing him again in his own
tobacco flavored den which his gracious wife, Miss Annie Irish, permits
oldest castles

keep in all the disarray men demand for their particular belongthe
little sunny room, lined from floor to ceiling with the best books,
ings,
old and new, and the plays, whose tattered covers showed how often and

him

to

had been read, one realized that one had met here that union
we would see in every actor, the man of refinement, the scholar, the
ADA PATTERSON.
easeful, modern man of the world.

avidly they
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Otto Sarony

MARIO N WARD
As Adora

As "

in

Phil

in

You Never Can Tell "

DORIS KEENE
"

GEORGE FARREN

In " You Never Can Tell "

"The Shepherd King "

SUMNER
CARD
"

"
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LILY LORRELL
"

Lately playing an important role in

The

Girl from

As Catherine Fulton in

Kays

"

The Other

EDWARD MACKAY"

Leading man with Mary Mannering in

'

Girl

Nancy

Stair

?

Armstrong

IDA BROOKS
"

Prima-donna in

HUNT
Woodland

"

Tn

"

LOUISE LE BARON

LILLIAN REED

The Chinese Honeymoon "

Lately seen at the

PLAYERS RECENTLY SEEN ON THE METROPOLITAN STAGE

Broadway with

Fritzi Scheff

'

Maurice Barrymore Actor, Scholar and Wit
By Henry
T IS with considerable trepidation that I attempt

I

to catch

any of the myriad glints of color which combined to make
the personality of poor Maurice Barrymore one of the

most picturesque and lovable men I have ever known,
and to set them down here calmly in prosaic lines of cold
But, as the French say, "a. chaque saint sa chan-

tvpe.

and these all inadequate words of mine may possibly
serve some purpose if they throw a shaft of light upon the
delle,"

many admirable
Copvright,

and

Dupont

HENRY MILLER
of those

Miller

of the
his

man

will long

remain an ever present pleasure to dwell upon. We,
foot-lights, will miss the brilliant flashes of his

comrades behind the

wit that were wont to set the dinner table in a roar.
called him,

was extremely popular with

to sacrifice personal
to

be dull

in

require a good memory to recall them
as a middleweight amateur boxer, he

a

of

Famous

was

essentially a

the privilege

of his acquaintance.

woman

has been frequently said that Barrymore was a squanderer of his time and

his reply.

It

talents,

friend,
"

and the good-humored

who

jest of

in his university

days

was asked why he restrained himself.
"Every blow struck in defence of a

fellow player, for the benefit

who were denied

all.

manly, chivalrous
man. Once, when livid with rage at a reflection cast upon a woman he knew, he

qualities

characteristics

"Barry," as we

He was

ever ready
comfort to good fellowship, and it was impossible
his company. His witticisms were celebrated, and it would
his fellows.

is

a dent in her reputation," was

Another time he had a dispute with a

a

boastful bully in a

wrote:

Broadway

who

cafe",

said:

He lived in the land of going to
And left with nothing begun."

was misunderstandingly

"If

do,

I

had you

in Texas, I'd

blow your

head off!"
"

seized

upon to
gifted man.

epitomize the career of this
Yet who can say with truth that the

Then your courage is merely a matter

of longitude," answered Barry, urbanely.
His power of repartee was, indeed,

life

of

Maurice Barrymore was without acThe distinction he
complishment?

remarkable. There was a painting called

achieved as an actor would satisfy the
ambition of most of his fellows, and in

had been severely criticised. One evening Barrymore was listening to a discussion on the prodigality of actors and the

the world of letters he also

able

without

place,

Necessity.

And

one's honor

if,

won an honor-

that
as

"Summer,"

cruel

"Why

not half as bad as

who knew him must

"It

his

whole nature seemed attuned.

is like

a child.

I

something

mean

it's

I

had when

Fait,

N. Y.

Yes," said Barry. "Absinthe
paregoric of second childhood."

THE LATE MAURICE BARRYMORE

Father of Ethel Barrymore and one of the most accomplished and popular leading
men on the American stage. Born in India in 1847, he was educated at Cambridge
University, England, and came to America in 1875, where he was married in tie
He died March 25, 1005.
following year to Georgia E. Drew, sister of John Drew.

his wit and picturesque personality may have
those
him,
predominant traits were the most appealing. Now,
brought
this handsome figure stands in the perspective of the past, but the memory

Whatever admiration
to

thrilling experience.

Steele

I

was

just like paregoric."

"

tempt.

which

to taste ab-

sinthe.

and boasting are things apart, and to
look upon smug hypocrisy with con-

Strength and gentleness were Maurice
Barrymore's cardinal virtues, and to

painted!"

young woman who wanted

learned by his example that kindness and
wit could go hand in hand, that bravery

it

it is

money like
summer is

His wit sometimes had a philosophical
quality. He was once at a table with a

have been influenced for good, for they

if

don't you save your
cheer up, boys;

me? But

the opinion of the social
set in which one moves, then the sense

Surely this is not a wasted life;
be, then may mine be so wasted.

the Players' Club, that

nearness of the idle season.

spur,

has been said,

is

of honor of those

in

Mackaye once

told

him

is

the

that he

would never become a great actor until
he experienced a great sorrow or a

Instantly, the retort

came:

"Write a play for me, Steele, and I shall get both."
Come, let's draw our chairs a little closer. There is none to take

his place.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Beginning in the next issue, THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
be completed in three parts, entitled:

will start the publication of a highly

important contribution to current dramatic literature, namely, a

series of papers, to

MEMORIES OF AUGUST1N DALY
Written by a

close personal friend of the late

manager and profusely

Illustrated

with many scarce and heretofore unpublished photographs.

Augustin Daly was the most conspicuous figure in theatrical management that the American stage has known. He has had no successor. While he directed the
famous Broadway theatre bearing his name, he cast a lustre on our boards that has not since been equalled. He succeeded in imparting to the New York stage that
brilliancy and polish so characteristic of the theatres of continental Europe, and for this reason he attracted to the playhouses a class of American society
usually seen
only at the Opera which had previously ignored the theatre and have again neglected it since his death. The stock company he organized was unrivalled on the
English-speaking stage and it compared favorably with any other troupe of players in the world. His death, at a comparatively early age, was a distinct loss to American
dramatic art, and with his disappearance began the first serious tendency toward pure commercialism.
A glimpse into the intimate life of a man capable of accomplishing what Daly accomplished must possess keen interest for all lovers of the theatre. The writer
will show the brilliant young manager at the outset of his career, his direction of the playhouse adjoining the Fifth Avenue Hotel, and tell what he accomplished until a
catastrophe overtook him that threatened to end his managerial career. How, undaunted, he rose again, below Astor Place, where Society laughed and wept with Clara
Morris, Sara Jewett, Kate Claxton and other famous players. Then came the old Fifth Avenue Theatre and again failure, and Mr. Daly's disappearance for a time until
he gained control of the present Daly's Theatre. All the events connected with the opening of that famous house will be told in detail, and the extreme hardships which
Daly experienced while-trying to regain public favor. He had very little money, his credit was impaired, the theatre (Wood's Museum) which he had taken was of cheap
rating, the whole world seemed against him during this harrowing struggle. The writer tells of his wonderful pluck and perseverance, how "first nights" in those days
were perfect nightmares to him, how he scorned the benefit of the bankruptcy law at the time of his failures and paid every cent to his debtors, of his attitude toward
speculators, how he fought and conquered them. There will be a great deal about Ada Rehan, Fanny Davenport, Edith Kingdon, Mrs. Gilbert, John Drew, George
Clarke, May Irwin, and extracts from letters of Mr. Daly while travelling here and in Europe, with much about his personal traits, many anecdotes, his superstitions,
the religious element in his nature and life, his love for his library, his Sundays at home, his devotion to duty, and his death.
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gentleman. He also makes due recognition, with some
touch of gratitude, that the Lord of All bestowed on
himself genius and refinement. He claims that he
should be regarded with a certain reverence, because of
his purification.
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But while

I see that there is

nothing wrong in what one does, I see that there is something wrong in what becomes. It is well to have
learned that."

A

loathsome distinction, too fine'to be

understood by any but the most elect of reprobates.
"Religion does not help me. The faith that others give
to what is unseen, I give to what one can touch, and look

My gods dwell in temples made with hands."
"Agnosticism should have its ritual no less than faith."
Page 54: "I had said of Christ that he ranks with the
at.

That is true. Shelley and Sophocles are of his
company." We are told, page 72, that we owe to Christ
the most diverse things and people, Baudelaire's
"Fleurs du Mai," for example, and Verlaine's poems,
Burne-Jones, Lancelot and Guinevere, Tannhauser,
and many other things. He was the origin of romantipoets.
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fall on unjust and just alike, will have
rocks where I may hide, and secret valleys in

whose sweet rains
clefts in the

whose

silence I

may weep

undisturbed.

the night with stars, so that I

She

will

may walk abroad

hang
in the

darkness without stumbling, and send the wind over
foot-prints, so that
will cleanse

me

none

may

track

me

to

my hurt;

my
she

in great waters, and with bitter herbs
fact is that he sought Nature in

make me whole." The
Paris,

and accepted absinthe as her choicest gift, until
was rid of his empty pratings about the beauty

the world
of things.

ICONOCLASTS.

A Book of Dramatists

Ibsen, Strind-

Sudermann, Hervieu,
Gorky, Duse and D'Annunzio, Maeterlinck and Bernard
Shaw. By James Huneker. Charles Scribner's Sons:

New

The Best

it the less interesting in the reading, but rather
invites the student to further investigation in order to
place himself on a footing with the scholar. The drama-

represented in Mr. Huneker's discussions are all,
less, iconoclasts. He begins with Ibsen. In
point of fact, the great Norwegian is more of an iconoclast of technical conventionalities than all the others put
together; but no one of them has over overturned a
dramatic law, and no writer ever will as long as the
world stands. It has been said of Ibsen that the greater
part of the action has taken place before the rise of the
curtain. This method of treatment is not entirely unknown, but it is a distinguishing mark of this dramatist
tists
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art that,
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common possession of dramatists or be no art at
all. He is simply using the conditions precedent of the
action with magnificent skill. He begins the real action
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Mr. Huneker has written a book of real value, always
brilliant and always erudite; sometimes too brilliant and
sometimes too erudite. The fact, however, that it is
written on the supreme heights of knowledge does not

era
not create
Physical exercise does

Hauptmann,

Becque,

berg,
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and this explains the intensity of his
Mr. Huneker illuminates the meaning of Ibsen
admirably, but, frankly, we do not believe that any of his
commentators or interpreters have sounded the depths.
It is almost impossible for one who is not entirely
familiar with Norwegian life to understand the significance of the details; and, on the other hand, the Norwegian commentators fail to supply the point of view
essential to the foreigner's comprehension. Taking the
impression that we receive, Norway is simply one of the
purlieus of hell. There must be types of character and
social conditions there which are certainly impossible
and inconceivable in this country. Here and there the
plays strike home to us, and are not so deeply rooted
in Norway as not to take some root with us. In any
event, they are powerful in effect and noble in purpose.
at the highest point,

work.
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Mr. Huneker applies comparative criticism throughout his book, but we must disagree with him as to that
method in this case. George Tesman is not "own
brother to Georges Dandin and twin brother to Charles

lutely different angles.

Injurious

your Hair Colored Free

The

intent

is

not the same, nor

is

Certainly, dramatic characters usually have a distinct lineage, but to seek to place
Tesman in line is to deny the independence and unconIn technique there is nothing
ventionality of Ibsen.
absolutely new in Ibsen, in subject everything. In takthe treatment or the effect.

ing issue with Mr. Huneker on what might seem to be a
to
trifle, we disclaim any wish
impugn the very great
value of his critical discussions. His book is invaluable
to the student, for it comprehends all the forces in the
need only to refer to the list of names
new drama.
under the title. It is a thoughtful book, full of details,
and consequently admits of no brief summary. It

L
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should be read.

Ibsen

at

the Berkeley

Progressive Stage Society announces a series of performances
of Ibsen's play, "The Masterbuilder," to be given ul the Berkeley
Lyceum, beginning the first week in May.
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Helena Modjeska, the distinguished Polish actress,
whose delightful art has endeared her to thousands of
American theatre-goers, is about to bid farewell to the
stage. Her last public appearance will be made at the
Metropolitan Opera House on May 2, at a testimonial
performance arranged by a number of prominent
artists. Mme. Modjeska has been living for some time
in retirement on her California ranch and report has it
that she has been in financial difficulties. On the initiative of Ignace Paderewski, the celebrated pianist and
fellow-countryman of the actress, the coming testimonial performance in token of the universal affection
and esteem in which Modjeska is held was arranged.
Otis Skinner, at one time leading man to Modjeska, has
written for

aged
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the following

is

it.

branded

sympathetic appreciation of the tragedienne:

THE ART OF MODJESKA
BY OTIS SKINNER

TF
it

there

is

one characteristic of the

art

of

Helena

Modjeska that to me has transcended its other aspects,
is its contagious joyousness. I was nearly tempted in

remembering her Queen Katherine, her Mary Stuart
and her Lady Macbeth, to place the poise and dignity of

The Beer

her performances before other qualities, but when I
recall the uplifting note of ecstasy in her entrance upon
the scene of the meeting of the two queens in "Mary
Stuart," the burst of almost masculine triumph with

which she greeted her husband in " Macbeth," and even
"

Henry VIII.," with the joy of finality permeating the
pathos of Katherine's death scene, I retain as my most
vivid recollection of her work its dominating note of

in
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characteristic spirit.

was fortunate enough once to be her guest at
"Arden," the California home of the Modjeskas. It was
here that her personality took its most real and sincere
form. Under the shade of spreading trees, by the banks
of the mountain stream, on the green lawn fronting the
low and rambling length of her home, her years and
dignity fell away. She was a school girl, responding to
the beat of her blood and ready for any prank.
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Had

she suddenly swung herself, then, into the
branches of one of her sycamores and in her familiar

Rosalind manner railed out, "Come, woo me! Woo me!
For now I am in a holiday humor and like enough to
consent," I should not have been in the least surprised.
Once she arranged a barbecue. It was a most successful
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best, with carefully washed hands and sleeked hair, but
their shyness fell away before the abundant cheer of

roasted meat and generous wine, and it was the most
natural and unaffected thing in the world to see the
chatelaine gayly dancing with the brown-skinned field
laborers to the tuneful strumming of guitars and

mandolins.

Her generosity and sympathy have always been
keenly alive, particularly in the cause of her poorer
compatriots in this country. I remember a performance
in a little hall in an obscure part of Polish
Chicago, for
the benefit of a local charity. It was a short
play that
was presented by amateur actors supporting Madame
Modjeska in their native language. Madame played a
grotesque comedy part in the make-up of a fat peasant
woman. I don't know what it was all about, but it was
howlingly funny, and the Polish audience chortled in
no uncertain approval of an impersonation that surely

FELLOWSHIP among men

is

seldom

fails

the greatest

no-

than

where more harmonious

among smokers,

was unique in this country. They laughed until they
wept, and "Madame" was obliged to respond to a full
dozen of acknowledgments when the curtain fell.
There is an oft-repeated story that may not be out
of place here, which shows her mimetic and
sympathetic power.
At a banquet given to her she was asked
to recite. She said that she had never recited in
English,
but if the guests would accept it she would give them
something in her native tongue. She was naturally overwhelmed with grateful assurances, and began what
appeared a most poetic and dramatic narration. It
began with a sort of adagio movement of the verse,
struck into the lighter fantastic vein, merged into passionate and pathetic measures, and finally ending in

since the

weed

an atmosphere
and
peace
good will."
to create

of

WE HAVE SEGARS
FOR ALL CLASSES

a wailing tone of despair, like the cry of a damned soul.
There were tears in her hearers' eyes as she finished, and
after a breathless pause, the room vibrated with
"bravas." "What was it? What was it?" came from all

A

score of explana"Guess," replied the actress.
tions were suggested and rejected. One tearful little
miss said, "Oh, Madame, it was the most touching thing
I ever knew! I could just see the
poor girl when they
sides.

laid her in the grave.
But, oh, please, please, PLEASE
tell us what killed her."
dear, I just
"Certainly,
recited the alphabet in Polish. A-B-C
and there you

my

OTIS SKINNER.

are."

The Most Ignorant

of All

as a rule, go into the waste-paper
basket, but the following one is so unintentionally
humorous that we cannot resist the temptation to reprint
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To

A

Gentleman.
one sees your

Mansfield and Mrs. Fiske
receive any praise or
kindness from you. Injustice, malice and censor are
the remaining players' portion at your hands. True,
there are a few who deserve censor, but even then to
temper sensor with a little kindness would be showing
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intelligence and sharity. As this inclosed slip [a
clipping from our last issue] indicates you are very much
in the wrong, as Mansfield is just the very actor (and
about the only one) who resorts to cheap tricks. He is
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As persons who have made the art of the stage their
if Mansfield was in his proper place,
he would be playing in second-class theatres. May this
be as it is, I can't see how an intelligent person can
attribute any greatness to him. But how few critics
(deserve the name of critic) have the cobwebs from their
brain, and are consistent or sincere.
Mrs. Fiske deserves all praise she receives and she
does not resort to cheap tricks, but is honest and true,
but there are a few others who deserve just as much,
but do not receive it from your hands, but do so from
more competent critics. All one reads in THF THEATRE
MAGAZINE is censor and malice through it all, with the
two above acceptance. And now I see you have
study, claim that

53d Street,
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all.
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al'ways advertising his enormous scenery, his private
car lodging and transportation in the same, his mastery
of several languages (but butchery of languages is understood so bv the intelligent) e.t.c. to catch the mediocre,
to whom he caters hence the crowded houses, as the
intelligent are not in the majority to crowd a house very
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Queries Answered
TO CORRESPONDENTS
This department has become so Popular with our readers that
month we find it absolutely impossible to Print replies to all
the queries sent in. Ifive Published them all it would take over a
Page and a half of this issue. Next month ive shall try and give
Those correspondents who have sent in
more space to them.
qtterits and do not find them in this month will find them in our
next issue.
this

Q

What is the address
An Interested Reader, Birmingham, Ala.
of Al. H. Wilson? A.
Holliday St. Theatre, Baltimore, Md. Q.
Will you publish pictures of William Bramwell in "Captain Har"
Perhaps.
rington, "and Sophie Brandt in the Princess Chic"? A.
O. Will you publish Sherriden's
J. A. R., Springfield, Mass.
Kohler
and
A.
RobertWilliam
Louis
XI
and
as
J.
J.
King
picture
cannot say.
son's? A.
.

We

tir

--Will you pv.
a
Is Chas. D. Hanford to come here this
for February, 1904. Q.
season? A. We do not know. Q. In what is he now playing?
A. "Othello."
C, H., St. Louis, Mo. Q. Where is Marguerite Sylva? A.

Now resting in Nice.
Q. Will you publish a picSubscriber, Minneapolis, Minn.
A.
ture of Florence Stone, member of the Ferris Stock Company?
cannot say.
N. C. W. Q. Have you the picture called "A Wyoming Round-

A

We

A. See our February, 1904, issue.
G. O., Sandy Hill, N. Y. Q. When a musical comedy is sent to
be copyrighted, will they accept the plot of the play without the
speaking parts, or do you have to send the music, lyrics, names of the
characters as they will appear in the play, number of acts, etc.? A.
Write to Copyright Bureau, Library of Congress, Washington,
D. C.
The Magazine Lover, Newark, N. J. O. What is the proper age
A. About 18.
for a young man to enter a dramatic school?
New York. Q. Where is Lulu Glaser now playing? A.
Will
she
be
in
New
York
at Easter? A.
We
Y.
N.
Buffalo,
Q.
cannot say. Q. What is her private address? A. A letter written
care of Chas. B. Dillingham, Knickerbocker Theatre Building,
this dty, will reach her.
E. L., San Francisco, Cal. Q. Are Lulu Glaser and "Strongheart" coming to San Francisco? A. We do not think so. Q.
When have you published pictures of Richard Mansfield, Ezra
A. March, 1004,
Kendall, and scenes from "The Virginian?"
December, 1002, February, 1904, respectively. Q. Where is
A. We do not know.
Melville Ellis now playing?
A Reader. Q. How soon is Dustin Farnum to appear again in
New York? A. We cannot say. Q. Has he a new play in view?
A. None is yet announced.
Who was the first lady to
Marcelle, Colorado Springs, Colo. Q.
come on the stage in the song entitled "The Tortured Thomas Cat"
in "The Tenderfoot"? A.
We think you mean Elsie Nunn. Write
manager Tenderfoot Company.
V. S. Q. Will you print scenes from Forbes Robertson's production of "Hamlet"? A. We published a portrait of Forbes
Robertson as Hamlet in our March, 1004, issue.
G. R. B. Q. In what will William Gillette play after "Sherlock
Holmes"? A. He goes to London to play his new piece "Claresse."
Q. In what numbers were pictures of "Mrs. LeffingwelPs
Boots," William Gillette, William Courtenay and Vincent Serrano?
A.
February, 1905, January and June, 1004, respectively. Q. Is it
A. Yes, at
possible to secure back numbers of THE THEATRE?
this office. Q.
Have you had a picture of Adele Ritchie? A. See
our issue for February, iroz.
A Subscriber. Q. Where is Gwendolyn Valentine? A. A
couple of seasons ago she was private secretary and understudy to

Up?"

Julia Marlowe.
W. A. B., New York.

will instantly

^

and subdue the inflammation caused by

allay the irritation

Sunburn, Poison Oak, Prickly Heat, Water Blisters, Nettle Rash,
Sea Nettles, Red Bugs, flosquitoes, Sand Flies, Deer Flies, etc.
A prominent American physician states: "We have in HYDROZONE an exceptionally successful remedy for the relief of Rhus (Poison Ivy) poisoning, a single
It should be applied
application being sufficient to convince the most skeptical.
freely, at intervals of two to four hours.
Usually in less than twenty-four hours
the inflammation will be fully under control."
\
Preparations bearing similar names are concoctions containing
only water, oil of vitriol, sulphurous acid and inert impurities.
uiTtii
Nascent Oxygen (near to the condition of Ozone) is the only healing _S

^

HYDROZONE.

agent contained in
The label of every bottle bears
Sold by

all

my signature
leading druggists,

:

~
\^F^Ml'^OOJi^.JUAiutt

Chrmi,t ant Graduate of the
"Ecole CfHtralt tier Art s et

A FREE TRIAL
BOTTLE
most

should prove to the
ties of

skeptical the healing proper-

franit.""'

Hydrozone.

Mail coupon, naming your druggist, to

CHARLES MARCHAND. 57 Prince

June

p(L^^~t^

New

York City.
Street.
.
Requests unaccompanied by coupon will be ignored.
Only one free trial boltle to each family.

'""'

$

^

S'

-*'

Name

SI.

*

Wm.

GilQ. Have you had pictures of
lette in "The Admirable Crichton," and Edgar Selwyn, who takes
"
the part of Jacky in "Sunday ? A.
See our issues for January and
November, 1004.
Have you had a picture of Maude Adams as
Subscriber. Q.
she appears in the last act of "The Little Minister"? A.
published the picture on the front cover of February, 1005.
Q. Has
the play closed ? A. It is now on the road.
A Subscriber, New York. Q. When will you have an interview
with Ethel Barrymore ? A. See our issue of November, 1002.
W. W. B., Paterson, N. J. Q. Have you printed these actors'
photographs: Thos. Ross (A. April, 1904), Dustin Farnum (A.
June, 1904), Will PI. Vedder (A. Not yet).
G. B. T., Buffalo, N.
Q. I have written a play which has
been declined by several managers. I, and others who have read it,
believe it would be successful if produced on the stage. What opportunity has an untried playwright to secure a trial production? A.
Managers are often mistaken in their verdict. Plays that have made
fortunes were at first rejected by supposedly shrewd managers.

A

We

Y

Yours may be in this class. Write to W. T. Price, 1440 Broadway,
he will advise you.
C. S. K., Detroit, Mich. O. Did Wm. Gillette lose his -wife
by death, and shortly afterwards leave the stage for two seasons on
account of ill health, and spend his retirement in the mountains of
West Virginia? A. Yes. Q. What was his wife's professional
name ? A. Courtnay. Q. When does William Gillette's engagement at the Empire Theatre close? A. When you read this^his

engagement

will

have closed.

Q.

At what theatre

in

London

stock

company

at Buffalo,

N. Y.

M. E., Brooklyn, N. Y. Q. Will you publish pictures of Edna
May or Cecil Spooner? A. See our issues for November, 1904,
and May, 1003. Q. Is there a place in New York where a photograph of any noted stock actress could be obtained? A. Write
Meyer Brothers & Co., 26 West 33rd Street, New York. Q. Was
Iris considered Virginia Harned's greatest r61e?
A. It was considered to be one of her strongest characters.
Q. Will you publish
an interview with Mary Mannering or Virginia Harned ? A. See
our issues for July, 1902, and April, 1904.

WHEN

Alice in PETER'S-Land

will

he present "Claresse"? A. Probably the Duke of York's Theatre.
L. H., Waltham. Q. Where can I get a copy of "The Two
Orphans," with autograph pictures of the cast? A. Write to
Wilbur Bates, care Klaw and Erlanger, New Amsterdam Th' atre
Building, New York City
Q. Has the company disbanded ?
A. If you mean as originally cast, yes.
A Reader. Q. Are Wm. F. Courtnay, who plays in "Mrs.
Leffingwell's Boots," and the Wm. Courtnay who was with MansA. Yes. O. Are E. M. Holfield, one and the same person?
land
and Joseph Holland related? A. Brothers. Q. Are
Cawthorne
and
Herbert
Cawthorne
related? A. Brothers
Joseph
Q. Is Katherine Florence related to William Florence. A. No
relative.
She is the daughter of Katherine Rogers. Q. Is Elvia
Croix the wife of T. Q. Seabrooke? A. She separated from Mr.
Seabrooke in April, 1896. Q. Is Selena Fetter the wife of Milton
T
Royle? A. Yes. Q. Is 'James Erskine" Lord Eric Hope?
A. James Erskine is Lord Roslyn.
L. W. C., Utica, N. Y. Q. Have you ever published pictures of
Richard Mansfield in "Julius Caesar," or scenes from the play?
A. See our issue for May, 1903. Q. Where is Cecilia Loftus
now? A. Playing in vaudeville.
C. L. S. Q. Have you published pictures of Mrs. Carter in
"Adrea," and of Mildred Holland in "The Triumph of an Empress"? A. See our issues of March, 1905, and February, 1004.
Reader, Burlington, N. J. Q. Who played Romeo to Miss
Adams' Juliet ? A. William Faversham. Q. Have you published pictures of "The Little Minister"?
A. Not yet. Q.
When were scenes from "Du Barry" published? A. February
and September, 1902. Q. Was Maude Adams' performance of
"L'Aiglon" in French or English? A. English. Q. What is
William Farnum playing in this season? A. He is manager of a

"

From

the Queen," said the Fish Footman,
to the PETER'S

"

An invitation to the Duchess
CHOCOLATE luncheon."

"
"

I'll be there, too," said Alice,
That big cake he has in his hand simply makes
my mouth water."

CHOCOLATE
Pure and Delicious as the Breath
.

It is a.

Revelation

FREE SAMPLE

and

LAMONT. COR.LISS

(St.

to

Illustrated booklet,

CO.. Sole

of Spring Flowers
the Chocolate Lover

"An

Ascent o/

Mont Blanc." upon

Importer.. Depl E, 78
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Early
;ERATE

VIOLET

On the Stage
Every woman

is

"on the stage

"

her personal appearance

in that

attracts attention

and

criticism.

A

dry, parched skin, wrinkles,
hollows in face and neck, facial
blemishes any or all of them
leave a woman open to criticism
beca se they spoil her beauty,
but more particularly because
s'ich things can be prevented by
the use of

RIKER'S

VIOLET CERATE
which makes permanent the softness and rich blush of youth;
intensifies a d insures natural
beauty overcomes natural de;

A smooth, well-blended
white cream, delicately scented
with the refreshing odorof violets.
At our stores or by mail for 50 cents
fects.

RIKER'S

DRUG STORES

Sixth Ave. and 23d St.
Broadway and 9th St.
Send

for our booklet. "A Beauty Builder."
how to presen e personal beauty.

CLEMENT

Ladi "'

Tells

"">"'

26 W. 33rd St.. New York
ORIGINATOR AND ONLY MAKER OF THE

INNOVATION COIFFURE
An

made that it is
to detect. Extremely light in weight.
of natural loose, wavy hair and will cover almost
three-quarters of the head. Indispensable for summer.
Examination invited.
adjustable front piece so scientifically

impossible for any one

Made

Send for tlluitrated

booklet

Marcel Waving, Shampooing, Facial Massage,
Private rooms for each patron.

etc.

HAIR. COLORING.
My Mixture Vegetale will

restore gray or bleached hair to

any desired color, always producing beautiful and natural
shades. Guaranteed harmless, easy to apply, does not rub
Price $2.00.
off, no failure possible.
I also make a special preparation to permanently color
the eyebrows and lashes. Price, $2.00.

Branch, Hampton Terrace Hotel, Augusta.,

G<v.

TOOTH

SOZODONT POWDER

Prevents accufree from grit and acid.
mulation of tartar. Will not injure the

enamel

of the teeth.

Ask your

dentist.
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IX

YOUMANS
Ladies' Hatter
YOUMANS HATS FOR
GENTLEWOMEN have
an exquisite

that

chicne:-.s

whole costume

to the

lend

a potent individuality.

A

536

Illustrated

Beautiful

who

to those

logue

Cata-

write for

Ave., near 42d

Fifth

it

St.

New York

Mclnnerney's
Theatrical

Cold Cream
There are many Cold Cream Preparations on the
market today. Some are GOOD others are BETTEK_
but Mclnnerney's is BEST.
The ingredients of Mclnnerney's Cold Cream are
pure and harmless, and when you once use this prep
aration you will want no other.
Other good qualities in its favor are its delicate perfume, smooth whiteness and cooling properties. Ar.d
does not cost as
preparations.

it

much

as

59c

many

ot the far inferior

i.l>.

FOR SALE ONLY AT
NO CONNCCTIO'

*vml ANY OTWE* STOKE

AcrmnrrsEU

THE BIG STORE

NEW

YORK'

III
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup
SIXTY YEARS by MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHILDREN
while TEETHING, with PERFECT SUCCESS.
It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFTENS the GUMS,
ALLAYS all PAIN CURES WIND COLIC, and
has been used for over

;

the best remedy for DIARRHCEA.
Druggists in every part of the world.

is

(2.)

Bolero suit of white linen, lined with pale blue mousselinc.

The

(From John Forsythe.

shown

shown an

ately carry out the lingerie effect again.

elatx>rate

example of

this

mode, but many

other models which more nearly justify the name are
to be had at all prices. Most of these coats are cut

Be sure
and ask for "Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup,"
and take uo other kind. Twenty-five cts. a bottle.

Hat from Mme. Ragot)

present fads for lingerie effects is expressed in
particularly charming coats; not only is the model

in a prettier variety

than ever before.

Those of

sheer linen lined with chiffon and embroidered elabor-

shade shown here,

in illustration

No.

4, is

A

dainty sun-

from the firm

three-quarter length. The sleeves are usually bouffant
or drooping at the shoulders, and ending in a flare.

Youman's. It is of Dresden pattern taffeta, with
four-inch lace insertion as an edging. Illustration 6 is
a chic little sunshade of distinctly French origin. It is of

Some

white taffeta with Pierrot dots of black velvet.

suit one's taste.

are graduated in size from the ferrule end toward the
rim. The edge of the parasol is buttonholed in black
silk. The other model, shown in illustration 5, and

are made of fine linen beautifully embroidered.
Others are in eyelet embroidery, lined or unlined, to

The

materials best liked for linings

are white taffeta or fine lawn.

models are shown

Some

in grass linens,

very good looking
and equally smart are

those of white pongee in a heavy grade. The latter
are much more serviceable than people fancy, for they
really launder well

and wear

well,

until they

have

quite passed out of vogue.
Coat suits of heavy white burlap or pongee are among
the newest and best liked outing suits. Very much liked

are the bias skirts

which are seen

in these

costumes,

and which are cut quite unusually short.
Light colored parasols to match summer gowns are

Sold by

of

from the same firm,
trimming of black
filmy material.

A

is

These

peau de soie, with edge
and lined with the same
white silk is embroidered

in black

chiffon,

design in

Pabst

on one side with rather striking effect.
Other parasols are shown in the all prevailing pongee.

Some

The broken handle
liked novelties.

who

is

WHEN WRITING TO

Blue Ribbon

of these are severely plain for tailored costumes

of the silk, others are smartly embroidered.

enabled

It is

to

parasol is one of the season's best
indeed a boon to the summer girl,

pack a number of sunshades

to

The Beer of Quality
The vigor of the malt and

match
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tlie

vim of the

hops.
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X. BAZIN'S

DEPILATORY POWDER

various frocks in the trunks containing her trousseau.
The adjustable handles of these parasols are worked

by means of a

slide

and screw. The handle

is first

un-

The treatment of superfluous hair is something that requires the greatest
nicety and care. X. BAZIN'S DEPILATORY POWDER is the result of
much study of the cause of and problem of destroying these growths

screwed, the slide then drawn out and one is able to
lessen its length by almost half, simply bending it backward.

without injury to the surrounding skin or leaving a scar of the slightest
is absolutely safe and
deformation. X. BAZIN'S DEPILATORY
destroys the hair without pain, a simple, dainty way of effecting a cure.
Send for our little pamphlet on the subject, "FOR BEAUTY'S SAKE."

scriptions

POWDER

HALL

215 Washington St., New York

RUCKEL, Prop.,

Lewis and Clark
Exposition

with a

The

first great exposition of the resources and the products of the Great Korthwest will be held at Portland, Oregon, this summer. The gates will be opened
in June, and it is confidently believed that this will be one of the greatest of
the world's fairs. Portland is best reached via the

Chicago, Milwaukee

bow

of black silk.

offered.
Via St. Paul and Minneapolis the route of The
via Omaha and Ogdcn
the route of The Overland Limited
and Denver, past the wonderful panorama of Rocky Mountain
a good time now to plan your trip.

Choice of routes
Pioneer Limited
or via Omaha
scenery. It is

flat

Spats of white linen will be worn to match summer
costumes. Some of these will also be seen in the grass

Paul Railway

St.

,

These handles are attached to sunshades of all deand are seen also in the rain umbrella.
Another adjunct to the outfit of the summer girl must
be mentioned here; that is, the walking pump which is
really new in footgear. This is probably an offspring
of the Du Barry tie worn a season or two
ago. The
walking pump is a compromise between an English low
tie and a dancing
slipper. Some of them show the
extended sole and are made to lace through only one
or two eyelets. Others do away entirely with this suggestion of the tie and end with the vamp being finished

is

W. S. HOWELL,
General Eastern Agent.
381 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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THE BROADWAY MAGAZINE
Magazine that

was recently characterized

The May

isn't in a rut."

as

"The

issue sustains this enviable reputa-

by a table of contents that is bright, popular, and up-to-date. The
cover design by Boyd-Dillon is unusually charming in design and color.
It suggests the
beauty of maidenhood and the fresh greenery of early
Spring.

tion

"DOWN

IN

THE DIAMOND DIGGINGS OF KIMBERLY,"

*
by John Lewis Aldmann, is of timely interest, owing to the recent discovery
t in the diamond fields of Africa of the largest diamond in the world. It is
written by a man who has recently returned from the
diggings, and is illustrated by a series of photographs that give a vivid
picture of the
environment of the diamond seeker.

*
*
*

"INDIVIDUALITY IN PHOTOGRAPHY,"

is

life

and

an important paper

contributed by Gertrude Kasebier, the creator of the nejv school of
photography, and unquestionably the most distinguished and original photographer
in this country and
Europe. The article is richly illustrated by a number
of Mrs. Kasebier's photographic portraits which have the same distinction
in the world of art as
paintings or etchings.

(3.)

Smart three quarters coat of embroiderie Anglaise, foliar and
trimming of black velvet and lining of white taffeta.
(From John Forsythe. Lingerie hat from Mme.Ragot).

cuff

and tan shades and in the much liked blue.
Never have styles been more appealing than this
season. Never have the opportunities for extravagance
been so many. It was estimated by several of the biggest firms in New York that one outfit for the coming
linen

"SHAD HATCHING ON THE POTOMAC,"

by Rosalie A Wood,
is an exhaustive
of
the
Shad
in
the South that suphistory
great
Hatchery
the
Eastern
markets
with
this
national
The photographs
plies
delicacy.
and information, which are exclusive, were obtained through the courtesy
of the United States Fish Commissioners.

"ON THE ROAD TO JOCKEYDOM,"
illustrated story of a
training school

by

N C

Marbourg,

where lads are instructed

is

in the lore

*
*
*
*
*

Newport season

an
of

horses and race winning.

?
*
*
I

"THE ISLAND OF THE FORSAKEN ONES,"

by Alvin HoveyMolokai, Hawaiian

King, describes an interesting
Islands.

Among

visit to the leper
colony at
the interesting illustrations is a picture of the

sainted

Father Damien's grave and memorial stone.

"THE STORY OF MY VIOLINS,"

is

a bit of intensely

human

auto-

biography contributed by Fritz Kreisler, the famous Austrian violinist.
No aspirant of Grand Opera honors can afford to miss the practical,
frank, and valuable advice contributed by the eminent vocal trainer, Mme.
Frida Debele Ashforth, which she sums under the heading of "A GIRL

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*

*
*
Other contributions are: "A THREE CENT LODGING HOUSE,"
*
"THEATRICALS OF THE MONTH," by Geo. C. Jenks; poems, clever *
humorous
sketches,

and full-page

illustrations

of well-known

people.

THE BROADWAY MAGAZINE

is

an

all

around education for ten

*
*
*

*

cents a copy.

was one for shoes,
eighty odd dollars

This sounds almost incredible to the

woman who would

spend very much

for her entire foot-

less

than

this

sum

One of the items, however, was riding boot-trees,
which cost $12.50 a pair. There were several kinds of
ties and pumps for morning and afternoon, evening
slippers galore, dainty mules for bedroom wear, golfing
gear.

WITH A VOICE."

pictures,

$10,000 at least. That is, of
woman. Among the lists furnished
summing up $497. Of this amount
was set down for boot-trees alone.

cost

course, for one young

ties,

bathing shoes, and, indeed, the dealer who furnished

had in his shop fifty-five
and other footgear for summer
wear alone. Next a famous hosiery shop was asked for a
like estimate. Nearly $400 was the sum designated to
cover the necessary outfit of stockings. There were
black silk and black lisle, ten in various shadings, silk
and lisle, white silk, and all the evening shades besides,
including one or two pairs with lace inserts. This was
said, by the salesman, to be a moderate outfit. The
smartest corsetiere was next visited. Her bill would be,
so she said, about $450. Of these there would be six
the estimate declared that he
different kinds of ties

pairs of morning corsets, costing $i 80. This in order that
the Newport belle might wear a fresh pair daily, and
thus preserve their shape (and hers). One pair of bath-

ing corsets at $25, two for afternoon wear, of finer mathan those worn in the morning, at $70, two pairs

terial

k44444 4444444444444 444444444 44444444444444 4444444444
WHEN

A

of satin evening corsets at $80, two pairs of exercise
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DAVID WARFIELD
"THE MUSIC MASTER."

In

gives a practical suggestion to persons who are ambitious to
personally produce music on the piano-forte, but are unwilling
to go through the drudgery necessary to master technique.

FROM THE SECOND ACT:
Mrs. Cruger's Niece

"Professor, can't I learn to play the
piano without practising?"
David Warfield, as the Music Master -"Yes, with the
Pianola."

season most impressive tributes have been paid to the Pianola by some
musicians, including Dr. Richard Strauss, the great German
composer; Dr. Edvard Grieg, the great Norwegian, whose music is familiar to concert-goers
in every quarter of the globe
Camille Saint-Saens, the foremost of living French composers ;
Humperdinck; composer of Hansel and Gretel, and one of Richard Wagner's most intimate
friends; Joachim, the greatest violinist of the age; Carl Reinicke, the most eminent exponent
of Mozart of his day, etc., etc.
To-day there is no question of the Pianola's high place in art. In the few years it has
been before the public, it has entirely revolutionized the preconceived ideas of the musical
world. There are now two distinct, recognized methods of playing the piano artistically with
the ten human fingers and with the Pianola.
the

past
DURING
of the world's foremost

:

The Metrostyle

is

now

incorporated in all Pianolas.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
THERE

(4.)

Dresden

silk

with edge of heavy white lace and natural

wood
corsets for

gymnasium,

neglige* a ^ $^ o>

The

stick.

and one
was made up in

golf or tennis, at $60,

rest of the total

IS

Prices.

$250 and $300.

18

BUT ONE PIANOLA, MADE ONLY BT

THE AEOLIAN COMPANY
NEW YORK
362 FIFTH AVENUE. neo.r 34th STREET.
The Majn Weber Piano Warerooms &re now located

in Aeoli&n Hall

THE

EQUITABLE
HENRY B.HYDE

J.H.HYDE

J.W.AUEXANDER.
PRESIDENT

(5.) Black silk

and chiffon with applique

of white lace

VICE PRESIDENT

TIME AND TIDE
WAIT FOR NO MAN

striking effect.

outer garments, and, of course, it might be carried far
beyond the $10,000 mark, if the purse of the fair wearer

Every tick of the clock
brings you nearer the unproductive years of your life.
At the flood-tide of your
life

make provision for your

mature years.

An Endowment Policy in the
Equitable will return your surplus earnings when you need

them most

and meanwhile

your loved ones

are protected.

Splendid opportunities for men of character to act as representatives.
Writ* lo

CAGE l.TARBEU 21V,ce

Presidtnt

Send this coupon for particulars or write
The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States, 120 Broadway, ITew York.

me information

Please send
<fi

>

The

Dainty Pierrot parasol of white taffeta.

buttonholed with black

silk

and her

scalloped edges

and graduated dots of black

Parasols from

regarding an

Endowment

f or

issued to a

$

Name.

velvet.

Youmans

Address.

.

.

.

inclination agreed in the matter.

ANNA MARBLE.
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man

Dept. No. 108.
years of age.
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PLAYS AND PLAYERS EVERYWHERE

REMEMBER THE
PLAYS YOU SEE!

ALBANY. NEW YOR.K
(From Our Correspondent.)
ALBANY, N. Y., April 10. Being the first large city
on the theatrical circuit north of New York, Albany has

THEATRE RECORD.

of the biggest stars
soon after their metropolitan runs. And having, in
Harmanus Bleeker Hall, one of the largest and best
equipped theatres on the road, we see the big productions
well staged.
The present season began late, owing to the timidity
of managers in a Presidential year, but, beginning with
William Collier in "The Dictator," just before election,
we have had a dramatic feast fit for the gods and
All is grist that comes to our mill, whether
parquet.
it be musical comedy or Shakespeare, and the public
responds with a catholicity of taste and generosity which
has well repaid Manager H. R. Jacobs for the splendid
bookings he has made. Among the many fine attractions it is hard to pick any one and say it is the event
of the season, but judging by the general satisfaction
which it gave, the importance of the two stars, and the
beauty of production, one can safely call the SothernMarlowe engagement in "Romeo and Juliet" the most
the advantage of seeing

Fine heavy
white paper,
printed heads,

paged, stamped

on

side in gold.

Cloth binding.

BRIGHT RED, GREEN OR BLUE.
Two Sizes
x

80
80

9#

leaves
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leaves
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Louisville theatre-goers. Miss Marlowe is a great
favorite here and her visits are always anticipated with
delight. The stars made an ideal Romeo and Juliet.

EDWARD

many

EPSTEIN.

MILWAUKEE. WISCONSIN
(From our Correspondent.)
Milwaukee has been
Wis., April 5.

MILWAUKEE,

favored during the past month with first-class attractions.
At the Davidson Theatre, March 5-8, Edna Wallace
Hopper appeared in "A Country Mouse," followed by
Paula Edwards in "Winsome Winnie," both companies
drawing well. March 12, Kyrle Bellew was seen in

"Raffles," and proved intensely interesting. March 16,
Richard Carle, with "The Tenderfoot," attracted audiences of goodly size. March 19, Thos. W. Ross pleased
in "Checkers." March 20, Mrs. Patrick Campbell was
seen in Sardou's play, "The Sorceress," and she was
followed by the Ben-Greet players in "Everyman."

Unusual

was taken by Milwaukee theatre-goers
which was here the week of March 27.

interest

in "Parsifal,"

C.

W. HEAFFORD.

noteworthy.

To drop from

the sublime to the ridiculous, probably
Irwin in "Mrs. Black is Back" drew the largest
audience that has ever been within the Hall for a the-

May

atrical

performance.

Just to pick at random from the list,of "things seen,"
there have been Mrs. Campbell in "The Sorceress,"
Lillian Russell in "Lady Teazle," Fritzi Scheff, Schumann-Heink, Nance O'Neill, Wilton Lackaye, Viola

MAJESTIC THEATRE

Allen,~Ethel Barrymore, Kyrle Bellew, Grace George,
"The Other Girl," "Piff, Faff, Pouff," Nat Goodwin,
and about as much again. All things considered,
Albany has been about as favored as any provincial city
could expect.
WILLIAM H. HASKELL.

BUSTER BROWN

ITHACA. NEW YOR.K
(From Our Correspondent.)
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ITHACA, N. Y., April 1 1. The record of The Lyceum
for the past four weeks comprehends a list of attractions
that shows unabated adher.-nce to the high standard
that has ever obtained in the management of Ithaca's
pretty theatre, each offering of the month, with the
possible exception of two, playing to "Standing Room
"
Only." Beginning with The Maid and the Mummy,"
there followed Ezra Kendall in "Weather Beaten Benson," "Miss Bob White," Annie Russell in "Jinny the
Carrier," "The Burgomaster," "The Royal Chef,"
"Babes in Toyland," Fritzi Scheff in "Boccaccio,"
W. J. ROMER.
and Kyrle Bellew in " Raffles."

be promptly

on receipt

of

PITTSBUR.G. PENNSYLVANIA
(From Our Correspondent.)

price.

PITTSBURG, PA., April

MEYER BROS. &
26 West 33d

10.

congratulate themselves.

CO.,

Street,

Pittsburg playgoers

Harry Davis, an

may

interesting

figure in this city's later theatrical history, has shown
the courage of his conviction by a revival of the old
star-stock system.
He first pres nted Amelia Bingham,
supported by Harry Woodruff and the resident stock

"The Frisky Mrs. JohnRobert Mantel! then followed
"
Richard III," "Richein classic repertoire, including
lieu," "Hamlet," and "Othello," with a weekly change
of bill.
The engagement of such artists, with a support
seldom found in so-called stellar companies, was an
company,

son," and

NEW YORK.

in

"The

Climbers,"

"Olympe."

appeal to playgoers of discriminating taste and proved
a notable achievement from art artistic point of view.
That the experiment has proven a financial success is
evidenced by Mr. Davis' announcement of his intention
to eiaoorate and continue the same plan next season.
The moral of the venture lies in the fact that Mr. Davis

charged but one dollar to see players of
ably supported.

\VHEN

LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY

LEARNING

THE

FROM
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I

MOE

Ifl
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I

CO,

fine intelligence,

HOWARD JOHNSTON.

(From our Correspondent.)
The month of March
5.
was the best theatrical month that Louisville has had in
many years. The most prominent stars in the country
LOUISVILLE, KY., April

delighted our theatre-goers, presenting a variety of plays
that catered to every taste.
At Macauley's, Rose Coghlan was seen in a revival of
"Diplomacy," but her audience was not large. "The
Girl from Kay's," played by a third-rate company, disappointed good houses. This musical comedy, if
handled by a good company, would be popular, but the
company that played Louisville was undoubtedly the
that Macauley has presented in several seasons.
poorest
"
The Shogun," however, made amends. This clever
opera was by far the best seen here this season and
played to capacity houses. There is not a line in the
entire piece that is not sparkling with typical "Ade"
wit, and the music is snappy and catchy. John Henshaw
in the principal role seemed to be "made for the part,"
while Christy McDonald and Charlotte Leslie were

winsome and clever. The chorus was exceptionally
good and the costumes rich and beautiful.
Richard Mansfield was seen in his repertoire. " Beau
Brummel" drew the largest audience, although his
entire engagement was a great success.
The Sothern-Marlowe engagement was a treat for

WHEN WRITING TO

Otto Sarony Co.

MISS VIOLET PEARL
Member Weber Music Hall Co.

ATLANTA. GEORGIA
(From our Correspondent)
ATLANTA, GA., Aprils. As the present season draws
to a close, we are getting the best New York attractions,
and they are playing to excellent returns. March
started off with "The Rogers Brothers in Paris." They
were ably assisted by winsome Josephine Cohan, who
has a host of admirers here. Rose Coghlan and
Howard Kyle gave an artistic presentation of "Diplomacy." Dainty Helen Byron was charming in "Sergeant Kitty," a tuneful and delightful opera of real
H. Crane, in '"Business is Business,"
merit.
teaches very forcibly the fact that money does not

Wm.

always bring happiness. Mme. Melba delighted a
brilliant audience by the beauty and richness of her
voice. In the "Mad Scene" from Lucia her singing
was superb. We are indebted to John Drew, Ferdinand
Gottschalk, Margaret Dale and Fanny Brough for
one of the best evening's entertainments of the season.

D. E. MOORFIELD.

WAUSAU. WISCONSIN
(From our Correspondent)

WAUSAU,

Wis., April

5.

Business continues good,

despite the Lenten season, and prospects are promising
for a solid and successful summer season. Mildred

Holland, supported by an exceptionally strong company, presented two performances of "The Triumph

an Empress," to packed houses, and pleased. W. J.
Bryan spoke on the "Value of an Ideal," to a packed
house, under the Y. M. C. A. Lecture Course. Weber &
Field's company of forty people in "Hoity Toity"
pleased a "S. R. O." house. Other attractions which
of

have pleased audiences at this house, during the month,
(Continued on page xiv)
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ALICE KAUSER
PLAYS
Representing Dramatists

(Continued jrom page xii)
Whalen's "Alphonse and Gaston," "The Fatal
Wedding," De Kourtenay Stock Company, and Walter
Fane Stock Company, Smith & Gorton, Protean Entertainers, Lyman H. Howe's Moving Pictures. The advance sale for the Joseph Shipman's Company, in " The
Twelfth Night," promises to bring a crowded house.
E. S. DICKENS.

now opposite,

Formerly in,

the Waldorf-Astoria

are,

and Managers

HAMILTON. ONTARIO.
Dramatic Rights Secured

ALL THE BEST PLAYS
FOR STOCK
New York
Broadway

1432

City

BACK NUMBERS OF

fuz."

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
We

supply some of them at the following prices:

"San Toy," with James A. Powers
also appeared to very large business. May Yohe and
her supporting company gave two nights' vaudeville
to fair houses. The star was fairly well liked and
several of the support made hits.
C. W. BELL.

year, J90J, per

Third year,

number, $1.50

"

75

"
"

J903,

Fourth year, J904,

50

"The
was well
Country

THE NEW AMSTERDAM
NATIONAL BANK

although

NEW YORK CITY

and

Cingalee" played two nights
liked,

WEST 33d STREET

NEW YORK CITY
Characteristic Portraiture

"
Jane Corcoran gave two performances of Pretty

lar here.

Second year, J902,

14 and 16

Peggy" to S. R. O., and later played a return engagement, which was equally successful. Andrew Robson,
her leading man, is an ex-Hamiltonian and very popu-

have had a number of inquiries regarding
the early issues of this magazine, and can still

First

Photographer

(From Our Correspondent.)
HAMILTON, April 5. The past month saw continued
good business here. Edward Terry appeared for performances of "Sweet Lavender and "The House of
Burnside," with "Bardell and Pickwick" as an afterpiece to the latter, both of which drew large audiences.
The work of the star was well liked, especially in
"Sweet Lavender." "Bardell and Pickwick" was very
disappointing to members of the legal fraternity, who
were out in force to see Mr. Terry as "Sergeant Buz-

to capacity
voted generally inferior to

"A

Girl."

R. R.

MOORE,
C.

PRESIDENT

W. MORSE.
Q.

J.

VICE-PRESIDENT

BAUMANN,

35

Q. J.

BRISTOL. VA.. TENN.

CASHIER

HEMERICH,

ASST. CASHIER

(From Our Correspondent.)

THE EMPIRE STATE ENGRAVING

COMPANY

BRISTOL, Va.-Tenn., April 5. Featured among last
month's attractions was Faust's Minstrels on the loth
with a refined programme that was well received by a
fair house.

NEW YORK

WILLIAM STREET,
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VAN HORN & SON
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Theatrical Costumers and Outfitters
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Year
American School of Playwriting
Conducted by W. T. PRICE and Associates
Fifth Successful

Author of

By Mall,

"The Technique

of the

Drama"

being the one thing that can be best taught in that way,
Plays reaching a certain salable standard printed free of cost, for
purposes of copyright, submission^ managers and the record of the
school. If PLAYWRITINO is an Art, it can be TAUGHT; anything that can be LEARNED can be TAUGHT. We teach you
to LEARN; we save you from wasting years of time and from eating your heart out with fruitless and misdirected labor. You were
not BORN with a knowledge of the art 01 PLAYWRITING; NOT
with an instinct, for instinct comes from knowledge; NOT with
aptitude, but ADAPTITUDE. This is the Twentieth Century, and
it has no room for the amateur.
This school is not a scheme, but
a movement. It helps you if you can be helped; it cures you if you
it

HOW

can't be. $500.00 cash, irrespective of royalties, for the best play,
actable, by any student entering during the current year. Writefar the circular. Address

W.

T.

PRICE, 1440 Broadway, New York

NEW AMSTERDAM SAFE
DEPOSIT COMPANY VAULTS

The Olympia Opera Company

presented
"The Telephone Girl" and "El Capitan" to big business. The comedian, Ed Eagleton, already a local
favorite, gained fresh laurels by his clever impersonations. With the engagement of Arthur Dunn in "The
Runaways" on the lyth, the management announced
the last big attraction of the season. This proved to be
a record-breaker, from the box office standpoint, being
greeted by the largest house of the year. The shortcomings in this direction were outweighed by the
Vaudeville features, however, while the diminutive
stature and grotesque wardrobe of Mr. Dunn were the
source of much merriment. This has been the most
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W. A. Williams in the title role certainly proved
himself an actor of much merit. He was supported by
a strong company. The work of the persons taking the
parts of Samanthy, the Old Rube and Alice Pentigil met
with great success. The audience was fair. On March
25th "The Old Cross Roads," played to a good house,
which they did not deserve. The house was well ventilated and the orchestra rendered many pleasant selecFRANK L. WERTZ.
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numerous patrons, and one is always sure of a capital
"
Rose Melville was seen recently in Sis Hopkins,"
bill.
and won applause from crowded houses nightly. Miss
Melville was supported by Florence Webster, Fay
Lewis, Malvina Arment, John T. Ray, Frank C. Hartwell, Louis Morrell, Elsie Mackay, Edward Hume and
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STANHOPE-WHEATCROFT

(From Our Correspondent.)
LEWISTON, Pa., April 5. "Quincy Adams Sawyer"
was the attraction at the Temple Theatre Friday, March

This

st

such an equipment as the Academy gives, has the greater
chance for success. Its advantages are real, and its influence
David Belasco.
is for the betterment of the stage."
For full particulars apply to
E. P. STEPHENSON, Gen. Manager, Carnegie Hall, New Yo
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RICHARD MANSFIELD AS ALCESTF,

IN

JUNE, 1905

MOUERE'S COMEDY "THE MISANTHROPE"

ARTHUR HORNBLOW,

Editor

The Cxirrent

Celimene

Alceste

Eliante

Philinte

(Miss Barry)

(Mr. MansEcld)

(Miss Prahar)

(Mr. Andrews)

Oronte

(Mr. Kenyon)

RICHARD MANSFIELD AND HIS COMPANY IN MOLIERE'S COMEDY "THE MISANTHROPE'

NEW

AMSTERDAM. "She Stoops

Goldsmith. Revived April

17,

to

Conquer." Comedy by Oliver

with this cast:

Sir Charles Marlow, George Holland; Young Marlow, his son, Kyrle Bellow; Hardcastle, Louis
Tames; Hastings, Frank Mills; Tony Lumpkin, Sidney Drew; Diggory, J. E. Dodson; Roger, H. A.
Bethuy; Dick, William Little; Thomas, Willard Howe; Stingo, the landlord, Herbert Wainwaring;
Jack Slang, Thos. F. Graham; Amindas, W. A. Hackett; Dick Muggins, Fred. Quimby; Tom Twist,
Richard Meeking; Jeremy, Wm. A. Hackett; Miss Hardcastle, Eleanor Robson; Mrs. Hardcastle,
Mrs. Calvert; Miss Neville, Isabel Irving; Dolly, a maid, Olive Wyndham.

coming from reasons foreign
to the plays themselves
many people have been led to decry the old.
It is a cheap form of asserting superiority of judgment and taste. Naturally, some plays become outworn, the material too familiar, the art
In a season of

futile revivals

failure often

comparatively too crude; but not
the

all

of these pieces can be relegated to

lumber room by the

Stoops to Conquer"

is

criticism of easy contempt. Goldsmith's "She
a comedy that will hold its own whenever played

properly and in the right spirit. These conditions were met in the production at the New Amsterdam Theatre, proof was made that the play is
still

serviceable.

It is

not likely that the improbabilities in the play will ever disqualify it.

At the time Goldsmith wrote, it, no doubt, was far less improbable than
it would be now, that the house of a
country gentleman should be mistaken for an inn. If criticism

a creditor on this score, the effective
nature of the action in the various incidents discharges every indebtedness in

Goldsmith had not been a dramatist of skill, conscious
and its means, he could not have conducted the action so as to

full.

of his art

is

If

the appearance of truth. The mistake as to the house being an
inn could have been disclosed by a single word. A similar fault has

give

it

many plays. Goldsmith provides against the disclosure by natural
devices that only a dramatist of skill could successfully employ. He knew
the stage. His scenes are scenes, they are not mere talk. A roystering
ruined

tavern scene, with songs,

is

the safe reliance of any dramatist

who knows

plays written to-day by American authors worthy of becoming classic,
would they have future life if no traditions of their present acting should
? What would a cowboy look like on the
stage a hundred
years from now, not to speak of the infinite number of other types ? The
stage may well permit some of these passing types to die, it is true.

be preserved

Perhaps it would not be worth the while to resuscitate Mose, the Fireman. But these people in "She Stoops to Conquer" are worth the while.
Tradition in acting does not
classic plays.

It

them

gives

make anatomical specimens

of characters in

life.

Kyrle Bellew played the part of Young Marlow in the right spirit and
way. Here is an actor with a following. How else can you

in the right

explain his prolonged success in "Raffles," a play to see which wild horses
could not drag any human being with properly balanced mind and

morals

a piece with a hero a society gentleman given to stealing

cause his skull needed trepanning?

be-

explanation. That exof us may think that his

It requires

planation is art, personality and grace. Some
grace is too much in the nature of nimble capering in my lady's chamber,
but his grace remains. To some of us he is too urbane, but his soft

urbanity

is

dominant.

It is calculable in dollars

pretty tricks of his own.
if

he

it

becomes an animated and

its

lost his

pocket handkerchief.

next use.

It flutters in

and

If

He

cents.

His Young Marlow would lose half

his

has

charm

not a part of the action of the play,
wonder as to

interesting accessory, inviting

every breeze, in elation held

of depression tightly clasped.

aloft, in

Faultless in attire, too,

was

moments

this

Young

Marlow, a gentleman. Mr. Bellew has the trick of tossing off a part with
an insouciant air of superiority to common mortals which falls short of
impudence by reason of its amiable self-confidence.
Eleanor Robson was the Kate Hardcastle, and her personality was too
pleasing to permit of failure, although, perhaps, she was a little lacking in
that spirit of roguery which must be keyed high in order to sustain the

the tricks of the stage, but such things are commonly cheap compared
with Tony's scene at the Alehouse. The drilling of the servants by
Hardcastle, the meeting with Young Marlow and Hastings, the drinking

the weakest point of a play.

from the cup, Young Marlow's bashful interview with Kate, the subsequent scenes between them, and so throughout the play, all are scenes,
distinct, compact, little comedies by their own right. Goldsmith's secret

J. E. Dodson, as Diggory, gave all the humor in the role of the
grotesque man-servant. Sidney Drew hardly suggested the hoydenish
youth of the ideal Tony Lumpkin. Louis James' Hardcastle was satis-

was the

secret of art as

The production

much

at the

as

it

was

of genius.

New Amsterdam

had the strong saving quality

of adherence to tradition in the acting. It is the only way to play these
old pieces. Otherwise how could they be termed classic?
is the

How

spirit of the author to be sustained ? How, otherwise, are the manners of
past generations to be handed down ? Is no authority of interpretation
to be recognized but that of the present moment ? Assuming that we had

impression of reality.

It is

a case where the acting must be strongest at

factory, although his performance was marred by the irritating mannerisms that this veteran actor has acquired "on the road." Frank Mills,

an excellent young leading man, was a graceful and handsome Hastings.
agreeable surpirse was the Miss Neville, delightfully played by Isabel

An

Irving.

and gave

This young actress looked charming
life

in her

of the

period

to a part that as usually played is little noticed.

The

stage settings were in every

way

adequate,

if

gowns

not elaborate.
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"A

LYCEUM.

called

upon to deal with.
She was particularly hap-

Doll's House," a play in

by Henrik Ib-

three acts,

sen. Revived

May

2

py

in the

opening pass-

ages and, in fact, throughout the first two acts she

with

this cast:

ably presented the win-

Torvald Helmcr, Bruce McRae;

Nora Helmer, Ethel Barrymore;
Nils
Dr. Rank, Edgar Selwyn;

some and

Mrs.
Krogstad, Joseph Brennan;
Linden, Sara Perry; Anna, Eleanor
Wilton; Ellen, Davenport Seymour.

sponsibility of the child-

and daring

hysterical

reserved for the spring

of

course,

duced more cheaply

of

rendering

the Tarantella Miss Bar-

Untried plays,
can be pro-

season.

tell-

ing curtain at the end of
the second act with its

theatrical experiments are
all

She was Nora in

wife.

these scenes, and the

It is a peculiar thing

that the queer

attractive irre-

rymore executed with a
youthful enthusiasm all
her own. There was a

at

that time of the year than

during the winter months,
but if any actor or actress

nice sense of

awakening

responsibility

has had a secret yearning

in

displayed
with Dr.

to astonish the public
critics

with some

in the closing
of
the play in
passages
which the utter selfish-

ing of a standard role the
vernal influence is as sure
to bring

it

and

the birds

it

ness of Torvald

known and

does

leaves.

is

made

the hollow-

ness of the whole domes-

It

tic situation

was but

revealed by

Sarony

natural,

;

Trilby (Virginia Harned)

Svengali (Wilton Lackaye)

there-

her calm yet

that Miss Ethel Barrymore, before the long
vacation should begin, should wish to display her
fore,

talents in something

than such a

more human and

literary

creation as

"Sunday." It
was as Nora that she elected to stand up before
her critics and be judged. Time was when a
revival of

trivial

"A

House" drew forth theses
what Ibsen did or did not

Doll's

by the score as

to

mean when he drew Nora Helmer. In her revival of his best known play at the Lyceum, Miss
Barrymore wisely went about it to present the
child-wife as a normal human being. The text
was intelligently and carefully studied, and the

incisive reserve she

admirably brought out the great revoBruce

was working in Nora's heart and soul.
McRae's Torvald Helmer was somewhat insular, but

lution that

and Edgar Selwyn imparted sorrowto the consumptive Dr.
Rank.
Joseph Brennan is forceful and convincing as
Krogstadt, and Sara Perry lent refinement and intelliat least earnest,
ful

distinction

gence

to the part of

Mrs. Linden.

The revival of "Trilby," at the New Amsterdam
Theatre, with substantially the original cast of ten years
ago, met with a renewal of the first success of a play
is
unique in some ways and puerile in others. Du
Maurier's book had a singular fascination for readers a

which

was a performance of agreeable simplicity,
undeniable charm and moments of commanding

generation ago, and while

dramatic power.

of

result

It is

unnecessary to compare

her work to that which Sorma, Achurch, Fiske,
or other players brought to the role. Her rendering

scene

Rank, and

and

render-

forth as

the

is

free

from any striving

for symbolic signifi-

newer

literary fads,

it

it is little

has

read these latter days

many

makes

real the unreal.

Truth

is

in

its

qualities entirely

own. This author's "Peter Ibbettson," with
ing true," has a like charm. His sentiment

its
is

"dreamtrue.

He

him everywhere. The

Zouzou (Leo Dietricbstein)

Gecko (Robert Paton Gibbs)

cance and from any
desire to

unduly comcharacter

plex

the

with

original

ings.

If

hypnotising

of

heroine

upon

which the main ac-

read-

it

occasion-

tion of

ally fails in

the grasp

based might
have
first,

of

some

of the essen-

purpose

dramatic
and,

so clear

and sincere that the
effect is excellent and
demonstrates

to

in

Potter,

is

well, at

been

resource,
fact,

who

Paul

made

the

dramatization,
himself doubted its

a

To

effectiveness.

that
the
certainty
young actress has it
in her to

"Trilby"

doubted as a feasible

technical requirements, the intent and

tial

is

the

stage

cope with

manager Eu-

gene Presbrey,

it

ap-

tional scope than she

the
pears, belongs
credit for recognizing

been

the dramatic value of

roles of greater

has

hitherto

emo-

The Laird (John Glendinning)

Little Billie (Alfred

Now

Hickman)

Taffy (Burr Mclntosh)

taken by William Courtenay

REVIVAL OF "TRILBY" WITH THE ORIGINAL CAST AT THE

NEW AMSTERDAM THEATRE, NEW YORK
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Svengali and his hypnotic powers. It is even reported that Mr. Potter
absented himself from rehearsals for three days, because he did not

approve of Mr. Presbrey's

idea, which,

however, was allowed to prevail

with happy results for

concerned.

Much

all

credit,

no doubt,

is

due,

Wilton Lackaye. With another actor, one of less authority and
force in the role of Svengali, the success would not have been complete.

also, to

was exactly the man for the part. To a certain extent,
his selection was an accident. He was a member of Mr. Palmer's company; his capabilities were known, but his Svengali was a revelation.
His performance may well be ranked as one of the very best that our
At

all

events, he

stage possesses as distinctly of its own. If it were a mere melodramatic
trick, it would not be entitled to high consideration. While, in the

a slight, but discreet use of theatrical device, the
light that occasionally touches him, of that greenish tint of the scum that
gathers on the margins of the remote lakes of hell, does not take away

production, there

from the

is

possibility, the

gesture,

for the circus-like circumstances

under which

this piece

was

reception here
flimsiest of farces,

not likely that

its

stage. We have more competent all-round
companies and players of greater personal distinction appearing on the
boards of many of our rural stock theatres. The bringing of "The

the contemporaneous

Freedom

London

Suzanne "

New York was

a clear case of carrying coal to
Newcastle, but Mr. Frohman got what he wanted a novel advertisement. He realized that at the fag end of an anemic season the jaded
of

to

palates of our play-goers needed tickling

by

something out of the ordinary, and so he con-

i

ceived this flying trip from' the British metropolis "for four weeks only, of Marie Tempest

movements, in a hundred details, it is
Others have
and Svengali alone.

and company from the Criterion Theatre,
London." The Anglo-maniacs eagerly swal-

man

in

it.

parts of Little Billie and Gecko
formance that established the

measurably reproduced

lowed the

Du

an unexpected hurrah that the surprised Mr.
Frohman, finding New York liked the play
better than London, extended the American

and

Maurier's types.

run indefinitely.

The

itself, erroneously styled comedy,
pure and simple,- with accent on the
simple. It is devoid of any real humor or
is

the diverse elements in the play that
its

success, the

one that works for

its

wild dance of the second act

EMPIRE.
in

"The
three

Freedom
acts,

Lennox. Produced April

Bohemian
is

The

is

Suzanne."

French

by Cosmo Gordon
19,

husband of the

life

The French

with this cast:

Blanche Ring

also the

The
star,

author,

who

acknowledges

indebtedness to the Comtesse de Martel, a lady
who writes decollete stories of fashionable

real naughty.

of

play

farce,

originality of complication.

spirit

prosperity.

finance,

crowded the Empire Theatre, with the
natural result that everything went with such

was pleasant to see once more Virginia
Harned as Trilby. In quiet pathos, she has
some notes in her voice that to hear once, as
uttered by Trilby, is a memorable experience.
contribute to

and fashion and

actors,

gave a perideals

bait,

entirely indifferent to the merits of piece or

It

Comedy

it is

to its promoters. The
with a stale story, dull in the telling, the piece was unworthy the stage of
the Empire Theatre, nor did the "special English company" it introduced to Manhattan playgoers represent with any particular brilliancy

played the part, the play has succeeded, but
none has even approached Mr. Lackaye. The
cast
practically the original one, save for the

is

audience,

would have been encouraging

Svengali,

Among

New York

In voice,

not a trace of the

is

But

presented to a

naturalness of the

It is easy to say that the "makecharacter.
"
up conceals the individuality of the actor, but

there

Suzanne Trevor, Marie Tempest; Charles Trevor, Allan Aynesworth; Fitzroy Harding, Charles
Sugden; Sir Horace Hatton, G. S. Titheradge; Lord Datchet, John Cabourn: Captain Harry Cecil,
Vernon Steel; Tommy Keston, E W. Tarver: Mason, Herbert Budd; Lady Charlotte Trevor, Hilda
Thorpe; Miss Fanny Minching, Henrietta Cowen; Lady Isobel Bury, Beatrice Beckley; Mrs. Tustall,
Adie Hurt; Mrs. Putnam, Minnie Griffin; Mr. Budd, Mclntyre Wicksteed.

under the pseudonym
flavoring

evidence throughout.

Frank Daniels

FRANK DANIELS IN "SERGEANT BRUE" AT THE KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE

is,

indeed, very

"Gyp."
much in

Suzanne Trevor

is

mar-
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husband who does not approve of

his giddy young wife's carryings-on,
is
that
the
one
and when,
assembled, she arrives home after
family
evening
an
demands
he
explanation. Her story only serves to further
angrily
midnight,

ried to a

exasperate him, and at the fall of the curtain a divorce has been decided upon.
In the next act Suzanne is at the seaside with her many admirers, whom she finds

He

even more stupid and tyrannical than her husband.
of hers.
ing to pay attention to a former friend

One

is

also present, pretend-

of Suzanne's admirers

insulting proposal to her, and she appeals to her former husband for
to interfere and goes off to town with the other
protection, but he declines
woman. Suzanne, raging with jealousy and really very much in love with her

makes an

The last act

husband, follows in an automobile.

laid in the

is

apartments and here Suzanne

husband's bachelor

surrender her dearly purgoes, quite ready
chased freedom. To give spice to this rather tame ending, Suzanne allows her
bachelor-husband to remove her wet stocking and rub her cold bare foot in view
to

of the audience, which enjoys the salacious incident hugely.

The burden of the acting lay upon Marie Tempest, a delightful comedienne,
who may rightly claim to be the Rejane of the English-speaking stage. There is,
however, little opportunity in this piece for the exercise of her art. The author
gives her nothing but the most obvious things to do. Her petulance as the wife
one key, and there is no light and shade to the character, which ends by
becoming monotonous. In such an artificial role Miss Tempest could not be
is all

in

otherwise than

artificial herself,

and while her

tricks of speech

little

and gesture

kept the audience in constant good humor, there was no sincerity in her work,
and it failed to carry conviction. Allan Aynesworth, the English leading man,
lacks distinction, but gave a clean-cut performance as the husband.

HERALD SQUARE. "The Rollicking Girl." Musical
Libretto by Sydney Rosenfeld. Music by W. T. Francis.

play in three acts.
Prod. May i. Cast:

Schmaltz, Sam Bernard; Panagl, Joe Coyne; Miklos, Harry Fairleigh; Count Istvan, George Howard; Kokos
A. W. Fleming' Biros, Karl Vonrad, Sydney De Grey; Imre Von Blenheim, George Odell; Robert, Harry
Firenzi, Eugene O'Brien; Ilonia, Hattie Williams;
Lena, Aime Angeles
Fanchette, Esther Tittell; Aranka, Thelma Fair.

Sammis; Henri, Armond Cortez;

In its resplendent new dress, it is difficult to recognize in "The Rollicking
Girl" a revised version of "A Dangerous Maid," seen for a brief period at the

Casino in 1898. Very

little,

in fact, save the

main

outline of the story has been

and the result is practically an entirely new piece, which promises to
a
enjoy
long and prosperous run.
Sam Bernard has not got as good an acting role in this vehicle as he had in
"The Girl from Kays." The little German wig maker is not nearly so funny as
"
a real and delightful characterization but
his "rich Mr. Hoggenheimer
this popular comedian is always droll, even in an impossible part, and while he

retained

is

on the

stage, the laughter

is

incessant.

But why that dislocated English ? The

action of the play takes place in Vienna. There is no sense in making the VienOr is expertness in
nese wig maker utter broken speech in his own country.
of
the
limit
this
actor's
comic
An
artist of Sam BerDutch-English
powers?

nard's calibre

is

surely ambitious to rise above the

Dutch comedian class.

No

how successful an actor may be in certain roles, it is a mistake to become known as a one part man. It is fatal to artistic development.
The plot of "The Rollicking Girl" deals with the adventures of Ilonia
(Hattie Williams), who runs away on her wedding-day to become an actress in
Vienna. Here she meets Schmaltz, who is wig maker at the Royal Theatre,
matter

and, thanks to his good services, Ilonia soon satisfies her ambition. Furious
jealousy is inevitably aroused in the woman she supplants and the wig maker's

productive of much diverting comedy.
melodious and there are plenty of good songs. The most

efforts to protect his protegee are

music

is

attractive feature of the production, however,

The

is

the large

number

of

a perfect feast of pretty, fresh faces
stage
and shapely, graceful forms, attired in costumes of bewildering richness
and beauty. Ben Teal, the stage manager, has introduced a number of
pretty girls employed.

is

novel effects, chief among which is the seating of seven girls in as many
flower draped swings and swinging them over the heads of the orchestra
to the

accompaniment of a chorus. This feature

with that part of the auditorium
headed row." In addition to the

commonly

part,

particularly popular
referred to as the "bald-

star, the cast includes

popular performers. Hattie Williams

none too good

is

and Joseph Coyne

a number of

vivacious and pleasing in a
manages to extract some humor
is

out of a Viennese chappie, while Esther Tittle, Sidney Gray and Harry
Fairley have good songs. No one, however, won a more deserved
success than dainty

little

Aime"e Angeles,

who

plays Schmaltz's

wife,

Lena. This graceful dancer and charming comedienne is delightful in
everything she does, and in these days of rapid-transit stars, it is sur-

PERCY HASWELL AS JULIET AT THE AMERICAN THEATRE

The

prising that such a clever performer has been allowed to play second
fiddle so long.

MADISON SQUARE. "The
Willis Steell.

firm of

Produced April

Cunningham." Comedy

in three

18, with this cast:

acts, by
David Cunningham, William Harcourt; John Calvcrt, his partner, Henry Bergman; Clive Cunningham, William Lamp; Haines, Chas. W. Butler; a Messenger, A. D. Wilkes; Dora Calvert, Hilda Spong;
Sera Honiton, her sister, Katherine Grey; Beamish, Emily

Wakeman; Mary Rooney, Jeannette

Elbcrts.

In re-establishing the Madison Square Theatre, Walter N. Lawrence
has shown a fine appreciation of the character and quality of the plays
that are to distinguish the house.

They have

been, so

far,

not of any

but they have been staged well, acted well, and have
afforded polite entertainment. It is no easy matter to find a succession
of successful comedies. Such plays require the hand of an expert. Sure-

marked

originality,

ness of touch must be manifest in every detail. They admit of no
amateurishness in treatment, and, above all, the material must not be

amateurish.

If their art zig-zags like a

"The Firm

of

Cunningham"

is

weather chart, they are

perhaps impossible,

in parts, as

lost.

any
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American play, but it is constantly diverting. It may be that some of
our wives fall in love with some of the nephews of some of our partners,
as Dora Calvert does with Clive Cunningham. It

once.

The

design of the play was clearly humor, and that good inten-

tion, in spite of its failure, saves

which the married

is

three acts,
wright.

not in the

on the

for the action of the play largely turns

fact

Beuren, Dorothy Donnelly;

that Dora, in the temporary absence of her husband,
in order to

supply herself with money

to

Produced April

24, with this cast:

The Invermorach, Robert Loraine; Clunie,H.Hassard-Short; Sir Tames
Gupworthy, J. H. Bunny; Ninian Gupworthy, Thomas H. Thome;
Duncan Blair, Edmund D. Lyons; Dugald McGlusty, W. H. Denny;
Lady of Invermorach, Ida Vernon; Lady Gupworthy, Adelyn Wesley;
Miss Elspcth, Elspcth McNeill; Miss Jean, Lucy Spencer; Valerie Van

proper to speak in race track terms,

It is

running.

woman

from reprimand.

MANHATTAN. "The Proud Laird." Comedy in
by Cosmo Hamilton and Charles Cart-

probable, however, that she acquired this amatory
tendency from a prolonged residence in Paris. But no
harm comes of it, for Clive falls in love with Dora's
is

sister, after

it

Tammas McGregor, Sydney Smith.

This piece lived but a week and

meet her

is

mentioned

a tipster of horses. She extricates herself finally,
with profit, from the perils of her position. This

only for the purpose of record. A Scotch laird,
impoverished and living in a leaky castle, is in love
with a rich American girl, a cousin who is visiting the

abundant amusing inciit was all about, but

family. In a family council it is determined to make
a match between the cousin and the laird in order

extravagances, has formed a secret partnership with

insubstantial story affords
dents.

You may

forget

what

you will retain a lasting and pleasing impression of
Hilda Spong, as Dora. If you liked her before, you
will like

before,

will

If you did not like her
have the zeal of all converts in her

In point of

mon

fact, the acting of the play,

uncommonly natural and unconstrained,

by comedy rather than by farce. Of the nine members of the cast, none had an ungrateful part, and,
singular to say, some of its most experienced members have rarely or ever had better opportunities or

way

to better advantage.

of exalting a

but to

This

is

"Mrs.

little

hasty treatment.
aristocracy of

The American
W.

MARCELINE
The Hippodrome's Mirth Compelling Clown

at

Fawcett's

it

was a case

of hasty
light,

it

and
was

comedy, there was the
because of improper and

effect of

and

all

naive, absolutely unconscious

money on the part of the British
abroad, the piece was notable.

Theatre, in the very heart of the

enterprise

of

establishing

George
there

a

a stock company to produce plays of the higher
order, and with actors under that constant training

and care necessary in productions that are not makeshifts, but intended
to conform to a high standard. The plays so far have been revivals.
production of "Romeo and Juliet" gave full assurance of the sinMr. Fawcett's plan to present plays of a higher order than has
been heretofore seen at this house. The leading lady of the company is

The

cerity of

William Harcourt

IN

title

it

theatrical district, lends itself favorably to

was discovered that the door opened when both knobs were turned

SCENE

but

curtain

young man, in bath robe, entering
and not being able to escape on discovering her presence, because the
door, with two knobs and snap locks, cannot be opened, is not naturally
humorous. It would have to be made so. It was not. Some of the Incidents were ingenious and the solution was novel and unexpected when

Lamp

into disregard.

in the story,

Instead of being

As a

satire of the love of

Battle's Bath,"

William

that

effect of sordidness,

disrobe, with a

it

was obvious

heavy; instead of the

somewhat inconsequential play,
odd combination of circum-

A

it

superficial writing.

not said by

by H. H. Morrell and
E. G. Malyon, added later to the programme, was
not worth while. The situation of a young woman
in a bath room, with her hair down, and about to
raiser,

but

illustrate the

stances that occasionally happens.

and brought the play

lacked proper development, action, detail and treatment. The production was all that could be desired,

of the parts are character bits, the acting is inspired

appeared

sense,

There was a good dramatic idea

contributes

While some

a very material extent to the success.

In the denouement, she

pretends to have lost her fortune. The young man
stands the test, but the family turn from her. This
was a violation of taste as well as of dramatic com-

her better than ever.

you

future praise.

to

to rehabilitate the estate.

Katherine Grey

"THE FIRM OF CUNN1NOIIAM' AT THE MADTSON SQUARE THEATRE
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Percy Haswell, who is making constant progress in her art. She is likely
to achieve a much higher position than she has heretofore held. Pleasing in personality, she

is

also gaining in force.

"Romeo and

The performance

It will

of

take time to form a

Juliet" was unequal
stock company of that variety of excellence which will adapt
in merit.

itself to

the

Clara Belle Jerome; Mabel Widgctt, Anna Fitzhugh, Gerald Treherne, Walter Percival; Matthew
Habishom, Nace Bonville;
Inspector Gorringe, James Reany; Rev. John Lamb, Lawrence
Wheat; Captain Bay, David Bennett; Percy Proctor, George Lestocq, Uaddon WaUis Alfred
Mr. Crank, Gilbert Clayton; Crookie Scrubbs, Harry McDonough; Lady Bickenhall,
Fitzroy;

Blanche Ring.

This

is

another

of those

constant change of bill. The second production, that of "The Liars," by Henry Arthur

The

in

is

players

progress.

spirit,

bers
failed

although a few

the

of

were

a nondescript hodgeAmerican humor

Brue"

immeasurably superior to its
libretto, which bears so many
marks of revision as to com-

of

This

mem-

is

pletely conceal

any trace of the

original.

The

plot deals

with a London police-

In-

man, who is left ;io,ooo, on condition that
he becomes an inspector,
and this functionary's

performances

Frank

capital.

Gilmore was Sir Christo-

efforts

Harry

pher

Bearing,
Harwood, as

imported

desired

lightness of touch.

dividual

'.farces

Yankee comedians.

fit

English and

company

the

in

to

podge
which at moments entertains and at others
The music of "Sergeant
falls flat.

comedy was done with considerable

English musical

result, as usual, is

of

Jones, brought forward some new additions
to the company, showing that the

process of selection and rejection

very

occasionally from London and made over

secure

to

motion furnish

Dolly's

.all

prothe

husband, gave his few
with a d comic

comedy. Frank Daniels
manages to squeeze a

not be

good deal of fun out of

upon.

the role of the cockney

scenes

effect that could

well

improved
"

Later,

The Merchant

peeler, but there

" was
given,
Jacob Adler, the Hebrew

of Venice

real

tragedian being seen as

to

is

no

to the piece,

snap
and the performers have

work hard

to

keep

Sam Bernard

George Howard

SCENES IN "THE ROLLICKING GIRL" AT THE HERALD SQUARE THEATRE
Others in the company are: Edwin Arden, Dodson Mitchell,
Newton Lindo, Laura McGilvray, Daisy Levering, Bijou Fernandez.

amused.

Blanche Ring made a

Shylock.

their auditors

F.

"Saturday After Two," and

KNICKERBOCKER.
Libretto

by Owen

"Sergeant Brue." Musical farce in three acts.
Produced April
Hall; music by Liza Lehman.

24, with this cast:
Sergeant Brue, Frank Daniels; Michael Brue, Alfred Hickman, Aurora Brue, Sallie Fisher; Daisy,

"My

hit

O."

with two

songs,

a pity this
does not find a vehicle which would give her talent
Irish Molly,

It is

comely young woman
"
an opportunity. Alfred Hickman, who was missed in Trilby " where
he was the original Little Billie, was seen as the policeman's son, and
Sallie Fisher

pretty

little

and Walter Percival scored well deserved applause

ditty over a cup of

tea.

The

piece

is

handsomely

set.

in

a
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Their Beginnings
those theatregoers who, each evening, applaud their favorite players, ever realize how hard was the way to
how beset with all kinds of obstacles, which then seemed unsurmountable, the beginnings of those actors and
actresses now at the very top of their profession? Almost every artist, who is to-day a star, has had to travel the hard road

Do

success,

before attaining recognition and reward, and early adversity, while seemingly cruel, really proved their best friend, for it
and broadened their art. That they finally succeeded in spite of all difficulties shows that they were intended

tempered

these are only part of life's trying-out process. The fittest survive the
for the profession they chose. Obstacles, difficulties
ordeal and achieve fame; the others fall by the wayside. The recital of the experiences of the elect in the early days of
their novitiate, when they worked humbly and patiently in obscurity, without money, often without enough to eat, but
will undoubtedly prove of keen interest to our
always buoyed up with the hope and ambition of one day "getting there,"
readers. We begin with Blanche Bates, who has just closed her season afler having played more than one thousand times

the role of

Yo San

"The

in

Darling of the Gods."

BY BLANCHE BATES
to the fateful night of

September 17,
1894 (when Miss Bates made her debut), I
was an energetic young person, whose sole
aims and soul aims were to get enough to eat. I
cared nothing for the theatre, seldom saw a play,

PRIOR

and wondered why my parents insisted upon staying
on the stage. Actors, I thought, were really very

common

people.

I

tried

garten for a year, but

At the time

when

illuminate a kinder-

my

possible

dazzling

the

interested in a stock

"What

future

A. Brady's "Uncle Tom's Cabin," had been
managing the old Powell Street, now the Columbia
Theatre, in San Francisco, and his employees were
arranging to give him a benefit. I thought I should

my

appear

and

I

announced the fact
my mother

the

family, to the scandalous horror of

Bates,
plays the Foxy Woman in
of
the
Gods"), who said I would never
Darling

M.

(Mrs. F.

"The

in that benefit,

make an

who

actress.

StockwelPs

They allowed me

benefit.

to

of

unruffled

Every

assurance

night now, that I

Darling of the

Gods,"

I

am

in

The week

"The

On

In

"

to play

was cast for an emotional part,
had to discover my lover dead
I

and take a curtain. Imagine a
raw creature discovering anything and taking a curtain! I
was good. After I played that
scene mother advised me to
retire from the stage.
She suggested a convent.
Instead, I

came

to

New York.

had three months of interviewing managers and agents.
I

The "no" was almost invariable. The late Joe Humphreys

me to do "heavies." It
was my turn to say "no." I
wore low heels to reduce my
height, and thought of bleaching.
told

my poor, unmeaning card
to Augustin Daly. He sent me
I sent

Marceau
As

Cigarette in

"

Two

Flags

are talking of befrom the height

fell

me

out with clothes.

the thirteenth of

month Mr. Frawley leased the Columbia Theatre, San Francisco,
and we opened where I had made my debut in September at Mr.
Stockwell's benefit.

We played there three years,
playing there for five

that

is,

for three seasons

it

was our home,

months

and going on tour the rest of the
year. We included Honolulu in
our tour one season. I had been
playing leads the last season,

and when a distinguished cast,
with Maxine Elliott at the head,
was brought from the East, it
was proposed to put me back
But
again to juvenile leads.
ambition was stirring in

me now,

came to New York once
more. I had been here only a
few days when I was telegraphed
and

I

for to return.

I

the

New
I

season

I

went back

advanced from

Orleans upon

went

Theatre.

for

At the end of

one more year.

straight

to

New

York,

the

Daly

On my still unmeaning
Platt

Under

we

May we opened in Portland,
with
a
Oregon,
company of thirteen in a repertoire of
thirteen plays, and had a successful run. The same

The Great Ruby

after that benefit Joe

wanted

vicissitudes, that I

helped

a thousand times more

Murphy brought his Irish plays to the
with the company, and Mr. Murphy, taking
his fate in his hands, allowed me the honor. The first two weeks I played
a light-hearted hoyden, and nothing dreadful happened. But in the third
I

forget to say, since

ginnings and

first salary with Joe
Murphy, eightyweek which he paid me not because I
was worth it, Heaven knows, but because I was so
well known in San Francisco that he thought I had
a " draw " to twenty-five dollars a week. My mother

nervous than I was then. In ignorance is repose. They
didn't throw things at me. I don't know why.
theatre.

Gods?"

five dollars a

youth and ignorance.

of

make my entrance

said:

answered with sad

of that joyous

Mrs.

part
played
Willoughby, a young widow in Brander Matthew's
I walked on that night with all
piece, "A Picture."
the

I

must not

I

play in Mr.

the

I

Mr. Frawley

company.

are you doing here?"

"Nothing." They asked me where I was stayand
I gave them my address.
ing,
They called soon
after and Mr. Neil asked me to go to Denver to
play in
his stock company. I went. Mr. Neil and Mr.
Frawley
made an arrangement by which Mr. Frawley took half
of the company and opened a stock season at the
Grand Theatre, in Salt Lake City. I was of the Salt
Lake portion. We opened on Christmas Eve, 1894.
Wasn't it odd that exactly ten years later I played on
the same night in the same theatre in "The Darling of

be in a kindergarten.
happened that L. R. Stockwell, the Marks of

like to

age of nine

truth,

Wm.

to

at the

One day I was trudging Broadway and met T. D. Frawley and James
who is playing Dazzle in "London Assurance." Each of them was

might not
It

Blanrhe Bates

Neil,

year had dragged by, my superior
informed me, oh, so politely,
that, perhaps, it might be just

her debut

01

to

word through an army of office
boys that he was busy, and told
me to call on Monday. I called
at ten and waited until four. He
didn't come to the office that
day, and I didn't go back.

As

Yo San

in

"

The

Darling

ot the

Gods "
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card

I wrote,

am nobody and

"I

my name:

below

have done nothing,

Great Ruby "that the

be somebody and do something if you will take me."
hope
Mr. Daly came out and said: "Where have you been playing?"
"In stock in the West," I answered.

but

"What have you played?"
"Almost everything."
"Come around Monday," he said.
This time he was there. We signed a contract and
pany on a
came back
attention

I left

was paid

to

it

by the press.

It

with the com-

was when we opened

in

is

memory by

difficult to

centre picture

is

from Mr. Jefferson's

latest

the well

known

critic

A

almost incredible

that a force

life

;

,

forever,

gross; nimble wit, that

was never unkind; and piquant

was equally sweet and

droll.

The

spiritual

eccentricity, that

cogency of

his

life,

accord-

ingly, the authority of his character and the illuminative and final
explanation of his amazing artistic career, can be designated by the
as,
single word charm. He was not distinctively an intellectual power

for

but in the realm of emotion his power was
spoke to the heart. He did not dominate by force. He

example, Henry Irving

supreme. He
made no effort

to

is

command. He

allured by spontaneous sweetness,

he subdued by unstudied grace.

*

and

*

powers and his renown, the comedian rea few characters, but, in his earlier time, he had
played scores of parts: one authentic list mentions more than a hundred
of them, and he might have continued to play scores of parts, had he
not learned by experience that it is better to do one thing thoroughly

"In the maturity

of his

stricted his repertory to

well than to

do many things passably;

to present

one model of perfect

many examples of good artistic intention. The principal
characters that he chose were Rip Van Winkle, Acres, and Caleb
Plummer, characters that were absolutely congenial to him, stirring his
nature to its profoundest depths and evoking all the resources of his
art rather than

heart and mind.
the observer

who

Those characters he could represent to perfection, and
subjects them to analytical examination will speedily

discern that they

comprehend many,

extremes and contrasts of

human

others

show him

in his

famous characterization Rip Van Winkle

Great Actor Gone

William Winter, who for many years was Mr. Jefferson's close personal friend.

it is

comprehend

But God has

Saronv

and the face of tender sympathy darkened in death.
"Some leaders of mankind prevail by what they do. Jefferson preincarnate goodness, without insipidity; tender
vailed by what he was
humanity, without effusive weakness; exuberant humor, that was never
hushed

it.

been very good to me.

The

photograph.

so beautiful, a beneficence so precious, as that of
Joseph Jeff erson has come to an end that the voice of gentle humor

so vital, a

is

my performance of theCountess.

a struggle to gain higher ground and a struggle to hold

is

"The

Joseph Jefferson
"W"T

to

I

Copyright, FaJk

The

tribute paid to his

were kind

critics

was soon depressed by the atmosphere of Daly's and resigned
the day after my d^but. Liebler and Company engaged me for Milady
"
in The Three Musketeers." Then I met Mr. Belasco. I have been very
fortunate. There are lots of ambitious, talented, hardworking girls who
haven't their David Belasco.
I have worked hard,
especially in stock. One week I played four new
One
was
Hedda
Gabler. I have known hardship and bitter disparts.
have
slid
back
two steps for three I have climbed. There
appointment,

tour, playing Bianca in "The Taming of the Shrew." We
to town and played "The Shrew," but it being a revival, little

Sarony

"

But

to

I
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if

not

experience:

the representative
youth and age, love and
all,

and greed, wealth and poverty, humor and pathos, power
and weakness, mirth and grief, craft and simplicity, selfishness and selfsacrifice, the material and the spiritual, and the natural and the preternatural. It will also be perceived that the raiment and scenic investiture
hate, charity

them comprise the tatters of indigence and the laces of luxury; the
cottage and the drawing-room; manners, both humble and exalted; and
physical nature, alike in calm and storm. 'The range of Jefferson as
of

an actor was, in fact, remarkably broad; and, for the rest, it
should be remembered that he rendered the greatest possible service
that any person can render to the stage, because he made it pure

and honorable
kept

it

so.

in the public

esteem and dear to the public heart

and

was
by him, so that even those persons who misuse and
by sordid and corrupt speculation, possess a broader field
All

over the land the

institution

of

the

theatre

strengthened

degrade it,
and an ampler opportunity than would otherwise

exist, for what they call
business enterprise. He did not care to manage theatres or to produce
new plays. He did not waste himself on ventures and experiments.

He

did the thing that he

and the world

is

could do best

happier, because

of

and the stage is better,
what he was and what he
:

accomplished.
'"

Are we so soon forgot when we are gone?' Remembrance of those
words, as they were spoken by Jefferson, in the great days of his Rip Van
Winkle, can never perish. The world does easily forget, and the rapid
we may be very sure, will sweep into oblivion many names

river of time,

and many things that are conspicuous now; but as long as the fame of
gentle humor is prized, and as long as kindness and pity remain on earth,

name of Joseph Jefferson will be remembered, because like the
kindred names of Lamb, and Hood, and Charles Dickens, and Thackthe

eray,

and Washington Irving

the everlasting pages of the

it is

human

written with smiles and tears
heart."

upon
WILLIAM WINTER.

Prominent Players

Who

Own

Are Their

May

Blanche Ring enjoying a spin on Riverside Drive

Chauffeurs

Irwin has a breakdown

with more enthusiasm than the actor. Many of our players,
after the nervous strain of their stage work. Among
fashionable avenue or the green lanes of the park are Ma.xine Elliott, Irene Bentley, Drina de Wolfe, Hattie
Williams, Virginia Harned, Marie CahiU and Julia Marlowe. These and others we showed driving their motor cars in an illustrated article which appeared last June.
This year we must add to the list May Irwin, Jefferson de Angelis, Fritzi Scheff, Lulu Glaser, Blanche Ring and Frank Daniels. Many theatre managers also love
the sport, prominent among their number being Charles B. Dillingham and George H. Tyler. The latter manager makes long journeys all over the continent in his
Some of these thespian chauffeurs have written of their experiences for THE THEATRE
touring car each summer when he goes abroad to secure new attractions.
MAGAZINE, and their respective contributions follow herewith:

Each year

the automobile

is

all classes of people and
find automobiling a delightful

becoming more popular with

men and women, possess to-day their own machines and
others who are often to be seen spinning swiftly along the

none has taken

Y EXPERIENCE

with the automobile has opened

industrial sense, because the automobile

is

my

PURCHASED my

eyes (to

by no means economical.

D

I

opened

cently.

and

my

is

May

"Home

Irwin's

menace

as a

tomed

it,

directly or indirectly

chauffeurs,

pawnbrokers,

divorce

and the consequent flurry that passed
behind the scenes was due to my inability to
regulate the steering gear.

Wurtzburger can well afford champagne on their
It is trying to keep an automobile

it is

I sing a

stories,

in

"Sergeant Brue" called "I Was
It tells a series of hard-luck

but

I

always seem to think that

it

applies

My

automobile gathers no bank account.
People who ride in white automobiles shouldn't
throw mud.

class chauffeur.

is

a magic touch and noth-

but turn handsprings, run up the side of a tenstory house and bump plumb into the middle of

run over a policeman.
live to get

Hers

ing goes wrong when she is in command, but I am
the aboriginal automobile havoc maker. Under
my fearless guidance, the machine does everything

An auto under control is worth two in the ditch.
When angry, blow your horn; when very angry,
speeds and gets away will

song

particularly to experiences with a horseless wagon.
little daughter, Maudie, for instance, is a first-

well to keep

rolling

He who

course, I uttered

Born on a Friday."

pawn-

the following rules in mind:

A

Of

a powerful protest, but I wouldn't care to be
hauled up in court to take my oath on the subject.

beer income.

Before buying an automobile,

engagements.

theatre

librettists

wife on a wheelbarrow salary that helps the
broker and divorce lawyer.

my regular evening performances

They stoutly maintained,
however, that I had already acquired the automobile face and nervous twitching of the hands,
and that my extreme tardiness in reaching the

and press agents.
It is not necessarily a champagne appetite with
a beer income that causes financial and domestic
distress; Mr. Schlitz, Mr. Budweiser and Mr.

lawyers, comic opera

to take for

in past

Besides those directly employed in
the automobile's manufacture, think of those who

manufacturers,

it was, the curtain had to be held five
minutes on the opening act the first night. The
story I told was that the time schedule on the

just

this industry!

steel

It

my country place at Rye had
been changed without my knowing it, and that
accordingly I missed the train I had been accus-

to

society are not thinking persons. Reflect on all
who are given employment since the advent of

depend upon

week before

railroad passing near

Cooking.")

Those who condemn the auto

large White touring automobile the

"Sergeant Brue" at the Knickerbocker Theatre revery nearly upset the entente cordiale between myself

in

management. Even as

a discourse on political economy and
not domestic economy. (For points on the latter,
see

With the Motor

BY FRANK DANIELS.

IRWIN.

say nothing of my pocketbook), to its importance as a factor in
economics. I use the term "economics" in a general, civic and

This

it

My Luck

Automobile Philosophy
BY MAY

to

and healthy relaxation

Long

it

neck some other day.
The auto shows which way the millionaire

Island Sound.

in the

Cooks "Rarebits"

One bad

turn deserves another chauffeur.

It takes nine

tailors

and one automobile

to

is

A QUIET

way

DNautomobiling

for

time

paved with thick sand and broken glass

for the scorcher.
Still

Her Car

I have been a disciple of

several

seasons.

At one

came very near appearing in an automobile opera. But when I found that the librettist
had arranged for a chorus specialty bringing on

break a man.
Hell

in

By LULU GLASER.

blows.

I

twelve illustrators of thinking parts in automatic

autos run over people.
Hall

Mav

Irwin as a chauffeur
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Frank Daniels

breakdown

Jefferson de Angelis working after a

same time, I decided that the scheme was too complicated.
not touring around the country you will find me almost any
day driving my gasoline machine along the Boston Post Road, between
my country place at Mt. Vernon and my residence in New York. I also

carriages at the

When

I

am

have an

electric coupe, which I use for shopping. In this I have among
other contrivances, an electric stove; and returning after my appearance

"A Madcap

Princess" in Brooklyn a few weeks ago, I cooked a very
Welsh
rarebit while we were crossing the Brooklyn Bridge.
satisfactory
I consider
automobiling the most exciting and health-giving exercise in
in

the world.
is

Incidentally,

an excellent adjunct

it

stimulates what

we term "nerves," and

that

foot until I raked together

stand a word

DHalways

as the guest of the

owner

,

farm wagon

drag the automobile back to town.

to

sell

My

descriptions for some years, but
of one of these intricate machines.

had had some

financial reverses

me her gasoline runabout

for the proverbial

DHAVE

once got
in

me

into all kinds of trouble.

Yonkers and nothing

ing day

check for

it

it

Candidly, it's
for
out
go
long spins through the country and I always use

my car to go
each evening, leaving the machine at the stage door until

me

at the last

As

I

to

me

Another

places.

perfectly easy to guide the

was driving

of

in Chicago,

my maid

as

the car

at

a

rested for an hour

and had

Then for the
home
Everything

luncheon.

went well

!

for

nearly an

hour when we came

to a

halt at a turn in the

wrist,

in a piece of

had
I

I

speed,

canvas that

from the

fallen

vated

time,

at full

when suddenly
became entangled

mere turn

ourselves

the

in

smashing the bone in two

moment, and so, as it seemed

picturesque inn away out
in the country, where we

railroad

was

ele-

structure.

thrown

violently

from the machine, and for
an instant lost consciousness.
first

When

I

automobile. I

my

revived

thought was

the

of

fancied

it

way down
plowing
street, knocking down peits

destrians

and

damaging

road, that seemed a thous-

property, but what was

and miles removed from

amazement when

every inhabitant. Nothing
could start the wheels again,

the machine standing perfectly still. Without in the

and leaving

least being sensible of hav-

my maid

as

guard, I plunged ahead on
mat hine

over.

struck

we found

in her Northern

is

accompany me

my

companion and we had a
most exhilarating run of
two hours and a half, until

making time

place

to

vehicle by the
a wrist, I took

Fritzi Scheff

my

chauffeur I had

and give her

disappointed

dead

at

me so completely as "pottering" with the
the only time I ever do any work. I love to

The

engaged

return

have a garage

had an arm broken about six weeks ago. I was
mishaps,
machine
the
steering
through the door of the garage when the hub of the
wheel struck an obstacle and turned the steering lever so sharply that it

as a final test,

at the successful conclusion of the trip.

I

rests

machinery.

the performance

it was to run it
during an
Bois de Boulogne, I told her that I was sailing back to
America in two days, but that if she would let me have the auto the follow-

Automobile

been a motor enthusiastic for several years, and I may say
truthfully that my love for the "pace that kills" has more than

hour

in the

air.

BY JEFFERSON DE ANGELIS

to the theatre

would take a spin on

wrote the owner

she witheringly informed me that if I had taken the trouble to refill the
which she observed had become empty from the extra
gasoline tank

"song." After she had shown me how easy

to myself, I

I

rather a sharp note, saying, I was not in the habit of buying old junk.
The next day when I got on the ship I found a letter from her, in which

all

that she

succeeded in persuading them, however,

simply through the assistance of thin

in Paris

was not until I visited Paris last January, that I very nearly became
the owner of one. I had been on several long and delightful fleet trips
around the environs of the French capital on a handsome crimson horseless wagon, and I was all keyed up on the subject, when a Parisian

me

I

accompany me, and after examining the derelict they wagged their heads
dolefully, as much as to say, "What would you have?" I finally made
arrangements, for a hundred francs, for a couple of powerful horses and a
to

It

acquaintance confided to
and would be delighted to

White

some farmers, who, of course, could not under-

I said in English.

BY BLANCHE RING
ridden on automobiles of

in his

supply of gasoline carried in the seat, all would have been well, and that
she had never yet run across an automatic car that could cover ground

to the art of acting.

Buying a Machine
AVE

141

ing done so,

I

I

my
saw

had shut

off

W. Hedtfe, Marshal of the automobile parade
down the Rialto in his Columbia machine.

Captain H.
driving

BRILLIANT REVIVAL OF OLIVER GOLDSMITH'S COMEDY
and

that

reason

the chief

is

motor coupe
yet

My

condition.

this

on

I insist

why

is

small,
to

enough

large

contain in

hidden

its

an

recesses a space for

ice-box, a lunch bas-

a folding writing

ket,

desk and innumerable
articles

dear

to

feminine heart.

the

When

theimportant question
arose as to

first

my

how

auto could go on
the baggage

in

tour,

car, the ingenious ad-

vance agent suggested
that I secure one esconstructed

pecially

which could

i

.

Marlow

"
(timidly)
"

:

Not

Kate:

am

I
sure I tire you,
"
in the least, sir

fold up,

madame "

"I see Miss Neville
2. Marlow (trying to escape)
"
expecting us in the next room." Kate " I protest sir,
I never was more agreeably entertained
:

:

power and put on the brake in the
when I was thrown from the
car. How's that for presence of mind ?
the

I met with an accident was when
was endeavoring to break the record
between Washington and Philadelphia,
and the machinery got out of order.
I had to finish the trip most prosaically
on a milk train, which was flagged

time

instant

I

NO FOLDING CARS FOR HER
BY

YIELD
in

FRITZI SCHEFF
to

no one, male or female,

love

my

When

carriage.
tract with

my

having

I

giving

at a

horseless

signed

my

present manager

in light opera, I

inserted

the

for

con-

the

to star

privilege

automobiling delightful relaxa-

tion after long tiresome rehearsals,
to

had a special clause

me

station.

way

I find

my mind

there

than a run at

of

country road.

taken on tour, even on
stands, whenever I should

my auto

it.

At

first,!

is

and

no greater enjoyment

speed along a good
Danger? I never think of
full

was a

little

nervous, especial-

have a horror of the

ly on the sharp curves, but I soon got accustomed to that and now I'm as fond of

horses and vehicles provided by liverystable men in some of our communities.

when
the
anyone
in
nowhere
is
bicycle policeman
sight.

one-night
so desire.

I

as

scorching

Kyrle Bellew

Eleanor].Robson
"

Kate: Having stooped to
conquer with success and gained
a husband without aid from
5.

"

dress

and even be separated.
Visions of
the

ing

it performformer feat

without any previous

announcement to that
effect, while I was ridaround

ing

Park,
threw

Central

immediate ly
me into a nerv-

our tremor and simultaneously disqualified the advance man

from

an

advisory

capacity. For recreation in the country, I

frequently
self

another.
3

Marlow (not recognizing Kate
child,

in the guise of a serving maid),

you are vastly handsome

'I

vow

drive

my-

from one town

The

to

only
4.

Kate:

"

Pray,

sir,

keep your distance

'

"SHE STOOPS TO CONQUER." WITH AN ALL STAR CAST

pBP

MM:
i^

^^ ^^ ^^ ^^

i
.

Tony (Sidney Drew)
ACT

Hastings

ACT

I'hotos,

Hall

III.

MARLOW:

TONY

I.

:

Mr. Hardcastle (Louis James)

Marlow,

"

"

An impudent

fellow, this inkeeper!

TONY

"Why,

Jr.

Marlow,

gentlemen, you have

lost

Jr.

Mrs. Hardcastle (Mrs. Calvert)

Miss Neville (Isabel Irving)

TONY:

"
:

'

My

Hastings (Frank Mills)

(Kyrle Bellew)

your way!"

mother thinks herself forty miles

off!

"

Now

do you make

it

out mother!

'

Byron, N. Y.

A REHEARSAL OF THE BALLET AT THE METROPOLITAN OPERA HOUSE,

The Decline

o

1
F

all

the arts, there

is

Dancing as an Art

of

none of greater antiquity than that

of the dance, nor in olden times was any more highly
for modern civilization to
It remained
esteemed.

rank, and each year its exattempt to deprive
in
fewer
number, and dancing itself
ponents are growing
it

of

its

popular as a spectacle.
Dancing disappeared almost entirely after the sack of
Rome, but it was revived again, notably in France,

less

where

it

was introduced from

of Catherine de Medicis.

The

York

shows a ballet in progress is this form of the dance still in
and
even there no one dancer thrills the public as of old.
high favor,
Since Delibes, whose three beautiful ballets "La Source," "Copillustrations

and "Sylvie" are seen occasionally

by the followers

pelia," given here last winter,

important ballet

Europe, no composer of repute has written music for ballets, another
proof of the decadence of the art. One living dancer alone, the Ameri-

of

Henry

and

III,

because of the gorgeous entertainments given by the Grand
Monarch, but because it especially appealed to Louis as an
opportunity for displaying his own graces of person. But
it was not until 1776 that the true ballet, without interpolated song or dialogue, made its appearance upon the

danced in New York in
1881.
She now has a
school of dancing in New

dancer of repute has been seen for nearly thirty years. Only in Italy,
famous for the ballets given each season at La Scala, Milan, and the
San Carlo, Naples in which latter theatre one of the accompanying

first

under this sovereign's successors it developed until the time of
Louis XIV, which was the golden age of the dance, not only

Bonfanti as she

Mr. Conried has now organized a corps de ballet, two premieres danseuses,
and even a premier danseur heretofore unknown here. In Paris, no male

Italy

was produced during the reign

Mme.

NEW YORK

can, Isadora

Duncan, seems

in

to be repeating the triumphs of another

Europe. We read of the horses being removed
from her carriage that an enthusiastic crowd may draw it through the
streets, while in staid Berlin there has been talk of erecting a theatre

generation in the cities of

solely for her to display her art.

dancers of modern times were Taglione and Fanny
never
visited America, although her brother and his
Taglione

The most famous
Ellsler.

Such composers as Mehul, Cherubini and
Kreutzer wrote the music for these spectacles in which
the dancers Bigottini and Montessu delighted the Parisians, and later

Of Italian
wife appeared in Philadelphia and New York in 1839.
in
Her
born
in
Stockholm
father
was
a dancer
she
was
1804.
descent,

Herold and Adam, the teacher of Delibes, also composed
which the dancer Grisi charmed all the beholders.

grand-daughter of a

French

stage.

City.

ballets in

That dancing, both as an art and as a spectacle, has declined

and the

ballet school in
is

indis-

sixteen.

Royal Theatre. His daughter was also the
famous Swedish tragedian. She was sent to the
Vienna and made her first public appearance there at

ballet director of the

From

1822 to 1826 she danced in

Munich and
the

Stuttgart,

and

at

the

The superb ballets,
such as "The Black Crook,"
"Excelsior," "The Naiad

Grand Opera, Paris, where
she made such a furore that

Queen, "etc., which delighted

she remained there per-

our fathers, are practically

manently, never yielding her

unknown

present
generation, and even at the

place for twenty years, until
the appearance of Fanny

Grand Opera of

where

Ellsler.

ballet

Count Gilbert des Voisins,
and during her period of

putable.

to-day

the

to

Paris,

a school of

dancing

is still

the ballet

is

maintained,

retained in

name

years,

Lake Como,

has been

daughter

the Metropolitan

Opera

its

her
Prince

her

fortune, so that in her old

made by Mr, Con-

ried to revive

and

married

lost the greater part of

House, although during the
past two seasons, an effort
has been

handsome
and on

Troubetzkoy.
During the
Franco - Prussian War she

almost completely neglected
at

owned

residences in Vienna

than in substance,
while in America the ballet,
recent

year

In 1833 she married

success,

rather

of

following

age,

like

many

celebrated

dancers, she 'was obliged to

past glories.

The

ballet at the splendid

San Carlo Theatre

in

Naples
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"Im-

give lessons, teaching the children of

riage of the

some

her hotel.

mortal

families

in

London.

The

first

to

In
Richmond she was
met by a delega-

the best

of

Fanny"

tion of

dancer

prominent

to appear in
America was a

citizens and a
brass band. Her

'

last

'

American apwas in
1842, and twenty

gentleman

recently from
London," who did
a

pearance

years later she

"Harlequin
Clown

a

dance,

retired.

dance, and a
Drunken Peas-

graceful

ant," between the

who

acts during
Thomas Kean's

America

dramatic engage-

None of her family

ment

first

had ever been on

Nassau Street

the stage, but as a
child she showed

at the

Theatre
in

city,

of

this

first

dancing that her mother was

to attain distinction as a

The
is

of

first

mention

1813 danced at the Anthony Street Theatre.
the evening of February 7, 1827, the old Bowery Theatre was the

scene of a strange demonstration. Madame Francisquy Hutin attempted
to introduce the French school of dancing to an American audience. As
she bounded on the stage in her short tulle skirts, she was greeted by a

storm of

hisses, every lady in the

lower

tier of

boxes

left

the manager was obliged to order the curtain down.

the house,

The

and

unfortunate

dancer made no attempt to repeat the disastrous experiment.
In 1855 an American, Augusta Maynard Williams, known as

"La

Petite Augusta," won great popularity as a dancer. She was the first
American ever admitted to the Academy of Dancing in Paris, where she
later

appeared with Fanny Ellsler

in the

went

in

America

or

for the first

since

equalled.

Once the

entire

visited

Mme.

Bonfanti.

which

she had triumphed
in

She ap-

Paris.

peared at the

New

Park Theatre here,
and then went to

which seem

in vogue,

her pupils elderly
cians' advice,

by

where

which,

yet in their

aim

embody grace of
pose and movement,

serve to

may

keep the art from
falling into utter

A

oblivion.

Mme.

most
pupil

Bonfanti

brought her husband with her, and
he offered the

Balti more

teacher

great

ducements

London,

to

in-

go to

declaring
Otto Sarony Co.

It is

professionals.

to

Bunker
pletion
Hill monument. In

dragged

women, beside

simple, as compared
to the older forms,

lessons that she

car-

of society

however

com-

the

To-day she numbers among

to take the exercises at their physi-

dances

learn

delighted with her

the

of dancing in this city.

they

share of a benefit

enthusiastic people

She therefore retired from the stage

Lon-

in

city.

of

to those of the real danseuse, yet

compared

and a number

She contributed her
the

the high kicking, contortions, the steps

women who come

during the past
winter was Lady
Cunard, who was so

toward

speaks with enthu-

women,

society

especially

of

ances for that

of the ballet, directed

still

been taken up more

thirteen nights,

number of perform-

she

curious to note that as the dance as an art declines on the stage,

enthusiastic

at

began

child's play

to satisfy the public.

Boston, dancing for
that time an unusual

McCOY SISTERS

now

which are as

to

antula,"

Mtlntosh

dancing,"

tion at her appear-

in

whom

Blasis, of

last public appearance was in 1891 in "The Twelve
After
that she had many offers, but none that she cared
Temptations."
to accept. It was about this time that what she calls the period of "fake

flock to the teachers

Cracovienne," and
in the ballet "Tar-

A

Black Crook." Her

don,

"La

as a profession.

famous Milan school

her successes there, she came to America, where most of her dancing
was afterwards done, and she was in the original production of "The

shout of acclama-

pas sent and

it

persuaded to allow
native of Milan, she

finally

siasm, as one of the greatest of all ballet masters. She made her debut
at the age of eleven, as a solo dancer at Covent Garden, London. After

house rose with a

ance. She danced a

to the

by Carlo

and opened a school

"Tarantula."

The famous Fanny
appeared
time in 1840. Fresh from her triumphs in Europe, she took New York
by storm. The largest theatres were crowded, and she met with receptions never before
Ellsler herself

Ban

her to study

CLAYTON

BESSIE

Three trained dancers in " It Happened
in Nordland"

Jane Placide,

in

On

is

such aptitude for

American

dancer was John Durang, in 1785.
of a woman dancer in this country

who

dancers

ever

Marie

January,

The

1751.

One of the most

HENGLER SISTERS

it

has
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that all the ladies at
It is

interesting to

the

and

watch

a feather.

as

lightly

Her

pupils'

practice costumes consist of short
skirts with
bloomers, ballet

ballet

and plan out their dances
together, with
their mother
always ready to give
her opinion and
advice, and their
parents have been their
teach-

black skirts, her
pretty little feet in
slippers, she flits about the room

full

only

and a loose

waist, that

may be unrestrained, so

appeared together. They were with

movements
there are

Until recently
they have always

ers.

shoes,

Anna Held two

all

seasons ago.

Nellie

varieties of

McCoy's

the regulation ballet kind to those of
the plainest material.
Many graceful
movements are performed to mu-

Teazle," and Bessie's dancing at the
Hippodrome,is recalled with delight.

sical

dances in the various
operas
which Fritzi Scheff starred.

costume to be seen at
these lessons, from
gauzy skirts of

Formerly

there

classic dancers, indeed,

whose

movement

every

grace

difficult steps,

The

One

seems now that not only

It

to tradition.

undoubtedly

when

skill,

Otto Sarony Co.

conveyed by the

of the well-known

MISS BESSIE McCOY
McCoy sisters now appearing

the dancers do not
study as they used to do, but they go
through their
dances as a task to be
accomplished as soon and for as much
money as
possible.
They do not love it as an art. Of posing, of pantomimic
expression they know nothing. Dancing is one of the most
difficult, as
it
is the most
graceful of arts, yet I
receive letters from utter
strangers, ask-

art

at the

full

dancer often feels that her
,the inducements great enough for
True, the solo dancer receives
classic

_
""

to

anywhere
light

comic element again resumes
sway, and for this reason the

Hippodrome

not appreciated,

is

many

the

*

opera or

c

i"*-*!

milt in

iiidii

until she secures this
coveted

position she

must usually dance in what
where she is expected
sing as well, and all for the sum of

ing how many lessons are required to
make them good dancers, how
many

to

weeks they must study? Weeks!

$15 or $18 a week. The work she

can

I tell

without seeing a person,
can ever become a
good dancer?

is

How
if

to

not merely a
question of

if

studying,

she aspires

She has also before

artist.

tortionist,

whose every movement, as in
more than one dancer now

the case of

Madame

A

Bonfanti has professional
pupils who are earnestly striving to
keep
the old traditions alive.
Ethel

are studying their art
thoroughly,
classic poses

Clayton

Mme.

has

also

Under

season danced quite in the
old premiere danseuse
manner, although
she has since gone back to her former
"eccentric dancing."

become discouraged.

that

they are seriously contemplating
giving
to devote thenv

up dancing altogether
selves

a long line of

to

comedy

continue thus!

time

will

come

the public

is

But

alone.

Art cannot
into

its

own

it

die,

cannot

and

in

again when

educated.

Other clever and popular dancers are

England,
where as a child her feet were
strapped
to a board for hours at a
time, to attain

Nora Sarony, the
charming Columbine
"Humpty Dumpty," and Aime'e

of

the proper position. Their father
was
also a dancer, so it is not
strange that
all

feel

dancing does not pay. They do
not care to undertake the
contortions
which masquerade under its
name, and

stage people. Their grandfather was an
actor with the elder
Sothern, one aunt
a wire walker, their mother an
old
school ballet dancer, trained in

they danced from infancy,

They

artistic

Prominent among other dancers in
America who are trying to
keep alive
the old traditions are Nellie and
Bessie
of

of

full

after those of a
jointed

these circumstances it is not
strange that the Misses Hengler have

Bonfanti, and for a

time this

McCoy, who come

modeled

is

or mechanical
doll, and whose rigid contortions take the
place of lines and
curves of beauty;
flexibility being useful
chiefly as enabling the "dancer" to kick
to the greatest
height possible, it matters
not how.

and

are two talented
girls of
the ballet in "It
Happened in Nordland "

and can take many of the
and steps. Bessie

popular favorite, instead of

grace,

Mabel Gilmore

studied with

is

will

and

make

the toes."

who

be a true

relation to the
steps

her the
probability that she will never
the "hit" of some acrobatic con-

must have aptitude, suppleness, must be
formed, above all must have
is

little

postures she

Not

well

It

called the ballet,

do bears

she

only time and lessons are needed, one

brains.

are

sisters

songs,
farce,
the matter of but a few
minutes for
the dancer to show her

must be graceful and full of
meaning, must express the idea
dance.

Hengler

in

enjoy watching a pretty dance, it is
usually introduced as a specialty between comic
or broad

and

to dance
each pose, each ges-

be

dainty

and study,
according
But while audiences

ture

intended to

beauti-

also very
popular dancers. Their
art is the result of
years of practise

was not enough

It

beauty.

was

"Lady

Bessie also gave different

"

were

Russell's

ful

"Ah, but times are changed,"

Madame.

season

this

dancing

with Lillian

accompaniment. The position
and movement of hand, arm, each
finger must be made to conform to
the principles and lines of
grace.
says

clever

Angeles,

"The

whose

Rollicking

delightful

Girl"

is

most pleasing features of

kinds of

tion

MRS. GOLDFINCH
As Lady Tattle in " The School

for

Husbands "

at Wallack's

-

EI.ISE

dancing in
one of the

this

produc-

LATHROP.
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Edward Gordon Craig
A New Stage Genius
writer,

musician,

scenery and costumes,

initiator of

artist,

A^TOR,

composer of quaint

sums up the

this

original

verses,

new

in all equally successful

man who

vivid personality of a

life.
ing a vital force in theatrical
If ever there was a time when

revelation of a

and

stage-director,
designer of
a new system of stage lighting,

is fast

and

becom-

we needed

idea of Beauty,

it is

a re-awakening touch, the
now, when the "limit of extrava-

when the arts of scene-painting,
gant stage setting" has been announced,
have
so
etc.,
completely
escaped from all laws of
costuming, lighting,
true beauty (those laws of selection, economy and restraint which are
and are so hopelessly entangled in a distorted
making only the baldest, most obvious and vulgar
of the public. It is easy to talk
appeal to the eye, ear and lowest senses
and often to write about one's dreams and ideals, also to express condemnation against existing conditions. But a man was needed with
imaginative genius, a man of culture and of wide optimism, enthusiasm
and experience, to break the barrier between the old and the new. And

essential to

any

art),

vision of false ideals,

withal a practical man; one possessed of authoritative strength as well
as the poetic and esthetic qualities. This man is Gordon Craig, the
now in Berlin, where he was summoned
gifted son of Ellen Terry, who is
(for

an

indefinite period) to

costumes,

etc., at

management

be the sole director of the staging, scenery,
is under the general

the noted Lessing Theatre, which

of Dr.

Brahms.

The

sufficient introduction of

a famous

fact that

should have sent for an Englishman to stage

German

German

plays,

is,

theatre

perhaps,

Edward Gordon Craig as an extraordinary man.

Mr. Craig commenced his stage career at a very early age and immediately evinced unique and unusual talents. He could not have been
more than nine years old when he first came to America with Sir Henry

whom

he remained several years. His genius was so varied,
unprejudiced and catholic, that it was a problem what line
of evolution his ardent spirit would follow, what medium would give
Irving, with

his tastes so

scope to his extraordinary gifts, and satisfy his remarkable individuality.
than a prolific reader, even for those days, and literally

He was more

devoured wholesale

all

that he could lay his

the works of both English and foreign authors

hands on.

He was

a musician and composer of

and persuasive grace, an
In appearance Mr. Craig strongly resembles

artist of dexterous

delicate

and

original talent.

his gifted mother.

His

buoyant, with infectious enthusiasm, and healthy energy,
his manners contain that sweet unaffectedness and impulsive generosity
personality

is

which have ruled and held captive the hearts of Ellen Terry's audiences
since first she came among them.

EDWARD GORDON CRAIG
Villon

and written by Mr. Craig

He was both severely criticised

himself.

absorb and satisfy the
For
life
and
He
Mr.
ambitions of
hopes.
played a number of
Craig's
in
that invaluable time
roles
with
Sir
Henry Irving, learning
important
to
to
he
of
the
art
was
much
revolutionize, harmoneventually
attempt

and enthusiastically lauded for his direct, simple, quiet but curious
methods. All along, his genius has had to stand some very hard knocks.

He became master of that most illusive and subtle of all
techniques'acting. He grew in authority and repose, and in all his r6Ies

definite call that eventually

several years the art of acting

ize

and

seemed

to

aid.

radiated a compelling poetry and delicacy of conception and introspec-

mood and suggestiveness of characterization, which stamped
him immediately as an actor of unusual gifts.
In time his spirit chafed against the routine and enforced authority of
spective

But he worked ahead with steadfastness and concentration, following
the lines of his own nature, listening and waiting for the insistent,

came so imperiously.
of
the
his
novitiate, despite his energies in the art of
During
years
work
attendant on producing all the plays himand
the
arduous
acting
designing the scenery and costumes, composing the incidental
music, etc., Mr. Craig studied the intricate sciences pertaining to every
self,

branch of his

He

very young man, not more than twenty or twenty-one. His ideas were
seen but dimly, through a fog; all his surging desires and plans were still
chaotic and in embryo. Nevertheless, the strong, dominant note of the

alphabet for

left

the old

original thinker, the earnest agitator, was potently felt
in contact with him at that period of his career.

by

all

who came

He

gathered about him a small band of players, with more ideals and
ambitions than funds and business capacity, and started out to tour the
provinces. His repertoire showed the depth of his earnestness and his
indifference to pecuniary success: "Hamlet," "Othello," "King Lear,"

"Romeo and Juliet," "The Taming of the
Venice, "The Corsican Brothers," several

Shrew,"

"The Merchant

of

plays of Alfred de Musset's,
and a clever one-act play, based on an incident in the life of Francois

art,

grasping eagerly

all

they had to say to and give him.

designed many unique and remarkable posters, made innumerable
drawings and sketches in black and white, which created not a little

Lyceum, the scenes of his early
own
to
his
and
way alone out of the labyrinth
fight
struggles
inspirations,
of ancient prejudice and worn conservative customs. He was still a

uncongenial work, so he

and were exhibited

composed a quair>t rhythmical
illustrating it himself, and\horoughly
mastered the art of wood-cutting. His fanciful brain teemejl to overflowing with audacious and daring schemes.
The present writer saw a good deal of Mr. Craig's work at that time,

discussion

frequently,

a children's book,

and

his impersonation of

"Hamlet"

and

ideal representation.

Others

is

may

remembered

as a

most perfect

have been more mature, more

none so unconstrained, unconscious, so full of a free and
natural dignity. His reading of the verse was untrammeled by a labored
effort to find in every line some too subtle and hidden meaning. The
scholarly, but

diction was purely perfect. In fact, he was the moody, young, lofty,
passionate Dane; his spirit seemed invaded by the part, the absorbAH trace of technique and the arduous study
tion was so intimate.
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applied were invisible; it was
full of a wild irresponsibility,

the stage

a buoyancy, a

go n

touching

memorable

and

ful

per-

formance.
All this time, nevertheless,

was yearning for
a more concrete and adequate
of

was not giving

ciently of his

He was

own

tic

praise from such

to

as

Comynsand
Craig had

Mr

from which he

in-

of actors, singers,

company

dancers, scene painters, cos-

outer aids

all

men

B. Yeats,

tended to develop a qualified

and

illuminators

turners,

and face the great

helps,

W.

Huneker,

theatre,

when one has

throw aside

and

of enthusias-

the study of the art of the

self.

that high goal to which all

genius trends,

words

others.

many

towards

creeping

and

his side,

recall

also at that time a school for

suffi-

inner

on

we

Carr, Haldane McFall

yearning which nothing but
creation can satisfy. He felt
that he

But he had the

James

that

expression,

needed?"
elect forces

Arthur Symons

his nature

form

he

that

popular where most

was a beauti-

It

conclusion

e

would be condemned, for are
not "reformers most un-

pathos and tenderness, an
immeasurable depth of woe,
knowledge, grief, and pain
inevitable.

had so long been
to. It was a fore-

down

living

other skilled

craftsmen, so

problem alone. Quite suddenly and in the midst of his

that

Mr. Craig gave up
acting and started to put

creditable examples of their

into practice his novel ideas

ambitious project also fell
through, not from lack of

success

on the

art of

Now,

asking him the reason

"I

own, although he has been

a

takes

the

called to another country to

receive

As

is

high-road

monotonous

perhaps because everyone else is on the

Otto Sarony Co.

NANETTE COMSTOCK

may lead to a higher high-road perhaps all sorts of things.
Let any one try to put their finger here or there and say: 'this is Unreason, why and because.' It seems impossible to say why the river
the turning

must go
milk.

to the sea, or

why

if

IN

"THE CRISIS"

and the other parts
you

thing.

if

I

of an art which I

began

ended

my

life

is

all.

for twenty cooks to

not able to say.
all

along

this

But

it is

man

plays, namely,

Theatre, Ibsen's

"

ways:

some

For example:
scenes;

first

man

second

fifth

wrong channels;

upsets all that first,
and fourth men have

actor)

third

(he

First,

a vice);

is

in

three

removal of actor-manager
second, rebuild

all

theatres (they are a joke); third, train

Vikings of Helgeland,"

the
all

theatre craftsmen (from actors to dressers) as craftsmen, not as artists;

Nothing," etc.
Theatre Purcell's " Dido

them

and tineas," "The Masque of Love,"
and Handel's "Acis and Galatea."
No such staging had ever been seen
before, and many violent discussions

dexterity.

giving

Train them as an

or-

harmony and unison
like an orchestra under the mental and
imaginative baton of one man."
chestra to play in

Mr. Craig bases

He

was, of course, immediately
assailed with a chorus of abuse for daring
to upset

a fine broth

"I would help the theatre

Laurence

"Much Ado About
later at Penley's

make

already muddled.

last

Housemann's nativity play "Bethlehem,"
and for Miss Terry at the Imperial

ensued.

(the

second,

few years Mr. Craig
has devoted his time almost completely
to producing

paints

these designs into

way

have gone."

During the

tell

designs some dresses; third man designs
the movements; fourth man directs all

this desire

the

impossibility.

man

one thing

moved me

can

four designers and two overseers attempt

which springs from no source except my
What form it will eventually take

am

I

than for three designers to feed the eyes
of the public. Nowadays in a theatre

it

life.

which has

time to master

(it is the best word) for the eyes of
an audience must cater alone. It is easier

Before I have

I desire to create

in

cater

Had
equally complete and satisfactory.
I remained an actor it would have been
unnatural, that

hope

I

seems just and complete;
the cat liked beer and the sea ran
find

Mr. Craig's

should go on and on, and there is no end to the
But one of the first laws of scene-craft is this: whoever sets out to

little;

a cat likes

we should

regards

we cannot do better
than quote his own words:
"As for scenery, costumes,

It all

to the river, I dare say

proper recogni-

theories

perhaps because

high-road

his

tion.

perhaps

turning;

because

I

this too widely

Mr. Ciaig seems to
have come most fully into his

gave up acting just as one
gives up a high-road and

I

But

together

at last,

etc.

for this change, he said:

and

produce

earnestness, but funds.

rhythmic

movements, costuming,

On

to

art.

stage-manage-

ment, scenery,

they might be finally

fitted

his

argument on the

fact that there are three kinds of stage

scenery

the existing standards which

the

imaginative, the realistic,
is for the

and the very bad. The former
Otto Sarony Co.

ELAINE de SELLEM
"
"
Lately played Paquita in Girofle-Girofla with Fritzi Scheff. Was formerly a
concert and oratorio contralto, and made her first appearance
"
as Princess Lydia in
Fatinitza."
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Act

II.

The

dinner to Joe.

Mrs. Brandon (Beverly Sitgreaves) brings news of the
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arrival of the heir
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Shakespearean dramas, imaginative and mystical plays; the second for
modern realistic school. The latter can be seen any night in almost

the

theatre. What he aims for is not accuracy, but perfect illusion.
In addition to Mr. Craig's work at the Lessing Theatre, he has also
been engaged to produce for The Kleines Neues Theatre, "Hamlet,"
and "Macbeth," and possibly George Bernard Shaw's "Caesar and

any

Cleopatra."

He

is

also designing all the scenery for Eleanora Duse's

forthcoming production of Hoffmansthal's "Electra."
Mr. Craig is also the innovator of an entirely new system of lighting,
which is being gradually adopted by certain managers in both Germany

and England, and has attracted the eulogy, praise and notice of the
master-critics and the most poetic minds in literature and painting. No
one who has ever watched the magnificent and incessant display of

monotony of the present obvious and uninteresting form of stage-lighting, when attempting to reproduce these wonders. From all this Mr.
Craig shows and offers us a welcome means of escape, and he has worked
out alone some marvellous problems whose lucidity and value are gradclear to the

manager eager for something approaching
and
beauty, suggestiveness
atmosphere. Mr. Craig starts in by abolishall
foot
and
border
ing
lights; all his intense and clairvoyant rays stream
from above, but to fulfill this idea to its uttermost purpose of illusion, the
mind of a poet and the imagination of a painter, sensitive to the loveliest,
ually

becoming

most

intricate subtle secrets of color,

veying

all

There

little

is

light and shadow, gloom and radiance over field, plain, forest, and sea,
at every moment of the day, in many times and climes, or been conscious
of the bizarre and important atmospheric effects in some room, hall or

dreamed
to come

church, can have failed to notice poignantly the inadequacy and deadly

desirable reforms.

Act IV.

The

ways.

heir holds a reception in his jjiyantic cradle,

will

be the

of changes.
to

initiator

is

this sense

will

of vast,

Let us hope that he

may

America and introduce some of

hewn from

a single tree trunk

be a great force in the

already being

and pioneer

"THE HEIR TO THE HOORAH,' AT THE HUDSON THEATRE

capable of con-

awe and dread are needed.

doubt but that Mr. Craig

land of the theatre. His influence

He

and by

climates, times and scenes of

his

felt in

and

many

subtle

at present

un-

soon be persuaded

much-needed and

GERTRUDE NORMAN.

Clara Morris

Kate Claxton

Mrs. Gilbert

Mrs. Scott Siddons

PROMINENT MEMBERS OF THE FIRST COMPANY MANAGED BY MR. DALY

Personal Recollections

of

BY MARGARET HALL
The

late Augustin Daly was the most conspicuous figure in theatrical
managethat the American stage has known.
He has had no successor. While
he directed the famous Broadway theatre bearing his name, he cast a lustre on our
boards that has not since been equalled. He succeeded in imparting to the New
York stage that brilliancy and polish so characteristic of the theatres of continental
Europe, and for this reason he attracted to the playhouse a class of American

ment

usually seen only at the Opera which had previously ignored the theatre
and has again neglected it since his death. The stock company he organized was
unrivalled on the English-speaking stage and it compared
favorably with any other
troupe of players in the world. His death, at a comparatively early age, was a dis-

Augustin Daly

one of

the happiest recollections of a lifetime, to be carried down
through the years with conflicting sentiments pride, joy, affection and
sorrow. I knew Mr. Daly some time, too, before it became
my happiness
to reach the

above enviable

distinction.

He

did not place his regard or

society

tinct loss to

American dramatic

and with

his

disappearance began the first
Daly has been at work for
it is understood that this
work will be published shortly. The following articles do not pretend to be a
biography of the late manager, but impressions received by one who was admitted to Mr. Daly's intimacy and who
knew him as did few others outside of his
art,

serious tendency toward pure commercialism.
Judge
some time past
upon a biography of his brother, and

friendship lightly.

A convent day acquaintance with Mrs. Daly lost sight of, and then
renewed a few years after her marriage, lead to closest association
(it might be termed relationship in its truest meaning) in the life of those
nearest and dearest to Mr. Daly: wife, mother and children
two promising

boys

not

Daly as a
personal

the form of

[malignant diphtheria claimed

friend, I

superstitions, the religious element in his
nature, his love for his library, his Sundays at home, his devotion to duty and

met Mr. Daly only casually

at luncheon in his beautiful

New York

his death.
There will also be a great
deal that is new about Ada Rehan, Mrs.

home

City, Thirty-first

in

Street

near Fifth Avenue, or once in a
while as a guest in Mrs. Daly's box

Gilbert, Edith Kingdon, Fanny Davenport, John Drew, George Clarke and
May Irwin. THE EDITOR.

MY

in

same day, January 5, 1885.
In the early part of this renewal of
acquaintance with my former school

The writer will tell
generally known regarding Mr.
manager and much about his
traits,
many anecdotes, his

OUTER

death

the

immediate family.

much

whom

at the theatre.

Mr. Daly's reserve of manner is
I have heard him deproverbial.

manner may

under pressure of
business hurry, or business worry, but my inner feelings

scribed as discourteous, uncivil, rude

even, by

many who met him

which have grown

sionally,

and

vary

in

my

heart do

my resentment. Such impression
never prevailed with me,
perhaps
because a similar distant attitude,

not change as the seasons change.

There

is

for them.

have been

no Summer and Winter
Sometimes

my

killed outright

affections

a holding aloof from merely casual
acquaintance was a pronounced

by a blow

which could not be parried, but I
off even those
blows, and keep my heart alive to its

You,

I

am

male element
and I could well

characteristic with the

always try to ward
best impulses.

occa-

always aroused

this

of

my own

family,

how

understand

sure, will

a

man

of

such

the heart-

multitudinous interests and absorb-

good will and affection with
which you have inspired me, and
which I have admitted into my life,

might be pardoned for seeming indifferent and oblivious to obtrusive,

never do anything to

kill

ing,

felt

which as you know
with too

The

many

inopportune

not peopled

friendships."
is part of a letter

me by
To have

1887.

who

his very

incidentals

Augustin Daly
been placed by

cavilled

effusiveness,

Mr. Daly himself on this favored
limited list, to have been numbered

among

cares

increasing

and

not

catering to the self esteem of those

foregoing

addressed to
in

is

constantly

Augustin Daly
in 1885

to

Later on, when

place as friend

became

learned

his

From a photograph taken

of

his

"small talk."

I

few friends, makes

lack

disinclination

against
his

to

kindness,

my

established,

and

esteem

gentleness,

forbear-

honor
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self

ance,

denial,

and

many

other

magnanimous

characteristics.

Apparently deaf to the empty speech of conventionalism, there was
never an appeal for sympathy, or whispering of need of sorrow, suffiin reaching

who

raised the curtain

i

ciently feeble or alien, to
fail

upon resplendent French adaptations,
and
classic revivals,
productions from his own brilliant pen, with^a
from beginning to
of
players and costliest accessories
splendid company
fi n
A bewildering,
s h
the scenes

generous

and speedy response

.

endless array of talented
actors

in

and beautiful gifted

women seemed

the heart of this unusual

to spring

in

man. Mr. Daly's deeds of
mercy were as boundless

up suddenly

as they were munificent

master of stage craft.
There were very few

to

and unknown, and practised always on the
left

generosity

of

the

almoner behind
hid

right.

pen, either for the purpose
of meeting certain at-

he

tributes of his players, or

himself, deputed to

deference to "contemporaneous human

want wherever it
might be found, but under

relieve

in

severe injunction never to
reveal the identity of him

of

interest, "a favorite

not

and the

critic of

sick,

homes

and

sorrowful

infrequently made
subservient by the adverse

and bright-

many

despairing hearts.
would have been

the

an

critics

of

man

whom
simply

with

the

histrionic

Among the plays presented in those early days

Mr.

were "Play," "Dreams,"

Daly's lack of deference
towards those on whom

"London Assurance,"

Fanny Davenport

Agnes Ethe!

THE FIRST TWO LEADING WOMEN OF THE DALY STOCK COMPANY

"Twelfth

regardless of social standing and prestige, to learn the large extent of
these sub rosa charities. Only the other day the writer heard casually

from a gentleman connected with an important charity, how a large sum
of money was added to its treasury periodically and anonymously.
death and an accidental clue confirmed the suspicion
Mr. Daly had been the secret benefactor.
Early in the sixties Augustin Daly was already known as a journalist
and writer of plays, but my first acquaintance with his name as a power
Its cessation at his

that

world was in 1869, when, as the brilliant young manager
playhouse adjoining the Fifth Avenue Hotel the original
Fifth Avenue Theatre and now the Madison Square
he came forward

Wife," "Saratoga," "Divorce,"

and the

etc.,

"False

47,"

Clara Jennings, Marie Wilkins, Agnes Ethel, Fanny Davenport, Roberta
Norwood, Kate Newton and Amy Ames. Mrs. Scott Siddons, Clara Morris,

a

Kate Claxton, W.

little later.

J.

LeMoyne and Linda

"Frou Frou" the

French, proved a great success.
fascinating, touching

new regime in the theatre, to supersede stilted traditions, to demonstrate progress in the drama, and dazzle
his audiences with artistic, unique, unstinted, if not
prodigal, ideas of

"L'Article

first

in the theatrical

in a burst of splendor to institute a

"Man and

It,"

company included E. L. Davenport, D. H.
Harkins, Geo. Holland, William Davidge, James Lewis, Geo. Clarke, J.
B. Polk, G. C. Jordan, W. Beekman, Mrs. Gilbert, Mrs. F. S. Chanfrau,
Shame,"

of the

little

"Jezebel,"

"As

Night,"

You Like

he had no time to waste,

first

Dietz joined the

company

important adaptation from the

Agnes Ethel's portrayal of Gilberte was
beyond words. In nnpearance, winsomeness of
manner, sweetness of voice, and personality, she seemed to have been
created for the wilful, imperious, capricious child-wife.

Even at this early stage in his managerial career, Mr. Daly had recognized the necessity of maintaining his iu'ependence with the members of
;

presenting
plays with a sump-

his

tuousness

advanced

staging,

pre-

He

company.

had

but

recently

Agnes

Ethel from a minor

unknown,

viously

ex-

the time.

igencies of

vehement shallow

minded

a

expression

meant rendering harmonious

It

astonishing revelation to

the

phrase

Mr. Daly's, and one

whose charity sent comfort and cheer to the poor
ened the gloom of

new

way or another undergone
revision by his own able

faithful

whom

this

produced by Mr.
had not in one
which
Daly

hand the

There was a

response

of

call

plays

principle which conceals

from the

the

wholly unprec-

position,

edented, and reaping success at the

her forward in two

very

threshold

his

managerial

prominent parts.

of

In

and

his

the

theatre

became

fashion

all at

Man and
was

own work, Mr.

Daly had designed
same actress

the

the role of

once.

Sylvester.

Anne

But Miss

Ethel, under the in-

representative

fluence no doubt of

speedily
demonstrated
i t s
the

"

for the

clientele

partiality

dramatiza-

Wife," which

little

charming

A

lin's

The masterly

manager

the

tion of Wilkie Col-

career. There was
no plodding, uphill

work.

bringing

her newly acquired
prominence and a

towards

power behind

false

Afdl'STI.N

From

DALY RKAD

led to right the auditors are

:

)1

\l:\V

PLAY TO THE MEMBERS OF HIS COMPANY

Gilbert, J mes Lewis, George Parkes, Charles Leclercq, Mis. Gilbert,
Daly, Charles Fisher, Virginia Dreher, May Fielding

John Moore, William

Ada Rchan, John Drew, Mr.

A

appraisal

of
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her
it

own individual

barred from entering. Those who knew
Mr. Daly even slightly, can imagine

value, unwisely took

herself to criticize the heroine's

upon

character and protested against playing
the role. Mr. Daly at once withdrew

something of the emotion that

and gave it to
Clara Morris, a young Western actress
and a stranger to New York who

yet deep feeling as he stood on the steps
of a house opposite, powerless, watch-

this

the part from Miss Ethel

made

her debut in

prosperity, the

fol-

nirs never to

The

had only a minor role. Mr.
t)aly probably had some good reason
for assigning to Miss Morris a lesser
part, or he may have meant it as a
the

schooling

work apart from

young

actress

the

for a

was

New York

box called the

disadvantage, reopened with
"Alixe," Clara Morris playing the

serious

it

myself well remember

I

this.

New York

Theatre, away below Astor Place,
and here Mr. Daly, working under

in

a "punishment "or "penance for her success,"
but one who knew Mr. Daly well could
not credit

be replaced.

only place in

little

re-

and souve-

theatrical production then available

the wholly emotional.

Miss Morris herself called

downfall of immediate

doom of hope and ambi-

lentless flames, of treasures

herself

stirred

will, iron nerve,

and the immolation under the

tion,

lowed, no opportunity was made for
Miss Ethel to appear, and Miss Morris

for

indomitable

ing, realizing the

with memorable

"Saratoga," which

In

success.

it

man of

heroine,

and

present to

crowded audiences

ing

plays

he

here

and

continued

to

his charm-

talented

company.
down-town in

hearing Mr. Daly say several years

Fashion betook

afterward, "Idisciplined Clara Morris,"
in referring to the generally known

crowds to laugh and

insubordination of an actress of minor

Davenport, Kate Claxton, Minnie Con-

a tribute

way, Linda Dietz, and many other
debutantes who beginning their stage

type.
to

took

I

at the time as

it

Clara

Miss Morris.

The

time

first

I

was on the night

"As You Like

ever saw Mr. Daly

of a

It."

performance

The

Sara

Morris,

to

weep with

Jewett,

Fanny-

under the master hand, developed

life

later into stars of greater or less

of

tude.

very beautiful

Then on December

3,

magni-

1873, Mr.

Daly took possession of the new Fifth

Mrs. Scott Siddons was playing Rosaand George Clarke, Orlando. In

Avenue Theatre,

lind

men

the middle of the second act, two

itself

built for

him by the
own ideas

Gilsey estate according to his

occupying a box, under the influence of
previous indulgence entered into an

appointments and features pertaining to the comfort and luxury of

animated conversation wholly regardMrs.

both patrons and players such as New
York had not before beheld. Beginning
with "Fortune," the opening play,

expressive
plain the actress'
indignant protest, when suddenly there
appeared, hastening down the side

Mr. Daly presented "The School for
"
Scandal," "The Big Bonanza," Life,"
"Pique," "The Hunchback," "Masks
and Faces," "The Merry Wives of

less of their

surroundings.

gave evidence of
Siddons'

its

beautiful

with

The audience

disapproval.

and

countenance made

aisle,

a

policeman and a

whose white

tall

man,

Boys, "and

to the company was added
Charles Coghlan, Maurice Barrymore, John Brougham, John Drew,
Ada Dyas, Emily Rigl, Georgie Drew,

capability of handling any emergency,
"
and without waste of words, two well

known men about town" found themon the sidewalk. It was on
same
very
night, in May, 1870,
selves

occurred

a disaster which

this

Jeffreys

that

etc.

of

horrified

every spectator and nearly culminated
in the death of the pretty young Hymen
of the play, whose gauze skirts caught

from the

"The New Leah," "Our

Windsor,"

set face told plainly his

And
"The

Lewis,
here

it

Sydney Cowell, etc.,
was on the first night

School

Fanny Davenport

for

as

Scandal," with

Lady

Teazle, and

a brilliant supporting cast, that George
Clarke, who was to impersonate Charles

footlights in the last scene,

Surface, arrived at the theatre in open

a casualty seeming to presage a later
grave visitation of kindred nature, which

defiance of Mr. Daly's order that all
the men in the play were to present
themselves clean-shaven. The scene

fire

rang down the curtain on Mr. Daly's
first and meteor-like appearance as a

which took place between the incensed
manager and his leading man as Mr.

manager. Everything had prospered
in the little playhouse. It had been a
golden

Daly confronted Mr. Clarke,

and

possession of his

experience, artistically
The future seemed full of

can be better imagined than

financially.

cool

told.

It

Mr. Clarke's walking out
of the theatre, leaving Mr. Daly in
the sore dilemma of presenting the
celebrated comedy minus the popular

promise when suddenly, in a flash,
came the end of it all. Fate, seemingly

resulted in

repentant of her too kindly mood, dealt
without warning a swift appalling blow,
a supreme test of the mettle of Augustin
Daly, who returning to the theatre on

January i, 1873, after the New Year's
matinee performance, found himself

in

handsome mustache,

actor

Four "American Beauties " who graced the stage this season. From top to bottom
they are Belle Ashlyn (The Rollicking Girl Co.). Paula Desmond (Lew Field's Co.),
Eleanor Worthington (a debutante), and Violet Barney, leading woman in various
stock companies.
:

who was

to

have

taken

the

principal male character, which was
played by Hart Conway at a moment's
notice.
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In addition to his
sented some of

own company, Mr. Daly from time to time preFor example, Edwin Booth appeared

the important stars.

here with Mr. Daly's company, and Adelaide Neilson, the famous gifted
young English actress, also filled a star engagement at his house.
After these brilliant

A

initial

seemed

frowns, the former

seasons,

to fade

under Fortune's smiles and

away and give place

entirely to the

now swept away

everything, and
gigantic
to
above
but
a
after
water, Mr. Daly
keep
hopeless struggle
desperate
for
an
interim
from
to
went
and
down,
public view.
disappear
gave up
The end came shortly after the very opening of the season of 1877. The
latter.

wave

of adversity

"
play presented was The Dark City." It proved a failure and the theatre
was closed September 15, and Mr. Daly retired from the management.
There were many reasons for his failure. Besides an exorbitant rental
and an overburdensome salary list, Mr. Daly had many, perhaps too

many

"irons in the

elsewhere his

fire."

In more than one theatre in

name headed

various programs.

The

New York

situation

Jinny (Annie Russell)

and

may be

joyous as a child, among his own, at hand the gifts and souvenirs which
he had brought back to them from his travels. The rest, the change,

and

the freedom from the crucial tension

had worked marvels

strain

looked years and years younger. He had much to say, he
was talkative in the extreme. It was a new, an unknown Augustin Daly.
Suddenly he turned to Mrs. Daly and asked if she had told me the
for him.

He

news, and then with a spontaneity and buoyancy revealing the true
sunshine of his personality, he told it himself. He was to take up again
his managerial career, but not until the following Autumn
this was
the theatre was in sight, arranged for, etc.
Under the influence of the memory of "Frou Frou," "Fernande,"
and all the triumphs of other days I became enthusiastic in my congratulations to Mr. Daly, in self-congratulation that I should be favored
in learning from his own lips what seemed to me must be received
with unbounded general exultation. I felt as if I wanted to go forth
and proclaim the great news, and behold for myself how all would

during the Winter previous

Will (Oswald Yorke)

GrandfatherJ(Fuller Mellish)
Will's offer of partnership is rejected

SCENE IN ISRAEL ZANGWILL'S PLAY "JINNY THE CARRIER" WHICH WAS WITHDRAWN AFTER THREE WEEKS' RUN
better described, perhaps,

by an extract from one of
and later matter:

his

own

letters in

reference, however, to another

"

long delay of the

begin to feel like the juggler who commences his ball trick by keeping one and then two balls revolving in the air, and adding others one at
a time until confusion and chaos are suspended only a brief instant,
I

and he

You
I

lets

them

will find

all drop to the ground and retires with a
ghastly smile.
me, however, superior to the juggler. He retires smiling;

come up smiling to the scratch."
And so it was with him. He retired

It

was

just long

enough

after his return

from

this tour of

observation

and reinforcement

for a reappearance in the field for which he was so
wonderfully qualified, that I may say began my real acquaintance with
Mr. Daly, that I commenced to know him apart from "business hurry."
I

I

had

my first real conversation

happened

in

one morning

with him just after his arrival at home.
him seated in Mrs. Daly's boudoir,

to find

smiling at

my

months

still

to intervene.

Autumn

the

can see him now

I

as,

impetuosity, he sorrowfully answered:

"No, no indeed

child, far

from

this!

By now,

am a "back number,"

I

over again into remembrance
my way
forgotten.
and favor by hard up-hill measures. You do not understand or appreciate the fickleness of a capricious public."
I will

I

to gird himself

anew, to equip himself afresh for further purpose a little later on.
Mr. Daly now went abroad to look over things theatrical on the other
side of the ocean.

rejoice, while chafing impatiently against waiting for the

would

have to win

all

not, I could not believe him.

Yet

it

was

all

too true.

I

learned later the soundness, the logic of his prediction.
Others had become successful in adopting the lines which he had

inaugurated, and during the reign of ill-fortune and the interval of his
withdrawal from active life he had been superseded in the good graces
of the general public.
forgotten.

He was

None but Mr. Daly

forgotten,

and

in

some ways worse than
whom he was dear

himself and those to

can ever realize the sorrowful verification of his forebodings in connection
with the venture now at hand.

(To be continued.}

Falk

HENRY MILLER

A

AS MR. 8RABIZON IN

T

"VHE

I

best

work
'

piece called

PLAYERS

I

have ever done," said Henry Miller, "was

The

Master,' that

had only a short run, and

in

a

in the

'The Only Way."'
sunk
The actor had
resignedly into a chair near the big double winact of

first

dows

of the sitting

Street.

room

of his bachelor

Interviewing there

who

must be

in

apartments

Mr.

on occasion

in

East Thirty-third

Miller's profession,

more or

but this actor,
manager and producer,
apparently does not yearn for it. He made explanation of this only
semi-receptive attitude with a half remembered quotation.
less,

picture,
still

is

also

'The Marble Faun' that someone is dubious about the
whether it will come out black or whitey brown?'" he queried,

"Isn't

it

SOWING THE WIND "

Morning CallWITHon Henry Miller
(INTERVIEWS

"

"

in

with the doubtful gaze.

Yet Henry Miller,

whom we remember

most recently as a

delightful,

abnegating bachelor in "Joseph Entangled," as a less satisfactory
Armand, in his own production of "Camille" with Margaret Anglin
self

No. 39)

True, Mr. Miller turned the knob, but Twister stood anxiously by,
aiding by silent suggestion, and eager to do his part in the matter of
reception.

Twister

is

as

handsome and

correctly

swaybacked and bow-

legged a bull terrier as one would meet in a day's sauntering on the
Avenue. He is a silent and intelligent animal with tender brown eyes

but when this conclusion had been
that belie his pugnacious jowls and
reached Mr. Miller had banished Twister, and we heard him pawing

and whining subduedly as a thoroughbred

does, at the door of the

passage.

"Go
ceased.

away, Twister," called his master firmly, and the faint sounds
Mr. Miller and Twister understand each other thoroughly and

recognize each other's ultimata.
were in a long, low ceiled

We

room probably designed

which had been converted into a bachelor's
bachelors and bachelors.

A

sitting

careless bachelor

for a studio,

room. But there are

might have had ancient

stands out a striking, pensive, melancholy figure as
in
Carton
"The Only Way," and more remotely as "Richard
Sidney
and
Savage"
"D'Arcy of the Guards," farther back in the vista of the

ashes in the brass tray. He might have had an odorous smoking jacket
lying across the ooze leather easy chair, and there might have been dust
on the books, dust on the draperies, and the rugs might have been

past as the musician in "Heartsease," and just preceding "Heartsease"
as the leading man of the Empire Theatre stock company, in New York

dimmed with

as co-star

for

many

ing

call.

who

seasons,

He and

is

a most agreeable

man upon whom

Twister had answered the

knocker on the oak door "two

flights

up and

to

make a morn-

summons

of the brass

straight

ahead"

together.

Mr.

Miller's.

The

soft,

sunshine.

dust.

The

Quite contrary was this bachelor apartment of
brasses were burnished to a fine point of reflection.

neutral hued draperies were fresh from a bath of air and
The rugs were as soft and fresh as new moss by a brook side.

The books partook

of the unostentatious

precision of their owner's
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and Mr. Miller had the newly tubbed, thoroughly brushed

toilet,

aspect that matinee girls have always enumerated after certain vague
classifications in their list of his claims
intellectual
upon their
enthusiastic consideration.
It

would have pained these

girlish

admirers to hear Mr. Miller say

edge of the box, one
long leg swung into
the other sprawl-

it,

ing on the floor, I
read the article. It

as he shifted his position: "The light hurts my eyes.
physician
told me the other day that I ought to wear glasses. I suppose I have

was about the

idol

of

who

reached an age to do so."

had

My

They
can

reflect

deeply

handsome

are

set,

eyes, in

which

intellect

dominates, but which

on unschooled occasions vagrant impulse, eyes somewhat
and on this morning at least of a curious color. They are

gray, the color of eyes oftenest seen in the intellectual, but the shade is
unusual, or was on this morning, for I fancy that Mr. Miller's eyes change
their

shade with his mood. They were slate colored, to

all

appearances

opaque, seemingly changeless, not of the sort whose owner would make
love ardently, nor shed tears nor cause tears to flow, yet it has been said

Henry Miller that he is a master of pathos, that by his acting he has
caused more tears to flow than any other actor on the American stage.
It is related of him that in a New England town two women were so

of

wrought upon by the
aloud, marring
calling forth

star's

a scene in

from the

playing in "Heartsease" that they sobbed
slow tempo and of subdued rendition, and

man whose

those hyenas'"
the Diderot school of acting.

exclamation:

"O,

Would Mr.
oculist

troubles they wept over the impatient

Which,

Miller wear glasses?

true, proves that

he

of

is

supposed

A

the

if

so, certainly

regretful thought of the dis-

maids of Fifth Avenue crossed the

inter-

viewer's mind, but assuredly not Mr. Miller's. He was saying:
"Why not? I am past forty, and Dr. Osier, if he has been reported
correctly, would say I am not worth much."

We

agreed that every man's

influences that have

swayed

life

the

hour,

'arrived,'

just

American

the

in

sense, on the
London

is

the

sum

of the

most powerful

it.

isms, but

it

delved

slightly into the toil-

some student past
that had brought
him to that present.
I
was impressed
deeply by the story
of his struggles upof

toil

price

he paid, also

by what was written
of his
high and

Copyright,

Dupont

MR. MILLER IN PRIVATE LIFE

manly character.
"I

cried: 'I will

be another such man.'

The man was Henry

young actor idol of England.
"I swung, or truthfully, fell out of the box

Irving,

the

that the

My

in elocution.

first

idol,

and determined as

I

picked

step, on the upward way was to seek instruction
I read, was a rare reader. In a local paper I

Another is Dion
Boucicault; he

solicitors

was my teacher.

and

The

my
my

was

third

Henry Irving; he was my

"The work
of these in-

he

fluences,"

went on, "began with Irving.
I

was a gawky

lad, consider-

ably in the
because of

way

long legs

and

my

my amazing
when

appetite,

my

parents

came

Tofrom

to

ronto

England,
where, by the

way,

I

was

I

was

helping

my

born.

and other men well on

I with

my

too short trousers

the highway of success,
were
always too short because of
they

their

to their gravity,

was a humorous

I

an

came

upon

illustrated

magazine.

Sit-

ting on the
uncomfortable

quietly

and

own son."
"The beginning?"

her

"Mr. Couldock gave it me," he said. "When I was eighteen he
deemed me worthy to begin a dramatic career. He secured for me the
part of the bleeding sergeant in 'Macbeth.'
thereafter,

t'ons

and

from

in

its

I joined the

company

barnstorming experiences were such, and the defecranks so many, that I was thrust into the frequent gaps,

and

its

a short time was playing juvenile leads in

its classic

but not always

well played repertoire.
'

Madame Modjeska

soon after engaged

me

for her

company, and

I

shared general utility work with Robert Mantell. I was with Ada
Cavendish's support, and once played with Adelaide Neilson's company. Fortune, which had been continuously kind, gave me a place in

Augustin Daly's company. In the company were Ada Rehan, John
Drew, James Lewis and H. M. Pitt, all playing in Odette.' It chanced
'

Mr.

became

and

that appearance, which introduced

at

me

told

was the soliloquy in 'Hamlet.' Our lessons continued for four years.
They were happy years, especially since Mrs. Couldock, who was a
lovable woman, mothered and looked after me as though I had been

that

when

He

morning and he accepted
me as a private pupil. He set me at work first on 'Casabianca,' and I
think I followed with 'Rienzi's Address to the Romans.' My third task

the last of the

the very bottom

contrast.

I called the next

mother unpack
boxes,

way along

marvellous propensity to outgrow them in something like a week
large and uncertain hands and air of youthful eagerness as opposed

kindly to call another time.

inspiration.

MR. MILLER IN "HEARTSEASE'

of

minute habits,
his fads, his mannerhis

found an advertisement by an actor who would give elocution lessons.
I appeared at his door that evening. He was surrounded by a class of

Sir

Genlhe

an

in

tone

adulatory

myself up

"And if that be true," he observed, "I am like Gaul, made up of three
parts. One of these influences was C. W. Couldock; he was my friend.

The

stage.

told

story

ward and the

He

determined that he needed them.

illusionment of the pretty

if

155

Pitt

ill

1

Soon after
was engaged
acted with Mr.

played the lead at short notice.

me

to

New

York,

I

by Mrs. Fiske as her leading man. The next season I
Dion Boucicault."
Mr. Miller ceased talking. Plainly he was floating back

into the years

borne by pleasant waves of reminiscence.

"Mr. Boucicault gave me many valuable

lessons in acting," he said,
to
himself
back
the
bringing
prosaic present and the inescapable inter"
As a youth I was in love with my voice. I rehearsed
view, by an effort.
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most friendly

in the

other man.

I

spirit.

All there

is

in

owe more

me

that

is

to

Dion Boucicault than

to

any

good I got from him."

For a long time Mr. Miller was leading man at the Empire Theatre.
Successive appearances were in "Heartsease," "Richard Savage,"
of the Guards," "The Only Way." "Camille," and "Joseph
Entangled," and as this is written he is "Frederic Lemaitre" in a vaudeville sketch Clyde Fitch wrote for him.

"D'Arcy

"Vaudeville

is

a good experience," he said. ''It develops that faculty
to hold an audience whether it will or no. You look

which enables you

out at the people and see them smoking, know that their thoughts are
on anything else than you, that they don't want to concentrate, they only
care to rest, and you say, 'I will get you; I will hold you.' That is a

good thing for every actor to do. He learns that where there are few
or no accessories, no beautiful scenery, no other persons in the cast to
divide responsibility with, he

must depend wholly upon

himself.

It is

an

excellent lesson," he repeated.

"But

a sequel to the story of the magazine article about Sir
he
said with a dry smile. "I met him once. It was on
Henry Irving,"
the occasion of a memorial service, and a score of actors, with others,
there

is

were on the stage, some of them giving addresses. After the services
there were general introductions. Irving, surrounded by a half dozen
persons acknowledged the introduction to him formally, and I was leaving, when he stepped out of the group and said: 'Ah, wait one moment,
will you, Miller?'

thinking, he

I

stood near the door, hat in hand, waiting and

perhaps offer

will

I really don't see

I accept or

me an
how

engagement.

I can.'

If

he does,

He came up

to

me

shall

then.

I am glad to know you, Mr. Miller he said. I tried to put my reverence for the great man into words, but probably failed. It would be a
hard task to pour all of those boyish dreams and deeds into a few sen'

'

tences.

'I

hope

I shall

meet you again,' he

said.

'Probably,' I said.

'At the club.'

'"What
Irving.

'The Players! Ah, then you are an actor?'
my receiving an offer from

club?' he said.

And

he asked.

I never

Mr. Miller

so faded the possibility of

met him again.
a company to San Francisco this summer
many years. "I intend to loaf," he said with

will not take

as has been his custom for

His magnetic qualities are revealed by
sudden, spontaneous, charming. It was remindful that
of
the playing of spring sunshine upon a fallow field.
gray morning
"What I shall do next I do not know." His listless attitude hinted
a smile of boyish anticipation.
his smile.

It is

that he did not greatly care.

about him. "I

There was the

air of early vernal indolence

am like everyone else,

looking for a good play."
interviewer suggested that he had been a kind of dramatic
sponsor for Margaret Anglin, that he had first recognized and fostered

The

her talents.

"Oh, no," he answered earnestly. He drew from a drawer of his
desk a clipping from a Western weekly that compared her acting with
that of Duse. "I happened to play in the same companies with her

God made her a great actress."
After the close of one of the performances of "Camille," in which
Miss Anglin played Camille and Mr. Miller, Armand, he said, before

several times.

the curtain,

some

caustic things about critics.

The memory

of that

speech prompted a query about his standard of criticism.
"Critics should be men with minds and hearts, and heart

important than mind," said he, "because the drama
feeling than with intellect. The fear of criticism which
Burr Mclntosh

MISS GRACE
Formerly leading

woman

but abuse, deters

HEYER

W. H.

Crane, and who

wi^h
next season in a metropolitan production

will

strenuously and consciously, and projected it faithfully upon the
people. Once in a rehearsal of a scene in which my wife in the play
revealed her unfaithfulness, I saw an opportunity to use my voice.
I folded my arms looked down upon her and read my lines, as I thought

was

I did not get

in

them.

Then I looked

at

Mr. Boucicault

for approval.

it.

he said 'I wouldn't read it that way, you know.
He's a gentleman, you see. He wouldn't make a row even over that.'
And Mr. Boucicault read the lines quietly, in a commonplace tone.
It was a long time before I could see that that was the right way to read

"'O,

my

boy,'

them, but I was thoroughly convinced.

He

gave

me many

is more
more with

is

not criticism,

actors from essaying great parts.

Take Harry

Woodruff, for instance I mention him only because he happens to come
first to my mind
suppose he should announce that he was going to try

be seen

it

for all there

many

deals

such lessons

would laugh him out of his intention before
he made one appearance. Once I had the hardihood to essay the role
out of town and a New York newspaper said, 'Henry Miller will attempt
to play Hamlet to-night. This crime will occur in Albany.'
to play

Hamlet. The

critics

"I was impressed more deeply than perhaps with anything else I
have read in my life by the memoirs of a dramatic writer, who said:
'When I was young I wanted to hammer, hammer, hammer. But now
that I

am

old I would encourage, encourage, encourage.'"

ADA PATTERSON.
Among others interviewed in the above series have been: Ethel Barrymore,
Mrs. Leslie Carter, David Warfield, Kyrle Bellew, John Drew and Mrs. Fiske.
Back numbers can always be had.
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Letters to the Editor
Our readers are invited
department^
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letters

to send in,
for publication in this
on any theatrical topic likely to be of general

interest.

Thank You!
To

the Editor of

PHILADELPHIA, May
THE THEATRE MAGAZINE:

4,

1905.

am a reader of all the magazines which contain anything relating to the stage, but I know THE THEATRE
MAGAZINE is the best I have ever seen. I do not agree
with your correspondent who said you praise only two
players. I think, on the contrary, that you say what you
think.
O. S.
I

The Best Bitter Liqueur
The sea has charms, but creates
Undeiberg Boonekamp Bitters
the charms
the

by improving

" qualms "

and

digestion,

A

(sea-sickness).

qualms.
adds to

Suggestions Always Welcome
NEW YORK CITY, May 4,
Editor of THE THEATRE MAGAZINE:

quiets

small glass

Take

will.

A

a bottle with you.

pleasant drink, morning,

noon or

reliable guide to the popularity
of the current plays, and this can be ascertained only
by watching the length of the run of each piece. I would

seasonable,

night.

suggest that you print each month a list of such runs
prefaced by this statement: "As we go to press (date),
the following number of performances have been
reached by the plays now running in New York:
Bijou Theatre, "Music Master," comedy, 250 times.
Garden, "College Widow," comedy, 231 times.
Belasco, "Adrea," tragedy, 182 times.
The public would thus at once see that "The Music
Master" heads the list of the most popular plays, "The

Enjoyable as a cocktail and better for you.

United
At

imported to the

bottles

6,000,000

States.

all Hotels, Clubt and Restaurants^ or by the bottle
at Wine Merchants and Grocers.

College

BOTTLED ONLY BY
H. Underberp Albrecht, Rhelnber?,

Widow"

Germany,

Many persons have mentioned this matter to me,
saying they can no longer depend on the comments on
plays made by their friends, as everybody does not like
the same kind of play, and newspaper or magazine
criticisms can never be found when one wants to know
something about a play. Such a list as I suggest, with
the date of your own criticism of the play to refer to,

LUYTIES BROTHERS
New York

would compel theatregoers, clubs, etc., to keep THE
THEATRE MAGAZINE on file as a permanent guide to the
theatre. The public really wants to know five essential

MARK is known from one end of the civilized world to the other.
be found on the toilet tables of the royalty and nobility of Europe and
the fashionable woman of America. It is the emblem of genuineness on every
package of the

THIS TRADE

things about a play: (i) Who wrote it. (2) Who is in
it.
tragedy or what. (4)
(3) What kind of a play it is
Where it is being presented. (5) Does it please the

It will

IMPERIAL

public.

More people want to know these points than to read
reminiscences of old or deceased players.
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greatest actor? The answer to this
unsolicited opinion of so valuable (?) a critic must have
been crushing, for he has not been heard from since.
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Correspondence Confidential
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PA., April 10, 1905.

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE:

What has become of the "critic" (?) who, a few
months ago, contributed a valuable article to THE
THEATRE, expressing his views, and the views of the
majority of a club he happened to be a member of, as to

the hair soft and glossy.

This

the Editor oj

FIRST NUMBER."

a Critic

ALLEGHENY,

ASH BLOND, produced. Colors are
durable, natural and UNAFFECTED BY BATHS or SHAMPOOING.
Its application cannot be detected, is ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS, permits curling and makes
Any shade, from BLACK

being second and "Adrea" third in

popularity.

since 1846.

Gtmral Agmts

1905.

To the
The public wants a

before meals gives an appetite as nothing else

Simple

ot

your Hair Colored Free

Pi

I

However, this is my'opinion:
% Mr. Richard Mansfield is not only America's greatest
actor, but of the whole world to-day. No living artist
has the versatility of Mr. Mansfield. No living actor
can present such a classical repertoire as Mansfield has,
and do so successfully.
I have seen Irving, Novelli, Coquelin, and a score of
others, but to Mr. Mansfield, the actor, I must take off
my hat. Mr. Mansfield's interpretations of Richard III.
arid

most

Henry V.

will

faithful to the

stand out for generations as the

"immortal bard's conception."
W. RUSSELL REVELLE.
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women of

the Editor oj

J.,

April

7,

1905.

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE:

We have read personally (for editors are sometimes
permitted to read things in that way) your sumptuous
pages for March, and must say that you seem bent on
surpassing your own record every month for beauty of
illustration and interesting character of letterpress.
But, it seems to us, perhaps, a little bit unfair for your
correspondents, Messrs. McChesney and Bardon, to

endeavor to make up an issue between Miss Medora
"
Robbins Crosby's interesting paper, Under the Walls
of Macbeth's Castle," and our carefully-worded item
an old
(to the authorship of which we plead tton vult
common law plea still within the rules of practise in this
State of New Jersey) in the January New Shakespeareana.
issues since, NewShakespear-ana printed views
Kronborg Castle overlooking the Kattegat, and
proceeded soberly to locate Prince Hamlet's movements
therein and thereabouts; and in pursuance of the same
plan we located the murder of Duncan where Nicholas
Rowe in 1709 located it. For the original text (the 1623,
printed seven years after Shakespeare's funeral, which
is the earliest text we have) carries no stage directions as

Some

of old
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and Rowe in 1709 probably supplied "Inverness," because of the allusions to local geography, just
as we place Hamlet in Kronborg Castle, because he hap-

to place;

never
to

he Cost

welcome Horatio "to Elsinore"! Shakesueare
us what placards his poor property men were
Mr. McChesney,
display, and so your correspondent,

pened

to

tells

actually told the unwitting truth

when he suggested

that

we "take our choice"!

Had New Shakespearean/I been a periodical conducted for infant minds by the late Mrs. Hannah Moore
of blessed memory, there would, of course, have been
in our Kronborg Castle article a paragraph like this:
"But then you Know, my Dears, there Never was any
Hamlet Anywhere and that it was Only a Story made
over into a Wicked Stage Play and your Mamas and
Papas will be Very Careful that you Never Go to Stage
Plays," etc., etc. But, writing for adults, we took
Hamlet for granted, just as, in the item (wherein Messrs.
McChesney and Bardon now seek mare's nests) we
assumed Macbeth as a creation of Shakespeare's (who
resembles the real Macbeth of history quite as much, by
the way, as his Richard the Third did the real Richard
the Third (who was actually survived for many good

of purity alone exceeds

other costs of our brewing.

The

years by his Queen-consort that Shakespeare makes him
murder in coldest blood! And perhaps it will surprise
even your well-informed contributors to learn that
Duncan at the time of his murder was the husband of
Lady Gruach, and that she only became Lady Macbeth
at all by marrying the murderer of her first husband!
Shakespeare was as despotic with history as he was with
everything else. No dullard's virtue of consistency for
him! In writing to the pictures, we say, "A chamber
where the deed may have been done," and then, again:
"If we could perhaps be allowed to imagine Macbeth's
drunken porter betimes cast into this dungeon to sleep
himself into sobriety, we could get along without the
tree." If an assize were held between Miss Crosby's
fine

paper and our paragraph in

as to which

had

New

literal

precautions would save half

our expense.

But purity means healththat is worth
fulness, and

and impartial, however, we should not have

placed the taking-off of Duncan at either castle in question, for the thaneships of Glamis and Cawdor were
only assigned to Macbeth by an Aberdeen schoolmaster,
one Hector Boese,in his"Historyof Scotland" in 1526;
and Holinshed followed Boese, and Shakespeare, of
course, followed his fellow-Warwickshireman, Holinshed. The real histories of Scotland say nothing about
Cawdor though there is a rumor or tradition in the
Cawdor family that King Macbeth conferred the
Cawdor, or Calder, estates upon his (Macbeth's) brother, but Cawdor (as, indeed, Miss Crosby herself

hilation of
tal

Time

is

more than
Ask

for the Brewery Bottling
See that the cork or crown is branded

all else.
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It is concise and comprehensive.

Washlngtonullle, N. Y.

of at Odessa, that your Mr.
McChesney saw Count
Tilly's third-extra skull ? The old count needed a lot of
extra skulls, from all accounts of the
he had of

way

smashing everything in sight; and we wonder Mr.
Mansfield has not had a play for him written around
that picturesque old butcher, who was a thousand times
more terrible than was Ivan the Terrible.
But, if THE THEATRE will insist on holding its pages
down to facts, and permitting no leeway for romance,
this third-extra skull is in
Prague! And as to this by
way of evening up things with you in the Glamis-Cawdor
we
most
matter,
respectfully persist.
Yours fraternally,
THE EDITORS OF New bnakespeareana.
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Annual

edition in large pamphlet form now ready.
send your name on a postal card.

one of the necessities of the Occiden-

time the actual time of the events represented!).
But now we have our own bone to pick with one of your
esteemed correspondents. Wasn't it at Prague, instead

Famous

That Made Milwaukee

Drama (only a Chinese play can make the representa-

tive

the filtering;

every bottle --to omit those

Shakes peareana,

Shakespeare's pages (just as we have interlined for early
production a picture of the present Aquilera or Esterlin
New Shakespeareana, III., 4), which were really, in
Shakespeare's day, parts of "the seacoast of Bohemia,
and so, doubtless, at the time that Perdita was washed
ashore there. Nobody read Miss Crosby's paper with
more pleasure than ourselves, nor more recognized the
value of your fine picture of Glamis Castle (and, indeed,
we had laid aside both for a convenient opportunity to
editorially mention them). But Miss Crosby, if she has
had much to do with dramaturgic matters, must not
balk at a little thing like Lady Macbeth's having moved
her household goods and gods into Cawdor Castle,
between the conferring of the title on her lord and the
arrival of her lord from the blasted heath! The anni-

air;

the aging; the sterilizing of

upon

mentions) was a Royal Scottish castle (King Malcolm
II. was murdered there), and so, as we hear of no Scottish king called "Simel," and, had there been one, as
Macbeth was not a son of a Scottish king, he could not
have been entitled to a royal castle, r.or "Glamis," by
Simel's death. The honors conferred on Macbeth by
King Duncan were the thanedoms of Moray and
Cromarty. So far as posterity cares for Boese and
Holinshed are forgotten names the thanedoms of
Glamis and Cawdor were presented to Macbeth, not
"by Simel's death" and by King Duncan, but by
William Shakespeare. But when writing our paragraph
we did not, of course, know of Miss Crosby's preference,
and so followed our own in illustrating places named in

absolute cleanliness;

the purified

the particular castle where, if
anywhere, a real flesh-and-blood historical Macbeth
had murdered a real flesh-and-blood historical Duncan,
then in view of the fact that nobody knows or possesses
any data to aid in finding out where the murder was
done we should, as between Cawdor and Glamis
Castles, have gallantly cast our suffrages for Miss
Crosby's preference, Glamis Castle. To be particularly
hit

all

it
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Shirley

Did Malcolm Williams marry a

professional,

and

she on the stage? A. Minnie Radcliffe is the lady's name.
She
acted in Providence the present season.
E. Q. Q. Is E. H. Sothern acting under his own name? How
long has he been on the stage? Where and when was he born?
A. See our issue of November, 1904, containing an article on the

PRESIDENT SUSPENDERS

have cast

Q.

Virginia.

_

No replies by mail.

is

Smooth
Men who
Men who

_

.

their Purely Personal affairs will be ignored.
Write questions on one side of the Paper only.

Shirley,

U.

Mass.,

S.

A.

Sothern family.
Mabel L. K., South Bend, Ind. Q. Who was the original
Marcus, Mercia and Stephanus in "The Sign of the Cross." played
in this country?
A. Charles Dalton played Marcus and Gertrude
Will Viola Allen, Richard Mansfield,
Boswell, Stephanus. Q.
Eugenie Blair, or Robt. B. Mantell play in South Bend this season?
A. None of the parties you mention, except possibly Mansfield,
will play in your city this season.
J. H., Kansas City, Mo.
Q. Can I get a copy in book form of
A. It has not
Julia Marlowe's play, "Countess Valeska?"
been published. Q. Please give the names ot plays and the characters in them in whch Julia Marlowe has appeared?
A. Juliet in
"Romeo and Juliet," Parthenia in "Ingomar," Rosalind in "As You
Like It," Lydia Languish in "The Rivals," Colinette, Barbara
Frietchie, "When Knighthood was in Flower," Marie Tudor,
Countess Valeska, Charlotte in "The Cavalier," Queen Fiammetta
Pauline in "TheLady of Lyons," and Beatrice.
A. M. E., New York. Q. Why did Henry V. Donnelly give up
the Murray Hill Stock Co.? A.
Because it was not profitable.
E. M., Cincinnati, O. Q. Has David Belasco a school or special
students? A. He has no school, and he does not have students.
Baltimorean. Q. What is the date of birth of Chauncey Olcott ?
A. 1862, Buffalo, N.Y. Q. Where are Francis Carlysle, Walter
Hitchcock and Theodore Babcock? A. At present in this city.
Q. What is the address of Miss Thomas Whifflin, Hamilton
Revelle and Miss Miriam Nesbit? A. We do not give private
addresses.

An Admirer, New York. Q. What religion does Ethel Barrymore profess? A. She is a devout Catholic Q. Will Ethel
Barrymore play a return engagement in New York city before the
end of the present season? A. Her last New York aopearance
was recently in "A Doll's House." Q. Have you published any
articles or pictures of Miss Barrymore ? A.
Several, see back issues.
F. R. Q. Is there any good dramatic school in or near Chicago?
A. The Chicago Musical College, of which Hart Conway is director.
His address is 202 Michigan Boulevard, Chicago.
Reader of Magazine, Philadelphia, Pa. Q. Is Brandon Tynan
playing at present? A. He is not playing at present.
Is he
sent, care 01 Belasco Theatre, will reach him.

O

Mclnnerney's

A.

A

letter

married?

Yes.

M. M-, St. Paul, Minn. Q. Was Dustin Farnum the originator
A. Originally produced at
title r61e in "The Virginian?"
the Hyperion Theatre, New Haven, Farnum was the original Virginian.
Q. Who played the part of Molly Wood? A. Lucille
York was the original Molly, then Nannette Comstock; Agnes
Ardeck was the original Molly in New York.
S. A. G., Cleveland, O.
Q. Will you publish a picture of William Farnum? A. Perhaps. Q. When will the "She Stoops
of the

Theatrical

Cold Cream

Conquer" company, in which Kyrle Bellew and Eleanor Robson
tour? A. The organization's season closes May 27.
Q. Where will the Robert Edeson company go after its
A. Mr. Edeson and his company
engagement in New York?
were in Boston, Mass., up to May 20. He will continue to play
to

There are many Cold Cream Preparations on the
market today. Some are GOUD others are BETTER
but Mclnnerney's is BEST.
The ingredients of Mclnnerney's Cold Cream are
pure and harmless, and when you once use this prep
aration you will want no other.
Other good qualities in its favor are its delicate perfume, smooth whiteness and cooling properties. And
does not cost as
preparations.

it

much

as

many

ol the far inferior

star,

D. M.
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;
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Sold by
Be sure
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Ui.
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"Strongheart" next season.
F. B. G., Hartford, Conn.

What

is

Maude Adams'

real

A. Her father's name was Kiscadden. Adams was her
mother's name. Q. Is William Gillette booked for Hartford this
season? A. He sailed for Europe at the close of his engagement in
this city.

Will you give me the names of four
F. A. R., Atlanta, Ga. Q.
or five of the best dramatic schools of New York? A. Consult our
advertising columns. Q. What schools are run by Chas. Frohman
C"
Frohman is interested in the
and Jules Murray? A. -Charles
Empire Theatre School.
Adorer, Rochester, N. Y. Q. Is Edith J. Dremm still playing
A. She is not, as Mr.
in the company with Harry Woodruff?
Woodruff is at Proctor's Fifth Avenue Theatre, this city. Q. Is
she the wife of Wm. Farnum, now playing in a stock company in
Buffalo? A. Mabel Eaton is the wife of William Farnum.
U. N. G. Q. In what numbers have you published scenes from
"The Eternal City," "The Little Minister," "The Village Postmaster," "Robert Emmett," "The Two Orphans?" A. "The
Eternal City" (two scenes), October and December, 1902; "The
Two Orphans" (seven pictures). May, 1004. Q. What is the price
A. (IQOI) $1.50; (1902) 75 cents; (1003) 50
of back numbers?
cents; (1004) 35 cents; (1905) 25 cents.
New
W. W. H.,
buryport. Mass.
Q. I would like to be informed
on several questions pertaining to theatrical matters, outside of your
Would
regular question department.
you do this? If so, what
would you charge? If not, could you refer me to some one? A.
It all depends what information you seek.
We answer all questions
we can. There is no charge.
M. B. Q. Will you publish a picture of Miss Julia Marlowe as
Beatrice? A. Perhaps. Q. What Shakespearean plays are Miss
A.
Julia Marlowe and E. H. Sothern going to play next year?
They have not as yet announced their repertoire.
B.L. Q. Where and when was Malcolm Williams, of the Providence, R. I., stock company, born? A. Cedar Rapids, Mich.
Q. Has he got a brother or sister? A. Three brothers and one
sister.
Q. Is Malcolm Williams his real name? A. Yes. Q,
Will he remain in Providence next season? A. He closed in Providence April 8, and is now in this city. Q. Has Isabelle Evesson,
A. Estelle Clayton is her
of Proctor's Fifth Avenue, got a sister?
She is not acting at present.
sister's name.
X. Y. Z. Q. Will "The Music Master," "Adrea" and "Leah
Kleschna" visit Philadelphia this season? A. No.
Polo, Richmond.
Q. Will you publish photographs of William
Gillette ? A.
See Mav issue. Q. In what number have you scenes
from "Quality Street"? A. December, 1901. O. In which
"
The Admirable
Gillette make his greatest success,
play did William
"
"
A. " Sherlock Holmes ."
Crichton " or
Sherlock Holmes ?
Q. Is it too late to send for pictures published in your series of 1902 ?
A. It is not too late. Q. What is the price of the smallest size
A.
10 cents each.
pictures?
P. W. K., San Francisco, Cal.
Q. Can you give me the address,
if living, of Horace Vinton?
Q. He is at present residing in this
a
full length picture of D'Orsay?
Have
you published
city.
Q.
A. Issue March, 1903. Q. Have you published scenes from

"A

Royal Family"? A. No.
C. J., Gonzales, Texas. Q. Is Vinie Daly any relation of
Lucy Daly? A. They are sisters-in-law. Lucy is a sister of Peter
F. Dailey, and was married in Baltimore, Md., April 23, 1896, to
John Ward, of Ward and Vokes. Vinie Dailey was Vina Riddell,
sister of Bloodgood's wife, Lisle Riddell, she was married to Tom
Dailey. Q. Will you publish pictures of Isadore Rush and Bettina
Gerard? A. Perhaps later.
A Reader, Hattiesburg, Miss. Q. Who was the original Trilby ?
A. Virginia Harned- Q. How do you pronounce Mrs. Carter's
new play, "Adrea"? A. 'A-dray-r.
A Customer, Berkeley, Cal. Q. Will Maude Adams come to
San Francisco? A. Not this season. Q. Will you have pictures
We published a picture
of Marion Ivells and Reginald Roberts ? A.

W.

of

Marion
C-

WHEN WRITING

Q.

name?

M.
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Ivells in

P.,

January, 1904.

Cedar Rapids, Mich.

Q.

Did

either

Edwin Booth

or

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE ADVERTISER
Lawrence Barrett appear

in

Hugo's "Hernani?"

Vll

Lawrence

A.

Barrett played in "Hernani," February i, 1886, at the Star Theatre,
Sarah Bernhardt at the same theatre, June 17, 1887, also
this city.
Mounet Sully, March 26,
at Booth's Theatre, November, 1880.
at
Abbey's (now Knickerbocker) Theatre. Edwin Booth
1804,
never acted in the play.
and in what play will
York. Q.
Dorothea,"

When
New
"361
Brandon Tynan reappear? A. It has not yet been announced.
his wife (Carolyn Whyte) ?
him
and
of
a
Will you print
picture
2. Perhaps. Q. Where do they reside ? A. In this city. Q.
end
his
to
Warfield
engagement in New York?
is
David
When
going
A. He ends his season at the Bijou Tune 3, and he plays at the
Will
next
season.
of
Music
Carolyn Whyte appear in
Q.
Academy
her husband's new play? A. Do not know.
I-'arnum act in "The
Will
Dustin
An Interested Reader. Q.
Virginian" in New York next year? A. Yes, he will.
can
I
address
a letter to PaderWhere
N.
Rex, Paterson,
JQ.
ewski at any time? A. He is now at his country MJla, at Lake
will
sell
his autograph
true
that
he
Is
it
Switzerland.
Gene\a,
Q.

Hydrozone

.

We

doubt it.
Could I give a play

A.

one dollar?
Cleveland,

for

O.Q.

to a theatrical

manager

A. Theatrical managers
to be dramatized and be made the star?
of repute have no time to deVote to such business, particularly the
making of new stars out of amateurs. Q. Will you publish a picA. Perhaps.
ture of Lucia Moore?
F. F. F., Chicago, 111.
Q. What are the addresses of Augustus
Thomas and I. N. Morris? A. The addresses of Augustus Thomas

and I- N. Morris are Dramatists' Club, West 4oth Street, near 6th
Avenue, New York City. The initials are correct.
E. C. B., Lakewood, N. J. Q Did Forbes Robertson play in
New York before last season? A. He appeared at Proctor's
zjrd Street Theatre, October 5, 1891, as Martin in "Thermidor";
He also appeared here with Mary
Elsie De Wolfe acted Fabienne.
Anderson at the Star (Wallack's) Theatre, October 12, 1885, playing
Pygmalion in "Pygmalion and Galatea." He acted in "The Light
that Failed" at Knickerbocker Theatre, November 9, 1903.
M. B. H., New York. Q. Can I obtain a copy of the play
"
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch"? A. Write to Liebler & Co.,
Knickerboi ker Theatre Building.
W. F. M., New Haven, Conn. Q. Who was Maude Adams'
A. Sydney
leading man when she played "Quality Street"?
Brough. Q. If a young man goes in the chorus of a musical play
does he have to buy his costume? A. Costumes are furnished by
the management.
Q. What wages would a man get in such a
A. The salary is from fifteen to twenty dollars. Qposition?
Will you publish photographs of William Lewers and Ford Sterling ?
A.

In which the only^healing agent is Nascent Oxygen (near to the condition
of Ozone), has been indorsed and successfully used by the foremost
physicians for fourteen years.
Its absolute harmlessness and
powerful healing
properties make it invaluable in the treatment of

SKIN DISEASES
Hydrozone
names

The

genuine has
ture on every label:

25 cents?

"Stubbornness of Geraldine," "Greatest Thing in the World,"
"Friends," "An Enemy of the King," "An American Citizen,"
"D'Arcy of the Guards," "Capt. Impudence," "My Wife's Husband," "Jim, the Penman," "The Only Way," "The Jilt," "Holy
City," "Silver King" and "Money Makers." Q. What is Isabelle Evesson's real name and where wassheborn?
A. That is her
real name.
She was born in this city. O. Is Bessie Barriscale
any relation to Master Chas. Barriscale? A. He is a brother.
A. B. C., Cleveland, O. Q. Will you give me some idea of the
Charity Ball"

A.

a story of seduction.
in what, did Isabelle
Evesson make her initial appearance on the stage? A. She first
appeared on the stage of Daly's (soth Street) Theatre, this city.
Q- In what plays did Edwin Arden appear before he played in
"L'Aiglon"? A. We cannot enumerate all of the plays he appeared in. Q. What is Miss Arden's Christian name? A
Mildred. Q. Is she on the stage? A. No; her ambition is that
of a portrait painter.
Q. What are Mr. Arden s immediate plans?
A. We are not advised. Q. -Will the Fifth Avenue Stock Co.
play all summer? A. A stock company plays at the theatre all
S.

Q-

?

It is

.

through the summer.

A

Subscriber, St. Louis, Mo.
Q. Is Hamilton Revelle still on
the stage? A.
We have not heard of him since he returned to

t^wvux
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New

57 Prince St..
York City.
Requests unaccompanied by coupon will be ignored.
Only one free trial bottle to each family.

Where can I purchase one of Bruce McRae's latest
Write Meyer Bros. & Co., 26 West 33d Street,
Q. Will you publish pictures of Melville Ellis, Bertram Wallis, Donald McLaren and W. C. \Veedon? A. We cannot
A. We do not
say
Q. Is Wm. Courtleigh married?
know.
E. E Chicago, 111. Q. Did Ruth White play in "The Burgo;
master"? A. She was in the company the first of the season.
Q. Who are the publishers of a book called "Some Players"?
A. Write to Amy Leslie, Chicago News, Chicago, 111.
L. A., New York. O. Where can I secure the music of "The
Wizard of Oz"? A. Try M. Witmark & Sons, 144 West 37th
Street, city.
Q. What must a well educated girl of eighteen do to
go on the stage, if she does not wish to go to a dramatic school?
A. Begin as a super, or anywhere at the bottom of the ladder.
Unless you are very sure you have talent do not begin at all, for if you

_/"

^'

Stall

City....
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ROSES

but not faster
than the June-time of your
life.
Have you made ample
provision for its Autrnnn ?
flies fast

A.

An Endowment

York.

"

,

do, only failure awaits you.

L. R., Boston, Mass. Q. What is the address of Frank Scott
Clark, the artist? A. A letter written, care of Empire Theatre,
this city, will reach him.
Q. When were the following plays produced: "The Viking" (Wallack's, May 9, 1805), "The Lady Slavey" (Casino, February 3, 1805), "A Round of Pleasure" (Knickerbocker, May 24, 1807), "The Maid and the Moonshiner" (Standard,
now Manhattan Theatre, August 16, 1886), " Life " (Daly's, September 27, 1876).
Subscriber, Ontario, Canada. Q. Has the Klaw and Erlanger
stock company disbanded for this season?
A. Yes. Q. Who
"
played John Doe in The Billionaire '? A. Jerome Sykes. Q.
Is Harry C'orson Clark considered a clever actor?
A. Yes.
P. E. M.
Q. Is the play "The Octoroon," taken from the book
of the same name, and from whom can it IK procured ?
A. Write
Samuel French
Son, 22 West 22d Street. New York.
D. C. E., Brookline, Mass. Q. Is Wright Lorimer a relative of
the late Baptist Durne of the same name?
A. We do not know.
Q. Upon what narrative of the Bible lies the foundation of his next
A. We cannot say.
Q. How long has May Buckley
play?
been on the stage ? A. We do not know. Q. In what plays did
she appear previous to her engagement with Mr. I^orimer? A.
do not know. O_. Does Viola Allen intend to appear in "The
Christian" again? A. It is hardly likely.
G. H. M., Atlanta, Ga. Q. Is it necessary for one who can im-

in
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CHARLES MARCHAND,

Stock Co. after "Soldiers of Fortune," while Edwin Arden was in
the company?
A. Edwin Arden opened his engagement at the
Fifth Avenue Theatre September 12, 1904, in "The Soldiers of

"The

/\/|

Mail coupon, naming your druggist, to

A. See answer to U-N.G.
back numbers? A? At this office.
Q.
J. D., Milwaukee, Wis.
Q. Will you publish a picture of Percita
West? A. Perhaps. We prefer not to give private history.
Subscriber, New York City.
Q. What is Maude Adams' name
in private life?
A. See our issue for September, 1903. That
is the only name she is known by.
See answer to F. B. G.
A. A., Chicago. Q. What plays were given by the Fifth Avenue

J.M.andH.

leading druggists.
Preparations with similar
containing only water, oil of vitriol,

A FREE TRIAL BOTTLE

:

plot of

all

should prove, to the most skeptical, the value of

him in May, 1887.
Agnes T. Q. What is Edwin Arden's daughter's name? A.
Mildred Arden. Q. Does she intend to be an actress? A. See
answer to J. M. and H.S- Q. Where and when was Wallace
A. In
Erskine, 01 Proctor's Fifth Avenue Theatre, born?
England. Q. When and where was Isabelle Evesson born? A.
In New York city. Q. Where was she before joining Proctor's
stock company? A. She was a member of Daly's Company, then
went to London, England, for Chas. Wyndham
returned to
America and was at Walfack's Theatre, also two seasons at
Criterion Theatre, London, Boston Museum traveled with "Harbor
Light," also "Held by the Enemy."
Q. Are the back copies of
sold at
I get the

sold by

'

Carmen, New York. Q. What is Kyrle Bellew's real name?
A. He was christened Harold Dominick Higgins. His father was
Rev. John Montesquien Higgins, who had his name changed to
Bellew. When Kyrle Bellew was in the British Navy he was known
as Harry Higgins.
Q. What are his plans for the summer? A.
He generally spends the summer in Europe. Q. What are his
"
for
next
plans
year? A. He will continue to p'ay Raffles."
Q. Have you interviewed Mr. Bellew? A. Yes, in our June,
issue.
Have
of
"Rames"?
1902,
Q.
you published pictures
A. See our issue for November, 1003. Q. Is he married? A.
He was married in 1884 to Eugenie Leggang, who was divorced from

Where can

is

concoctions

sulphurous acid and inert imP U " tieS

Perhaps.
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personate nationalities and can go on the highest class of stage
go to a dramatic school or to start in stock ? A. It is not necessary to go to a school if you can get into some first-class organization
Where is Chas. E. Blaney? A. A letter addressed to
Th f a 'T?i Newark, N. J., will reach him. Q. Where are Blaney's
Roland
and Clifford and Phil. B. Isaacs' offices located? A. Roland and
Clifford have an office Room 601, Times Building, Times
Square,
this city; Phil. B.Isaacs is, care of
Blaney. Q. Will Kyrle Bellew
play "Raffles" next season? A. Yes.
"
F.L.
Have
published scenes from
to

DuBarry

Q

Q.
you
The Music Master" ?
See our November, 1904, issue. Q. Have you
published pictures
of Charles Richman and William Gillette?
A. See our issues
for March, 1904, January, 1904, and May,
1005.
C. A., New York. Q. Where is Lulu Glaser
playing? A. In
the South.
Was at Nashville, April 15. O. Was she in New
York Easter? A. No. Q. Where is MeTville Ellis now
playing? A. We cannot say. Q. How soon is Dustin Farnum to
appear again in New York? A. Not again this season. 6.
\\lio is considered the most
popular and best paying American
actress?
A. Mrs. Leslie Carter, Maude Adams and Richard
Manslield are the best paying stars. Q. Has James
Young plavetl
in Shakespeare in Savannah?
A. He has starred all through the
South and West in classic plays. Q. In what has Mrs. Minnie
Tittel Brune appeared since playing "Unorna"?
A. She is now
in Australia, where she has been for some time.
Q. Who were the
principals in the New York productions of Ibsen's "Ghosts"?
A. Ida Jeffreys Goodfriend, Mary Shaw, Frederick
Lewis, Virginia
Khne, Courtney Thorpe and others.
L. C., Savannah, Ga
Q. Who wrote the "Auctioneer"?
A. Lee Arthur and Chas. Klein. Q. How
long after their initial
performance at Grand Rapids did Louis James and Frederick
Warde continue to play "Alexander the Great"? A. Write to
Wagcnhals and Kemper, Broadway Theatre Building, this city.
A Subscriber. Berkeley. Q. Do Mary Mannering, Nat C.
Goodwin, ptis Skinner, Ada Rehan, Charles Richman, David Warfield, Amelia Bingham, Francis Wilson, and Virginia Harned intend
to come to San Francisco this summer ?
A. No, they do not intend

The

soup must be tasty ;
the wine, choice; the entree appetizing; the roast,

tender; the dessert, delicate;

the coffee of good flavor;
but the
must be

SEGAR

perfect, since therein lies

gastronomy

mind.

of the

to

make

a Pacific Coast tour.

D. D. J. Q. When will Edna May return from London, and
what will she appear in? A. Edna May has gone to London
under Charles Frohman's management. She was announced to
play
'The Catch of the Season." the current London
success, and
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'"

will

reappear at Daly's Theatre next September in that piece
When she does go to Europe fprobably at the close of next season)
she will appear at the Vaudeville Theatre, London, for a
long time
Q. Where can I obtain photographs of actors? A. Write to
Meyer Bros. & Co., 26 West 33d Street, this city.

R

New York

THE CAMBRIDGE SOCIETY
Dep( -

-

'

135 5th Avenue.

A

See answer to"F.G., New York "
City.
Q. Is Henry Woodruff married? A. He is not married, to the
best of our belief.
Does
Isabelle
Evesson use her own name ?
Q.
Yes. Q
Have you published a picture of Miss Evesson or
A;"
Mr. \\oodruff? A. See our issues for December, 1904 and May

A. R.,

New York

1905.

C. E. H.
Q. Where can I secure pictures of Faversham and
Sidney Amsworth ? A. Write to Meyer Bros. & Co. 26 West nd
Street, New York City.
Q. Has Robert Edeson a son at Harvard ?
A. No.
Q. Where is Faversham now playing? A
Season

New York May 15. What is his first wife's maiden
Marian Merwm.
P. P. E., St. Paul. Minn. Q. Is it
necessary to have a trained
voice to sing in the chorus of a musical comedy
company ? A. One
should possess a trained voice to succeed. Q. What is the
average

YOU

the uniformity of flavor in
your favorite brand of cigars how
about your cocktails?
like

Are you going
mixer's

to accept

decoction,

or

COCKTAILS?

any chance

order

CLUB

Their excellence has
been attained through scientific blending
and subsequent ageing to perfection.
There is but one perfect brand -CLUB.
Specify CLUB for your own satisfaction.

Seven kinds Manhattan, Martini,
Vermouth, Whiskey,
land Gin, Tom Gin and York.

G.F.HEUBLEIN
Hartford

Hol-

<& BRO.,So!e Proprietors
New York
London

closed;

was

name?

A.

in

A. The salary is from Si8 to $2;.
salary of a chorus man ?
When is the best time to apply for a position in the chorus for Qnext
season? A. Apply to the musical director of the organization or
some musical agent any time in July or August. Q. How
long do
they rehearse before starting on the road ? A. Companies generally
rehearse from three to four weeks. Q.
Does one have to pay his own
expenses while rehearsing? A. Yes. Q. Do you furnish your
own costumes ? A. Costumes are furnished by the management.
A. L. Q. Is Edwin Arden now acting? A. At the American
laeatre, this city, with the FawiettStock Co.
Q. When will you
publish an interview with him? A. Soon. Q. Will you publish
A. See our issue for September, 1902.
pictures of him ?
Q. Is
his wife an actress?
A. She is not an actress, but is president of
the Woman's Professional League.
A Devoted Reader, Washington, D. C. Q. Is Bruce McRae
married? A. Yes. Q. Is he going to be with Ethel
next year? A.
We do not know. He recently played Barrymore
Helmer to
her Nora in "A Doll's House."
F. G., New York. Mr. Arden did play in "Raffles" when first
produced in Atlantic City. Our former answer was to a correspondent who asked if he played in it in this city.
H. S., Hartford. Conn. Q. Will you publish a picture of Maude
Adams in " The Little Minister"? A. Sec our February looi
issue.
Q. What is her summer address? A. Lake Ronkonkoma, on Long Island. Q. In what will she play next season?
A. Barrie's new comedy, " Peter Pan."
M. L., New Brunswick. Q. Is the Dailey Stock Company well
known? A. We do not know it. Q. Where are May
Nanncy and
Paul Eckstrom? A. May Nanney goes with a stock
company to
Hartford and St. John, N. B. Q. Are there any
good dramatic
schools in Boston ? A. Several.
H. G. S., Bowling Green, Ky. Q. How could I get back on the
Y ou had better advertise in one of the theatrical
stage? A.
newspapers. Q. Where can I secure a good comedy for a small price?
A. See Miss Kauser, 1432 Broadway, New York.
Violet, G.
Q. Is Mary Maddern, the young actress
in
"Leah Kleschna," a daughter of Mrs. Fiske? A. Mary playing
Maddern
is the aunt of Mrs. Fiske.
The young lady you refer to is Emily
Stevens, daughter of the veteran manager, R. E. Stevens and cousin
to Mrs. Fiske.
Q. Has Mrs. Fiske ever played in any of Shakes-

A. When a child she acted in
peare's plays ?
Shakespearean plays
with John E. McCullough and others, but of late years has not
appeared in Shakespeare. Q. Is Bernhardt to play here this winter ?
A. Bernhardt comes to America with the Shuberts next winter.
A Constant Reader, Washington, D.C. Q. Is Dustin Farnum's
wile on the stage? A. She s not acting at present.
Elizabeth.
Q. What are the addresses of Helena Modieska
Olive May and Catherine Linyard? A. The two last ladies are'
married and reside in this city. Modjeska, who lives in California
appeared May 2 at the Metropolitan Opera House, this city.
A. B. P., Hyde Park, Mass. Q. Kindly give me information in
regard to "The Vacant Chair"? A. The company playing it
closed, the title was changed and a cheaper company engaged.
H. P., Houston, Texas. Q. Is Virginia Harned still under
Charles Frohman's management? A. Recently she re
appeared
as Trilby under W. A. Brady's management.
Q. What plays
will be seen in New York during the summer?
A. To give you
such_a list would" take up too much of our space. Q. Was' "The
Forbidden Land a bad opera, in your opinion ? A. As good as the
Do Irene Bentley and Kelcey and Shannon intend
average. Q.
remaining in vaudeville indefinitely? A. They do for this season
Q. Has the Klaw and Erlanger Comedy Company disbanded
It disbanded some time
altogether? A.
ago. The firm intend
to organize another in the Fall.
Q. What will Virginia Earle and
Nance O'Neil play in next season? A. Nance O'Neil goes to
Australia shortly. Q. What is the greatest
comedy hit of the
season? A. It is a matter of opinion altogether. Thanks for
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F. C. B., South Bend, Ind.
Q. Will Camille Clifford of the
Pnnce of Pilsen Company play in America or London next
season? A. This country. Q. What is Mrs.
LeMoyne's next
play? A. At present Mrs. LeMoyne is acting in "A Blot in the

Scutcheon.
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TWO LEADING MANAGERS DEAD

Grocers
Samuel S. Shubert and Kirke La Shelle, two New
York theatre managers of particular prominence, died
The respective
suddenly during the past month (May)
careers of both men were remarkably alike each was
still a very young man, each was self-made, each was
rapidly becoming a power in the theatrical business,
and by a singular coincidence each was stricken by

Boxed,

Packed

HERE

following season he produced a comedy on his own
account. The initial venture was not a success, but a
a year later he handled "Robin Hood" for the Bostonians and with the money he made out of this organization he launched Frank Daniels as a star in "The Wizard of the Nile." Fortune smiled on him with every
"
subsequent venture. He produced Arizona" after Mr.
Frohman had declined that pirn and he showed the
same excellent judgment when nc starred Lawrence
il
in "The Ear
I'nwucket," which was also
"
r
:,,,,man. His latest successes
turned down by
"The
Education of Mr. Pipp," and
were "Checkers,"
"The Heir to the Hoorah." A year ago he was operated
upon for appendicitis, and since that time has ailed continuously. He died at his country place on Long Island
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quite

that would practically make him independent, and it is
said that this plan may still be followed by his brother
in partnership with David Belasco. Reports vary as to
the amount he was worth. Some rated him at as much
as $500,000, while other reports say he died worth little
more than the amount of his insurance policies.
Kirke La Shelle was born forty-one years ago in
Wyoming, 111. He began life as a printer's devil and
rose rapidly in the newspaper business, until be hecame
managing editor of the Chicago Mail. He entered the
theatrical business as manager for E. S. Willard, and the

the best.

FRUITS

Lyric.

is

use to rough

Campers can defy the worst weather (goods

Only one quality

In appearance and stature Mr. Shubert looked like a
boy. He was, however, a giant in energy. In a recent
"He is very
interview he was described as follows:
slight and twitchy. I should think he might weigh eighty
pounds. His muscles are never still. When his face is

He

life.

replenish, wire, 'phone, or write us.

Stranger in New York," and Sam personally conducted
a tour of the plays in the popular priced houses. Later
he secured the Bastable Theatre, Syracuse, and organized a stock company, following this with similar organizations in Buffalo and Rochester. In all these
enterprises he was remarkably successful, and then he
began to turn his eyes toward the metropolis. In 1900
he obtained a lease of the Herald Square Theatre,
where "Arizona" was produced with great success.
Then he secured "A Chinese Honeymoon," and bought
from the Sires their interest in the Casino. Next he
acquired the Madison Square, and shortly afterwards
bought Sam T. Jack's old house, renaming it the Princess. Then he was the successful bidder for the lessee-

feet.

No

and do without the luxuries of
carefully packed and
protected) and carry a Delmonico cuisine with them.
Order groceries for your summer home before leaving the city.
To
Rusticate in clover.

city

plays were to be had cheap. His brother, Lee Shubert,
was then in a clothing store. Both boys pooled their
savings, bought the rights to "A Texas Steer" and "A

not twitching, his fingers are, or his

Mark)

Summer Homes and Camping

the Casino, the Lyric, and the Princess besides
city
eight playhouses in other cities.
Sam Shubert began his theatrical career in Syracuse
as programme boy at Weiting's Opera House. He was
then ten years old. Previously he had sold papers and
blacked shoes. It was while selling newspapers in front
of the theatre that he was embued with the ambition
to become a big theatre manager himself, and he began
at the foot of the ladder by securing the position of programme boy. He was later made assistant treasurer,
and then treasurer. He saved his salary and awaited his
opportunity. About that time the road rights to Hoyt's

without self-consciousness or pose just a fluttering
wisk of energy. Even his hair coarse, jet-black hair
looks as if it were full of energy and might crackle and
emit sparks at a moment's notice. His skin is the color
Oriental and rather refined.
of ivory. His face is long
His voice is mild and low, his enunciation quick and
fluent, and his accent anything but what you would
expect of a former newsboy."
Mr. Shubert was not a member of the Theatrical
Syndicate, nor was he openly affiliated with the independents. Officially he was neutral in the conflict, but
more syndicate attractions played his houses than did
independent ones. Report has it, however, that he was
elaborating, at the time of his death, a plan to overthrow the syndicate by organizing a chain of theatres

Choicest Cigars,
Fine Toilet Articles

to Perfection

(Trade

death within a few days of the other.
Mr. Shubert was a victim of the Pennsylvania Railroad accident at Harrisburg on May 10. He was terribly burned, and died from his injuries two days later.
At the time of his death he was only twenty-nine years
old, and yet he controlled three theatres in New York
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The Theatre Everywhere
SYRACUSE. NEW YORK
(From Our Correspondent.)
SYRACUSE, N. Y., May n. The local theatrical
season just drawing to a close in this city, has been
marked by three productions, which have been received
with special appreciation by our audiences. Goldsmith's comedy, "She Stoops to Conquer," drew larger
audiences than the other two revivals, "Romeo and
Juliet" and "The Two Orphans." Fully eighteen hundred people witnessed "She Stoops to Conquer," in the
single evening. There was a line extending threequarters of a block, waiting to buy gallery seats two
hours before the curtain rose. This delightful comedy
absolutely new to a large portion of the present generation of theatre goers in Syracuse and undoubledly
the fine cast, did more than anything else to make the
revival so popular.
William Faversham tried his "Squaw Man" on us the
other night, preparatory to using it next season; and
judging from the enthusiastic manner in which the
small audience received the play, it should be a winner.
Mr. Faversham and his company received six curtain
calls during the play. The author, Edwin Milton Royle,
has sacrificed dramatic unity to some extent for the sake
of bringing out some very marked dramatic contrasts.
The first act takes place in England amid army environment, and the other three acts take place in Wyoming,
in cow-boy environment. The part of an Englishman
is
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who marries an Indian
by Mr. Faversham, and

woman

is convincingly played
the piece fails to make a success in New York next season, it will be due to the fact
that the mixing of bloods is as repellant in a play as it
is in real life. The first two acts are admirably constructed; the third will probably be considerably
strengthened before the New York production.
Mr. Faversham is very popular in Syracuse, and the
reception which he received was personal in nature.
if

"Checkers," Henry Blossom's play, has checkmated
large audiences this season, and Syracuse was no
exception the other night. One feature of the production was a swarm of dancing pickininnies, who wore
checkered clothes and looked as though they might
have had checkered careers.
EDWARD H. DANN.

some

Ave-

TROY. NEW YORK

nue. Cor. 27th St.

(From Our Correspondent.)
TROY, N. Y., May 14. During the past four weeks
the Mortimer Snow Stock Co., at the Lyceum, has
presented, with continued success, "The Circus Girl,"
"The Charity Ball," "Leah the Forsaken," and
Partner," all of which were well done, especially "The
Charity Ball," which attracted large audiences at each
Partperformance. At the opening matinee of
ner," on the I5th, Mr. Snow revived his popular public
reception on the stage.
The season closed at Rand's the I3th, after ten successful weeks of Milton Aborn's Polite Vaudeville.
Among the drawing numbers for May were Delia Fox
and Eugene Cowles. The best on the biil for the closing

"My

"My

week was "The Twelve Navajo Girls," who proved
clever instrumentalists, vocalists and dancers.
Among the closing attractions at The Griswold were
"The Isle of Spice," Williams and Walker in "Dahomey," "The Rogers Bros, in Paris," "The Isle of
Flabergast," an extravaganza in two acts, being the annual gymnastic event of the Central Y. M. C. A. and
Francis Wilson in " Cousin Billy."
A. P. SIMMONS.

PITTSBURG. PA.
(From Our Correspondent.)
PITTSBURG, PA., May 10. Pittsburg audiences usuwelcome the musical comedy "shows," but this class
of amusement, some of them shop-worn and poorly
interpreted, have pretty nearly monopolized the local
stage during the past month. For the two weeks preceding Easter "Ben Hur," with Orrin Johnson, was
seen at the Nixon, and attracted the non-theatre-going
element, the religious significance of the theme and
ally

season evidently appealing. In frivolous contrast, the
Rogers Brothers followed at this house playing a successful

engagement.

"
Otis Skinner, in The Harvester," proved a delightful change of fare. Lizzie Hudson Collier added to her
local prestige as Toinette.
Charles Richman and Annie Irish ended their joint
engagement with the Davis Stock Company in "The
Holy City." At the close of their engagement, Miss
Irish signed for a few weeks in vaudeville, and Mr.
Richman returned to New York.

The extended engagement

of Sarah

Truax

in reper-

supported by the resident stock players proved a
personal triumph for Miss Truax.
At the Grand the past month brought several good
things in vaudeville. Henry Miller and Sara Hope
Crewes in "Robert Lemaitre," and Annie Irish in "An
Actress' Christmas" were especially received.
Mr. Kirk, of the Nixon, has announced an indefinite
run of summer opera at this playhouse, and Pittsburg
stay-in-towns will find the dog days more bearable.
toire

HOWARD JOHNSTON.

WHEN WRITING
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WILLIAMSPOR.T. PA.
(From Our Correspondent.)
WILLIAMSPORT, PA., May ii. The season, which is
nearly over here, was a successful one from a financial,
as well as an entertaining point of view. Theatregoers
were provided with clever plays, and sparkling musical
comedies headed by such famous stars as David Warfield, May Irwin, Mile. Schumann Heink, Nannette
Comstock, Blanch Galland, Grace George, Paul Gilmore, Louis Russell, Montgomery and Stone, and such
bright pieces as "Isle of Spice," "Babes in Toyland,"
"Wizard of Oz," "Peggy from Paris," "Maid and the
Mummy," and others. The Vallamont Stock Company
is

Columbia Automobiles, covering the

entire field of motor car
described in detail in three catalogues devoted
respectively to Columbia 18 H.P. and 35-40 H.P. Gasoline
Cars, Columbia Electric Carriages and Columbia Electric
These are not only the
Delivery Wagons and Trucks.
handsomest but the most explicit and carefully arranged
automobile catalogues ever printed and each will repay the
careful study of every present or prospective owner of a
vehicle in the class it covers. Sent free on request. When

service, are

another popular feature with Williamsport theatreJ. E. POULI.IOTT.

goers.

MARSHALLTOWN. IOWA
(From Our Correspondent.)

MARSHALLTOWN,
Iowa

May

la.,

13.

The

season

in

on the wane. Business throughout the State
Business
is dull and many road attractions are closing.
has been above the average, and the attractions of the
is

highest quality.

ous and the

Locally the season has been prosper-

average. Tim
22, presenting

a Man Marries." Next season
be seen in "A Corner in Coffee," a
new comedy adapted from a story by Cyrus Townsend
Brady. Mr. Murphy confessed to the writer that his
ambition was to appear in the serious drama, and his
"The Mummy and
choice would be "The Bells."

Mr. Murphy

the

writing, please state

line of attractions offered slightly below the
Murphy returned to the Odeon, March

"When

will

Humming

Bird,"

one week before
cratic

this city

Tramp,"
Company, 2527.

May

18;

Brinton

The Odeon

will

is

desired.

:

:

:

:

ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO., HARTFORD, CONN,
NEW YORK
134 West 39th

booked for April 18, closed
An Aristowas reached."

Brintons, for a brief period.
contemplating a season of
regular dramatic season will

which catalogue

BOSTON
74 Stanhope

St.

Member

CHICAGO
1413 Michigan Ave.

St.

Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

Entertaining
with the

close

A.

Manager
J. Busby is
summer vaudeville. The
late in

open

July or early

in August.

The

city park commissioners have lately purchased
forty acres of land adjoining the city, and on the Iowa
River. The grounds will at once be converted into an

amusement park. The purchase price was $150 an
acre.
JOSEPH WHITACRE.

CLINTON, IOWA
(From Our Correspondent.)
CLINTON, la., May 10. Tim Murphy paid us his
annual visit recently in the comedy "When a Man
Marries." This clever comedian has always been popular in 6ur city.
After the performance, the Elks did their brother
honor. The club rooms were handsomely decorated.
Barborka's orchestra furnished the music. At 1 1 P. M.
the tolling of the clock announced the hour that recalls
to all Elks the touching sentiment:
"To our absent
brethren!" The Elks arose from their seats and remained standing for about a minute. Silence reigned
supreme, making the act touching and impressive.
Other attractions seen here recently have been Mildred Holland in "The Triumph of an Empress," Raymond Hitchcock in "The Yankee Consul," and Richard
Carle in "The Tenderfoot."
LILLIAN A. HULETT.

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

HE COLONIAL ARMS

(From Our Correspondent.)
LOUISVILLE, Ky., May 10. Good shows, capacity
houses and happy managers is the tale of Louisville.
"Parsifal" crowded the house to the limit at every
performance. Crowds came from all of the neighboring towns, to witness Savage's English production of

Wagner's opera.
"The Girl and the Bandit" failed to arouse interest
and drew poor houses, while "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch" drew fairly well. "Piff, Paff, Pouff" had

"The Pony

great success.
tinuously.

of a

Ballet" was applauded con-

ALL SUMMER PASTIMES

Amelia Bingham, in "Mile. Marni" was greeted by
very large and fashionable audiences.
Joe Weber's All-Star Stock Co. gave us just one night
of fun. Marie Dressier and Charles Bigelow easily
carried the honors, and Miss Dressler's original wit and
animated singing fairly "brought down the house."
At the Masonic, Caroline Hull in "Vivian's Papas"
filled

in

the house at every performance. Stella
Girl" took equally well.

"The Show

EDWARD

MILWAUKEE,

BATHING
AUTOMOBILING

EPSTEIN.

WIS.
are to be enjoyed in their

(From Our Correspondent.)
MILWAUKEE, Wis., May 14. "Checkers" was given
a cordial reception on its return
engagement at the
Davidson. "Mother Goose" which was also seen at

perfection At

Arms

The Colonial
*

::

company in

theatre this season.
Viola Allen's production of "The Winter's Tale"
was well liked. So also was Lawrence D'Orsay in the
"Earl of Pawtucket." Raymond Hitchcock in "The

Yankee Consul" also was very successful.
"The Earl and the Girl" company did a prosperous
(Continued on pa^e xiv)
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associated with

J.

A.

agreeable conditions,

accompanied by the

Livery.

The
H.

Priest at

W.

Colonial
Priest

&

Arms

is

under the proprietorship of

Mr.

Co.

Priest

well-known

is

as

proprietor of Hotel Preston, at Beach Bluff, Mass.,
and as manager of The Pinehurst Hotel System,

N. C.
The management of The

Pinehurst,

in

Mr.

The Colonial Arms is the meeting-place
select clientele who appreciate outdoor life under

the most

'

this house, pleased large audiences.

and Schumann-Heink in "Love's
Lottery," proved the most fashionable event seen at this

on

communicating telephone connection.
Orchestra, Automobile, Garage, Boat and Carriage

TENNIS

(on superb roads)

Sadie Martinet was seen with an excellent

a delightful hotel superbly located

conveniences of a high-class modern hostelry.
Seventy-five suites with private bath; all sleeping
apartments have an unobstructed water view and inter-

GOLF
YACHTING

Mayhew

"Piff, Paff, Pouf,"

is

and charming peninsula of the Massachusetts coast,
one
side
on
Gloucester Harbor, on the other, the ocean.
overlooking
Unique facilities for recreation, including an ideal harbor with private
landing float, surf and still-water bathing, and a neighborhood of exquisite New
England beauty, distinguish it from the typical coast resort.
the most picturesque

the hands of

wide experience,
Hotel Preston, and

Mr.

J.

Colonial

A. Sherrard,

Arms

a hotel

will

be

man of

who
as

for a number of
years has been
manager of the Pinehurst hotels.

FOR RATES, DIAGRAMS OF BOOMS AND ALL DETAILED INFORMATION, ADDRESS UNTIL JUNE 1
Bureau, 147 Summer Street, Boston, Mass.
SHERRARD, Manager, International Hotel and Tourist
After Junt nt THE COLONIAL ARMS, Eastern Point, Gloucester, Mass

Eastern Point

Gloucester Mass,
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SOME NEW MOTOR FASHIONS
Lightness of color and of texture characterize motor fashions for the present

summer.
Pongee, silk rubber and leather are still the favorite materials, while the redingote
and umbrella coat seem to be equally popular.

The

reason

why

leather

is

much

liked for auto apparel

is

obvious.

In the

first

place ,

and secondly, its wearing possibilities have, of course, no
Indeed, one need not discard one's leather motor outfit until such
time as fashion decrees its style to be absolutely obselete.

it is

entirely dust-proof,

limit.

undoubtedly be greatly worn

one might say, clumsiest

employ such a term

were

it

the

Complete

and

long military capes, though the last named are really of
more service for stormy weather than for motor wear.

not libelous to

Some
apiece,

There are
Black

russet.

other colors, but these three are best liked.

appearance of

in

ments are thoseof the new vermillion or sealing-wax red.
These are shown in the redingotes, umbrella coats and

weight and very pliable

in black, tan

former purpose as for the latter.
all the silk rubber gar-

the

for

Most dashing

to describe the very trim

suits of this light

shown

much

quite as

looking garments
now turned out are almost featherweight, a fact which can be
demonstrated by lifting them in one's hand, or trying them on.
leather are

neces-

at the beginning of the season,

Many of the thickest, and

suits of this kind,

it

it was
suggested that coats of silk rubber
would be worn for stormy weather, as well as for autoing,
conservative voice spoke up and denied that such fashion could. possibly prevail.
It has been found
though that these coats are selling

When,

quite amazing to find leather garments which are as lightweight
as those of the silk rubber. At least, there is so little difference

two as to be hardly noticeable.

whose enthusiasm makes

in the brighter colors

It is

in the

the motoristes

by

sary for her to buy durable outing garments, silk rubber will surely be the choice of
the woman whose auto trips are less frequent, or whose purse is better supplied.

of these garments cost one hundred dollars
though very good looking coats can be had for as
low as forty dollars. It does not pay to buy a silk

rubber coat of cheap quality, as in

buy anything of an

to

pay

fact,

does not

it

inferior grade.

Dark

an especially smart color. One suit of this sort
was made with a plain skirt having a circular
flounce, and cut trotter length. The jacket had a
military collar and was bloused in front. There

a well-liked color in this material, and certainly, it would seem to be more serviceable than
scarlet, which must show soil rather quickly.

The

collarless effect, the fullness gathered in several

blue

is

were

full

coat sleeves with turned-back cuffs.

is

Very pretty dark blue redingotes are shown with a

bloused

rows and confined in a belt at the waist

with this very trig motor costume, a hat was shown
made of the same material, having a tarn o'

Champagne, or pongee color is also to be had,
and seemingly quite as well liked as the former hue.
This light shade is really more practical than
would be supposed, for it is almost the color of
dust itself, wherefor the latter does not show as
easily upon its surface as it would upon a darker

front was double-breasted, the jacket
being finished at the waist line with a snug belt of
leather fastened by a harness buckle. For wear

shanter crown and a rather wide rollcd-up brim,
bent down into a, visor effect in front.

A

russet leather costume

was shown with

was three-quarter length, tight-fitting and
breasted. There was a wide rolled storm
which folded down into a flat revere. The
were very

in a

garment. Coats of black silk rubber are very
good looking, with pipings of white or scarlet

short,

The

plainly cut skirt, having a habit back.

coat

visor front

and a

for the buttons are covered entirely with kid of the

The new mask goggles and cap with

sleeves

wide cuff at the

veil of

dark red

cravat

tie

was attached

silk

for auto

wear where one does not care

worth

is

full

of this fabric in

to the

short skirts are easily adjusted

else

sift

through i^ a contretemps which

must be avoided

The pongee

in auto garments.

description

coats

are usually seen in the natural shade,
although quite the smartest auto wrap

which

have seen was made of very

I

this particular kind.

A

was

garb of

handsome

really

shade

of

brown

was

this

tall,

JL

ftf

_J m

a

for

well-formed

and

flat

woman. The jacket
was made close fitting, with

revere,

short postillion ends in the
back. The front was also

man

much

dol-

white

the

of

made

sleeves

The sleeves were

was

and from the broad
which finished them, to

gather at

The
pongee.
breasted

white

liked this

to

These were of

the wrist.

puffed in the three-quarter
length so

The

had narrow

which confined
the fullness from the
wrist to the bend of the arm.
There were additional storm

large buttons running down
from the shoulder seams on
either side to a V below the
line.

sleeve

straps
linen

to

fitting

wide

rather

was faced with

white linen.

the figure,
and, double-breasted, the

close

waist

coat

and

single

with

four

season,

fastened

cuff

square-shaped buttons, covmaterial.
ered with silk

the wrist, there were storm
sleeves

of

taffeta

made

The

heavy brown
full and gath-

fit

terial

gown.

A

military

collar finished the neck, the
skirt

was

front,

having strapped bands of
the material put on at intervals around the bottom.
leather

and

chiffon

veil

A n
motor

coat,

round,
rolled

sailor

brim,

visor in the

a

long white

eighty-five-dollar
of natural

pongee, was

will
3.

WHEN WRITING

a

in

was
ma-

completed the
very chic costume.

tight-fitting to the

knees with a circular flounce

While

match

to

with
shape
bent into a

tightly over the sleeve of

one's

hat

large

fashioned of the same

ered on an elastic band to

Natural pongee motor coat and smart new

umbrella-shaped

the hem. The storm collar
which could be rolled into

which

suit,

an

garment, made full length
with a very wide sweep at

golden
chosen

was designed

and are

heavier grade, as the very light weight silk

its

apt to allow the dust to

above anything

which are used
outing

for

balloon veil in brown and white.

The

heavy white pongee, which seemed
almost to have a basket weave. This

for

box coats of
and practical

admirably suited to covering up a light silk blouse or sweater.
Pongee is really the newest material for motoring. Most of the coats are made up

before taking up the
various other materials

effective

have the entire costume, but wishes rather

to

to utilize a trotter skirt for the purpose.

another motor costume of

leather

Little three-quarter

same material are very

this

headgear.

j^~

lighter shade.

strings

wrist.

is

Still

of these have quite a tierrot effect,

leather.

collar,

quarters and double-breasted in the front. Straps of the same material outlined a
yoke pattern front and back, and were used to trim the sleeves, which were made plain
and like all the sleeves of these garments, generously full. A little cap to match this coat

had a

Some

single-

ending
A separate box coat, which was very practical, was of rather dark red leather, cut threefull,

line.

Motor costume

of rubberized taffeta.
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THE PIERCE
f

cg Incomparable

That Meeis Every Requirement
Comfort

Price, Style, Finish, Durability, Simplicity,

"It Runs Perfectly."
Pierce Launches

18

ft.

size with all fittings

Price,

THE CAR FOR SERVICE
and extras, ready

to

run
*

$295=00.

Complete Line of Racine Canoes, Row and
$2 7 JO to $155:00

Sail

Boats

the greatest pleasures from touring, you must
have a car which can carry you away from the beaten high-

with nature.
An ordinary car
of rough cross-country work.
The
It
is not an
ordinary car.
goes anywhere where
the ground can sustain its weight.
There is no trail no matter
how stony, or sandy, or steep which the
cannot traverse.

ways and bring you

face to face

test

WHITE

Also Requisites for Automobilists
and
Imported Quality Goods of Superior Style, Finish
at

^O SECURE

cannot stand the

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION

Serviceability

I

Domestic Prices

WHITE

Buy

a

WHITE

and

see the country as

you have never seen

it

before.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
"HO COMNCCTION WITH ANV OTMCH 3TOAC

WBIG STORE VT

ACnYltllRO/

"f

(TRITE TO US FOR LITERATURE

_

^^ ..~
SlEGElQlOPERfc
Kre^Tiy

.,SIXTH AVt.

,.~.K.-CT<
ij-sra-STi

WHITE

^^^

ISSSS.

MEM YORK

COMPANY,

CLEVELAND
OHIO

:S:3:S:33:2=i

Remember

the Plays

You

See!

THEATRE RECORD.

NORTHERN

Fine heavy white paper, printed
heads, paged, stamped on side

in

gold.

Cloth binding.

BRIGHT RED,

GREEN OR BLUE
80

$2.25

leaves

18 P.

TOURING CAR

Limousine Body

-

$2,500.00

Side Entrance

1,700.00

Rear Entrance
Front Seats Only

We

can supply the above books

in

7

Any
filled

MEYER

on

be promptly

receipt

of

'.

P.

IDEAL RUNABOUT, $650.00

$4.75

leaves

order will

1,500.00

glazed morrocco binding.

BRIGHT RED OR GREEN.
80

1,600.00
-

price.

BROS. & CO.,
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PETER FOGARTY,
142

West 38th
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ALICE KAUSER
PLAYS

business in this musical comedy, having caught the fancy

financially.

of Milwaukeeans.
At the Bijou Opera

House

House "The Great Automobile
Mystery," with Nina Morris, was presented by a competent company. The Rays in "Down the Pike" gave

a successful representation of the famous Pike, and
David Brattstrom as "Yon Yonson" proved entertainC. W. HEOFFORD.
ing.

Representing Dramatists

and Managers

WAUSAU.
Dramatic Rights Secured

ALL THE BEST PLAYS
FOR, STOCK
New York
Broadway

1432

A school of training for the stage.

1884-1905

list

Year

AMERICAN ACADEMY Of DRAMATIC ARTS
and Empire Theatre Dramatic School

.

FRANKLIN H. SARGENT, President.

"The player who undertakes the real work of the stage, with
such an equipment as the Academy gives, has the greater
chance for success. Its advantages are real, and its influence
is for the betterment of the stage."
David Belasco.
For full particulars apply to
K. P. STEPHENSON, Gen. Manager, Carnegie Hall, New York

ADELINE

S. WHEATCROFT, Director
and five months Courses in Drama open May ist.
Special Courses in Elocution and Physical Culture open July
loth. Regular Courses in Drama, Opera, and Elocution
open
Oct. i6th. Send for Prospectus. Address,
JOHN EMERSON, Manager, 31 West sist St., New York
three,

may appear about

Pre(B Cutting Bureau will send
you all newspaper clippings which
or any subject on which
you, your
" friends,

you want to be "up-to-date.
Every newspaper and periodical of importance in the United States and Europe is searched.
Terms, $5.00 for 100 notices.
ROMIilKB, Inc., 33 Union Square,
York

HENRY

New

Sunday evenings during April and May.
The New Crystal Vaudeville Theatre, managed by
Mr. A. N. Stuart, opened to the public on Monday,
May 8, and continues to please good audiences. Although a small theatre, it is included in the North West
Vaudeville Circuit, and will, consequently, be able to
on the road.
E. S. DICKENS.

get the highest class vaudeville talent

MILLER
THEATRICAL COSTUMIER
136 North 7th

-

Street

Philadelphia

VAN HORN & SON
Established 1851

Theatrical Costumers and Outfitters
34 BAST 20th STREET

121

NEW YORK

NORTH

(From Our Correspondent.)
ATLANTA, Ga., May 14. After a season eextending

over thirty weeks, the Grand closed for the summer
April 26, with "Parsifal" by the Conreid Co. This
production proved a delight. The season has been a
most successful one at this theatre, and Atlanta theatregoers are under lasting obligations to Messrs. DeGive
for bringing such excellent attractions.
It would be difficult to say which attraction carried

palm as to excellence. "Mother Goose" was the
most gorgeous. "The Tenderfoot" and "The Prince

off the

of Pilsen" divided honors

Lew

among musical comedies.
in

the minstrel line.

To

lovers, Savage's Grand Opera in English was the
distinct treat of the year. Maude Adams in "The
Little Minister" and, "The County Chairman" proved

music

the best comedies. The best romantic offering was the
all-star cast of "The Two Orphans." "The Rogers
Brothers In Paris" was the whole thing in vaudeville.
Certainly the top-liner in the way of tragedy was the
engagement of E. H. Sothern and Julia Marlowe in

"Romeo and Juliet."
Our family playhouse, The Bijou, has likewise enjoyed
a prosperous season. The most noteworthy production

was William Bramwell in "Captain Barrington."
With the closing of the theatres the parks become the
Mecca for pleasure seekers. Ponce de Leon, the play
ground of Atlanta, has opened for the summer. The
Casino opened May 15, with Billy Clifford in "How
D. E. MOOREFIELD.
He Won Her."

STREET
PHILADELPHIA

Fifth Successful

Dockstader was "it"

9th

CHATTANOOGA. TENN.
(From Our Correspondent.)
CHATTANOOGA, TENN., May 8. The season has been

Year

American School of Play writing

a successful one in Chattanooga, both

Wm.

H. Crane, Chauncey Olcott,

"Sergeant Kitty," Grace

many

others.

Van
The

Studdiford in
close

artistically

and

ranging from good old "Olivette," through
"Said Pasha" and "El Capitan," down to "The Telephone Girl." A number of high-grade musical events
have been enjoyed during the winter, perhaps the most
light opera,

popular of

all

being Ysaye's

recital.

Summer

vaudeville will soon begin at the city's beaupleasure resort, Olympia Park. The attractions
presented there are always of a high order. There are
well authenticated rumors of a new opera house to be
constructed in Chattanooga in the near future.
A. F. HARLOW.
tiful

LYNCHBURG. VA.
(From Our Correspondent.)
The Olympia Musical
VA., May 13.
Comedy Company in a return engagement pleased fair
audiences in "Said Pasha," "Chimes of Normandy"
and "Olivette." This is the best repertoire company
that has ever visited Lynchburg. Charles B. Hanford
and Miss Dorfnah in "Don Czsar de Bazan" and
"Othello" pleased the large audience which greeted
their fifth engagement in this city.

LYNCHBURG,

Although this is the second visit this season to our
Black Patti and her troubadours, a good audience
greeted the vocalist at the New Academy of Music, and
judging from the applause the audience was well
pleased. The old plantation songs by the mixed chorus
were the most enjoyable part of the entertainment.
A good sized house greeted Billy Clifford at the
Academy of Music in the three-act musical comedy,
"How He Won Her." The vaudeville with which the
show was interspersed was clever and added to the
enjoyment of the evening. Mr. Clifford is supported by
a bevy of pretty girls and their effort to please was greatly
city of

appreciated.

Corbin Shield, manager of the Academy of Music,
has accepted the managementship of the Rivermont
Casino.
HAROLD M. JACOBS.

AKR.ON. OHIO
(From Our Correspondent.)

AKRON, O., May 15. The theatrical season just
coming to a close, has been the most successful Akron
has ever known.
The Colonial, our leading play
has been favored with the best companies.
played to capacity. Raymond
"
The Yankee Consul " pleased a large
Hitchcock in
"
The Usurper " drew
audience, but Nat Goodwin in
house,

Mme. Schumann-Heink

"
The Wizard of
only a small house.
"
S. R. O.
Mildred Holland in The

;

HOW

THE ONLY

Broadway, New York

60

DAY CLOCK

World Is the PrenHss. It Is a phenomenal timekeeper,
durable and reliable, keeping perfect time throughout Its
long run. The Calendar U entirely automatic In Its action.
In the

A Iso Fryinjr-jan.Mafic Electric^ Tilg Program*
Synchronized and n'atckntan's Clocks.
t

Send

for

Catalogue 625

fifoPRENTISS CLOCK IMPROVEMENT CO.
DCFT 62, 49 Dtv ST N. Y. CITY
.

PLAYS,
Cham. Macdonald,

Recitations end Readings.
Catalogues Free. All dramapapers for sale. :: :: ::
53 Washington St., Chicago.
tic
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CORN KILLING
PLASTERS.

CORNO
Builds

new

removes corns.
skin.

A

heavenly

relief .

SEND QUARTER NOW. No cure, money back. Sample 2c. stamp.
BEST SUPPLY CO.. Sole Mirs., Dept. 30. JOLIET, ILLS.
Also Drug and Shoe Stores
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The

Oz "

played to

of an
Empress," did very well.
The Unique Theatre, our newest vaudeville house,
closes for the season May 20.
The Casino, Akron's
Park Theatre, opens May 21.
W. R. SNYDER.

By Mall, it being the one thing that can be best taught in that way.
Plays reaching a certain salable standard printed free of cost, for
purposes of copyright, submission^ managers and the record of the
school. If PLAYWRITING is an Art, it can be TAUGHT anything that can be LEARNED can be TAUGHT. We teach you
to LEARN; we save you from wasting years of time and from eating your heart out with fruitless and misdirectecLlabor. You were
not BORN with a knowledge of the art 01 PLAYWRITING; NOT
with an Instinct, for instinct comes from knowledge; NOT with
aptitude, but ADAPTITUDE. This is the Twentieth Century, and
It has no room for the amateur.
This school is not a scheme, but
a movement. It helps you if you can be helped; it cures you if you
can't be. $500.00 cash, irrespective of royalties, for the best play,
actable, by any student entering during the current year. Write
for the circular. Address
T. PR-ICE, 1440

the

week in May, with the week's engagement of the
Olympia Opera Company, presenting a repertoire of

Conducted by W. T. PRICE and Associates
Author of "The Technique of the Drama"

W.

"Red

came during

first

ATLANTA, GEORGIA

Dramatic School
Two.

WIS.

(From Our Correspondent.)
Business still continues to
Wis., May 13.
boom, and the summer season is opening up with prospects for good houses and first-class attractions. John
Griffith, the eminent tragedian, pleased an exception"
Macally large house at the Grand with his version of
beth." A series of high-class vaudeville entertainments,
given by the Lewis Vaudeville Alliance, of Chicago,
pleased audiences at popular prices, on Saturday and

ESTABLISHED 1803

STANHOPE-WHEATCROFT

Marlowe company,
Feather," and

WAUSAU,

Ciiy

Manager Albert of the Chattanooga Opera
enterprising, and the large audiences at his
theatre show their appreciation of his efforts to please.
The present season closed with unusual brilliancy, the
last few weeks bringing John Drew, Viola Allen, the
all-star cast in "The Two Orphans," the Sothernis

Golf Girls in "Fantana" wearing the President Suspenders, which give ease to their dancing
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Plays, Season:

The treatment of superfluous hair is something that requires the greatest
nicety and care. X. BAZIN'S DEPILATORY POWDER is the result of

We

in
give herewith a list of the new plays produced
City, from August, 1904, to June, 1905.
biggest successes of the season, judging by the

much

study of the cause of and problem of destroying these growths
without injury to the surrounding skin or leaving a scar of the slightest
deformation. X. BAZIN'S DEPILATORY POWDER is absolutely safe and
destroys the hair without pain, a simple, dainty way of effecting a cure.
Send for our little pamphlet on the subject, "FOR BEAUTY'S SAKE."

length of their respective runs, have been: ist. "The
College Widow/' 278 times; ad. "The Music Master,"
265 times; 3d. "It happened in Nordland," 173 times;
"Fantana," 158 times; "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage

Patch,"

150

"Leah Kleschna,"

times;

131

DEPILATORY POWDER

X. BAZIN'S

New York
The

xv

HALL

times;

215 Washington St., New York

RUCKEL, Prop.,

"Adrea," 116 times.
Abigail

A
A

Case of Frenzied Finance
China Doll

.

Savoy
Savoy

Feb. 21
Apr. 3

,47

Majestic .

Nov. 19

18
116
3

Adrea

Bela

A Light from St. Agnes
A Madcap Princess

Jan.

Manhattan

Mar. 27

Knickerbocker

Amoureuse

A
A
A

..

Sept.

.

Nov.
Mar.

Lyric.

Passion in the Suburbs..

..

Texas Ranger
Wife Without A Smile

A Woman's

5
7

6
Sept. 26
Dec. ig
Mar. 25

Berkeley Lyceum.
i4th Street
Criterion

Berkeley Lyceum.

Pity

ii

1

Irving Place
Princess

Mar.

Bardell vs. Pickwick

Becky Sharp
Beyond Human Power

Manhattan
Murray Hill

Sept. 14

Bird Center
Brother Jacques
Business is Business
Buster Brown

Majestic
Garrick

Bankrupt

Cazelle French

Co

Common Sense

Brackett

Complications
Cousin Billy

Eye

for

Eye

Dec.

Broadway

Fantana
Flirtation

Lyric
Berkeley Lyceum.

Friquet

Savoy

Granny

Lyceum

Be Girls
Gyges and His Ring
Hiawatha

i4th Street
Irving Place

.

It

in

Nordland

. . .

Lew

Princess .
Criterion.

Joseph Entangled

La Petite Marquise
La Robe Rouge

Garrick.
Daly's
Casino.
Lyric
Lyric
Lyric

Leah Kleschna
Letty
L'Hirondellc

Judith of Bethulia
Lady Teazle
La Parisienne

Little

Johnny Jones

Lolotte

Dec.

.

Sept.
.

.

Dec. 26
Dec. 5
Aug. 25
Apr. 10

.,

Battle's

Bath

Black

Back

Bijou.
(21),

Mrs. Temple's Telegram
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch
Savoy

. .

Criterion

Berkeley

Empire
Madison Sq. Roof

New

Prince Consort

Robert Burns
Sergeant Brue

Sunday
Taps

The Baroness Fiddlesticks
The Brighter Side
The Cardinal's Edict
The Chosen People
The Cingalee
Tin- College Widow
The College Widower
The Coronet of the Duchess
The CounU-ss Ciithlccn
The Dinkey Bird
The Duchess of Dantzic
The Duke of Killikrankie ...
The Education of Mr. Pipp
The Eyes of the Heart
The Family Reunion
The Fires of St. John
The Firm of Cunningham.
The Forbidden Land
The Fortunes of the King.
The Freedom of Suzanne
The Harvester
The Heir to the Hoorah
The Hour Glass
The House of Burnside
The Isle of Spice
The King's Highway
The Lady Across the Hall ...
The Lady Bookie
The Lady Shore
The Little Minister
The Maid and the Mummy
The Money Makers
The Mountaineer
The Music Master

. .

.

.

. .

&

B. Line Steamers

Leave Detroit

daily at 5.00 p.m. (central time) and
Buffalo daily at 5.30 p.m. (eastern time)
reaching their destination the next morning
after a cool, comfortable night's rest en route.
By special arrangement all classes of tickets
reading via the Michigan Central, Wabash
and Grand Trunk Railways, between Detroit
and Buffalo, in either direction, are optional

7
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Hudson...

Nov.

Lyric.

Sept. 17
Nov. 21
Feb. 6

79
25
25
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Knickerbocker
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,

,

Manhattan
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Hudson
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New York
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Liberty
Irving Place
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Bijou (153)
Irving Place

New York
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Irving Place
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Empire
New York

Sept. 21
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,

16
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28
Apr. 1 8
Jan. 16
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Aug. 23
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July 25
Jan. 16
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Apr. 24
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7
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Feverish, sickly

Sold by Druggists everywhere.
Address.

Package
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Between

6s

7
7

Sept. 3
Sept. 19
Mar. 15

Bijou

Trial

Across
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Madison Square.

The Night Refuge
The Old Homestead
The Passport
The Proud Laird

.

r,

sent by mail.

US,

Children.

fragrant.
dentist.

Lake

Nov. 27

.

.

Lyceum
Savoy

Mr. Wix of Wickham
Nancy Stair
Once Upon a Time
'Op o' Me Thumb
Paris by Night

.

Perfectly de-

Positively bene-

24
14

16

Feb. 20
Jan. 30
Oct.
3
Jan. 22
Mar. 6
Aug. 22

.

.

LeSmgwell's Boots

Ask your

64

Knickerbocker
Wallac
Garrick
Carnegie Lyceum
Madison Square.
. .

ficial.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Lucky Durham
Mile. Marni

(iorringe's Necklace.

and

Sept. 12

Broadway

is

licious

Lyric
Liberty

Knickerbocker

Mad

the favorite dentifrice.
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MOTHER
GRAY'S SWEET POWD
the best madicine for
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Love's Lottery
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l\bb

95
32

Manhattan.

Lyric.

M iner and Soldier

10

of the HKC.

We have over 30, MM testimonials. TRY IT
TO-DAY. Hold by all Druggists and Shoe
Stores, 25c. Do not n crept any Hubatitute. Sent by mail for 26c. in stamps.
PACKAGE
[TIT TIM \

13
37
57

8
24
20
6
26
26

Nov. 14

<linrovt-ry

-Katie makes tifrht-iittinKor nuwshoexfeel
It is a certain cure for ingrowing nails,
sweating, callous and hot, tired, aching feet.

Foot

easy.

7

Dec. 5
Dec. 24
Nov. 17
Nov. 30
Nov. 14
Dec. 12

Princess

Military

Oct.
Oct.

Oct.

Love and the Man
Love in Idleness

Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

.

24

Nov.

Fields'

Tack's Little Surprise
Jinny, the Carrier

comfort

I

14
19
31

Feb.

Liberty

Happened

2
18

Aug. 27

,

,

New Amsterdam

In Newport

15

26
35

Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Oct.

,

Carnegie Lyceum.
Weber Music Hall.
Higgledy Piggledy
His Little Princess
Irving Place
New York
Home Folks
How He Lied to Her Husband Berkeley.

Humpty Dumpty

24

Ease, a powder for the
It cures painful, swollen, enmrtiiiK,
nerrouBfeet, and instantly takes the sting out
and bunions. It'* the greatest

of corns

Dec. 26

Fatinitza

Girls Will

5

Sept. 19

Shake Into Your Shoes
Allen's Foot

feet*

14
IS

7

Jan.
Oct.
Dec.
Oct.
Jan.
Oct.

i4th Street
Irving Place
... Criterion.
Irving Place

4

3

Majestic

ALLEN'S FOOT-EASE

SOZODONT POWDER

U

2

Criterion

TOOTH

43

Dec. 31

Mar. s6
Nov. 3

American.

8

31
16

38
26
32
59
3

i!

16
73
42
14
19

265
6
61
6
7

ftofflfcp

the

closet with the slant, is revolutionizing the world. The only
sort of construction that is
actually comfortable, healthful,
cleanly.

Photographer

Progressive physicians and
leading architects are profoundly
interested and endorse Naturo
closets. Booklet s6, illustrated,
with full details, free on request.

14 and 16

THE NATURO COMPANY.
The Rich Mrs. Repton
The Roger Bros, in Paris
The Rollicking Girl
The Romancers
The Rose
TheRoyalChef
The Scab
The School for Husbands
The School Girl

The Shooting Star
The Sorceress
The Southerners
The Spellbinder
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Nov. 16
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New Amsterdam
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.
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s
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Irving Place
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ThcShoGun
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Lyceum
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5

5
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4
4
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i
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4
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Characteristic Portraiture
The Splendid Life
The Stronger Call
The Substitute
The System of Dr. Tarr
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i

Carnegie Lyceum .. Jan. 12
Irving Place
Jan. 24
Berkeley Lyceum
and vaudeville.. Feb. 27
Berkeley Lyceum.. Feb 27
.
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Threshold

Two Roses
Usurper
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You Never Can
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NEW BELMONT HOTEL
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ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

For your
where the

Lackawanna

STORY BRICK)

Situated in the Otsego Hills,
outing.
altitude is high, the air cool and bracing, the outfor those suffering from gout, rheumadelightful

Three minutes from the Board Walk and
Steel Pier.

door life
tism and nervous diseases the sulphur baths and springs
;

Railroad

Absolutely Fireproof

are the most efficacious in the world.

A

beautifully illustrated

book

128 pages describing these and other resorts along the,
a fascinating love story, entitled " A Paper Proposal,"
edition is limited. Write for a copy to-day to T. W. LEE.

of

Lackawanna Railroad, and containing
sent for 10 cents in stamps.

The

;

General Passenger Agent, Lackawanna Railroad,

New York

Elevator to street level.
Luxuriously furnished rooms Long Distance
Telephone in nearly every bedroom Steam
heat Sun parlors Splendid table Attractive rates
Affability and courtesy guaranteed
from every employee.
Send loctntt for beautifullj illuitra.
ted toot of Atlantic City.

Addrtil

NEW BELMONT

City.

W. J. Warrlngton,

Sec.
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and Treas.
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CREAM OF
CLEOME
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tell you all about it

L. E. Russell
17-19 Grand River Ave.

$

Co.
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Eastern Depot, 220 Broadway
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in the world
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CHICAGO, ILL.
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The
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It is served in the best Hotels, Cafes, and
Restaurants of the principal foreign cities and
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FARNESE FACE FOOD A REAL BEAUTIFIER

(full

Eleanor Robson

page plate)

167

an Interview, by

Ada

Pat-

terson

T^ARXESE FACE FOOD

is

170

the triumphant result of patient

exhaustive research, and countless experiments, extending over a period of seven years.
It is unlike any product
study,

New York Hippodrome

(full

page plate)

.

.

.

173

e.ver offered!

p

ARXESE FACE FOOD

is

a clear liquid, delicately fragrant,

easy of application, immediate in action, convenient in
form, guaranteed pure and non-injurious even to the skin of an

Recollections of Augusthi Qaly, by Margaret

infant.

Hall

1/4

.

A~ PPLIED

rv

to the neck, arms, shoulders and bust it makes the
fair and clear, and the flesh firm and healthy.

skin

ARXESE FACE
P
A
immediate
in

FOOD

(a liquid)

action.

(After

one

replaces powder, and is
application the results

A

Morning with Joseph

FACE FOOD (a liquid) does not
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fall
or come off as powder does, and

rub

it

gestion
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oilness

from

the

off,

blow

off,

all

sug-

soft
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complexion, leaving
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Jefferson, by C. lid-

win Booth Grossmann

are obtained.)
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Their Beginnings, by Blanche Walsh

181

smooth.

FACE
P ARXESE
beauty

FOOD

(a liquid) is a tonic that imparts
real
to the complexion;
it also affords to the deepseated tissues, and to the cellular system of the skin a form of
nourishment that is eagerly absorbed and readily assimilated.

FACE FOOD
p. \RXESE
supersedes:

(a

liquid)

Face Powders

Creams
Massage Unguents
Massage Oils
NOTE- GUARANTEE EXTRAORDINARY.
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ARNESE FACE FOOD. Buy a bottle and
Facial

_

satisfactory the price will
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Now Ready
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KAMCH

lone htadcd the Yiddish stock company in the Bowery, and who recently
(See page 161)

made her debut on

the English-speaking stage with signal success
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Those theatre enthusiasts who

are accustomed to frequent the Bowery when they wish
to see good acting have long been familiar with her
work, and strenuous attempts have been made at various times to induce the Yiddish actress to star under
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American management.
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to justify her salary of $2,000 a

week, paid by a sensation-seeking manager, shows ihat vaudeville audiences are not to be
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the final scene,
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death from poison, would have
been accepted as a supreme test

humbugged. If "Nan" Patterson were exceptionally gifted
and needed only the opportunity
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of

art.

It is

at the outset of

very important,
her career, that

would, in many ways, be a farreaching calamity. She may be
innocent of having murdered her

Under

established in popularity.

lover.
At least no jury could
agree that she did. She is, then,
not a criminal at large with an

HARRY BULGER
As Dr. Hosier

test case for the

in the

Osier burlesque,

"When We Were

Still,

critic, Mr. Metcalfe, from the theatres of New York abounds
novel incidents of litigation. The comic round-up of the man-
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the peculiar circumstances
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agers involved, their enforced presence in court in answer to a
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agreement that Mr. Burnham

for the others, with his attorney to keep him
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affair.

final

not even an interesting fight, for there can be but
The question is one that should never have been

The

public of this town is not to be wrought up over
any racial conflict. Such a conflict does not really exist, and the
only attempt to excite it has been made by the action of the manraised.

agers against

the

critic.

It

does not matter what

may

be the

personal feeling of any manager in the matter. The only question at issue about which the public cares to concern itself is the
right of

managers to exclude

critics at their
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caprice.
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tempt
disrepute. If dramatic criticism did not, on the whole,
If it were
the
truth, the theatre could not exist at all.
represent
critic is

fulsome and agreeable to the manager, the public could put
no reliance on it. Let the critics alone. Let injustice take care
of itself. Unjust criticism will be defeated by just and truthful
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good management Mme. Kalich
should prosper and soon become

The
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permanent and commanding position on the stage,

she find an entirely suitable play.
In a thoroughly natural play,
with emo ion or comedy, she

should be at her best.

her

sume

her

former

occupation.

paramount to individual success. It is a harsh,
a pitiless law, but it must be obeyed.
If the stage is to have no
discipline, it must eventually surrender to the control of vice. We
are not directing the remark to this one case. It is a small matis

compared to the principle involved. Art, of course, has nothing to do with morals, but flagrant and notorious immorality,
certainly when it is a matter of court record, should disqualify

ter

for the stage.
In such circumstances, no actor lives or has ever
lived that the stage could not do without.
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of such a lamentable experience is worse than execrable taste.
It is indecent.
Of course the manager of such a "show" is not

troubled with fine scruples.

He

is

a pachyderm.

The announcement that David Belasco will add Bertha Galland
and Robert Hilliard to the number of the stars which will appear
under his management next season is significant. It looks as if
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The Trust were not going to carry out its threat to drive the
business after all.
Indeed, accordpicturesque Dave out of the
heretofore impregnable stronghold
ing to persistent rumors, the
of the Trust itself is threatened.

York

years ago. The discussion aroused had many curious
more than can be touched upon in a paragraph or so. A
professor in this same university disposed of the matter, to his
five

features,

o

w

n

the help of the Shuberts ever
is
lengthening chain of theatres it

that one

freely predicted that the opposition
will soon be in a position to defy

the

man how

a

is

In its conflict with
the Syndicate.
the Independents this magazine has

has been

We

strictly neutral.

possibility of teaching the art, the

geometry? Does chemistry halt at
few demonstrations of the elements? If only the rudiments of

to the

dramatists

same

in

i'ach

A

This distinguished actress has been prevailed upon to make a farewell tour next
season, in repertoire, under the management of Daniel Frohman

court,

simply because she, or, rather her husband, is persona non grata
"Leah Kleschna" was one of the big successes of

New York

season, yet theatregoers in other cities are unable
because the Syndicate does not choose that they shall.
Unable to play in Omaha, Mrs. Fiske presented "Leah Kleschna"
at Council Bluffs, some miles away, and the whole theatre-going
it

population of Omaha, including the newspaper critics, made a
special trip there to see the play which organized capital had prevented them seeing at home. What sterner rebuke could Syndi-

methods receive?

any new combination

enough to
anomalous

bring

The formation
to

conditions

enormous advantage

own

art, differing,

if

in

in
all

that

and close association with it, has been a school without i
Shakespeare learned from now-forgotten old stage manactors and writers.
and
To say that he learned nothing
agers
and invented everything is an insult to his genius. Books that
have been written on the art have been merely introductory.
What has been needed is the workshop, and the school that
itself,

solves the matter.
With instruction reduced to
with
the
of
system,
application
every principle and every method
supplies, that

in detail, the idea commends itself to common sense.
For years
and years lectures on the drama have been held in colleges and
universities.
With what result? that much philosophy and his-

tory

may perhaps

be imparted, but hardly the slightest concep-

of

tion of the technique of the

of the arts

the

;

most

nothing practical.
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a year to the study of

"Hamlet"

after this
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vanities.

The

versities

is

vanity

of

uni-

have .done absolutely nothing to

advance the art of playwriting.
Hunof volumes of commentaries on

and, indirectly, of
to the theatre-going

dreds

Shakespeare may be read without getting
one step forward. Schlegel's "Lectures''

public.

The

be-

is

name.

present
situation created by the Trust,
should be of immediate benefit to general

theatrical

have us

to

playwriting can be taught
seems to us entirely sound. That
playwriting is learned, and has heretofore been learned, without
formal instruction, simply represents the fact that it has been
learned by imitation and empirically, or that, at best, the stagv

of interests strong

relief

it

yond human

other particulars from the art of all
other dramatists.
The contention

NEW PORTRAIT OF MME. MODJE3KA

to the Trust.

cate

more profiof some one

principle than another, but

vented his

instance of the injustice of the system is the recent case of Mrs.
Fiske, compelled to present "Leah Kleschna'' in barns out West

to see

the

exactly

be

one particular, then possibly

showed how this tribute was levied.
No well-wisher of the
dramatic art can approve such methods, and the fact that they
have been condemned by the entire press of the United States
shows what public opinion thinks about it. The most flagrant

the

practise

One may

credulity
believe that each dramatist has in-

refused to pay tribute, found them-

tried

art.

cient in the application

virtually creating a reign of terror.
Managers, actors and authors who

when

is an absurdity.
It must
assumed that all professional

be

enough and brought business order
and system out of intolerable confusion.
But it soon recognized its
power, and then it became a tyrant,

vs. -Belasco,

can be taught, a school of

art

any

that art

cognizance. As originally planned,
the Syndicate was legitimate

made

mathematics

a

stage

The revelations
boycotted.
in the recent suit of Brooks-

rudiments?

by
of

stop at the multiplication table? Is
the first book of Euclid the limit of

and injustice to
our playwrights and theatregoers,
and of this we are bound to take

selves

rudiments

Rudiments?

taught."

is
meant
Does the teacher

rather than any serious
question of art. But there are certain phases of this quarrel which

harm

qualification

that, "the

What

recogniz-

issue

American

made

be

might

it

are working a distinct

recurrent

singularly

was a struggle in which
personalities were more frequently
the

Certain very

States.

yielded from a tree. When any
concession has been made as to the

Mr. Belasco would not be engaging more stars now unless he were
sure of theatres in which to present
them. We have no quarrel with

ed that

become president of

to

United

dramatists
would
distinguished
have us believe that their plays arc
natural products, coming as fruit

the Octopus and permanently break
It stands to reason that
its power.

been

by remarking
might as well try to teach

satisfaction,

With

establishment

at

Harvard

Uni-

are

versity of a department or school for the
teaching of playwriting implies and expresses a belief in the feasibility of such

only,

invaluable

in

their

slight degree.

an

undertaking, something that was almost universally derided when the first
systematic school of the kind in the world
was founded by William T. Price in New

lectures

philosophy, but technical only in a very

Over $10,000,000 was spent

\
AN INCIDENT

IN

THE D'ANNUNZIO FAMILY

playwright, chastises D'Annunzio, Jr.,
actor, owing to the latter's fiasco as an actor, saying: "I may
be a bad playwright, but a bad actor is intolerable!"

D'Annunzio,

Sr..

in theatre

Xew

York, and about
18,000,000 people attended the theatres.
Yet the managers complain of hard times

going

last

season in

!
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The Yiddish Duse

Bertha KalicK
'111XGS do

T

I'M

not "just h:ip])en," in Art.

They

develop logically, legitimately and the most
sensational surprises are those which have
;

been most thoroughly, variously, and perhaps painThe chances of circumstance have
fully, prepared.
little or no bearing upon the
grand final result,

though they may apparently hasten or retard the
opportunity for its fulfillment.
ISertha Kalich's opportunity fluttered about like
a butterfly for well nigh ten years, then suddenly
alighted

upon her outstretched hand.

nificent,

when

it

It

was mag-

did come.

During the long period of probation she had played in pretty
everything, from comic opera to classic tragedy, from Sudermann's "Magda" to the "Sappho" of Mr. Gordin. But the
scenes of her artistic struggle were the submerged theatres of
Grand Street and the Bowery, and she played in Yiddish that
obscure jargon compounded of Hebrew, Polish and Russian, upon
a basis of German, which is the language medium of a quarter
of a million people huddled together in the East Side Ghetto of
this much-mixed metropolis of New York.
If the angel Gabriel
were to appear there, similarly handicapped, the fame of his visit
would scarcely resound north of Fourteenth Street or west of the
Bowery. Within that restricted area, such glory and triumph as
the angel would achieve, may be said to have been
enjoyed during
the past few years by Mme. Kalich. Yet the rest of the town had
never heard of her, up to a month ago, when she flashed out as
"Fedora," like lightning from a clear sky.
It was at the American Theatre, late in
May the fag-end of

much

our dramatic season, habitually given over to wildcat ventures

and freakish experiments, which nobody of first-class critical intelligence is supposed to take seriously.
However, when George
Fawcett announced as the culmination of his brief but successful
stock-company

season

the

appearance, in Engof Bertha Kalich as

first

lish,

otto Sarony Co.

Russian prinSardou's "Fedora"

the tigerish
cess in

a

role

associated

with

memories of Sarah Bernhardt in her prime, and of
our own Fanny Davenport

New

York's playgoers
up and took notice, so

sat

to speak.

The result was a surpise,
a delight, a triumph little
short of sensational.
This
supple, gypsy-looking
speaking the clear,

tall,

artiste,

fascinating, exotic English

of a Modjeska or a

Mar-

Sembrich,
charmed, then moved, and
the
end passionately
at

cella

thrilled

ences,

she

first

her up-town audiscenes to which

in

and Edwin Arden as

Loris Ipanoff permitted
themselves to give <i

melodramatic
vor

such

fer-

as

proper

is

to

Eighth Avc.,

Otto Sarnny Co.

IN

"FEDORA"

MME. KALICH IN "FEDORA"

though seldom or never let loose on upper Broadway.
was it possible for a Yiddish actress, fresh from the
Thalia and the Grand, to wear those Paris gowns like a veritable
princess to the manner born, whilst acting with a distinction, an
authority and ease not unworthy of a Duse or a Rejane?
The answer is to be found cnly in a visit and chat with Mine.
Kulich-Spachner, at her own comfortable and elegant home in
East Seventy-second Street.
We are not kept waiting half a minute in the parlor, where
wreaths and harps and other first-night floral trophies are not
yet faded, and a rich brocade skirt or two is flung over covered
furniture and packed trunks
ery,

How

.

"Ah
you

!

see.

but this
Yes, a

is

a chaos

we're packing up for the Catskills,
vacation, and a whole lot of study and

little

work, to be ready with my
course early in September.

new opening role
It may be 'Magda,'

English, of
or possibly Ibin

But, come! I'll show you my library,
and we can talk there."
She is a black-eyed, animated young woman, full of energy and
enthusiasm, with an immense mass of dark, wavy hair bunched in
sen's 'Rosmersholm,' or

a hanging loop behind like a girl graduate's, plainly dressed for
indoors, and wearing a bit of scarlet ribbon carelessly knotted at
the throat.

We

cannot help remarking that she looks ten years younger

than the brilliant Fedora

"Thanks!

Fourteenth
or
Street,

young now, but

the Bow-

see

that

is

that

Sardou's Fedora

a
I
is

whom we saw

compliment
looked
a

'a

woman

on the stage

last

evening.

not about

my

looking

no,

certain age' in the play.

with a past.

She must be

You
thirty-
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five
life.

and

years old, possibly forty, and she has lived every minute of her
That's the impression 1 want to make, by every possible device
detail

facial expression, voice, manner.
It is what I
of the part. I don't care how old or ugly or wicked
If it is a young,
play so long as it is a character.

dress,

call the spirit

a character

I

ingenuous girl, I contrive to suggest
me in 'The Orphan,' a folk-play of

by our local Yiddish dramatist, Mr. Gordin.
were my own daughter."

A

You ought

that, too.

Little Russia, written

Why,

I

feel

to see

for

as

me
if

I

Wagnerian music from

burst of

of the house, and

"Her name

is

a piano in some distant part
Kalich listened fondly, as she added
Lillian.
She is fourteen, a blonde and full of

Mme.

:

musical talent.

Shall she go on the stage? Certainly, if that is her
But she must finish with her college first. Our home life
See here is where
very happy, and that is my great strength.
study, and dream."
It was a spacious, sunny room, with southern windows
book-

choice.
is
I

!

around, with the world's best literature in half a dozen
languages Shakespeare and Ibsen in English Victor Hugo, Balzac
cases

all

;

and Daudet

French

Goethe, Schiller, Sudermann and Nietzsche
in German
Tolstoi, Gorky, Pushkin and all the poets in Russian,
and on the table some exquisite diamond editions cle luxe of Pol
in

;

;

and Mickiewicz, the favorite lyrists of Poland. On the walls and
mantel, a multitude of individual portraits Chopin and Mozart,
Sembrich, Paderewski, the De Reszkes, Bernhardt, Calve and
Rejane, Duse as Francesca da Rimini, "my dear, lovely Maude
as the Eaglet, and Kalich herself, very noble and Bernhardtin
the sable trappings of Hamlet.
esque

Adams"

Strikingly effective, against this background, is the contrast of
her own personal history, as she outlines it in frank simplicity
"I was born in Lemburg, and my parents were orthodox He:

brews, so poor that the purchase of my first school-books was a
I
had talent for music, and was very ambitious. My
problem.
for
a long time, wouldn't let me think of becoming an
parents,

had no objection to my studying singing at the
so
that
before I was in my teens I was able to give
conservatory,
lessons to others to pay for my own. At fourteen I got in the chorus
actress, but they

of the opera at the Polish Theatre, made my debut as a gypsy girl
in 'Mignon,' and was soon entrusted with minor roles in opera

comique, also in grand, such as Niniche in 'Traviata.'
"About this time, Goldfarden, whom I call the Columbus, the
father and founder of the present-day Yiddish drama, obtained permission from the Government to establish the Jewish Theatre in

Lemburg. Goldfarden wrote and produced a long series of successful dramas on Biblical stories, including 'The Shulamite,' which
At
latter is one of the grandest characters I have ever played.
of
seventeen I married, and my husband took a company
players
into Roumania, where we had two seasons of success at Bucharest,
followed by one not so good in Hungary. Yes, I had my triumphs,
and my popularity but what are commonly known as the temptaThere were flowers,
tions of the stage career never assailed me.
presents of jewelry, and sometimes even of money, sent me at the

The

stage door.

flowers

I

accepted, everything else

I

sent back.

By escaping entanglements and frivolity, how much time one saves
for home life and the advancement of one's art
Also, it is a great
economy of the nerves.
"Well, a New York manager followed me for four weeks in Roumania, and finally induced me to come to America as a star a Yiddish star, it is true, yet I felt a presentiment that somehow it might
!

my devoutest wish to emerge as
and make my appeal to the great Christian
what has come about for, thank God there

finally lead to the realization of

an artiste of
world.
is

full stature,

Now,

that

is

!

no insuperable barrier of race prejudice here."
Withal, Kalich's affection for her own people is deep, loyal and
The very first night after her assured hit at the American,

lasting.

she invited her entire company, together with a number of nonprofessional friends, to a banquet of rejoicing at Schulin's, in Forsyth Street, a down-town district of the swarming East Side, which

most

MME. KALICH IN "KITH AND KIN"
Ibis piece

is

a favorite play with audiences

in the

Ghetto

New

Yorkers regard as the heart of the slums

!
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The Playbrokers

A

NY

fool can write a play, but

takes

a

genius

to

it

get

it

pro-

The budding playwright

duced.

learns this quicker than anything else
his

in

given

and

craft,

its

importance has

rise to a lucrative business

the

Curiously enough, the pioneers in
novel business were women. Eliz-

human.

who
all

is

to-day probably

the agents.

Sam-

&

Son, the well-known playhad
long before this acted
publishers,
How the MSS. are kept
as the business agents of certain dramatists.
They leased the plays of Bronson Howard and others,
but Miss Marbury was the first to make it a business by itself.
uel

play broker

a poor business

ure

is

useful.

who

man,

French

He

places plays

The average author

it

is

plays, but in leasing old ones to any of the
thousand and one rural stock companies scat-

is

over the country. For example, the
company at Evanston, 111., is ambitious
to present for one week James K. Hackett's

"The

what agent

Crisis."

The manager

finds

handling the play (in this case
Alice Kauser), opens negotiations, secures the
is

MS. and puts the piece in rehearsal. There
are hundreds of such plays, all by prominent
authors, the first freshness of which has been

company with one or two thousand more and
awaits developments. A play's chances, like
A piece you
wine, improve by keeping.
wrote ten years ago is far more likely to find

taken off in the big

cities,

and which are now

available for stock.

The

royalty paid varies

from $75 to $100 a week. When a play has
pictorial "paper" (colored scenes from the
play for billing the town), it has a better
chance of appealing to the stock manager.

a purchaser than one completed yesterday.
The agent has this advantage over the au-

he is more likely to hear of opportunihe knows the managers and stars, and
they know him. The latter usually avoid the
unknown author, but the agent is recognized
:

ties,

The
ELIZABETH MARBURV

as a necessary evil. Suddenly the manager or
the star wants a play. There is no time to be

lost.
They cannot
waste precious moments seeking playwrights, so they go to the
play broker just as they would go to the corner grocery, and

drama

all

old play,

pectations, the play is not eagerly snapped up
at once, the agent puts the MS. to sleep in

a four-act

cal-

receives $500 a week, minus $50 per week which is the agent's
It is easily seen that the business is profitable.
The most
lucrative part, however, is not in placing new

If, contrary to the author's ex-

want

awake nights

share.

stock

"I

to stay

and more or less on exhibition at a place where manand
actors may see it. The agent charges the author for
agers
his services a commission of 10 per cent, on the royalties.
For
an
author
receives
from
the
example, supposing
manager 5 per
cent, on the gross, and the weekly receipts are $10,000, the author

tered

:

repose as peacefully on the
Agents are but

accessible

hawking

state their desires

to

in the author's trunk.

They cannot be expected

around the managers' offices. The
him this humiliation. He offers
saves
agent
the MS. to this or that manager and sells it

thor

likely

does

culating
they can advance this or that author's interests.
The only advantage to the author is that a copy of his play is

his play

(sometimes).

play is in the agent's hands,
reason
special
why an author's play

some
it

not suspend operations on his

how

a timid, sensitive creat-

shrinks from the ordeal of

is

should be pushed,

abeth Marbury was practically the first
to act as "middleman" between author

the most active of

collects royalties.

Of course, the wise author does
own account during the time his

agent's shelves as

Alice Kauser,

The

looking

this

and manager, and she was followed by

New York

of

for, the trick is turned, the piece is placed, and
are
negotiations
begun with the lucky author through the successful agent.
In this way the agent is a convenience both to
the author and the manager.
is

for unless there

"play broker."

and

or star

Alice Kauser

for a big

woman,

The agent constrong, emotional, with sprinkling of comedy."
sults the list of manuscripts in his
possession, selects half a
dozen titles and hands them to the manager for inspection. If
one play among the number happens to be what the manager

experiences of authors with their plays

that actually occur far exceed in romantic and
pathetic interest all the stories of fiction ever

A curious case came to the writer's knowledge the other
dramatist wrote a play ten years ago. Every
well-known
day.
in
York
had it on his books, but nothing came of it.
New
agent
author
withdrew the MS. from each agent in
the
Discouraged,
turn.
Meantime, matters were going badly with the author.
Money was tight, he was literally reduced to his last half dollar
He was contemplating nights' lodgings nn the benches in the park
when suddenly there came a tap on the door of his room. A
written.

A

1
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resented in this country Sardou, Coppee, Sidney Grundy, Lave-

theatre, and
you will send us by bearer the
MS. of your play, we may be able to produce it
at once." Two weeks later, the play was in rehearsal, and royalties of over $100 a week were
rolling in upon the surprised and delighted

messenger entered with a note.
ran as follows "Dear Mr.
:

It

was from the

dan, Rostand, Hall Caine, and scores of other distinguished playshe managed to gain the confiwrights.

If

.

How

dence of the French authors

thus told in the

is

Paris Gaulois:

"A type of the American woman of business,
woman of to-day, the new woman, but

author.

the

The leading play brokers in New York City
the headquarters of the theatrical business
are Elizabeth Marbury, Alice Kauser, Sanger

something over and above all, this is Miss MarShe is one whom Balzac would have
bury.
added to his gallery of sympathetic characters.
She is an intermediary between the dramatic
authors of France, England and America and

and Jordan, Selwyn & Co., Mrs. H. C. DeMille,
Bellows and Gregory, and Samuel French &
Son. Miss Marbury, the first, as we have said,
to take up this novel occupation, became a play
broker by accident. She had heard that Mrs.
Frances Hodgson Burnett had a half-forme;!

the theatrical managers of the last-named counBut an intermediary of the new kind,
try.

who

has

established

idea of dramatizing her tremendously successful novel, "Little Lord Fauntleroy," but did not

from

departed

making absolute
the

method of

old

the

who has
new and more advantageous
sales

of plays, and

to the

system by which dramatists may reap a continuous benefit from their pieces, at the same

"I had an inspiration," said Miss Marbury.
"I got a letter of introduction to Mrs. Burnett

of royalties as a security in case their work
should fail to please the American public.

just how to go about bringing
attention of managers.

know

it

time being assured of a fixed

Walter C. Jordan of Sanger and Jordan

From

and offered to help her to have the play produced. She gave me her complete confidence in the matter, which
I saw the possibilities in the business,
greatly encouraged me.
and immediately organized my bureau, which for the last sixteen years has been remarkably successful.

I

on

of business and

conclusion that

no

has been adopted by the
agents in negotiating with the
dramatic authors of the old,
and the theatrical managers of

the

American authors need
other

supervision,

many

them dealing direct with
their
managers, as George

the new, world.

Ade

sold

of

"Until then the authors had

does."

Fitch's

early
bitter

new
times

all

of

plays.
of Mr.

for

longer their property, for the

The

:

Marbury

is

sole proprietor,
rights to the the-

atrical

exploiters

her efforts that he secured a

transactions,

and

gained

America
by such

making

Kdgar Selwyn of Selwyn & Co.

or

ten

Miss
initial price paid to the French authors.
Alarburv's idea was to prove to our dramatists that it would In
to their greater advantage not to lose
1

control of their plays but to accept a
royalty and a fixed sum in advance in

playturn-

my

in

largely

twelve times the

wright has not forgotten this, and
ing a polite shoulder upon her younge"
rivals in the play agency field, he invariably replies "Miss
clusive agent."

now
his

hearing, for long after his initial success with "Beau Brummel"
But Miss Marbury
the managers would have nothing of him.
believed in him and bulled the Fitch
stock in the theatrical market.

dramatic

Fitch's

recogniheld out

agent,
leased

struggle

a

produce their plays in America.
The treaty once concluded, the plays were no

a

Miss Marbury
the hand of encouragement.
In fact, it was largely through

tion,

Archibald Selwyn of Selwyn & Co.

on

to

Clyde
In the

has

sentimental,

"corner"

outright

agent the exclusive right to

Miss Marbury, for reasons
largely

to her a career in this line

came to the
it would first

be necessary to revolutionize
the method which until now

spot to look after their interests.

advance

childhood she has always been fond of

which might open

different systems

represent

not

are

they

in

the theatre, studying attentively the foreign artists who came to
America.
She gradually conceived the idea of mastering the

more foreign than American
authors.
That is chiefly because

sum

case of a non-success.

Encouraged by
American woman left New
York for Paris, where she knew no one.
but where she hoped to find some one to
this idea the

ex-

whom

Miss Marbury is the American representative of the Paris agent for the So-

she

could

explain

her

plan.

Chance brought her into contact with
M. Albert Carre, whose company at this
moment was playing to crowded houses

French Dramatic Authors, and
most of the French plays secured for
American stage are negotiated
the
ciety of

at

the

Vaudeville with 'Feu Toupinel.'

royalties sent abroad
through
each year by Miss Marbury to foreign
authors amount to hundreds of thou-

Through M. Carre she met Alexandre

sands of dollars.

She

her.

The

Miss Marbury had the business of
Alexandre Dumas' later plays until
death,

when

Bisson, the author.

sented

lented.

all

never seen produced.

She

ica

He

at

first

After

a

week he

Toupinel'

('Mr.

refused.
re-

Wilkin-

Widows') was produced in AmerThereafter
with immense success.

.Miss

which he had
also has rep-

'Feu

Bisson she pre-

son's

his

his will forbade the produc-

tion of any of his pieces

her plan.

persisted.

To

Marbury brought over 'Sans Gene'

and other Sardou
Mrs.

II.

C.

de Mille

plays.

Her

profession

T

II

7'

II

//

/<;

.-/

7

A woman

7. I

A
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/.

who has appeared more recently in the field is
Mrs. II. C. l)e Mille, widow of Helasco's old associate. Mrs. De
Mille is the mother of William De Mille, author of "Strongheart," and Cecil De Mille, who has been starring in "Lord
Chumley." Herself a playwright of some experience, Mrs. De

Her business is chiefly with foreign authors.
Alice Kauscr, whose office probably handles more plays than
any other two agents together, learned the business as a stenogwas

MAGA

RE

established.''

rapher in the employ of Miss Marbury. A Pole by birth, with
command of foreign languages and a good

natural intelligence, a

agent

Mille

knowledge
general
of literary and dramatic

matters, Miss
well
was

the

tradi-

tions

of

the

stage.

has

handsome
the

Hud-

Theatre

and

at

offices

the

for

equipped

all

She

Kauser

familiar

is

with

peculiar

calling she

son

took

The

represents a number
of authors. Like the

to.

begin-

was

ning, however,

by no means
She did not

other agents she
her specialty.

easy.

have

Kauser

Miss

of

the

advantage
and influential
Miss
like
friends

lias

As
con-

rich

centrates

Marbury.

Her

letting of successful
plays for stock com-

quaintance

in

ac-

New

York was very
She

panies,

lim-

Marbury

upon

and

Miss

converges

to

her

energies

gain the confidence
of authors and play-

the

output of

ited.

had

eign

De

She
wrights alike.
was ambitious to become a play agent,
but she had to be a
peripatetic one. She
rented no office. In-

and

level head,

upon
for-

authors, Mrs.
Mille is focuss-

ing her powers upon

FOL'R

I'RETTY

BOUQUET

GIRLS

and

sufficed.

Thereafter, for

the

development of

the

new

American

author.

EARL AND THE G1KL"

IN

deed, as has been observed of men who have graven their names
deep upon the wall of the world's record, her world was under
her hat.
It was not a Fifth Avenue creation, but it covered an
active brain

the

Walter C. Jordan
no sen-

a living refutation of the ancient assertion tha.t there is
timent in business. The young member of the firm of
is

and Jordan began

Sanger

his business career as a

programme boy in the
The late
Broadway Theatre comparatively few years ago.

some

Frank Sanger, then the

months, she called at the offices of prominent managers and told
them she had been commissioned to place certain plays. Her

lessee of the

Broadway, noticed that the

youngster handed out programmes with celerity
and politeness. This fact impressed Mr. Sanger. When he
needed a trusty office boy he promoted him. That was the remote
slim, black-eyed

genius of direction, the strong purpose in her gray, girlish eyes,
won her audiences. Her grasp of the play, which constituted
her merchandise, ensured the promise, and, what does not always
follow, the performance of a reading.
Eventually, she placed a
After a
It succeeded indifferently, but it did not fail.
play.

beginning of the firm of Sanger and Jordan.

time she placed one that tickled the palate of the public. Then
The office has survived. It evolved
the girl rented an office.

they handle also a higher grade of plays. From their extensive list,
the American, the Third Avenue, the New Star and the Metrop-

into a hive of play industry.

It

grew

to be the

home

Another important firm of playbrokers are Selwyn & Co.
Their specialty is melodrama for popular price houses, although

Theatres (of New York) largely draw for their plays.
"The playbroker has grown to be an absolute necessity,"
"With his advent has dawned the
said Archibald Selwyn.

of the larg-

olis

The former typewriter
play selling business in the world.
now
has
stored
in
her offices.
She em100,000 plays
girl
away
several
her
own
and
an
office
staff
of nine
ploys
stenographers of
est

to handle the
that

humble

enormous business she has gradually

start, a little less

built

up

equitable business arrangement between
ducer, systematic collection of royalties

since

than ten years ago.

THE SOLDIER HOY CHORUS

piracy."

IN

"T

KARL AND THE GIRL"

playwright and proand protection against
HENRY T. STEWART.

Famous

Stage History of
*No.

o

F

the numberless times

THE SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL

2.

"The School

for

Scandal" has been given, no performance
stands out with greater interest than its
The romantic relations existing benight.

first

tween Sheridan and Miss Linley, a singer of
beautiful presence and sweet disposition, had
some while since ended in marriage and the
father-in-law's ire had begun to abate when he
;

as author of "The
The newly-wedded

Returning home at about nine o'clock from Vinegar Yard to
Brydges Street on this opening night of "The School for
Scandal," Frederick Reynolds, the dramatist, heard a most tremendous noise overhead, as he passed the theatre, and fearing
for the safety of the building, he took to his heels.
But on the
morrow, he found that the noise was naught but the falling of
the screen in the fourth act, "so violent and so tumultuous were
the applause and laughter."

saw the impetuous young man
Rivals"

(Jan.

Richard Brinsley Sheridan

1775).

17,

couple were poor, but, according to the custom
of the time, they flourished the while by giving soirees which
were not paid for, and their prestige was counted of im-

was
Sheridan conceived "The Duenna"

portance.

confidence

Linley's

entirely

won by

the

time

indeed, he composed some
the play had a run which
music
for
the
result
that
with
it,
pretty
exceeded that of "The Beggar's Opera," till then the most popular of pieces.
Linley likewise wrote music for the lyric, "Here's
;

Maid of Bashful Fifteen," sung by Sir Harry Bumper.
was the year after Sheridan took the management of Drury
Lane from Garrick, that "The School for Scandal" was performed.
Even in the final
It had been long in the writing.
draft the parts were handed out piecemeal to the actors, and
on the last sheet was scratched the expressive exclamation, "Fin-

to the

last,

thank God

"Amen

R. B. Sheridan," echoed with

!

!

W. Hawkins,"

the prompter of the theatre.
There is no doubt that before the scenes took final shape, Sheridan shifted his plot considerably. In names alone, we note his
uncertainty. Sir Peter was to have been called Solomon Charles
at different times was to have been Clerimont, Florival, Captain
Harry Plausible, Harry Pliant or Pliable, young Harrier, and
even Frank. Now he was undecided whether to make Maria the
;

daughter-in-law or niece of Lady Teazle; again he thought to
have his motive centre around a scheming woman, intent solely
Finally, after many more changes,
the plot shaped itself; the story of the Teazles and the Surfaces,
as we now have it, began to grow.

upon separating two

lovers.

The drama was ready

May
1777, but it
seems that a difficulty arose during the course of the day. The
license was refused, since the practises of Moses, the money lender
in the play, were much like those of one Hopkins, at that very
time trying for the

was imputed

for the evening of

office of

to the

8,

City Chamberlain, and therefore
that

it

"was a

seditious opposition
comedy
to a court candidate." But through the efforts of Lord Hertford,
who was Lord Chamberlain, and a friend of Sheridan's, the diffiit

were soon removed.

culties

Of
much

the opening night and succeeding performances there is
to tell.
Wherever Garrick gave his stamp of approval,
interest was centred, and he was in the pit in all his glory.
He

had read the play, he had even attended a rehearsal, and further
had written the prologue, to be spoken by Mr. King. The epilogue, composed by Coleman, was given to Mrs. Abington. And
yet Garrick's enthusiasm
view the scenes critically

"A

gentleman who

is

was tempered,
;

for he

was

inclined to

he wrote, a few days after
mad as myself about ye school, re:

as

marked

that the characters upon ye stage at ye falling of ye
I thought so, too, ye
screen stand too long before they speak.

first

night

by others
yet

it

;

;

may

*For the

he said

it

was ye same on ye and and was remark'd

tho' they should

be astonish'd and a

little

petrify'd,

Cumberland, an austere

first article in this series,

see
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for April, 1905.

critic of the time, occupied a stage box.
the audience gave way to the enjoyment, yet he
unmoved.
"I am much surprised," he commented,

Around him,
remained

"that the audience should laugh so immoderately at what could
not make me smile."
Hearing of this the next day, Sheridan
exclaimed "Lud
for not smiling
ungrateful the man
:

over

Not

!

!

a fortnight ago,

I

went

to a tragedy of

Covent Garden, and laughed from the beginning to the

his at

end

How

!

my comedy

!"

On

first performance, Sheridan told Byron
was knocked down, and taken to a watch-house, for raising
disturbance. Perhaps he had become a little too convivial, for
is recorded how, one night, he came to the theatre much the

the evening after the

that he
a
it

worse

for wear,

who was

and

greenroom, calling out

rolled into the

:

"And

acted the old fellow, Sir Peter
what d' ye call
'im?" "Mathews, sir," was the response. "Never let him play it
again," came the maudlin command "he looks like a pastry cook."
The reply to this throws light on Sheridan the manager. "We
it

;

are sorry," answered one of the company, "that

we seldom

see

you here, Mr. Sheridan, and you never come but to find fault."
That the playwright, however, watched closely the capabilities
of his actors may be realized by the following He was at one
time taken to task for not having introduced a love scene be:

tween Charles and Maria. "Gad !" he exclaimed, "I didn't do it
because neither Mr. Smith nor Miss P. Hopkins [who played the
parts] is an adept at stage love making."

The

is a notable one in many
Mr. King Sir Oliver Surface, Mr. Yates; Joseph, Mr. Palmer; Charles, Mr. Smith; Crabtree, Mr. Parsons; Sir Benj. Backbite, Mr. Dodd
Rowley, Mr.
Aickin Moses, Mr. Baddeley Trip, Mr. Lamash Snake, Mr.
Packer; Careless, Mr. Farren; Sir Harry Bumper, Mr. Gawdry
Lady Teazle, Mrs. Abington Maria, Miss P. Hopkins Lady
Sneerwell, Miss Sherry; Mrs. Candour, Miss Pope.
It was only a few months after the first night
July, 1777
that Walpole, in a letter, declared that more parts were admirably
acted in this play than in any other he had ever seen indeed, that

cast of the first

In

respects.

full, it

performance

stood

:

Sir Peter,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

they quite equalled the
successors.

man

in real

drama

in merit.

King, the Sir Peter,

neither did Wroughton nor Mathews, his
Smith the Charles Surface, was himself a polished
life.
It was he who always stipulated with his mana-

never pleased Sheridan

;

gers that he should never be subjected to the indignity of blackening his face or of making his entrances and exits through a

He returned to the stage when seventy years of age.
Charles at King's benefit.
During the last act, Lady
Teazle dropped her fan the actors raced to pick it up, but Smith,

trap-door.
to play

;

despite

stiff joints,

got

it

flourishes, returned

gant
Palmer, the

Lamb's

be carry'd to too great a length."

much
At one performance,

natural that the success of his play should result in

It is

fun and banter at Sheridan's expense.

It

ished at

Plays

ahead of the others, and with many

ele-

it.

Joseph, is chiefly remembered through Charles
He wrote
in the Elia essay.
contained
portrait
first

:
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EDWIN ARDEN
He ran away from home when he was
a native of St. Louis, and his father was a military man.
fourteen, and after
the plains.
His stage debut was made with Thomas Keene whose daughter he married. He joined the
This
Boston Museum Stock Company, playing with such artists as Clara Morris and Edwin Booth.
he
in
the
Then
starred
play "Eagle's Nest" written by himself.
was a success, but he lost all in another play called "Raglan's Way." Later, he acted in this country the role of Prince Metternich in "L'Aiglon," and more recently
was seen as Lancelot in "Merely Mary Ann." lie is seen here as Lo''is Ipanoff in "Fedora"
Edwin Arden, whose

name is Hubert Pendleton Smith,
enduring many hardships became a cowboy on
real

is
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its excessive levity.
When he saw "The School for Scandal,''
Miss Farren had replaced Mrs. Abington.
It is not a new distinction that William Winter draws in
respect
to the manner in which Lady Teazle should be acted.
Many before him had seen in Mrs. Aldington's picture, the artificial fine

of

as

lady,

they

saw,

in

Dora Jordan, the combination of lady

and country lass.
Many will agree with Winter that such a
mixture of manner relieves the comedy of "a glitter of frivolity
mellowed by an occasional touch of sincere feeling," and
Miss Rehan's adherence to this idea would be wholly satisfactory,
if she could obliterate the manner and tone of Shrew Katharine
.

.

.

as well as the hint of a hoyden.
John Henry was the original Sir Peter in

America (December

A

few years thereafter, on the evening of November
1785).
24, 1789, a performance was given in New York city at a theatre
on the north side of John street, not far from Broadway Henry
16,

;

was

The

building was small as well as rickety, and it
held but three hundred persons. Yet everywhere excitement was
in the cast.

Washington was giving a theatre party.
With him came the Governor of the State, foreign ministers,

evident, since President

from New Hampshire, Connecticut, Pennsylvania,
Maryland and South Carolina and some ladies. However great
an honor it was to be one of the party, a certain gentleman who
went was not to be blinded by flattery. In his account of the
Senators

event, he accused "The School for Scandal" of being an "indecent representation before ladies of character and virtue"
a tone

MARY LAWTOX

Schloss

the young woman whose performance in the "Fires of St. John"
A later
at a student's matinee last January was highly praised by the critics.
performance of
Magda confirmed the impression that Miss Lawton has an
seen
future
on
the
More
she
has
been
exceptionally promising
stage.
recently,
as Magda in Boston.
Previous to her appearance in the "Fires of St. John"
Miss Lawton had never appeared in public
a fact which makes her success
all
the more remarkable

This

"Its

is

hero,

[the play's]

when Palmer played

it

at

least,

was

Joseph Surface. When I remember the gay boldness, the graceful solemn plausibility, the measured step, the insinuating voice

word

the downright acted villainy of the
part, so different from the pressure of conscious actual wickedwhich made
the hypocritical assumption of hypocrisy
ness,
to express

it

in a

Jack so deservedly a favorite in that character, I must needs conclude the present generation of playgoers more virtuous than
John Palmer was twice an actor
myself, or more dense.
.

.

.

He was

playing to you all the while that he
was playing upon Sir Peter and his lady. You had the first intimation of a sentiment before it was on his lips. His altered voice
was to you, and you were to suppose that his fictitious co-flatterers
in this exquisite part.

on the stage perceived nothing

Then with some

at all of it."

of the quaint Elia regret,

Lamb shows how

has been changed how Joseph must be painted
so as to be hated, while Charles must be loved by the audience:

this conception

:

how Sir Peter must be turned into a fretful old bachelor, where
once his teasings, when King played, were meant for you as much
as for the lady; in other words, the comedy must now be shorn

ADELAIDE KEIM
rep
Recently seen in Harlem at the head of her own company in a repertoire which includes "Heartsease," "The Young
"H?
ng Mrs. Wmthrop,"
Winthrop," "HamMiss Keim was formerly a member of Daniel
let," "Camille," etc.
Later she appeared with E. H. Sothern,
Frohman's Stock Company.
and more recently she was at the head of the Proctor Stock Company
Last season she was at the head of the
for two seasons in Harlem.
De Witt Stock Co. in Baltimore
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somewhat balances the contrast of events, for the year that
Sheridan produced his play, with all the glitter of society present,
was likewise the year of Burgoyne's surrender.
Macready, the actor, could never
that

see

himself

in

the

of

role

worthy of the pencil of Hogarth a picture remarkable for its
fidelity to life and to the profligate manners of Sheridan's time.
The transpositions of text that occur in the first and second acts
affect the actors more than they do the

The
audience, and are not material.
omission of coarse lines, such as the

Charles

Surface, and even his Joseph was not
accounted brilliant. As early as 1819 he

allusion to 'Miss Letitia

assumed the part with bare correctness
later two facts were sufficient as reathe

He

and

trousers

of

his

cuts

into

one

its

a

scene

prominent

and the ex-

coarseness does not

mar

utility."

Laurence Hutton considered

own

is

Piper,'

of the scandal

the tattle at once,

dramatic

its

W.

R.

Blake the greatest Sir Peter ever seen

day.
of the

in

For

America; others, John Gilbert.

over a quarter of a century, we find this
role closely identified with those two

made to-day
of

all

cision of

in a frock

Charles Kemble was accused
same anachronism.
are

brings

emphasize" Joseph's role.
In
was fond of paring.

Macready

The

episodes

down

to

play

America, he dressed Joseph
coat

cut

The condensation

gain.

;

sons for his non-success.
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in the original
the Augustin Daly

20,

names, as well as with Fischer, Placide.
Walcot and Mark Smith. It is useless

1891. William Winter thus epitomizes
the changes

to contrast the merits of these players;
each person has a conception of the

which

comedy's tone, and the present Sir Peters and Lady Teazles will be judged
It does not throw much
accordingly.

text

those

version, first presented

on January

:

"Innovations

occur

in

it,

caused some distress to purists (meaning those scrupulous observers who insist on every feather of the Phoenix),

light

stately minuet, introduced at Lady
Sneerwell's house, to conclude act first,
is one of those innovations, and the ef-

fect of

it

felicitous.

The

shifting of the

Cush-

;

ALICE

LOXNON

Leading woman with E.

(whether the sword-dance be probable or
is

art of Charlotte

or any others, to say that her Lady
Teazle was too austere, that Mrs. John
Drew gave a zest to the scenes that

The

incident)

upon the

man

but the changes impart to the comedy
a certain piquant element of freshness.

not, as a social

movement

in

the

S.

Adelaide Neilson created sympathy by
her inherent sweetness, and that Fanny

Willard

Davenport showed

spirit

representatives of nearly

and humor.
all

The many

casts contain

our actor families.

house of Charles Surface, from a dining-room to a parlor, is another of those changes. An earlier practice,
for the usage has
not been uniform, was to present Charles and his friends at the
dinner table, to introduce Moses and 'Mr. Premium' into their

Sheridan has been accused of plagiarizing; critics turn to "Le
Misanthrope" and "Tartuffe" and draw analogies others point to
Wycherley and Congreve, where scandal scenes are to be found.
Where else, these critics ask themselves, did Sheridan get the

In the Daly
presence, and then to change to the picture room.
version, Charles and his guests enter a parlor, after dinner, to

Benjamin Backbite's epigrammatic readings save
from "Precieuses Ridicules," "Femmes Savantes," and "Le Misanthrope." So, too, would Taine take from him all rights to
cleverness, forsooth, and brilliant fireworks, but a
originality
poacher of the first water. Still the play is one of the few F.nglish
comedies that has held the stage by any other reason than mere
MONTROSE J. MOSES.
antiquarian interest.

smoke and drink, and to listen to the singing of Sir Harry Bumper; and, as the portraits of Charles's ancestors are hanging on
the walls of that room, the auction can occur there, and no
change of scene is required. In his disposition of the characters
during this episode of frolic, the expert manager made a picture

GROUP OF

FILIPINOS,

;

ideas of Sir

MALE AND FEMALE, ON EXHIBITION AT LUNA PARK

As Constance

in

Browning's

''In

a

From Debutante

Eleanor Robson

(CHATS WITH PLAYERS
was only a few years ago

IT slim, 'blue-eyed

eight,

with an oddly

girl

full

to

be exact

that a

forehead started on a

journey across the American continent to the continent's won-

She was unaccompanied.
was a commonplace journey, in its way,

derland, California.
It

to everyone but the

eyes and
vision
like

it

full

little

girl

In

forehead.

Balcony"

No. 40)

He would

be called.

Island

to

with the blue

I

.

am

sides

scenery

from

her mother, but how
could it be arranged?

the

Francisco
a

girl

seasons.

notions

new

to

the

set

two
If she

a

of

ence or self-re-

prosaic problem be solved?
Madge Carr Cook, the mother, puzzled
over
it
some time, then presented

Timothy D. Frawley,
and director of the Frawley Stock Company at the Columbia
Theatre. They needed someone to play
small parts, Mr. Frawley said, parts
for solution to

her manager,

but like a

cipher, helped to give significance to
the others filling in parts, they might

swelling

her

within

In "Audrey"

of them, a hard, high barrier, shutting us
out from that country.
How could the

matter much,

her

womanly

liance

which sometimes form silver pathways to the land of
our desires may also form, through lack

didn't

the

independ-

were

dollars

that

famous.

had any novel

The
expensive.
girl in the convent

it

and

on
of

State

just

that

is

world

all

convent

journey

and, be-

learned

kissed

"You know

So the

it."

forth

sides, the trip is

had

California

black-robed sisters at

out of a convent
school,

young
was neces-

here

old

the

girl

New

sentence,

of

come

Artists

Obviously the little
girl ought to be with

San

the

suggested
the

cisco.

way from
York to

the

She must put aside all thought of
sary.
her brushes, or rather, she might bring
Mother cunning
her brushes with her.

to paint

for

Mary Ann"

places, convinced
that a compromise

in

woman

had been graduated from the convent
school at Fort Wadsworth a few weeks
before. She and her mother were, as she
phrased it, "alone in this country," and
her mother was playin
San Franing

a long

artist."

or two hastily written on both
of the paper and even written

letter

across

classic, by the way, which constituted her
standard of literature at that time. She

In "Merely

going to be an

maternal

her wondering

was an unparalleled journey,
"Alice in Wonderland," a

^j^Sff'

arrange to transport the youngster from

Golden Gate, and she might try the parts.
Whereupon Madge Carr Cook sent a joyous telegram, which
brought this answer:
ut, Mamma dear, I don't want to go on the
Staten

that of

It is

to Star

they

set aside

by

a maternal telegram received an hour before her departure

:

"You have been
conductors
to

all

placed in charge of the
along the route."

In short-skirted, pig-tailed subservience
the last conductor on the route the

young traveler made her appearance at the
Oakland ferry. The conductor solemnly
made her over to the matronly arms of

Madge Carr Cook, who

hurried

her off

to rehearsal.

"You must

begin at once, dear," she explained breathlessly on the ferry, while
the

girl

stared

towering on

its

wonderingly
abrupt hills.

at

the

"They

city

are
In "Arizona"
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putting on

you

On

'Men and Women' next week and

your part on the

in

the next

Monday

I

will
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coach

street car."

the girl played Margery Knox in
and to the surprise of everyone,

the Belasco-DeMille drama,

most of all, played it well.
She took up the story of her career at this point
the dainty green and white drawing-room of her

herself

in

herself.
suite at

the Atlanta Apartments.
"I made my debut on the thirteenth of September, 1897,"

she

"Thirteen has always been my lucky number.
I began, then, a sealetters in my name.

said.

There are thirteen

we appeared

son of thirteen weeks, in which

in

thirteen

plays.

company, with Maxine Elliott and Frank
Corson
Clark, Blanche Bates, Gladys WalWorthing, Harry
lis and my mother as associates. It happened that Miss Wallis
was ill after I had been with the company a few weeks and
I took her place.
We went to Honolulu, where we put on
thirteen plays in two weeks.
Then we returned and made
a tour of the Pacific and some of the inter-mountain States.
The five months of travel, that somewhat bored those accustomed to it, was like one long, beautiful fairy story to
me. When the tour was over I went to Milwaukee to join
the Salisbury Stock Company, and that summer I spent with
I went back to the
the stock cdmpany at Elitch's Gardens.
"It

was

a strong

Salisbury Company in Milwaukee the next season, rounding
out two years of stock work, in which I played 150 parts.
I played Sue and Jane
It was a splendid schooling for me.

Eyre, Fanchon, Lavender in 'Sweet Lavender,' Kitty Ives
in 'The Wife,' Carey in 'Alabama,' Bess Van Buren in 'The

Charity

Meg

Ball,'

Orphans,' Jennie

in

'Lady Bountiful, ''Louise in 'The Two
'Shenandoah,' and Susan in 'Held by the

in

Enemy.'

A
chance to leave stock came in a curious way.
in
I
had
seen
me
'Sue'
while
was
critic
who
playing
Chicago
in Milwaukee was kind enough to say in his column, 'That
"My

I was very much obliged to him,
girl will be heard from.'
but did not suppose he would ever think of me again, yet
it happened that he was in the office of Mr. Kirke La Shelle

when Mr. La

was making up

Shelle

his 'Arizona'

company

New York

production. 'Do you know anyone who
could play Bonita?' he asked. 'Yes,' replied the critic, and
he told him of having seen me in 'Sue.' It happened also
that Mr. Frawley, while talking with Mr. La Shelle about
for the

the production, said 'I used to have a girl in my company
who could play that part.' Mr. La Shelle comparing notes,
and prompting Mr. Frawley's memory as to names a little,
:

found that the manager from San Francisco and the critic
from Chicago ^vere recommending the same girl. He telegraphed me an offer on their recommendation.

I
the
joined
company
was still playing at the Grand
Opera House in Chicago, Olive May

while

it

having

left

for

and came with

another
it

to

Copyright, Frank Scott Clark

engagement,
York."

New

The

interviewer recalled Bonita's ingenuous scene with the side combs in "Arizona."

A

"O yes," she laughed Miss Robson has
a deliciously, fresh, girlish laugh, keyed a
note or two below that to which our ears
'

*^\-^B

''i'" 1

New

York, for hers is an
"I loved that scene with the

habituated in

English voice
side combs.
It was so
real girl

what a

would do."

It was suggested that she might have
evolved some of that pretty comedy "busi-

Mclntosh

As

real, exactly

Juliet

ness" herself.

Not a bit of it," she replied. Her honesty was en"You see the play had been going on for months. The

"Oh, no.

gaging.
business had

all

been evolved and settled for me.

ELEANOR ROBSON IN PRIVATE LIFE
had been playing Bonita eleven weeks, I was enLiebler
& Co. to play Flossie Williams in 'Unleavened
gaged by
Bread.'
It was a delightful part, and I was so sorry that the
"After

I

In my opinion it was a
play did not please the public better.
few years ahead of the taste theatrical. Now that George Ber-

Shaw

has so caught American fancy, and one sort of psychological play is so popular, I believe 'Unleavened Bread' would

nard

succeed."

Miss Robson paused here, not for the effort of recollection,
an older actress might, but because she was perhaps realizing
anew, what has been so often the marvel of the green-room,
as

the swiftness of her ascent in the scale of success.

"In the spring of that season we played some special matinees
of Browning's 'In a Balcony.' I had read little blank verse and
knew almost nothing of elocution, and Mrs. Le Moyne helped

me

a great deal to an understanding of Browning, who, you
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know, is not easily understood. It was a very generous and immensely helpful act. Mr. Skinner, too, helped me. I owe a great
deal to them, not alone for whatever was my measure of success
in the part of Constance, but for the impetus the rendition of
the part gave to my career and its

plans for the summer. She would rest at the seashore for a few
weeks and then go abroad. "I want to do what I have never

succeeded in doing before get into the Theatre Franc.ais and
have a look at it," she said. The look in her eyes bespoke the

was Kyrle Bellew's leading
woman, playing Mile. De La Vire
Gentleman

'A

Then came

of

'Audrey,'

the

which
In

role.

title

all-star

cast

of the stage is
her blood, the spirit of tradition dwells in her veins.
She is
in

the

of the third generation of actresses
in

her family.

an

'Romeo and

in

before a theatrical shrine.

The veneration

I

played
spring of that season Liebler &
Co. proved their faith in me to
the extent of presenting me with

an

bow

to

France.'

in

of veneration

on her shapely young head would
delight an exploring phrenologist.
This young actress would journey
as far as the Crusaders marched

I

in

The bump

devotee.

help as a study.
"The next season and the next

Evelyn Cameron,

English
with Macready, was
actress,

who

have the

played
grandmother.
Madge Carr Cook, the
star of "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab-

Saxon temperament. Juliet was
essentially a Latin, and it requires

bage Patch," is her mother and
chosen comrade and preceptor.

much

"My mother is of the greatest
help possible to me," she said. "I
rehearse my parts with her and
she often stops me and says
'Your idea is right, and you have

It

Juliet.'

share.

I

was a
do not

faith I did not

believe

ever be a great Juliet.

I

shall

I

of the Latin temperament

to simulate her romantic love.

I

had never seen Juliet played. I
had to rely upon my conception
of her character from many readings of the play, and here again
I must record a debt of
deep gratThis time it was to Eben
itude.
Plympton, for he helped me much
toward a proper reading and un-

had had

my

interpreted

nounced.

I

to close 'Audrey' because

here

always

wreck
but

I

if

travel

would be a
I

continued

Burr Mclntosh

the

Something had

we opened.

to be done.
I

CHARLOTTE WALKER

I

went

to the country

subsisted on tea for

and

two days before

recollections of Juliet, you see, are not rosy,
and yet the critics were kind. I should like to play it again and
justify their good words of me."

And now we had reached "Merely Mary Ann," the vehicle of
Miss Robson's success in London and New York, the Zangwill
Her blue eyes brightened at the name.
play.
"I owe much to Mr. Zangwill," she said. "I love Mary Ann.
She seemed to belong to me. I had wanted to play her when I
read the book, and I had nursed and coddled and helped develop
her until she seemed as it were a child of mine."
analyzed

Mary Ann

a

in six years, she

A

lously by the time she is eighteen," she said. "Mary was eighteen
and eager to learn, all the strength of her nature bent upon the
It is reasonable that she would have developed even more
task.
satisfactorily than a younger girl with none of her determined

purpose."

Did Miss Robson think the real Mary Ann would forgive the
slavey, and after her social evolution marry
the man who had offered it?
"Mary Ann was a simple soul," she said, "and simple souls
insult offered the

easily forgive."

The' young star had enjoyed playing Kate Hardcastle in the
did
short special production of "She Stoops to Conquer," but
the interviewer think Kate Hardcastle should be made a boister-

The

lint

I

is
1).

no\
C.

for

keep

our

apartment

refuge from
us both, and it is a
as

a

of

should really have been a creature of the hearth instead of a
in hot cars or bad hotels."

wanderer doing penance

"Next season we

will go on tour with 'Merely Mary Ann,'
to
York to open in a new play in December.
back
New
coming
I do not .know what it will be.
All is mystery and uncertainty
on the managerial horizon. I hope it will be a play with a real

doing the real things of

girl

life."

"As?"
"I suppose there must always be a love affair for the girl to
interesting." Miss Robson's weary little gesture of im-

make her

patience indicated that for her there are sentiments and emotions
transcending the eternal erotic. "But there are problems in life-

She might be placed at the beginning of two
girl.
and
there
could
be a conflict, which to choose. She might
paths
be the central figure in some heart tragedy that is going on between her father and mother. It can be written, I assure you,
the good girl play, and I should like to have a chance to appear
even for a

bit.

critics have doubted whether,
could develop from a dirty little slavey to a fashionable and cultured
woman, as the plays shows her in the last act. I think it possible.
girl of twelve who is sent away to school develops marvel-

ous character?

yourself.

thanksgiving when we
both happen to be here at once.
My own tastes are very domestic.
time

This interesting young actress, who was lately with James K. Hackett,
leading woman with the Columbia Theatre Stock Company, Washington,

My

"The

to

invariably heed her ad-

We

studied the part in bed.

We

And

vice.

ill.

production of
'Romeo and Juliet' had been an-

playing,

it

you would not make that point
clear to the audience as you are
You must elabplaying now.
orate.
You must do more with

We

physician said

nervous

:

it.'

derstanding.
"I had been seriously

her

star did not.

She smiled as a pleased child would while she talked of her

in it."

An

hour with Eleanor Robson leaves the lasting memory of

a

full, straight forehead jutting over frank, thoughtful eyes, as a
smooth, straight rock hangs over twin, clear, blue pools of hair
soft and brown as autumn leaves, with the first fall of snow upon
;

them, a trick which nature has played somewhat cruelly upon this
girl

and of a voice

;

sentiment

like a rich-toned bell

ringing this last gracious

:

"I am very grateful for everything." It was her explanation of
her brief and almost phenomenally successful career. "If I were
to die to-day I should ask them to use for my epitaph these words
from 'Merely Mary Ann,' because they are so fitting. Lancelot

says

:

'Everybody seems good to you,' and Mary

Ann answers

"

'Yes,

sir.

Everybody.'

ADA PATTERSON.

:
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YANKEE CIRCUS ON MARS," NOW BEING PRESENTED AT THE NEW YORK HIPPODROME

Personal Recollections of Augustin. Daly
could be no stronger contrast than

THERE

that between Mr. Daly's initial bow to the
New York public as a theatrical manager,

and

his

appearance

in

the

same

role ten years
The forgetful the-

autumn of 1879.
was
now paying homage in other draatre-goer
matic temples, fashioned in some instances upon
the Daly model, and had no seeming inclination
later, in

the

look

to

an

old

acquaintance who, after
his Waterloo, presented
met
having apparently
himself anew and under decidedly adverse circumstances. In other words, Augustin Daly was

Augustin Daly and
unique hat

way back

forgotten.
his

to

up

The

fastidious tastes of

New York

audiences, inspired and cultivated by Mr. Daly,
acted now as a boomerang and impeded his own
favor. His funds were low, his credit impaired, the

obligations connected with the Fifth Avenue
which as yet he had had no opportunity to

Theatre

failure,

of prosperity.
In view of his later triumphs it seems strange
that these first few years should have been so disastrous for

Mr. Daly. During the first season he produced ten plays "Love's
Young Dream," "Newport," "Divorce," "Wives," etc., etc., and
his company included John Drew, Charles Fisher, William
Davidge, George Parkes, Mrs. Gilbert, Charles Leclercq, Harry
Lacy, Hart Conway, Ada Rehan, Helen Blythe, Catherine Lewis,
May Fielding, Estelle Clayton, Isabelle Evesson, Fanny Morant,
et al.
But even with this fine company, disaster followed disaster.
Those plays which were not total failures were only halfhearted successes, and ill luck continued until in desperation he
took his company abroad as an advertisement, little dreaming at
the time that the outcome would be an annual visit to Europe
and a theatre in London bearing his own name.
Tfie stars of Mr. Daly's old company
Agnes Ethel, Clara
had
over
to A. M. Palmer,
and
Charles
Morris,
Coghlan
gone
:

starring tour at the time of the
of
the Fifth Avenue house.
closing

Fanny Davenport began a

while

A

efface, counted strongly against him. He
had neither the resources, nor the credit

new
appeared, however, who
henceforth was to be the leading woman
of the company. This was Ada Rehan.
actress

to duplicate at once his former triumphs,
nor to present his plays in accordance

with his

own

Museum

Shortly before Mr. Daly took Wood's
he presented at the Olympic The-

and conceptions.
had secured Wood's

Museum

name now changed

of

tastes

The house he
old

the

atre, in the early part of

to

Theatre,"

reigning

1879, a version
sensation, Zola's
in

Emily Rigl played Virand Maude Granger was the Gervaise.
The role of Big Clemence was
acted by Ada Rehan, then quite a young
the leading part.
ginia,

Ada Rehan

at the time she joined the

an injustice to the

memory

of this cour-

and

girl,

the

Daly Company

first

this

was

part played

ageous man to pass
over the story of the

by that actress un-

single-handed strug-

She
management.
made an exceeding-

gle

which Mr. Daly

maintained
time

at

against

indifference,

this

public
contin-

uous failure and the

marked

antagonism

of the press.

play

Every

presented

Mr.

der

ly

Daly's

favorable impres-

sion

upon Mr. Daly,
few

a

and,

when

later,

days
Miss

had to retire
from the cast on account of illness, he
Rigl

seemed doomed even
before it had been

entrusted

The auproduced.
dience
never
half

vaise.

the

part

think,

her

with

of

Ger-

This was,
her

I

first

Mr. Daly was above

apin
New
pearance
York. She was im-

resorting to the prac-

mediately

filled

the house, and

tice

commonly followed
nowadays
of

give

to
"papering"
an impression

engaged
by Mr. Daly for the
stock
company he
was organizing for
his

new

theatre.

Sarony

ADA REHAN AS VIOLA

the

Paris

"L'Assommoir," with Charles Warner

had never been regarded as first-class, and it took time to
re-awaken the attention of the public.
Everything, therefore, conspired towards
another critical situation, and it would be
"Daly's

now

Copyright,

For Part

I see
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Aime Dupont

ADA REHAN AS PORTIA

M'A'G'A'Zl'tiff

Mfsy Kalian b'elbrtged' tir a family long identified- with the
stage. Her sisters are Mrs. Oliver Doud Byron and Hattie RusHef
Arthur Byron is her' nephew.
sell.
1

brother, Arthur Crehan, died a few- years-- ago.
Crehan was the family name, and 'Ada Rehan

appeared originally in Philadelphia at the theThe sigatre managed by Mrs. John. Drew.
nature of a

letter,

by the younger

written

to Mrs.

woman, appeared

Drew

to be

"Ada

was

billed,

C. Rehan," and as such the actress

a blunder which

It is little wonder that Mr. Daly and Miss Rehan should have
become steadfast friends she realizing the value of his interest
and friendship, he appreciating her loyalty,
devotion to duty, unselfishness, and even selfeffacement' at his command;
In many instances Miss Rehan cheerfully allowed herself
to' be placed up or down on the program.
These were characteristics as priceless from a
managerial standpoint as Mr. Daly always
said he had found exceptional during his the-

explains the origin of her

atrical experience.

stage name.

It

the

actress spent the greater part of
previous to her appearance at

season

at the picturesque summer home of
her brother-in-law, on the Jersey coast between Long Branch and Monmouth Beach.

"Castle

of

situation

from

traction.

tion of each

Byron" was then

his

dis-

solitary figure on the sands became a familiar one gazing

of notable susceptibility for the latest stage
favorite, who, through a mutual

across the ocean, peering as it
were into the unknown, seeking

acquaintance, secured an introduction to the rising young ac-

social

amusements or other

art.

the

answer

the

sole

to one vital question,

theme

What

if,

seen a picture of

of
in
all

her

Kdith Kingdon

(Mrs.

her

mirage, the wondering girl had
that was to fit in between those

mist of years across distant waters from her bungalow home on the far-off British coast.

The young

tress,

George Gould)

day

days and these the fulfillment of ambitions beyond
her hopes, the joys, the triumphs, to the present
the same lonely figure looking back through the

actress undoubtedly recognized the value of the op-

portunity at hand. Mr. Daly saw in Miss Rehan possibilities, gifts,
of which she herself probably was ignorant, and which, had she
not fallen into the hands of this

never have

was incapable of reaching

ideals.

Miss Rehan devoted her whole time to her
She courteously, but firmly, declined all
social attentions.
There was a young Croesus,

dreams.

inflexible

in referring

endeavor to realize his interpretanew role, it always seemed to the

actress that she

The

George Clarke

Mr. Daly

:

spite of her

quite isolated. Miss Rehan, with whom a love
for the sea is a ruling passion, gave herself
up at this time wholly to its influence, keeping

aloof

for

at

Daly's,

The

was not unusual

home to some incident at the theatre to say
"Miss Rehan had her regulation weeping spell
over her new part at rehearsal to-day." In

The young

and permission to call at
But a continuous

hotel.

"not at home" finally discouraged the millionaire
and turned his ardor in another direction, which
led ultimately to the altar.

On

the

occasion

of

a

at

was prevented from being present, and in my joy on readJames Lewis
in
the
ing
morning papers unanimous eulogistic
endorsement of the play and of Miss Rehan's acting, I wrote to
congratulate both Mr. Daly and herself. Her answer expressed
her happiness that justice had finally been done Mr. Daly, altoignoring, if not repudiown share in the suc-

gether

ating, her
cess.

Miss Rehan was sinambitious, a hard worker.

significance.

me.

cere,

her,

She realized that it rested with her
to become a faithful, docile pupil.
Applause or advancement did not
turn her head.
These things
meant to her simply another step
higher that there was still much
to learn and much arduous work
necessary on her part. Mr. Daly
gave to Miss Rehan every advan-

a

This was her first letter to
That which came last from
shortly after his death, forms

sorrowful

counterpart

pathetic conclusion

in

its

man

so

:

"You who knew

the

well can understand something of

my

grief."

But

it

was long before the
Mr. Daly

turned.

really

tide

pre-

sented plays of endless variety
comedy, old comedy, drama,

light

tage essential to her advancement.
One night he took her out of a

farce, musical

pieces, etc.

all

to

no purpose. Those who did come
to the performances were apathetic as a rule.
There was al-

which she was playing a
prominent part to witness the actcast in

whom

success

pronounced

Daly's, heralding a "turn of the tide," I

disciplinarian,
might
reached their ultimate

ing of Ellen Terry, for

^^^

his

ways lacking

an

incident not unaccompanied at the
time by criticism. "In the box one

something in the air
on
a
first night, betokens
which,
the endorsement of the public, the

evening, after a charming bit of
acting by Miss Rehan, an enthusi-

success of the play. On such occasions, at the end of the play,

ast exclaimed

the pleased spectators seem loath
to leave, arise slowly, half re-

own

"A

admiration was extreme

significant

:

second Ellen Terry

that indefinable yet

!"

Mr. Daly quickly frowned down
remark with an emphatic:
Miss Rehan has
"No, not yet

and in lingering groups
the performance as they
through the aisles and the

luctantly,

this

discuss

move

!

foyer towards the exit. On these
unfortunate first nights, Mr. Daly
used to come round from the

a future; but the day is still far
distant when she will merit such
distinction."

Ada Rehan and John Drev

in

"The Squire."

Miss Rehan's

first

emotional part

i
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stage to the front of the house and mingle among the moving
He
audiences, to learn for himself the verdict of his patrons.

was too keen ever to misunderstand, or to permit himself any
He knew before the theatre became emptied what
false hopes.
there was to face on the morrow and it was usually failure.
We Mrs. Daly and the

M'A

GAZINE

side to-night
This play must be a success.
It is charming.
Wait until the papers come out in the morning and you will see !"
With an amused but sorrowful smile he put forth his hand,
!

remonstrating with a deprecatory gesture.
"Well! are you through? I hope so, because

you say just
I am going
to take you up and throw
you right out of that window.
Now, good night,
little
friend
don't worry
for me leave all the burden

always rebackground
awaiting him until every one
had gone, sometimes with his
mother and brother, Judge
present

mained

writer

the

in

;

;

And although
Daly.
convinced that the la-

J. F.

fully

my broad shoulders."
This was not the only occasion on which he spoke to
for

bor and strain of weeks had
gone for naught, none but

who

those

witnessed

me

of his "broad shoulders."

was well for him that he
was built that way, and yet
the cares of his life from
which in one way or another
he never seemed free were

can

it

if

one word more,

It

picture the change of expresthe tenderness with
sion,

which he would turn to meet
those whom he would have

even at that time hastening

spared every care or anxiety.
I was always a guest in the
first

the coming of the premature
end.

nights, and even now I look
back with a troubled heart to

The next morning the papers came out with the usual

home on

Daly

the

these

denunciatory criticisms, and

of the distress

memory

one could not but feel, gladly
as he would have borne the

the play lived the short

burden of it all alone. He
would place Mrs. Daly and

duced

denying the fact that bitter

me

antagonism against Mr. Daly

in the carriage,

ing behind, as

was

allotted

remainhis cus-

But
had conquered, only
to succumb under treatment
which was as unjust as it
read
one
was
needless,

(when the victim was past
the reading of words, kindly

would
this

home-coming was the harrowing part of it to hear
the

weary

to

know

nothing

coming
that

one

might say, to go through a
form of acting, speaking of
things foreign to what we all
to

AIMEE ANGELES
Gracefu

dancer and clever comedienne who has made a

We would go away and leave him, undisturbed. His
busy brain was already planning the sweeping away all traces of
the work just consummated, the building up of a new play to
take the place of the failure.
Worn out as he was from the
physical and mental strain involved in staging one play after another, it would have been no wonder had he given up entirely in

abstracted.

was against him.

While matters were at their worst, a charming little play was
It was an adaptation from the German, and in it
Mrs. Gilbert, Miss Rehan and Mr. Drew had excellent parts.
The piece was well received, and I felt, as I listened to unusual
applause and hearty laughter, that at last Mr. Daly had won.
But after we returned home I found him deeply dejected and,
although one would always hesitate in obtruding upon Au-

when

in

such a mood,

petuously saying to him

an admission
pens had

relentless

as

Schmaltz's wife in

I

could not refrain from im-

called

hand of sympathy
sense of the word.

not only to forgive, but to befriend in every
Such was Mr. Daly's nature. I never heard

him make an unkind remark of any person.

to look

on the dark

I

have seen on

his

these hostile criticisms an expression of anxBut the only time I ever heard him
chagrin,
perplexity.
iety,

when reading

speak irritably was once when he exclaimed indignantly
"My play was worth a column, even if it had to be adverse."
During these years of hardship, Mr. Daly had in mind one
:

resolve

known only to himself the effacing
Avenue Theatre failure. To have

the Fifth

his obligations of
availed himself of

the smallest advantage given him by the bankruptcy laws, to
have considered a settlement on any basis less than payment of

one hundred cents on each

:

"Now, Mr. Daly, you are surely not going

while

of
acknowledging wrongs
up the exercise of those virtues) stopped to
it had been worth the fight after all."
Yes, even at the cost of precious years of his life, it had been
worth while to Augustin Daly. If at any moment during these
years of attack, trouble had come to any one of his enemies, it
would have given him the greatest pleasure to have extended the

which had
"wonder if

face

presented.

gustin Daly

hit

"The Rollicking Girl"

tell

the belief that Fate

how

ters,
Otto S

of this or that trilling incident of the evening, and
Then he would
yet to realize only the disappointment of it all.
gradually cease any attempt to converse and grow silent and
felt,

unkindly)

of

lauding "Auintegrity of
Daly's
gustin
character and splendid force
of will, etc." (at the moment

there

hopeful

or

arrayed themselves against
him, and one of these wri-

his

shut,

footsteps

closer,

was

door

front

among

wish him to succeed.

atre in charge of the careand
for the night,

And

no

after he

taker

join us at home.

prois

writers on the press.
It seemed as if they did not

only behind the curtain but
throughout the entire house,
before he finally left the the-

shortly afterwards he

There

life

many

would wish, not

as he

everything

at Daly's.

existed at this time

tom, to see that everything

was

to

afternoon Mr. Daly and

I

was impossible to him. One
the house together, taking the

dollar,
left
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same

he to stop off at

car,

and

the theatre

ther
"You
ly

will

go for our sake

he turned to

me

I to

down town.

go

fur-

'

unconscious humor, he adds
"I don't like St. Louis!"

The

After a

few moments' chat he lapsed
into silence. Sudden-

opened

Departure for America

by
Mr. Daly from the German. This was followed by
"Boys ami Girls," and shortly afterward by "728,"

"The Country

?

very time, too, there were
not lacking voices to assert that he meant to
elude altogether the payment of his debts,

^

company

I

1

the prior performance of a very rascally version of
same story had created. Nevertheless the result of

There was quite a

later presentations is gratifying.

as the

have been small, the entire performance has been well

Capt.

Wynnegate

comes a ranchman

in

Squaw Man

received.

people,
a

lot of

ment, and

Then, with

The squaw

his son

SQUAW MAN"

IN

them.

I

draw the

fear

But

loss.

scheme

We

but not

of diamond earrings,
Miss Rehan money, and another of our young ladies a

jewelry."

the audiences

William Faversham

pair

SCENES IN "THE

:

the

plundering in our hotel yesMrs. Gilbert lost a
terday.

Wynnegate and

July 23

i

"i

purgatorial this week
up to
while business has been down as

house!!

received in the British metropolis

me

very welcome letter came to me from,
your hand on my birthday. I don't think you
meant to time it so charmingly, but a kinder
y destiny did so for you, and for me. I was
rather low of spirit that day, for though the
f
news was cabled home that my company had
made a hit the fact was suppressed that my play
was not well received, owing to the prejudice which

"The weather has been

in the

so unsatisfactory that

"A

prominence given bankruptcy privileges.
His ill luck during these earlier years was
not confined to New York. It accompanied him
on his Summer traveling tour. A letter from St
Louis in 1881 says:
1 02
in the shade
low as 43 (dollars)

and "Red Letter Nights."

was

Mr. Daly resolved to close his house on April
10 and undertake an unusual enterprise and
that was to take his company abroad.
"728" was the first play done in London,
and concerning the reception he and his
he wrote

this

simply because he had not come into the usual

Girl,"

Business, however,

ing an interval which meant severe self-denial i
under the most favorable circumstances, that I
he was accomplishing an extraordinary act, m
one which, it is safe to say, most men would
have deferred until a more favorable period

At

and

adapted

end of my Fifth Avenue Theatre obligations."
This was the first intimation I had had, dur-

at least.

:

1883-4'

"Dollars

Sense,"

:

!

of

season

with

with an expression of inexpressible

gladness, saying
"I am happy to-day
What do you think
This morning I sent a cheque which means the

177

is

saves Wynngate's life

a

I

Though

best

enough of
shall

the

make
entire

good advertise-

will, I think,

be of

Wynnegate

tells his

Indian wife he cannot desert her

WHICH WILLIAM FAVERSHAM WILL APPEAR NEXT SEASON

an English officer. His cousin embezzles money, and to conceal the fraud his wife (Selene Johnson) heseeches Wynnegate to leave England. He
America and marries an Indian girl (Mabel Morrison). The cousin dies and Wynnegate is summoned to London, the squaw wife shooting herself.

is

be-

1
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me at home, I shall be so glad to get back to
Mr.
Daly was a poor sailor, and his postscript adds "I
you
had a horrid passage across. S ick nearly the whole voyage."
great advantage to
all."

The

:

company

New York

to

in

returned
the Fall,

and re-opened at Daly's
October 7 with a German

"A Wooden

called

comedy

Spoon." In this piece Otis
Skinner and Edith King-

don

(now

Mrs.

undertone, urged her to
Miss
pick up the flowers.

George
for

Gould)

appeared
time as members

first

Kingdon. Mrs. Gilbert and Miss Rehan had received their flowers,
and during the act which took place in the drawing-room of the
young widow's home the situation being chosen as most approa bunch of gorgepriate
ous roses was thrown in the
direction of Miss Kingdon,
who went on with her
no notice
lines,
taking
whatever of the compliment.
Miss Rehan, in an

the
of

Kingdon

declined, saying
a low voice, "No, they

Mr. Daly's company. Miss
Kingdon came under Mr.
Daly's management after a
correspondence, begun by

are for you." Finally, Miss
Rehan, recognizing the dis-

the actress expressing her
desire to join his company,

roses to remain longer upon the floor, walked across

while she was

the stage, picked

a

at

still

in

theatre

in

courtesy

playing
Boston.

the

of

actress who, putting forth
her hand in emphatic prorefused
to
receive
test,

them

that night

and

he assured us laughingly
"I

?

Oh,

I like

my new

very ordinary circumstances.

to

apartment

woman

Miss Kingdon

She

at that

lived with her

time was in

mother

in

a

mod-

of spotless reputation, and her beauty and talent speedily

made her a favorite with the Daly audiences and a great future
was predicted for her. But it is a question if she would ever have
under the training of Mr. Daly.
which she appeared to greatest advantage was that
of Margery Gwynne in "Love on Crutches," as an attractive independent young widow. An incident that occurred during a performance of this play resulted in permanently strained relations
between Miss Rehan and Miss Kingdon. A special performance
was given one afternoon, the receipts to be devoted to a charity.
Madame de Cesnola and some friends interested in the charity sat
in a stage box, provided with three huge bunches of roses for the
three actresses in the play
Mrs. Gilbert, Miss Rehan and Miss

The

role in

even

seemingly appro-

the feelings of those in the

This splendid playhouse, conceded to be one of the most luxuriantly appointed in the world,
was erected in the British metropolis by American enterprise. It was opened recently under the direction of the Messrs. Shubert, with a season of Italian opera
alternated by the appearance of Eleonora Uuse in her various roles

in

risen to great heights even

a very

nized the deference due to

THE NEW WALDORF THEATRE. LONDON

Brooklyn. She little thought in those days that
she was to marry one of the richest men in the world. She was a

est

in

priate an honor intended
for another, yet she recog-

:

girl !"

Miss

placing

embarrassing position.
Miss Rehan was unwilling

evening

:

moods

thus

Rehan naturally

:

bright

them up

very gracefully presented them to her sister-

when he interrupted with
"But how do you like my
new girl?" Replying that
the impression made was in
her favor, we asked "How
does she please you?" He
was in one of his very

allowing the

and

Things were beginning to
go rather smoothly with
Mr. Daly just then. When
he came home the night of
her debut we were as usual
discussing the play and the
incidents

of

box.

There was no

alter-

native but to get rid of the

flowers, and Miss Rehan
did so by flinging them on a divan nearby. I believe that the two
women never spoke again while members of the same company.

In the Summer following, Miss Kingdon, although presumably
engaged to be married to Mr. George Gould, went abroad with
Mr. Daly's company. Whether her concern for the matter connected with this side of the ocean became paramount or not, Miss
Kingdon, through disregard of features conformable with Mr.
Daly's rules, placed herself in a position to face his inexorable

system of discipline, irrespective of persons. After the London
engagement ended and the company reached Berlin, Miss Kingdon was informed that she was not to appear in the cast of "Love

on Crutches," and that Miss Dreher would play the part of Margery Gwynne. Miss Kingdon, in her unwillingness to yield to
the discipline, broke away from the company and took the next
steamer for America.
On reaching this side she was met by
Mr. Gould, their marriage taking place at once.

(To be continued.)

MARGARET HALL.

THE BOER WAR SPECTACLE AT BRIGHTON BEACH PARK
Sensational reproduction of the thrilling South African battle scenes with General Cronje and the thousand Boer and British heroes of the Transvaal

A Morning

Fishing with Joseph Jefferson
By

EDWIN BOOTH GROSSMANN

C.

a vivid pen picture of the famous comedian, when aivay from the stage enjoying a favorite
pastime, but has added interest from the fact that its author is the grandson of Edwin Booth, Jefferson's great contemporary.

The following

is

not

my

article is not only

intention, even

were

it

in

my

power, to write here

IT

He

we speeded through

sat in silence as

the blue water.

Pres-

him on the subject which was uppermost

of the art of Joseph Jefferson, but I have one memory of
Mr. Jefferson which recalls one of my happiest experiences.
In the far South, where the sky is a burning blue, with lazy buz-

my

zards forever circling high in the air, and tall palms sway in the
languid breeze, here amid this tropical scenery, far from the cold
the
unrest
of

His answer was quick and emphatic.
Of course, there are plenty of
"Oh, yes
Certainly, I do.
people who deny that acting is an art, but I hold that it is a very

to

old

the

North,

was wont

actor

his

spend

winters, and

of

Mr.
Jefferson
was when, quite
MR. JEFFERSON FISHING AT

small

boy,

was taken

PALM BEACH

!

art.

high

It is

foolish to think otherwise.

It

may

not be so

much

the art of production; but it's the art of reproduction that's it!
To be able to reproduce night after night the same emotions and
effects that

the last performance as I did at the first. And how am I going
to do that? It's all well enough to talk about inspiration of the

to

recollection

a

asked.

My earl iest

he

that

me

fishing.

snapshot taken by the author

I

in

go

was one

it

day
asked

a

thoughts.
"Do you consider acting the highest form of art ?"

you portrayed the first night! Gracious, isn't that art?"
me !" he went on, while Billy, the skipper's mate,
a hundred
split open clams, "no matter how long I play a part
I must play that part
nights or a thousand
exactly the same at

here

From

ently I approached

to

I

a

performance of
"Rip Van Winkle." After the curtain he came to the rear of the
box and stooped down and kissed me. I remember being especially
amazed by his long white beard, for he had not removed his

"Look

at

moment, but suppose that doesn't come, and if
to bring about the same effect without the

am

I

don't

know how

inspiration,

where

I?"

By this time we had reached the end of the lake, and with
the aid of the skipper, Billy brought around the small row boat
to the side of the launch, holding it steady while Mr. Jefferson
took his seat in the stern. Then we shoved off from the now
anchored launch, and with strong strokes of the oars Billy rowed
us into the middle of the narrow channel through which the

"makeup."
called

I

on him

at his

Southern home and he cautiously led

to the subject of fishing
his favorite pastime next to paintand he asked, as though there
ing, at which he was a true artist
were a chance that perhaps I was not so enthusiastic an angler

up

:

"Are you fond of fishing?"

On my
rival his

lowing day,

What

in the affirmative, with a

answering

own unbounded

poor attempt to
enthusiasm, a date was set for the fol-

at nine o'clock

was

sharp

!

A

trout fisherman might possibly have
quarrelled with the brilliant sun, but no such anxieties troubled
me. Glad with the joy of the bracing air and the tropical luxuria day

it

!

ance of color, I was ready at the landing a full twenty minutes
before nine. Exactly on the hour Mr. Jefferson appeared in his
tricycle chair, and hailed me with a wave of his hand. He jumped
out of the chair, agile as a boy, his face radiant and his blue eyes

1

1

IV

I

i

v.Uv\-H

'

X

/.

'

!

/

t

ivvn"

9

with the expectation of a good day's sport.
little launch which was to carry us to the
point where the
lake flows into the sea, was ready, and as soon as we got ourselves and the lunch and fishing-tackle on board, we were off.

filled

The

Mr. Jefferson donned a many-pocketed fishing coat, and adjusted
a checked 'kerchief under his wide-brimmed hat, which flapped
gaily in the wind, and served to keep the burning sun from his
neck.
In order to get the full glory of the morning air we sat
on
up
top of the launch. Presently Mr. Jefferson, who was busy

tying on a

"Do you
I

new

hook, looked up and said

like fishing,

answered that

"That's right

!

I

my

:

son?"

was very fond of the

I'm very fond of

it

sport.

myself.

I

come out here

every day."
Good or bad luck, it made no difference to him, he found a
world of pleasure in the great out-of-doors.

Receipts of members of the stock company for salaries during the week that Mr. Jefferson made his first appearance as Rip Van Winkle. Among others will be noticed
the names of Mary Shaw, John Matthews and John T. Raymond
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water from the lake rushed madly, foaming and seething
met the roaring breakers on the beach beyond.

Now the sport began in earnest.
ravenous, and one after another of the
in the net, and so we fished on hour
hour

after

until the cool breeze

The

fish

as

it

appeared to be

fellows were landed

gamey

mother

How

time does pass
Yes, Edwin Booth was a great
actor; but a greater man."
So he talked on, recalling the years of the past with his wonderful memory. He spoke in a far-off voice, as though he were
!

!

living again in the time gone by ; and
then his eyes seemed to be scanning

and

work

of playing and landing the
whetted our appetites. Reeling
in our lines, we partook of the excellent luncheon prepared for us.
Mr. Jefferson frequently remarked
the

the mysterious scroll of the future.
The short twilight passed away,

J^^^

fish,

leaving a rosy tinge about the edge
of the blue dome of night, and one

'fSi^^^P

by one the diamond stars appeared,
and we were home.
Mr. Jefferson removed his hat, allowing the breeze to blow through
his thin locks and raising his face

on the beauty of the scene.
"Beautiful color out there in the

"See those hazy
ocean," he said.
clouds hanging low on the horizon
;

that's

what

I'd like to paint."

to the starry sky, said
"I believe that some

All his paintings are full of artistic
feeling, and show a technical knowl-

know

edge surprising in one who had
never given his whole time to the

When we had finished our lunch
we once more cast our lines and almost

immediately Mr. Jefferson's
went whizzing from the reel.
had hooked a red-snapper. He

sat very quiet, playing the rod skilfully until presently the fish tired

from

his

mad

plunges

of

Washington
was presented

was

and

shall

The character of Rip Van Winkle,
which Joseph Jefferson made peculiarly his own, was seen on the stage
for the first time in Washington in
1829, the year Mr. Jefferson was
A dramatization by J. Kerr
born.

;

He

day we

about those stars."

JEFFERSON'S DEBUT AS RIP

art.

line

all

:

in the net.
Mr. Jefferson
smiled with sweet satisfaction. The

landed

Irving's quaint story,
the "Washington

at

Theatre"

on Louisiana Avenue on

Tuesday,

March

of

that

year.

grandfather

and

17,

sport continued good during the afternoon, and the sky had begun to

Mr.

turn a pale saffron, when we once
more regained the launch.
Tired

theatre, and "Joe" made his first appearance on its boards when a child
of about four years of age.

Jefferson's

father were

after the day's work, Mr. Jefferson
back in his comfortable chair,

On

sat

WILLIAM BRAMWELL

saying little, absorbed in the wondrous beauty of the tropical sunset.

both managers of the

March

Friday,

4,

1831, J.

H.

Hackett played Rip at the same theAs Capt. Harrington
atre in a version adapted by himself
As we glided slowly up the lake, leaving a long strip of white from a piece played in London. It was not until 1860 that our
in the deep blue of the water,
drowsy pelicans flapped by on their Joseph Jefferson made his debut as Rip. He also appeared in
way to roost, or a solitary heron disturbed from his perch high Washington, within the walls of the same theatre in which his
in a palmetto, sailed quietly from
sight into the deeping orange
grandfather and grandmother had played fifty years before.
of the evening sky.

Presently Mr. Jefferson

and

He

commenced

talking, half to himself;
as though inspired by the beauty of the
approaching night.
said

"I

:

am

a firm believer in the school of nature.
,

world

The great open

offers

everything

him who knows how
for

knowledge

am

to seek

academies

;

can not teach the
"I

to

con-

so

part

It

was

natural

that

he

a loving friendship with

Jefferson.

was good

It

Mr.
to

hear him speak of him as he
did and he ended by saying
:

;

"My

gracious

!

it

doesn't

seem possible why I knew
your grandfather before he
was married to your grand;

Wash-

in

Raymond. Mr.
in error rewas
Jefferson
of
some
these stategarding
T.

Washington

;

then relates

and rehearsed
the end of that summer he was pre-

at
it

He

ington, he opening at Carusi's
Hall under the management

ments.

obstacles

all

that

pared to perform

come

should at length speak of my
grandfather (Edwin Booth)
who for many years cherished

Singing the prima donna role in "Sergeant
Brue" with Frank Daniels

the

strongly
vinced," he went on, "in the
power of the mind to over-

firmly believe that you can do a thing,
and it is half accomplished."

SALLIE FISHER

of 1859, he resolved to play Rip Van Winkle.
that in the seclusion of the barn he studied

of John

artist.

also

In his autobiography Mr. Jefferson states that, while boarding
Pocono Mountain in Pennsylvania, in the summer

at the foot of

He

did not appear in
at any time dur-

ing the year 1859; the one
theatre there was open only a
of

portion

the

year.

Mr.

first
apJefferson
at
the
Washas
peared
Rip

1860.

Nov.

Theatre,

ington

13.

The house was crowd-

ed and the performance a

mendous

tre-

But Mr.

success.

was never satisfied
with that version and had an-

Jefferson

other

re-written

Dion Boucicault.
A.

for

I.

him by

MUDD.

JANE BURBY
Lately with

Mav
Is

Irwin in "Mrs. Black

Back"
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Their Beginnings
Do

those theatregoers who, each evening, applaud their favorite players, ever realize how hard was
to success, how beset with all kinds of obstacles, which then seemed unsurmountable, the beginnings of those actors and actresses now at the very top of their profession? Almost every artist, who is
to-day a star, has had to travel the hard road before attaining recognition and reward, and early adversity,
while seemingly cruel, really proved their best friend, for it tempered and broadened their art. That they
finally succeeded in spite of all difficulties shows that they were intended for the profession they chose.
Obstacles, difficulties these are only part of life's trying-out process. The fittest survive the ordeal and
achieve fame; the others fall by the wayside. The recital of the experiences of the elect in the early days
of their novitiate, when they worked humbly and patiently in obscurity, without money, often without
enough to eat, but always buoyed up with the hope and ambition of one day "getting there," will undoubtstarted this series last month with Blanche Bates, and
edly prove of keen interest to our readers.
this month that interesting actress, Blanche Walsh, describes her early experiences.
the

way

We

BLANCHE WALSH

By

Jj^ A
'

ginnings"

is

that

Street.

has

It

"be-

my

was born

I

at

36
an

undergone

evolution since that time

which, to be frank,
us
t
thirty-one years ago. It is the heart
j
of the Chinese Quarter now.
Then it was

!

was

^^HBIMk"

^^T*
>^3lff'

not unimportant in

Mott

^^K-^^^^S
^K|i/
^mg$>

FACTOR

JB
^^1

"'"*

age of seven

emigrated

plantation on the Red River.

t

section,"

that
At the age of 14

a

Mott

don.

information

birthplace

I

Street,

have

my
judge
never been a center of exclusive social
Within was a comfortable
activities.
to

home, a home of books and hospitality
and an intense self-reliance. My father
and mother were a devoted pair, yet each
was a follower of the fine and necessary
doctrine of independence.
They went
where they pleased and when they
pleased, and neither asked any questions.
Once my mother did venture outside her
prerogatives, and when the governor
reached home late one evening said.
"Where have you been?"
of your business,

my

dear," the

the

life in
life.

raw

I

real life,

looked

with

upon primitive
upon character without
or

veneer
without

polite

wander-

the gentleman your chair," he

traits

Russia looked upon life
with no more naked eyes than

ings in

at

I

do not remember when

I

determined to become an actbelieve that

drew

ress.

I

from

my

know

of no actors in the fam-

I

mother's milk.

it

We

though perhaps a few gen-

politician,

to see with him. His
and the governor was

looked at him in scorn.

"I'll

he

erations ago there might have
been one of the class ParliaIn "Aristocracy"

night.

said.

36 Mott

Street.

ily,

began

the

extenuation.

in his

who was born

companion was a prominent
anxious to pay him some
marked attention. The house
was crowded, and he desired
prominent politician to
have a seat with us.
"Get up, Blanche, and give

adornment,

Maxim Gorky

I

so.

man he had gone

a

nature,

*4fc^.

without her saying

father, whose going-out-between-acts habit was a fixed one, came
back after a trip to the lobby bringing

As Romeo

natural

I

it

Once my

childish eyes

*f"

a

After the

I
always had my own orchestra chair,
between my mother's and my father's.

Ward

j9f

bought

Don't imagine me, please, sitting on my
mother's knee. No, nor on my father's.

music, but there flowed and swirled around us in the old Sixth

K^

and

When I was two years old she
taking me to the theatre every

dividual opinion. There was no lack of
money in the home, no lack of family
love, no lack of books and magazines and

^fl

knew

I

governor answered affectionately.
"You are quite right," my mother returned, and the incident closed.
Naturally in such a home I imbibed
ideas of freedom and a respect for in-

_

America

to St. Louis.
There
mother
married.
It
is
a
curious
fact
my
that my mother was born when her
mother was fifty-four years old, and my
mother was thirty-four when I was born.
Perhaps this accounts for a very mature
will of my own.
I am
discussing heredity somewhat because my mother was the most remarkable woman I have ever known.
She is
the only woman I know who was always
dominated by her own reason.
And
others were dominated by it. She had a
quiet way of getting everyone to do exactly what she wanted them to do without saying a word about it. She never
said to me, "I want you to be an actress."

out of the cor-

is

to

war they removed

persons hasten to
us when
they

mention

^L^^jA

at the

aristocratic
as

"Xone

Blanche Walsh

not "the heart of the

tell

from

ment described, in its enactment against them, as "rogues
and vagabonds."
What we
do know is that my mother's
father was an Austrian officer
and his wife a Greek. Thev

hold you on

my

lap,"

said.

"I won't," said

"Your

mother

I.

hold

will

you."

"This

is

my

chair,"

I

in-

dignantly reminded him.

The
the

politician fled to avoid

and father never

storm,

asked

me

to give

up

my

seat
At the age of

17,

when she made her debut
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at the theatre again.

so

tall

that I

The

plays

continued to occupy an orchestra seat,

I

made higher by my

father's folded overcoat until I

no longer needed
always

never once went to

wanted to go to

had grown

assistance as a boost.

its

1
me.
never even

interested
I

sleep.

can remember

I

sleep.

distinctly a play that I saw when I was
seven years old. It was Charles Reade's
"It's

Never Too Late

father doubted that

I

Mend."

to

My

could remember a

play I saw at that age, but Barton Hill
The play had
corroborated my story.

been done when and where

I

said

it

was.

was seventeen when my mother decided that I was ready
go on the stage. Jim Collier wanted to produce a dramatization of "The Last Days of Pompeii" and star me as Nydia, the
blind girl.
But my wise mother said
"No. She must begin at the bottom of
the ladder and work her way up."
Mr. Collier happened to speak to Louis
Miss Marie WainJames about me.
wright, who was to produce "The Winter's Tale" the next season, had commissioned him to find an Olivia for her.
Miss Wainwright was abroad, but she had
cabled from Europe, when she learned
I

to

Helen Bancroft had resigned because
one of her costumes was an unbecoming
color, "Get a young Olivia who looks the
that

remembered with absolute distinctness
a prison scene in the play and described
I
to him with absolute minuteness.
it
mother
to
a
should certainly recommend
who wanted her daughter to be an actress
I

my own

part,

"How

mother's of habit-

plan of
uating her to the theatre from her infancy.
It makes her an unconscious but careful
this

and doesn't know it all."
on Mr. James and he

called

I

tall

are you?"

I told

him.

said

:

"How

much do you weigh?" I informed him.
"Have you had any experience?" "No,

student of the stage.

Mr. James."

graduated from the grammar school
at thirteen and passed the examinations
The law required
for normal college.

to

I

play

week."

"All right.

Olivia

at

I'll

thirty-five

engage you
dollars

a

"Thank you, Mr. James."

Miss
and
GerNELLIE CALLAHAN
Wainwright's daughters, May
As Madge "In Old Kentucky"
of
about
own
one
a
trude, girls
my
age,
little older, one younger, heard of the enbut the white lie was discovered and I was
This offended me and
sent home to wait until I was fourteen.
gagement of the new Olivia. They were anxious to see her, and
I
were permitted to come to the first rehearsal.
I said, "I will never go back to school," and I never did.
studied with my mother and practically covered the normal col"Why, she isn't an actress," they said. "She's only a girl."
Mr. James introduced me and we became friends at once. Beif I had gone to school.
than
less
time
in
much
course
lege
tween my scenes at rehearsals we went outside and sat on a bench
While I was between thirteen and fifteen years old my father
was warden of the Tombs, and we lived in the warden's suite behind the theatre and talked. The result of one of these conin- the gray old pile.
Again I saw life in the raw human nature ferences was that the girls got two new red dresses, exact duplicates of one of mine that they admired, and we used to walk down
unclad. The prisoners interested me. and they were all friendly
I remember seeing then a woman
to the warden's little girl.
'roadway in all the glory of the three blazing dresses, and wanShe was suffering dering passersby thought audibly that we were triplets.
of the type of Maslova in "Resurrection."
I was with Miss
from what they call in the Tombs and I believe outside, "DT's"
Wainwright for three years. The second seashe
while
I
her
son
watched
my salary was raised to fifty dollars, and I
(delirium tremens).
was talking with the prison doctor, and at the
played Queen Elizabeth to Miss Wainwright's
time I did not know there was anything the matAmy Robsart in New York. Bronson Howard,
>-*
ter with her, for she answered all his questions
seeing me as the mature queen, wanted me to
would
she
little
however,
while,
play a part in his "Aristocracy." When he met
Every
calmly.
and
me
at his office he didn't recognize me, and when
with
her
at
her
say
fingers
tongue
pluck
that there was a piece of wire in her mouth and
my identity was proven he doubted very much
Her efforts to
whether I would suit.
He feared I was too
that she could not get it out.
When she left the room
We
overcame
his doubts, and I
reach it were pitiful.
young.
finally
was with "Aristocracy" for two years.
the doctor told me she had delirium tremens. I
She was
As a beginner I had no hard times, never was
recalled her when I studied Maslova.
with a company that was stranded, never was
a part of that composite study.
without money.
I
One man, Smith, I saw the evening before he
always spent more than I
was executed. It was a sultry day and the sun
earned, but my mother, who traveled with me,
was beating down hotly on the men who were
had an inexhaustible pocket-book, and I an imand
strawberries
had
We
the
mense
"draw" on it.
gallows.
building
Rehearsals began the next week.

every pupil of the college to be fourteen.
I fibbed about my age and was admitted,

I

ice

cream

at dinner

and

I

thought of Smith.

"I think Smith would like some of these,"

I

The hard times came when I became a star
and a partner, and was called upon for five thousand dollars sometimes when I hadn't five hun-

a

dred.

said.

My mother said "Very well," and I carried
bowl of the cream and strawberries to him.
I sat
cell

beside

him

ginning.

edge of his cot in the
When he had finished, I

at the

and watched him.

took the bowl and said,

"Good

night,

Smith,"

Some-

Her
where.

to the prisoners.

They are not

true.

was long after the bemother's ambition to see me

hardest time

was

my

Sardou pieces. She left us on May 15,
a
few weeks before I followed Fanny
1898,
Davenport in the Sardou repertoire.
"You will always take me with you, Blanche?"
she whispered before she went away.
"Always," I said, and I have.

proud governor asked me to recite for
his friends who came to the Tombs, and I was
glad to try my latest elocution stunt on them.
times

It

in the

and he said "Good night, TUanchie." I never
saw Smith again.
There are pretty stories of my reciting childish

poems

The

my

ashes, in a silver urn,

The next article
who will give an
Tonnele

As Anner

MINNIE CHURCH
Liza in

"Under Southern Skies"

go with me every-

in this series will be by Jefferson de Angelis,
interesting account of his stage beginnings.
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Free

Absolutely

A Superb Portrait of
Joseph Jefferson
At very considerable expense we have reproduced WITHOUT ANY LETTERING the
original painting by Andre Brion of "Joseph
Jefferson as Rip Van Winkle." copyright Falk. "FACSIMILE OF JEFFERSCN PORTRAIT"
from which the cover appearing on THE THEATRE MAGAZINE for July
was made, and a small fac-simile of which appears above.

Renewer.

SIZE OF PORTRAIT
It is exportrait including the mount is 18 inches high and 14 inches wide.
ecuted in 14 colors and is not the usual cheap process work, but a genuine lithograph (or
printed from stones), the most costly but the only completely satisfactory method of reproducing colors. All the flesh tints and the beautiful coloring blended by the artist into his
background are perfectly reproduced, and the likeness to Mr. Jefferson is startling.
The great actor seems to be close at hand smiling at you in the old familiar manner.
It is a beautiful piece of art work and a fitting souvenir of the great comedian.
Suitably
framed, it will be an acquisition to any room.

The

IT

and smooth.

THIS OFFER MEANS
address during four consecutive months THE THEATRE
MAGAZINE, the most beautiful and complete pictorial periodical devoted to the stage, its interests and people ever produced. Each issue contains nearly one hundred pictures
scenes from all the New York successes and many new and
large portraits of the leading actors and actresses of the hour,
besides an abundance of entertaining and instructive reading
matter. If you are fond of theatregoing you cannot afford
Iis able
not to see THE THEATRE MAGAZINE each month.
criticisms, its Chats with Players, and other articles have
made it the most popular theatrical publication in the country.
It costs 25 cents a copy or $3 a year. We want you to become
acquainted with it, so are willing to send you a trial four
months' subscription for $r, and with this you get free a
beautiful colored portrait of Joseph Jefferson that you will
prize among your valuable possessions.

SEND AT ONCE. THIS OFFER ONLY GOOD UNTIL JULY
26

BUCKINOHAM'S DTE.

brown or a

soft black.

It colors Instantly a rich
Co., Nashua, N. H.

R. P. Hall

A

West

33rd Street,

in

Summertime means

freedom from Prickly
Heat, Chafing and

Sunburn.

You send us $1 and you receive not only a large, magnificent portrait in colors, most exquisitely executed and
mounted ready for framing, but you also receive at your

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE,

Sold for sixty years.

For the whiskers and moustache we make a Dye known
as

Luck

person who will send us a four months' trial subscription to THE THEATRE
MAGAZINE (costing $ 1 ) we will sead free a copy of this splendid portrait, provided 10
cents accompanies your order (for postage). THE PRICE OF THE PICTURE ALONE is fi.

FAC-SIMILE OF OUR COVER

Hair

restores color

Fisherman's

To any

WHAT

Always

The hair grows
to gray hair.
rapidly, stops coming out, does
not split at the ends, keeps soft

COSTS YOU NOTHING

REALIZE

Sicilian

Hall's Vegetable

30.

MENNEN'S
Borated Talcum

TOILET

POWDER
always brings immediate relief. Be
sure that you get
the original.
For sale everywhere
or by mail, 25 cents.

Sample

free.

*

Gerhard Mention Co.

Newark, N.

J.

i

Address

NEW YORK

CITY

TOTING IK SIGHT

For Bathing and Shampooing

PACKER'S

TAK SOAP
PURE AS THE PINES
Purifies the pores,

maKes

UNDERWOOD
5Y5TEM.
15 minutes
or each hour lifting a heavy
carriage

Stop losino

the

skin soft and smooth, and

improves the complexion.
A LATHER-LUXURY
Our

RWOOD
SAVES
TIME
Try It

You Win Be
Convinced

"The Value o( Systematic Shampooing," sent free. Address
The Pacher Mfg. Co. (Suite 87 V 81 Fulton
New York

leaflet.

)
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Queries Answered

Has a souvenir book of "The Virginian"
Q.
Juliet.
A.
Write Kirke La Shelle, Knickerbocker
What play will Dustin Farnum
Theatre, this city.
Q.
have next year?
A. He will continue in "The VirA.
See answer to J. H.
ginian."
Q. Is he married?
N. B., Hartford, Conn. Q. Will you print scenes
from "Merely Mary Ann" and "Polly Primrose"? A.
Is William Gillette
See our January, 1904, issue.
Q.
booked for Hartford? A. Has sailed for England. Q.
Where can I address a letter to H. Reeves Smith? A.
Care of Players' Club, Gramercy Park, this city. Q. In
what did Eleanor Robson play before "Merely Mary
Ann" ? A. "Moths," Daniel Frawley Stock Company
in San Francisco, in "Men and Women," stock company
Denver, in Arizona, "In a Balcony/' "Unleavened
been issued?

THE JOY^ PERFECT HEALTH
Makes

life

A bracing breeze
delight.
not equal a "nip" of

does

a

Bitters.

Boonekamp

Underberg

Braces the nerves and appetite.
Constant use,
No sideconstant pleasure, constant health.
board, locker or valise complete without
Enjoyable

as

a

and

cocktail

6,ooo,oco bottles imported
to the United States.

At

all Hotels, Clubs and Restaurants, or by
the bottle at IVine Merchants and Grocers

11.

Underberg Albrecht, Rheinberg, Germany, since

1846.

LUYT1ES BROTHERS, New York, General Agents

in

Maude

B.,

Coloring:

For Gray or Bleached Hair

Any shade, from BLACK to the lightest ASH BLOND, produced. Colors are
durable, natural and UNAFFECTED BY BATHS or SHAMPOOING.
Its application cannot be detected, is ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS, permits curling and makes
the hair soft and glossy.

APPLICATION PARLORS AND SALESROOMS

We

A.

1902,

11 West 30th Street, Near fifth Avenue, New York
MADE A

SPECIALTY, and

the injurious

Correspondence Confidential

a superior preparation which thoroughly
.,

iZl

OC/
\*f

i
i
j
rt
cleanses
the scalp
and, removes dandruff
without making th.e t^air dry or brittle.

W
^

ot

your Hair Colored Free

Carpine Shampoo, 25 cents the Bottle.

IT DOES

prevents l/?e formatiou of dandtuff, keeps
the scalp in an aseptic condition, invigorates , h rools of
f,^ preven ,'s it rom

f

falling

out,

,^

and promotes

f

the gtouilh.

Carpine Hair Tonic, 50 cents and $1.00 the Bottle.

NOT DISCOLOR, tfO/t- MAKE THE HAIR* GREASY

mer
build

Hair Tonic is filocarpine, tye active
a
drug extensively used by trie native women of
principle of Jaborandi;
Brazil, who are noted for tfyeir luxuriant growth of hair.

The

chief ingredient of Carpine

For sale by

WHEN

Q.

Will

leading druggists.

published pictures of the principals in the May,

issue.

J.

m

Simple

HAIR, TONIC
is

York.

W., Buffalo. Q. Who played Charles I. in
Henrietta Crosman's production of "Mistress Nell" in
A.
Paul Gilmore.
Who played Orlando in
Q.
1901?
Miss Crosman's revival of "As You Like It" in 1902?
A. Frederick Lewis.
Who played the following
Q.
the Herald Square
parts in "Quo Vadis" respectively
production and the Whitney production at the New York
Theatre in 1 900 ? A.
Petronius
(Arthur Forrest)
(E. J. Morgan)
Vinicius
(John Blair)
(Joseph Haworth)
Fernandez)
(Roselle Knot)
(Bijou
Lygia
Eunice
(Maude Fealy)
(Grayce Scott)
Nero
(Robert Fischer)
(Edmund Lyons)
(Minnie Monck)
(Alice Fischer)
Poppoea
Chilo Chilonides. .(Frank J. Currier)
(Horace Lewis)
C. A. C., Troy.
Q. When did you publish pictures
"Isle of Spice" and "The Maid
of "Piff, Paff, Pouf,
and the Mummy"? A. Mav and September, 1904. QAre these plays booked for Troy? A. It is very doubtful if any of these companies will visit Troy again this
season, as the time has come for all to close their tour.
Is Julia Marlowe of English
E. B. L., Yonkers.
Q.
or American birth?
A. She was born in England in
1870, left England when a child, made her debut as a
star uader R. E. Miles' management, season 1877, at
Xew London, Conn., as Parthenia in "Ingomar." Q.
Can I secure a copy of "Ingomar" ? A. Yes, at S.
Have
French & Sons, 24 West 22d Street, city.
Q.
souvenir books been published of the three Shakespearian
plays produced this season by Miss Marlowe and E. H.
A. Write to Charles Frohman, manager EmSpthern ?
pire Theatre, this city.
H. D., New York. Q. Is a Mary Mannering edition
Wilt you
of "Nancy Stair" published?
A.
No.
Q.
publish an interview with Mary Mannering and James
K. Hackett?
A.
See our issue for July, 1902.
Is the report true that
S. M. H., New York.
Q.
A.
Miss BarryEthel Barrymore has consumption?
more is in very delicate health and will spend the sumF.

effects of

Skilled Attendants

San Francisco.

New

line of the theatrical career of

HAIR REGENERATOR

the only establishment In the world where HAIR COLORING IS
OBJECTIONABLE DYES or BLEACHING are rectified.

Pacific

See answer to J. H.
you give a brief outWilliam B. Mack? A.
William B. Mack was with Clay Clement's company in
"The New Dominion" and "A Southern Gentleman"
then with Walter Whiteside's company.
He joined Mrs.
Fiske in 1902 to play in ".Mary of "Magdala," then in
"Hedda Gabler" and "Leah Kleschna."
A. T., Cleveland, O. Q. Will you publish a picture
of Percy Haswell and \\ illiam Farnum ?
A. We published pictures of Miss Haswell in our issues for May,
and
December, 1903,
June, 1905.
A Reader, \viedford, Md. y. Will you publish picA. We
tures of Agnes Cain Brown and Elsie Jams ?
cannot say.
La.
Will
C. A. C., New Orleans,
Q.
you publish
pictures of the people who played in "Romeo and Juliet"
with Kyrle Bellew and Eleanor Robson a few years ago?

IMPERIAL

Is

engagement on the

issue.

Schram,

This

professional

London

1905, issue.
L. P. N., Troy, N. Y.
Q. Will you publish scenes
from "Raffles" ? A. See issue for November, 1903.
Have you published anyC. M. B., Pittsburg, Pa.
Q.
A. See our November, 1904,
thing about Annie Irish?

THIS TRADE MARK is known from one end of the civilized world to the other.
It will be found on the toilet tables of the royalty and nobility of Europe and
the fashionable woman of America. It is the emblem of genuineness on every
package of the

The Standard Hair

first

In what is Maud Fealy now playing? A.
as leading woman with Sir Henry Irving.
H. W-, Chicago, 111. Q. With what company is Mrs.
Dustin Farnum? A. See answer to J. H. Q. Was Mr.
Ross prominent before he appeared in "Checkers"? A.
"Checkers" was the first time he came into prominence.
V. R.
When did vou publish scenes from "Nancy
Q.
Stair" and "Mile. Marni"? A.
April, 1905, issue.
Q.
Will you publish pictures of Buster Brown, Isadore Rush
A. For Buster Brown see our
and Bettina Girard?
the others later, perhaps.
March, 1905, issue;
Q.
Where are Helen Lord, Greta Risley, Carolyn Huestis,
Jeanette Lo\vrie, Gretchen Lyons, Marion Field, Anna
A.
It is impossible
Stanton and Effie Ellsler playing?
for us to locate them, except Effie Ellsler, who is at
Next season she will star
present residing in this city.
in "Hazel Kirke."
Is the American School
B. fc. *\., Grand Rapids.
Q.
of Playwriting conducted by \V. T. Price considered an
ot
worth and merit?
A. The technical
institution
knowledge taught there is invaluable to the beginner.
We recommend Mr. Price and his work most highly.
S.
A. C., Hutchinson, Kan. Q. Will you publish
scenes from "She Stoops to Conquer?"
A. See June,
Coast.

Now

fcr you.

better

her
Q.

played

it.

in Germany
up.

at

a health

resort,

in

an endeavor

to

Is Dustin Farnum going to apQ.
A. He will
pear in New York again in another play?
play "The Virginian" next season.
Where is the "Hoosier
E. M. P., Columbus, O.
Q.
A. The company has closed.
Girl" Company?
Q.
Where is 'Thp Silver S'inper" Co'mpany? A. It has
Will vou publish a picture of Ethel Barryclosed.
Q.
A.
See our
more, Maxine Elliott and Kyrle Bellew?
issues for December, 1904, April, 1905, and June. 1905.
Is it true that Clara Morris
L. H., Waltham.
Q.
has signed a contract to appear in vaudeville for ten
A.
weeks, under the management of Robert Grau?
Miss Morris has entered vaudeville for the second time.

"Actor Fiend."
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She first appeared in vaudeville in Philadelphia May
She reappeared
at
Gilmore's Auditorium.
1897,
vaudeville at the Colonial Theatre this city, May I.
McAllister
is
Paul
Where
playing?
F. A. G.
Q.

10,

in

A.

With Margaret Anglin Company.
M. O,. What are Malcolm Williams' and Horencc
A.
Managing a stock
plans for the summer?
Q.
company in Worcester, Mass., for the summer.
A. He will
Win-re will Edwin Arden piay this year?
What is his present address?
not act this summer.
Q.

Sterilized

L.

Reed's

Will isabclle Evesson
See answer to "E. L."
Uremain during the summer at Proctor's Fifth Avenue
A. We think so.
Stock Company?
with
interviews
Odette.
you published
Q. Have
William Gillette, Kyrle Bellew, Robert Edeson and
Bellew
A.
Eleanor Kobson?
(June, 1902) and
Kyrle
For Eleanor Robson,
Robert Edeson (December, 1902).
the
name of a poem
What
is
issue.
see our July
Q.
by Brooke that refers to Shakespeare's tragedy "Romeo
Can you give
know.
do
not
A.
We
and Juliet"?
Q.
me the titles of a few good books that will help a student
of
Read
all
A.
of the drama?
Shakespeare. Price's
"Technique of the Drama," and all the standard and

A.

classic

plays.

Where can

Q.
^.

I

such

plays

get

"Frou-Frou,"

as

Every bottle of Schlitz beer
is

sterilized after

it is

Mrs. Tanquery," "The Christian," "The Sacrament of Judas," and "Merely Mary
Ann"? A. Some of the plays mentioned are private

"Ma
..lagda," "The Second

Others you
and have never been published.
from Samuel French & Sons, 24 West 22d
Amerof
some
the
names
What
are
good
Q.
ican and English magazines that deal with the stage and
A. Read THE THEATRE
its -people, and are illustrated?
MAGAZINE; it's all you need.
Rex, Paterson, N. J. Q. Is Maude Adams* autograph
Was Clara Bloodgood
A. Not for sale.
Q.
printed?
going to take the part of Miss Neville in "She Stoops
A- Not that we know of. Q. Is Maxine
to Conquer"?
A.
Not this summer.
Elliott coming to New York?
\Vill Arnold Daly play in "You Never Can Tell"
Q,
A. Not this season,
at the
Harlem Opera House?
p.- If an actor or actress cannot appear and an understudy takes the place, is it mentioned on the program?
A. Seldom, if ever.
What is the address of
R. F.. St. Louis, Mo.
Q.
Ned Weybourn? A. Amsterdam Theatre, 42d Street,

sealed.

property

can

get

The

Street.

this

takes

process

minutes; the cost

But the

result

enormous.

is

a

is

ninety

germless

city.

will you publish a short sketch of the

Q.

jr

jr.

life

Hofmann? A. Born in Poland, about 27 years
Came to America when he was nine years old,
ago.
and made a sensation. Q. Where was Guy Bates Post

of Josef

Q. In what did he play
Mrs. James Brown Potterbefore "The Virginian"? A.
Bellew combination, Daly's Theatre, this city, Otis Skin
Henderson Stock Company,
Marie Wainwright;
ner;
in Chicago;
"The Virginian"; and Major Andre.
J. H.
Q. Was Dustin Farn urn's wife on the stage?
His wife -Gertrude Muir was on the stage until a
A.
few months ago. Illness compelled her to retire. Q.
When and where was he born? A. In the West. Q.
When and in what did he first appear ? A. He first
appeared on the stage with a repertoire company through
Canada. Then went with "A Hoop of Gold," Margaret
That was his first
Mather's "Cymbeline" Company.
Then with Blanche Walsh, Chaunregular engagement.
and
"The
Virginian."
cey Olcott, "Arizona"
Kate Branham. When we said that Marguerite Sylva
She returned
was in Nice, the lady was then abroad.
After a short engageto America only two weeks ago.
ment in vaudeville, she will spend the summer at Lake
She returns to Paris and London in
Mahopac, N. Y.
the t all to study grand opera.
A Constant Reader, Natchez, Miss. Q. What is May
A. We do not know if
Mackenzie's husband's name?
To what managers should a person
she is married.
Q.
A.
in search of a musical comedy engagement apply?
Henry Savage, Nixon and Zimmerman. F. C. Whitney,
Shubcrt Bros., Fisher and Riley.
Will you publish
Q.
A.
See our August, 1904,
pictures of Miss Templeton ?

Kansas

A.

born?

City,

beer- -a beer that doesn't

fer-

Mo.

ment on the stomach- -a beer

-

that

preserves

its

quality-

-a

beer absolutely
Ask for the Brewery

Bottling.

See that the cork or cro-wn

is

branded

pure.

issue.

Los Angeles. Q. Has Melbourne MacDowell the sole
A.
He acquired the rights
rights for the Sardou plays?
to the Sardou plays through his late wife, Fanny Davenport, who purchased them from Sardou, but we are told
that he has, since Miss Davenport's death, disposed of
his rights.
What is his birthplace and full name?
Q.
He was at one
do not know his birthplace.
A.
That is his
lime a second mate on an Atlantic coaster.
a
of him?
Will
name.
publish
picture
right
Q.
you

We

A.

Perhaps.

F.
Tell,"

McC. Denver, Colo. Q. Will "You Never Can
"When We Dead Awake," "Mrs. Leffingwell's

Boots" and Sothern and Marlowe in "Romeo and Juliet,"
It is possible that the Sothernbe here this season? A.
in your city on its way
The other productions will
Have you published
Q.

Marlowe combination may stop
East from the Pacific Coast.
shortly close for the season.
pictures of "Nancy Stair"?

See

A.

our

April,

1905,

issue.

When does Fritzi Scheff's
Colorado.
Q.
do not know. Q.
London engagement begin? A.
Have you had an interview with her? A. No. Q. Is
she an American? A.
No, German by birth.
H. S. H. Q. When did you publish criticisms of
"The Music Master," "The Virginian" and "The School
for Husbands"?
A. November, 1904, February, 1904,
D.

F.

A.,

We

and May, 1905.
S. L.. Kansas
Georgia

C.

-Q.

Citv.

A.-

See answer to

Has Dustin

Farnum

a

J.

December

18,

Haverly's Fourteenth

Standard

and
i8?fi,
St. Theatre,

(now Manhattan)

May

May
Nov.
6,

able

enat the close

At
14,
1883.
at thr
13, 1883;
at Academy

1889;

of Music, September 5, 1892. and had 306 consecutive
Also at the Academy of Music, August
performance*.
14,

The

Sixty-fifth

has been accepted and

H.

1

House

Wines from the Brotherhood Vineyard are

summer

A. He does not play anywhere
of his present company.
Susie.
A.
See answer to Georgia C.
W. A. E.. Los Angeles. Cal. Q. Are there any dramatic agencies in Chicago? A,
A. Milo Bennett; Henderson's Exchange, 67 South Clark Street;
Hart Con202
Boulevard.
Michigan
way's College,
Q. Can a position on the stage be bought?
A.
No reputable person
will obtain yon such a nosition.
Is Chicago a good
Q.
A.
place to start in?
Chicago is as good a city as any.
What
arr
the
names
of
the
stock
Q.
companies in ChiA. --Chicago has no first-class stock company excago?
cept the Columbus Theatre.
W. L. P. Q. When was "The Black Crook" produreH at Nihlo's Garden ?
A.
September 12. 1866. Q
How long did it run? A. "The Black Crook" had
175 performances on its first run (at Niblo's) ending
January 4, 1868. Revived Dec. 12, 1870, and withdrawn
after April 8, 1871
102 nights and 20 matinees.
A
third revival occurred Dec. 18. 1871, and had $7 performances.
Again revived August 8, 1871. having hail
1 20
performances.
Revived March 7, 1 883.
Revived
March 29, 1886. Was given at the Grand Opera House
this city November 23, 1874, again at the Grand Open

gagement?

he Beer
That Made Milwaukee famous.

work

of reference.

List of the Brotherhood Wine Co.,
used by all the leading wine journals as a valuThe Fiftieth
It is concise and comprehensive.

Annual Price
is

edition in large pamphlet form

now

ready.

If

you would

like to read

send your name on a postal card.

BROTHERHOOD WINE

CELLARS
Waahlngtonvllle, N. Y.

Spring a.nd Washington

Sts..

New York

CO.

City

RED TOP RYE
AMERICAS FINEST WHISKEY

FERDINAND WESTHEIMER
CINCINNATI. O.

SONS
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to
up NEW

1893.

WHEN
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F. M., Manhattan.
Who is the dramatic editor
Q.
of the Brooklyn Eagle ?
A. Mr. H. Orrasbee.
E. W., New York City.
What is the address of
Q.
Frances Knight?
What is
A.
do not know.
Q.
the stage name of the wife of William J. Kelly, leading
man at Proctor's i25th Street Theatre? A. He is not
married.
Rex, Paterson, N. J. Q. What is Mabel Taliaferro's

We

summer address?

Miss M'Coy, now
" Earl

the

in

appearing

A. This city.
Q. Where can I buy
genuine autographs of actors and actresses who will not
them
?
A.
There is no such place that we
give
away
know of. Q. Will actors or actresses give away their
photographs upon request? A. Not to a stranger. Q.
When will Maxine Elliott return to New York? A.
Late in the fall.
Will she stay in England through
Q,
this summer ?
A.
Yes.
Q. What are the summer addresses of the following?
Maude Adams (A. London,
England, this summer)
Dorothy Donnelly (A. GreenEthel Barrymore (A. German health rewich, Conn.)
Mrs. Patrick Campbell (A. Sailed for England,
sort)
Mrs. Leslie Carter (A. Shelter Island)
May 10)
E.
H. Sothern (A.
Kyrle Bellew (A. England)
Long Island Sound); Arthur Byron (A. Long Branch).
I.
F. A., Taunton, Mass.
Have
Q.
you published a
picture of Grace Van Studdiford and scenes from "The
Red Feather"? A. Grace Van Studdiford, June, 1903.
What is Grace Van Studdiford going to play in
Q.
next season?
A. It has not been announced.
Q.
What is the name of the wife of Dustin Farnum? A.
See answer to J. H.
Reader. Q.
What is Maude Adams going to play
next year?
A.
Barrie's new play, "Peter Pan."
Q.
What has been her greatest success? A. Probably "The
Little Minister."
Who is the most popular actress
Q.
in America ?
A. -It is entirely a matter of opinion.
When will Maude Adams play in New York again?
Q.
A.
She plays at the Empire in September.
She will
visit Mr. and Mrs. James Barrie in England this summer.
Have you published any scenes from Miss Adams'
Q.
Have
production of "Romeo and Juliet"? A. No.
O,.
you her picture in "The Pretty Sister of Jose"? A.
See our January, 1904, issue.
Devoted Admirer, Asbury Park, N. J. Q. When and
where does the Marlowe and Sothern season close? A.
When was Miss
June 24, at Wheeling, W. Va.
Q.
Marlowe born ? A. In the Lake District of England
in Cumberlandshire, eight miles from Keswick, in the
Will you pubvillage of Calbeck, August 17, 1870.
Q.
lish pictures of her as Ophelia and Beatrice?
A. Per;

;

and

;

the

Girl,"

says

:

;

;

;

"

use

I

a

Bristol

Rod on

and
::

Stage."

::

Steel

off
::

the
::

WHEREVER YOU PISH
WHATEVER YOU PISH POR
STEEL FISHING RODS
will

"'Bristol' Quality has a

^

ITI? IT IT

*\ *'"'

you perfect satisfaction.
They are light,
and quick handling, not clumsy or easily broken.

give

flexible

New England

haps.
G. V.

In what number is the
Q.
Mobile, Ala.
A.
John Drew and his daughter?
March,
With what company is Alexander Von Mitzel?
A. He is at Dayton, Ohio, in the summer stock comWhen did you have pictures of Eleanor
Q.
pany.
Barry, Harrison Hunter, W. H. Crompton and E. H.

conscience behind

handsomely illustrated "Bristol" catalogue
add to the pleasant anticipations of your

it."

"A

Lucky Strike"
1905 fishing trip.

CO., 53 Morton Street, Bristol, Conn., V. S. A.

L.,

of
Q.

photo
1904.

Sothern as Romeo?
A. Sothern, April, 1905.
M. F. _B. Q. Will
rint an article about "The
.._____
you print
Truth about
out Going
Goin
in the Chorus"
A.
horus"??
We may do
._

so

will

THE HOR.TON MFG.

::

f

at

_

_

some future

time.

Providence Theatregoer. Q. Will you publish photographs of the Albee Stock Company of Providence and
the Alcazar Theatre Stock Company, of San Francisco?
A. Perhaps.
Have you published photographs of
Q.
Malcolm Williams or Francis Byrne? A. Not yet. Q.
Where is Francis Byrne playing at present? A. We
cannot tell you.
J. C. W., Brooklyn, N. Y.Q.
Where is Miss Mildred Elaine, who played Sir Dashemoff Daily in the
road company of "The Wizard of Oz"? A. We do not
know. Q. Will Mr. Sothern and Miss Marlowe present
"Macbeth" next season? A. It is not announced. Q.
Is
A.
No.
Mary Mannering booked for Brooklyn?

O. S.
Q. Did Mrs. Leslie Carter ever play "Iris"?
No.
A.
Q. Where is Miss Carrie Radcliffe?
She has retired and is living in Philadelphia. Q. Will
any THEATRE readers exchange programs with me?
Faithful Reader.
What are Edwin Arden's plans?
Q.
A.
His plans for next season are not settled.
After
his present engagement in this city he retires to his
Q. What was Drina de Wolfe's maiden
country home.
name in full? A. Drina Waters. Q. Is there another
sister, not on the stage, of Mabel and Edith Taliaferro?
A.
No.
When does Sothern-Marlowe tour close?
Q.
A.
It closes June 24 at Wheeling, W.
Va.
Bess.
Will you kindly give me the addresses of
Q.

A.

T"O

the
a

us, the

man

behind the bar a cocktail
nothing more

mixed drink

making of

Pabst

is

With

CLUB COCKTAILS

Blue Ribbon

is

as important a task as producing a fine wine.
Our formula calls for such exact proportions

Tne Beer of Quality
Produces strength, like any
good food.

of liquors that the flavor, taste and strength
of
are preserved to a

CLUB COCKTAILS

Thorough ageing makes

uniform standard.

them

perfect

COMPANY

Seven kinds Manhattan, Martini, Vermouth, Whiskey,
Holland Gin, Tom Gin and York.

G. F.

HEUBLEIN

Hartford

<H

BRO., Sole Proprietors

London

New York

X. BAZIN'S

190

WILLIAM STREET,
Telephone

:

NEW YORK

2772 John

DEPILATORY POWDER

The treatment of superfluous hair is something that requires the greatest
nicety and care. X. BAZIN'S DEPILATORY POWDER is the result of
much study of the cause of and problem of destroying these growths
without injury to the surrounding skin or leaving a scar of the slightest
is absolutely safe and
deformation. X. BAZIN'S DEPILATORY
destroys the hair without pain, a simple, dainty way of effecting a cure.
Send for our little pamphlet on the subject, "FOR BEAUTY'S SAKE."

POWDER

HALL

RUCKEL, Prop., ".rsSSSS* 215 Washington St., New York
WHEN

;

s

cy

;

m.

.

aeon

(A.
city)

;

.

ams

Closed her season
Nanette Comstock

Burbeck);

Wm. Humph-

the Audubon House)
Club, this city).
Q. Where can 1 get a

at

;

Essex Falls, N. J.
copy of "She Stoops to Conquer," and autograph pictures of the cast?
A.
Samuel French
Sons, 24 W.
2zd Street. You might address Messrs. Liebler & Co. for
the pictures, but we doubt if you will succeed.
See our
June issue. Q. When did you have pictures of Eleanor
Robson and Kyrle Bellew? A. Eleanor Robson, JanuaryF.

I.

D.,

1903, and April, 1904; Bellew, April, 1904.
Have
you published scenes of Maude Adams' production of
"L'Aiglon"? A. See our "Players' Gallery." Q. Have
you interviewed Julia Marlowe, E. H. Sothern, Eleanor
Robson and Kyrle Bellew? A. See our issues for December and March, 1903, and June, 1902. Q. Who is
considered the best actor and actress on the American
It is a matter of opinion.
stage? A.
A Subscriber, Phila, Pa. Q. Have you had an interview with Otis Skinner? A. January, 1904, issue, Q.
Will you publish photos of the Grand Opera stars and
See our issue for Degive short sketches of them? A.
Will you publish pictures of artists
cember, 1901.
Q.
off the stage?
A.
We have offn done so. See issue
for July, 1904.
Is Viola Allen married?
A. No.
Q.
M. D. M., Detroit, Mich. Q. Have you for sale a
of
D.
A.
No.
photograph
Julian
Eltinge?
Q. When
is he booked for Detroit again?
A. We do not know.
In
what
is
Elsie
A.
Q.
company
Janls playing?
"When We Were Forty-One" at the Wistaria Grove
(N. Y.) Roof Garden.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Q. Will you publish an interview
with Ethel Barrymore?
A.
See November, 1902, issue.
How
much
are
back numbers of THE THEATRE?
Q.

June,

THE EMPIRE STATE ENGRAVING

beyond compare.

,

Mildred Holland
Club, city)
April 30, and is now in this
She
is
the
wife of Frank
(A.
Resides in this city,
reys (A.
H. Reeves Smith (A. Lamb's

_

A.
(1901) $1.50;
(1902) 75 cents;
(1903) 50 cents;
(1904) 35 cents;
(1905) 25 cents.
E. H., Lynn, Mass.
Q. Have you pictures of Sidney
Ainsworth and Mary Boland for sale? A. No.
B. B., Chicago, 111.
Have you published pictures
Q.
of Ada Rehan?
A.
See February, April, 1904; and
July, 1905, issues.
Q. Will you include Ada Rehan in
A.
Perhaps.
your "Chats with Playeis?"
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A. M. Z., Chicago, 111. Q. Have you published the
Ethel Barrymore in "Carrots" (A.
following pictures:
November, 1902), in "Cousin Kate" (A. December,
1903), E. H. Sothern in "If I Were King" (A.
November and December, 1901), Maude Adams in "QualStreet"
ity
(November, 1901), in "I-'Aiglon" (A.
1'laycr's Gallery and July, 1901), Mrs. Kiske in "Tess"
(A. June, 1903), in "Becky Sharp" (A.
September,
1904).
C. M. B., Washington, D.
Q.
Will you publish
a picture of Lillian Lawrence and White
Whittlesey?
A.
See our February, 1903, and November, 1901, is-

VII

C

sues.
J. H., Cincinnati, O.
Q. At what date did an international dramatic copyright law between France and
the U. S. go into effect?
A. The provisions of an
International Copyright Law go into effect under proclamation of the President when lie has made a special
agreement with another country, or when he is satisforeign nation permits citizens of the
ried_ that^ such
United States of America the benefit of copyright on
the same basis as its own citizens.
The President's
proclamation for various countries have been as follows:
Belgium, France, Great Britain, her possessions, and
Switzerland, July i, 1891;
Germany, April 15, 1892'
Italy, Oct. 30, 1892;
Denmark, May 8, 1893; Portugal
June 20, 1893; Spain, July 10, 1895; Mexico, Feb 27,
1896; Chili, May 25, 1896; Costa Rica, Oct. 19, 1899;
Netherlands and possessions, Nov. 20, 1899; Cuba Nov
17.
1903L. C. M.
Will you publish a picture of Frank
Q.
Gheen?
A. Perhaps.
Q. How can I get a photo-

graph of him?

A.

Broadway,

city.

this

Calvin, Chicago,
following pictures?

Write to Charles L. Ritzmann, 1169

III.

When

Q.

did

you publish the

Richard Mansfield in "Old Heidelyet), E. H. Sothern in "The Proud

burg" ^(A. Not
Prince
(A.
November,

1903), Maude Adams in "The
Pretty Sister of Jose" (A. January, 1904).
R. B. M., Sacramento, Cal.
Will you publish a
Q.
picture of Chauncc-y Olcott ana scenes from "A Romance of Athlone"?
A.
have published several
pictures of Chauncey Olcott.
Is Guy Bates Post the leading man
Chicago, 111.
Q.
in "The Heir to the Hoorah"?
A. Yes.
Q. Have

We

at

will instantly

^

allay the irritation

and subdue the inflammation caused by

Sunburn, Poison Oak, Prickly Heat, Water Blisters, Nettle Rash,
Sea Nettles, Red Bugs, flosquitoes, Sand Flies, Deer Flies, etc.

A prominent American physician states: "We have

in

HYDROZONE

an ex-

ceptionally successful remedy for the relief of Rhus (Poison Ivy) poisoning, a single
It should be applied
application being sufficient to convince the most skeptical.
freely, at intervals of two to four hours.
Usually in less than twenty-four hours
the inflammation will be fully under control."
Preparations bearing similar names are concoctions containing
only water, oil of vitriol, sulphurous acid and inert impurities.
Nascent Oxygen (near to the condition of Ozone) is the only healing

HYDROZONE.

agent contained in
The label of every bottle bears my signature
Sold by

all

Write Legibly.
:

leading druggists.

A FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
most

should prove to the
ties of

skeptical the healing proper-

%?$*''**********

Hydrozone.

Mail coupon, naming your druggist, to

CHARLES MARCH AND, 57 Prince

New

York City.
Street,
Requests unaccompanied by coupon will be ignored,
free trial bottle to each family.

Only one

this office.
111.
When was the first numQ.
HE THEATRE published? A. May, 1901. Q.
aJ the back numbers?
A.
Yes.
See

Jonathan, Chicago,
ber of

Can

I

secure

1

answer to Buffalo, N. Y.
M. I. M., Germantown, Pa. Q. Will you publish a
picture (in colors) of Ethel Barrymore as Sunday?
A
Perhaps.

A.

K.

M.,

Adams summer

New

Haven,

address?

Ct.

Q.

What

is

Maude

Lake Ronkonkoma, Long
summer.
La.
Will you
Q.
publish a picture of Ame.ia Bingham and Doris Keene?
A. See our April and May issues.
K. L. H., St. Paul, Minn.
Where can I obtain
Q.
She goes

Island.

Constant

to

Reader,

A.

London

New

The Equitable
Life Assurance Society of the United States

this

Orleans,

a steel etching of the picture of Robert Mantell as Hamwhich appeared in your January issue?
let,
A.
doubt whether it is to be had.
From whom can 1
Q.
purchase a steel etching of Booth as Hamlet and Barret
as Cassius?
A.
Write to Anderson Auction Co., 5
West zgth St.
J. E. T., Salt Lake City, Utah.
What are the
Q.
prices of your photographs of leading American actresses?
A. 35 cents apiece.
D. Ii., Omaha, Neb. Q.
Can original pictures of actresses or actors be bought from Sarony,
Byron and
I'alk.'
A.
Yes.
I. A., New Orleans, La.
Will you have a picture
Q.
of Amelia Bingham (frontispiece), and also a
picture

120

We

of Doris
"

Keene

in

"The Other Girl"?

Constant Reader."

ew

A.

See answer

HENRY

HYDE, Founder

JAMES W. ALEXANDER

JAMES

President

H.

HYDE

Vice-Presidcnt

to

First

A

Haddon Chambers.

FIRST
FIRST
FIRST

in

Amount

in

Its

in

Financial Strength

$3,481,641.00
$3,742,520.00
$4,477,924.00

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

$5,682,29600

.

.

$6,001,903.00

The Equitable pays its policies more promptly than any other
company usually within twenty-four hours after proof of death.

DEATH CLAIMS PAID
In 1900
In 1901
In 1902
In 1903
In 1904

'

WHEN

Surplus over $80,000,000

DIVIDENDS PAID
In 1900
In 1901
In 1902
In 1903
In 1904

B.

H., Cincinnati, O.
Q. Is W. T. Price, who is
connected with the Fiskes. the author of "The
Technique
of the Drama"?
A.
Yes.
Can you recommend
Q.
any good books to he used as text-books for an inexperienced playwright?
A.
The book you mention is the
best.
Study also all the best plays.
C.
M., Chicago, 111. Q. When does Miss Grace
Reals, in Proctor's s8th St. Theatre, contract expire?
A. She is engaged there for the summer season
only.
A Subscriber, Springfield, 111. Q. What is the
address of the differ and the Dramatic Mirror?
A.
West
28th St. and 121 West 42d St., this city, re47
In what are Gertrude Quinlan and Lola
spectively.
Q.
I.arollette
A.
Gertrude Quinlan was last
playing?
seen in "The College Widow."

in Dividends to Policy holders
to Beneficiaries

For many years the Equitable has paid a larger amount in dividends
than any other company.

.

Providence Admirer. Q. Is Eleanor Robson the wife
Geo. Tyler?
A.
Not to our knowledge.
Q. Who
is Frank Mills, her leading man?
A.
He is an American.
He was one season the Spy in "Held by the
Enemy" under Chas. Frohman's management. He then
went to San Francisco. Returned to New York as leading man in "Men and Women."
He was next the Jack
Absolute in "The Rivals," next he appeared in "Poor
Girls in New York";
then "Sowing the Wind," etc.,
with Mrs. Fiske in "Mane Deloche," " Divorcons," "A
Doll s House," "The Light of St.
Agnes." He was then
for two years a member of the
Lyceum Theatre this
I hen with Annie Russell and "Heart of
land.
He then went to England and appeared Mary,
with
Mrs. Patrick Campbell, Forbes Robertson and
"Merely
Can not say what he will do next season.
Mary Ann.

Paid

Payments

of

J.

B.

\ork.

In what plays has William
Q.
Courtenay appeared? A. He was last in "Trilby" prior
to that of
Mrs. Lemngwen's Boots" and "Iris."
He
is
now managing a stock company in Albany, N. Y.
When have you had scenes from "Arizona" and
Q.
"Ins".'
A. "Iris," November, 1902.
Q. Is William
Courtenay still engaged to Cecilia Loftus.'
A. To our
knowledge, he never was.
Reader. Q. Does Edwin Arden own a house in
20th Street?
A. He resides in 2oth Street when in
this city.
The house belongs to his wife.
Q.
Why
has he left Proctor's to go into vaudeville?
A. He left
Proctor's for two reasons:
the number of weeks
first,
he was originally engaged for had expired;
secondly,
he found the work twice a day too much for him.
Q.
Did Henry Woodruff play in "The Climbers"? A
No
A. No.
Q. Is he married?
Q. Were either of these
men in Augustin Daly's Stock Co.? A. No
Constant Reader, Brooklyn. Q. In what English or
American magazine can one get English theatrical news?
A. The London Era has more theatrical news than
any
other newspaper published in England.
What is
Q.
Marie Tempest's name?
A. Mrs. Gordon Lennox?
Q- Will she come back to New York next winter? A.
X elV. in a new P lav probably by Mrs. Robert Osborne and
iv

Li.,

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

The Equitable
both in

is

IN

THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
96% within one day
96%" within
98% within
95% within
96% within

one
one
one
one

day
day
day
day

the strongest life insurance company in the world,
of surplus and in ratio of assets to liabilities.

amount

men of character
Gage E. Tarbell, 2d

Special opportunities for

Write

to

to act as representatives.
Vice-President.
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Letters to the Editor
Our readers are
interest,

ii.vited to semi in, /or publication in this deon any theatrical topic likely to be r/ general
ointnunications should tv written on one Hue of the

letters

partment,
t

paper only and not exceed 500 words.

As

For the Connoisseur

To

are also made with PLAIN ENGLISH ENDS
Both of the Original high class blend
of Oriental Tobaccos as furnished to
the Courts of Europe
Price -A Shilling in London -A Quarter in New York

34 BAST

STREET

NEW YORK

1905.

"Romeo and

It
Juliet" in the spring of 1903.
at the time that this method was not
only inartistic but dangerous to Mercntio, since
Tybalt is supposed to deliver the fatal thrust at
the same time.
Throwing the cloak before his
eyes might cause his aim to be more deadly than

struck

If:

MILLER

me

intended.
In fact,

on the night

I

witnessed the perform

Eben Plympton, who was playing Mercutio.
was wounded in the right hand by Jonn E. Kelwho played Tybalt.
As the wounded
lerd,
Mercutio was assisted off the stage by Benvolio,
and was speaking his last lines,
noticed him look
at his right hand, and shake it slightly.
Not
ance,

Theatrical Costumers and Outfitters
NORTH

10,

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE:

of

did not originate with Mr. Sothern.
Kyrle Bellew used exactly the same "Imsines*" when he
toured the country with the all-star revival of

Established ISA

121

//ic I'.dilor

In commenting recently upon the SothernMarlowe production of "Romeo and Juiiet," you
spoke of Mr. Sothern's method of separating Mercutio and Tybalt by "shooing" them apart with his
This "business"
cloak, as being "new business."

LONDON CIGARETTES CORK TIPPED

20th

Duels

INDIANAPOLIS. June

PALL MALL
VAN HORN & SON

to Statje

STREET
PHILADELPHIA
9th

THEATRICAL COSTUMIER
1

36 North

7th Street

-

Philadelphia

I

next day did the audience learn that
sword had accidently given him a painful, though not serious, wound and that he was
shaking the blood off on the stage, lest it might
the
Kellerd's

until

'

stain his rich costume.
In the same theatre

Opera House.
Kyrle Bellew exhibit
commendable presence of mind. He was on a
Indianapolis)

(English's

once saw

1

spring tour with

Mary Mannering

in

"The Lady

Claude Melnotte, in his duel with
Lyons."
Damas, disarms the latter, but picks up his sword
and restores it to him, suggesting that they go on
with the duel.
On this occasion. Bellew was a
trifle too vigorous, for he wrenched the foil from
the band of Manias
Maclyn Arbuc'.Jc) with such
of

(

force that

it

flew to the footlights

a distance of

more

and bounded over into the
orchestra, striking the trombone player on the
fifteen

feet or

head.

One

>\v<>nl

was the only

half-amused glance after the
siT;n Bellew gave of having
noticed the accident.
There was not a moment's

--J

quick,

He laid the hilt of lii^ <>\vn sword
hesitation.
icross his arm in the approved manner and offered it to Manias, at the sortie tim.gracefully and
so as t
intimate
.skilfully changing his lines
vaguely that he would procure another weapon."
>

'

and they might continue the combat. Many in
the audience who were not familiar with the play
did not know that the loss of the sword had
caused any discomfiture to the actors.
A. F. H.

Managers as Critics
NEW YORK, May

9,

1905.

To the I'.dilor of THE THEATRE MACAZINE:
As an aspiring dramatist, who has yet to experience rejection at the hands of our theatrical
managers, simply because his plays have not been
offered to any of them, I want to thank Mr. Edward Kales Co\vard lor the derided note of encouragement in his article in the May issue ot
your magazine.
Truly, we cannot blame the
managers. It is "business" not to buy a failure.
But we could wish that those elected to pass on
the merits of a play had what might be termed
"intuitive dramatic perception."
In this, judging
from your article, they have teen lamentably
Business judgment is good.
But every
lacking.
man should be qualified for his business. Letting
The only degocid things go by is bad business.

Locke Hopactccmg
and THE SUSSEX HILLS
In the highlands of New Jersey, 1,200 feet above sea
Lackawanna level cool, dry and invigorating,
A region, 90 minutes from
New York, where you can enjoy your summer outing at
Railroad
Imoderate cost sailing, fishing, camping, outdoor sports.
;

duction left to us, then, is that the wrong men
hold the reins of the dramatic stage coach. Thchorses are all right the driver doesn't understand horses. I think dramatists can expect more
at the hands of capable actors and actresses who
have influence with managers.
As for the successes that have passed by managers most of them are not plays, but "novelties." and as "novelties" they will not survive our
days perhaps not a season.
LAWRENCE FREDERIC DEUTZMAN.

Count

;

"Mountain and Lake Resorts," a handsomely

illustrated

book

of 128 pages, will give complete
location, together with more than 176

information about hotels and boarding places, their rates and
The book also contains a fascinating love story, " A Paper Proposal." Sent on receipt of 10
cents in stamps. Address T. W. LEE, General
Passenger Agent. Lackawanna Railroad, New York City.

pictures.

WHEN

To

Tilly's Skull

NEW YORK, May 31, 1905.
THE THEATRE MAGAZINE:

the Editor of
Speaking of Macbeth's
heterophemy of "Odessa"
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I
admit the
The
"Prague."

castle,

for

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE ADVERTISER
Russian war news must have got on to

my

IX

scribal

nerves.
1 hunted up Count Tilly's tomb in the ancient
church at Ingolstadt-on-the-Danube myself. Nobody, not even the old Kirchner, had ever heard
of him.
Ingolstadt is a fine old relic, by the way.
If you stop at the Hof the zimmer-maddu-n shows
you to your chamber, takes away the candle and
And in the old mulocks you in for the night.
seum in Prague there certainly is or was when I
was there, a skull said to have belonged to Count

Grocers

HAROLD MCCHESNEV.

Tilly.

[Front

An anonymous

writer in THE THEATRE MAGAZINE has apparently solved the vexed question of
the whyness of some of our stage folk who are
admittedly poor at acting, but who have managed
to achieve large reputations.
The writer says the press agent is at the bottom of it all. The press agent has made more
stars than all the schools of acting or all the
playwrights in the country. An agent gets up a
clever story which appears in the newspapers
and causes talk about an actor or actress, and
behold! the reputation of the player is made.
Here is the press agent's list of the best stories
that have made the reputations of certain stage
folk in recent years
The Milk Bath; The Infatuation of a King;
The Fortune Won at the Races; The Divorce
(all sorts and conditions)
The Wearing of the
Hair in Such a Manner as to Raise the Question
of Whether a Music Hall Performer had Ears:
The Suit Against a Merchant
Had Exhibited in His Window Hosiery Named After a
The
The
Production;
Theft of
Society Recruit;
:

Wines,

Canned, Bottled,
Boxed,

Republican, Denver, Colo.]

thi'

LUXURIES

DELICACIES

Justice to the Press Agent

Choicest Cigars,

Preserved, Dried,

Packed

Spirits,

and
Fine Toilet Articles

to Perfection

Mark)

(Trade

To Tourists and Yachtsmen
the best of every-

for larder, locker, or steamer trunk
afloat
secure against climatic changes or breakage.

Ashore or
thing

without friends, you may live without books,
with a can-openerlive without cooks."
Let us start you right, an<l vou can eat, drink (smol-e). and be merry with the
best the world affords. Ask fur our handsome FREE catalog.

You may

live

and now

;

Who

The Hair Breadth Escape From
Death; The Fortune Won in Wall Street; The
Relative of Royalty; The Suit of a Chorus Girl
Against a Manager Alleged to Have Discharged
Her for Alleged Lack of Beauty The Strewing
of a Street With Tan Bark Because a Certain
Diamonds;

;

Was Too Nervous to Hear Street Noises,
and a thousand and one other devices.
But the unfortunate part of it all is that the
actors are never willing to give any credit to the
inventive geniuses who make fame for them.
They puff and preen and swagger about, as if
they had won all their success instead of owing
it to a hard-working and over-modest
young man
wh'i has to sit up nights thinking of tales by
which he can trap wary editors into giving his

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS WILL INTEREST YOU
Canned. Fresh, Preserved. Brandied and

Sweet Pickled.

:

I

"Ladies and gentlemen thank you kindly, but
cannot accept your plaudits. Lavish them in-

stead

was

upon this
this genius

young man

who

my

press agent.

It

invented the wonderful story
^iut my snatching a child from the path of a
K 'ay automobile it was he who gave to the
pro?, that wonderful story about my daily bath
in genuine Vermont maple syruo: and it was he
who delighted you with those picturesque narratives of my rescue of the Czar of Russia from a
Nihilist's bomb, my overthrow of a Japanese jiujitsu expert, and numerous other stories which
have swelled my box office receipts."
Manifestly, it is time to do justice to the press

Chili,

Chutney, Anchovy,

etc.

JELLIES & JAMS

VEGETABLES

Finest quality.

American, French,

in

Cans and Glass.

CHEESE

FISH
Lobsters, Salmon, GenuineRussian Caviar,
Sardines, Bcmbay Duck, Digby Chicks, etc.

MEATS

Whole Boned Chicken. Ox Tongue. Honed

Chicken and Turkey, 1'otted Meats, Game
Pies. Pate de fois Gras, etc.

Actress

"star" a column.
Manifestly, the case is one for investigation.
Instead of pothering about in beef trust and oil
trust
should set
investigations, the president
young Mr. Garfield at work investigating the infamous actors' trust that keeps down the deservAffairs should be so regulated
ing press agent.
that, when a first-night audience howls for a
star, the actor should appear, leading his press
agent by the hand. The actor should then speak
something as follows

SAUCES

FRVITS

SOUPS
Condensed and Liquid.

OLIVES
Queen, Manzanilla, Cocktail, Capimcel.

PICKLES
American, Imported. Sweet and Sour.

in Cans,
etc.

Roquefort, Gargon-

Menauta,

HAMS
Virginia, Westphalia, Yorkshire, etc.
BACON
Irish, English, etc.
TEA
Amcehat, Victoria, His Majesty, etc.
COFFEE
Cafe de Luxe, Mauna. etc.
CHOCOLATE &. COCOA
CONFECTIONS

CATSUP
Tomato. Cocktail, Walnut, Mushroom,

Camembert
zola,

Packed expressly

etc.

Our Hessengers Will Meet Steamer

or Train

to

order

i:i

scaled tins.

Going Anywhere

Telephone Connection with all stores prompt and accurate deliveries.
Gnotfs delivered freight prepaid
is given to mall orders
within 100 miles of any of our stores.
Address Mall Order Department, 135, 139 W. 42d Street, New York.
Special attention

STORES
Chambers
S7t'i

St.,

St. and

NEW YORK,

IN

W. B'way & Warren
Sixth

Avenue

St.

Avenue, Corner 42d

Fifth

I02d St.
135-139

& B'way

W. 42d

St.

St.

76th St. &
I25lh St. &

Columbus Ave.
Seventh

Ave.

BROOKLYN STORE:

1215-1219 Fulton Street
BRANCHFS Baltimore, IV'd., Newport, R. I.. Montclalr. N. J., Morrlstown, N. J., Long
Branch. N. J., Asbury Park, N. J., Yonkers, N. Y., Flushing, N. Y., Mt. Vtrnun, N. Y.,
Greenwich, Conn., Stamford, Conn.
:

;

Without him and the stage carpenter,
agent.
where would the American stage be to-day?
Toilet
There

is

greater care
In these
so much of
sary to be

no

toilet

Powder

article

in

the

should he used than a
days of imitation and

selection

toilet

of

The "Gabler tone" has been famous among
piano usersfor more than fifty years. It gives the rare
and delightful combination of sweetness with power;
a pure, silvery, singing tone under the light touc.h
a rich, full resonance in fortissimo passages. Rut
The tone of
this is not all.

which

powder.

substitution there is
inferior goods on the market that it is necescontinually on one's guard.
Highly-scented
toilet
powders are so frequent as to be a continual
source of danger.
Such inferior products will often
do a permanent injury to a delicate skin. It is far wiser
never to take chances with an unknown article.
Be
sure, rather, to insist upon a trade-marked product of
VVith toilet powder, as with most
recognized merit.
other lines of goods, it is safer to trust an old-established
Imnsc with years of experience and a reputation for
Mermen's Toilet powder is a
making only the best.
trade-marked article, which has for years been recognized by physicians as the best preparation made.
The
absolute purity of its ingredients and the exercise of
the greatest care and skill in its manufacture, have
given the product of the Mennen Co. a iiunlity of uniform excel'ence.
That is why your physician recom-

mends

The Tone That Lasts

it.

;
or your protection, Mennen's face (the trade-mark
of the Mennen Co.) is on the cover of every box of
the genuine.
All first-class dealers carry Menn^n's Toilnt Powder,
and will supply it if vou ins st
It
is supplied by the
'ii'vernment for both Army and Navy.
The fact (bat over 11,000,000 boxes were sold during
1004 is evidence of the continuing public approval of
* * *
I

:

<

GABLER
PIANOS

when new, is their tone yi ar after ycai .-.xcept that it gains in quality with rse. Age caunot make it weak or "tinny," the hardest use does not affect its richness or depth.
This is because of Gabler construction and Gabler -w >r Lilians/lip the first the most
scientific, the latter the

Send

most conscientious, ever put into a piano.

for particulars of

The Gabler Plan
an easy way to get the

ERNEST GABLER

1>

.

st

of

Purchase

piano built.

BRO., 496 East 107<h

Mennen's.

WHEN
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HOTEL
CHAMPLAI
"'

i

t-v.ausuin

'i

THE HOTEL CHAMPLAIN
air

pure, tracing, pine-laden

superb views from

door

and

life

younger

GOLF

?,

rfjiiiiM n n n n
,.

..

,.

offers its guests the

of

the

Adirondacks,

its

environment.

social

has

made

it

The

healthy out-

a favorite social center for the

set.

An

oldest in

.BB

commanding location on the
Lake Champlam, and ideal conditions of

snore of
service

i

Our

18-hole course

America

kept in

with one exception the
championship form. Pro-

fessional in charge.

BEST TURF TENNIS COURTS in New York
Splendid roads for automobiling and coaching.
Fully equipped boat, living and bathing houses and

State.

sandy beach.

HOTEL CHAMPLAIN located on the main line
of the Delaware & Hudson R.R., three miles from
is

Plattsburgh,
Pullmans.

N. Y., and

is

reached

in

Address
Descriptive booklet sent on application.
E. L.
Manager (until July 1st),
After that date,

BROWN,

through

234

HOTEL CHAMPLAIN,

Fifth

Avenue,

Clinton Co.,

HOW

IS

FOR A

New

York

N. Y.

THIS

WARM

WEATHER
BARGAIN ?
French Bone Stick Fan,

60c
This

is

Only One of Many. Send
for Catalog.

CARMELITA
220 Broadway, New York
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The Theatre Everywhere
ALBANY, N. Y.
(From Our Correspondent.)
ALBANY, N. Y., June 7. Wall Street may have its
stock season all year round, but Albany has to wait till
Along with the hurdy-gurdies and fair gradSpring.
For the past
uates conies the Summer stock company.
four seasons Wni. Courtenay has been a fixture here
and has, with his clever associates, given Albany some
The advent of this company is the
fine performances.
signal for a packed opening performance, with flowers
All the old favorites are heartily weland speeches.
comed back, while the new ones are critical'y compared
This year Mr. Courtenay has
with their predecessors.
as leading woman Miss Grace Heyer, whose picture apMiss Louise Drew, a
peared in the June Tn EATRE.
Miss Mabe! Dixey, Louis
favorite of other seasons,
Payne, Morgan Coman, Walter Walker and others conv

"A Fool and His Money,"
this strong company.
"Charley's Aunt." "The Professor's Love Story" and
"The Altar of Friendship" have been given thus far,
and the company seems to retain its strong popularity.
F. F. Proctor at his local theatre has given us the best
Summer company which has yet borne his name. With
Ernest Hastings for leading man, William Lewers for
juvenile, Herbert Ayling for characters, and the clever
Allison Skipworth for leading woman, nothing should
be lacking to continue the success which started with
"Dorothy Vernon" and "The Henrietta."
M. Reis has leased the "Empire," long a white eleMr. Reis brings a fine
phant on its manager's hands.
reputation from Troy and other cities where he manages
theatres, and will fill the stage with good attractions.
plete

"A woman
says

" but

Kipling,

A COOP SEQAR
Few

woman,"

only a

is

Rudyard

IS

ft

ladies object to a really

5flOKE!"

good segar.

WALDORF-ASTORIA SEGARS

THE

find favor in the

and best society. Manuby experts, and ripened
our immense Humidors.

most exclusive

clubs,

factured of selected leaf

BALTIMORE. MD.

in

(From Our Correspondent.)
BALTIMORE, MD., June 15. The popular season of
Spring Opera was closed at the Academy of Music
Saturday night by Grace Cameron and her company in
The performance was turned into
the "French Maid."
a tribute to Maida Snyder, the charming young Baltimade
her debut as a star several weeks
more actress who

We recommend the

products of

PARTAGAS FACTORY.
THE
FREE
A

on

Address
on application.
let of Segar Pands mailed
t Wnt
n't it 4.
a n ^tret
Co., Dipt.
F.,t i
Xtelt, N. Y.
j'ept. r.
4.1*
egar 1.0.
Waldorf-Attoria Segar

Miss Snyder occupied one of
ago at the same theatre.
the balcony boxes, and during the first act threw a
In the second act.
bouquet of roses to Miss Cameron.
after her "Dolly Dimples" song had been encored several
times, Miss Cameron stepped up to the^ footlights and
said that, as a tribute to her friend, Miss Snyder, she
would sing "My Little Maid," which is dedicated to the
young Baltimore star by the authors. As she did the
chorus formed a pretty ensemble, each carrying a picture
of Miss Snyder.
During the encore that to lowed a
magnificent bouquet of American beauty roses, tied with
long streamers of red. ribbon, and given by a number of
Johns Hopkins University students who occupied the
One ribbon
other boxes, was brought on the stage.
was weighted and thrown up to Miss Snyder, who pulled
Miss Snyder
the flowers up amid a storm of applause.
will be featured in Klaw & Erlanger's production of the
"White Cat" at the New Amsterdam Theatre, the coming

Thi

,

in Office

1

and Humidors

.

KENNETH M. WISONG.

season.

Seven

HafrGrotver
and
Sutherland
Sisters
Scalp Cleaner

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
(From Our Correspondent.)
CINCINNATI, OHIO, June 8. Cincinnati theatres have
all closed for the summer after a most satisfactory season.
Manager Havlin of the Grand, secured some of
attractions this year, and in consequence Cinwhich has long been known as a poor theatre
has
The Summer attracrepaired its reputation.
city,
tions are now in full blast, and the various parks are
the
The Cincinnati
the
crowds
from
away
city.
drawing
Zoological Gardens opened the season with a two weeks'
Italian
Band.
of
Creatore's
Ellery's Band,
engagement
with Signer Furrello, conductor, is being favorably received,
Weber's Band, with Mrs. Blanch Mehaffy, soloist, was at Chester Park for a two weeks' engagement.
The Chester Park Opera Co. open their season on June
18 with "The Belle of New York."
J. B. HALL.

the best
cinnati,

are the standard hair preparations. The hair grower possesses wonderful
It will grow bair wherever life exists at the roots.
The
vitalizing powers.
cleaner makes a delightful shampoo. It completely eradicates all danscalp
druff and scale. Try them
you will not be disappointed.
Sold by dealers everywhere.

One should
altuay-t

remember

Its the Hair- not the Hat
That makes a

woman

attractive

CLINTON, IOWA,
(From Our Correspondent.)
8.
Manager Charles

E. Dixon,
theatre, is meeting with splendid success
booking attractions for Clinton for next
Last week Mr. Dixon closed a contract with
season.
the manager of the Richard Mansfield company for a
date, and Monday he booked "The Heir to the Hoorah."
LILLIAN HULETT.

CLINTON, IOWA, June

of the Clinton
in

New York

Edited by B. O.

COLORADO SPRINGS. COLO.
(From Our Correspondent.)
Some
SPRINGS, COLO., June i.

excellent
COLORADO
companies have been playing in Colorado Springs. We
have had Chauncey Olcott, Nat Goodwin, Dustin Farnum
and other favorites. Many old-time cowboys were present to see "The Virginian," and Mr. Farnum has alMr.
ready established himself as a warm local favorite.

Goodwin
in

is

also

"An American

very popular here, and was well liked
Citizen."

HOMER

B.

THE ARENA FLOWER
MAGAZINE

SNYDER.

person interested in dramatic progress should read the series of articles
being published in this magazine, dealing with the great present-c'ay
dramatists and their work, written by Archibald Henderson, Ph.D. Those
that have already appeared are as follows:
"Arnold Daly and Bernard
Shaw: A Bit of Dramatic History," illustrated, (Nov. 1904); "Henrik Ibsen aid
Social Progress," (Jan. 1905); "Gerhart Hauptmann Social Idealist," (Mar. 1905);
"Stephen Phillips Poet and Dramatist," (May 1905).
Besides giving the best thoughts on The Drama, THE ARENA also discusses
the great questions of the day in the domains of Ethics, Education, Religion, Philosophy, Literature, Science, Art, Economics and Politics. Its papers are prepared
by the leading thinkers throughout the world.
Altogether this magazine is one of the largest and handsomest original reviews
of opinion in the English speaking world.
Don't fail to buy this magazine from your
newsdealer.
If he doesn't sell it now, get
him to order a copy for you regularly.

now

EVERY

:

DENVER., COLO.

:

(From Our Correspondent.)
DENVER, COLO., June 10. This week ends the season.
E. II. Sothern and Julia Marlowe are testing the capacity of the Broadway, while Mrs. Fiske in "Leah
The month opened
Kleschna" is at El itch's Gardens.
Nat. Goodwin
at the Broadway with "The Other Girl";
followed in the "Usurper" and revivals of "A Gilded
Fool" and "An American Citizen."
John Drew was
here the week of May i ith, in the "Duke of Killicrankie" at the Tabor Grand, Chauncey Olcott in the
"Romance of Athlone" and Florence Roberts in "Zaza,"
"Tess" and "Marta of the Lowlands" have filled the
time.
Margaret Anglin was here the first week in June.
R. J. LEACH.

EVANSVILLE.

25 cents

IND.

(From Our Correspondent.)
EVANSVILLE. Ind., June 10. The parks

are now in
full swing, and as a result of the increasing hot weather,
All the attractions at Cook's
business is very good.
The Pony track
Park continue to be well patronized.
The Giant Circle
is
daily delighting the little folks.
a
and
is
has
hit,
very popular, as 13 also
proved
Swing

WHEN

a.

copy
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the Figure Eight.
The Park Theatre is drawing large
audiences at each performance as a consequent of the
excellent bill which is being presented with weekly
Oak Summit Park has been enjoying immense
changes.
business.
The menagerie is still a drawing card, while
the School of Mines and Riding Gallery are proving
themselves favorites in the amusement line. The theatre
is one of the finest in
Indiana and the weekly bills
ROBERT L. ODELL.
presented here are unsurpassed.

Mclnnerney's
Theatrical

Cold Cream
There are many Cold Cream Preparations on the
market today. Some are GOOD others are BETTER
but Mclnnerney's is BEST.
The ingredients of Mclnnerney's Cold Cream are
pure and harmless, and when you once use this prep
aration you will want no other.
Other good qualities in its favor are its delicate perfume, smooth whiteness and cooling properties. And
does not cost as
preparations.

it

much

as

59c

many

FRESNO, CAL.

Youmans Straw Hats are
distinguished by the same
unerring; style that marks
the Youmans Derby.

(From Our Correspondent.)
FRESNO, CAL., June 5. Margaret Anglin, supported by
an excellent company, made her second appearance here

Hohemian

in the role of "Zira" and pleased an appreciative audience.
Barney Bernard, the wonderful Hebrew impersonator, was here, presenting "The Financier" to a good

house.
Manager Barton announces an engagement with
It was hoped that Sothern and Marlowe
John Drew.
would be persuaded to come to Fresno, but their bookE. R. VAN BUREN.
ings would not permit.

GRAND RAPIDS,

SIEGE

June

KEY-

Ladies' Department
536 Fifth Avenue

new

ALLEN'S FOOT-EASE
Shake Into Your Shoes

theatre.

It

is

It cures Miami, swollen,
muting,
nervous feet, and iimtuntly takes the stint' out
of corns and bunions. It's llie greatest
roinfort dl BOOT cry of the
Allen's
I 'oot= Ease makes tight-Kttin or new shoew feel
easy. It is a certain cure for ingrown g nail*,
sweating, callous and hot. tired, aching fpet.
We have over 30,000 testimonials.
IT
Sold by nil Druggists and Slu-e
Stores, 2Sc. Do not arrept any sulnstitute. Sent by nun for 26c. in stamps.

a.

(

for

BEAUTY HINTS.
The daily use of Creme Simon, in the right way, will
insure the softest and whitest of hands.
Upon retiring thoroughly cleanse the hands with Creme
Simon Soap and lukewarm water, remov'^g any stains with
lemon juice or, better still, thrust the finger into a
half lemnn for a few minutes, which will remove any disa little

colorations about the nails.

well into the

it

will satisfy

sample can be secured for 10
L. WALLAU, 2 Stone St.,

MR. GEORGE

NEW YORK

course of acting.

MEYER

illustrated prospectus.
&. CO., 26 West 33rd Street. New

York

BROS.

City.

Ladies* Hairdresser

26 W. 33rd St.. New York
ORIGINATOR AND ONLY MAKER OF THE

INNOVATION COIFFURE
adjustable front piece so scientifically

made

that

it is

impossible for any one to detect. Extremely light in weight.
Made of natural loose, wavy hair and will cover almost
thr^e-quarters of the head. Indispensable for summer.

Examination

invited.

Send for illustrated

Marcel Waving, Shampooing:, Facial Massage,

Sold by
Be sure

and ask for "Mrs. Winslow*s Soothing Syrup,"
and take no other kind. Twenty-five cts. a bottle.

WIS.

(From Our Correspondent.)
MILWAUKEE, Wis., June 10. Milwaukee has had some
excellent companies here during the past month.

There
was Joe Weber's Stock Company, Richard Mansfield and
company, Richard Carle in "The Mayor of Tokio,"
a new musical farce, and E. H. Sothern and Julia Marlowe in Shakespearian drama.
The new Thanhauser
Stock Co. includes many players well known on the
Rialto:
Comre Caldera, leading man, Evelyn Vaughn,
leading woman, and David M. Hartford, Sheldon Lewis,
DeWitt Jennings, Joseph Daley, A. H. Van Buren and
Grace Rauworth. They will open the Academy of Music
about July 10 for a long run of stock work.
Oscar F. Miller, manager of the Alhambra theatre,
and one of the best known theatrical men in the West,
died at hi? home in this city on June i. * Mr. Miller
had many friends all over the country who will feel his
C. W. HEAFFORD.
loss.
his

ini" in a

practically

new

theatre.

After 8 I 000 years of mistakes are
you still using the old, high, flat closet.
yo
17 inches high front and rear?

The

IMlATmii,,*...

inched high in the front and
in the rear.
26, mailed free, gives further details.
Surely you'll write
us for this important book.
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Syphon

Jet,
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also, the

Auditorium
May 17, the Pittsburg Orchestra, with Mme. Gadski as
a
audience.
Fiske
was seen
Mrs.
soloist, pleased
large
in "Leah Kleschna" May 18 to 20, and drew splendid
houses.
At the Metropolitan on May 18, we had the
"Burgomaster" with a poor company and only fair business.
The Minnesota Class play 27 written by Arthur
Upson, highly esteemed as a poet in University literary
The season
circles, was applauded hy two large houses.
at the Metropolitan closed the week of June 1 1 with
Grace Van Studdiford in "The Red Feather" and Sithern
At the Bijou, melodrama
and Marlowe in repertoire.
has been the rule.
The Ferris Stock Company since
been
at
20
has
the
St. Paul Metropolitan.
May
playing
They re-opened here June n with ''Franccsca da RimJ.

itary

highest perfection in san- ^
earthenware. But send for 'i

Book

26.

The

NATURO

CO.,

,

N.

J..

U. S. A.

Back numbers of THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
are to be had at the following prices: 1901, 1.50;
1902, $1.00; 1903, $.75; 1904, $.5O.

BROS.

&

CO., 26 West 33rd

St.,

MEYER

New York
TCOFH

SOZODONTPOWDER

WILK.

PITTSBURG, PA.

etc.

HAIR. COLORING.
My Mixture Vegetale will restore gray or bleached hair to
any desired color, always producing beautiful and natural
shades. Guaranteed harmless, easy to apply, does not rub
Price $2.00.
off, no failure possible.
I also make a special preparation to
permanently color
the eyebrows and lashes. Price, #2.00.

Hampton Terrace

;

the best remedy for DIARRHCEA.
Druggists in every part of the world.

is

booklet

Private rooms for each patron.

Branch,

)

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup
SIXTY YEARS by MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHILDREN
while TEETHING, with PERFECT SUCCESS.
It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFTENS the GUMS,
ALLAYS all PAIN CURES WIND COLIC, and

JOSEPH WHITACRE.

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.

An

Mention this magazine.

has been used for over

continue until the first of July.
Riverside, Marshalltown's new amusement park, will be thrown open to the
public June 25.
Bushy Brothers, owners and managers
of the Odeon, have leased the newly erected theatre at
the Fall.
Creston, Iowa, and will open it early
ly in th

(From Our Correspondent.)
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., June io.-^At the

CLEMENT

{

(From Our Correspondent.)
MARSHALLTOWN, IOWA, June 13. The Summer season
Odeon was inaugurated Monday evening, June 12,
when the Henderson Stock Company opened an engagement in repertoire. The Summer s"*son will nrob^hlv

MILWAUKEE,

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
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at the

the most am-

cents from

Send for

Feverish, sickly

Sold by Druggists everywhere.

Package FREE. Address,
A1.KEN S. OLMSTED, l,e Roy, N, Y.
Trial

MARSHALLTOWN, IOWA,

bitious.

A liberal

IIS,

Children.

EDWARD EPSTEIN.

aspire to

"Lily White Hands."

result, next morning,

PACKAGE

TKIAT,

sent by mail.

MOTHER
GRAY'S SWEET POW1> K
the best medicine for

to a successful close with the performance of Lillian
Russell in "Lady Teazle."
Henrietta Grossman in "Mistress Nell" played here for one night to a capacity
house.
Fontaine Ferry Park has opened, and all the
side-shows, loop-the-loops, scenic railways, etc., are in
full blast.
The main attraction is the large Vaudeville
Theatre that the management has put up, and in which
offer
all the hign-class turns offered at Hopkins',
they
their Winter theatre.
The Jockey Club Park has started
its
regular band concerts with Duss "the millionaire
This park
band-leader," and his famous band of fifty.
is one of the most popular Summer attractions in Louisville, and gets the best patronage in the city.

2sc. a box.

KEY. ROE POWDER CO.
T Winstorv-Salem, N. C.

The

I

BELL.

LOUISVILLE, KY.

Dept.

Apply Creme Simon generously, rubbing
skin until thoroughly absorbed.

W.

(From Our Correspondent.)
LOUISVILLE, KY., June 10. The theatrical season came,

your druggist's

TKY

TO-DAY.

to be rebuilt entirely.

e

post-paid

a powder for the

Allen's Foot=Ease,

feet.

FRANK QUINN.

C.

odor from perspiration. Reis chafing, prickly heat and (leys the odor from perspiring fett.
ery box positively guaranteed,
Soldiin white boxes, with our trade
mark on the top, at druggists or sent

Avc.
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(From Our Correspondent.)
"

tically a

536 Fifth

21,

HAMILTON, CANADA.

A smooth white powder.kills

no? Broadway
158 Broadway

New York

Babes in Toyland"
HAMILTON, CANADA, June 10.
proved a worthy successor to the "Wizard." The Grand
House
closed
after
this
When it
Opera
performance.
is re-opened about August 2Qth patrons will find it
prac-

Women

&

Panamas,

MICH.

J.

All

$3 to $4

Readies
$3
Leghorns, &
Soft Mackinaws.

Rough

Powers' theatre will close for the
The "Ramona' Vaudeville theatre will continue
to play attractions throughout the summer.
The Maiestic and the Grand have been closed for several weeks.
The hearty support extended to th" various artists who
participated in the "May Musical Festival" successfully
establishes this as a regularly recurring annual event.
Richard Carle gave the first performance of his "Mayor
of Tokio" at Powers' theatre on June ^d.
The richly
humorous opera was received with marked enthusiasm.
Juliet"
season.

ACnYIMITSEU

Sample and booklet sent

$5
$5

Splits

Satin Splits
-Sennets

(From Our Correspondent.)
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., June 14. With the coming of
E.
H. Sothern and Julia Marlowe in ''Romeo and

NO CONNCCTtOM WITH AMY OTHER 3TOHK

^f_ T

HATS

ot the far inferior

I>1.

FOR SALE ONLY AT
THE BIG STORE

YOUMANS
STRA W

(From Our Correspondent.)
PITTSSURG, PA., June 10 The past month marked the closThe Summer
ing of all but two of Pittsburgh's theatres.
light opera season at the Nixon began with the W. T.
Carleton company in "When Johnnie Comes Marching
Home." Thomas W. Ross, who was some years ago a
popular member of the local stock company, delighted
us in "Checkers."
Very interesting, too, was the apof James K. Hackett in "The House of Sipearance

positively beneficial, deliciously fragrant,

The Rice

gives

_

In Vaudeville Pittsburg has been poorly served.
children in their clever violin performance
were thoroughly enjoyed, and the closing week at the
lence."

Hotel, Augusta., GSL.

WHEN

dentist.
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satisfaction.
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Grand brought us dainty Olive May, supported by John
Albaugh, in a clever sketch. On the afternoon of June
For3d the Avenue Theatre was destroyed by fire.
tunately the house had closed its doors for the Summer.

ALICE KAUSER

This circumstance alone avoided a second Iroquois disaster

PLAYS

for the building,

built in

1857,

was a

veritable fire

trap.

persistency rumored here that Mr. ficlasco will
enter the local field next season, and with Mrs. Fiske,
Mrs. Carter and David Warfield in prospect, playgoers
are waiting for confirmation.
HOWARD JOHNSTON.
It

Representing Dramatists

and Managers

is

WHEN
LEARKIHC

THE

PORTSMOUTH.

O.
Our Correspondent.)
PORTSMOUTH, OHIO, June i. The Casino at MiMbrook
Park opened June
with "When We Were TwentyOne." Members of the company are Ella Duncan, Gordon Johnson, and Rena Sheridan. The theatrical season
The Grand
closed here with the Howard Dorset Co.
Opera season was one of the best we have had since

Dramatic Rights Secured

1432
1884-1905

ALL THE BEST PLAYS
FOR. STOCK
New York
Broadway
A ichool of training for the stage.

MM \N ACADEMY Of

\*1I

14

1

City

the opening of this house.
with Strauss' minstrels.

Year

SAVANNAH,

FRANKLIN H. SARGENT, President.

"The player who undertakes the real v orkof the stage, with
such an equipment as the Academy (fives, has the greater
chance for success. Its advantages are real, and its influence
David Belasco.
is for the betterment of the stage."
For full particulars apply to
Gen.
E. P. STEPHENSON,
Manager, Carnegie Hall, New York

*

(Fifth

Year

Price, author of

Conducted by William T.
Technique of the Drama."

"The

TESTIMONIALS.
Dramatic Mirror.
and with a system

SPOKANE, WASH.

TEN DOLLARS.

PRICE, DIRECTOR.

T.

1440

Broadway,

New York

City.

ESTABLISHED 1893

Dramatic School
ADELINE

S.

TOLEDO. OHIO.
(From Our Correspondent.)
TOLEDO, OHIO, June 13. J. J. Rosenthal is in town.
His talented wife Kathryn Oesterman is going to have
little comedy, "The Girl That Looks Like Me," put
Charlotte Townsend,
on at the Casino for one week.
her

is playing stock in Detroit, is also rehearsing for
Lew Fields closed the Valentine with
production.
in Nordland."
It did good business here.
the
had
all
have
good productions that were on the
"The Sho-Gun" was as good as anything seen
road.
here.
Kyrle Bellew and William Gillette had two of
The Farm and Casino have
the best houses of the year.
Otto
opened, and both are putting on good vaudeville.
The Farm
Klives is at the Casino for the Summer.
one.
most
profitable
bookings should make this year a

this

We

Happened

HARRY

WHEATCROPT, Director

and five months Courses in Drama open May ist.
Special Courses in Elocution and Physical Culture open July
loth. Regular Courses in Drama, Opera, and Elocution open
Oct. i6th. Send for Prospectus. Address,
JOHN EMERSON, Manager, 31 West sist St., New York

Formerly in, now Opposite, the Waldorf-Astoria

S.

DRACO.

WACO. TEXAS.
(From Our Correspondent.)
WACO, TEXAS, June i. Our regular theatrical season
is now closed, but the West End, our Summer theatre,
The plans for next season
is enjoying good patronage.
The Waco May music festival was
are full of promise.
great success, special attractions being Miss Margery
Frye and the Pittsburg Orchestra, conducted by Paur.
L. H. BROWN.

a

A
A

Cinematograph Drama

in Paris

a very curious scene was to be
observed in a large hall in the outskirts of the city.

few days ago

very realistic representation of a Roman amphiRoman soldiers, crosses,
theatre filled the hall.
and victims were all present in the arena. There
were no spectators for this elaborate performance,
the whole thing being arranged as a living picture
to be perpetuated and spread abroad by the cinematograph. The victim, a real man, was fastened
then the cinematograph
to the wooden cross
stopped for a few minutes while a dummy figure
was put in place of the previous living victim.
Then real lions were admitted to the arena, who
proceeded to tear the dummy figure in pieces.
The observer of the cinematograph show will
scarcely be able to detect any pause between the
hanging of the victim in place and his being torn
to pieces by lions, so that a real Parisian thrill
will be obtained when this picture is flashed upon
The Taller.
the screens.

A

Photographer
WEST 33d STREET

NEW YORK CITY
Characteristic Portraiture

THE ONLY

60

DAY CLOCK

World Is the Prentist. It li * phenomenal timekeeper,
durable and reliable, keeping perfect time throughout Its
long run. The Calendar U entirely automatic In Its action,

In the

Alto Frvint-pan, Magic Electric^ Til* Program*
Synchronized and H'atckman't Clocks,
t

Send

54*

for

Catalogue 095

PRENTISS CLOCK IMPROVEMENT CO.
OtFT 62, 48 DCY 8T

PLAYS,
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N. V. CITY

Recitations and Readings.
Catalogues Tree. All dramapaperi for sale. :: :: ::
53 Washington St., Chicago,
tic

Cham. Mftfdonmld,

Pn** Cutting Bureau
you

may appear about

all

will send

newspaper clippings which

you, your friends, or any subject on which
you want to be "up-to-date." Every newspaper and periodical of importance in the United States and Europe is searched.
Terms, $5.00 (or 100 notices.

HENRY

ROME-IKE,

Inc.,

33 Union Square,

12

New York

CORN KILLING
PLASTERS.

mstKim

f

CORNO
'*'*

Builds

new

removes corns.
skin.

A

heavenly

relief.

SEND QUARTER NOW. No cure, money back. Sample 2c. stamp.
BEST SUPPLY CO.. Sole Mirs., Dept. 39. JOLIET, ILLS.
Also Drug and Shoe Stores

THE HAND ON THE THrVOTTLE
the engines which draw the modern railroad train
must be one absolutely reliable and trustworthy.
The
greatest care is taken by the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern Railway to see that only men of sterling integrity and well-known ability are placed in this reThe safety of the traveling public
sponsible position.
lemands it and travelers appreciate it.

who

three,

14 and 16

ffS&

of

"It

STANHOPE-WHEATCROFT
Two.

IA6ENTS WANTED
attrac-

are booked at the Spokane theatre between now
and the end of the theatrical year, which has been a
Nat Goodwin appeared on May
most successful one.
"The
22-23, in "The Usurper" and "A Gilded Fool."
Red Feather" with Grace Van Studdiford in the leading
Chauncey Olcott in "A
role, was presented May 26-27.
Romance of Athlone" was greeted with a large audience
on June 8th.
J. E. McWuoRTER.

THK WORK-

IT IS
of Instruction
as effective as in class, for all the exercise work is done in writing
and corrected. To intr.Kluce the system to you. The first fifty-eight exerfisei, constituting- a co'irse complete in itself, will be furnished you (all at
one sending) FOR
They are an indispensable sup" The
first
published thirteen
Technique of the Drama.
plement to
years ago. a systematized method af analysis and application of the princiSend for Prospectus.
ples, to be found in no book.
is

W.

LIPSHUTZ.

(From Our Correspondent.)
SPOKANE, WASH., June 9. Only one or two

SHOP OF THE PRACTICAL DRAMATIST. The system
by Mail

amusement

tions

of Success.)

practical." Xew York
"The first school of its kind in the world
Theatre Magazine.
that teaches."
This is NOT an ordinary correspondence school.

(From Our Correspondent.)
Savannah's
GA.,
June
ip.

ALLAN

PLAYWRITING.

"Thorough and

re-open August 15
H. A. LORBERG.

will

seekers now look to the Casino, which opened May 1 5
with the Frederic Mortimer Company presenting "At
This company's visit was enjoyed by its
Saratoga."
After this came Guy Bros., minstrels, and
audiences.
This
later Allen and Delmain presented "Me and Jack."
was a good company which entertained its audiences.

CAN THE ART OF PLAYWRITING BE TAU6IIT!

AMERICAN

It

SAVANNAH, GA.

ARTS

and Empire Theatre Dramatic School

SCHOOL OF

BEGINNING

i

aist

I>U.\MA

FROM

LEARNED

(.From
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"Marlowe" Played by Graduates
Josephine Preston Peabody's play, "Marlowe,"
which was published in book form about three
for the first time on
years ago, was played
June 19 and 20 at Radcliffe College, Cambridge.
Miss Peabody was a student at Radcliffe and this
first
performance of her drama was given in
celebration of the opening of the Auditorium in
Elizabeth Cary Agassiz House, the new student's
house given to Radcliffe by the friends of Mrs.
Agassiz on her eightieth birthday, Dec. 5, 1902,
and now just completed. The cast for this performance of "Marlowe" was composed of Radcliffe graduates and Harvard graduates and un-

The part of Marlowe was
der
graduates.
played by Prof. George P. Baker, of the Harvard
English Department, and that of Gabriel Andrew
by Mr. J. G. Hart. The proceeds will be used
for the equipment of the Agassiz House.
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BROADWAY MAGAZINE
a beautiful magazine.

7s

TRAVEL WITH
SPEED

Housekeeping in an Automobile
By N. M.

Carter.
Is a clever and humorous account of the adventures of four
merry
It is illustrated with
young people and an eccentric touring machine.
special photographs
taken by a member of the party.

Anecdotes

SAFETY

Philadelphia

of Portraiture

By Irving R. Wiles. While illustrated with Mr. Wiles' most famous recent portraits, it is
a departure from the usual art article.
In it, Mr. Wiles, in a genial, charming way speaks
of the fads and personalities of some of his famous sitters.
Nothing more delightful than
his reminiscences of Guy V. Henry, Col. Eggleston, Mrs. Vincent, Julia Marlowe, Mrs.
Gilbert and others, has been published in a long time.

How

COMFORT

BETWEEN
New York

contains:

It

Summer

Captain Kidd Captured the

V

A

I

Newjersey Central
(Train Every Hour on the Hour)

Resort

humorous hodge-podge by that very original young writer, Miss Helena Smith, whose
clever skit "When Cupid Took a Flyer to Olympu'.," in a recent number attracted wide
attention by its inimitable humor.
The story is illustrated by a series of drawings by Miss
Angie Breakspear.
Is a

MILES IN TWO HOURS
NEW YORK STATIONS:

90

Whitehall Street

Fool Liberty Street

The Grand Banker
Is the story of the incidents and accidents on a
deep sea voyage in a fishing schooner off
the banks of Newfoundland.
The author is Dr. William S. Birge, not only a clever and
brilliant writer but an enthusiastic sportsman.

The Last Days

Venice

of

It is a foregone conclusion that within the next
quarter of a century Venice, sapped by the
waters of the Adriatic, will have passed away.
This article is illustrated by a series of

remarkable photographs showing the ravages of crumbling foundations and sinking walls and
the debris of the other historical monuments that have already fallen into irretreivable ruin.

The Mother

of

the Tenderloin

By Nina Marbourg, presents
It is

general public.

From Second

a phase

of

New

York

the true story of the inside

life

life
comparatively unknown to the
of the precinct police station.

Violin to the Conductor's Chair

Is a bit of autobiography told by Nahan Franko, the
young American violinist, who has
been accorded the unique honor of leading grand opera at the Metropolitan Opera House
during the past opera season.

A

poems, humor and the usual theatricals of the month.
works along original lines.
It has managed to find a
way out
If you buy every other publication in the market you will still want to
buy
for its table of contents cannot be duplicated.

special array of fiction, carefully selected

The
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of the beaten track.
the
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The

July number
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an ideal summer magazine

and beautiful
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pressed
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THE CHICAGO & ALTON
runs the largest passengerengines
in the world
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illustrations.
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SUN BURN
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Will Give Immediate
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CO.

220 Broadway,
Atlantic City Depot,

NEW YORK

KEELER'S DRUG STORE,
Board Walk and Kentucky Avenue

Dawn
&

D.
B. Line Steamers Leave Detroit
daily at 5.00 p.m. ( central time) and
Buffalo daily at 5.30 p.m. (eastern time)
reaching their destination the next morning
after a cool, comfortable night's rest en route.

By

special

arrangement

CO., NO.

I

MADISON AVE., NEW YORK

all classes
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THE LATEST PORTRAIT OF E^HEL BARRYMORE
Who

will

be seen this com in I? season
t-apt.

Harry Graham,

in a

new

of the English

play by

James M.

Coldstream Guards.

He

is

"

Alice-Sit-By-The-Fire." It is officially announced that Miss Barrymore will wed shortly
the second son of Sir Henry Graham, K.C.B., and now private secretary for Lord Rosebery

liarrie, entitled

.

The screen scene

in

"The

Eari and the Girl," to be produced at the Casino next month

PLAYS and PLAYERS
of

the

preliminary

announcements regarding next

SOME

season's productions give promise of a

more

interesting

year than might have been reasonably exdearth of new plays. The first novelty
from
the
universal
pected
will be "The Earl and the Girl," an English musical comedy,
which will inaugurate the rebuilt and renovated Casino, August
28th, and about the same time Daly's will throw open its doors
with another English musical comedy, entitled "The Catch of the
Season." From that time on the first nighter will be kept busy.
Harrison Grey Fiske has signed a contract with Bertha Kalich,
who will be seen at the Manhattan in Maeterlinck's "Monna Vanna" and other pieces of her repertoire. Richard Mansfield will protheatrical

duce Schiller's "Don Carlos." OlgaNethersole will be seen in Her-,
vieu's much discussed play, "Le Dedale," and some time in
November Sarah Bernhardt will make another American tour under the

management

of the Shuberts.

Sir

us in January for a
farewell tour under the

visit

Henry Irving

will also

on Robert Hichens' strange novel, "The Garden of Allah." It is
surmised that the manager's recent trip to London was for the
purpose of getting the consent of the English author to a Belasco
Mr. Hichens is known to be at work
stage version of the book.
himself on a dramatization of the story, but Mr. Belasco wants a
free hand in all his stage work, and any dramatization he produces must be made from his point of view, which, it must be
Whether Mr. Belasco
admitted, is an amazingly successful one.
succeeded

in his

mission to Air. Hichens

not known.

"The Garden of Allah"
its

fine

literary

deals with the Desert, and recalls by
workmanship the master hand of a Loti or a

Maupassant. It is an extraordinary mixture of religion and
sensuality, and a casual perusal of the book might fail to reveal
at once its suitability for stage purposes.
It presents the waste
of African sands in every possible aspect, and invests every incident of its life and ap-

management
Frohman. E. H. Sothern
and Julia Marlowe will con-

meaning.

tinue

ence

Shakespearian
being

"Twelfth

plays

its

solitudes,

human

Gil-

manifest

be seen in a

new

It

Faith
are

passion

at

a

great

hand.

every

color

of

variety

There-

character.

may

be

a

play in the book, but
there is practically no dra-

He
wrapped in mystery.
will have under his direc-

matic action until near the

Mrs. Leslie

Carter, Blanche Bates,

while

affords abundant

and

plans are, as usual,

tion six stars

mysteries
with obedi-

and

and

play written by himself, enMr. Betitled "Clarice."
lasco's

heart

Mr.

of the Shrew."

the

Its

The
humility.
of
the
Arab
and
religion
that of the Cross dwell in

Night," "The Merchant of
Venice," and "The Taming
lette will

the

fill

spiritual

invites

It

soul to rest.

giving their splendid
revivals, the

with

pearance

Charles

of

is

end.

Da-

It

is

psychological
be difficult to

so

largely

that

it

may

Robert Hilliard, Bertha Galland and
Brandon Tynan. He has

story into such shape that
the main action will be of

announced a new piece for

absorbing

Blanche Bates, for the pro-

entire evening.

duction

action,

vid Warfield,

the Belasco, in

at

November, and

it is

under-

is

in

believed,

of
magician
Street has several

cards

up

his

one

new

play

of these being a
for

Mrs.

man

Carter,

is

42nd
trump

sleeve,

founded

for an

interest

This main

however,

is

dra-

Domini
enough.
Enfilden, an English wo-

It
"Adrea."
however, that

the

the

matic

stood that Mrs. Carter will

continue

mould

of

ciety,

sion of

Scene

the Tatler
in

"The Prayer of the Sword" which James K. Hackett will present here this coming season.
This dramatic situation represents Scoria, the villain of the piece (Oscar Asche),
attempting to stab the hero, Andrea. He is saved by Ilaria (Lily
Brayton), who receives the poisoned dagger and dies

in

descent,

London

so-

and seeks the seclu-

mother
From

gypsy

restless

the Desert.

had

Her

abandoned
her father for a lover, and
both parents had died un-
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She meets there Androvsky, a Russian by

happily.
is

man

a

birth.

He

of mystery, yet of strange magnetism.

'85

He

hates con-

Domini is devout, yet she
society.
confesses
that
he had spent years as a
finally
monk that he had listened finally to the call of the world, and
had fled from his order. For this he is abhorred by those who
and shuns

tact with priests

marries him.

He

;

know his history. Domini has a struggle between her
She makes
the man and her duty to Mother Church.

love for
the sac-

and persuades him to return to the Trappists. In the final
chapter she is living amid the scenes of her experience with
Androvsky, having found peace for herself and knowing happiTo dramatize religious emotion and the stern
ness in her child.
sense of duty will test dramatic skill. There are many picturrifice

esque characters

in

the book, largely episodic Arabs, dancing
who plays the livelong day love

girls, the native youth, Larbi,

songs on his flute; Count Anteoni, who dwells in a garden of enchanting loveliness the hideous fortune teller, who divines the
;

Batouch, the poet and servitor the worwith
their
ceaseless
drums and prayer; the dervishes
shippers,
f rom Oumach
who
Hadji,
always loves; the camel drivers,
future from the sands

;

;

;

French military
fierce

officers,

spahis galloping like mad, beggars with
the Desert.
There are

importunities, and chieftains of

dramatic moments in the book, but its interest lies in the detail.
It will be interesting to note how these details will be
gathered
together into a compact drama that
an absolute novelty.

One

will introduce to the stage

does not hear so much about the Endowed Theatre these
The National Art Theatre Society gives no sign of life

days.
the millionaires

;

still

with their millions;

selfishly decline to part

the general public is stupidly indifferent to fine ideals.
The pace
set by the National Art Theatre Society to make propaganda was,

of course, too swift to keep up, and there has followed a reaction
which might look like inertia and discouragement.
are as-

We

sured, however, by

its

officers that the

is

still being
campaign
and
financial
and
other
committees
pushed
vigorously
being
formed with favorable prospects of the programme laid down
being ultimately realized. The real weakness in the proposition
was that it offered nothing tangible. When the French monarchy

first gave monetary assistance to the Comedie Franqaise, Moliere
and his fellow players had been organized for years, giving no-

King Louis knew who he was giving the
reasonably sure that Moliere would give at
least as good performances with assistance as without it.
The
same with State-aided theatres everywhere. They existed and
table performances.

money

He was

to.

were successful, at
financially.

How

least artistically, before they were helped
can a millionaire be reasonably expected to

theatre for something that exists only in theory? The
most practical plan, perhaps, would have been to have leased a
build

a

New York

theatre for

Who

igos,

will star

Falk

BERTHA GALLAND
of David Belasco next season.
"Kitty Bellairs" and later in a new play

under the management
in

She

will

be seen

first

two or three years and then

to have given
performances of fine

fine

The

plays.

initiators could

then

have argued

"We

are giving

performances

and

artistic

value, but

thus

:

splendid
of
real

educational

it

We

game.

is

a

losing

cannot afford

go on without assistThen it would

to

ance."

have been up to the millionaire.

and

his

Julius

Hopp

Progressive

Stage Society are on the
track
with
subright
scription

performances.

But the trouble here is
that
an ostensible art

movement has been used

ROnERT HICHENS
of "The Garden of Allah/- a remarkable
novel of the African desert which is
being dramatized for the stage

Author

Copyright,

to

foster

a political

fad.

be mistaken as to the right method of going to work
an Endowed Theatre for America, but there can be no
doubt as to the soundness of the project itself. It will always be

One may

to secure

an ideal to be attained.

The day

will surely

come when there

New

York, Boston and other large cities at
least one fine repertoire theatre conducted on the semi-educational plan of the splendid subsidized theatres of the Continent
where the masterpieces can be regularly performed and new
will

be in London,

plays selected for production with a purpose higher than that of

mere money getting and ensured against immediate monetary
by liberal endowment. Some day our millionaires, either as
a fad or really awakening to its value as an educator of public
loss

make such a theatre possible in New York just as they
have made grand opera possible. It is no secret that Heinrich
Conried's real ambition is to be not opera director, but manager
of a noble playhouse on these lines, and he has himself given
taste, will

hints recently that several of the wealthy men now associated
with him at the Metropolitan Opera House are ready to put him
at the head of a repertory theatre, erected on a scale of such magnificence as this country has not yet seen.

Americans want the
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i86
best,

and

like a palace,
freely predicted that a playhouse built

it is

of marble, surrounded by gardens and fountains and luxuriously

with

equipped

our leading actors also take an active interest
tion of

their

Fund?

If

dual

permitted
the

history of

and

labor in
this

be

spth
would be

It

circle.

difficult to find a

man

better suited than

Mr.

He

cure
that
in

"The Catch

of the

Season" which

with the practical side
He is a man of culture and
of the stage as with its literature.
and
fine literary taste. He has also remarkable executive ability
he has
than
More
it.
sees
he
this,
when
knows
acting

good

his success as head of the
proved his competence not only by
most important opera house in the world, but
by the high standard of his German perform-

will

It

is

done

financially,

may

it

be

and unless something

seriously

impeded

in

some
were highly sucresources,

the

at

not

time,

be

perhaps

not wholly satisfactory from all points of view,
nor can benefit performances be relied upon.
There must be uniformity in the receipts of the
The institution should not only be
Fund.
amply supplied with money, but it must have
a constant endowment.

organization
which aids destitute players and buries those
who die penniless, regardless of their being
members of the Fund or not is in a critical
condition

many

have been

is

charitable

splendid

die

the

order to pro-

in

may

announced that the Actors'

officially

that

not

to

used again. A great fair annually would perhaps be impracticable.
It is not always easy to find the man with the executive ability
and the willingness to undertake such an enterprise. The ten
cent tax attached to the complimentary admissions to the theatres

ances at the Irving Place Theatre.

Fund

and

should

that

cessful

be presented at Daly's

behalf,

Of

tried

Scene

unselfish

permitted

means

as familiar

is

its

spirit

out.

Conried for the directorship of such a theatre.

dra-

inspiring

of

examples

the

or

dis-

The
Fund is

the

with

filled

which may be the north
end of Long Acre
Square,

and

graceful to the
matic profession.

thea-

selected,

be

will

result

calamitous

for
part
grand opera; the other
on a site
for drama

already

is
charity
to continue

splendid

one

tre

the

of

foyers,

would be a success
Mr.
from the start.
Conried has a well prefor
scheme
pared
a

interest in the

maintenance

etc.,

building

in the administra-

the present decline of

the
sent

The

establishment of

a permanent basis would reprethe dignity of the American stage as an

Fund upon

institution,

and exert an influence toward

its

betterment that cannot be over estimated. Business methods prevail in the conduct of theatri-

is

its

that the

cal affairs

everywhere except when

members of the theatrical profession do not
fact that out of 30,support the Fund. It is a
ooo or more actors only about 700 can be found
dues of $2.00 a year
willing to pay the small
them membership in the Fund.
which

the Fund.

Actors, perhaps, are not business
the managers are supposed to be

The reason given

merciful work.

is

this.

One

actor reasons to himself
misfortune the Fund will take

selfish

whether he

is

is

that the

care

of

him

other

member
Fund have never made
or not

a

;

Mo

GERTRUDE GHEEN

that in case of

the

is

excellent performance of the role of
Arsinoe in Mr. Mansfield's production of "The
Miss Gheen is a niece of
Misanthrope."

Gave an

Rear Admiral Gheen, U.

S.

N.

that the officers of the

In another
increase the membership.
who
actor
an
from
letter
a
gives what
part of this issue we publish
the Fund
which
from
of
the
malady
seems to be a sane diagnosis
hands of
in
the
is
executive
the
that
He complains
is suffering.
effort

any determined

a

to

of energy in
ing.

tute,

few managers, some

body and

it

Constant

who

is

is

benefits

own

attend

must

iness-like

Sardou

Victorien

has

man-

written

agent

ager, and the splendid
for actors opened

to

his

New York

in

denying that the Society of French Dramatic Authors has en-

home

recently in the suburbs
of Paris was almost

tered

due to M. Co-

into

a

contract

with a dramatic

personal efWhy should not

quelin's
forts.

be

done.

Actors Benevolent As-

entirely

its

thing definite and bus-

Coquelin

a

to

without

affairs

resort to the public. It
somethat
is
plain

who

an actor

not

the

This

president of the

sociation,

of

method of raising the needed
money would also relieve them of much waste
benefit performances which sometimes yield nothFund.

fession

rarely attend the execIn
utive
meetings.

France

uniformity in the right to the

Unless the performance is so extraordinary as to attract
it is found that the actors themselves constiIt would be simplifying matin large part, the audiences.
ters to have the pro-

whom

others

to

the paying public,

are not popular v ith the actors as a
of

comes

men, but
business men. They should devise a means for
A very small
the maintenance of the Fund.
salaries of the
from
the
retained
percentage
It need not be
actors would cover the case.
burdensome in amount. The result would be

gives

There are two causes for

it

ciation
Scene

in

"The Catch

of the

Season"

recently

assoor-
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ganized

in this city
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under the direction of Victor Mapes for the

purpose of presenting on the local stage "adequate adaptations of

M. Sardou says
"The Society of French Dramatic Authors has signed no con-

French plays."

:

tract with the association.

power

Its rules give

to sign anything, as the authors

when and where they

their plays

neither the right nor

it

have the

please.

As

sole power to place
for the one per cent,

royalties, who, I wonder, could believe that any French dramatic
author worthy the name would accept such terms?"
The New York concern referred to was fathered by M. de

Seneschal, a French gentleman who is associated with Mrs.
de Mille's play bureau. He claimed to have an understanding
with M. Paul Hervieu, M. Brieux and other prominent French
dramatists by which the American association was to be given
an option on all their new plays, which were to be produced in

America on a co-operative plan, the public being invited to subscribe for shares and the dramatists also sharing in the profits in
addition to receiving a royalty. The French authors are said to

make such an arrangement for the reason that, while
American managers now in the market buy the rights to their
plays, they often fail to produce them, thus depriving the French

be eager to
the

It is difficult to see, however, how
going to help matters. Charles Frohman and
other American buyers are fairly good judges as to what suits

author of possible royalties.
this

new scheme

is

American audiences, and
for

it,

there

is

if

they shelve a play after having paid
Take, for ex-

probably some good reason why.

ample, Octave Mirbeau's piece, "Business Is Business." The
play made a sensation when produced in Paris, and it was immediately bought by Charles Frohman for America. Yet it was
two years before Mr. Frohman produced it, and then the result

was disappointing. The reason was that the character of the
grasping money magnate suited M. Feraudy, the French actor,
better than it suited our Mr. Crane, and the American version
suffered

in

consequence.

Mille, Victor

play

is

Mapes,

the thing

;

et al.,

How

can M. de Seneschal, Mrs. de
expect to be more successful? The

not the manager

who

presents

it.

Paul Armstrong, who suddenly sprang into fame as a playwright towards the end of last season with his successful "Heir
to the Hoorah," had a hard fight before he was able to convince
the managers.

Says Mr. Armstrong

"I have been writing plays ten years.

:

submitted the first one to the
Joseph Jefferson in 1898. I wrote him a note saying I believed I could
write a play and had tried
would he mind reading it and telling me what
he thought. He read it and told me. He believed I had the instinct and
I

late

;

me to keep trying. One of the deepest regrets of my life is that
he could not have seen the little play at the Hudson. I have worked all
my life toiled, fought, struggled. I have been laughed at, jeered, overlooked. For instance, I have done three plays not counting the one now

advised

I

running.

won

twice out of three times, but no one noticed."
Hall

thirty-six years old and looks older. He was
born in a little village called Kidder, in the State of Missouri,
and his boyhood was spent in Michigan.
left school at the

Mr. Armstrong

is

He

age of 16 and did not begin writing until he

was twenty-four.

to the almost unbearable temperature, the metropolitan
roof gardens during the past month have been crowded to their

Owing

utmost capacity.

In this respect the Harlemites are as fortunate

amusement seekers in the districts further down town. The
Lion Palace Roof Garden, at Broadway and iioth Street, is very
comfortable on hot nights and presents a program containing
some excellent vaudeville acts. The place enjoys good patronage,
and under the management of Messrs. C. Wilson and M. Boom
promises to become a most popular resort.

as

We regret to announce the death of Albert E. Lancaster, a
well-known dramatist, poet and critic, who has contributed several articles to this magazine.
He had been ill for several
months, following an attack of grippe, and he passed away at
Mr. LanMontclair, N. J., where he had gone to recuperate.
caster was born in Philadelphia in 1841, and after a short experi-

AMY KICARD AS HILDA WANGEL

IN

"THE MASTER BUILDER"

"
Engaged by Mr. Fiske for the leading comedy role in Mary and John." She has
made three big metropolitan hits as Tabitha in "Janice Meredith." the girl from Butte
in "The Stubbornness of Geraldine" and the athletic girl in "The College Widow." Last
Spring, tiring of the monotony of a long run in light comedy. Miss Ricard took part in a
special performance of Ibsen's play, "The Master Builder"

ence on newspapers in that city he came to New York and was
for some time associated with the New York Herald as literary
and dramatic critic. Fifteen years ago he severed his connection
with daily journalism to become a free lance. He wrote books,
poems, essays and plays without number, and all with equal facilThe late A. M. Palmer produced his drama
ity and brilliancy.

Marie

presented his "Daughters
of Eve," and quite recently his dramatization of Tolstoi's "Anna

"Conscience,"

Wainwright

This was his favorite play,
at Proctor's.
offered in vain to other
had
been
several
and, written
years ago,
Proctor
took
Mr.
it, but the author was almanagers. Finally

Karenina" was done

ready on his death bed, and never saw staged the piece on which
he had labored for years. A very sensitive man, he shrank from
contact with the busy world, and led the life of a recluse, yet the
few admitted to his friendship admired his many sterling qualities, his high ideals, his keen intellect, and were attracted by
the man's personal

charm and old-fashioned courtesy of manner.

John

Drew

Ada Dyas

Emily Rigl

Personal Recollections
*Part

THE

the very hearty welcome my company seemed to receive here, but
this year for some cause or another, the reception has been frosty.
The audiences have not been as large as before, though I have

stroke, for the skies at home brightened perceptibly soon
after his return. Every visit abroad augmented the ardor of

home audiences and the attendance at Daly's grew larger and
more demonstrative. In 1886 Mr. Daly presented his company
on the Continent as well as in London. On June 12 of that year

me

he wrote
'

as follows

:

'Three weeks in London and not a line

That's what I hear
But
must
not
me
Each new bit of
you say.
you
judge
harshly.
the world I come into seems to create new demands on my time.
Europe is a big place; and just now I am engaged in the task
of trying to fill it.
London is treating me very well., I have
to
be
thankful
for.
everything
My success has been artistically
and
beyond my expectations
financially up to the average London business. Indeed, /they say

I'm doing as well as any of the
three or four leading theatres

!'

brought them my best, and given them those things which enthused the Eastern cities. Perhaps the fare is above their tastes

!

But the fact remains they are icy and their weather is h llish.
Hot, I mean. I'll be glad to depart for other climes."
From San Francisco he writes in July
"Business here has been from fair to middling; nothing great.
I fancy they don't like
my plays this time, or we are an old story,
or they want stronger food, or something.
At all events it is
:

likely to

be the

one

ticularly

first

recalls

night,

the tide had turned.

The

so far

West; and so

will influence

me

I

against

weeks later he writes
I wrote you last busi:

has

improved.
'Nancy
and 'The Taming of
the Shrew,' and 'A Night Off,'
have been received grandly. 1
won't have to beg my way home
after all
The most comforting thought I have had all day

and

Co.'

!

is the
prevailing one, this this
night three weeks will, God willing, see us comfortably at home.
:

parafter

I will bear any amount of hot
weather only to be home again."
Mr. Daly loved his home.

play

One who knew him

those previously scorned, yet it
was received with the greatest

There

which

ness

was the weakest ever presented
by Mr. Daly, far inferior to

enthusiasm.

come

shall

"Since

York, Daly's Com-

The writer

I

Two

|f=

pany and plays once more became the vogue and with renewed prosperity extravagant
adulation became as pronounced
as were neglect and hostility before.

time

at the causes

taking this desperate journey again."

others."

New

last

must not grumble

and be'ter than a dozen of the
In

Daly

of Augustirv

III

Daly Company to Europe proved a master-

trip of the

Charles Coghlan

only there

picture him as the
severe autocrat of the theatre

could

not

;

were reand Mr.

Daly had to come forth to acknowledge the ovation.
In spite, however, of his now

and those who only came into
contact with him in the theatre
would have credited the man
with a dual personality had they
met and known him in the

assured position in New York
and across the ocean, when in

midst of his family.
More than any other manager

peated

the

curtain

summer

calls

of 1887 he took his

Mr. Daly had the reputation of
being a rigid and severe disci-

for an extensive tour,

company

me from Chicago on

he wrote

June 23rd
"I would

plinarian

brighter

like to write

things,

but

you of

just

now

nothing bright can come (or go)
out of Chicago.
I
never did
have much fondness for the place.
I

was always more or

valided

with the members of

company, but when one considers the high, nervous tension
under which
he
and
lived
worked it is not surprising that
his

:

while

here

less

during

he had

in-

time for the con-

formalities

of

life

in

business hours, or that a man so
thoroughly in earnest himself

my

yearly visits, chiefly from malaria, but I tolerated it because of
* For the first
part of these Recollections
see our issue for June, 1905.

little

ventional

brook anything in the
conduct of his actors likely to
should

AUGUSTIN DALY AND HIS LITTLE SON
From

a

photograph

taken in

1872
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Sarony

bring the dramatic art or Daly's Theatre
into ridicule or disrepute.

ernor" to be absent, a mistake which he
allowed to remain undiscovered by them,
constituting as it did a breach of one of

was
home-coming each night after
the closing of the theatre. He was happiness itself, the embodiment of sunshine
and always sympathetic and eagerly anxious and interested in every detail of the

The

great hour of the twenty-four

his

that of his

lives of those

who made

the home.

these occasions he used to

tell us, too,

Falk

Maurice Darrymore

Linda Dietz

Minnie Conway

Qtis Skinner

i8g

most stringent

rules.

In "728," or one of the other light comedies produced about this time, an amusing occurrence took place

of

which he

On

told us with great zest
In the course of
a lovers' quarrel between Miss Rehan and

the

Mr. Drew, the former,

:

window

in a

temper,

flies

to

which
The win-

happenings of the day connected with the
theatre, and it would have proven, no

a

doubt, a great surprise to the members of
the company could they have witnessed

dow opened outward, and Miss Rehan
pended so much energy in forcing

genuine amusement and hearty laughter over much that during the day he had

opening that she went out herself, head
first, over the low sill, leaving Mr. Drew
alone on the stage.
Mr. Daly happened

she impetuously throws open.

his

sternly

frowned down

in his

managerial
Adelaide Neilson

capacity.
One instance testifies against a generally accepted idea that he was always taci-

rehearsal,

broken down
severe

or

which

kindly "Good morning" (influenced, no
doubt, by his appreciation of the hurt of
the day before), to which Miss Irwin re-

sponded with a very

frigid

:

laughed

point of humor introduced in a new play
not quickly discernible except to an alert
intelligence.

John Drew was always a great favorite
I recall one instance in
which the manager regretted an opporIt
tunity which he had given Mr. Drew.
was in 1882, and the play was "Royal
with Mr. Daly. Yet

fearless, in-

dependent character!" Another instance
of Miss Irwin's ready wit was told us by
Mr. Daly with amusement. There was a

Sara Jewett

enough,"

Just as the sapient passage

monarch

passed him swiftly to

much
make

to

isters

own

Miss Irwin, who, draw-

ing herself up with

Youth," an historical romance, dealing
with the love story of Louis XIV and
Marie De Mancini, the beautiful young
niece of Cardinal Mazarin, charmingly

There was a
played by Miss Rehan.
climax at the end of the act, the young

was reached, Mr. Daly, who was listening
to mark its effect, turned about with a
satisfied "Well, that caught them quickly
to face

to face again the audiBefore she had finished speaking

of the play.

"Mr. Daly, we

He

wings looking on.
dashed around the drop to find Miss
Rehan picking herself up, badly unnerved
and hysterically declaring that nothing

Mr. Daly had seized her bodily and
pushed her back on the stage through a
side door, where she quickly realized that
the spectators had taken it all as a part

Daly, who, on meeting the actress next
day at the theatre, greeted her with a very

are not on speaking terms."
as he added: "I do like a

to be standing in the

ence.

May

comment from Mr.

sarcastic

the

would induce her

Irwin had
tearfully because of some

in

ex-

He

turn and unbending towards his people.
There had been a scene the day previous
at

in the rear of the stage,

rising in defiance of his minan unexpected assertion of his

On

authority.

the

fall

of the curtain

was a

ripple of laughter throughout
the house instead of applause. The audi-

there

pride as she
her entrance

ence was not willing to take the scene

on the stage, added: "Oh, yes, Governor,
our audiences do not require a map of the

seriously, and the play was withdrawn
after eleven performances. Mr. Daly felt

play."

that

There was another incident affording
great merriment one evening as he told

the part of the King,

Digby

when they had both

to

whom

he had entrusted

was responsible

for

new misfortune a charge which he
made plain to the young actor, who exthis

us of some very funny impromptu passages introduced by James Lewis and
Bell at the matinee

Mr. Drew,

claimed:

"Mr. Daly,

performance

believed "the Gov-

taught
Ada Rehan

it

to

I

me."

played the part as you
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am

"I

not

re-

sponsible for your
to
catch
failure

my

re-

spirit,"

Mr. Daly.
While a curtain call for Mr.
Daly on first

torted'

indicated
nights
endorsement
the

of

new

a

play,

was always a
for him to
trial
respond. He was
it

not

his

in

ele-

ment on the stage
in any other role
than that of the

man

exacting

-

ager at rehearsal.

A

demand

for

a

speech was a severe ordeal. One
night

it

that

he

happened
had to

appear while the
curtain was
up and the
pa n y in

across the

We

still

cornline

stage.

him

joked

Recently seen

at Proctor's 23rd St.

as

well

is

"Down on
daughter might most fittingly assure you of her
We can never repay you for what you have done for

theatre and company, to which her mother added

her knees

gratitude.
her." Mr. Daly spoke of this visit very feelingly as a rare case
of grateful recognition.

was not every candidate

It

who

be actor

in

Daly company,
remark
"Oh, Daly
:

a

life

fine

tired

It

!

of fines

if

;

a

turn

you

your toes in, and a
fine if you turn your
toes out.

must

make

thing

the

I say,

"speechifying" in
the center of the

out of

stage the people
across the foot-

cared to have hus-

admitted, with boyish laughter, that the audience represented a
very insignificant feature in comparison to the line arrayed at his
back, each one of whom he realized was entitled to the keenest
enjoyment of any sign of discomfiture on the part of a man who
showed them all so little mercy on the same stage, under different

circumstances.

a good
it."

Mr.

and

band

never

Daly

wife

in

company for the
same reasons, probhis

ably, as those given

by most

managers

:

or rebel-

friction

if

lion arose in regard

either

to

one,

it

meant, naturally,
trouble with two.

Mr. Daly never allowed any one to witness rehearsals in his
On one occasion there was a spectator present a wellknown society woman, whose niece (a debutante) was on the
stood in the foyer and,
stage. As we were coming out, Mrs.
calling an employee of the theatre, sent him to say that she desired to speak to Mr. Daly.
She considered a hat or some adjunct of her niece's costume unbecoming, and she wished to
inform Mr. Daly that a change must be made. His look of
amazement as he stared into the woman's face was more than
amusing as he uncompromisingly answered
's costume has been
''Miss arranged for. She will wear it

charge of his wife

during the presentation of the play without the slightest modification."
And he left the chagrined listener to recover as best

D

theatre.

:

This was shown
case

the

Stephens
an
wife,

in

Yorke
and
his

of

English

couple, and I thinkthat Mr. Daly re-

gretted par! ing with

Mr. Stephens which
followed

from
i

the

gby

the

company.
and

Laura Joyce,

Mr. Daly for a position. An appointment was made, and an interview had taken place. The manager was escorting the society
belle from his office, giving her concluding instructions for the

in

sequel

der

dis-

Bell

she might.
Social prominence counted for nothing with Mr. Daly.
young and beautiful woman of distinguished family applied to

A

I

the

Governor

He

how-

training.

spent

months

few

a

he

behind him.

Mr. Daly's

once heard a bumptious young would-

palling to him, as

com-

for histrionic advancement,

ever, that appreciated the advantage of

is

in full force

:

my

home,

pany

afterwards achieved fame.

yielded

ment, before leaving New York, she called with her mother to
say "Good-bye" and to express her appreciation of the advantages
received through Mr. Daly's tuition and her association with his

at

alone

who

him the gratitude which was his
clue.
There was, however, one exception. During the opening
season of Daly's Theatre, Mr. Daly introduced at the Wednesday
matinees a young Western actress named Helen Blythe.
She
She was crude, but
played in "Frou Frou," "Fernande," etc.
possessed of talent and a certain emotional power. She was also
earnest, ambitious and painstaking. At the close of her engage-

wards

stood

re-

known, "discovered," as the phrase goes,

actors and actresses

Very few, however,

makes me

lights or the
Theatre

Mr. Daly,

many young

after-

was the more ap-

In-

quest, 'beside being wholly ignored, closed (through a letter
revoking his decision in her favor) any possibility of the new
aspirant ever appearing on his stage.

it

1

EMMA CARUS

to follow.

about

asking him to say
f ra n k
y which

Hall

A well-known actor was standing outside.
Mr.
in the most frivolous manner, Miss Daly
terrupting
asked him to introduce the actor. The ill-timed and paltry
week

as

a

to their ten-

impersonations
"Cinderella
at

School,"

subse-

quently married, and

Otto Sarony Co.

ANNA STANNARD

This young Englishwoman who revealed'unusual ability
as a tragic actress in her" rendering of Oscar Wilde's. "The
Ballad of Reading Goal at the Madison Square Theatre
last March, will make her appearence this coming season
"
as
Magda." She was recently seen as Lady Damer in
"
As in a Looking Glass" at Proctor's usth St. Theatre
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MABEL MORRISON

NORA O'BRIEN
Recently seen

in

"The Heir
the

191

to the

Hoorah "

at

Hudson

CORONA RICARDO

Will play the role of the Indian squaw in
Man" next season

"The Squaw

Seen

in

"Marta

of the

Lowlands" and other

metropolitan productions

left

the Daly management. Mr. Daly made an exception in the
case of Henry Miller, who made his first appearance in "Odette."

dentally fell off, rolling down to the footlights. Soon there was
a slight curl of smoke, the actors continuing their lines, uncon-

He and Bijou Heron played the young lovers, their mimic passion resulting very shortly in a real love affair, their engagement
and marriage. As a consequence of some act of insubordination

scious of the mishap.
little flame, then an ominous odor was
wafted towards the audience. One word, a gasp even, from a
nervous spectator, and a panic might have started. The situa-

or dissatisfaction in regard to either one of them, Mr. Daly and

tion

the newly married couple parted.
Shortly afterwards there was
in
of
the daily papers purporting
account
of
an
interview
one
an

A

was becoming

intense and a suspicion of disquiet was growing perceptible throughout the house. Mr. Daly seemed as one
With
transfigured, an impersonation of magnetizing command.

Mrs. Miller's antagonism to Mr. Daly and almost
simultaneously with its publication I had a letter from Mr. Daly

folded arms, hypnotism gleamed from his eyes fastened upon Mr.

which he said "You will be surprised to hear that I have engaged Bijou and her husband for my traveling tour next season

meaning glance towards our box,

to express

;

in

in spite of

:

her interview."

There was no greater "fire trap" than Wood's Museum when
passed into Mr. Daly's hands. The slightest relaxation of vigilance might have brought about a catastrophe at any moment.
There was never a night that Mr. Daly was not himself the last

it

person to leave the building after a thorough examination of
every corner of the theatre. During a performance one evenIn a scene set
ing, Mr. Daly was present in the box with us.
close to the footlights James Lewis was seated. Charles Fischer
entered, placing

upon

a small table his large, soft hat

which

Lewis,

who

turned slowly around, and with one swift,

finally

in

seeming response to the

conversation, he nonchalantly
telepathic order, continuing
strolled down to the front, stamped lightly on the burning hat,
his

which he picked up and handed to the bewildered Mr. Fischer,
with the impromptu
:

"My

dear

friend, a

little

more care or

you'll find yourself

growing lightheaded."
The applause which rang through the house, the eloquent silence within the box as the unrecognized principal of the situation
arose and disappeared through the stage door, made the scene
a memorable one.
MARGARET HALL.

(To be concluded

acci-

nc.rt

month.)

Schloss

Schloss

VIRGINIA EAKLE
Now

appearing

at the Aerial

Gardens

HELEN ASHLEY
Will be seen in a metropolitan production next season

TKe Pioneers of
the
Anvericaix Circus

to the classically veracious press agent of that

ACCORDING

Romulus, the founder of Rome, is to be credited
with the original and amazing achievement of establishing
the first hippodrome some three thousand years before Artemus
remote

era,

Ward propounded
is

it

that

it

the

still

takes three

unsolved problem

grown-up persons

:

"Why

to take

one child to a circus?"

What an enormous
lic

entertainment

grown

"

Uncle

"i

John Robinson

Earliest circus pioneer

to be since

most a certainty that he will reply promptly "Phineas T. Barnum
and James A. Bailey." But although the men who comprised the
firm of Barnum & Bailey made the American circus famous to
the ends of the earth, there are many other old circus men, now
almost forgotten, yet who in their day were won:

1905 realize

and leading actors began their professional career in
the sawdust

factor in pubcircus has

the
it

was

first

Nor does the theatregoer of
how many now prominent managers

ders in their business.

trans-

ring.

Among

others

planted to American soil by obscure foreign nomads in the open-

Pastor, A. L. Erlanger,

ing days of the past century is universally known, but comparatively
few are aware that the great tent

Mattox,

ris,

as

half

many

Hill,

Frank McKee,

P. S.

Lambert,

Frank

Clay

Ed. Kohl, Geo. Middleton, Ed. White, Geo.
Geo. Thatcher, W. C. Boyd, Chas.
Yale, Sam Blair, Frank H. Perley, Fred BeckPrimrose,

horses,

man and Edwin

whose 90, or at most loo-foot "round-tops" were
gazed upon in their day as mountainous peripatetic wonders. Yet their single rings rarely intro-

canopied arena, and one

duced a dozen performers,

answered the

A
Born

Today the
respective standards of the old and the new must
be reversed in favor of quantity vs. quality. The
three arenas and two stages are filled with a simultaneously whirling, flying and diving mass of

in Little Falls,

JAMES

A.

BAILEY

Of Barnum & Bailey,

at

the age of 18

still

bearing his

by members

N. Y.,

Mr.

1804, he bravely
1888, at

F. J. Engelhardt for the scarce

him

in

1824

the

name and owned and managed

of his family.

many years John Robinson appeared as a chamfour-horse
bareback
rider, and eventually added thereto the
pion
finest traveling menagerie of its day.
He also established a theatre
in

New

Orleans,

Charleston,

the arena
to

in

started by

C.,

and subsequently one in
and built the Robinson

Robert Stickney, the Apollo of

Mr. G. N. Robinson and

place

In this circus for

you ask the average person to name the
circus people in America it is al-

to

first

longest established circus on record, and now, in
the eighty-first year of its continuous existence,

known

We are indebted

deserves

last call at Cincinnati, in

ment of the show

which undivided attention was focussed upon each and every performer. This was the ordeal
which every aspirant for circus laurels had to face, and that is
why there was more individualism then than now.
If

who

was "Uncle John Robinson."

the age of eighty-four, after having lived to see
his son and grandson assume the active manage-

single acts, in

best

Stevens.

stalwart, dominating figure in the canvas-

in circus chronicles

told.

hustled performers to the point of delirium, instead of the old time one ring, with its successive

Dan Rice
America's greatest clown

nell,

have been evolved, within a period of less than
seven decades, from the one ring wagon shows,

all

Tony

Drew, W. Campbell, Sam Scribner,
Fred Irwin, Chas. J. Miller, John
R. Rogers, J. H. Havlan, Geo. Bur-

shows of today, occupying acres of
ground, transported on special trains, and in one
instance employing a thousand performers and

workingmen and nearly

Gus

are

W. H. Har-

and curious photographs reproduced

in this article

Alice

Lake
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made

his

South for thirty years before
the war, and even to the day of his death, that
it was commonly remarked among the managers "Keep away from Dixie John Robin-

second son, G. N. Robinson known to
the world as "Gil"
a prominent and

in-

son owns

since

Opera House

in Cincinnati.

So great was

his

Long

popularity in the

:

fluential figure in the

retirement

In 1852 he located permanentin
Cincinnati,
and, as one of its largest
ly
it."

and

incident will serve to illus-

man.

Ohio Valley Trust Co., of Cincinnati
which sum, aside from his show and the
modest house in which he lived, represented

now with
York Hippodrome
trainer

whole fortune.

his

Within a few days the impending financial cyclone swept the land
the Trust Company closed its
;

doors, and

its

was anJohn was

failure

"Uncle"

with sudden
and
he
acted with
emergencies
used

to

dealing

heroic promptness.
Pocketing
a pair of big revolvers, he

hastened to the side door of the
bank, threw an

who athalf way

officer,

tempted to halt him,

any time

not quite half a
century, finally retiring with a
record at once the envy and

the

shape

of

gilt-

classed as "a whole

for nearly,

of

in

He is
and successors.
esteemed
resihighly
dent of Columbus, Ohio, and
a physical and mental wonder
for one of his age. In 1877 he
went to Australia with the
a

SALLIE MARKS
Well-known bareback

rider

who

died

from yellow fever while performing in South America

Cooper & Bailey Show, under a two years' contract, at $500 per
week in gold. The outlook for the second year being dubious,
Mr. Bailey, after vainly striving to induce him to cancel, as a last
resort tried to move him by threatening to
take the

of India.

show

to the pestilential regions
"All right, Mr. Bailey," replied
"Pitch your canvas in hell, if

"Jimmy."
you want to. I'll be there to ride."
Perhaps the most remarkable clown this
country has produced was Dan Rice. He
set the motley pattern for his era, and had

continu-

the oldest representative

the business.

James and Clarence Robinson

;

raries

now

ous managerial responsibility make him,
in that capacity,

if

despair of both his contempo-

inson, "Uncle" John's eldest son, succeeded his father as manager of his show,
and at the latter's death became owner of

years

show

a solemn conand covering them with

in

snap-shot

Jimmy

holding

then,

Forty-five

fact,

were

edged county bonds, which he immediately converted into real
estate, the subsequent increase in the value of which alone made
him a millionaire. Other incidents in his life are equally stirring.
In 1861, at the age of 18, John F. Rob-

the same.

In

championship.

alone," and adorned the ring

the

;

of

of

ing challenge, by competing
him for the world's
with

directors

which

want my
"Gentlemen,
here
and now
money, right
and if I don't get it, by G d,
I'll have your blood !"
He got it, right there and

rider

collection

rivals cared to accept his stand-

in

:

woman bareback

His

earth, was an adopted son of John Robinson
and graduated from that veteran manager's show to become the
most widely famous and popular male bareback rider the world
has ever known. For many
years his salary equaled, and
sometimes exceeded, that of
the President of the United
States, and in his prime none
his
most
of
distinguished

room

I

MME. DOCKRILL

New

was

a pistol in each hand, sternly
voiced this ultimatum

greatest

the

across the street, burst into the

clave,

The

Africa.

"Jimmy" Robinson, as he was familiarly
known in every country on the face of the

FRANK MELVILLE
Famous horse

;

nounced.

New

resided in

ably the largest and most interesting individual one extant.

Just before the panic of '57 "Uncle" John deposited thirty thousand dollars in gold with
the

when he has

photographs taken by himself of the various scenes and peoples he has visited is prob-

of 1875.

One remarkable

until his
in

field

journeys to every part of the globe, including
all points of chief interest in Europe, Asia

citi-

was complimented by receiving the
nomination for Mayor on the Reform ticket
zens,

trate the indomitable character of the

show world,

from the tented

all

1893;
York,
though absent most of the time on extended

;

property owners and most enterprising

association with his father

Nat Austin, the singing clown

Burnell Runnells and sons
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His career is part of the
scores of imitators, but not an equal.
romance of the arena. With the masses he was the

traditional

demigod of the sawdust throughout the length and breadth of
the land they flocked to hear him sang
;

fold of

his coat.

:

"By God

his songs; retailed his jokes, and proAdd to a splendid
longed his praises.

sonorous

physique

localizing,

Tickets

!"

exclaimed the would-be assas"you're too brave a man for me to

sin,

!"

!" and thrusting his pistol in his belt
Rice died at Long
staggered off.
Branch, N. J., aged seventy-eight.
Among the famous bareback riders the

shoot

he

and far-reaching

voice, fair vocal powers, a talent for im-

promptu

!

;

;

a

Without changing a muscle, and looking his
"Oh, put

assailant straight in the eye, Dan calmly remarked
that up we're used to that sort of thing here. Tickets

self-possession under

Melville

circumstances, natural gifts of oratory,
individual magnetism to hold the largest
all

Mine.

family
Dockrill

is

best

known, although
gave

indisputably

the

graceful
unchallenged
courdauntless
over
the
horse,
mastery

greatest bareback equestrienne exhibition known in all arenic annals.
Her

age and reckless liberality, and you
have the secret of his popularity. He
was born in New York City about the
\ear 1820, and the exhibition of a

name

learned pig was his first venture in the
show business on his own account. His

circus

and

audience,

still

stands as the

synonym

for in-

comparable grace, magnetic skill and
electrifying dash in her special field.

For years her appearance with any
was regarded as sufficient to insure its success, and the leading managers of both the old and new world
were only too glad to secure her services, at a salary which eager compe-

recorded public appearance in his
native city was as "The Modern Samson," on the highly moral stage of P. T.
first

Barnum's Ann Street Museum in its
the inearly days, where he performed
credible muscular feat of bending backward until his hands touched the floor, in
that position supporting on his chest a
huge hogshead, which required the

tition raised to the

one

of

Madame

unprecedented figure
thousand dollars per week.
and her husband, Win. H.

for

Dockrill,

a

half

nearly

century a

highly respected manager, equestrian director and trainer
are now setting Chi-

united efforts of a dozen stalwart supers
and from the bunghole of

cago a lesson

to place there,

happiness.

which water slopped, as proof of the fact
it was filled with half a ton, or so, of
This wonderful achievement
that fluid.

The first appearance of the Melville
"Australian Family" in this country half
a century ago created a decided sensation,

that

biggest kind

a

drawing

Barnum and Dan had

a serious

the

proved

card, until

of

Scliloss

MARGARET SAYRE

Young debutante who

will be seen in a metropolitan
production next season

position,

into the orchestra with one heave of his

brawny chest,
hogshead
thus revealing the fact that all the water it contained was about
a pailful, held in a receptacle just under the bunghole. The exposure of the trick touched

Barnum on

the raw, and he never

modern Samson for thus publicly giving him away
and holding him up to laughter and ridicule.
In a calling which numbered its fearless followers by the score
Rice was unanimously recognized as "the
bravest of the brave," and as a fighting wonforgave the

der far outclassed

such

means an

He was

private

more

in

As

Barnum &
and

of

tent

New York

flinch.

On

in

Grenada, Miss.,

drunken

dictively circulated false report that
ored regiment during the war, came
fired point

now

connected

ability.

He

also ranks

dis-

among

1869 the John Robinson show, of which she
the star attractions, shipped by
steamer from Mobile to New Orleans. Soon

was one of

after the ship left port, as Alice

was stand-

on the upper deck, a valuable diamond pin she wore became unfastened and dropped into the waters of the bay.
rail

In attempting to catch
ance,

one occa-

a

is

Hippodrome, he has

The tragic fate of Alice Lake was one of
the most lamentable in circus annals.
In

Hal!

JAMES DURKIN

Leading man

at Proctor's sSth St.

Dan had commanded
up and, without the

Theatre

a col-

slightest

blank at him, the bullet perforating a side

it,

Alice lost her bal-

overboard, and was drowned.

fell

Other well-known performers were Billy
Lake, the clown, who was shot to death in
Missouri Mrs. William Lake, who was fa;

mous

bushwacker, inflamed to murder by the vin-

warning,

which capacity he

ing near the

made him

Sells Brothers, the

trainers.

per-

while he was taking tickets at the door

&

and other leading shows,

the most successful and original of animal

has been claimed by those who knew
that Dan Rice was an absolute

his

Bailey,

played great

stranger to the sensation of fear. He never
carried a weapon of any kind, but the sight
sion,

in

with the

best

of one never

the

a delightful companion in

equestrian director for the Forepaugh

fistic laurels.

It

first

Frank Melville made his first equestrian appearance in America
perched on the head of his accomplished father. Later he developed into one of the most daring bareback riders of the day.

sonal encounters than any other living man,
and emerged victorious from every one, after
summarily and conclusively thrashing each
aspirant for his undesired and inconvenient

him

head, was the
introduce here

its

and

life.

He was

thus involved

made him

but kindly humor, which

the coveted glory of defeating him force'!
him to face the local bullies wherever he

went.

to

loyalty

bareback rider and energetic business man, but generous to a
fault, and possessor of an inexhaustible fund of anecdote and dry

by no
but
man,
offensively pugnacious

Pool and Yankee Sullivan.

rider

domestic

equestrian boy-carrying act. In 1866 he organized and managed
"Melville's Great Australian Circus," which proved a highly popular enterprise. He was not only a notably original and dashing

as Bill

celebrities

and James Melville,
bareback

misunderstanding over the question of salary. At the ensuing
accomperformance, after the sweating supers had once more
the hogshead in proper
of
task
herculean
the
getting
plished
Dan got good and even with Phineas by tossing the

in

as

Mazeppa, and who

is still

living in

Nat Austin, the singing clown
City at the age of 78
Robert Stickney, the horseback rider, who was a great matinee
idol and is still an active member of his profession, and others.

Jersey

;

;

CHARLES STOW.
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JULIA SANDERSON

ROBERT HILLIARD

"
"
role in
Fantana at the Lyric Theatre, this season. Made
singing the title
"
her debut in the chorus of Winsome Winnie." some three years ago at the Casino Theatre.
The absence, through illness, of the star, Paula Edwards, gave her. Miss Sanderson,
an opportunity to step into the titular role one evening and she was so successful that she
never again returned to the chorus. The following season she was seen as Mrs. Pineapple
in "A Chinese Honeymoon" and then as Mataya with De Wolf Hopper in "Wang."
When "Fantana" was produced in Chicago, she was given the part of Elsie Sturtevant.but
the retirement of Adele Ritchie from the cast enabled her to take the part of Fantana

Has been

s

of

New York

"

and

"

Blue Jeans

'

Copyright,

Steinberg, N. V.
in "The Rollicking Girl"

1905.

As Connon Doyl

As Schmaltz

Sam Bernard

Tells

in

"

The Man

in the

a man's seriousness that

is

Sam Bernard

I

The comedian was
office of

man

of

makes him funny."

looked serious

when

he said this.

sitting at a desk in the private

the Herald Square Theatre, a trim, dapper
medium height, features markedly Hebraic,

eyes, restless, piercing and perenially youthBernard's eyes are remindful of that picture,
awe-inspiring to youth, a modern pictorial bogie man,
of a determined burglar levelling a revolver that could

and brown

r

Sam

ful.

jt

*lF
As the " rich Mr.
Hoggenheimer"

not be trifled with, and fearsome eyes directed straight
at whoever dares to look at them.

in common with the burglar the inescapable
considered
they are oddly round for a man,
Analytically
eye.
would
the
say, the survival of youthful
physiognomist
proving,
and the youthful view. They are curiously bright, the

Mr. Bernard has

impulses
eyes of one excessively alive and keenly
set,

and

their

prominence due

to

They are deepexpression rather than size. The
alert.

is brown.
Mr. Bernard interrupted
visual organs. "The audience does it

color, least considerable of all the ocular qualities,
"It's all

with the audience, anyway."

the mental soliloquy on his
You can't act without the help of the audience.
all.

reason

why
a

gives

Monday

Lost

That's the

No. 41)

brother-in-law, for instance, takes his family to
parties.
the theatre every Saturday night. They invite a few friends and
go to supper afterward at Rector's or Sherry's and talk over the

My

when they get home, for they can sleep
on
until noon
Sunday. It is an evening of enjoyment to which
The men who take their
they look forward the whole week.
families to the theatre on Saturday night are business men, who
have been working hard for six days and want to forget their
business.
They make a good audience because they have come
It

play.

doesn't matter

The Monday night audience doesn't expect to enjoy itself. It goes to the theatre just to go somewhere
and expecting to be bored. The other evening audiences vary
enjoy themselves.

to

from the Monday to the Saturday extremes with gradations, but
none are so blase as those of Monday nor so easily pleased as
those of Saturday.
I like to

"Yes,
the

humor has

play matinees.

to be

made simple

all right,

but

There has been a good

Ijunior

women have

by the most obvious
means. I remember a

to be helped to laugh

matinee at Providence

seemed hopeless.
our best to
make them laugh, but

Monday

We

especially

did

we

didn't get a smile.
sat
woman
Every

are

They come

are

Lady audiences
for them.

deal of talk about horse play in theatres.
"Does it surprise you that most of the horse play is for audiences of the beautiful sex? Not having much of a sense of

one

York,

"

London

in

per-

audiences,
blase.

"

that

night

New

In

class

first

formance.
in

no

"

What Makes ^ Maiv Funny

(CHATS WITH PLAYERS

T

Moon

to

time

straight

as

a ramrod

they choose, after having eaten and drunk to

with an

'I've

got to do

the theatre

any

my

an uncomfortable fullness that's no pun

I

and don't follow the
play

with

The

exactly

in

over

a

That broke the

fell

women

The

in shrill little

kept on
most
of
laughing,
them with their hands
over their mouths. But

on Saturday night

a night for family

story

Kay's

titters,

opposite.
to the the-

to enjoy themselves. It
is

the

table.

laughed

the

People go
atre

told

I

I

ice.

is

desperate.

do something

to

while

so

Satur-

day night audience

had

'feathers'

attention.

Everything bores the
usual Monday night
audience.

expression.

duty'

made me

It

SAM BERNARD AS POOR JOE IN

"

BLEAK HOUSE"

I

and

had got

my

cue.

I
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furniture and stumbling
nearly killed myself tumbling over the
me out and I had to
in
front
called
over my feet, but the ladies
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That is something that can hardly
part after he gets it.
Often the points that delight an audience and set

comedy

be estimated.

a curtain speech. For audiwomen the humor must

make

the critics going on the right side
are bits of business that the come-

ences of

of the most

be as for children

dian used

obvious kind.

thirty'

"The audience makes the

Of

course he ought to do

can

to

develop

the

actor.

The

his

in

part

days."

he

all

Bernard
avoid

Generally he has
to hurry over that wait and cover
it as well as possible because the

seven

is

years,"

he

"And

said.

He
Low

to be a preservative of youth.
In a second we were back in the

We

left thirty
ante-stage period.
years behind us in a flash and

a pace

were playing in the Bernard back
yard on the East Side.

setter."

any, are your plans
for the future?"

"What,

if

"I always thought

I

was going

"Like every one else I want a
play, a good farce, with a char-

to be

acter

taste of

heimer.

Dick had stage ambitions, too

I

me

the girl

is

and he

is

it

that

least

good
good

was
some
Stein,

himself.

Milwaukee

the

serious

conversation

with her and say "You're so different from
There it
the other girls," make it quiet.'
was again, 'It's a man's seriousness that

makes him funny.'

when

a

It's

man

is

so with real

his

advice

is

com-

close to real tears

makes people laugh."
To a young man who wants

comedian

to

sententious

into vaudeville, but get out of

as you have had enough."
It was suggested that some

it

:

be a

"Go

as soon

young men

might think that they had had enough at
the first performance and that the managers and audiences might agree with them.
"He's likely to feel that way pretty often,"

Sam

assented

Bernard.

"What

I

mean

is

that as soon as he's got all he needs out of
vaudeville he'd better leave it.
As a rule
it

takes a

man

about three years to get

all

him in vaudeville. He learns
how to wake up and handle all kinds of
audiences better than he would in 'the legit'
and the most important thing is that he
there

is

for

learns a lot of specialties that he can go
back to and will help him round out a

Sam Bernard

in

"

La Poupee"

Burlesque

Those

have

thought

it

when

great,

envious

couldn't

when you have

edy.
that he

didn't

young ones who

SAM BERNARD AS HIMSELF

Play

that way, and

It's

from some

compromised he was business
manager by letting them in for
two pins apiece. The performance
went forward and the actors at

and big boots. I was
a pretty scared boy during rehearsals. Mr. Frohman said, 'Now
stuffed pants

remember

it

brother

pennies were
about to be thrown out when Dick

in

except

I

its pelf.

who

was afraid the public

have

wouldn't

my

quisitive brats into the yard.

to try that part at the be-

ginning.

thought

"We rigged up a stage on the
woodpile and got about twenty in-

seemed a pretty risky thing

me

I

our talent

and we would part
of

another Hoggenheimer.

"It

for

an actor, and

would give the neighborhood a

something like HoggenThis play 'The Rollicking
Girl' isn't what I want, but I have
to play something, and it will do
very well for the summer. I would

like

to

comedy would seem

not safe to trust en-

your audience

subtleties

forty-three years old."
looks a scant thirty-five.

tirely to inspiration, of course, but,

at least,

no

am

I

laugh comes at some other word
or a few lines, or even a 'side'
It is

tried

it.

"I've been on the stage twenty-

audience determines

that for him.

later.

more

chat then turned upon

personal matters. It verged upon
the delicate point of age.
Mr.

study of it and at rehearsals, but
he can do little without the audiHe may decide 'I'll wait
ence.
here,' but the

in the 'ten, twenty and
houses in the old vaudeville

get

in

had neither pennies nor pins,
mouths with water and squirted it

because they
filled their

through holes in the fence over the audience.
That broke up the show. Mother heard the
Dick
noise and came out and took a hand.

and

I

climbed the fence and

I

the gross receipts, twelve cents.
"We soon got tired of being

got away with

mere amateurs

and began hanging around a saloon place at
It
the corner of Baxter and Worth Streets.
Duke
A
Russian
Grand
in
a
basement.
was
who was visiting this country went into the
place when he was thirsty and always after
that they called the hole in the

Grand
pieces

Duke.'

They

and do impromptu

and we got as much
the

let

of

management thought

for our services.

us

ground 'The

dances
the

a

school

recite

for

them

collection

liberal

Usually that was

as

amount

five cents

apiece.

"One

of our

first

appearances at a salary

There was a variety house

was a sad one.
Hoboken where a small admission

fee

at

was

paid and the patrons got beer checks for their
money. Dick and I applied to Conreim, the

man who

kept the place.

Sam Bernard

in

Corn C'urers"

"The
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"

"

'How much do you want ?' he
'Twenty

my

dollars,' I said,

my own

thinking he meant

salary, not

brother's.

"He handed me

a note-book in which he had every one write his

name and

salary for a week.
"
'Pud id in the buch,' he said.

"

a lobster.

in the face as

'Ged oud

!'

he yelled

;

oud of

'ged

house and dond you

my

never come back.'

"He shook the book in my
You said dwendy

'Vat for you dry to cheat me?
Vat for you write forty?'

face.

Ged oud.

dollars.

to listen to an explanation.

"Conreim refused
ting a dollar for the

was a

"I

'Sam Bernard and Dick Bernard, $40.' We went behind and made up for our act. Dick went on and sang a song
and that's as far as we ever got at Conreim's. The old man came
"I wrote

back red

walk home. We started from the ferry at midnight and the
sun was rising when we got home. We had been stopped by
every policeman in New York, and had to tell every one of them
the story of how we two boys happened to be carrying that gay
trunk across Manhattan after nightfall.
to

asked.

I

on get-

insisted

work Dick had done, and we went out

fol-

lowed by Conreim's awful swear words. Our stage clothes were
in a small trunk that had red, white and blue bands painted on it
where, in a better and more expensive trunk would have been
We were not willing to squander any part of our
strips of wood.
for
dollar
car-fare, so carrying the trunk between us we started

How

Weber and

rising actor earning twenty-five a week when I
Fields.
were all playing at Coney Island.

We

boys hadn't settled

down

to

any

They were

specialty then.

met

The
play-

ing black face, or Irish parts, or anything that ihey thought might
I looked upon them with condescension in those
go.
days, be-

cause they were only earning twenty per, and I was playing in a
resort where they charged admission and they in one where they

depended on

But I waived caste and permitted the
After something like twenty years I was

collections.

boys to be friendly.
working for them in

Weber and Fields' Music Hall, New York."
As we made our adieus, this successful comedian said "Tell the
boys who want to be comedians to go into vaudeville. Tell them
:

all done it.
Nat Goodwin, Henry Dixey, Francis WilWilson was getting a hundred a week as a minstrel. He
gave it up when the time came to leave, for ten dollars a week in
a dramatic company."
ADA PATTERSON.

they have
son.

Become an Actress

to

HINTS ON ADOPTING THE STAGE AS A PROFESSION
By GEORGE ALEXANDER.

T

HIS

intended to appeal

article is

and

I

hope

who may

stage-struck.

potentially

Therefore, one

may be pardoned graciousfor ungraciously insisting on the claims

ly

fine, careless, rapturous hint
which presents itself in the guise of seri-

of the

first

ous advice
George Alexander, the Distinguished Actor-Manager

But

:

tirely

!

I

or that part of them, chiefly female, whose
(for the last time), murmur, "Too late

We

!

!"

"Believe me,

hare
is

to

sirs,

are bent on a deliberate wrong,
seldom are at a loss to justify it!''

be

resolute in his or her designs upon the public will furnish you with
a thousand .(identical) reasons why the profession of acting is
indubitably her or his predestined inevitable undertaking. Un-

dertaking

how ominous

bitions, possibilities

Fame

"All that

is

All that

!

of us a fretful hour

of us an old playbill

these Resolutes, then,

and yet again

DON'T
DON'T
DON'T
DON'T

DON'T

me

let

deal

what

is

why,

I

unless you can rough

would din

it

Realize her every way and seek how best to exthe nearer approach to Nature's great self,

nor too hard.
press her!

in

It is in

moment

of the actor.

And

this lies

serving Nature

faithfully through Art.
greatest artist, and the closest to Nature,

The

was Shakes-

peare.

Steep yourself

and

his

Walk

women.

Shakespeare, gain acquaintance with his men
Conceive them afresh give them a new being

in

!

apart and voice them, and gesture them, and act them

touched the noblest and the meanest

these Ironsides of

there to say

!

and

let

me

?

Why

Don't

!

to

;

and

in

him you

will

"Others abide our censure, thou art free!"

And

as he

free of our judgment, so, also, in another sense,
he free of his bounty. "Out-topping knowledge," he gives
of all knowledge to such as ask him, and he is our early friend
and our latest comforter. Yes, indeed, and indeed steep yourself
in

it!

travail,

opposition,

heartache and the thousand natural chocks
to

;

find all secrets.

!

and

;

is

is

unless you can wait!
unless you can eat your heart
and win
unless you can weep

travel,

assembly

learn to de-

!

He

!''

into you,

DON'T

Act whenever and wherever
get all the practice you can
see
the
you
slightest unpromising opportunity !
Never mind your friends don't let them deter you
Treat

!

!

!

!

;

malice,

neglect,

the

this stage flesh is heir
!

Shakespeare.

Then

Save you can accept as your portion disappointment, delay,
weariness,

in the

drawing-room,

;

!

that Borderland which bounds our fabulous country

deal gently with them.
Granted the inevitable,

in the street, in the

her secrets and her manifestations of them

get at

yourself!

!

known

is left

How many hopes, amHow many empty epitaphs

word here

buried here!

lie

attest the mortality of

With

a

Study her

great as that of the supreme

who may

the ardent feminine or masculine enthusiast,

!

Nature!
of acting.

great in all large and all small things that the joy, the full-flowing
joy of acting lies, and only they who can feel this can ever hope
to succeed.
And I myself doubt if there be any exaltation so

When men
They

!

and last, then if you would be an actor, study
Learn to hold up the mirror that is the whole duty

First, then

Perfect the machinery- learn her myriad ways of walking, of
Let nothing seem too trivial,
talking, of being, and of doing!

if,

it

the one thing left to an itinerant philosopher to do
done
to
minimize the disaster.
attempt

And

then, here's luck to you!
are on level ground

Now, we

repeat, these
minds are en-

don't do

made up
it

ivill

talk.

in this case the virtue of the

"it" lies in its necessity

readers

you can and

Now, we can

London

monstrate them, to re-produce, repeat them go into the solitude
and meditate them, practice her expression, remember her accent,
make her live in you again

Don't

and

if

If

to,

appease, certain readers,

be, without impertinence,

as

described

of the Princess Theatre,

Manager

home

with contempt and grumblers with disdain.
Whatever be the end, go on acting!
critics

Heat grows by

friction

so will your enthusiasm

be plenty of friction, don't you fear for that

!

And

;

and

there'll

as the parts
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get bigger and the performances more frequent, so will
the friction

and

tense

become more

tunate in any other profession or business.

in-

Believe me,

enthusiasm

the

"They

Nothing divides a household

much

so

theatricals.

the
art,

as

That

is

is

all

demanded by
and when the Muses

the

Horse racing

ill-doing

!

in

your

Some New

Weary them with

in

you be able to do the public successfully.
you have practised in private all the greatest parts of all
the ages; when you have forfeited your friends' indulgence and
your relations' love when you feel that only opportunity stands
between you and greatness, go to some actor-manager other than
myself and get a banner to wave
Ah, no! I am not jesting, believe me! The great have begun
so
The men and women who have climbed have shirked nothing,
failed of nothing, and done something.
will

When

;

!

!

And even if you are not destined to greatness, if you are neither
born great, nor fated to achieve greatness, nor like to have greatness thrust on you, you may yet be very contented, very happy,
very well friended, very heartily welcomed.
The player of small parts is not without his reward.

The

who makes

but an insignificant one of an insignificant
company, at an insignificant salary, sometimes, I fear, of uncertain
Let him but
recurrence, finds some things to compensate him.
well, for following her even thus
of inclination and fulfils a loving service.
all

is

he

dis-

arms the enmity
And, after all, though the pay be precarious, it is, while it continues, as good or better than the pay given in other callings for a
similar level of one and expense incurred.
Do work you care for, and, in one sense, you are a rich man.
So to one who loves his art, an artistic career, however hard, is not
of necessity poor. The ultimate rewards may not be enormous.
suppose, looking
commercially, there is hardly a field for
attended
with so large a risk as theatrical
monetary speculation
The
fortune
created
management.
by one production to-day may
at

I

it

be dissipated by another production to-morrow, though the ar'istic
level of intention and sacrifice may even have been raised in the
process.

The moneys made by

the most successful

managers and actor-

managers compare unfavorably with those which reward the for-

other type prevails, and that

mands and

lies

We

in

the pre-

live

to

remember, so study
how to please. This and
that type of acting and play
have their vogue then anBe ready to meet all deshelved.

Urea inland

Attractions at

!

love his art and

remedy

please,

the open air hippodrome

and Portia, esShylock
trange them with Hamlet and Ophelia, sadden them with your
humor, lighten them with your tragedy only go on
Drama means "doing." Do your friends. So much the sooner

stroller

come

paredness.

seat.

and misfortunes
But
singly.

points

seldom

sacrifices

Yes, be diligent

not only true of princes.
must be armored at

We

private
one of

beckon, "papa" must take a

back

that stand high
blasts to shake them,"

Have many

more glowing.

is

yourself for every kind of work, in reason.
There has been much talk of the romantic in the drama, and
fit

some good

folk have run away with the idea that you can only be
romantic in tights or knee-breeches.
Don't believe them
!

Study Nature as she
mance.

The romantic can
tume

is

now,

at

present,

and you study

ro-

exist in our unromantic, everyday cos-

still

Believe that, too
Why, there is enough romance all
about you to furnish a thousand good plays with material and
!

!

;

you can see
I

am

it if

not at

you have the
sure that the

all

eye.

commonplace of

the most romantic element in our existence.

moment is not
The dramatist of

the

the day wins his greatest fame by his living description of that
day, and after all, 'art is rightly busied with very small details.
Study those details, I would implore you
!

Consider nothing ignoble in art, and art will render you of her
noblest!
Keep an eye on your salary, too, in justice to yourself
but serve Art for her wages.

We

are

her servants and

all

pupils.

and much to teach us, and it is a
Never sleep, never be conpleasant service, only be prepared.
tent
Go on learning, acquiring, perfecting There is always
something beyond aim for that, and don't don't what? Don't
talk art, do it
Don't tell a manager you are a leading actor, let
him find it out if he can
Don't "brag" about your amateur ex-

She has much

to give us,

!

!

!

!

Don't think you know everything, learn it
perience
Don't be disheariened by comment, kiss the critical rod
And
don't consider that because you want great parts in glorious plays,
life is a blank and hope a dead sea fruit in small theatres where a
scanty audience heeds not your efforts and the cracking of peause

it

!

!

!

nuts prevails over the author.
Life is full of possibilities everywhere, and the stroller of to-

day

is

the genius of to-morrow
Be an actor in all that makes for
and good luck attend you you will succeed.

the best in acting,

!

Some

tKe Scenes in "Peter Pan.," the

of

PETER PAN'S FLIGHT WITH

New Play

by James

WENDY TO THE NEVER NEVER-NEVER LAND

"
"
It has been reproPeter Pan in which Maude Adams will be seen in this country next season.
This remarkable poster by Charles A. Buthel has -been done for James M. Barrie's play
"
duced in colors as an "eighteen-sheet
poster, and is so charming that collectors are buying the small poster at the rate of 1,000 copies per week. Black and white cannot do
justice to the beautiful sky and sparkling stars, nor to the red roofs over which Peter Pan and Wendy Darling in her nighty are flying to the Never-Never Never Land

ADAMS

Peter Pan was a child

MAUDE
will

season

coming
a

in

M.

new

who

be seen this

Grow

the

he was born

Who
Up."

grow

Barrie, called "Peter

Wouldn't

home

his

day
on hearing his parents
form plans as to his future.
Wishing never to

play by James

Pan," or "The Boy

left

after

up, or to be any-

This piece was first produced at the Duke of
York's Theatre, London,

thing more than a

on December 27, 1904,
and had a most success-

though one attempt
return had led to

ful

The popular
"The Little

run.

author

of

finding the

Minister" designed it as
Christmas entertainin-

kinds

of

troducing
whimsical

in
a primitive
dress of furs, spends his

attired

time

author had a serious object

in

view.

He

has

of

"loving

for

respect

and inculcate a
of one's comideal
high
mon mother, who, in the
course

of

nition,

is

"one

who

sleep."

a

long

place

Never

Never

-

buccaneers
This picture_ represents the first act, which takes place in the nursery of the Darlings' hou&e. Mrs
Darling is going out for the evening, and is casting a good-night glance on her three children.
On the left lie Wendy and her brother Michael; on the right the elder boy, John Napoleon

the

is

On

for

-

neigh-

several of his

expeditions
reached the

Peter

has

Darling

house, to the alarm of
Mrs. Darling and to the

as

does a child's work

when

it

is

Mr. Barrie has also endeavored

tired

and sings

it

to

to revive the love of

children for fairies, who are referred to in an exquisitely written
passage as being created by the first laughter of babies.

The play

contains among other features, a burlesque of the
of the old time pirates, sailing beneath skull
deeds
sanguinary
and cross bones. There are buccaneers and redskins, all painted

with vivid colors, and through the clash of

steel, says an English
there plays a lambent humor, more subdued in tone than
the flickering light, resembling that of a Will o' the Wisp, which
critic,

indicates the presence of Peter Pan's watchful but jealous Fairy

attendant, Tinker Bell.

composed
whose

children,

dwelling

bors.

defi-

described

lost

Never
and
with
Indians
Land,

lightful Barrie touch, to
uphold the principle of

ladies,"

recruits

obtaining

for his band,

with the usual de-

tried,

shut

in his

So, refusing any
longer to trouble about
a Mother's Love, Peter,

the

incidents

to
his

place.

ment, and in addition to
all

window

and another child

a

amusing children by

child,

Peter has taken refuge
alwith
the
fairies,

loudly

expressed indignation of the children's faithful nurse,
is no ordinary nurse, but a large
Newfoundland.

Nana, who

This remarkable animal carries the three Darling children to the
bathroom, whether they wish it or no, gives them medicine, turns
on the electric light and generally behaves like the average Jane
or Susan.

For her

poor Nana

persistent barking as a sign that danger

is

near,
dragged
by her master from her kennel in
the children's bedroom and is chained up in disgrace in the
is

off

being that the children have no one
them when Peter Pan pays a visit. A friendship
is struck up between them, and Peter Pan gives the Darling
children lessons in flying, which enables them to come to
yard,

the

to protect

consequence

M. Barrie in which

Maude Adams

Will Be Seen Next Season

Never-Never-Never Land.
There, Peter's band, com-

the

prising Tootles, Nibs, Slightly,
Curly and the Twins, are

shown

from the hol-

as issuing

lows in the trunks of

trees,

which conduct them to a comfortable

underground dwelling.
of the children shoots the

One

Wendy

Flying

her

thinking

mistake,

by
be

to

White Bird, and the

Great

a

girl is

appointed "collective" Mother of
them all, Peter also assuming
the position of Father.
Peter,
wishes
to
also
however,
regard
Wendy as Mother rather than
as

His

wife.

"titular"

ternal

responsibilities

pa-

oppress

him with a sense of growing
years and he is also puzzled by
the desire of an Indian amazon
to become his squaw.
A coalformed

ition

is

band

of

pirates,

between

Indians

the

against the
is Peter's

whose leader
foe.

particular

The

Indians,

keeping watch over the subterraneous dwelling, are attacked
in the night

by the pirates,

who

take captive all the members of
the band except Petef.
Then
follows a finely presented ship
scene in which the lads are all

but

made

to

ending
pirates

who

overboard.

children from the Never-Never-Never

Land

rout the pirates, and in this picture Peter Pan, on the right,

posing as Napoleon

is

walk the plank,

the

in

THE SCENE ON THE PIRATE SHIP
The

defeat

are

all

Then Peter

of

the

thrown
is

left

behind in fairyland and a following scene shows the return
of the children to their disconsolate parents to the great joy

of the mother
the

father,

particularly of
taken to

who had

sleeping at nights in the kennel

by way of penance, and to the
huge delight of the once more
happy Nana, who is said to be
the most lovable character in a
play rather heterogeneous and
balanced.
"Peter
unevenly

Pan" was a great
ing

success dur-

run in London, where it
beautifully staged with

its

was

THE UNDERGROUND HOUSE WHERE PETER PAN TOOK THE DARLINGS
This picture shows

Wendy mothering

the other children and telling

them a

story.

On

the right sits Peter

splendid scenery, and the effect of the piece was greatly
aided by various well per-

formed
which

dances

by music
by turns plaintive,
barbaric and nautical.
is

The stage sets are as follows
Act one. Our Early Days. Scene
one. Outside the House; scene two,
Inside the House. Act two. The
Never-Never-Never Land.
Scene
:

one.

The

Wendy
Camp
;

Under

;

We

House
Built
for
scene two, The Redskins'
scene three, Our Home
the Ground. Act three.

We

Return
to Our
Distracted
Mothers.
Scene one, The Pirate
Ship; scene two, A Last Glimpse of
the Redskins; scene three, Home.

PETER PAN'S SHADOW

THE DARLINGS' RETURN

Pan

The

Max Maurey, Manager of

HOSE

Theatres of Paris

Little
the

Andre de Lorde, who writes "shockers"

Grand Guignol

her carriage, crying "Friquet
Friquet !" What would not an
American manager give for such an advertisement for his star?

the French capital known as "the
little
(petits theatres) are so styled chiefly beFor example, the Grand
size.
of
their
diminutive
cause

T

playhouses

in

!

theatres"

those which govern the larger Boulevard theatres, and that the bill of fare

was

certainly remarkable in the character of the unhappy, half-savage child of the circus troupe. Her love for the
pathetic old clown who brought her up, the change in her for-

Polaire

famous of them, seats, all told, only
Guignol, which
accommodates only 150. But the
Mathurins
300 people, while the
It means
another signification.
also
has
term "pet'its theatres"
from
different
on
that the house is conducted
principles widely
the most

is

passions, the worthiness of her love for
far above her
were all so real, so intensely portrayed,

tunes, her elemental

the

man

that one questioned whether Polaire or
the dramatist had created Friquet.

^

The Grand Guignol, which

say the least, unconventional.
More often it is sensational, and Parisians and visiting foreigners go to "the
to

is,

little

shocked or

"We

give the pubplays are dra-

pocket, the cheapest seat being 5 francs
($i) and most of the seats 8 francs

Such, in the words of

($1.60). The audience is drawn from
a special public, a blase public in search
of new sensations and situations strong

thrilled.

Our

'extract of drama.'

lic

matic tabloids."
its

manager,

gram

of the

ably has not

On

first

Max Maurey,
Grand Guignol which probis

the pro-

counterpart in the world.
entering one of these little

enough

its

it

would seem to have been

The Theatre

des

for

private

entertainments.

one "piece de resistance" of two acts
in which some exceptionally poignant

exposed to the audience in
all the realism of its horror.
One, at
items
of
the
least, and generally more,
situation

The

M.

it

very

Its

popular.

"

A TYPICAL GRAND GUIGNOL PLAY

L'Hotel de POuest," a gay supper party discovering a
murder committed by a previous occupant of the room

Scene

in

Of

these,

Mile. Polaire, the eccentric, gypsy-like creature, is one of the most
In a little sketch called "L' Amour qui Passe," the

do

able

suddenly opened. But Mile. Polaire
grimaces, her wit, her
dancing,

are

very

local.

is

;

her coloring

full

is

of fascination

essentially Parisian

I^^IHES^K^EI^fe^.

dark

;

when
;

her

women

;

and, occasionally, too impression-

have become momentarily hysterical under the

She

in
is

any other

Two
iere

typical pieces recently seen at this house, are

laid in Pekin,

Mtt

light

intervals the

from the Consul's
comes the
distressing sound of wom-

she

;

en

weeping.

who had

wild over her, and at that
when she was recog-

A

sentry,

mysteriously dis-

appeared, is carried on.
He has been horribly tortured by the Chinese, who
are now advancing on the

time,

out,

at

is

fires

living quarters

at
the
Friquet
Gymnase, all Paris went

run

up

It

heard the roaring of can-

non

played

driving

by assault.
and sinister

forbidding Chinese landIn the distance is
scape.

Bois in a swell automobile,

crowds would

taken
night

and she goes to the races
in
odd costumes with
short skirts,
which she

nized

first is

during the Boxer uprising. The French Consulate is
in imminent peril of being

city.

When

"La Dern-

Torture" and "L'Hotel de 1'Ouest." The scene of the

often seen in the

always wears.

in-

fluence of a feeling of terror.

She would not be understood

counteracting

rarely a performance during which someone is not obliged to
walk out into the lobby, finding the situation too strong for his,

or more probably, her nerves

;

towards

is

ragged, many-colored attire of a vagrant girl suited her oddly.
Her waist is the smallest in Paris her hair, short, black and

an impudent boy

something

the painful impression which may have
been caused by the "shocker." There

popular.

her eyes, gray, long and remarkable, are

is

are of a particularly gay character and

specialty is one-act plays, and some of
the best actors in Paris appear here at various times.

curly, gives her the air of

never

bill

is

Jules Berny, a musician and pupil of the Conservatory,
assumed charge of the theatre in 1901,

and has made

act,

consisting of

and the

contains less than four distinct plays,
and there are often six. As a rule there

various vicissitudes, and belonged at
one time to an American lady who used
it

the

to

to be

when

never long, even

more than one

The house has passed through

present director,

People who go

ordinary intensity, whether in the direction of tragedy or comedy.
They are

situated

in the street of that name, seats, as we
have said, 150 persons, half on the
main floor and half in the gallery above.
There is but one door leading to the
stage that from the left aisle of the

theatre.

semi-dormant

its

more or
The plays
less shocked, if not startled.
produced there, while they must possess literary quality, must be of extra-

built for a

Mathurins,

awaken

Grand Guignol expect

delectation.

sole

individual's

to

sensibility.

play-houses, one is reminded of some
It is so small that
tiny court theatre.

private

on the

is

heights of Montmartre, attracts more
people than the Mathurins, although
its prices do not appeal to the general

expecting to be either

theatres"

for the Paris stage

the
after
Scene in "La Derniere Torture" Andre de Lorde's latest shocker. The dying sentry, eyes gouged
out and hands cut off. describing Boxer atrocities to his comrades

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
consulate.

The

gle.

than

let

The despairing inmates prepare for the supreme strugConsul's daughter urges her father to shoot her rather
her fall into

The

father

the injunction.
ing
"Mile. Fifi" was not

attack

advertised on the

unhappy

The

consents.

newspapers, and the police, fearing that disorders would
forbade the performance.
The management, however,
found a way of evad-

in certain

occur,

hands.

Boxers'

the

203

the

sul puts his revolver at
his
head
daughter's

and

in

lifeless

At

newcomers

"Mile.

room
The

Carnival

mysterious

Photo taken

for the

latticed

has

;

with her throat cut.

This

is

the curtain of the

Act 2 takes place in Paris at the Hotel
de 1'Ouest. Here the murderers of the woman
at Nice have a quarrel.
One of them, stricken
first act.

by remorse, wishes

give himself up

to

other, unwilling to risk
murders his weak ac-

DE MAX

As

complice.

by Gouget,

it

;

the

consequent detection.

Grand Guignol, and now

The

in

who

cannot

control

;

aspect of the auditorium

unusual, both in form and upholstery. The
Gothic seats and decorations are more like the

some old German

hall of

theatre,

castle than a

and there are corners

carved woodwork

is

modern

which the

in

quite ecclesiastical.

The

stage
very small, and great ingenuity
needed in putting the little plays on the stage
is

is

to

obtain sufficient scenic illusion to support the
There is a
realistic character of the acting.

JEANNE GRANIER

small gallery, and on
the

a

is

boxes with

at

floor

ground

the back

as

V

popular actress at the
Capucines

row of

gilt lattices

which are used

as screens, by visitors who do not wish
to be recognized.
Some of the best

their

away from the Grand Guigas for the rest, they like to feel an

nerves stop
nol

up was formerly the

is fitted

The

is

could wish to see.

People

acquired

the fashionable rendezvous.

building
studio of Rochegrosse, the artist.

one

terrible a picture of criminal life as

it is

which the theatre

acted
is

theatre

ant interest of the play,
made a success of the

boxes where spectators can see without being seen

gone up, and then a table is set for a late supper party. At the
end of the supper a foot is seen sticking out from under the sofa.
When touched it does not move then a woman's body is dragged out and laid on the sofa,
and amid horrified screams it is seen to be the
corpse of a well-known Nice society woman

Favorite leading man at
the Mathurins

management

this

in

INTERIOR OF THE GRAND GUIGNOL THEATRE. PARIS
Showing the

just

curtain

the

of

was

connection, in
addition to the poign-
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strangers

abandon the room
after

little

Two

night.

idea

advertisement that the

Nice on

at

is

The

see

in

a succession of ter-

act

it

re-

the quality of host
could do as it pleased
The
in its own house.

"L'Hotel de 1'Ouest"

first

of

free

Fifi"

charge.
that the

Boxers.

of a cheap hotel.

and

management

lieving troops, not the

is

once out-

member

each

turn as the guest of the

re-

rible scenes in the

must leave

it

would be invited to

The

were

was

side,

that instant sounds

a French bugle.

fin-

ished, the audience

the theatre;

arms.

his

the regular

program had been
told that

She drops

fires.

when

But,

offi-

of the theatre.

cial bill

guard is
There is a
driven in.
loud yell and a rush of
armed men. The Conbegins,

may be seen here.
M. Max Maurey, the present direc-

people in Paris

remarkable man.

In addition

occasional tension of the nerves just as
many women like to see a pathetic play

tor, is a

order to have a "real good cry." The
Grand Guignol has some points of re-

a successful dramatic author.

to

in

making

a success of his theatre he

is

His two

semblance with the older Theatre Libre
founded by Antoine but there is this

are in the present
of
the
Theatre
Antoine and
repertory
are probably the most notable successes

fundamental

of the past season,

latest

;

the

difference:

Theatre

Libre was a crusade in favor of a re-

public

with

"extract

of

plays

since the

war

that

first

writing for the Paris stage.

butes of the

man

the physical attriof nervous force and

almost unlimited powers of work. He
is of rather less than medium height

of a stage version of "Mile. Fifi," Guy
de Maupassant's story of the Franco-

That was the

now

M. Maurey has

started about

ten years ago by Oscar Metenier and
its first "sensation" was the
production

Prussian war.

director of this theatre,

which makes a specialty of horrors, is
one of the leading writers of comic

drama."

The Grand Guignol was

"Asile de Nuit"

;

fact that the

;

the

viz.,

and "M. Lambert, marchand de tabfor it is a somewhat piquant
leaux"

form of dramatic art, both as regards
the Grand
acting and play-writing
is
run
to
make
Guignol
money by supplying

productions

and

time

is

slight of figure.

don't-hurry

manner

He

has the calm

which

suggests
complete self-control. As he sat at his
desk while talking to the writer the

German uniforms

had been seen on the Paris stage.
There was a great outcry on the subject

MLLE.

Who originated

POLAIRE

the role of Friquet in Paris, and a great favorite at
the Theatre des Mathurins

nervous

energy thus held under re-
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straint

was manifested only
the
by
quick movements of
his hands as he picked up

one single quality in his
acting which is responsible

and glanced at papers and
letters
which had been
his desk.
on
placed

produces

"We
M.

are primarily," said
Maurey, "a theatre of

the advance guard in

dram-

We are
development.
seeking out the way, we

is

for

The

the

general
it

actor

is

its

effect

it

intensity.

seems to have

nerves strained up to
extreme degree of tension and his nervous tenhis

his

sion

is

radiated out to the

atic

audience.

are trying experiments in

the
Grand
Although
Guignol has produced plays
by most of the younger

dramatic
the

art,

great

from which
theatres

will

generation

of

playwrights

ELFIE FAY
To

star in the

Marceau

"The
new musical play
"
of Avenue A

VIOLET HOLLS

Belle

Appearing

The plays produced at the
Grand Guignol, whether comic or
tragic, must strike an original note.
They must be something out of the
common and literary in style and

the

benefit.

in

"

The Earl and

who

author

spicuously on

most con-

figures

its bills is

the Girl"

undoubtedly

greatest success at the Grand
Guignol thus far has been "Le Sys-

Andre de Lorde, the author of "Au
Telephone," "Le Systeme du Docteur Goudron," "La Derniere Torture" and "L'Obsession." Although
M. de Lorde has made a speciality
of short plays containing some ter-

teme du Docteur Goudron

ror-inspiring

conception."

The

fesseur

et

du Pro-

Plume," Andre de Lorde's

is

situation,

this

quality

not allowed to banish those

attri-

version of Poe's grotesque story, another adaptation of which, under the

butes of literary quality and artistic
restraint without which the plays

of "The System of Dr. Tarr"
had a hundred performances this last
season in New York. The French
version, in which Poe was outdone

the public at the Grand Guignol. To
communicate to an audience (and a

would not make much impression on

title

in horror,

made

somewhat blase audience

a special appeal to

genuine
even when

Those who saw Jean
Gouget's impersonation of Dr. Tarr

the Parisians.

who seem

to

have the

their audience smile

making
mere presence.

As soon

ence can be

a

made

to feel that chill in

spine which ought normally to be
called forth by certain situations, it
its

gift of

by

at that)
is

hand as is allowed the authors at the
Grand Guignol.
Before an audi-

not easily forget the thrill of
horror evoked by that masterly
crescendo of terror. There are acwill

tors

of horror

not easy,
the author has such a free

thrill

their

is

necessary for the dramatist to cre-

an atmosphere, to prepare the
minds of the spectators and to do
this great skill and experience are

ate

as they ap-

pear on the stage a ripple of merriment passes through the house. As
soon as M. Gouget appears on the

necessary.

stage in a play of a dramatic character, one feels an undefined sense of

M. Andre de Lorde, though he
has an established reputation, is still

White

CHAUNCEY

OI.COTT

This popular actor will be seen next season in a new play entitled
"
Edmund Burke." based upon incidents in the career
of the great British statesman

impending tragedy. He suggests terror, as some actors can

a young man, being only 35.

suggest laughter. There is in
the nervous tension of his

ner and his general aspect of
neatness and correctness do

manner, the grim

set of

his

face and the deep earnestness
of his voice something that

convinces one that no deed

is

impossible for him. He seems
to be living in that borderland

between
terror
Hall

One

OLIVE NORTH
of the principals in

the

the productions at

Hippodrome

is

and death, where
But if there
king.

life

His

quiet, self-possessed

nothing to suggest the
ble problems with

confronted.

He

man-

terri-

which he
is,

is

further-

more, a "worker" and looks
He used at one time to

it.

be secretary of that talented
statesman,

M. Burdeau.
F. IRVIN.

NORMA BELL "

Playing the part

of Elsie in
at the Lyric

Fantana

"
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My

ing our way back toward
San Francisco that hard

Beginnings
beginnings go back to San Francisco
ten and less than sixty years ago,
for I literally began in San Francisco, hav-

more than

bom

there.
There is no authentic data
went on the stage, for as nearly as I
out I was always on.
Family memories

when

as to

can find

I

on that point, but they agree that the widest
difference of dates mentioned in family councils is
differ

not more than a few weeks.

made my debut

In

It is certain that

when

was carried on and there is a
tradition that I marred my own proshumiliating
"The Emerald Isle"
pects and disgraced the family by sucking my thumb.
It has been agreed in the De Angelis family to bury that most
At any rate my
humiliating event in its history, in oblivion.
earliest recollection is of being on the stage.
I cannot remember
when I was not on the boards, and my first distinct recollection is
I

I

of seeing the audience for the first time in my
Presumably I hadn't known that there is

us.

They

We
began
were so short of funds that
at

Y

ing been

overtook

times

By JEFFERSON DE ANGELIS

M
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life.

Louis.

St.

we decided

not to attempt
by railroad, but to
take horses and wagons and
to return

small

the

all

play

along the way.

This,

towns

we

pected, would net us
pennies and dimes and

we

lars
it

year.

grasshoppers
over Nebraska

swept

the
dol-

so sadly needed. But

was grasshopper

The

ex-

Kansas

and

eaten

all

had
and
the

The people had no

crops.

money and they were
heartened.

No

dis<le Anuelis and his sister
they crossed the plains in
grasshopper year

Jefferson

one cared to

see a

when

company of strollers
making their way overland in a prairie schooner. Our receipts
were easily counted. An infant might have

such a thing as an audience before, but on
this occasion I saw the people in front.

acted as treasurer of the company. Often
we did not take in more than ten dollars.

The

began to follow us, attaching our
our meager props, taking everything we had. At last they took our horses
and wagons. We were left in the prairies
of Western Nebraska with nothing but the

world behind the footlights, the

little

Sheriffs

only world I had known, widened and included an indistinct mass of persons whose
faces I could dimly see, but

whose minds,

or at least whose sense of entertainment

must
but

fill

and

gave

it

please.

me

I

was not frightened,

clothes

a solemn sense of responsi-

some small way I was
the moods of the audience.

responsible for
a feeling that

It is

grows with

At

that time the

my

uncle,

my

De

in the

Angelis family, con-

We

and

my

sister

about ten, when

tour of the country ourselves,
course, going with us.
Sallie,

La

who was

was

eight

professionally

father, of
Jefferson de Angelis at eighteen

known

as

tionable folk.

and I were practically starting out on our own
had three little sketches or one act plays, and did

Petite Sarah,

account.

We

a turn in the variety houses.

We

left

San Francisco and

came east, appearing at almost every town on the
way. Our pieces were much
like those of Harrigan and
Hart, and to these we

until

Vaudeville

point.

to

the

today.

we wore

come.

legitimate

We

stayed
out our wel-

So a tour from San

Francisco

New York

to

might be a matter of years
instead of weeks or months.
It

came

to

New York

night. Boulder

was twenty-

away. Father
and I found that if the
whole party took the stage
to Boulder we would arrive
there without a cent and in
stage driver for our fare.
decided that he and I

drama

first

Boulder, Colorado, that

four

applied

he

at

debt

pains to cultivate to a

.certain

When

We

him have the horses and
wagons. We were to play

the public would come to
see you, quite like the test

voices,

father had been

was while we were work-

This series began

in

Again we

let

then meant a run as long as

good

fairly

my

attached us.

peated itself. Another sheriff, another attachment.

miles

added
which

He

found a farmer angel and with our fresh conveyances we started
home once more. At Caribou, Wyoming, our history again re-

five

at

Angelis Company, Limited. Fitted

He intended to
could not be persuaded.
run for the same office that year. He could
not afford to lend aid and comfort to ques-

we made a

my

but not

had swooped upon Colorado, too, and the
farmers were dejected.
They seemed to
dislike us for our assumed merriment.
Heaven knew it was assumed. The sheriff
began to hover about us. No use. He

playing in a variety theatre at the corner
of Bush and Market Streets.
conI

us,

gave them stock

new horses and wagons we started
and made our way to Colorado. Here our
fortunes were no better. The grasshoppers

John De Angelis, my
Sallie and myself, were

tinued playing together until

De

We

out with

one's growth,

father,

sister

wore.

without a guarantee.

the care that kills the actor cat.

sisting of

we

Kind hearted farmers helped

that in

I felt

bility.

I

trunks,

dollars

to

the

We

should walk.

We made the

trip through and over the
mountain roads in four
hours, and congratulating
ourselves on having saved
twenty-two dollars and our
credit, we went to the town
hall, built our stage and
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When making

his tour

through India
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night we gave a performance at the usual time.
Trouble pursued us across the Rocky Mountains and dogged
us through Colorado, Utah and Nevada. One winter .evening we
reached the Humboldt River. We were
cold and hungry and knew that farther
that

on was a town, but to reach

My

cross the river.

up the message and threw

tore

I

I

me

we must
and uncle

ital

it

father

it was too deep.
They
camping there for the night,
but I knew that food and warmth were
to be found in that town if we could

stepped into the water. My
me but I pretended not to

I

father called

was waist deep
had reached the
middle of the stream the water was only
I
waved my hand to
shoulder high.
them and pushed on until I reached the
hear.

I

the

in

pushed on

opposite bank.
and when the

father

The others drove across
wagons were on the road

was so

five miles

warm

danger from the icy bath

was

that

over.

all

thus

I

In Eureka fortune smiled for

a time on the

little

liked

that cap-

we organized

We

into the ocean.

come

We

to

the

pieced together such

frag-

ments as the members of the company
could recall, interpolated a lot that would
have made Harriet Beecher Stowe turn
We stayed in
faint, and produced it.
At last
town
three
months.
that
nearly
to
of
a
vessel
that
went
the captain
Hong
Kong stopped at Cookstown. We gave
him a complimentary ticket and culti-

I

had travelled

we jumped

literally

book.

wagon.

waved me

trot.

On

jumping off
We played anything that town
place.
wanted, comic opera, tragedy, anything.
I remember
that they asked us for
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" and we had no

off and they started
ran to keep up with them,
In
holding by the end of the wagon.
that way my clothing dried and when we

My

on at a

met a young man who said he

had

I

started to climb into a

I

again

had that much

but hadn't any money.
of mutual confidence

unless

until I

When

river.

I

company and started out across Australia.
The experiences of crossing the
Great American Desert were repeated.
Finally we reached Cookstown, the most
northern point of Australia.
It was a
town of 600 inhabitants. We couldn't
go back and we couldn't go forward,

talked of

it.

"If

away.

a

concluded that

make

it

could take a steamer home," I said, and left the office not knowing where I would go, nor having the least idea what I could do.
I

vated him assiduously.
induced to take us to

company, but she

He was at
Hong Kong

last

for
frowned again when we adopted the only
diamond
two
or
three
a few guns and
other amusement of the mining camp,
In
rings that constituted our wealth.
gambling. We lost all the money we had
But
we
we
had
better
luck.
made at Eureka and arrived in San FranHong Kong
toured India and China and after five
cisco as hard up as while we were crossPurdy, Boston
years I went back to San Francisco with
PAULINE FREDERICK
ing the prairies and mountains angelized
much
attention last season in
A
Boston
who
attracted
girl
Three months later I
"
twenty dollars.
by farmers, on our nine months' overMiss Frederick has a
It Happened in Nordland."
and
will continue in
voice
powerful
soprano
to
New
York
with nine dollars.
came
land journey from St. Louis to San
Lew Fields' company next season
I had plenty
three
afterward
For
Francisco.
Fate seemed against us.
years
in
time
I
draw
once
that
did
There was no let up in ill fortune for a long time after that, for
of engagements, but never
my salary.
my father was taken ill from the hardships he went through while I would get ten and five dollars as I had to have them from my
we were on the terrific trip to San Francisco, and after two years managers, who were more unfortunate than I, but not once did

he died.

my

went on doing my turn at the variety houses in San Francisco,
and the town talked of me as one of its favorites. Nevertheless
times were hard. One day as I was walking down Market Street
with a young fellow we met a man who had just come from

my companion

said.

"Let's go," said

We
but

I

I.

had no money
got up a benefit

for myself at Woodward's Gardens and

we

sailed.

Hard

I

say so.
that

I

As

sage and said to the
clerk,

"How much?"

"Twelve

pounds"

($60), he answered.

it

home

be conscientious about

was closing
McCaull

I

door

c

on

back.

me

called

s c

i

d
he

entious,"

said.

to be

mes-

"Take

He

entious."

a heart full of hope
to the cable office.

my

"I'll

the hornpipe.

assure you
will be consci-

and
was
dygore,"
with him three years.

wrote

knew

I

Francisco for some,"
I said, and went with

to

I

watch the lesson.

I'll

it

Next day I signed
with him for "Rud-

cable

gone.

to

said.

I

can't play

San

I

been playing Wrenne, Edna Wallace Hopper's
role in "The Silver Slipper"

Colonel,"

"If

times

recovered my
"I'll

Who has

it,

"Don't be too d

all

taught a fellow

think you could play that?" he said.

arrived in Queensland I fell ill. When
I

BEATRICE GOLDEN

"Do you

the

money was

I

John McCaull, the manager, happened
sent for me and handed me a part.

took passage -on the
same steamer. When
I

OttoSarony

upon a Saturday envelope.

and read it and let me know."
I thanked him and took the part.

Australia.

"I would like to go to Australia,"

fall

eyes

The change came when

I

Col.

McCaull proved

He

mascot.

my

changed

my

luck.

This series began in
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1905, with an article by Blanche
Bates, followed last month by
an article by Blanche Walsh.
Next month Frank Daniels

will tell of his

beginnings.

LIBBY ARNOLD BLOXDELL
Popular singing comedienne now appearing

in vaudeville
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Joseph enters upon a stage career

Photos by Sarony

The

Hully Gee!

situation induces reflection

WILLIAM
All those theatreKoersvwho.were

I

T.

HODGE

IN HIS

NEW

PLAY. "EIGHTEEN MILES FROM

What

HOME"

tall

buildings

"

"

of laughter by the funny antics of this really clever comedian when he threw the fit as the hoyden lover in
Sky Farm and again
"Mrs. Wines of the Cabbage Patch," will look forward w "i pleasurable anticipation to seeing him in another character. The new piece is
story wrilten by Mr. Hodge himself, entitled, "Eighteen Miles trom Home." It will be produced by Liebler & Co. this coming season

shaken by convulsions

when he courted Miss Hazy
founded upon a

guess I'm on the right road

in

:

Chickering

As somebody she

don't like

JANIS is a sixteen-year-old girl who imitates
others marvelously and is herself inimitable.
Though
she has been more or less in the public eye during the past
five or six years, having played principal roles in three comic

ELSIE

operas, besides doing vaudeville "turns," being billed in letters
three feet high, and written up with illustrations in the Sunday
newspapers, it is only this summer that she has flashed upon New

York.
is

the

word

for

as Elsie's first-night success at the

it,

Wistaria Grove roof garden was as spontaneous as her popularShe takes a part in the burlesque
ity seems sure to be permanent.

We Are Forty-One," in which she sings two or three
introduces "imitashes" of innumerable stage people,
and
songs,
men and women, all the way from Chevalier and Eddie Foy to
Marie Dressier and Elfie Fay. Nothing escapes her. Facial expression, voice, gait, attitudes and mannerisms of gesture, all are
reproduced with striking effects of individuality and Mrs. Janis,
her mother, declares that Elsie has a repertoire of no less than

of

"When

eighty of these living portraits. Fornaro, the caricaturist of the
New York World, told the young artiste that she was more than
a

match for him in his own specialty.
Miss Janis herself, however, sets comparatively
these mirthful mimickries which have introduced her to the metropolitan public.

little

store

by

the wistful, half-pathetic shade or undertone which we are sensiwhen Genius takes fateful control of a young and tender life.

ble of

is the home of the Janis family.
Elsie was
of her mother's Sunday-school class in the Congregationalist Church there, and a social pet of the Rev. Dr. Washing-

Columbus, Ohio,

a

member

some

it

shine as a

matic Corps.

sort,

is threatened (in the play) with the chloroform
sponge advocated by Dr. Osier for all suspected of being a certain age.
At home with her mother and troops of friends at the Algon-

quin, Elsie's exuberant nature and versatile talents, as well as her
sunny amiability of disposition, are manifested even more sur-

tall,

thin

wavy, silken hair 'twixt
blonde and brune in
fact,

a

whom

Rarrvmore,
both

resembles

ally

and

friendly
a physical

plays

she

natur-

imitates
fun.

as

Ethel

daintier

-

She

in
is

culturist

football,

rides

she

dances like La Rouge

Domino. She is a fair
French scholar, keeps
a diary and plays the
piano. But perhaps the
most marked of all, is

powers,

as

On
ways.
looks
she
stage
more than her -years,

and

little

her

the

and
like

At

off

it

more

than she really
times there

all

faculty

for

verse

rhyming.
Nearly all
her introductions are

childis.

original.

HENRY TYRRELL.

is

Copyright Hall

Copyright Hall

tomboy

the

a

girl, with
dark
splendid
eyes and

rather

well as a deep, poetic
sentiment, in a thous-

a

in

is

and

Moreover,
romantic

emotional

As

She

theatre.

horseback astride and

reveals

Copyright Hall

than

prisingly

"The Duchess of Dantzic."

As she comes

man-

she

in

such

of this exploit set the professional

and little Elsie Janis went on the stage as an infant
when
she
was only 'leven! She joined that innumerable
prodigy
and all-embracing order which Sydney Rosenfeld calls "Those
Who Have Been With E. E. Rice." The Gerry Society made her
shy of New York until she had safely turned sixteen and now

light opera of the legit-

imate

The fame

agers after her,

no

star

was Governor of

her to the White House at Washington, where, in the historic
Blue Room, she gave an entertainment before a distinguished
audience that included the Cabinet and members of the Diplo-

use attempting at all.
Her serious ambition is
to

he

Ohio, delighted in the accomplishments of this gifted child. Later,
as President of the United States, he and Mrs. McKinley invited

It is

is

William McKinley, when

ton Gladden.

easy for her, she says,
to "take off"
people
who amuse or interest
her, but

Fay

Elfie

The Inimitable Child

Elsie Janis

"Flashed"

As

Elsie Janis as she really looks

to rehearsal

As

a 'rah-'rah girl
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Free [~^

Absolutely

A Superb Portrait of
Joseph Jefferson
At very considerable expense we have reproduced WITHOUT ANY LETTERING the
original painting by Andre Brion of "Joseph
Jefferson as Rip Van Winkle." copyright Falk. "HAC-SCMILEOFJEFFERSCNPORTHAIT"
from which the cover appearing on THE THEATRE MAGAZINE for July
was made, and a small fac-simile of which appears above.

1

you should ask her the

her beautiful flowing locks, she would say,
'"
Hall's Vegetable Sicilian

Hair Renewer."

It

is

the

of youth, the key
[guardian
to beauty. It is safe, sure,
and reliable. Sold for over

SIZE OF PORTRAIT
The portrait including the mount is 18 inches high and 14 Inches wide. It is executed in 14 colors and is not the usual cheap process work, but a genuine lithograph (or
printed from stones), the most costly but the only completely satisfactory method of reproducing colors. All the flesh tints and the beautiful coloring blended by the artist into his
background are perfectly reproduced, and the likeness to Mr. Jefferson is startling.
The great actor seems to be close at hand smiling at you in the old familiar manner.
It is a beautiful piece of art work and a fitting souvenir of the great comedian.
Suitably
fiamed, it will be an acquisition to any room.

IT

If

''secret of

f

sixty years.
For the whiskers and moustache we

as BUCKINGHAM'S
colors Instantly a ricli brown or a
>soft black. R.P.HAI.L&CO.,Nashua,N.H.

make
DTK.

a.

Dye known

It

'

COSTS YOU NOTHING

person who will send us a four months' trial subscription to THE THEATRE
(costing $1) we will send free a copy of this splendid portrait, provided 10
ceuts accompanies your order (for postage). THE PRICE OF THE PICTURE ALONE is $i.

To any

MAGAZINE

REALIZE

WHAT

THIS OFFER MEANS
You send us $1 and you receive
nificent

DELICIOUS
not only a large,

magexecuted and

your
address during four consecutive months THE THEATRE
MAGAZINE, the most beautiful and complete pictorial periodical devoted to the stage, its interests and people ever produced. Each issue contains nearly one hundred pictures
scenes from all the New York successes and many new and
large portraits of the leading actors and actresses of the hour,
besides an abundance of entertaining and instructive reading
matter. If you are fond of theatregoing you cannot afford
Its able
not to see THE THEATRE MAGAZINE each month.
criticisms, its Chats with Players, and other articles have
made it the most popular theatrical publication in the country.
It costs 25 cents a copy or $3 a vear. We want you to become
acquainted with it, so are will ng to send you a trial four
months' subscription for $1, and with this you get free a
FAC-SIMILE OF OUR COVER

THE GUM WITH THELASTING
PEPPERMINT FLAVOR.

10

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE,

26

West

CENTS

PER PACKAGE.
THE ONLY GUM PACKAGE THAT WILL PREVENT
FUZZ AND OTHER ACCUMULATIONS OF THE POCKET
FROM ADHERING TO THE GUM.

beautiful colored portrait of Joseph Jefferson that you will
prize among your valuable possessions.

SEND AT ONCE.

GUM

PEPSIN

portrait in colors, most exquisitely
for framing, but you also receive at

mounted ready

BOX WHEN EMPTY A USEFUL
HOLDER FOR SUBWAY AND ELEVATED TICKETS.

Address

33rd Street,

NEW YORK

FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE.
IF NOT HANDLED BY YOURS. WE WILL MAIL
SAME TO YOU FREE UPON RECEIPT OF 1O C TS

CITY

For

Hairs

If the scalp is kept
and properly
nourished and
strengthened
gray hairs would be unusual
before the age of forty or
lessness.

Can be

Prickly Heat, Chafing,

free of dandruff

Deferred

Bites, Stings, Etc.

Premature gray h a ' rs usuthe effects of care-

ally are

There is no remedy in
forty-five.
restore color to gray hairs ; but the

use

existence that will

Seven
Sutherland
Sisters'
Hair Grower and Scalp Cleaner,
directions contained in each

to

tively

-DONT
SCRATCH

defer

appearance.

according
package, will posigray
compels their
There are today thousands of American
hairs

until

nature

men and women

who have revived the dying energies
of their hair through the faithful use of these
simple
and natural remedies.

Sold by leading dealers.

!

"It's

the hair-not the Hat"

That makes a

WHEN

if applied
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woman

attractive
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New Dramatic Books
DRAMATISTS OF TO-DAY. By Edward Everett
Henry Holt & Co.
Jr., New York
This book treats of Rostand, Hauptmann,
Sudermann, Pinero, Bernard Shaw, Stephen
Hale,

Phillips and Maeterlinck, and has a chapter on
Standards of Criticisms and one on Our idea of
Tragedy ? '1 he wise student of the drama will
always read the original plays before reading
criticisms or discussions of them, for a material
part of his pleasure is in having his judgment
To get vague impreschallenged or confirmed.
sions at second hand is not profitable. To be acquainted with what is discussed is, indeed, necessary for the intelligent enjoyment 9f such a book.
A formal synopsis of every play discussed should
be given, or it snould be so clearly sketched or
incidentally described that the reader will understand the bearing of every sentence of criticism.
Otherwise, much that is written is written in the
To assume that a reader knows everything
air.

itable
Life Assurance Society of the United States, 120

HENRY

B.

Broadway, New York

HYDE, Founder

The Equitable

may be flattering, but it is not filling. Books
about books should conform to the necessities of
the case. There is no excuse for a book about a
book or books unless it is essentially educational.
One singular charm about this book is the author's repeated declaration that he knows nothing
about playwriting and that he does not believe
that any one else who has written about the art
knows anything about it. The result is that Mr.
Hale is always amiable and readable. He tosses
off observations on the dramatic art without any
sense of responsibility, and that gives a pleasing
It is true that
lightness of touch to his style.
I have
criticism does not have to be technical.
but a very hazy idea as to what stage technique
is," he says, and quotes Mr. Howells, who makes
one of his characters in "The Story of a Play"
say that there is no such thing. "They talk about

Leads
In

Amount

In

Prompt Payment of Policies to Beneficiaries
Financial StrengthSurplus over $80,000,000

In
For

many

amount

in

Paid in Dividends to Policyholders

years The Equitable has paid a larger aggregate
dividends on its policies than any other company.

DIVIDENDS PAID
In
In
In
In
In

1900

$3,481,641.00
$3,742,520.00
$4,477,924.00
$5,682,296.00
$6,001,903.00

1901

1902
1903
1904

The Equitable pays

its

policies

a knowledge of the stage as if it were a difficult
science, instead of a very simple piece of mechanism whose limitations and possibilities any one
may seize at a glance. All that their knowledge
of it comes to is claptrap, pure and simple." Mr.
Hale finds a little light in a passage in Clara

Morris's "Life on the Stage."

more promptly than any other

During rehearsal

Mr. Daly wanted to have Miss Morris cross the
stage so as to be out of hearing of two of the

usually within twenty-four hours after proof of death.

company

:

No reason or expedient for this crossMiss Morris suging was at once discoverable.
Finally, Mr. Daly said
gested a smelling-bottle.
"Miss Morris, you must carry that smelling-bottle
in the preceding scene, and, yes, I'll just put in a

characters.

DEATH CLAIMS PAID
lit

L'Hittit Stntfs

In 1900
In 1901
In 1902
In 1903
In 1904

and Ca

:

within
96'V within
98% within
95% within
96% within

96%

one
one
one
one
one

day
day
day
day
day

your part, making you ask someone to
you that will nail attention to it. you
see !" Mr. Hale remarks that the new line shows
the necessities and possibilities which Shakspeare
did not have to consider.
Now this is all extremely interesting. It shows
line

hand

The Equitable is the strongest life insurance
company in the world, both in amount of
surplus and in ratio of assets to liabilities.
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is a superior preparation which
thoroughly
,,
,
,
,
,
,.
cleanses
the scalp and removes dandruff

without making

trie

fair dry or

brittle.

The

Sj

out,

^

and promotes

fnm

ttje

gtoiath.

the Bottle.
Carpine Hair Tonic, SO cents and $1.00

NOT DISCOLOR, NOR. MA.KE THE SfA/fL GREASY
Hair Tonic

is

'Pilocarpine,
used
a
tf?e native
by
'Jaborandi;
extensively
drag
principle of
^Brazil, who are noted for tr>eir luxuriant growth of hair.

chief ingredient of Carpine

For sale by

leading druggists.

9. (ItJC
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and

facts.

to arrive

It

books. The device involved here is what is known
It is one of the simplest tools in
as Preparation.
The stage manager may
the playwright's shop.
be ignorant of a few or many other things, but
That Shakspeare
he understands Preparation.
did not have to consider Preparation is an amiable
mistake. It is one of the first-born of the princiever
ples, and was known before Shakspeare
There was never an acting play written
wrote.
'I he
old Greek
without smelling-bottles in it.
tragedy of which he discourses is aromatic with
them. Here is another glimpse of the technique
of the stage. Stephen Phillips tells of his reading
"Herod" to Beerbohm Tree. "He was at the outset bored, sceptical, and wanted nothing so much
as to get through with it. Gradually he grew

!e

f

minJ

apprehends them both imIt gives forth abundantly of what it
mediately.
does know, and yearns for what it does not know,
and for which it has searched for in vain in all the

format iou of dandiuff, keeps
the scalp in an aseptic condition, inviqora/es lh roots of , h
air> prevenls
tailing

Carpine Shampoo, 25 cents the Bottle.

IT DOES

P"**

to

the sincere desire ot the Bosion

TON/C

SHAMPOO

it

at truth

N E

L

in

tf?e

active

women of

more and more interested and excited, until
came to the passage where trumpets are heard

I

in

'Ha!' he said_ to his secretary, 'you
the distance.
Then he turned to me,
see the reason of that?'
and said: 'Have you ever been on the stage?'
He did not know that I had ever been an actor,
but he divined it in that one touch! If it had not
been for his intimate knowledge of stagecraft, his
career as a playwright might have been cut short
that
right then and there, for Beerbohm Tree vows
that made him accept the
it was just the thina
as a coming great poet." This is exVV e get sure and authoritatremely interesting.
tive glimpses into stagecraft, smelling-bottles and
The principle of Preparation becomes
trumpets.
luminous. But Stephen Phillips, a great poet, is
not a great playwright. The tendency in books
about plays is to write about plays that are not
worth while writing about. Mrs. Craigie's play,
"The Ambassador," for example. No play lives
that is without skill in construction and treat-

young man
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"The Ambassador" did not live. There
seems to be an idea prevalent that these new
dramatists are using something new in dramatic
art.
They are doing nothing of the kind. Their
but the
subjects and their treatment may be new.
Ibsen, for example, is unart is always the same.
rivalled in certain methods, but it is because he
ment.

common

applies the art

to

all

Cleanly

playwrights with

absolute sincerity, abhorring conventionalities and
Mr. Hale has written a very readtheatricalism.
The only general point we wish to
able book.
make as to books of the kind is that dead plays
should be left severely alone, and only those that
live be discussed, unless the cause of deatli be
determined by the autopsy for the benefit of
The world hasn't enough time to conscience.
sider everything that

everybody writes.

THE HOLY CITY. A Drama in Five Acts. By
Thomas W. Broadhurst George W. Jacobs &

Our brewery

is

clean as

as

your kitchen.

:

Co.. Philadelphia.
in

This play was first produced at Poughkeepsie
1903 with success, and has sustained itself in

reproductions. "Ben Hur" and "Mary
Magdala" had brought attention to the legitimate
dramatic possibilities in dramas involving Christ,
but, in no degree, containing elements on sacri-

We clean

frequent

lege.

A

certain theatricalism

is

unavoidable, but

dramatic purpose has given them
proper vogue. Mr. Broadhurst has made of his
subject more of a passion play than one of theatriof

sincerity

The human figure that stands
out most prominently in it is that of Mary; her
passionate conversation being used in every recorded incident. Peter, John and Judas appear in
accordance with the record. '1 he play is in effective blank verse, while its dramatic form lends
itself to representation in a way that cannot offend.
Many of the lines and passages reach a
An aphigh form of sympathetic expression.
preciative introduction has been written bv William Allan Neilson, of Harvard University. In
his researches into his material the author has
provided uncommon literalness here and there
for example, the direction as to Flora, a girl eigh"Her dress is of light blue gauzy mateen, is
terial, draped after the Greek style, and her hair
is dyed about the same shade as her dress."

or barrel --every pipe and

-every time we use

cal complications.

The

very

Wilder.

New

York:

of
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Street,"

air is filtered.

That

Books Received
Side

by

Marshall

We

it.

machinery.

:

Sunny

pump

wash every bottle four times, by

;

"The

every tub, vat, tank

one reason

is

P.

Funk and Wagnalls.

"The Garden of

Allah," a novel by Robert Hichens.
Frederick A. Stokes Co.
*'A Courier of Fortune," a novel by
Arthur W.
Marchmont. New York: Frederick A. Stokes Co.

New York:

Ask

for the

Brewery

for purity.

Bottling-.

See that the cork or crown

is

branded

Mme. Georgette Leblanc
Mme. Georgette Leblanc Maeterlinck

(wife
of Maurice Maeterlinck, the Belgian Shakethinks
studies
at
the
Conservatoire
speare)
are useless to many
She says: "On est nee
"You can't be
actrice; on ne se fait pas."
taught to cry or laugh naturally; one must
have had grief and pleasure in one's life." This
lady was never in a theatre but once in her
life before her audition at the Opera Comique,
when the manager engaged her at once to
role
in
create
the principal
"L'Attaque du

Moulin."

She had no preparation whatever

for the stage, if one excepts lessons in singing from a teacher in her native town, Rouen.
Her parents (of the oldest and most respectable family in that town) bitterly opposed her
going on the stage. Her debut was a great
success; she had no stage fright or awkward-

ness

Beer
That Made Milwaukee famous.
Wines from the Brotherhood Vineyard are

Fine.

being too happy in having her ambition

realized.
She was engaged by Massenet to
create Thais, in his opera of that name, which
was first produced at the Brussels Opera.
Maurice Maeterlinck, delighted with her impersonation, fell in love with her there. The affection was mutual, and they were in a few days
engaged and married shortly afterward. She
is considered the finest Carmen in Paris, having a rich soprano voice and a beautiful stage
She has published two or three
presence.
books one, "La Choix de la Vie" (advice,
choose their vocaetc., to women how to
tions and shape their lives)
and is now writing a play. Mme. Georgette Leblanc Maeterlinck is now giving literary and musical matinees at the Criterion Theatre. She is singing
songs written by her husband, which have
been set to music by M. Gabriel Fabre, a great
French pianist. London Daily Mail.

They

Insisted

on Suspenders

"The Caddy girls in 'Fantana,' who, since the beginning of the run of 'Fantana,' have been wearing goldred silk President Suspenders, unanimously
buckled,
rebelled when belts were suggested for wear during the
heated season.
They are so_ immensely pleased with the
freedom and ease of President Suspenders that their
pleadings with Mr. Burnside, who was the cause of the
adoption of President Suspenders, won for them* *his
permission to wear them throughout the summer."
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work
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List of the Brotherhood Wine Co.,
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is

edition in large pamphlet form
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In which the only^healing agent is Nascent Oxygen (near to the condition
of Ozone), has been indorsed and successfully used by the foremost physicans for fourteen years. Its absolute harmlessness and powerful healing
properties make it invaluable in the treatment of

SKIN DISEASES

$.25

Single copies

HydfO^one
names

Queries Answered

D.,

J.

Springfield,

Mass.

Q.

What

is

sold by

all

concoctions

are

Preparations with similar
leading druggists.
containing only water, oil of vitriol,

sulphurous acid and inert im-

The Editor will answer all reasonable questions in this
column, but irrelevant queries, such as the color of tins
or that player's hair or eyes, or matters connected wiJi
their purely personal affairs will be ignored.
No replies
Write questions on one side of the paper unly.
by mail.
E.

is

,

The

genuine has
ture on every label:

my

signa-

A FREE TRIAL BOTTLE

Marie Bui

should prove, to the most skeptical, the value of
Mail coupon, naming your druggist, to
1C1 y 111 L11C
V <*1UU1 1 n*bUU *"
- Jrf*
get a souvenir book of Robt. Edeson in
"Soldiers of Fortune" ?
A.
Write to H. B. Harris,
H udson Theatre, this city.
L. R. K., Milwaukee, Wis.
Will you publish a
Q.
A.
See this issue.
picture of James Durkin?
^.
\\iih what company is he?
A.
Proctor's 58th St. TheA. Yes.
Is that his correct name.
atre.
Q.
Reader, Montgomery, Ala. Q. Where will letters
Grace Var
reach the following actors and actresses?
-

*

~ vi

-

-

Where can

1

CHARLES MARCHAND,
Only one

A

Maxinc
Goodwin (A.

Now

London, Eng..), X. C.
Now in London, Eng.
opens at the
this"
Lyceum Theatre,
city, Sept. 4), Frank Munroe (A.
"Mirror," 121 West 42d St., this city), J. K. Hackett
Madison Square Theatre, this city. He sailed for
(A.

city),

Elliott (A.

in

;

free trial bottle to

in

at

We

do not furnish private addresses.

M.
turned
turneu

Elitch's

E.
to

M.Q.

Where

Caroline Hill?

is

A.

She

re-

Europe some time
turope
F.

Where

ago.
are the

according to your

Druggitt~

A piano costs a good deal of money.
Easy to make mistakes in its selection. The
poorest piano often has the most eloquent
salesman. How can you be safe in getting
the full value of your investment ?
is

absolutely safe

at

W.
Q.
following
Cecelia Loftus (A.
Carpenter Cottage at Mamaroneck,
N. Y.), Eleanor Robson (A. Liebler & Co., KnickerProfesbocker Theatre, this city), Isabel Irving (A.
sional Woman's League,
108 W. 45th St.), Charlotte
Walker (A. Columbia Theatre Stock Co., Washington,
D. C).
Where can I get a
C. A. S., Cleveland, Ohio.
Q.
book on the art of "making up," with illustrations? A.
Write to Henry French, 24 West 22d St., this city.
What must be done
R. E. W., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Q.
A.
The
to become a professional heavy weight juggler?
best plan to adopt is to go to a vaudeville manager and
If
what
can
do.
him
of
very good you
proof
you
give
might command from twenty-five to fifty dollars a week,
F.

each family.

Statt

City

SAFETY!
One way

Denver and the Ulrich
Grand and the Belasco Stock Co. in Los Angeles.
What
is
B. B. B.
Q.
Henry Miller's address? A.
Gardens

Co.
the

New

York City.
57 Prince St..
Requests unaccompanied by coupon will be ignored.

actresses?

act.

An Old

Where can
Subscriber, South Bend, Ind.Q.
I address letters to
Clara Morris, Mary Shaw, Mme.
Modjeska, Otis Skinner, Mrs. Pat. Campbell, Fritzi
Schcff, Anna Held, Blanche Walsh, Elita Proctor Otis,
\\ alkcr
Whitesides, Marie Wainwnght, Annie Russell,
Ada Rehan, Carlotta Nil! son? A. Send all your letters
in care of the Mirror office, 121 West 42d St., this city,
and they will reach the parties in due time.
R. J. H., Toledo, Ohio.
Q. Will Mr. Bellew play
A.
"Raffles" in New York next fall?
fes, until JanI secure a book containing
Where
can
1906.
uary,
Q.
A.
Write to Liebler
pictures of Mr. Bellew as Raffles?
& Co., Knickerbocker Theatre, this city. Q. When did
A. November,
you publish pictures of Mr. Bellew?
1903, and June, 1905.
Where can I obtain the most thorough
J. P. D.
Q.
A.
theatrical education in New York City?
Consult
our advertising columns.
Where will a letter reach
Q.
London Era ofMartin Harvey an<l Kyrle Bellew? A.
London, England. Q. Is Kyrle Bellew married?
fice,
A. He is not now a married man.
A.
L. L.
Q. Where is Kyrle Bellew at present?

Bellew remains in London until July.
Then he
cruise about in his yacht until September, when he
returns to America and plays "Raffles" up to January i.
Sammy. Q. In what play did Mrs. Fiske make her
first great success?
A. In "Tess of the D'Urbervilles."
A.
Probably Nora in
Q. What is her greatest part?
"A Doll's House." Q. Is Mr. Fiske an actor? A.
No, he is editor of the New York Dramatic Mirror.
Will you interview Mrs. Fiske?
A.
See our OcQ.
tober, 1903, issue.

Mr.

will

GABLER
PIANOS

offer

Made

it.

to-day, as for more than a half century, with the true, conscienthoroughness that alone can give long service and satisfaction.
famous pure, sweet and powerful and it lasts; use only makes it

tious, artistic

The tone

is

and sweeter.
Send for information

richer

An

easy

way

THE GABLER PLAN OF PURCHASE.

as to
to get the best piano built.

ERNEST GABLER

& BRO., 461 Whillock Ave, Bronx Borough, New York

HOW

IS

FOR A

THIS

WARM

WEATHER
BARGAIN ?

J,r;ih
Kleschna.
Have you interviewed Mrs.
Q.
Fiske?
A. See answer to Sammy.
Q. What play will
she open with next Fall ?
A.
A new play, entitled
"What Will People Say?" Q. What is her New York
address?
A. Manhattan Theatre.

French Bone Stick Fan,

60c
This

is

Only One of Many. Send
for Catalog.

A.
See an;
go this season ?
I). ri.
i onKers, IN.
}>.
II. i\.,
x.
N. Y.
K., Yonkers,
Q.
y.

vyiii ine rawcett an
American.-'
A.
I he
comThe
c
play all summer at the American?
has closed.
Q. Where can I obtain a copy of
r.awin A Men's play "Eagle's Nest" ?
A.
Write to
Will
Q.
Darcy & Wolford, 1358 Broadway, this city.
A.
you interview Mr. Arden?
Yes, very soon.

CARMELITA

Co.

ly

WHEN

220 Broadway, New York
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Q. Where should a letter be addressed
Subscriber.
A. In care of Chas. B. Dillingreach Lulu Glaser?
am, Knickerbocker Theatre, this city.
Kentuckian, Covington, Ky. Q. Is Bruce McRae
A. For the Summer, he is at Elitcli's
tow acting?
A.
Is his wife an actress?
Q.
larden, Denver, Colo.
i'o the best of our knowledge he is not married. _
Q.
Vhen and where was he born? A. He is of Scottish
irth and is a nephew of Sir Chas. Wyndham.
Have you a Theatre
I. M. P.. Westphalia, Kan.
Q.
A.
have no more of that year.
Jalendar for 1903?
>

A

We

A

GOOD
imitators.

COCKTAILS

thing

is

for

a target

usually

Be sure to insist on CLUB
if you want the satisfaction that

goes with a royal drink.
It
is not enough for imitators to use the
the secret of
same ingredients
superiority is the exquisite proportions of
This formula can
liquors used and the aging.
not be imitated so CLUB COCKTAILS re-

CLUB

mains the only brand.
Manhattan. Martini, Vermouth, Whisky,
Holland Gin, Tom Gin and Yoik.

HEUBLEIN

.

BRO..

Sole Proprietors

New York

Hartford

swer to "D. H. K."
Who is Bruce McRae's
F. C. T., Reading, Pa.
Q.
See answer to "A Kentuckian."
wife?
A.
Is Mr. Arden's daughter on the stage?
A. W. W. Q.
What are Isabelle Evesson's plans for the
No.
A.
Q.
Summer? A. She is now with the Los Angeles Stock
Will Wallace Erskine reCo., Los Angeles, Cal.
Q.
main at Proctor's Fifth Ave. this summer? A. He is
What is Miss
season.
the
Summer
Q.
engaged for
A.
We do not give private
hvesson's city address?
Arden's
are
Edwin
plans for the
What
addresses.
Q.
Summer? A. See answer to E. L. Q. Can I get Mr.
A. Write
his
with
own
Arden's photograph
signature?

What

Seven kinds

G. F.

).
In what play is Miss Barrymore going to star next
A.
See answer to "An Admirer of Maude
year?
Adams." Q. Will you publish pictures of Miss BarryWe have printed several pictures of her.
-lore?
A.
See back issues.
R. R. F. Q. Will Edwin Arden remain with the
A. The company has closed.
Geo. Fawcett Stock Co?
Stock
Q Did Mr. Arden ever play in Augustin Daly's
Have you
Q.
A.
See answer to "A Reader."
_?
Not yet.
A.
published pictures of him, in costume?
A. See anWill you have an interview with him?
Q.

Bitters
The Best Bitter Liqueur.
Good times depend upon good
temper, which depends on pood
health and digestion. Nothing like
a small glass of L'nderberq Bitters.
Enjoyable as a cocktail and better lor you.

6,000,000 bottles imported to the

Dustin
H. F., San Francisco, Cal. Q.
Is he
A. We do not know.
Q.
Farnum's birthday?
Is he
B."
A. See answer to "M. C.
Q.
married?
not
does
he
A.
At
to
to
present
England?
go
likely
intend to go abroad.
in "The
Farnum
Will
Dustin
III.
play
Q.
Chicago,
The present season
Virginian" in Chicago again?_ A.
date

is

United States.
At

all Hotels, Club* (turf Re ttaurnnts, or by the
bottle at Wine Merchants and Grocers,

BOTTLED ONLY BY
lime

(iermany,

Rhcinherj.
1846.

LUYTIES BROTHERS,

hi

London

Albrechi.

Underberg

it.

New

General Agtntt.

York.

B." Q. Will Helen H
No.
A.
next Winter?

.

Farnum

Proctors
Q.
Why did Edwin Arden leave
See answer to "A Reader.
A.
Ave. Theatre?
Will Harry Woodruff be at Proctor's next Winter?
A. He will not be there next Fall and Winter season.
make his debut?
Q When, and in what play, did he
Will you interview
A.
See answer to "Agnes/'
Q.
Mr. Arden? A. See answer to "D. H. K.".
A.
Amelia K. Q. Is Henry Woodruff married?
A.
Will he play at Proctor's next season?
No.
Q.
See answer to "John W."
s
Woodruff
are
plans
What
Rush.
Harry
Tane
Q.
Q.
See answer to John W.
A.
for next year?
A. Not that we
he going to retire from the stage?
A.
He is
know of.
Q. - Is "his wife on Jthe stage?
A.
starred?

John W.

Fifth

want

little
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formation
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another
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which

name

for

We
A.
Wallace Erskine married?
M. E. r>., Denver, Colo. Q. Will Maude Adams visit
A.
She will spend the Summer
Denver this season?
and Mrs. Barrie in Scotland. O. Where can
ivith Mr
A. We cannot give you
a letter reach A. Carrozza?
information
concerning him.
any

is

con-

)

months ago I had about
little Idea of making a bubiness
But
a man could have.
as
of my fad
have done
it's neither here nor there-I
with
in
touch
people
Now 1 want to get

A.
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the International Studio to

A New

made

that

it is

to detect.

Extremely light in weight.
Made of natural loose, wavy hair and will cover almost
three-quarters of the head. Indispensable for summer.
Examination invited.
Send for illustrated

booklet

Marcel Waving, Shampooing, Facial Massage,

etc.

Private rooms for each patron.

HAIR. COLORING.
My Mixture Vegetale will restore gray or bleached hair to
any desired color, always producing beautiful and natural
shades. Guaranteed harmless, easy to apply, does not rub
Price $>.oo.
off, no failure possible.
I also make a special preparation to permanently color
the eyebrows and lashes. Price, $2.00.

Branch, Hampton Terrace Hotel. Augusta.. Ga~

WHEN

:.

.

ago by
a place

now on

monthly magazines, and
Unlike
general sale as a newsstand periodical.
the Clipper and Dramatic Mirror, it deals with
theatrical news only in a casual way. A magazine
of theatrical art and life, it gives much space to
fine illustrations of plays and portraits of players,
with articles upon current productions, dramatic
art and criticism, stage management, play writing,
Its tone is
theatrical thought and tendencies.
to the drama
high, and it bears the same relation
that the Atlantic Monthly does to literature and

adjustable front piece so scientifically
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TOOTH

among

impossible forany one
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[From

INNOVATION COIFFURE

IF-

Where was Maude Adams April or A.
When does she finish her
Boston.
Q.
She closed her season a few weeks ago,
an
and shortly after she went to a hospital to undergo
She then went to Lake Ron>peration for appendicitis.
in Scotland
the
summer
will
I,
I.
She
spend
:onkoma.

N

THE THEATRE, established four years
Meyer Bros. & Co., New York, has won

An

l^/Jl l^?,1 '

She' was in
A.
season?

HOWARD KEHLER,86oFineAnsBldg.Chicago

CLEMENT

ii^l?

What is Maude Adams' full name?
F.
I
Q.
Where is
Q.
James Kiscadden is her father's name.
A. >i-o
'o soend this Bummer'
name?
last
s
Taliaferro
Mabel
How do vou pronounce

I have something
which 1 know ninety-nine good judges in a
hundred will prefer to anything they have ever smoked. I have
five grades, each made in three sizes, and at prices from $1.00
to $6.00 per hundred.
I sell to consumers, first-class clubs and
1 guarantee satisfaction.
hotels and to fine retail stores.
For a dollar I will send you ten each of the La Czarina,
Czarevitch and Czar sizes in the "Makar..|T Special" brand,
a favorite blend, of exquisite smoking quality. 1 can and will
"put you right" on cigarettes if you will give me trie opportunity.

I-"""' Hairdresser
1
26 W. 33rd St., New York
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who appreciate a gt-od cigarette. To such I
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Until six
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other
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The Waldorf-Astoria Segar Company of this
at
city has undoubtedly struck the key-note of
least one phase of the desire of our populace
by sending free to anyone upon application to
the store at No. I \Vest 42d St., Dept. F, a set
segar bands comprising about twenty or
twenty-five of the most beautiful designs.
Since the commencement of this practice
(about three weeks ago) the 42d St. office of
the company has been fairly inundated with
requests. The deluge occurred with surprising
suddenness; and, although much taxed with
the additional work, the company has managed
to fill orders promptly.
The offer still holds good, and everyone,
male or female, who is engaged in making, or
wishes to make a segar-band plate or other
ornament for which these bands are used, is
hastening to avail himself and herself of such
an unwonted opportunity.
of
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Send
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Letters to the Editor
readers are invited to send in, for publication in
department, letters on any theatrical topic likely to

Our
this

Communications should be writbe of general interest.
ten on one side of the paper only, and not exceed 500
Letters published must be regarded as expresswords.
The
of each correspondent.
ing the personal opinion
Editor does not necessarily endorse the statements made
and disclaims all responsibility.

Arv Actor on
To

the Editor of

Fund

Matters

NEW YORK, July 10,
THE THEATRE MAGAZINE

1905.

Do you

:

Last Spring, about the time when several benefits were to be given for the Actors' Fund, Mr.
Daniel Frohman, president of the Fund, in an interview in one of the daily papers, referred to the
lack of interest in the Society's affairs by actors,
as one of the special reasons for the low state of
This want of interest on the
the Fund's finances.
part of the theatrical profession generally has
been a subject of frequent comment. The actor
is apparently willing enough to appear at any of
the Fund's benefits, but only in a limited instance
does the professional set himself down for the
pertinent reason for
regular payment of dues.
his playing for the Fund at benefits is readily
found in the fact that he very willingly volunteers
because he does not wish to offend the prominent
manager who has the benefit in charge and he
trusts he may win his good favor by appearing.
His presence manifests purely a selfish interest
that may tend to his individual advantage and
does not in any sense indicate his interest in the

tionally

Invencibles
.40 per

critical

100',

boxes of 25

More than a dozen
shapes and sizes
in this

brand.

A Set of Segar Hand* c-nt FREE
on application. Addrcnii the
Wald orf- Antori a Hejcar Co..

Fund's
found

may be many reasons for
condition a very positive one is
in the concentration of the Fund's business afOne finds,
fairs in the hands of a few persons.
for instance, that Wm. Harris is treasurer, his
Board of
is
of
the
one
son, Henry B. Harris,
Trustees, and Frank McKee, his partner in varithe

mild segar?

BOLDT'S
SPECIALS,

A

Fund.
There

enjoy an excep-

Wept. F,

1

W. 48d

St.,

Sirw Vork.

our enterprises, is secretary. Al. Hayman is on
Board of Trustees and so is his brother Alf.

the

It would be interesting to know if the latter ever
attended a Fund meeting in his life. Now, there
is no personal objection to any of these gentlemen for they all occupy prominent positions in
the profession and are doubtless worthy of the
but their comdistinction bestowed on them
bined presence very naturally impresses the profession generally that the Fund is a close corporation in its general management. Of the
present officers, Harry Harwood is the only actor
of modest pretensions the others are either managers or "stars" but it is safe to say that Mr.
Harwood's presence gives more satisfaction to
the profession than does that of all the others.

MARK Is known from one end of the civilized world to the other.
be found on the toilet tables of the royalty and nobility of Kurope and
the fashionable woman o America. It is the emblem of genuineness
ness on every
package of the
THIS TRADE
It will

;

Another on the Board is a young man who. until
recently, was an officer of the Actors' Society.
Now that he is out of that position, what does he

represent? What has he ever accomplished personally, or what individual attainments does he
possess that entitle him to this distinction?
When those who control the Actors' Fund affairs are no longer governed by the mere temporary influence of those whom they select as their
and allow actors, business managers,
officers,
agents, treasurers and others in the profession to
have a place and voice in the Fund's affairs they
will discover that there will no longer be any
occasion for Mr. Frohman, or any one else to bemoan the lack of general interest. The mere possession of money or the ability to acquire it is
not every consideration in this world.
At any of
the Fund meetings can be seen men and women
of modest professional position who have education, intellect and splendid vitality.
Why not occasionally seek an officer or two among these and
make use of their energy and interest? Their
work and healthful vigor would in the end bring
more money to the Society than the contributions
of the merely rich rind would excite a far more
helpful disposition among the rank and file than
is obtained from the presence on the executive of

some managers who possess no

real qualifications
for their positions and who command neither the
respect nor the good-will of the profession at
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nevertheless largely engaged in
the placing of new plays. I have handled the
work of many foreign authors of note and
have sold plays by almost every well-known
American playwright.
ALICE KAUSER.
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The

greatest novelty of Sarah Bernhardt's
season in London was the play "Adrienne LeThe piece difcoiivreur," written by herself.
from the old piece by MM.
fers
entirely
Scribe
and Legouve, and the two leading
actresses
have excellent opportunities for
showing the utmost of their powers.
The first act passes in Adrienne's dressingroom at the Theatre Frangais, where we learn
that Maurice de Saxe has returned to Paris
after two years' absence, and that his mother
is anxious that his connection with the actress
The Duchesse invites both
should
cease.
Maurice and Adrienne to a supper, and comes
to the dressing-room to enforce her invitation.
There she meets Maurice, who has at once
made his way to the theatre, and succeeds

Theatrical

Cold Cream
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market today. Some are GouD others are BE TThli
but Mclnnerney's is BEST.
The ingredients of Mclnnerney's Cold Cream are
pure and harmless, and when you once use this prep
aration you will want no other.
Other good qualities in its favor arc its delicate perfume, smooth whiteness and cooling properties. And
does not cost as
preparations.

much

as

ot the f-r inferior

many
1. 1.-
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FOR SALE ONLY AT

FRANKLIN

A

rice is

which the Duchesse upbraids and threatens
Adrienne and tries to extract the whereabouts
of Maurice de Saxe from her. Adrienne, however, refuses to reveal the secret and leaves
the house. The Duchesse finds out from Mar-

SARGENT

Bronson Howard.
"

We

Lecouvreur that Maurice is hiding at
her sister's home, and she immediately starts
off to confront him, after having bribed the
impecunious Abbe to assist her in her plot.
To her guests she says that she has been suddenly summoned to the court. The second scene
of the act is really another act in itself.
It is
laid in Adrienne's chamber, in which Maurice is
discovered staring idly out of the window. The
Duchesse somehow contrives to break in upon
his reverie, and has a powerful scene, in which
she begs him to come back to her. He, however,
refuses, and she vows to revenge herself on the
Maurice is roused to fury by
actress, her rival.
this, and as she will not leave the house, walks
off himself.
No sooner has he gone than Adrienne comes in, and to her the Duchesse repeats
her threats of vengeance. There is another very
fine scene between the two women, in which
Mme. Bernhardt, the author, has most generously
given the rival of Mme. Bernhardt, the actress,
quite as powerful, if not a more effective, part
than to herself. This second scene of the second
act is the finest part of the play, and the acting
of the three principal characters roused the audience to enthusiasm.
The first two acts occupy nearly a couple of
hours in performance, but happily the others are
guerite
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ROM

EL I

ICE'S

being examined by Cardinal de Fleury, the Due
de Bouillon and Voltaire. The Abbe refuses to
confess and incriminate the Duchesse, but Volexplains the whole plot and reveals to the
Duchesse is in love with Maurice de
Saxe.
The Abbe is comforted with hopes of a
speedy release, and when the men have left the
cell Adrienne comes in. followed by the Duchesse,
and both, for different reasons, try to persuade
the Abbe to sign a paper saying that his story
about the Duchesse is all false, prompted by his
But he refuses to
great love for the actress.
sign, and the Duchesse then tells Adrienne that
she is already poisoned, and can only live a few
more hours. In the last act we have Adrienne's
death scene. The Comte D'Argental and M. de
Voltaire both visit her, and the former, finding
her so ill, sends for a doctor, who hints that he
can find no signs of poisoning.
But whether
really poisoned 01 not the belief that she is
doomed is too much for Adrienne, and after a
most pathetic scene she dies in the arms of
Maurice de Saxe. London Globe.
taire

Due

that the

PrM( Cutting Bureau

the world to estaborganized school for the training of
for the stage, with a large
corps of teachers (twenty-four), with additional
lecturers, and with special exercises in each requirement, physical and intellectual. The Conservatoire of Paris immediately comes _to the
reader's mind. But that excellent institution has
no such organization as the oldest and most fullyorganized school of acting in the United States,
the oldest of its kind in the world, the American
Academy of Dramatic Arts, of which Mr. Franklin H. Sargent is the founder and president."
first in
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shorter.
The third and fourth acts are something of an anti-climax after the great scenes
of the previous act, for they contain a meeting in
the Luxembourg Gardens, between Adrienne Lecouvreur, accompanied by the Comte D'Argental
and the Abbe Bouret, who confesses that he has
been bribed to poison Adrienne, and that he has
Deen threatened with arrest and the Bastille if he
tails to accomplish his task. Sure enough, no sooner
has he ended his confession than he is arrested
as a madman and hurried off to prison.
In the
fourth act we find him in his cell in the Bastille,

-

"Centurv Magazine"

In the

have been the

in

I I

.

.

Practical Training School for the Stage,

demands

of Adrienne where the Count Mauhiding. Then follows a powerful scene,

H.

The player who undertakes the real work of the
stage with such an equipment as the Academy
can eive him. has the better chance of success.
As an institution it is here to stay; its ad /antages
are real, and its influence is for the betterment
DAVID BELASCO.
of the stage.

persuading both him and Adrienne Lecouvreur to come to her party.
In the second
act Adrienne is discovered sitting for her portrait to the Abbe
Bouret. and she takes the
opportunity of informing the artist and the audience that her father is mad and that her
sister hates her, although she has been as a
mother to the girl. The Duchesse then comes
in, and, dismissing the Abbe for the moment,

W_ T

1905

-

American Academy of Dramatic Art
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in
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Joseph Jefferson's Will
The

Joseph Jefferson was filed July 22
Surrogate's office in New York City by
Edward G. Black, the executor of the estate.
It mentions bequests such as a Kentucky fishing reel, which is to go to Grover Cleveland, and
small bequests to the Actors' Fund, the Actors'
Home, and to William Winter, the dramatic
in

ance.
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EDWARD
Will play the part of

Magnus

in the

ARTHUR HORNBLOW.

SEPTEMBER, 1905

J.

MORGAN

forthcoming stage producf'on of Hall Came's novel,

"The

Prodigal Son'

Editor

The New Theatrical Season
IF

we may judge from the announcements made by the mannew theatrical season now fairly begun will not be

agers the

lacking in abundant material. Including Arthur Wing Pinero,
the leading English and American dramatists are well represented, and some of the pieces to be done here, such as Barrie's

all

Pan," Alfred Sutra's "Walls of Jericho." and
Andre Messager's "Yercnique," have enjoyed successful runs
abroad. "The Pearl and the Pumpkin," a musical piece by Paul
West and John W. Bretton, presented by Klaw & Erlanger at
the Broadway, was the first offering of the season in New York.
and this was quickly followed at Wallack's by "Easy Dawson."
the new piece written for Raymond Hitchcock by Edward E.
Kidder. Edna May appeared at Daly's in "The Catch of the
fairy play. "Peter

Season" on Aug. 28, and from now on the theatres

will

open their

On

Grey Lady."

oft-titled play

Jones. Ethel Barrymore will be seen in a satirical comedy by
James M. Barrie, called "Alice-Sit-by-the-Fire." Viola Allen has
a new comedy of Georgian manners written by Clyde Fitch, and
called "The Toast of the Town."
Martha Morton's play. "The
Truth Tellers." based on a novel by John Strange Winter, will

be produced in Washington Sep:

"Miss

Xew York

that

to be a goodly

Caine's

story,

is

to be

staged by the Messrs. Liebler.
with Aubrey Boucicault, E. T.

Morgan and

which

J.

E. Dodson

in

the cast, and the same managers
are presenting a dramatization

by Channing Pollock of Miriam
"In the Bishop's
Michelson's
Paul Potter and
Carriage."
George H. Lorrimer have made
a play from the latter's "Letters
of a Self-Made Merchant to
His Son." and Clyde Fitch and
Willis Steell have dramatized
the story "Wolfville," which

Dolly

comedy written for him by Augustus Thomas entitled "De Lancey." Then
comes the production at the

Hudson

Hall

"The Prodigal Son,"

Dollars," while at the Empire, also
on this eventful evening, John
Drew will make his reappearance
in

=

number.

Glaser will appear at the Knickerbocker in the new operetta by
Harry B. Smith and Victor
entitled

_

Of other plays made from popular novels there are

Clyde Fitch has written for her,
and on the same night Lulu

Herbert,

new comedy by Eugene

Henrietta Crosman has a

Presbrey, called "Mary. Mary. Quite Contrary," and Virginia
Harned will be seen in a play as yet unnamed by Henry Arthur

night Maxine Elliott will be seen
at the Criterion in "Her Great

Match," the

1905-06

the Lyceum early in September with a new play by W. W.
Jacobs and Louis X. Parker, called "The Beauty and the Bar^
Annie Russell, who is to be under new management, will be
seen in a new comedy by Channing Pollock, called "The Little

doors in rapid succession. The
evening of September 4th will be

a particularly busy one.

of

in the

Frohman

Charles

will produce.

Other book plays announced are
Gen.

Lew

Wallace's "Prince of

George Bernard
Shaw's queer comedy, "Man
and Superman," with Robert
Lorraine and Fay Davis in the
Miss
niles.
Later,
leading
under
Charles
Davis is to star
Frohman's management in a

author

new

the Box," by Grace Livingston

dramatized by J. I. C.
Clarke: F. Marion Crawford's

of

play

by

called "All of a

India,"

"Zoroaster,"

made

Winston

:

by

the

Churchill's

"The Crossing," by the author
and Louis Evan Shipman; Harold MacGrath's "The Man on

Ernest Denny,
Sudden Peggy."

Furniss; Egerton Castle's
cret

Orchard," by Channing
a new dramatization of
Hugo's "Miserables." by Wilton Lackaye, and in which that
actor will play the role of Jean
Valjean; "The Garden of Al-

Maude Adams,

as already anseen
this season
nounced, will be
in
as the heroine
James M. Bar-

whimsical play. "Peter Pan."
Blanche Walsh will continue pre-

Pollock

rie's

-

senting Fitch's play "The Woman in the Case." and Wflliam
Gillette

own

will

be

seen

in

'

----

.

TCT.TA

MART-OWE

lah."

This popular actress win continue to appear with Mr. Sothcra this
Shakespeare's plays

his

play, called "Clarice," the

title

role being taken

by Marie

Doro. Edward H. Sothern and Jwlia Marlowe will continue their
theatrical partnership, making at least three new Shakespearian revivals, including "The Taming of the Shrew," "The Merchant
of Venice" and "Twelfth Night" W. H. Crane has a new
T. Dazey, entitled "An
play by George H. Broadhurst and
in
will
seen
here
it some time in Janube
American Lord," and
Mansfield
will
add
the
character
of Don Carlos
Richard
ary.
of
character
the
to his gallery
studies,
play being an adaptation

C

of the well-known play by Schiller.

;

Xat C. Goodwin comes to

which Mr. Belasco

is

sup-

posed to be considering for Mrs.

Carter: "The Redemption of
David Corson." made by Lottie Blair Parker, and Mrs. Humphrey Ward's "The Marriage of William Ashe." in which Grace

George

will appear.

Mrs. Fiske has a new comedy of Xew York society life by
Rupert Hnghes, entitled "What Will People Say?" and Bertha
Kalich, who is now under Harrison Grey Fiske's management,
will be seen as Maeterlinck's heroine, Monna Yanna. An earlier
production at the Manhattan will be a play by Edith Ellis Baker,
called "Mary and John."
Ellis Jeffreys will be seen again in

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
M. S. McClellan
on
the boards next
will have no fewer than three new plays
Kleschna."
a
season in addition to "Leah
One,
comedy entitled

New York

"On

the

other, a

in

comedy by Alfred

Sutro.

C.

Love Path," will be presented by Charles Frohman andrama called "The Jury of Fate," will be fathered by
;

while a third, written with music in collaboration
with Gustave Kerker, and called "The Butterfly of Fashion,"

the Shuberts

will be

;

&

produced by Klaw

tinue presenting the

Shaw

Arnold Daly

Erlanger.

plays,

and

later

woman, Sarah BernLecrouvreur."
Sir Charles
"Adrienne
hardt, who will present
is
are
to
and
so
Forbes
Roband
Moore
return,
Wyndham
Mary
ertson.
Miss Olga Nethersole, who has not appeared here for
several years, will make her American reappearance in Hervieu's
other opportunity of seeing that wonderful

much
usual,

discussed comedy, "Le Dedale." E. S. Willard returns as
and will be seen in a new play by Alfred Capus.

will con-

season the

in the

young actor-manager will produce "John Bull's Other
William Faversham will be seen in "The Squaw Man."

Island.''

The Casino, rebuilt, will open with the musical piece "The Earl
and the Girl," with the popular Eddie Foy as chief comedian,
and this will probably run until Christmas, when the fairy spectacle, "The Babes in the Wood," will be produced by the Messrs.
Shubert.
George Ade's new piece, "The Bad Samaritan," will
be seen at the Garden Theatre Sept. n, and de Wolf Hopper
will be the star comedian in de Koven and Ranken's new operetta
"Happyland," to be presented at the Lyric. Francis Wilson will
come to New York during the winter with a new comedy, and
Joseph Wheelock,
called "Just

Out

Jr., is

to be starred in a piece by

George Ade,

of College."

The Rogers Brothers make Ireland the scene of their stage excursion this year, and Corrine will be their leading lady. Marie
Cahill will star in "Moonshine," a piece by Geo. V. Hobart and
Milton Royle, while Fay Templeton will be starred by Klaw &
Erlanger in a piece by Geo. M. Cohan, called "The Maid and
a new play on the hiswritten by Theodore Burt
Sax-re, and Lawrence D'Orsay will be seen in another comedy by

Chauncey Olcott has

the Millionaire."

torical subject of

"Edmund Burke,"

Augustus Thomas,

called

"The Embassy

Ball."

Eleanor Rob-

new

play by Geo. B. Shaw, in which she will be
seen as a Salvation Army lassie. Henry Miller and Margaret

son

is

to have a

Anglin will appear as co-stars at the Princess, the first play to be
produced being "Zira." Thos. W. Ross will be seen in a new
piece by H. M. Blossom, called "A Fair Exchange," and the
same author has written, with Victor Herbert, an operetta for
Fritzi Scheff called "Mile. Modiste."
Blanche Bates will be seen
in a new play at the Belasco Theatre early in November, and at
the

New Amsterdam

Theatre, across the street,

we

are to see a

gorgeous Drury Lane spectacle called "The White Cat." Ada
Rehan will make a tour in Shaw's comedy, "Captain Brassbound's Conversion," and Minnie Seligman and William Bramwell are to be co-stars in a new play by John Luther Long and

Edward

Childs Carpenter, called

"The Dragon

Fly."

James K. Hackett and Mary Mannering will appear as co"The Walls of Jericho," a comedy by Alfred Sutro, and later Miss Mannering will head her
own company as usual. "The House of Silence" and "The
Prayer of the Sword" are two other plays scheduled by Mr.
Hackett for production later. Walter N. Lawrence, who was
very lucky last year with the Madison Square, will produce at
that house "The Prince Chap," a play by a new American dramatist, Edward Peple, and this will be followed by the Harold
MacGrath piece, "The Man on the Box," "A Divorce Colony,"
and other plays. Charles Frohman announces the production of
a new poetical play, "Mizpah," written by Ella Wheeler Wilcox
and S. Luscombe. and a new play by H. V. Esmond and anstars at the Savoy, Sept. 28, in

other, written in collaboration by Jules Lemaitre, the well-known
French critic, and the English humorist, Jerome K. Jerome.

Other interesting productions to be made by Mr. Frohman will
be "La Belle Marseillaise" and "The Duel," both of which French
pieces were marked successes in Paris.
Several distinguished foreign players will visit us during the
Sir Henry Irving will make what is emphatically
stated to be his very last farewell tour, and we shall have also an-

coming season.

OLGA NETHERSOLE

Reutlinger

The well-known English

actress

season in i'aul Hervieu's

much

who

will make her
re-appearance in America thii
discussed comedy "Le Dedale" (.The Labyr.niU)

Adelaide Ristori as Queen Elizabeth

Adelaide Ristori Sends a Message to America*

A

N

interview with Ristori

Is

it

possible that one of the splendid dramatic figures of the past, a great

tragic actress

who

is

!

absolutely

unknown,

except by name, to the present generation,
should still today be able and willing to
talk to a twentieth century reporter of her

triumphs of three decades ago?

mous

Italian

artist,

now

old lady of 83, was
ceive your correspondent,

The

fa-

venerable

a

not only willing to re-

herself

but

expressed

anxious to have conveyed to the

American

people, through the

columns of

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE,

her

America and the

and gratitude

affection

love

for

she will always feel towards this country.
Ristori

over as

me

The Marchesa Capranica
knQwn [Q
stu(
Adelaide Ristori) had sent word that

as she

is

today

^^

^

del Grillo (betj

wor d
she would see
ents

the

,

one afternoon, and at the appointed hour I presented myself in the Via del Valle, at the Palazzo, on the first
With her lives
floor of which the aged ar ist makes her home.
her devoted daughter, Donna Bianca, who has never married,

but

at six o'clock

is

her mother's constant companion.

On

the floor above lives

Ristori's only other child, her son Giorgio, a gentleman of the
court of Queen Margherita, his wife and three children. Giuliano,

Flaminia

and

Francesca, to
devoted.

whom

"Oh, not now.
occasion to use

I

it

was never

read

that

room

whose contents

I

of

but she
lace

cap

sits erect in
is

her chair.

On

and musical.

portrait

A
of

Any

when

white

little

She talks of any one, of anything, rather than of herself. She
was interested to know that her interviewer was American and
from New York, which she described as a "bclla citta," although
she was sorry to hear of our skyscrapers, which she thought
could han'ly add to the beauty of our city.
She spoke, too, of
Riverside Drive, of which she had heard but never seen.

"America

is

a

most interesting country," she

said,

always preserved the plcasantest recollections of

it.

"and

have

I

The people

are so enthusiastic, so intelligent, and so kind."
"Then you did not find us the cold, heartless people that one of
the Italian writers

(

Mathilde Serao) declares us ?"

Ristori's eyes flashed.

"Nothing of the

sort

their

I think the Americans are full of heart.
Otherwise they would not constitute such
I
have never
sympathetic audiences.
!

played

before

more

sympathetic or

en-

thusiastic people.
I remember especially
the matinees, where women predominate- 1.

They used to crowd the theatre, and even
on the stage there were chairs, so that we
had hardly room for the actors. And how

photographs,

can one say Americans are heartless when

an old-fash-

on the celebration of

my

eightieth birth-

presents and
friends
congratulations from American
whom I had not seen for years, and some

day

large three-quarRistori as Mary

I

received many,

from strangers,

too.

many

Even

children sent

me

pressed flowers with best wishes, saying they had never seen me, but their
mothers or grandmothers had, and had

Ristori entered the room, acRistori at her prime

companied by her daughter. A moment's
discussion as to which language we should converse in, and
Italian was promptly chosen when I had expressed my familiarity
with that tongue.

"But you, Marchesa, speak English fluently, do you not?"
asked the interviewer, remembering the actress's London triumphs
in English.

hair under the

one more simple and unaffected could not be

Stuart, always one of her favorite roles,
hung opposite me. But I had not long to

wait

Her

imagined.

many autographed
photographs, conspicuous among them
one of the Queen Mother, with an affecter-length

have had

abundant, and only partly gray, and there is a pretty
Her eyes are bright and her deep voice rich

ioned grand piano were

tionate inscription.

home

I

in it."

color in her cheeks.

could only speculate up-

on, covered the tables.

so long since

should not feel at

I

thoroughly home-like drawingwith souvenirs of the great

Albums

it is

the writer's

filled

actress' career.

yes, but

good fortune to see Ristori on the
stage, and her farewell performances were in 1885. But in private
life it would be difficult to find a more thoroughly charming
woman. Old lady seems hardly the term to apply to her. As
she herself admits, she was eighty-three last January, but it seems
incredible.
Rheumatism makes it difficult for her to walk much,
It

grandmother is
Ascending a broad imrble staircase
from the vestibule, I was shown into an
attractive,

it,

told

ones, wished

to send

me

them about me.

So

they, the

congratulations for my birthday.
sure you I was deeply touched."
Asked as to her favorite role, Ristori pronounced it to be
Stuart, but she

added

little

I as-

Mary

:

"I like to alternate between tragedy and comedy, for I thoroughly enjoy the latter, even if it has not the grandeur of

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
One

tragedy.
doni's

of

comedy of

"Is

that

true

it

was La Locandiera

favorite roles

my
that

name."
you have

recited

German

in

in

Gol-

as well

as

English?"

"Xo; never. I cannot speak German, but I appeared with a
German company at the Thalia Theatre, New York, and the
critics declared after the performance that it was evident that I
understood the German language thoroughly. This was not the
But when one knows one's roles
case at all quite the reverse.
;

well

simple matter to play with a

a

is

it

company speaking

Ristori did not speak enthusiastically of the present condition
of the stage in Italy, although she expressed admiration for several of the modern actors, and among them Gustavo Salvini,

whom she considers very talented. Yet she never fails to encourage new comers, and has helped many.
As your correspondent said good-bye, the great artist asked
her to convey, through THE THEATRE MAGAZINE, which she reads
regularly, her love for America and the American people, assuring them of the deep affection and high esteem in which she shall

always hold them.

Rome,

another language."
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ELISE LATHROP.

July, 1905.

i'huto Hall

GERTRUDE CARLISLE
"The Pearl and

Scene r

the Pumpkin," the

new musical

inaugurated the

TAYLOR GRANVILLE
West and John W. B ration, with which Messrs. Klaw and Krlanger have
new dramatic season at the Broadway Theatre
piece by Paul

Personal Recollections
*

his striving to gratify popular demands, Mr. Daly
not wholly uninfluenced by the spirit of superwas
I
stition
a weakness of no inconsiderable force with
the profession at large. I remember his telling us one

new

play to the

company

that morning. And, by the way, those who know declare that to hear Mr. Daly read a play constituted one

of the most enviable of treats, so pronounced
gift in this direction.

exuberant

Daly's Bookplate

As he was

manifestations,

the

was

his

the

expatiating upon
convulsive
laughter

of his people, which at times made it impossible for him
to proceed, I could not suppress an intervening wedge of encouragement as to the pre-assured success of the piece, to which he

promptly responded:
"No. Now, do you
It is

a bad

that

is

omen with me always.

just where you are wrong?
A play over which the coin-

sure to meet the disapproval of the audience."
And during days of prolonged struggle, he was not above
searching for the possible "Jonah" that bete noire of theatrical

pay enthuses

life.
is

I

is

have found my 'Jonah.' It
which she has ever appeared
And no subsequent opportunity

recall his saying, "I believe I

Miss -

.

There

is

no play

in

that has not proven a failure."
was ever given to this actress to live
"l-'or

the

first

Then the repetition of certain words in the titles of his plays
For example one
indicates their antecedent felicitous service.
:

of the

first

down

the imputation.

part of these Recollections see our issue

for June, 1905

to

plays

win even

partial

appreciation was "An

Arabian Night," and so afterwards he presented "Red Letter
Nights" and "A Night Off." The street number of the little
theatre down on Broadway which proved so fortunate a house
for him after the burning of the original Fifth Avenue Theatre
was 728, and one of his early successes at the present Daly's
Theatre was the bright little comedy called "728." "The Royal
Middy" had a comparatively fair run, and so he tried "Royal
Youth," whose disastrous

"Love
"Love

finish

ended

his faith in that direction.

Harness," "The Railroad of Love," "Love on Crutches,"
in Tandem," followed
one another under the same

in

dominance.

know

Augustin Daly

Part IV. Conclusion

N

evening of the reading of a

of

And

an additional person was brought into the

banquet scene of the

"Taming

just thirteen people were
notably beautiful stage picture.
that

of the

Shrew" on

originally

the discovery

represented

in

this

The foregoing seems very petty in association with a man who
even at the very outset of his connection with the stage proved
himself a leader, a man of whom it was said by those who came
him from other established theatres that never before had

to

they

known what

although young

stage

in

management

really

meant

;

a

man who,

years and wholly inexperienced, manifested
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manv

In the face of the

novitiate

his

judgment
of the most mature character and whose decisions
were
speedy
invariably
and accurate.
Lately I

found excuses for slighting

heard

the

in

a

sional

brainy
in

man,
say

regime,

wanted

to

profes-

the

'Daly's,'

I

ping to inquire the name
of the play.
difference,

really

was always

;

'Art.'

He was

the

to

creed

it

"

the

as

spirit

certain

There was a little child
he was very fond of
and much beloved by his

of the pretty English girls

who

will be seen at

Daly's in

to give

Sunday in Mr. Daly's life was a
great day. After church service and
a resume of the best Sunday papers
he gave himself up to the fullest enjoyment of "home." Sunday evening
gave to Mr. Daly his opportunity to
fill a role
for which he was royally

by notabilities

June 17, 1885.
GOOD LITTLE HEART'S DELIGHT:

ature,

was only two days coming from

Avenue

miles from

New

York. Did

Are you sure

this one.

to the

Some

right address?

dreadful

them, and
be.lieve

that

is

that

build

I

trying to

his

you "wroted" them

ture

of

room

after

attractive home, where
room became a magnificent

his

idealization

him.

I'm ashamed for him, aren't you?
I think it was highly proper for you to
tell me to send you a sheet of paper if I

ite

for

those

of

priceless

treas-

which up to his own
perfection,

time,

re-

"den" on Sunday evenings, absohemmed in by his invaluable be-

lutely

expected you to send me an answer. And
I would send you a sheet of paper, but I

longings, literally

fondling the work-

on which his eye rested, was to happen
in on a man whose countenance indi-

have none as large as I would like to send,
so that you could write me a splendid BIG,

cated supreme

happiness an atmosphere wherein he surely found fullest
compensation for whatever was severe
or sorrowful in his life. And in this

see
feel

eating you up when you wear it, for
like crushed strawberries very much.

like
I

he commenced to
up what represented his only

search, labor, fortunes indeed, counted
as nothing. To visit him in his favor-

friends

BIG letter. I hope you will come to
me in your new dress. I'm sure I'll

as the skies began to

life,

ures, in bringing

received

to

of

entertaining, he permitted
the enjoyment of his rare

depository

never got them.

make

liter-

luminaries

form of self-indulgence the library
whicn constituted so prominent a fea-

you sent them

man must have

worlds of

diplomacy,

brighten in his

much surprised that you
me two other letters before

very
have "writed"

in the

As soon

books.

begin to be half as big a fairy as the Giant
Locomotive which brought your letter to me.

am

to

himself

you ever hear of the giant who wore a
he
pair of magic boots, and every step
walked covered seven leagues? Well, that
giant was a sort of a fairy, but he didn't

I

art,

voted

And only think!
nearly a thousand
in

home

the bench, the church, the stage, etc.
On those Sunday evenings not de-

received your very beautiful letter toIt

In his

were innumerable banquets
given on Sunday evenings, attended

:

New York to Chicago.
my hotel in Chicago is

that of host.

adapted
there

extracts will

something of the man's large and

day.

computed

rigid about this.

which she meant to tell him. These
interpretations were always faithfully
taken down and sent to him with her
own imaginary letters, which always
received prompt and tenderest answers no matter where they might

I

his

and

an individual periodical accounting of it. He was very
"As he rendered unto Caesar," so did he render
faithfully what was due to a higher power.

had

readpencil fantastic lines and signs,
those
writer
to
the
things
present
ing

MY

of

placed aside for charity as
scrupulously as though he

"The Catch of the Season"

After their

charming nature

but

percentage

revenue

LILLIAN BURNS
One

his travels she
death, she held a sacred place in his heart. During
used to write him. In her baby conceit she atttempted to emulate
her elders according to her own ideas. She would scribble with a

tell

unusual,

known only to those who
knew him as the world did
not know him, there was a

for

The following

a

and

wholly
keeping with his
own unusual character,

-.

whom

find him.

In

reverence

in

pen attended to the obligaof his correspondtions
ence. No letter in his mail

children.

as

were

charity,

of

gratitude,

own

his

religion,

munificent.

had

insignificant
his individual attention.

of

to

for everything.

was too

of

His contributions to

always

Each hour
purpose. His own

always loyal

obligations

cause

well

In the plan of his
Daly.
life's routine he made time

its

religion

never ostentatiously

so.

Mr.

with

ruled

System

for

demands of the

part.

made no

It

he might,

others, have

which he was reared.
There was not, however,
any question on his part
as to whether this or that
law of the church was difficult of conformity on his

the the-

to

life,

many

in

Daly

"When

:

go

as with

always went to
without even stop-

I

atre,

tions of his

deploring

passing of

the

more than onerous exac-

White

RAYMOND HITCHCOCK
In "Easy Dawson" at Wallack's
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connection
of

is

vanities"

acknowledgment of "the vanity
proclaimed in a career of lights and

entailed a pathetic
especially
defined.

shadows so strongly
those days and these,

in "the
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At the end of the time allowance, I remember asking him once
how much of it really represented sleep, saying if it were I,
knowing that time were really so
I would begin by fearing that

Since

disman-

short,

Autling of the treasure house of
almost
this
priceless
gustin Daly,"

if I lost five or ten minutes the remainder would hardly be worth while,
and that at the end of the twenty
minutes I would perhaps still be
wide awake. He laughed as he answered
"But that is not my way.
I
head on the pillow for one
my
lay

collection has been sent to the four

winds, has passed in fragments into
the hands of the highest bidder, and,
if one may introduce so prosaic a con-

:

sideration, at prices of paltriest pro-

which

purpose only sleep. And in a second I am asleep. I have no time to

was centered his pride and devotion,
cosi him in money alone $20,000

waste for any other meaning." He
was always so resolute and sure of

but which to

himself

As an

portion to their real value.

example: one work alone,

in

;

its

possessor

present

so it has always appeared
most sorrowful to me, that the great
misfortune of all should have been
the fatal mistake of those last words

There is no doubt that Mr. Daly
was in no condition to make the last
from which he was
trip abroad
He was
destined never to return.

much broken

The

in health.

continuous

of

struggle

and

of his before he

effect

fell asleep in the farhotel in Paris on June the 9th,
1899: "If I fall asleep, don't awaken

strain

me !"

away

was beginning to gain upon him
severely. But a betrayal of faith and
trust, embodying consequences which

of

appeal,

he had only been awake, he would
not have surrendered acquiescently.

He was

so unconquerable, so brave
always even the "prince of terrors"
might have relented in recognition
and admiration of his splendid cour;

White
Dustin Farnum,

who

will

continue to appear in "The Virginian" next year

litiga-

finally

age and

Who

Tolstoi has finished a

dra Theatre, St. Petersburg, but the
censor prohibited the performance,

the night before he sailed, although in the late spring, he sat in

a menace to the public
insulting to the Czar.
Tolstoi has now offered his work 10

the steamer,

it

declaring

fire, fight-

ing against a well-defined attack of

On

new drama

"Behind the Scenes of the
It
was to
Russo-Japanese War."
have been produced at the Alexanentitled

On

grippe.

!

af-

have been reached until after death
had rendered that decision an unmeaning one for him.

hugging an open

spirit, and passing on, have
him perhaps another respite
knows?
MARGARET HALL.

yielded

firmed favorable decision should not

his office

!

If

from court

the

to die then,

were, and took an unfair advantage.

tion (forced upon him as a result of
his
own misplaced confidence),
to court

mean

worn out as never before in his life,
it
must always seem to me that
Death "caught him napping," as it

"the irony of Fate" that he could not
have lived to realize the fulfillment

which carried his case

did not

There was so much for him
Weakened and
accomplish

!

journey an imperative one.
It seems still another evidence of

of his dreams in regard to "Daly's
London Theatre," that in the tedious

He

surely
still to

played a grave part in bringing his
life to a premature finish, made this

course of the unwarrantable

!

And

represents an expenditure of about
one-fourth of that sum.

peace

pneumonia

and

developed.

This he conquered, and,
accompanied by Mrs. Daly and Miss

foreign theatre managers.

Rehan, he reached England. Matconcerning the case involving

Queen
(Carmen

the legality of his right to the lease
of the theatre which had been built
for
his

him were still in abeyance, and
immediate presence in London was

not essential.

With

against loss of time,

Daly after a day of unusual mental
and physical expenditure, when Na-

trilogy.

drama

It will

tragedy and
Expelled."
Thos.

be

heard hastening up the stairs to say, "I
let me sleep over
twenty minutes.

Don't

new

with his
which,
of
and
Jorio"
"Daughter
"Light Under a Bushel," will constitute a

a

came suddenly, unexpectedly to all.
It was often a custom with Mr.

He would

Roumania

Gabriele D'Annunzio has outlined

going to Paris to look into affairs of
importance there where the end

fore the usual time.

of

cal drama which she calls "Fatality."
The theme, remarkably realistic, is
taken from Roumanian life.

natural chafing
he decided upon

ture clamored for undeniable rest, to
come home perhaps half an hour be-

Elizabeth

whose drama,
Sylva)
"Masioara," met with much success,
has commenced another psychologi-

ters

W.

Ross,

who

am going to
Awaken me

will

lie

is

be another Abruzzese
entitled

It deals

"The God

with the ancient

god of the people of Maru, who
star in a new play by the author of "Checkers
reigned and had temples and sacred
on
the
shores
of
the
Lake of Fucino. In the tragedy is
down.
groves

then

"

!"

represented the resistance of the god to civilization.
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My

By
F

I

I

I

felt

stinct within

when

I

modesty, and mention the
the stirring of great dramatic in-

me,

I shall

was

it

stood at the open window
waving a feather duster as a siren waves

by George Mathews, of Washington
spent getting into

"The Ameer

times

her tresses, and whispering wooingly to the brats on
the street the brattiest brats in Boston, all special

that

for the praise I deserved.

for Shakespeare than teeth, and who let
the one perish while he frowned and mutthe dentist, "on the
twenty-five years older than

He was

a kind of father

who

serious mistake he

me up was

ing

in

and

made

said,

and

trust

it

the fare both

long

and hard, with the result that the rubber
blew up and tore a hole in the ceiling, and
nearly ended my youthful career by blow-

my

ing off

He

ingly.

"What's your
"Baritone!"

head.

"Yes,

FRANK DANIELS
When

has been said by cruel critics that my faces
fortune, which faces I learned while I watched my brother
play with his victims with

my

his

forceps, but that

little

isn't
I

"on the

for a business

office

tried to learn

I

bookkeeping
trimmings
Business

the

and
at

Pierce

s

College,

and

[

would have done so
time

a

to

way

Billiard

away.
earnest

knew

Melodeon's

two blocks
was such an

Hall,
I

student

liards that

I

of

win

bil-

won second

prize in a tournament.
didn't

in

had

time

long

not been that I

a

I

thirtieth

prize in the business college,

When

he wouldn't do for " Pinafore "

curtain

last

and wounded

to the

1.

with a trustful upward

the opera?" he grunted.

sir."

1

heard the stage manager

college.

the

the

after

else, that teeth

were not the paving stones
on the road to my fortune, and I left my broth-

it

should have heard the

from

He growled and grunted some more, but sent me to the room
where the other chorus men were making up. Fifteen minutes
later I was hopping around the stage doing everything the fellow
But
in front of me did.

concluded, and so did

everybody

er's

"Yes,

was following the other
boys off the stage and I

level."

sir," said

"Do you know

his

all

It

fell

look.

Opera House burned and he pawned
watch to get home

the

the boys in the block, who played
leap-frog over the chair of torture and shaved themselves with

are

You

that stage manager's lips, all of it adjectives, descriptive oi
Titus.
"He knows we want tenors."

language that

didn't

his instruments.

voice?''

"Baritone."

do what the good of the community demanded, discharge me. He let
me linger on a-while and continue to wave
the feather duster and warble as soon as his
contemplative back was turned, "Daggy's
out," and immediately his office was filled
with

I

I

as his office

boil too

manager

borrowed money from my brother fur
ways there and back, remember and went to Nassau. I appeared
before His Highness, the stage manager, a
few minutes before the performance began.
"Titus sent ye, did he?" he growled.
"Yes, sir," I said, looking up at him trust-

the

which he was vulcanizing an ancient maid's
I let

Tell the

it?

sent you."

I accepted it with grateful tears and
boy.
sincere promises, but I betrayed my trust.
Once he left me to tend the slow fire over

new mouthpiece, and

piano player came to me one day and
"They're needing chorus boys in an

you go up and try

in bring-

me

came.

opera called 'Pinafore,' that plays at Nassau, N. H., to-morrow night.
Why don't

me.

spoil

giving over to

of honor and

position

A

didn't spare the rod or

cane, or even the fire shovel,

The only

It

!

level.''
I,

J

different.

should have been

I

time

servatory of Music, taking singing lessons
from John O'Neil. They thought I could
now's always so
sing then, but now, ah

cared a thousand times more

the actor and

my

"That's good," he would say. "Throw it in the stove."
But all this time I had been studying at the New England Con-

out."

He

of

I would work straight
away for a week, turn out something
was at least striking, and, carrying it to Mr. Mathews, wait

in Boston,

tered over the other.

Much

St.

my

employer's good graces by cracking jokes,
doing jig steps and standing on my head. I was pretty nimble
with my tongue and legs, but my wood-carving was well, some-

mine "Daggy's
"Daggy" was my brother, Dr. Daggett, D.D.S.
He was a bookish man, who

Frank Daniels
In

have to say that

of a dentist's office

friends of

latent business

Deciding that cold business was not for me, and that I had
an artistic temperament, I applied for work at a wood-carver's,
and for three years I was tolerated I should have said employed

FRANK DANIELS

time

my

ability, I left the factory

lay aside shrinking

first

by the faculty's lack of appreciation of
of business men.

quick

Beginnings

his

telling

was the
"That

troubles.

little

Titus

there.

I

troubles.

fellow over
sent

him.

Said he knew the opera.
Can't sing a note of it.
Said

been on the
Never saw a
Wait till I see

he'd

stage.
stage.

Titus."
I didn't wait, but spent
the remaining half of my
brother's money getting

back to Boston.
Still I

wanted to go on
For a year I

the stage.

hung
offices.

me

as

about

managers'

They received
warmly as they do

other beginners, and they
In

"

Little

Puck

"

Scenes in the Stage Version

Nance Olden

(Julia

Act

II.

Latimer

Dean)
Latimer,

who

of

"In the Bishop's Carriage

Tom Dorgan (Edmund

(John Westley)

has caught Nance and Dorgan robbing his apartment, gives Dorgan to the police, but makes no charge against

Act

III.

Latimer threatens Dorgan with arrest

Plmtos by Hall
Act IV. Nance, confronted by Dorgan's departing accusation, realizes that Latimer'
faith means everything to her

Act

III.

if

Breesel

Nance

he doesn't leave Nance

Dorgan having broken out of jail tries
and return to

to make
his

Nance abandon her new

life
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added a few cheerful remarks about my personal appearance.
"You're too small," they said with remarkable unanimity.

"Huh,"

"Your

said one.

face

is

about

:is

with one hand, pointed to my tattered shoes
with the other, and
my sad story.
"That's all right, my lad.
Your play,
I

gripped a

rail

told

"The ship will
Jock," said the captain.
never sink as long as there's rats aboard."

Think
expressionless as a gravestone.
you'd better hire out as chief mourner at
That's the only

funerals.

make

I went ashore
borrowed carpet

you'll ever

way

a hit."

Some

sang and danced at benefits whenever they would let me, wearing off my
stage nervousness, and after a year of engagement-seeking I found a man who was
willing to take me in spite of my low
stature and solemn, owl face.
George A.

But

I

me

Jones allowed

and

I

made my

the

as

Sheriff
at

mandy"

to

first

in

1879.

:

a magnificent sunset."
"Sunset h 1 !" said the driver.

I

so badly that it makes me feel
played
faint even now to think of it. But by some
strange trick of fate I was allowed to re-

main

true one.

Opera Company.
company,

but

we

tried

on

it

the

English
White

The next article in the above series will be by Wilton
Lackaye, who will relate his early stage experiences.
Previous articles have been by Blanche Bates, Blanche
Walsh, and Jefferson de Angelis.
See past issues.

ADELE RAFTER

Well-known operetta singer who has been appearing
recently in

had to have part of my money to get back to
America. My most vivid remembrance of that tour was the trip
home. It was as full of events as a dime novel.
We returned by the National Line. The boat was called
described only by the

first syl-

vaudeville

In

that

of

consulting one scientific treatanother in an effort to obtain a clear idea of Oswald's
malady.

inal,

ise after

ancient

The
when we turned

It

in

at

noses
night we pinched
breathed through our mouths to es-

"What
tinued

leave

first

other

morning

officers.

that

the

"Then

tot-

The mother

one.

Is not she

more

than

Oswald,

the

is

the chief

intensely tragic

healthy

mother

who watches hour by hour the dissolution of her own child, and is

On

present at the final tremendous moment when the son's conscience

storm

makes one

macy

last final effort for suprebefore the light of his reason is

extinguished

Thrusting my feet into
I went to the smoking-

I

like

?

Opposed

to her,

whom

to fancy with hair cut short

Norwegian fashion and envelope'!
as in a mantle, in her ever intensified

in

the remnants

room to make a complaint. The captain had just been dealt a fine hand
and was in excellent humor.

mind

idiocy, should

again, Ihe author did not in-

character.

showed signs of abating I looked
my bunk and saw
that during the storm the rats had
held an orgie and eaten the uppers of
shoes.

intellectual

his

tend that Oswald should be the chief

over the edge of

my

Oswald's

that

or should not be the principal feature of the tragic action.

smoking-room playing

poker with the

me

"is

agony produces upon
tering on the brink of

were the captain, the
first
mate and the quartermaster.
The ship stood on her nose and
wagged her tail. She turned somersaults that would have made her a
star at a turnverein. But the captain
seemed to enjoy it. He enjoyed it
so much in fact that he spent all his

the

sci-

deeply," conthe experimentwhether the psychologic

interests

Salvini,

ing as to
effect

their berths

the

that the remarkable,

pathological elements, with
injury of the purely artistic side."

struck an equinoctial storm
that roared around us for three days.

time in

me

entific,

we

The only persons who could

to

by a too great concession to the

The rats outnumbered all
cape it.
the other passengers ten to one, and
that things might be still more agreeable,

seemed

forceful interpretation of the role by
Ermete Zacconi nevertheless erred

in-

and

our

interview Gustavo Salvini
"Ghosts" as follows:

recent

"Among other works of the great Norwegian dramatist, I have
studied deeply 'Ghosts.' Nine years ago I was anxious to
produce
it, but I gave up the idea, and continued
studying it in the orig-

She had

was so

odor

limburger.
sistent

essence

distilled

a

expressed his opinion of Ibsen's

aboard a cargo of some new disinfectant that smelled like the concentrated,

They gave

made money for him. They all made money
more than Frankie.
FRANK DANIELS.

thing to laugh at in it. When our English
tour ended, three members of the company

is fitly

others.

a share in the business and the firm be-

Then
Hoyt, Thomas & Daniels.
Kirke La Shelle took hold of me and I

provinces and the English couldn't see any-

the Helvetia, and the trip
lable of the ship's name.

to get

came

"The

Electric Doll," an adaptation they had made
from a German farce. It was played by a
company of five. It went well in the United
States,

and

for myself

money

me

Jollities in

pawn my watch

to

When Hoyt and Thomas made me Old
Sport in "A Rag Baby," I began making

I

was with the Atkinson

had

I

home.

afterwards joined the McCaull
but only for a very brief time.
I

"That's

the opry house burnin' down."
That's the original "sunset story" and the

it

with the Boston

company that
Harry Conor

driving uptown in the stage, Harry, who
sat in front with the driver, said
"That is

professional appearance
of Nor-

Mass.,

joined a
Star."

I

and other boys were in the cast. We arrived at Greenville, N. C, and as we were

barnstorm with him,

Chelsea,

in a pair of

slippers.

time later

was playing "The

"The Chimes

in

New York

in

Falk

W.

S.

HART AS THE "BAD MAN"

IN "THE

SQUAW MAN"

Mr. Hart, who appeared recently as John Storm in "The Christian,'
was once a cowboy himself, so he is able to impart genuine
atmosphere to his new role

hopeless grief, I feel that I should
occupy but a second place."

Reminiscences

Sir

Henry Irving

American

Ellen Terry and

Beginner with

Sarah Bernhardt

an

of

Norman

Gertrude
is now
member

several years since I was a very humble and obscure
of the companies of the above-named famous artists,

Maud
Norman

them are as clear and distinct as if it
had the joy of working under their

Milton, Mary Rorke, Frank Cooper, Cooper
Forbes, William Farren, Ben Webster, William
Haviland, Fuller Mellish, and Miss Terry's gifted son, Gordon
Craig, and a host more of goodly names, now all scattered.

experience in all affairs of vital import can color
the whole of our after life, I was more than fortunate to secure

are familiar in this country, two stand out pre-eminent, Sir Henry
Irving and Ellen Terry, the most unique figures probably that

my initiation into that most fascinating but at times disillusioning profession for a woman, a small opening at the Lyceum
Theatre. Miss Gertrude Kingston, a well-known and extremely

have ever graced the English stage, not only as artists and
pioneers, but as two of the most generous, kind-hearted, interesting, loveable and potently individual human beings it has been

IT

but

my

recollections of

were only yesterday that
brilliant

I

first

as

London

brilliant

introduced

me

Cliffe,

I'.ut

guidance.

As our

Hughes,

above

all

my good

actress,

Ellen

to

number of whom

these remarkable personalities, a

Sir

Terry, and soon afterwards
I became a member of the

fortune to meet.

im-

Henry always
one,

pressed

capabilities

his

despite

for long hours

While at the Lyceum I
had many opportunities of

and days of vigorous work,
as being a fragile and delicate man, one who had suf-

seeing a good deal of both
Sir Henry,
Miss Terry,

in the

and

When

Lyceum

forces.

fered

that remarkable aggre-

of

gation

which

players

early

to

Irving always managed
gather around him, and so

whom

of

many

was

a

there, revealing

interpretathe noble beauty,
perfect grace, exalted intel-

if

all

ligence,

mellow

diction,

lovely,

A

Harvey, with

his

was

Martin

delicate

beauty,

there

spiritual,

literature,

for his

luminous expressiveHis roles
ness, and swift, sensitive nature.
Sarah
at that time were usually not large, but all his
work was an absolute promise of the rare and unique interpretations which he is now presenting as his own manager.
Sydney
Valentine, with his clever, good-humored face, masterful art and
sirange mediaeval personality, now one of London's most noted
character actors and stage managers, was likewise a prominent
flame-like

member

genius,

Others were

Genevieve Ward, with
her proud, energetic intellect, her tragic, domineering power, her
interest in and solicitude for all young aspirants Julia Arthur,
with her profound and sombre beauty, her enormous emotional:

;

ism, penetrating intellect,

a

man

of

and gorgeous resonant voice; Annie

the

pro-

intellectual

tainments,

in
containing
brain so many

lofty

that there

was

whatever

branch

and

little

at-

gifts

doubt

of

rnhardt

art,

or politics he had chosen
of expression, in any one of

science

medium

them he must have poignantly succeeded.
When at rehearsal he was alert, tense,
seeing and comprehensive, but in private

his

of the company.

had

philosopher

foundest
that

emotion, poetry of temperament, and that curious charm which has so
potently raised her to the very front ranks of

And

or

brilliant qualities

personality,

actresses.

some grave and gentle

was

so full of ardent frankness,

English

in

was as

It

to speak to his waitImmediatefollowers.
ing
aware
that here
one
was
ly

art,

girlish

round the corner

come

so

early days of her fame.

al-

change and stimulus

sage

and

which are
him
now to
endearing
the American public.
In
the
company, too, was
Lena Ashwell, then in the
intellectual

quietly

the atmosphere.

his aesthetic

tions

the

company,
and unob-

gathered

strusively

in

his

of some jutting wing, the
most prosaic of us all felt

English stage. Forbes Robin

to

morning

ready

the foremost artists of the

ertson

he appeared

coming

now

are

great physical pain
earnest battle of life.

alllife.

But
usually grave, dreamy, absent-minded.
most
the
have
he could be, as many
attested,

animated and genial of talkers, the best and wittiest of storytellers.
Nevertheless, one could never in his presence lose sight
of the fact that his art was to him an all absorbing, monumental

and worshipped passion.

The many unforgctable productions which evolved from under
hand were rehearsed by himself and Miss Terry with
The rehearsals attendant on these lasted
love.
most
ardent
the
interest attached to them was so
enormous
but
the
many weeks,
one
never
that
grew weary, even though one often
enthralling
found the day and night had passed and dawn was flooding the
his master
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Gilbert and

Bacon

Sarony

LULU GLASER
Will star in a

new

JOSEPH WHEELOCK.

piece entitled "Miss Dolly Dollars"

Will star in a

new George Ade
Out

London sky and streets. Behind the whole vibrating atmosphere
of work, one was ever conscious of "the Governor's" hand and
The old
brain, manipulating and guiding the vast machinery.
its
many offices, BeefLyceum was like some large hotel, with
Steak Room, green-rooms, innumerable dressing-rooms, and the
floors

given up to the wardrobe women, where so

many

of the

Then there were Hawes Craven's
lovely costumes were made.
studios for the painting of all the exquisite Irving scenery.
Irving was benignly gentle, especially to the young folk and
seemed to comprehend sympathetically the great awe in which
Occasionally he was a trifle shy, as if not quite
sure what to say to us. To all he continually showed the sweetest
tact and consideration, ever striving to find as topics of conversa-

we

all

held him.

the subjects most interesting to his colleague, friend or
His sense of humor was both sly and delicious, and his
visitor.

tion

so delicately made that
receiving a compliment than a correction.
for him with love, not fear, so it is little to

criticisms of faults in one's

work were

felt more as if
Each and all worked
be wondered that he attained harmonious results. I have seen
him go over a tiny scene or an inflection from eighteen to twenty

one

times, never losing his patience nor that
courtesy which haloes the whole man.

When

Sir

Henry was engaging me

not discuss business at

all.

cuniary side of a contract and

He
is

sense

of

we

did

for "Richard III"

disliked

well

wonderful

touching on the pefor his munificence

known

We

regarding salaries.
for which he had sent

talked of the production of "Cymbeline,"
me seats, and ate large slices of home-made

cake, baked by his old housekeeper, and which he kept in a tin
box in his dressing-room. He had no knife to cut it with, so had
to break it into big chunks. We sat side by
and awe-struck morsel, and he majestic-looking in his dress suit,
while Miss Terry looked on bubbling with glee at this great and
simple man who immediately afterwards was going with her to ;\
big dinner he was giving in the famous Beef-Steak Room ro
some notable people, including several Indian Princes.
There are many stories told of Sir Henry's little eccentricities,
side, I

3nd

all

are top well

known

a diminutive

to bear repetition here, but one quaint

of

KATHERINE FLORENCE

JR.

Leading woman

play called "Just

for

College"

Nat C. Goodwin
and the Barge"

in

"The'Beauty

little habit I do not recall
having seen mentioned in print that
of his wearing different hats at rehearsal. By these hats we could
usually tell the mood of our great chief and the length of the
rehearsal before us. When he appeared in a smart, tall, silk hat,

we knew

it

meant a

brief

hour or

so's

work.

If

he wore a high,

such as Mr. Daly used to wear, it meant several hours
of earnest labor, but if he appeared or called for a battered, shapestiff hat,

and very old brown

we knew

that it meant an inadornment was flung off altogether, then we knew irrevocably it was a sign of all day and
almost all the night within the walls of the theatre. But our greenrooms were so cheerful, with their blazing fires in winter and
comfortable lounges, where one could read quaint prints on the
walls, and with merry Miss Terry coming in to cheer our long
waits when she could, that no one ever minded the length of
time.
Both Miss Terry and Sir Henry were devoted lovers of
animals, and the latter's faithful fox-terrier followed his every
It was this same little dog who at one time when his
footstep.
master was going on a long journey, and thought it wiser to leave
his canine comrade behind, followed the train-tracks a long distance until he reached the town where his beloved master was.
Miss Terry, too, was beloved by the entire company. Like
the radiant gleam of sunshine over the face of dark and troubled
waters shines the memorable light of her exquisite, gracious loveliness.
She radiated as unique a charm as her great colleague,
one
was the magnetic charm of mystic, solitary mountain
only
and
the other the charm of the warm, human unfolding of
peaks,
a perfect rose, grown in some quaint, old-fashioned English garless, soft

tense and arduous day.

hat,

If this last

Her tears, her laughter, her wild-eyed pathos, the caress
of her whole loveable personality drew one with its sweet affec-

den.

She was irresistible with her careless, easy grace, her largehearted expressiveness and exalted look of sentiment and poetry.
In private life Miss Terry is the most absolutely womanly
woman it would be possible to meet. She has since those
tion.

home in Barkston Gardens, where
momentous pleasure to go and have high-tea with her

days given up her lovely

was
and her interesting family.

it

a

We

used to

sit

round a big table

in

THE

Til
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front of a large open fire-place, a warm lamp-light illuming the
faces of Miss Terry presiding so wisely and so buoyantly (her
mop of fair hair often done up in irresponsible curl-papers), and

a dear old lady in white muslin cap tied under the chin, called
"Boo," the children's governess, who always remained a member
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which so endears them to the theatre-going public?
had neither met nor seen Madame Bernhardt when I entered
her company through the kind influence of Miss Terry.
Of
course, I had heard much of her marvellous, world-famed genius,
artists
I

her extraordinary personality, passionate temper, daring deeds,

and eccentric habits,
and although I expected to
learn much from association

of the family long after they
were grown up and out in
the

travels

world.

One

met
there
American

with

bright,

whom

Miss Terry

value to me,

often

eager,
girls,

of

was

ever

especially fond.
Terry, as Arthur Sy-

Miss

mons

so pregnantly puts
"is ever the eternal girl."

Latin

these

artists

which would be of

amount of

own

I

I

was

in-

with a certain

filled

wardly

infinite

trepidation,

com-

ing especially as I did from
an atmosphere of such har-

it,

I

once on going to see
her, her sending me down a
doll and a kitten to amuse

mony and

me while waiting for
And to see her romping

did not attend the

recall

was

self-control as

exhibited at the Lyceum.

Madame

As

Her.

with

Bernhardt
first

re-

hearsals, I waited impatientof
first glimpse
ly for

her beautiful grandchildren,
like some mischievous kit-

her.

ten herself,

dle of a rehearsal of "Gis-

my

a sight long to

is

the

home

was

full

of

intimate fascination

of

own attractive personThe library was a
ality.
her

source of perennial joy. She
was the first to lend me

page some

every

mark was

And

troubled to

"The Diary of Marie

On

these

tion,

Every one
become phlegmatic, heavy, pale and life-

perament.
seemed

In the theatre she was the

less
otto Sarot>y Co

ROBERT LORRAINE

-

vvi " bc scen this

and

Coming

4?an"nd
champion
of all the younger members.
Many a time has she gone over my scenes with me, giving me
suggestions from her invaluable store-house of knowledge and
her immeasurably swift insight. She was so tender and generous,
so delighted if one did anything especially well, so overflowing
with the desire to help and praise, so sympathetic to sensitiveness
and sorrow. Her character was one of those which abounded in
giving, and cold, egotistical or unresponsive natures bewildered
and hurt her.
Miss Terry was full of the most mischievous moods, and her
continual pranks both on and off the stage were a constant source
of delight to us. There was no deadweight of fear, sycophancy

encourager

Superman"

in-

and

balanced brain of Sir Henry.
Miss Terry is the perfect combination of the blending of the rarest imaginative faculties with
the utmost child-like simplicity.
And is it not this perennial

and

wonderful

simplicity

of

nearly

all

the

greatest

of

nervous

this

tense,
force.

embodivibrative,

Her

life

was on the stage with her was disastrously paralyzplay being a familiar one to her she had done little
more than suggest at rehearsals what she intended doing. I was
a small and reverent acolyte, swinging incense on the altar steps,
first

night

ing.

The

I

with various bits of "business" attendant on that small but, to my
mind, all important position. When I turned and saw kneeling at

in

gestions for lighting, draping, color, groupings, entrances,
flections, etc., which often might escape the more technical

before

so often disillusionizing nearness the potent power she exerts
over the audiences of all -nations. The effect she had on me the

beauty and wisdom of art. Each was at ease and able to develop
him or herself to the utmost limits of their possibilities.

She
rehearsing was an inspiration.
had and still has the most effervescent temperament ever given to
an English artist of our time. She would dart here, there, and
everywhere, full of sudden, impulsive ideas and luminous sug-

to

seemed to stretch itself out.
When on the stage with Madame Bernhardt one is at first
positively petrified by her extraordinary simulations of rage, passion, despair, love, hate or joy, and then can fully realize in that

my

To watch Miss Terry

ment

(Icorge Bernard Shaw's curious play

to position, or the abjectness of crushed individualities in that unsurpassable school for the learning of the technique, unity, object,

youth

pass over

whole

val

first

counselor,

about, so

energy, triumph, ambienthusiasm, and the intensity of an ardent tem-

written in pencil.
little annotations

teacher,

it

being
blazed with an almost prime-

re-

realize

friend,

think

Her

her.

things to make
the impulsively
sympathetic nature of this
most sympathetic of women.

were the

me

mid-

small, upright

scathlessly did

almost

little

in the

woman, whose age one never

revealing
completely
psychology of a young girl's
Ilashkirtseff."

A

ever seen.

that

soul,

were

monda," when suddenly the
ranks divided, and I saw
coming towards me, bowing
graciously to right and left,
the most remarkably individual looking woman I had

be remembered.

Her

We

feet, almost in confession, a grief-stricken woman, upby the intention of a great sacrifice, pouring out her story
that unsurpassable voice, with outstretched hands and tearful

very

lifted

gaze, the stage,

my

little

duties, everything passed completely
mind, and, dropping my censor, I began to weep bitter
I never saw any signs of abnormal eccentears in sympathy.
in
Both in her private and professional life
Bernhardt.
tricity

from

my

she was invariably a charming, cultured and considerate woman.
She was always either busy with her pen, at the theatre, or in her
studio painting or sculpturing. That she was at all times unusual
is obvious, for is not true genius an untrammeled fearlessness of

and dares to be its intense and highest self? Her
love
of truth and beauty seemed to me to be the guidpassionate
and
GERTRUDE NORMAN.
inspiring forces of all her actions.
ing
soul that can

Photo by F. Colbum Clarke

EDWIN ARDEN AS THE PRINCE DE METTERNICH

Edwin Arden

Wild West Hero and Eastern
(CHATS WITH PLAYERS

matinee girls who have marvelled and thrilled at his lovemakings and the sorrows of his torn heart ye older and
sterner folk who have comprehended the mental grasp and
admired the intellectuality that dominated his more complex per-

YE

;

formances

for

is

not the lover always primitive? read!
of your admiration and your hundred in-

The Edwin Arden

not the Eastern-bred man, the spirit of libraries of psychology that your imagination has limned. Or, to be as accurate
as the schoolmen, he is in effect this and far more.
Perhaps this
is one of the secrets of the fascination he exerts
upon his audiquiries

is

ences, even

when

it

is

a professional matinee critical audience,

composed chiefly of those of his own motley cloth, that Edwin
Arden is a many-sided man and in variety has the world always
;

IN "L'AIGLON"

Artist

No. 42)

even sometimes infatuation. The fact to which
your attention at the outset of this chat with and about
the Loris Ipanoff of the latest presentation of "Fedora," of the
original Lancelot of "Merely Mary Ann," and of that icily repellent and artistically superb Prince Metternich, of "L'Aiglon,"

found

interest,

I

invite

is

his

Westernism.

the quality which makes him welcome the long jumps en
tour that carry him to the farthest and biggest West, which causes
him to ride two-thirds of the time, against the regulations of
well-conducted common carriers, on the rear platform, or even in
It is

which made him in the drawing-room of his
Twentieth street, New York, sit erect on the
gilded French chair as though on the back of a bounding pony,
the engine, in transit,

home

at 351

W.

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
lift

his head,

his chest

fill

and look wistfully

St. Louis Republican.
He did
most of his work at home and sent his "copy" to the office. Often
I was the messenger who carried it, and always I knew every
word that had been written, and day

he was a leader writer for the old

mention of the

at
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great West. For look you, ye who write so many monogramed
notes to and about Edwin Arden, this refined and intellectual
actor of your curiosity was born in
the

convention-free, individuality-developing section of the country where

man

by day, through

my

association with

his thought, the scope of

my

vision

bad form to ask the most veiled questions about the prior life on the
and where
Atlantic
effete
coast,

was enlarging."
Mr. Arden smiled quizzically. The
smile reveals, in most instances, the
man. Upon his composed, somewhat
cold face it shone genially and lin-

grandfathers, instead of being honorable institutions and social fetiches,

saw

are disregarded entities or even superfluities, where a man's a man in spite

tired in the afternoon light, boyishly
brightened. It seemed to affect even

every
or even a

is

as

good

little better,

as his neighbor,

and where

of family or the lack of
lack of it, or a' that.

Are you already

it,

it

is

gered softeningly.

wealth and

also

In that broad-bosomed West Edwin
Arden was a runaway boy, stealing

White

EDWIN ARDKN

on freight cars, riding the range after liberty-worshiping
mustangs, waiting on the guests in the dining-room of a little
railway hotel, asking for food at hospitable doors where "tramps"
were unknown and only brothers in temporary financial distress
and with stomachs craving wholesome nourishment were recog-

wounded by a man who resented his freedom of tongue,
sleeping in the open with the sky for a canopy, and the rain as
a lullaby, riding in cabooses to backwoods stations as paymaster
nized,

and the
sentiment of birth, as well as its own catholicity of principle and
infinite breadth of vision, that endear the West to Edwin Arden.
In the long, cool drawing-room, its furniture shrouded from
the heat and dust of midsummer, its olive paper and marble and
bronze statuettes, its fine old etchings and prints of classic subthe railroad.

experiences prior to that had
tended to a certain breadth of

When

ance.

rides

'Tis experience

green shades at the windows tempering the glare of

IN

PRIVATE LIFE

Arden Smith, was

father,

"

I

'Father,'

any more.
"

do

'I

insist

insist

you
upon

and the essence
Mr.

Easternism.

Arden
of

told this story

origin

press

and

it,

"But

of

"Perhaps
kindly

saved from
ance,
for

my

allow-

made my

plans

a

the

Denver.

the

If

the statement that

alive, I

the

among

most

and
sons,

thoughtful
best-read
perthe truly best

our coun-

of

people
try.

If

and

I

chosen

I

way

to

stock

car

for a long time I acted as amanuensis to

and compenewspaper man.
That man was my
clever

tent

In

my

youth

not

sleeping a
the three

keep

had

I

water

the

constantly
ished,

my

in

days and nights.
to

:\

any

fare to the

ing in the

any-

because

at

rid-

these

it

and

worked
Denver by

give

is

father.

my

city.

persons

thing worthy

a

rate,

moment

their re-

flection,

should have

fair profit,

true,

is

necessary,' he returned, giving

livered at the dealer'*

and

that

it is

we won't be whipped

fish

arrived and were de-

is

r e

p

1

e n-

the

else

fish

would die. So I slept
not, and the fish arrived alive in Denver.

We

were put

small

side

off at a

station

at
In his own play. "Barred

Fredericks
in

"The Lady

of

Quality"

army

are going to run away.'

elopeI arranged for

have been said of me,
I have cared most for

following

we

solitary

ment.

my

when

it,

counting

I,

a consignment of fish
that I might take to

that

things

upon

assets of the age

im-

:

believed in

an iron gray glance through his eyeglasses.
"I reported the ultimatum to my brother, and he, after due
reflection, revised his opinion about corporal punishment and was
rewarded by a course in Columbia College. I can never forgive
No such advantages fell to me.
him that college course.

twenty-six dollars in
bank that I ha d

of

man who

me

of fourteen years and

conven-

a military

'we have decided that

said,

If

the

afternoon,

my

Army discipline comprehended corporal punishment.
discipline.
Our views and our father's on corporal punishment had always
differed widely, and we decided to prove to him that he was in
It was I who made the pronouncement.
error.

garbed correctly, even
for

self-reli-

was fourteen and

The neighborhood, upon which we
had made a distinct but not wholly nattering impression, and my
father did not agree with us in our reading of the future.
My

my

fashionably,

I

brother slightly older, we decided that
we would not be whipped any more.

the street, everything,
even the man himself,

tional

As John Oxon

one

measured,

view and to some necessary

the West.

jects, its soft

light

"My

tired of this appre-

men who worked on

its

took on a more fervid pace.

West, which breeds men
and energy and ideas? I was not as
it
fell warmly from the lips of this

to

In

brown eyes which looked

his accents, which, slightly

ciation of the

man from

that his

Out"
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night. The station was closed and I called to a passing teamster
and tried to engage him to deliver my fish at the dealer's. He

had done a day's work and was tired and was going home.
exhausted cajolery on the fel-

said he
I

heard from me, the thought of her obtruded. Neither pool, nor
the jokes of the other cowboys, nor the story of a horse thief who

had been hanged

in the

canon below, would banish the thought.
Perhaps it is explainable on the

low, and finding that unfailing

ground of

I

me

vigorous

applied

His reply was

language.

she prayed that

It sig-

startling.

was in different
longitude from my native St.
nified

that

Louis.

It

proved to

me

these

that in

West we might

aimed

deliberately, fired

and sent

I

took

me

wan-

kept it
Conforming to the

period

'I

won't

be

derived as liberal

I

in

possessed from

I

my

slight

measure

with his editorial labors.

"Through my father's influI was later made paymaster

she

ence

knowledge of surgery, for
cleaned and dressed my wound
herself, and took care of me for
six weeks, until the wound was

of the St. Louis and Iron
tain Railroad,

the

Moun-

and traveled over

route every month, paying

the men.

to her

had admitted
that I was a runaway and told
her to keep my secret, which she
When I was well again 1
did.
gave the woman my hoarded
twenty-six dollars and worked

when

helping him

West, she asked
no questions about my plight.
She must have had a rough

I

father,

an education as

etiquette of the

healed.

to

He surwhipped any more.'
veyed the growth in all directions
that was the record of those four
years, and said, 'You won't,' and
thereafter father and I lived in
peace and amity. That was the

woman who

in.

said

I

for section hands on the railroad.
Irish

my

sold

I

over that home-coming.
Mother received me with tears.

dered along the track till I came
to a rough board house, which
I learned was a boarding house

The

that

lightly

ball

"I left the fish to die.

moments

laconic reason, 'I'm going home.'
"I did go home.
We'll pass

The teamster

through my right foot.
Having thus exchanged sentiments with me, he drove away.
a

would come

I

saddle and other belongings to a
tenderfoot and said, by way of

not

apply epithets to strange persons with impunity, whatever
the provocation.

told

back. Often she prayed in agony
of yearnings, and it was at one of

I

this farthest

She

telepathy.

afterward that every night

be

Father happening to
appointed Indian agent in

Oklahoma,

I

traveled

over the

old plains with him.
"

'You haven't any idea, govPAUL GILMORE
ernor, what my hardships were
The young romantic actor as he will appear this coming season in the dramatization
on
this same ground,' I said,
"
my way to Indian Territory,
of William Farquar Payson's story "Dcbonnairc
where I became a cowboy.
smiling, and he smiled back, and,
of
all
fortunes
into
sore
the
we
went
the
led
that
life
with
"For four years I
man-like,
old,
subject no further.
varying
as
"The
was
receiver
of the Grand Opera
on
lanos
estacado
elsewhere.
the
the plains, for fortunes vary
governor
appointed
of
and
I
was
assistant
to
House
St.
treasurer of the
these
Louis,
Colorado,
I drifted back, on the tide of
appointed
varying fortunes,
I
to
in
renowned
'bad
house.
One
when
be
a good humor,
met
that
to Fort Dodge, Kansas, where I
man,'
morning,
happened
I
if
when
met
Thomas
Keene
to
the
box-office
and
asked
there was any
him
of
it
the
other
came
Bat Masterson I reminded
night
I
was
to
mail.
I
the
and
answered
that
there was
where
window
him at the Metropole and to Wyoming,
glad
civilly
opened
I
humorist
off
the
affected
to have
and
was
none.
Mr.
who
was
a
hotel
for
where
wait on the table at a small
Keene,
stage,
my board,
I
needed
it.
of
heart-failure.
He
that
the
last
box-office
for
food
when
an
attack
not- ashamed to ask at back doors
explained
man whose precincts he had ventured upon had growled a negaThere was no odium attached to such a request in those crude
tive and shaken a ferocious head.
The contrast with this detimes and places. The heart of brotherhood beat louder than in
near
he
came
Subsemeanor,
the crowded cities of the East.
explained,
fatally affecting him.
I
of
mother.
Not
asked
Mr.
Keene
to
me
on
the
I
"It was at Cheyenne, Wyoming, that
put
stage.
thought
quently
Sarony

that

hadn't

I

thought
before

her

of
in

the

still

watches on

the

plains,

the

but

thought

father's

of

ultima-

tum on the subject of

whipping

had

overshad-

owed

her.

this

had
and

White

MAY CONVELL
Seen

last

season

in

Lulu Glaser's

four

after

I

during

'Because

think

I

I

could

become a good
one.'

he
"While
no
gave
sign of
agreeing

as

to

the brilliancy of

my

he

future,

finally consented

to

give

trial.

I

me

a

showed

time

no more appreciation than by
asking him for

not

his daughter.

run away,

which
she
had

of

in

night

Cheyenne,
years

But

said

"'Why?'
he.
"

all

He
White

Company

Sister of

HELEN LACKAYE
Wilton Lackaye and now playing

in stock in St.

Louis

Richard Carle in His

Charles

W. Meyers

From

left to right are

New

Piece,

Richard

Carle

"The Mayor

of

Tokio

Edward Garvia

THE "PEANUT" BAI-I.KT IN "THE MAYOR OF TOKIO"
Marie Salisbury, Irene O'Donnell, Olive Roberts, Helen Brandon, Kathryn Ardwani, Daisy Johnstone
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made no

She

Mrs. Keene made active objection.

objection.

said

she did not want her daughter to marry an eighteen-dollar-a-week
Then I thought she was
I think now she was right.
actor.

wrong. Fortunately Miss Keene did not share her mother's
prejudice, and in time she hon-

calls

with Booth, and afterwards had three of his own.

den on the second

floor of the

West Twentieth

BOSTON, April

MY

me by marrying me."
Yes, ye who make romantic

married.

is

the

movement on your own

His

if any endorsement of mine as
your merits as an actor will ae
of any use to you in your profes-

and

to

League, and he has a lovely

sional undertaking, I gladly give it.
shall miss your efficient aid dur-

I

ing

by

With

upon my work
Mr. Arden re-

the

part

mannerism of
(

always

this

with

a

invaluable

six old

some of my conceptions.
When I was playing in 'The
Ninety and Nine,' my railroad

new

arranged

Morrison,

Who

will be seen shortly

at

or three in the audi-

and firemen, and rode on switch engines until my old knowledge of the mechanism came back. I had my engine properly
fitted up, and it was fortunate I did, for it chanced that I had to
play before an audience from the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers that held its convention in New York. If there had
been no throttle they would have hooted."
there flashed another character facet.

We

left

the

boy of diverse occupations in the West and had our actor seek'ing
We had him leaving the Keene company
to conquer the East.
because of his destined mother-in-law's objections to his presence

and we found him searching the

offices of

man-

agents for an opportunity.

"Do you

think

you can play

this part?"

to myself, but I always brought
fool" for the inback.
'Submit
to
called
a "d
myself
being
struction you receive from him,' I would advise myself. When

m

leading man.

Under

all his

stage arrogance there

undercurrent of personal kindness to me. I owe an indefinite debt
And to Charles Barron another.
to Dion Boucicault.
"In stage settings the theatre has gone forward, but in ethics
has gone back. At the Boston Museum caste was strongly
drawn. The young actor who had not won his spurs saluted the
it

leading

members

of the

company

as the rank salute their

command-

Now

army.
ing
they slap them on the back and roar
in
their
ears.
Then
the player who was earning six
'Hello, Jim,'
dollars a week, and his kind, were barred from the green room.
When he had earned recognition it was his, but until then he
must remember his rank. Ah, how it made for discipline
"I remember how when Charles Barron said 'I want you to
call me Charlie,' my throat filled with an unmanageable lump at
officer in the

!

asked a cautious

And when I dared to call this great man 'Charlie,'
members of the company were aghast, and expected me

the honor.

know

I

can," was young Arden's answer, and

it

won him

the other

the engagement.

to be discharged.

While he was youthful and plastic, Edwin Arden, whose original name, by the way, was Hubert Pendleton Smith, which he,
conceiving that Smith was undesirable as a stage name, had
changed, with his father's consent by law, to Edwin Arden

that fine old

joined the celebrated Boston Museum Stock Company, the best
stock company in the United States. There he played with the
visiting stock stars, Charles Barron and Edwin Booth, and Clara

Morris.

make me his
was always an

he had quarreled with his son Dot, he proposed to

:

manager.
"I

I

Daly's in the English musical comedy entitled
of the Season"

ence may miss it, and if they do the scene will be spoiled.'
"I went to the Pennsylvania tracks in Jersey City, carrying a
letter to the yard-master, and for a week I consorted with engineers

agers and

was no longer bearawent
down to the cellar
ble,
and said some vigorous things

THE LATEST PORTRAIT OF EDNA MAY

'Two

in

at

rehearsal

Chicago

"The Catch

to lend reality to the scene.
"
'Give me a throttle,' I demanded.

for his courtship,

well, not

always popular.
he gave one! I took myself
hand. When his arrogance

an empty engine, and insisted
that there be something there

And now

man

But the points

my

part of saving the lives of villagers, I discovered that it was

played

were
had the advan-

I

unequalled, as a

were waiting for
despatches, and when I climbed
they

into the engine to rehearse

ex-

parts, that

comedy
me.

I

direction
by
tage of stage
Dion Boucicault, the greatest
of stage managers, as an artist

the business in the station scene

while

to

he

profit,"

"One week

claimed.

enters in-

to

I

at

years ago.
"What hard work and what

tklahoma, or a grimace of that

days served me, for

glow

still

enthusiasm

fervent

thought of the value of that
dramatic training of twenty

man from

man from Wyoming,

your

EDWIN BOOTH.

Mr. Arden's eyes

doubt not that a

I

composite.

is

for

Truly yours,

impressions, colored
author's creation, of

A

wishes

sincere

success and kindest regards,

own

course.

next engagement with Mr.
but cannot conscientiously

counsel you to abandon the project
you have in view.

as an actor,"
sumed. "Every character as a
player presents it is a mosaic

of his

my

Field,

you are concerned.
"No doubt those experiences
of roughing it in the West have

like

their effect

responsi-

You have my
with reason.
sincerest wish for your venture,

young daughter who fills his
eye so far as young creatures

had

under-

I

bility

the popular president of
Woman's Professional

is

23, '85.

DEAR MR. ARDEN

stand that you do not remain at
the Museum, but contemplate a

queries about him, in spite of
that slim and youthful figure,

Mr. Arden

Edwin

narrow, black frame, hangs this autograph letter from
Booth, written by the tragedian from Boston in 1885:

ored

wife

In his

street house, in a

In one night of boyish triumph he shared twenty-one

O, for a dramatic educational

Museum

to-day

institution like

!

"Acting is no longer an art. It is that which is easier than
working in a foundry. Take the well-set-up young man with no
brains worthy the name, who fills a place in a company and claims
to be a actor, what could he earn at a sales counter or driving a
truck ? Eight or ten dollars a week. Clearly he is doing what will
earn for him the most money.
But is he an artist? ah, that is
another matter."
ADA PATTERSON.

American. Dramatists

WKo Supply Our

Stage with. Plays

z. Genevieve G. Haiues. " Hearts Aflame;" 3. Rupert Hughes, " What Will People
of the dramatists and the title of the play each is identified with are as follows:
i. F. Marion Crawford, "In the Palace of the King;"
" Secret Service;" 8.
"
Paul Armstrong, "The Heir to the Hoorah;" 5. Julie Heine. " Kichter's Wife;" 6. George Ade. "The College Widow;" 7. William Gillette,
Augustus Thomas, The Earl ot Pawtucket;" 9. Bronsoii
The Henrietta;" 10. Clyde Fitch, " Her Own Way;" n. IJavid Belasco, "Adrea;" 12. Edward E. Kidder, "Sky Farm;" 13, Paul Potter. "Trilby;" 14. Martha Morton, " A Bachelor's Romance;" 15. Grace Livingston
"
"
"
"
Mrs. Jack;" 16, Henry Blossom. Jr.. Checkers;" 17. Charles Klein, The Music Master;" 18. Madeleine Lucette Riley,
Furniss,
Christopher, Jr.;* 19. J. I. C. Clarke, "Heartsease;" ao. John Luther Long, "Mine. Butterfly;"
"
"
" Tlie
ai. Sydney Rosenfeld.
Senator;" 22, Kelmett Chalmers. "Abigail;" 23. Ixittie Blair Parker,
Way Down East;" 24. J. J. McNally, Rogers Brothers in London;" 25. Theodore Burt Sayre, "Tom Moore;" 26. Frederick
Rariken. "The Chaperones;" 27. Frank Pixlcy, "The Prince of Pilsen;" 38. H. A. DuSouchet, "My Friend from India;" 29- Channiag Pollock, "The Pit;" 30, Theodore Kremer, "The Fatal Wedding;" 31. Willis Steell, "The Firm
"The
oi the AJhambra;" 35. Henry Tyrrell, "The System of Dr. Tarr"
Willijm
Rose
of Cunningham;" 32.
C. UeMillc, "Slrungheart;" 33. C. M. S. McLcllan, "Leah Kleschna;" 34. Charles Emcrsou Cook,

The names

S.iy;"

4.

Id, ward, "

The Julia Deans- Yesterday and Today

E

VERY

fact has

Gorky hath

it,

two faces," Maxim
and we know that

every shield has its obverse side.
Even a beautiful and gifted woman presents not always the radiant phase. Two
pictures we have then, two pictures at
of Julia Dean. One of them is this,
written by an old beau who wore lace

From

away."

and perpetuated the echo of his
heart beats in verse in a former and more

verses.

romantic generation

sion to the Green Street Theatre in

:

"Twenty years ago there came to Nashville a fat old fellow who wore ruffled

a photograph

flat and played out.
She gave them naively and tenand people carried two cambric handkerchiefs when they
went to see her. What a treat it was, and what royal, sentimental, green old days they were. It was worth half an income to
see that girl fall into the arms of Clifford or motion Mclnottc

derly,

least,

ruffles

Juna Dean

shirts,

carried

a

silver-headed

cane and

had a pretty daughter. Gods, what a beauty that girl was 'Tall
she stood and peerless,' but not too tall, and her figure grazed that
neat air life where etherealism leaves off and rotundity begins
as trim, lithe and graceful a figure as ever swept down to the
!

footlights or shone in the chaste marble of the Bella Verona.
There was a quiet giving way before her wherever she went, and
a fragrance and a freshness and an innocent, artless, natural co-

quetry about her that she seemed to have caught up along with
many other inspirations that were hers. Men are fond of novelty,
and prefer naivete to character in women. She possessed a little

Thus
hard

will

the old beau with the lace ruffles and the propensity for
Miss Rose Eytinge says in her "Recollections": "Very

worked
there.

to support the stars that

Among

of the 'sweetest

them

women

e'er

came

in a steady proces-

Albany when

I was leading
remember Julia Dean, surely one
drew breath' was that same Julia

I

Dean. It seemed to be a sort of benediction when she leaned over
and fixed her soft, gentle eyes on one."

The

A

radiant picture fades into this drear one.

Stage" wrote recently to a dramatic journal

"Lover of the

:

"While recently walking through the beautiful Laurel Grove
Cemetery at Port Jervis, N. Y., the aged care-taker called my attention to a circular burial plot overlooking a lake, in the centre of

which, surrounded by mountain laurel shrubs and lilac bushes,
a sunken mound, under which the venerable keeper declared

is

rested 'as great and fine a lookin' actress as the country ever had,'
and further stated that 'much of a time was made over her in

New

York.'

when

'her

He

also said that

body was brought on
here a big crowd of theatre folks
came on to see her buried and

!

and such a way of using them
There are old bucks among us
they were young bucks then

I

woman

of both, but not enough of either
to repel one.
Such eyes
Aye,

who

Pauline and Julia were pretty parts then, not so stale and

her.

dog-eared,

!

they cried over her open grave.'
"I carefully noted the location

wince at the thought of

those great, bright eyes, whose
greasy old waistcoasts that have

the

not concealed a sentiment for a

grounds,

decade at

they read these lines, and whose
rusty old romantic notions, long

the admirably kept records I was
astonished to find that it represented the grave of a fair mem-

since forgotten, will

ber of the

bottle

least,

imps

and

will

thump

of the

as

pop up like
remind them

cemetery

and

and

visited

office

on the

lot,

in

looking

over

dramatic profession

whose tomb has been entirely
lost sight of and dramatic editors and historians have been un-

how

verdant they were.
They
wanted to marry her lots of

them wanted to do that and
they crowded the Adelphi nightly, and were vastly elated if Mr.
John Green should invite them
to 'walk in and take something
with meeself and mee esteemed
friend, Mr. Dean.'
"The girl was Julia Dean.
She had just begun her career
coming here from Cincinnati,
where she was born some sixteen
or eighteen years before.
The
of
this
was
stage
very
country
bare at that time.
Mrs. Drake

actress'

little

able for years to enlighten those
of their readers who sought to

discover her place of rest.
Beneath this mound rests all that is

mortal of the once lovely Juliet
of

the

American stage

Julia

Dean.

"The complete record of the
Laurel Grove Cemetery reads
:

'

'Name

Julia

Dean-Hayne-

Cooper.
'

'Place and time of nativity

Pleasant

Collection T. Allston

Valley, near PoughN.
Y., July 21, 1830.
keepsie,

Brown

JULIA DEAN AS JULIET
and Miss Tree had gone off, and
'Names of parents Edwin
From an engraving
Miss Logan and Miss Davenport
and Julia Dean.
"
had not come fairly on. Charlotte Cushman held the post of
'Place and date of death
New York City, May 19, 1886.
"
'Second husband's name James G. Cooper.
Dowager Queen of the drama, but she was heavy and tragic and
"
'Buried in Lot No. 3, section B, owned by her father-in-law,
homely. There was an opening for something sweet and tender
and blossomy, for la Sylphide, for Julia Dean. With what an
Mathew H. Cooper.
'Remains first placed in the marble cemetery receiving vault,
easy, natural grace she took the position which was made for
'

:

'
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VIOLA ALLEN

Photo by the Otto Sarony Co.
This new portrait of Miss Viola Allen was taken only three weeks ago when the actress came to New York to make preparations for her forthcoming production of
Clyde Fitch's comedy of Georgian days entitled "The Toast of the Town." Miss Allen made her debut on the stage about twenty-three years ago in "Esmeralda," taking the
Both her parents have been long identified with the stage. Her father, Leslie Allen, who came originally
place of Annie Russell at the old Madison Square Theatre.
.Miss
from Boston, is known as one of the best "character old men" actors on our stage, and her mother was formerly well known in the dramatic world as Mrs. Brutone.
Allen's first real success came when she appeared under the management of Charles Frohman as Rosamond m Sydney Grundy's delightful comedy "Sowing the Wind."
Later she became a star, playing for several seasons
Other successful appearances were in "Aristocracy," "Liberty Hall," "The Councillor's Wife" and "Gudgeons.
in "In the Palace or the King," "The Christian" and "The Eternal City."
Last season, Miss Allen devoted herself to Shakespeare, making a splendid production of "The
"
'

Winter's Tale."
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Second

St.,

tery, Port

"At
named

City.

Transferred to Laurel Grove Ceme-

Je'rvis, April 16, 1868.'

the foot of the eminent actress' grave slumbers the ungirl infant for whom Julia Dean surrendered her illustri-

While she was playing in Salt Lake City she brought suit for
divorce from Dr. Hayne, whereupon Brigham Young, the head
of the Mormon Church, waited upon her in state and offered to

make

her Mrs. Brigham

Young No. XXIV, an honor which

firmly

seems a pity that

always travchaperoning her affably
when circumstances permitted, grimly when
For a long time he was
they required.

to

life.

this exquisite actress of

''Having heard that the noble Actors'
of New York has caused many a

Dean was so sweet and accomplished

dramatic

journals

it

modest memorial stone
mound under
which reposes Julia Dean, whose splendid
genius Dion Boucicault compared to that
of another gifted and beautiful daughter of
the drama, the ideal Juliet, Adelaide Neilawaits the final

land, beneath an

call in distant

tin,

"and
Who

THE JULIA DEAN OF TODAY
"

will

be seen

the stage version of
Bishop's Carriage"
in

let

Lynne" in Vancouver, British Columbia. The last part she played
was that of Ann Cathcneh in a version of Wilkie Collins' novel,
"The Woman in White." The career of Julia Dean points an
argument for the celibacy of actresses. For with her marriage
to Dr. Hayne, of Charleston, S. C., came an eclipse of her talents,
as unhappiness has ever thrown a shadow upon the path of
genius. The marriage was a sorrowful mistake. One of the pictures intervening between the first painted of her youthful radilast of her lying in an unmarked grave in a country

ance and the

cemetery, is that which shows a weeping, shrinking figure, trembling on her own doorstep in a storm at midnight, after the play,

her unworthy husband having locked the door, taken the key
with him and departed for some haunt more to his taste than
home.
neighbor burst the door in to permit the actress to

A

enter her

Otto

own home.

Sarony Co.

painted black.

"My

ween the bright picture and the dark there passed a succession of others varying in character. There were triumphs successively in her portrayals of Juliet, of Julia in "The Hunchback,"
as Peg Wofnngton and as Viola. Archness, grace, a captivating
Traditions relate
girlishness were the keynotes of her acting.
that she held David Belasco in her arms in the last act of "East
I

actor,

bent and pressed his

Eng-

thanks to the influence of the loyal
William Winter."

venerable

"My grandfather's envelope box," she
explained. "He always carried it with him."
Tears welled to the old actor's eyes. He

imposing mortuary memo-

rial,

father's life he

her,

marked the odd character of his hostess'
make-up box. It was long and narrow, of

might

of granite at the head of the

who

New

dropping into a dressing room for a chat,

result in placing a

son,

with

ever got together a cast.
Frank C. Bangs, the

hoped that by calling attention
to this forgotten and out-of-the-way tomb
through the columns of the most powerful
I

of America's

after-

manager of the Eagle Theatre, Rochester,
and later leased a theatre in Buffalo. He
was one of the most popular managers who

granite tomb-stone to be erected over the
graves of their worthy comrades, and as
artist,

sweetly

During her

eled

Fund

an

declined.

wards married James G. Cooper, of
York, and died a year later.

another generation should forever sleep in
an unrecorded sepulchre.

Julia

but

She

she

She was a martyr of motherhood.
"None of her relatives were ever able
erect a monument over her remains, and

ous

it

New York

lips upon the old box.
came
out of that," he said,
salary
was handed to me by one of the

first
it

kindest souls that ever lived,
In the

granddaughter of

God

Edwin Dean.

rest his soul."

Julia Dean
Edwin Dean and

of

this

generation

niece and

is

the

namesake of the

elder Julia Dean.
Miss Dean, who is the daughter of Alfred
Dean, the younger brother of the actress, was born in Minneap-

She made her debut in Joseph Jefferson's company, and the
next season joined the Neil Stock Company on the Pacific coast,
where, as the company's ingenue, she won public applause and a

olis.

gratifying social position.
Three years ago she played leading parts with N. C. Goodwin and Maxine Elliott. The following season she joined the
Leibler forces and supported Vesta Tilley in "Algy." She was
afterwards in the cast of "Merely Mary Ann." Last season she

was with Cecelia Loftus in "The Serio-Comic Governess." She
was E. J. Morgan's leading woman in "A Gentleman from Indiana," and has been playing in a Worcester stock company this
summer. This coming season she will play the leading feminine
role in the stage version of "In the Bishop's Carriage," the dramatization of

which interesting novel, made by Channing Pollock,

has just been successfully produced on the road.
Mr. Bangs and others, in whom live tender memories of the
elder actress, see

the younger.

many

of her traits and mannerisms repeated in

PAUL HOWARD.

THE EVOLUTION OF A LAUGH

Marshall P. Wilder, the well-known entertainer, illustrates here the faces he sees
his

among

funny

the audience in front while they are undergoing the process of digesting one of

stories

FAMOUS FAMILIES
OF

AMERICAN PLAYERS
No. 8

THE DAVKNPOR.TS

Fanny Davenport

the days of lumbering stage coaches and long journeys between places now reached in a few hours by railroad, travellers

INused
port, a

same

to start

from a tavern

in Boston,

owned by Asher Daven-

business man and a thrifty husband, and these
on their way to New Hampshire or Maine per-

discreet

travellers,

haps, might have stopped to notice a small boy,
prietor called Edward Loomis Davenport,

whom

the pro-

and who was scarce able to walk, it being not
many months since his birth on November

The

an early age young Davto one George Vin-

fact that at

enport was apprenticed
a

ton,

placed

confectioner,
in a

and

thereafter

was

drygoods store, does not lead us

to believe the inn a very prosperous venture,

and the only advantage resulting from Asher
Davenport's financial connection with a certain

playhouse

fluence

it

in

town was the

might have had

in

indirect in-

moulding the

When the family removed
New Haven, Davenport went

taste of his son.

for a while to
to school,

where he

easily

a declaimer and a reader.

won

recognition as
In Boston, Daven-

port went to the Mayhew school, where he
was the chief figure in an amateur company,
playing in a rigged-up theatre.

But

it

was

goods

clerk,

drama
As dry-

several years before the

laid a defining finger

him.

upon
Davenport sought seclusion un-

der the counter to read the latest printed play
To him the chief event during the time he
.

worked with his father at the Exchange Coffee House was his meeting with Forrest.
Previously he had spent a short while at Lynn
as hotel clerk for his elder brother.
But in
spare moments, now over a baker shop, again
over a stable, the boy moved along with the

Junius Booth Dramatic Association, where
he learned rudimentary principles and where

he was weaned into the dramatic profession.

Collection T. Allston

B

Fanny Davenport before she

joined Mr. Daly

There was another

organization possessed of a high-sounding name, and no more
popular member of the Siddonian Dramatic Club could be found

than young E. L. Davenport. So strong had the taste become
in him that no matter how much the father opposed when the
time arrived for a stand

the son, aided by one of his brothers,

met G. H. Barrett, a member of the
Boston Tremont Theatre Company,
and through him was able to secure
a position at Providence, to support
the elder Booth.
Thus began the
career of the

first

prominent

mem-

ber of the Davenport family.
The initial role assumed with considerable

nervousness

was

Parson

ASHER DAVENPORT
Edward Loomis*
(1815-1877)

Fanny Vining* (Mrs.

nt. (1849*
1

(1829-1891)

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
and Mrs.
and Mrs.

in
1847, they sailed, and opened at the Royal Theatre, Manchester,

"The Lady of Lyons," reaching London on Jan. 5, 1848, when they
presented "The Hunchback" and "Much Ado About Nothing."

When

W. J.
J. W.

As regards

Wallack,

the latter,

Knowles'

Sheridan

drama, "Love," was given, in the
cast was a Miss Fanny Vining,
related through her mother to

Her

the Wallack family.
ality

pleased both Mrs.

Dean Hayne, Mr.
and
Edwin Booth,
Jr., John Brougham,
held
an
that
time itself
Davenport
opinion
refuted. "If James E. Murdoch
had never lived, 'Ned' Booth
would be the finest reader of
Shakespeare the world has ever
seen. There it ends.
He is not

Florence, Matilda Heron, Julia

person-

Mowatt

a great actor, but his reading of
the text is divine."
This esti-

and Davenport, the latter seeming to look beyond the mere artistic ability, for on January 8,
1849, the two were married,

mate was recorded toward the
close of Davenport's

The

life.

management

held

to-

Mrs. Davenport still continuing
to play under her maiden name.

gether for three seasons during
the first, Davenport alternated

was who gave a fervid im-

personation of Romeo that season to the Juliet of Mrs. Mowatt,

Booth in "Othello" and
Chanfrau between Dundreary and Asa Trenchard. Dur-

and

to

ing

And

in

She

it

Davenport's

filled

roles of considerable scope.

Dav-

with

Mrs.

association

enport's

Mowatt was an

with

with

Mercutio.

the casts she

all

;

agreeable one

;

it

totally

from

John

rence

Barrett,

his

by

an

extraordinary

own.
The English tragedian
watched his laurels in bulldog
fashion
he
whatever
part
whether
Othello,
Hamlet,
played,

tion

Shylock, Richelieu, or any of the
other roles he appeared in dur-

given at the

that

long

farewell

at

of

the

LawJ.

Le-

co-opera-

Davenport

with those of

J.

W.

forces

Wallack,

Jr.

On

January 7, 1862, a rare cast
of "The School for Scandal" was

;

ing

McCulloch,
and W.

ruin,

end, to be immediately followed

In Macready he found a nadifferent

(begin-

Moyne added to the strength of
the company.
But the venture came to an

well performances.

ture

second season

ning August 13, 1861), and the
third season (beginning September 12, 1862), despite financial

was severed, and Dav1850
went
over to Macready,
enport
to assist him in his series of farein

the

New York

Winter-

Garden, and while on the road,

the

besides

a

Shakespearian

reper-

toire, plays of a more popular
Haymarket, which lasted from
October 28, 1850, to February
nature were presented, such as
White
CLARA PALMER
"The Iron Mask," "Still Waters
who
had
3,
1851, Davenport,
Seen last season in "The Girl from Kays"
succeeded J. W. Wallack, had to
Run Deep," and "The Rivals."
dim himself. "I wish you would not act quite so much," roared
Davenport managed the Philadelphia Chestnut Street Theatre,
from
one
earnestness
detracts
extreme
Macready
night; "your
beginning December 12, 1870, when Mrs. Scott-Siddons and
the legitimate effect."
So Davenport remained listless, and by
Fanny Davenport figured prominently during the year. Here
other daughters passed under the management of their father,
rewarded
counter-criticism
two
was
with
obeying orders,
Macready's
that there was not sufficient animation in his work.
A number Lily Vining, who retired from the stage after her marriage with
of other English engagements followed before the Davenports
Mr. Frost Thome, and May Davenport, who afterwards played
returned to America, one with J. H. Hackett.
with her sister Fanny in the "Danicheffs" (1881), and who marBut in August,
ried in 1882 William Seymour, the well1854, they set sail, opening September n
at the New York Broadway Theatre in
known stage manager, who had in previous

Everywhere the actor was cordially received, and in Boston, when he
appeared on January i, 1855, as Hamlet,
across the street was flung a banner with

years been a

"Othello."

member

of

Edwin Booth's

company.
Nearly as important as his association
with Mrs. Mowatt was Davenport's appear-

Davenport," bla-

ance with Charlotte Cushman, with whom
he played during May, 1858, appearing as

As a manager, Davenport's regime influenced the American (formerly Burton's),

Cardinal Woolsey to her Queen Catherine;
Mary Devlin and John Gilbert were in the

"Welcome home,
zoned upon

the

E.

L.

it.

Howard Atheneum

"Macbeth," "Guy Mannering," "The
Stranger," and "She Stoops to Conquer"
formed only part of the extensive reper-

(Boston), the old

cast.

Washington Theatre, and the Chestnut
Street Theatre.
He was energetic, symand
not
overserious in his discipathetic,
at
the
theatre.
Here is an example
pline

toire.

Regarding Davenport's association with
Augustin Daly, two assertions may be made
he seems to have been, in the words of E.
A. Dithmar, "too large a figure for Mr.
Daly's pretty little stage," and further, his
power and prestige were now gradually
He joined the stock
slipping from him.
at
the
Street TheTwenty-fourth
company
atre on August 1 6, 1869, but he now as-

of the stage notes that by their very jocularity gained their effects.
"Boys," read
one, "don't smoke,

manager, turn

and

down

if

:

you love your

the gas."

When, on August 29, 1859, Davenport
became manager of the Howard Atheneum, he assembled together a company of
rare ability, including Mrs. Farren, Mr.

Hail

CATHERINE COUNTISS

Well-known

as

leading

prominent role

woman in stock. Flayed
"The Christian"

in

a
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JACK BARRYMORE
The two sons

sumed such

of Maurice Barrymore,

roles as Sir

who

will

LIONEL BARRYMORE

appear this coming season with their

Harcourt Courtly.

On

June

5,

1871,

he returned to Daly to be with his daughter in "London Assurance." In December, 1874, he gave with the Daly company a
series of old plays, and on May 24, 1876, he played Jacques to

Fanny's Rosalind, and the year following he took part in "The
as support for Fanny Davenport and Adelaide Neil-

Hunchback"
son.

There comes a period in every actor's life when he feels himweakening with the public Davenport had reached the point
where his past versatility, he realized, had not built for the
future.
His last years were spent in small engagements. It is
true he attained distinction as Brutus in "Julius Caesar" toward
the end of his life, beginning at Booth's Theatre with Lawrence
Barrett on December 25, 1875, and playing the role for two
hundred and twenty-two evenings in New York and on tour.
Though he had flouted the idea more than once in the spirit of
pain rather than of bravado of ever supporting Barrett, this he
was forced to do on December 4, 1876, in a production of "King
Lear."
Then Davenport, broken in health, gouty, and sadly
self

;

summoned his strength for
the last effort, and on January 8, 1877, ne played at the Walnut
Street Theatre in Gilbert's "Dan'l Druce," a story based upon

conscious of approaching dissolution,

"Silas Marner."
Many a time he was forced to give up, so imminent had grown the state of his health. He died on September
i, 1877, at his home in Canton, Pennsylvania.
Of nine Davenport children, seven of them went on the stage
;

Edward Loomis and Adele died in infancy Blanche Maria, born
in London on July u, 1851, studied for grand opera; Lily Yining, born in Glasgow November 2, 1853, has already been men;

tioned, as well as

May, who was born

in
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Boston, July 21, 1856;

a daughter, Florence Cecilia (born June 16, 1858), had but a
brief stage career.
Of the sons, Edgar Longfellow (born Rox-

bury, Mass., February i, 1862) did not become a professional
actor till after the death of his father, and has not gone beyond

sister,

Ethel, in

James M. Barrie's new

satirical

comedy "Alice-Sit-by-the-Fire"

the scope of minor support, while

Harry George Bryant (born
York, January 19, 1866) is known to present playgoers
only through musical comedy.
Of them all, only one stands pre-eminent as an artist, and that
is
Fanny Lily Gypsey Davenport. Born on April 10, 1850,

New

opposite the British Museum in London, she received somewhat
of an education at the Boston public schools, but more real to

her and more important, too, than books, were the child plays
and quickened her desire. So, too,

that fired her imagination

from early days, she saw around her her father's friends and
these were nearly all of the theatrical profession. As a little girl
she played in "Metamora," and she was a target-bearer in a burlesque, '"Pocahontas."

Earlier than this, standing, a tiny figure

between her mother and father, on the stage of Burton's Chambers Street Theatre, she had, on February 23, 1857, sung the
"Star-Spangled Banner." She advanced rapidly, encouraged by
Davenport, who recognized his daughter's genius. It was while
under the direction of Mrs. John Drew at the Philadelphia Arch
Street Theatre that Augustin Daly's attention was drawn to her.
From that time her advance was rapid. We may almost divide
life of Fanny Davenport into two parts
a repertoire
and
the
Sardou reign. And what a repertoire she carried
period
an enviable list of old comedies, a large range of Shakespeare;
from Colley Cibber, through Robertson and Bulwer, to Bronson
Howard's "Saratoga" and Daly's "Pique." It was one nervous
overflow of temperament and energy a training more marvellous
than wise.
Were one alone to read the plays given by Miss
it
would be a dramatic education in itself. Her acting
Davenport,
was filled with vitality emotion of the kind that could grasp the
zest of a Lady Teazle, the strain of a Camille, and the force of a
Nancy Sikes. Though she went abroad several times, she only
went once to act in 1882; then in 1883 she secured the rights to
"Fedora," "Tosca" (1887), "Cleopatra" (1890), and "Gismonda" (1894). Finally Miss Davenport's spirit grew weary of

the artistic

:
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A

calm must be the dominant note in her next
Mathews put
piece which proved to be her last. Frances Aymer
her
health was
for
her.
But
into
a
drama
already
Joan of Arc
she
had
a sumwhere
at
South
Duxbury, Mass.,
breaking, and
Sarclou.

spiritual

mer home, she died on September

Miss Davenport was

26, 1898.

The Adventures

of

By

was

IT

proportion to

do something

ability as an advance agent,

my
was

that October

fleeting

and

should soon be compelled to

I

which should balance genius. But as the actor-daughter of an
in a way equally as lastactor-father, no better representative
found.
MONTKOSE J. MOSES.
could
be
ing

an Advance Agent

ONE OF THEM

standing out for salary in
I discovered

in the early nineties that,

She was a great emotional artist, with a restivewas undaunted by obstacles, but blind to the reserve

married twice.
ness that

It was marvelous how these railroad
seats for my show.
men know an advance agent on sight. I side-stepped this request, however, by saying that we were playing the town on a

two

order to obtain the necessary

in

With

a position.
theatrical

so

because

styled

The Opera House was found on

he

taking out this
enough money to land in the
claim you're a good agent.

"I'm

will

be

of

cent,

the

This

profits.

inducement

latter

He

advanced

me my

first

the parting admonition:
get in a hole, don't wire

your best

ness

My

week's salary, with
go broke or

me your

troubles; get

our

first

town,

I

to play as

went over

Frohman

off.

Evidently

the

"burg" was of small
judging
importance,
from the fact that
were no exthere
press packages either
put on or put off,

and
was

the

the

agent,
that it

I

;

"why my

can

we do

"Well,

tell

I'll

what you'd

better

you
do

before anythin' else/'

"You go
up and see 'Hennie,'
he replied.

Dutch

the

around the corner,
and give him a cou-

House

station

distant,

asked

and
for

in the least.

said.

light

was informed
was just a few

promptly

I

a

Inquiring for

from

"How
that?"

sack

Opera

blocks

barber

ple of seats for

your

show, and

be

it'll

a

cinch there won't be

any dance that night,
'cause

he

plays

(Continued page

the
i'i.)

FRANKLIN RITCHIE

leading support with Rose Coghlan and Kathryn
Kidder, and last season played Sheldon
Corthell in "The Pit"

anyway."

replied

If we can keep
position you're going to have.
them from havin' a dance that night, your
He chuckled loudly to himself.
be better."

mail

rather

affair.

Sarony

I

"I don't doubt you for a minute," he replied,
"but a whole lot depends on what sort of op-

which I firmly resolved to keep. My soliloquy
AILLEEN MAY
was disturbed by the announcement that PleasLeading woman with the "White Slave'
antville was the next stop.
This was the town
selected for our opening. I was the only passenger that dropped
prospects will

Was

as fifty dollars,

man !"

show has none but swell New York actors in
it, and you can't get top liners for ten dollars
a week and cakes.
I've got a great big show
that is filled with sensations and will make the
biggest hit that was ever made in this town."
This bunch of air did not disturb the local

many years of a misspent life, and as a result
mental resolutions were made by the score and

the

much

"Great Scott,

held a confiI

was the inev-

:

What else could
I accepted the engagement.
do? Anyway, I had enough money to live a
week or two on whatever happened. Two days
were spent in fixing up press matter and attending to other details, and I took my deto

question, of course,

first

a look on his face as if he were about to decide
some grave and serious question, he said
"Well, I dunno. If you had a band there
would be nothin' to it, but we will hustle and
do all we can against that handicap. You ought

I

dential conversation with myself.

blacksmith shop, he

itable

agers. They are as much interested in getting
the show to their town as we are to get there.
Good-bye, and good luck to you."

parture.
En route

at the local

one among advance agents, "What are
our chances for business ?"
Settling himself back in his chair, and with

"If you

If there's

it

was brisk

helped out.

efforts.

going to be any
yourself.
telegraphing for money I will do that and shall
expect you to raise it somehow from the manout of

a dozen inquiries I
a livery stable playing "seven-

in

from the game and invited me over to his office.
It seems that he owned the bill-posting plant,
had an interest in the restaurant, was the loc:il
authority on sporting matters, and when busi-

You

be up to

'

in

him

with a couple of hostlers. Introducing
myself as the business manager of the "Path
of Thorns" company, he immediately withdrew

show on from there. Your saland twenty per
fifty dollars a week

should stimulate you to put

a side street,

up"

with just

town.

will

It

located

to get the

you
ary

'trick'
first

weeks

After making

manager.

had a reputation for taking out the most impossible shows on the least possible money.
Our interview was short and laconic. He
said:

a few

wouldn't stop

I

doors locked, windows barred, the picture of
desolation. Now began the search for the local

ran into

this idea in view, I

buccaneer,

was coming back

I

with another show, and
short of four passes for him.
later

became desperate. The question of salary was
soon lost in the worry of securing any sort of
a

but

"sell out,"

three meals a day and a place in which to sleep
After a series of disappointments, [
at night.

JOHN
Young

Western

actor

H.

BOOTH

who may

boards next

season

be

seen

on

the

Large

hall of the

Council in the Doges' Palace. Venice, where the

Moor spoke

in his

own defense

Where the Lovely Desdemona Lived and Died
WHEN

one

mind the tragedy of "Othello," and enwith reasonable probability the localities

calls to

deavors to

fix

different personages lived and moved, one's
turn
to Venice, as the scene of the courtship
thoughts instantly

where

its

and brief wedded

of the fiery

life

Moor and

his lovely

Desdemona.

Yet, as a matter of fact, but one act of the five is laid in the island
The action of the remaining four takes place on the island
city.
of Cyprus, sufficiently away from the beaten track of travel to

remain vague and unreal in the minds of most people.
It is in Venice alone that we can find data upon which those
not too sceptical

may

base their belief in the actual existence of

the principal characters of this drama.
lends its dignified presence as a back-

The Palace

of the

Doges

Messenger

in

Scene

III,

Act

I

"The Ottomites ... do ...

:

re-stem their backward course, bearing with frank appearance

towards Cyprus," and again by lago, when he
the state
cannot with safety cast him
says
for
he's
embarked
such
with
loud reason to the Cyprus
(Othello),
wars, which even now stand in act."
their purposes
:

"I do

know

.

.

.

In 1570 a fleet of 192 galleys collected by Spain, Venice and
other countries for the defense of Cyprus, lay off Crete, when

news of the

fall of Nicosia reached them,
whereupon the Spanish
and Venetian admirals insisted upon returning home, abandoning all thought of succor for the island. The only assistance that
ever reached Cyprus during the Turkish attack consisted of

several

shiploads

of

and

provisions

ground, with the very room in which
Brabantio and his fellow senators as-

1,700 men under one Captain Quirinus.
Therefore we can hardly turn to his-

and the Venetians themshow you to-day the house
in which Desdemona lived on the
Grand Canal. Alas, that in the face

tory for proof of the actual existence
of the noble Moor and his victorious

sembled,

selves will

fleet.

of such proof of the existence of "the
gentle Desdemona, so tender, fair and

happy," "a maid that

her

doomed
It is

spouse

jealous

should

be

that

to failure.

describe his characters, so to fix the
date of his dramas save in
in

theme

that

into

the

possession

the

:

took by the throat the circumsized dog
and smote him thus," as he stabs him-

of Venice

1473, and remained under
netian rule until 1571, when it

Vewas

self,

captured by the Turks under Selymus
the Second, the only attempt ever

Christian to strike

The

against the fair island by the
Turks. Therefore the date of the
action

is

established

as

although at that time

to be certain death in

made

play's

his

;

belies their reality, yet this is the case
with "Othello." The island of Cyprus

came

Whatever

no mere allegiance of the paid soldier,
as may be learned from almost his last
words
"In Aleppo once, where a
malignant and turban'd Turk beat a
Venetian, and traduced the state, I

very circumstantiality of description

in

have reached."

I

birthplace, he was not only very brave,
but a true Venetian at heart his was

unusual for Shakespeare so to

historical

allow

:

actual

those

we must

my

scription," any attempt to find equal
reasons for believing in the reality

of

this,

Early in the play he says "I fetch
life and being from men of royal
siege, and my demerits may speak unbonneted to as proud a fortune as this

de-

paragons

Lacking

Othello to speak for himself, since not
even in Cyprus can we find any one
or anything to proclaim his existence.

first

in

it

was held

Aleppo
a Turk.

for a

scene of "Othello" takes

a

street in Venice, upon
which the windows of Brabantio's palace look down, evidently one of those
narrow back streets so confusing to

place

lying

between 1569, when Selymus first
formed his design, and the actual date
of his capture by the words of the

the stranger in Venice, since the front
The bouse

in

which Desdemona lived as

it

appears to-day
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walls of the palace always pointed out as the home of Senator
Brabantio and his lovely daughter, like so many Venetian palaces, are

a lonely, unfrequented street, for

lago, that "supersubtle
the father that he has been

:

made

it

when

Venetian," in this first scene, warns
"What tellst thou
robbed, the latter cries
is Venice, my house is not a grange!"
lovers

Nor was

washed by the waters of the Grand Canal.

me

This

of robbing?

From

palace the
of
knave
common
a
with
their escape, "transported

a gondolier."
The third scene of this same act \ve

this

as

it

was here that the

which are buried many of the early rulers and
Those who choose may fancy that here were laid
to rest sweet Desdemona and the fiery ( Hhello, after he killed
her and then stabbed himself with his "sword of Spain, the icebrook's temper."
For those who prefer to believe that the old
cient church in

their wives.

capital city of Nicosia

hire,

hall of the Council in the

There were then as many churches as there
Constantinople.
aie days in the year, and a I4th century church, now converted
into a mosque, still stands, while near the palace is another an-

may

place

in the

large

of

including all those over twenty
At this time
years of age, were held.
many of the wonderful frescoes which
nobles,

mounted the column,

adorn walls and ceiling had already been

Here Othello made

executed.

fense, after the irate Brabantio

his

de-

had

ac-

the most probable site for the concludis the other royal palace of the

Lusignan times, in the courtyard of
which may still be seen a till pillar, near
which were found the shattered remains
of what appeared to have been a Vene,tian lion, and which probably once sur-

Doges' palace,
assemblies

is

ing scenes of the tragedy, there

type today
Venice.

A

cused him of administering a love potion to his daughter, something held

castle

is

as does

the Piazzetta

in

its

proto-

San Marco,

an essential feature of the

locality selected for the play, since all the
scenes of the last four acts are laid in or

highly criminal in the Venetian laws of

Here, too, the Duke gave his
orders to the Moor to proceed at once

in front of a castle, or in

that time.

one case

in a

and

to the assistance of threatened Cyprus,

whether Limassol,
nearby,
or
Nicosia
be chosen as havFamagusta

and here Desdemona, summoned

ing the greater claims

street

in haste

to

furnish

the

to give testimony of her love, pleaded to
be allowed to follow after her husband,

background and setting of what Schlegel
shaded picture, we
calls "a strongly

The

might call it a tragical Rembrandt,"
and which has always been a favorite

and received permission so to do.

remaining four acts take place in "a seaport town at Cyprus," and to establish
just what town was intended has given

much food

Many

with the world's greatest tragedians, as
affording them wonderful opportunity
for depicting the greatest
sions, there is the castle in

for discussion.

writers,

among them Rowe,'

have assumed that Nicosia, the capital
city of

Cyprus,

is

town

the

in

the centre of the

island,

The

and

manner

their last

thirty

mantic

was
and

often occupied by the Lusigafter them by the Genoese

Engaged

MISS ELISE SCOTT
to

support Wilton Lackaye during the coming season

time those forts considered beyond repair were dismantled, others
repaired and strengthened, Famagusta was among the latter
seems reasonable to choose it for the scene of the drama,

it

al-

though it is true that the Turkish army landed at the east of
Larnaca, now wholly modern in appearance, took Nicosia, and
then marched upon Famagusta, whose commanding general, Brag-

They

visited the island in

was

brutally tortured

Famagusta were noted for their wealth.
which amazed a German priest who
1341, although he had seen both Venice and

inhabitants of

lived in opulence,

RICHARD

the play

is

SAVAC.R.

produce W. L.
Courtney's version of Paul Hervieu's
on
play, "Le Dedale," at Washington
October 23. The English title chosen for

Olga Xethersole

Farony

apprehensive of this attack by the Turks, dispatched Savornani to
investigate the condition of the defenses of Cyprus, at which

The

the footsteps of the hapless

in

who

army.

and Venetians, and is still standing, although the interior is in ruins. Another was north of and near
Nicosia.
Other important seaports of the island are Larnaca,
Pendaia, and Limassol, near which latter town is also to be found
a colossal tower, but as Famagusta was admirably situated for
defense, lying at the back of a gulf encircled with rocks whose
interstices were filled in with masonry, now almost destroyed by
the action of the water, and as when, several years earlier, Venice,

adino, surrendering after a gallant defense,
and put to death by the Turks.

fancying themselves

at least vanished from fair,
sunny Cyprus before the devastation and
ruin, the outrageous cruelties inflicted
so soon after by the victorious Turkish

After

refuges for them, and also for prisons.
One of these was nine miles from Fama-

nans,

may wander,

walking
couple,

Guy de Lusignan took possession of Cyprus in 1192, he and his successors built
three strong castles, which served as

gusta,

moments,

livcrl

and around the ruins

of any one of the three castles the ro-

principal sea-

of building."

has ever since been re-

together with his unfortunate bride,

port of Cyprus is Famagusta, which has
a large harbor, and "neare which standeth an old castle with four towers, after
the ancient

who

pas-

to be-

garded as the personification of jealousy,

indicated, but

this is highly improbable, as Nicosia is

miles from the sea.

one

lieve

human
which

the literal translation

will

The Labyrinth.

The

piece

and Miss Nethersole will be sup-'
ported by Cicely Richards, Louise Moodie, and Dorothy Grimston.
will

be in four acts instead of

five,

Mr. I'mctor promises interesting and busy seasons at his many
houses in this city and elsewhere. The Fifth Avenue recently
gave a revival of William Collier's farce ''The Diplomat,"
which piece is full of the most amusing sort of complications. At
the hands of the Proctor stock it received a capital production.
The part of the unruffled diplomat was assumed by Charles
Abbe. The other characters fell to the hands of actors so skillful as Mr. Gilmour, Mr. Stein, Mr. Griffin, Miss Lovering, Miss

Mr. Wesley, Miss Conroy and others. At the Fifty-eighth
week of August 2ist, was presented Edwin Arden's
Mr. Arden himself appeared in the leading
drama, "Zorah."
Elaborate scenery had been prepared for this production.
role.
Mr. Arden was supported by Adele Bloch, Agnes Scott, Charles
Arthur, William Norton, Robert Rogers, Louise Mackintosh,
George Howell, and the full strength of the Fifty-eighth Street
Scott,

Street house,

Proctor company.
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A MOST POTENT

CHARM

Free

Absolutely

A Superb Portrait of
Joseph Jefferson
we have

At very considerable expense

produced

WITHOUT ANY LETTERING

re-

the

original painting by Andre Brion of "Joseph
Jefferson as Rip Van Winkle." copyright Falk, FAC-SIMILE OF JEFFERSON PORTRAIT
from which the cover appearing on
MAGAZINE for July
was made, and a small fac-simile of which appears above.

THE THEATRE

SIZE OF PORTRAIT

the charm of the rabbit's
but the charm of beautiful
hair The charm of long, rich, heavy,
luxuriant hair! The charm that goes
with every bottle of Hall's Vegetable
!

Hair Renewer! Wake up
your hair! Make it do something!

Sicilian

The portrait including the mount is 18 inches high and 14 inches wide. It is executed in 14 colors and is not the usual cheap process work, but a genuine lithograph (or
printed from stones), the most costly but the only completely satisfactory method of reproducing colors. All the flesh tints and the beautiful coloring blended by the artist into his
background are perfectly reproduced, and the likeness to Mr. Jefferson is startling.
The great actor seems to be close at hand smiling at you in the old familiar manner.
It is a beautiful piece of art work and a fitting souvenir of the great comedian.
Suitably
framed, it will be an acquisition to any room.

IT

Not

foot,

Make

it grow faster!
Make it stop
Make the gray hair
coming out
!

its former color !
For the wlilskem and moustache

return to

we make a

It
J)ye known an BCCKINOHAM'8 I>YK.
soft black.
colors instantly a rich brown or
K. I'.
& CO., Nashua, N. H.
i

HALL

COSTS YOU NOTHING

person who will send us a four months' trial subscription to THE THEATRE
(costing $1 ) we will sead free a copy of this splendid portrait, provided 10
cents accompanies your order (for postage). THE PRICE OF THE PICTURE ALONE is $i.

To any

MAGAZINE

REALIZE

WHAT

THIS OFFER MEANS
You send us $1 and you receive

not only a large, magportrait in colors, most exquisitely executed and
mounted ready for framing, but you also receive at your
nificent

FAC-SIMILE OF OUR COVER

address during four consecutive months THE THEATRE
MAGAZINE, the most beautiful and complete pictorial periodical devoted to the stage, its interests and people ever produced. Each issue contains nearly one hundred pictures
scenes from all the New York successes and many new and
large portraits of the leading actors and actresses of the hour,
besides an abundance! f entertaining and instructive reading
matter. If you are fond of theatregoing you cannot afford
Its able
not to see THE THEATRE MAGAZINE each month.
criticisms, its Chats with Players, and other articles have
made it the most popular theatrical publication in the country.
It costs 25 cents a copy or $3 a year. We want you to become
acquainted with i;, so are willing to send you a trial four
months' subscription for $i, and with this you get free a
beautiful colored portrait of Joseph Jefferson that you will
prize among your valuable possessions.

SEND AT ONCE.

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE,
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Address

West

33rd Street,

NEW YORK

CITY
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UTHERLAND
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prepay
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GREAT
They
are

Refreshing

The Ideal

Antiseptic

Shampoo

perfect
their
action on

Hair

the

and

Scalp.

Dandruff
and
Microbes cannot

~-^^^^^^^^~^

exist

where

they

are used.

PACKER'S

TAR SOAP

PURE AS THE PINES
Cures Dandruff.

Prevents Baldness.
THE PACKER MFG.

WHEN

Co..

Recommended
New YORK.

fay PKysicians.

make and keep

They
the
soft

Its

Hair abundant,

and

lustrous.

AsK Your

Dealer

about

remember

it,

and

the Hair- not the Hat

That makes a
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Letters to the Editor
Our readers are invited to send in, for publication in
this department, letters on any theatrical topic likely to
be of general interest.
Communications should be written on one side of the paper only, and not exceed 500
words.
Letters published must be regarded as expressThe
ing the personal opinion
of each correspondent.
Editor does not necessarily endorse the statements made
and disclaims

all

responsibility.

The Daly Family
the Editor of THE THEATRE MAGAZINE:
like to correct a statement made in your
In an"Queries Answered" of the June issue.
swer to W. C. J., Gonzales, Texas, you say:
"Lucy Daly is a sister of Peter Dailey." This is
wrong. Lucy Daly (the wife of Ward, of Ward

To

would

I

and Yokes), and her

naerperq
(^
The Best

Bitter Liqueur.

Physical exercise does not create

taken

Restaurant!,

or

York.

know.

"The First Born." She also made a hit
American girl in "The Price of Peace" a

in

girl

as the

few years ago.

Later she appeared with a stock
Paul all one summer (in 1901)
and next was with Daniel Frawley before he
went to the Orient. Miss Buckley next appeared
as the Japanese maid to Margaret Illington in "A
"CROWQUILL."
Japanese Nightingale."
You are right as far as Lucy Daly is concerned.
We obtained our information from a
printed biography which we find was inaccurate.

company

by the

LUYTIES BROTHERS. New

like to
E.,

:

before

battle al Wine Merchants and Grocm.
BOTTLED ONLY BY
H. Underberg Albrecht* Rheinberg, Germany, since 1846.

and

Margaret Daly Yokes,

Brookline, Mass., I
would be glad to give this information about
She went on the stage when
Miss May Buckley
very young and her first hit was as a Chinese

Healthy digestion follows and life becomes worth the
A delicious drink always, morning, noon or night.
living.
Enjoyable a.s a. cocktail and better for you.
6,000,000 bottles imported to the United States
all Hauls, Clubt

wrong, I should
answer to D. C.

In

meals.

At

am

If I

more genuine appetite than

Underberg Boonekamp Bitters

sister,

are the sisters of the late Dan Daly, and no relation to Peter F. Dailey.
Vinie Daly is a cousin
of the Daly sisters.
I think you are also wrong as to Ethel Barrymore being a Catholic. I do not think she is.

c,-,r<;

at

St.

We

a sister of Dan Daly.
believe that
correct regarding Miss Barrymore's religious belief, but all such questions are out of
place and in future will be ignored in our query

She

is

we were

MARK is known from one end of the civilized world to the other.
be found on the toilet tables of the royalty and nobility of Europe and
the fashionable woman of America. It is the emblem of genuineness ou every
package of the
THI5 TRADE

column. We try to please our correspondents by
answering all their queries, but some take advantage and ask all kinds of trivial personal
questions. We thank you for putting us right.
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Correspondence Confidential

SUlled Attendants

letter

the

Richard

of

position

Mansfield as an artist which gave me great satisfaction.
Because Mr. Mansfield is a great man
he has many determined enemies, principally composed of persons incapable of comprehending the
breadth or subtlety of his art. I have seen all

Colors are

UNAFFECTED BY BATHS or SHAMPOOING.
ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS, permits curling and
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appeared lately in THE THEATRE

MAGAZINE regarding

Its application cannot be detected, is
the hair soft and glossy.

as an Actor

Germany, July

the Editor of

A

For Gray or Bleached Hair
Any shade, from BLACK to the lightest ASH BLOND, produced.

Rank

Mr. Mansfield's

HAIR REGENERATOR

our prominent American actors, also Irving, Coquelin, Von Possart and Wiillner, but Mr. Mansfield impressed me far, far more deeply.
Especially noteworthy is his wonderful voice, the tones
of which are music. Whoever could have heard
his Brutus and not remember those rich intona-

So

tions?

was with the

it

greatest pleasure that

found such hearty appreciation expressed by
one of your readers, and beg. as a true admirer of
Mr. Mansfield is the
art.
to join in saying
M. A. M.
world's greatest actor.
I

CA R P

I

H

Dramatic Criticism
"Under the head of dramatic criticisms I ran
across a good one on our last trio to Texas." said
Jess D?ndy. of "The Prince of Pilsen" Company.
"

'Walker Barnes, the alleged tragedian, played

Hamlet
played

Pra.ise
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dry
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Hair

'Tonic

is

filocarpine,
principle of Jaborandi; a drug extensively used by tb,e native
'Brazil, who are noted for th.eir luxuriant growth of hair.
Tlie chief ingredient of Carpine
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leading druggists.
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cannot get anywhere else, as, for inPersonal Recollections of Augustin

The energetic proprietors are pushing
plans to develop artistic advertising and they deserve every encouragement from the profession.
No other country has such a theatrical monthly.
Daly.

professional

is

to support

and the best practical way to support

crowd

WHEN

is,

usual, a beautifully artistic number. The portrait
in colors of Marie Doro, Gillette's leading lady,
is alone worth a year's
There are
subscription.

The duty of every

dm

He

at the Opera House last night.
"
until nearly eleven o'clock.'

it

it
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New Dramatic Books
THE SUNNY

STREET. By Marshall
by Bart Haley. New
York and London: Funk & Wagnalls Company.
This is a book of stories and anecdotes of interesting people told by a man who has made a
reputation as one of the best story tellers in the
world. As its title implies, the volume is primar-

Wilder.

P.

SIDE OF

THE

Illustrations

There is
ily intended as a cure for the blues.
nothing doleful throughout its 400 pages, but
everything that contributes to the sunshine of
As the popular author
life is here chronicled.
writes in his brief preface
"In this little volume are offered recollections
of the sunny side of many people. I have plucked
blossoms from the gardens of humor and pathos,
:

which lie side by side, and in weaving them into
a garland, claim only as my own the string that
binds them together."
Here are some of the good actor-stories he
tells

Million
barrels-

-and more- -of Schlitz

Our

beer are sold annually.

agencies dot the whole earth.

:

Joseph Jefferson one day called on President
Cleveland with General Sherman, and carried a
All his friends know
small package with him.
that dear old "Joe" was forgetful, so when the
visitors were going the General called attention
to the package and asked
"Jefferson, isn't this
yours ?"
"Great Caesar, Sherman," Jefferson replied,
"you have saved my life !" The "Life" referred
to was manuscript of his then uncompleted biog:

new

Jefferson delighted in telling of a

raphy.

playmate of one of his sons, who asked another
boy who young Jefferson was, and was told
"Oh, his father works in a theatre, somewhere."
"Pete" Dailey, while enjoying a short vacation,

The

reason

is

More

purity.

and more people every year are

demanding

it.

:

New York

visited a

theatre

when business was

Being asked afterward how large the audience was, he replied: "I could lick all three of
them."
On meeting a friend who was "fleshing up," he
exclaimed
"You are getting so stout that I
thought someone was with you."
J. K. Emmett tells of a heathenish old farmer
and his wife who strayed into a church and heard

Won't you

dull.

:

the minister say
"Jesus died for sinners." The
old man nudged his wife and whispered
"Serves us right for not knowin' it, Marthey.
hain't took a newspaper in thirty years."
Fay Templeton tells of a colored girl, whose

better

it

is

than

how

:

how much

see

poor beerdifferent the

:

We

mother shouted
"Mandy, your heel's on fire !"
The girl was so untruthful that her discouraged
mother said "When you die dey's going to say
"Here lied Mandy Hopkins, and de trufe never
came out of her when she was alive."
I have been the subject of some actors' jokes
and enjoyed the fun as much as anyone. May
Irwin had two sons, who, early in life were susceptible to the seductive cigarette, against which
she cautioned them earnestly.
I entered a restaurant one day where she and her sons were
dining, and she called me over and gave me an
opportunity to become acquainted with the little
fellows.
After I left them, one turned to his
mother and asked
"What makes that little man so short?"

Ask for the Brewery Bottling,
See that the cork or crown is branded

after-effects,

:

:

:

:

"Smoking

cigarettes,"

And

she replied.

they

never smoked again.
Willie Collier invited me one summer to his
beautiful home at St. James, Long Island.
He

was out when

I arrived, and when he returned
Mrs. Collier said to him:
"You're going to have Marshall P. Wilder for
dinner."
And Willie replied "I'd rather have
lamb."
A glance over the other chapter headings gives
a few hints of the variety of the book.
In his
inimitable way Mr. Wilder tells about
Sunshine
and Fun Sunny Men of Serious Presence At
the White House and Near It; Story-Telling as
an Art; A Sunny Old City; My First Trip to
London
"Luck" in
Experiences in London
The
Story-Telling;
Journalists and Authors;
Unexpected; Sunshine in Shady Places; "Buffalo
Bill"; The Art of Entertaining; In the Sunshine
with Great Preachers The Prince of Wales, now

The Beer
That Made Milwaukee Famous.
Wines from the Brotherhood Vineyard are
The

:

able

:

;

Sixty-fifth

has been accepted and

work

of reference.

List of the Brotherhood Wine Co.,
the leading wine journals as a valuThe Fiftieth
concise and comprehensive.

Annual Price
is

used by
It

is

edition in large pamphlet form

all

now

ready.

If

you would

send your name on a postal card.

BROTHERHOOD WINE

;

CELLARS
Washlngtonv/lle, N. Y.

Spring -And Washington

Sts.,

New York

Sir Henry Irving; London Theand Theatre-Goers Tact; Adelina Patti
Some Notable People; Human Nature Sunny
Sunshine is in Demand
"Bill"
Stage People

King Edward;
atres

;

;

;

;

ences.
is

;

Some Sunny

Soldiers Some First ExperiMr. Wilder covers a wide field and there

something

in his

;

book

to interest everybody.

At the West End Theatre
The West End Theatre, appropriately titled
"The House Popular," opened its season Saturday night, August 19, with one of last season's
biggest hits, "Texas." During the theatre's summer idleness the playhouse has been thoroughly

RED TOP RYE
AMERICAS FINEST WHISKEY
FERDINAND WL5THEIMEK & SONS
CINCINNATI.
>
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to
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Exercise with a
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is

really a pleasure.

Adventvires of a.n

Advance Agent
Continued from Page 234

and they
twenty "miles, and
fiddle,

can't

another nigher than
'em to the

get

that'll steer a lot of

'Opry.'

best guesser often makes the poorest
cocktail
because the proper mixing of

THE

the various liquors always has him guessing.
COCKTAILS, the original bottled
cocktail, are made after a scientific formula

CLUB

:

the choicest of old liquors are blended in perfect proportions.
COCKTAILS is the
only brand subjected to ageing before being
if you want the
bottled.
Specify
orig-

CLUB

CLUB

inal

and

best.

Seven kinds
Holland Gin,

Manhattan, Martini, Vermouth, Whiskey,
Gin and York.

Tom

G. F. HEVBLEIN

% BRO., Sole Proprietors
New York

Hartford

London

DELICIOUS

PEPSIN

GUM

THE GUM WITH THELASTING
PEPPERMINT FLAVOR.

CENTS

10

PER PACKAGE.
THE ONLY GUM PACKAGE THAT WILL PREVENT
FUZZ AND OTHER ACCUMULATIONS OF THE POCKET
FROM ADHERING TO THE GUM.

BOX WHEN EMPTY A USEFUL
HOLDER FOR SUBWAY AND ELEVATED TICKETS.

FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE.
IF NOT HANDLED BY YOURS. WE WILL MAIL

SAME TO YOU FREE UPON RECEIPT OF 1O C TS

%^

18?STalRVINC PLACE. NEWTOHKOTY.

Taking his advice, I called on the barber mid
arranged the deal, which was an easy matter
after I gave him an order for two best seats.
Thanking "Hennie" for his kind sentiments, I
went back to arrange business matters with the
In order to make a bluff as to the
manager.
strength of the attraction

I

was representing,

The Symmetro

sold under our binding guarantee develops
any or all parts of the leg (the calf, the thigh and the hips)
and does it quickly.

By scientific application of the principles of vibration, the
Symmetro gives perfect symmetry to the limbs, corrects any
tendencies towards obesity, betters the poise and carriage of
the body, promotes healthful circulation of the blood and crives
buoyant vitality to the entire physical and mental system.

The Symmetro

1

asked a hundred unnecessary questions as to the
stage equipment, how much scenery could be
taken care of, how many lines they had, etc. We
then began to discuss prices.
"Wai," he replied, "Ye see it's like this. It's
early in the season, and they ain't got in the habit
of comin' to shows, and we'd better tease them
We'll make three rows thirty cents, and
along.
the rest downstairs twenty.
The balcony and
gallery we'll advertise as 'scramble' seats."

used with success

is

in the correction of

Bow-Logs, Krvock-Knees, Weak Knees,
Toelng-In, Weak Ankles and Flat Feet.
The

price of the Symmetro complete is only $5. and prompt
shipment is made upon receipt of order. Every machine is
accompanied by our iron-clad guarantee to refund your
money if it fails. Descriptive booklet and interesting testimonials sent free. Write to-day.

THE SYMMETRO

CO., 10S

Rea

Building,

CHICAGO

standing, lying
Sitting,
d<nun,
reading,
sewing
itstd absolutely -without inconvenience.

I enquired what he meant by "scramble" seats.
"Gosh every agent that hits this town knows
what they are. Where have you been all the
time? Them's 'take your choice.' First one in
!

gets the best seats, and they are only ten cents."
"Oh, I can't stand for that," I rejoined. "My
show is too good a one to play at 'rep' prices."

Physical P.eauty

for

"To give
"Well, we'll compromise," he said.
the thing a tone, we'll put the box seats in at
It'll make it look all right, though I'll
fifty cents.
tell you right now nobody ever sits in 'em, 'cause
they're afraid if they do, people'll think they're
stuck-up." Meanwhile he was busy with a pencil
and paper, and the moment I asked him in a
jocular way what we could play to at those prices,
he replied, "$59.80, but you've got to take off
seventy-two of those twenty-cent seats for the
free list, and anybody '11 tell you that's been here
with a troupe that those figures is as much as
you can get here. But we used to play to more
money before the wagon-works shut down."
I wanted to see my paper posted, so I remarked
that it would be well for both parties that the
bill poster get out that day and begin "blowing
up" the town.
"Can't do it to-day, friend, lie's got to fix up
the b'iler that we heat the water with to make
the paste," he answered.
The town supported one newspaper which had
I
a desperate struggle to come out once a week.
called on the editor, who was likewise dramatic
editor, compositor, pressman, "devil," and, when
he found time, officiated as town clerk.
I had
no sooner mentioned the purpose of my call than
he began to talk extra-advertising, and asked if
I wouldn't fix him for a couple of seats for his
wife and daughter.
"The cuss that runs the Opry," he said,
"wouldn't give me but one pass me, editor of

all.

Pabst
Blue Ribbon
The Beer of Quality
All Pabst Blue Ribbon
the

Brewery

in

is

bottled only at

Milwaukee.

TOOTH

SOZODONTPOWDER

the paper, mind you.
Every bum around town
gets in to see the show for nothing, not saying
anything about the grocer and the baker, and the
rest of the fellers that kept the manager in eatings
and things, for which they got seats for every

show."
carried him along with a lot of "con," and
him full of stories of this all-star cast which
was surely coming with the big show. While he
was busy trying to light a three-for-ten pure
Havana that had something the matter with its
flue, I did a hot-foot to the station, thinking my
troubles were over.
The train which was to carry me to the next
town was just rounding the curve when suddenly
a man, breathless and perspiring from a hard run,
rushed on the platform, and in broken sentences
asked me if I was going to give him a pass for
his bill-board on which we had already posted a
three-sheet on. I informed him that was a matter
to be settled by the manager of the theatre; I
I

filled
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face,
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Sallowness, wrinkles and
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magic to its refreshing touch, because it opens the pores,
cleanses freely, and adds new life and tissue.
Distressing
hollows are replaced by plumpness because the deeper tissues
are naturally fed and

all facial

filled out.

PROTECT YOUR SKIN
from sunburn and redness and keep it delicately suffused by
fragrant cooling applications of Creme Simon.
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sufficient to last

Write today
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10

CENTS

you one month sent on request.
to

WALLAU,

U. S. Agent, 2 Stone St., N. Y. Clly

WHEN

had nothing to do with such minor

details.

He

insisted that I should give him a pass for two,
failing which I must instantly return and scrape
that three-sheet off his wall.
I had no time to lose, as my train was now at
the station and ready to pull out.
At the first

i.nparts a sensation so exquisite

and

last-

It cleans the teeth and gives ton
ing.
to the mouth. Ask your dentist.

A

A

N

N

P

D

R

R

E

E

W

W

S

S

move on my

part towards entering the car it was
met with resistance by the irate "rube." NecesI had to catch that train,
sity knows no law.
and it was dollars to doughnuts I couldn't do it
with a hundred and seventy-five pounds hanging
on to my coat tails. So I gave forthwith a demonstration of the efficacy of jiu jitsu. I went to
the car and my adversary took the count. As the
train began moving away, a local minion of the
law, the bane of all theatrical managers, the village constable, made a hundred-yard-dash at a
ten-second clip to catch the train, and if my number nine calf-skin interfered with his progress
in his endeavor to apprehend me, whose fault

was

it?

LEE KUGEL.
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Queries Answered
The Editor will answer all reasonable questions in this
column, but irrelevant queries, such as the color of this
or that player's hair or eyes, or matters connected with
their purely personal affairs will be ignored.
No replies
Write questions on one side of the paper only.
by mail.
Theatre*
regoer, N. Y.
Q. Have you published a picture of William J. Kelley?
A. Not yet. Q.
Did you
interview him ?
A.
No.
An Admirer. Q. What are the addresses of the folNew London, Ct J Sarah
(A.
lowing James O'N ei!l ?
Truax? (A. Care Guy Bates Post, Hudson Theatre,
Elita Proctor Otis?
(A.
City.)
Bayport, L. I.).
J. H., Kansas City, Mo.
Q. Is August 17 the anniof Julia Marlowe's hirth ?
A. Yes
versary
:i
AA o..i
Subscriber.
Will you publish a sketch of the
Q.
ife of Wright Kramer?
A. We may.
Lillian C. B.
Will you publish a short sketch of
Q.
the careers of
Mrs. Pat Campbell and Mrs. James
Brown-Potter? A. Mrs. Pat Campbell was born in
Kensington, London, Eng. Her father was an Eng'ishman, while her mother came from Italy. She made her
debut in the leading part in "Bachelors," by Vezinann
Robert Buchanan, in the English provinces. Then a
tour with Mrs. Daniel Handmann and Ben Greet's Company, and made her London debut at a matinee at the
Vaudeville Theatre as Stella Maris in "A Buried Talent."
Jn 1891 she played Lady Teazle, also Rosalind in
"As You Like It," both at morning performShe made her American debut two years
ances, London.
last
ago
January at the Repub'ic Theatre (now Belasco's).
'I his coming
season she and II. B. Irving join forces and
tour England as co-stars.
She will not come to America
the season of l'J06-7.
until
Mrs. James Brown-Potter
was Cora Urquhart. Made her first appearance on the
professional stage October 31, 1887, at the Fifth Ayenut- Theatre, this city.
She acted Faus'.ine de Bressi^r
in the play of that name.
Kyrle Bellew was in the cast.
She afterwards went on tour with the Bellew-Potter
combination.
She acted Lady Elizabeth in "Twixt Axe
and Crown," December 24, 1888, at Palmer's (WaiAlso Jan. 7, 1889, Cleopatra
lack's) Theatre, this city.
in "Antony and Cleopatra;" also week May 20, 1895, in
"Charlotte Corday" at the Herald Square Theatre, this
:

city.

W.

I.

"Chats

Q.
with

In which the onlyVhealing agent is Nascent Oxygen (near to the condition
of Ozone), has been indorsed and successfully used by the foremost
physicians for fourteen years.
Its absolute harmlessness and
powerful healing
properties make it invaluable in the treatment of

SKIN DISEASES
Hydro^one
names

all

concoctions

are

leading druggists.
Preparations with similar
"*
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Coupon

purities.

food only

The

genuine has
ture on every label

until

my

signa-

Oct.
Chemist and Graduate of the lCKcole Centrale
Arts et Manufactures de Paris, France."

:
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New York
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Depends on what Piano they buy whether
it

does or not.

Some pianos
sell

are

they suit people

made
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look pretty and
ornament.

who want an

GABLER
PIANOS

arc made to make good music
that's the kind we find most people want. Tone
sweetness, tone power and tone durability are predominating characteristics.
Gabler Pianos are soulfully responsive to the most artistic touch.
Send for information as to

The Ga-bler Plan
an easy

way

ERNEST GABLER.

(Si

Fiske,

your

but we do not think
Ethel Barrymore will.

citv,

Maude Adams and

WHEN

Mrs.

BR.O., 461 Whitlock Ave.

with correspondingly low rates from
other points, via the"

&

,

North-Western
Choice
of routes'
'Railway.
via Omaha, Cheyenne and Granger,'
via St. Paul and Minneapolis,!
through the mountain scenery of
Chicago

Colorado, via Yellowstone Park, through
Lake Me Donald Country or the Cana[the
Return via California at
idian Rockies.
increase
in rate.
slight
V A great opportunity to visit one of the greatest grain and
,

% raising

countries, the largest fishing and lumbering indussome of the most aggressive, rich and growing^

\ tries, and

in the world.

: low rates are in effect
daily, May 23 to Sept..30.
Full particulars in regard to the exposit..
of
the
Pacific
Northwest
sent t o any
^ descriptive
^ address on receipt of two 2-cent sta

What is Mr. Sothern's real name? A.
Q.
his correct name.
C.
Will Dunstin Farnum, Robt. Edeson,
Q.
Mrs. Fiske. M.nnde Adams. Ethel Birrvmore, and Fav
Davis come to Milwaukee next season? A. Farnum and
visit

Purchase

(From Chicago,

is

will

of

to get the b st piano built.

W.

M. D.
<n

State......

of a Lifetime

No.

A.

City

each family.

free trial bottle to

:

That

City

Requests unaccompanied by coupon will be ignored,

a play called "John Barton"?
A He wil' open hh
season at the Grand Opera House. Chicaco, 111 , in October in Frederick Schiller's play, "Don Carlos."

i

St..

Mail coupon, naming your druggist, to

in

In whnt will
cently playing at Proctor's, this city.
Q.
Mr. Arden plav next winter? A. "Horn- Folks."
D. C.
Q. Where is Louise Galloway's home? A.
her real name? A.
Washington, D. C. Q. What
That is the name of h-r father. Q
In what will she Hay
the season of 1906-06?
A.
She is not yet engaged for
next season.
L. T. P. -Q.
Will you publ sh pictures of Sothern
in "Hamlet" and "Romeo and
A.
See our isJuliet"?
sues for Christmas. 1004 and 1005.
Have you for
Q.
sale these photographs?
A.
Yes, at 50 cents a piei-e.
Is there a Sothern edition of "Romeo and Tuliet"?
Q.

5.' 05.

Write Legibly.

Name.

should prove, to the most skeptical, the value of

1903.

In THE THEATRE MAGAZINK
Inquisitive, N. Y.
Q.
Miss Marie Tempest's married name was given as Mrs.
Gordon Lennox;
in
Burr Mclntosh's, Mrs. Cosmo
Stuart.
Which is right? A. The gentleman's name is
C osmo Stuart (Gordon Lennox), to whom she was married July 27.
C. A. K.. Lancaster, Pa.
p. Could I secure a posi
tion in a stock company or in the chorus of a musical
comedy company by applying for the position when the
lonipany is at my city? A.
A'l first-class organizationhave the company complete before going on the road,
and we doubt if you could get such a position.
John Q. A., Mt. Vernon.Q. Where are Henry
Woodruff and Edwin Arden summering?
Mr.
A.
Woodruff is at present in this city. M-. Arden was re-

./

sulphurous acid and inert im-

Will you include E. H. Sothern in your
See our issue for March,
Players?" A.

Victor R., Fort Smith, Ark. Q. Where can I secure
scenes from the "Virginian," such as were used in front
of the Manhattan Theatre, and photo of the three male
leads in their make-up, and at what price?
A.
At this
office for $1.00 each for the scenes and 50 cents for the
Where
is
E.
Mr.
C.
photos.
Q.
Gallagher, who starred
in "The Power Behind the Throne"?
A. A letter to
the New York differ or Mirror, this city, will reach
him.
Edwin C. GalQ. What is his full name? A.
O.
Who was the author of "Tne Ruling
lagher.
Power"? A. Elwyn A. Barrrm was the author.
L. F., Charleston, W. Va.
What are the addresses
Q.
of the managers of
"Sergeant Brue" and "The Rollicking
liirl".'
A.
C. B-. Dillingham, Knickerbocker Theatre,
and Charles Frohman, Empire Theatre, this city.
How do you pronounce Mabel
Subscriber, N. Y.
Q.
Taliaferro's
name?
A. Tal-i-ferro.
Where was
Q.
she born? A.
In New York City.
Does she come
Q.
of theatrical people?
A. Her mother has an agency in
this city for children of the stage.
Will Ethel BarryQ.
more appear in London before she returns? A. No.
Are .any of her plays published? A. No. Q.
QWhat is her full name? A. See our July issue for histhe
tory of
Barrymore family. O. Will you give
scenes from "A Doll's House"? A.
Perhaps
V. R. V., Brooklyn, N. Y.
What acto'r took the
Q.
part of Lancer in the production of "Brother Officers"?
A. There is no such character in that play.
If you
mean Launcelot, Guy Standing.
What are Julia
Q.
Marlowe's p'ans for next season? A. See the lenling
article
of this issue.
When was Maude Adams
Q.
born? A. November, 1878, in Salt Lake City. Q.
\Vas she once voted
upon as being the most popular
actress in the United States?
A.
Sh
was, and received a majority of votes. Q.
Did Harry Woodruff
ever play the title role in "Ben Hur"? A.
Yes, at the
New York Theatre. Q. Where can I buy souvenir
books of the different actors and actresses? A
Write
to Meyer Bros.
& Co., 26 W. 33rd Street, New York.
What are Marie Dressler's plans for next season?
Q.
A.
At present she is in charge of one of the many
features at Manhattan Beach.
When was Edna May
Q.
born!'
A.
She is the daughter of a Syracuse letter
carrier named E. C. Pettie.
O.--When was Lulu Glaser
born f A. June 2. 1874, in Allegheny City.
B. K., N. Y. City.
Where can I procure some
Q.
good sketches to be played on the amateur stage? A.
Write Samuel French, 24 West 22nd St., this city
Constant Reader. Q. Will Richard Mansleld appear

sold by

is

B.

Paaaanger

KNISKERN,
Traffic

Manager,

CHICAGO.

T
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Constant Reader. Q. What will Henry Woodruff play
A. He is not yet engaged for next
in the next year?
A. It is
season.
Is he considered a good actor?
Q.
Q.
What is his address? A.
a matter of opinion.

yam

The Lamb's

Don't you think Wallace Erksine
Club.
Q.
very good actor ? A. Same answer applies. Q.
leave Proctor's so soon? A.
did
Mr.
Woodruff
Why
Because he found the work twice daily too strenuous.
Is the i in Pinero
L. H. M., Cedar Rapids, la.
Q.
Q.
long or short. A. It has the sound of i in pin.
How is the ich in Mme. Kalich's name pronounced? A.
Mme, Kalich formerly spelt her name "Kalisch," but
now spells it without the s, and it is pronounced tsh.
H, A., San Francisco, Cal. Q. What is the name of
the song sung by Geo. Arliss in the second act of "Leah
Kleschna" ? A. It is a French song, entitled "Viens
Poupoule."
Will William Faversham in "The Squaw
L. V. C.
Q.
Man," "The Heir to the Hoprah," and Robert Edeson
in "Strongheart" play in Chicago next winter?
A. All

a
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1884

American Academy
of Dra.ma.tic Art
and Empire Theatre Dramatic School

FRANKLIN

in

He

"Mrs.

"

cently received

A

We

'.

and accepted everywhere

bone used in Redfern Corsets

is

no such organization as the oldest and most fullyorganized school of acting in the United States,
the oldest of its kind in the world, the American
Academy of Dramatic Arts, of which Mr. Frank-

THH WARNER BROS.

from $3 jo

CO.,

New

to

y,"

all

$15.00 ^er pair

York, Chicago, San Francisco

_

X.BAZIN'S

DEPILATORY POWDER
to

remove superflu-

ous hair trom the face, neck and
arms. A simple and absolutely
safe way of effecting a cure. Send
for our little pamphlet,

"FOR BEAUTY'S SAKE"
all stores or by mail, postage
prepaid, in sealed packages free
from advertising, 5Oc.

At

HALL
215

L

Washington

RVCKEl
St.,

Rew York

Crampton, Ellen Bateman, Anna Dickinson, Mrs. ^Thomas Hamblin. Marie ^Seebach, Alice Marriot, Adelaide Keim, Anna Maria Quina, and Sarah Bernhardt.
Did any women ever play Shylock ? A.
Q.
Charlotte Crampton, Mrs. Henry Lewis, and Mrs. MacWhen did the Astor Plac- Opera House Mots
ready.
Q.
occur? A.
May 10, 1849. Q. Did Dion Boucicault
and Lester Wallack ever act simultaneously? A. Yes.
"How She
at Wallack's Theatre, March
15, 1880, in
Loves Him." Wallack acted Tom Vacil and Boucicault,
A.

Charlotte

Diogenes.
E. G.,

DAY

Be sure

THE SCOTT GARTER POCKET to
PROTECT their MONEY and TEWELS
ASK your
from THIEVES and FIRE.
Should
dry goods merchants for same.
ymi fail to find them, write us for booklet.
Prices sec. to $2.00.

CHARLES

STEPHENSON.

E. P.

H.

SCOTT & CO.

212-214 CENTRE

ST.,

217-221 MADISON 8T

NEW YORK
.

CHICAGO

WHEN

to

General Manager

New York

Carnegie Hall,

ALICE KAUSER
PLAYS

Where
P.

will

a

letter

Carleton?

Mr.

Carleton,

A.

reach

Mr.

Lyceum

Representing Dramatists
and Managers

Dramatic Rights Secured

ALL THE BEST PLAYS
FOR. STOCK
New York
Broadway

1432

City

CAN TUE ART OP PLAVWKITING BE TACCUT!

PLAYWRITING,

SCHOOL OF

AMERICAN

Year

(Fifth

of Success.)

Conducted by William T. Price, author
Technique of the Drama."

of

"The

TESTIMONIES.
"Thorough and practical." New York Dramatic Mirror.
"
The first school of its kind in the world and with a system
Theatre

that teaches."
This

is

NOT

...aga-.ine.

an ordinary correspondence school.

IT IS

SHUF OF THE PRACTICAL DRAMATIST. The
by Mail is as
and corrected

constituting

cises,

THH \VOKK-

system of Instruction

effective as in class, for all the exercise work is done in writing
To introduce the system to you. The first fifty-ew>it <x'rin itself, will Ire furnished you lall at
a course

compute

TEX

DOLLARS. They are an indispensable sup.
one sending) FOR
" The
Technique of the Drama." first published thirteen
plement to
I of the
Inethod
af analysis and sppl
pri
a
systematized
years apo.
Send for Prospectus
pies, to be found in no book.

W.

T.

PRICE, DIRECTOR,

1440

Broadway,

New York

City.

ESTABLISHED 1893

STANHOPE-WHEATCROFT

Dramatic
School
WHEATCROPT.
ADELINE

Two.

three,

and

Director
months Courses in Drama open May

S.

five

ist.

Special Courses in Elocution and Physical Culture open July
loth.
Regular Courses in Drama, Opera, and Elocution open
Oct. i6th. Send for Prospectus. Address,

JOHN EMERSON,

Manager,

31

West

3'st St.,

New York

VAN HORN & SON
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Theatrical Costumers and Outfitters
34

EAST

20th

STREET

NBW YORK

121
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PHILADELPHIA

NORTH

We

Sold by

NIGHT

and

O.

C

"Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup,"
andtakennothprViti^. Tw<Mif*--fiT~r*. n hotHy.
wear

Mo.

Theatre, this city.
D.
W., Milwaukee, Wis. Q. Is Ruth White with
"The Burgomaster" Co. ? A. The company closed the
She had the prima donna role in
season early in June.
"Kafoozelum" at Hyde & Behman's Theatre, Chicago,
Next season she has
and opened in Boston June 24.
the leading role in "The Belle of Broadway."
Q. How
the
A.
have
been
on
has
Miss
White
stage?
long
Has she played in any
no record of her career.
Q.
A. Yes.
other company besides "The Burgomaster ?"
H. T. M., Providence, R. I. Who are the publishers
A.
R. H. Rusof "Eminent Actors in Their Homes?"

for

WOMEN

Louis,

;

;

the best remedy for DIARRHCEA.
Druggists in every part of the world.

is

St.

George D. Parker and William
Parker, Gramerry Park, N. Y.

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup
has been used for over SIXTY YEARS by MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHILDREN
while TEETHING, with PERFECT SUCCESS.
It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFTENS the GUMS,
ALLAYS all PAIN CURES WIND COLIC, and
and ask

For Catalogue and information apply

'

with Miss Marlowe as Juliet? A. The LiebBros.; also Mrs. Kirke La Shelle, both at Knickerbocker Theatre Building, could give you the information.
Where and when was Dustin Farnum born? A. In
R.e West. Q. Is that his real name? A. Yes. Q.
Will you interview him soon ? A.
Will
Perhaps.
Q.
you publish a picture of May Irwin off the stage and in
"Mrs. Black is Back"? A. Perhaps.
L. W. C, Utica, N. Y.
Is Charlotte Walker to be
Q.
James K. Hackett's leading lady next season? A. No,
as his wife, Mary Mannering, fills that position.
Q.
Have you ever published a picture of Arthur Libbals?
A. No. Q. Where can I secure a copy of "The
Show"? A. Channing Pollock, Lyric Theatre, this city.
Q. Will you publish a picture of Harry Heaton? A.
Perhaps. Q. What is the address of "O. S.," who
asked in the July THEATRE if some THEATRE reader
would exchange programmes? A. We have asked O. S.
to communicate with this office.
John W. Q. Will Isabelle Evesson play at Proctor's
next year? A. Probably not, as Amelia Bingham has
been engaged.
What are Edwin Arden s plans?
Q.
A. -He plays the le ad next season in "Home Folks." Q.
Did1 you review "The Holy City," which played at
Procti;or's last year?
A. See our October, 1903, issue.
A Regular Reader, Houston, Texas. Q. Are the plays
of G. B. Shaw published in book form ?
A.
Some are
Who originated the name part in
published.
Q.
"Princess Chic"? A.
Christie McDonald in New York
and Marguerite Sylva on the road.
O. S. Will O. S., who asked to exchange programmes,
kindly send his or her address to this office, as we have
received a number of communications concerning this
question from our readers.
H. B. H., Reading. Q. Where is Thomas W. Rosshome ? A. Canada.
B. L., Cleveland, O.
Is Laura Nelson Hall conQ.
sidered a good actress and is she liked by the people
of Columbus ?
A.
She only played a few weeks in
Columbus, having been a long time in Cleveland. Q.
How can I keep track of her whereabouts? A. Watch the
"Dates Ahead" in the New York Clipper or Mirror. Q.
When did vou have her picture? A. July, 1903. issue.
In the March, 1905, issue, did the first question
Q.
refer to Mr. Glaser's wife or Mr. Edeson's?
A.
Mr. Edeson's.
P.
women
have
"Hamlet?"
G.
What
C.
Q.
played

pat-

the founder and president."

is

_"Merely Mary Ann," "Romeo and

I.

Guaranteed

H. Sargent

lin

ler

practically inde-

attached Security rubber button hose supporters on
terns insure absolute comfort and perfect fit.

The

Sold at the best shops at

We have

Juliet,"

as the most advanced in

style and most accurate in design.
this Fall in the models that have been so successful, but a few new
styles have been added to conform to thi more closely fitting
gowns in vogue. The line thus reinforced marks the highest
achievement in the corsetiere's art.
Whalebone is indispensable to corsets of the highest grade.

The arctic
tructible.

Own

'Her

No changes have been made

"Century Magazine"

cannot locate her.

What is Malcolm DunQ.
A. We never heard of the gentleman.
Where can I get the play of the
Q.
and "Soldiers of Fortune"? A. They are
"Virginian"
rgi
not for sale.
Where can I get souvenir books of

Corsets
Redfern
known

President

Washington Reader.

can's real name?
"A Virginian."

are

-

servatoire of Paris immediately comes to the
reader's mind. But that excellent institution has

We

A.

-

been the first in the world to estaborganized school tor the training of
young men and women for the stage, with a large
corps of teachers (twenty-four), with additional
lecturers, and with special exercises in each requirement, physical and intellectual. The Con-

re-

cents for cabinet size.
O. S. D., Westchester, N. Y. Q. Have you ever
heard of a magician named John Ruganp? A.
have
enquired from several prominent magicians and they all
say they never heard of Rugano.
M. C. J. Q. Who are the members of the Ferris
Stock Company, now playing in Minneapolis, Minn.? A.
Lawrence Grattan, Lewis S. Stone, Jane Hampton, Richardson
Cotton, Ernest Fisher, Leslie Merosco, Geo.
Berry, Chas. Burnham, Leoli La Force, Frank Priest,
Harry Plympton, Lelia Shaw, Kate W. Fiske and Christine Prince.
Where is Helen Macbeth at present?
Q.

In the

-

lish a fully

your
Temple's Telegram."
news of his mother's death in Scotland
and was to sail for Edinburgh the last week in July.
With whom does he play next season? A. We do
Q.
not know.
B, S. and W. L.
Q. How much a copy are the issues for 1904, 1903, 1902 and 1901?
A. 50 cents,
75 cents, $1.00 and $1.50. Q.
Where can I secure them?
A.
At this office. Q. Where can I get pictures of Dustin Farnum, Eleanor Robson, Kyrle Bellew, Chauncey OlEthel Barrymore, and Trixie Friganza?
A. At
cott,
this office.
What is the price of same? A. 35
Q.
city

SARGENT.

H.

Bronson Howard,

three attractions will play in your city.
H. D. M., Chicago, 111. Q. Where is Frank WorthHe has been playing
ing playing and for how long? A.
in

I Q o $

-

sell,

New

York.

A. In
A. M. S. Q. Where is Eugene Ormond?
the stock company at Portland, Oregon.
How may a letter be adF. B. W. & A. D. S.
Q.
A. Care C. B. Dillingham,
dressed to Blanche Ring.
Knickerbocker Theatre, this city.
Q. When is Maude
Adams going to begin her season and is she going to
A. Maude
year?
play "The Little Minister" next
Adams comes to the Empire in November to play "Peter
Pan." p. How long are Mr. and Mrs. Hackett going
A.
to stay in Eng'and?
They returned some weeks ago
Where will a letter
and are now rehearsing.
Q.
A.
letter care New York Mirreach Mary Bacon?
ror will reach her.

A
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The Theatre Everywhere
ATLANTA, GA.
(From Our

Correspondent.')

To

paraphrase Tennyson: "In
summer the pleasure-seeker's fancy lightly turns to
The theatres in the city being
thoughts of the park."
closed those seeking recreation and enjoyment throng to
The amusement
our playground, Ponce de Leon Park.
devices at this popular resort are many, and enable one
The Casino,
to while away a few hours most pleasantly.
under the management of Jake Wells, offered some light

ATLANTA, GA., Aug.

1.

the

summer

offerings during the past month.
D. E.

BUFFALO,

MOORFIELD.

N. Y.

(From Our Correspondent.)
BUFFALO, N. Y., Aug. 1. "Monte Cristo," presented
Farnuni Stock Company at the Park
William
by the

proved to be an interesting presentation of that
It ran the entire week.
always attractive play.
Monday, July 17th Manager M. Shea provided for
the opening of the new Shea's theatre in the splendid
playhouse that has been known as the Park theatre, a
first-class bill headed
by Helen Bertram, who was a
prima donna soprano of the Bostonians, and a number
ARTHUR J. HEIMLICH.
of other strong vaudeville acts.
theatre,

" Some
sigh

for this

and

that;

My wishes don't go far;
The world may wag at will,
So I have my SEGAR."
We Suggest the Popular

BRISTOL, VA.-TENN.
(From Our Correspondent.)
BRISTOL, VA.-TENN., Aug. 10.
Probably the one redeeming feature of the summer attractions offered here
was the presentation by amateurs of "Princess Bonnie,"
the cast including Georgia Mae Mooney, a singer of
some note throughout the southland, of Knoxviile, Term.,
Miss Sallie Smith of
and Edwin Walker of Boston.
this city, as Kitty Clover, was the recipient of many favorable comments from several professionals summering

"The

A set of Segar Bandi sent FREE.
Address Waldorf - Astoria Seear
Co., Deft. F., i West 42d St., N. Y.

in this region.
The repairs at

the Harmeling theatre have been completed and Manager Fowler announces that everything
is in readiness for the opening on September 4th.
C.

Perfect Havana.

A. JONES.

BALTIMORE, MD.
(From Our Correspondent.)
BALTIMORE, Mp., Aug. 1. The prospects

for the coming season in this city are promising, and the managers
Several of
are looking forward to a prosperous year.
the theatres are being painted for the opening the latter
with
interest
Baltimoreans
are
of
watching
part
August.
the development of the plans for ex-Governor Frank
Brown's new theatre, which is to be built on Saratoga
This is an excepstreet opposite the Hotel Kennert.
tionally fine site for a theatre, and the structure will be
KENNETH M. WISONG.
a handsome one.

CINCINNATI, OHIO
(From Our Correspondent.)
CINCINNATI, OHIO, Aug. 8. The month has been very

YOUMANS

quiet as far as the theatres are concerned, the only one
open being the Chester Park Opera House, with its local
company.
During the past montli they have presented
Richard Harlow in "149^," "The Girl from Pans," "The

This week they
and "The Wedding Day."
are presenting Dorothy Morton in "The Geisha."
Jacob
P. Adler and his wife played at the Grand Opera House
Sunday and Monday, to good audiences, and made a
Three of our
good impression in their Yiddish plays.
theatres open this week
The Lyceum, Heucks and Peoples.
J. B. HALL.

^LUSTRITE
NAIL ENAMEL

Strollers,"

Ladies' Hatter
Youmans Hats

COLUMBUS, OHIO
(From Our Correspondent.)
Aug. 1. The summer

COLUMBUS, OHIO,
drawing to

season

the Mode.

is

a close vaudeville at Olentangy
Park being the only survivor.
The Laura Nelson Hall
Stock Co. at the Great Southern theatre was forced to
discontinue a summer run on account of lack of patronage, and then the Empire Theatre Musical Comedy Co.
closed after half of a proposed 10-week run for similar
reasons.
Olentangy Park theatre, under the capable management of Will W. Prosser, has offered good vaudeville
all season, and has been well patronized.
Albert G. Ovens, for several years the successful manager of the Grand and High Street, has retired and is
succeeded by Frank C. Osborn at the Grand and Chas.

Harper at High Street. Howard A. Weisman, for more
than two y^ears manager of the Empire theatre, has retired and is succeeded by Fred Neddermeyer.
The Empire will continue to offer the highest class
stock productions, the company and plays being under
the management of Priestly Alorrison.
Frank Camp, a
favorite here for past two seasons, has been re-engaged
to play leads.
This theatre opens Aug. 28th.
The Grand opened Aug. 4th with John VV. Vogel's
Minstrels a Columbus production.
Al. G. Field's Minstrels and the Donnelly
and Hatfield Minstrels, both
Columbus companies, started on the road Aug. 7th.
The High Street opened Aug. 3d. The Great Southern
will

them

C.

S.

P.

Their

and
endow
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The Empire

State
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190 William

Street
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Telephone

FOR SALE ONLY AT
NO CONNECT!

WEST 33d STREET

NEW YORK CITY
Portraiture
Ch&r&oterlst:

There are many Cold Cream Preparations on the
market today. Some are GOOD others are BETTER
but Mclnnerney's is BEST.
The ingredients of Mclnnerney's Cold Cream are
pure and harmless, and when you once use this prep
aration you will want no other.
Other good qualities in its favor arc its delicate perfume, smooth whiteness and cooling properties. And
it
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WHEN

Cake"

We will also send samples of four of our manicuring specialties without charge.
Sold by all first-class dealers or

59c Lb.
(From Our Correspondent.)
EVANSVILLE, IND., Aug. 10. Business at both of the
local parks has been very good, the side attractions being
attended as well as the theatres.
Cook's Park draws
admission at the gate being free.
large crowds nightly
In:
feature at this park for the past month was the
Fall of Port Arthur.
The fireworks and the exhibition
were good. The vaudeville is still up to its usual standard and the theatre is packed nightly, especially on
Sunday.

Little

extremely rapid, and lasting polish

tinction.

DALLAS, TEXAS
(From Our Correspondent.)
DALLAS, TEXAS, Aug. 1. The Al Fresco Players, J. E.
Lehmann, manager, presented here recently their openair production of "As You Like It."
The performance
was such an immense success that the company continued here three weeks, presenting "The Sculptor's
I>ream" and "Ingomar."
1 he company is one of the
most capable ever brought to Dallas; it was headed by
May Stewart and Archibald Hotchkiss, Joseph Lehmann

brilliant,

elegance

simple
superb

open Sept. 6th.

and L. B. C. Josephs.

for

Gentlewomen are the
supreme expression of

rapidly

"The Dainty
A

the finger nails, with nr without a buffer. No dust,
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Especially adapted for tourists. Price 25 cents per box.
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IFR.ESNO, CAL.

THE BROADWAY

(From Our Correspondent.)
FRESNO, CAL., Aug. 1. The new season opens August
14th

Ezra

Next season's booking for
it ought to be a record-breaker
undergoing a thorough overhaulManager Barton had some lit lie trouble with the

with

Kendall.

here are top notch,
as the Opera House
ing.

and
is

Eastern syndicate, but finally came to agreeable terms,
will stand as booked.

and the season
for

boom of

September opens with an unparalleled

matter touching upon interesting people and current events.

BROADWAY MAGAZINE
already

Men

known.

and

to

of the day

in every line

re-hash of what

a

by

exploit interesting personalities

women

E.

popular, wide-awake reading
It is not the policy of the

sparkling,

(From Our

is

Dreams,

supplemented by Mr. Ryder's own

story of

and

his life

JR.

Correspondent.')

LOUISVILLE, KY., Aug. 12. --The season for 1905-6 is
All the local houses have been repainted,
just beginning.
and everything looks good for a big winter. The Avenue
opened on the sixth with the startling melodrama, "Ilmv
Hearts Are Broken."
Their first week was certainly a
record-breaker.
For the coming week they offer "Nettie,
the Newsgirl."
The Jockey Club still offers summer concerts. Weber,
Great ore, Kinderman's German Marine Band, and "The
Kilties" furnished excellent programs.
Fountaine Ferry Park seems to gain in popularity with
each new week. The Hopkin's I'avillion offers all of the
stars who played their winter house.
EDWARD EPSTEIN.

of art and achievement write about

as a sample of one of our magazine stories, is a
Painter of
and
eccentric painter who has chosen the life of a
the
on
Albert
distinguished
Ryder,
paper
Mr. Ryder's canvases are bought years in advance by
recluse to carry out his ideals of art.
This paper is richly illustrated
art dealers, and connoisseurs, and are looked upon as priceless.

and

VAN BUREN,

LOUISVILLE, KY.

is

themselves and their work in special stories that have all the charm and individuality of autobiIn this way our readers get at the very core of personalities and facts.
ographies.

A

C.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
(From Our Correspondent.)

art struggles.

11.
The season in Minneapolis will commence with the re-opening of the Orpheum
the 28th the Bijou and Metanil Dcwey the 20th.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Aug.

A

On

local color that will soon pass

scraping hotels

our

staff

on Fifth Avenxie

HaLlf-Million Dolia.r Hsxyfield
is

A

away.

an almost incredible

wedged

hayfield

fact,

but

it is

in

between

born out by a

palatial

series

honest gardener
photographer and by the story of Mike, the

who

open with "In Old Kentucky," and Eleanor
Kohson in "Merely Mary Ann," respectively. The Lyfor
three years the home of the Ferris Stock
ceum,
Company, becomes a 10-cent vaudeville house. The bookthe
ings at
Metropolitan for the season have not been
announced.
JACJB WILK.
ropolitan

a bit of

is

homes and sky-

of pictures taken by
farms the

lot.

MARSHALLTOWN, IOWA
(From Our Correspondent.)

DEPARTMENT OF FICTION
Through
unknown writers
big names, but

of clever

this

department the

is

bringing into notice the talented and

Our Magazine

that are scattered throughout the country.

for quality

stories

BROADWAY

and

originality.

MARSHALL-TOWN, IOWA, Aug. 1. The Parker Amusement Company, under the management of Raven & Darnaby, opened m this city week of July 3d, to excellent
;,n
enormous crowd being present the 4th,
lni-.inrsx,
drawn here by the celebration of the fraternal orders
of the city.
The "Girl from Abeliene" was injured on

The September

BROADWAY

by new authors who are forging ahead under our

is

:.ot

hunting for

"A
the 4th while attempting to loop the loop in a ball.
Swell Affair," a musical entertainment arranged by C. E.
Patterson of this city, was presented under the auspices
of the Apollo club at the Odeon, July 11, 12 and 13, to
large houses.
T. Nelson Downs, known to the vaudeville world as
the "King of Koins," was recently married to Miss
II at tie Rockey of this city.
Mr. and Mrs, Downs will
leave shortly for Portland, Ore., where Mr. Downs will
fill
an engagement at the Exposition.

number

contains a

auspices.

ILLUSTRATIONS
Almost every page of the
or a reproduction of

some

BROADWAY

clever original.

No

JOSEPH WIIITACRE.

September shows a sketch, a photograph,
maga/.ine at the same price is more charmingly
for

MILWAUKEE,

NEW THEATRICAL SEASON
Mr. Jenks

Geo. C. Jenks supplies his usual budget of theatrical doings.
"inside," and his September paper contains advance announcements
have in store

for the

of the new people

If you

want

new
who

season.

The

story

is

profusely illustrated

are to appear, as well as

a general

new

all-around knowledge of

things, you cannot do better than read the

portraits

what

is

of

what

For the past year she has been
personal magnetism.
with the Odeon Stock Company in St. Louis.
Edgar
Baume is the most popular leading man Mr. Thanhouser
has ever had. De Witt Jennings, formerly witli Augustin
Daly, is playing character men, and Emily Wakeman is
The company opened with
playing the character women.
k. C. Carton's comedy, "Lord and Lady Algy," it was
tnl lowed by "The Henrietta," with Mr. Van Buren and
DC Witt Jennings in the parts formerly played by Stuart
The company have bem
kobson and William Crane.

on the

is

the

managers

by an array of photographs

of old

WIS.

(From Our Corrfspondtnt.)
MILWAUKEE, Aug. 10. The new Thanhouser company
u-pened what promises to be a most prosperous sr;wn
With the
at the Academy, on the evening of July 10.
exception of the leading man, Edgar Baume, the comis an entirely new one.
V
the leadaugban,
Evelyn
pany
ing woman, is a young woman of great beauty and much

or generously decorated.

favorites.

taking place and

who

is

doing

BROADWAY MAGAZINE.
Company

Milwaukt

in

r.

C.

W. HEOFFORD.

PITTSBURG, PA.

CARMELITA
FANS
The

daintiest fans at the

lowest prices
I

am

^

offering

^

some

*?

spe-

cial

bargains for September to those who will

send this ad with order

(From Our Correspondent.)
PITTSBURG, PA., Aug. 1. We have been well served
during the past month in the lighter amusements and,
ih spile a wretched suburban car service, the open air
resorts have been nightly crowded.
In summer dress and with ice-cooled air to entice, the
Nixon continues open with the Carlcton Opera Company
Gertrude Vaughn,
in repertoire or light nuisk-al pieces.
the prima donna of this organization, and the younger
Mr. Carleton, are adding to their local prestige protessionally and have made many social friends.

Pittsburg entertained the International Alliance of
Theatrical and Stage Employees the second week in July.
During the Convention, some difference of opinion existed as to whether the New York or the Brooklyn body
Needless to
should "control" the Coney Island resorts.
Several
add, the New York contingent will "control."
theatres will take down the summer shutters during
R. M. Gulick of the Bijou has taken a lease
August.
of the Alvin, where the lighter musical pieces will be
heard.
The Gayety enters the burlesque field, while the
fate of the old Duquesne still bangs in the balance.
This is the playhouse rumor has coupled with Mr. Belasco's name and, indeed, unless the Belasco players do
apprnr at this playhouse, the only one apparently open
to the Independents, the Duquesne bids fair to remain
HOWARD JOHNSTON.
dark during the coming season.

ST. LOVIS,

Send

to-day for free cat-

alogue

V

V

V

V

CAR.MELITA
VIENNA

NEW YORK
220 Broadway
WHEN

PARIS

ST.

Louis,

MISSOURI

(From Our Correspondent.)
Mo., Aug. 1. The summer gardens

are

heavy attendance, despite the
Louis has had for the past two
The stock company at Delmar garden recently
weeks.
finished a successful two weeks' run of "King Dodo."
At the Suburban
"Princess Chic" has also been seen.
garden, Melbourne MacDowell and his company pleased
the
Sardou
with
plays, "Gismonda."
St. Louis patrons
Forest Park Highlands has had a
and other pieces.
Mons.
Henri French,
of
in
the
novel attraction
person
"The Ironmaster" was prethe "king of jugglers.''
the
stock comEnd
sented recently at West
Heights by

now having
wet, rainy

pany

there.
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RACE ROOD
A REAL BEAUTIFIER
FOOD

FACE
is the triL
urnphant result of patient study, exhaustive research, and countless experiments, extending over a period of seven
years. It is unlike any product ever

pARNESE

POSTAL CARDS

offered

1

ITARNESE FACE FOOD
liquid, delicately fragrant,

"THE POST CARDS

a clear

is

easy of ap-

described in the following list are the very finest
They are actual photographs printed on the
grade that are issued.
have grouped together some of the most popfamous Bromide Paper.
ular subjects.
offer three
They are in all cases excellent likenesses.
series which we will mail to any address on receipt of FIFTY cents for each

plication, immediate in action, convenient
in form, guaranteed pure and non-injurious even to the skin of an infant.

series of 10 pictures.

clear,

We

We

A PPLIED

SERIES NUMBER TWO COMPRISES
Joseph
E. H.

Jefferson,

Sothern

Adams
as

in

in 1'Aiglon.

L

as
Frederick
Lemaitre.
Mrs. Gilbert, three-quarter picture.
Forbes
Robertson
as
Hamlet.

Face Powders

(a liquid) is

NOTE
FACE

I-OOD.

PIUCE. PER. BOTTLE,
If

FRANK

Rome.

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE

CO.

New York

Street,

You

a

liquid)

Skin Tonics
Skin Foods

GUARANTEE EXTRAORDINARY. The dealer guarantees FARMESE
Buy a bottle and try it, and if it is not satisfactory the price will

(The contents of a bottle are

Fritchie.
Maude Adams, bust picture. Ethel Barrymore, Viola Allen,

<

Massage Creams
Massage Pastes

Creams
Massage Unguents
Massage Oils
Facial

be returned.

Blanche Walsh, in The Woman
the Case.
Maxine Elliot, bust
Julia Marlowe as Barbara
picture.

H.

sufficient to last

your dealer does not handle

PRINDLE &

II,

$1.50
from

3 to 6 months.)

write direct lo

CO., 34 East2IstSt., N. Y.

(Sole Distributors for U. S. A.)
Free on request Farnese Bouquet Sachet, made by Violet of Paris

A most delicate perfume

See!

THEATRE RECORD.
Fine heavy white paper, printed
heads, paged, stamped on side
in

Cloth binding.

gold.

leaves

Protection from wet grass
and damp ground may be secured

without annoyingly inconvenient rubbers,
by waterproofing the s/tocs with

BRIGHT RED,
GREEN OR BLUE
80

$2.25

DRY-SOLE
the liquid leather dressing for the soles, which
makes them non-absorbent, and preserves the
natural flexibility of the leather. It is especially

Interesting' to

Golfers

as well as those

who go

camping, hunting,

fishing

or indulge in any
out-door life.

manner

of

"Keeps Feet "Dry"

We can supply the

above books

in

under

glazed morrocco binding.

Any
filled

RFVFM

AVJ^

i

J

JL/iTi

order will

on

Kr
l_X

of

TO
\jl\^/

IWlMnlFrn
UHT-OULtlU
NEW YORK J

WW
MlM

iV/A

DRY-SOLE CO.
97 Warren

26

WHEN

West

NEW

St..

New York

City.

Canadian Depot:
126 Welllntrton Street, W.,Toronto.

price.

.^

25 cents a bottle

Descriptive Folder Free.

be promptly

receipt

conditions.

drug and general stores or
sent by mail on receipt of price.

$4.75

leaves

all

in all shoe,

BRIGHT RED OR GREEN.
80

all

supersedes:

in

the Plays

HquH)
come

or

it

FACE FOOD
PARNESE
takes the place of and

Henry

Miller

Remember

a

removes

it

also affords to the deepseated tissues, and to the cellular system
of the skin a form of nourishment that is
eagerly absorbed and readily assimilated.

SERIES NUMBER FOUR COMPRISES

Twenty-six West Thirty-third

f

off, fall

beauty tothe

complexion;

Gillette as Sherlock Holmes.
Robert Edeson in Soldiers of ForJulia Marlowe and K. H. Sothern, scene of Romeo and Juliet. J. K.
Hackett, plain costume. Edna May in the School Girl.
Blanche Bates in
Under Two Flags. Maude Adams as Juliet. Hattie Williams in the Girl
from Kays. Richard Mansfield at home. Leslie Carter as Du Barry.

of

blow

FACE FOOD
pARNESE
atonic that imparts rial

tune.

The Heart

off,

powder dews, and

suggestion of oilnessfrom the complexion,
leaving it soft and smooth.

SERIES NUMBER THREE COMPRISES

in

and

After one application the results

does not rub

off as

William

Killicancre.

(

TTARNESE FACE FOOD

Maude

Lillian Russell

in Sunday.
Mrs. Patrick Campbell
in the Sorceress.
Mary Mannering,
bust picture.
Lulu Glaser in the
Princess.
Madcap

John Drew as

fair

and healthy.

are obtained.)

Master.

Ethel Barrymore

Lady Teazle.

arms, shoulders

makes the skin
la.

action.

David

home.

at

the
Music
Eleanor Robson as Juliet.

\Varfield

it

flesh firm

FACE FOOD
liquid)
pARNESE
replaces powder, and is immediate in

costume.

plain

to the neck,

and bust
and the

33d Street,

YORK.
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HOW

WE

TO DECORATE YOUR SUMMER HOMES, COZY
CORNERS, BUNGALOWS, ETC.

beg to call the attention of our readers to our pictures of stage celebrities, as shown in
the above reproductions. Each picture is elegantly framed in our new Japanese wood veneer frames of exquisite shades, and all that could be desired to decorate homes, town or

country houses, students' rooms, cozy corners, studios, etc.
We offer three distinctive series. Series No. l and No. 3 are black and white; pictures comWhen ordering, just menposing series No. 4 are in colors. Size and prices are described below.
New subjects will be constantly added.
tion the numbers desired.

SERIES

10 cents each

1.

$1.00 per dozen

Size 6J x 9

Travel with Speed,
Comfort, Safety
BETWEEN

NewYork and
Philadelphia
VIA
New

Jersey Central

(Train Every

25. Robert Edeson at home.
2G. Blanche Bates in "The Darling of the Gods.
Eames as Desdemona.
27.
28. Sir Henry Irving as Cardinal \\ olsey.
29. Adele Ritchie in evening c.oak.
30. Maude Adams in "L'Aiglon."
31. Ada Rehan as Portia.
Sir Henry Irving in "Dante."
.'!:.'.
33. Anna Laughlin in "The Wizard of Oz."
34. Laura Hope Crews.
35. Edna May in "The School Girl."
30. Henry Miller in "D'Arcy of the Guards.*'
37. Annie Russell as Miss Hobbs.
38. Nanette Comstock in "Joal o' the Shoals."
39. Maude Fealy as a poster girl.
40. Guy Standing in private dress.
41. William Collier in private dress.
42. E. S. Willard in private dress.
43. Eleanor Robson in "A Gentleman of France."
44. E. H. Sothern as Richard Lovelace.

1. Arnold Daly in "Candida."
2. Julia Marlowe in plain dress.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

in
in

dress.
evening dress.
private dress.

private

Adele Ritchie in
9. Francis Wilson in "The Toreador.'*
10. Marie Cahill in private dress.
11. Grace Van Studdeford in private dress.
11, Anna Laughlin in "The Wizard of Oz."
13. Laura Hope Crews in costume.
14. Maude Adams at the piano (private picture).
8.

15. Julia Marlowe in private dress.
16. Virginia Harned in private dress.
17. William Courtenay in private dress.
18. Kleanor Robson as Juliet.
19. Annie Russell in "1 he Royal Family."
20. Tyrone Power in private dress.
31. K. S. Willard in "The Cardinal."
Frank Worthing in private dress.
23.'

24.

Hour)

45.
46.
47.
48.

NINETY MILES
IN
New York

SERIES

3.

Stations:!
(

TWO HOURS

^"' 23d Street, N.
1'
Foot Liberty Street, N.

Broadway and 77th

R

street,

New York.
Seventh Avenue,

$2.00 per dozen

Size 11 x 14

R.

Hotel Beileciaire

Mme. Schumann-Heink.

Grace George in private dress.
Irene Bentley ana her dog.
Ethel Barrymore in her study.
Louis Mann in "The Second Fiddle."
Henrietta Crosman in private dress.
49. Mrs. Patrick Campbell in evening dress.

20 cents each

the

Emma

Margaret Illington in evening dress.
Otis Skinner as Charles Surtace.
Wright Lorimer in "The Shepherd King.

Chauncey Olcott
Amelia Bingham

Hour on

PULLMAN PARLOR CARS. OBSERVATION
AND CAFE CARS. NO DUST,
SMOKE OR DIRT.

Amsterdam Ave.
andWest isoth St.
'Roor

Cars pass the
door.

Luxurious rooms
for

permanent

and transient
guests.

Restaurant
a Feature.
Exquisite

Palm Room.
Art Nouveau
Cafe.

Royal
Hungarian
Orchestra.
7S.
73.

88. Julia Marlowe and E. H. Sothern in "Romeo
Juliet."
\Vm. Gillette in "The Admirable Crichton."
90. Forbes Robertson as Hamlet.
91. Kyrle Bellew in street dress.
92. Otis Skinner in "The Taming of the Shrew."
93. Henrietta Crosman in "Sweet Kitty Bellairs."

Virginia Harned in ".Mice of Old Vincennes."
Chas. Richman in plain suit.

74.
75.

Maude Adams
Maude Adams

76.

James K. Hackett and Mary Mannering

in

plain

dress.

as Juliet.
in

"Romeo

and Juliet."

77,
78.
7!>.

80.
81.
82,
83,
84,
85.
se,
87,

Emma Eames

as

Arnold Daly

Desdemona.

94. Julia Marlowe as Juliet.
95. Nat Goodwin in street dress.
96. Mrs. Fiske as Leah Kleschna.
97. Lillian Russell as Lady Teazle.
98. Eleanor Robson in "A Gentleman of France,"
99. Mrs. Patrick Campbell as Lady Macbeth.
100. Henrietta Crosman as Madeline.
101. M. Pol Plancon in plain chillies.
102. Annie Russell in "Mice and Men."
103. Viola Allen in "The Winter's Tale."

"The Hunchback."
"The Eternal City."

Viola Allen in
Viola Allen in
in

street

dress.

Clara Morris in "The Two Orphans."
Dustin Farnum in "The Virginian."
Mrs. Gilbert in street dress.
Fay Templeton in dancing costume.

Nanette Comstock in evening dress.
Wm. H. Crane in street dress.
Maxine Elliott in evening dress.

25 cents each

SERIES

4.

Size 10x13.

1f>2.

We

picture.

Hackett

in

"Under Two

ROONEY & OTTEN PRINTING

CO.,

1ST AVE.

day

Every improvement known to modern

in-

genuity.

Write for our magazine, "The Hotel
claire World."

MILTON ROBLEE.

Eelle-

Proprietor.

Flags."

172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
111.
117.

in

Annie Russell

in

"Mice and Men."

Maude Fealy as a poster Kirl.
Mary Mannering: in "The Lady

of Lyons."
Blanche Walsh in "Resurrection."
Mabelle Gilman in "The Mocking Bird."
Irene Bentley in "The Girl from Dixie."
Lillian Russell in "The Marquise."
Anna Held in "The Little Duchess."
E. H. Sothern as Richard Lovelace.
"Don Caesar's Return."

the orders immediately upon their receipt. Add two cents for postage for each
Orders for Two Dollars or more will be sent prepaid. No goods sent C. O. D.
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$2.50 per

Parlor, Bedroom, with bath, $3 and $5 per day
Parlor, 2 Bedrooms, with bath, $5 and %j per day

"Tess of the D'Urbervilles."

fill

THE THEATRE F1AGAZINE

TRANSIENT RATES:
One Room, with bath

Bertha Galland in "The Forest Lovers."
168. Leslie Carter in "Du Barry."
170. Mrs. Langtry as Marie Antoinette.

"Twelfth Night."

are prepared to

people, $60 per month.

1117.

Cecelia Loftus as Ophelia.

163. Drina De Wolfe in "The Other Girl."
164. Otis Skinner as Lanciotto.
118. James K.

Artistically Beautiful Hotel in the
World.'* Can offer few single rooms, with
bath, beautifully furnished} suitable for two

$2.50 per dozen

Colored

165. Mrs. Fiske in
166. Blanche Bates

150. Kyrle Bellew as Romeo.
151. Edna May in "The School Girl."
152. Miss Mabel Taliaferro.
153. Miss Fritzi Scheff as Bahette.
154. Ada Rehan as Lady Teazle.
155. Mrs. Patrick Campbell.
156. Maude Adams in "Quality Street."
158. E. S. Willard in "The Cardinal."
159. Edwin Booth as Richelieu.
160. Henrietta Crosman in "The SwOrd of the King."
161. Viola Allen in

and

'Most

West Thirty-Third

AND 3IST

ST.,

NEW

YORK.

Street

NEW YORK

THB CHICAGO & AI/TON
runs the largest passengerengines
in the world
They keep the trains on time
Between Chicago,
St.

Louis,

Kansas City and
Peoria
Geo.J. CHARLTON, General Passenger Agent
CHICAGO, ILL.
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Art Calendar
1906

for

Is

the

moSi

finest,

and probbe

artistic

ably the most costly calendar to
issued for the

coming year.

consists of four beautiful paint-

It

Maud

by

ings

celebrated

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE

Humphrey, the

"The

representing

arh'sl,

Four Seasons."

The

Scene in "The Prince Chap," which opened the season
at the Madison Square Theatre, New York.

Published Monthly by

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE COMPANY

subjects

OFF:CES

ethereal

dainty,

MI.YKK BUILDING, 26

are

placed in graceful
ovals, surrounded
by decorative
figures

A.
Mucha,

borders designed by C.
ington, a pupil of

EtherParis,

the greatest living decorative
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International
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News

Co.,

Chancery Lane, E.C.
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CHICAGO OFFICE: 300 Boyce Building.
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in
advance
subscription,
$3.00
Foreign countries, add 750. for mail
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art calendar
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Mary Mannering

in

"The Walls of Jericho."
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The Current Plays

2.38

The True Mission

U. S. A.

of the Stage, by

Eugene

Brieux

246

Bernard Shaw's comedy, "Man and Superfood-

mo<l grateful to the weakened "tomach.

A necessity to

nursing mothers,

growing children.
gives health to the

by druggists and

It

weak

creates appetite

weak and

man"

nourish-

it

:uid

ailing.

My

or

and
Sold

(told in pictures)

Beginnings, by Wilton Lackaye

John Drew

"De Lancey"

in

FEBT

FROST

wCHAPPED

SKIN

BITES.

I

rAPRIL

'MARA
WIND'
BURN

SUN
BURN

[FRECKLE

,

(full-page plate)
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.

Comic Operas Are Written, by Grace
Hortense Tower
253
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:MAY
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>SKIN

250

How

grocers.

The Prodigal Son

JAN.'

247

May

Notable

A BEAUTY BUILDER

an Interview, by

Irwin

The Catch

skin and beautiful shoulders, fresh, fair,
with plump hard flesh, clear and brilliant
complexion, may be had by all who use that pure, delicate,
snow white unguent,

Our

Ada

257

Patterson. 258

of the Season (told in pictures)
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French Plays
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(told in pictures)
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Editor
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Queries Answered

The Theatre Everywhere

RIKER'S

Shakespeare's Death

VIOLET CERATE

%K'F:RATK

"A Beauty

Builder

and Skin

v
ix

Mask

xiv

Beautifier."

building; the tissues it cleanses the pores, thus
beautifying the skin, and combines in ONE ARTICLE at ONE
PRICE a complexion beautifier and a skin and bust food.

While

|

N

Used

it heals red and harsh skin; as a
out the shoulders, restores beauty
curves, eliminates wrinkles, and gives a youthful appear-

'boo

massage

s&ssa
ro SUMBUHU,

PRICKLY*

HEAT

rounds

Price,

At OUR

;.

it

DRUG

SKIN

'

50 Cents

stores orsent prepaid

INSECTl

BITES;

WHEN

NEW YORK

IWRINKLESl

Smoked by
everywhere.

NOY.N

,

OCT."*

TURKISH

on receipt of price.

Sixth Avenue and 23d Street,
Broadway and 9th Street,
ALSO FIVE STORES IN BROOKLYN

STORES,

'SEPl

AUG.'
'TANNED

PRIZE CUP CIGARETTES

ance.

'

RIKER'S

as a cream

.FACIAL4
BLEMDHE

EGYPTIAN
the best people
Your tobac-

conist sells them.

DEC.
PALLID'
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Letters to the Editor
E

GILLETTE
Our

readers are invited to send in, for publication in
department, letters on any theatrical topic likely to
be of general interest.
Communications should be -written on one side of the paper only, and not exceed 500
words.
Letters published must be regarded as expressThe
ing the personal opinion
of each correspondent.
Editor does not necessarily endorse the statements made
this

SJFET!

and disclaims

all

responsibility.

Joseph Jefferson's Religion
To

a thing: of beauty and
is attractively put up in

is

a compact

little

lined case.

I

has learned from any reliable source what kind
of a belief it was that claimed a place in the
real heart of the jovial and ragged "Rip."
It
appears that he was of that number whose
minds are lit up by "the latest flame of faith that
has blazed on our ball of day," as Balzac has
characterized
the
of Swedenborg.
teachings
Henry Watterson, in a lengthy editorial in the
Courier^ Journal, after speaking of his acquaintance with Mr. Jefferson during the earlier career
of his life as an actor, and which ripened into
an intimate friendship as his fame grew with
the years, says of his faith
"Joseph Jefferson

velvet-

Makes an

Ideal Holiday
Gift
one that
lifetime

much

and

will last a
will give

pleasure

to

ST. Louis, Mo., Aug. 24, 1905.
the Editor of THE THEATRE MAGAZINE:
wonder if the theatrical world in general

the

recipient.

:

was a Swedenborgian in religious faith." His
poem on "Immortality," which lately appeared in
our leading dailies, gives evidence at what foun-

sold everywhere at this
price.

he drank, for if there is a teaching that
brings conviction to the heart concerning the
certainty and continuity of the future life, it !s
T. G. LANDENBERGER.
Swedenborg's.

tain
It is beautifully finished, triple

and each razor is
supplied with 12 double-edged
wafer blades, which are hardened.
tempered, ground and sharpened by
a secret and patented process, and
silver-plated,

r

Count

Tilly's Skull Again
OAKLAND, CAL., Sept. 4, 1905.
To the Editor of THE THEATRE MAGAZINE:
In reading back numbers of your excellent
magazine I came across an article signed "The

NeverRequireHoningor Stropping
As each blade will shave 20 to 40
times, with 12 blades

400 Shaves
after

one can have

at Less than 1c, a Shave

New

Editors of
Shakcspeareana." in which said
editors take exceptions to certain matters of no
I quite agree with Messrs. Editors
importance.
of the
Shakcspearcana, and I believe that

which 12 new blades may be pur-

chased for $1.00.

Your

dealer sells the Gillette Safety Razor.

Ask him

for
substitutes.

Write to-day

it.

for

New

Accept no

every one else who, like myself, know little or nothing about what Messrs. Editors of New Shakespcarcana are driving at, will also agree with
Messrs. Editors of New Shakespcarcana in
what they have to say. Hence, since the uninformed firmly agree in what Messrs. Editors of
New Shakcspeareana say, it is not necessary to
say what they, the said Messrs. Editors of
New Shakcspeareana, have said, and furtheris
to
waste a
it
hardly
more,
necessary
column and a half of so valuable a paper

our Inter

esting booklet which ex
plain* our 30-DAY FREE

TRIAL OFFER.

Mot

dealers make this offer;
yours does not, we will.

If

The Gillette Sales Company
1195 Times Building
42d St. and Broadway, New York

as
THE THEATRE MAGAZINE on what the
said Editors of
Shakespearcana have said,
or will say.
However, there is one statement
made by the said editors which is entirely incorI refer to their assertion that the thirdrect.
extra skull of Count Tilly (Johann Tzerclares.
Count of Tilly the editors should be more defiI have never heard
nite) is located at Prague.
of the
Shakcspearcana probably it is a
little ha'penny sheet
hence do not know address
of said sheet.
Will you therefore inform the
said editors that the so-called third extra-skull
of Count Tilly is located in Oakland. California,
and not at Prague, as they state. The secondcftra skull may be located at Prague, or Odessa,
but that is an entirely different matter.

New

New

A

Piano for Posterity

1

A

Gabler Piano bought for your children
with ordinary care, good for your
It is built on honor, megrand-children.
will

We

be,

with

him

information

Count of

for furnishing us
regarding the exact

also

Tilly's third skull.

He

however, when he mistakes our esteemed
New
Tintemporary for a ha'penny sheet.
Shakcspearcana costs 75 cents a copy, is a most
learned and dignified publication, and is edited
'iy that distinguished Shakespearian scholar. Dr.
J. Appleton Morgan.]

PIANOS
not only have the perfect scale, the rich, sweet tone and the responsiveness to
touch that come from scientific design carried out in expert and thorough workmanship, but they carry both inward qualities and outward beauty through the
years, unharmed by time and only enhanced by proper use.

Send for particulars of

The Gabler Plan
way

definite

errs,

GABLER
easy

are grateful to

location of the

chanically and musically.

An

A REAPER.
thank our anonymous Oakland friend
for his complimentary remarks anent ourselves.
[We

of

Purchase

to get the best piano built.

ERNEST GABLER &
BRONX BOROUGH

BRO.. 461 Whitlock Ave.

NEW YORK CITY

WHEN

Music or No Music?
EAST MORICHES. L. I., Aug. 26, 1005.
To the Editor of THE THEATRE MAGAZINE:
Why do you not give more space to the musical interests of New York?
There is no periodiwhich is doing for music just what your
paper does for the stage. You must know that
the number of peoole whose demand for good
music makes possible Cand profitable) a long
season of opera and perhaps a hundred concerts
every winter, is astonishingly on the increase.
If you gave more consideration in your pages
to this class of entertainment, I am convinced
that you would appeal to many more readers.
M. SANFORD.
[Our department devoted to music was discontinued because we believed it did not appeal
to the majority of our readers.
We should like
to hear from others on the subject.]
cal
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Marccau

MARY MANNERING

IN "THE

WALLS OF JERICHO"

ARTHUR HORNBLOW,

Editor

CURREN'

The chambermaid's paradise

HUDSON. "MAN AND
Bernard Shaw.

SUPERMAN."

Produced

Sept.

5,

in three acts

Comedy

with this cast

in

George Ade's new piece "The Bad Samaritan"

by George

:

Roebuck Ramsden, Louis Massen; Parlor Maid, Pauline Anthony; Octavius RobAlfred Hickman; John Tanner, Robert Loraine; Miss Ann \Vhiteficld, Fay
Davis; Mrs. Whiteneld, Lois Frances Clark; Miss Susan Ramsden, Sally Williams;
Miss Violet Robinson, Clara Bloodgood; Henry Straker, Edward Abeles; Hector
Malone, Jr., Richard Bennett; Hector Malone, Sr., J. D. Beveridge.

Who, whence, and wherefore

this

Octavius Robinson, a color-

young man, appears to be engaged to Ann. Ramsden cautiously makes the sad announcement that something dreadful has
happened to his sister Violet, an independent young woman supposed to be wasting her time in painting bad pictures and gadding about to concerts and parties. We are told that she has
less

inson,

most

ently, family affairs are discussed.

George Bernard Shaw, the

man, with the keenest satire, in English literature
Sharp in observation of character, quick in the inven-

brilliant

to-day?
tion of fable for his work, vitriolic in epithet and formidable in
epigram, plausible and pleasing to those who seek the new and

are content with no established truth, holding to no opinion
or theory that will stand the test of any honest man's common
sense, revelling in the momentary success of his seduction of

who

born a child out of wedlock.

done?

There

is

Consternation

What

!

to be

is

He
doubt, but John Tanner does not doubt.
He is voluble. He preaches the new doctrine

begins to talk.
"She has turned from these sillinesses to the fulfilment of her
:

highest purpose and greatest function to increase, multiply and
And instead of admiring her courage and
replenish the earth.

weak minds, capable

rejoicing in her instinct; instead of crowning the completed
womanhood and raising the triumphal strain of 'Unto us a child

the proper use of the current; seriously attempting, at times, to
world afire merely to see it burn, and with the same idle

is born
unto us a son is given,' here you are you who have
been as merry as grigs in your mourning for the dead all pulling long faces and looking as ashamed and disgraced as if the
If I had the honor of
girl had committed the vilest of crimes.

of splendid service to the world with his
in
is
he
sand, his brilliancy as useless as the flashes
writing
pen
from an electric wire caused by some disturbance or diversion of
set the

purpose as the small boy who applies a match to the back stairs
of a tenement house "to see the engines run." This is a wholly

;

being Violet's child,
Tt

is

inadequate description of Shaw, for his
chief claim to the homage of his admirers is
that he cannot be understood, as

who

does not

make

if

a

way

that

instead of denying

it,

it."

his

"Leaves of Grass/'

He is the
glorifies the Life Force.
of
Love.
If
it
be
not so in
Free
apostle
Shaw

is

worth understanding. He is delightful at
moments, but only when he applies his capacities as a dramatist in the

should boast of

Walt Whitman and

man

himself intelligible

I

the Life Force, according to Shaw, that excuses all this.
In other words, a generation later than

your opinion, what do you think he means ?
John Tanner arouses a moment of feeling
in the audience when he proposes to go to

is

common

to every true dramatist, as witness
the admirably written scene of reconcilia-

the

aid

of

Violet

;

whose sympathy

but

tion

does not go out immeasurably to Violet?
The stunned attitude of the members of the

Sr., in the third act of

family,

between Violet and Hector Malone,
"Man and Superman." We can accept that, for its truth is
absolute and universal but what do we
want with Shaw's half truths and his falsities? When he is simply joking with us in
;

attacking some of the absurdities of

in

this

state

of affairs,

is

not a

It develops at
proper matter for satire.
once that Violet has been secretly married.

Shaw's adeptness in setting something up
and then knocking it down is much admired by those who proclaim the greatness

life, its

customs and conventionalities, we can joke
with him but if he really means by it to
start a new system of philosophy, perni-

of this literary anarchist.

cious in every part of it, he is, if taken seriously, a menace to public morality.
The play opens briskly and with enter-

germ that has been
swallowed by the young girl in the audience who has been unfortunate enough to
witness and listen to this play and its de-

knock down?

;

John Tanner, a
taining dramatic verve.
Member of the Idle Rich Class, has written

theory of free love?
destroyed the typhoid

Nat

C.

Goodwin

in

"The Beauty and the Barge"

book advocating socialism and a few other things. He is full
of animation and apparent conviction. He has been appointed, by
a

as guardian of Ann Whitefield,
Ramsd-en, a substantial but conventional

the will of her father, to
jointly

man

with Roebuck

of business.

a-ct

The amusing

entertainingly carried out

;

it

is

Has he

perplexities of the situation are
comedy in its best estate. Pres-

testable doctrines?

teach

new

what

is

he after?

plain

it

is

doctrines and to write a

What

is

the

New

If

What

does he

own
Has he

destroyed his

Not

he

is

at all.

not essaying to

Testament for mankind,

meaning of Superman?

To

ex-

to demonstrate the shallowness of all his pretensions.

Mr. Tanner and Mr. Shaw are Socialists, so they claim but
can any one be a Socialist who believes that man as he
;

how

exists at present

is

of such an inferior breed that a

Superman

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
must be evolved, or rather bred

physically, ab ovo, to take his
is to
to select the new Adam and Eve?

Who
place? Who is
take charge of the mingling and birth of souls, that daily miracle
by the Eternal .Mystery forever hid from mortal man? It is rank
blasphemy and yet Mr. Shaw would have no trouble or hesitation
There is a certain practical side to the
in satirizing blasphemy.
effort to elevate the physical standard of man, but Mr. Shaw is
There
far in the rear in any practical steps in that direction.
are States in this Republic that have laws concerning marriage
;

more

to the purpose than

In

his

words.

this so-called

Thus,

not to be considered on matters of large import.
on smaller things, Mr. Shaw is interesting

is

philosopher

all

diatribes

his

every

woman is the pursuer and man the pursued, for
What of it? What if it be true that "it is the aim
woman to get married as quickly as possible, and of
man to keep single as long as possible?" Is the idea new?

Is

not rather fundamental and in the nature of

enough

:

that

example.
of every
it

the

case?

Would you

not respect a girl if, in reply to your badinage about
marriage, she admitted that it was one of her aims in life, and
then added that she prayed for a good husband every night?

This glib anarchistic babbler talks a

no wisdom revealed
his characters say

;

to

but

mankind

lot

for the first time in

we admit

that

There is
what any of

of nonsense.

much

of

it

is
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he thought the same business could be used throughout. As
John Tanner, Mr. Loraine defines a flirt as a woman who
"arouses passions that she has no intention of gratifying," and
we cite it here with reference to the appropriateness of the busiall

ness indicated.

If

Mr. Shaw

will confine himself within limits,

our generosity and the fact that we
do not take him seriously encourages him to take liberties with
this public, he will learn a thing or two.
his

vogue

will continue,

but

if

EMPIRE. "DE LANCEY." Comedy
Produced

Sept.

4,

with this cast

in

three acts by Augustus

Thomas.

:

M. J., Guy Nichols; John, C. Maclean Savage; Thomas Hibbard, Sidney Irving;
James De Lancey, John Drew; Dr. Elliot Morton, Walter Hale; Aunt Ruth, Kate
Meek; Bill Gooding, Arthur Elliot; Waiter, W. Bechtel: Jacqueline Marple, Margaret Dale; Irene Millard, Doris Keane; Tom. Robert Schanle; George, Harry Redding;

Butler,

Albert Roccardi;

Mrs.

Hibbard,

Cornelia

Bedford.

was Augustus Thomas' ambition to ascertain how snug
a fit he could give Mr. Drew in a tailor-made play, he has been
Never has Mr. Drew
entirely successful with "De Lancey."
had a role which meets his well marked limitations better, nor
one in which this polished comedian can do nothing at all with
greater ease and grace a talent which was ever particularly his.
If

it

But as a dramatic proposition, intended for the diversion of a

exceedingly

brilliantly put.

manner and method of

In one respect Shaw's
ject in the

dramatic form

is

very significant on

treating a subits

literary side;

stands for the present strong and growing tendency to avoid
the purely romantic.
In that alone his plays have a refreshing
newness. They are unconventional in subject and to some exit

tent in dramatic treatment.

To make

a "hero" of a dentist, as a

an effort to avoid romanticism and sentimentality. To
make a girl pursue a man, although he hastens a thousand miles
is

lover,

an automobile, really concerns the form of the play more
But it would be absurd to claim
does its philosophy.
that Shaw has created anything new in playmaking.
He has
in

away
than

it

done nothing of the kind.

On

is

always most

when he follows the established principles
struction.
The moment his action lags or ceases,

of play conhis play be-

the contrary, he

effective

comes dreary, and while
all

times,

it

his dialogue has interesting qualities at

loses nine-tenths of its value for lack of action in cer-

story of "Man and Superman" is simple
not at the other end of the globe from the conventional, by any means. John Tanner, guardian of Ann, finally
succumbs to the pursuit of his ward, protesting that he does not
tain

scenes.

enough, and

The

is

love in the ordinary sense, at the same time kissing her pasThe slight obstacle to Ann's pursuit is Octavius Rob-

sionately.

inson, a weakling, who gradually drops out of the game. Violet
has concealed her marriage with Hector Malone, Jr., son of an
American millionaire, who is about to be disinherited when the
is made; by adroitness and cajolery she wins the fathe."
and that in substance is the story. The other characters are
such as we find in life, such as other dramatists use, and such as
all the world is entirely satisfied with, always has been and
always will be. Mr. Shaw seeks new subjects that is well. The
dramatists have not exhausted Nature yet but those who are
clinging to the utterly conventional in subject and character are
getting smaller and smaller in stature and in public consideration every day.
Mr. Shaw is not a small man, but his greatness consists in that which he professes to despise technical
dramatic ability; not in philosophy, except in minor satire.
American audiences are generous; they have the habit of rejecting the evil in a play and considering only the good. Except
for this, "Man and Superman" would not be tolerated for an
In some communities it will be heard in silence in
instant.
others it will not be heard at all.
Robert Loraine is the John
Tanner of the play. He is the manly, eager, persuasive, aniWhile not exactly looking the part, he
mated, endless talker.

discovery

over,

;

;

;

is all

in

that could be desired.

doing some of

Much

He

has a good piece of "business"

talking with his back to the audience.
that he says could be uttered in that posture, and if he said
his

Hall

Blanche Ring and

Lew

Fields in "It

Happened

in

Nordland"
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JULIE HERNE

MABEL HITE
Eccentric dancer, to appear in

"The

Girl

Now

and the Bandit"

new Thomas

EDITH SPEARE

appearing in "Easy Dawson"

\Vho plays S-year-old Claudia in "The Prince Chap"

structurally and has a trite and
De Lancey is a man about town, of

has been sending flowers to some unknown.
This suspicion is
of
and
the
to
an
end
rather
disposed
play brought
ingeniously.
De Lancey's butler is a bibulous individual, and when he is sent

good

family, living in bachelor apartments indicating habits of
luxury. At one time he was well supplied with funds, but now

with a bouquet to Jacqueline, he occupies himself with the diversion afforded by the bottle, and turns up the next afternoon with

has a waning credit. He has gone a fast pace. He is divorced. He
had really always loved Jacqueline Marple, whom he had known
from childhood. She is now engaged to his intimate friend, Dr.

his

sophisticated audience, this

The

is

play
appointment.
wholly conventional story.

piece

is

a distinct dis-

weak

but the physician falls in love with the charmof
a florist in order that we may have a beautiful
ing daughter
Dr. Morton and De
set scene in the greenhouse of the nursery.
Elliot

Morton

Lancey belong

;

to the Baychester

resplendent in a

red coat,

may

break his collar-bone, whereupon

Hunt Club, so that John Drew,
be thrown from his horse and

we

are in the thick of the thin

Jacqueline's father, a Western millionaire and a man
of plain speech, mistrusts De Lancey's attentions to his daughter,
and the only strenuous scene in the play is the interview between
action.

two men.

the
law,

if

A

stormy discussion with one's future father-inis broken, is piquant.
If De Lancey had

one's collar-bone

message and his flowers in the nick of time to bring about the
denouement of the play. Jacqueline is convinced.
It is obvious that this play was not written with any purpose
more serious than to provide opportunities for the star. It is
certainly not Thomas at his best, but this dramatist never fails to
have scenes that show skill and freshness of invention. The
animation of his dialogue also usually compensates for lack of
action.
He gets over the footlights with remarkable rapidity of
and
is quick on the trigger with epigram and wit.
Mr. Drew
fire,
can make more points in any given scene than any other actor

Marstage, and scored a pronounced personal success.
garet Dale, as Jacqueline, and Doris Keane, as the florist's (laughter, also were all that could be desired in a performance in which

on our

personality counts for so much.

not broken his collar-bone the result of the argument might
have been entirely different. Mr. Marple might not have prothe slightest degree.
The physician wins the flower
is of good family, rather too easily for dramatic effect,

pitiated in
girl,

who

but he does win her, and perhaps in such matters that is the
main thing. D Lancey's difficulties are not over after his collar-bone

is

set

and he has had his talk with the
She thinks he has another

distrusts his love.

The Shaw

enthusiast

father.
affair in

Drawing-room comedy

Jacqueline

hand and

MADISON SQUARE.
hy Edward Peple.

"THE PRINCE CHAP." Comedy

Produced

Sept.

4,

with this cast

This delightful little play is conceived in simplicity, and none
the worse for that in being its author's first effort.
The bare

Shakespeare

identified with the various

three acts

William Peyton, Cyril Scott; The Earl of Huntington, Cecil DeMille; Marcus
Runion, Thomas A. Wise; Ballington, Theodore Terry; Yadder, Albert Perry; Fritz,
George Fisher; Alice Travers, Grace Kimba'l; Mrs. Errington, Florence Conron;
Phoebe Puckers, Mary Keogh; Claudia, aged 5, Helen Pullman; aged 8, Edith Speare;
aged 18, Grayce Scott.

Musical comedy

THE THEATRE FACE
Types generally

in

:

forms of stage entertainment, as seen by Fornaro

Melodrama

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE

The Coster Sextette

The "Dolly Dollars" Matrimonial Club

"Miss Dolly Dollars"

in

would be too slight to carry it if it
were not for the treatment and the un-

fill

plot

discreet

commonly

The

made

is

Thos. A. Wise
proved
was the unctuously humorous butler from
the first of this poor, and then suddenly
rich, sculptor.
Mary Keogh was a slavey

count.

to

least excess of sentimentality in dia-

logue or acting would be fatal

to

the

managers

It is

supposed to be familiar in London,
may be doubted if the type exists
off the stage.
"The Prince Chap" will be
found interesting and something better

that

would

its

bare story

indicate.

NEW AMSTERDAM.
Drama

This combination sometimes

it.

is

it

than the spoon-food that

self-supporting, only an almost inconceivable combination of bad acting could

destroy

his capacity.

that

but

said

among
commonly
no one can foretell the fate
of a play.
We do not believe this to be
true with reference to all plays, and if the
action be sufficiently self-explanatory and
proper

effect.

Cyril Scott as the sculp-

experiment.

tor

management,

stage

detail

whereby every
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in four acts

"THE PROMCAL SON."

by Hall Caine.

Produced

Sept. 4, with this cast
Stephen Magnusson, W. H. Thompson;
:

strikes a play.

combination

It

of

"The Prince Chap"
keeps an open heart
simplicity.
trite, it is

a

requires

fortunate

circumstances

to

To one who
welcome for its

;

In the sense of being a trifle
poor, but the jaded cynic would

have to admit that

honest.

it is

It

The younger brother

a

of his associates in poverty, a

him

in his studio,

Lulu Glaser

"I

Melville Stewart

We

He

her, but

with her

The wife

discovers the relation-

It will be seen
ship and promptly dies.
that Mr. Caine proceeds with seven league
boots in his drama. The two fly to Paris
and engage in a reckless life, involving

a career at the

have the perplexities of a bachelor in
caring for her. Three years elapse, and
the child of his heart.

no time

sister.

Exhausted, but happy in profor
her
child, the mother dies in
viding
his arms.
then
The child arrives.

is

loses

don't feel like talking"

years old.

the child

and marries

in falling in love

brother's betrothed

woman,

proclaims the end
of her struggle for existence, and secures
his promise to care for her child, three
visits

often fairer to

In Hall Caine's

"The Prodigal Son," he is the prodigal.
Veracious in nothing, he is voracious in
everything. He wins the love of the older

Improbabilities pay for themA young
dozen times over.
London.
fails
his
in
to
sell
work
sculptor

One

is

look upon than the older.

touches

the heart.
selves

Anna, Ida

Oscar, Aubrey

Boucicault; Oscar Neilsen, J. E. Dodson; Thora, Charlotte Walker;
Helga, Drina De Wolfe; Margret Neilsen, Marie Wainwright; Elin, Charlotte Walker; Neils
Doctor Olsen, George C. BoniKinserij Ben Webster;
The Pastor, Russell Craufurd; The Sheriff,
face, Sr.
Warner Oland; The Director of the Casino, Henry
Bergman.

safe.
it is

Magnus, Edward Morgan;

Waterman;

make

gaming

table,

ing of notes that ruin the

and the forgyoung man's

The young man, who is getting
about
the temples by this time, degray
termines to repent after having won a
father.

tells

her one story in particular that interests
her, the story of a man who went far

away and was always waiting for the
Princess he left to come to him when he
was rich enough.
The Princess from

large sum of money, which he leaves with
the woman. He goes from the gambling

America does come, and, believing that
the child is the sculptor's own, renounces
him. Ten years later the girl is grown.
The Princess, now a widow, comes again

to believe that he has

to

the

home

of the

now

salon.

rich

Of

a fairly rapid courtship and
tion, all things considered.

is

We are supposed
committed suicide;

heard.

but the sophisticated,

who by

recognize that the play

is

guised by gray hair,

this

time

if

not otherwise, to

home, now desolate by the death
of the father and the poverty of the older
brother, now the head of the family. The
prodigal's wife had borne him a daughter
before she died, and she is now a figure
his old

consummaThe three

ages were played respectively by Helen
Pullman, Edith Speare and Grayce Scott,
the illusion being an exceedingly success-

shot

pure melodrama,
know better. Between the end of this act
and the beginning of the next, he has
made a fabulous fortune, and returns, dis-

sculptor.
course, the
sculptor marries the child of three, the
s,'irl of six, and the young lady of eighteen,

She cannot win him back.

A

R. C. Herz

(as the

educated

fool)

and Miss Glaser

in

the

last

act.

The

prodigal does not
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poverty of his family ? Was he accumulating his great fortune
gradually? Could he not have sent some aid to his daughter?
Did it never occur to him that poverty might have ruined her
morally while he was maintaining his silence and sending nothing to relieve that poverty? The sympathetic quality is entirely
lacking in the play. It is the most curious effort at largeness and
originality with the results of absolutely old material that it is
He traverses continents, and the action
possible to conceive.

spans two generations. The percentage of mortality is higher
than in periods of the deadliest plague. The nearest he comes
to teaching a moral lesson is to place the beginning and the end
of the action in Iceland, Ibsen's backyard. The pretension of it
Tons of
is appalling, the result such as to make one
weep.

scenery are used. The gambling scene employs scores of people,
From the
including bevies of gaily-dressed carnival revelers.
pictorial and picturesque.
Aubrey Boucicault was unand both in voice and manner showed

point of stage management, the play
in color and in characters.

abounding

convincing in the
the

title role,

effects of the variety stage

ill

actor has of late been identified.

is

with which this interesting young

Edward Morgan

acted the role

too sombre and theatric a key, and Urina de Wolfe
overacted entirely as the unprincipled Helga. Charlotte Walker
was charming and sympathetic as the unhappy Thora, but the best

'of

Magnus

in

performance was that of the old factor by J. E. Dodson. In the
outburst of paternal wrath against the whole Magnusson family
he was truly superb.
SAMARITAN." Comedy in 4 acts by George Ade.
with this cast:
Alonzo Gridley, Edward See; Bluford Higgins, Samuel Reed; H. Calhoun Galloway, L. Wadsworth Harris; Homer McGee, Jacques Kruger; Andrew Jones, Ralph
Dean; Signer Gargelini, George Marion; Eugene Spillers, Harry Stone; Susanne

GARDEN. "THE BAD

Produced

Sept.

12,

Anne Sutherland; Elizabeth Gridley. Augusta True; Jessie Gridley, Ceceylle
Belle Hinkle, Grace Fisher; Laura Frisbee, Carolyn Lee; Uncle Ike Gridley,

\Vheatly,

Mayer;

Richard Golden.

This piece will add nothing to George Ade's reputation.
Written in the manner of "The County Chairman" and "The

Widow,"

College

and

it

lacked the vitality of those successful pieces,
Even
level of commonplace farce.

no time rose above the

at

the dialogue lacked the usual pungent humor we are accustomed
The whole suggested haste and
to associate with this author.

smacked of the conventional
story

pot-boiler.

The

idea on which the

hung is interesting enough, and with happier treatment a
comedy might have evolved from the material at hand.

is

capital

A

rich man, tired of being badgered by grafting relatives, abandons his fortune to them and seeks peace and rest on a farm.

With
DORIS KEANE

Reutlinger

Promising young

actress

now playing

the role of Irene in

"De Lancey"

at the

Empire

reveal himself, but before retiring for the night he leaves on the
table a letter disclosing himself and containing bank notes that

more than repay,

in money, for his past misdeeds.
The older
brother, about to be ruined by a mortgage, determines to steal
to the room of the stranger and murder him in order to secure

money which he thinks he has on his person. He returns
from the room, and it develops in a closing picture, showing
the stranger climbing a lonely passway in the mountain, that he
has escaped.
There is a scene between the stranger and his
daughter, who does not know him, and to whom he does not
reveal himself, which is intended to be pathetic.
The play in every way is large and cumbrous. Instead of being
didactic and impressive, as the author intended, it is a melodrama
pure and simple, with sensational effects. To lay the scene in
Iceland gives the story no appreciable newness.
Certainly the
the

Prodigal Son is not a new subject. It should be treated in newways, as in "The Old Homestead," but there is nothing new in
Mr. Caine's play, absolutely nothing that could be seriously considered as new.

The

structure

is

restored health

comes a desire

to return to the activities

of city life.
He regains possession of his own
his intention of befriending every one in need.

as old as the drama.

The

and announces
Naturally, he

He

gives right and left, untill he finally rebels and
drives all the parasites from him. The piece is too thin for permanent success, and it was disappointing in that, throughout its
four acts, one was ever expecting developments that never deThe humor of Richard Golden as the Samaritan was
velop.
too artificial to be altogether convincing, nor did any one else in
the cast distinguished himself except Samuel Reed, who playe,!
a crabbed country hotel proprietor in a delicious manner, and
is

mobbed.

Harry Stone, who raised the only real laughter of the evening
with some specimens of genuine Ade slang.

NEW LYCEUM.
W. W. Jacobs and

There

is

"THE BEAUTY AND THE

L. N. Parker.

no occasion

BARGE.

Farce

Produced Sept. 6 with

in

3 acts by

this cast

to refer to this play save by

:

way

of

and was quickly withdrawn. The
outcome was a great surprise, for the play had proved a success in England, and much was expected of the first stage presrecord.

It

entation
tales.

in

The

proved a

flat failure

this country of W. W. Jacobs' popular alongshore
scenes being laid in England, the humor was alto-

scene in the gambling house has been used again and again. Mr.
His improbabilities are large.
Caine attempts large things.

gether too local to be appreciated by American audiences, and
without entering into further detail it may be said that the play

What was

was

the

prodigal

son doing in

all

these years

of the

impossible.

T
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Eastphalia, falls in love with Jo, who reciprocates his infatinOn account of his station a morganafic marriage is pro-

"HER GREAT MATCH." Comedy in four acts, by Clyde
Produced September 4, with this cast:
"To" Sheldon, Maxine Elliott; Mrs. Sheldon, Madge Girdlestone; Victoria Botes,
Nellie Thome; Her Royal Highness, Mathilde Cottrelly; Countess Casavetti, Suzanne

tion.

Herbert Standing;
Perry; His Royal Highness, Charles Cherry; Mr. Augustus Holes,
Mr. Cyril Botes, Leon Quai termaine; Mr. Frank Wilton, Felix hdwardes; Hallen,
Cory Thomas; \Verks, Hodgson Taylor.

posed, which the American indignantly scorns. Compromised by
her step-mother, who has promised an ambitious brewer that he
shall have a title from the Prince on Jo's marriage in return for

Clyde Fitch has again taken up the subject of international
marriages as a dramatic motive and in "Her Great Match," which

a large loan, "Jo," to save her father's reputation, consents to
the left-handed matrimonial proposition.
The guilt of Mrs.

CRITERION.

1'itch.

Alaxine Elliott
terion, has

won

now

Sheldon, however, is ultimately shown up,
Jo's innocence of concern in the shady trans-

presenting at the Criout as against the failure of

is

"The Coronet of the Duchess," in which the
same theme was handled with almost cynical
The new piece is largely romance,
brutality.

is established, and the Prince foregoes
the succession to the throne and takes her as

action

his

with a dash of contemporaneous drama, and
so delicately, prettily and truthfully is the
sentiment treated that it will easily win the

own

scene, in

true

which

wife.

The opening comedy

at a charity bazaar

the Prince's hand,

is

Jo reads

a novel opening to a love

scene in the second act altogether charming,

and played with exquisite grace and refinement by Miss Elliott. The dramatic situation
which follows, where "Jo" is apparently
to arouse equal enthusiasm from the mascushown up as the accomplice of her dishonest
It is a well-known fact that in
line element.
success
as
a
his
of
playwright,
step-mother, Miss Elliott acted with genuine
very great
spite
merit.
author
of
emotional
is
an
Fitch
unequal
power. Charles Cherry presents an
Clyde
EDWARD PEPLE
He can and has turned out many an act absoagreeable figure as the Prince and acts with
Author of "The Prince Chap"
distinction
and manly force. Herbert Standin
technical
its
workmanship,
lutely perfect
one
in
construction
and
over-buras
ihe
ambitious
to
followed
loose
be
brewer, is within the picture, and his two
ing
only
by
tried
and
true
friends of Jo, are neatly played by Leon
dened with flippant and irrelevant detail. "Her Great Match"
children,
and
Nellie
Thorne. Madge Girdlestone as the
is not the best piece that he has ever written, but it is a graceQuartermaine
is
in a part easily overdone, and
dramatic
and
romantic
with
a
central
addrama,
ful, interesting
step-mother
discreetly
figure
Suzanne Perry as a type of artificial society is genuinely amusing.
mirable in its truth to humanity. There are moments when the
But no surer success was scored than that which attached to the
play lapses in its hold on the audience's attention, but in the main
the dialogue is so natural and witty and the progression of the
really delicious art which Mathilde Cottrelly brought to the role
of the Prince's dowager aunt. It was in conception and execuromance so dainty and logical that the general effect is one of
tion an absolutely flawless bit of genial, kindly characterization.
decided pleasure.
is
abroad
In all of Fitch's plays there is at least one scene of whimsical and
Sheldon
with
her
a
step-mother,
"Jo"'
traveling
His Royal Highness, Adolph of
truthful observation, that which depicts the Botes family the
veritable Cassie Chadwick.
enthusiastic favor of the fair sex, while the
regal beauty of the talented star cannot fail

Cyril

Scott

AHce

.

..

You

Imls;

give

up

this

SCKNKS

child"

IN

Grace Kimball

White

Claudia:

"Now

I lay

"THE PRINCE CHAP" AT THE MADISON SQUARE THEATRE

me down

to sleep-
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morning after a big function, in which every one, tired cut and
cross from the labors of the previous evening, snarls and snaps
at the other is splendidly diverting.

DALY'S.

"THE CATCH

OF THE SEASON."

Hicks and Cosmo Hamilton.
Duke

Produced Aug.

of St. Jermyns, Farren Soutar;

Musical piece by Seymour
28, with this cast:

Lord Bagdad, Fred Kaye;

William Gibson,

"red Wright, Jr.; Lord Yatton, Bert Sinden; Sir John Crystal, \V. L. Branscombe;
Talleur Andrews. Talleur Andrews; Capt. Ruslipool, Frank Norman; The Duchess,
Mrs. J. P. West; Lady Caterham, Maud Milton; Lady Crystal, Annie Esmond; Hon.

Sophia Bedford. Jane May; Hon. Honoria Bedford, Margaret Fraser; Angela, Kdna
May; Princess Hohenschowen, Madge Greet; Hon. Ermyntrude Dorking, Vivian Vowles.

"The Catch

of the Season"

is

the old story of Cinderella with the

almost historic characters changed into modern society

men and

The

women.

locale

is

English, and one has only to

sit

in front

know

that the authorship is of the same nationality.
It is just possible that a considerable number of persons will
enjoy this entertainment, the joint effort of five intellects. Seymour Hicks and Cosmo Hamilton wrote the book, Chas. H.

and

listen to

Taylor the lyrics, and Haines and Baker the score, with numerous other introduced musical numbers by various composers. To
minds attuned to the American quality of wit and humor, the
persiflage of "The Catch of the Season'' will seem a trifle soggy.
In fact, if the truth is to be spoken, this latest importation from

London

a very dull affair; nor do the introduced dancers and
specialties lighten up the gloom to any very appreciable extent.
is

The

score is commonplace throughout. As there are few singers
the company, from the star down, the effect is not brilliant.
Kdna May is a very pretty young woman of the doll type. Of

in

expression there is not a gleam; her long sojourn in the
capital has given her a voice production that is quite
remarkable in its remoteness to anything human. Her work is
facial

I'ritish

Messrs. Kaye and \Yright,

absolutely spoiled by her affectations.

who have been

here before with gaiety companies, are wasted
on inane parts. Farren Soutar struggles valiantly with a role
that is devoid of humor and romance.
His agreeable personal-

however, accomplishes some

effect.
Master Louis Victor
amorous page is genuinely amusing, and would be still
more so if he were not so self-conscious. The really redeeming feature of the whole production is the work of Maud Milton

ity,

as an

Lady Caterham, the fairy god-mother. A one-time valued
member of Sir Henry Irving's company, she showed her sterl-

as

ing training by the authority, variety and surety of her methods.
It was a
refreshing oasis in a desert of drivel. The costumes are

and sumptuous, and Ben Teal's stage management

rich

perior to the material he had to

work

su-

is

with.

KNICKERBOCKER.
two

acts,

"Miss DOI.I.Y DOLLARS." Musical o>im-<ly in
by Victor Herbert and Harry B. Smith. Produced Sept. 4 cast

:

;

(llaser; Lord Burlingham. Melville Stewart: Finney DoolinU-,
It.
(
Ilrr/; S:mim-l G-iy. Clinrk-* Bradshaw; Mrs. Gay, Carrie IVrkins; Guy (lay.
Carter DcHaven; Bertha" Billings. O'ivc Murray; Celeste, Elsie Ferguson; Lieut, von

Dorothy Gay. Lulu
.

Richter,

Henry Vogel;

There

is

lars" at the

Miggs,

one feature

liyron

Ongley.

in the

Knickerbocker that

production of "Miss Dolly Dolis deserving of unstinted praise,

and that is the costumes. The managers of numerous shows
now on view may well take a leaf from Chas. B. Dillingham's
note-book

matter of feminine sartorial adornment.

in the

Here

that are the real thing, charming and harmonious
in color, rich in material and impeccable in cut.
For the other

are

gowns

two distinguishing

characteristics of a musical

comedy not

as

much

of a laudatory character can be said.
Victor Herbert's
score is disappointing
disappointing in the fact tint it does

not come up to the standard he has established for himself. Of
course, it is neatly written and scored with that grace which
marks all this composer's orchestral efforts, but the melody
is

a trifle forced,

Nor can

and

distinct originality

is

not a startling fea-

be said to entirely suit Miss Glaser's voice.
Harry B. Smith's book is decidedly good in spite of the fact
that mistaken identity and the faux pas of the vulgarly rich

ture.

it

;

are used as comic factors.

There is, however, a story, and a
number of the introduced types are refreshing in their novelty.
The educated fool, most admirably phyed by R. C. Herz, would
carry a

much weaker book to deserved success. As
girl who fights off mercenary suitors only in

the rich

American

the

of

prove

lish

lord. Miss Glaser acts with all
and cheerful good nature. It is a
calls

disin'erestedness

for

little

wasted.

the end

a

to

poverty-stricken Engher accustomed vivacity

however, which

role,

subtlety of expression, and none is
Melville Stewart as Lord Burlingham,

who

wins

Dolly's

Dolly's

family
dashes of comic

hand,

is

easy,

portrayed with
color by Charles

is

and
broad
Brad-

shaw, Carrie Perkins and Carter De Haven.
The latter dances with neatness an-1
grace.
I

tail

MAXINE ELLIOTT

IN "HER

GREAT MATCH"

Elsie licrguson

is

fair to look

upon
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Maxine

Herbert Standing

THE FORTUNE TELLING SCENE

IN

Elliott

CLYDE FITCH'S NEW COMEDY "HER GREAT MATCH"

as a sprightly Parisier.ne, and the eight foreign suitors are nicely
But the star performance belongs
differentiated as to character.

Dawson" belongs to the same school of which "Peaceful Valley"
and "A Poor Relation" were shining examples. It is a common-

His dry, quaint humor is irresistible, and his rendering of "That's the Thing That Keeps Me Guessing All the

It is sadly
place stringing together of rather impossible effects.
in
the
transitions
of
fact
are
cohesion
and
jarring and false.
lacking

Tune"

It is a

to

Mr. Herz.
is

thoroughly

artistic.

machine-made sketch

the local

WALLACK'S.
Produced Aug.

22,

"EASY

DAWSON."

with this cast

Comedy by Edward

E.

Kiddcr.

Dawson, Raymond Hitchcock; Henry Titus. John Bunny; Benjamin Grierson, Scott Cooper; Bruce Grier.son, Earle Browne; Count Chinquescudi, Nick B.iglio;
Wellington Bonaparte, \Vm. Martin; Rose Dawscn, Julie Herne; Hnnna'i Uo*y, Grace
i

Raymond

Flora Zabelle;

Mrs.

Churchill,

rob him of the finds of his genius, brings about the

Jeffreys

fields of

comic opera

hardly suggests the sophisticated wants of Broadway. However, Mr. Hitchcock has a large following, and his quaint and

comedy was not as parlous a feat
as the original announcement indicated.
In truth, it might be
said that the title role of ''The Yankee Consul" was a far more
to the heights of legitimate

legitimate piece of character drawing than is "Easy Dawson" in
the play of that name now running at Wallack's.
Edward E.
Kidder, the author of Mr. Hitchcock's new stellar vehicle, is

largely associated with a type of bucolic
in earlier days by the late Sol

and popular

Sheldon (Maxine

own weak-

Ernestine

Lewis;

nesses.

It

It

Hitchcock's translation from the

1

which a bibulous inventor, leader of

has some incidents of homely truth and humor, but
as a whole does not ring true, and at times is more than tedious.

Angie Bates, Phyllis Sherwood.

"Jo'

who would

in

department, offsets the machinations of the villain

married happiness of his daughter and conquers his

:

ktj.ley

Sadie Colons,
(In'-wold;
inns' y. Lovell Taylor;

fire

drama made

familiar

Smith Russell. "Easy

Elliott)

droll personality intrudes itself frequently with real

comic

effect.

He

sings some songs with his accustomed skill and depicts neatly
the humorous side of convivial inebriety. John Bunny is an excellent foil as Harry Titus, his rotund friend, and Scott Cooper
The juvenile lovers are played
is harshly realistic as the villain.
with earnestness and charm by Earle Brown and Julie Herne.
Jeffreys Lewis' talents are wasted on the role of an auto-enthusiast.

(Reiieiv of

and Prince Advlph (Charles Cherry)

New

find they are

Plays continued on page

very

much

in lovt

?//.)

The True Mission

EUGENE BRIEUX, AUTHOR OF "LA ROBE ROUGE,"

By

drama which bores one
and makes one blush for
shame before our friends, and
from which we go home sick in heart
and head ? No, thank you When I go

What

!

PROBLEM
to death

!

to the theatre,

I

to be

go

amused, to for-

get the cares of the day
life

that

I

I

want

to see

goodness and joy; I want to feel
am better than I am, or, at least.

to be conscious of
I

;

pictured in rosy colors, to believe in

love,

see

how weak

my own wisdom when
others

are

and

what

trouble they get into; I want to go home
rejuvenated and in a good humor. When
I

find in the theatre a repetition of

daily cares,

when

I

am

disturbed in

ease by being forced to give
Musenc

my

my
my

atten-

tion to things that I usually avoid, if I
-am to have my digestion spoiled by the

Briciix

sight of misery and the discussion of social problems, I put myself
on the defensive, rebel and scold. I do not want to pay two dol-

which a truthful presentation of real sorrow
gives me. I do not object to seeing a melodrama occasionally,
because it does one good to stand on the shore and see how other
lars for the heartache

people struggle with the angry waves when one knows that the
sorrow only exists in the poet's imagination, and its very unreality
and superhuman greatness quiets one's hypocritical optimism.
But I do not want to be forced to reflect seriously on the things

around me,
which,

if I

They may

to

am

of the

have seeds of pity sown

in

my

self-satisfied soul,

not careful, may develop into pricks of conscience.
me about my rights if they want to, but let no

talk to

one speak to me about my duties.
enough, and if I don't fulfill them all
grounds which I don't like to
hear discussed, lest an uneasy

I
I

know what

they are well

have good grounds for it-

is

wrapped

ETC.

really, that

it,

We

selves.

we want

with liveried footman,
feelings as the
denying herself

little

is

attracted thither by exactly the same
who has paid for her seat by

seamstress,

some fancied luxury from her meagre table.
Hanker and poet, millionaire and factory hand, the respected citizen and the ne'er-do-well all follow the same impulse. All want
to recognize themselves behind the masques of the actors.
Art is nothing else than sympathy. It is compassion in the
etymological sense of the word. We want to feel and suffer and

we go to the theatre and find thereby
more marked. The representation of an-

love with other beings, so

own

our

personality

awakens in us, through sympathetic joy and sorrow,
of greater intensity.
choose to think that the ridiculous
things they show us on the stage do not refer to us, and we are
vain enough to believe that we have all the virtues which we see

other's acts

a

We

life

there.

Yes,

it

seems

to us that every act of

right

we

little

fight

in

distinction

the

upon

us.

interests of art

drama

who

its

of love (theatre d'amour).
maintenance of the individual its
socialist
If the

drama

(theatre social).

theatre

is

scenic reproduction is the
is the fight for the

The other
scenic

then

be ready for the pleasures of the night,
just as well close all of the better class of theatres,
keep only the music halls and concert gardens open. Let us

and
burn yEschylus, destroy Sophocles and Euripides, throw Shakespeare and Corneille into the waste basket, and condemn Goethe.
Victor Hugo, Henri Becque and Gerhardt Hauptmann to forget'fulness.
For it is not "to be

amused"

when we watch

talk in

married

it

sockets.

:

make
From London

A

.S7,-i'f

(

//

sketch by deorge Hernard Shaw, of the Salvation Army heroine in his next play,
"Major Barbara," in which Annie Russell may he seen in America

Shall the theatre be condemned
subjects.
ble despotism to limit itself to a. single one?

by an incomprehensiIs the theatre a tem-

dedicated to one idol which can never be dethroned?
Shall the incense which is burned in this temple ascend to no
other trinity than that of husband, wife and lover? I beg leave
is

to be of a different opinion.

the
learns

tormenrs
that

his

his

mother.

It

will

is

so awful that

he tears his eyes out of their

of love? Books enjoy the freedom of discussing all kinds of

which

who

whose despair

and tomfoolery?
Has the
other words

use of other themes than that

ple

expres-

not improve one's digestion to
listen to the agony of a man

antics

to

the

uncle has killed his father and

or stupid farce favors us with

right

use

to

sion of the speaker in the opennot
ing paragraph
amusing

developed, even solved, on
the stage, where ordinarily the
puppets of Cupid strut about,

the

the

we might

of,

Or, in
dramatist

is

to be nothing else than a place to rest ourselves

of a son

its

reproduction

in after dining, so as to

possible that
serious questions can be treated
Is

heroism on the stage

Whether we sit in the parquet
or in the back row of the top gallery, what we want to see is a
representation of those things which go to make up our own life.
What is our life? Two great unconscious struggles. The one

sheds a

for me.

this

Our-

to find in the theatre?

to see life portrayed
our h'fe. The fine lady,
in costly furs, who comes to the theatre in her carriage

want

conscience might be the result

Are they
way?

Stage

It

is

impossible

to

home from a theatre
go
where "Hamlet," "Macbeth,"'
"Faust" (I do not refer to the
opera), "The Ravens" or "The

Weavers" have been

acted, and feel entirely at ease.
yet these plays are acted in all the languages of the civilized world, and always find an audience. There is, then, a public

And

that

is satisfied

to see other subjects than marital unfaithfulness

and horseplay on the stage. There are people
is more than a drawing-room.

to

whom

the stage

Bernard Shaw's

Louis Massen

ACT

I.

Satirical

Comedy, "Man and Superman"

Robert Loraine
Mrs. Bloodgood
L. F. Clark
Fay Davis
John Tanner denounces the family's Pharisaical treatment of the indiscreet Violet

ACT

II.

Alfred

Hickman

Ann's mother kindly permits her daughter to take a spin with John Tanner

Photos by Hall

J.

ACT

HI, Tanner caught

D. Beveridge

in the toils at last

Edward Abeles
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What

there unusual in this

is

?

In the show windows of the

weight of these wearers of crowns and coats of arms. Today
mass is tyrannized by the mass. In the struggle for existence
the power of production forms the mightiest weapon, and it is

book-stores do not novels and philosophical works lie side by
side? Can not the same man find just as much pleasure in the

the

one as in the other, although not necessarily the same kind of

not to be wondered at that the wings echo with

What

new cries of pain.
The first struggle represented on the
modern stage was that of love against

despot, what tyrant

pleasure?
has decreed that the theatre

is the only
channel for the expression of human
thought which has to limit itself to ob-

For a long
time every play had the same theme:

material or moral obstacles.

scenity and vulgarity? If I am an arI am free to depict the beautiful

youthful lovers, and the trials they had
through before they could be
The usual obstacles were the
united.

to pass

tist

Venus arising out of the waves of the
sea or the grimy miner coming up out
ternately

Murillo's brush paints althe mystical beauty of the

queen of

Heaven and

objections of the parents or the inequalBut the time
ities of rank and fortune.

of the shaft.

came when

the tatters of a

this

fered them

Spanish beggar boy. But in the theatre, the poet is condemned to treat only
of Venus.
Of all the means given to man to
communicate his thoughts, his beliefs,

you would force

is
it

The dramatic poet has

not be.

it

the

Who

will

be seen

in a

drama

is

the successor of classic tragedy.
What
first and most beautiful of tragedies,

"Prometheus"? What is the subject matter of all tragedies of
antiquity ? The combats of the gods. What do the great dramas
of Shakespeare and Racine picture?
The combats of kings.

What ought

to be the material for the

modern drama ?

The com-

bat of the masses.

After a prolonged contemplation of the inaccessible Olympus
and the mysterious
palaces

of

both of

new Broadway production

treated in the

is

the contrary,
like

this fall

whom

'
:

After the dramatists had once entered this path, they followed
They thought out every situation possible between
the married pair, and the lover and mistress, and calmly chose
it

to the end.

most indecent, because it seemed to them to be the newest and
most unheard of. People were entirely carried away with the
A faithful or happy wife no longer existed on the
subject.
A
moral lawlessness was portrayed, which even the dramstage.
the

atists

must have considered impossible.

Faithlessness seemed to

be the normal condition of marriage. When these three-cornered
relations were exhausted, the search was made for something new,

something that had not yet been represented, and

it

was found by

was an

result

decency

own worth and

po-

nauseating.

sition in life.

We

I

begin to put a value
on ourselves and
art,

am

that

in

sorry to say
this rare

French

showed

authors

themselves

combats of Jupiter and
Minerva, Mars and
interest in the

in-

was

that

the

game

which

has begun to lose

Vulcan,

numThe

increasing the
her of heroes.

our

dramatic

:

seek happiness outside of

wedlock.

more

of

conscious

this

will a lover or a mis-

kings,

we become

On

somewhat

imprudent wife or a dissolute husband,

HELEN BERTRAM

And this right which he has formproducing tragedies he now exercises in producing the socialist drama.
socialist

problem
do to attain the happi-

"They
tress come between them?" Or we are
shown a couple unhappily married, an

erly exercised in

The

expressed
are happy

right to treat cf other things.

subject

is

they be-

;

no longer,

is

ness they long for."

exotic

passions, boudcir sorrows, and the anxieties of faint-hearted lovers.
It can

marital infidelity ofToday the

treasures.

The
gin there.
"What shall they

the mightiest, and
to give expression

nothing but low thoughts,

to

Then
its

plays do not end at marriage

his passions, his sorrows, his fears to

others the theatre

the dramatist had exhausted

theme.

e s

p

e-

in-

clever,

cially

ventive and unconscientious.

Antonius

And

they played it with
a cheerful counte-

Caesar, of Ludwig XIV. and Hen-

and

without

nance,

any more

rietta

of England,

being

casts

a

moved than

in

a

glance at
the misery of sim-

game

ple mortals, at their

they were fortunate

continual struggles,
at the clash of their

enough, in moving
around their hu-

desires

and

man

their

sufferings,

and

new form

of

a

ation

JAMES McINTYRE AND

T. K.

its

stage of the time

was occupied with

chessmen, to

some situmore repuland unheard

HEATH

sive

"THE HAM TREE"

IN

of than

own form of destiny and its theatre. The first period
was predominated by the awe-inspiring rule of the gods, and the
time has

If

discover

the

drama arises.
Each period of

of chess.

the representation of their

vengeance and their atrocities. Then came the period of tyrants
and men of might. The boards of the stage groaned under the

ones, their smile

were

satisfied

healthy

human

was only more

with themselves

self-satisfied

former

than usual.

They

when

they could give check to
reason and checkmate to respect for woman.

remarkable game had had no other results than the temporary degradation of those who took part in it, it could be passed
If this

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
over with averted countenance. But unfortu-

bring forth something,
some scientific, indus-

nately foreigners naively inferred that it was

trial

or social discov-

which

ery,

French wife who

tionize

was the heroine of the
French play. This is
by no means true. As

world.

the

will revolu-

the

civilized

what suffering

But

a matter of fact there

progress will cause
before its benefits will

are in Paris, as in

be assured to mankind.

this

all

forward

step

large cities,hundredsof
people who live in the

Every

most abandoned way,
and this is the type we
learn to know in most
of the French dramas.
But the real French

And it is not
beings.
the whim of a god or

woman

the
ate

them
She does

the least.

in

fire

and

frown of a potentwhich calls into

They may have

phies.

had

not, forsooth,

by the

millions of

being such unavoidable
but beneficial catastro-

does not resem-

ble

sit

crushes

their origin in the

some

brain of

spin,

isolated,

but she differs from the

unknown man.

wives of
respectable
other countries only in

metheus has given man
the lightning which he
wrested from the gods.

that

this:

she

vir-

is

without

tuous

New

being

morose, she is good
without making a show
about it, faithful but
dull,

how

to be at

organizations are

the

formed,

barriers

which were created to
separate

and

knows
the same

she

not

Pro-

men

into castes

nationalities

dis-

time a dutiful wife and

appear or change their
form. The whim of a

a good-natured one.
It further appears to

nation,

me

French

new

at

which battle
against
must be waged. The

as

if

the

public,

which

seemed

to find pleasure

first

reacted

against

and turned

its

other

in

which

interests

all

And

pos-

poets,

Ann (Fay

before

the preservation of the individual.
.... ., ..
lo maintain itself, the individual

ACT

Davis) to John (Robert Loraine): "I wonder are you really
I.

.

,

must conform

,,

itself

..

.

to the

must submit to certain influences, be
The stage no longer represents man's
revolt against the heathen Ananta, but it shows us the efforts
which are made to fight against inheritance, the modern form of
fate.
The Atride will have to be rewritten. How the hearts of
our contemporaries swell with indignation as they witness man's
struggles against the tyrants of to-day, against the despotism of
wealth, against the unholy powers which have arisen out of the

conditions of civilization which must in turn be conquered

by the civilization which has created them.
live in a time of fermentation such as no former century
has known. The world is in a state of continual change. The

We

We

are in touch
phenomena arise with unusual quickness.
with events which happen at the other end of the world as if our
slender nerve fibres were prolonged to infinity. For the first time

words are true
"I am a man and nothing human is unknown
to me."
The whole world trembles now at some event which
formerly it would have taken twenty years to find out about and
perhaps at this very moment some scholar is holding vigil in his
smoky, obscure laboratory over curious instruments which shall

the

a clever

man"

of

"MAN AND SUPERMAN" AT THE HUDSON

society to which it belongs,
subject to other individuals.

social

announce

its

eruption more awful.

marriage
and after, it seems to have said everything there was to say within
the province of Art, that is, it had exhausted the material of the
theatre d'amour, so it naturally turned to things which relate to

new

arises

volcano threatens, and

sible variations of love,

both

too quickly a

hierarchy

never were the noises

directions.

before us

can starve a

last

After the theatre had
set

all

them

such things, at

in

capitalist

the

nues

we, the dramatic
the

possessors
mightiest aveof speech, we

must content ourselves by prying out and revealing petty domestic
secrets
an occupation far from soul satisfying and which
permits

many

Translated by Manfred Lilliefors.

a higher ideal.

Augustus Thomas, in an interview in the New York Herald, is reported as
than an
saying that he never {eels i mpe ii e d to see a Shaw play any more
Ibsen play. "I saw but one Ibsen play," says Mr. Thomas, "that was quite
sufficient."
Perhaps if Mr. Ibsen were to see "De Lancey" he might feel
inclined to return the American dramatists compliment,
According to a
Georges Polti. a French dramatic autheatres
thor, states that he submitted to the Gymnase, Odeon and other
four years ago a piece containing roles for lion, wolf, deer, hen, dog and

Once more

is

despatch to the

Edmond Rostand

accused of plagiarism!

New York World

other animals; that the directors of these institutions, who are great
friends of Rostand, must have known the play, because they had read it,
and probably communicated the subject matter to Rostand, who plagiarized
it just as he "stole Cyrano from the Chicagoan Gross' play, 'The Mer"
The World correspondent telegraphed Roschant Prince of Cornville.'
"I am a
answered
who
tand,
telegraphically from the South of France
doomed man. Apparently all my ideas are stolen. This time I thought
myself surely original. I may say my original idea came from the old
French play called 'Le Roman de Renart,' but I found by the Gross experience that it was useless to make excuses let them call me a plagiarist
if they think best.
However. I never heard of Polti or his play." M. Polti
:

;

is

the author of a

work

entitled

"The Thirty-Six Dramatic

Situations."

:

;

An intelligent foreigner who arrived in New York recently, and made the
"Are you all children in
round of the metropolitan theatres, remarked
America? There is not a serious thought, not a suggestion of the intelIf all is typical of your stage to-day, I
lectual in anything I have seen.
predict there will be no dramatic art in America 20 years hence."
:

Our

player* all

Irinlinir

1

My Beginnings

had to travel the hard
road of advertlty. The
survived the orthe liifompcti'iitft
n>. In thin
by the
nerle*, act o r * and ucfltte*t
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By

My

W

~

J

A

cation.

A

ent

who

was for twenty-five dollars a week. Instead
of the living at one-dollar-a-day hotels, as I
did with the Barrett company, I might have

call

vocation, as
it,

is

to get all

1

Otto

Sarony Co

you can, but a vocation

WILTON LACKAYE
is

giv-

ing up everything you have.
My father
I
I
was
not
to
the
life.
thought
adapted
believe he had already concluded that the
vow of celibacy would be my chief

But it had been arstumbling block.
I
that
should
ranged
go to that school for
priests, the Propaganda, in Rome,
and we had gotten as far on our journey
as New York and engaged our passage to Havre.
But we lingered for two weeks in New York and went to the
I contracted that disease which everyone
theatre every night.
at
some
time.
Often it does not last, but everyone lias
acquires
I was stage struck.
The germ entered
it at some time or other.
I
the
father
and
went
to
the
Madison Square
night
my system
Theatre to see "Esmeralda." Annie Russell was playing in it,
I remember,
and Eben Plympton. While watching Plympton
act I decided not to go to Rome.
I would
remain in America. After all, I had a vocation, but it was not what I had at first
thought. My vocation was the stage. After
convincing myself I endeavored to convince
Wilton Lackaye

young

seven

sleeper during my first years as an actor. But,
with
the
melodrama company I would have had to
gone
one
entire
season. In the Barrett company I knew
the
play
part
I would have a chance to play several.

had

I

After the season with Lawrence Barrett

letter I

answered

in

mit.

He

my budding

to sit

first

with Barrett

regard to an

I

eight years after the season

played continuously, winter

f
and summer. Luck ? Not a bit of it.
hadn't an engagement I would get one.
I would keep on trying till I
got one, an
economic principle actors would do well to
follow.
And, another economic principle, if
I couldn't get what I wanted I would take
what I could get. I always saved something,
because I always lived on less than I earned.
1

I

If,

as

when

company
Ohio,

I

played with the

I

at the

earned

on twelve.

My

thirty

in

on the stage and approve Miss Swain's

singing.
For the

he

I

summer

Orphan Asylum
fifteen dollars a

had no

I

stock

at

Dayton,
week, I lived

necessities.

If I

could

not afford something I got on very well
without it.
lived at the dormitory on the

We

It

good salary for that time, but

the usual for-

ing Carrie Swain, in "Tad the Tomboy," for
the rest. I did not sing, my chief duty being

like a number 13 company playa
Union
ing
Square success.
salary with
the Barrett company was twenty dollars a

like a

the insolence of his race.

I was finally engaged for "May Blossom."
and remained with it part of a season, join-

something

week,
sounds

all

1

hopes would perme with him the

weeks.

me?"

of the prognathous jaw.

fortune, and yet there entered into it
the element of choice, for I had at nearly the
same time a chance to go with a melodrama,

of

for

will

engagement."
"There is nothing," the boy would answer
stiffly, and I would go away, but would soon
come back. I kept on calling until the manager did see me. It was,
suppose, the gift

good

season

we

mula of the boy.
"I want to see Mr. Blank

season, and I accepted with secret
outward humility.
but
pride
That would appear to have been luck or

a

is

"What do you want?" was

next

for

"Oh, by the way, anything

there

of the threshold had invariably

the affirmative in as repressed

offered to take

say,

When

called on them, too.
Of course, I was met by an office boy, who
stood between me and the manager.
The diminutive guardian

:

a manner as

would

send for you," was the invariable
But I kept on calling.
an
agent's frown.
reply accompanied by
The managers did not escape without attentions from me. I

"No.

Or
law, and I began to study Blackstone.
I would have studied Blackstone had I not
been elected president of the Lawrence Barrett Dramatic Society.
That office absorbed
all my youthful energies.
We invited Mr.
Barrett to come to one of the performances
of the society which had been named after
asked

Xew York

to

resorted to writing letters to myself, so that I might, with more
After nreiving the
countenance, present myself in the office.

cell."

When the performance was over
me if I wanted to go on the stage.

came

I

ously to Baltimore and mother.
Since the governor was unalterably opposed to the stage we compromised on the

him.

I

and looked for an engagement. I had all the experiences known
or imagined and groaned over today by young men who want to
be actors. I went into the agents' office three or four times a
day until I was tired, and they were certainly tired of seeing me.

He said "Your vocation is the
And back we went inglori-

father.

padded

at

stayed at the two-dollar-a-day places. And
might have had a sleeper. 1 never rode in a

differ-

A
from a call.
is an opportunity

father wouldn't

speak to me after I went on the stage.
The offer from the melodrama company

from my view
had such a vo-

we regard

My

mother's assistance.

my

the

differed
that I

in

I
had to buy my own costumes, which
amounted during the year to seven hundred
and twenty dollars. The only way to make
money with that company, I concluded, was
to be discharged from it.
However, I got the
wardrobe and lived through the season with

father

priesthood.
was the only one

/^kk

imiii ntl\

.

W11KX

my

liuinlily null

obieurlt3',wlllioiit money
nil.
without eiionich to
-- euine.
cut. before -u.

WILTON LACKAYE

went upon the stage I was
seventeen, and had encountered the
usual parental obstacles and the
change from what fond relatives had thought
was a predestined career. I had wished to be
a priest, had even befor

fumoiift, will
e 11 < li

tell

.1

I

gun studying

now

month how they worked

;

fell

ri---r-..

themnelvepi

Wilton

Lackaye

at

20

campus of the asylum, and I literally walked
through the summer, because I played only
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JOHN DREW AND MARGARET DALE
In Augustus

Thomas' new comedy "De Lancey"

at the

Empire Theatre,

New York
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Need I say that I found it a long walk?
the forked road, one way of which led to ease and
the other to professional experience, confronted me, I chose what
walking parts.

Whenever

seemed

and that manager "suppresses individuality." In my
years as a beginner I never had any such quarrel with managers.
On the contrary, then as now, managers were so glad to find that
that this

an actor thought about

to the short-sighted to be the
instance, I once had to

that

choose between playing Pierre, the cripple, in Kate Claxton's "The Two Or-

The
wrong

phans" company, and small, almost no
parts, in Fanny Davenport's repertoire
I chose Miss Davenport's
company.

has no idea at

technique.

of differing periods and

stations in life

NAT

M.

keeping with the nationality.
do
"Why
you do that?" some one asked me. "It is needless."
"Because I want to learn how to play a Frenchman," I replied.

gestures in

was well, for it happened that the next season I had a French
part in "Alan Dare," a companion part for that which I had elabIt

orated in "Fedora."

There is something in every part. It is the duty of an actor to
and develop it.
There is a great deal of complaint just now by young actors

find

chum

young
asked

iRaymond Hitchcock,

SCENE IN EDWARD

E.

"Yes," said I, "I know what you
mean. I have the feeling of the violin

WILLS

In "The Duke of Duluth"

"Canuck," and Barry M. Fay, Elsie Fay's
While with Miss Davenport I played the part of a serfather.
It was the only character
vant, the French valet in "Fedora."
in the play that was not Russian, and did not speak Russian. The
fact that the character spoke French gave me a chance to use

chief's

a

she said.

it,"

at

the

You

in

John Bunny, as the

of

who was

do something simple, like crossing
the stage properly, and after trying
twenty times, did not do it to the satisfaction of the star and manager.
She
treated them to her scorn, and came
over to where I was sitting.
"You are an artist (she meant that
they were not), you know what I mean.
I have the
feeling but I cannot express

pany, in which I at least learned how to
fasten on chain mail, to walk across the

Hall

instance
all facile,

to

During the eight continuof
which I speak I was a
ous years
member of the Fanny Davenport com-

McKee Rankin

an

woman, not at

ate salary.

with James O'Neil in "Dead Heart,"

recall

I

then, having sacrificed every
chance for advancement for the immedi-

would do, how to forget
and
other necessary rudimy hands,
with
Rose
ments,
Coghlan in "Jocelyn,"

idea about his part, but that he
all.
When the manager

charged with "suppressing individuality," he is guilty of trying to teach

were

men

all,

is

company at one-half the salary, to the
amazement and stern disapproval of the
boys who were of my crowd. Most of
them, I am sorry to say, are where they

stage as

his part at

they welcomed his suggestions.
trouble is not that an actor has the

wrong way. For

Majestic

but

can't express it."
person who cries that his "individuality
hasn't
anything to suppress. Technique
suppressed"
I

will find that the

is

being
never denies inspiration, nor inspiration technique.
requires mechanical furnishings.

While

I

was rehearsing
discovered

I

"Aristocracy,"
may be to an actor.

have thought

I

had

when

I

my

Electricity

for the part of Jefferson Stockton in
how invaluable an aid a phonograph

a record of my part when I might
intonations and inflections at a state of

made

might have thought there was not a flaw in
so
hard
had I worked with the part. But so far from
my delivery,
its being perfect, I noted just one hundred errors and faults in the
perfection,

way

I

rectly,

me

to

spoke the

I

lines.

One may

think he

is

reading a line cor-

and be as far from perfection as the phonograph informed
mv amazement I was.
WILTON LACK A YE.

as the bibulous fire chief

Phyllis Sherwood, as the irrepressible youngster

KIDDER'S RURAL COMEDY, "EASY DAWSON "

How Comic Operas Are

Written

AN INTERVIEW WITH THE AUTHOR OF "THE PRINCE OF PILSEN"

PIXLEY,

FRANK

alacrity, put on at the Studebaker Theatre in Chicago, and

the

author of "The Prince of
Pilsen,"

ran for 243 nights to crowded

"King Dodo" and

The
Dodo"
"King

houses.

other successful musical pieces,
has been writing for the stage
for ten years.

at

Akron, Ohio.

for

contained in the

seeking of Ponce de Leon for
Fountain of Youth. After

After graduating

the

from the State University at
Columbus, Ohio, he studied law
for two years, and then deciding
he had enough of Blackstone, he
studied medicine for the same
length of time. This also proved
distasteful, and he taught English for a time at Buchten College

idea

original
is

its

production

three

writers

came to Mr. Pixley, accusing
him of stealing their ideas, and
one of them threatened to sue
him.

asked

Pixley calmly

for

the date of the other man's play.
As "King Dodo" had been written six years before and had lain

Finally,

he purchased the Akron Times,
changed it from a weekly to a

dormant

daily, and, in addition to his edi-

though he laughed as he assured
the man who claimed the orig-

torial

acted

work,

as

ity

political

it

dissatisfied,"

telling a

Armstrong

his first play,

a blank contract
piece of

my

"The Carpet Bagger," was produced

Tim Murphy

Toledo,
taking the leading role.
"I
"I had not seen any of the rehearsals," said Mr. Pixley.
was sure of the later acts, but the first I felt to be weakest, so I

was a success the rest would be. Before
and all the company were called
before the curtain. When I realized the hit it had made I went
out before the second act and telegraphed my resignation to
if

the

first

act

the end of the first act the star

the Herald."

The Herald was

loth to lose so good a man, and they delayed
to
fill Pixley's place, and
eight weeks passed begetting anyone
fore Pixley's resignation was accepted as final, and then they said

"Whenever you want to come back you will always find
desk
awaiting you; just hang up your hat and go to work."
your
The desk is still waiting and Pixley's hat is still following its
owner around the world.
About the time Pixley left the Herald there was a Chicago

to

him

:

company with an

all-the-year lease theatre on its hands.
success
with "The Carpet Bagger," they
of
Pixley's
Hearing
asked him to write them a musical comedy for summer produc-

stock

merely as a rent payer. So, in collaboration with Gustav
Luders, Mr. Pixley set to work, and "The Burgomaster" was
the result. For seventeen weeks it ran to packed houses, and its
tion,

Before this in fact, before
success surpassed all expectations.
even "The Carpet Bagger" had been written Mr. Pixley had
put in his spare time writing a comic opera, which, however, he
had been unable to sell. Everyone turned it down, saying he was
not fitted for that kind of thing and had better give it up. But

when

time

!

and
market for

Pixley
a

Manager Savage, who had produced "King Dodo," now signed

FRANK PIXLEY CONSTRUCTING A LIBRETTO

low envelope at the end of the week was not enough for
I wanted to do something bigger."
efforts.

that

this

anything they might turn out.

said

representative of his
work.
"I felt that the reearly
ward contained in the little yel-

knew

centuries before

By

THEATRE
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About 1896

he did not claim

his

Luders had won

the Record-Herald.

in

as

lief

Chicago Times-Herald, now

"I became
Mr. Pixley in

fully established,

own, since Ponce de
Leon had promulgated that be-

he became

Later,
managing editor of the Chicago
Mail. From there he drifted to
the

was

inal idea that

correspondent for various Eastern papers.

in his trunk, his prior-

of idea

the next manager applied for a production Pixley went fishing in his trunk, and from beneath piles of linen and love letters
he drew out his majesty, "King Dodo," which was accepted with

for

the

next

work turned out by

the

and Luders and Pixley immediately packed
their trunks and went to Europe, where, travelling through nine
countries, they wrote "The Prince of Pilsen," a piece which has
played twelve engagements in New York alone, and is considered the most popular of its class ever written. "Woodland" was
Mr. Pixley's next success.
"It's queer how some songs take and others do not," said Mr.
Pixley to the present writer, as he flecked cigar ash from his
smart tan shoes. "I asked Luders to pick out a song in 'The
Burgomaster' which he thought would make the biggest hit and
I did the same.
Well, if you would believe it, the two numbers
we had marked were the only two in the piece the audience did
not like, while the 'Bumble Bee' song, which we had thought
scarcely passable, made the hit of the piece, and 5,000 copies of
it were sold."
Mr. Pixley is very enthusiastic over his work. He loves it
and lives for it. His wife writes very clever verses, but says all
her ambition is for him. Mr. Pixley's pet particular fad is his
collection of photographs, which is one of the finest in the counCharming at all times, Mr. Pixley's smile is irresistible, and,
try.
He is tall, of
incidentally, he is handsome and well groomed.
and
athletic
with
a
fine
brow
aristocratic
build,
nose, dark
strong,
brown hair and dark eyes, in which there is just the touch of the
dreamer. When he speaks it is in a well modulated voice that
He chats very informally and delightfully
is pleasant to hear.
about his work, and gives fascinating glimpses of life behind the
curtain. He spent the past winter in Pasadena, California, where
he wrote a new musical comedy for Charles Frohman which will
be produced this season in New York and London.
"It is curious," he said, "how many people confuse musical
comedy with comic opera. Comic opera deals with the imaginary,
while musical comedy must keep close to the real. It must never

two clever

treat

of

writers,

anything that

is

not true to

life.

Costumes,

scenery,

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
prima donna. You must have a comedian,
and there must be foils for him, for he can't

must be
and
cosmodern in every sense. The people
be
can
tumes must be those of today. There
is
Dodo'
no flight of the imagination. 'King
must be

action, all

The

a comic opera.
of Dodo-land.

do

neither

You

It

on the

new piece?"
do
a
he
selected
as
smiled Mr. Pixley,
cigar from
it.
his case and slowly lighted
"Well, if you
want to visit my workshop you will find it
very elaborately furnished with a Faber No. 2
I set

and a pad of paper. My plays are built out of
But it
air and located in the realm of fanc>.

me

very real to

is all

ination.

as I write.

I

Otto

Sarony Co.

James Young
in

in

"Tom Brown

imag-

acts,

and color effect,
in
every entrance and exit
every

light

teen

;

my

through
as

when on

"A

has

musical comedy
to

office

perform

plain

proper setting, costumes, peo-

is so.

Our work demands the
bizarre, the unique. The play-

might be dressed

in white, in

would

make

the piece go.

be

Of

funny to

"The

first

scenario,

whole.

chart.

see,

is

to write

thing

an

salvation

Hall

THE ROGERS BROTHERS

IX

which you outline

ley, a bit ruefully.

settle

like

"Of
is

course,

the

own

piano with

"Sometimes the trouble

is with the music, and
the composer has to keep at work till he gets
just the right thing. At other times it is in the
lines, and they have to be worked over.
Why,
I

:

have written

verses

enough for the waste

basket to reach from here to Pittsburg
"The music of 'The Prince' was written be!

raisins.

who

at

four times," added Mr. Pixin

your characters. You
making a plum pudding
mix your pudding and then drop in the

much

act.

The
trembling.
'The
in
the
Violet
Message of
Prince of Pilsen' was written

IRELAND

This

you must

it's

each

and

fear

of

analysis
the skeleton of

something

in

sing

come-

the

have

he has to work out his

your play,
forms a kind of sailing
Then after you have formulated your

your piece

first

like that

written

works to get an appropriate
melody to fit the words, and

to

course,

much

it

the lyrics are written
are
turned ove r to the
they
musical composer, and he

must have back-bone,
he
continued, "and the
too,"
is

have

that

When

a piece

complication
in the novel.

know

Then

must

dian

they

lacking

you

love duet.

another in pink or yellow, or
orange, but they would still
be summer girls, and the novelty

I

that very likely they will get
together later on and sing a

might

scene

but

prima donna must have a solo
love song, and the tenor must
also have one, and you know

summer

of

is,

regular musical numbers
The
there are the lyrics.

:

Newport

it

the

wright must locate his piece
in a country where he can
find
the right people and
costumes for good choruses.
a piece loFor example
present a chorus
In one
girls.

it,

"After

ple.

in

if

one part of the piece make a
great hit in another, and vice
versa.
Why? I cannot ex-

the

cated

;

Some num-

fall flat.

bers that are unsuccessful in

would

it

same

the

follow each

a second funny one

one will

operetta located in
thing.
the United States could ever
lack the right conditions

of

ever

other.

:

No

be a success, because

nearly
No
the acts.

That is, a humorous
must
not be followed by
piece

a

must appeal to the eye, the
ear and the intelligence. The
location is the most important

story

among

numbers

two

the

it

the

divided

kind must

three-fold

that

musical

twenty-four

equally

stage.

a

to

numbers,

imagination just
as

clearly

The
is

two scenes may take place simultaneously,
while the act shows a lapse of time. The
of Harvard"
average musical comedy is divided into two
some
have
three.
If there are but two acts, one act
though
has two scenes. In a musical
comedy there are from eigh-

moves

short, the entire piece

usually a sou-

naturally, into these divisions.
difference between an act and a scene

movement

see every

is

falling,

every costume,

I see

there

brette, and sometimes an ingenue needed to
develop the story. Your funny man may be
a tramp or a king
anything you choose but
he must be there. After you have settled
your characters the next thing to do is to diAn act marks a
vide the play into acts.
division of time, and you will find your play

;

Pilsen,'

Then

be funny alone.

a musical comedy.
out to write a

is

"How

.

leading character is king
don't know where that is

'The Prince of

I.

other hand,

in keeping.

you must have a prima donna
and if she is good look-

tween meals and

all

the time.

On

the morn-

ing of the first production the overcure was
not yet written
Luders had tried 10 get at it

a good singer

ing and a good actress so much the better,
but she must be a good singer. Even then at
rehearsals you hear her warbling over your

!

but could not seem to get the right touch, and
said he would write the thing the night before
the performance.
Well, that night I went
over to his rooms and found everything in con-

songs as though she had a hot potato in her
mouth. You must also have a tenor. Nobody but a tenor can ever make love to a

fusion.
Armstrong

New

MARY BOLAND

leading

woman

with

Robert Edeson

Music was scattered over the

floor
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White

Sarony

Now

appearing

and

in the

at

New York

the Princess Theatre,

Playing the leading role in "The Heir to the Hoorah."

midst sat Luders frantically trying to write. 'It's no
he said 'I simply can't do it; I'm used up.' The man

use, Pixley,'

;

had been working night and day, and
for anything the next day, so

I

saw he would not be

my own

took the thing in

I

fit

hands.

myself, and knew what he needed
so I sent across to the drug store for a good, stiff dose of bromedia, gave it to him and sent him to bed. I told the boy to get

I

had studied medicine a

little

;

him out at six o'clock the next morning
up and not to take no for an anIn the morning he was all
swer.
right and the overture was written.

Baker Art Gallery

GUY BATES POST

MARGARET ANGLIN

to

keep

at

him

till

he got

a

certain musical

the stage.

mate

number

There must be

sequence.

ALICE NEILSEN

to return to

America

for a tour in

grand opera

or seven times in one piece, so you see there are a great

many

We

the electrician must be consulted. This is very important.
for waterfalls, rain, snow; we
use electricity for many things
make sunrises and moonlight and lightning. White light is seldom used on the stage. What the casual observer takes for white
light

is

usually amber.

The 'make-up' and

'props'

would show

too clearly in a white glare. There
are from five to twenty-five electricians

throwing

lights,

and some-

times five different lights are used
at one time to gain the desired

to

effect.

legiti-

People cannot

About

costumes to be planned for each play. A water-color sketch is
made of every costume required, and this takes much time. Then

"It is oftentimes difficult to adjust

255

.be

"Another very important point
that the costumes must match

brought on to sing, alone. There
must be some natural action deThere
velop from the entrance.

is

must be some reason for them

afternoon and deepens into the blue
of moonlight, you must use great

the atmosphere.
If your piece begins in the mellow, yellow light of

to

be on, and for everything they do

must be some evident reason.
"The work of the librettist and
composer has but just begun when

care

there

the writing is done. They
then consult the scenic artist,
all

scene,

must

effects,

who

just as the real stage will
all three go over it to-

Perhaps the

artist

thinks

for

moonlight

ef-

the property man to be seen. If
soldiers need swords, or tin

cups, out of which to drink air, he
furnishes them. If artificial flowers

are to be used, he must

will

six

What

the

how many and what

at least three or four times,
girls

yellow

"Then, after the electrician there
is

matter of costuming the characters

and some of the chorus

autumn

very closely.

;

Every character

an

falling,

and you would have a verdant spring scene. So a chart for
the lights is made and followed

;

change

want
the

fects,

woodland scenery should be substituted for a rose garden. Next you
must visit the costumer the book
is read and re-read to him and the
considered.

with

light necessary

a change at this corner will be better maybe you see that a bit of

is

selection of material.

you

would be a yellow dress in the afternoon light would turn to a vivid
green when seen under the blue

and then

gether.

the

leaves and tints of October.

makes a miniature stage with all
the colors and scenery and various
be,

in

Suppose

From

the Tatter

Successful
first

playwright

night.

taken

Tom

for

his

nervously to cries for "Author" on
Browne, the English humorist, seems to have
model a well-known American dramatist

responding

know

colors,

just

and he

provides them at the proper time.
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After this the manager who
and then the stage manager

is

to

produce the play

to be seen

is

time the piece is
considered ready for rehearsals, which continue from ten to twelve
hours a day for four or five weeks. And there are seven or eight
is visited.

By

this

There is the rehearsal of the dialogue of the
one for the music of the principals a rehearsal of the

kinds of rehearsals.
principals

;

;

male chorus

of the female chorus

;

;

of both together

rehearsals for the light and color effects.

separate parts have been rehearsed by themselves, there

And

;

there are

then, after all the

hit

made by "The Burgomaster," "King Dodo," and "The Prince

of Pilsen," some of the players would have nothing to do with
the next piece, as they thought it must be the inevitable failure.

But on the contrary, "Woodland," which Mr. Pixley wrote two
years ago on the roof garden of the Green Hotel at Pasadena,
California, has proved a great success.

One
The

characteristic of

first

dress
are

at

to

ready
If

piece.

the

last

final

like

you

it,

marks

the

produce

your friends about it, we
make some money. If you
don't we may lose a great
deal.
The theatre is more

writer with interest, as
attractive

of

flash

a

so

milestone

supposed to disappear.
"Yes, indeed, very
terially,"

said

enthusiastically.

best

her
right,
like

critic.

usually
are
suggestions

finale

thing

I

the

is

was

teenth one which

eighwrit-

ten.

"I believe a great deal of
importance attaches to the

name

is

ma-

of the piece," said Mr.

Pixley,

"and

change

the

times.

'The
called

first

ians,'

just

ter'

from the
Hall

it

Helga (Drina de Wolfe) goads Thora (Charlotte Walker)

to despair

I

sometimes

name

several

Prince'

was

Barbar-

'The

and 'The Burgomashad its name changed

find

generally
always see

of the second act of

"King Dodo"

and when she does not
a

improve

As an example of this it is
interesting to know that the

Mr. Pixley
"She is my

I

to

trying

their already accepted work.

at

interest

of

tire

magnetic

though
they have been married for
eleven years, and long ago
the

If
tries

He and his collaboGustav Luders, work
together in this, and never

devoted,

conjugal

and

it

not

rator,

and his little FrenchCanadian wife are still in
love with each other, and re-

which

is

as the original.

again.

ley

passed

good

not he discards

glance from the blue to the
brown eyes. For Mr. Pix-

freshingly

each part

till

substitution

that the

with

ning princess robe of pale
gray passed near where we
were sitting, and I caught
the

a hit

seems as nearly perfect as
he can make it. It may be

and a stun-

hair

makes

goes on trying to im-

still

ing a costume,

an

brown

If a piece

this

prove this scene, substitut-

"Does Mrs. Pixley assist
you in your work?" asked

fluffy

cess.

of

ing a new song there, adding a bit of dialogue, chang-

Pixley

the

pages.

perfect

secret

he

of a gamble than the wheat

woman

the

One

playwright's success is that he is
not content with mere suc-

and

tell

market," and Mr.
smiled quizzically.

and erasures,

but not a crossed-out word,
not an error of any kind

Then we

rehearsal.

extreme neatness.

is its

interlineations

are the ensemble rehearsals,

and then

Mr. Pixley 's work

copies of most authors' manuscripts are wonders to behold in the matter of errors,

Indeed,

original.

proved so hard to name,

that its final christening did
ACT II. "THE PRODIGAL SON" AT THE NEW AMSTERDAM THEATRE
change it, for I
I
not take place till three days
where it can be bettered.
remember once we had a song which I thought would make a hit, before it was first produced. This piece was produced after three
and a half weeks of rehearsals."
but when we tried it, it wasn't popular. 'It needs more people,'
trio.
one
more
and
made
it
a
introduced
Mr. Pixley has also written an eccentric comedy, "The Dollar
we
said Mrs. Pixley, so
it
a
well
received.
'Make
still
it
wasn't
but
It went better,
Mark," which has not yet been offered to any one. "I simply had
very
I
folit
needs
is
more
to
Mrs.
'What
said
people.'
chorus,'
Pixley.
get it out of my system," said the author, laughing, "so I wrote
her
the
made
hit.
You
it.'
and
a
her
GRACE HORTENSE TOWER.
lowed
see,
song
great
suggestion
or
are
correct."
Mrs.
and
intuition
usually
Pixley,
judgment
"Billee," as her husband affectionately calls her, often travels
PINERO
abroad, absorbing local color for him, while he stays at home and
Pinero passes many a sleepless night
writes. In this way she gets suggestions for the proper costumO'er problem plays, to make them all the rage
ing and staging of the piece. Recently, while he was engaged in
The women with a Past exhaust him quite,
writing a new piece, she spent six weeks in the Hawaiian Islands
Providing futures for them on the stage.
studying the natives and getting ideas. This fall both will visit
Japan to get data and inspiration.
THE ROOT OF THE MATTER
Mr. Pixley has broken all records and proved the exception to
the popular superstition among theatrical folk that bad luck folStar Actor (to Dramatic Critic)
So you really think I have
lows three great successes, and that a librettist must inevitably
no dramatic ability.
Mr. Pixley, I believe, is the only
suffer defeat after three hits.
Dramatic Critic Not a particle. But what of that? Look at
librettist who has had four consecutive successes. After the great
vour wardrobe
;

!

Scenes in Hall Caine

Charlotte Walker as Thora

ACT

I.

The

letter

f

s

Aubrey Boucicault
from Magnus

Photos by Hall

New Drama, "The

as

Oscar

E.

ACT

E.

Drina de Wolfe as Helga

ACT

III.

Helga's passionate plea

J.

II.

J.

Prodigal

Morgan as Magnus
Magnus warns Oscar

to

be faithful to Thora

Aubrey Boucicault

Morgan

ACT

Son

IV.

After

many

years

1

THREE DIFFERENT PHASES OF MAY IRWIN'S EXPRESSIVE FACE

Photos by Hall

Irwin on

May

Humor, Home and Business
(CHATS WITH PLAYERS

AM a serious
I

woman."

eyes, in

Irwin looked smilelessly at her interviewer. She
stands chiefly to American audiences for humor and

May
who

American public at large for business sagacity, measured
by a long rent roll and a corpulent bank account and had been
asked to discourse on these subjects, would have dismissed the
to the

first

with one sentence.

"It

is

"There

she

true,"

persisted
not a woman in the

is

harder time in

life

than

I,

and

when looked
United
it

to for explanation.

States

who

makes a woman

has

had a

serious to re-

instance, that there are thirty-three persons who look
The thirty-three are relatives or
to her as that number do to me.

member, for
servants

whom

it

my duty and my pleasure to help.
whom I support, my brothers, who

is

My

have
and there is Sarah. It was Sarah who brought you upstairs.
She has been with me seventeen years. She has four
Do you remember that I
children, three daughters and Bobbie.
had out an eight-sheet poster a few years ago a cunning little
pickaninny that I held in my arms ? Sarah's Bobbie is the original
of that poster.
If anything happened to Sarah, of course I would
look after them.
Yes, I may be said to be the head of a family of
thirty-three, white and black."
No. 16 West Sixty-eighth Street, which houses Miss Irwin
mother, for instance,
families,

when

New

a five-storied, cream-colored brick
structure, whose spacious swelled windows suggested the pleasing rotundity of the chatelaine.

she

is

in

York,

is

Within, as Miss Irwin had forewarned by telephone, there was
makes for greater order, the annual house-

the disorder that

cleaning that must wait for the actress' return from her tour,
even though the tour should be prolonged into August. Rugs
were rolled into huge dark shapes that perched upon covered
couches or loomed, indistinct shapes, from remote corners.

Floors shone and perspired from their recent thorough cleansing.

Through

the long;, open halls

came

the sound of electricians at

their tedious repairing, but out of the

momentary chaos emerged

a smiling, middle-aged colored woman with the low, musical voice
of her race, who led the wayfarer up two flights, and to the open

door of a wide-walled, sunny, front room, which, when chaos becomes cosmos once more, will resolve itself into the capacious den
of the funniest stage woman in America.

Miss

Irwin

a business-looking desk engaged in the
household receipts a blonde, strongfashioned on ample lines, with long, narrow, gray
sat

No. 43)

which smiles lurked and

reached the

flitted,

smiles which seldom

of a straight, determined mouth.
She wore a
skirt and a white dotted Swiss bodice, short-sleeved

lips

white duck
and open-necked.

In the early morning hours this costume had
been daintily fresh. At noon it bore the marks of honorable toil.
for the commander-in-chief of the household forces had led a

dusting skirmish, a shadow of which lay lightly upon her cheek.
May Irwin, star of "Mrs. Black Is Back," wearer of pink chiffons and point laces and diamonds, had died with the perished
season of 1904-5. She would not be resurrected until Mrs. Black
on tour late in August. We had before us May Irwin.

started

housewife, a most acceptable creature. The domestic stage was
It was a bare, unpoetic morning rehearsal.
Miss Irwin

unset.

made no apologies

for nebulous conditions.
One swift sentence
day before had disposed of them. She had
kept her promise of a chat at noon, and she met the caller on the
habitable grounds of understanding and sincerity.
"Humor is spontaneous," she said. "It is born with one or it
To illusis not.
It cannot be acquired, and it cannot be forced.
trate I often receive letters from magazines asking me to write
on the humorous side of this or that. Many times I sit, my

by telephone

the

:

fountain pen clutched in
dian's.
can't.

And
That's

my

hand,
I

nothing happens.

my

features tense as a trage-

have to write the

editor,

'I

quite otherwise. The subject
within the scope of my observations, is com-

Sometimes

all.'

happens to come

it is

The other day an editor
prised in the radius of my interest.
wrote me to write about the funny things I had seen on street
I wrote it at once because it was something I had noticed
cars.
and was a favorite subject of mine. Notice the next time you get
on a street car the worried look of the men and women, the jaws
thrust out, the forehead gathered into hard knots, the lips downIf there is one pleasant face,
drooping, the eyes hard and sullen.
one good-natured looking person on the car, your eyes wander
back again and again to look at him. I said 'him,' for it is almost always a man. Men are more cheerful than women. If
things are unpleasant at home the man can go out, get away
from and forget it. Women stay at home and nurse the unpleasant thing, whatever it is.
Their thoughts turn inward. They
brood.
As though anything on earth
Poor, foolish creatures
were worth ruining their tempers and their outlook upon life.
!

"To me humor

at

prosaic pursuit of -filing

is

jawed woman,

which

is

not analyzable.

It

comes or

it

does not.

It

That

as mysterious and less controllable than electricity.
is called the comic mind seizes upon the funny points in a

Scenes in "The Catch

of the

Season"

at Daly's

Photos by Hall

Edna May

as

the

modern Cinderella who,

after being

snubbed by two haughty

sisters,

wins a duke for a husband
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The person who taught me,
than anyone else in learning to make those points,
was Augustin Daly. The 'Gov'nor' was glacial at times, but I
loved him. Dear old Tony Pastor had spoiled me by allowing me
play and

makes the most of them.

me more

helped

my own

to

do any-

thing he had suggested as an improvement,

I didn't,

to

have

and

was

it

"When

I

If I didn't

way.

want

"Next week Harry and Walter and
rough
It

it,"

was

know

not

found a different sort of

to Daly's I

atmosphere, a very different sort of man. Three
things he taught me were invaluable. One was the

pause before speaking the

line that

For instance, in my present
to me: 'Didn't you ever lie

makes the

point.

and Irwin

play, Miss Burby says
to your first husband?'

said,

waited a

owe him the

other, of deliberation.

It

On

me

I
I

was natural

the stage.

I

main Moor

is

is

only one room in this house that has not

"That is the
been disturbed," said Miss Irwin.
from
the wrath
there
flee
den
We
boys'
upstairs.
and dust of housecleaning. You should have seen

to finish every sentence with the falling inflection, a fault that is one

common on

the

"There

I

was he who taught me not

of the most

us last night. One of the boys was playing a guitar,
and I sat at the table with a cigarette and a gin fizz

Hall

In

-JESS" DANDY
"The Prince of Pilsen

that

"

never stop re-

my

for me."

other boy had gone downstairs and made
She sighed contentedly. "I suppose I

have broken every member of my company of it.
me 'Why do you stay at Daly's?
"My
You have no chance there.' And I always said, 'I am staying
because I am getting what I need discipline.' Besides, I hnd
another reason. My husband, all of those four years that I was

know fewer

was dying of consumption, and I had two children, one
in long clothes, and one just learning to: walk."
Enter Sarah with a telephone message. "Tell them I will call
this afternoon.
Tell them to be in.
And get out my checked
skirt and green jacket and the white silk shirt-waist and green

human eyes, that of happiness complete.
"One of my sons is in a broker's office. The

hearsing until

I

friends used to say to

at Daly's,

turban."

Sarah went out with the noiselessness of the good
word of semi-excuse revealed that the women

be

it

Forty-fourth street

everything herself," and has "been saving."

to talk fast.

restored.
"It

On West

a French restaurant with a balone may dine pleasantly
where
cony attachment,
and cheaply al fresco. The house is on May Irwin's
These and many other evidences there
rental list.
are that Miss Irwin has "worked hard," has "done

He used to sit out in front, and
had finished a long speech, 'What
was that ?' I would repeat it. 'Ah, I don't remember
any such speech in the play.' It was embarrassing,
but he got the slow speech he wanted, and peace was
for

ask quietly when

May

and they are owned, need

Irwin.

is

full

pauses to prepare the audience for the next point.
owe to Mr. Daly the lesson of the value of a pause.

by

castle,

a four-story brownstone house with a cafe in the
basement. The latter bears the sign, Cafe Irwin.

minute for the audience to get the
embarrassing import of that question to me. Then I
answer hesitatingly, 'N-n-o.' In that scene every
line gets a laugh, and I ascribe it in part to our

I

who do

Harry and Walter are Miss Irwin's two six-foot
sons, who live at home with mother and are the
lodestones of her career, and who are ignorant of
the fact that one of the show places in The Thousand Islands, those green jewels that flash from the
broad bosom of the St. Lawrence River, is the big,
round, sloping isle on the summit of which stands
a handsome summer home. They are Irwin Island

that

all right.

went

are going to the island to

I

she said with manifest delight.
a remark that required interpretation to those

servant.

A

It is

because

never cared
life

without

people on the stage than any actress in the country.
I am busy with my home and my boys.
Society I
for,

and had no time

for

have enough

I

it.

my

in

it."

There shone

in the

keen gray eyes a light seldom seen
other

is

in the

in the in-

received an appointment to

surance business.

Yes, Harry
napolis but he failed in mathematics.

was

It

An-

He

riot his fault.

Xavier college and distinguished himself in
the languages, but the boys were given little mathematics, and the
child failed because he wasn't up on geometry
something about
an isosceles triangle. When he failed to pass

had gone

to the St.

Miss Irwin wished to stay in that afternoon
were persons who were in the class of others,

preparatory school at Annapolis I
on the fathers at St. Xavier's and
begged them for the sake of other boys who
might be disappointed as mine was to go in
the

in

called

those outside the circle of the thirty-three,
whom she gave aid without, as she

but those

suddenly,

stronger for mathematics. When I think of
I
what a fool I was over that appointment

Bobbie shyly appeared, an ebony boy, with
He said he had just
a rare dental exhibit.

worked three years to get it. I saw everybody who had the slightest information or
bearing upon that appointment. I went to
dinners I hated because at some of them I
would meet somebody who could tell me

expressed it, "counting."
"Sarah," Miss- Irwin
"where's Bobbie?"

called

!

"Downstairs."

"Send him up."

been to the corner to mail Miss Irwin's

He

ters.

thought he was a good boy.

something. One night at dinner a
'Do you know Richard
Crok^f?'
"

let-

He

tried to be.

We

Miss

has a well-shaped head."

"I

"Work

hard.

"Look after things
"Be saving."

yourself.

hopeless, for he

is

is

home and thought 'Croker,
The man was never out of my
I constantly asked
met, 'Whom do I
No one. No
Croker?'

mind, waking or sleeping.

myself and every

Recently

rigidly.

JMELLA WEBB
seen in "When We Are Forty-one"
New York Roof Garden

They

are

ocratic

Club

man

I

know who knows
One morning when

Ir-

Miss
her three rules of success as measured by the
monetary standard. She had followed them
talked of business.

-'it-

went

Croker.'

manner evinced proprietary

pride.
Irwin cited

'Then,' said he,

the man.'

a cook, a good one, and he was permitted to
trot downstairs.

"He

said,

'No,' I said.

"

"He's got to be," said Miss Irwin, vigorously, "with all of us to bring him up."
Bobbie beamed worshipfully upon her. He
confided the information that he meant to be

win's

man

one.
at

the

the question was

pounding maddeningly in my brain, I read
that there was to be a big dinner at the Dem-

at half-past six that night.

I

figured that

if

the

dinner was at half-past six Mr. Croker would probably be there
about six. At six I went to the telephone. My teeth clicked. I
shivered.

I

was having a nervous

chill.

But

I

rang up the Dem-
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ARNOLD DALY, WHO

IS

and could not control myself
'What do you want ?'
'I want to see Mr. Croker,' I said.

ocratic Club,
"

"

NOW PRESENTING THE SHAW PLAYS AT THE GARRICK THEATRE
till

someone answered

:

'What do you want to see him about ?'
'I want to speak to him about a personal matter.'
"Soon my tormentor came back and said, 'Mr. Croker wants
'

to send

your message.'
upon speaking to the chief myself for just thirty
seconds.
Soon I heard a new voice.
'Is this Mr. Croker?' I asked in a small voice.
"I insisted
'

'

'This

is

Miss Irwin.'

'

present
'

too

ill

is

to

sure to be

my
fib,

three years' chase for that appointment for
and the necessity that I have a letter to

my

son, about

Richard

my

Croker.

He went to the club next
letter, but he did better.
morning himself and introduced me to Mr. Croker, saying: 'Miss
Irwin has done a lot for my family and for all of us, Dick. Do
all you can for her.'
And Mr. Croker promised.
'I didn't know you had sons.
I've got boys of my own,' said
Mr. Croker. 'I will do what I can. Are you sure there is an
There was no

'

'Yes.'

'"Yes, what is it?'
'I
I
have a letter to you and want to
"

am

come down, but wont you wait
home soon?'
"Soon the door opened and the Judge came in. The butler
told him a lady was waiting.
He came back at once.
he
Irwin,'
said,
'May
taking my hand in a big, strong grasp.
I'm afraid I was foolish then. When I could I told him about
I

The Judge

'

'

"

Mrs. Leventritt.
in the library.

'"Who are you?'
"I confessed.

you

261

appointment

know when

"How

may

I

'But

I

was

"After awhile

it.'

'Send

?'

sure

it

it's

a very particular

letter,' I

that the

man who

could give that ap-

pointment was a personal enemy of the chief's, the one man from
whom he could not ask a favor. It looked as though the work

over to the club.'

'

!

we found

pleaded.

be here at half-past nine to-morrow

must all be done over. But in a few days Mr. Croker called me
up and told me just how to go about it, whom to see, what to

and stumbled upstairs, trembling and
I had no letter.
Where should I get
it?
Sometime during that wretched evening light came. I had
read somewhere that Judge Leventritt was a personal friend of
Richard Croker's. Whom did I know who knew Judge Leven-

So after all he got the appointment for me."
There was no word of her own bitter disappointment from
this mother who wanted her son to become a naval officer.
May
Irwin wastes no time nor sentiment on post-mortems.
The interviewer hinted that some day the little home circle
Would Miss Irwin qualify as
iright be broken by marriage.
royally as mother-in-law as she had as mother?

'All right,'

he

said.

morning.'
"I let the receiver
cold as

tritt?

Judge

ice.

I

had

One man
Leventritt.

I

'I'll

fall

fibbed.

thought knew him.
Certainly.

I

He would

He knew

telephoned.

send the letter at once.
dressed

I

well as

woman

a

for

as

could

I

who was

chat-

tering in a

ner-

vous

and

chill,

drove to Judge
L eve n t ri t t's

home.
not

He was
but

in,

voice

angel's
the
ister

"

Leading member

of

Mr. Daly's company

ban-

The

stray shot

went

cruelly

home. The sun-

ny face fell.
"I would

try.

Anyway, that is
a long way off.
The boys arc
happy

at

home.

They don't seem
to

care

for

girls."

From behind
the clouds there

that

'Isn't

?

sure of

DOROTHY REVELL

called

:

May
voice

an

like

over

a

do.

Irwin's
I
it.

was
I

am

broke

forth

again the cheery

Irwin

*

smile.

ADA PATTERSON.

'>.

**

MARY HAMPTON
Leading member of Mr. Daly's company

Two Notable New French Plays
new plays by distinguished authors have recently attracted much attention in Europe.
They are "The Duel,"
an emotional comedy by Henri Lavedan, produced at the

TWO

Coniedie Franchise, and "Scarron," a tragi-comedy by Catullc
Mendes, which was first seen at the' Paris Gaiete. M. Lavedan,

member

Academy, is already well known as the
author of "Le Prince d'Aurec" and other
brilliant comedies; Catulle Mendes is even
better known in America by his poems, novels and plays.

of the French

in

The
produced
America by Charles Frohman, and deals with
the love of two brothers for the same woman.
Dr. Morey and the Abbe Daniel are as unlike
as it is possible for two brothers to be. Their
paths in life diverged in early manhood.
first-named piece will be

one, deeply engrossed in science, took
to
up the study of medicine, and, belonging
seize
should
we
that
happiness
the materialistic school, argued
where we can and make the most of it, insisting that human love

The

Henri Lavedan

man

His brother, the Abbe,
is the only tangible thing
possesses.
For him the spiritual
life.
on
outlook
has an entirely different
few
interests in common
but
thus
life is everything, and
having
Dr.
drifted
Morey, meantime, has
apart.
the brothers have

become famous

as a nerve specialist,

and among

morpho-maniac, who

his patients

is

brought, a mental
the Due de Chailles, a
The
the
to
and physical wreck,
physician's private sanitarium.
in
the
but
her
love
to
husband,
ceased
hope of
Duchess has
is

long

where she
placed him in Dr. Morey's sanitarium,
is
She
a
charming, beautiful
comes to visit the patient daily.
and
brilliant
is
a
distinguished man. The inwoman; Morey

a

has

cure

Abbe

leaves the physician and the Duchess together, and
profiting by the priest's absence Dr. Morey urges his claim of
human love against what he declares to be superstition. The

the

Duchess

about to

when

Abbe

His entrance
least, the Duchess
spell,
In a rage, the physician turns on the brother
leaves the room.
who thus stands in his way, and losing his
is

yield,

the

returns.

and saved, temporarily

breaks the

at

completely, Dr.
Morey insinuates
there is more of the man's love for the

temper
that

woman

than a disinterested

spiritual

welfare

in

her

for

regard

the Abbe's attitude to-

ward the Duchess.
The chance thrust had gone home, and
when, later, the Abbe ponders over his brother's words he acknowledges to himself that
there was ground for the accusation.
In his
distress he goes to the old Bishop.

Catulle Mendes
Before he
however, the Bishop had received
two other visitors one a messenger who informs him that the
Duke js dying the other the Duchess herself, who seeks that

arrives,

;

spiritual consolation she failed in getting from the Abbe. The latter, in a state of terrible mental excitement, accuses himself of

having sinned at heart and dishonored his cloth. He must, he
But the Bishop takes a more sensays, renounce the priesthood.
He persuades the Abbe to go to the
sible view of the situation.
Duchess, apprise her of the Duke's approaching end, and advise
her to marry his brother.
lence

to

his

spiritual life

The Abbe

consents, and, doing vioout
to the Duchess that the
feelings, points
not the only one to ensure happiness.
Hardly

own
is

has the Duchess promised to follow this advice when news corner,
that the Duke is dead. The lovers are thus united, and the Abbe'.

happens, and the physician and his patient's wife fall in
The Duchess does not love
love.

after blessing the couple, departs
to be a missionary in China.

woman

described by a Parisian critic as
a play that has
"just missed

evitable

her husband, but she

is

a

the other piece,

"Scarron,"

high principles and struggles
the
hard
physician's
against
of

Written

greatness."

andrine

advances.

Alex-

in

is

it

verse,

is

compared

Another patient at Dr. Morey's

with "Cyrano de Bergerac," and

asylum is a missionary bishop,
and among those who come to
the Abbe Daniel.
is
see him

even placed above that most remarkable comedy. It is genercrally described as a striking, ex-

uberant, fascinating and

Brought in contact by accident,
the brothers resume their olddiscussions

time

over

work.

and Faith. Not knowing
Abbe is Dr. Morey's brother, the
Duchess in her distress goes to
him for spiritual advice. Some
time before she had confessed to

field,

for

such as
tion.

of

God, the physician arrives. Having failed to keep his appointment, something told him that he
would find her with his brother,
whom he has already begun to

regard
he be.

as

a rival, priest though

A

sudden

summons

for

of

the

born in 1610. He studied for the
church and was actually orwere
dained, but his excesses

ness that she goes once more to
the study of the priest. While

man

life

"Le Roman

Comique" was well filled with
picturesque and dramatic inciFrench
Paul
dents.
Scarron,
was
and
dramatist
novelist,
poet,

and the Abbe Dan-

closeted with the

was no need
draw upon his

the
imagination,
celebrated author of

are the same.

is

to

moral

of

is

as

The physician
to
her
has urged
keep an apwith
him, and it is bepointment
her own weakfears
she
cause

she

Mendes

Mans-

Richard
he

as

There

monsters.

a priest that she did not love her
husband, and she now discovers

iel

fond

splendid

France by Corole is one just

in

quelin, the title
to the taste of

Science
that the

that the priest

Acted

to

demand

his resigna-

related

that

during
canonry at Le Mans he
tarred and feathered himself as
a carnival freak and was obliged
from popular
to
take refuge
It

is

his

Copyright, The Tatler

ALFRED SUTRO, AUTHOR OF "THE WALLS OF JERICHO"
Alfred Sutro, says The Tatler,has achieved the apparently impossible by writing
a play that has a problem in it and that has yet succeeded. He is the son of a doctor
and was educated at the City of London School and in Brussels. He is best known
"The
Chili Widow" for Mr.
He adapted
by his translations of Maeterlinck.
"
"
in 1903, translated Jules
BourcHer in 1896, produced "a farce called Arethusa
Renard's charming playlet, Carrots." and in 1022 published a volume of eight
studies in sentiment called, "Women in Love." Later he wrote the one-act piece.
"A Maker of Men," recently seen at the Lyceum Theatre, New York

wrath by plunging into the river,
where he contracted the disease
(Continued page

iV.)
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CAPTIVATING

ODOR
the latest crea(pro-

nounced Ve-o-lay)of Paris,
a very dainty, refined peran exquisite mingling
of the scents of crushed woodland flowers. In persistency,
is

fume,
S3.5O
2jV.

--ial

postpaid

in subtle, lasting qualities, in
distinctive originality, in all
that delights the most refined

this fascinating bouquet is a
worthy product of the inimitable skill of

sensibilities

MAISON VIOLET
(pronounced

THE THEATRE
zine.

PR1NCIA,
tion of MaisonViolet

Sample

for it
to a photographer in Perth, and he had me send
his subscription.
I
subscribe for several magazines, and think this one the best ever.

MAY A. BELL MARKS, Red Cedar Villa, Ont.
am proud to say that I own every copy of
THE THEATRE MAGAZINE. I like it especially for
I

its

and wonderful lasting qualities.
Other famous creations, distinguished by
the Grand Prix, held superior in fashionable
Europe to all other perfumes, are

__

sweetness of the

faint, elusive

YTISF
"

Inspired

Sample

Sample vial,

lOc. postpaid.

sweet, dainty
vial, 10.. postpaid.

wild-flower.

a

by

vial,
e

5 ' 11

1

,'

.

<

,

,

vial, lllc. postpaid.

vial, 25c.

Redolent with the breath
of crushed violets. Sample

postpaid.

VIOLET'S (Ve-o-lay) preparations are not sold
everywhere, but are always found in those
shops that enjoy the best patronage.

FARNESE FACE FOOD
c'ear, delicately fragrant face lotion, of known
purity and the perfected product of many years'
effort, is superior to all face creams and powders
in efficacy, neatness and convenience. It beautifies the skin on face, neck, arms and bust by
opening the pores and feeding freely the tissues
beneath, making firm round contours and a soft,
So
transparent, delicately suffused surface.
quickly and completely is it assimilated that one

a

may appear

at will

immediately after each

freshing application.

re-

Positively not injurious.

PRICE, $1.50 postpaid
a dainty, beautiful bottle
FREE An exquisite sachet of the
in

famous Bouquet Farnese

free

on

request.

Frank M. Prindle

&

Co.

Sole Agents for the United States

36 East 21st Street
Dcpt. E.

New York

TRADE MARK

~^

Permit me to congratulate you on your admirably written article on Miss Robson in "The
T heatre" Magazine. I don't know how it could
ue improved upon, in the same space and with the

same opportunity. In
able invasion

its freedom from objectionhave seldom seen its equal.
GEO. TYLER.

I

I

not

on your subscription

list,

but

I

get
from a

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE every month
newsdealer. I prize my numbers very much,

and want to have them bound, for I know they
will make a beautiful volume.
The cover on the
July number of dear old Joe Jefferson certainly
deserves credit. I send for the postals and hope
1

I

will like

them

sent for.

My

Player

f

Which
kind of
hair do you have? The rich,
1V 7> young kind? Then you
are happy. Or the thin, scraggfly,
o'.d kind ?
Then use Hall's Vegetable

''

as well as I did everything else
friend would like a copy of "The

Hair Renewer, and you will
happy. The hair grows more

te

I

rapidly, stops coming- out, and all
the natural, deep, rich color returns
to gray hair. Sold for sixty years.
For the whiskers and moustache we make a Dye
known as BUCKINGHAM'S DYK. It colors iustantly a rich brown or a soft black.
K. 1-.
& CO., Nashua, N. H.

j

HALL

Gallery."

SCHWARTZ,

St.

Paul, Minn.

Your admirable magazine is read and appreciated by many people not connected with the
theatre in any way.
Your broadness in treating the different theatrical topics, the players,
productions, etc., is to be commended in the
A very striking example of this
highest terms.
is your recent treatment of Miss Nance O'Neil.
I do not know the lady, but I have seen her act,
and I know that yours was the only magazine
which gave her the unprejudiced and serious criticism which she deserved.
M.

L.

FULCHER,

ST.

MENNENS

Louis, Mo.

Magazines that Are in Demand
[FROM THE NEWARK NEWS.]
The casual reader visits the reading room of
the Newark Library to browse among the best
of the popular magazines, or to ask the aid of
an assistant in looking up some special article
in which he is interested.
Constant visitors, as
opposed to the casual, are men interested in
neriodicals devoted to their special professions
or trades. These visitors know to the day when
their magazines are to be expected at the library,
and ask for them regularly each week. Among
the magazines most read are The American
Machinist, Engineering News, The Iron Age,
Shoe and Leather Reporter, The Dry Goods
Economist, Scientific American, The Street Railway Journal, The Army and Navy Journal, The
Official Gazette- of the U. S. Patent Office, The
Dramatic Mirror, and THE THEATRE MAGAZINE.

EMOLLIENT -HEALING -ANTISEPTIC

"It's

the Hair=not the Hat'

That makes a

woman

attractive

Seven Sutherland

FOR THE TOILET BATH AND SHAMPOO

Hair
will

Sisters'

Grower and Scalp Cleaner

supply the hair when there
of

life left

is

a

partic'.c

in the roots.

SOtD BY DEALERS EVERYWHERE
WHEN

1

Sicilian
|

am

ELIZABETH

Delicate,, subtle, lasting.
BOUQUET FARNESE Sample
mle vl 26c. postpaid.
xtract
fres h
EXTRA VIOLETTE A"
SI""
woodland
violets.
Sample

BRISE de VIOLETTES

I simply defrank, unprejudiced criticisms.
it from cover to cover.
N. REYNOLDS.

vour

I 'e-o-lay )

Violet products are wholly
original and inimitable, more expensive at
first cost than ordinary perfumes, but many
times more economical and unceasingly satisfactory because of their exquisite delicacy

C"
*- '

is a beautiful, instructive magatake it always on the road and subscribe
while at my summer home. I recommended

I

it

The Maison

AMBRE ROYAL The
Ambre.

inb. eu'ry strand's a feffen
Snfanglino all our

Our Letter Box

A NEW

in

WRITING TO AIJVERTISEHS, KINDLY MEN. ION "THE THEATRE MAGAZINE"
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(Continued from page 262.)
which rendered him a cripple for life. His head
became twisted and his legs paralyzed.
Notwithstanding his dreadful appearance and envenomed by his sufferings, he returned to Paris,
and by his talent and wit became a well-known
figure in Parisian society.

Shortly afterwards

ML'

formed a most romantic attachment for a girl of
much beauty and no fortune named Franchise
d'Aubigne, afterwards famous as Madame de
Maintenon.
Scarron's house was. both before
and after his marriage, a great centre of society,
despite his narrow means. Unscrupulous scandalmongers accused the future favorite of light
conduct during the eight years of her marriage
this strange husband, but history has since
cleared her memory of this stain.
Scarron, who
had long been able to endure life only by the
aid of constant doses of opium, was at length
worn out and died in 1660. Such are the facts,
all of which Mencles has used in his ilay.
His
The
play opens at Le Mans in carnival time.
market place is crowded with citizens dressed in
fantastic costume, dancing:, laughing and shoutA carriage stops and a lady descends, leading.
ing a little girl with a doll. They pause to watch
the merry-makers, and as they stand there appears a float on which is enthroned Scarron, King
of the Revels, and dressed as Momus.
He leaps
to the ground, incites the crowd to wilder merriment, and at the climax of his folly throws off
his clownish garb and reveals himself attired as
an ape.
Shouting ribald verses to his brother
apes dancing around him, the delirium is at its
height, when suddenly from out the gibbering,
blaspheming crowd rings out the treble voice of
a child in strong words of stern reproof.
It is
little Frangoise, the child with the doll, who has
uttered the rebuke.
Scarron goes toward the
child, but she recoils in horror from the blaspheming priest. Aroused to a sense of the indecency of it all, the crowd seizes Scarron and
casts him into the river, from which he escapes
with his life, but with the germs of the disease
which make him a cripple to the end of his days.
Ten years pass. Scarron has become the talk
of Paris.
His scurrilous verse is on a par with
his
His tongue is vitriolic, each
deformity.

to

ENJOYABLE
A5 A COCKTAIL
AND BETTER

BOTTLES IMPORTED
INTO THE

FOR YOU

UNITED 5TATE5

6.000,000

At Hotels, Clubs, Restaurants, Grocers,

Bottled only by

etc

phrase producing a wound at which every one
Then a
laughs except the unfortunate victim.
miracle takes place. The little girl with the doll
has grown to womanhood and meets Scarron.
She no longer shrinks from his touch, for in
her presence his bitter tongue loses its poison
and becomes sweet as honey. She loves him and
marries him.

H. Underberg Albrecht

Rheinberg, Germany, since

I.UYT1ES BROTHERS,

846

1

NEW YORK

the fashionables that come to their
a M. de Villarcatix, a libertine, who
marks out Franchise as his prey. Flattered, fascinated, but still true to her husband, to whom
she is but a sister wife, she does not exactly reShe even goes so far as to
pulse the seducer.
receive his letters and she gives him a signal
when she goes to her virginal chamber in her
husband's house. As for Scarron, the association
with her gentle nature has changed the whole
tenor of his life.
He no longer crucifies his
friends, no longer writes vicious verse about his
enemies.
His publishers upbraid him for this
change which threatens to destroy his popularity.
But Scarron only laughs, and he laughs, too,
when it is insinuated that all Paris is talking of
the intrigue between his wife and Villarcuux.
But he has to satisfy himself that the story is a

Among

Gen'l Agts.

house

CAR PIN

is

and at his bidding his servant goes to her
room, only to find it empty. Mine. Scarron has
In the frenzy of his passion, by
disappeared.
the exercise of one supreme will effort, the cripple compels his trembling limbs to bear his body
to the house where he knows he will find his
wife with the man who would bring dishonor
upon her. Was she really guilty ? History says no.
At the very moment, however, when she admits her love for Villarcatix, Scarron breaks in
upon them, sword in hand. He challenges the
man whom he believes has already betrayed his
Villarcaux laughs at the idea that he
wife.
Driven to frenzy at the
should fight a cripple.
implied taunt, and the violence of his emotion
overmastering him. Scarron falls back, this time
a hopeless paralytic.
Only his eyes can now
speak, and hate surges up in his heart against
him.
this man and woman who have betrayed
lie,

TONIC
a superior preparation whicf; thoroughly
cleanses the scalp and removes dandruff
without making tfye r/air dry or brittle.

prevents lh.e formation of dandiuff, keeps
the scalp in an aseptic condition, invigorates the roots of trie fair, prevents it from
falling out, and promotes tr/e gtowth.
Carpine Hair Tonic, 50 cents and $1.00 the Bottle.

is

Carpine Shampoo, 25 cents the Bottle.

IT DOES

NOT D/SCOJLOft^ NO/^MA. KE THE JfA/fL GREASY

Trie chief ingredient of Carpine Hair Tonic is filocarpine,
principle of Jaborandi; a drug extensively used by trie native
Brazil, who are noted for tfyeir luxuriant growth of hair.

For sale by
HUDSON &
On

Co. (IncJ

active

leading druggists.

CHEMISTS

rf

we will mail you a copy of the second series of Our Players' Gallery, a handsome book
3 numbers of our magazine and containing over 200 pictures.
We have decided to issue this new
hundreds of our subscribers are looking for pictures for their scrap book, and are not willing to sacrifice
current numbers of THE THEATRE.

receipt of 25 cents

made up with
srries,
'.lie

trie

women of

as

WHEN

The only thing

left

which follows

is

it

is death, yet in the illness
his wife, Francpise. who ten-

derly nurses him. while he repays her every kindness with bitter reproaches. She bears it all, and
even writes down at his dictation a ribald song.
But at the moment of death, his better nature
Scarron turns to Franchise and
reasserts itself.
takes an affectionate farewell of her. his own
tears mingling with hers.
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Queries Answered

Reputation

The Editor will ansiver all reasonable questions in this
column, but irrelevant queries, such as the color of this
or that player s hair or eyes, or matters connected with
their purely personal affairs will be ignored.
No replies
Write questions on one side of the paper only.
by mail.

Mrs. J. B. Q. How long would it take to learn and
graduate in the art of graceful dancing and what is the
A. Write to Marie Bonfanti, 1568 Broadway,

cost?
this

city.

L. M., N. Y.
Q. Where did Edwin Arden spend
A.
He went on a six weeks' fishing excursion in June and July, and spent the balance of the
summer in the Adirondack Mountains. Q. In what will
he play next?
A. He has been engaged for "Home
Folks.'
In what will Frank Mills play this winter?
Q.
A.
He is not yet engaged.
Beatrice.
Are Malcolm Williams' brothers and
Q.
sisters on the stage? A.
No.
Where is Mr. WilQ.
liams now?
A.
In Worcester, Mass., managing a stock
Where is Isabelle Evesson at present?
company.
Q.
A. In Los Angeles, Cal., for the summer.
Have
Q.
you interviewed Mr. Williams or Mr. Woodruff?
A.
\"t yet.
Where was Wallace Erskine before joinQ.
A.
ing the Proctor forces?
We do not know. Q Is
that his right name?
A. Yes.
When did Mr.
Q.
Woodruff made his debut? A. At the age of nine in
"Pinafore," at the 14th St. Theatre, this city.
Q.
Where can I obtain Edwin Arden's photograph with his
\Vrite to him. See answer to "A. L. M."
signature? A.
J. E. T., Salt Lake City, Utah.
Has Isabel IrvQ.
A.
No.
ing any children?
Where was she born?
Q.
A.
Ct.
Where was Julia Marlowe
Bridgeport,
Q.
horn?
A.
Caldeck Village, Cumberland Co., England.
Which is considered the best Juliet Maude Adams
Q.
or Julia Marlowe?
A.
It is a matter of opinion.
Q.
Will you publish Julia Marlowe's picture as Ophelia?
A.
Will
Perhaps.
A. See our
Q.
you interview her?
December, 1903, issue.
Which
was
her
greatest
Q.
"Barbara Frietchie" or "When Knighthood
success,
Was in Flower?" A. "Barbara Frietchie" was no
doubt one of her greatest successes.
Is the play
Q.
"The Stubbornness of Geraldine" printed?
A. No.
What is the name of the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Q.
A.
Elise K.
James K. Hackett?
A Reader, South Bend, Ind. Q. In what is Clara
Morris playing? A. She is not acting at present. Q.
U SaMie Fisher with Frank Daniels? A. Yes. Q.
In what are Rose Coghlan, Mary Shaw, Elita Proctor
Otis and Bijou Fernandez playing?
A.
Rose Coghlan
is
with the "Duke of Killicrankie" Co.
Elita Proctor Otis is in vaudeville for the season.
Bijou Fernandez
is now with Thomas Ross'
Company.
"
Raffles." jQ.
Will you publish a picture of Victor
Morley in "the Earl and the Girl?" A. Perhaps. Q.
In what other play has he appeared? A. "The Prince

A.

this

nf

summer?

The

been 50 years

we spend
maintain

The

"f

age she played the

Duke

A'"Richard
York

of

in

result

And
Ask for

the

See

the cork or

tliat

a

is

world-wide
a

exceeding

that

demand

Brewery Bottling.
crown is branded

million

for abso-

is

lute

purity,

The Beer
That Made Milwaukee famous
Wines from the Brotherhood Vineyard are
The

Sixty-fifth

has been accepted and
able

work

Fine.

Annual Price
is

of reference.

List of the Brotherhood Wine Co.,
used by all the leading wine journals as a valuIt is concise and comprehensive.
The Fiftieth

edition in large pamphlet form

now

If

ready.

you would

like to read

it

send your name on a postal card.

BROTHERHOOD WINE

CELLARS
Mngtonvlile, N.

-Has Mrs. Fiske any children? A. No. 6. Will
Sarah Bernhardt come here early in the winter? A.
She conies to America in November under the
management of the Shutierts. Q. What plays will she produce?
-"Angelo," "La Tosca," "The Sorceress." "Camille"
and h<-r own version of "Adrienne Lecouvreur.". Q.
\\ill Coquelin come here with Sarah Bernhardt?
A.
Is any other French company
Q.
coming here
next winter?
A.
None that we know of.
Martin.
().
Where was Sidnev Ainswo-'h orn? A
Somewhere, we believe, in the West.
Where and
Q.
when was William Faversham born?
A.
In London
F.ng., Feb. IS, 1868.
Has he any children? A.
Q.
\o.
Will Robert hoeson play "Strongheart"
Q.
again
next season in Boston?
A.
Yes.
Where is Mel
Q.
Stewart now playing? A. He is with Lulu Glaser's
yille
Co.
O.
Have you published picture! of Faversham in
A.
See our October, 1004. Issue. Q. Where
"I-ctly?
can I get all the theatrical papers? A.
At all newsstands.
L. I.., Brooklyn, N. Y.- What is
James K. Hackett's
iii-w
A. -"The Walls of Jericho."
play?
F. VV.. Indianapolis.
Have you a photograph of
Q.
( hnstie McDonald,
Rebecca Warren and
M Mor
ton
A.
We have of Christie McDonaldJulia
and Rebecca
Warren.

it.

barrels annually.

did Mrs. Fiske spend the summer? A. In California with relatives. Q. What new
rl:iy- will Mrs. Fiske produce next season?
A.
She commences her tour in October with "Leah Kleschna," later
coming to the Manhattan Theatre, this city, with a new

'.

And

in building.

fortunes every year-

demand,

Springfield, M-i-^s.
Where
Juanita.
Q.

At

has

go to the utmost extremes- -to

Pilsen."

R. L. W., Montreal.
Can you place me in comQ.
munication with a few musical agents? A. Arthur Tarns,
Hi!i West 88th St.;
Henry W. Savage, 144 West 43d St.;
F. C. Whitney, 1402 Broadway, all of this city.
Is it true that Clara Morris
J. V. A.. Waltham.
Q.
in
vaudevi le?
A. Clara Morris played in
played
vaudeville as late as the first of June.
She is at her
home on the Hudson at present.
She appeared in
vaudeville once before, May, 1897, in Philadelphia.
Q.
Will a letter sent to Los Angeles, Cal., reach Mme.
Mndjcska? A. Her country address is "The Forest of
Arden," near Los Angeles. Cal.
M. S. S.. Boston, Mass. Q. Will Maude Adams play
"The Little Minister" next year?
A.
No.
She has
a new play called "Peter Pan."
Q. What is Robert
Edeson's wife's name?
A.
Helen Burg.
Is she
Q.
on the stage? A. She is not acting at present. Q.
Is Mr. Edeson a graduate of Columbia?
A.
No.
M. E. II., Brooklyn. Q. Will you publish an article
about Mrs. Spooner's success as a manager?
A.
See
our issue for February, 1903.
Who is to be the
Q.
lunatic lady in "The Wizard of Oz" next season?
A.
We are not advised. O. Was Cecil Spooner's starring
venture a success?
A.
It was not a financial success.
A San Diego Enthusiast. Q. Where could I procure
a good photograph of Margaret
A. Write
Anglin?
Meyer Bros. & Co., 26 West 33d St., City.
When
Perkins,
did
Polly
Brooklyn. Q.
Guy Bates
Post come to the front and in what plays was he previous to "The Virginian?
A.
He was formerly with
the
Mrs.
Brown Potter-Bellew combination, Daly's
Theatre, this city; Otis Skinner, Marie Wainwright, Henderson Stock Co. in Chicago, "Major Andre," "The
Virginian." Q. Are most of the cast in "The Heir to
the Hoorah" from road companies? A.
With the exception of five or six of the people, all were
strangers to
New York audiences. O. Where K Sarah Truax now?
A.
Traveling with her husband (Guy Bates Post).
She
will shortly star in a new
Who will Robert
play.
Q.
l>roiu-t support next season?
A.
He is now and for
this winter in the stock company at Gilmore Theatre,
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T H EAT RE

Louisa Drew John Drew's daughter?
is the best way to forward money
A.
Check, express or money
subscriptions,
order payable and communication addressed to Meyer
Was
Bros. & Co., or stamps.
Margaret Anglin eduQ.
cated at a French convent in Montreal called "Sault
Is
Marie Boland to be
A. Yes.
au Recollet?"
Q.
A.
Robert Edeson's leading woman another season?
A. No.
Edeson
Robert
Has
Yes.
any chidren?
Q.
Has Helen Burg been on the stage since she played
Q.
"Soldiers of Fortune" with her husband? A.- \<>.
A Constant Reader. Q. Can I get a photo of Isabelle Evesson, Grayce Scott, Malcolm Williams and EdA.
Write to them.
win Arden, with their autograph?
Have you published pictures of Malcolm Williams
Q.
A. We published a picture of
and Florence Reed?
Miss Reed in our July, 1903, issue. Q. Will you interA. We canview Isabella Evesson and Grayce Scott?
E.

A.

A.

S.

Q.

Yes.

Q.

Is

What

etc.?

for

THE

FOR
EVERY

HATS

FACE

OF

FIGURE

LATEST

AND

VOGUE

FANCY

MADE and MARKETED by MODERN METHODS in
largest

and

not say.

South Bend, Ind. Q. Where will letters
S.,
A.
Care
Olga Nethersole and Carlotta Nillson?
Dillingham, Knickerbocker Theatre Building, this
Where were Viola Allen and Marie Tempest
city.
Q.
born? A. Huntsville, Ala., in 1863, and London, Eng-

and

Lillian

B.

cocktail
always a new
A
** guesswork
experiment. You rarely get the same
Jiing twice from the same mixer.
is

CLUB COCKTAILS are scientifically

Their
blended from choicest liquors.
aroma, taste, strength, are always uniformly excellent, and their ageing is a
virtue the tried taster can appreciate.
Just strain through
Always ready.
cracked ice and serve.
Seven kinds
land Gin,

G. F.

Manhattan, Martini, Vermouth, Whiskey, Holand York.

Tom Gin

HEUBLEIN

<& BRO., Sole Proprietors
London
New York

Hartford

of better all-around
hit satisfaction than comes with hats
offered at nearly twice our $3.00

born?

A.

When

price.

will

Where was Thomas Ross
Q.
Canada, and was reared in Boston.
A.
he be in Pittsburg again?
During the
season.
Q. Is Viola Allen her real name?

coming
Yes.

A.

Is Edwin Arden 4 considered a clever actor?
E. L.
Q.
A.
See Sept.
Yes.
Will you interview him?
A.
Q.
issue.

How

can a beginner secure an engagement with a good western stock company? A. Make a
the manager of the stock comto
personal application
pany.
Mabel L. K., South Bend, Ind. Q. In what ShakeA.
Marlowe appeared?
spearian pieces has Julia
"Romeo and Juliet," "Henry IV.." Rosalind in "As \ou
When did
Like It," "Hamlet" and "Twelfth Night." Q.
she open in the following plays? "Countess Valeska" (A.
season 1898-99), "Ingomar" (A.
Aug. 25, 1887), "The
Rivals" (A.
May 7, 1896), "Colinette" (A. April 3,
Oct. 23, 1900), "When
1899), "Barbara Frietchie" (A.
Q.
Knighthood was in Flower" (A. Jan. 14, 1901).
What are Richard Mansfield's Shakespearian successes?
A.
"Richard III.," "Henry V." and "Julius Cjesar."
M. Q. What nationality is William Gillette?
J. A.
A.
He was born in Hartford, Conn. Q. When did he
make his debut? A. He made his professional debut
at the age of twenty at New Orleans in "Across the
Continent."
"Max," Chicago, 111. Q. How can I gain admission
Make
A.
to one of Savage's companies in the chorus?
application to Henry W. Savage, 144 West 43rd St., New
R.

G.

L.

York

6ohn Macintosh
the ToffeoKing
MACKINTOSH'S TOFFEE
A C4NDV, originated in YORKSHIRE, England. Made
from pure butter, cream and sugar, and other pood
things. The purest candy made. Not a butter-scotch
but a delicious old English
or a chewing candy
sweetmeat, that every one will enjoy.
You break off a piece and let it dissolve in the mouth, and I tell
yon, you'll find it inore-ish the more you eat of it, the more you
will want.

A*k your donlcr to

tuipply you. See that
face are on every package, or send me 10 cents for a

my name
trial

and

package.

JOHN MACKINTOSH
New York

78 Hudson Street,

Dtpt. 31

Q.

school advertised.
Is it true that the actors
L. S., B. O., Canada.
Q.
of New York are on a strike, and that theatres will emA. There is no such
ploy nothing but union actors?
Does the manorganization as "Actors' Union."
Q.
agement of a stock company supply the costumes for
A.
a subordinate, when just beginning?
They do not
What are the wages
Q.
supply costumes to beginners.
does not exceed
The
of that
A.
salary
weekly
part?

twenty dollars.
A. H. W. and Others. The address of O. S., who
follows:
Otto
offered to exchange programs,
is
as
Schafer, 1434 Ilutchinson Street, Phi adelphia.
M. H. T., Hartford, Conn. Q. To whom should I
A.
C. B.
apply for a position with an opera company ?
Dillingham, 1402 Broadway; Fisher & Kyley, 1432 Broadway; M. Grau, New York Theatre ISldg.; Henry W.
Savage, 144 West 43d St., and F. C. Whitney, 1402
Broadway, all of this city.
M. A. M., New York. Q. Where is Henry WoodA.
He is not playing anyruff playing at present?
Wi'l he play in New York City
where at present.
Q.
A. --Probably.
next fall and winter?
Q. Where is
A.
See answer
Isabelle Evesson playing at present?
to H. A.
Where can I secure a cony of "Caste"?
Q.
A.
Write to Crescent Trading Co., 144 W. 37th St.,
N. Y.
Could I obtain
P. A. M., Sound Beach, Conn.
Q.
a program of the Wallack Theatre production of "A
Co?
A. We
of
France"
from
Liebler
&
Gentleman
When did you have a criticism
do not think so.
Q.
and scenes of the play? A. We had a criticism in the
February, 1902, issue and scenes in January, 1902, and
Where is Ned Howard Fowler, at one time
1903.
Q.
A.
After leaving Proctor's
a Proctor leading man?
We cannot locate him at preshe went to Washington.

Exquisite

Complexion

A

clear,

tram-

parent, delicate-

glowing skin
over firm rounded contours 13
ly

inevitably

had

on face, arms,
neck and bust
by the conscientious use cf

CREME SIMON
world-renowned for
and certain efficacy.

its

purity, delicacy, hygienic qualities,

still

blemishes yield l":e
the pores,
magic to its refreshing touch, because it opens
cleansJS freely, and adds new life and tissue.
Distressing
hollows are
by plumpness because the deeper tissues
filled

all facial

PROTECT YOUR SKIN
from sunburn and redness and keep it delicately suffused by
of Creme Simon.
fragrant cooling applications

A TRIAL JAR TOR
sufficient to last

Write today

OEO.

L.

10

CENTS

you one month sent on request.
to

WALLAU,

U. S. Agent, 2 Stone

St.,

N. Y. Clly

HAT
Ih
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by

Superior Jury
ST. LOUIS
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EXPOSITION.

I17SKWAY

FACTORIES

NEWYORK

DANBUZYCONH

Where

is

Fanny

lieane

(Gilday)

?

A.

DELICIOUS

GUM

PEPSIN

THE GUM WITH THE LASTING
PEPPERMINT FLAVOR.

10

CENTS

PER PACKAGE.
THE ONLY GUM PACKAGE THAT WILL PREVENT
FUZZ AND OTHER ACCUMULATIONS OF THE POCKET
FROM ADHERING TO THE GUM.

BOX WHEN EMPTY A USEFUL
HOLDER K)R SUBWAY AND ELEVATED TICKETS.

FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE.
IF NOT HANDLED BY YOURS. WE WILL MAIL
SAME TO YOU FREE UPON RECEIPT OF 1O C T S

g^

18" ST. SIEVING PLACE.

NE.

YORK CITY.

She

alive

November 10, 1890, at the Broadway Theatre, New
Where was she
in "The Ugly Duckling."
Q.
In what piece did Maude
A.
Q.
Cleveland, O.
Adams make her debut? A. She made her debut as
a star in "The Little Minister" Sept. 13, 1897, in WashShe made her debut on the stage at the
ington, D. C.
Salt Lake Theatre, when only nine months old in "The

M?I

.HI

:NNY

York,
born?

What were some

of her successes?
Case," "A Midnight Bell," "Men
and Women," "The Lost Paradise," "L'Aiglon," "The
O.
Where could I address the folLittle Minister."
lowing: Clara Morns, Walker Whitesides, Amelia Bingham, Marie Wainwright, Creston Clark and Lizzie Hudson Collier?
A.
Send letters care of 7 lie New York
jl/irror. 121 West 42d St.. this city.
will a letter reach Isabelle Evesson?
A.
Where
H.
Q.
Los Angeles Stock Co., Los Angeles, Cal.
A.
Q.
the
What salary does
leading man at Proctor's 1-ifth
A. The amount of salary paid depend?
Ave. receive?
Some get
entirely upon the reputation of the actor.
$200, while others obtain $400 weekly.

Lost Child."
p.
A.
"A Celebra'fed

out.

HAWES

given the

to

stage

Sallowness, wrinkles and

replaced
are naturally fed and

Q.

and resides in this city, but has not been
pursue her calling.
M. N. O., New York. Q. Where was Guy Bates Post
In what play will
born? A. Kansas City, Mo.
Q.
A. "The Heir to the Hoorah."
he appear this winter?
A.
See this
Will you publish pictures of him?
P.
issue.
See answer to "Polly Perkins, Brooklyn."
Yam K. Q. Are Wil.iam Gillette and Virginia
Harned booked for San Francisco this season? A. Yes,
Will you publish a
late in the season of 1905-6.
Q.
A. Perhaps.
Do Bellew
picture of Jane Laurel?
Q.
A. They are enand Sothern assimilate their roles?
in
of
work.
Will
Charles
different
their
Q.
tirely
style
Hawtrey, Isabel Irving or Blanche Walsh visit San FranFlorA.
Was
cisco in the near future?
Q.
Probably.
ence Frend or Friend, Mary Mannenng's own maiden
name? A. Florence Friend.
H. W. Q. Where does Rebecca Warren spend her
summers? A. She makes her home at Cleveland, O.,
although she was in this city late in July. Q.
Where does Christie McDonald live or spend her summers? A. The lady is the wife of one of the sons ot
Joseph Jefferson and spends her summers at Buzzard's
Bay, Mass.
Marocco, South Bend, Ind. Q. When did Mrs. CarA.
She first appeared on any
ter make her debut?
is

able

GRAND PRIZE
TWO GOLD
MEDALS were

and

City.

ent.

An

GUARANTEE

land, in 1867, respectively.
F. S. K., Pittsburg, Pa.
Q.

A Reader, New York. Q. Will you have Miss ManA.
Perhaps.
nering in the series, "Their Beginnings"?
Is there a good dramatic
O.
S. C. J., Paris, Texas.
We have never seen such a
school in St. Louis?
A.

---4

Sold

colors.

with the broad

reach
C.

quantities

in greatest vaof
shapes

riety

Adds tastiness to

food, encourages the appetite, and
promotes digestion. But be sure it's Mcllhenny's,
the original, in use half a century. A stimulating
seasoning for Soups, Sauces, Salads, Gravies,
Oysters, Clams, Fish, Roasts, etc.

Booklet of Recipes on request.

McILHENNY'S TABASCO.

New

Iberia, Louisiana.
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The Current Plays

WHEN YOU ASK FOR
THE IMPROVED

(Continued from page 245.)

MANHATTAN.
ii,

BOSTON
GARTER

"MARY AND JOHN." Comedy

by Edith Ellis Baker.

in 3 acts

Produced

Sept.

with this cast:

John Erwin, John Mason; Frank Warner, John Emerson; Mr. Trowbridge, William B. Mack; Mr. Fairfield
Stevens, Edward Ellis; Phelan, Joseph Hannaway; Mary
Barbara Drew, Amy Ricard;
Erwin, Sadie Martinot;
Teresa Murphy, Annie Yeamans; June Jergensen, Vivien
Miss
Ida
A.
Thomas.
Holt;
Jones,

REFUSE ALL
SUBSTITUTES AND
INSIST ON HAVING
THE GENUINE

Edith Ellis Baker's comedy proved even homelier than its title and scored the second decided
of

failure

no

acid

waste

no

no
no
no

grit

spilling

From

opening.

It

indeed,

is,

that point on. the play

was

lost.

The

The Name
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SLIPS.

Sampli' pair, Silk

Mailed on

The

piece was entirely unworthy of the
hattan and the capable players engaged in
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hair
to
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V

or

Promotes growth, removes danIt luck.
Makes men
drufl. beautlfle* the hair.
women
and
look. 10 years younger.
$i package by mail for 500., 3 for $i.<

TREXOVT TOILET
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I

ruiii.liii ><j.,

CO.
Kotoii, MBKN.

:

will please it also.
The responsibility
for the degeneration of the stage lies entirely with
the managers. In the case of the Rogers Brothers,
the indisputable comic talents of the principals
atone for the poverty of the rest.
These low
comedians are veritable artists in humor, and to
some extent they reconcile one to the utter in-

and vou

1ALP TSSB

McNally's annual concoctions which
change their title each year, but remain practically

anity of

NAIL ENAMEL
" The
A

brilliant,

Dainty

Little

Cake"

by John W. Bratton. which has been on view for
some time at the Broadway. The story of the
pumpkin famine and the adventures of the bov
who raised the only crop, is complicated and dull.
and only the cleverness of the nerformers and the
elaborate setting given the piece saved it from

for

Well Kept

Nails free on request.
will .->ko send samples of four of our manicuring specialties without charge.
Sold by all first-class dealers or

We

Florldlne Mff. Co., 42 Frank in S

.,

N.

V

J.

same preposterous nonsense. Another piece,
more in the extravaganza class, which must be
placed in the same category of comic plays which
are not comic, is "The Pearl and the Pumpkin."
book by Paul West and W. W. Denslow. music

the finger nails, with or without a buffer. No dust,
pumice, nr grease. Guaranteed absolutely harmless.
Especially adapted fortourists. Price 25 cents, per uox.

The booklet

T.

the

extremely rapid, and lasting polish

Very

disaster.

For elegance, fragrance, delicacy
purity. Mine. Koyale's Cold
Cream is absolutely without an equal.
( oiitains the condensed Milk of Al:uid

concrete juice of

young

Scotch Oats. Unsurpassed for whitening, softening and nourishing the
skill, removing wrinkles and giving
;i

in .ilthy.

ii.iiiir.il

to the complexion.

Will not cause

h.iir.
Especially recfor theatrical use in re-

moving cosmetics and preparing the
powder and make-up. Half-

skin for
p'iijii'1

..in 5oc.

jjrby mail

Sole AjenU, 100 to 150

the

"Duke

of Duluth,"

Max

S.

the boards of the Maiestic.
reminiscent, but the
Ivrics
are brieht and the book entertaining.
There is more than the usual supply of good topical songs, and each member of the company, from
the star. Nat. M. Wills, down, contributes to keep
the audience in good humor.
This piece is at
least worth while.
If we must have nonsense on
the stage let it be of good quality. Dull musical

comedy

is

is

more than

an abomination.

and kindred diseases of the skin
can only be cured by destroying
and removing the germs that
cause them, without injuring the
surrounding tissues. In the treatment of skin diseases

Hvdrozone
^ which the only healing agent is
Nascent Oxygen (near to the condition
of Ozone), has been indorsed and successfully used by the foremost physi-

in

cians for over fourteen years.
They
have proven that its action is prompt
and beneficial and that it may be ap-

externally or
with perfect safety.

plied

taken

internally

Hydrozone is sold by leading drugeverywhere.
Preparations with similar names are
concoctions containing only water, oil
of vitriol, sulphurous acid and inert
gists
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The label on every bottle
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If the variety stage by its tempting offers is to
rob the legitimate of so many of its shining lights,
it
is not
surprising that the Broadway houses
should, to offset the defection, draw on vaudeville
for a new assortment of stars.
Thus it is that
the spirit of reciprocity promotes Mclntyre and
Heath from "headliners" into stellar quantities.
At the New York Theatre they are appearing in

ei
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Barber's Itch

Gallons of ink have flowed in denunciation of
that imbecile form of entertainment miscalled
"musical comedy," but to little purpose. Appallingly childish as most of these pieres are, they
succeed in drawing a numerous public. No matter how stupid they be. mature men and women
apparently intelligent, can sit through and even
enjoy these absurd shows of which even an African savage might well be ashamed.
Some of
these productions have at least the excuse that
they make a strong appeal to the frankly sensual.
with their glittering cohorts of shanely girls, their
blatant music, their variegated lights and colors.
But when even these fascinating externals are
lacking, what mvsterious spell remains to hold
their patrons?
The foregoing remarks are not
directed particularly at any musical comedy now
on exhibition in this town, but to the entire breed
of pieces of this class which are vulgar, trashy
and outrage common sense, besides working incalculable harm to the stage bv vitiating and
degrading public taste. The crv ''the public wants
them" is nonsense. The publi- does not know
what it wants. Appeal to its low instincts and
you will please it
anpeal to i*s better instincts

THREE FORMS
POWDER AND PASTE

rstore

of price.

Eczema,

terpretation.

and gums and a pure breath
are the reward of Sozodont.

ye

Option 25c.
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GEO. FROST CO., Makers
Boston, Mass., U.S.A.
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i.fty

NEVER
TEARS NOR UNFASTENS

LIES FLAT TO THE LEG

action

destroyed and the outcome too obvious.
Wifie relents, hubbie forgives, and all is as before.

Fine, strong, healthy teeth

LIQUID,

is

was

enamel
tarnished gold work.

scratched

season's

understand on what the author and
manager based their hopes of success except on
the theory that one is ever blind to the faults of
one's own offspring.
A wife, who was an artist
before her marriage, is too proud to ask her husband for money every time she wants to buy a
new shirtwaist, but her sensitiveness does not
extend to her comic maid-of-all work, whose savings she borrows without compunction. A quarrel
about nothing at all leads to a declaration of independence, and the act ends by the wife going
away to take up her old studio life. In Act II.
we see the wife and the comic servant who has
again been "touched" by her sensitive mistress
for expenses living in a dreary sixth floor attic.
A thunderstorm is coming on and the wife is
frightened and hungry.
Previously, during her
absence, the husband has come in and handed the
servant money to buy his wife all she needs.

Tooth Powder
No

the

to

difficult

/

S ' a " .....
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"The

Ham

Tree,"

which Geo. V.

Hobart,

its

pleased to call a musical vaudeville.
the semblance of a plot in the endeavor
of a socially ambitious mother to marry her
daughter to a British lord. The daughter prefers
the manly attractions of the manager of a minstrel show, in whose aggregation of colored talent

There

1884

is

author,

American Academy
of Dra.ma.iie Ari

Messrs. Mclntyre and Heath prominently figure.
that they have uninterruptedly done for the
past quarter of a century on the variety stage is,
of course, introduced with a chorus background
which, for nervous activity and gingerish dash,
has not been surpassed on the local boards for
some time. They dance at the drop of the hat
and render with gusto and enthusiasm the very
tuneful numbers which Jerome and Schwartz
have contributed to the score. In their line Mclntyre and Heath are artists, and their several
scenes are rendered with admirable detail of finish.
That they are uproariously funny goes without saying. W. C. Fields, .a comic juggler of remarkable deftness, is a valuable comic factor, and
Belle Gold dances with much energy.
Jobyna
Howland and David Torrence, as the Mother and
the Lord, act with a distinction and refinement
that is quite startling in a piece of this description.
For a hearty and continuous laugh "The
Ham Tree" fills the bill.
All

and Empire Theatre Dramatic School

FRANKLIN

"

Corsets
Redfern
known

and accepted everywhere ns the most advanced ill
style and most accurate in design. No changes have been jiuulu
this Fall in tli e models that have been so successful, but a few new
styles have Iteen added tt> conform to tti*; iimn: cloudy fitting
frowns iii v OK tie. The line tlius reinforced marks the highest
achievement in the corsetiere's art.
Whalebone

The

Indispensable to corsets of the highest grade.
arctic bone used in Redfern Corsets is practically indeis

tructible.

The attached Security rubber button hose supporters on all patterns insure absolute comfort and perfect tit.
Sold at the best $hof>s at from

THE WARNER

$350

BROS. CO., New

to

$15.00 per pair

York. Chicago, San Francisco

SARGENT,
in the

-

-

President

-

"Century Magazine"

We have

been the first in the world to estaborganized school for the training of
young men and women for the stage, with a large
corps of teachers (twenty-four), with additional
lecturers, and with special exercises in each requirement, physical and intellectual. The Conservatoire of Paris immediately comes to the
reader's mind. But that excellent institution has
no such organization as the oldest and most fullyorganized school of acting in the United States,
the oldest of its kind in the world, the American
Academy of Dramatic Arts, of which Mr. Franklin H. Sargent is the founder and president."
lish a fully

Bernard Shaw's New Play

For Catalogue and information apply to

STEPHENSON. General Manager

E. P.

heroine
"It is simply an ethical discussion in three long
acts.
It would be a public charity to warn all
romantic playgoers to keep away from it, as I
have thrown them over completely. The acting
will be very fine, of course; there will be nothing
like it in London.
Even without counting the
four great parts Annie Russell, Rosina Filippi,
Louis Calvert and Granville Barker there will
be lots of excellent acting.
But the play is a
terror.
It is like the last scene of 'John Bull's
Other Island,' spun out for three hours and a
half.
It will try the faithful extremely.
"The latest news received by cable," adds Mr.
Shaw, "is that 'Man and Superman,' with Robert
Loraine and Fay Davis in the principal parts,
has been a colossal success in New York. I shall
know how much to believe of this when I see the

Army

H.

Bronson Howard,

George Bernard Shaw has this to say about his
new play, "Major Barbara," in which Annie Russell will be seen in America as the Salvation

are

j 9 o ;

-

is

Carnegie Hall,

:

New York

ALICE KAUSER
PLAYS
Representing Dramatists

and Managers
Dramatic Rights Secured

ALL THE BEST PLAYS
FOR. STOCK
New York
Broadway

returns."

1432

Aimee Angeles, whose clever dancing is one of
features of "The Rollicking Girl," in which
Charles Frohman is presenting Sam Bernard at

City

the

Herald Square Theatre, New York, possesses
much of her ability through inheritance. She is
a daughter of the one time celebrated entertainer
and clown, Alexander Foretta, a niece of Vernoni, a cousin of Herbert, of Caron and Herbert,
and also a relative of John T. Kelly.
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YOU cannot keep posted in theatrical
matters unless you read THE THEATRE
MAGAZINE. Subscribe now and receive
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system of Instruction
as effective as in class, for all the exercise wurk is dune in writing
and corrected. To introduce the system to you, 1'he first fifty-eight extrcises, constituting- a course complete in itself, will be furnished you (all at
liv

Miil

is

TEN

one sending) FOR
DOLLARS. They are an indispensable -supfirst
plement to "The Technique of the Drama.
published thirteeii
years ago. a systematized method af analysis and application of the princito
be
in
no
book.
Send for Prospectus.
found
ples,

numbers.

by mail, postage

"Thorough and practical." New York Dramatic Mirror,
"
The first school of its kind in the world and with a system

prepaid, in sealed packages free
from advertising. 50c.
HALL <a
215 Washington St., New York
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Broadway,

ESTABLISHED

New York
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STANHOPE-WHEATCROFT

Dramatic
School
WHEATCROFT,

Mothers!

Director
ADELINE S.
Six months graduating course begins October i6th. in

Mothers!!

Drama and Opera. Thorough, practical stage instruction.

Private lessons all the year. Public Matinees during the
season. Address, 31 West Thirty-first St., New York.
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Fashion's decree has gone forth and
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As ever,
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The Theatre Everywhere
{From Our Correspondents.)
Albany, N. Y., Sept. 10. With the opening of the
fall season the "Empire" once more becomes Albany's
Mr. Reis, the lessee, has installed as
leading theatre.
manager, Frank Williams, late of Erie, Pa. The opening
The star
bill was Eva Tanguay in "The Sambo Girl."
Next came Hengave satisfaction to a large audience.
rietta Crosman in "Mary, Mary, Quite Contrary," which
drew a large house. Her play appears to be a rather
frank transcription of Sardou's "Scrap of Paper."
WILLIAM H. HASKELL.
Ardmore, I. T., Sept. 2. The season opened here
Ardmore is
August 30th with "Uncle Josh Perkins."
a town of about fifteen thousand and has a large number
but
one theatre
There being
of regular theatre-goers.
and no public park, the theatre is generally well patronof
Mr.
Under the efficient management
ized.
Joe F.
Robison, nothing but clean, first-class week-stand shows
which
take
the
of
the
usual
are contracted for,
place
park amusements and are well attended.
RAY ALEXANDER.
"The Convict's Daughter"
Baltimore, Md
Sept. 1.
and "The Lighthouse by the Sea" have packed Holliday
Street Theatre at every performance, and "Bob" Fitzsimmons, in "A Fight for Love," has delighted the audi-

"The

. ,

"Let those smoke row who
never smoked before,

The Casino Theatre, Electric Park,
ences at Blaney's.
has had the best in the vaudeville line. The Great LafayThe gorgeous disette begins an engagement tonight.
play of fireworks given nightly during the mimic Naval
Battle at Riverview Park continues to be a drawing card,
g
and ad* greatly to the popularity of this delightful resort.

And those who always smoke
now smoke the more."

KENNETH M. WISONG.

Buffalo,

N.

Y.,

Sept.

The

12.

theatrical

That's How Good
the La Magnita

season

opened with Mclntyre & Heath in "The Ham Tree."
We have also seen the Rogers Brothers.
Lew Dockstader and his minstrels were greeted by a
Dockstader probably never had such a
large audience.
number of melodious voices as this year. A dancing
feature of unusual attractiveness is an arrangement by
Barney Pagan, which serves to bring out the dancing
The Baldwin-Melville
strength of the whole company.
The play
Stock Company opened the Lyceum Theatre.
initial
week
was
"The
chosen for the
Lost Paradise.
At the Teck Theatre Hanlon Brothers' "Fantasma"
opened its fall campaign, and was well received.
ARTHUR J. HEIMLICK.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Sept. 15. Greene's Opera House
was opened for the season last night with George Ade's
"County Chairman," with Theodore Babcock and George
Thatcher in the principal roles.
Play-goers here have
waited two years to see this
comedy, and the audience
was very appreciative of the play and the players. The alterations in the opera house have teen completed, the
house

being

new

redecorated,

entirely

seats

for

Havana"

Perfect

Segar
A

set

of Segar

FRJiE on
Waldjrf
Deft. F,

Is.
Bantts

sent

Address
Segar Co.
West 42d St., N. Y.

application.

Astoria

.T

the

floor, and the entrance entire/y remodelled, giving
commodious and handsomely finished lobby. This house
is now one of the handsomest west of Chicago, and with
the bookings made by Manager Will S. Collier should
first

a

have the most prosperous season of

its

history.

H, MITCHELL.
summer amusedepend principally upon her
We have seen
big amusement resort, Olympia Park.
there the Beggar Prince Opera Co. which presented "La
"Said Pasha,
"Chimes of
Mascotte," 'Tra Diavolo,
Xormandy," "Girofle-Girofla," "Olivette," and "Pinafore."
The pyrotechnical display "The Fall of Port Arthur"
L.

Chattanooga, Tenn.,

ments,

Chattanooga has

furnished

Sept.

to

Chattanooga

variety.

For

8.

is

the

pioneer

city

YOUMANS

s
Opera. Derby
I SUkjand
Soft
Ladies Hats
Is

of.

America to celebrate the Russo-Japanese peace treaty.
Olympia Park will be given over on Tuesday, September
12, to a peace juoilee with a widely varied program, and
with the Governor of the state and many other prominent personages present.
The theatrical season opened
on August 28th with the Jewell-Kelly Company in an
assortment of melodramas and farces.
A. F. HARLOW.

The

season is
now in full blast, seven houses being open in Cincinnati.
The Grand opened its doors on Labor Day with
Blanche Wals in "The Woman in the Case." The excellent company made a good impression, and played to
If the shows to be
capacity houses nearly all week.
presented at the Grand this season keep up to the
standard set by Miss Walsh and her company. Cincinnati will be well satisfied.
J. B. HALL.
All of Cleveland's nine
Cleveland, Ohio,
Sept. 15.
theatres are now going full blast, and the S. R. O. sign
is the rule.
At the Opera House "Piff, Paff, Pouf" was
followed
Lew
by Frank Daniels in "Sargent Brue."
Dockstader s Minstrels open this week, followed by E. H.
Sothern and Julia Marlowe, who are now rehearsing here,
Johnny and Emma Ray in "Down the Pike" amused the
audiences at the Lyceum.
Keith's Vaudeville Theatre
opened week of September 2d, with all seats sold in advance.
J. A. WATTERSON.
Clinton, Iowa, Sept. 12. The latter part of August,
Manager C. E. Dixon returned home. The formal opening of the season at the Clinton Theatre will be on Monday and Tuesday evenings, September 18 and 19, when
Alice Fischer and company will present "The School for
Husbands." Walker Whiteside will appear in "Garrick's
Love" on Wednesday evening, Sept. 20.
W. B. Patton, in his new comedy, "The Last Rose of Summer,"
filled an engagement on Saturday, September 9.
Cincinnati, Ohio,

Sept.

13.

Gentleman."
are most distinctive, while the fineness of
material, symmetry of outline

A

the Grand
the Orpheurn
drawing crowds.
is
always popular, and attendance is above the average.
The Chutes Park and Theatre report .good business.
Burlesque in the theatre is proving a money getter.
D. W. FERGUSON.
.Marshall town, Iowa,
11.
The supplementary
Sept.
season at the Odeon opened Sept. 2, with Liberati's
BanH.
The Donna Troy Stock Company followed, giving satisfaction to big houses.
Owing to sickness in

"Quo Vadis"
Modern vaudeville

revival

of

at
at

is

WHEN

commend them

Made
lutely

of choicest Northern Rye and absopure limestone well water.

Ferdinand Westheimer

dress.
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Cincinnati, O.

Broadway
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Broadway
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Joseph,

Mo.

Louisville, Ky.

RED TOP RYE

New York

536 Fifth Avenue
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America's Finest WhisKey
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1107

an honest

is

whiskey.

to

young men with a leaning
toward the subtle graces of

Its

up
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Mclnnerney's
Theatrical

LILLIAN HULETT.

success.

RED TOP RYE

and punctiliousness of

finish

i

<

The American

The forms

theatrical

Evansville, InU , Sept. 10. The theatre season of 19051906 is now in full swing. 1 he Peoples' Theatre is offering first-class melodramas, musical comedies, etc., to its
Sunday night crowds, which are usually large. There are
many good attractions booked for this house, such as Nat
M. Wills, "Isle of Spice," "Stella Mayhew," "Florodora," "The Chaperons," Murray & Mack, the Three
The Grand Theatre has been renovated and
Rays, etc.
presents a bright, attractive appearance.
ROBERT L. ODELL.
Los Angeles, Call/.,
7.
"Mrs. Wiggs of the
Sept.
Cabbage Patch" began a week's engagement at the Mason
The opening house, fil'ed to the doors,
)pera House.
will
"If I Were
probably be repeated every night.
was remarkably well produced, and pleased so
King
well that another week s run was necessary.
"The Heart
of the Geisha," credited with being the best mounted,
best acted and more of a success than anything yet attempted by a stock company, has proven a tremendous

Royal Highness

Cold Cream
There are many Cold Cream Preparations on the
market today. Some are GOOD others are BETTER
but Mclnnerney's is BEST.
The ingredients of Mclnnerney's Cold Cream are
pure and harmless, and when you once use this prep
aration you will want no other.
Other good qualities in its favor arc its delicate perfume, smooth whiteness and cooling properties. And
1

it

does not cost as

much

as

preparations.
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MARK

Is known from one end of the civilized world to the other.
THIS TRADE
be found on the toilet tables of the royalty and nobility of Europe and
the fashionable woman o America. It is the emblem of genuineness on every
package of the

the company, your correspondent appeared with the company during the engagement here and accompanied them
to Creston, where they open Busby Bros.' new house.
JOSEPH WHIT ACRE.
Ringling Bros.' circus Sept. 6.

It will

Minneapolis, Minn., Sept. 13. The season has startEleanor Robson
ed well, and all the theatres are open.
and "Ben Hur" have done good business. Robert Man-t
done
as well as
tell, in Shakespeare repertoire, has not
The Orpheiim continues full at every perhe should.
formance. The Bijou will have a line of plays as usual.
The bookings announced at the Auditorium (Independent) must have had some influence on the business of
the town.
JACOB WILK.
The past month marks an
Pittsburgh, Pa., Sept. 10.
important event in local theatrical history in the opening
of The Belasco, formerly The Duquesne, which had its
Beautifully refitted and decpremiere September 11.
orated, this little playhouse formed a fitting frame for
the first performance, Margaret Anglin in "Zira," by
Henry Mi!ler and Hartley Manners. Miss Anglin sus-

IMPERIAL
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Coloring:

Tor Cray or Bleached Hair

Any shade, from BLACK to the lightest ASH BLOND, produced. Colors are
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the hair soft and glossy.
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la
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Avenue, New York

the only establishment In the world where HAIR COLORING IS
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MADE A

SPECIALTY, and

the injurious

VV. Sammis, formerly a promfnent member
Frohman forces, has been selected as local manThis season's bookings includes Warfield, BernMrs. Carter, Mrs. Fiske, Miss Bates and Madame

Mr. George

effects of

of the

Correspondence Confidential

Skilled Attendants

tained her splendid reputation, and her support, including Frank Worthing and James Lee Finney, was excepIf one mav judge by the intelligence
tionally strong.
of the first-night audience and the cordial reception given
both players and management, the Syndicate competitors
will have the loyal support of discriminating playgoers.

ot

Sample

your Hair Colored Ftef

ager.
hardt,

With one exception, all the theatres are now
management continues to present light
HOWARD JOHNSTON.
Portsmouth. Ohio, Sept. 10. The Grand Opera House,
which was damaged by fire, has been wholly reconstructed
and remodeled with new stage, scenery and curtains. It
opened for the season of 1905-6, August 21, with the
Uepew Burdette Repertoire Company week stand; company fair. Many excellent attractions are booked at this
house for the season.
Manager Harry Gordon, of the
Millbrook Stock Company, resigned August 21, and has
Al Reiniger, stage manager at the
gone to New York.
Robinson's
Casino, has resigned, and is in New York.
H. A. L_RBERG.
Circus did a big business on August 7.
Quincy, III., Sept. 13. The local theatrical season is
now in full blast. The Empire Theatre, belonging to
Kalisch.
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and approval to any point In United States.
We

days

ronizes a Mills Amusement Machine men,
children. They are regular mint A at
picnics, parks, county fairs, carnivals,
stores of alt kinds ur wherever people are
to he found.
After 30 days* use, Julius Siegel, of
Hannibal. Mo., says he would not take

machines, built to sell for $1OOour price while they last, $45.

II to

CO..

23 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,

III.

DISCOUNT ON TYPEWRITER SUPPLIES

The Alvin
open.
musical pieces.

the Chamberlain-Harrington circuit, has had several stars
already this season, among whom were W. J. Bryan as
Carol Arden in "Polly
first number of the Star Course;
Primrose," and Blanche Walsh in "The Woman in the
The "Rajah of Bhong," played to a fair house,
Case."
The
on the llth, but hardly came up to expectations.
Bijou Theatre, Patrick and McConnell managers, is now
The bil!s arcin its third week of refined vaudeville.
giving satisfaction, and patronage is increasing as the
result.
JOSEPH ESLER.

The prospects for the
Sept. 11.
Spokane, Wash.,
coming season have started in at the Spokane Theatre
in full sway, and between burlesque and drama the theatre-going public will have a chance to see some of the
best actors and most important productions of the cenWilton Lackaye, in "The Pit," played on August
tury.
25th and 26th to a delighted audience, which filled every
seat in the Spokane Theatre the first night, and also good
houses for the matinee and evening.
One of the most
pleasing plays was presented in our city on Sept. 10th
and llth, when "Under Southern Skies" was produced
The Auditorium is also
by a very capable company.
drawing packed houses by the Jessie Shirley Stock
K. MC\\'HORTER.
J.
Company.
The season opened hero
St. Paul, Minn.,
Sept. 12.
at the Grand on August 26 with "In Old Kentucky,"
the house at every performance. The Metroopened August 27 with a production of "Ben
The following week, Fair Week, Eleanor Robson
At the Grand durirtK
presented "Merely Mary Ann."

which

filled

politan
Ilur."

the week of September 3 "Hoity Toity" with a !:<,,
Sept. 11 "The Forbidden
company held the boards.
Land" opened at the Metropolitan to good houses. "Her
At
First False Step" opened at the Grand Sept. 11.
I

ROCKWELL-BARNES COMPANY

Specimen copy

of

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE

sent on receipt of

282 Baldwin Building, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

ter\

cents

the Star Theatre the season opened with May Howard's
The week of Sept. 3 The Star Show Girls
Burlesquers.
Sept. 11 "The Jolly Grass
appeared to good houses.

A HANDSOME COLLECTION OF

Widows" opened with

a good company.
Nearly $200,has been raised toward the construction of an
Auditorium, which, when completed, will be the largest
H. A. TREAT.
one west of Chicago.
Tacoma, Washington, Sept. 6. Wilton Lackaye in
"The Pit," who appeared at the Tacoma Theatre August
This
28th, marked the opening of the season of 1905-06.
month at the Star Theatre the Allen Stock Companv,
to
crowded
Verna
are
Felton,
presenting
supporting
houses "Hills of California," "Michael Strogoff" and
"A Northern Spy." The new Savoy Theatre, one of
the Independent houses, opened on August 31st with
"The Kentucky Belles," followed by McKwen, hypimti-t.

000.00

16 Postal

Cards

E. H. Sothern
Chas. Klchman
R. Mansfield

Ada Reban

Published by

for

25 Cents

with the Portrait of a Star
Reproduced in halftone and beautifully printed on heavy cardboard
THE COLLECTION CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING ARTISTES
David Warfield
Nat. Goodwin
Francis Wilson
Mary Maimering
Julia Marlowe
Eleanor Robson
Otis Skinner
Virginia Harned
The complete set sent postpaid on receipt of 25 cents

Each Card

illustrated

26 West
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THE THEATRE
SECOND SERIES NOW

33d

Street.

Isabelle Irving
J. K.

Hackett

Amelia Blngham
Mrs. Flake

and

New York

the "Merrymakers."
Sullivan-Considine circuit,

City

IN

ADVANCE ORDERS RECEIVED NOW

Bound Copies

FOR.

THE

=
=The Theatre Magazine

of

1905

We

have on hand over one thousand orders for bound copies of our magazine which will
be delivered a few days after the Christmas number is issued.
We anticipate, therefore, from what we can see, a much larger demand than ever before.

Remember

that a

bound copy

of

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
bound in green cloth, matching the previous volumes, will make a very handsome present for the holidays. In addition to the colored covers, which are all bound in,

attractively

page and table of contents add to the permanent value of the volume.
Customers wishing to have the book delivered
Before the 25th of December
are requested to send their orders at once. The price of the yearly volume bound

the

title

$5.00, Express Prepaid

is

and

the

presenting excellent vaude-

is

>.

TO ALL CORRESPONDENTS:
this office not later

WHEN

The Grand Theatre, on

is

acknowledged the most popular theatre in
F. KIRBY HASKELL.
the city.
Toledo. Ohio, Sept. 9. The Casino and Farm Theatre
have closed for the year. The Kelta's Bind closed the
Casino, and a strong vaudeville bill with Rice and Elmer
and Beatrice Byers, a Toledo girl, for "head liners." The
Casino season, owing to the run of stock comedy, has
Hurts' has been putting on melobeen very successful.
drama.
"A Dangerous Life" and "Too Proud to Beg"
The Empire
are promised for the rest of the month.
opened with "The Knickerbockers," and the piece made
a big hit.
"Smiling Island" and "The Masqueraders"
are booked for this month.
The Lyceum opened with "The Marriage of Kitty."
Both made big
and was followed by "Buster Brown."
HARRY S. DRAG
hits.
from
the recepToronto, Canada, Sept. 2. Judging
tion given Lew Dockstader's Minstrels, which opened the
season at the Princess Theatre August 28. the theatrical
outlook for Toronto is very promising.
Following the
Minstrels comes "Humpty Dumpty." which should prove
The Grand Opera House
an equally good drawing card.
Toronto managed to
opened with Haverly's Minstrels.
bear up under the overdose of minstrelsy, consoling herAl. Leech in "Girls
self that it occurs but once a year.
The comWill Be Girls," put in a week at the Grand.
well.
"Fantasma,"
was
excellent
and
the
show
drew
pany
a Hanlon Brothers' creation, is due here next week.
AUSTI N A. ARLAND.
VVausau, Wi*., Sept. 10. The theatrical season for
1905-1906 has opened up with brilliant prospects for an
Among the
unusually good season at the local houses.
attractions that have made good during the past six
weeks are the following: "Cherry Valley." with an ^xcellent cast, Vogel's Minstrels, Dubinsky Bros.' Wailack's Theatre Co. in high -class repertoire, "Two Little
E. S. DICKENS.
Waifs," and "Dora Thorne."
ville,
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JULIUS CAHN'S
Theatrical Guide

Official

TENTH EDITION

POSTAL CARDS
CARDS described in the following list are the very finest
HpHE POST
They are actual photographs printed on the
grade that are issued.
famous Bromide Paper. We have grouped together some of the most popular subjects.
They are in all cases excellent likenesses. We offer three
series
series

which we will mail to any address on receipt of
of 10 pictures.

FIFTY

The
on

cents for each

ist,

costume.

Joseph Jefferson, plain
E. H. Solhern at home.
David
Warfield in the Music Master.
Eleanor Robson as Juliet.
Maude

Adams

in 1'Aiglon.

July

ist,

and there are now

on

hand

less

than 400 copies.

Lillian Russell

as Lady Teazle. Ethel Barrymore
Mrs. Patrick Campbell
in Sunday.
in the Sorceress.
Mary Mannering,
bust picture.
Lulu Glaser in the

Madcap

the press

left

and was exhausted immediately.
second run of 5,000 left the press on

May
The

SERIES NUMBER TWO COMPRISES

run of 5,000 copies

first

There

Princess.

SERIES NUMBER THREE COMPRISES

be no more copies after
these are exhausted.

tovill

William

Gillette as Sherlock Holmes.
Robert Edeson in Soldiers of ForJulia Marlowe and E. H. Sothern, scene of Romeo and Juliet. J. K.
Edna May in the School Girl. Blanche Bates in
llackett. plain costume.
Under Two Flags. Miude Adams as Juliet. Hattie Williams in the Girl
from Kays. Richard Mansfield at home. Leslie Carter as Du Barry.

tune.

A Word

to the

Wise

Is Sufficient

SERIES NUMBER FOUR COMPRISES

^^^^^^^^_
<

iC

as

Killicancre.

Henry

fr^
JH
I

Fritchie.
Maude Adams, bust picture. Ethel Barrymore, Viola Allen,
in The Heart of Rome.

'

Price $1.00,

Frederick

Lemaitre.
Mrs. Gilbert, three-quarter picture.
Miller

Forbes
as
Robertson
Hamlet.
Blanche Walsh, in The Woman
in the Case.
Maxine Elliot, bust
Julia Marlowe as Barbara
picture.

'

^t*

John Drew as

supplement mailed to any address
Send subscriptions to

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
Twenty-six West Thirty-third

which includes the monthly

Street,

CAHN

JULIUS

CO.

desired.

Empire Theatre Building, New York City

New York

MUSIC LOVER'S LIBRARY
ALL THE FAVORITE SELECTIONS OF THE

WORLD'S GREATEST COMPOSERS
FREE

For your
A

great Library of Musical Gems
over 640 distinct pieces of music that
would cost you from $350 to $400 in the

regular way.

A

inspection
'

Lohengrin," Huntsman's Farewell, I Would That My Love, Wanderer's Night Song
and a host of others. There is not a famous name known to music that does not appear
in these volumes represented by favorite compositions.

wonderfully com-

plete collection of the most popular
music, old and new, ranging in variety

from the classic to the lullaby; the
best songs of celebrated composers;
vocal duets, trios, quartettes, choruses; and the choicest piano compositions cf old and modern masters,
as well as of popular composers and

favorite

dance writers.

In

all

Sent to Your

We know

want

I

Astonishing Offer

I

but the Music Lover's Library contains such a gold mine of enjoyment fjr every music-lover that we know you'll want it.
It snrely

every form of musical
not alone for your playing or singing, but for the availability
of your visiting friend or musician, for
the pleasure of yourself and of your
friends music for every purpose and
for every degree of musical taste for
evtry musical emergency.

Free

this

An

over

2,000 Pages of Music

Home

wonderful Library of Music once you see it. So confident are we of this, that on receipt of the coupon below we will send you the entire
set prepaid without one cent of expense to you.
Keep the books for five days look
through them at your leisure, and if thoroughly satisfied that you want them, send us
only $1.00 ar d agree to pay $1.00 per month thereafter for eighteen months.
you'll

is,

embracing

Fill

composition

you

out the coupon noiv and mail it to us at once, and the books will reach
few days without your incurring any expense whatever.
t

in a

We

We

send no agents or repredo business by correspondence only.
sentatives to bother you under any circumstances.
The books are

yours if you voluntarily choose to keep them
rt turned at our expense.

Send the coupon to-day
In

*

to

--

Seven Complete Volumes

A superb

collection, at

home

in

surroundings, exquisitely and subbound printed on strong, best quality paper from clear plates engraved
Each volume is 9 x 12 inches in size opens easily and adjusts itself perin Furope.
fectly to the music rack.

Contains all the best work of such world-famous masters as Paderewski, Gounod,
Chaminacle, Wagner, Mozart, and such standard and favorite composers as Strauss,
Suppe, Faust, Gottschalk, Leybach. All the best songs and dance music of present day
popularity, such as Calvary, Christmas Song, Dream of Paradise, Jerusalem, Nazareth. The Palms, Toreadors' Song, The Violet. Maryland, Nancy Lee. Bridal Chorus.

Street

NEW YORK
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If

set of

LOVER'S
in seven vol.

satisfactory,

I

agree to pay $1.00 within five
days of receipt of volumes and
$1.00 a

SIEQEL COOPER COHPANY
18th

HIPflN

Send onapproval,

MUSIC
tes.

Avenue and

.

LIBRARY

Music Lover's Library
6th

*

prepaid,

THE

any

stantially

WHEN

otherwise they are

months.

month

thereafter for eighteen
I
agree to

If not satisfactory,

urn the books within five days at your
Title to remain in your

:pense.
full price is

paid.

Signed...

Address...

name

until
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Travel with Speed,
Comfort, Safety

Broadway
Is a. grea.t

number.

BETWEEN

a.s you'll

agree aiter you have read

Land Sharks,

Saving Ja.ck Ta.r from Crimps a.nd
a

is

wonderfully interesting paper, both

and

text

in

illustration

it

contributed

;

by

Rudolf

New York and
Philadelphia
VIA
New

Kersting, Supt. of the Battery Station for Seamen.

Jersey Central

(Train Every

The Country Boy

in

New

York,

by City Magistrate Leroy B. Crane,

It is a scathing
should be read by every boy and every boy's mother in the United States.
rebuke of the evils of modern metropolitan lite as well as valuable hints as to possible remedies.

Some

Beautiful

Women

of

New

York's Sma.rt Set, is a
best known women of New York's

of full-page portraits of the most exclusive and
It includes pictures of Mrs.
Cornelius Vanderbilt,

portfolio

400.

Herman

Oelrichs, Mrs.

Mrs.

Alfred

Vanderbilt,

Mrs.

Hour on

the

Hour)

PULLMAN PARLOR CARS. OBSERVATION
AND CAFE CARS. NO DUST,
SMOKE OR DIRT.

NINETY MILES
IN
New York

Stations

:

!
I

Henry Havemeyer and others.

TWO HOURS

*< ^ cst
Foot

23d

Liberty

N. R.
N. R

Street,
Street,

Medicines,

is a
popular exposition of the wonderful healing powers ot
and
Music,
remedy now recognized
adopted by physicians in the advanced methods of
This paper is contributed by Mrs. Eva
treating certain forms of sickness and insanity.

a

Vescelius, founder of the Musical Therapeutic Society.

Hotel BeHeciaire
Broadway and "Tin

In the Patd Tent,
c/own, whose only home

of the home-life ot the circus performer, and the
the tent pitched on an empty lot in close proximity to the circus.

is

treats

New Naval Buildings of Annapolis.
the

first

descriptive

Naval Academy

at

and

Md.,

by Murray Middleton,

Seventh Avenue,
Amsterdam Ave.
aiidWest ijoth St.

Cars pass the

is

door.

Luxurious rooms

appeared on the almost completed U. S.
an excellent photograph of the temporary resting

illustrated story that has yet

There

Annapolis.

is

for

is

guests.

Restaurant
a Feature.

Idiosyncrasies of Prompting

unique, and

is

replete with

Theatricals

permanent

and transient

place of John Paul Jones.

The

street,

New York.

new and

are treated

Exquisite

on the Jewish St&ge,

Palm Room.

Art Nouveau

valuable information on stage tradition of the Jewish dama.

Cafe.

Royal
Hungarian

by Geo. C. Jenks.

Orchestra.
In Fiction, Lilla Allen'sstory, entitled "Illusion" (one of many),

is

bound

to create a

'

stir.

Most Artistically Beautiful Hotel in the
World." Can offer few single rooms, with
bath, beautifully lurnished, suitable for
people, J6o per month.

two

TRANSIENT RATES:
One Room, with bath

10 Cents a

Copy

All News-stands

$2.50

per day

Parlor, Bedroom, with bath, f 3 and $5 per day
Parlor. 2 Bedrooms, with bath, $5 and f 7 per day
Every improvement known to modern in-

genuity.

Write for our magazine, "The Hotel
World."

Belle-

claire

I

MILTON ROBLEE,

Proprietor.

"THE CARMEN"

-

-

LARGE WALL FAN for decorating DENS or COLLEGE
ROOMS IMITATION SATIN. Colorings RICH and VIVID. A
limited number

CARMELITA,

only 50 cents while they
Send

220
WHEN

for catalogue

.

last.

NEW YORK

TTTE

CHICAGO & AI/TON

runs the largest passen(jerenf*ines
in the world
They keep the trains on time
Between Chicago,
St.

Louts,

Kansas City and
Peoria
GEO.J. CHARLTON, General Passenger Agent
CHICAGO, ILL.
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HOW TO DECORATE YOUR SUMMER HOMES, COZY
To Oppose the Syndicate
the Theatrical
The opposition
Syndicate
CORNERS, BUNGALOWS, ETC.
took on renewed impetus
by the
to

lately
acquisition
to the ranks of the independent managers of the
Shubert Bros., a powerful theatrical firm con-

number of

theatres throughout
the country and who allege that they have been
unable to obtain good terms from the Syndicate
for booking their attractions, and are thus forced
into active opposition.
The opposition takes the form of a great corporation to be known as the "Sam S. and L/:e
Shubert Co., Incorporated," with a capital stock
of $1.400,000. The papers declare that it is the
intention of the company "to encourage and cultivate a taste for musical and dramatic art in
the United States and elsewhere to manage and
to engage playwrights and comdirect theatres
posers and to own plays." The directors of the
new company are all men who have long been
associated with the Shubert interests.
They ina

trolling

large

WE

beg to call the attention of our readers to our pictures of stage celebrities, as shown in
the above reproductions. Each picture is elegantly framed in our new Japanese wood veneer frames of exquisite shades, and all that could be desired to decorate homes, town or
country houses, students' rooms, cozy corners, studios, etc.
We offer three distinctive series. Series No. I and No. 3 are black and white; pictures composing series No. 4 are in colors. Size and prices are described below. When ordering, just menNew subjects will be constantly added.
tion the numbers desired.

SERIES

10 cents each

1.

Size 6J x 9

$1.00 per dozen

;

;

clude Lee Shubert, Jacob Shubert, Joseph W.
Jacobs, Charles A. Bird, Sol Manheimer and

William Klein.

It

is

known

also

that

David

Arnold Daly in "Candida."

Belasco and other independent managers have
and moral
lent the new corporation financial
In this connection the MessfS. Shubert
support.
have sent to theatre managers all over the country a circular letter, as follows

Chauncey Olcott
Amelia Bingham

to play in

build or lease some other place of amusement
where you are.
don't want to go to this expense,
and we don't want to create this opposition to you.
There has never been any quarrel between our firm and
the managers of theatres throughout the United States.
It is certain that you do not wish to encounter such opIt is
position as we are prepared to offer if necessary.
also certain that the people of your city will not care to
he deprived of the opportunity of seeing Madame Bernhardt, Mrs. Leslie Carter, Mrs. Fiske, Blanche Bates,
David Warfield and other stars in the same rank, simply
to gratify Klaw & Erlanger.
give up part of your profits, and still be obliged
to dispense with the best attractions in America?
Why
can
engender dissatisfaction among your patrons?
These are the attracfill
all the time at your theatre.
tions which we can give you:
Sarah Bernhardt, Ada Rehan. Henry Russell Opera Co.,
David Warfield, Mrs. Fiske, Mrs. Leslie Carter, Blanche
Bates, Bertha KaHsch, Bertha Galland, Jefferson De Angelis, De Wolf Hopper, Eddie Foy, "Babes in the Wood,"
"The Jury of Fate," "The Secret Orchard," Alice Neilsen, Paula Edwardes, "The Girl and the Bandit," Grace
Van Studdiford, Henry Miller, Margaret Anglin, "The
Darling of the Gods." "The Heart of Maryland," "Mary
and John," "Wang," Charles E. Evans and Rogers Bros.
There is no doubt that the people in your city will go
to see these attractions, whether they are at your theatre
Wouldn't you prefer that they should be
or elsewhere.
at your house?
Or do you prefer to sacrifice the opportunity of presenting them, to let your clientele know that
you are willing to deprive local theatre-goers of the visit
of these stars, simply to gratify the Theatrical Trust?
to

pelled

25.

dress.

20.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

in

private

dress.

in evening dress.
Adele Ritchie in private dress.
Francis Wilson in "The Toreador."
Marie Cahill in private dress.
Grace Van Studdeford in private dress.
Anna Laughlin in "The Wizard of Oz."
Laura Hope Crews in costume.

your city and in your theatre. If
we cannot arrange for time with you we shall be com-

want

in plain

Margaret lllington in evening dress.
Otis Skinner as Charles Surface.
Wright Lorimer in "The Shepherd King."

:

We

Marlowe

Julia

We

Maude Adams

at the piano (private picture).
Julia Marlowe in private dress.
Harned
in private dress.
Virginia
William Courtenay in private dress.
Eleanor Robson as Juliet.
Annie Russell in "Ihe Royal Family."
Tyrone Power in private dress.
E. S. Willard in "The Cardinal."
Frank Worthing in private dress.
Ethel Barrymore in her study.
Henrietta Crosman in private dress.
49. Mrs. Patrick Camphell in

Why

_

We

20 cents each

SERIES

3.

Robert Edeson at home.
Blanche Bates in "The Darling of the Gods."

Emma Eames as Desdemona.
Sir Henry Irving as Cardinal Wolsey.
Adele Ritchie in evening CiOak.
Maude Adams in "L'Aiglon."
Ada Rehan

as Portia.

Sir Henry Irving in "Dante."
Anna Laughlin in "The Wizard
Laura Hope Crews.

of Oz."

Edna May in "The School Girl."
Henry Miller in "D'Arcy of the Guards."

36.
87. Annie Russell as Miss Hobbs.
38. Nanette Comstock in "Joal o' the Shoals."
39. Maude Fealy as a poster girl.
40. Guy Standing in private dress.
41. William Collier in private dress.
42. E. S. Willard in private dress.
43. Eleanor Robson in "A Gentleman of France."
44. E. H. Sothern as Richard Lovelace.
45. Mme. Schumann-Heink.
46. Grace George in
dress.

private

Irene Bentley and her dog.
Louis Mann in "The Second Fiddle."
evening dress.
47.
48.

Size 11 x

$2.00 per dozen

SAM S. & LEE SHUBERT.
There have been many futile attempts in the
It repast to curb the power of the Syndicate.
mains to be seen if this latest effort will be more
successful.

Did Shakespeare

Virginia Harned in "Alice of Old Vincennes."
Chas. Richman in plain suit.

Visit Italy?

Maude Adams
Maude Adams

American magazines discussing the question as to whether or not Shakespeare ever set foot in Italy have been commented upon with much interest by Italian
Recent

articles

in

in plain dress.
as Juliet.

James K. Hackett and Mary Mannering
and Juliet."
Emma Eames as Desdemona.
Viola Allen in "The Hunchback."

"The Eternal

Viola Allen in

Italians incline to the belief that the
journals.
great poet undoubtedly did visit their country,
and, among others, give these as their reasons
for such belief:
In referring to cities such as Venice, Padua,
and Verona, Shakespeare knew not only the
principal characteristics, but also the local customs, popular sentiment, etc., all of which in his
time could not have been learned from the rare
bonks and still rarer travellers. He knew, for
instance, that gondolas in Venice were used al-

Arnold Daly

in

in

"Romeo

City."

dress.

street

Clara Morns in "The Two Orphans."
Dustin Farnum in "The Virginian."
Mrs. Gilbert in street dress.
Fay Templeton in dancing costume.

Nanette Comstock in evening dress.
H. Crane in street dress.
Maxine Elliott in evening dress.

Wm.

25 cents each

SERIES

4.

88. Julia Marlowe and E. H. Sothern in "Romeo
Juliet."
89.
Gillette in "The Admirable Crichton."
90. Forbes Robertson as Hamlet.
91. Kyrle Bellew in street dress.
92. Otis Skinner in "The Taming of the Shrew."
93. Henrietta Crosman in "Sweet Kitty Bellairs."
94. Julia Marlowe as Juliet.
95. Nat Goodwin in street dress.
96. Mrs. Fiske as Leah Kleschna.
97. Lillian Russell as Lady Teazle.
98. Eleanor Robson in "A Gentleman of France,"
99. Mrs. Patrick Campbell as Lady Macbeth.
100. Henrietta Crosman as Madeline.
101. M. Pol Plancon in plain clothes.
102. Annie Russell in "Mice and Men."
103. Viola Allen in "The Winter's Tale."

and

Wm.

Size 10x13.

Colored

$2.50 per dozen

most exclusively by gentlemen, by travellers, and
by lovers; for this reason, in "The Merchant of
Venice." Gratiano, on his way to Shylock, does
not make use of a gondola, but has Nerissa show
him the way through the labyrinth of calli, thus
showing a familiarity with local customs imposa stranger who has not made a long stay
Venice. Then, too, he notes the Doge's privHe knew of
ilege of two votes in the Council.
the Venetian custom of sending a dish of doves
as a present; he knew of the many blessed
crosses scattered through the country; also that
the gentlefolk of the province of Veneto were
sible in
in

accustomed to go to Venice for their wedding

that young, noble women lived in great
seclusion from the outer world, that their balconies looked out upon almost inaccessible courts
instead of upon the piazze and squares, and that
audacious youths when visiting their amoritas
made use of rope ladders, under cover of the
Those of his tragedies whose scenes are
night.
outfit

;

in Italy develop in an atmosphere wonderfully Italian; therefore, how deny, in the absence

laid

of proof to the contrary, that Shakespeare travand lived for some time in Italy?

elled
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course of acting.
Illustrated prospectus. MEYER. BROS.
CO., 26 West 33rd Street. New York City.

Send for

&

WHEN

150. Kyrle Bellew as Romeo.
151. Edna May in "The School Girl."
152. Miss Mabel Taliaferro.
153. Miss Fritzi Scheff as Babette.
154. Ada Rehan as Lady Teazle.
155.
156.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.

Mrs. Patrick Campbell.

Maude Adams in "Quality Street."
E. S. Willard in "The Cardinal."
Edwin Booth as Richelieu.
Henrietta Crosman in "The Sword of the King."
Viola Allen in "Twelfth Night."
Cecelia Loftus as Ophelia.

Drina De Wolfe in "The Other Girl."
Skinner as Lanciotto.
118. James K. Hackett in

164. Otis

We

are prepared to
picture.

fill

185.
166.
167.
168.
170.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
111.
117.

Mrs. Fiske in "Tess of the D'Urbervilles."
Blanche Bates in "Under Two Flags."
Bertha Galland in "The Forest Lovers."
Leslie Carter in "Du Barry."
Mrs. Langtry as Marie Antoinette.

Annie Russell

in

"Mice and Men."

Maude Fealy as a poster girl.
Mary Mannering in "The Lady

of Lyons."
Blanche Walsh in "Resurrection."
Mabelle Gilman in "The Mocking Bird."
Irene Bentley in "The Girl from Dixie."
Lillian Russell in "The Marquise."
Anna Held in "The Little Duchess."
E. H. Sothern as Richard Lovelace.
'Don Caesar's Return."

the orders immediately upon their receipt. Add two cents for postage for each
Two Dollars or more will be sent prepaid. No goods sent C. O. D.
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Shakespeare's Dea-th

Mask

According to Mr. Sidney Lee, says the London
Taller, the Kesselstadt death mask of Shakespeare was discovered by Dr. Ludwig Becker,
librarian at the ducal palace at Darmstadt, in a
The features rerag shop at Mayence in 1849.
semble those of an alleged portrait of Shakespeare
(dated 1637) which Dr. Becker purchased in
This picture had long been in the posses1847.

Absolutely Free
A Superb Portrait of

Joseph Jefferson
At very considerable expense we have reproduced WITHOUT ANY LETTERING the
original painting by Andre Brion of "Joseph "
Jefferson as Rip Van Winkle." copyright Folk. FAC -SIMILEOFJEFFERSCNPORTRAIT"
from which the cover appearing on THE THEATRE MAGAZINE for July
was made, and a small fac-simile of which appears above.

SIZE OF PORTRAIT
The portrait including the mount is 18 inches high and 14 Inches wide. It is executed in 1 4 colors and is not the usual cheap process work, but a genuine lithograph (or
printed from stones), the most costly but the only completely satisfactory method of reproducing colors. All the flesh tints and the beautiful coloring blended by the artist into his
background are perfectly reproduced, and the likeness to Mr. Jefferson is startling.
The great actor seems to be close at hand smiling at you in the old familiar manner.
It is a beautiful piece of art work and a fitting souvenir of the great comedian.
Suitably
framed, it will be an acquisition to any room.

FULL FACE

sion of the family of Count Francis von Kesselstadt of Mayence, who died in 1843.
Dr. Becker
brought the mask and the picture to England in
1849, and Richard Owen supported the theory
that the mask was taken from Shakespeare's face
after death, and was the foundation of the bust
in Stratford Church.
The mask was for a long

COSTS YOU NOTHING

IT

person who will send us a four months' trial subscription to THE THEATRE
(costing $1) we will sead free a copy of this splendid portrait, provided 10
ceuts accompanies your order (for postage). THE PRICE OF THE PICTURE ALONE is $i.

To any

MAGAZINE

WHAT

REALIZE

.

THIS OFFER MEANS
You send us $1 and you receive

not only a large, magportrait in colors, most exquisitely executed and
mounted ready for framing, but you also receive at your
nificent

address during four consecutive months THE THEATRE
MAGAZINE, the most beautiful and complete pictorial periodical devoted to the stage, its interests and people ever produced. Each issue contains nearly one hundred pictures
scenes from all the New York successes and many new and
large portraits of the leading actors and actress-es of the hour,
besides an abundance i f entertaining and instructive reading
matter. If you are fond of theatregning you cannot afford
not to see THE THEATRE MAGAZINE each month.
Iis able
criticisms, its Chats with Players, and other articles have
made it the most popular theatrical publication in the country.
It costs 25 cents a copy or $3 a year. We want you to become
acquainted with it, so are will ng to send you a trial four
months' subscription for $i, and with this you get free a
FAC-SIMILE OF OUR COVER

beautiful colored portrait of Joseph Jefferson that you will
prize among your valuable possessions.
I'ROFILE

SEND AT ONCE.

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE,

26

Address

West 33rd

Street,

NEW YORK

Learn

time in Dr. Becker's private apartments at the
ducal palace, Darmstadt; it is now the
property
of Frau Oberst Becker, the discoverer's
daughter-in-law, and is in her residence at Darmstadt.
The features are singularly attractive, but Mr.
Lee does not regard the chain of evidence which
would identify them with Shakespeare as com-

CITY

to

Talk

plete.

and Understand

FRENCH, GERMAN,
SPANISH and

for a lifetime of such constant

pleasure and benefit, and

CLEMENT
1

Ladies' Hairdr es .

INNOVATION COIFFURE
made that it is
to detect. Extremely light in weight.
of natural loose, wavy hair and will cover almost
three-quarters of the head. Indispensable for summer.
Examination invited.
adjustable front piece so scientifically

impossible forany one

Made

Send for illustrated

booklet

Marcel Waving, Shampooing, Facial Massage,
Private rooms for each patron.

etc.

HAIR. COLORING.
My Mixture Vegretale will restore gray or bleached hair to
any desired color, always producing beautiful and natural
shades. Guaranteed harmless, easy to apply, does not rub
Price $z.oo.
off, no failure possible.
I also make a special preparation to
permanently color
the eyebrows and lashes. Price, $2.00.

Branch,

Hampton

Terrace Hotel, Augusta.,

ROONEY & OTTEN PRINTING

CO.,

an intellectual

1ST AVE. AND SlST

ST.,

NEW

modern languages.

all price,

and

ITALIAN

is

essential to professional people especially to singers.
Under the old systems of learning a language, after years of drudgery, the student was barely able to read the language, without attempting to speak or understand the spoken word.
Realizing the inadequacy of the old and antiquated methods, the
International Phonographic Language Schools called into conference a
number of the foremost educators and linguists of the world, and after
months of ratient and careful study, the method now used by these
schools throughout the country was finally adopted. The result has been
a complete revolution in language study, which has excited both the wonder and admiration of linguists and scholars everywhere.
Each student is provided with a phonograph, text-books, and indestructible records for each lesson, affording a clear and perfect pronunciation
by native professors. Any word, phrase or lesson can be repeated thousands of times if necessary, until the living language becomes a part of
the student, and he thinks in it as easily as he thinks in English. It is the
way the child learns to talk: it is the natural way not the way of the
"methods." Hundreds of our students have, in three months, acquired a
working knowledge of these languages, and are now making practical
use of them abroad, as well as at home.
Send postal card for full particulars and description of our system and
terms.

INTERNATIONAL PHOMOOKAPHIO SCHOOLS
Room 708

G?L.

rich

To lovers of literature a knowledge of these languages is
an accomplishment beyond

26 W. 33rd St.. New York
ORIGINATOR AND ONLY MAKER OF THE

An

afford

training of such a high character, as the proper study of

our

YORK.

pictures a
seaside resort with its attendant noise and color.
section of the board walk is shown with its
constantly moving and motley crowd.
particularly disreputable man was required as one
of the loungers along the walk.
George Ade,
the author, set upon the task of rounding up the
He stationed himself
right kind of genus hobo.
at the stage entrance of the Garden Theatre,
and after an hour's effort secured just the one
he was looking for. The fellow was sans collar
and shirt, had a week's growth of beard on his
face, and the general appearance of one who
had slumbered long and deep in the parks.
"Want to be an actor?" questioned the playwright.
"Sure." replied the tramp.
"Well, take this dollar, go and get something
to eat and report back here in an hour."
The homeless one went^away. and at the expired time presented himself at the stage enHe was
trance, but was refused admittance.
so elated over his prospects of getting a position
that he had been shaved, had bought himself a
collar, and resplendent in a red necktie, looked
so good that all chance of him fitting the role
Mr. Ade had chosen for him flitted at the first
As he was dismissed the wanderer
glance.

A

Time

There are few accomplishments which are the source
which

Pena.lty of Decency
"The Bad Samaritan" one act

A

ITALIAN
In Tbree Months'

In

69 Dearborn Street, Chicago

muttered
"Well, dat's the
:

foirst time I ever heard of a
gijy losing a job 'cause he tried to look decent.''
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Death

of

Henry Irving

TKe
Sir Henry Irving, the distinguished English
actor, succumbed to a sudden attack of syncope
after appearing as Becket at Bradford, Yorkshire,

Ankeuser-. mscJ

He passed away without ut13 last.
tering a word from the time of his seizure.
John Henry Broadribb, who took the name of Henry
Irving for stage purposes, was born Feb. 6, 1838, at
on October
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Keinton, near Glastonbury, Somersetshire,
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mercantile life as clerk.
His spare time, however, he
utilized in attending theatres and reading piays.
He
often spoke of his determination to take up a stage career,
and on Sept. 29, 1856, he made his first public appearance at the Lyceum Theatre, Sunderland, in Bulwer's
"Richelieu," in which he was cast as the IJuc d'Orleans,
It is recorded that he was so nervous that his debut was
a failure, and he was only saved from summary dismissal
His first London
by the intervention of two friends.
engagement was offered him by the late Augustus Harris
in 1859 at the Princess Theatre.
He made his appearance Oct. 8 during that year as an insignificant character
in a piece called "The Two Poets."
He passed unremarked, and, somewhat disheartened, returned to the
first
at
and
then at the
provinces, appearing
Glasgow
Theatre Royal, Manchester, where he remained five years.
Here he appeared as Hamlet for the first time on May
This was his first real success, and from
12, 1864.
then his star was in the ascendant.
It was recognized
that here was a new Shakespearian actor and his success
continued. Two years later he made another hit as Scudamore in Boucicault's "Hunted Down," and this led to
another London engagement, and on Oct. 6, 1866, he
played Dorincourt in "The Belle's Stratagem" at the
St. James Theatre.
He had, however, by no means "arrived" yet, and for some years to come he was merely
identified with the heavy roles, such as Joseph Surface*
Bill Sikes and Robert Beaucaire.
The turning point in
his career came April 16, 1870, when at the Vaudeville
Theatre he originated the part of Digby Grant in Albery's
"Two Roses." His success was such that the name Irving
began to be talked about and crowds went to see him,
he appearing in that character for no fewer than 300
consecutive nights.
It was this success that brought Mr.
Irving to the Lyceum Theatre in 1871, when that house
was managed by Colonel Bateman. Here Irving played
Jingle in "Pickwick," and then came the famous part of
the Polish Jew in "The Bells," which remained Irving's
most popular role up to the day of his death.
He was
at once hailed as a master of me'odrama, and both fame
and fortune seemed within his grasp. Later impersonations, such as Richelieu, Charles I. and Eugene Aram
added to his reputation. In 1874 great enthusiasm was
aroused by the announcement that he would play "HamThis was produced Oct. 31, 1874, and ran for 200
let."
Other Shakespearian performances followed, and
nights.
then came Tennyson's play "Queen Mary," with Irving
as King Phillip of Spain.
In 1877 he gave his sensational performance in "The Lyon's Mail,
and the following year he produced one of his most notable sucOn the death of Colonel Bateman
cesses, "Louis XL"
in 1875, Irving took charge of the house, and the Lyceum
Theatre became the most important theatre of the English
The house opened under his management Dec. 30,
stage.
1878, with a revival of "Hamlet," the Ophelia being Ellen
Terry, who became Irving's permanent leading woman.
This was the beginning of the long artistic partnership
between the most popular actor and actress in England.
Several revivals followed "Hamlet," and then came the
great duai triumph of both Irving and Terry in "The
Merchant of Venice."
"Romeo and Juliet" was given
in 1882 and "Much Ado" in 1883.
Later roles were
A few years
Becket, Waterloo, Robespierre and Dante.
ago the world was surprised at the news that the long
between
and
had
come to an
friendship
Irving
Terry
end, that their artistic partnership had been severed. The
reason has never been made public, but there is no doubt
that Irving felt the blow keenly.
At the age of 24 Irving
had married the daughter of an army surgeon, but his
married life was not happy, and after the birth of two
He
sons, Lawrence and Henry, his wife and he parted.
made many tours in this country, and was planning another for this season. He was knighted by Queen Victoria
for his services to the English stage.
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MONARCH
ADVANTAG ES
1.

2.

3.

4.

Passenger riding on separate springs, which does away
with jolting when riding over rough roads.
Our vehicle is of seven horsepower (actual) air-cooled engine, the advantages of which are that there is no water to
freeze during cold weather and simplifies the mechanism.
Our vehicle is so simple that a child can operate it. Our
Monarch Cushion Tire, which does not require inflating
and is guaranteed absolutely puncture proof, has the same
resiliency as a pneumatic tire, thus doing away with all
mishaps in the shape of punctured tires.
We absolutely guarantee our cool ng system under all conditions.
On an actual test our engine has run constantly
for twenty-four hours on a testing stand without over;

heating.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Speed can be regulated from four to twenty-two miles per
hour on the high clutch.
Our company has placed on the market a high-class vehicle
at a low figure, and which is guaranteed as to structural
strength and from all mechanical defects.
Has the stylish appearance of an electric runabout and the
advantages of a gasoline propelled and air cooled engine.
Monarch Muffler renders engine practically noiseless.
The extreme simplicity of every detail, the beauty of
design, the high-class material and workmanship make the

Monarch
10.

Model C, Season of 1906,
Price of Runabout, without top, $500

the ideal automobile.

A

Either wheel or lever steer.

Monarch Automobile
Aurora,

Co,

Are., Baltimore,

re

now ready for delivery
Price of Runabout, with top, $550

OB NTS

E. P. BLAKE CO., 25 Hawkins Si. .Boston, Mass.
JOSEPH S. HELLER. 1779 Broadway, New York City
VICTOR L. KRAFT, 44 N. Water St., Rochester, N. Y.
D. L. MULFORD, 514 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.
AUTO SUPPLY AND STORAGE CO., Hit Madlsou

OHIO PAIL CO., Mlddlefield, Ohio
UNION AUTOMOBILE CO., 4eOI Olive
CARL W. HAYS, Leilntton, Mo.

St., St. Louis,

Mo.

HAYDEN AUTOMOBILE CO., 1:37 Mlchljan Are., Chlcigo
QAGE BROTBERS, Lakefleld, Minn.
A. W. PETCRSEN, 320 W. Third St., Davenport, la.
MOORE AUTO CO., Lincoln, Neb.
QEORQE E. BARTOO, 409 First Ave., Sptkanc, Wash.

Md.

UPTON FUNK, Shlppensburi, Pa.
FRED K. MARTEIN, Perth Amboj,

Illinois

a

N. J.

FALL AND WINTER STYLES

Automobile Garments
And

Accessories for

Men and Women

You
can keep

exhibition of Automobile Garments and
Accessories which we have gathered together
for the season of 1905-6 far surpasses anything
of the kind ever shown either in this country

THE

your feet dry
under the slopweather
piest of

or abroad.

Scandinavian leather goods have always been our
yet this year's display excels in the great
variety of skins, in the softness, finish and coloring of the
while
the new models from Paris, Copenhagen
leathers;
and London present every variety desirable.
Everyone who enjoys and appreciates beautiful
furs should attend our exhibition.
have been exceedingly fortunate in our selections, the result being
the production of some remarkable garments.
specialty,

conditions

We

Especially for

sJioes

if your
have been

made waterproof

Women

with

and ready to wear, in leather
and all materials; Separate Jackets and Skirts; Coats,
long and short, in leather, cloth, gum-satin, etc. J-urs in
every variety. Wraps and Capes, Hats, Caps, Hoods,
Suits, tailored-to-order,

Veils, Gloves, Gauntlets, Goggles,

Foot Bags,

Lap Robes,

iDRY-

Boots,

etc.

Especially for

Men

Jackets, Knickerbockers, Leggins, Boots, Coats, etc,'
Caps, Gloves, Gauntlets, Goggles, Lap Robes, Steering

Aprons, Foot Warmers, etc.
Suits and Coats of every description
viceable Automobile Furs.

in cloth

and

leather,

and

to the
Simply apply "Dry-Sole"
it fills up the pores

all ser-

soles of your shoes
of the leather and

makes it waterproof.
"
Your shoes never get soaking wet ", do

Special Outfits for Chauffeurs
Fur Coats from

Full Leather Outfits from $25.00.
$15.00.
Cravenette Suits made to order.

Our salesrooms

i

are conveniently located opposite the Waldorf-Astoria

be most cordially welcomed.
We have just issued our new Catalog C.
be glad to send anyone interested.

and

visitors will

200 illustrations

which we

will

16

Sole Agents for the Pacific Coast:

DescriftivefoUtr free onrequett.

NEW YORK

ROOS BROS.,

WHEN

Inc.,

San Francisco,

costs only
several

make waterproof

bottle prepaid.

West 33d Street

Opposite Waldorf-Astoria

they

On sale in shoe, drug and
pairs of shoes.
not at your dealer's
general stores. If
send us 25 cents and we will mail a

Scandinavian Fur and Leather Co.
and

"Keeps Feet Dry."
A good-size bottle of " Dry- Sole"
25 cents and will

Special Wholesale Department

14

not harden and rot as they now do
wear about twice as long.

DRY-SOLE
9 7 Warren St.,
Canadian Depot: 12

Cat.
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Aime Dupont
This famous French actress,

ARTHUR HORNBLOW,

1905

SAKAH BERNHARUT AS ^ZAEL
who

is

now making

a farewell

American

tour, will play

an engagement

in

New

York, beginning November ao

Editor

LAYS

and

PLAYERS

SCENE IN VIOLA ALLEN'S NEW PLAY. "THE TOAST OF THE TOWN," WHICH COMES TO DALY'S THIS MONTH

IRVING

The life and career of the great
enter into history. He enjoyed, while
living, a personal consideration never before accorded to
an actor and achieved a dominating influence in the affairs of the

HENRY

is

dead.

now

English actor

When his biography is
stage that is wholly without precedent.
written, as it will be by his confidential associate, Bram Stoker,
this consideration and influence will be confirmed and perpetuated.
The record will be of absorbing interest, instructive and inspiring.
That he was a great actor cannot be denied. Posterity will undoubtedly rank him among the world's great players. The fact

will

GARRICK.
Bernard Shaw.

Produced Oct.

There
largely

is little

any

distinct

comparison

it

being

uninteresting to American
It lacks continuity of puraudiences.

and

wholly

its story and falls too far short
of structural form to be considered as

But there is abundant virility
There is not the slightest diminu-

a play.
in

it.

tion in the incisiveness of talk charac-

artist

of Shaw.

teristic

Three or four scenes

most, are up to his highest
only,
mark of effectiveness. In the matter of
at

would

It

be ungracious, at this moment, to

Play in 4 acts by George
with this cast:

10,

pose in

he was splendidly above the commercial
spirit which, up to his time, had been
the characteristic of the stage.

in the history

to be said of this piece, the substance of

unintelligible

he possessed other
gifts which more than compensated for
these defects. As a man he was prince-

and as an

something rare

Thomas Broadbent, Mr. Mitchell; Cornelius Doyle, Mr. Crosby; Larry Doyle, Mr.
Daly; I'etcr Keegan, Mr. Farren; Father Dempsey, Mr. Price; Matt Haffigan, Mr.
Findlay; Tim Hamgan, Mr. Smith; Barney Uoran, Mr. Sparks; Hodson, Mr. Tyler;
I'atsy Farrell, Mr. Maddern; Nora Reilly, Miss Herne; Aunt Judy, Mrs. Findlay.

that

ly in his benefactions,

is

"JOHN BULL'S OTHER ISLAND."

that he succeeded in spite of deplorable
mannerisms and the oddities of his elo-

cution shows

This

be imparted to history.

of the stage.

make

characterization no writer

none more

cere, because

in this respect,

more

is

true.

sin-

Therein

with, let us say, Garrick and Macready.
He was not the first to bring to his aid
the genius of painters and costumers,

consists the highest faculty of the dramWhenever the charatist, objectivity.

but he was more consistent than others,
and never gave an inch in his upward

feet, to possess his own individuality,
and not to be the mere mouthpiece of

An

tendency.

idealist,

sical

color-bearer of Shaw's satire, he

is

affects

in

"The

the

agonies of
one cannot

Bells," but

remember the tender curate
without an access
for the great actor.
sincerity

of

in

He

actor,

THOMAS JEFFERSON AS RIP VAN WINKLE

He was tender of nature,
love.
He was loved by all who came

with ridicule.
a

man

to

him with

a close affection that falls to

few men

way Thomas

as quaint as was Gilbert's
He is as sincerely insinHe
possible to conceive.

democratic manners and makes

is

ready for a political speech at

frankness.

intensity,

as an artist, his personal peculiarities of
utterance would have overwhelmed him

is

this

whim-

Broadbent's

final

scene of

lovemaking is exquisite. His wpunded
but unconquerable vanity, which, when
soothed, surges up and becomes triumphant and exultant as he snuggles
Nora's head to his manly bosom, is a

"Olivia"

and great powers as an

it

In

the

any accidental gathering, and is as full
of blarney, this Englishman, as his
friend, Larry Doyle, the Irishman, is of

personal feeling

Without

is

is

plausible speeches to the peasantry with
the view of being chosen to Parliament.

alone does not establish himself in the

Mathias

exaggerated, and

delightful.

cere as

fame to melodrama.
the
"Becket,"
play in which he made his
last appearance, was certainly not mere
melodrama. The actor of melodrama
does not love

perfect.

Bunthorne.

final verdict will

One

is

Broadbent

his

hearts of his public.
Irving because of

the char-

is

A

confine

Again, when

acter

than has been customary.
better idea will be conveyed of "businot

the crea-

the doctrinaire

Acting

definite

The

Shaw

own

written

is

ness" and effects.

permitted to stand on his

tion

likely that the record of
the details will be far more minute and
it

is

Shaw

he was eminently

practical, for he seldom failed.
cannot be reproduced on the

page, but

acter

into contact with
in public life,

and

the feeling of respect and affection that belongs to this generation

bit

of truthful extravagance that com-

pensates for much of the dulness in
certain uncorrelated passages of the play.
Matt Haffigan, who,
after a lifetime of oppression now owns his patch of ground and
takes an extremely

conservative

view of

affairs

expressed

in
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violent demonstrations,

is

one of the minor figures that push into

background Larry Doyle, Mr. Shaw's own mouthpiece.
Father Dempsey, the unfrocked priest, is also a live character.
The action of the play is thus carried on by a combination of
automatons and live figures. It is all the result of faulty structure.
The minor parts are much better acted than the principal
ones and naturally enough, for they are the more natural and
have not been disfranchised in behalf of Mr. Shaw's wit. The
play leaves no impression except with reference to these disconnected characters and incidents. Mr. Shaw has thrown the play
the

;

together too hastily.

It

is

not a question

of

better; for practically his only real significance

his
is

not knowing

as a skilful play-

He is usually brilliant,
wright, certainly not as a philosopher.
His artistic
he
becomes
but when impotent
insufferably dull.
his
is
without
usual
The
is
the
immorality
play
thing.
virility
and impudent offenses against decency and common sense. In
short, if the play were reduced to a connected action it could perhaps be understood and would certainly be diverting. Mr. Daly's
part in the play is inconsequential in every way, as it stands.
Under the strong hypnotism of Shaw, he probably does not realHe is not repeating his personal successes. All praise
ize this.
utterly empty if there is nothing in that which has to
be expressed in the acting.
Why, then, should we laud Miss

for acting

is

is personally charming and understands her
Mr.
Shaw's intent was with Nora, the character
art, but whatever
imbecility.
hardlv rises above

Herne's Nora? She

SAVOY. "THE WALLS
Produced Sept.

25,

OF JERICHO/' comedy in 4 acts by Alfred Sutro.
with the following cast
:

Jack Frobisher, James K. Hackett; Hankey Bannister, David Glassford; Marquis
of Steventon, VV. J. Ferguson; Lord Drayton, Sydney Blow; Harry Dallas, William
K. Harcourt;
Bertram Hann.iford, F. Owen Baxter; Hon. Wilfred Kenton, Frank
Lord Marchmont, Rex McDougal; Hon. Jasper Twelvetrees, P. Jefferson
I'atton;
Rollow; Lady \Vesterby, Harriet Otis Dellenbaugh; Miss Mornington, Sylvia Lyndon; Duchess of Vvye, Blanche Ellice; Lady Parchester, Ruth Chester; Miss Wyatt,
Mary K. Forbes; Mary, Mary Moran; Lady Lucy, May Blayney; Lady Alethea,
Mary Mannering.

This play, which met with remarkable success in England, has
It was writthat of unmistakable sincerity.
at least one merit
This
not
with
be
ten
a purpose.
very apparent, the
purpose may
not new, no particular moral

is pointed, the techis
from
But il
of
the
itself
far
nical workmanship
piece
perfect.
will be welcomed by those who seek in the theatre something more

complication

is

substantial than smart quips. The play holds one. Its characters
are people ot flesh and blood, and they do things at least one
does, the

young husband who rebels against a neglectful wife and
London society. He is the modern Joshua who

the imbecilities of

blows on the horn the blast that tumbles the walls of Jericho.
Jack Frobisher has settled in the British metropolis after mak-

He married the Lady
ing a fortune in the Australian bush.
of a degenerate father.
has
inherited
the
morals
Alethea, who
easy
Mr. Sutro does not enlighten us as to whether it was ambition
The
enter the aristocracy or a case of natural selection.
is
a
for
husband
the
entire
aristocratic
"good thing"
young
family, and when the impecunious Marquis finds himself in a

to

rich

financial hole his

gentle "touch."

overrun by
ciety.

all

There

is

is conveniently at hand for a
Frobisher's establishment in Mayfair is

amiable son-in-law

The

the questionable types to be found in London sothe gambling duchess who cheats at bridge whist,

the sporty old maid with her hooks out for a moneyed husband,
the professional lady killer, the sophisticated ingenue, and the
usual array of cheerful idiots to be found in fashionable drawing-

make Frobisher's life a burden, and when
Alethea
him
taunts
for standing aloof from their silly pasLady
such
as
the
times,
cake-walk, etc., he remains silent. She, think-

rooms. These creatures

ing to pique him, permits Mr. Dallas, the aforesaid lady-killer, to
love to her, and it is only when this man makes his purpose
but too clear that she realizes the danger of her position. But
Frobisher is not blind, even if he has been a fool. He has guessed

make

the truth,
self

and there

is

a strenuous scene in Act III, when he himwho has come to his house

interviews the would-be seducer

secretly to see his wife, after

The man
hi* wife.

having been forbidden the door.

allowed to depart unharmed, but now Frobisher seeks
He has had enough. He has allowed others to rule

is

Otto Sarony Co.

MADAME KALICH AS MONNA VANNA
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him too

with London.

They

Overwhelmed

at this

He

disgusted

Lady Alethea. The sweet womanly charm and innate refinement

and go back to Australia.
show of authority to which she has been

which have always been strong characteristics of this popular
actress actually handicap her in giving an adequate impersonation

Henceforth he

long.

will

be master.

is

will sell everything

unaccustomed, Lady Alethea, for the first time, begins to respect
her husband. But her pride prompts her to rebel violently. She
She would
will not go to Australia nor will she leave London.
a

prefer

"Very

separation.

cries Frobisher, "let

be so

it

well,"

There

is

no

could not, by any stretch of the imagination, suggest that type of
woman, and it takes more art than

Miss Mannering possesses to coun-

who

terfeit

genue. The

best acts in the play are the
second and third.
They are well

two

the situations,

human

sufficient

quick,

the

and

lious

is

defied

indignant

There

pened.
in town.

for

first

Alethea,

last acts,

staticus

necessary for the Frobishers to sell out and go to Australia,
when once an entente cordiale has

those

been arranged, and quite improbable
that in real life they would do so.

he

In fact, the weakness of the play is
Frobisher could easily
its
logic.
his troubles

prevented
asserting himself earlier

and when all
Marquis and

is

in the

the height of

From Stereograph,

Uudeiwoud

by

game,

do nothing
merit such a

enough
from Joshua's horn. In short, the play is not a well ordered
one and it is not well acted, but it is honest, and when its situations are reached it is the dynamic power of truth that moves us.
Mr. Hackett has never been a very convincing actor. He has
relied more on his personal popularity than on his virtuosity.
Content always to enact himself, he

is

Underwood,

New

York

never at pains to present a

from the viewpoint of

real acting,

reputation.

was at
That

genuinely comic and convinc-

is

come monotonous goes without
and that he sings
another feature which
ing,

mend

say-

well, too,
will

is

recom-

this attraction to the attention

of theatregoers.

Jean de Reszke

blast

distinct characterization, and,

&

its

of

played

ingly funny as the King who finds
that uninterrupted joy is apt to be-

Isaac Routman, the East Side huckster, who, as "Raphael Caruske,"
His stage
rank among the world's great singers.
is ambitious to
name is a combination of Caruso and de Reszke, and was devised for
Holbrook
H.
was
discovered
Dr.
Curtis,
him by Fritzi Scheff. He
by
the throat specialist, who declares that he has a marvellous voice and
few
weeks
finished
artists.
A
a quality of tone encountered only in
ago he was crying vegetables on a huckster's wagon and earning $1.50
a day; today he is the tenor in Charles Dillingham's "Mile. Modiste"
At the end of this season he is to be sent to Paris to study with
Co.

said and done, the

to

copyright, 1905. by

some

characteristic of

is

parts which Hopper
the McCall Company

when

his family

dreadful

De

the elongated

over-grown school boy. Perhaps the
critical might declare that at times
he over-steps the limits of legitimate
comedy, but few will take serious exception in view of the numerous and
hearty laughs which he evokes. Ec-

be

all

title.

supplied the score

Ecstaticus, one of
roles
in which he devoluble
those
frisks
he
through its action
lights,
the
with all
ebullient spirits of an

The first act is talky and tiresome,
and the conclusion of the play is exceedingly tame. It is absurd that it

have

its

is

and Frederic Ranken wrote

it

With
Wolf Hopper as

both of which are decidedly weak.

should

:

at length hapa real comic opera

Koven

the book.

asserts his

and

is

"Happyland"

Reginald de

the strength of the situation and the
realism of the acting arouse the
house to enthusiasm. As much can-

not be said of the

Cast

2.

The unexpected has

by the rebel-

Lady

in-

a popular success.

is

Joseph Phillips; Pedro, Frank Casey; Appolius,
John Dunsmuire; Adonis, Carl Haydn; Paprika,
Ada Deaves; The Lady Patricia, Estelle Wentworth; The Lady Alicia, Bertha bhalek; Sylvia,
Marguerite Clark.

say that many
audiences have

where Frobisher

III,

manhood and

young

delicious

Ecstaticus, Mr. Hopper;
Sphinxus, William
Wolff: Altimus. William Danforth; Fortunatus.

had domestic experiences analogous
to those on the stage, and this perhaps is one reason why the play
makes a particularly strong appeal.
It is good drama, and, at the end of
Act

a

Produced Oct.

Ranken.

eric

and

not novel, are of
interest to hold the

nightly

is

LYRIC. "HAPPYLAND." Comic opera in
acts by Reginald de Koven and Fred-

It is safe to

attention.

among

if

is

play

a

Blayney,

actress,

English

The

1

May

it.

now loves her husband as never before, relents and humbly consents to
follow her lord.

constructed, the action

Alethea.

Lady

Miss Mannering's personality

illusion possible, for

But

!"

Lady Alethea,

in the last act,

of the gambling, pleasure-loving, semi-adulterous

The company

is

a

strong one musically, and the large
chorus, in the matter of feminine pulchritude, will hold its own
with any other organization of its kind on Broadway. The composer of "Robin

Hood" long

since established his reputation as a

composer of refined and graceful music.

These two adjectives

apply with particular apposition to this, his last score. There is
lots of melody
not too familiar scored with dainty effectiveness and musicianly skill. Mr. Ranken's book is the best heard

some

time.

There

not of the matinee maiden, the value of his role is consequently
impaired. Mr. Hackett is a handsome, well-groomed man of the

in these parts in

type termed "god-like," but while this continuous performance of
his cameo-like features may be a source of constant delight to the

second street slang and bar-room jest will particularly

is

just

consistently the comic incidents, while

its

enough story to carry
freedom from Forty-

commend

As

much

a production only unstinted praise is to be
awarded. Ernest Albert's scenery is truly beautiful in coloring
and execution and the semi-classical costumes round out a series

Europe. One

of really exquisite artistic balance.
William Wolff is a droll
the
custodian
of
the
Sphinxus,
royal secrets, and William Dan-

enthusiastic matinee girl,

it is

not

art.

It is

not acting.

There

is

of this mere hero worship on the American stage. On
That is why they have actors in
the Continent it is unknown.

too

wearies of seeing the same face, without the slightest attempt at facial disguise, in all kinds of plays, from the
heights of Shakespeare to the depths of burlesque. As the rough,
manifestly mis-cast.
does not suggest the

is

action.

He
so

who

Mr. Hackett
"make-up," he
character either in manner, speech or
gets away with the big situation in Act III, but

easy-going cattle raiser

that

is

may

be said that

good

it

falls

among

Apart from

philistines,

his lack of

With equal truth it
unsuited to the role of

practically plays itself.

Mary Mannering

is

itself to

the sane.

forth as Altimus, King of Alturia, helps along the fun.
Ada
Deaves, in a conventional role, plays with vivacity, and the roles
of serious interest are well cared for by Joseph Phillips, John

Dunsmuire, Estelle Wentworth

and

Bertha

Shalek.

An

alto-

presented by Marguerite Clark as
the
Sylvia,
King's daughter. She trips through the piece with
the airy grace of a woodland nymph, and is a source of never
failing joy the entire time she is on the stage.

gether fascinating figure

is
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finally
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bought out by the father himself, and gets the

girl.

OF COLLEGE."

Play in 3
acts by George Ade. Produced Sept. 27 with this

MADISON SQUARE. "THE MAN ON THE Box." Comedy in 3 act,.
Dramatized from Harold MacGrath's novel by Grace Livingston Furniss.
Produced Oct. 3 with this cast

cast:

:

Edward

Swinger, Joseph
VVheelock, Jr.: Septimus" PickSlivering, Eugene Jepson;
ers" Mason, Charles Jackson;
Prof. Bliss, George H. Trader:
Ernest Bradford, George
Irving; Rufus, Harry Frees;
Caroline Pickering. Katharine
Oilman; N. VV. Jones, Alabel

Amber;

Genevieve

Georgie

Mendum; Leulla,

Louise

Robert Worburton, Henry E. Dixey; Charles Henderson, Sydney Booth;
Colonel Annesley, Lee Baker; Count Karloff, John Westley; Colonel Frank Raleigh,
James A. Bliss; Magistrate Watts, Fred VV. Peters; Clerk of the Court. Duane
Wagar; Officer O'Brien, Chester Beecroft;
Cora, a maid, Lily Carthew; Elizabeth
Annesley, Carlotta Nilison.
Lieut.

This piece, which once more presents Henry E. Dixey as a star,
may be described as an amiable comedy. Parts of it is good farce

Chizzle,

;

another part

Sydmeth; Bernice,

Blanche Stoddard; Aunt
Mrs. E. A. Eberle.

Julia,

to

is

requires

master his art and to

cease

instantly

hold
teem.
are

seize
J.

Who

is

DODSOX

E.

on

as Henrik Ibsen in the p art of the
oid factor in "The Prodigal Son'

never

be

Out

"Just

the

and he

is

through his shortcomings. As a
Few actors, on the American

inimitable.

government of some of

dramatization

fail.

is

its
Whether the
military secrets.
better than the novel on which it is founded need

not be considered; the piece makes an evening pass agreeably,
which is something not to be said of numerous shows now on

His

of College," has the consistency of a play

view.

Walter N. Lawrence's company

is

carefully selected

and

does good justice to the author's exactions.
Carlotta Nilison,
hitherto associated with heavier work, enacts the sprightly heroine

with much charm and grace.
Sydney Booth is agreeable as
Dixey's friend, and Chester Beecroft as one of the mounted police
contributes

a

well-

sustained sketch of

the shallovvness of his early, but enormously successful
set to work to learn his art as an art. He was grow-

felt

practically lost

Annesley's carriage, with results that lead to numerous farcical
complications. The serious element arises from an attempt to rob

;

Hoyt

of these

Graceful and debonnair, he perfectly represents the retired army officer, who, for a joke, becomes the driver of Miss

and serves the purpose of entertainment. At times certain incidents have no relevancy, and the final impression is of the utter
It unquestionably comes from the inadetrivialty of the story.
quacy of his art. How, where, in what particulars? You are
asking too much we are speaking of impressions, and they are
enough. They are the sum of the bill of particulars you demand.
plays,

The juggling

effects.

destroyed.
safe

from ever falling into the conventional
He does fail occasionally because of his loose construction.

convincing melodrama.

stage at least, can equal him in the mobility of his facial expression.
He is always neat in the accomplishment of his comic

could

He is absolutely
class.
He need never

latest piece,

es-

His

him.

is

farceur Mr. Dixey

could never

individuality

"made up"

of the action

to

His resources
Convengreat.

tionality
Otto Sarony Co.

small

in

it

less

two diverging interests is fairly well accomplished, but the fact
remains that, however expert Mr. Dixey is as an entertainer and
imitator the capacity for imitating emotion in even its most elementary state is so denied him, that one of the crucial moments

that George

All

Ade

is

distinct character.

ing all the time. Had he lived and kept his faculties he would
have done something worth the while.
Ade, with an individuality and menHis latest play is much in
tality of his own, is plainly Hoyt's successor.
the Hoyt manner, a manner that has never been approached heretofore.
The play is made up largely of little scenes and incidents that
are absolutely distinct in themselves.
They do not grow out of the
necessities of the action.
They might have come to the mind of the

author without any reference whatever to any particular story. That
is all right.
Technique does not require that all plays be written in
exactly the same way. It is the material or need of the case that determines the method. Here is plenty of material, but would it not be better
if the action of the play itself were better maintained?
have the

We

waiting-room of a railway station.

which

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE

is

The

girl at the

news-stand

at

the porter

prominently displayed

calling out the departure of trains, the annoyances of the ticket-seller,
are seized upon as of the first importance. The incidents are certainly

amusing, but those golden moments of amusement that you have had
you do not carry away with you. There is a lack of substance somewhere. The purpose, even in its fun, is not serious enough. Art has
been made to serve temporary uses and not permanent ones.

Some

of the scenes, minutely worked out, every possible point being
made, are capital, but they would have double value if the play
itself were more compact.
The humor would be twice as sincere
and the laughter twice as abundant if all the details were made essential

Some

to the action.

of the causes are not sufficient.

the improbabilities might be

made

Some

of

here said

is
into facts.
Nothing
Mr. Ade. His humor and his faculties of keen
observation are distinctly American. He is a welcome force in that
he helps us to despise conventionality. Such work as he is doing

meant

to disparage

story of "Just Out of Colyoung man applies to the father of a girl for her
confesses that he is not able to support her. The father

tends to drive the thieves to cover.
lege"

hand.

is slight.

He

finally gives

The

A

him

a check for twenty thousand dollars

and

tells

him

prove himself a business man before presenting himself again.
With this money he forms a partnership with a business woman and

to

Otto Sarony Co.

CHAUNCEY OLCOTT AND EDNA PHILIPPS

IN

'EDMUND BURKE"
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the material; but the scenes carried by the children are refreshing
and in trie torce, sweetness and naturalness of the
in tlieir

novelty

child-acting.
mend her to

Maude

J/ealy,

whose

qualities

were such as

to

com-

Henry Irving lor the most ambitious parts, mamiests
unusual simplicity, genuineness and modesty, all the more notable

mucn

because

has been said of her personal attractiveness, if the
its mechanism it should gain

play were simplified in some parts ot
permanency and large popularity.

Those who like their Shakespeare played a la Weber and Fields
found plenty to amuse them in the Sothern-Marlowe performance of
"The laming of the Shrew." Acted in the tempo ot roaring farce,
and perhaps the performance, as a whole,
proved satislymg enough to those who had never seen this famous
comedy acted differently. But with the recollection fresh in the
memory of Ada Rehan's admirable Shrew and Otis Skinner's superb
Petruchio, one feels that the proceedings at the Knickerbocker
Theatre were somewhat in the nature of a desecration. Undoubtedly,
Shakespeare and those from whom he drew his plot, conceived it in
the spirit of farce
this taming of a virago by the wit of an intelliit

was

certainly funny,

but in the centuries which have passed since the piece
time
has so mellowed and rounded out its scenes that it
written,
rank today virtually as high comedy, and must be played as

gent suitor

was

may

There is no
all its beauty and meaning.
do old things in a new way when the new way is
beware of sacrilege. The traditions of 300 years
may be safely relied upon for a faithful, classic performance, and
that is the only Shakespeare we want. Mr. Sothern's conception of
Petruchio is entirely mistaken. He plays the lusty husband as a
for a
teasing schoolboy not as a man who merely assumes his rage
such in order to bring out

harm

in trying to
a better way, but

;

All the

purpose.

new

Katherine tread on

such as having
throw chairs around, etc.,
in the din and racket of these

farcical "business" introduced,

his toes, pull his ears,

both unnecessary and ridiculous,
unseemly antics the delicacy and beauty of the
is

lines are entirely lost.

fooling with the priest with whom Petruchio dances in after the
marriage, and the throwing of a cup of mead in the sexton's face,

The

are violations of good taste. There is some authority for this horseplay in the text, but it was not intended to be acted. Gremio tells
of

it

having happened

at the church.

Acting

it

makes the scene

whom

the cleric's robes have
offensive, particularly to those for
some significance. Petruchio also looked a fright in a ludicrous headIn a word, the part does not suit Mr. Sothern. Nor was the
dress.

Katherine of Miss Marlowe more satisfactory.

She presents a beauheadstrong daughter, but she plays at being the shrew instead of being the shrew. One can plainly see her
laughing in her sleeve at all the fuss and pother her petulant

tiful picture as Baptista's
Copyright, 1905, 1'alk

A NEW PORTRAIT OF MRS. LESLIE CARTER

GRAND OPERA HOUSE.
Martha Morton.

"THE TRUTH

Produced Oct. 17 with

this

TELLERS."

Comedy by

cast:

Maude

Fealy; Sir Thomas Mortimer, Sidney Carlyle; Honor
Mortimer,
Quinton;
Crystal Mortiiner, Leaner Powers;
Geqrgie Mortimer,
Little Toy; Tamus, the Pipei
Alfred Hudson; Miss Mortiiner, Louise Mackintosh;
Lady Mary, Esther Lyon; Lady Camdentown, Blanche Moulton.

Ernestine Mortimer,

Cora

humor provokes. The change gradually worked in Katherine's
nature by Petruchio's harsh treatment which is the most beautiful part of the whole comedy indeed its very essence
is not made
;

apparent at

all.

,

An

orphaned family of

sixteen to a

little

five,

ranging from a charming maiden of

tot of four, is reared in the

uncompromising and

Accustomed to the simplicities of life in the
North of Scotland, the children are left as a legacy to a fashionable aunt in London, and, suddenly thrust among artificial people,
make something of a stir. The sayings and doings of these
juvenile worthies and the happenings that follow fast upon their
artless telling of truth.

arrival are set forth in a striking bit of fiction

by John Strange
Winter, whose quaint idea and characterizations have been dramatized with considerable skill by Martha Morton.
In the play the
are not particularly agreeable or natural, but the
five children are delightful stage creations and are acted with

grown people

charming

The

naturalness.

that matters

little,

for

it

plot soon drops into melodrama, but
answers its only real purpose in holding

together the scenes of the little folks. Tamus, the Piper, a bibulous Scotchman, the brave guardian of the children, loves them
to that degree that he is their constant playmate and servitor, subThe play, as now acted
ject to their every whim and command.

and

in its present

form,

falls

somewhat short

of the possibilites of

It is said that

every seven years there

is

a

new

theatregoing

the girl of thirteen becomes the young woman of twenty,
public
and so on. Perhaps if Thomas Jefferson had waited these seven
years, before presenting his characterization of "Rip Van Winkle"
before metropolitan audiences, the popular verdict might have

been different;

so, too,

the critical estimate of his performance.

That of "Old Joe's" is too sweet, too hallowed
to admit of a successor, simply because he is

in

our memories

his father's son.

Thomas

Jefferson has been playing "Rip" in the "tall grass" four
or five years therefore, he is no novice in the part. Upon its
merits his performance is good, bad and indifferent.
In the
;

earlier passages the

ment

as

new Rip shows

to the old Rip.

a lack of

Under

humor and

senti-

the rags of Irving's

compared
vagabond stands out a more robust, virile personality than
Joseph Jefferson ever possessed, and this dominates, detrimentally,
of course, the embodiment of such a character as "Rip Van
Winkle." There is too much studied effort, and there is none of
that delightful abandonment of self that made Joseph Jefferson's
Rip what it was a thing to cherish and remember.
lovable

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
PRINCESS.
Henry

"ZiRA."

Drama

Produced

Miller.

in 3 acts

by J. Hartley
with this cast:

Sept. 21,

Manners

and

her to

enable

to

269

substitute

Rev. Gordon Clavering, Frank Worthing; Capt. Arnold Sylvester, Jameson-Lee Finney; Sir Fred. Knowles, F.R.C.S., Geo. S. Titheradge; Mark Trent, J. R. Crauford:

is

Major-General Graham, Harrington Reynolds; Col.
Daventry, Jack Standing; Capt. Garston, Harry
Hyde; Capt. Leigh, Stanhope Wheatcroft; SurRuth Wilding,
geon Watson, Frank Willard;
Beverly Sitgreaves; Hester Trent, Margaret AnFred
of
Thorne; Arthur
Bishop
Wapping,
glin;
Jacob Ross, Fred.
Fielding, Bertram Harrison;
Warren; Lady Constance Clavering, Mrs. Thos.
Whiffen; Mary Garthorne, Gwendolyn Valentine,

A play

loved by the son of the house. The
rightful claimant to all this comfort

and happiness turns up, having recovered
from her wound. Zira's unwillingness to yield in the struggle
that follows and to be turned out into

may soon become outworn. The novelty
and sympathetic nature of a new situation may give a play vogue for a time

the street is essentially dramatic. This
situation once procured, there is at
least a

in spite of all possible improbabilities.

first

It

supposed

is

of artifice and mere situation

ing,

New

Magdalen," when it
made
a strong appeal.
appeared,

Thus, "The

woman

herself for the

Zira reaches England; her deception succeeds. She
established in a new life, gains the domestic affections, loves and

to be slain.

chance for acting, an everlastchance.

indestructible

Chances

for acting of this kind are always interesting in the execution. The acting

was, moreover, a better play and
about it than the
reality

be overdone;
very bad to very
acting; but there

may

had more

adaptation or dramatization made by
The
Messrs. Manners and Miller.

from the

it

range from
and very true

may

fine

no getting away
Imagine the differ-

is

acting.
in
character,

amount of work or character of work

entiations

bestowed on the adaptation is of small
This kind of tinkering
consequence.

voice, everything in the different possible Ziras in real life.
The present

is a form of graft among people of
the stage from which no author, singly
or jointly, can gain a reputation. It is

version of the play is woefully weak.
So much greater the triumph of Miss

vanity and emptiness, and
clined to discourage
ship.

The work

we

Anglin. Perhaps she lacks simplicity
in her methods, but she h worth see-

are in-

such author-

all

ing for her effectiveness and virtuShe uses the old symbols, but
osity.

or trade of repairing

and of applying invisible patches is
honorable enough and useful, but we

For example, it is a timehonored symbol to kiss the hem of the
gown to express contrition and imthey carry.

would be loath to put the golden
trump of fame to our lips to sound tht

Co.

is

"Zira," as a play,

a legitimate process.

plore pardon.
Possibly that is the
correct thing to do in the given cir-

MARGARET AXGLIX AS ZIRA

It should not
praise of the cobblers.
be used for the mere commercial purpose of advertising.
old plays could be given new life by proper adaptation.

adaptation

is

on

Many
Such

little

or

cumstances.
life,

Still,

who might

cerity

would not

if

find

it were omitted by the real Zira in
some other means of expression, her

The happenings

are so improbable, so
impossible, that only the acting of Margaret Anglin makes the
nurse with the British army in
play worth while.
South Africa during the Boer war, a social outcast, but
to be done.

A

with honest impulses, longs to redeem herself, and
hopes against hope to regain her footing. A

young woman appears at the camp on
her way to England to the family
her

of

father,

killed.

she

Born
is

not

seeks.

who
in

has

been

at

the

Firing begins.

season.

Beginning

in

our next issue we

partment devoted to music.
n.usic just

what we are doing

such a periodical

shall

It is said that

is

IN

no periodical doing for

for the stage.

In the future there will be

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE.

Musical events will be re-

v'~wed without fear or favor, and with the frankness, honesty and perfect
independence that have always characterized the general tone of
this

magazine.

The department

will

be fully

illustrated.

home
She

she
falls,

Jameson-Lee Finney
1

shall

have a regular monthly de-

there

pers from the body, and
uses the means necessarv

SCENE IN 'ZIRA

we

again discuss musical matters in this magazine during the coming musical

apparently slain by a shell.
Zira sees her opportunity,
takes her passport and pa-

Harrington Reynolds

sin-

NOTICE
In response to the repeated requests of innumerable readers

South Africa,

known

real

suffer in the estimation of those concerned.

no better footing than "The New Magdalen." There may or may
not be improvements, but they do not reach far enough. The

work remains

appearance,

WHICH MISS ANGLIN HAS SCOREP A SUCCESS AT THE PRINCESS THEATRE

Famous

Stage History of
*No.

'HERE

T

play
than

adversely

Bulwer's

Lyons," yet
certain

THE LADY OF LYONS

3.

has perhaps never been a

more

we always

sentimental

"The

criticised

Lady

turn to

it

of

with a

satisfaction.

How-

much we may condemn

its sudden
from the sublime to the ridiculous,
transitions from common speech to

ever

shifts
its

the heights of blank verse,
ties of motive and action,

play that

and

its artificiali-

there

lavish with
it

its

is

no

situa-

for opportuni-

theatregoer, despite the
fact that he lives in an era of Ibsenism,

ties,

Bulwer Lytton

it,

more

Actors turn to

tions.

goes back to

is

the

with the well-worn excuse that

"all the

world

loves a lover."

That was the period when the English
The theatre was about to go
transition state.
the
era
of
Robertson,
Taylor,
Douglas Jerrold, and H.
through
The year that saw the completion of "The Lady of
J. Byron.
Lyons," also produced Victor Hugo's "Ruy Bias." There was,
indeed, much in the method of the English nobleman to show his
indebtedness to the French poet. It was the romantic period of
blank verse sentiment, which graded gradually into the hysterical
discussion of "Caste." The drama was looked on as in a bad
state, and in the Parliamentary commission appointed in 1832 to
examine the status and liberties of the theatre, Bulwer Lytton
acted as a member.
This was the period when Macready, with his inherent refinement and literary taste, called literary men to the rescue of the
He had written in his diary, on February 16, 1836
stage.
"Browning said that I had bit him by my performance of Othello,
and I told him I hoped I should make the blood come. It would,
indeed, be some recompense for the miseries, the humiliations, the
heart-sickening disgusts which I have endured in my profession,
if, by its exercise, I had awakened a spirit of poetry whose influence would elevate, ennoble, and adorn our depraved drama.
May it be!" And the appeal had resulted in "Stafford" (1837),
"A Blot in the "Scutcheon" (1843), and "Colombe's Birthday"
(1844), a curious blend of unactable drama and beautiful poetry.

was written
drama was in a
It

in 1838.

:

Failure never put a stop to Macready's experimenting, and,
curiously enough, "The Lady of Lyons" rose from the ruins of
a sad fiasco.

Bulwer's

drama, "The Duchess de

first

la

Valliere"

(1837), was a disappointment, and the author evolved in two
weeks' time the play that has persistently held the stage through
changing years. Doubtless the cold reception given to the first
dramatic attempt prompted both Lytton and Macready to keep
the authorship of the second a secret, though others have hinted
that this was but a subterfuge to draw the public.

The

play was produced

February

15,

Covent Garden on the evening of
and
1838,
Macready, in his journal, states that the

audience greeted
the

its

London Times

at

progress vociferously.

The next morning

set itself firmly against the

sentiment of the

On

piece.
February 24, Bulwer's name was attached to the proand
gram,
immediately a cry was raised against its republican
For some time
sentiments and against the political dramatist.

after that date

When

it

the play

was given three nights every week.
was printed, Bulwer, in a prefatory

his two-fold object in writing

it.

"In the

first

note, stated

place," he

said,

"sympathizing with the enterprise of Macready, as manager of
For the

first article in this series,

see

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE

Plays

for April, 1905.

Covent Garden, and believing that many of the higher interests
of the drama were involved in the success or failure of an enterprise equally hazardous and disinterested, I felt, if I may so presume to express myself, something of the Brotherhood of Art
and it was only for Mr. Macready to think it possible that I might
;

serve

him

in that

in order to induce

attempt

I

me

to

make

was mainly anxious

the attempt. Secondly,
whether or not, after

to see

the comparative failure on the stage of 'The Duchess de la Valliere,' certain critics had truly declared that it was not in my

power

to attain the art of dramatic construction

and

theatrical

as

"The Ad-

effect."

At

Macready referred

first

to

his

new drama

venturer"; afterwards the title was changed to "The Lady of
Lyons," with a sub-title, "Love and Pride," which are the keynotes to the whole piece.

With two such consummate artists as Macready and Miss
Helen Faucit, the play on its opening night was pronounced to
be earnestly acted. The part of Claude Melnotte was perhaps
too slim for the actor's very mature powers, but in Pauline, Miss
Faucit struck a high note so high, indeed, that Londoners held
her up ever afterwards as the standard. Mrs. Mowatt made her
English debut

in

"The Lady of Lyons," with E. L. Davenport

as

support, and the papers devoted long space to the comparison of
her conception with that of the first Pauline. It will be recollected
that Mrs. Mowatt's

been

in the

same

New York

role.

As

appearance, on June 13, 1845, na ^
was a romantic

for Miss Faucit, she

type, graceful in bearing, and with eyes of a "beaming softness" ;
her features were full of expression and changing sensitiveness.
Great as she was as Rosalind, this new part was one equally as

well suited to her acting.

As

a play, "The Lady of Lyons" was not original the main
was obtained from a book of travels by Helen Maria Williams, who therein related "The History of Perourou, or The
Bellows Mender." Bulwer took wide liberties with the suggestion, and brought in motives that are justly open to criticism.
;

idea

Melnotte's deception, his rapid rise to position in the army, the
sudden change of feeling in Pauline these are points we accept
without examining too closely, rightly fearing that they would
not hold. Bulwer always met criticism by saying the play was
laid in a revolutionary period,

persons to act inconsistently.

when it was not
Edgar Allan Poe

surprising for
declared "The

Lady of Lyons" almost perfect, save in the one respect where
is willing to marry another without
assuring herself of

Pauline

the fate of her husband.

Edwin Forrest was the original Claude Melnotte in America
he appeared at the New York Park Theatre on May 14, 1838, with
Mrs. Richardson as Pauline. Francis Wemyss, however, states:
"On the i8th of May, 1838, Bulwer's play, 'The Lady of Lyons,'
;

was acted

first time in the United States at Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Mrs.
Shaw was Pauline. Then it was a failure,
my
for on a subsequent representation the proceeds of the house were

for

for the

benefit.

only $126."

That same year Charlotte Cushman, whose face was well
adapted to masculine roles, and whose Romeo and Cardinal

Wolsey always elicited warm commendation, attempted the part
of Claude, with pronounced success.
She had appeared with
Forrest, playing the Widow Melnotte, and later she acted Pauline,

was as the gardener's ardent son that she met favor in fact,
throughout 1850 she drew crowded houses at the old Broadway.
During the famous quarrel between Macready and Forrest,
but

it

;

G. Bernard Shaw's Latest Play,

Thos. Broadbert (Dodson Mitchell)
Broadbent
"Will you be
:

Photos by Hall
Thos Broadbent (Dodscn Mitchell)

Nora Reilly (Chrystal Herne)

my

wife,

Larry:

Larry Doyle (Mr. Daly)
Nora:

Miss Reilly ?"

Larry Doyle
(Arnold Daly)

Harney Doron

Father

Dempsey

(Mark

(Joseph Sparks)

"I would have Ireland compete with

"John

Ro

Price)

Bull's

"It's

Other Island"

Nora Reilly (Chrystal Herne)
waiting eighteen years!"

lonely

Matt Haffigan
(John Findley)

e herself for the chair of St. Peter."

Cornelius Doyle
(Charles Crosby)
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England, and showed a desire to present
both "The Lady of Lyons" and "Richelieu." Here was an opportunity where Macready could easily obtain the upper hand, for
he was on intimate terms with Bulwer. Forrest wrote the playhis letters rewright, asking permission to use the dramas
the latter

went

to

by leaving out, for example, the parts

bast,

following [Act III]

"Then did

Out of

peared as Melnotte.
The faith of Charles Dickens in "The Lady of Lyons" never
once wavered; his correspondence with Bulwer and Fechter
shows his admiration. On June 24, 1862, he wrote Lytton re-

garding a proposed operatic setting for the play

:

"Pauline, tottering about in front of the float, invoking the orchestra
with a limp pocket-handkerchief, is a notion that makes goose-flesh of
my back. Also a yelping tenor going away to the wars in a scena half-

an-hour

is

painful to contemplate.

bald head, blatantly bellowing about

Damas,

too, as a bass, with a grizzled

:

'Years long ago
When the sound of
the drum
First made his blood

glow

With

rum-ti-

a

tum-tum/
rather

sticks

my

in

throat."

Some

af-

years

around 1867,
ter,
Dickens was en-

over

thusiastic

Fechter's acting of

Melnotte; he spoke
particularly of the
actor's
brightness,

p

intelligence,

i

c

-

the

seek to rise

I

the prison of

my mean

estate;

with such jewels as the exploring mind
Brings from the caves of Knowledge, buy my ransom
From those twin jailers of the daring heart
Low birth and non-fortune. Thy bright image, etc."

And

;

mained unanswered for many days, and then the proposition was
so rigorously put by Bulwer as not only to show that Macready
had framed it, but as to make it impossible for Forrest to acAbout this time Kean is another famous actor who apcept.

in

italicized

:

As

for material changes, however,

first

an

scene.

it

will

be noted that in the

discovered on the stage at the beginning of the
This is always so altered that the actress may have

book, Pauline

is

effective entrance.

Adelaide

Neilson

excelled

Pauline.

as

The

richness,

the

sweetness of her voice never failed to evoke the poetic vocabu-

Wrote one:
lary of the critic.
ful in expression than in outline;

"Her mouth was more
and

this is true of all

beauti-

her fea-

with the exception of her eyes, which were large and
Her head was small and shapely, and her ruddy brown

tures,

lustrous.

hair well suited the pale olive-tinted complexion."

Mary Anderson, some time

before she

went on the

stage,

played a scene from "The Lady of Lyons" for her family; she
had been inspired by the acting of Edwin Booth. In the role
of Melnotte, Booth did not excel in fact, he was something more
than a romantic actor; which does not mean that there have not
;

been those, born to romance, whose genius has illumined the
W. Wallack, Jr.,
part, such men for instance, as Davenport, J.

and Lester Wallack; to, too, Wilson Barrett, James O.Neil, Kyle
Bellew and Sothern.
In 1853, Laura Keene appeared in "The Lady of Lyons" with
John Lester. She was a famous Pauline, and as for Lester, his
romantic figure set hearts aflame with the fervor of his Claude.
Mrs. M. E. W. Sherwood right humorously describes his appearance in New York around 1875.
"Young ladies wore the
tricolor in their bonnets, hid his picture in their choicest cas.
.
Lovers had to go to Wallack's Theatre to study
kets.
.

turesqueness

his

of

;

remarkable
in

delicacy

scene
notte's

the

where Melmother tells

When Henry

Irving played Melnotte in 1879, he failed to
drew with
inspire, though the play, with its careful mountings,
His handicap was in tone and gesits customary promptness.
than
ture, where he was more virile than dreamy, more passionate
up."

When Ellen Terry appeared as Pauline in 1875, to the weak
Claude of Charles Coghlan, she failed to reach the note of Pride
that so fills the part. Joseph Knight, the English critic, wrote

ideal.

Pauline of the de-

The

ception.
Pauline

:

Fechter

had when he was
playing in America during 1870 was
Carlotta Leclercq.

That Dickens
was thoroughly in
accord

with

pompous

the

dialogue

of the love scenes
is

emphasized

in his

objections, stated in

a letter to Fechter,
to

any changes

in

the text; the actor

had made some judicious

incisions

and had softened the bom-

the
"Physical advantages are, of course, an all-important portion of
stock-in-trade of an actress. The long, tender lines of a singularly graceto the illustrations Miss Terry
presentation of Pauline comprised a series of pictures each
more graceful than the preceding, and all too pood for the lackadaisical
as
play in which she appeared. They would have been perfectly in place
"
illustrations to some Border ballad or legend of the 'Round Table."
ful figure

affords.

It is

add wonderful picturesqueness

Her

natural that

all

players ambitious of stardom, should desire
is a good play to begin in
in it, but at least one critic

"The Lady of Lyons." It
not only have actors made their debuts
a season of

:

started his career by going to see it played by James Anderson
and Miss Vandenhoff. Clement Scott describes his terror when
a mere boy over the picture of a lady-tamer among the lions and
his surprise when he saw the real "Lady of Lyons."
No drama has played greater havoc with our feelings. Macready speaks of receiving violet-tinted notes from Melnotte admirers; if such was the result produced by a man, who in 1838
was approaching the middle years of life, every young actor, hand-

some, lithe and dreamy, may be sure of some success in the role.
Pauline has been played by artists whose power went far beyond
what the part contained. There were Fanny Wallack, Julia Dean, Mme. Ponisi,
Rose
Ida Vernon, Jane Coombs, and Mrs. Farren; Fanny
Davenport,
With
few.
a
Potter
to
mention
and
Mrs.
Eytinge, Julia Marlowe,

them all, a question of intensity rather than conception, made
them interesting. "The Lady of Lyons" may not be a great
play, but

by

its

of what alone has kept

Miss FLORENCE ROCKWELL
Leading woman with Richard Mansfield this

a famous one, for it has
these have, by their efand
players,
inconsistencies and taken advantage

tradition alone,

drawn to it a brilliant list of
forts, somehow softened the
it

alive

it

its

is

actable qualities.

MONTROSE
season

J.

MOSES.

Hall

Lew

Fields as

David Warfield

Harry Fisher

as

Marie Bates

Julius Sieger

BURLESQUE OF "THE MUSIC MASTER" AT LEW FIELDS' THEATRE

The Two D'Annunzios
T

I

will

be news to

that

the famous

many when
Italian

they learn
Gabriele

poet,

D'Annunzio, author of "The Triumph of
Death," "La Gioconda," etc., has a brother and
cousin living in New York City. Some eight
years ago Alberto D'Annunzio, the cousin,
came to this country with his brother-in-law,

Dr. Perugini, and established himself in busiHe now has a prosperous drug store on

ness.

\inth Avenue and 45th Street. The brother,
Antonio D'Annunzio, is four or five years
younger than the author. There were five
GABRIELE D'ANNUNZIO children in this branch of the family, the three
sisters are now all married, and living at no
great distance from their native town of Pescara, where their
widowed mother still lives. Pescara is in the province of Abruzzi,
Italy, which region Gabriele D'Annunzio has done much to make

known through

works, notably, "Stories of Pescara," and his
later tragedies.
Antonio early showed marked talent for music,
and wished to make it his profession, but in this he encountered
his

from his father. Gabriele had already left home
and embarked upon a literary career, and the father wished his
only other son to remain at home, look after the landed property
belonging to the family, and thus give the father more leisure.
However, Antonio finally carried his point, and after completing

serious opposition

musical studies in Italy, returned to Pescara to begin his
musical career as bandmaster in his native town.
his

"Not an ideal occupation !" remarked Signor D'Annunzio,
with a smile, when a representative of the THEATRE MAGAZINE
talked with him the other day.
"The conductor of a small orchestra, that

is

remember Verdi

quite different, but of a country

band

!

You

bandmaster a virtuoso canaglia (literally
a rabble virtuoso).
However, there were good bands not too
far from Pescara, and I was anxious to have mine
compare
favorably with them, so as there were no players of certain instruments to be had in our town, I imported them from elsecalled a

where, paying them their salaries out of my own pocket. You
can imagine that it was not a profitable enterprise. It was after
I had given it up that
my thoughts turned to America. I wanted
to make a name for myself as a composer of music, believed that
I could do so in America, and here I am
My uncle had joined his
!

Gabriele and Antonio
we were quite a little family group in ourselves."
Antonio D'Annunzio has written a number of love songs and
romances, two of which will shortly be issued by a New York. firm
of music publishers, and an operetta which has been highly
praised by those who have had an opportunity of hearing it, including a prominent manager who secured an option on it. But
like almost all composers, Signor D'Annunzio has had his troubles
with librettists, added to the difficulties any foreigner not speaking
English would encounter, not only in judging the merits of a
The first libretto
libretto, but also its adaptability to our public.
son here, so

was pronounced impossible by the manager, while both he and
his musical director were enthusiastic over the music.
After
much delay, Signor D'Annunzio himself wrote a synopsis for a
new libretto, which a friend translated into English, and this
proved so satisfactory that the libretto will be written from it.
The title is "The Queen of Gleamland," and it may be given a

Broadway

production

this season.

"It

would be

interest-

ing if you and your
brother could collab-

on

orate

an

opera,"

suggested the present
writer.

"That would be imlaughed the
"I have no

possible,"

composer.
gift

for

serious,

dra-

matic music, for grand
opera, and my brother
has

no

taste

for

comedy."
Antonio D'Annunzio
seems absolutely

free

from the many peculiarities
for which his
brother
their

is

noted

resemblance

but
in

appearance is marked.
"My brother was al-

ways a sad scamp

as a

ANTONIO D'ANNUNZIO
Brother of the famous Italian poet and now a
dent of New York City

resi-
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boy," he said. "Although I saw little of him after he went
to boarding school at twelve years old. He always could
me do exactly what he wished, for he had great strength of

To

away
make
1 '

will.

this strength of will is

united extraordinary energy,
and a special talent for keepin the
ing himself constantly
his
had
public eye, which,

Scala next season, and he and the author met several times a
week during the summer for consultation, Franchetti appearing
unexpectedly in his automobile from any one of his numerous
His most intiresidences.
mate friends seldom know
the composer's exact whereIt is interesting to
abouts.
see the two dining together
;

younger brother possessed to

the musician with his

any similar degree, would
have long since made his

than

name

familiar to

is

talked of

probably no more

man

smallest

than

day

No

nunzio.

in

Italy

Gabriele

to-

on

the

ground

stall,

a high

in

an

like

old

playing with the

quantity

of

food,

the

proverbial bird.

press agent could

D'Annunzio

him
His

making

is at present
a collection of ex-

tracts of his various

admirers excuse his peculiarities

meal,

hardly eating more than

D'An-

accomplish better for
what he does himself.

thor-

his

chair

carved
church

York.

There

appetite,

oughly enjoying
the author seated

New

all

hearty

more

which any young

of

works,
may be

girl

The

genius those who do not like
him, and their number is not
small in
Italy,
laugh or

allowed to read.

sneer.

with a new tragedy of most
modern theme, and is the
director of a new magazine

;

Italians

assure

will

one

that the

works of

this, Italy's

greatest

modern

writer, are.

difficult to

extracts

are shortly to be published in
book form. He is also busy

shortly to be published twice
a month in Milan, under the

read even for his

title
of "II Risorgimento"
He uses Otto Sarony Co.
words and expressions of a(
GRACE GEORGE AS KITTY IN .THE MARRIAGE OFc'wiLLiAM ASHE"
(The Renaissance). D'Annunzio has entered upon this
period with which Dante is'
ardor of his nature, and
enthusiasm
almost modern in comparison, he does not hesitate to Italianize
all
the
and
with
undertaking
to
aesthetic circles,
not
Greek words and introduce them into his text. Many decry the
that
it
will
intellectual,
only
appeal
hopes
tone of his writings, but none can fail to admire the beauty of
but to the great mass of people who love art and culture.
While the exhibition of antique Abruzzese art attracted
rhythm, the charm of his language. His most enthusiastic ad-

own countrymen.

mirers will sometimes admit that they look upon the present stage
of his writing as transitory, that in the near future he will shake
off the mannerisms and objectionable peculiarities of his style, and

strangers to Chieti this summer, a series of performances of
D'Annunzio's best known dramas was arranged, including his
latest "La Fiaccola sotto il Moggio," which was received there

produce a great work which will silence his detractors and establish his fame at a far higher level than it has yet attained. His
plays are not successful on the stage, even in his own country.

with enthusiasm, and, in fact, in the smaller cities this gruesome
tragedy has been much more favorably received than in Milan,
where the people would have none of it.

Eleariora Duse, at one time the idol of Italy, has undoubtedly lost
ground in the eyes of her countrymen owing to her connection
with D'Annunzio, and Italian audiences liked her as little in

his native Abruzzi, but of late, since his writings

his plays as did the

Many

New York

public on her

D'Annunzio was not formerly regarded with
attention to this region,

which

is

less

well-known than the most

of Italy, the inhabitants have become proud of him.

last visit here.

Like most geniuses
D'Annunzio has his
and his chief
fads,

ago
married

years

D'Annunzio

especial favor in
have attracted

a

titled
Neapolitan
three
he
has
and
lady,

hobby

sons, but the marriage
was not a happy one,

1

e c

t

i

at present is coln g
trousers.

Many and

various pairs

have

does he possess, of ev-

separated for a
long time, divorce be-

ery style, cut and color.
This year he took a

ing impossible in Italy.
One never hears any-

at

and

the

couple

been

thing of his wife, and
the three sons have

been

under

their

Franchetti, the Vene-

turning

near
his

is
busy
music D'An-

and
none
summer,
other would suit him.

"La

Interviewed
recently,
he spoke thus of his

eccentric,

nunzio's

summer

Settignano,

Florence,

tian composer, himself

setting to

the

back upon the Marina
di
Pisa, because the
particular villa which
he wished had already
been rented for the

father's care.

an

for

villa

tragedy

di

Figlia
Jorio" (The
Daughter of Jorio),
which will be produced in Milan at La

eldest
Varietas. Milan

The proud author

BEFORE
assured that his operetta will
a great success

is

wh

AFTER
be

His friends change their minds
performance

after the first

son,

made

an ac tOr

Gabriele,

his debut as

in the author's
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tragedy, and afterwards acted in other pieces.
"It certainly does not please me to see Gabrielino

latest

on the stage. I regret it. I did all in my power to prevent him from becoming an actor. He did not wish
He was a brilliant scholar. He has
to listen to me.
been well grounded in the classics. His culture and
capacity allowed him to look forward to an enviable
career in a liberal profession, but here he has become
an actor, quite contrary to my wishes. But my paternal interference has been confined to mere criticism and reproof. I should not undertake to oppose
my son's wishes by any action; I despise restricting
children's wills.

made

the

Roman

old patriarchal goverment which
laws that Christianity perpetuates, is

The

a barbarous despotism, an abominable tyranny. The
beings created by us are not slaves, and we should not
exercise coercive rights over them.
should be the friend of his children ;

judge what an anarchist

I

I

think a father

from

.his

you can

am.

I think he was
"I deplore Gabrielino's resolution.
to
what
will
act
but
thus,
you? He has the
wrong

divine spark, loves everything connected with his profession, the uncertain wandering life, the coarse promiscuity, the poverty of obscure theatres, dirty as
stables

more

Scenes in "The Man
1.

Lieut.

Worburton (Henry Dixey)

is

all this attracts

sensible."

On

him.

My

two other sons are
ELISE LATHROP.

the Box" Successfully Produced

mistaken for a coachman and locked up for disorderly conduct.
Nillson).

3.

The new

butler gets sentimental.

Z.
4.

at

the Madison Square Theatre

Examination by the magistrate in presence of the complainant (Carlotta
Carlotta Nillson

The Ambition

of

Miss Edna May

(CHATS WITH PLAYERS

M
difficult

Y

ambition
said

"That
for

is

home and husband and

to have a

children/'

is

to

you

on without that home.

"You

Edna May.
not very difficult at least
achieve," returned the

it

shouldn't be

interviewer.

No. 44}

think that the

stage?"
"I don't see

how

breathed a tiny sigh.

Miss May
She was in a pensive mood and
wore a girlish gown of pale blue
muslin with entre-deux of white
Her neck and forearms were
lace.

I

should have been miserable without

home atmosphere

When

she

And

tion.

when your

she

would seem that

"My
Season."
she

is

don

friends, all love her.

much

her friends as

my

for-

went

Marguerite,"

"The Catch

of the

"Just look at her.

And

only fifteen."

eyes, the

Edna May

Edna May

you, sis?"
to be shocked.

The star pretended
The star's big little
and kissed her. The

sister

stooped

star looked at

her proudly, as though she were a

They are
I

big

have always had her and my sisters.
Jane and Marguerite, with me since

and somewhat unmanageable

doll.

London. I took a house
there as soon as I went over and
they have always been with me.
My father and brother remained in
I

sister

little

self first, aren't

Lon-

as mine.

green

The larger edition of herself retorted saucily, looking at her sister,
"Going to make an actress of her-

truly.

enjoy what they do.
friends, especially

little

smile and
on
an
figure
ampler
scale.
By the law of association
one asked Miss May whether she
proposed to make of Miss Marguerite an actress.

May

air of

good

I

can-

Looking, one saw the Edna May
contour of face, the deep blue Edna

tune to be young while your children are grown up, and be able to

"My

is

the

it

If
I

it."

said the star of

handsome, rosy matron in the
early forties had met me at the door
of the Gregorian apartment, had
smiled as Edna May smiles, and had

It

never alone.

drawing-room and was introduced.

A

hospitality.

am

would be depressed.

they were, entered the

is."

Edna May spoke

with them she cannot be

and broad and muscular shoulders

young
grown up,

welcomed me with a genuine

tempted they are there

young girl who over-topped
Edna May by a head and shoulders,

and be able to enjoy what they do.
You have met my mother. You see

how young

is

A

fortunate to be

children are

I

I

not stand

It

making
makes cowards of us all, you know.
But I am extremely domestic. I love
children. Last Saturday, September
I was twenty2, was my birthday.
seven. My mother said, 'When I was
your age I had four children.' I
said, 'Well, you were more fortunate
It is

things
there to com-

to strengthen her to resist tempta-

lonely.

I.'

is

encourage and bid her go on.

fort,

were

than

it."

on the

When

it.

the family

go wrong

"Ah, well, perhaps not," she said,
"but I made one mistake and after
another.

helpful to a girl

she can get along without

becomingly bare.

that one dreads

is

to

in

"She has been going to a convent
London. I have had her there

with

me

for eight years, ever since

she was seven.

This winter she

will

get

go to a private school in New York.
Then I want her to go to school

along alone, but women are not.
Father came over twice a year all
I do
the while I was in London.

again to a convent in the South of
France until she is twenty. I am
anxious that she shall have the best

Syracuse.

not

Men

know how

I

are

able

to

could have gotten

I'hoto Lallie Charles,

education possible under the

London

EDNA MAY IN "THE SCHOOL GIRL'

1

cir-

Scenes in

"The Walls

ACT

ACT

I,

I.

The smart

set of

of

London

Jericho" at the Savoy Theatre

society indulging in

Mary Manncring
James K. Hackett
Mrs. Frobisher taunts her husband for being too serious and having no taste
for society's antics

its

ACT

highly dignified pastime

III.

the cake-walk

Miss Mannering
manhood, and announces
everything and return to Australia

Mr. Hackett
Mr. Frobisher asserts
sell

his

his

determination to
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cumstances, and then, if we think she has talent for the stage,
It is the best
I should like to see her go into the profession.
women
who
have
a
for
it."
talent
vocation I know for the
Miss Marguerite bent
her

tall

head and

of chiffons and the blaze of diamonds, with the calcium throw-

Her
ing her into relief against thousand dollar stage sets.
In other
features are long, her face pale, her chin too pointed.
than an Edna May face
one might say that by all
the laws of physiognomy
this chin pointed to shrewishness.
But the softly

reflected.

"I would rather go on

the stage than be a stenographer, or a teacher or a

saleswoman.

how

womanish eyes denied
The sensitive mouth

see

don't

I

anyone could want to

saleswoman who
"Who could go on the

it.

stage," laughed Miss May,
and the little big sister

of

out

walked

the

marked

a

room

not

home

of

man

was

She

and

By

that her

exuded

sympathy with

the

all

things,
persons, which she had
defined as an essential of

all

my
May

in

Miss

an

have

I

"Yes,

man

mind,"
with a

ideal

charm.

said

It

little

eyes,

that

laugh, "but I can't say that
He
I have ever met him.

have

none

must be not

less

than

Younger

the

than

younger

forty

Her

a

perhaps, be

fifty?"

sixty

dubiously

of

would

be

quite out of the question?"
"O yes, quite. I think
forty-five

is

a

nice

stage.
blue,

woman who had
of

tisted

the

mingled
and aloes of life,
eyes that have looked upon
all the phases of life and
sorrowed at some of them,
they were the eyes of Edna
Hers are the eyes
May.

interesting."

"And

softly

eyes

deeply
sweets

they are clever, are very

Miss
May
shook her head.

the

are

I

"Those of forty or more,

he,

from

not in their color, and if
ever looked into the eyes of

she
Discreetly,
the phraseology.

"Might

range
"baby

the

with curiously wide pupils,
but their individuality is

will

know what Miss
was
going to say
May
about them for she didn't
-changed

of

her

in

close

critics

harassed

never

it.

spoke
at

by which some of
have
been

stare"

than forty.
that they

Those men

are

if

mean

personality

cases.

say

the

charming.
I

charming

individual

in

of

window, nor
a
saint
done
in sugar.
yet

husband and children provoke inquiries about the
ideal

madonna

the

stained glass

athletic

stride.

Visions

re-

She was
pudiated
in
that
most
pretty
trying
of lights. She was dainty,
She was
exquisitely so.

be a

with

this.

a

woman who

stands.

1'lioto

RICHARD MANSFIELD
Who

don't

will

be seen shortly as

Don

Temperament ?

I

have known some women
who had more, many
women who had less. And

Marceau

age,

under-

Carlos

reached

this

con-

you?"
"He must be a man of brains and," she knit her brow thoughtHe must' kindly and firmly
fully, "he must never give up to me.
have his own way. A woman doesn't care much for a man who
does everything she wants him to."
Miss May admired Englishmen, with or without titles. And
Americans, too. It was not a question of nations, but of in-

May had taken the reins
of the interview between her pretty teeth and was going at admirable speed. She had been asked about those things that make
for growth in an actress's life, asked as delicately as might be
about the steps in her own evolution, from that beginning which
a former manager had minimized by saying that any girl who

dividuals, in her opinion.

was not a

From charm

in

men we

passed to charm in women, to that

nearly indefinable quality that makes for success and
and is a lure to love.
"It

so

is

much

friends,

a wonderful thing, isn't it?" said Miss May.
"It is
more than beauty. I had much rather have charm

without beauty than beauty without charm.
so?
Charm is well, that's difficult. Isn't

Don't you think

I
sympathy?
don't remember knowing anyone who had charm who was withAnd charming persons all have temperament.
out sympathy.
For instance, what woman was ever more charming than Mme.
Rejane? Yet she isn't beautiful, is she?"
All the while the interviewer was trying to analyze the unIn the glare of the autumn
deniable charm of Edna May.
it

afternoon sunshine, in the conventional green drawing-room of
the hotel suite, she was not as radiantly beautiful as in the swirl

having
clusion the writer

Belle of
all

was aware

that Miss

fright could duplicate Edna May's success in "The
York," that twenty girls had played the part and

New

had "made equally good."

May was saying: "I think perhaps the greatest influence in an actress's growth in her art is association with clever
Here I did not have that.
persons, especially literary persons.
Miss

But on the other side it was delightfully different. There I
knew Mr. and Mrs. Barrie, visited them at their home. I knew
Mr. and Mrs. Hawkins (Anthony Hope). She was a friend of
mine.

They

In the society of such persons one could not but learn.
stimulate thought and ambition. Theirs is the atmosphere

of growth."
While she talked Miss

May unobtrusively raised her hand and
straightened a picture. She smiled.
"I told you that I am domestic," she said. "You see that there
are at least fifty photographs in this room.
When we were
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settling here
said,
I

will

'I

intend to

and

hang
hang

evening after

was rehearsing until six every day, the maid
the pictures to-day,' but I said 'No, thank you.
them myself.' And hang them I did, that very
I

six.

I

was

tired

when

I

hanging the pictures seemed to rest me.
"
she said with a
Catch of the Season,'

left
I

like

the theatre, but

my

happy

part in 'The

smile.

"More

than anything, perhaps, because it tells a story. It tells the story
of Cinderella, you know, and everyone, I think, likes the CinderIt gives me a chance to act as well as to sing.
ella story.

was true that I had not intended to appear again in musical
comedy. I was disappointed and discouraged by my reception
It was a bad
in this country in 'The Girl From Up There.'
I
was
bad
in
it.
The
critics
said
and
without
reservaso,
play
I
and
truth
hurt.
did
not
want
to
come
back.
the
tion,
"
'They like me in London. Let me stay,' I pleaded with Mr.
Frohman. 'I don't want to go to America. Let me stay where
"It

people like me.'
"

"For instance," she

never was in the chorus.
would like to tell you the truth
about it. When I was seventeen I had come from Syracuse t.o
study music. While I was studying at the National Conservatory
here I married Mr. Fred Titus.
I left the conservatory after
for
six
and
months,
studying
joined Oscar Hammerstein's 'Santa
Maria' company. I sang in a trio with Miss Carnille D'Arville
and another singer. The play, you may remember, was a failure.
After six weeks it closed. I then joined 'A Contented Woman'
company, in which Charles Hoyt was starring his wife, Caroline
Miskel.
I played one of her two daughters.
After that Mr.
Titus took me to see George W. Lederer, and he engaged me
for 'The Belle of New York.'
For several weeks they rehearsed me for the part of the 'Belle.' So that I was never in
anything.

That

"Do

only eighteen.

but

it is

playing in

for

me

to

season in musical comedy, I assure you.
my
"Mr. Frohman has taken the Vaudeville Theatre in London
last

for five years,

and

I

am

to appear in comedies in

Marie

I

the chorus, although that really doesn't matter."
She spoke of the critics. "I wish they didn't write as though
I were foolish," she sighed.

they?"
"Well, 'ignorant,' or something like that."

came back, but

I

said, "I

really doesn't matter, but

do these things sometimes,' Mr. Frohman said.
I was to
it was with many misgivings.
I
To
School
and
didn't
like
the
'The
Girl,'
play
piece.
my surAmericans
liked
the
and
the
critics
were
piece,
prise,
good enough
to like me in it.
Then this season, although Mr. Barrie had
written a charming little play for me, Mr. Frohman wanted to
bring 'The Catch of the Season' over, and me with it, and I came,

'We have

"So
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"Perhaps they mean young and comparatively inexperienced."
"Perhaps so," she assented, "but I wish they wouldn't. I have
worked and studied hard. I am always studying. Why, think of
it
When I went to London with 'The Belle of New York' I was
!

I

girl of eighteen.

anyone done?

my nineteenth birthday while I was
should not expect too much from a
have tried. What more than that has

celebrated

London.

One

And
Then,

I

too, isn't

it

much

rather a joke on my friends,
my baby face and my baby-

Tempest and Rejane kind of parts."
Miss May talked of certain errors that had appeared with

the critics, that they talk so
ways when that is all acting

exasperating repetition
print, although she seemed, in her
of
the
moment,
smiling poise
quite incapable of exasperation at

required baby face and baby manners.
to my acting, don't you think?"

in

Byron

May Blayney

Mary Mannering
IN "THE WALLS

THE BRIDGE-WHIST SCENE

OF JERICHO"

?

of

Every role

I

It is

have played here has
rather a compliment
ADA PATTERSON.

COURTNEY-THOMAS

MARY GARDEN

This young American

singer is a native
She made her
Louis, Missouri.
at
the
Opera Comique, Paris, in the
d_ebut
role of Juliet with great success

of

Boston

American Singers
I^HE

history of opera has
of Mario

its

Have

dynasties, as that of royalty.

and Grisi, Alboni and Sontag,
Titiens
and
was succeeded by that in which
Parepa-Rosa
shone Nillson and Gerster, Lucca and Brignoli; this in turn
being overshadowed by that of Sembrich, Lehmann, Alvary and
Then comes the reign of Melba, Calve and the de
Scalchi.
Reszkes, just fading into history. Now and then a singer like
Patti, who had made her debut when Grisi and Mario were still
living, and even now occasionally sings in public, will shine
through several epochs, or a Sembrich will cover the full stretch
of two, but as a rule each dynasty has its shining stars, that rise
and set together. Periodically there comes a moment when the
is

out

rise

of

two seasons there

the

east

the

star

save she

who

is

in

Europe

others fare better than they might have done had they stayed in
own country. Some recent debuts of American girls abroad

their

have turned out veritable triumphs.
Geraldine Farrar, whom
Mr. Conried presents this season in New York's aristocratic
opera house, made a furore in Berlin, and Mary Garden, Bessie
Abott, Courtney-Thomas and others have been almost equally
successful in Paris and elsewhere.

Two

amaze the European teachers the
among Americans and the inability
of the average American, no matter how gifted, to work seriously. American students think much more about the material
things

constantly

beauty of the female voice

benefits of success than

about the art

values.

will

that

about

in

prizes

which the next dynasty will revolve
but who is it to be? The east is full of
singers willing to be the rising star
convinced they are worthy, anxious to
twinkle, and ready to mount to the

empty space at the zenith if
do it. Every one of these

Won Fame

opera

itself,

even when they are
is a logical

studying, and perhaps this
result of American life and

impending.

Such a moment is approaching. All
keen observers are reasonably certain
that in the next

made

a triumph in Paris in Char"Louise."
Now singing
regularly at the Opera Comique, where she
is a great favorite

who has had

Who

has

pen tier's

sensational success in Berlin, and engaged
by Mr. Conried for the Metropolitan Opera House
girl

The dynasty

public feels that a change

Who

GERALDINE FARRAR AS MARGUERITE

St.

its

scale of

not to be wondered at

It

is

a

country

may belong

where
to

the

great

great
effort,

singers should all hope to be Melbas
and Calves, and have ever before their
eyes visions of Patti and the fabled
wonders of Craig-y-nos.
I doubt if

there is a singer studying in Europe
to-day who does not dream of wearing
the shoes of one of the six great stars
who are passing, and remember that

effort can

aspirants,
to shine out there, will

convinced that the place was
reached by something other than a

only one of them has

voice

that ambition, will not, in later years,
be able to explain just "how it did not

be

!

To America, one
fall

day, perhaps, will
the honor of furnishing the world's

great

singers.

Certainly never

made

a

really

surprising debut, and who, failing of

happen," claiming that, even after an
American girl has wasted time, youth

more

now were American singers given
and money acquiring the necessary
GERALDINE FARRAR IN PRIVATE LIFE
such opportunities. Never were there
European "hall-mark," the engaging,
so many of our countrywomen and countrymen singing successlike kissing, "goes by favor."
fully in Europe, and their number is increasing each year. Scores
Forgetting that a singer's appreciation of a fellow singer's art
of American girls with beautiful voices, despairing of finding an
is
rarely the public's, they will support this statement by listing
opportunity at home, go abroad to become artist exiles in foreign
you any number of singers in the American set who have had
than

'

capitals,

and while the majority are doomed

to disappointment,

decent careers in Europe and never been able to set foot on the
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operatic

New

in

stage

American

York, either at the salary
so

or

dreamed

fondly

of,

no

at

salary at all.
never take into

They

consideration

that

grand
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opera

directors has the least derisk a

to

sire

debutante,

and one of them will not.
For some years it has
been toward the Opera

America
is
that
the
United States has only
two grand opera troupes,

of

unless you count that at

that

New Orleans, while every
continental city has its

board from which Melba
and Eames and Nordica

opera house. France has
alone no less than ten

leaped into public notice.

outside

its

two and

a half

in
Paris
Theatre
(the
Sarah Bernhardt has now

a three-months' season of
Italian

The

Opera).

portunities

op-

debut

a

for

are, consequently, easily a
hundred to one in favor

of Europe, not to mention
the fact that while one

at Paris that all students

have

singing

their longing

was

turned
since

eyes,

the

spring-

few

comparatively

Still,

have

singers

passed
through there of late en
route to the

much

desired

cosmopolitan career, and

one singer

at least

Noria

(known

Grand

English

age's

Jane
Sav-

in

Opera Company as Josehas rephine Ludwig)
versed

the

established

Minnie Nast, of the Royal Opera, Dresden.
She made her debut at Aachen, and was at once
engaged for Dresden in 1898. She was married
last winter to the Finnish nobleman, Karl von
Frencken, and with her husband visited America
this summer.
She is seen above as Mignon

Delia Rogers, of Denver, Colorado, who made
her debut as Carmen at St. Petersburg in 1894,
and later at Milan at the Scala, where she
created roles in Mascagni's "Ratcliffe" and Gardano's "Andre Chenier.
She is now singing in
Germany. She is seen above as the Queen of Sheba

could hardly feel happy over the
prospect of a debut at

sequence by,

Brockton,
Mass., one can make a debut at say
well, say

Toulouse, and always providing that
one survives (they still throw
things

The day may come

usual.

they will have a musical public
in small towns in the United States

when Henry Savage has

finished

step, passing

well prepared that she made her three
debuts in far quicker succession than is

when

missionary work

one easy

her business, to the stage of the Paris
Opera House, where she proved so

at singers there) find life worth living,
because in the southern city there is

a musical public.

at

from the Savage company, in which
she had made her debut and learned

In

the

last

twenty-five

years

the

American debutantes in Paris have far
outnumbered all the other foreigners.

his

!

The competition

for a hearing

is terri-

Cecile Talma, daughter of Dr. Henry J. Garrignes, New York, an 1
member of the Carl Rosa Co. season of 1903-4. She sang as one
of the flower girls in the "Parsifal" production by Mr. Conried in
1904-5.
She is seen in the above portrait as Lakme in Delibes' opera

America
great

does

prizes

why

Well,

give
foreign

they can sing!
not?
In ex-

if

singers

to

the

change,
European
opera houses give American debutantes a chance
or so a year, and if some
of these debuts are hand-

and

beasts

for

life,

!

Since Marie Van Zandt
made her debut at the
Opera Comique in 1880,

over

twenty Americans
had a hearing in
Paris six have come to
;

since

the

new

cen-

opera houses are a very

tury opened.
Only two
among the other fourteen
or so have made any last-

good training school

ing

to

the

in

America

European
for

America, as they
those

all

shine

politan

of Andrew Lillie, a
resident in Paris, as Constance in Mozart's "L'Knlevemcnt au Serail."
in which she made her debut December
4, 1903

for,

The

?

plants struggle
so must singers

pass

are for

daughter

not so

the

of them are legitimate to
keep the balance in favor
of the older countries.

opera

Lindsay,

it

in

enough

To-day

known American

But

have

somely paid

Julie
well

and
discouraging.
what profession is

ble

in

set.

the

As

who

are

mark

ma

far

means

concerned,
* ms
training School is a
XT -^t.
r
Neither of the
necessity.
is

reputation

Nordica and EmEames and it is by no

Lillian

cosmoas

in the list of in-

ternational

certain yet

where

rank when the

will

they
record of the nineteenth

1

century

is

set

down

in

Jane

Noria,

now

singing

with

success

at

the

Grand Opera House, Paris. In America Miss
Nona was a prominent member of the Savage
Opera Co., under the name of Josephine Ludwig
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Vocal values, like everything else, are only relative.
Marie Van Zandt's debut at the Opera Comique, some fifteen
months after her first appearance in Italy, contributed a stirring
in Paris
a page which Charles
page to the history of opera
history.

Chincholle

"Femmes

ably in his

et Rois.'

Her appearance was
in

by
Griswold

1881,

June,

Gertrude

admir-

preserved

;

followed
that

of
the

at

promising debut
a
had
succeeded
a

Opera,
which

Conservatoire, where she was of
Americans
ever
the
few
graduated, and a most disseason

stormy

at

of

series

tressing

the

disaster-

threatening rehearsals.
she
fulfilled
never

YVONNE DE TREVILLE
Formerly of the Savage Company and now
singing successfully in continental cities

promise, and her
Paris was short.
In

1882,

July,

But

her

career

in

Lillian

Nordica made an inglorious debut, and has never yet been able

number Paris among her great triumphs. In May, 1883,
Emma Nevada made her debut at the Opera Comique, and then
for a period of three years no American succeeded in getting

to

Eames, Sanderson and Melba appeared in Paris, was heard
Opera Comique, and then passed on to the Court of SaxeCoburg, where she became a fixture. In December of the same

that

at the

Francis

year,

appeared

like

Saville,

the

at

Sanderson, a California

Sybil

girl,

Opera

as Virginie, in "Paul
Virginie," a role which
she created there.

Comique
et

January

8,

1895,

Adams appeared

Suzanne

at the

Opera

and September
Courtney-Thomas,

as Juliet,

1896,

22,

a

made her debut
Opera Comique. The

Missourian,
at the

former never completed her
debuts at the Opera, and the
latter remained eight years a

member
the

of the company at
Opera Comique, under-

ELIZABETH PARKINA
Popular member
in Paris.

studying, singing off-nights,
useful and unremarked, but

of

Made

American colony
debut in "Lakme"

the

her)

liked by her associates.
Juliet was her most successful role.
In 1888 Zelie de Lussan sang at the Opera Comique some of

the roles in which she has

French

capital

had a

taste

won

notoriety in America, and the

of American methods

in

reclame

but to small purpose.

a hearing, but all through part of that
interim Marie Van Zandt was one of the

popular singers in Paris her
tragic fall not coming until May, 1885,
and she continued to appear there for

The last year of the century was
marked by two American debuts Rose
Relda, another California girl, whose
real name is Adler, and who was pre-

some years

sented by

most

On May

after.
6, 1887,

there appeared in the

Madame

Colonne, wife of the

and who sang Lakme admir-

director,

who had been

ably, then did a season in Italy, toured

Boston as Addie Chapman,
but who, under the stage name of Ada

across the continent to Stockholm, mar-

Adiny, was for ten years, at intervals,
a member of the company at the Paris
Opera, and during that time sang at La

Thompson
The new century came

Scala, Milan, at San Carlos, Naples, and
toured Germany, creating in Italy some
of the leading Wagiierian roles, and

Rioton, who
Charpentier's opera of that name, which
was the success of that and several fol-

known

lowing seasons, fell ill, and in the middle
of the opera Mary Garden took her place
in the cast, and, without a rehearsal,

"Cid" an American

known

girl

in

all

On

promise.

over Europe as one of the

Fanchon

and

creditably,

the

with more

in

April 12, 1900, Mile.
had created Louise in

performance more than
and has been a member of

the

finished

company at the Opera Comique ever
She owed her start to the gener-

since.

ous aid of Sybil Sanderson and to her

self to teaching.

The

disappeared
!

handsomest women on the stage, although few Americans ever heard her.
She is to-day the wife of Paul Milliet,
editor of Lc Monde Artiste, and well
known as a librettist. She lives in retirement in Paris now and devotes heryear of 1889

was

rather remark-

persistence, and she is the only American
since Van Zandt and Sanderson who was

on March 13 Emma Eames
made her debut, which was followed
for

able,

and

ried

ever

of

proved

box-office

value.

No
more

May
Opera Comique, by that of
Sybil Sanderson, and November 3 of the
same year, the special star of her period,

disputed over; no one's method has
ever been so criticised yet her tempera-

Melba, the Australian, followed
at the Opera.
Sybil Sanderson is con-

mental charm, the beauty of her plastique,
her creative skill, are beyond dispute.

voice

15, at the

;

Nellie

She has created the

sidered by Parisians the best contribuAmerica has ever made to the Pans

She was

far

more akin

to the

her
by temperament
a
and
for
she
was
,land,
great
years
favorite.
Even up to the year of her
death, when illness had dimmed her
beauty and her voice, she could still
draw at the Comique.

French

than

to

in

own

which she

Reutlinger

BESSIE ABOTT

girl who is a favorite pupil of Jean de Reszke, and
has had great success in Paris. Miss Abott is coming to America this winter for a concert tour

American

who

who had made

in Berlin,

Petersburg

in the

same season

two Parisian

she succeeds

and bidand as

she has already done in London.
During that same season Geraldine
Farrar,

rose

fate of the

whom

ding for favor, fail as they did,

in the

St.

America the

favorites

After that season for fully five years there was no American
debut in Paris, nor did the balance of the century see one brilliant
effort.
On September 20, 1894, Louise Nikita, of Washington,
her debut at

roles in

has had her greatest successes. It is a
question whether or not she would share

tion

stage.

ever heard here has been

is

Many

whom

Boston

may

claim (Mel-

so nearby), made her debut at the Royal Opera, Berlin.
consider her one of the best possibilities for the future

American list. This season she rounds out her five years
and she steps directly over to New York, being under
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engagement to Mr. Conried. Her five years
have been marked by much hard work latterly with
special

mann

some

in

Berlin

Leh-

Lilli

much

sensation, plenty of lively and outto
her
from
singers jealous of her success,
spoken opposition
success,

and much undeserved
fashion.

This will no doubt prove valuable to her managers

for advertising purposes, but

Photo Byron

it

belies a simple, ambitious, brave,

OTIS SKINNER

hardworking American
that the

girl

AND LAURA HOPE CREWS

who ought

to

IN

have been able to

it.

which ordinarily accompanies only twenty years of service.
In 1901, Bessie Abott, one of the Abott sisters, well known on
the American vaudeville stage a few years ago, made her debut
at the Paris

de Reszke,

Opera House as

who had

Juliet,

with the assistance of Jean

great confidence in her voice, which

is

and

after

two years

at the

Opera passed over

to the

where, in the season of 1904, she

sang such roles
Miss Abott enjoys, with Sybil Sanderson,
the reputation of being the only Americans who have sung on
both stages as regular members of the troupe of each house.
This showing of debuts is by no means a heavy percentage of
those who have tried for a start in Paris. If one were to set forth

Opera Comique,

as

Lakme and

the

Traviata.

tales of disappointments, the

heartbreaking stories of those

CLYDE FITCH'S PLAY "HIS GRACE DE GRAMMONT"

So great has been her success at the Berlin
management has allowed her a three-years' pension,

"arrive" without

Opera

name having been used in
Crown Prince in most reckless

notoriety, her

with that of the

connection

beautiful,
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really

who have

tried and hoped and waited
and are still waiting I
have one such voice, and a beautiful one, ringing in my ears at
it
would appall those who have never been in
this moment
touch with the struggle. Yet every failure I have seen has been

any of the successes and exactly as easy of explanation. Something besides a voice is needed for a career, unless the voice is remarkable, and remarkable voices rarely come in
MILDRED ALDRICH.
these days
just as logical as

!

(Concluded next month.)

leading players all had
travel the hard road of
The fittest ha*>e
adversity.

My Beginnings

Our

to

jur-vi-drd the

ordeal;

the in-

competents fell by the
In this series, acto rs

ttray.

HAD

I

my

and

a bad start upon the stage.

refer to

I

grandfather.
fine

and famous old

figure in Philadelphia, Isaac T.
and First Vice-President, or

Hopper, Quaker

Grandfather was a

He was

Falk

Abolitionist,

In "Clover"

of

a hearty old
the blackest,

brimmed hat of gray

Of

course a Quaker

hated the theatre.

named

When
Falk

De Wolf Hopper twenty

years ago

Hopper

Granddad was thoroughly convinced that a
hell, and that everyone, even remotely
was a Mephistopheles or a Lilith. Horns,

That

thousand made

fifty

We

connected with

"Our Boys."

hoofs, brimstone, flames that flamed forever were friend Isaac
T. Hopper's conception of the attributes and the fate of the

who appeared upon

the boards or even entered by

the front door of the playhouse.

manafelt when
Imagine, then, how
good, gray old
of
a
ger
company that was organizing for a Napoleonic play, and
who had seen my respected grandparent on the street and was
struck with his resemblance to Bonaparte, offered him a hundred
a week to play Napoleon. It was a sad scene, in which grandfather's hickory cane was about to figure when he remembered
that the Quakers are a peaceloving and preaching people. Grandfather's blood and grandfather's Philadelphia principles lurking
in my system, formed one
obstacle to

a

my

going on the

So did the William
Henry De Wolfs of Rhode
stage.

on

my

whom

from

I

sprung

mother's side.

What

Island,

has

disanyone
covered between Plymouth
Rock and the theatre? But
my father and mother had
original views on the stage,
though neither of them ever
affinity

upon one.
My
was a lawyer, and
he was struggling

appeared
father

while

with

Blackstone,
father said to him

to see

grand:

Fanny Kemble?"

"Yes, father," replied
a

progenitor,

my

very George
of veracious-

THE AIR"

B.

James

ists,

parted with

my

was five
when I became

bottle.

rigged up

me

majority

I

was the un-

the "angel" of the Criterion

Comedy

and a play called
That was in '81.

as a star, and in which Georgie

Runyon

We

Colonel Pierce.

Drew

and

did a large

business of about thirty-seven
dollars a week. Let us draw
the

over the sad pic-

veil

ture.

Suffice

that

it,

it

took two years to effectu-

and

hopelessly

ally,

ir-

retrievably get rid of

the

last

that
I

fifty

was

tion

the situa-

in

of

copper of
thousand.

a late

star

and angel who had
to go to work.
I joined the Harand
Hart
rigan
"Blackbird"
comand
would
pany,
have forgotten my
for

troubles,

am

I

sanguine temperament, had it not
been
for
my

mother and the

bill

collectors.

night with "The
Blackbird." The

I

for

a toy theatre,

first

having

gallery

manifested goodnatured tolerance
of

stage struck.
IN "CASTLES IN

my

Barrymore played the part of an abused wife, I being Confucius
Maginley, a kind of general friend and peacemaker. The play
was a Mormon melodrama by two well-known Chicago journal-

theatre, and they took me
to plays as soon as I had

My

Myers

Ada Gilman

fresh

I

ap-

perished I repeated my performance of the angel for "The Hundred Wives" company, which

brewed

old

attained

played Talbot Champneys.

I

me
misery
my

years

I

!

Mother

nursing

I

started out with high hopes

ness, "ninety-four times."
mother also liked the

Washington

reluctantly

atten-

of a

son, hast thou been

"My

when

"O sad time O brief time !"
When "Our Boys" had sadly
exploited

man

this

Perhaps

my

possessor of fifty thousand dollars.
I say "unfortunately" advisedly, and recall that
there is a play called "A Fool and His Money."

Cimpany.

wicked ones

had begun

fortunate

theatre was a vestibule of
it,

I

for a time.

Philadelphia,

Isaac T.

would have been, for

an amateur production called "Conpeared
science."
Some friends complimented me. I
was secretly pleased with my own performance. The law was forgotten, not forever, but

wore a broad
Most of my readers,

at least those who have played
have seen the Quaker sombrero.

should be a lawyer, as he had been.

I

in

man

felt.

I

tions to Blackstone very seriously,

was grandfather. He was very
"thee" and "thou," eschewed

self-respecting

tiently in obscurity, tvithout
mo n ey, ofte n tu ftho at eno ugh
to eat, before success came.

intensely serious that their illtimed levity we
When I was six years old
scarcely noticed.
my father died and my mother resolved that

devout, said
".Mr." and "Mrs.," thought gray the liveliest
color that should be worn, and believed that

every

tvttl

and with three other urchins, gave Shakespearean plays, and perIt apmitted my parents and their friends in the audience.
peared to me even then that they laughed in the wrong places
and laughed much, too much, but we small Thespians were so

something like that, of the underground railway that conslaves
to
ducted
fugitive
Canada.

famous,

themselves tell each month hotv
they tttor%ed humbly and pa-

DE WOLF HOPPER

By

nottf

actrr.rjcj.

me

in

laughing

MARSHALL

P.

WILDER AND DE NVOLF HOPPER
As Romeo and

Juliet
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Charles Jackson

Eugene Jepson

Katharine Oilman

SCENE IN GEORGE ADE'S

framing from throwing things, I went home convinced that I
had made a hit. My good mother was almost in tears.
"O, Will," she said, "don't you think you should have stuck
to the law ?"
Clara Louise Kellogg and Georgia Cayvan became interested

my

the grand opera bee buzzing busily in
began studies under Luigi Meola, and owe it entirely to his training that I have been able to sing continuously
so many years.
In 1885 I joined the McCall opera company,
being cast for the first baritone. While I was playing at Wailack's news came to me of the illness of my little son, Jack.
His
mother telegraphed me from Connecticut that the little fellow
had diphtheritic sore throat and was not expected to live through
the day. I was frantic, I could not be released from my engagement, and I walked the floor of my room in agony. That day
Archibald Clavering Gunter read "Casey" in a Western newsHe brought it over to the manager and said "This is
paper.
base-ball night.
The Chicago and New York teams will be in
the house.
Hopper is a fan. Why not have him read that?''
The manager brought it to me and I read it unseeingly. I could
not make out a word of it for thinking of little Jack. I told him
that I could not memorize anything new at such a time.
in

my

voice.

bonnet.

They put

I

:

Georgie

Mendum

Eugene Jepson

Joseph Wheelock,

NEW COMEDY

285

Georgie

Jr.

Mendum

"JUST OUT OF COLLEGE"

Then

a telegram came saying that Jack was better and out of
I celebrated my
joy by falling upon "Casey" with a will.
If that verse is anything, it is a mile long. But in an hour I had

danger.

memorized. It scored an enormous hit. After the show I
hunted up Gunter and asked him the name of the man who wrote
"Casey." He told me he didn't know, and said he had cut it out
it

of a San Francisco paper some time before.
I tried for four years to find the man responsible for that
thing. I asked everyone. I made the lives of my friends a burto no avail. There were initials signed to "Casey"- E. L. T.
but they were every blessed thing I could discover. One night,
nearly five years afterward, when I was playing "Wang" at
Worcester, I got a note asking me if I would come around to

den

knew and meet the author of "Casey." I went, and was
introduced to Ernest L. Thayer, a well-to-do manufacturer of
Worcester. He had composed "Casey" merely to kill time, and

a club I

had had no idea

until I reached

Worcester that the poem had

scored a huge success.

To-day "Little Jack" is nineteen years old and weighs 197
pounds, and mother, who exclaimed "O Will, don't you think
you should have stuck to the law ?" has been to see me in "Wang"
no less than 157 times.

Joseph Wheelock,

:

Jr.

Katherine Gilman

SCENE IN GEORGE ADE'S NEW COMEDY "JUST OUT OF COLLEGE"

Mrs. E. A. Eberle

Mary Anderson

as a

Stage Struck Girl
DUNSFORD

By MME. DE NAVARRO'S AUNT, ALICE GRIFFIN

N

the Spring of
mother
at the
I
when we were
visit from my niece,

among her

I was stopping with my
Grand Hotel in Cincinnati,

a powerful voice; in the second place, you have a good memory,
and lastly, you have a fine personal appearance. With study and

surprised one morning by a

fail to become a famous actress."
seemed
these words a few years later when the
prophetic
whole world acknowledged Mary Anderson to be one of the greatest actresses that ever set foot upon the boards of a theatre.
While listening to Mary recite I watched Miss Cushman closely,
trying to see if I could discern wherein lay her power as an
actress. I had never seen her act, and so, of course, had to judge
from her appearance.
She reminded me of a stern school
"ma'am." She was of medium size and had blue eyes, fair face,
and features rather small, all but her chin, which seemed to be
her strongest point. It was very prominent and indicated great
strength of character. Her hair was gray. She did not look old,
but I suppose she was getting along about that time. Her manner was quiet and unassuming.
After Miss Cushman had taken her departure, my mother and
I invited our visitors to lunch.
Champagne was opened and we
all drank to the health of the coming actress.
Everyone was feeland
when
a cloud flitted
ing very happy
jolly,
over the party. Mary, who had become silent
and morose, suddenly remarked

1875

Mary

Anderson, better

known

friends at that time as plain "Mamie."'

She was accompanied by her mother and stepfather, Dr. Hamilton Griffin, and they had that
morning arrived by steamboat from Louisville,
They had come to CinKy., my former home.
cinnati to meet Charlotte Cushman, the celebrated
actress, who was then at the height of her fame,
and before whom Mary wished to recite in order
At the time she recited
for Cushman
to have her judgment in regard to her (Mary's)
abilities to become an actress.
I was not surprised when I learned that Mary was an aspirant
for stage honors.
I had always thought she was stage struck.
She was then a lovely girl of about 17. I was a mere slip of a
girl myself, and had known Mary intimately ever since her
mother's marriage to Dr. Griffin. At the time of this
Cincinnati I was a young bride and Mary's
aunt, having married her step uncle, the Hon.

visit to

Gildersy Wells Griffin, United States Consul.

perseverance you cannot

How

:

Miss Cushman was to meet Mary at one
o'clock in the parlor of the hotel, and she and
her mother spent the intervening time with us
in our rooms.
The young girl was full of en-

"I believe

thusiasm regarding her plans for a stage career, and we chatted and laughed until Dr.

came up

Griffin

down

to take his wife

to the parlor for the ordeal.

Here we

Dr. Griffin had

introduced us

who proceeded

all

to the actress,

The crown of glory that was awaiting her was
about to topple. The merrymakers grew quiet
with anxiety and alarm. But her father and

and daughter

found Miss Cushman waiting.

mother, after a little persuasion, soon got her
over her blue spell, and all went well again.

After lunch was over, we Mary, her mother,
her step-father, my mother and myself took
carriages and drove to Newport, Ky., where

without further ceremony to the business on
hand.

"My

Addressing Mary, Miss Cushman said
time is quite limited, Miss Anderson,
:

so you will pardon me
me what you can do."

if

I

ask you to show

we were

Her gestures were wild and unconbut
she succeeded admirably.
trolled,
The guests of the hotel were then coming

father felt for her.

peare.

many

of them came

may

not.

she will be."

MARY ANDERSON
From

a

:

place,

you have

And

words proved true. From that time
hoped and prayed Mary Anderson would
succeed. I saw the good and great-hearted Doctor Griffin's soul
was wrapped up in his step-daughter, and I felt if she should fail,
his happiness would be at an end.
Mary once asked me to write a poem to her. I did so on the

photograph taken

"Miss Cushman, do you think I shall ever make an actress ?"
Miss Cushman looked thoughtfully at the young girl for a
first

:

to see another actress that will be better than

:

In the

,

:

imagined.
After Mary had finished reciting she threw
herself across Miss Cushman's lap, and said

replied

R

The countenance of Dr. Griffin grew cold
and angry, and he exclaimed
"For God's sake, sister Alice, don't you turn
against Mary. She will be the greatest actress
this world has ever known.
You'll never live

the real nature of the proceedings did leak out,
the excitement in the hotel corridors can be

three great requisites.

I said

"Oh, Mary may
She has lots to learn."

had closed, and peeped in, some remarking
that they thought a fight was going on. When

"You have

of Mrs.

succeed and she

doors of the parlor which Dr. Griffin

moment, then

home

become a great actress. During the afternoon
I thought I would have a little fun, so I threw
a bomb into the conversation. I was anxious
to show the great devotion that Mary's step-

of a young, healthy girl, she broke forth, giving portions of the different plays of Shakes-

to the

invited to the

a relative of the Griffin family, and whose family were equally anxious to see the fair Mary

Mary did not stand on the order of going,
but went at once, and with a voice as loud as
is possible for a voice to come from the throat

downstairs to dinner and

home

will return

this evening
on the boat and go to school again, and give
up the idea of going on the stage."
The terrible undertaking had seemed too
great to her, and she had become discouraged.
I

in 1880

on

I

his

r t f f f\
Carl

The King
and

Marguerite Clark
of Elysia

De Wolf Hopper

(Alicia)

(Adonis)

Photos Hall

Estelle

Bertha Shalek

Haydn

is

as,

Mr. Hopper and Greek chorus singing, "Mimetic,
is so monotonously happy. To

bored to death because everyone in his kingdom
^

Wentworth

(Patricia)

King Ecstaticus

John Dunsmire
(Apollus)

My Human'Mermaid"
8

he

""
M M ^r

ma

a

>

y

e

u e r t |'^5 a r^ w ho 'plays th" IVincess Sylvia with
fawn
a
barely four feet high and as nimble and graceful as young

^fjj '^'.

.

j

"^^^^^'"fnol riany'theTa'il'y'oung wotrTan'Ihe appears here, but I win'some^ittle
Scenes in Reginald De Koven's and Frederick Ranken's Successful Comic Opera. "Happyland"
elf
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spur of the moment, she holding a book for

me

to write upon. I placed the letters of her name
down one side of the paper and then wrote an

the neighbors believe we have a lunatic in the
house. You have been carrying on as crazy as
a March hare."

on her name, expressing the wish that
one day she should be famous. She declared

suppose

The

stage seemed her only vocation, and I
it was.
It was what she was really
fitted for, and yet at the height of her fame she

acrostic

that little poem was the first thing that made
her wish to become a great actress. Mary was
at that time a very innocent and unsophisti-

preferred her sweet domestic

and professed great love and
After our visit to Mrs.
R 's our little party drove back to Cincinnati.
As the carriage I was in was a little crowded
I sat on Mary's lap, and during our ride we
became quite chummy. I said, "Mary, what
are you going to do for me when you become
a great actress and make lots of money?"
She replied, "Oh, dear Miss Alice, I will
cated

young

that

girl,

the

to

regularly

theatre

to

study

;

had refused the offer, saying her happy life
could not be broken into.
It is true that as
is
Mine. Navarro she
said to play the role of
wife equally as well as she played Juliet.

"Mary,

LEILA BENTON
Now

appearing

in

:

like that

you

will

make

'Miss Dolly Dollars"

strenuous efforts by David Be-

AFTER

tional

dependents"

a

theatre at the

Na-

Capital to be run by the "Inconnection with the chain of

in

theatres in other cities and in opposition to
the so-called Theatrical Trust, that manager

and the S. S. Shubert Amusement Company
have purchased from the Lafayette Square
Opera House Company, the unexpired term
David Belasco

of the lease of the

Lafayette Square Opera House, made by
Mrs. Harriet S. Blaine, widow of Hon.

:

We are here next to Jenny Lind's old home
mountain air. Let me thank you and your dear wife for your
Our little girl is a miniature of her
kind message of congratulation.
mamma, only with dark hair and deep blue eyes. Your little friend, Tony
She is
(her little son, now 9 years old), is entirely in love with her!
MARY ANDERSON DE NAVARRO.
a very bright and winsome young lady
for a

little

!

The New Belasco Theatre
lasco to secure

James W. Morrissey, who managed Mary
last engagement here, has just
received the following letter sent from Malvern, England, where Mine, de Navarro is in
the mountains with her new-born daughter
Anderson's

Edwin

you do not stop cutting up

if

in

Daniel E. Sickles, at the southeast corner of Lafayette Square,
he was carried into the club house and died there.

The Hon. William H. Seward purchased

S. S.

house on the night of April 14, 1865, the night that President
Lincoln was assassinated at Ford's
Theatre, on Tenth street, by John

Wilkes Booth during the performance
"Our American Cousin," that Mr
Seward was lying in bed suffering from
a fractured arm and a broken jaw,
caused by being thrown from his carAbout 10 o'clock Payne, an acriage.
of

complice of Booth, made his way into
the house representing that he had some
medicine from the physician, which he

Shubert Amusement

Company, of New York, were given to
secure the payment of $85,000, the balance of the purchase money of the lease-

had been directed

hold interest in the property.

retary

The Lafayette Square Opera House
is

situated in

Madison

mission

many years ago when
was of small value Henry Clay
won it in a game of cards and swapped
it for a jackass which Commodore
John
Rodgers brought home from the Medi-

Commodore Rodgers

cupied

Taney.

ing on the floor, having rolled out of
in his struggles to escape the knife

bed

oc-

Chief

by
It

was

Justice Roger B.
also occupied by the

of the assassin.

James G. Blaine

Hon. James K. Paulding, Secretary of
the

Navy

house and he died

It

later

in

acquired the

January 27,
1893. The erection of the present theatre was begun on the site in 1895.

in the Cabinet of President

Van Buren.

seized the suffering

one was badly injured by being beaten
over the head with a revolver. Payne
then rushed down the steps and
Mr. Seward was found lyescaped.

built a

which was afterwards

in,

In the
knife cut him on both jaws.
struggle with the assassin both of Mr.
Seward's sons were cut severely, and

It is related that

it,

way

statesman with one hand and with a

the lot

house on

to deliver to the Sec-

Being denied adperson.
to the Secretary's room he

in

forced his

Place, fronting
a short distance

on Lafayette Square, is
from, and almost in front of the White
House, and stands on a historic site.

terranean.

the property and

resided there while Secretary of State in the Cabinet of PresiIt was in the second story front room of that
dent Lincoln.

paid by the new proprietors is not stated,
but five notes signed jointly by Mr. Be-

and the

Washington

by many of the most prominent men in Washington. U. S.
District Attorney Philip Barton Key was a member of the club
and when he was shot Sunday, February 27, 1859, by the Hon.

James G. Blaine, for ninety-nine years
from January i, 1895, which has about
eighty-eight years to run. The amount

lasco

Mary Anderson
;

Booth and on her returning she would recite bits of his plays.
She would rave and yell, tear her hair and make so much noise
that her stepfather said once

the stage.

recently announce' 1
would tour America

again that a fabulous sum had been offered
her to come to this country and read but she

admiration for me.

give you a costly diamond ring."
It was I who first discovered Mary's fine
singing voice. She was in the habit of going

life to

The American newspapers

was afterwards used
was frequented

as a club house, which

it

A.

THE NEW BELASCO THEATRE
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WASHINGTON

I.

MUDD.
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Your Favorite Odor

SHAW CALLS VS PROVINCIAL

THROUGHOUT YOUR
TOILET ACCESSORIES

The

action of Dr. Arthur E. Bostwick, head of
circulation department of the free lending

the

libraries of

New

Shaw's play,

York,

in placing

George Bernard

"Man and

Superman,'* on the restricted list, has aroused the ire of the IrishEnglish dramatist, and he has sent the following
characteristic protest to the

"DEAR SIR

New York

Times:

outside of America is likely to be
in the least surprised.
Comstockery is the world's standEurope
ing joke at the expense of the United States.
likes to hear of such, things.
It confirms the deep-seated
conviction of the Old World that America is a provincial
place, a second-rate country-town civilization after all.
"Personally I do not take the matter so lightly. American civilization is enormously interesting and important

only as a colossal social experiment, and I shall
make no pretense of treating a public and official insult
from the American people with indifference.
"It is true I shall not suffer either in reputation or
pocket.
Everybody knows I know better than your public
library officials what is proper for people to read, whether
they are young or old.
Everybody knows also that if I
had the misfortune to be a citizen of the United States
I should probably have my property confiscated by some
postal official and be myself imprisoned as a writer of
obscene* literature.
"But as I live in a comparatively free country and my
word goes further than that of mere officialdom, these
What does matter is that this inthings do not matter.
cident is only a symptom of what is really a moral horror
both in America and elsewhere, and that is the secret
and intense resolve of the petty domesticity of the world

me,

to

750.

'

~^^^^"

$1.35

famous perfumes of Maison Violet (pronounced Ye-o-lay) of Paris, held highest by the
most discriminating critics for their original,
lasting, dainty and subtle qualities may be had in ExThe
tract, Toilet Water, Sachet, Powder and Soap.
wide range of odors in these famous creations enables
you to select just the scent that most appeals to you.
You can then duplicate it in all your toilet accessories.

no criticism and suffer no invasion.
left in the world for unbridled license
is the married state.
That is the shameful explanation
of the fact that a journal has just been confiscated and
its editor imprisoned in America for urging that a married woman should be protected from domestic molesta-

I

For the whiskers and moustache we
make a Dye known us IiUCKINGHAM'8
DYE. It colors instantly a rich brown or a

his

>

soft black. R. P.

acknowledge their allies, state
and avow their aims, if they dare.

"I hope the

New York

press will in

their qualifi-

common humanity
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Violet's products
ucts
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and
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sent on receipt of ten cents

POWDER

TOII
IN
use

1

mark.

'

paper

who will now for the first time hasten to procure
books and witness the performances of my plays under
impression that they are Alsatian, warn them that
nothing but the most extreme tedium and discomfort of
conscience can be pot by thoughtless people from my sermons, whether on the stage or in the library.
"I hope also that the many decent and honorable citizens who are bewildered and somewhat scandalized by
my utterances will allow me to choose my own methods
of breaking through the very tough crusts that form on
Inthe human conscience in laree modern civi'izations.
deed. a man is hardly considered thoroughly respectable
The
until his conscience is all crust and nothing else.
more respectable you are the more you need the pickaxe.
"T am extremely sorry that the insult implied in the
action of the library authorities should to some extent
reflect on Richard Mansfield, Arnold Daly. Robert Loraine, and the many artists who as members of their
companies have been associated with my plays in America.
Without for a moment pretending that the actor is committed to all the ideas of which he becomes the inter-

send an

Look

HALL & CO., Nashua, N. n.

the

fi CO.
Agents for the United States

of

[sixty years.

my
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Specimen copy

filled
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guardian of youth, the key
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man

the dark,

in
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Price, $1.00, postpaid.
To any one sending their
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I

Sicilian
It

burning its own hands and coming back like boomWell, Jet it defend itself if it
erangs at its own head.
can, how it can, and as long as it can.
"I am an artist, and, it is inevitable, a public moralist,
and if everybody supposes that by going through a marriage ceremony or any other ceremony he can put himself outside the moral world on any subject whatever,
he is mistaken.
"I have honor and humanity on my side, wit in my
head, skill in my hand, and a higher life for my aim.
Let those who put me on their restricted lists so that
they may read me themselves while keeping their children

,

East 2 1st Street,

Hair Renewer."

bolts

:

2$c
Bouquet Farnese, z$c
Ambre Roya IQC
Extra Violette,
IQC
roc
Brtse de Vi^lettes, 2$c
Cytese^
at the above prices.
The Violet preparations are to be had in tho3 shops
controlling the best patronage.
Farnese Face Food, a Real Beautif ier
is wholly different from the many face-creams so commonly sold and a most satisfactory substitute for them.
It is a clear, delicately fragrant, liquid lotion.
It is instantly absorbed by the skin and leaves no oiliness
upon the surface. Its action is just as instantaneous.
It removes \vrinkles.sallownessand surface blemishes,
and by feeding freely the deeper tissues makes firm,
plump flesh on iace : arms, neck and bust Each cooling, refreshing application leaves the skin soft, transIt is conparent, and glowing.
venient, and keeps itself neat in its
handsome bottle.
Positively not

36

that

would say,

"Hall's Vegetable

"If 'Man and Superman' were a specimen of the same
prropaganda its 'wholesomeness' would not be questioned.
B ut 'Man and Superman' contains an explicit attack on
marriage as the most licentious of human institutions.
Consequently the domestic Alsatia, which has for so long
wielded the stolen thunders ot morality and religion to
defend its excesses, with the result that man is the most
morbid of all the animals, is terrified to find the thunder-

f
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Had

of her beautiful flow-'

ing locks, she

citizen.

Princia.

will

childbearing.

you should ask her the'

with aphrodisiac pictures and aphrodisiac stories of duly
engaged couples, he would now be a prosperous, respected
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(Ve-o-lay) products are distinguished by their dainty,
attractive packages. The case holding the entire set
is an exquisite product of superior French workmanship, ana makes an ideal center-piece for the toilet
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VI

am yet convinced that the extraordinary enthusito success on
the American stage in the teeth o managerial skepticism
and general incredulity has been due to moral as well
as artistic enthusiasm.
"Pray, do not suppose I am insensible of the good intentions of the leaders of 'All men mean well,' and 'Hell
is paved with good intentions, not bad ones.'
''Before you undertake to choose between evil and
good, in a public library or anywhere else, it is desirable
that you should first learn to distinguish one from the
The moment you do that, say, after forty years'
other.
study of social problems, you realize that you cannot
make omelettes without breaking eggs; that is, you cannot have an advance in morality until you shake the
prevailing sense of right and wrong sufficiently to compel
a readjustment.
"Now, if you shake the sense of right and wrong you
give to every rascal his opportunity and to every fool
his excuse.
Preaching of Christianity makes some men
Socialism may
Doukhobors instead of better citizens.
become the plea of the Anarchist or the dynamiter, science
of the vivisectionist, and Puritanism of the Comstocker;
but the nation that will not take these risks will never
advance morally.
"I do not say that my books and plays cannot do harm
to weak or dishonest people.
They can, and probably do.
But if the American character cannot stand that fire even
at the earliest age at which it is readable or intelligible,
there is no future for America.
"Finally, I can promise the Comstockers that, startling
as 'Man and Superman may appear to them, it is the
merest Sunday-school tract compared with my later play,
'Major Barbara,' with which they will presently be con"Yours faithfully,
fronted.
preter, I

asm with which my plays have been pushed
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Bernard Shaw.

I do not like 19 attack
clever, able, and witty, and he wants us to
York should adopt
If
believe him sincere.
his moral code I would resign my Police Commissionership in an hour. Shaw is a countryman
He is
of mine, and, like me, was born poor.
almost a genius, who classes Shakespeare as a

"Now,

Imported Into the United States.

Used and endorsed by the highest authority.
Bottled .nly

Shaw

Police Commissioner McAdoo in the course of
an address at the West Side Y. M. C. A., this
regarding
city, on Oct. 8 last had this to say
George Bernard Shaw and his play "Man and
York
at
a
New
now
being performed
Superman,"
theatre
"Then there are the theatres, and I am not
saying that the most of them are bad. Some of
them are very good. The theatre crowds, with
two matinees a week, six night performances, and
Sunday concerts to attend, represent a vast part
of our population, more than those who go to
church.
They are eager for amusement. The
best drawing plays are those where there is a
Unfortunately, that is where there are
laugh.
jokes at the expense of the matrimonial relations.
They are written by clever men, and intelligent
men and women go to see them. They would not
let their sons and daughters go, but they do go
after hearing the parental discourse, or knowing
cannot have a
that their parents did attend.
censorship, but we can withhold a license.
"If as fine a man as our President is right about
the sacredness of the American home as the pillar
of the State, what shall we think of the theatre,
where it is preached that marriage is a joke?
That is not the healthy view of life of our best

E

in

the

literary

world.

Shaw may

have seen that the way to make money was to do
something out of the common. In the drama he
represents the new type of Oscar Wilde, whose
plays can be revived here with profit, notwithstanding the horrors of his private life.
"I prefer for one the old melodrama, where
the hero was always a man, and a gentleman at
that; the villain all that should be hissed, and
everything came out right in the end. I want the
old days, with the good plays, and there were
many of them. I do not want the plays where
you are made to laugh that marriage is a joke.
Public opinion will regulate this in the end, as it
will the sensational press."

Theatre Magazine for Library
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IT DOES JVOT DISCOLOR, NOA> MAKE THE HAIR*
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Hair Tonic

is

'Pilocarpine,

principle of Jaborandi; a drug extensively used by trie native
Brazil, who are noted for th,eir luxuriant growth of hair.

For sale by
HUDSON &

Co.

(

leading druggists.

GREASY
tfye

active

women of

Plans for^Bernhardt's Tour
Sarah Bernhardt's

New York

engagement

will

at the Garden or Wallacks, on Nov. 20,
will be for two weeks only. The other cities

begin

and
in which she

is booked,
Chicago, Washington,
Baltimore, Pittsburgh, and Cincinnati, will have
but one week each. Her repertoire will consist of
"Adrienne Lecouvreur," "Angelo," "Camille,"
"The Sorceress," and "Tosca." M. Max will be
her leading man. The subscription sale of seats
will begin two weeks in advance of the regular

sale.

Wagner's "Valkyrie" is now scheduled for its
American production in English by Henry
W. Savage at the Tremont Theatre in Boston
on the anniversary of the first "Parsifal" performance in English last year at the same playfirst

house.

WHEN

the

large list of current magazines on the library
This publication will doubtless be very
shelves.
helpful to the members of the dramatic club and
to all students making a study of the theatre and
drama. Minneapolis University Daily.
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An

Interview with Ibsen

"Ibsen has written his last line.
"He is to-day a watery-eyed, tremulous old
man, his nervous force gone and his physical
strength vanishing. Two physicians are with him
night and day. He reads no more, but sometimes
his attendants read to him.
"His voice, however, possesses a wonderful
vigor, for those Norwegian voices retain their
rumble and decisiveness to a great age.
"There is marvellous life in the old man yet
when you consider his nearly seventy-eight years
of combat, but his work is done.
"Only the evidence of the eye is required to
make all this known to him who pays a visit of
respect to the great man of Christiana."
This is the message A. T. Worm, an American
theatrical manager, brings from the gloomy old
On July
library of Ibsen's house in Christiana.
15 Mr. Worm, accompanied by George Tyler of
the theatrical firm of Liebler & Co., met the
dramatist there. They are of the very few from
the outside world who have been permitted to see
The apDr. Ibsen during the last two years.
pointment was arranged by telephone with Dr.
Ibsen's physicians, and was brought about not
without difficulty. The visitors were escorted into
the library at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, remaining half an hour. They found Dr. Ibsen seated
He
in a large chair in the center of the room.
started to rise as they approached him, but they
He
hurried forward and prevented the effort.
remained seated throughout the interview, which
was carried on in English on the part of Mr.
Tyler and in Norwegian by the playwright, Mr.
Worm acting as interpreter. Three subjects
the appreciation of the Ibsen plays in America
without the payment of royalties, the independence of Norway, and a possible automobile ride,
The conversation went
were touched upon.
rather haltingly, says Mr. Worm, because both he
and Mr. Tyler felt a natural awe and humility as
they sat in the presence of the greatest figure in

Europe to-day.
"The purpose of our visit," Mr. Worm adds,
"was to sound Dr. Ibsen on the possibilities of
his undertaking a lecture tour of America under
Mr. Tyler's direction, or of writing a play to be
presented by one of the Liebler stars. As to the
first proposition I may say that, though the dramatist does not speak English, we planned to have
him address the American public in German, and

we

felt

Taste
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he could reach large audiences of students

and German-Americans in that tongue.
"But it required only a glance at the venerable
man peering at us with watery eyes from behind
his heavy spectacles to assure us that our plans
could never be carried out, even were Dr. Ibsen
So we did not broach
willing to consider them.
them to him. He has written his last line. He
He very seldom
is living the life of a recluse.
goes out of doors now, but once in a while is
taken for an easy drive.
"The library, where he spends most of his days
now, is a high, dark, old-fashioned room on the
first floor of his house.
Newspapers were strewn
about.
Conspicuous on the shelves were the
works of Kant and Schopenhauer. Dr. Ibsen was
dressed in an old, black frock coat and wore a
black

vn

tie.

He

is

stout

stouter than

when

I

saw

I

had
was

him

fifteen years ago.
"His face, in spite of the

almost said of dotage

is

marks of age

still

wonderful.

I

The Beer
That Made Milwaukee Famous.
Wines from the Brotherhood Vineyard are

overwhelmed by it. You can feel the intellectual
power in it. It somehow makes you dumb at first.
"I can compare his countenance to but one
thing. It is like an iceberg. It is a massive, dom-

The
able

ineering countenance; almost terrible.
"We began our conversation by asking him if
he realized how his plays were admired in
America, and how interested the people were in

our stage, and said no more on that subject.
"We spoke of the rupture between Norway and
Sweden and of the future of Norway as a republic.
He replied that he did not see why Norway
should not be a republic on American principles,
and that he would like to see that. We asked
him what he thought of the idea that a Swedish
prince should be called to the throne of Norway,
and he again said he could see no reason why
Norway should not become a republic, and that
hr was not in favor of a Swedish prince. I do not
expect ever to see him again. His work is done
and he is only waiting." Chicago Record-Herald.

WHEN

work

of reference.

Annual Price
is

It

is

List of the Brotherhood

Wine

all

now

If

ready.

you would

like to read
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the leading wine journals as a valuThe Fiftieth
concise and comprehensive.

used by

edition in large pamphlet form

his message.

"He smiled grimly a kind of satanic smile I
should call it, or is saturnine the word? and said
he was glad to hear it, but that he had no tangible evidences of that admiration, that the Americans used his work without paying for it.
I
thought of the 'art-for-art's-sake' devotees, who
have made fame and some money out of him on

Sixty-fifth

has been accepted and

Fine.

it
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Queries Answered
The Editor will answer all reasonable questions in this
column, but irrelevant queries, such as the color of this
or that player's hair or eyes, or matters connected with
their purely personal affairs will be ignored.
No replies
Write questions on one side of the paper only.
by mail.

M. Williams, L. A. W., South Bend, Ind.; E. H.,
"Man and SuperBrooklyn; L. R., N. Y., and others:
is on sale at all bookstores and published by BrenN.
Y.
tanos,
Bay State. Q. Will you interview James K. Hackett
and Mary Mannering? A. See our July, 1902, issue for
Mary Mannering. Mr. Hackett may be interviewed later.
Q. Js Mrs. Hackett's real name Mary Mannering? A.
See answer to Yam K. in our October issue. Q. Is elocution as taught at school considered poor preparation
for the stage?
A. It is so considered by professionals.
L. B.
Will Grace George have a new play this seaQ.
son?
A. Yes, "The Marriage of William Ashe." Q.
When will "Woodland" play in Boston? A. Very soon.
A. Prince
Q. What is the new cast of "Woodland"?
liagle, Louise Tozier;
King Eagle, Chas. Meyer; Blue
Robin Redbreast, Walter Lawrence ;
Jay, Harry Bulger
Gen. Rooster, Sherman Wade; Judge Owl, Louis Cassavant; Dr. Raven, Chas. Meyer; Miss Nightingale, Magda
Dahl; Polly Parrot, Ida Mulle;
Lady Peacock, Greta
Turtle Dove, Bertyne Mortimer
Risley
Jenny Wren,
Helen Hale; The Cold Bottle, Hattie Nichols; The Hot
Bird, John Donohue; Lieut. Sparrow, Eva Fallen.
Essex Falls, N. J. Q. Where can I address letters to
Shaw, Ibsen, and Barrie ? A. Letters addressed to the

MADE

YOUR

smoke

chair

favorite

a

ditto,

CLUB COCKTAILS, and
trouble
or effort required; just strain your CLUB
bottle of

home comfort envelops you. No

COCKTAIL through cracked ice, and
you have a drink whose equal never
passed over a made-in-a-hurry bar.

CLUB COCKTAILS

made

are

of

choicest liquors, scientifically blended and
aged to perfection. The original brand.
Seven kinds

Manhattan, Martini,

G.F.HEUBLEIN

etc.

BRO., Sole Proprietors
New York
London

<a

Hartford

;

;

;

London Era

will reach them in due time.
Is Guy
Q.
Bates Post's wife on the stage ?
A.
His wife, Sarah
Where can I address Mary
Truax, is a leading lady. Q.
Anderson? A. Malvern, England.
Who will take
Q.

the

title

A.

We
W.

roles

in

R. I.
Can I obtain the
Q.
edition of "The Little Minister"?
A.
Write to Meyer Bros. & Co., 26 West 33d St., City.
Will Maude Adams be included in your "Chats with
Q.
A. See our September, 1903, issue.
Players"?
Q.
J.

original

the broad

is to be Miss Adams' leading man ?
announced.
What photographs
Q.
A. We cannot enumerate
Will you publish her picture soon? A.

Maude Adams?

GUARANTEE of better all-around hat satiscomes with hats offered at nearly
twice our $3.00 price.

faction than

GRAND PRIZE

-

I

am

/JohnNacontosl^
the Toffee King
My name and face are my trade-mark.

It is a trade-mark

my business and
makes deception impossible.

specially chosen for the protection of

my

customers, because

it

The name and the face on every box

of

Mackintosh's Toffee
are exactly the

6ame

as in this advertisement, making
identification of the genuine Toffee easy at a glance.
so
called
"Toffee"
that does not bear
name
Any
and face on the package is an imitation.
Mackintosh's Toffee is a toothsome old English
CANDY, made of pure butter, cream and sugar. Delicious and nutritious.
Ask your dealer to supply you, or send me 10 cents for a trial package.
MACKINTOSH, Dopt. 81, ?8 Hudson St., N. Y.

my

JOHN

and

TWO GOLD MEDALS were given the
HAWES HAT exhibit
by the Superior JuryJ
of the ST.

LOUIS EX-

POSITION.
Agencies Everywhere.

HAWES

GAL

Von

CHICAGO
1178 B'way, New York

A.
have

It is not

Co., Inc.

BOSTON
Fancies,

Danbury, Conn.

WHEN YOU ASK FORI

you of
a.l.
Q.
See our May,

them

THE IMPROVED

1905, issue.
Q. Is the report true that she will again
be co-star with Mr. Drew?
A. No.
Where could
Q.
i get some pictures of her in "Rosemary" or "The Masked

,

"money

back-if- wanted."

Maude Adams'

Who

yet

MAR-

in largestquantities
and in greatest variety of shapes and
colors.
Sold with

"The Masquerader" and "Graustark" ?

do not know.
M., Weekapaug,

and

KETED by MODERN METHODS

man"

/

BOSTON
GARTER

Ball"? A. At this office.
Will she play both "The
Q.
Masked Ball" and "Peter Pan" this season/ A. Only
"Peter Pan."
H. D., Elwood, Ind. Q. Where can I procure a copy
of the play "Dr. Jekell and Mr. Hyde"?
A. Write to
Samuel French, 20 West 22d St., City.
D. F., Chicago, 111.
See answer to "R. F., St. Louis,
Mo.," in our July issue.
G. E. P., Providence, R. I,
Q. Are you correct in
saying that Miss Marlowe made her first appearance as
A. It was a typographical error,
Parthenia in 1877?
and should have been April 25, 1887. Q. Is Miss Marlowe abroad? A.
She has returned, and is now appearIn what will she appear
ing in Shakespearian plays.
Q.
besides "The Merchant of Venice" and "Twelfth Night"?
A.
The Taming of the Shrew." Q. Was she married
twice?
A.
No.
Is Florence Reed Isadore Rush's
Q.
A.
No relation whatever.
daughter ?
Numbskull. Q. Is there a demand for new musical
comedies? A. -There is always a demand for them. Q.
Does it pay to write a successful musical comedy? A.
How
Yes, if the comedy should prove successful.
Q.
does one arrange with a composer in regard to the music?
A.
He generally shares in the weekly royalties. Thanks
for your kind remarks.
How can I learn the principles of makeGeorgie.
Q.
up and acting as would be taught in a good dramatic
school? A.
The Crescent Trade Co., 144 West 37th St.,
Does it help one to see many
publish such a book.
Q.
good plays? A. Assuredly.
Odette. A. In 1562 Arthur Brooke, or Broke, published a poem entitled "Romeus and Juliet," which has
been pretty clearly shown to be one of the sources of
Shakespeare's tragec'
P. F. S., York Beach, Me.
Q. How can I get a letter
to Clara Morris?
A. Write her at Riverdale-on-Hudson,
N. Y. Q. Is she going to play in anything during the
What are
coming season ? A. We do not know.
Q.
the addresses of Dramatic Schools of Boston, Mass.? A.
We cannot inform you.
D. A. S. Q. Will you publish Maude Durbin's picture and a brief synopsis of her stage life? A.
We published pictures of her in our June and October, 1904,

REFUSE ALL
SUBSTITUTES AND
INSIST ON HAVING
THE GENUINE
The Name
stamped on every

is

loop

CUSHION
BUTTON

CLASP
NEVER
TEARS NOR UNFASTENS

LIES FLAT TO THE LEG
SLIPS,

k

Sample

pair, Silk 50c., Cotton 25c.
price.

Mailed on receipt of

GEO. FROST CO., Makers
Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

ALWAYS EASY'

issues.

M.

Can I get artists to furK., South Bend, Ind.
Q.
with accounts of their stage careers?
A. Ardo
not care to furnish such matter to strangers.
tists
Read this magazine regularly and you will learn all you
want to know. Q. How could I obtain an article from
Eleonore Duse?
A. You might write to her when she
comes to this country, but we doubt if you will succeed.
Thanks for your complimentary remarks.
F. K., N. Y. City.
You will find your questions
answered in the July THEATRE.
Jax, South Bend, Ind.
Q. Will you give me a short
account of the careers of Olga Nethersole and Blanche
Walsh between "Aristocracy" and "The Resurrection"?
A.
O!ga Nethersole was born in Kensington, London, in
1865.
Is the youngest daughter of a London solicitor.
At eighteen made her
Spent childhood in Germany.
debut at the Theatre Royal, Brighton, Eng., as Lettice
Vane in "Harvest." Then joined Arthur Dacre's Co.
and played in the English provinces. Afterwards in the
Made
companies of Lionel Brough and Willie Edouin.
London debut at the Adelphi in July, 1888, in "Union
Then accepted an engagement as understudy to
Jack."
Mrs. Bernard Beere in "La Tosca."
In 1890 went to
Australia with her own company.
Reappeared in London
in May, 1892, in "Agatha."
Then hired the Garrick
Theatre and produced "The Transgressor" and made a
tremendous hit. Made American debut Oct. 15, 1894, at
Palmer's (Wallace's) Theatre in the same play, but
Visited this country seasons
proved a disappointment.
1895-6-7 under Chas. and Daniel Frohman's management.
For Miss Walsh see THEATRE MAGAZINE for June, 1903,
and July, 1905.
Q. Where can I address a letter to
Chas. Dalton, Forbes Robertson, Robert Edeson and
Arthur Forrest? A. Dalton and Robertson, London Era,
London, Eng.; Forrest, Dramatic Mirror, West 42d St.,
and Edeson, Hudson Theatre, this city.
F. B. S., N. Y.
Q. Will you print pictures of Maude
Lambert and chorus singing the "Borneo" song in "Lifting the Lid" and other scenes from the same play? A.
nish

.,,

Honey Comb

Chocolate Chips

PURE
spun

honey-molasses

aroma,

delicious

taffy,

out to finest, airiest
crisp, then coated with pure,
rich chocolate.
Enticing
taste.

So

good you always want more.
To any lady who studs its the
name of her candy deti/fr, druggist or groicr and Ji-ve z-cent
stumps -we will send once only a
fancy box of our famous confection.

TAYLOR
55

Taylor Bldg.

BR.OS. CO.
Battle Creek, Mich.

WHEN

me

Possibly.

Constant Reader. You will find your queries answered in the September THEATRE.
A Constant Reader. Q. Have you interviewed Anna
Held? A. Not yet.

You won't
if

dress

you

original

a
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J. S. H., Baltimore, Md.
tin Farnum?
A.
Perhaps.

Q.
Will you interview DusQ. Will you publish photos
of him as himself?
A.
See our September, 1905, issue.
When did Mrs. Farnum play in "The Virginian?"
Q.
A. The first season it was produced in this city.
Q.
Is she any relation to Agnes Muir?
A.
None.
Q.
Can I obtain a copy of the play "The Virginian"? A.
It is not published.
Who took the photo of Eleanor
Q.
Robson as Bqnita in the July THEATRE? A. Hall, 1466
this city.
Cleveland.
See
L.,
in this number.
Q.
dramatized? A. 'Yes. Q.
Cohan appear this season?

"Your Health"

Muir's

Broadway,

Edna
interview
with
Are any of Gaboriau's novels
May
In what show will Josephine
A.
She is now playing in
vaudeville.
Q. Is Lulu Glaser coming to Cleveland?
A.
Who plays Rose Melon in
Yes, very soon.
Q.
Pouf?"
A. Amelia Stone played Rose
"Piff,
Paff,
Melon.
Who played Waller in "'The Vinegar
Q.
G.

Buyer?"

the

Scotch Ale
A delicious,

A. -Walter Thomas.

See answer to W. A. E., Los AnM., Cincinnati.
geles, Cal., in our July issue.
F. H., Wawnatosa, Wis.
Q. Did Arthur Berthelet play
in Mr. Mansfield's company last year?
No.
A.
Q.
Who does he play with this year ? A.
do not

sparkling,

E.

appetizing beverage,
as wholesome as it is

We

pure and more healthful than English hop
ales,
riuir's is a barmalt
brew, bottled
ley

S. A. G., Cleveland, O.
Q. When will Kyrle Bellew
A.
Late in the season? Q.
play in Cleveland again?
Is he still playing "Raffles?"
A.
Yes.
Q. Will you
interview Kyrle Bellew?
A.
See our June, 1902, issue.
C. C. Fairmount, W. Va.
What
play did James
Q.
T. Powers act in about three or four seasons ago?
A.
"The Medal and the Maid."
A. P. W., Shreveport, La.
Who is the author of
Q.
"Pads and Pantsies." and what is the price of the book?
A.
We do not know.
G. T. W.
When have you interviewed E. S.
Q.
Willard? A. February, 1902. Q. What is the price of
that issue?
A.
$1.00
Constant Reader. Q. Where can I secure a photo of
Paul McAllister and William Bramwell ?
A. At this

stoneware

in

Edin-

in

burgh since 1780.

BE SURE IT'S MUIR'5
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office.

A
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Tooth Powder
No

no

acid

waste

no

no
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grit

spilling

enamel
tarnished gold work.

scratched

A REWARD
Fine, strong, healthy teeth
and gums and a pure breath
are the reward of Sozodont.

THREE FORMS
LIQUID,

POWDER AND PASTE

Green

Cincinnati.
Q.
for Henry Savage's
tion? A.
The stage

M.,

See answer to E.
Bay, Wis.
Who engages the chorus people
and the Messrs. Shuhert's producmanager and musical director. Q.

To whom should one apply for
A. To the musical director.
P. P., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Q.

a position in the chorus?

What

&

Acker, Merrall
NEW YORK

Condit

Company

SOLE

AGEMS

are the addresses of

Andrew Mack and Chauncey Olcott? A. Andrew Mack
now en route from Australia and Chauncey Olcott was

is

in this city, at the Maiestic Theatre.
See route.
C. H., Washington, p. C.
Q. When will the Sothern
and Marlowe Co. nlay in this city? A. Late this year.
O.
Has a Julia Marlowe edition of "When Knighthood
Wns in Flower" been published? A. No. Q. When
did you publish her picture in that play and in "The
Cavalier?" A. May, 1901, and April, 1903.
M. E.. Washington. D. C. Q. How can I reach
Louise Galloway. Charlotte Walker and Dorothy Hammock?
A. A letter sent in care of The New York
Have you
Mirror, West _42d. St.. will reach them.
Q.
nubli^hed a picture of Louise Galloway?
A. Not yet.
Can
me
information
Q.
you give
any
concerning her?
A.
She is engaged for Henrietta Crosman's Company.
A. M. J. Q.
Ts "Leah Kleschna" taken from a book?
A.
Not to our knowledge.
Q. Where can T get the
A. Write to Harrison Grey Fiske, Manhattan
nlay?

Theatre,

citv.

E. C.,
tures of

Kalamazoo, Mich. Q. Have you published picMabel Harrison and plays in which she has ap-

THE RATIONAL TREATMENT
OF SKIN DISEASES
based upon the use of a powerful antiseptic that, while destroying both the germs and the morbid
element which cause the disease,
does not injure or impair the
is

healthy tissue.

Experiments made by
ologists have proven that

bacteri-

A. Not yet.
M. C. B., Chicago. Til. O. Can T secure picture of
Dave Lewis. Maud Alice Kelley and scenes from "The
Royal Chef" and "The Isle of Spice?"
A.
Write to
this office.
The scenes you can also secure at this office
at $1.00 apiece.
Have you pictures of Cissie Loftus?
Q.

peared?

1

"
brilliant,

L.

The Dainty Little Cake"

extremely rapid, and lasting polish

for

the finger nails, with or without a buffer. No dust,
pumice, or grease. Guaranteed absolutely harmless.
Especially ad.ipted for tourists. Price 25 cents per box.

Thebooklet

Well Kept Nails

free

on request.

We will also send samples of four of our manicuring specialties without charge.
Sold by all first-class dealers or
Ploridl-e Vfg. Co., 4u Franklin St., N. Y. City

For elegance, fragrance, delicacy
and purity, Mine. Royale's Cold
Cream is absolutely without an equal.
Contains the condensed Milk of Almonds and concrete juice of young
Scotch Oats. Unsurpassed for whitening, softening and nourishing the
skin, removing wrinkles and giving
a healthy, natural glow and beauty
to the complexion. Will not cause
the growth of hair. Especially recommended for theatrical use in re-

moving cosmetics and preparing the
powder and make-up. Halfpound can 500. prepaid; large trial
j ar by mail 150.
skin for

Sole Agents, 100 to 150

PARDRIDGE ft BLACKWELL
Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.

agent.
Old Subscriber, Cedar Rapids, la. Q. Does Mabel
Taliaferro pronounce her name taliver or tal-i-ferro? A.
Tally-^erro is the only way we ever heard it pronounced.
A.
A. B., Linden, N. T. Q. Have you published
pictures of the principal characters and scenes from
"The Wizard of Oz?" A. See our August, 1902, and
March, 1903, issues.
What parts or part
Robert, San Francisco, Cal.
Q.
has Jameson Lee Finney been successful in?
A. Algie
Portman, in the "Man of Forty," and Picard, in "The
Two Orphans," were among his best characterizations.
What is his line of work? A. He is a character
Q.
actor.
Where is he playing at present? A. With
Q.
Margaret Anglin at the Princess Theatre, this city.
.

Helen. Q. How can I address letters to Sidney
Toler and Donald MacLaren? A.
In care of The New
York Mirror, West 42d St., this city.
Is Sidney
Q.
Toler engaged for this season?
A. He is with the
"When Baxter Butted In" Co.
M. E. S., Evanston, 111. Q. In what play last season
did Stephen B. French
appear? A. He was with Maude
Adams the latter part 01
last season.
What are his
Q.
A. They have not as yet
plans for the coming season?
been announced.
What is the best dramatic school
Q.
in New York?
A.
Consult our advertising columns.
What school or teacher would you advise me to go to
p.
in Boston to study dramatic art?
A. We do not know
of any in Boston.
H. B. T., Williamsport, Pa. Q. What is Ethel BarA. Care of Chas. Frohman, Empire
rymore's address?
Theatre Building, New York City.
W. A. M., Milwaukee, Wis. Q. When and where was
the initial production of "Beauty and the Beast" given?
A.
It was done for the first time in America, January
then at fhe
23, 1843, at Mitchell's Oylmpic, this city;
Old Chatham Theatre, this city, February 5, 1855; New
York Theatre (formerly the Globe), September 17, 1886,
and at the old Broadway Theatre, December 12, 1856.
M. S. P. G., Omaha, Neb. Q. Will you publish Walker
Whiteside's picture?
A.
How do you
Q.
Perhaps.
pronounce Faversham? A. As spelled, first "a" short.
O. J. P., Galvestpn, Texas.
When
did you pubQ.
lish pictures of Dustin Farnum in "The Virginian?"
A.
March. 1905, and Feb., 1904. Q. Will Mr. Farnum and
Guy Bates Post come to Galveston this season? A.
We do not think so. Q. In what show is Arthur Dunn
A.
We do not know. Thanks for
playing this season?
your complimentary remarks.
N. W. D., New York. Q. Will you reproduce other
posters of current plays in the same way as you reproduced the English poster of "Peter Pan?' A. We may
do so. Thanks for your kind remarks.
Will you publish a short
Inquirer, New York.
Q.
sketch of Edna May's career?
A.
See this issue.
Dana Hall, Boston. Q. Where could I procure a
"Peter Pan" poster? A. We are trying to secure some.
When we do we will announce it.
B. B.
Have you published scenes from "Merely
Q.
Mary Ann," and also a criticism? A. See our January
and February, 1904. issues.
What is the price of
Q.
these numbers?
A. Fifty cents apiece.
A Subscriber. Q. Where is James Neill ? A. -He
will
be Mme. Modjeska's leading man,
Q. la Edith
Chapman his wife? A. Yes.
m
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THE THEATRE MAGAZINE ADVERTISER
AN IDEAL PICTURE GALLERY AT A SMALL COST

WE

beg to call the attention of our readers to our pictures of stage celebrities, as shown in
the above reproductions.
Each picture is elegantly framed in our new Japanese wood veneer frames of exquisite shades, and all that could be desired to decorate homes, town or
country houses, students' rooms, cozy corners, studios, etc.
We offer four distinctive series. Series Nos. i, 2 and 3 are black and white pictures composing series No. 4 are in colors. Size and prices are described below. When ordering, just menlion the numbers desired.
New subjects will be constantly added.
;

Ill

SERIES

cents each

1.

Size 61 x 9

$1.00 per dozen

Letters to the Editor
Our readers are invited to send in, for publication in
this department, letters on any theatrical topic likely to
Communications should be writbe of general interest.
ten on one side of the paper only, and not exceed 500
Letters published must be regarded as expresswords.
The
of each correspondent.
ing the personal opinion
Editor does not necessarily endorse the statements made
and disclaims all responsibility.

Appreciated in Australia.
SYDNEY. New South Wales, Sept. 9, 1905.
To the Editor of THE THEATRE MAGAZINE:
In your most valuable and interesting journal for
June, appears a letter in which the writer said
"Most people want to know these points (referring to a list showing the runs of plays) than to
:

8.

Ethel Barrymore in plain dress.
Ethel Barrymore in "Sunday."
David Warfield in street costume.
Sam Bernard in street costume.
William Gillette in "Sherlock Holmes."
Eleanor Robson in plain dress.
Chauncey Olcott as "Edmund Burke."
Mrs. Patrick Campbell in evening dress.

9.

Lillian

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Mme. Bertha

11.

Arnold Daly in "Candida."
Wm. Bramwell in "Captain Barrington."
George Arliss in street costume.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Denman Thompson

in

street

costume.

William Collier in street costume.
Clara Morris at home.
17. Florence Roberts in "La Gioconda."
18. Fritzi Scheff in evening dress.
19. Aimee Angeles in "The Rollicking Girl."
20. Wi'liam Courtenay in street costume.
21. E. S. Willard in "The Cardinal."
43. Mrs. Leslie Carter in

IS cents each

SERIES

2.

50. Julia Sanderson in "Fantana."
51. Mme. Bertha Kalisch in "Kith and Kin."
52. Cecelia Loftus in "The Serio-Comic Governess."
53. Miss Ellis Jeffreys in evening dress.
54. Marie Tempest in "The Freedom of Suzanne."
55. Mr. Holbropk Blinn in "The Duchess of Dantzic."
56. Robert Hilliard in evening dress.
57. Edna Wallace Hopper in evening dress.
58. Cecelia Loftus in "If I Were King."

20 cents each

read reminiscences of old or deceased players."
To my mind these reminiscences of old actors and
the insight into the past history of the drama are
among the most valuable and interesting features
of your beautifully got up journal, and I sincerely
trust your editorial policy will always include a
judicious mixture of the old times with the new.
For instance, your opening article on the "Personal Recollections of Augustin Daly" is extremely valuable from an historical standpoint,
and to a cosmopolitan student of the stage like
myself, is full of delightful lore, which could only
be treasured up in the pages of a purely theatrical
journal such as your own. Anything about this
famous American manager is well worth recording for the benefit of all those who have the welfare of the staee at heart.
In conclusion, allow me to offer my humble
tribute of praise for the admirable literary quality
of your journal, and also for the beautiful illustrations that adorn it each month.
Here in Australia I look for it with eagerness every month,
and I trust, sir, you may long be spared to continue in your good work.
Louis H. PAUL.

Amy

Russell as Lady Teazle.
Kalisch in "Fedora."

10.

22. Frank Worthing in street costume.
23. Henrietta Crosman in plain dress.
24. Robert Edeson at home.
25. Sir Henry Irving as Cardinal Wolsey.
26. Sir Henry Irving as Dante.
27. Edna May in "The School Girl."
28. Bertha Galland in street dress.
29.
Ricard in "The Master Builder."
30. Ada Rehan as Portia.
31. Irene Bentley and her dog.
32. Annie Russell in plain dress.
33. Henry Miller in "D'Arcy of the Guards."
34. Robert Mantell as Hamlet.
35. Latest picture of Mme. Modjeska.
36. Geo. Bernard Shaw in his study.
37. Martin Harvey in "The Only Way."
38. The late Maurice Barrymore.
39. Margaret Illington in evening dress.
40. Dorothy Revelle in evening dress.
41. Nance O'Neil in "Judith of Bethulia."
42. Paul McAllister in street costume.

SERIES

3.

"Adrea."

Size

7x14

$1.50 per dozen

59. Kyrle Bellew and E. M. Holland in "Raffles."
60. Mme. Sembrich in evening dress.
61. Orrin Johnson in "Hearts Courageous."
62. Lotta Faust in "The Wizard of Oz."
63. Hattie Williams in "The Girl from Kays."
64. Miss Fritzi Scheff in street costume.
65. E. H. Sothern as Hamlet.
66. Harry Woodruff as Orlando.
"
Thumb."
67. Maude Adams in
'Op O'

Re "Ma.n and Superma.n"
NEW YORK CITY, Oct. 10,

Me

Size 11 x

H

1905.
the Editor of THE THEATRE MAGAZINE:
I am glad to read your review of "Man and
Superman." Admitting the play's brilliant points,

To

$2.00 per dozen

can only think of it generally (for finding any
decayed parts in an apple or orange for instance
debars it from being used by those who know the
difference and can have the best) as being simply
I

unutterably rotten! and the word to me is as
disgusting as the play. I try to get the good from
the plays I see, but I'd no more take another
friend to see "Man and Superman" than I'd cut
off my own right hand.
G. F. DREW.

We

Will Discuss

Music

Philadelphia, Oct.

70.
71.
72.
73.
74.

Maude Adams'
Maude Adams

latest picture
as Juliet.

in

private

James K. Hackett and Mary Mannering
and Juliet."

life.

"Romeo

in

Arnold Daly in street costume.
Clara Morris in "The Two Orphans."

75. Dustin Farnum in "The Virginian."
76. Mrs. Gilbert in plain dress; her last portrait.
77. Julia Marlowe and Edw. Sothern in "Romeo

and

Juliet."

Wm.

78.
Gillette in "The Admirable Crichton."
79. Maxine Elliott in evening dress.
80. Ethel Barrymore in evening dress.
81. Mme. Bertha Kalisch in evening dress.
82. Edwin Arden in "Fedora."
83. Signor Caruso in "The Huguenots."

SERIES

25 cents each

Colored

1905.

the value of your already splendid magazine inGive us vour fine and just criticisms,
calculably.
vour anecdotes, articles and photographs of
operatic and musical stars as well as those of the

Wm.

Size 10 x 13.

4.

10,

the Editor of THE THEATRE MAGAZINE:
Regarding a music department in your magazine, I would say for myself and a great many
more readers, by all means. It would increase

To

84. Viola Allen in "The Winter's Tale."
85. Nat. Goodwin in street costume.
86. Mrs. Fiske as Leah Kleschna.
87. Lillian Russell as Lady Teazle.
88. Mrs. Patrick Campbell as Lady Macbeth.
Viola Allen in "The Hunchback."
00. Vio'a Allen in "The Eternal City."
91. Nanette Comstock in evening dress.
92.
H. Crane in street costume.
3. Virginia Harned in "Alice of Old Vincennes.'
94. Forbes Robertson as Hamlet.
95. Kyrle Beilew in "A Gentleman of France."
Eleanor Robson in "A Gentleman of France."
97. Henrietta Crosman in "Sweet Kitty Bellairs.'
98. Fay Templeton in dancing costume.
99. Julia Marlowe as Juliet.

drama.

To
I

M. GIHON.

New York City. Oct 5, 1905.
THE THEATRE MAGAZINE:

the Editor of
quite agree with Mr. Sanford.

your Music Department.

$2.50 per dozen

Please restore
music, in

Drama and

my

opinion, are very closely related, and I feel
that I am not far from wrong when I say that
nine out of ten of your subscribers are as interested in music as they are in drama. Last year
and the year before the New York Philharmonic

brought various well-known European
conductors to this country to conduct the orSociety

These men came and went as ghosts;
man conducted his two or three concerts,

chestra.

each

his scholarly or imaginative interpretations
of various symphonies, and that is all we knew
about them. This winter the Philharmonic Society is again to import several distinguished conductors from the old world, and I am wondering
if we are to learn anything about the characters
of these men. their ideals, etc.
It seems to me
that "Chats with Musicians" should prove to the
majority of vour readers every bit as interesting
as "Chats with Players."
A. LESLIE STEERS.

gave

150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.

in "The Little Minister."
as Juliet.
in "The Music Master."
Farnum
in "The Virginian."
Dustin
Joseph Jefferson in "Rip Van Winkle."
E. H. Sothern as Hamlet.
Eleanor Robson in "She Stoops to Conquer."
Kyrle Bellew as Romeo.
Edna May in "The School Girl."

163. Maxine Elliott as Portia.
164. Ida Conquest in "A Midsummer Night's
165. Edwin Booth as Richelieu.
166. Maude Adams in "Quality Street."
167. Fritzi Scheff in "Babette.
168. Marie Doro,
Gillette's leading lady.
169. Lotta Faust in "The Wizard of Oz."

Mabel Taliaferro.

171.
172.
173.
174.
Girl

Maude Adams

Julia

Marlowe

David Warfield

Leslie

Viola

Wm

170. Edith

in

"The

Little

Duchess."
Bentley

176. Irene

We are prepared
picture.

to

fill

Wynne

You Like

Carter in "Du Barry."
Allen in "Twelfth Night."

Anna Held

Dream."

in

"The

Matthison and Robert Loraine

in

"As

It."

E. S. Willard in "The Cardinal."
Lillian Russell as the Marquise.
E. H. Sothern as Richard Lovelace.

Otis Skinner as Lanciotto.
from Dixey."

the orders immediately upon their receipt. Add two cents for postage for each
Two Dollars or more will be sent prepaid. No goods sent C. O. D.

Orders for

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE

-

26 West Thirty-Third Street

WHEN

[It is impossible to print all the letters we have received on this subject.
They all plead for a Music DeWe have, therefore, decided to comply with
partment.
this request, and a notice regarding the matter will be
found on page 269 of this issue.]

-

NEW YORK

American Dramatists Ignored
NEW YORK CITY. Oct. 3. 1905.

the Editor of THE THEATRE MAGAZINE:
am an attentive and interested reader of the
valuable THEATRE MAGAZINE, and wish you well

To
I
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in

extending and sustaining

my

its

XI

universal popu-

impossible to edit
any perodical to suit everybody. I am surprised,
however, at the exception you made (intentionally
or unintentionally?) when you published recently
In
a group of portraits of American authors.
that list you omitted, for some reason, some very
important authors, such as Charles H. Blaney,
It

larity.

Howard

is,

Hall,

in

belief,

Dore Davidson and many

Is this impartial or partial to the

others.

omitted?
"LOYAL.'

;

[In preparing a pictorial feature of this kind it is im
practicable to include everyone, there being certain lim
In addition to th(
itations to the size of our page.
authors you mention we also omitted Geo. H. Broadhurst
C. T. Dazey, Victor Mapes, Stanislaus Stange, Harry P
Mawson and several others entitled to be there. Thus
it was not a question of partiality, but of space.]

Russian Theatre in

There

a certain

is

relish in the

New York

smok-

ing of tobacco
which only smokers

Paul Nikolaivitch Orleneff, one of the most
powerful interpreters of the modern drama in
Russia to-day, with his company of players who
attracted much attention in New York last winter, has opened the first Russian art theatre in
America. His little theatre on Third St., Manhattan, was duly inaugurated Oct. 20 last.
The representatives of nearly every nation on
earth had already their theatre in cosmopolitan
New York. The Germans had theirs, the Italians
theirs, the Yiddish Jews theirs, only the Russians
were unprovided for. The Orleneff theatre will
be modelled after Stanislavsky's Art Theatre in
Moscow, and the quality of the dramas to be
produced may be judged from the following
Their repertoire will consist of Tolstoi's
plays
"Christian," yet unpublished. Gorki's "Children of
the
Chechhov's "Uncle Vania" and
Light,"
"Chaika," Ibsen's "Ghosts." "Hedda Gabler" and
"Master Builder." Hauptmann's "Sunken
the
Bell," "Solitary Souls" and "Michael Cramer,"
Herman Bahr's "Apostle," Arne Garborg's
"Paulus'' and many other plays hitherto unknown

know

try

" The Perfect Havana."

Parvetelas

Grande

:

American theatre public.
Mr. Orleneff leased a cosy and beautiful theatre of nine hundred seating capacity, located at
15-17 East Third Street, and some of the best
talent Russia affords was engaged to make a
The necessary funds were
perfect ensemble.
raised by subscription, each subscriber being entitled to so many seats. Tuesday evening has been
set aside for subscribers, when Mr. Orleneff will
to the

give his best plays, but, should subscribers wish
to attend any other evening, they may do so.
Some time in December the Russian actor and
his company will be seen once more at a special
matinee at the Manhattan Theatre in Dostoievsky's "Crime and Punishment," a play made
familiar to New York theatre-goers by Richard
Mansfield.

The American Typewriter
Saves twelve hundred
"
IM

feature

Ben Greet announces
Mendelssohn Hall,

that

New

and

Friday evening, and every
Wednesday. Friday and Saturday afternoon.
"Henry V." will be the bill the first week. The
bills for the second week will be "Much Ado
About Nothing" and "Merchant of Venice."
"Macbeth" is scheduled for the third week and
"Julius Caesar" for the fourth.
The repertoire has been arranged with the
special view of interesting students, and many of
the large schools of New York and its vicinity
have already indicated their substantial support.
One night each week the company will appear
in Brooklyn, under the auspices of the Brooklyn
Institute of Arts and Sciences, and one night
each week at the East Side Settlement, under the
auspices of the Educational Alliance.
In the Settlement schools the plays will be
studied before Mr. Greet and his players arrive.
The managers of the Educational Settlement
expect that these plays, well acted, will do much
to
check the tendency for sensational melodramas.
The University Settlement, the West Side
Neighborhood House, the Warren Goddard
House, the Christie Street House, the Recreation
Rooms, Alfred Corning Clark House, the Hartley House, the Nurse's Settlement, the College
Settlement, the Jacob A. Riis Settlement, the
East Side House Settlement and Branch B of
the Educational Alliance are the ones that have
persuaded Mr. Greet to give the East Side a
trial.
The series will begin with "Henry V.,"
Nov. 4.

When on

and

$50.

This

American $50
Universal keyboard, ballbearing carriage, prints
from ribbon ; steel type,
unlimited speed.
"
"
AMERICAN

beginning Oct. 30
York, his company

'vill be seen in a series of Shakespeare's plays
acted in the manner of the Elizabethan period.
The engagement will be limited to twenty-four
For four weeks, beginning Oct.
performances.
30, there will be performances every Monday.

Wednesday

parts

the exclusive patent of the Standard

is

Typewriter

Berv Greet's Plans
at

ONE STEEL BAR

the Road

Never fail to insure your jewels and other valuables while
traveling on the road or acting on the stage aeainst FIRE
and THEFT. A policy does not cost much and will protect
you all the time Short term policies issued if required. Telephone 1862 John. F. Russak, 56-58 Pine St,, New York City.

WAT

THE

and Easy Payment Plan
Mailed on request.
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TYPEWRITERS

At Less Than Half Price
Thousands

Huckett-Carhart Building
Chambers St., New York

It'way and

Formerly in,

now Opposite,

the Waldorf-Astoria

of machines, all lending makes. In use
only long enough to Insure smooth running adjustment.
$10 to $55. We are the largest handlers of slightly-used
typewriters In the world and offer guaranteed rare
bargains such as no other house can approach.
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new Visible Shale*
machines, built to sell for $1OOour price while they last. 945.

2300 absolutely

Machines shipped for .your examination
and approval to any point In United States.
JVe rent all makes of machines at $3 a month and itp.
Send today for onr big catalog list of rare

CDtC

typewriter bargains. Don't buy until
you see It. Write today before our big
clearing sale closes. Special offer to agents.
BIO DISCOUNT ON TYPEWRITER SUPPLIES
1

ROCKWELL-BARNES COMPANY

Photographer
14 and 16

WEST 33d STREET

NEW YORK CITY
Characteristic Portraiture

282 Baldwin Building, CHICAGO. ILLIHOIS
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r-Den Clock S1.OO
no
Solid brass works, run

by a weight;

i

Other Plays

spring;

no key winding.
Richly designed front, executed in good
honest hard wood.
Utility and art combined. A dependable
timekeeper and a beautiful wall ornament in

MAJESTIC.
drama in four
Produced Oct.

Double value, yet allfor a dollar. Send
your dollar and we will deliver the clock to
in U S. Write to-day tar free
address
any
Illustrated catalog of new and novel articles
for the home.

one.

RANDOLPH

CO.,

and

Players

"EDMUND BURKE."
acts,
2.

Romantic

by Theodore Burt Sayre.

with this cast:

Edmund
Jarrett;

Burke, Chauncy Olcott; Oliver Goldsmith, Daniel
Prince of Wales. Mace Greenleaf; Lord Nugent.
Sir Hugh Vivian, Thomas David: I aptain

Verner (Jarges;
gent.tdna

-

i

9 o

American Academy
of Dra.ma.tic Art
and Empire Theatre Dramatic School

FRANKLIN

RACINE, WIS.

884

H.

SARGENT.

-

-

President

Fhillpi.,

Lc Jeune, Eleanor Browning; M ona, Charlotte smith.
Irish plays of the approved Fourteenth street
pattern are not nowadays considered very seriously as drama. With the merest apology for
a plot, they usually consist of a half dozen
hackneyed situations, plastered with a rich
brogue and strung together by a number of

rlelle

A
N

songs of sickly sentimentality. The intensity
of their patriotism always makes a strong appeal to their "auld counthry" audiences, even
when, as was the case recently, whiskers on
the hero of too green a hue raised considerBut of late our leading Irish comeable fuss.
dians have Decome ambitious.
They are no
longer content with the fustian sentiment, the
secret
marriage, the moonlight escapades,
which made Boucicault's plays masterpieces
of their kind. Today the scene must be London, and they historic personages, no matter
This
at what cost of truth and probability.
year Chauncey Olcott is masquerading as we
cannot conscientiously say impersonating
Edmund Burke, the famous Irishman who became one of England's greatest statesmen.
Mr. Burke might feel flattered if he could see
himself as portrayed on the New York stage,
A.D., 1905, but we are' inclined to doubt it. Mr.
Sayre has in previous pieces shown himself a
skilful dramatist.
His "Tom Moore'' was a
good acting play and showed the Irish poet as
But Mr.
a sympathetic and lovable character.
Sayre has failed to depict Burke in any such
light, and it is little more than a caricature that
he presents.
The piece opens with Burke a
poor tutor in the family of Lord Nugent. Fascinated by his patron's comely daughter, Mary,
he is dismissed by the Earl, and Act II finds

P

R
E

W
S

THEATRE
SEATING
STYLES AND PRICES TO SUIT
Send
H.

Gfie A.

for Catalogue

ANDREWS

Wabash Avenue

174-176

CO.
Chicago,

;:

III.

DEPILATORY POWDER

the virtuous Mary, followed by the libertine
Prince of Wales, who would ruin her. Burke
is decoyed away and the girl is kidnapped, the
following tableau showing the Prince's "Love
Nest" where Mary's virtue is threatened. But
Burke, who is ever Johnnie on the spot, comes
down through the roof in the nick of time,
and rescues not only his betrothed, but saves
his future King from assault by a band of
masked ruffians. For this he is given a seat in
Parliament. It is melodrama of the dime novel
order, and some of the incidentals are absurd:
for example, when Burke prophesies to Goldsmith that a hundred years hence audiences
will crowd to see "She Stoops to Conquer."
Really, it is too easy. The Irish landlady insisting on her rent, but captivated by her
lodger's graces, is a repetition of a similar

Guaranteed to remove superfluous hair from the face, neck and
arms. A simple and absolutely
for

wav of effecting a cure. Send

our

little

pamphlet,

"FOR BEAUTY'S SAKE"
At

all stores or by mall, postage
prepaid, in sealed packages free
from advertising, 50c.

HALL
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RUCKEL

215 Washington St.,

"

New York

scene in

"Tom Moore."

In the

"Century Magazine"

We have been the

first in the world to estaborganized school for the training of
young men and women for the stage, with a large
corps of teachers (twenty-four), with additional
lecturers, and with special exercises in each requirement, physical and intellectual. The Conservatoire of Paris immediately comes to the
reader's mind. But that excellent institution has
no such organization as the oldest and most fullyorganized school of acting in the United States,
the oldest of its kind in the world, the American
Academy of Dramatic Arts, of which Mr. Franklin H. Sargent is the founder and president."

lish a fully

For Catalogue and information apply to

STEPHENSON,

E. P.

Carnegie Hall,

General Manager
New York

ALICE KAUSER
PLAYS
Representing Dramatists

and Managers
Dramatic Rights Secured

him living in squalor in a London garret in
company with Oliver Goldsmith. Hither comes
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safe

Bronson Howard,
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the wonderful voice culture element does for your voice what practice does
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GEORGE
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is the most phenomenal voice culture of the musical world;
increases your vocal power, refines the tone, saves the time, saves the
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Prof.
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Everyone interested m musical happenings should
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Gives each week all the musical news of the country
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from
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Director
ADELINE S.
Six months graduating course begins October i6th, in
Drama and Opera. Thorough, practical stage instruction.
Private lessons all the year. Public Matinees during the
S-ason. Address, 31 West Thirty-first St., New York.
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W. T. PUICE, 1440 Rroadwaj, New York City
("The Technique of the Drama," by W. T. Price,
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write a goo.l actiny play
Mr. Iketnm I'lxeu, Jr.. a man of genius, open ininiled and clear
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The student of the drama ho
neglects this course is missing the oupommity of a life.
I could never have
written -Tile Clansman' without the
grasp of principles ! got from you
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association has been au inspiration to me from tlie First."
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Address:
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teaching of painting, music and
other arts.
Can you give any sane
Playwriting is an art.
why it cannot be taught? This was the first school
reason
of ths kind to be established in the world, and it
proposes
as it expands, to remain
first.
Sir Itmry li-i'inf. "You may he the mightiest
genius that ever breathed,
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Joseph Cawthorn came to the Herald Square
recently as a star in J. J. McNally's new musiTo say
cal play, "Fritz in Tammany Hall."
that the piece is fully up to the standard of the
author's earlier efforts is to at once give it its
proper place in dramatic literature. Mr. Cawthorn was amusing as Fritz von Swonbenfritz,
and, surrounded by a number of clever youngsters, evoked recollections of the late J. K.
Emmett. Stella Mayhew repeated her recent
success as Mrs. Hart judson, an Irish widow.

xin

NO SHADOWOFDOUBT
EVER EXISTS IN THE
MIND OF THE MAN
WHO USES A

Jefferson De Angelis tabulates his opinion of
audiences in the various big cities in the country
as follows
:

New York

Wise
Hearty

Chicago
Boston

Conservative but loyal

Philadelphia

Staid

Washington

Intellectual

Hesitant
of the obvious

Baltimore

Fond

Pittsburg

Milwaukee

Phlegmatic
Cold
Spontaneous

Cleveland
New Orleans

Houston

Enthusiastic

Slow but sure

Cincinnati

San Francisco
Kansas City

Independent

"From Missouri"

For Automobilists
The Scandinavian Fur and Leather Company, of No.
14-16 West 33d Street, are showing automobile apparel,
unique for many reasons. Aside from a great variety of
styles,

these

garments are

shown

in various materials.
leather coats for
are some treated in
such a manner as to be abThese
solutely waterproof.
come in soft reds, blues
as
well
as in
and greens,

Among
women

the natural leather shades.
There is a large assortment
of satin gum coats in a.l
the prevailing shades, very
light in weight, and absolutely waterproof, and they
also make these to order
to suit customers.
French
imported cloth coats are
also
shown, to be lined
with the customer's own
choice of fur.
Among the fur coats are
seen some of the oddest
goods in stock. There are
many varieties of fur with

which few

in

this

So l\sy, So Gonjf orhble, So Different, *nd So S*ti$f victory
is

the unanimous opinion of hundreds of thousands who shave the Gillette way. Don't be persuaded
no razor made, irrespective of price, will give the same comfort and

to try some other razor, for
satisfaction as th? Gillette.

STANDARD SET TRIPLE SILVER-PLATED HOLDER
SPECIAL SET QUADRUPLE GOLD-PLATED HOLDER
In Velvet-Lined Cases

[DEAL HOLIDAY GIFT

Eitheroneoftheabovemakesan

12 thin, flexible, highly tempered, and
keen double edged blades. These blades are sharpened
and ground by a secret process.

Each Razor Set has

12

country

NEW

are familiar.
Thus, in addition to fine seal, Persian

lamb, astrakhan and mink.
are coats of baby seal, of a
deep cream color, Russian
pony, Marmot, Acelot
coon, Australian opos
sum, a very soft, thick
and coats of
fur,

matched civet

cat,

in

the natural colors.
A beautiful long
coat is made of Gorm
seal, undyed, with
hood, cuffs and collar of pale yellow leather, which harmonizes admirably with the soft tones of the fur. It is a
decided novelty, and those in search of the unique in
outer wraps, whether for automobile, street or theatre
wear, would do well to visit these show-rooms. The firm
also prepared to furnish complete outfits for chauffeurs
js
in cloth, rubber, leather, or fur.

DOUBLE-EDGED

4 Sharp Edge*. Each
2O to 40 Smooth and

Ask your dealer

BLADES,

$1.00

lilade giving from
l>. I. flu In
Shaven.
I

NO HONING -NO STROPPING
He
Accept no substitute.

for the "Gillette."

can procure

it

for you.

The Gillette Patent No. 775,134 covers all razors having
a thin, detachable blade requiring means for holding and stiffening, but not
Beware of Infringements.
requiring stropping or honing by the user.

WARNING!

'

Write o-dajr for our Interesting booklet which explnlns our 30-day Frte
Trial Offer. Most dealer* mmke thin offer; If yours doea not, we will.

GILLETTE

SALES

COMPANY, 1195 Times

Building,

42d

St.

and

Broadway,

NEW YORK

MARK la known from one end of the civilized worm to tnc other.
be found on the toilet tables of the royalty and nobility of Europe and
the fashionable woman of America. It is the emblem of genuineness on every
package of the
TMI5 TRADE

It will

IMPERIAL
TO

HAIR REGENERATOR

CONVINCE DOUBTERS THAT the
Fischer Bunion Protector

The Standard Hair

Coloring:

Tor Gray or Bleached Hair

gives instant and permanent relief from bunion

Any shade, from BLACK to the lightest ASH BLOND, produced. Colors are
durable, natural and UNAFFECTED BY BATHS or SHAMPOOING.
ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS, permits curling and makes

Its application cannot be detected, is
the hir soft and glossy.

APPLICATION PARLORS AND SALESROOM

11 West 30th Street, Near
This

Is

Fifth

Avenue, New York

the only establishment in the world where HAIR COLORING IS
effects of OBJECTIONABLE DYES or BLEACHING are rectified,

Correspondence ContUentl*!

Skilled Attendants

MADE A

SPECIALTY, and

Sample

ot

your

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
To

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE

26 We*t Thirty-third

Enclosed find

Fischer Mfg. Co.,
388 Scott St.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

please enter
subscription,

New

$3 OO
.

my name

for

CO-

York City
for

Name
Address

which

one year's

commencing January,
It It

WHEN

Street,

1906

understood that

I will receive the

Xmas Number
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The Theatre Everywhere

01
YOUMANS
The symmetry

Akron, Ohio, Oct. 10. The New Colonial Theatre,
Akron's new theatre, was opened for the season Sept.
15 with Al. G. Field's minstrels. The house was packed
from pit to roof. During the summer the Colonial was
re-decorated, making it one of the most attractive playhouses in the State.
"Little Johnny Jones" was here
on the 6th.
W. R. SNYDER.
11.
N.
Oct.
Y.,
Albany,
Manager Frank Williams is
offering weekly one or more trump cards to catch the
Albany theatregoer. Two weeks ago it was Dustin Farnum in "The Virginian," which won instant favor.
During the present week it is "His Grace de Grammont,"
an early effort of Clyde Fitch, which Mr. Skinner played
some seasons ago, and is now reviving with a strong
cast.
Also, in a historical line was "Capt. Debonnaire,"
with Paul Gilmore, a "Beaucaire" sort of story, but with
WILLIAM H. HASKELL.
merits of its own.
Asheville, N. C.,, Oct. 10. Al G. Field's minstrels
the
business ever done here
the
season,
largest
opened
by a traveling company. At the Grand Opera House a
Later we
match
took
to
good business.
wrestling
place
C. F. RAY.
saw the Peter Stock Co.
10.
On
account
of
Atlanta, Ua., yet.
quarantine reg-

of out-

and punctiliousness of finish com-

line

mend YOUMANS
HATS

to

young men

with a leanlni toward
the subtle graces
dress.

1107
158

Ladles' Dept.

536 Fifth Ave.
New York

For Sixty-two Years we have been engaged in
the Importation and Sale of Diamonds.

(From Our Correspondents.)

Derb
I Silk^
perac
I Soft aovd Ladies

of

Broadway
Broadway

536 Fifth Ave.

ulations, it is ditticult to get the hrst-class attractions
thruugu the soutli at the present tune, although a lew
The productions booked
are tiavelling in this territory.
at 'llie Uranu promise to eclipse all past records in the
matttr ol quality. Among tlie best plays so tar presented
Here tms season mignt be mentioned delightiul Tiui

Murphy and charming Dorothy buerrod

in

"A

Our admirable facilities for Importing large quangems in the rough (hence avoiding heavy
duties), and cutting and polishing them here, places
us In a position to retail Diamonds at far lower
prices than The regular retailer whose prices Include both customs' charges and Importers' profits.
tities of

Our business extends to every state of the Union,
and we have thousands of patrons, who, having
found our prices and values unequaled, have become steady customers. We sell all goods on the
most liberal terms.

20%

Down and 10%

Per Month

transactions are confidential, and

All

with

every purchase iye give a certificate, guaranteeing quality, value and the privilege of exchange.

We

are the

OLDEST
ESTABLISHED 1843.

edition

HOUSE

IN

THE TRADE.

Send for new catalogue

fe4

Corner

Cottee;" Al F. field's Greater Minstrel aggregation,
to one ot the largest audiences ever assent
Louis J ames, one of the foremost
bled at 1 lie Grand
ot
tne day, in a dramatic feast incluumg
tragedians
"Tne Sem"Virginias," "Ingoniar," and "Richelieu;"
inary Gin," a musical comedy ot real merit; Will and
sons of a great sire presenting "The
J oe
J elf erson
D. K. MOOREFIELD.
Rivals."
The season opened last
Bristol, Va., Tenn., Oct. 9.
month w nil liiack ir'atti s Troubadours playing to good
business.
The attractions so tar offered nave been auove
the average, notably so the return engagement of the
"Miss .Liuu White" Company, which presented that delightlul comedy to a packed house of our representative
C. A. JONES.
theatre-goers.
chariolte, North Carolina, Oct. 10. "Buster Jirown"
The chilmatinees
here.
to
one
ol
the
largest
playea
field's Minstrels aiso
dren enjoyed the performance.
houses.
Eugenie
played two periormances to capacity
Ulair in "A Doll's House" played to an appreciative
auuience.
"When Ruben Comes to Town" we also saw,
uut the least saiu auout this "play" the better. Joe Jett erson,
Jr., in "'ihe Rivals" pleased very much, and
"The .Eternal City," headed by Miss Jane Kennard, gave
GEO. L. VAN ECHUP.
a very creditaule periormance.
Chaltanoogd, Kim., (Jet. 12. The yellow fever scare
has done great harm to business, many companies having
liut good amusements are nut
abandoned their dates.
Louis James presented "Ingomar" Sept. 30,
lacking.
Suzanne
and was later sten as virgimua.
Santje ap"
peared as a star in "bowing the Wind Oct. 10. Among
me musical plays seen here have been "The Fortune
in

wlncn played

;

POUR FKIRC CDMME MA MR N

WORLD RENOWNED

HYGIENIC AND "SIMON-PURE"

CREME SIMON
For Softening and Improving the Hands, Face and Skin
generally. Allaying Irritation caused by Heat, and Roughness occasioned by Cold Winds. An Unfailing Remedy for
Chapped Hands. Its effect upon the SKIN is instantaneous.

POUDRE SIMON, a refined, imperceptible and adherent
Powder iThree Shades),

Toilet

in Violette. Heliotrope or

Marechal Perfume.

CREME SIMON SOAP completes the trio.
^/~a.mple,t

GEORGE

L.

by Mail Ten Cenfj

WALLAU, 2

CLEMENT
1

Stoive St., N. Y.

Ldi' Hairdresser
26 W. 33rd

St..

New York

ORIGINATOR AND ONLY MAKER OF THE

INNOVATION COITFURE
An

adjustable front piece so scientifically

made

that

it is

impossible for any one to detect. Extremely light in weight.
Made of natural loose, wavy hair and will cover almost
three-quarters of the head. Indispensable for summer.

Examination

invited.

Send for Illustrated

booklet

Marcel Waving, Shampooing, Facial Massage,
Private rooms for each patron.

etc.

HAIR. COLORING.
My Mixture Vegetale will restore gray or bleached hair to
any desired color, always producing beautiful and nalural
shades. Guaranteed harmless, easy to apply, does not rub
Price $2.00.
off, no failure possible.
I also mate a special preparation to permanently color
the eyebrows and lashes. Price, $2.00.

Branch.

Hampton

Terrace Hotel, Augusta.,

G<v.

Theatrical Costumers and Outfitters
121

NORTH Mb STREET
PHILADELPHIA

WHEN

NEW YORK

St.

Theatrical

Cold Cream
There are many Cold Cream Preparations on the
market today. Some are GOOD others are BETTER
but Mclnnerney's is BEST.
The ingredients of McTnnerney's Cold Cream are
pure and harmless, and when you once use this prep
aration you will want no other.
Other good qualities in its favor are its delicate perfume, smooth whiteness and cooling properties. And
it

does not cost as

much

as

many

ot the far inferior

preparations.
.">!>

"Miss Bob White" and

l.l>.

FOR SALE ONLY AT

W-4B-STS.

NEW YORC

Meat

No

Is

Danger

No

From

Longer

Fire

Required

This hair WHS wavt-U and curled
in 10 minutes, without Heut, by the

Magic Curler.

No More

Curling Irons

The Magic Curler waves and

curls the hair in
ten to fifteen minutes without heat. Think of it!
\\ hile you are dressing or traveling anywhere.
Small enough to carry in your purse. If your
dealer hasn't them, send his nan-.e and 25 cents
and we will send you a set of Curlers and a

BEAUTIFUL SILVER-PLATED SPOON, FREE.
Sample sets of two curlers ten cents.

Room 405,

two years the successful manager of Olentangy Park
Theatre, succeeded F. C. Osborn as manager of the Grand
R. Ross SHAW.
Opera House on Oct. 9.
Dayton, Ohio, Oct. 10. The season opened Aug. 2<J
with Al. G. Field's Minstrels.
Since that date, the Dayton theatre-goers have been treated to some excellent
have seen "When Johnny Comes
performances.
Marching Home," "A Corner in Coffee," "Prince of
Pilsen," and what is more important, Julia Marlowe and
E. H. Sothern in Shakespeare.
Fay Templeton appeared
in "Forty-five Minutes from Broadway," but did not
have also seen Blanche Walsh in
score heavily.

We

Established 1881

NEW YORK

Girl,"

A. F. HARLOW.
Cincinnati, Oct. 11. Cincinnati has been fortunate in
William Faversham
the matter of bookings this season.
in "The
Squaw Man" played the Grand to large
audiences during the week ol October 3d, and George
Ade's "The College Widow" is also doing good business.
"Way Down East" comes October l(i. The Walnut presented "Buster Brown" recently, with good business, followed by "Gay New York," which did not take well.
"Quincy Adams Sawyer" was presented by a competent
company. Johnny and Emma Kay in "Down the Pike"
had their usual large coterie.
J. B. HALL.
Cleveland, Ohio, (Jet. 5. "The Crossing," dramatized
from Winston Churchill's novel, had its rirst presentation
It was well
at the Opera House here week of Oct. 4th.
received.
The work of John Blair as i\ick Temple and
Mable Bert as Mrs. Tempi e was especially good. Julia
Marlowe and E. H. Sothern in Shakesperian plays, and
"The Sho-Gun" preceded the "Crossing" at this house
and were all well received. The bill at Keith's for the
Such poppast month has been an especially good one.
ular lavorites as Cecelia Loftus, The Great Lafayette,
Wilfred Ciark & Co., among the headliners. Mable McKinley in "The Parson's Wife" at the Lyceum, Vaudeville at the Lyric, and Burlesque at the Empire and Star
are all drawing crowded houses.
J. A. WATTERSON.
Clinton, Iowa, Oct. 7. Alice Fisher made her first
appearance here in "The School for Husbands," on Sept.
Walker White18, and won the hearts of Clintonians.
side filled an engagement Sept. 20, and received eight
"Parsifal" was produced on Oct. 7, people
curtain calls.
coming from Davenport, Albany, Fulton, Morrison and
LILLIAN HULETT.
Sterling to attend.
Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct. 7. The season opened at
the Opera House with Kolb and Dill in "I. O. U." and
On Sept. 19 Ethel
later we saw "The Beauty Shop."
Barrymore appeared in "Sunday," and was applauded by
Later "Arizona" was given.
On Oct.
a crowded house.
HOMER B. SNYDER.
3 "The Tenderfoot" was seen.
Columbia, Tenn., Oct. 8. The Grand Opera House
opened the season on the 3d inst., with the Wills Musical Comedy Co. in "A Trip to Atlantic City," followed
on the 3d by Jule Foreman in "Cinderella," both ol
which drew big houses. The Barlow Minstrels come for
one night on llth inat., to be followed by "Babes in
J. SHELBY COFFEY.
Toy land."
Columbus, Ohio, Oct. 10. For the first time in years
in
a
"first
Columbus enjoyed
George M. Cohan's
night"
"Forty-five Minutes From Broadway," with Fay Templetook
well here.
AtThe play
ton in the leading role.
tractions already played at this theatre include Sothern
in
"The
and Marlowe, "Little Johnny Jones," Faversham

Mssau

Mclnnerney's

"The

Squaw Man," "Babes in Toyland," and others. The new
Stock Company at the Empire is growing in popularity
with each new performance.
W. W. Prosser, for past

VAN HORN & SON
34 BAST 20th STREET

leller," "The beminary
Office Boy."

-67-69
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MAGIC CUKLER CO.
11 North 13th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Empire

State

Engraving Company
190 William

Street

NEW YORK
Telephone: 1771 John
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ADVANCE: ORDERS RECEIVED

REMEMBER THE

THE

of
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THEATRE RECORD.

We

have on hand over one thousand orders for bound copies of our magazine which will
be delivered a few days after the Christmas number is issued.
We anticipate, therefore, from what we can see, a much larger demand than ever before.

Remember

bound copy

that a

of

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE

Fine heavy
white paper,

bound in green cloth, matching the previous volumes, will make a very handsome present for the holidays. In addition to the colored covers, which are all bound in,
the title page and table of contents add to the permanent value of the volume.
Customers wishing to have the book delivered
Before the 25th of December
are requested to send their orders at once. The price of the yearly volume bound is
attractively

printed heads,

paged, stamped

on

FOR.

=The Theatre Magazine
=

Bound Copies

PLAYS YOU SEE!

NOW

side in gold.

Cloth binding.

$5.00, Express Prepaid
BRIGHT RED, GREEN OR BLUE.
Two Sizes
80

leaves

THE ONLY
World

DO Mfmin
YOUtfWANT

DAY CLOCK

60

the Premiss

v nnvw

w-ff

a phenomenal timekeeper,
durable and reliable, keeping perfect time throughout its
long run. The Calendar Is entirely automatic In Its action.
In the

$2.00

Is

.

It Is

Send

for

DEPT

62,

THE MANHATTAN PRESS CLIPPING BUREAU

Catalogue 625

49 DEY ST

.

Your

with personal reference and clippings on any subject desired, culled from the newspapers and periodicals of the
world. TERMS: 100' clippings, $5.00; 250 clippings,
$12.00: 500 clipping*. $20.00; 1,000 clippings, $35.00.

A Iso Frying-pan^ Magic Electric, Ti/t, Program*
Synchronized and Watchman's Clocks.

SVPRENTISS CLOCK IMPROVEMENT

the newspapers and peri""i
we
odicals
say about
supply thousands of persons

CO.

ARTHUR CASSOT, Proprietor
Knickerbocker Building. Cor. Fifth Av. and 14th St., N. Y.

N. Y. CITY

A
FE

W DE LUXE SETS
AT THE COST OF THE SHEETS

We

can also supply the above books
morocco binding.

in

We have on hand a few sets of Hawthorne's Masterpieces and History of Literature, de luxe edition,
which some of the volumes are slightly marred not enough to impair their real value, but sufficiently
to prevent their shipment as perfect stock at the regular price, $35 a set.
Rather than rebind such
a small lot we offer them at about the actual cost of the

glazed

in

BRIGHT RED OR GREEN.

6K

x 9#:

iy2

x

80
80

9#

Any
filled

order will

all practical purposes these sets are as good as
contain no torn or soiled pages, and the damage
to the binding is so si.ght that even an expert could hardly
detect it except by careful examination. This is indeed a rare
opportunity for those who appreciate really good books.

new.

$4.25

leaves

$4.75

They

be promptly

on receipt

of

Hawthorne's Masterpieces
and History of Literature

price.

MEYER BROS. &
26 West 33d

NEW

For

sheets.

leaves

Unquestionably the best and most satisfactory work of its
It contains complete selections from all
kind ever published.
the leading authors, a history of literature, short biographical
sketches of authors, critical essays on the literature of each
Edited by Julian Hawthorne, assisted by
period, etc., etc.
many of the foremost writers and critics of the day. Complete in 10 massive volumes, containing 5,000 pages and over
1,000 illustrations, including portraits of famous authors.
Bound in half-leather, de luxe style.

CO.,

Street,

YORK.

The
Learn

to

Talk

Gist of Everything

Worth Reading

The Masterpieces and History of Literature is the one inIt takes the place of thoudispensable work for the home.
sands of separate volumes, as it gives the best and most
important works of all authors. Complete novels and chapters
of fiction, humorous sketches, poetry, philosophy, history,

and Understand

FRENCH, GERMAN,
SPANISH and

science, oratory, letters, essays, translations from
foreign literatures, brief description of the world's great
all are included.
It
books, biographies of authors, etc., etc.
is a whole library in itself, summing up mankind's best and
No
noblest thought the chaff separated from the wheat.
book lover can afford to be without this great aid and key to
travel,

ITALIAN
In Three Months' Time
There are few accomplishmints which are the source
for a lifetime of such constant

pleasure and benefit, and

which

afford

THN BEAUTIFIL V

an intellectual

-LI

literature.

MES

training of such a high chara<
r, .1^ the proper study of

our rich modern languages.
TH lovers of literature a knowledge of these languages is
an accomplishment beyond

ITALIAN

and

all priie.

1

i

TO*

We

for 5

Days

send you the complete set, 10 beautiful volumes, for five
days' examination, if you mail the accompanying coupon promptly.
Note our liberal offer.
We prepay all express charges. You
run no risk whatever. The regular price of the work is $35.00;

we

will

offer these

few

slightly

rubbed sets

at

$16.50

;

$1.00 a month.

I

INTERS ATIONAL
Room

FREE

is

essential to professional peopleespecially to singers.
Under the old systems of learning a language, after years ot drudgery, the student was barely able to rend the language, without attempting to speak or understand the spoken word.
Realising the iri.ultqiM.y of the old and antiquated methods, the
International \'\\<>\\<>-^.\\,\\\c. Language Schools called into conference a
educator! ;\w\ linguists of the world, and after
months of [.itient ;iud careful study, the method now used by these
rounhout the country was finally adopted. The result has been
a complete revolution in language study, which has excited both the wonnir.iti.it! r,( lirii-iii-.ts ;id scholars everywhere.
Each student is pr-ivided with a phonograph, text-books, and indestructible record-, for <-,H h lesson, affording a tlenr and perfect pronunciation
by native professors. Any word, phrase or lesson c;ui he repeated thousands of times if necessary, until the living language becomes a part of
ir
he thinks in it as easily as he thinks in English. It is the
t,
learns to talk; it is the natural way- not the way of the
way the child
"
Hundred* of our Btudenu have, in three monilis. acquired <i
working knowledge of these languages, and are now making practical
use of them ;il.ro;,<l. as well as at home.
Send postal card for full particulars and description of our system and
terms,

I*1IO\OO1{ A I'll K'
511

Dearborn

-i

IMU'I -

-(
r.

.

i,

I'liU-ago

WHEN

The University Society
78 Fifth Avenue,

New York
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The Chance
CopyriRM.
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Life Publishing

Your LIFE

of

Co

By

Kv.

Bnlfotir

A

Travel with Speed,
Comfort, Safety

Portfolio

BETWEEN

New York and

of

These Drawings

Philadelphia
VIA
New

Jersey Central

(Train Every

T ARGE, proof
tures

prints of the three pic-

(shown here

in

miniature)

Hour)

NINETY MILES
IN

,

enclosed in a handsome portfolio and
mounted ready for framing, sell at retail
for four dollars.

the

PULLMAN PARLOR CARS. OBSERVATION
AND CAFE CARS. NO DUST,
SMOKE OR DIRT.

Pi.ct Out Uoitar

"SOMEBODY ON THE WIRE."

Hour on

Copyright,

19ul, Life

Pub. Co.

By

CONSPIRATORS.

C.

1).

TWO HOURS

Gibson.

New York

Price

One Dollar

Stations:! F O <
(Fool

23d
^<
Liberty

Street,
Street,

N. R.
N. R

subscription price of LIFE alone, for one year, is Five
Dollars.
We will send LIFE and the four dollar portfolio together to
any new subscriber for Five Dollars.

The

All subscriptions under this offer continue to Jan.
will begin immediately on receipt of remittance.

Why We
ninety per cent of
year, we are able to

AS

scribers.

To

Do

1907,

and

It.

LIFE'S subscribers renew their subscriptions each
make this unusually liberal offer to secure new sub-

be a reader of

LIFE

once

is

to be a reader of

LIFE'S PRINTS cover a

By Henry Hutt.

Copyright, 1904, Life Pub. Co.

Can

i,

are

known

LIFE

always.

wide

range

of

the world over

They
subjects.
as artistic decorations for refined homes.

A

dainty catalogue showing in miniature
many of LIFE'S PRINTS will be sent to any

THTC

address on receipt of ten cents. Other
proofs of equal value may be selected from
catalogue if preferred to those shown here.
Remit the Five Dollars to
HE:

I

r.

.

SI

LIFE PUBLISHING

love you enough to wait a thousand years.
I love you enough to marr
you to-day.

SHE: And
I',

23

West

3 ist Street

St.

Louis,

Kansas City and

COMPANY
NEW

,

SO

CHICAGO & AI/TON

runs the largest passen^erenjjines
In the world
They keep the trains 011 time
Between Chicago,
Peorta

YORK. CITY

GEO.

J.

CHARLTON, General Passenger Agent
CHICAGO,

FROM

5fL

ILL.

T
EAST ?"
NEW WEST
Is only the matter of a

day via

THE NIAGARA FALLS ROUTE
The Finest Trains

in the World, over a
perfect roadbed, through a country that is
a veritable garden.

Direct connection between

BUFFALO

DETROIT

NEW YORK

THINK OF
A DUCHESS

and

IT!!!

ONLY

Only

limited

CARMELITA

number

*

at this price.

220

on

PEARL STICKS.

Order to-day.

BROADWAY

PARIS

*^

All trains via Niagara stop to give passengers a view
of the Falls. Stop-over freely granted if you wish.
Your agent will have your ticket read via The Mich-
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"The Woman in the Case," and she was quickly folluued by IJigby Bell in "The Education of Air. "'PP-!
Then we had "The Sho-Gun" and "Babes in Toyland
and William Faversham in "The Squaw Man." At the
new National Theatre they have been offering new meloKAY E. BARKER.
drama to popular prices.
Melodrama and extravaganza
bvansville, lnd.,Oct. 10.
are the menu at the People's Theatre; "Over Niagara
Harry Bryant's ExFalls" was the best melodrama.
travaganza Co. was the leader in the burlesque line and
& Mason) apNitz
and
Fritz
(Mason
proved popu.ar.
The
received.
peared in a musical comedy that was well
attractions at the Grand tor the past month have been
The Fiske
varied, but all were leaders in their lines.
Stock Co. and Lyman H. Howe, with their moving pic"The Royal
tures, drew well and proved equally popular.
and "The Fortune
Chef," "The Girl and the Bandit,
ROBERT L. ODELL.
Teller," were also winners.
1905-G opened at
season
The
6.
Fresno, Cal., Oct.
the Barton Opera House last month with Ezra Kendal
Following later a stock
in "\Veather-Beaten Bensen."
company held the boards for a week and^ played to
crowded houses at each performance. Ibsen's "Ghosts
was presented here with Harry Mesteyer as the leading
man. Later May Irwin in "Mrs. Black Is Back" enter-

tained one of the most appreciative audiences of the seaE. C. VAN BUREN.
Grand Rapids, nich., Oct. 10. There seems to be substantial foundation for the rumor that Grand Rapids is
to have a new theatre, first class in every respect and
Rose Melville has just closed a very
centrally located.
successful week's engagement in "Sis Hopkins" at the'
"Hap" Ward follows in "The Grafter.
Majestic.
"Floradora" at Powers' was well received in one per-

son

J. FRANK QUINN.
formance, Oct. 8.
Geneva, N. Y., Oct. 12. "The Woman in the Case
opened the month's attractions at the Smith and had

May Hillman's Stock Co. held the boards
great success.
the last three nights of the first week, but the plays did
Bennett and Moulton
not appeal to local theatregoers.
p resented Justin Adams' plays the whole week to crowded
ROGERS.
F.
h ouses
Hamilton, Can., Oct. 10. The Grand Opera House,
in
every way,
considerably enlarged and much improved
re-opened with "The School Girl." The piece was mildly
liked, but the company did not find favor, nor did
"Floradora," which followed. "The Isle of Spice," which
came later, pleased by its spectacular effects and the
generally spick-and-span nature of the production, and
a good reception was accorded "The Isle of Bong Bong"
The season's dramatic offerin the succeeding week.
begun by Melbourne McDowell, who presented
ings were
~
to large and appreciative
"Gismonda"
a"
and
"La Tosca
C. W. BELL.
audiences.
idiences.
The
Coldren Theatre, fol12.
Oct.
Iowa City, Iowa,
lowing the death of its owner and long-time manager,
T. X. Coldren, is now under the direction of C. C. Rowley, a progressive manager, recently of Kewanee, 111.
"His Highness the Bey," which was booked to open
Greene's Opera House at Cedar Rapids, owing to the
non-completion of the latter, was performed here inAmong other pieces seen last
stead, to a packed house.

A

-

1

This

Little Homestead," Lyman Twins in
which proved entertaining, and Walker
F. B. KIMBALL.
Whiteside in "We Are King."
At the Duval Theatre Frank
Jacksonville, F1a.,Oct. 5.
Deshon in "The Office Boy" pleased a good audience.
Marie Barry and Katherme Xelson were heard to a great
advantage in some of the new and popular songs which

month were "The

"The

An

W. L. PIERCE.
for repeated encores.
Lewiston, Pa., Oct. 7. John Griggith opened the TemIII." and drew
7
with
"Richard
House
Sept.
ple Opera
Oct. 5 Gordon and Bennett's "A
a fair-sized audience.
same theatre.
at
the
Mill"
was
Slave of the
presented
This piece is based on frenzied finance, and while some
the
as
a whole is
of the scenes are thrilling,
production
On Oct. 6 we saw Charlotte
hardly up to the mark.
Burnett in "The Honeymoon," but the piece and the
FRANK L. WEITZ.
acting proved a disappointment.
Lexington. Ky., Oct. 9th. Digby Bell made his first
Education of Mr.
here
as
a
star
in
The
appearance
He was warmly welcomed by large
Pipp," Oct. 2-3.
Chas. B. Han ford in "The Merchant of
audiences.

called

an

Oct. 9-10,
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.

Oct.
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resident

The Hyperion, has booked a large number
manager
of new attractions.
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of
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American

Otto
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year and the picture will be forwarded to you, charges prepaid,
all
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Address the

Venice," "Ingomar," and "The Taming of the Shrew,"
was well received Oct. 6-7. "Mrs. Temple's Telegram,"
a farce of unusual humor and theme, proved a delightful
attraction
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of MaLnha.tta.n, by Ludwig Vanderhoven,
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"boost"
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production.
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is
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It is illustrated

home,

New
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York managers
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Copy at

hit

in

"The Duke

All Newstands
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of

Killicrankie."

and

later

we saw

Franklin Woodruff in "Ben of Broken Bough." On Oct.
the Fenburg Stock opened a week's stand of good
plays, playing to a crowded house.
Coming later are "The
Sign of the Cross," "The Lion and the Mouse" and
Chauncey Olcott.
JOHN LEARY.
We had the ever welcome
Pittsburgh, Pa., Oct. 10.
"Babes in Toyland" at the Nixon, their third visit, and
"Humpty Dumpty" followed at the same house with a
successful two weeks* run. At the Belasco we had "The
Earl and the Girl," considered here one of the cleverest
Blanche
light musical pieces we have seen in years.
Bates was seen in "The Girl of, the Golden West," Oct.
9

3 at the Belasco.
The play was well received, in fact was
a veritable triumph.
HOWARD JOHNSTON.
Syracuse, N. \. t Oct. 11. The season is now in full

sway. Klaw and Erlanger's "Humpty Dumpty" Co. held
the boards at the Wieting Opera House during State
Fair Week, and did the biggest business of any one
week in the history of the house, and this in the face of
numerous counter attractions.
Some of the other attractions already presented since the opening are Lew
Dockstader's Minstrels, Primrose's Minstrels, "The Beauty
and the Beast," Lulu Glaser in "Dolly Dollars," Maxine
Elliott in "Her Great Match," Paul Gilmore in "Captain

Debonnaire," Wm. H. Crane in "An American Lord,"
"Babes in Toyland," and Julia Marlowe and E. H.
Sothern in "The Taming of the Shrew."
The business
so far at the Bastable has been excellent.
The productions have been uniformly good.
Some of the most successful productions since the opening of the season are
Hurtig & Seamon's "Me, Him and I," Elsie Janis in
"The Little Duchess," both playing week stands to a
At the Grand Opera House we have
capacity business.
been having some good vaudeville.
EDWARD C. HEISE.

Tacoma, Washington, Oct. 7. The offerings at "The
Tacoma Theatre" for the past few weeks have been
many and varied and Tacoma's playgoers have been
treated to an excellent list of attractions.
"Mrs. Wiggs

of the Cabbage Patch" was enjoyed by a large and representative audience, and Eleanor Robson in "Merely
F. KIRBY HASKELL.
Mary Ann" delighted audiences.
Texarkana, Ark., Oct. 10. The opening of the season
has been delayed, owing to the yellow fever scare whi:h
caused a number of good bookings to be cancelled or
The first attraction was the Spooner Drapostponed.
matic Co. and later we had "The Liberty Bells."
On
the 5th we had Al Wilson in "The German Gypsy," then
came "Indiana Folks." And on the llth we saw "Hooligan in New York." These pieces were all of the same
calibre, and to quote Lincoln's remark, "To those who
like that sort of thing that is just the sort of thing they

would

like."

Toledo, Ohio,

this

Fiction, Poetry, Theatricals of the Month,
Full Page Portraits of Important People

10

Ade's "Just Out of College" made a hit here, especially
with the Yale boys.
Messrs. Shubert presented Grace
Van Studdiford for the first time in the title role of
"Lady Teazle." Oct. 3, Viola Allen appeared here with
much success in "The Toast of the Town." S. 2. Poll
continues to run his usual high-class vaudeville at "The
G. W. KYDD.
Bijou."
New London, Conn., Oct. 11. The outlook is very
"Buster Brown" was here on Sept. 25, and
promising.
did good business.
On Oct. 3 Rose Coghlan scored a

Oct.

10.

W. LIONEL MOISE.
"A Corner in Coffee" opened

Tim Murphy and a capable company drew
George W. Cohan's new play, "Forty-five
Minutes From Broadway," followed.
It had only been

the season.
large houses.

It is a
put on twice before and was ragged in spots.
Fay
strange mixture of melodrama, comedy and music.
has
a
that
is
unsuited
for
her.
part
Templeton, the star,
Victor Moore, who plays Kid Burns, made the hit of
the production.
He is a practically unheard-of actor,
and if the play does nothing else than to bring him into
Sothern
his own, it will have accomplished enough.
and Marlowe drew large houses in "The Merchant of
Venice."
Blanche Walsh in "The Woman in the Case"
had a good house.
Digby Bell in "The Education of
Mr. Pipp" played to fair business. The Valentine houses
have been better, so far, than ever before. Otto Klives
has succeeded Edwin Fix as manager. The Lyceum has
done good business with "Hap-Ward," "Quincy Adams
HARRY S. DRACO.
Sawyer," and "Bizzy Izzy."
Toronto, Canada. Oct. 9. Toronto was disappointed in
"Humpty Dumpty," but the children seemed to like it.
"The School Girl," a real good thing, was enjoyed by
That the "Isle of Bong Bong drew
well-filled houses.
large audiences to the Princess is due largely to the
fact that Alice Yorke, a popular little Toronto girl, ocAt the Grand
cupied a prominent place in the cast.
Opera House we have had "San Toy," for the first time
at popular prices, and, if possible, it was more popular
than ever.
Geo. Sidney in "Busy Izzy's Vacation" was
Pollard's Lilliputians, a company
scarcely to pur taste.
of clever children, whose ages range from 7 to 13 years,
AUSTIN A. ARLAND.
were accorded a warm welcome.
Troy, Alabama, Oct. 7. The Folmar Theatre, under
the splendid management of Frank P. Folmar was opened
On Oct. 4 Gabriel
Sept. 26th by the Olympia Opera Co.
and his "Buster Brown" Co. played to a magnificent audience.
Everybody delighted. "McFadden's Flats" comes
E. M. WRIGHT.
to us on Oct. 7.
Troy, N. Y., Oct. 10. The season opened with several
changes in the local theatres. H. E. Wood is in charge
at the Lyceum, William Thompson is at Rand's, and
The latter house
William H. Graham at the Griswold.
In September Carmenis now the home of vaudeville.
Mortimer
cita and James J. Corbett appeared there.
Snow & Co., now in their second year at the Lyceum,
will continue the high class productions which characterized the work of the stock company last season.
They'
opened with Mr. Snow and Miss Tapley in "Aristocracy,
and followed it by "Rosedale," "Hamlet" and "The
At Rands we have seen "The Village Parson."
Crisis."
"Little Johnny Jones," Henrietta Crosman, 'The Black
A. P. SIMMONS.
Crook" and the "Smart Set."
Wilkesbarre, Pa., Oct. 10. The formation of a strong
independent opposition to the Syndicate will have a proThe Nesbit will be
nounced effect here this season.
closed to many successful stars.
Among the principal
Dockattractions booked are "Maid and the Mummy,
stader's Minstrels, "Beauty and the Beast" and "Check"Love's Lottery" was seen here, but owing to the
ers."
illness of Mme. Schumann-Heinck the principal role was
Henrietta Crosman was seen in
taken by Miss Mantz.
The Milher new play "Mary, Mary, Quite Contrary."
ton Ahborn Vaudeville Company has played to the S.
R. O. sign at the Grand Opera House, and they cerS. W. LONG.
tainly deserved their success.
With the handsomest opera
/anesville, Ohio, Oct. 10.
of
its
in
the
for
a
house
size, and theatrecity
country
goers willing to pay ton notch prices for good attracfair
to outdo any
season
bids
tions, Zanesville's dramatic
previous one since the erection of the Wellrr Theatre.
Among the pleasant surprises of the opening was the
engagement of Wm. V. Mong as the Clay Baker in his
Entire v unknown here before
play of the same name.
his first appearance, the remarkable acting of this young
There is some
player made for him a host of friends.
talk of reopening the old Schultze Opera House this
A. TT. LEVY.
season with a strong stock company.
'
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Maxim Gorki
A correspondent who
Maxim Gorki has this to
the patriot, who is said
consumption

at

Home

paid a Hying visit to
say of the home life of
to be slowly dying of
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These Drawings
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ARGE,
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enclosed in a handsome portfolio and
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Copyright,
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1901, Life

for framing, sell at retail
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CONSPIRATORS.

C.

1).

Gibson.

JVfr*

hour's journey by train from St. Petersburg brought me to Kukkaro, one of those little
groups of datchas or country houses which are to
be found for many miles from the capital along
the coast.
Here, where shadowy woods of pine
and bircli half hide the wooden houses, and a long
stretch of sands slopes to the pale waters of the
Gulf of Finland, Maxim Gorki has been spending
the summer.
"Certainly one of the most delightful houses
in Kukkaro is the Villa Lintoula, where Gorki
has been staying, a beautiful white house in a
shady wood, with a field for tennis and games
beyond. It lias become a place of pilgrimage for
the strangers who flock to see him, but in spite
of the demands they make upon his time he gives
After
a definite part of the day to writing.
luncheon, which is served at 12 o'clock, he goes
to his study, a great room upstairs, to write for
two or three hours. Gorki follows the common
Russian custom of retiring very late, seldom earlier than 2 o'clock in the morning, and little is
liefore dinner,
seen of him before luncheon.

which

One Dollar

is

at

6 o'clock, he

stroll-

about the

little

for four dollars.

wood surrounding

subscription price of LIFE alone, for one year, is Five
We will send LIFE and the four dollar portfolio together to
Dollars.
any new subscriber for Five Dollars.

"Gorki is keen about outdoor amusements, although not strong enough to take much part in
them himself. He realizes that if his countrymen
are to be roused from their supine state they must
be taught to take part in vigorous athletic games.
"On approaching the house
discovered that
the noted man has a faithful guardian to shield
him from unwelcome visitors and intervi-werv
"It was Mme. Andreeva, the great and beautiful
actress, Maxim Gorki's devoted disciple and adviser.
She told me in French that M. Gorki
would be delighted to see me. We went into the
house, which showed all the little touches which
found Mme.
speak of a woman's presence, and
The little
Andreeva's twelve-year-old daughter.
one was sitting at a table in a dainty white frock,
reading a book. I asked if I might smoke a cigarette, and received permission.
"
'When I lived with papa.' she explained, 'he
always smoked; and now I live near M. Gorki

The
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3ist Street

the house.

I

I

he smokes.'
"As she was finishing her supper a glass of
milk and a little plate of honey Maxim Gorki
came into the room with a man who had brought
him a packet of letters. He shook hands with
me without saying a word, then sat down at the
end of the table and opened his letters, occasionally turning to his companion and speaking
with great earnestness. Although he is only thirtyeight or thirty-nine (he does not himself know
which), he had the air of a much older man. I
sat in silence for about ten minutes, then suddenly he turned to me, gave me a piercing glance,

and began to talk.
"
'All I have to say,' he told me, 'has been said,
it has been printed
there is nothing more that I
;

can

tell

you.'

"And

then Mme. Andreeva, who had come in,
interrupted 'M. Gorki is not ashamed of his principles, but what he says is true, and, then, the
times are very difficult. He must be very careful,
and we have others to think of as well as our:

selves.

1

"There was a tender look in her dark eyes, as
though she felt herself the protectress of the
I made no attempt to
patriot and his followers.
resist but merely told him that anything he said
on the situation in Russia was read with marked
attention in America.
"Mme. Andreeva looked at me with a smile,
and Gorki, making no reply, resumed reading his
letters.
I was aware that Maxim Gorki's views
had been communicated to the Russian and foreign press, and I had come to see him live,
rather than to hear

"We

him

speak.

were soon summoned to supper on the
balcony. Mme. Andreeva was at the head of the
great table, rather dimly

Why

push through the crowded shops ?
card will bring you my special Christmas catalogue.
Every fan newly imported for Holiday gifts, and if not as represented
will refund money.

A

FANS ARE ALWAYS ACCEPTABLE; A LADY CANNOT
HAVE TOO MANY.
Order early

;

December

CARMELITA

St.

is

a busy month.

Paul Building. 220

Will be pleased to have you

WHEN

call

when

BROADWAY. NEW YORK
in

New

York

lit
with candles near
her were Maxim Gorki and her son, Ura Geliahouisky, a boy of sixteen. Round the table were
a number of young men. all dressed in much the
same fashion as the master. Politics was hardly
mentioned all were in high spirits everyone was
gay, amusing or absurd as the whim seized.
"On the table was a miscellaneous collection
of cold viands white and black bread, a great
plate of German sausage, some rather melancholy-looking mutton-chops, cheese and butter,
and a little dish of gooseberries.
"This was not the gloomy Gorki one hears of,
but a man who has, in spite of hardships and illhealth, the eternal gift of youth in his heart."
Rothay Reynolds, in the New York World.
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Actors in Westminster

Abbey

THE WEBER PIANOLA PIANO
"The

First

Complete Piano"

A

combination in one complete jnstrument of the world-famous Weber Piano
and the Metrostyle Pianola, "the standard piano-player of the World."

The great honor the English people have paid
Henry Irving by burying him in the historic
Westminster Abbey recalls the fact that he is
The
not the first player to be interred there.
number of names which have been rendered imto

mortal in the history of England by reason of
their triumphs upon the stage is by no means
small.
Quite a large proportion, moreover, of
these have found a last resting place somewhere
or other within the precincts of the Abbey.
This will come as a surprise to many who are
perhaps only familiar in this connection with
the well-known and not wholly effective statue
of Garrick, which stands in the south transept,
and possibly that also of the famous Mrs. Siddons, which occupies a rather less prominent
As a
position in the Chapel of St. Andrew.
matter of fact, the greater proportion of the actors and actresses whose names are thus associated with Westminster Abbey lie within the
beautiful cloisters.
As soon as you have entered through the West
Cloister Gate, you naturally make your way
along what is termed the "West Walk" of the
Great Cloisters, and toward the door leading into
In doing this you pass
the nave of the church.
over a nameless grave of the great comedian.

"The Dog." who. according to Dr. Johnson, "was
so very comical no, sir, he was irresistible."
Foote's greatest gift lay in mimicry, and it was
his delight to please the public by means of an
invitation to chocolate or tea at the Haymarket.
when, under the pretense of training pupils for
the stage, he and his troupe would imitate the
Not
peculiarities of various public characters.
unnaturally such procedings did not tend to procure friends for poor Samuel, and he is said to
have died of a broken heart. He was buried in
this place by torchlight on Oct. 21, 1777.
Instead of making our way straight into the
Abbey, we turn along the "North Walk" of the
Great Cloisters, and here we are passing over
historic dust, indeed.
Spranger Barry, Garrick's
great rival, has found a last resting place here,
while beside him, in the same grave, there lies
his second wife and former pupil. Anne Crawford, who in her own day attained to the highest
reputation as a tragedienne.
But we must pass on to another yet more famous personality, whose grave is situated close
to that of Barry and Anne Crawford, her funeral
taking place privately in January, 1766.
Then tragedy has died with her.
"Gibber?
Barry and I remain, but tragedy is dead on one
side."
Such was Garrick's exclamation of grief
when he first heard the news of Mrs. Gibber's
death. It is not generally known that this highly gifted tragedienne was a sister of Dr. Arne,
so famous in his own day as a composer of music,
and, moreover, that she herself was blessed
with musical gifts of no mean order. She made
her debut at the Opera, and she was so great a
favorite of the migty Handel himself that he actually wrote the contralto solos in the "Messiah"
and also the part of Micah in "Samson" on purSusannah Maria Arne married
pose for her.
the ugly and unsatisfactory son of the celebrated
dramatic manager and actor, old Colley Gibber.
In the "East Walk" of the Cloisters there are
three most interesting graves, those of Thomas
Betterton and his wife, better known as Bess
Saunderson, and the ever-fascinating Mrs. BraceOf all the people who lie within these
girdle.
hallowed walls it may safely be said that Betterton has the best claim of all to this privilege.
No small measure of praise must be accorded to
this gifted actor for the fact that he almost
more than any one else was responsible for the
resuscitation of the English drama after the
Mrs. Bracegirdle
stern regime of the Puritans.
was either adopted by Betterton or placed under
his care, and she very soon took all hearts in
London by storm. She achieved her greatest
successes in acting in Congreve's plays. Her artistic career, however, was a comparatively short
one, for Mrs. Bracegirdle retired from the stage
in dudgeon when Anne Oldfield first became her
dangerous rival. She lived on in honorable retirement, and beloved by all, high and low, far
and near, until the year 1748, when she was buried here beside her old friends, the Bettertons.
Only one actress has ever been accorded the
privilege of a burial within the Abbey itself. This,
curiously enough, was this same Anne Oldfield
in spite, moreover, of the fact that she possessed
She
a reputation by no means of the highest.
began life as a humble seamstress, but she very
soon rose to become the acknowledged queen of
comedy, while her popularity knew no bounds.
On her death, in 1730, she not only received this
unusual privilege, but she was also permitted to
lie

in

state in the

Jerusalem Chamber.

London

The Weber
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when reauy to play by means of the Metrostyle Pianola contained
Art Catalog 18 Gent upon application
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AEO LI A N HALL
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York

Time Improves
the exquisite qualities of the Gabler Piano.
Time adds to the rich, mellow tone of this
instrument iust as age improves the tonevalue of an 'old strad" violin.

GABLER
PIANOS
more than a half century, have been
ecognized by the world's greatest musicians as one of the world's greatest

for

instruments.
If vou desire a piano of this very high character in your
the succeeding generation will find just as good as on the day
send for particulars of
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The Theatre Everywhere
(From Our

Correspondents.')

N. Y.,
Nov. 11. This is the time of year
when we see both the plays of New York's last season
and those which are preparing to enter Broadway, but
which come to us for a preliminary audience.
Of the
former class was "The Education of Mr. Pipp," with
of
the
and
latter
"An
American
Digby Bell,
Lord," with
the delightful Mr. Crane.
Representing the efforts of
American playwrights, both plays were thoroughly amusing, though not significant of any eminence of our playBut Albany liked them both. Marie
wrights' abilities.
Cahill stopped here one night in "Monnshine" before proShe "made
jecting her breezy personality on New York,
second company played "The
good" all the evening.
Yankee Consul," which brought comparison between Raymond Hitchcock and Reuben Fax. Mr. Fax was very
Alice Fischer and "The Redemption of
satisfactory.
David Corson" filled this week at the Empire.
The
latter is a dramatization of the book, once very popular.
The plot is by Lottie Blair Parker, of " 'Way Down
East" fame.
WILLIAM H. HASKELL.
Augusta, Ga., Nov. 10. The season opened here about
six weeks ago, but owing to the yellow fever scare a
great many of the best companies cancelled their dates or
had them extended until later. At the Grand we have
seen "Babes in Toyland," "Miss Bob White," "The
Black Crook," "The Clansman,'* by Thos. Dixon, Jr.;
"The Woman Hater," "Sowing the Wind," also Miss
Laura Mallard with the Geisha Opera Co., whose splendid voice will ever be welcome here.
The Star Vaudeville House reopened last week under the management
of Harry Mitchell.
This house engages the best vaudeville artists on the road, and their players on the openW. G. HUNTER.
ing week were especially pleasing.
Baltimore, Nov. 9. From a theatrical standpoint,
Baltimore has fared very well so far, the second month
of the season being rich in good attractions.
At the
Academy, Viola Allen in "The Toast of the Town"
was followed by Maude Adams in the new Barrie play,
"Peter Pan." Both of these actresses are favorites here
and were welcomed by large and fashionable audiences.
Another engagement of note was that of Henrietta Crosman in "Mary, Mary, Quite Contrary," which did very
well at Ford's.
Miss Fiske and the Manhattan Company,
presenting "Leah Kleschna," was received by large and
It is hardly necesappreciative audiences at Albaugh's.
sary to say that the acting was finished, and the play
was greatly enjoyed. In the line of musical comedy, the
old-time favorite, "The Wizard of Oz," stands first. Billy

Albany,

Ugd

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
offers

a

trip of continual scenic surprises.

SUNSET EXPRESS,

a train of superior equipment, latest dining, sleeping and observation
with clean motive power (Oil Burning Locomotives), daily between
New Orleans and San Francisco, traversing

cars,

A

Clifford in "A Jolly Baron," and Bickel, Watson &
in "Tom, Dick and Harry," also delighted packed
Miss Cecelia Loftus was a big headliner at
KENNETH M. WISONG.
Keith's, and played to capacity.
Brunswick, Ga., Nov. 8. Quarantines and fever conditions have deprived us of the usual treats that our
metropolitan friends send us at the season's opening.
Our little corner seems somewhat neglected so far, and
were it not for "Miss Bob White," with her cleverness,
life-like surroundings, pleasing music and pretty faces,
and "Sowing the Wind," there would be little to chronicle this month.
Al. G. Field was here with a glorious
display of scenery and costumes, and pleased a crowded
house.
Friend Reese Presser still receives the warm
ovations that are his.
By way of a revelation, yet in the
manner of a disappointment, came "The Clansman,"
At times the
which was greeted by a large audience.
situations are intense, and although crudely staged, the
play has a wonderful influence over an audience that no
other production on a par in every way with "The
ALBERT C. BANKS, JR.
Clansman" could have.
Nov. II. The all-star cast in "The
Buffalo, N. Y.,
Heart of Maryland" opened the Lyceum Theatre this
week under the Shubert-Belasco-Fiske combination. Buffalonians are delighted with the prospects of seeing Mrs.
Kiske in "Leah Kleschna," as we have been deprived
of this pleasure on account of having no place for her
to appear.
are also to have Sarah Bernhardt, Mrs.
Leslie Carter, Miss Alice Nielsen, DeWolf Hopper, and
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BOOKLOVEHS'
"SHAKESPEARE

Fill up and send us the accompanying coupon and we will send you prepaid a complete
40-volume set of the BOOKLOVERS' SHAKESPEARE.
Examine it at your leisure and if it does not give you satisfaction return it at our exIf you like the books when you see them,
pense. Don't send any money with the coupon.
you can pay just one dollar and the entire set is yours practically from that time forth and
the balance may be paid in small monthly installments of $2.00 each.
This great set of Shakespeare is now so well known that it requires no introduction.
Many people, however, can't realize the generosity of our proposition and they are the ones
we want to reach.
The above conditions make the BOOKLOVERS' SHAKESPEARE
;

We

others whom we could not have seen had not this
have
theatre been opened as an independent house.
seen Maude Adams in "Peter Pan," Thomas Jefferson in
Husfor
Van
Alice
Fischer
in
"School
Winkle,"
"Rip

many

We

bands," and next week comes Blanche Walsh in "The
in the Case."
After hovering around Buffalo
for two years, the "Babes in Toyland" landed this week.
While not the original cast, the company was satisfac-

Woman
tory.

ARTHUR

J.

HEIMLICH.

Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
Nov. 13. Robert Mantell appeared at Greene's Opera House for the first time in several years in "Richard III.," Oct. 16.
"Father and Son,"
Al. W. Martin's "Uncle Tom's Cabin," "The Kilties,"
"Human Hearts," and "The Russian Spy," played to
good audiences. Chas. B. Hanford as Shylock, Nov. 3,
made one of the biggest hits that has been made here by
any actor in a number of years, recalling the time in the
later 80's when he played Marc Antony here to Booth's
Brutus and Lawrence Barrett's Cassius.
Grace Van
Studdiford as Lady Teazle, made many new friends here,
though the support was only fair. Tim Murphy has one
of the best plays of his career in "A Corner in Coffee,"
which was given here Nov. 8.
L. H. MITCHELL,
Charlotte, N. C., Nov. 10. "The Clansman" played
to
capacity houses at advanced prices, matinee and
The play took well, but the cast could be imnight.
"Hazel Kirke," with Effie Ellzer, played to a
proved.
small but pleased house.
"The Telephone Girl," small
"A Son of Rest"
business; company not up to standard.
was here with a well balanced company, and took well.

The
"Miss Bob White" fairly pleased a good house.
leads were good, chorus rather weak.
"Sign of the
Four" entertained a small audience. Company only fair.
"The Geisha," by the Laura Millard Opera Co., made a
decided hit to a very fashionable house.
Cast well
balanced.
GEO. L. VAN ECHOP.
10.
This
Chattanooga, Nov.
city is promised no less

than three new theatres in the near future. Jacob Wells,
of Richmond, Va., manager of the Bijou circuit of theatres, will shortly erect a house for the cheaper class
of attractions.
Prominent Chattanooga citizens have also
subscribed money for the erection of a handsome popuA high-class vaudeville theatre is
lar-priced playhouse.
George Ade's "Colexpected to open within sixty days.
lege Widow" and "County Chairman" both made the
usual tremendous hits this fall, both appearing in October.
"The Eternal City," with W. E. Bonney, Jane Kennark and others, played to good business October 16.
Master Gabriel as Buster Brown and George Ali as
Tige (Oct. 23) were excellent, but the rest of their comp any was weak. " "Babes in Toyland" played to a full
h ouse Oct. 25.
'Way "Down East," Harry Beresford,
have furnished good evenings
and "A Bunch of Keys
A. F. HARLOW.
of comedy.
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id
other distinguished Shakespearean
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Nov. 5. Park Opera House is now going
Erie, Pa.
on with its ninth week of "Polite Vaudeville," and it
seems that the people really wanted it, as the house has
been doing a fair business to an appreciative audience
At the Majestic Theatre we have had such attracdaily.
tions as Otis Skinner in "His Grace de Grammont,"
Paul Gilmore in "Capt. Debonnaire," Mabel McKinley in
"Parson's Wife." "Babes in Toyland," "Princess Chic,"
D. S. HANLEY.
etc., etc., are all doing well.
Evansville, Ind., Nov. 10. This city was treated to
two days of "Parsifal," which the people thoroughly enFrank Daniels was received by a large and apjoyed.

CHRISTMAS

POLUAN

preciative

audience.

Among

otner

attractions

that

ap-

may be mentioned "The Forbidden Land,"
"The County Chairman," "The Winning Girl," " 'Way
Down East, "Isle of Bong Bong" and "Buster Brown."
Rumors of new playhouses to be built in the near future
are numerous, but we are assured of at least two.
The
Hopkins Amusement Co. of Louisville are now building
a new theatre here to be known as the Bij ou, and is
peared here

This house will
be devoted to continuous vaudeville.
first of December.
The Bijou circuit of
theatres will build a theatre here to be ready by next
ROBERT L. ODELL.
season.
Fall River, "lass., Oct. 12.
The theatre-goers turned
out in storm to see Wright Lorimer in "The Shepherd
King" at the Academy of Music the week of October
2d.
To run this high-class, romantic drama for a full
week in this city looked at first like a big and speculative undertaking, but all thoughts of fear were driven
away after the first performance. On the closing night
the audience would not allow the 4th act to be staged
until Mr. Lorimer responded to their applauses with a
to

open about the

David Harum followed "The Shepherd King"
speech.
and played to a good-sized house. The vaudeville houses
are drawing well.
WILLARD C. MOULTON.
Hamilton, Canada, Nov. 10. There has been a dearth
of amusements of the better class latterly.
Three pieces
only stand out from the general supply of cheap melodramas.
"The Genius and the Model," by W. C. DeMine, on its trial trip preparatory to entering New York,
local theatre-goers with three excruciatingly
funny acts. Henry Woodruff as the Genius made a personal hit of large dimensions.
Rose Coghlan with "The
Duke of Killicrankie" pleased fair audiences. Her supThe banner house of the season
port was well liked.
so far greeted Blanche Walsh in "The Woman in the
C. W. BELL.
Case."
Lexington, Ky., Nov. 8. The geographical location oi
Manager Cnas. Scott's handsome and commodious theatre in the heart of the Blue Grass, augmented by his
personality, is such that many of the best attractions en
tour West and South are enjoyed by local play-goers.
Geo. Ade's "The County Chairman," with Theodore Babcock in the title role, renewed acquaintances with its old
friends of last season, while Miss Grace Orr Myers in the
tuneful "Fortune Teller," supported by good company,
pleased houses of fair proportions.
J. F. ANNEAR.
Los Angeles, Cal., Nov. 8. At the Mason Opera

delighted

m

House, Eleanor Robson
"Merely Mary Ann" scored a
hit.
The public seemed to like it because it was "something different." The performance of Robert Browning's
"In a Balcony" on Wednesday afternoon was a revelation
of Eleanor Robson's powers and the peculiar subfle
charm of her delivery. At the Belasco Theatre the Galbraith and the Belasco Stock Company gave a splendid
rendition of "Secret Service."
D. W. FERGUSON.
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the Cosmopolitan that
will be delivered
to

you

one each month

for the next year.

10.

"Buster

C.

New York

Broadway,

Nov.

Brown"

HOGAN.

riarshalltown, Iowa, Nov. 9. The past month has
brought many nrst-class attractions to Marshalltown, and
the patronage has been ve
ery good. "Peggy from Paris"
pleased a large house, A rthur Deagon making an excel-

COSMOPOLITAN MAGAZINE
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Va.,

played to one of the largest houses of the stason. The
performance enjoyed by the children and grown-ups alike,
and we understand that Manager Barrack, of the Walnut
Street Theatre, has arranged for a return engagement
some time before the close of the season. "The Village
Parson" and "To Die at Dawn" played to small but appreciative audiences.
Coming attractions are James E.
1'oole in repertoire, 13, 14, 15; Lincoln J. Carter's "Two
Little Waifs," 20th; Stettson's "Uncle Tom's Cabin," 23d.

City.

Murphy, in his new play by Owen Davis, adapted from
story by Cyrus Townsend Brady, "A Corner in Coffee,"
played to a large crowd of Mr. Murphy's admirers. The
play resembles the comedies heretofore used by Mr.

1

/\

\J.

1^1

\J

Murphy.
JOSEPH WHITACRE.
Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 10. Joe Welsh in "The Peddler," at the Bijou, was very successful in representing
the East Side New York Jew.
Messrs. Kolb and Dill
were seen in "I O U" at the Alhambra. They are like
Weber & Fields in style. A. H. Van Buren, of the Academy Stock Company, made his first appearance as leadFrancis Wilson
ing man in "The Pillars of Society."
was seen in "Cousin Billy" at the Davidson. "Fantana"
came to the Pabst and standing room was in demand at
Ethel Barrymore presented her sucevery performance.
cessful play, "Sunday."
C. W. HEAFFORD.
Minneapolis, Minn., Nov. 12. Minneapolis is promised a new vaudeville theatre and a Shubert house. The
Auditorium, where the Independents now play, will soon
produce "Lady Teazle," "The Girl and the Bandit," "The
Winning Girl," and Mrs. Leslie Carter. At the MetroWe
politan the general run of offerings has been good.
are promised "In the Bishop's Carriage," Robert Edeson,
Modjeska, Sam Bernard and May Irwin, with a cluster

(Copyrighted)

FAMOUS JTAL1AN MUD TREATHENT

For RHeumatism, Gout,
Neurites, Neuralgia,

AND
SEE
West

CALL,
FANGO INSTITUTE,
Hours

:

8 A. M.

to
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and Joint Diseases
Sciatica,

69=71

8 P. M.

90th Street, City
Sundays, 8 A. M. to 3 P. M.

The American Typewriter
'on

feature

is
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parts

and

$50.

We

THIS BEAUTIFUL LIFE SUBJECT

FREE

We have prepared 500 Original u Hmou
Photograph** of this beaulit !'<!

Life Su bject. These photographs
measure 10x12 inches. The edition him
been limited to a nale of fidO
When thene 500 h;n
copies.

Saves twelve hundred

tiful

This

been supplied no further prints
could be secured at any priee. \\ c

the exclusive patent of the Standard

can supply these prints to only those who

American $50

will accept this unusual offer of becoming
acquainted with our 118 page monthly

"The Red Book Maga-

publication

Typewriter

zine," the handsomest magazine published to-day. Each issue contains 28 re-

productions of such beautiful women as this
one. Each issue contains upwards of 14
selected stories, the be*t Action
ea n buy, and all stories are beautifully
illustrated. Each issue also contains a resume of the latest things in
the theatrical world. You can secure one of these photographs by

Universal keyboard, ballbearing carriage, prints
from ribbon
steel type,
unlimited speed.
" THE AMERICAN
WAT "

we

;

Bimply MubftcribinjE to our publication forl year at HR

and Easy Payment Plan
Mailed on request.

lr

no other
$1,00 you will receive the photogrnph prepaid
Jtcd Book Magazine monthly for a whole
will refund your dollar if you

AMERICAN TYPEWRITER CO.

price of #1.OO.

There

is

We

Hackett-Carhart Building
B'way and Chambers St., New lork

THE RED BOOK CORPORATION,

WHEN

The Bijou offers the best
attractions in its history, and is doing responsive business.
The Orpheum continues to fill the theatre nightly.
will not be long without a stock house.
J. WILK.
New London, Conn., Nov. 10. The Fenberg Stock Co.
here
week
of
Oct.
9-14
to
played
good houses, at the Lyceum. "The Irish Band" was here Oct. 16 for matinee
and night, and "The Sign of the Cross" was well received on the 20th.
On the 21st Charles Klein's latest
of things not guite as good.

Separate Male and Female Departments

158

f

A

condition

by

return,

just

rejc-

send us

mail and

The

year.

are not more Mian

play, "The Lion and the Mouse," with Edmund Bruse
and Grace Elliston and an excellent supporting company,
was presented to a crowded house, and was pronounced
a dramatic triumph.
The Lorne-Elwyn Stock Co. was
here the week beginning Oct. 23, and did good business.
On Tuesday, the 24th, Chauncey Olcott appeared in "Edmund Burke," and Henry V. Esmond's "When We Were
Twenty-one" was well received on the 30th.
James
O'ISleil, in "Monte Cristo," was greeted by a crowded
house on Nov. 1.
JOHN LEARY.
Pittsburg, Pa., Nov. 10. With a lower scale of admission forced upon our two leading theatres, the Nixon
and Belasco, and the high standard of attractions brought
to these houses during the past month, Pittsburg is, for

the first time in

its theatrical history, enjoying the beneof real competitive effort.
The theatrical atmosphere
brightened by the assurance from the Independent combine that a new playhouse of exceptional beauty and size
will be built here before the end of next season.
"Babes
fits
is

State Street. Chicago.
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SCRIBNER'S HOLIDAY BOOKS
OUR
NEIGHBORS

By

CHARLE5
DANA
GIBSON

inches
$4.20 net

expressage extra
Copyright, 1905, Collier's Weekly

"

The

infinite variety of creations, the bewildering number of distinct characters, created by
Gibson, can but recall to us the number of characters given us by the great masters of
romance. There is in Gibson much of Dickens, much of Dumas, much of the nobility and
cleanliness of Thackeray, much cf the concentrated vitality of Rudyard Kipling, and all of the
splendid facility of Edith Wharton." Robert W. Chambers in Collier's Weekly.

Dana

STEVENSON'S A

Garden

Child's

of

The Woodfire

Verses

With Drawings in Colors and Pen and Ink by
JESSIE W1LCOX SMITH. $2.50
"It would be difficult to imagine a piece of holiday book-making
which might be more complete and perfect." The Outlook.

By
"

A

F.

HOPKINSON SMITH.

and enjoyable

away an evening, with

New

York Sun.

THE HOUSE OF MIRTH

By

"The

graphic

and

richly illustrated narrative, filling a vacant place in historical literature.

J. Raffles

W. HORNUNQ

latest

adventures of Raffles
their

THE DEEP SEA'S TOLL

By

By

EDITH

EDITH

WHARTON

WHARTON

By JAMES

"No

$5.00 net; post.
36 cents

of the Discovery
F. SCOTT, R.N.
"The ablest and most interesting
record of travel to which the present

London

CONNOLLY

sea tales can put the
passion of the sea more forcefully than
Mr. Connolly." Brooklyn Eagle.
teller of

McAllister and His Double
By ARTHUR TRAIN

The Voyage

ROBERT

B.

Illustrated, $1.50

Illustrated,

century has yet given birth."
Spectator.

E.

most thrilling
Boston Herald.
Illustrated, $1.50

By JAMES H. BREASTED
"A work of the highest importance
entirely based on recent original re-

Capt.

THE NIGHT

and exciting ones,"

A HISTORY OF EGYPT

By

IN

Further Adventures of A.

and Bunny are

The Outlook.
pictures."
All In Color, $2.50

A

little

A THIEF

" So here is the whole
story of Sara
Crewe, nicer than it was at first, nicer
than the play because there is more
of it.
With a dozen beautiful colored

color $1.50

book, a book to
thoroughly delightful
or without a pipe and an open fire."

while

A LITTLE PRINCESS
By FRANCES HODGSON BURNETT

searches by the author.

in No. 3
Illus. in

She is the first to make a really powerful and brilliant book
out of the material offered by American fashion to the novelist.
A sterling piece of craftsmanship, a tale which interests the
reader at the start, and never lets him rest till the end is
reached." New York Tribune.

"Since Richard Harding Davis
wrote about Van Bibber there have
been no short stories with a Manhattan background more entertaining
than those in McAllister and His
Double."' New York Globe.
'

Illustrated, $1.50

Superbly Illustrated. 2 volumes
$10.00 net.

Illustrated,

Jungle Trails and Jungle People
By CASPAR WHITNEY. III., $3.00 net post. 23 cents
" With
just enough hunting, just enough travel and just enough
stories of strange and far-away peoples, Mr. Whitney has made one
of the most interesting of books." New York Evening Mail.
;

A NEW BOOK BY

Theodore Roosevelt
Outdoor Pastimes of an

The Fairy Godmother=in=Law
By OLIVER HERFORD.

Illustrations

$3.00 net; post. 23 cents
" Whatever animal he
hunted he
studied, and there is as much fresh,
first hand information as adventure
in the volume."
New York Tnb-

$1.00 net;

"The most amusing, whimsical and
ings that Mr. Herford has ever made."

A

NEW BOOK

post,

extra

original verses and draw-

BY

Ernest

Thompson
Seton

American Hunter
With Remarkable

$1.50

ANIMAL HEROES
Illustrated

by the Author
$2.00

"They all have that fascinating
quality which Mr. Seton always manages to throw around his stories."

Brooklyn Eagle.

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS, NEW YORK
WHEN
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Anthony Hope's Great New Novel (Third Large Edition)

A SERVANT

An intimate and unbiassed story of the private life
and personal feelings of a popular public character.

Ora Pinsent was, what she was and why
she was who and what she was how she appeared to her friends and to the world outside her
profession, and how that profession determined her life

WHO

and

;

While about an
holds nothing in
the theatre.

actions.
Illustrated,

The HEART

Cloth,

PUBLIC

of the

12,

$1.50

common

The

of

ACNES and
EGERTON CASTLE

Novel by

Authors

Rose

of

the

of

The

World,"

Bath

The

Pride

by FREDERICK G. HALL.
book for the holidays.

colors

h,

12mo, $1.50

;

white

A

splendid

cloth, gilt

edges,

boxed, $2.50

Illustrated, cloth,

Send Postal

FREDERICK

A,

Author

The Garden of Allah,"
Felix," etc.
" Thr Black
that with
the
story
long
Spaniel,"
several shorter ones makes up this volume, is as
unusual and original as Mr. Hichens has given us
previously. Aside from its compelling appeal against
vivisection, the story has as its theme a most curious
and realistic psychological motive growing out of the
cruel treatment of a little dog. that baffles the reader
and, even against his will, holds his attention to the
last page.
of the desert
The remaining stories are chiefly
" The Garden
the fascinating background of
of Allah."
Author of

of Jennico," etc.

With four supurb illustrations in colors by
ETHEL FRANKLIN BETTS, and with decorative
title page, head-pieces, initials, etc., in two
gift

A Novel

for our Illustrated

STOKES COMPANY,

by

ROBERT BARR

"

"

"

Comedy,"

SPECULATIONS
ofJOHNSTEELE

The BLACK SPANIEL
By ROBERT HICHENS

"

"

with the conventional novel of

AT ALL BOOKSELLERS

LADY ANNE
A

and

actress, this story is not about the stage,

Publishers,

"Tekla,"

is

particularly vivid
Illustrated

of

7

"The

Victors,"

etc.

etc.,

A lively story of business adventure, of
mystery, and of exciting contest, with a
love episode amazing in its originality and
cleverness. The struggle of the hero with
the greatest monetary power in the world

$1.50

Budget

of

by

F. R.

and

interesting.

Gruger.

Cloth,

$1.50

New Books

East

16th

Street,

New York

MONARCH
A

DVANT AQ ES

Passenger riding on separate springs, which does awny
with jolting when riding over rough roads.
Our vehicle is of seven horsepower (actual) air-cooled engine, the advantages of which are that there is no water to
freeze during cold weather and simplifies the mechanism.
Our vehicle is so simple that a child can operate it. Our
Monarch Cushion Tire, which does not require inflating
and is guaranteed absolutely puncture proof, has the same
resiliency as a pneumatic tire, thus doing away with all
mishaps in the shape of punctured tires.
We absolutely guarantee our cool ng system under all conOn an actual test our engine has run constantly
ditions.
for twenty-four hours on a testing stand without over;

heating.

Speed can be regulated from four to twenty-two miles per
hour on the high clutch.
Our company has placed on the market a high-class vehicle
at a low figure, and which is guaranteed as to structural
strength and from all mechanical defects.
Has the stylish appearance of an electric runabout and the
advantages of a gasoline propelled and air cooled engine.

Monarch Muffler renders engine practically noiseless.
The extreme simplicity of every detail, the beauty of
design, the high-class material and workmanship make the
Monarch the ideal automobile
10

Either wheel or lever steer.

Illinois

WHEN

Co.

now ready for delivery
Price of Runabout, with top, $550

A Q E NT S
BLAKE CO., 25 Hawkins St., Boston, Mass.
JOSEPH S. HELLER. 1779 Broadway, New York City
VICTOR L. KRAFT, 44 N. Water St., Rochester, N. Y.
D. L. MULPORD, 514 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.
AUTO SUPPLY AND STORAGE CO., Hit Madison
E. P.

Monarch Automobile
Aurora,

Model C, Season of 1 906, are
Price of Runabout, without top, $500

Avt., Baltimore,

Md.

UPTON PUNK, Shlppensbarf, Pa.
FRED K. MARTEIN, Perth Amboy,

N. J.

OHIO PAIL CO., Mlddlelield, Ohio
UNION AUTOMOBILE CO., 4601 Oilve
CARL W. HAYS, Lciingion, Mo.

St., St. Louis,

HAYDEN AUTOMOBILE CO., U37 Michigan Are.,

Mo.

Chicago

GAGE BROTHERS, Lakcfield, Minn.
A. W. PETERSEN, 320 W. Third St.,

Davenport,

MOORE AUTO CO., Lincoln, Neb.
QEORGE E. BARTOO, 409 First Avt.,

Spokane, Wash.
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Edmund

Grace Elliston

Breese

SCENE IN CHARLES KLEIN'S NEW PLAY "THE LION AND THE MOUSE"
This piece, which

is

now being performed
ing male character

at the Lyceum Theatre, this city, has attracted much attention, apart from its intrinsic merit, from the
(the role played by Mr. Breese) is intended to represent a well-known figure in frenzied finance

fact that

its lead-

Editor

PETER PAN AND THE NEVER-NEVER LAND CHILDREN ON THE PIRATE SHIP

EMPIRE. "PETER PAN." Play
duced Nov. 6 with this cast:

in 3 acts

by James M. Barrie.

Pro-

Mr. Darling, Ernest Lawford; Mrs. Darling, Grace
Peter Pan, Maude Adams;
Michael, Martha
Henderson; Wendy, Mildred Morris; John, Walter Robinson;
McGraw; Nana, Charles H. Weston; Tinker Bell, Jane Wren; James Hook, Ernest
Lawford; Smee, Thomas McGrath; Starkey, Wallace Jackson; Great Big Little
Panther, Lloyd Carleton; Tiger Lily, Margaret Gordon; Liza, Anna Wheaton.

"Peter Pan" is a delightful play for the elect! This may
mean you and it may not. "Every time a baby laughs a fairy is

bom." If you agree with this you will find much to enjoy in
Mr. Barrie's charming idyll of child life. If, on the contrary, it
conveys to you no meaning, you had better avoid the Empire
Theatre and go instead to see the Rogers Brothers.
"Peter Pan" is an epic of childish joy and fancy it is the
apotheosis of youth and all its high-colored fictions, and Barrie
;

is

probably the only writer in English letters today capable of givthis whimsical conception dramatic form.
Everything that

ing

surges, unreasoning, through the childish brain,
unrealities,

ganzas,

all

the extrava-

fly away with him to the NeverNever-Never Land, he insists that Wendy, the eldest girl, shall
act as Little Mother to them all.

he induces the Darling children to

A

detailed account of the plot of this unique piece appeared in
a recent issue of this magazine. It has had a long run in London, and this success should be repeated here if American theatre-

goers care for dainty dramatic fare of this sort. Judging by the
rapt attention with which the play was followed on the opening
night,

New York

have a corner

audiences, sophisticated as they may be,
for the time when the sun

in their hearts

still

was

always smiling and the birds were always singing, and when the
life of Tinker Bell
the invisible fairy whose presence throughout
the play

Peter

is

Pan

indicated only
in

by a dancing light is in peril, and
keen distress comes down to the footlights and

explains that Tinker Bell must die unless they
believe in fairies, the

"We

terrifying

(the audience)

whole house responded to the appeal with
do!

We

do!" expressed in
so Tinker Bell's

And

dangers, delights, enthusiasms
all these infantile emotions are
woven by the dramatist into a

applause.

spectacular entertainment that is
full of exquisite tenderness, sen-

the

timent and poetry, and in the
lovable, elfish Peter Pan, the

by the faithful St. Bernard dog
Nana, who officiates as nurse,
the lessons in flying and subse-

life is

quent

poet
given
a part that suits her bet-

than anything she has done
Lady Babbie.

the

with

fested

since

No man who

Pan

to

of

the

children

window

to

the

Never-Never-Never Land; the
arrival in the Magic
Country, in-

Adams
ter

flight

through

Maude

has

of Peter

Darling's nursery after the
children have been put to bed

boy who did not want to grow up
and ran away from home rather
than become President, the English

saved!

The coming

the

strange

animals

Monster Ostrich, the Man-

does not love

Eating Crocodile, with a clock

children could have written this

ticking in its stomach, and the
Fierce Wolves, driven away by

which is redolent of the
nursery, and which has the mirplay,

the

aculous effect of rejuvenating all
who witness it. Some of our

this

Pity them

House
Hat for

have

exquisite

been

They were born

old with

fantasy.

Mothers
Love.

will like

it

The

a chimney and a Lady's

and by the Bloodthirsty
the retreat to the

Pirates,

Underground

all their

Cavern, the Capture of the Children, who are taken Prisoners

"Peter Pan"

to the Pirate
Ship and sentenced
to Walk the Plank; the Rescue

teeth cut.

because

Through

Slipper for a door-knocker, the
attack by the Savage Redskins

They could never
young themselves.

!

looking

the building of the
in the Woods with a Silk

superannuated, dyspeptic critics
profess they are unable to com-

prehend

children

Their Legs

symbolizes

Mother
that

when he runs away

by Peter Pan, the worsting of
the pirates and the return of the

from home is because he leaves
mother behind, and when

Darling Children to their Anx-

Peter feels

only

regret

his dear

ious

OLGA NETHERSOLE

'THE LABYRINTH"

Mother

these are the sali-

THE THEATI'E MAGAZINE
ent features of this novel

drama of childhood.

most exacting requirements.

Mr. and Mrs.

Darling, overjoyed at the lost ones' return, wish to keep Peter
Pan, but the boy is still resolved Never to Grow Up, and returns
to the little house among the flower-laden trees, where Wendy,

according to agreement,

him

visits

periodically

for a

is

a char-

Marlowe's Viola

is

charming

in

In romantic

every particular.

external beauty it is a delight. If the acting of these two comely
players could fill out the full measure of Shakespeare, their pres-

House

Cleaning.

ent productions would have to be ranked with the great achievements of our stage. But they have yet much to do to have results

piece is well acted and in the right key. Maude Adams
not a great actress. Her frail physique bars her from ever

The
is

Mr. Sothern's Malvolio

He

invests the vain fool with a pitiful and comic
dignity amounting to a new interpretation of the character. Miss

acter study.

equal their ambition.

But she has a sweet, lovable personality
attaining real power.
which fascinates and endears her to her audiences. Herein lies

BELASCO.

There was not a flaw in her performance of the title role. She was, in turn, elfish, wistful, tender,
joyous, sad. She danced and tripped, whistled and sang as
gaily as the rest of the children, and invested the part with so
much charm, poetry and atmosphere that it would be difficult
to conceive of the part being better played.
Mildred Morris,
the secret of her success.

"THE GIRL

by David Belasco.

OF

THE GOLDEN WEST."

Produced Nov.

Play

in three acts

14 with this cast:

The Girl, Blanche Bates; Dick Johnson, Robert Hilliard; Jack Ranee, Frank Keenan;
bonora Slim, John W. Cope; Trinidad Joe, James Kirkwood; Nick, Thomas J. Me-

daughter of the late Felix Morris, played the important part of
with tact. She is a trifle older than the role exacts, 'but
on the whole she was satisfactory. Ernest Lawford and Grace

Wendy

Henderson
on the

an old favorite of

whom we

should like to see more

were excellent in the respective roles of Mr.
and Mrs. Darling, and the Dog was cleverly done by Charles
II. Weston.
Charles Frohman has given Mr. Barrie's play a superb setstage

Nothing more beautiful than the, last tableau, where Peter
seen in his Woodland House, surrounded by a sea of perfumed, blossoming trees, has ever been seen on the local stage.
By all means do not miss seeing "Peter Pan."

ting.

Pan

is

MANHATTAN.
Maeterlinck.

"MONNA VANNA."

Produced October 23 with

in

Play

3

acts

by Maurice

this cast:

Guido Colonra, Henry Kolker; Marco Colonna, Frederick Perry; Prinzivalle,
Trivulzio, Leonard Shepherd;
Borso, Joseph O'Meara;
Torello,
Stanley Jessup; Vedio, Frank Lea Short; Giovanna, Madame Kalich.

Henry Jewett;
It

was a

distinct literary surprise

which Maurice Maeterlinck

when he perpetrated "Monna Vanna."
sprung upon
The work which he had written previous to this moving drama,
his admirers

ostensibly for the theatre, had been so associated with the poetically nebulous, so identified with the fanciful creations of the

nowhere, that to deal with living figures in a setting
of vital reality was a distinct shock to those who had followed
the artistic development of the so-called Belgian Shakespeare.
esthetical

The theatrical temerity which induced Mr. Harrison Grey
Fiske to present his new star, Mme. Bertha Kalich, in the title
role of this "piece," as the author calls it, deserves well at the
hands of those who take their drama seriously. To the credit
of this great metropolis it must be said that the offering has
been received with dignified appreciation, and to a considerable
extent with commercial enthusiasm.

"Monna Vanna"

is

a combination of Elizabethan simplicity

and up-to-date psychological analysis. The analytical side at
times swamps the sweep of the dramatic idea, which, however
potent in its tragic significance, is brief for a full evening's
entertainment. However, if the literary world will accept the
refined subtleties of human expression as exemplified in the

;in

E.

(J.

Dodson)

Bill

5

ykes (Hardee Kirkland)

Nancy has "peached" on them

)LIVER TWIST" AT
Grane;

THE FIFTH AVENUE THEATRE

Jim Larkens, Mr. Fred. Maxwell;

"Handsome"

"Happy" Haliday, Mr. Richard Hover;

Charlie, Mr. Clifford Hippie; Billy Jackrabbit, J. H.
Al. Sawtelle; Bucking Billy, Mr. A. M. Beattie.

Benrimo;

Ashby,

works of Henry James and Edith Wharton, the stage at least
should find some place for those who seriously and earnestly

J.

endeavor to lay bare those great moving influences of human

His

conduct.

of

Prinzivalle, a mercenary in the employ of the Florentine army,
conscious of the jealousy of those who would undo him, promises

melodrama with "Jim the Penman" and "The Danites," and
keep the Belasco Theatre filled for months to come. It is the
plays of this calibre that make theatre-going worth while and uplift the drama from the mire in which inane musical comedy is

to relieve the starving city of Pisa if

Giovanna (Monna Vanna),

wife of the Pisan commander, Guido Colonna, will come to his
tent "naked beneath her mantle," there to remain from
midnight

Once more has David Belasco proved his genius for stage craft.
latest play, "The Girl of the Golden West," is the best piece
its

kind seen in a generation.

It will

rank

among

the classics

of

its

best to

of altruism, declares the sacrifice imperative

submerge it.
Golden West" is the kind of play that grips
from
the
and keeps you glued in your seat from the
start
you
rise to fall of the curtain.
Its characters and situations are fa-

and accepts the degrading terms. This is the first act a strenuous and ingenious exposition of the conflicting emotions which

miliar ones, but the old complications are treated in a new way
and with all the scenic investment, elaboration of detail and veri-

move

similitude in the acting that the art of Belasco can bring to

dawn. Her father-in-law counsels her submission. The
husband violently opposes, but for the common good, Giovanna,
until

in

a fine

moment

the trio.

Long

it

certainly

strength of the situation, there

is,

is

but in addition to the nervous

so

much

poetry in the several

doing

"The

Girl of the

it.

It
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Suddenly the posse
returns with the out-

a play of the California gold rush in

is

when

days

adven-

turers from

forces

hanged,

far

that

to
struggle
a fortune

wrest

is

place

a

tains,

so

rough

that, for the

and again the

lent

outlaw

free,
goes
with the Girl as his
- - to
a
companion

the

Girl,

the

Girl's sake, they re-

mining

the

the

to

scene

follows

miners

mounand here we

in

camp

he

The

touches

The

from Nature.

be

when
farewell

say

the Girl.

cursed, in the

bled,

mad

find

to

gam-

loved,

and

to

asks to be allowed

Western State and
killed,

to death

about

is

joined

our

in

demned

over

all

world

the

law, who has been
retaken. He is con-

wild

those

1849,

only one of her sex,
among a wild lot
of miners, gamblers,

new life.
The foregoing

and

the merest outline of

desperadoes.

The Girl keeps a saloon and has earned
the respect and af-

an absorbingly

fection of her

in color

bar

the

is

in

incident, picturesque

rough
companions by her
virtue
and bonne
camaraderie.

inter-

play, rich

esting

is

and

thrilling

situation.

in

It

is

acted.

splendidly

Blanche Bates as the

When

reaches

Girl

closed,

the

she keeps school for

high-water mark

the "boys," who fairJack
ly adore her.

her stage career. In
a role which runs

Ranee, gambler and
sheriff, has an even

the entire

warmer regard

gamut

human emotion
shows herself

for

of

of

she

to be

her and offers marThe wife he
riage.

an actress of consid-

need

power as well as a
comedienne of more

has

already

e r

never know, he remarks, but the Girl
lets him understand

than

1

ordinary

and

source

Her

and

the cabin

ability.

intense scene in

when

she

shielding the man
she loves is a force-

A

to
stranger comes
the saloon, and his
distinction of man-

re-

is

the sheriff goes sulkily off to capture a

notorious outlaw.

emotional

e

she

that

decisively
is not that kind,

ab

Byron. N. Y.

FRITZI SCHEFF IN

HER NEW OPERETTA "MLLE. MODISTE'

ful

and

bit

of

later,

ed

convincing
and,
confront-

acting,

when

with

the

man's

ner so fascinates the Girl that she loses her heart completely.
The audience is at once aware that the stranger is the muchsought outlaw, but the Girl knows it not, and in perfect innocence

worthlessness, she astonished every one by the vehemence and
realism of her simulated rage. In her lighter moods she is natural
and charming, and the native innocence of soul of this rough

to her cabin on the mountain top. The jealous sheriff
has discovered the identity of his rival, and tracks
time
by
him to the Girl's hut. Confronted by a six-shooter, the outlaw

art.

invites

him

this

surrenders, but the Girl pleads eloquently for his life. Gambler
rather than law officer, Ranee proposes a game of poker. If he
wins he is to marry her if he loses the outlaw goes free. The
;

She wins one "show down"; the sheriff the other.
Girl accepts.
Ranee deals himself three kings and exwill decide.

The next

The Girl, desperate, resorts
ultingly proclaims a winning hand.
She induces the sheriff to pick up something from
to cheating.
the floor, and while his back

from her stocking and

is

cries,

turned quickly takes prepared cards
"No I win with three aces and a
!

diamond of the Sierras was reflected in her face with admirable
Frank Keenan as the sinister, imperturble sheriff has added
another remarkable character study to his Hon. Grigsby and his
Dr. Tarr. His impersonation is a masterpiece of make-up and
study;
stage.

it

is

practically a

new

character that he has given to the

Robert Hilliard as the outlaw acted with force and au-

thority, but displayed rather too

much embonpoint

for a

man who

has been dodging posses in the mountains, and there was a selfconsciousness about his performance that jarred.
It

need hardly be added that Mr. Belasco has surrounded the

piece with

A

all

the atmosphere possible in the

way

of fine scenic

symbolic of the Golden
West. In the centre blazes a glorious sun-set, the flaming orb sinking behind a black range of mountains veined with thin streaks of
effects.

special poster drop-curtain

is

A true gambler, Ranee bows to the cards. He has no idea
!"
he has been cheated, and the outlaw goes free, as agreed. But
the fraud weighs heavily on the Girl. She considers herself no
better than the cheat who was driven from the camp with a deuce

gold, while on each side the giant trees of California soar to the
sky, and on the stage itself is growing the real vegetation of the

of clubs pinned to his coat as mark of his ignominy, and heavyhearted she tells the surprised miners that she is leaving them.

The set pieces are supplemented by a moving panorama
region.
which gives an idea of the vastness and ruggedness of the place.

pair
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WALLACK'S.
Edwin Milton

"THE SQUAW MAN."

Comedy drama

Produced Oct. 23 with

Royle.

in

four acts, by

Englishman.

this cast:

He

marries her, becomes a squaw man, and a child

born, a boy. It later develops that the older brother dies, and the
younger is called upon to return to England and become his
He is unwilling to abandon the untutored creature
Lordship.
is

Henry Wynnegate, Herbert Sleath; Diana, Selene Johnson; Lady Elizabeth, Selina
Fetter Royle; Lady Mabel, Katherine Fisher; Captain Wynnegate, William Faversham;
Rev. Chiswick, Frederick Forrest; Bates, C. A. Carlton; Malcolm Petrie, Hugo Toland;
Sir John Applegate, Cecil Ward; Bishop of Exeter, William Eville; Sir Charles, Brigham Royce; Mrs. Jones, Ella Duncan; Big Bill, George
Fawcett; Shorty, Emmett Shackelford; Andy, Bertram
A. Marburg; Crouchy, Mitchell Lewis; Baco White, Baco
White; Tabywana, Theodore Roberts;Nat-u-ritch, Mabel
Morrison; Little Hal, Evelyn Wright; Cash Hawkins,
W. S. Hart; Nick, Frederick Watson; McSorley, Mortimer Martini; Mrs. Hiram Doolittle, Lillian Wright;
Bud Hardy,
Mr. Hiram Doolittle, Boyd Southey;
William Frederick.

who

OM BOHDAY EVENINQ NEXT

is

a play springs from the soil, and
nourished by the sun that shines and the

winds that blow, and gets sustenance from
all

that

in the air

is

and that

lies

at

it

case with

a good, true play.

"The Squawman."

SEPT. 29th. 1856.

,

aged
Sept. 29, 1856

formed a dramatist

..- f
;

are not in

The

actors are weak, everything is weak, and inevitably so.
It is no
Mr. Royle that he knows nothing about the English

not worth knowing anything about. An
aristocracy.
elder brother has disgraced himself by peculation during the Boer
It is really

the younger
and his love for the
woman that his brother marries in order to save the family name,
and betakes himself to America without the family name. To the

brother sacrifices himself

American mind, all this is pretty much "made ground," but it is
enough to erect the action on. In the troubles of a Western mining or cattle camp, a desperado attempts to shoot him, but at that
very moment a shot rings out and the desperado falls, shot by a
girlish

squaw, who, partly because of love, protects the young

Irving in

J.M.W";

^^...fi.,. ,.

*t'-ii;^BBMAjiin

v^%aWW!GH

The Indians speak in their own
with
an interpreter. The Westtongue,
ern life seems to be absolutely a reproducthey are.

tion of the real thing.

not only technically clumsy, but weak.

discredit to

;

T

From The Tatler
The playbill of Irving's first appearance on any stage
at the Lyceum Theatre, Sunderland. The theatre had the
same name as that in which his reputation was made

Mr. Royle has written an
honest American play. His first act, practically a prologue, is laid in England, and

war

;'V-V:J!,

M

the same class.

is

of his subject or

the less time he has

artifice

and, according to report, a powerful play
of "The Clansman." Your exotics pain-

there the author

is

for mere
and device; consequently, we have
more detail, character and atmosphere
than conventionality and theatric trickery.
The characters are to the life, numerous as
material,

a true play of "My Partner," a diverting play of "The College Widow,"

grown from foreign seed

with admirable discern-

The squaw, a tender slip of a thing,
has few words to say.
The better in-

make

fully

this feature

ment.

MONDAY EVENING.

combine to
Such is the
Such causes

his child, but con-

boy to England in his
is in the way, the
place.
herself.
shoots
This
is all simple
squaw
forceful
but
and
true
and pathetic
enough,
because elemental.
All false and forced
sentiment is avoided. Mr. Royle has man-

"

roots, its reasons for existence

make

mother of

Feeling that she

---

n. **..*

its

the

is

sents to send the
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Mr. Faversham

the

uncommon

character,

merit of novelty in its situations. The details of
manner and speech are too minute to convey by de-

scription, a proof of the genuineness of this very successful, touch-

ing and powerful play.

The Progressive Stage
its

Society an absurd name inaugurated
season with the production of three one-act plays at the Berke-

Lyceum November

If sufficient support is given by the
14.
proposed to follow these with other dramas, which,
as the President of the Society announced, are of "great literary
(For reiiews of other new flays see page xvi.)
ley

public,

it

is

Westminster Abbey

With England's noblest

let

our Irving

rest,

Beneath the Abbey's venerable shade,

'Mid blazoned memories that never fade

With canons,

saints

and holy martyrs

With Christian knights
With

poets, sages, kings

Our own
His

No

in all their

for these he

drest,

made

familiars, in the parts he played,

art epitomizing all their best.

actor ever fanned the fire divine,

But with the inspiration of the

No

blest,

armor

Man

character creation but began

With something
These

in the player rare

and

fine.

laurels to inimitable art,

O'ershadowed by the greatness of a heart

is

hardly robust enough for the character, but he acts well, and his
voice conveys sincerity and emotion. It is melodrama, but it has

!

HENRY TYRRELL.
From The

Tatler

Henry Irving

as

Mathias in "The Bells"

NEW

YORK CITY
a

to ha-Ve

ertoire Theatre
New

York, the second largest city in the world, is to
have a theatre commensurate with its size and importance. It is officially announced that a group of wealthy
patrons of art, including Mr. Clarence Mackay, Mr. Henry Morgenthau, Mr. James Speyer, Mr. James Stillman, Mr. Daniel
last,

AT

Guggenheim and

others, will subscribe $3,000,000 to build a

mag-

conducted on academic lines and of which

nificent theatre to be

Heinrich Conried will be the director.

The projected playhouse
a somewhat misleading

at present styled National Theatre
designation since, in the absence of
is

Federal or State aid and supervision, there can be no "National"
Theatre in this country in the proper meaning of the term. In
the sense, however, that the new theatre will be the most beautiful
Temple of Thespis American skill and money can build, with the

productions American art can make in this sense it
may, perhaps, be called National. But in view of the fact that
there are already "National" theatres in almost every city in the
finest stage

Union

here in

New York

even the

styles itself

Hippodrome

perhaps it would be advisable to choose annot The New Theatre ? It sounds well, is easy

"National Theatre"
other name.

Why

remember and conveys more meaning than appears
It would also have the advantage of originality,
glance.
as far as America is concerned.
to

It is

promised that the new theatre

shall

be conducted

mediocrity of our plays.
The new National Theatre probably will not be more successful
in finding good new plays than are the speculative managers, but at

do what the speculative manager does not do it will
give us adequate performances of the classic and standard plays,
so that the growing generation, the men and women of tomorrow,
least

it

will

may have an

opportunity of seeing well acted the dramatic masterlands.
In this lies the real value of the proposed

pieces of all
theatre
not in the fact that

it will be the most expensive and
probably the most beautiful playhouse in America, if not in the
world, and that society which really cares as much about educating the drama as it does about educating the naked Hottentot
And so potent
will make it the resort of wealth and fashion.

and

far reaching will be this educational influence of the splendid

new playhouse

at least

improve plays and acting everywhere. It will promote
theatre-going and thus help other managers instead of hurting
them. Unwittingly the rival managers will try to do things as
well as they do them at the National Theatre, and so the standard

in the

;

may

that our theatres are comfortable, our actors well dressed, our

actresses winsome, but their compliments end there. One and all,
they express amazement at the lack of art, the poor acting, the

at first

same semi-educational manner as the splendid subsidized playhouses of continental Europe. The classic and standard plays will
be performed regularly and frequently
there will be seats as
cheap as twenty-five cents so that the poorest classes
the performances
there
will be no long runs (the

has long been a source of humiliation and shame for Americans
to hear the belittling remarks of intelligent visiting foreigners
after witnessing performances in our theatres.
They concede

attend

It

that indirectly

will affect all

it

of plays and acting will be raised all round. That is the experience of the Comedie Franchise it is the experience of all subsidized theatres where every effort is bent on making a produc;

tion that

;

mercial

that will "pay."

This

theatre),

being changed, perhaps as
often as three times a week,
and there will be formed a
fine stock

Conried succeeds

this

advocated

now

from

no

for

tion

terest in the stage, all

who

enrolled as

as 3.000
intelligent theatre-goers de-

voted
Byron,

X.

Y.

HEINRICH COXRIED,

WHO WILL

DIRECT THE FINEST THEATRE IN AMERICA

take an intellectual delight
or

woman who
theatre as

has experienced the uplifting influence of the

it

exists in

to

many

the

idea.

The

membership of the Society
embraced all classes, all the
There
professions.
even policemen, for Com-

liberal

drama, every

Europe, all who have long deplored
the absence of such a playhouse in America, and have urged its
necessity if our drama is ever to become worthy of this great
country all these will welcome Mr. Conried's announcement. It

endowed

and was instrumental

organizing the National
Art Theatre Society, which

in seeing fine plays finely acted, every student of the

man

nearly six years ago,

in

its

support.
All who feel a real in-

has

establish-

however, revived the agita-

from

subsidy

government

the

All

The

it before we did.
The THEATRE MAGAZINE,

the old world only in re-

our

that.

advocated

Comedie Franchise in
Paris, the Hofburg Theater in Berlin, and the other
famous State theatres of

the"

ceiving

idea

and there were others who

in his ability,

his theatre will differ

new

ment of such a theatre ever
since it was first published,

plishing this ambitious programme, and we have the

utmost faith

not a

THEATRE MAGAZINE

Mr.
accom-

in

is

National Theatre.

our readers know

If

company.

"worthy" rather

is

than making a production

the purely comthe bill

curse of

our other theatres.

will

were

in

it

missioner

poets, merchants, journalists,

McAdoo was

fortunately

but

one of

its

enthusiastic supporters.
Fine ideas

included very few millionaires.

Unare

needed to give them life, and the Society
to arouse the apathy of the
moneyed men. Andrew Carnegie

all right,

failed

it

money

is

nibbled at the idea, but confessed that the scheme

was bevond

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
"If the National
Yet, as the Chicago Record-Herald said
Theatre Society does nothing more than publish its Manual (in
which was eloquently set forth the need of such a theatre) it will
not have lived in vain." The Society, however, never claimed a

him.

:

monopoly of the Endowed Theatre idea. It is well known that
it has been the dream of Heinrich Conried's life to himself direct
such a theatre. His real
ambition was not to
preside over the
tinies of the

to

establish

in

adopted

country,

modelled

all

out carefully.
will be thirty weeks.

There

theatres

of

The

be-

those

on

the Continent.

among

duced the first year ten
each year following. And
on two nights each week
there will be opera co;

new venture

as

Broadway unhappily
knows it, but genuine, de-

other

foreign

well as

home

"The
build

when

expires,

grand

mate

more

his

as

city, facing
Central Park, and will
occupy the entire block

which

is

or

dramatists
or Suder-

will

not be particuIts capacity

be about 2,000. This
comparative smallness will
be of the greatest advan-

street,

tage in the producton of
light

for a

owing

At present,
opera.
to the large size of

the

Metropolitan
Opera
House, we either do not
get light opera at all or
hear it occasionally so dis-

containing

immense

an

and

will

superb building to cost
$2,000,000,

Hauptmann

atre

which cost $1,000,000.
plans call

tragedies,

modern

larly gigantic.

Sixty-second to

The

works,

Thomas would be excluded.
The size of the the-

on the West

Sixty-third

best

man, Pinero, or Augustus

Side of the

from

The

contemporary

such

legiti-

theatre will be

situated

American

In presenting plays

Greek

the

field.

The

to

Shakespeare nor of Ibsen,

opera for what, after
is

not

is

theatre especially

ancient, will be produced,
and neither the plays of

about two years, he

all,

as

from all countries, it will
aim to do for the drama
in America what has been
done here for the other
arts.

abandon

a

plays.

both

will

plan

for the sake of

rep-

term of
in

and

Opera House.

ropolitan

Mr. Conried's present
office

cities,

singers and a
contingent from the Met-

the present
directorate
the
of
that

comique,

drawn from

artists

Paris, Berlin, Vienna,

faction in

Opera, and

opera

lightful

with

an independent

resent

not 'comic opera,'

mique

the inside, is that the
backers of Mr. Conriecl
in this

not be any long runs.
plays will be pro-

will

Ten

monumental

the

state-aided

lief,

it

"The season

this,

playhouse

after

thought

Metropoli-

Opera House, but

his

in English pronunciation, passed upon, where there is difference of opinion,
by a committee from Yale, Harvard, Columbia, and Princeton. A committee of artists will be consulted as to scenery and costumes. Another
committee will pass upon points of etiquette to root out bad manners freThese are details, but they show we have
quently seen on the stage.

des-

tan

a

295

foyer,
to be decorat-

guised as not to be recog-

ed by famous painters

nized.

and sculptors of this
country and Europe,
and to be enriched with

was given, for instance, it
was not successful because
the dialogue had to be

treasures,

making

it

greatest art gallery of
New York with the ex-

Marceau
in

the second act of

the theatre will be

commenced

twenty-five cents to two dollars.
Ore of the gentlemen connected with the enterprise has

statement

"There

made

:

will be thirty boxes,

and

he socially select a committee of

in

order to insure that the box shall

women prominent

in

New York

society

permanency, which
As in the Metropolitan, a boxholder will own a share
will cost $100,000.
No one will be permitted to own a box unless
in the theatre property.
I may say that the entire thirty can be discommittee.
the
accepted by
will pass

upon the names of the applicants for a box

in

posed of to-morrow.

"The company

will be the best that unlimited

money can command. The

new and

old plays of genuine worth and thorough
interest, but unexceptionable in morals, using the word rightly, and played
repertoire will comprise
in perfect

"The

we can do

"De Lancey"

It is

Work on

manner.

theatre will be an authority in

its

acting.

It

will

aim

at purity

In the

house.

MISS DORIS KEANE
As she appears

next Spring, and it will take over a year to complete it. It will
be large, but only large enough to make it best adapted to dramatic performances and opera comique. The prices will be from

this

'Mignon'

bawled so as to be heard
all
over the enormous

the

ception of the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

When

new

theatre

things better."

to note

amusing

how

the Philistine press, which scoffed at the promoters of the
National Art Theatre Society as wild, long-haired dreamers are

crawling on their

bellies

mean

business. Before,

now,

it

is

it

now

that they find the millionaires really
fit only for derision ;

was merely a dream

a public-spirited enterprise

worth columns of space,

simply because the money bags are opened
Of Mr. Conried's fitness to direct a theatre of this importance
there can be no question. We have always insisted that Heinrich
!

Conried was the only man in sight whose peculiar equipment
In our August issue we wrote
fitted him for such a post.
:

"It

would be

difficult to find

a

man

better suited than

the directorship of such a theatre. He
side of the stage as with its literature.

He

Mr. Conried for

as familiar with the practical
He is a man of culture and fine
is

has also remarkable executive ability and knows good
it.
More than this, he has proved his competence,
not only by his success as head of the most important opera house in the
world, but by the high standard of his German performances in the Irving
literary taste.

acting

when he

Place Theatre."

sees

..

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE

THE PEOPLE

vs.

GEORGE BERNARD SHAW

interdicting further
performances of George Bernard
Shaw's play, "Mrs. Warren's Profession," Police Commissioner McAdoo did no more than his duty. All right thinkmen
and women commended his action. The offence against
ing
Bad enough in the library, the
public decency was flagrant.
We have no offiis
unfit
for
representation.
play
wholly
public

IN

censor of the playhouse perhaps it would be undesirable
one but a free stage does not mean unbridled license.

cial

to create

as on the stump, and all
Anarchy
such impudent attempts to corrupt the morals of the community
and poison the air of our theatres should properly receive drastic

drama

as intolerable in the

is

treatment at the hands of the authorities. Considered merely as
a business proposition, Arnold Daly's ill-advised action will work
incalculable harm to theatres everywhere.
Religious and other
prejudices have for years kept thousands from the theatre. Of
recent years this prejudice had been to some extent overcome,

thanks largely to improved conditions within the playhouse itself,
but the ill-effects of this nasty Shaw play are likely to be felt
for a generation.

not a question of barring plays which deal frankly with
Mr. Shaw speciously would have us believe.

It is

social problems, as

We

are not

who

those

among

We

amusement

regard the theatre as a place of
ever urged the power of the

have
only.
and those writers of unquestionable
as
a
social
educator,
stage
sincerity who have used this medium to address the people have

had our attention and
Ibsen and Bjornson;

Such dramatists

respect.
in

France,

Dumas

fils,

Germany, Hauptman, Sudermann, Fulda
in England, Henry Arthur Jones
late

;

Among

James A. Herne.

Norway,

in Russia, Tolstoi

;

Gorki

are, in

Becque, Brieux;

and

;

in

in

and

America, the

the plays breathing a noble spirit

the

American

press,

sprung the

play was anarchistic in tendency and abhorrent in

and

view

breast

there

teaching,

is

New York press was in complete acstage indecency," says the Herald; "Of

Warren's Profession," the
cord.

"The

limit of

vicious tendency in its exposition, but also depressingly stupid,"
says the Times; "Pestilential!" says the American; "An affront

decency and a blot on the theatre," says the Tribune; "A humorous contemplation of some of the vilest and most repulsive
We are
ingredients of human nature," says the Evening Post.
to

loath to pollute these pages with a detailed description of this
play, but as a matter of stage history the following brief outline

of

its

unsavory story and repulsive characters

given here

is

:

Mrs. Warren, a child of the slums, has become a courtesan and owns
Her profession has brought her
disreputable houses all over Europe.
wealth.
She has a daughter, Vivie, educated in England in ignorance
of her mother's real character.
This clever young daughter of a vile

mother

with Frank, the flippant, good-for-nothing son of a
to England to visit Vivie, and with her
are two men, Praed, an artist, with weak morals, and Crofts, a dissolute
haronet, who is the business partner of Mrs. Warren in her "profession."
Crofts would like to marry Vivian, but is in doubt about her parentage.
He is not sure but that she is his own daughter. Nevertheless, he presses
is

clergyman.

in

love

The mother goes

suit through three acts.
Then it develops that the clergyman was
former intimate of Mrs. Warren, and Crofts asserts that he must be

his
j

father.
When the girl rejects his suit in favor of Frank he
blocks the match by telling the young couple they are brother and sister.
Mrs. Warren tells her daughter all the revolting details of her life of

Vivie's

shame, and glories in it, as
it
saved her and "Liz," her
sister, the drudgery of menial

is

innocent

the

its

upheld by that distinguished sociologist, Dr.
Felix Adler, who denounced the play at the meeting of the New
York Ethical Society on November 5 last. In regard to "JNlrs.
this

no
finer example than Herne's
"Margaret Fleming," in
which a mother takes to her
altruism

of

alarm on the occasion of

first

the production of Shaw's other piece, "Man and Superman."
While conceding the brilliancy of its satire, we insisted that the

labor.
The daughter is in no
way shocked at this revelation.
Her views coincide with

bas-

tard offspring of her adulterous husband. Such plays,

and

they may be in
theme, are ennobling, while
Shaw's are only degrading.

would have considered licentiousness and sin quite the
better choice.

Our

who

sad

those of her shameless parent,
Vivie
admits
that
in
the circumstances she,
herself,

as

with

quarrel

therefore,

Shaw,

or

not because he

is

philosophy if, indeed,
he has one is tainted and

a

tears

plays.

He

without

re-

his

down

There

building.

pensation.
characters

is

are

vile,

detestable views of

sits

It

impossible to see one of
his plays and feel the betit.

The

effect

is

up all night with Crofts
becomes bestially intoxi-

lowing day. Frank, in love
with Vivie, makes advances to
her mother.
Vivie
Finally

is

ter for

and

father

cated; then he starts in to
write his sermon for the fol-

with

life.

which

subject

and

his

of

but

and
religious
large and promi-

discuss
and
familiarly
laugh over.
The clergyman

no com-

Most

clergyman,

spiritual

son

dangerous for weak minds.
There is no worthy motive

any of

The clergyman,
made a deposed

head of a
nent church, confesses himself
to be a debauchee and a rake

own system

of

in

not

unfrocked

the

deals with social problems,

but because his

is

casts

her

leaves

her forever.

mother

in the guise of a

Shaw,

moral reformer,

just

the other way, and herein
lies the danger of their pub-

we

is

certainly
told

We

grotesque.
that

and

off

are

are

not

to take

Shaw is
presentation.
literary anarchist, and,

him

seriously, that he does

not

mean what he

like the political anarchist,

that

he has no better world to
substitute for that he at-

only

to

that

it

tacks and would destroy.

exuberant

lic

a

The

THEATRE

ZINE, almost alone

MAGAamong

is

A

NEW PORTRAIT OF GEORGE BERNARD SHAW

study of this face, with

its many characteristics of a satyr, may
perhaps enable physiognomists to explain Shaw's strange teachings

says,

up a theory
knock it down,
sets

is

laughing

ences.

A

he

all

wit,

at

Nothing

a

play of
he

that
his

audi-

could

be
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wider of the mark.

His purpose

earnest and deadly, not the
congenitally incapable of seeing the whole
There is absolutely nothing new in his theories

so in that he

less

is

is

of any question.
but his manner, force and facility of expression are distinctly his
<nvn. A number of his plays are harmless, entertaining and avail;

his

he

wholly cynical, and
treatment admits of no sentiment, romanticism or idealism.
In

able for production.

all

his plays

is

is the true one, not in use, to
any extent,
dramatist.
other
On his artistic side, he heads a
by any
English
revolution that is salutary and welcome, but as a moral and social
1

technical process

lis

philosopher he
It is all

is

weak

as

as he

What

is

Key West to the Spaniard who boasted that he could
men and walk through the whole country.

take ten thousand

"Yes,

if

do not stop you." This is a pretty big country.
among such Englishmen who do not think so. We

the police

Mr. Shaw

is

solve all the questions he is stumbling over.
over
the
bosses and the iniquitous thieves with a steam
go
roller and flatten them out.
We do not need his kind of help.
Let Mr. Shaw listen to reason, and provide us with the clean satire
shall

We

eventually

will

of which he should be so capable.

is

the worse in that the

moral point of view.

officer at
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pretentious.
faddist has totally lost his
a faddist? He is a grafter. He

Shaw

hopes to get the benefit of a distinction that he has not earned.
lie does not care for the facts and the truth in the case.
It is
that he can get into the picture. Any expert who understands the process of playwriting could convict Mr. Shaw in the
matter of his intent. He could not deny the charge of intentional

enough

The heart

immorality.

of a play

is its

highest situation, or turning

"Mrs. Warren's Profession" was written in order to
point.
have Mrs. Warren make her defense. The play is not Vivie
it is Mrs. Warren.
We have said he is a scientific playwright.
We have few of them. Most playwrights are empiricists. They
have no philosophy back of them. They are helpless until they
;

one way or another, a situation. They treat that situation
from the romantic and conventional point of view. That is not
Shaw. He is not writing for the sake of uncleanness we must
It is true that while he does not present
acquit him of that.
get, in

;

pleasing vileness as a pander in the usual sense, he is often salacious in what he regards the cause of truth. With "Mrs. Warren's Profession" Shaw is not aiming to offend decency, for de-

cency with him

is a negligible quantity, but he is aiming at the
heart of society with his philosophy
which is worse. His whole
was
to
that
Warren
was right in choosing her
Mrs.
purpose
prove

mode

of

prove

it?

life,

that society

By

Does he prove

was wrong and not she. How does he
argument and Vivie's assent.
He simply begs the question. That so-

her impassioned

No.

it?

its organization, no one doubts.
All of us
look with a pang on the fallen woman of the streets, recognizing
that, here and there, iron circumstances of hunger and desperais

ciety

tion

defective in

may have

The

played a part.

virtuous

woman who

passes

unmarried solitude is also a victim. But Mr. Shaw
denies morality and makes his choice of which class to exalt. It
is the
argument of every thief, law-breaker and moral pervert.
How can anyone say Shaw is not in earnest? If he had
her

life in

set forth his philosophy fully in essays, we might let the
whole matter pass without fastening on its abhorrent aspect. But
he does not deny anything. He even cables over a confirmation
of all that is not already clear to the stupidest man and the silliest
woman. The preacher in "Mrs. Warren's Profession" represents
Mr. Shaw's belief that all religion is hypocrisy. The son upholds

never

his theory that no individual owes anything to parents. The Life
Force should recognize no parentage or authority. One has only
to read his book, "The Irrational Knot."
There is no room for

misunderstanding.

Mr. Shaw believes that marriage

prostitution, that for

man

or

woman

the

home

is

is legalized
servitude and

imprisonment, that the Life Force, strangely enough discovered
in the world for the first time
by Mr. Shaw, a Cyclops with but
one eye, is a sufficient justification for every contact. Morality

and virtue are so absurd
session

by man

or

him

to

woman

that he will not tolerate their pos-

in his plays.

The

final

impression

left

by Candida is that if she had been fifteen years younger she would
have run away with the poet. To Shaw all women are prone to
evil or, at least, liberty.

woman

In

of advanced views

tional knot.

She

"The Philanderer"

man abandons

a

believes that marriage is an irramarries someone else in the play. In the three

plavs indicated practically all are vile. There
ness for those who are untouched in the action.
If

a

who

is

a vista of vile-

Mr. Shaw thinks he can walk through the United States with
we might commend to him the reply of a Yankee

his theories,

Hall

EDWARD

H.

SOTHERN AS PETRUCHIO

Hall

Lady

Geoffrey Cliffe (Ben Webster)

Kitty (Grace George)

SCENE IN THE STAGE VERSION OF MRS. HUMPHRY WARD'S NOVEL, "THE MARRIAGE OF WILLIAM ASHE"

*'My Plays Advocate Moral Reform!" Says
AN INTERVIEW WITH THE AUTHOR OF
the busy and noisy Strand, with its incessant
stream of restless humanity, and the mighty Thames, roll-

BETWEEN

ing its slimy waters, there is, like an oasis in the desert,
a quiet spot called the Adelphi, with narrow and dull streets, lined
"ith tall and gloomy-looking houses, which seem to have been
lulled to sleep by the faint roar and hubbub of the great city.

Here

lives

George Bernard Shaw, the dramatist whose

plays,

Profession," have
been the object of violent and bitter attacks on your side of the
water.

"Man and Superman" and "Mrs. Warren's

had not seen George Bernard Shaw for some years. I found
same genial smile and greeting, the same willowy form, the
same rather long hair and bushy beard, maybe a little more
tinged with gray; the same twinkle in the bluish gray eyes, the
same brown suit and boots.
I asked Mr. Shaw if he had seen the THEATRE MAGAZINE'S
criticism of his play. He replied that he had not, although he had
read extracts of it in the London papers. I handed him the magaI

the

zine.

He

sat

down and turned over

the pages, and, looking at

Miss Mary Mannering's portrait, he exclaimed
"Where do I come in? That is not like me."
I had to admit it was not.
After he had glanced at the article" and the pictures, while I
examined the very handsome room, the three wide windows of
which looked on the Embankment, the walls ornamented with
pictures and engravings, the fine book-case and the small writing
:

table, the polished floor

with strips of bright red carpet, I asked
to say in your own defense ?"
:

"Now, Mr. Shaw, what have you

"Well," said he of the willowy but not by any means weeping
form, "I have no doubt the writer is right from his point of

him buy a copy of 'Man and Superman,' let him
view. But
read it carefully, and then, after six months, let him take it up
again, and then let him read it once more three months later, and
let him keep on reading the play every three months for ten
let

Shaw

"MRS. WARREN'S PROFESSION"

and then perhaps he will understand." I said, "Perhaps!"
"But in the meantime ?" It was an adroit move to draw him out.
Mr. Shaw looked at me in an amused sort of way and went on
"You know I am an old Socialist, and it is as a Socialist as

years,

:

Now, I am convinced that the
an economic financial movement is an

well as a dramatist that I write.

old idea that Socialism

is

The object of Socialism ought not to be the
exploded one.
reform of the economic conditions of the world and a change in
The true object of Socialism ought to
old notions of morality have had their
obsolete and must make way for a new morality

the distribution of wealth.

be moral reform.

day they are
;

now

The

a morality more humane and more in accordance with the new
conditions of things, with the necessities and the wants of the

modern world. The fact is, that so-called good people are all
wrong; and bad people, or people reputed as such, are right.
This is no joke," insisted Mr. Shaw, noticing an incredulous
smile on his listener.

He

THEATRE MAGAZINE on

tossed the

luxurious sofa on which he was reclining and went on:
"I mean what I say. It is time we had a revolution.

Oh

the

!

I

do not advocate a revolution because a revolution is considered
wrong by most people but I want to educate the people up to a
point where it will be recognized that there is nothing wrong in
;

My plays advocate moral reform."
"But when the people's education has been perfected to that
extent, will not revolutions be a superfluous luxury?"
To this Mr. Shaw assented, and gave his views of morality as
understood by his American critics.
"I am attacked," he said, "by Mr. Comstock, who evidently
knows more about morality than any man living, because he has
destroyed some 93 tons of postcards
Why, I am overwhelmed.
I am crushed, by that enormous weight of postcards.
But this
is neither here nor there.
I s.ee Mr. Comstock says he will have
every actor and actress playing in 'Man and Superman' and 'Mrs.
Warren's Profession' put in prison. I have no doubt he will

a revolution.

!

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
he

if

is

to clap

allowed to have his way, and I am certain he would
in jail, too.
Well, he won't."

like

me

if the idea amused him immensely.
seems," continued the dramatist, "is an affair of
longitude; the farther west you go, the more people claim to be
more moral and more virtuous than their eastern neighbors. The
the English deplore the
Dutch think the Germans are immoral

Mr. Shaw chuckled as
"Morality,

it

;

depravity of the French; and the Americans, in their turn, look
upon us, English, as monsters of iniquity and immorality. And
so goes the

wave

of virtuous indignation until

it

reaches the Pa-

cific."

your play, 'Man and Superman,' your hero, John TanIs not
ner, who denounces marriage, becomes Ann's betrothed.
this running away from your point?
May it not be looked upon
It almost seems as if you
as a contradiction, this marriage?

"But

in

had not the courage of your opinions."

"Not a bit of it. I am a Socialist, but I am also a playwright.
As a Socialist, I have a doctrine to preach, a theory to expound,
principle to uphold, ideas to proclaim and to defend until they
As a dramatist, I have to construct and write a play.
prevail.

Whatever may happen at the end is not
what took place before. That the hero
detract from what has been said earlier

with
married does not

in contradiction
is

in the play.

All the

ideas, all the opinions, all the sentiment, all the theories expressed

The marriage does not
make them any less true. It destroys nothing, upsets nothing.
"Of course, my critics may say that I contradict myself, that I
have not the courage of my opinions, as you said a moment ago
if
but I know my business.
they
People can say 'Coward
I am not going to oblige them by spoiling my play,
please.
before by the various characters remain.

;

!'

though I may seem inconsistent."
As he leaned back on his sofa, Mr. Shaw certainly did not look
as if the 93 tons of postcards weighed very heavily on his manly
form, or the denunciation of the "Comstockers," as he called
his American critics, on his mind.
"I don't care what is said about me," he went on. "I do not
complain when my books are withdrawn from public libraries
in the United States, or when my plays are prohibited by the po-

Hall

Eddie Hilston (Mortimer Weldort)

I

lice.

simply
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the American people that they are

tell

making them-

selves ridiculous in the eyes of the civilized world, and that should
Our old ideas of morality and
bring them to their senses.

does not apply to America only, for my plays were not meant
must be altered and brought
specially for the transatlantic stage
up to date and made to fit in with the present social conditions,
this

and

harmonize with the changes that are ever wrought in tha
communities of the world. What I fight against is the
immorality of the old morality and I look upon as immoral what
to

social

;

'good people' think right."
Here the interview ended, and the Socialist-playwright bowed
your representative politely out. There is no doubt that George

Bernard Shaw

is

absolutely sincere in his opinions and that he
At the same time, one cannot

what he preaches.

really believes

help thinking in this connection of a pungent remark in

Lord

Goschen's recently published book on economic questions. "The
Socialist 'ethical' man," says Lord Goschen, "is an hypothesis just

man was an hypothesis. I am afraid that
the one hypothesis will find as little its counterpart in this world
of ours as the other hypothesis, and if the economic man is a

as the older economic

monster, the ethical man, as pictured by the Socialists,
who will not walk on this terrestrial globe."

is

an angel

Your correspondent failed to detect any wings or even pinions
sprouting in the shoulder-blade region of Mr. Shaw's anatomy,
nor do I think that there is anything of the apostle about him, or
that he has a vocation for martyrdom.

And when

plunged from the snug and brilliantly-lit rooms
and misty streets of the Adelphi, it seemed to me
that from some unreal region I had suddenly returned to a practical and work-a-day world, where right was right and wrong
was wrong; and I wondered, as I went along, whether things
really alter when seen under a different light, or whether principles change when clothed in specious, brilliant and witty language
and it seemed to me that, after all is said and done, our harsh
rules of morality and propriety are better for the whole community than would be the more lax, free, convenient and so-called
natural code of morals of George Bernard Shaw.
I

into the dark

;

London, Nov.

Lady Kitty (Grace George)

4.

P- V.

19x15.

Geoffrey CliSe

SCENE IN THE STAGE VERSION OF "THE MARRIAGE OF WILLIAM ASHE"

(

Ben Webster

i
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LETTERS PROM PLAYERS

Friday Evening, Nov. 16, 1821,
Witt be presented, (Jirst lime here) a celebrated

a rosewood box, a package of letters lie; some yellow and
stained with age creased and recreased with many foldings ;
thumbedandrethumbedwithmany readings. Others so smooth

IN

;

ished past, and, for an instant, bring us into close, familiar touch
with their half forgotten writers.

The little note on the top of the pile was written by a great
There are
actor; one of the greatest the stage has ever seen.
of
and dry
diction
a
few
combination
but
the
lines,
stately
only
wit

make

MY

DEAR ESTE:

it

worth preserving

You have my

leave to excuse yourself.
Our meeting is on no useful
will be making ourselves fools, and, some of

The moment you show me how
in

my

to be useful in

power.

your affair, be sure of
Yours,
J.

P.

name

all

mod-

John Howard Payne with the
an actor, he was the
the Atlantic, and his London apof

his meteoric career as

Yet, during
idol of audiences on both sides

stage.

Wallace, Regent
of Scotland,
C n 'J"' rha nc of

& Scots Music during
1

'

Mr Wood.

Ramsay,
Angus,

Mr

Atliol,

'

I

.

Cumberland,
Stuart,

Tlmne of

Warren.

Mr. Johnston.

Mr. H.

Fergus,
Allan,

Wallacfc.

Mr. Darley.

Montt-itli,

Officers, Soldiers,

Clare, Earl of Glosler, Mr. Hatlnvell.

Mr.

Lord de Clifford,
Sir R. Fitz Eustace,

Hie Evening.

Mr. Greene.
Mr. Parker.
Mr. Murray.
Mr. Burke.
Mr. J. Jefferson.
Mr. Jones.

KHT.V,

3
Butt- .

Douglas,

Mr. Martin.

Brae),

lieatly.

Mir. Scrivener.

the

Helen, Wife of Wallace,

Musical Farce,

Mrs Wood.

called

Of Age To-Morrow.

i?r

Mr. llatliwe
Fritz,
Lady Tan Brumbacli, Mrs. Francis.
J/is Seymour.
Sophia,
Mrs. Kurkc.
Maria,

Baron HVllinghcErst, Mr. Jefferson.
Huron Pifflekerg,
Mr. Burke.
Mr. Blissett.
Molkns,
Mr. Parker.
Servnnl,

KEMBLE.

Michael dines with our roaring party he will, perhaps, be able to
erate any overboiling effervescence in one of our guests.

of us associate the

Scenery, Dresses and Decorations.

/Veu?

WVfli ttfuvowrUe Scotch Overture,

:

and our only business

and the best

Or, the Hero of Scotland.

After which

us, beasts.

Few

in 5 acts, called

;

and white, and clear, that one can scarcely credit the many years
which have passed since the ink dried upon them. All their
Of
writers have long since gone the way of all things mortal.
some, hardly a memory remains but all were players who in their
day played many parts, and these letters, grave or gay, stilted in
tone or easy of expression, seem somehow an echo of the van-

design,

new Tragedy,

On

many Ludics and Gentlemen)

Saturday, (in obedience to the wish of

Musical Play of

ROB ROY MACGREGQR,

tl

with other Entertainments.

/

The grand Me'lo-dramatic Romance of VALENTINE & ORSON, will be ipeedHy most splendidly produced -Also. THKKF.SF,, the Orphan of Geneva. The new Tragedies of
PYTHIAS-- MARINO {fl
FALRR10, )>v Lord Byron, and various other noveltits, will be immediately produced.
Gentlemen holding Season Ticket* are respectfully requested to write their names ct the Box door, or
leave a card; the Managers particularly solicit the attention of the Stockholders to this necessary regulation
during the season. Every right of admission will be certified by George Dana, Esq. Secretary to the Stock-

DAMON &

-

&

holders.

Place? in the

performance

Cnerk< not

Boes may

fmm

be taken of Mr. Johnston, at the
10 until 4 o'clock.

transferable.

BOX, OJVK
The

pearance marked the beginning of the ever lengthening procession of American actors who have become favorites with the

officers are

ippo'mted

who

Boi

Office,

from 10 until

will rigidly enforce

I;

At the Drury Lane Theatre, on the evening of
British public.
June 4, 1813, the play was "Douglas," and Norval was enacted by
playbill

opened

it half past 5 o'clock,

ind the curtain

and on days of

decorum.

IWLUIBPTT, BgrSjrTT.m CKA'TSBJiLLEBI, F/K7T

tlonr* will be

Old

Proper

CfiATS.

will rise *t haff
pait 6, precisely.

on which appear the names of several

membf rs

of the Jefferson family.

The written annotations are in the late Joseph Jefferson's own handwriting
"Young Gentleman (Being his first appearance in London)."
The "young gentleman" was Payne, then twenty-two, and his
written soon afterwards, hints that this, too, was
letter,
performance was received with much applause. For a time he* ing
a
for the author of "Home, Sweet Home"
path
thorny
was quite a fad with London society, and then, after a season
of petting and being made much of, this same fickle society found
29 Norton Street, Portland Place.

a

:

another toy, and poor Payne was dropped.

For a time he strug-

gled against fate, and then, finding his efforts hopeless, he very
wisely left the stage and took up dramatic writing. The follow-

MY

DEAR SIR:
As I can get no answer from Mr. P

and silence will not pay bills,
by your saying whether you will purchase the Italian
Opera from me, with all its chances of every kind, and the French one, at
an honest sum? And what will you give for the two? Say, so much in
hand, and so much on delivery of both manuscripts complete?
Will you think me troublesome in asking you, besides, for a couple of
Yours very truly,
double oratorio orders by the 2d penny post?
Wm. Hawes, Esq.
J. HOWARD PAYNE.
I

,

shall feel obliged

The passing
not the

last,

of Joseph Jefferson seems to have severed,

certainly the

modern drama with what

is

if

strongest link which connected the
popularly, though vaguely, known as

"good old times." Undoubtedly, we have made vast strides
in many directions, and in the matter of mise en scene alone, have
achieved things undreamed of years ago. But we have to-day
the

#4L^~

sfa^- "^~^

.x^?

nothing to take the place of the old stock company. How many
of the "all star casts" blazoned upon the modern playbill can
compare with the ordinary, every day excellence of the Fifth

Avenue Theatre company, or

that brilliant aggregation of talent

which Lester Wallack gathered together in the early seventies?
The playbill reproduced in this article, and which was given
to this present writer by the late Joseph Jefferson, takes one
further back into the past. In itself, it is a curious and refreshing contrast to the present day playbill, with its illprinted medley
of vulgar advertisements and stale jokes. How quaint the head-

simply
days of multitudinous play houses
This theatre was the Walnut Street Theatre, Phila-

ing, too, in these

"Theatre."

managed by W. B. Wood and William Warren, that
famous old time partnership which did so much to advance the
cause of the drama in America.
Both Wood and Warren appear in the tragedy "Wallace," which heads the bill, and in the
support we find Mr. J. Jefferson "My Uncle John," as Jefferson
has written in his own hand after the name who
says William
delphia,

Characteristic response of the elder Sothern ("Lord Dundreary") to a request
for his

autograph

;

The Domestic aide

Player Parents

V u Kiiiius.
1*1 as
"Strongheart." Mr.
1

jdiiicn wtta .iccii

Drew

is

playing

i<isi

KWWH <ts me

De Lancey.

(

12

i_,niic

and

13)

i

or

Who Have Daughters on

mt i ns. .ziiic iiii> since uccii iiiarricu.
*
Leslie Allen and his daughter, Viola Allen.
i

tne r a y n

I

i/

1

the Stage

A^UUIBV i^/icw aiiu uti

Both are now appearing

iai.iiti
'

in

,

jwuu

1-^1

1

The Toast of

ir

.

the

&

Town

'

ouse
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Winter, was the most talented member of the family, and who,
had he lived, would have had a brilliant career. In the farce

which followed, the principal part was taken by Joseph Jefferson,
the finest comedian of his time. Though born in England,
senior
he came to America when barely twenty-two, and for nearly forty
years did more than his share in raising the tone of the American
in
Jefferson's mother, then Mrs. Burke, also had a part
stage.

A

the play.

part which first brought Jefferson before the public as an
actor of more than ordinary ability was that of Asa Trenchard,
in "Our American Cousin," produced by Laura Keene and her

The

company in 1858, and which ran for 140 nights. The role
of Lord Dundreary was assigned to E. A. Sothern. It was a small
part and he was reluctant to accept it, but finally made the best

stock

of a bad bargain, and gradually added to the lines and elaborated
the "business" until it took rank with the leading characters and,
in the end,

Here
DEAR

made

name famous through

his

the civilized world.

a whimsical note in (he elder Sothern's hand

is

SIR:

In reply to your note asking for

my

autograph,

beg to say

I

Yours Much,

one.

The

:

A P ril
I

'

'

74

'

never give

DUNDREARY.

writer of the next

John T. Ford,

for

way, with "Our American Cousin," since

it

An

many

years
the leading spirit in theatrical management throughout the South,
was a close friend of Jefferson, and was associated, in a tragic
letter,

was while witnessing

that play from a box of Ford's Theater, Washington, that Lincoln met his death on that fateful evening of April 14, 1865. The

was written from Baltimore, four years after assuming the
management of the Holliday Street Theater, and is amusing in

autograph of Dion Boucicault.

Note the early

spelling, "Bourcicault"

Mr. Barren is only good for Walking Gents. He is quite youthful, in fact,
I will
boyish in appearance, but very attentive and quite well featured.
give him $12 per week, which you can offer him for Walking Gents, etc.
Spackman, I do not care about. He is very extravagant (Western), and
in serious parts frequently provokes laughter, but has an immense study,
Truly yours.
and is willing. Do as you think best
JNO. T. FORD.
To Mr. Wright.

letter

its

rather stilted tone

Charles Kean, fiery as
he could be on the stage,

:

BALTIMORE, MD., June

MY

DEAR SIR:
Your favor received. In

reply, Jefferson stated to

28, 1858.

me

that he thought
quite small and very

"would be the very one for Ariel." She is
and sings well. I designed her for the chambermaid also. You can
formally tender any of those that I mentioned, the salary I affixed to each
of their names. In regard to the prompter, he is quite a young man, and
has only acted as prompter during the present season, yet he is quite proI have no objection to giving him nine rather than
ficient and attentive.
His name is Marshall. I have a very good corps de Ballet.
lose him.
My intention is to commence on Sept. 5th with the Florences, to play
them three weeks and then produce "The Tempest," which will give us
ample time for rehearsals. I propose offering an engagement to Chas.
Wheatleigh for Caliban and Bottom, as I desire to do "Midsummer" during the Christmas holidays.
Your views about the casts of pieces I entirely agree with, and I desire
to exact from each and every one that deference to the stage manager,
making him the best judge of the character that suits the person. I have
the music of "The Tempest." I have also a prompt book prepared by you
for me some two years ago and received through E. L. Davenport. From
it our artist Getz has gotten up the scenery.
About the company, aside from those I have, I know we will have ample
time to fill up. Miss Devlin sings; Mrs. Proctor sings some little; Miss
Mrs. Stoddart. formerly Mrs. Conover, sings
Jefferson sings very well.
I want a young lady, pretty
very well. My Ballet sing fairly. And now
and young, to play small Walking Ladies, etc. Can you secure me one?

his sister
neat,

was naturally a
bashful

letter

following
considerable
at

retiring,

man and

in the

he shows

trepidation

having been asked to
a

at

preside
dinner

theatrical

:

ATHEN.EU'M CLUB.

March

MY

DEAR

15,

1849.

SIR:

I have been induced, much
against my inclination, and
for the first time in my life,
to become the Chairman of
the General Theatrical Fund
which will take
Dinner,
place on 4th April at the

London Tavern.

You may

imagine my nervousness on
such an occasion, and my
anxiety to see around me
some of my friends. Let me
hope you will, therefore,
join the party, and if possible, bring with you some
If
"good men and true."

A letter

from Charles Kean inviting a friend
dinner at which he will hear a
speech from Dickens

to

will allow me to enclose you a ticket for the Dinner, I should feel
as a personal favor conferred on
Yours most sincerely,

you

a

it

CHARLES KEAN.

Y

u will hear excellent musick and a speech from Dickens.
If
some of your ladies would like to visit the gallery, I will procure them
P.S.

tickets.

Another letter from the same actor in regard to engaging Couldock for his company. This letter is curious for the mention it

makes of the newly invented telegraph

'

:

<

MY

DEAR

June

5,

1849.

SIR:

Couldock

man

he would do it. and he is a
actor,
great fool if he does not. I will give him five pounds and all his expenses
paid from London to Windsor and back, which you will explain. There is
no time to lose, so I will at once engage him if he accepts the part. Just
arrange it all with him for me and get hiin, for he would speak those imAs it is essential I should know this by toportant lines excellently.
morrow morning, send me off an electric message merely "yes" or "no."
which I shall understand in reference to Mr. Couldock. Find him out
as soon as you read this
settle the business and despatch my message by
telegraph to No. 3 Torrington Square, where they will be on the lookout
for it, and forward it to me wherever I may be. Let me know what you
pay for it, and on Monday I will send you a Post Office order for the
amount. Should there be any bother, you must explain all and talk him
over.

is

the

for the

first

if

Yours
(Continued on page

A

letter

from

W.

C.

Macready

truly,
.vii.)

C.

KEAN.
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THE
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Protest

encore fiend, with his huge maulers and

silly

giggle,

thumping, ear-splitting appreciation of everyhis lack-lustre eyes from the stage, has
that
assails
thing
become such a nuisance in our places of amusement on first nights,
his bubbling,

second nights and all other nights that we think the time is
ripe for a fuller appreciation of this most extraordinary specimen
of the

homo

imbccilis.

There he squats in all his brazen glory. He has come to enjoy
the "show," not, mark you, in the manner in which as a normal
human being he would enjoy anything else, by finely discriminating between what he likes and what he does not like; but he
has come to enjoy "take in" this particular part of his day's
more or less diverting experiences by a solemn compact with
himself, not to be bamboozled, cozzened, or thimble-rigged out
the equivalent for the two dollars he laid down at the box-office.
And if the play is execrable, if the actoro are doing their unspeakable worst,
real

there

if

is

in all the dreary stuff

Go

no matter.

emotion

never a smile or a

He'll have his penny'orth of
He'll have his hands do the work that

excitement willy-nilly.

to!

judgment ought to be doing, if judgment the good God
had given him. And while the rest of the audience wants to cool
itc heels in the
lobby and its throat at the replenishing station
next door, this maudlin vulgarian, exquisitely titillated by the
work of his marvelous palms, has the curtain up again and again
his

until the players

themselves sneak knowing winks at one another,

and even the manager looks
keep a straight
liver us

face.

at the arabesques in the carpet to
of the stalls
who will de-

The Briareus

from the body of

All our theatres are

this iniquity

!

now equipped

with opera glasses and
not hang from the back of each seat a box
containing a huge watchman's rattle ? Ah that would be worth
while.
For a dime the fist-yammerer could then make Rome

Why

acousticons.

!

howl

even

if they had not succeeded in
doing so on the stage
particular hair on each particular bald head to stand
on end like javelins upon the fretful elephant, and drive each

;

make each

decent and self-respecting playgoer into the street, leaving the
auditorium wholly in the hands of the high priests of hubbub.

Have you never been awakened out of a sound sleep at the
end of act three when all the air a solemn stillness holds by
"Speech!" "Speech!" "Speech!"? That is the tertiary stage of
encoritis.
Nobody wants to deliver a "speech," nobody wants
to hear a "speech," nobody who is
anybody asked for a "speech"
but behold the Palm has annexed a larynx, and tongues have
sprouted on the night. The author, the manager, the star, anybody, will satisfy this unfortunate who has come among us. Just
to see a real live man appear between the footlights and the fallen
!

curtain,
in the

and hear those inspiring words
"Ladies and gentlemen,
of the company and myself
," and all the rest
:

name

of the platitudinous palaver that goes by the name "speech"
just
to hear that and nothing more, brings the bliss that
passeth under-

standing to the soul of the encoritic and

satisfies

him

until the last

when, emerging from his trance at seeing particeps criminis
before the curtain, he will yet linger for a good-night love-tap.
Applause the real simon pure article is something that
brings as much joy to the auditor who never applauds we all
act,

know

him, the fellow whose face is pipe- jointed to his Dignity,
is afraid to let out a link in his macadamized attitude

and who

as to the players on the stage. In the third act of "Zira," when
.Margaret Anglin spins the web of despair all about her to break
it in a whirlwind of defiance and then
collapses into a heart-splin-

tering confession, or
burst pronounces his

when James K. Hackett

in

a splendid outthe

now famous anathema maranatha on

lady cigarette smokers and the finely upholstered man-killers of
May fair, and in mighty vocables and unsterilized staccato smashes
the smart set to infinitesimal flinders that
pretty nearly knocks
down the Coca-Cola sign in Long Acre Square, the audience is
(Continued on page x.)

Hall

MISS

MAUDE LAMBERT

IN "THE

WHITE CAT"

How Augustus Thomas Writes
INTERVIEWS WITH AUTHORS

T

'HKRE

three

arc

No.

2

picture of the piece, and then
follows the play in detail, scene
by scene, act by act, in regular

ways

of writing plays," said
Augustus Thomas, as

he helped himself to a round of

browned

well

"The

toast.

sequence.

"The

first

kind of writer starts with a story
need
it

he can get anywhere
not necessarily be his

and then he
life

to that

story.

kind of writer

is

acts

own

the one

and

own

We

were

lets

who

home,

picturesque

New

at

As for incidents
anywhere.
which suggest my plays, as a
man gets along in life he draws
on his own observation every

the cosy

;

of experience, of travel, is
valuable to him, and he never

bit

"The Ramon

knows when he

a

rainy morning, the day before
the
first performance of "De

Lancey," which Mr.
wrote for John Drew.
the

wind

The length

Outside
Photo Rosch

blew

toast,

little

while the bowl of golden oranges added a

of color to the breakfast table, with its service of old
blue china and silver.
Mr. Thomas was a late arrival for the
bit

morning repast, for he had been busy for three weeks with
"De Lancey" rehearsals and said he was a bit tired.
Through an open doorway, his two children, a handsome boy
of eleven and a bright-eyed little girl of seven, were playing an
amateur game of pool, and the music of their childish voices
and gay young laughter brought a pleasant light to the father's
eyes that was good to see.
"And which type of man are you, Mr. Thomas?" asked the
interviewer; "which of the three methods do you employ in
writing a play?"

"The

third," he replied laconically, as he buttered a second

"I begin with a group of characters and let them
If the
live together for a while, and they make their own story.
public is disappointed, I'm not, for I have no idea how the thing
slice

of toast.

will end.

I

haven't thought

how

it

will

work out

they develop

own

your own inclination?"
"If I
"Yes, I like it," answered Mr. Thomas thoughtfully.
am writing it for an actor with a strong, inspiring personality.

John Drew, for instance. It is a great pleasure to write a play
for him. His personality is so strong, so full of inspiration."
"While writing a play for some particular actor must be a
great guide to you in the matter of character work, do you not
asked.
find it a restriction that sometimes hampers you?"
1

"Yes, I do, of course, but one offsets the other;
sating thing," replied the playwright.

Asked

if,

when

they talk a

about

ing is commenced. That is the mere mechanical part."
After Mr. Thomas has his drama well in mind when his

dream-people have lived together, had joys and sorrows, and
developed, through situations, a plot, he sketches the story orally

sume

for

whom

he

If this rewriting the piece.
proves satisfactory he then writes a scenario, a composite

manager

is

play, he ever gives

When
literal

lot

about the subjective mind;

I

don't

know much

he laughed.

it,"

writing a play Mr. Thomas does not give his characters
He leaves the christening as one of the finalities.

names.

Instead, he designates his hero as "A Man," his heroine as "A
while a secondary male character might appear in the

"Her Friend."

;

work on one

a compen-

:

first

"How long do I think about my characters? Oh, that depends sometimes a year, sometimes two, sometimes not longer
than six months. The work of a play is all done when the writ-

actively at

it's

thought to another, the dramatist replied
"Sometimes an alien character comes to me, but I never allow
it to obtrude itself too forcibly upon my imagination, or to inI'm no great dab at psychology;
trude into the work in hand.

theatre.

to the

of time for writ-

course, depending

Under these conditions if a man tried
story, you see.
to bind his characters by conventions they would smell of the
their

need

stances.

Hut within there was the delicate aroma of new-made coffee and

brown

to

upon circumMr. Thomas has been
known to write an act in one
is
night, while sometimes he
busy on one as long as a month.
"Do you like writing to order, or would you prefer to follow

AUGUSTUS THOMAS

gusts of stinging rain blew sharply against the broad window
The leaves of the clinging woodbine shivered, and the
panes.
shrubs in the garden looked woefully bedraggled and forlorn.

glowing

going

ing a play after the mental construction is complete differs, of

dismally, September's prophecy of what No-

crisp,

is

it."

Thomas

vember might bring, and

environment

your work?"
"Other things being equal, it
does not. I can work and write

them work-

Rochelle,

the

affect

breakfas'-room of Mr. Thomas'

ble,"

it

but

a yard stick."
"Does not your

story."

sitting in

Oh,

a question of
of construction.

isn't

They
anatomy of the thing.
You can't measure them off with

situation, and writes up to that
and down from it. The third
type is the one who starts with
a set of characters or with one

out their

and

divisions into scenes

Scenes are a necessity.

are

finds or conceives a very strong

character,

?

division,

work to give
The second

sets to

His Plays

Woman,"

"His Friend," and the opposite female character as
These names bear the same relation to the people
they stand for as a modiste's dummy models do to the frocks
which are draped and fitted upon them. They serve for the
fittings and the drudgery.
"What do you consider the relative strength of a dramatized
novel and a play which has been a drama from its first indraft as

ception?"

Mr. Thomas thought for a moment, and then he answered
"There is a disposition to be weaker when the piece has been in
book form. Now mind, I do not say necessarily weaker many
:
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one is apt to
that tendency
in
the
book."
it
was
because
crowd in more extraneous stuff
are
first
feel
on
a
"How do playwrights
they excited and
night
of them are not

but

there

is

;

nervous, or calm and cool?"
"I do not know how playwrights feel on a
plied Mr. Thomas with a quiet smile, "I

know

only

how one

playwright

feels.

It

first

night," re-

mind with a girl. Next the question arises, 'Who is she?' 'What
is she?' and the story begins to work itself out."
Mr. Thomas says that he is always looking ahead about a year
and keeps working ahead of the market at least that time. The past
two years he has spent the greater part of the time in Paris, and
he expects to return there this winter, after
the production of his

is,

of course, an occasion of very great anxiety.
Nat Goodwin gave the best definition of a

bassy

which

Ball,"

new
was

play,
also

"The Emwritten

for

past summer Mr. Thomas and
spent at their summer place at

D'Orsay. The

night when he said, 'As far as excitement goes, it is a horse race that lasts
first

his

three hours.'

East Hampton, on Long Island.
"In what are you interested, apart from
your work, in which you are particularly in-

The

does not necessarily
piece,

success of a

mean

first night
the success of the

terested ?"

however; some of the most terrific
have had all of the color of success

"I do not

failures

the

first

one sure that his play is a go?
has
more confidence if it goes
Well, one
well on the second night, but one can't be
sure

it

is

is

REV.

"Do you get as much pleasure out of a
big hit now as you did the first time?"
"Well,

"Not a
I

a real success for two or three

weeks."

it is

JOHN SNYDER

Pastor of a Congregational Church at Wellesley
Hills, Mass., and author of the melodrama "As

Ye Sow,"

successfully produced in Chicago

different," he answered, fingering his orange knife
first the pleasure is like that felt in a successful

"At

nervously.
'stunt' of any kind, but after a while you get used to
at it more as a plain business proposition."

Speaking again of

his characters

"working out

their

it,

and look

own

salva-

Mr. Thomas
which was written for Lawrence D'Orsay.
"Naturally," said the dramatist, "you take an Englishman of
Then you associate him in your
D'Orsay's pronounced type.
tion,"

cited the case of

know

of anything, aside from

my work, in which I am not interested," answered the dramatist, smiling.

night.

"When

family

"The Earl of Pawtucket,"

asked

a relaxation?"

fad, or (an aside)
If he

had been

secretly
vaguely.
time
this
he
was
before,
smiling
laughing
it is that
smile
such
a
and
pleasant
openly,

comes to the usually grave

lips,

that

it

helps

awe which envelDone
Have
in
of
Men
Who
one
when
Things.
presence
ops
No, Mr. Thomas hasn't a fad, if by fad one means the collectto dispel that feeling of

ing mania. He does not collect candlesticks nor teapots, nor old
armour, nor even trousers, like d'Annunzio. He is not unreservedly addicted to paintings, though he is fond of art, is a

good judge of it and has several particularly fine canvases on
Augustus Thomas has no fad acknowledged as such,
and is a very robust, normal man, but I fancy his fondness is
a wide expanse of tumbling green water with blue
for the sea

his walls.

SCENE IN "BABES IN THE WOOD," CHRISTMAS PANTOMIME WHICH

IS

COMING TO THE CASINO, NEW YORK
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cal eyes; there is

and while crested

element

the wild cry of the sea bird. He
said nothing about his love for

They

the sea, but I noticed that his

way of looking you

scene

surf

beautiful

been

dreamer

pair. ted

the

how

home

playwright's
on the water,

aquatic

He

strongly.
sailing,

and

taken him

many

the

expresses

life
it

Augus

and character.
in the

ample

of his thick-set figure
set of his shoulders

;

firm,

determined

the

contour

chin and nose and brow.
clear,

gray-blue eyes are practi-

a

cross-

an afternoon

for his

is

the ac-

the passive,
rather than

the submissive na'ure.

He

of

build,

the

with

a

strong,

head

robust

set

very

is

firmly

upon a pair of broad shoulders.
He is clean shaven, and has the
deand
prognathous jaw
termined mouth of the man

of

The

links

the self-assertive

He
the

his plays

drawing-room.

prefers

rather than

tive,

lines

in

the

faithful cat-boat,

on the

us

in

;

Those of

country ride to hounds, a tussle with wind and wave in his

a pleasant trip.

keynote

Thomas'

in

He much

"Kibosh," has

of

work.

happy

Strong, sturdy Americanism
is

drawing-room,

this is strongly reflected in

dealt with the open.
He admits that he never feels quite

rowing and swimming,

his cat-boat,

eyes.

when in
man that

his

very fond of

is

are

that have succeeded best have

and
him

to

appeal

sports

your

They

independent

strictions of the

summer

is

a glance.

feels instinctively

and

work of Lionel Waldon, an
American artist living in Paris.
This picture was quite the rage
in Paris last year, and won a
medal at the 1904 Salon. Then,
the

squarely in

taking

out-of-doors rather than the re-

wind wa:'c." Another superb
canvas in the blues and greens
tha an artist loves is the brush

too,

eyes that have a

the presence of this
his taste is for the unlimited

north

the

dilettante.

businesslike

and

are

They

One

Over it is this
quotation from "Snowbound :"
the living room.

matter

the

keen,

face
at

languorous

not eyes that depend on other
eyes for their life or expression.

for

the broad space it occupies over
the wide-throa ed fireplace in

"ll'hat

or

are

measure

having

by Simpson

the

sort of eyes

gems are marines, one

finest art

of

them no

in

waves, and spray-dashed cliffs;
the freshness of salt breezes,

Helen Mac Gregor

Frank Gillmore

(the wife)
III. 'AS

(the good brother)

ACT

YE SOW."

Little Olive Wright
(the child)

THE SHADOW IN THE HOME

who

"gets there."

do not reveal what

If his eyes
is

behind

SCENES IN THE MELODRAMA. "AS YE SOW," WRITTEN BY A MASSACHUSETTS CLERGYMAN AND PRODUCED IN CHICAGO WITH SUCCESS
The

play deals with the two sons of a
Cape Cod minister. One
and, believing her husband drowned,

is
is

upright; the other is wayward, with a wife and child whom he abandons. The wife falls in love with the good brother
going to church to be married when the missing husband turns up. Complications ensue until
away to die as an enlisted soldier in Cuba

the husband goes
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them, quiet merriment lurks in their
quently with just a dash of sarcasm.

depths, spiced not infreOne feels that this man

can be very sarcastic.
Like most authors and dramatists, Augustus

Later he came to New York and became attached to the Madison Square Theatre, under A. M. Palmer, in a literary capacity,
and here he made his first real hit, with a one-act play called "A

served his

Man

newspaperdom, and for a time his dramatic
work was carried on hand in hand with journalism. He was born
in St. Louis, and his education, after his boyhood days, was comFor a time he was
pleted in the limitless school of the world.
he also did illusYork
and
for
the
New
World,
traveling reporter
as an artist.
has
considerable
talent
that
for
he
for
paper,
trating
He was a reporter for the Post-Dispatch, and for a time "was with
the Kansas City Times. Later he owned and conducted the Kansas City Mirror. He also wrote short stories.
"I liked newspaper work," he said, "and I did not give it up

This

Thomas

apprenticeship in daily

ACT

Byron

III.

The return

of

Monna Vanna from

the

of the World," which he wrote for Maurice Barrymore.
piece was so successful that it encouraged Mr. Palmer

little

to try something longer by the
were even at that time (1889)

same author.

The Palmer

fortunes

and when the
"Alabama"
to
Mr. Palmer,
offered
Louis
dramatist
St.
from
young
It was certainly unlike
the manager had no great faith in it.
anything New York had seen before, and was so quiet, atmospheric, idyllic that he feared it was beyond the blase metropolis.
But Mr. Palmer had nothing else ready. It was a case of
kill or cure, so "Alabama" was produced, with Agnes Booth, J. H.
on the receding

Stoddart, Maurice Barrymore, and

camp

of the barbarian,

tide,

other favorites in the cast.

accompanied by Prinzevalle

"MONNA VANNA" AT THE MANHATTAN THEATRE
when

first I

did dramatic work, for one must have a pretty good
make a living at playwriting."

foothold before one can

dramatic effort was done

in the late 70*5 and early
which
was given a semi8o's,
piece being "Alone,"
amateur performance. "The Big Rise" was another early play. Mr.
Thomas says he began writing dramas in preference to stories
because he felt that the dramatic is the simpler form. His first play
to be presented by professionals was called "Combustion," and
this had its initial performance at Folk's Theatre, in St. Louis,
in 1883, with Frank David, a comedian now dead, in a leading
role. Others in the cast, now well known, were Delia Fox, then a
At this
little girl, and Edgar Smith, now a prominent dramatist.

His

first

the

early period of his career

Thomas produced

his

own

plays.

and scored an immense success. From then on, Thomas was
the man of the hour, and the most promising American dramatist
since Bronson Howard. Following up the idea of plays depicting
American life in the various states, Thomas produced in rapid
succession "Arizona,"' "In Missouri" and "Colorado." The first
named play made a fortune for its author and producers, and "In
Missouri" proved a gold mine for Nat. Goodwin. That astute
manager, Charles Frohman, having failed to see anything in
"Arizona," hastened to order another State play from the same
author, and Mr. Thomas gave him "Colorado," a play which
proved a disappointment for all concerned. Turning his attention
now to work in a lighter vein, Mr. Thomas wrote "The Earl of
Pawtucket," a comedy, slight in texture, but with one immensely

Guido (Mr. Kolker)

ACT

Photos Byron, N. Y.

I.

Monna Vanna (Mme. Kahch)
Monna Vanna departs for the barbarian's camp

Prinzevalle (Mr. Jewett)

Monna Vanna

ACT

Maeterlinck's Poetic Drama.,

II.

Monna Vanna in

Prinzevalle's tent

"Monna. Vanna,"

at the

Manhattan Theatre

3
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DOROTHY REVELL
Engaged by Arnold Da'y

amusing character
the

for a

"

new production and for the seas in 1906-7. Miss Revell was lately seen as the wife in How He Lied to Her Husband."
made with Belasco in " The Darling of the Gods," and afterwards she was seen with Louis Mann in "The Second Fiddle"

that of the insular British Earl, presented to

by the English actor, Lawrence d'Orsay. This piece also
written for Mr. Frohman, but that manager saw no possibility

life

was
in Mr. d'Orsay, so Mr. Thomas withdrew the manuscript, and
with it made a fortune for Kirke La Shelle. Later pieces by Mr.
Thomas have been "Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots," "De Lancey" and

"The Embassy

Ball."

A

new

Her debut on

one-act piece, of which

the stage

much

is

was

ex-

pected, is called "A Constitutional Point." It was recently acted
at a Lambs Gambol with great success, and has since been se-

cured by Mr. Frohman.

The

little

piece

is

ment and pathos, and shows the dramatist

a skilful blend of sentiat his best.

GRACE HORTENSE TOWER.

Gertrude Sylva, a New York girl, who has
sung successfully in Marseilles.
Brussels. The Hague, and
Covent Garden

Blanche Ruby, an Iowa girl and daughter
of U. S. Consul, who has sung at
Marseilles, Nantes and

Elvira Leverine, of Boston, in the title role
of '*Mignon."in which she made

The Hague

Who

American Singers

Have
PART

TO

most American singers who have

sought recognition abroad there is
but one drawback to the European

home

tante has

it

is

sung

at the

Opera Comique

for

Opera saw 5,000

her debut, and one of those
England
and engaged by Henry Savin

1901

age for "Parsifal"

who was

as a regular member of
the troupe earned 6,000 francs a year
(25 dollars a week), and she was con-

there

two years

Bordeaux often get debutantes at 300
francs (60 dollars) a month, and in theatres of that sort singers
provide their own costumes. So it is small wonder that having
sidered favored.

Cities like

got one's education one wants to earn

money

in the

United States.

The

great wonder is that everyone wants a place in America in the
front rank, at very many dollars a minute, and lacking that, would
rather stay in Europe on nothing. There is, of course, an expla-

Once

by the pesky microbe of continental
There may come a Nemesis.
Many a foreign singer has eyes turned to America and is learning
English, to sing in English opera. Only one thing will save the
situation for the Americans
the Europeans have not the voices
in the rank and file.
It would require a volume to set forth the history of the
American singers who in the past quarter of a century have
sought, and in some cases found, a career in continental cities
loutside Paris, as Marion Weed did at Hamburg, Minnie Nast
nation for

life

this.

in

Europe

II

Dresden, Rose and Harriet Behnne at Breslau, and Delia
Rogers at Elberfeld. The latter made her debut at St. Peters-

at

in 1894,
herself to the

burg

and had three years

in Italy

before she devoted

ber, 1903.

that lures

ing card, as is the habit in Europe, but
there is another side to it. Many a debu-

in

Won Fame

of the most prominent debutantes at the
francs paid over for

not love of

money. It looks fine to put "de 1'Opera"
or "de 1'Opera Comique" on one's visit-

debut

it

landed her at Covent Garden

nothing, some have paid, and some have
had the magnificent salary of 200 francs
a month (just shy of 40 dollars). One

It is

them back to the United States

Putnam Griswold who made

successful a debut at Nice that

which she has successfully
sung as "guest" all over Germany. Dorre is another American
who was trained in Italy and began her career there, and who
now goes "guesting" in Germany. She has just finished a special
engagement at the new Opera House in Berlin, where she sang
such roles as Carmen, Mignon and Santuzza, which especially fit
her.
In February, 1901, Enrichetta Godard made her debut as
Elsa at the Teatro Municipale at Modena, Italy, and, after singing Mimi and Violetta in several of the smaller towns of Northern Italy, was engaged at La Scala, Milan, where she made her

career.

his

Pauline Lightstone, "a New York girl who,
under the name
Donalda," made so

her debut in Naples
season of 1903

bitten

well, the disease is incurable.

Wagnerian

debut as Freia,

in the

repertoire,

production of

"La Walkyre,"

in

Decem-

Blanche Ruby, an Iowa girl, whose father was for years in the
consular service, made her debut in "Mireille" at Nantes, in the
autumn of 1902. The following season she was a member of

company at The Hague, where she has as associate, a dramatic soprano, Mile. Scalar (Miss Minnie Plummer of Maine),
whom report ranks in the class with Farrar, Lindsay, Abott and
the

Garden, as a possible coming star. Mile. Scalar made her debut
as Aida in October, 1903, and in the two seasons she has sung in
Holland has become a great favorite. She has one more year to
sing there her contract called for three and then, if the opinion
of Van Dyke, who has sung with her, is worth anything, she
will be heard from, as she would have been before had special

correspondents been as rife in The Hague as they are in Paris.
Another American who has sung with considerable success at
The Hague is Gertrude Sylva, a clever New York girl, who has
a remarkably sweet and well trained soprano voice.
She made
her debut at The Hague in 1901 in the title role of "Lucia da

Lammermoor," and then was engaged as prima donna soprano
La Monnaie Theatre, Brussels. At Covent Garden, Miss

at the

Sylva sang in "Rigoletto" in the place of Melba.
In the autumn of 1903 the Carl Rosa company had as a
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Talma, of New York,
with the company the entire
season, and on her return to New York,

During the season just ended one of
most notable debuts was that of a

special star, Cecile

who was

the

Canadian, so well
that she

autumn of

1904, was engaged as
the Metropolitan com-

in the

In the autumn of

1902,

in

New

York,

This is Pauline Lightstone, who,
under the name Donalda, made so successful a debut at Nice that it landed
her at Covent Garden, where, debutante

understudy in
pany, with which she traveled, singing
one of the Flower maidens in "Parsifal."

may

known

as well be included in the

list.

Maria

Marion Titus, made her debut at
Varassi, in Italy, in "Traviata," singing
the next season at Casena and the

she sang on some of the
most important nights of the season,
being re-engaged for the next two
London seasons, and at the same time,

season of 1904-5 at the Royal Opera at
She will, it is said, be heard
Oporto.

signing for three years at La Monnaie,
which has seen the comBrussels,

next season at Covent Garden.

mencement of many a brilliant
Miss Donalda owes the courage

whom

Tiziano,

Bostonians

know

as she was,

as

has seen a number of debuts

Italy

career.
to start

secured, save at
some price, and often missed, even after
the price is paid it is so easy to reject

on this career to the tenor Saleza, as
Garden owed hers to Sybil Sanderson,
Bessie Abott hers to Jean de Reszke,
and Parkina hers to Melba.
Covent Garden itself saw this season,
the debut of a Boston girl
who, on

a debutante, even at a dress rehearsal, or
to arrange a failure
In one season at

July 21, 1905, made her first appearance
in "Un Ballo en Maschera"
under the

Teatro Bellini, Naples, where the
great Caruso sang in the days before
he was famous, there were no less than

name of Madame Thecla. This was
Maude Bagley, whose marriage to Gas-

since

then,

debut

there

anywhere

although in these days a
is
harder to secure than

in

the

world,

America, and rarely

if

you except

is

!

the

On March

Mayer preceded her debut by only a
few weeks.
There are a number of debutantes in
sight even now, the most prominent being Katherine Goertner of New York,
who is engaged at Nice for the repertoire of demi-caractere roles, and who

Leonora

starts her career

four American girls who
In January,
appearance.

Neilsen

Alice
the

appeared

made
1904,

ton

first

pretty

and in
American

there,

following three
appeared there inside three weeks.

April

girls

a

26 Beatrice Wheeler sang
and just a week
later Elvira Leverine, another Boston
girl, appeared as
"Mignon," and on
Elena
Kirmes
April 5
sang Leonora in
"II

with everything in her
youth, beauty, charm, style, enthusiasm, plus a good voice.

in "Favorita,"

Trovatore."

favor

In the winter of that

A

pupil of Sbriglia.

nom

singer,

de theatre concealed the identity of Miss Bertha Schlesdaughter of Sebastian Schlessinger, and concealed it
for a

time, as

pretty effectively
she had been announced

at

life

well

she abandoned for fear of being
confounded with that popular little charmer at the Varietes, which
would have been a pity either way

Gailhard had been waiting years
to revive if he found the voice.

of

at

La

it.

In February, 1904, Mrs. Morris-Black, a well-known Ameri-

The

every

She

a

way

is still

a

trained

member

month's

in Paris
article,

Charles Cahier, and, after singing in Paris with the Colonne or-

following season there passed almost unnoted across the stage at

"guesting,"

this

winter

go

making one of her

appearances at Budapest.

About the same time an American falcon made her debut at
Ghent, under the name of Regina
Arta, and sang there two months.
This singer, whose real name was
Emma Loeffler, and who began
her studies as a light soprano, is
considered one of the coming pos-

years a

com-

original cast of

will

many

musician.

of the

There she won applause and .1
husband.
She is now Mrs.

sibilities.

last

was a failure, but the
Miss Linda
success.
was
singer
in
and is in
was
born
Paris,
say

pany, singing

first

in

revival

can concert singer, made her operatic debut at Nice as Orfeo.

chestra,

American debuts

Julie Lillie, daughter of Andrew Lillie, for
known American in Paris)

appeared as Constance in Mozart's
"Enlevement au Serail," which

name

you look

the

and one which was possibly the most
genuinely important of any for years,
was that of December 4, 1903, when Julie Lindsay (in private

under
which
Valliere,

the

Minnie Scalar (Miss Plummet of Maine),
principal dramatic soprano of the
Royal Opera at The Hague

Among

not mentioned

once engaged for the smaller German theatres
where he sang all last season

year December, 1904 a Mile. Merlot
made a debut at Nancy, as Marguerite.

This

D.WARD M. \V11.S<>\
Made his debut at Darmstadt, and was

roles

like

Juliet,

Marguerite, Elsa, and was in the

the

Her

"Armide."

next role will be Eva.

In

Opera Comique, a Texas

the

girl

AlburAllbright, of
who
has
since
sung with
querke,
some of the Savage companies.

Claude

In

the

following

June,

another

who, like Noria, had
singer,
graduated from Savage's English

company, appeared

at the

Opera

"Lakme" this was
Comique
Yvonne de Treville, who is toin

day one of the most successful
traveling stars on the continent,
Katherine Goertner of New York who
made her debut at Nice last month
with considerable success
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THREE PRETTY ENGLISH GIRLS
touring every year, as "guest," from Vichy

from

St.

Moscow,

to

and

Petersburg to Cairo.

On December

15,

name

1902, Elizabeth Parkinson

made her debut

Kitty Gordon

IN "VERONIQUE"

(who has

Lakme

since

WHO HAVE CHARMED NEW YORK

winter

and from

Italy

where?

Perhaps to

his

native land,

In the early winter of 1904, another American tenor, the third
of the Sbriglia pupils men'ioned above, Hugh Martin, who used

enthusiastic applause of the American colony, who took a tremendous interest in this debut, which led to nothing here, although a

church singer at Yonkers and is a protege of Dr. Curtis,
and a pupil of Jean de Reszke as he was of that singer's master,
made two or three appearances at Nantes, and then, deciding to

year later Nellie Melba became interested in the voice both were
and launched the little American in London
pupils of Marchesi

devote himself to Italian opera in preference to French, went to
Milan to study. In April he signed to open in Odessa in Decem-

where she has sung at Covent Garden in the last two seasons, and
had some success in concert.
\Yhile the female American voice is so much en evidence in
Paris, the male voice is rarely heard. The only debut in late years
has been that of Clarence Whitehill, which took place on the same
evening that Rose Relda appeared at the Opera Comique. It was
a debut which led to nothing in Paris, but it launched a singer who
has since been heard in America and gradually moved along in
his career in Germany via Bayreuth to Covent Garden and New
York.

ber,

changed her

to Parkina)

as

to the

In March, 1904, the first of a group of three Sbriglia pupils who
were marked singers in Paris in the winter previous Howard
M. Wilson made a debut at Darmstadt, at the Hof-Theater,
and was at once engaged at one of the smaller German theatres
where he sang all last season, going on to a more important theIn October of the same year the second of
atre next October.
the Sbriglia pupils, Henry Hughes, son of Admiral Hughes of
the U. S. N., under the name Henry Weldon, made his debut at
Toulouse and sang ten roles there during the season. At Toulouse
Hughes had as an associate the only American tenor who has had
a rising career of late years in Europe, David Henderson, who had
made his debut in that city some years before, and, although it
is one of the hardest publics for a debutant to face, had become
so popular there that they flattered him by entreating him
to return to them, and backed it up by the best salary
ever paid an American tenor in France. He goes to Italy this

to be a

and has passed in his roles in the meantime with de Reszke,
is one of the hardest working men
nowadays in Paris. In
Russia he will call himself Richard Martin.
Another promising debutant is Edmund Burke, who, like Miss
Donalda, really hails from Canada, and who is engaged for
Nantes, and is considered to have one of the best bass voices

who

among

the younger

set.

An American

singer prominent in Europe now, though he can
called
a debutant, is Lloyd d'Aubigne, who, like Noria
be
hardly
and de Treville, got his start in America, beginning at the place
where most singers end at the Metropolitan. After his American experiences as an actor, and having appeared in both of the

grand opera companies, Lloyd d'Aubigne went abroad, made a
successful debut at Bayonne, sang at Antwerp, in Algeria, at
This winter with a
Brussels, everywhere with improvement.
baggage of twenty operas, he divides his season between Nantes
six months there, opening in October
and the spring season at
Brussels.
MILDRED ALDRICH.

According

to a Paris despatch to the

as a restaurant keeper in her

gayest and most

World, Mme. Rejane has

set

up

new

theatre, which, she claims, will be the
perfectly equipped in the world, resuming all the ideas,

American and English, which her world-wide trips have suggested. It
is to have an elaborate restaurant attached, where supper, with music,
will follow the play in the same building.
She hopes so to create a new
form of entertainment, an all-night rendezvous for society, a meeting
place for critics and "mondains" incidentally making her own fortune.

Our leading playerj alt had
to travel the hard road of
Thm fittest ha^e
ad-Versify.
jurtjiijcd the ordeal i the in~

My Beginnings

competent* fell by the tvay.
In this jen'cj. ado r j and

true that

is

IT

By

have loaned

I

in

optimistically, for

For ina bright side to them.
the
who
stance,
pawned my
stage manager
watch sent it back to me after ten years.
is

That was good of him. And if I had not
had the experience with the open roof, I
might not have seen the state of Michigan.

but the desire to act as well as to read was

a magnificent state.
And as for the
frozen keyhole, no doubt that was a tonic

my mind that afternoon in the top
When I went upstairs, after the
gallery.
Mr.
Wheatcroft asked me what I
play,

born

It is

Margaret Anglin

at

the age of 14

to patience.
to the very first beginning,

if

House

you

insist,

I

was

of Parliament, in Ottawa.
father was
of
the
and
it
was
for
the
House,
Speaker to
Speaker
customary
father
was
the
owner
and edilive in Parliament Building.
My
in the

tor of a

My

published at St. Johns,

newspaper,

tvithout enough

inwardly at the price, for I had been accustomed only to paying twenty-five cents
for a seat in the Montreal theatres, and
saw the play. Miss Viola Allen was the
leading woman, and Mr. Henry Miller the
I admired them both with
leading man.
the excessive admiration of an unsophisticated convent girl. I had had no thought of
To be a public
being an actress before.
reader had been the acme of my ambition,

perienced, and they undoubtedly
character development and an appreciation
of all the phases of life.

To go back

tail/tout

objcurity.

before juccejj came.

Building, and I went downstairs, paid fifty
cents for a seat in the top gallery, cavilling

the keyhole before I could unlock my trunk.
But all these things other actresses have ex-

born

in

:

;

They should be viewed

eat.

were very kind to me, and I took the full
course, which then consisted of one year.
During that year Mr. Nelson Wheatcroft
"There's
happened to say to me one day
a matinee on downstairs. Why don't you
go down and see it?"
The school was in the Empire Theatre

manager
and not gotten it back for ten
years that I have had my trunks held for a
hotel bill contracted by a defaulting manager; that I have occupied a dressing room
where snow sifted through the roof, and I
had to light matches to melt the ice around

there

tiently
to

tain,"

aid

built

each month hotu
they tuorKed humbly and pa-

money, often

watch

my

nota famoa.t.

1hemjeli)c.i lilt

MARGARET ANGLIN

to "time the cur-

to a stage

aclrejjej,

N. B.

It

was

called

thought of

it.

"Perhaps you

answered so glowingly that he smiled and said

will be

leading lady

down

there yourself

:

some

day."

What Mr. Wheatcroft

intended as a joke happened to be
I was engaged as leading

realized in fact, for five years later

The Freeman, and was devoted to opposing the Confederation,
that is the union of the Upper and Lower Provinces of Canada.

woman

inherited neither taste nor talent for the stage from
Certainly
for
when he and my mother came to Buffalo to see
my father,
me my first year on the stage, he went to the

several plays.

I

I

in

of the

During
entrance

I

my

Empire Theatre Stock Company.
year at the Wheatcroft School I appeared
first was "Cross Keys," and when I made

The

walked through a

in

my

lake.

woman, had had a taste of
amateur theatricals. She was a warm friend
of Lord and Lady Dufferin.
Lord Dufferin
was a relative of Sheridan's, and he and his

engagement was with "ShenanMr. Charles Frohman, when he engaged me, didn't remember that he had seen
me in any of the school plays, so that I could
not flatter myself that any merit of mine appealed to him. It was rather sheer good fortune, for in the distribution of half a dozen
students from the school among the season's

wife liked the things of the playhouse, and

plays,

theatre, but he did not see

me

play,

for he

My

father

kept his eyes rigidly closed.
never saw me on the stage. But

my

My

mother,

while a domestic

happened to fall to the cast of
"Shenandoah." I played a small part called
Madeline West, and it happened that Mrs.

frequently gave amateur theatricals at Ricleau
House, the home of the Governor General,
just out of Ottawa.
My mother appeared in
several of the little home staged plays, and enjoyed her performances, and liked the atmo-

When

I

was seven years old we moved

to

There

of

I

into

fell

the

habit

the

"speaking pieces," and the nuns encouraged
me in it. Miss Jessie Alexander taught me
elocution, as they called

it

then.

did

"spoken."

not

forget

When

I

the

She was a

"pieces"

was sixteen

I

I

came

that

was not reassured by

Hayman

in the cor-

"Take that girl off."
was with "Shenandoah" for a year, and

I

played every part in

it.

Having done

this, I

expected there would be something for me
from the same office next season, but there

was not. I went out with a repertoire company that closed in two weeks. Later that
season, I went out with another that toured
Michigan, and remained with it a month or
so, until I was called home by my father's

had
to

New York
in

I

ridor saying:

Sacred Heart in Montreal to school.
The
French nuns would have none of elocution,
I

circumstances,

hearing the voice of Alf

professional reader, and her example fired me
with a desire to also be a professional reader.
At thirteen I went to the Convent of the

but

I

Margaret Robinson, who played the part of
Mrs. Everill, fainted one night after Mrs.
Annie Adams, Maude Adams' mother, who
was Miss Robinson's understudy, had reported and gone home. I was thrust into the
part, playing that of Madeline West also, and
while doing my best for Mrs. Everill, under

sphere of the stage. If, therefore, I inherited
my bent for the stage it was undoubtedly
from my mother.

Toronto.

first

doah."

to seek instruction in reading, and
way drifted in'.o the Wheatcroft

death.

was then practically the Empire
Dramatic School. Mr. and Mrs. Wheatcroft
School, which

The next season I went out with Mr.
O'Neil in "Monte Cristo," and had a com-

MISS ANGLIN

When

she

made her debut on

the stage
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While

fortable year.

Mr.

with

I

O'Neil,

3'5

was
Mr.

Virginia Harned, his lead-

mg woman, was

M. Palmer, who has

A.

was pressed

best friend in the

at a

profession, and of more
assistance to me than any

that

been

one

my

else except

tried to help

Mr.

Miller,

week took me

Afterwards

chance.

I

front

in

go

a

then making up his company to go to the Pacific

He saw me in
"The Three Musketeers,"

was asked to
and look

soubrette

part

in

"Lord Chumley" and

re-

at

Coast.

and didn't like me very
m u c h, but thought I
"would do." He told Mr.
Frohman so, and I was en-

port that
night after
the play to rehearse it.
I

never pass Madison
without
remem-

the

It

chill.

little

coldest

winter,

hearsal

of

I

left

the

car

his

ter,

on the highest

From

a painting by Muller

Ury

MARGARET ILL1NGTON

This interesting young actress, who had considei able success in "Mrs. Lernngwell's Boots," will
be seen shortly in another im portant Broadway production

company. Mr. Sothern was playing a repertoire of "Chumley,"
"The Adventures of Lady Ursula," and others, and one day Miss

Paul Orleneff and His

PAUL

but perhaps what

is still

better,

he

is

a true idealist.

He

has

proved
by forsaking the lucrative Russian vaudeville stage,
where for ten years he was immensely successthis

ful, that

of his

he might devote himself to the classics
other countries.

her 'beginnings'

stature

To

But

before.

were

utilized

My
in

In fact,

services

an emerI seem to

have been largely through
my career an emergency
But the next play
actress.
was "Mrs. Dane's De-

all

through her professional

of Russia.iv

life.

Players

;

Behr.

OrlenefFs methods are thorough.

When

pre-

paring Dostoievsky's "Crime and Punishment"
he visited many Russian prisons that he might
observe closely the actions of accused and condemned men in different stages of fear, madness, despair and resignation. When preparing

dramas has

many

it

fence," and with the role
must
have
ended, although one has
'beginnings'

man

build a theatre where

the masses might enjoy the best
been the ambition of Orleneff for

for

on the lower East Side, the dream of his life has been realized.
The workers are always the natural realists, and his repertoire
is markedly realistic, even socialistic, in tendency, for example,
Maxim Gorki's "Children of Night"
"Children of Wanuishin"
and "The Night Refuge"; Cherkov's "Uncle Wania"; Ibsen's
"Ghosts," "The Master Builder," "The Enemy
of the People," and "Hedda Gabler"
Hauptman's "Sunken Bell," "Michael Kramer,"
"Lonely Souls," and "The Apostle," by Her-

over twenty years, yet he is now but thirty-six
years of age. He is a Russian, simon-pure, having been born in Moscow and without admixture of alien blood.

me

had played the

;

own and

Orleneff is not above medium
and
so
thin and wiry that he appears a
height
small man. His stage career has already reached
In

Dane my

Company

ORLEXEFF, who has just inaugurated the first Russian theatre in America, is one of the most distinguished
actors on the Russian stage.
He is not only a splendid

artist,

of Mrs.

I

part

gency.

trees,

and resolved to try for that
part as girl never tried before. We had the midnight
rehearsal and I joined the

other plays that

he engaged

because

the en-

I
looked up
gagement.
from the frozen snow that
covered the park to the

icicles

company.

Mr. Miller put on at San
Francisco was "Brother Officers," and when we came
back to New York, and
Mr. Frohman produced the
play at the, Empire Thea-

at

street
and
Madison Square,
shivering partly from cold,
but much more from fear.
I was sure I could not play
the part of a slavey, and yet

much needed

a

at all in the light

Among

crossed

so

dollars

of a valuable acquisition to

Twenty-third

I

me

gard

nights of the

and the private rewas set for mid-

night.

fifty

week less, from the fact
that Mr. Miller did not re-

with a

was one

at

gaged

Square

bering that night

joined

I

Musketeers"

Mr. Miller was

company.

who gave me my

Sothern

emergency Mr. Sothme play Lady Urand so gave me my

"The Three

Mr.

Mansfield, but he wouldn't
E. H.
It was
see me.

first

In

notice.

chance.

to the the-

atre four times to see

I

let

sula,

me, and one

and

into the part

few hours'

ern

ill,

"Ghosts" he spent many intent hours in hospitals, where he was able to become familiar

years.

where any display of
altruism opens one to the suspicion and even the
wrath of the authorities, Mr. Orleneff found
He determined to come
slight encouragement.
to America, and at last in New York city, down
in autocratic Russia,

with the idiosyncrasies characteristic of the affliction

upon

inherited by Oswald.
(Continued on page
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When

at

work

the lines of a play he walks restlessly to
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Aime Dupont
IN "GIOCONDA"

CARUSO

is

SEMBRICH

IX "LA

the most meaningful word of deto the present opera season.

PROMISE-CRAMMED
scription that may be applied
The

list

to be

of operas

produced

r'

BflHHHP

at

the

Metropolitan Opera
House this winter is a

monument
of

gies

^MMH^^,

ener-

the

to

its

impresario,

More

Conried.

than

billets

operas and two
are booked to

have

performance

thirty

in

seventeen weeks of opera, which is a herculean

Out of

task.

num-

this

ber seven works are to
be

"La Son"La Favor-

revivals

nambula,"

"Die

"Marta,"
von
Konigin

ita,"

"Don

"II

"Der

and

Trovatore"

Hollander.

Fliegende
In

Saba,"

Giovanni,"

addition

three

1 '

new

operas are to have production during the season

that

eras

new

politan

is,

three op-

to the Metro-

Opera

House,

although each of them
has had performance in

New York
works
dinck's

some preThese three

at

vious time.
are

Htimper"Hansel und

Gretel," Puccini's

non
Copyi

ight.

Strauss'

Dupont

EMMA EAMES

IN

'LA

TOSCA"

"Ma-

IX "1'ARSII-AI."

The first one will in all probability be a great popular
the second one ought to create a dramatic furore, while
the last one will probably convince everybody save Herr Conried
Karon."

success

;

the

that

Metropolitan

Opera House is not a
for
stamping
ground
comic

was

This

light opera.

proven

doubt

last

a

beyond

with

season

"Die

Fledermaus," but
obstinacy is an attribute
of

man,

successful

the

and Herr Conried

ob-

is

stinately successful.

Large sums have been
spent for scenery and
costumes

made

in

im-

various

;

have

provements

been

the mechanism

the
of the stage itself
orchestra has been in;

men

creased by eight

in

the string department
which
latter
addition

should do
crease

much

the

to

volume

music,

while

curtain

that

in-

of

a

cork

has

been

hung back of the regular one should, theoretically

the

at

"Der Zigeuner-

plant

of

Besides,

drop-curtain
satin

decrease

least,

volume

noise.

and

Lescaut"

VAX KOOY

BOH KM K"

is

stage
a

new

of

golden
ordered to supthe
color-mons-

Copyright,

Dupont

LILLIAN NORDICA IN "LOHENGRIN"

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
trosity that dates

Henry's

visit to

and an opera

from the days of Prince

New

3

tion

York.

is

1

?

The opera

glass.

"Veronique," and

in quesmusical com-

its

All this is a background against which
some famous voices are to be displayed.

poser is Andre Messager, who, in the Irish
estimation of that versatile German, Vic-

Only the principals may be listed here,
and they contain some new names. Sembrich, Nordica, Eames, Fremstad, Walker,

tor Herbert,

because he

is

Messager,

Van

a good English composer
a Frenchman.

is

is

the

artistic

director

Homer, Knote, Caruso, Burgstaller,
Rooy, Scotti, Goritz, Blass, Journet and
Plai^on are names to conjure dollars
across the edge of the box-office window
and this force is supplemented by Bertha
Morena, a Miinchener Kind!, who is reported to have
temperamentally good
looks, and by Tetrazzini, whose voice is
said to be pleasing.
Hertz, Vigna and

some charming music and some

;

written about a leading lady's waist line
and then shoemakered to fit her accent,

"Veronique" worms
er's heart by way of

Mr. Jacques Goldberg has been imported

this very easily, for the music of

to

wave

help

precipitate

at

his

command and he

lacked the power of
forceful expression in anything save the
guttural language of the German Kaiser,
which mode of speech does not carry the

gratitude at the hands and eyes of

into the listen-

And

it

does

M. Mes-

whelming, but the composer knows how
to carry off his musical situations gracefully.

weight of King's English. So the new
stage manager has a wonderful opportunity to distinguish himself and to earn
critical

way

his ears.

and it is scored in a manner to convince
one that the composer did not use a rubber stencil or tracing paper for this purThere are moments when the
pose.
amount of originality of theme is not over-

been lacking. Anton Fuchs of Munich
was an admirable stage manager, but he

had not a well disciplined force

its

It
sager's music is dainty and graceful.
in
least
the
is tuneful without being
banal,

the

scenery at its
In this latter
specified dramatic moment.
department Mr. Conried's forces have
to

exquisite-

scored pages. "Veronique" is probably
not a classic among comic operas, but coming at a time when works of this genre are
ly

the big operatic sticks
over the orchestra, while on the stage a

Franko are

at

Covent Garden, but whatever his duties or
whatever his estimable position among
composers, he, at least, is the author of

If

it

were not

in

bad

taste to

em-

ploy the term, the whole musical treatment
of "Veronique" might frankly be described
as in excellent taste.
Copyright,

Aime Dupont

The

LOUISE HOMER

libretto of this

comic opera

is

an-

the opera frequenters.
other matter. It was originally composed
(Metropolitan Opera House)
There are some weak spots in the ento a French book by A. Vanloo and G.
tire make-up of this vast company but then there are weak
success seemed assured an English
London
its
when
but
Duval,
spots
in the personnel of every opera house. Some of these deficiencies
made
was
by Henry Hamilton with a peppering of
adaptation
can be remedied, while others cannot, so it is sheer
The English verLillian Edlee and Percy Greenbank.
to find
;

carping
remains that the list of singers held
under contract by Mr. Conried is probably the most formidable
fault in advance.

The

fact

of vocal

collection

assembled

'chords

anywhere in
world to-day.
of

list

opera

much

is

al-

list

bigger
York!

New

nonchalantly

its
skyshoulders
scraper
at the charge that

shrug

be-

distinctions

tween the two unthey

can

be

found only with a
Copyright,

Aime Dupont

HERR BURGSTALLER
(Metropolitan Opera House)

fine-tooth

the

words so
it was

distressing.

Nei-

ther

com-

is

the

pany a remarkable
one. Ruth Vincent
rather charming
and Kitty Gordon
fills
her part and
is

the

auditor's

eye.

Broadway attempts

musical

day has obliterated

til

ed

clearly that

com-

comic opera, or a
the

Unfortu-

others.

present

an unmusical

To the Broadway Theatre there
has come a real

edy

some

Lawrence Rea sang
unfortunately and
John Le Hay was
the comedian who
was funny when
he was not too inBut it was
sular.
heads and shoulders above
most

city.

real

in

company enunciat-

is

So

is

lubricant

His

may

it

is

nately, the singing

any foreign
house and

his subscription

by

not happy. The lyrics are rheumatic and they are wedged
into the music of the lines with a crowbar in some places and a

sion

the

operas
equal to that of

most

lyrics

comb

at

a

combination

of music and fun

and the impression
of
music
the

swamps

all

"Veronique"

else.
is

a

Copyright,

Aime Dupont

POL PLAN CON
(Metropolitan Opera House)

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE
work musically

delightful

being a
not

contradiction that

flat

possible

to

compose

prominent of all has been the appearance of a new conductor,
Willem Mengelberg, of Amsterdam, conductor of the famous

besides
it is

comic

opera seriously these degenerate

Amsterdam Orchestra, which has
won fame and praise on the Continent as well as in London. Men-

days of art for box-office receipts'
sake.

Another surprise, at the opMME. CALVE
posite end of the balance, was
The famous French CarAlice Nielsen's return to Broadmen now on concert
tour in America
way. She left it about half a
decade ago, when people who knew and admired
her thought she was a comic opera success. She
was, too there is none so unjust as to gainsay
But then the bee of impatience and
that fact.
ambition began to hive in her chapeau, and she
went abroad

to

give

gelberg has become notable as a
conductor of Richard Strauss,

and the admirable manner
which he led the Philharmonic
in

through Strauss'
"Ein Heldenleben," easily

Society

It was probably the biggest reading, by and large, that this
work ever has had in New York. It was put
through with a greater sweep than we are ac-

her voice prima-donnic

customed to hearing, and this abbreviation of its
time of performance added to the interest of the
work, for decidedly the battle scene could stand
curtailing. But Mengelberg was faithful to the
meaning and dignity of the great work. He

opera roles the cables asserted that she did
with success. And then, probably prompted by
defiance and nostalgia of the great white Boule-

it

vard de Broadway, she came home with a vocal
She
method and a precocious press agent.
traipsed into upper Broadway with a company
of Italians and proceeded to give Donizetti's
"Don Pasquale" in the gaudy and incongruous

new

Casino.

imparted a huge amount of imposing grandeur
to the pregnant
Copyright,

Aime Dupont

HENRI MARTEAU

Celebrated French violinist who makes his
reappearance in America this season

almost base, of a baritone who cultivated the
method of a tenor who has a cupola voice,

is

vibration

of

;

New York

and of a prompter who has a magnificent voice, of virile and carry-

SIG.

CAMPANARI

lection of

concert this season

men

far as

Copyright,

ambitious ends

is

MARIE HALL
English violinist who recent'y
deLut in New York

hardly excusable.

made her

season.

A

present in the choice of this soloist at the very
first Philharmonic concert of its sixty-fourth
Surely the Society is old enough to know better.

contrast to Miss

who appeared

Good opera

few days

Chew was Marie

in concert

earlier.

here for the

Miss Hall

rare as

is

Hall, the English violinist,
first

a pupil of the teacher of Kubelik
and she has much of that glib

artists,

for she lacks tempera-

hoped that Miss

ably a fine player.

too
ic

is

;

she

is

The Boston
Symphony began

good for com-

their

concerts

season

York

t^pre has been an
^stible

d a n c

_

unquestion-

not yet

opera.

Of

winter

violinist,

mental sweep but

Nielsen

ELSA BRKIDT

She

is an extremely
one who, as a
much.
girl, promises extremely
She is not the most finished of

good

waiting
Let it be

world.

Talented youny ]ii -ii>.t
from Chicago who make:,
her New York debui Hi's

time in America but a

technique.

or megaphones to proclaim her
the

cuti-

were allowed to flutter loosely. It was a
sad performance and the sense of mystery was

auk eggs; and when a really
remarkable singer arises on the
operatic horizon she does not
need a quartette of trombones
to

French

logic

Aime Dupont

pitch her tent right across from the Metropolitan Opera House
and give a make-shift performance of "Don Pasquale" just to

own

RAOUL PUCNO
pianist visiting America this season

cle of Brahms' meaning of this huge and uninNearly all the strands of musical
viting work.

To

singers are almost as

Cciyright. Bupont
Distinguished

seldom did her reading get deeper than the

not a pleasing voice now, nor a wonderful one.
For a singer of comic opera it would be magnificent, but for a
singer of grand opera there are many qualities and virtues lacking.

further her

Philharmonic

was Miss Otie Chew, who
played the Brahms violin Concerto
She
in an astounding manner.
chose her own intonation, and

Miss Nielsen herself

with every theoretic inch that her voice has
grown it has gained in metallic hardness. It is

soloist at this

concert

of different politi-

is concerned,
she has poured midnight oil upon her vocal
chords.
She has studied much, evidently, and
has added floridness to her singing speech. But

during the

leader

single

The

is

cal opinions.

As

a

coming season.

In addition, there
was an orchestra that was a col-

Well-known bariton
who will be heard in

mood

of exultant resignation. It
Mengelberg displayed in this Strauss

finale in the

but

unmistakable.
Copyright, Dupont

part, treated the love

conductors, should the Philharmonic
Society decide to satisfy itself with

ing qualities, magnificently resonant in all registers, and who boasts
a clearness of enunciation that

opening

episode with magnificent sentimental reference,
conducted the battle scene briskly and kept the

was big leadership that
work. His reading of the Schumann D minor symphony was
sympathetic and lovely, too and all told it would
seem that he would be a great acquisition to the list

Miss Nielsen's company it is not quite fair to saddle her with
the responsibility of such a vocally irresponsible lot may be dismissed with curt verbal nods. It consists of a basso

who

Poem,

Symphonic

justified his reputa-

tion as a reader of Strauss' music.

She studied and sang grand

breadth and scope.

MME. GADSKI
Well-known German
Wagnerian singer now

abun-

Most

played
Copyright, Ellis and Wallcry

The Hungarian

violinist

to

America for another tour

in

New

and
even

dis-

a

(Continued page x.)

HERR KUBELIK
who returns

twentieth

this

season

BESSIE ABOTT
American ringer who has

made

a

reputation

ill

Paris and now on concert
tour in America
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use
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A LATHER- LUXURY:
Children enjoy using Packers Tar Soap. It quickly
removes scurf or dandruff from the head and
promotes a healthy condition of the hair and skin.
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Encoritis:

A
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and fairly bellows its apprecivery different from demanding
Edna June a repetition for the tenth time of
"Under the Beerbohm Tree."
Then, too, this scurvy encore fellow has no regard for the actor or singer. It was long ago
officially announced by Mr.. Mansfield that actors
carried off
ation.

This

its

feet

is all

of

have rights which the public is bound to respect.
Neither age, role, nor previous condition of perspiration is safe from the onslaught of the encoritic.
His fiendish purpose is never satiated
until he has seen all the company linky-hand, then
he must see each bored countenance stand in the
centre of the stage and bow its approval to this
ass in evening raiment.
Voices are worn down,
hut that is nothing to him shoe-leather worn out,
but that is nothing to him an actor, a singer encored to death, but that is nothing to him.
It was the last night of all Time.
Through
the infinite darkness there reigned the calm that
was to precede the Final judgment. From the
east there flared intermittently yellow and purplegreen lights, and the last of the earth-men, seeing
these things, cowered deeper and deeper into
their burrows.
But the end had come. Sulphur
and ashes filled the universe and giant sidereal
systems flashed into flaming pyres, whose flames
licked the roof of the Zenith.
World rattled
against world, comets clove the solid earth of
the younger worlds and belched their fires to the
furthest spaces. And over against the east, where
the first dread flashes had been seen, the Angel
Gabriel rose, and on his face there lay the marmoreal silence of eternity, and upon his trumpet
that reached unto the last outpost of Space he
blew the three prophetic blasts. And from out
that grinding war of atoms and stupendous impact of force on force, through the hellish murk
and lurid lights of vanishing worlds, there
emerged the figure of a man who once had
dwelled on earth. As the last trumpet-call died
away the man smote one palm upon another
in wild applause, and. with eyes fixed upon the
face of Gabriel, he called wildly thrice: "Speech !"
"Speech !" "Speech !'' It was the encore fiend.
BENJAMIN DE CASSKKF.S.
;

">

i

I
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There is no need to sip this delicious cordial " on the sly," for everyone knows it is as
good for the health as it is to the palate. Without
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it

home

is

incom-

and life is deprived of its most genial
UNDERBERG BOONEcordial and tonic.
plete,

KAMP

BITTERS takes its rank among the
standard wines and liqueurs necessary to good
Have it handy to refresh a tired visitor
living.
to give a snap to meals.
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Music

for you
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greater beauty of tone color inasmuch as a new
bassoon has been added to the wood wind choir.
Mr. Gericke unleashed the volume of tone a bit
and that made some of the younger concert-goers
But his reading of Strauss' "Death and
happier.
Transfiguration" was too bloodless, and his interpretation of Tschaikowsky's Fourth Symphony
was far, far too refined. The soloist at this concert was the orchestra's new 'cellist, Heinrich
Warnke, late first 'cellist of the Kaim Orchestra
of Munich.
He played the difficult and uninteresting Dvorak concerto and earned no nimbus by
so doing. He was probably nervous.

Lastly there was Mme. Calve in concert, with
and a tenor to keep her vocal company.
She was almost careful in her singing, and proved
that not all traces of her once luscious voice had
gone the way of most perishable virtues. But it
was, after all, a chastely uninteresting version of
the once famous Calve and for once, at least, the
The
sensation-seekers went home disappointed.
saner part of the audience wished that Mme.
Calve might have come to her senses a few seasons ago.
a basso

What

Is

1/1:11

r

knowledge of Diamonds ? Could

The first concert of the reorganized Symphony
Orchestra was given at Carnegie Hall on November 14, under the leadership of Mr. Walter

)/

the proper price of a genuine Diamond ? Could
yon detect a brilliant, imitation stone from the
genuine ? If not, don't take risks when you buy.
Make sure of getting a genuine Diamond at the
tell

lowest market price, by ordering from a house of
iKiliininl ri'inilntioii. Ours is the oldest Diamond
House in the Trade. We give a guarantee of

genuineness with every Diamond we sell, and to
persons of good character we give terms of credit.
Tt'ttHHfictiftnH sii'ictljj
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20% Down and 10%

Per Month

"
By Importing Diamonds in the rough,*' polishing
them here and selling them direct lo consumers,
we can quote prices 20 lower than any competitor.

you can duplicate our values at your dealer's,
take back your purchase and refund your'
money. Srml for <mr free e&taloffit ttmntn'r &4
If

we will
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Street,
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New York

WHEN

Damrosch.
The orchestra is vastly improved
it was last heard here, and gave abundant
evidence of the careful training to which Mr.
Damrosch has subjected it. The strings have
good tone, the brass is virile, and the wood wind
since

POUR FMRE COMME HA MA f!

WORLD RENOWNED

CREME SIMON

of exceptional quality. Alfred Reisenauer, a pupil
of Liszt, was the first soloist, and he played
Liszt's
major piano concerto with a breadth
and sweep that aroused enthusiasm. He is a tremendous Liszt player. The orchestral part in-

For Softening and Improving the Hands, Face and Skin
generally. Allaying Irritation caused by Heat, and Rough
ness occasioned by Cold Winds. An Unfailing Remedy for
Chapped Hands. Its effect upon the SKIN is instantaneous.

cluded Brahms' Third Symphony. Rimsky-Korsakow's "Scheherazade" suite and Debussy's
Prelude to "L'Apres midi d'un Faune." a work

HYGIENIC AND "SIMON-PURE"

POUDRE SIMON, a refined, imperceptible and adherent
Toilet

Powder (Three Shades),

Marechal Perfume.

in Violette. Heliotrope or

CREME SIMON SOAP completes the trio.
Samples by Mail Ten CenlJ
GEORGE L. WALLAU, 2 Stone St., N. Y.

A

of most poetic

charm

that

was new

to this city.

The incomparable Sembrich appeared at her customary song recital on the afternoon of November
14, and Carnegie Hall was jammed as usual with
her worshippers. It is too late in this issue to do
more than make a mere mention of the fact.
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Russian Players in
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and fro hour after hour. He can apply himself
almost unbrokenly for fifteen hours a day, and
what he demands of himself he expects of the
other members of his company.
He is intolerant of slip-shod work.
realist in the truest
Eacli
sense, yet a realist of polish and finesse.
action must be to the life.
Every word and syllable spoken correctly.
As a manager he drives

A

When

Then in contrast to this
people furiously.
severity in matters pertaining to his productions,
in daily life he is soft-hearted almost to the
point of weakness.
Mme. Nasimoff, who is the leading actress of
the Orleneff company, is a handsome woman of
She is a thorough
pronounced Slavonic type.
artist and has interpreted all the great roles
his

with mental grasp and power.
minds one forcibly of Duse's.
Orleneff's world is his art.

Her method

the price of

a

common

at

you

beer,

are getting double value.

re-

The foundation
democratic theatre where only the
modern classics will be produced by competent
of
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MME. NASIMOFF
and gifted

players,

is

the

whole aim of

his

life.

Russian Lyceum, on East Third
Street, near Third Avenue, is modeled on the
famous Stanislavsky's Art Theatre in Moscow.
The company which apeared in New York last
spring with M. Orleneff and Madame Nasimoff
has been materially strengthened by a group of
players from the Moscow play-house, who have
The sucjust been brought over by Orleneff.
cess of this enterprise in New York depends not
the
Russian colony, but upon American
upon
theatre-goers who can appreciate a higher order
of acting than they are accustomed to.
The first production, a drama in four acts by S.
Naidyonoff, "Vanyushin's Children," took place
on Nov. 3. This was followed Nov. 12 by a
performance of Ibsen's "Ghosts," in which Mr.
Orleneff gave his masterly interpretation of the
unhappy Oswald.
The first play depicts Russian home life and
appeals directly to a purely Russian audience.
Orleneff felt that while the main purpose of his
work in America is to produce the best classic
dramas, which are usually rarely seen in America, that he should aim to present a short series
of Russian plays at the outset in order to establish a reputation as a national Russian theatre.
The "Children of Vanyushin" is such a play,
with a slight thread of "heart interest" and dealing with the problem of the home of a middle
class merchant, a business man, who, with his
wife, hopes to direct the paths of his children,
who insist upon following out their own bent
even to dissipation, and marriage which does
not meet with the approval of the parents. The
power of Orleneff, as an actor and man o;
genius, had little scope in the role of Konstatin.
inasmuch as the emotional scenes are few and
slight, but the play as a whole was a familiar
folk picture of the present-day Russian life.
In
common with many modern plays of this type,
Orleneff's

there is little action and a good deal of discussion and controversy, which appeals as strongly
to the Russian mind as does action to the average American audience. The play will be produced but a few times during the winter.
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"The Economical Family Package"

A wonderfully useful balance of well-known
remedies.

Always

never

helps,

hurts.

Strengthens, Benefits
Promptly Corrects

Colds, Grippe, Neuralgia, Headache,
Chill, Indigestion, "Out- of Sorts"
Feeling and all Common Ills. "The
only stimulant without sting" for
Brain Fag, Lassitude, Fatigue of
Body or Brain.
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Maddox

Street,

Hanover Square.

DEAR SIR:

"Woman"

to
my
you last Monday with
I saw afterwards
I hope you received both.
and the imposs. of
was
Kean's
ben.,
Monday
are you off for tonight?
granting my request.
Can you shove a few into any private box if all are not

play of

I sent
a note.
that last

How

already occupied

FANCY BOXES AND BASKETS,

Endorsed by Thousands of Thoughtful People

"Saves the day" from pain and ailment.
Causes no reactive effect.
Contains no alcohol or narcotic.
Full Composition Published In every Package.

(Continued from page

One of the most gifted men ever connected with
the English and American stage was unquestionIn the following letters
ably Dion Boucicault.
from the actor-dramatist he makes frequent mention of the success his plays were then having all
over the English-speaking world. The date of the
first is probably as early as 1843, if not earlier, as
his play "Woman" was produced at the Theatre
Royal, Covent Garden, on Oct. 3 of that year.
which he
Note the spelling "Bourcicault,"
adopted at that period:

905

1895

from Players

Letters

?

Damme, if you are not getting as difficult to
as Goldshed's disinterestedness and benevolence.
can slip my cognomen in for four feet square in
you would eternally obligate

come
If
I.

at

you

R.

II.

Yours very truly,
DION BOURCICAULT.

863 BROADWAY, bet.l7.&I8.Sts.!
508 FIFTH AVE. at 42. St.
I

OTHER RETAIL STORES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES.

Later came the great success of "The Colleen
Bawn," "Jessie Brown," and the other pieces
In a letter
with which his name is identified.
dated London, Sept. 17, 1860, he writes
:

SALES AGENTS EVERYWHERE.

that we appeared at the
Adelphi last Monday night, Sept. 10, in "The Colleen
Bawn," and made the greatest hit that has been known
are turning crowds from
in London for many years
every part of the house But, oh, do I not miss you in
"Danny Man." In fact, I can reconcile myself to no

You

will

be

hear

to

glad

We

A R.ECOR.D

OF SIXTY-FIVE YEARS'
CONTINUOUS SUCCESS IN THE USE OF

other person.

With continued success came prosperity, and in
a letter written a few months later he speaks of
buying property
At each city we are turning away money nightly. Tonight is the 184th night of the C. B. (.'Colleen Bawn")
800 a night
at the Adelphi, and we have played to
:

Mrs. Wmslow's Soothing Syrup
by the Anglo-Saxon Mothers in all parts of the world is the highest
praise that any remedy for children teething has ever known. Every
year the young mother follows into the line of her mother and finds Mrs.
WINSLO W'S SOOTHING SYRUP to be the favorite, and so it has
gone on for a period of sixty-five years.

I am fixed here
without a night's flagging all the time.
for the next ten years
and have bought a property in
Next September I shall have a theatre of
Brompton.
my own, and shall also continue my provincial troupe.
who came
I am sorry to say that Mr. John S.oan,
over here, arrived so utterly prostrated with dropsy that
The people who
there is little hope of his recovery.
came over here I mean Mrs. John Wood, Mr. Brougham,

Mr. Drew, Miss Gougenheim, Mr. C. Howard, were all
very unfortunate, and all have returned, I believe, to
N. Y. except Drew, who was on the point of departure
when I engaged him. Emery plays your part in L'pool.

Drew plays mine.
I am afraid that you will find New York in a frightful
condition.
Theatricals gone to the dogs, and as to other
places they are worse, if possible.
Yours truly,
DION BOURCICAULT.

Then comes a letter more interesting to American readers, dealing as it does with theatrical af-

The letter is
fairs on this side of the Atlantic.
in regard to a play which was intended for Lester
Wallack.
interesting reference is made to

An

Charles Reade, the famous novelist:

My

GLASGOW, March

H

DEAR

For Over Sixty -Five Years
Old a.nd
Arv

Well-Tried

MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP

Remedy

has been used

over
their children while teething, with
for

sixty years by millions of mothers for
perfect success. It soothes the child, softens the gums, allays all pain,
cures wind colic, and is the best remedy for diarrhoea. Sold by Druggists in every part of the world.

BE SURE AND ASK FOR MRS WINSLOW'S
SOOTHING SYRUP AND TAKE NO OTHER KIND

TWENTY-FIVE CENTS A BOTTLE

.

.

.

We

DION BOURCICAULT.
written by Edwin Booth to
General Badeau, the life long friend of the
The "beautiful baby" referred to is Edactor.

Here

is

a

letter

wina Booth Grossman
DEAR ED.

THE ONLY
in the

World
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DAY CLOCK

a phenomenal timekeeper,
durable and reliable, keeping perfect time throughout Its
long run. The Calendar is entirely automatic In Its action.
Is

It Is

Also Fry ing-fan* Magic Electric, Tilt Program^
Synchronized and Watchman's Clocks,
t

Send

for

Catalogue 625

&* PREMISS CLOCK IMPROVEMENT
DIPT. 62, 49 DEV ST

,

CO.

N. Y. CITY

WHEN

DO
YOU WANT
Ttt IfHnw
ft/

nnuw

'*rhat

the newspapers and peri-

odicals say about

You? We

supply thousands of

persons

with personal reference and clippings on any subject desired, culled from the newspapers and periodicals of the
world. TERMS: 100* clippings, $5.00; 250 clippings,
$12.00: 500 clipping*. $20.00; 1,000 clippings, $35.00.

THE MANHATTAN PRESS CLIPPING BUREAU

ARTHUR CASSOT, Proprietor
Knickerbocker Building, Cor. Fifth Av. and 14th St., N.Y.

8.

am

not in London to give you
I am very sorry that
a parting embrace.
You take with you our most sincere
sure ana 1 envy thuse
1
am
regards that you know,
who are able to say so instead of writing their feelings.
I do hope that you will return, and very shortly, and
no one will receive you more heartily than we shail. One
is the presumption that
satisfaction I have in the matter
your affairs in the U. S. are all satisfactorily and quietly
arranged.
I am afraid that I shall not have the comedy quite
finished by Saturday, but what I have done I will send
Will you
to the Adelphi Hotel, L'pool, to your address.
see Mr. Wallack for me, and explain to him why I have
not sent the piece before? My illness prevented me from
He
finishing those alterations which 1 find necessary.
must feel greatly surprised at not receiving the piece
before this time and you can make him understand the
matter.
My parcel will contain, I hope, the 1st and 2d
I think he had better reserve it for the
act and 3d act
of
his next season.
opening
Of course, I do not wish it disposed of anywhere
then I leave it enuntil W. W. has first produced it
1 intend
tirely in your hands and to your discretion.
Vacil for Lester.
You will receive a few lines through C. Reade which
I enclosed to him for you.
Remember me very kindly to those in New York who
I am doing such ramcare to know anything about me.
pant business here and in Liverpool that even my best
London receipts begin to "pale their fires," so I fear
God bless
there is little hope of my seeing N. Y. soon.
you old fellow I shall write you again from here on
Thursday to Liverpool.
are so grateful for your kindness to the children
which is doubly bestowed on us when offered to them.
Most sincerely yours.
I

:

:

I was notified that the marble
Just my cussed luck!
was finished and ready for erection, and I sent word
in
order to put it up tomorrow
I
would
leave
that
today
This is a sacred duty,
or the next day so I must go.
but I must confess the interview (only postponed I hope)
You see
with Fox would, I am sure, gratify me more.
how I am floundering about in this, it is so very warm,
and I've so many things to do before I go that I can
Will it not be profitable for me to see
scarcely spell.
Can you not see her this time and
her on my return?
I know you will if
with Mary?
an
interview
request
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your foot permits you to quit the house, and perhaps
something might be said or done that might interest or
Do try to arconvince me more than were I present.
I
range another day if you cannot see her yourself.
will be gone a few days only, and then I'll "put" for
Jamaica I drop you a line from Boston to tell you when
the hottest
I hope you are cooler than we are
I come.
day I ever felt.

Baby

Love

splendid, bless herl

is

to

all

xin

TKe

Anneuser - Busch

Thine,

EDWIN (BOOTH).

Poor Janauschek

!

Her

fate

was a sad

Malt-Nutrine Department

one.

Art Calendar

her splendid triumphs, to breathe her
A pitiful ending, truly,
an actors' home
for the noble Lady Macbeth and Mary Stuart
After

all

last in

!

that theatre-goers of the early seventies well remember. In a long letter, written in purple ink
in a quaint foreign hand, the tragedienne betrays
resentment at a newspaper criticism
:

DARMSTADT, Aug.

MY

16,

1878.

-

,

Is

the

mo

finest,

and prob-

artistic

ably the most costly calendar to be

DEAR FRIEND:
I am not going to England next season.
Mapleson
wanted to engage me for the provinces, but I have no
confidence whatever in the taste of the English audiences
drama is for them an unknown thing or at least it is
And as I get so many offers from
rooted out entirely.
America, where they want me back again, I decided for
coming over as soon as possible. I am sorry the Herald
brought such a stupid, small article about my appearing
at the Haymarket; and when I spoke with Mr. J
about it he said he was not present at the performance,
but sent somebody; and as he had no tickets, I think
he did not feel inclined to do anything for me. I was
surprised to hear it, for it would have been such a little
This Mr.
thing for me to send him a box.
weak and inis a most fearful manager, I assure you
You have seen him, spoken with
dolent in every way.
him, and just like he behaved in the beginning so like
was he to the last.
When I sha'l have the pleasure of seeing you in America again, I will tell you many nice fairy tales.
whose acquaintance I made at F
Mr. J
's,
when I told him of being very sorry not to have known
him before my appearing at the Haymarket, and that I
asked you for it, said he had a letter which you gave
him, that he may introduce himself to me, but it was
given in such a way. that he did not feel inclined to
do it. If it is so, I do not know, but it certainly hurt
the report, for the report was quite a false one.
Throughout the conversations with him, I understand
that he is on good footing with Kate Batemen and Irving
and that party did everything to prevent my praising
in the papers.
But never mind, they couM not hurt the
excellent success I had, and was received by the Princess
of Teck. Duchess of New Strelitz fhoth daughters of the
Duke of Cambridge), and the old Kind of Hanover.
This little N
is a nice hit of a woman
I will
tell you stories which you might be surprised at.
For the present I say good-bye and hope to hear from
you as soon as possible. God bless my dear friend, all

M
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for

issued for the coming year.
of four beautiful paint-
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artist,
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representing
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happiness to you.

Your

1875,

bearing a tray with a bottle

of

Malt-Nutrine.
Each

from James E. Murdoch, written in
when that actor was giving readings in Al-

letter

bany, reveals the fact that even in those days the
industrious press agent was a useful institution

leaf ii

24x10

inches, beautifully

lithographed in twelve colors

and bound with a
This

and

sold,
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art calendar will

:

WEST NEWTON,

DEAR SIR:

maid

sincere friend,

FANNY JANAUSCHEK.

A

beautiful design, representing n

be

sent to

any

address upon receipt of twenty-five cents,

MASS., Nov. 29, 1875.

lent

"Better late than too late" is, as you know, an old
The delay in answering your favor of the 22d
saying.
arose from want of time, and not inclination, to write.
Please accept my thanks for your kind services in the
way of "audience making" on the occasion of my late
"Readings" in Albany.
I am sorry to say I have no letters of the gentleman
When I return to my home in Ohio in
you speak of.
the spring, should I meet with anything valuable in the
1
way of "pen manifestations' of remarkable personages,
I will try to think of your request.
In the meantime,
please accept of the kind wishes of

Truly yours,

JAMES E. MURDOCH.
so they run, memories of past glories!
Faded little sheets of paper. Such is life!
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DOUBLE g

Queries Answered
The Editor will answer all reasonable questions in this
column, but irrelevant queries, such at the color of this
or that player's hair or eyes, or matters connected with
their purely personal affairs will be ignored.
No replies
Write questions on one side of the paper only.
by mail.
A. L.,
sisters or
In

A.

stage?
debut.

Madison,

N.

J.

Q.'

Has Florence Reed any

brothers?
A. No.
Where was she born?
When did she go on the
Philadelphia.
Q.
A.
Since the death of her father she made her

Q. Will Malcolm Williams return to New York
winter?
A. He is now in Worcester, managing a
He is not yet engaged for next season.
Is
Elita Proctor Otis a relative of F. F. Proctor?
Q.
No relation whatever. Q. Is Grayce Scott going to
A.
remain with the Proctor stock company during the summer?
A.
She is now at Joe Fields' Theatre in
"Prince Chap." Q. Does she use her correct name? A.
We believe it is her correct name. Q. How long has
Dudley Hawkey been with the Proctor forces? A. He
has been with the Fifth Ave. Stock Company only this
summer. Q. Has he a brother on the stage? A. No.
Where is Minnie Radcliffe acting now? A. She is
Q.
now residing in New York. Q. Where was she before
She has been with many
going to Providence, R. I.? A.
first-class stars and combinations. Q.
Has Harry Woodruff
left Proctor's Fifth Ave.?
A. Yes.
Q. Where is he
now? A. In "The Genius and the Model." Q. Can 1
A.
get a photo of him with his autograph?
Write him
care of Lambs Club, this city.
How long has he
Q.
been on the stage?
A. He made his debut at nine
years of age.
F. L. Cowles.
Where has Helen MacGregor been
Q.
A. She has been
playing the last couple of seasons?
with Robert Mantell, American Theatre Stock Company,
this city, "Siberia," "At Old Point Comfort" and many
other first-class attractions.
She has been leading lady
in Providence Stock Company and this season is one ot
Brady's stars in "As Ye Sow."
C.
C. G., Knoxville, Tenn.
What is the best
Q.
time to apply for a position as supe in Mrs. Fiske's
company or those of Belasco or 1'rohman playing in
New York during the coming season? A. Larly in
To whom should one apply for such a
August.
Q.
A. The stage manager.
position?
What is the
Q.
usual salary?
A. The salary is very small for a supernumerarygenerally 50 cents a night.
M. C. B., Chicago. Q. Who is Dustin Farnum's wife?
A. Muir is her maiden name.
Is Ethel Barrymore
Q.
married? A. Not yet. Q. Is Bruce McRae to be her
No.
leading man this year? A.
Dorothy B. Q. When was Henry Woodruff born?
A.
Tune 1, 1869. Q. Is that his real name? A. Yes.
Q. In what did he play before he came to Proctor's?
A. "Charley's Aunt,' "Ye Earlie Trouble," "His Wedding Day," "When We Were Twenty-One," with Mrs.
Fiske, and with Amelia Bingham and "Ben Hur."
E. A. L.
Q. Is Henry Woodruff's wife on the stage?
A.
He is not married.
E. W., Brooklyn.
When did Frank Daniels open
Q.
in "Sergeant Brue" in New York City?
A. April 24,
this

stock company.
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FFor the whiskers and moustache we make

a.

Dye

as BUCKINGHAM'S DYE. It colors Instantly a rich brown or a soft black.
R. P. HALL & CO., Nashua, N. H.

known

MENNEN'S
BOR AT E D

M

T A LC U

POWDER

TOILET

'h

1905.
E. W., South Bend, Ind.
Was Marie Tempest
Q.
born in London in 1867? A. Yes. Q. Was Julia Marlowe born in Cincinnati in 1877? A. She was born in
England in 1867. Q. Was her Imogen in "Cymbeline"
a success?
A.
Yes.
Faithful Reader.
In what will Miss Barrymore apQ.
this
season?
A.
"Alice
the
Sit
Fire."
pear
by
was she born?
A. August
Q. When
15,
1880,
in
What
was
Philadelphia.
Q.
John Barrymore's
wife's
maiden
name?
A. He
is
not
married.
How long has Miss Barrymore been on the
Q.
A. She made her debut in 1894 with her uncle,
stage?
John Drew, in "The Bauble Shop." Q. In what plays
has she appeared.' A. "The Rivals," "Rosemary," "Secret Service," "Peter the Great," "The Bells," "Catherine," "The Liars," "His Excellency, the Governor," "Captain Jinks of the Horse Marines,
"A Country Mouse,"
"Cousin Kate,"
and
"Doll's
"Carrots,"
"Sunday,"

I.b.

FOR SALE ONLY AT
THEBIG STORE

not double the
beauty of your hair?
Double the length, double
the thickness, double the
richness! Hall's Vegetable Sicilian
Hair Renewer certainly makes hairl
grow, sometimes to a most remark-J
able degree. And it brings back
to gray hair all the dark color of
former years. Make your hair
beautiful, doubly beautiful.

1

preparations.

59c

Why

YORI"

House."
H. F., Hartford, Conn.

Q.

To whom should

I

write

for a position with the opera, "The Catch of the Season"? A. Charles Frohman, Empire Theatre, this city.
A Regular Subscriber. Q. W here can I obtain
"Shadows of the Stage" and "iconoclasts"? A. At MacMillan & Co., and Scribner & Sons, respectively.
Q.
What was the object in enlarging the dimensions of the
THEATRE?
A. To improve it.
Has Mrs. James
Q.
Brown Potter been married more than once? A. Only

No
Danger

When

the

Snow

Flies

it keeps
frosty air roughens the sldn. use Mennen 's
the skin just right. A positive relief for rhllpprd liaiKlH,

and biting,

Meunen'sf-ice on every
till Bklll troubles.
box be sure that you get the genuine. For sale everywhere or
by mail, S5C. Sample free. Try Mtnnin s yicltl Tuition.

ChallnK and

GERHARD MENNEN

CO., Newark. N.

^

J.

once.

From

Cambridge, Mass. Q. What is Otis Skinner's
A. Players' Club, N. Y. City.
South Bend, Ind. Q. For what paper does
A. The Cincinnati ComMontgomery Phister write?
mercial Gazette.
When did Viola Allen first appear
Q.
in New York City in "The Winter's Tale"?
A. January,
S. F. S.,

address?

Fire

"1

Lillian,

1905.

This hair was waved and curled
in 10 minutes, without Heat, by the
Magic Curler.

No More

M. R., Maiden, Mass. Q. Was it Eleanor Rohson
who played in "Hearts Courageous" ? A. No, Maude

Curling Irons

The Magic Curler waves and curls the hair in
ten to fifteen minutes without heat. Think of it!
While you are dressing or traveling anywhere.
Small enough to carry in your purse. If your
dealer hasn't them, send his name and 25 cents
and we will send you a set of Curlers and a
BEAUTIFUL SILVER-PLATED SPOON, FREE.
Sample sets of two curlers ten cents.

Room 406,

MAGIC CURLER CO.
11 North 13th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Empire

State

Engraving Company
190 William

Street

NEW YORK
Telephone: 2771 John

WHEN

What is the address of "O. S."? A. See
Fealey.
Q.
the October THEATRE.
Q. Why not have the readers
of the THEATRE vote by slips as to who is the most popular actress in America?
A.
Such contests prove nothThanks for your kind remarks.
ing.
Reader, Mass. Q. Where did Virginia Harned spend
the summer?
A. In England. Q. Where and in what
will she next appear?
A. "La Belle Marseillaise," in
Baltimore, Md.
G. J.
When
did
William Gillette open in "ClarQ.
ice"?
A.
September 4 at the Shakespeare Theatre,
Where is he now playing? A.
Liverpool, England. Q.
Duke of York's Theatre, London, Eng.
St.
Minn.
Will you give a brief outPaul,
Q.
J. G.,
line of the career of Stephen Grattan?
A. He is the
son of a clergyman, named Murphy.
Has been in various stock companies in the West, also at the Lyceum
Theatre, this city, season 1894-5, and quite recently was
in a Western stock company.
He is now in this city.
do not know. 0.
Q. Where is Maude Gilbert? A.
Is HoweM Hansell to play in Boston this season?
A.
He is now the leading man at the Empire Theatre,
What is the cast of "Clarice?" A. Marie
Boston.
Q.
Doro played the title role. Judith Claney, Lucille La
Verne; Mr. and Mrs. Trent, Thomas Barns and Adelaide
When will
Prince; Dr. Denbigh. Frank Carlysle.
Q.
A.
do not know.
it be produced in this country?
A. Nowhere at
Q. Where is Ben Johnson playing?
What is Harold Heaton's address? A.
O.
present.
In care of Daniel Frohman, Lyceum Theatre, this city.
R. H. E., Denver, Colo.
Q. When and in what did
Blanche Walsh make her professional dbut? A. Small
this
in
at
Windsor
Theatre,
city,
"Siberia,"
part

We

We
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hair

-not
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That makes
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may

possessed by any person
that will keep the hair and scalp
of
free
Dandruff and Microbes.
and
Clean, healthy
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Seven Sutherland Sisters'
Hair Grower and Scalp Cleaner perform such
missions and perform thm well. Letters of highest praise from four generations. Young misses
starting now with these highly meritorious preparations will enjoy luxuriant hair all through
life.

Sold by Dealers Everywliere
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season
1891-2.
Q.
When is her birthday?
A.
January 4. Q. What are May Buckley's plans tor
A. We do not know.
the coming season?
Wlio
Q.
will be featured in "Mizpah?"
A. The company has
not yet been engaged.
Q. Will Ethel Barrymore retiie
from the stage upon her marriage? A. She says Wo.
.M. J. H.
See answer to "Theatregoer, N. Y.," in our

September

issue.

A. C. M., Jersey City. Q. Will you publish large
A.
pictures of Aubrey Boucicauit and E. J. Morgan?
u e published a large picture of E. J. Morgan in the Sephave published several of Mr. Bou^itember issue.
cault.
Q. Will you interview them? A. Perhaps.
QWould an actor or actress send me their autograph upo,.
A. Professionals object to sending autograpiis
request?
to strangers.
L. L., San Francisco, Cal.
In what is Cecilia
Q.
Loftus appearing?
A. In vaudeville.
Q. Will George
Alexander remain in England tins season?
A. Yes.
Constant Reader, South Bend, Ind. Q. When have
a
of
Allen
on
had
Viola
the
front
cover.'
you
picture
A. December, 1903, and January, 1902.
Will any
Q.
Stair?"
A.
know
Not
that
we
company play "Nancy
of.
Will Eleanor Robson play in this country this
Q.

Safety

Gillette

We

Razor

The Appreciation
of Time

season!
A. Yes. y. Who is her leading man? A.
H. B. Warner, son of Charles Warner, y. When will
Wil.iam Faversham start on the road? A. He opened
at the Grand Opera House, Cincinnati, October 2, and
is now at Wallack's Theatre.
Where did Viola Allen spend her
Aquila, Chicago.
Q.
vacation?
A. At her country place, Tidaldean, neai
Greenwich, Conn. Q. VVhere can 1 address a letter to
her at any time? A.
In care of Charles Allen, KnickerWhen will she come to
bocker Theatre, this city.
Q.
?
A.
Chicago again
Probably after Christinas.
Q.
In what production?
A. "The Toast of the Town."
Has she any relatives in Chicago? A. None that we
1

by busy men

Safety Razor.

,

saved, but

lette"

a year.

It's

money as

not only
with a

for

well;
a shave costs but about

% of

time
"Gila cent.

The man who owns a "Gillette" (and
there are now hundreds of thousands
in

has the satisfaction of
use) also
that he has a smooth,

knowing

He

clean shave.

he did

fact

it

takes pride in the
that

himself with a "Gillette," and

own

own

hands and his
only his
implements came in
contact with his face.
He rejoices that he is immune from
cuts and scratches.
If you have a friend who is not the for-

this city.

A. G. A.; Q. Where can I address a letter to MadgL
Crichton? A. JV. Y. Mirror, West 42d St., this city.
What is considered May
F. M. Me., Denver, Colo.
Q.
A.
We cannot say. Q.
Buckley's greatest success?
What are J. Henry Kolkar's plans for the winter? A.
He is in this city with Mme. Kalich at the ManliatVes.
A.
tan Theatre.
Is that his correct name?
Q.
\\ ill
iJruce McKae continue with Miss Barrymorc
(J.
this winter?
A. No.
Eaton H., Chicago, 111. See Edna May's interview in
W ill Edna May play in Chicago during
last issue.
Q.
tne coming season?
A. Yes.
Where is "Horn*.
Q.
A. Is now
Folks" going to be played this fall?
Chicago.
Miss Bronx. See the interview with Edwin Arden in
Is Jessie Bonestell going to
our September issue.
Q.
A.
star this season?
She is now a member of Proctors
What is her husband's name.'
125th St. heatre.
Q.
A. Alex. Stuart. Q. Is Charles Geavy playing in stock
A. We do not know.
this season?
Q. Is Charles
Steadman still on the stage? A. Yes. He is playing
with Louis James.
Have you printed photographs or a criticism
D. D.
O,.
of "Little Johnny Jones?"
A. A criticism appeared in
our Christmas, 1904, issue. See answer to "Chicago, 111.,
in our July, 1905, issue for answers to your other queries.
Thanks for kind remarks.
H. A. G., Brooklyn. Q. Where can I obtain pictures
A. At this
of Guy Bates Post and Wright Kramer?
office.
Q. in what is Guy Bates Post playing this seu
son? A. "The Heir to the Hoorah."
Roberta, N. Y. Q. Where can I obtain a picture of
Robert Edeson's father? A. We do not know; he has
been dead over seven years.
Q. In what English play
A. As leaudid Robert Edeson's wife make her debut?
ing lady in Charles Dickson's company in "Incog," FebuQ.
ary 22, 1892, at the Bijou Theatre, this city.
When was Robert Edeson born? A. June 3, 1868. Q.
When did you interview him? A. December, 1902.
Thanks for your complimentary remarks.
When was Tomasso
A. A. S., Far Rockaway.
Q.
Salvini last in this country?
A. March 15, 1890, when
he played "Othello" and usual repertoire. See answer to
G. E. P.
M. L. Q. How old is Cecil Spopner? A. We do not
know. Q. When will Florence Bindley come to BrookIs Richard Buhler comQ.
lyn? A. In a few weeks.
A. We do not know.
ing to Brooklyn this season?
A. He died in this
Q. Where is William Whalley?
city some time ago.
A Constant Reader. Q. How do you pronounce
"Adrienne Lecouvreur"?
A. As spelled.
Where could Jane Oaker be
Q.
J. C., Peoria, 111.
reached by mail ? A. In care of Wilton Lackaye's Co.,
Broadway Theatre, New Orleans, La., Christmas week.
H. D., Great Barrington, Mass. Q. What is the adA. We
dress of Frederick Ranken and Henry Tyrrell ?
do not give private addresses. Address Mr. Tyrrell, this
Mr. Ranken is dead.
office, and we will forward.
W. H. W., Brooklyn. Q. Have you published a picture of Eugene Sandow?
A. Not yet.
Fenimore, Chicago. Q. Can you publish a short sketch
We have no data.
of Amy Ricard's dramatic career? A.
A. She was
Q. What are her plans for this season?
in the cast of "Mary and John," at the Manhattan Thea-

in

many days

E.low of.
See answers to "Aquila, Chicago," and "ConPenelope.
stant Reader, South Bend."
Q. Where will a letter
reach Lillian Kemble and Edna Archer Crawford? A.
See answer to A. G. A.
Q. Could I obtain a list
seathis
of all the places where Miss Adams plays
son? A. Yes, by watching the route list in the dramatic
weekly papers.
Where can I get a book on how to make
G. O. C.
Q.
A. At Siegman and Weill, 77 Woostei
grease paints.'
St.,

is shown in the ever
increasing popuof
the
Gillette
larity
One can save at least 20 minutes a day by renouncing the barber habit. This means a good

tunate possessor of a

"Gillette," you

will find

it

to

be an

IDEAL HOLIDAY GIFT,
Standard Set Triple Silver-Plated Holder
Special Set Quadruple Cold-Plated Holder

m

IN VELVET-LINED CASES
Each razor

has I 2 thin, flexible, highly
tempered, and
keen double-edged blades.
These blades are sharpened
and ground by a secret process.

12
Exact

set

New Double-Edged Blades, $I.OO
24 Sharp Edges. Each Blade giving from
2O to 4O Smooth and Delightful Shaves.

size of a Gillette blade

NO HONING -NO STROPPING
"Gillette." Accept no substitute. He can procure it for you.
The Gillette Patent No. 775, 34 covers all razors having a thin detachable blade rcqilirin}j means for holding and' stiffening, but not requiring
stropping or
Beware of infringements.
lioning by the user.
Write to-day for our interesting booklet which explains our 30-day Free
Trial Offer. Most dealers make this offer if yours does not, we will.
Ask

your dealer (or the

WARNING !
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;

GILLETTE SALES COMPANY,

1195

Times

Building,

42d

Street and

Broadway,

NEW YORK

THE MOST EXQUISITE CHRISTMAS GIFT

A

gift that compliments most delicately the taste of both sender and recipient, that brings to the latter lasting and
thorough enjoyment, is a selection from the fascinating perfumes of the famous MAISON VIOLET (pronounced
1 o enable you to select the odor that most appeals to
Ve-o-lay) of Paris.
you, we will send sample vials.

this city, and is now in vaudeville.
C. M., Boston, Mass.
Q. Could a young man of small
A. Many of our most
stature succeed on the .stage?
popular stars are small of stature, for example, Frank

tre,

Daniels and Francis Wilson.
Q. Can you tell me somePhiladelphia Reader.
A.
canthing about the career of Marie George?
not.
Where is she at present? A. Criterion TheaQ.

A

We

London, England, in "The White Chrysanthemum."
Q. Will you publish a large picture of her? A. Perhaps.
Have you published pictures of J. H.
B. L. E.
Q.
Will you publish one of
Gilmour?
A. Not yet.
Q.
Frank Rushworth? A. Perhaps. Q. Where will W. G.
A. He has a company on the
Carleton be this winter?
road called "When Johnny Comes Marching Home."
A Faithful Reader, South Bend, Ind. Q. Was "The
What is
Master Christian" ever played? A. No.
Q.
Mrs. LeMoyne now playing?
A. At present she is at
Her husband died recently.
Inwood-on-the-Hudson.
H. H. Q. In what did Sadie Martinet last appear?
A. -"Mary and John."
publish her picQ. Will
it often.
ture soon? A.
We have published you
Q. Where
can I obtain one? A. At this office.
A Devoted Reader. Q. How long has Dustin Farnum
A. He made his debut with a
been on the stage?
Will he
Western repertoire company eight years ago.
tre,

play "The Virginian" the entire season?
Will he play in Bridgeport, Conn.? A.

A.
Yes.
Yes.

Q.

SI. 35

Ambre Royal
The

ness of the Ambre.
ple vial postpaid,

WHEN

in,

Sam.

$1.35

$3.00

Cytiee

Bouquet Farneae

Inspired by a sweet,
dainty wild flower. Sample vial postpaid, lOc.

Delicate, subtle, lasting.

Sample

vial postpaid, 25c.

$3.35
Brise de Violettes

Extra Vioiette
An

Redolent with the breath
of crushed violets. Sample
vial postpaid, 2fic.

exquisite extract ol

woodland

fresh

Sample

violets.
vial postpaid, lOc.

Indelicacy, subtlety, in all thatdeligh s the most refined sensibilities, in the lasting- qualities that mean
and satisfactory economy, the wide range of Violet's products have been inimitable and unlimited for
nearly a century.
VIOLET'S (Ve-o-lay) preparations 3re not sold everywhere, but are always found in those
shops that enjoy
the best patronage.

real

Farnese Face Food, a Real Beautifier
a delightful substitute for the many face creams so commonly
sold. It is a clear, liquid lotion, a tonic, and a pure, delicate
skin food. It removes surface blemishes, makes firm, plump
contours on face, arms neck and bust. Every application leaves
the skin cool, soft and beautiful. Positively not injurious.
is

In a

(Continued on page xx.)

faint elusive sweet-

handsome

bottle, daintily encased.

Price, $1.50 postpaid.

Send us your name and address and we will mail you
an exquisite sachet of Bouquet Farnese.
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,-Den Clock
run
a
no
Solid brass works,

by weight
no key winding.

Founded

The Current Plays

spring;

;

Richly designed front, executed in good
honest hard wood.

American Academy

(.Continued from page

and art combined. A dependable
timekeeper and a beautiful wall ornament in
one. Double value, yet all for a dollar. Send
your dollar and we will deliver the clock to
any address in U. S. A beautiful and inexXmas gift. Write to-day for free 11utrated catalog of new and novel articles
Rensive
for the home.

in 1884

Utility

RANDOLPH

CO.,

RACINE, WIS.

The Beautiful Art

of

BEADWORK
make the following articles: Collars
for dainty dresses and waists. Necklaces,
Pencil Holders, Moccasins. Card Case, Blotter Tops,
Picture Frames, Bead Decorations on Dresses, Belts,
the latest shaped Girdles, Fan Chains, Watch Fobs.
Lamp Shades, and hundreds of pretty things to wear
and for the home. Beautifully illustrated. Price 25
'i'ii IN,
post paid, or at all bookshops and news stands.
Contains desisms to

and Cuffs

EVENING HOURS PUBLISHING
'On tho P.lls.do., opp. 42d

SI., N. Y.

CO.

WEEHAWKEN,

N. J.

New Discovery
All undesirable liair removed.
absolutely harmless, no secrets;
can be applied by yourself in your own home.
Leaves the skin soft, smooth and cool. Box
with full directions for use sent prepaid to any
address on receipt of $2.00.

SORU KAMI

is

SORU KAMI COMPANY,
A. TRIPP, Manager, "T"

Ui W.

23d

St.,

N. Y. City.

merit," but which our managers are too commercial to produce.
It must be said that if these future works should be of no higher grade than
those already performed the managers are in the
right. First on the programme was "The Revolt,"
by Villiers de 1'Isle Adam, in which a husband
and wife, hopelessly at odds in tastes and ideas,
harangued each other until the patience of the
audience was strained to the utmost.
One remark of the husband, "I don't know what she is
talking about," was probably the most appreciated
line in the play.
The second playlet, "On the
Road," was not, as might be supposed, a drama
of the "profesh," but probably intended to be a
"soul drama" by its author, Clara Ruge, who
promptly appeared from the wings at its close to
bow to the audience which had laughed happily
at the sentiments, and not even the only good
work of the evening, that of Hilda Englund in
the role of the Socialist who "wore a red shawl

because she was an anarchist," could redeem it.
Then followed the most pretentious part of the
bill, Oscar Wilde's "Salome."
The genius of a
Uuse could hardly make this a good acting play,
and the leading part was entrusted to Mercedes
Leigh, who, though presenting an attractive apHer gestures
pearance, was hopelessly crude.
were awkward, and the attempt at dancing almost ludicrous. The support was still worse, one
character playing a Roman with a strong Yankee
accent, while the King might be termed Celtic.
The play contains many frankly suggestive lines,
but these were not as noticeable as they would
have been had not the audience found so much
that was involuntarily amusing.
Nor can there
he any excuse for the remarkable abuse of the
English language on the part of the actors.
"Drownding" is a pronunciation to which a New
York audience in the vicinity of Fifth avenue is
hardly accustomed, to say nothing of other
While the aims of the society are unvagaries.
doubtedly such as should meet with the sympathy
of a cultured public, plays such as these, presented in such a manner, are hardly entitled to

much

Dramatic Arts

of

and Empire Theatre Dramatic School

FRANKLIN

H.

SARGENT.

Eronson Howard,
"

in

" The

-

-

-

President

Century Magazine

"

We

have been the first in the world to estaba fully organized school for the training of
young men and women for the stage, with a large
corps of teachers (twenty-four), with additional
lecturers, and with special exercises in each requirement, physical and intellectual. The Conservatoire of Paris immediately comes to the
reader's mind. But that excellent institution has
lish

no such organization as the oldest and most

fully-

organized school of acting in the United States,
the oldest of its kind in the world, the American
Academy of Dramatic Arts, of which Mr. Franklin H. Sargent is the founder and president."
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Hall,

New York

ALICE KAUSER
PLAYS
R-epresenting Dramatists

and Managers
Dramatic Rights Secured

support.

1432

ALL THE BEST PLAYS
FOR. STOCK
New York
Broadway

City

FIFTH AVENUE.

"OLIVER TWIST." Play in
four acts, founded on Charles Dickens' story by
J. Comyns Carr. Produced Nov. 13, with this cast
:

Mr. Brownlow, William Norton: Mrs. Bedwin, Mabel
Crawley; Harry Maylie, H. Dudley Hawley; Grim-Wig,
Gerald Griffin; Mr. Bumble, Edmund
Lyons; The Artful
Dodger, Clias. Abbe; Charley Bates, J. Gunnis Davis;
lorn Chilling, Arthur Shaw;
Barney, Harold Hartsell;
Bill Sikes, Hardee Kirkland;
Nancy Sikes, Amelia Bingham; Oliver Twist, Agnes Scott; Fagin, J. E. Dodson;
Rose Maylie, Frances Starr.

X.BAZIN'S

DEPILATORY POWDER
Guaranteed to remove superfluous hair from the face, neck and
arms. A simple and absolutely
safe
for

At

Time

the supreme test of any author's
Those books and those plays have survived which make the strongest appeal to intel-

wav of effecting a cure. Send

our little pamphlet,
" FOR BEAUTY'S SAKE "

and heart, by reason of their broacl
humanity.
They have outlasted the generation
that gave them birth and will endure for all time.
ligence

stores or by mail, postage
prepaid, in sealed packages free
from advertising, 50c.
all

HALL

-

l

is

genius.

RUCKEL

215 Washington St.,

New York

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PLAYWRITING
Ky

FIFTH YEAR.

Mall.

Monthly Payment*.

There are schools for the teaching of painting, music and
other arts.
Can you give any sane
Playwriting is an art.
reason why it cannot be taught? This was the first school
of the kind to be established in the world, and it proposes.
as it expands, to remain
first.
Sir Henry Irving', "You may be the mightiest genius that ever breathed,

THE

hut

if y..u

have not studied the

art of writing for the stage you will never
write a good acting play."
Mr. Ihotnas Dixon, Jr., a man of genius, open minded and clearsighted,
author of "Tlie Clansman," a play that is turning people
away at every performance throughout the South, kindly writes: " I learned more from
your
course in one year than I could have gotten in ten years unaided. It is new.
not found in books, thorough and practical.
The student of the drama who
this
course
is
the
neglects
missing
opporlunity of a life. I could never have
written 'The Clansman' without the grasp of principles I
Our
got from you.
association has been an inspiration to me from the lirst."
Circular.
Address:

W. T. PRICE, 1440 Broadway, New York City
("The Technique of the Drama," by W. T. Price,

$1.50,

Brentano's or as above.)

ESTABLISHED

/he

Dramatic
School
ADELINE WHEATCROFT.

I I

S.
Director
Classes in Drama and Elocution.
Private lessons.
Public matinees. Thorough practical stage instruction.
Midwinter course begins Jan. i, 1906. Write for pros31 West 3lt St., New York City
pectus.
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The Modern Velvet Fabric

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup
has been used for over SIXTY YEARS by MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHILDREN
while TEETHING, with PERFECT SUCCESS.
It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFTENS the GUMS,
ALLAYS all PAIN CURES WIND COLIC, and

VELUTINA is the modern velvet
fabric and is sold for one-third the
price of the best Lyons all-silk velvet. The beautiful, lustrous, silky
surface makes it the most gorgeous dress fabric of its kind for

;

the best remedy for DIARRHCEA.
Druggists in every part of the world.

is

women's wear.

Sold by
Be sure

The peculiar structure of the surface prevents unsightly cracking,
even when creased into the deepest
folds, and makes it unequalled for

and ask for "Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup,"
and take no other kind. Twenty-five cts. a bottle.

VO-KO
SAVES PRACTICE
VO-KO

all

toil

and

VO-KO

the wonderful voice culture element does

for

your voice what practice does

for the pianist.
You will receive

complete description now free and without

penny of expense
Prof.

E.

to you; your

GEORGE

draping purposes.
Made in iso shades

all

absolutely

fast colors.

VO-KO

is the most phenomenal voice culture of the musical world;
increases your vocal power, refines the tone, saves the time, saves the
drudgery of practice, clarifies, sustains and develops the voice.

1893.

STANHOPE- WHEAT CROFT

cost, not a

name and address brings it.
15 Lake St., Chlcao,

MAT1IER,

WHEN

111

At

the large dry goods stores.
Name on Selvage.
To secure the most satisfactory wearfrom
it gown tnade of Velufina or other pile fabric^
a close fitting lining should be used in the skirt.
all

Look for

Everyone interested in musical happenings should
read and subscribe for

The Musical Leader and Concert Goer
NEW YORK

i

CHICAGO

CHAS. F. FRENCH, Mgr. FLORENCE FRENCH, Editor
Gives each week all the musical news of the country
Subscription price, $2.50 a year
Chief Office, Wabash Avenue and Jackson Blvd, Chicago

Plays for Stock Companies.
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characters created by Charles Dickens are
as true and virile today as when they left the
master's hand, and, apart from the merely sentimental interest centering in the familiar types we
loved in our adolescence, one accepts these fictitious personages of the novelist's brain as imperishable types. The idea that Dickens is old fashioned and out of date is altogether a mistaken
one.
The recent successful revival of "Oliver
Mr. Carr's new
Twist" makes this very clear.
version was prepared for Beerbohm Tree, who
scored a personal triumph in it in the role of
It is to be presumed that the English
Fagin.
actor-manager gave the piece a production infinitely superior to that which Mr. Proctor provided for it in New York. The mere fact that
the well-worn situations held one's interest in
spite of cheap stage settings and poor stage manaeement shows the vitality of the play itself. The
scenery was astonishingly inadequate and crude.
Fagin's Den and the London Bridge scene were
effective enough, but the drawing-room interiors
and the grounds of the Homelie residence were
tawdy in the extreme. But if Mr. Proctor has
failed to give the piece as handsome a frame as

xvn

The

deserves he has provided a really remarkable
cast.
T. E. Dodson gave a superb performance
as Fagin the Jew. Made up as a species of human
spider with greenish hues hovering over his sallow skin, bleary eyes and unkempt beard, he presented a figure of genuine horror. It was a masterpiece of acting, and in the prison scene, when
the Jew goes mad, the power and truth of the
impersonation made the scene almost revolting
What greater tribute could any
in its realism.
What a Shylock Mr. Dodson
actor aspire to?
The Bill Sykes of
could bring to the stage!
Hardee Kirkland also was notable, being almost
photographic in its fidelity to the popular conAmelia
ception of the ruffianly house-breaker.

There's nothing that will add more to the pleasures of the
Holiday Season or make a more acceptable gift than the

CELLARETTE
contains

Ceflarette
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bottles

12 full-sized
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and

for

im-

below.
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Bingham was less satisfactory as Nancy. She
was too healthy looking, and her efforts to make
Often she
stage pictures were far too obvious.
a girl
entirely out of the picture.
should be cast for Oliver Twist is inconceivable.
The part is that of a slim, half-starved boy. To
see a girl with plump outlines impersonating the
shrinking little Oliver spoils the illusion comthat Miss
It must be said, however,
pletely.
Agnes Scott acquitted herself intelligently. The
Artful Dodger of Charles Abbe, and the Charley
Bates of J. Gunnis Davis, were excellent bits of
The Grim-Wig of Gerartistic character acting.
ald Griffin was excellent, and Edmund Lyons
impersonated a Parish Beadle to the life. Frances
Starr was an attractive and sympathetic Rose.
The lights were very badly managed. For example, in the scene where Fagin tells Bill Sykes
that Nancy has "peached" on them, the sinister
faces of the two worthies are illuminated by a
light thrown up from the table on which they
are leaning. The rest of the stage being dark, the
effect of this is most striking.
Nancy comes in
and a blundering stage hand turns a strong cal-

the bachelor's den.
Finished in Oak,

hogany
style,

BOTTLES SCOTCH WHISKEY

2

light

full

on her

The

face.

artistic

beantv

when Bill
murders Nancy, stupid stage management provoked the audience to laughter. Nancy goes to

of the scene

was thus

spoiled.

Again,

an inner room, followed by Bill with a bludgeon.
Immediately one hears a blow, followed by a
shriek from Nancy
then another blow followed
by another shriek. At this noint someone in the
gallery shouted out, "Give her another whack !"
and everybody howled. It was inartistic to have
the blows audible.
Nancy's scream, followed by
silence and the stealthy reappearance of Sykes
would have been more effective. The old saying,
"God sends the food, but the devil sends the
cooks." may be paraphrased
"We have the plays
and the players, but where are the stage managers?"

&
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Learn to Talk
and Understand

FRENCH, GERMAN,

:

NEW AMSTERDAM.

SPANISH and

In Three Months' Time

"THE WHITE

CAT."

Musical spectacle in three acts, by J. Hickory
and Glen Collins. Adapted by Harry B.
Smith. Lyrics by Harry B. Smith and William
Jerome. Music by Ludwig Englander and Eugene Schwartz. Produced Nov. 2. Cast

for a lifetime of such constant

pleasure and benefit, and

which

Klaw and Erlanger have been so munificent in previous seasons in making gorgeous
productions of Christmas pantomime regardless of cost, that they have educated the public
to expect more, perhaps, than is reasonable.
This, doubtless, explains why "The White
Cat," this year's spectacle, seems hardly up
to the standard of former shows of the kind.
Certainly this piece suffers by comparison

"Humpty Dumpty" and "The Beauty and

the Beast."

The tableaux

are not as elaborate,

WHEN

afford

an

Soap

intellectual

training of such a high character, as the proper study of

our rich modern languages.
Tolovers ofliterature a knowledge of these languages is
an accomplishment beyond

:

Methuselina, William Macart; Jonah the Thirteenth,
William T. Hodge; Simeon, Hugh J. Ward; Prince Paragon, Edgar Atchison-E!y; Prince Plump, Herbert Corthell; Prince Peerless, Maude Lambert; Hecate, Harriet
Worthington; Migonet, Seymour Brown; Princess Chiffon,
Luith St. Clair; The Fairy Queen, Harriette
Cropper;
Cupid, Maida Snyder;
Populo, Monte Elmo;
Ansto,
Helen Lathrop; The Mother, Inez Shannon; Court Herald, Robert Harold; First Nurse, Sarah Hollister; Knocko,
Patrick Dawe; Jocko, Harry Seymour.

ReutetS

There are few accomplishments which are the source

Wood

with

O

ITALIAN

all price,

and ITALIAN

O
^^

is

essential to professional people especially to singers.
Under the old systems of learning a language, after years of drudgery, the student was barely able to read the language, without attempting to speak or understand the spoken word.
Realizing the inadequacy of the old and antiquated methods, the
International Phonographic Language Schools called into conference a
number of the foremost educators and linguists of the world, and after
months of patient and careful study, the method now used by these
schools throughout the country was finally adopted. The result has been
a complete revolution in language study, which has excited both the wonder and admiration of linguists and scholars everywhere.
Each student is provided with a phonograph, text-books, and indestructible records for each lesson, affording a clear and perfect pronunciation
by native professors. Any word, phrase or lesson can be repeated thousands of times if necessary, until the living language becomes a part of
the student, and he thinks in it as easily as he thinks in English. It is the
way the child learns to talk; it is the natural way not the way of the
"methods." Hundreds of our students have, in three months, acquired a
working knowledge of these languages, and are now making practical
use of them abroad, as well as at home.
Send postal card for full particulars and description of our system and
terms.

Removes

the

skin
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youthful and plump.
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the costumes are
AN IDEAL PICTURE GALLERY AT A SMALL COST
dians are not

as

WE

beg to call the attention of our readers to our pictures of stage celebrities, as shown in
Each picture is elegantly framed in our new Japanese wood vethe above reproductions.
neer frames of exquisite shades, and all that could be desired to decorate homes, town or
country houses, students' rooms, cozy corners, studios, etc.
offer four distinctive series.
Series Nos. i, 2 and 3 are black and white
pictures composing series No. 4 are in colors. Size and prices are described below. When ordering, just mention the numbers desired.
New subjects will be constantly added.

We

;

SERIES

10 cents each

Ethel Barrymore in plain dress.
Ethel Barrymore in "Sunday."
David Warfield in street costume.
Sam Bernard in street costume.

i.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

I.

Mme. Bertha

Kalisch

in

14. Denman Thompson in street costume.
15. William Collier in street costume.
16. Clara Morris at home.
17. Florence Roberts in "La Gioconda."
18. Fritzi Scheff in evening dress.
19. Aimee Angeles in "The Rollicking Girl."
20. William Courtenay in street costume.
21. E. S. Willard in "The Cardinal."
43. Mrs. Leslie

Carter in

SERIES

IS cents each

2.

50. Julia Sanderson in "Fantana."
51. Mme. Bertha Kalisch in "Kith and Kin."
52. Cecelia Loftus in "The Serio-Comic Governess."
53. Miss Ellis Jeffreys in evening dress.
54. Marie Tempest in "The Freedom of Suzanne."
55. Mr. Holbropk Blinn in "The Duchess of Dantzic."
56. Robert Hilliard in evening dress.
57. Edna Wallace Hopper in evening dress.
58. Cecelia Loftus in "If I Were King."

20 cents each

Henrietta Crosman
Robert Edeson at
Sir Henry Irving
Sir Henry Irving

in

street costume.
in plain dress.

SERIES

3.

and the come-

Ludwig Englander's

music is melodious, and the ladies of the ballotif hardly eligible for prizes at a beauty
show are nimble and well trained. There is,
however, a lack of snap to the whole thing
Wilthat causes it to drag wearily at times.

liam T. Hodge, who has rapidly acquired a
reputation as one of the funniest men on the
stage, fails to raise a single smile as Jonah
XIII. He is not amusing in the least, and, in
William Mafact, proved a disappointment.
cart, as a superannuated fairy, is the only real
worth seeing "The White
funmaker.
It is
Cat" to see him bathe the baby. Maude Lambert is statuesque, as usual, as Prince Peerless,
and Helen Lathrop, a vivacious, shapely girl,
pave distinction to the role of Aristo. Maida
There is a
Snyder also pleased as Cupid.
Dutch ballet in the piece, made up of a bevy
of the prettiest rosy-cheeked lassies that ever
graced the stage.

comedy

Hicks.

Lyrics

Ivan Caryl).

by Percy Greenbank. Music by
Produced Nov. 4. Cast
:

Jim Cheese, Eddie Foy; Dick Wargrave, Victor MorHon. Crewe Boodle, Templar Saxe; A. Bunker
ley;
Mr. Downhain, W. H. ArmBliss, J. Bernard Dyllyn;
strong; Hszell. W. H. Denny; Dudley Cranbourne, John
Bellam, Dudley E. Oatman
George, Allan
Peachcy;
Campbell; Elphin Haye, Georgia Caine; Eliza Shodham,
Zelma Rawlst9n; Mrs. Shimmering Black, Amelia Sumrnerville;
Daisy Fallowfield, Nellie McCoy; Miss Vir;

ginia Bliss, Violet Holls.

The

Casino, remodelled and renovated, has
reopened its doors, and, being now a
ground-floor house, it ranks as one of the
safest as well as one of the handsomest thea-

again

$1.50 per dozen

Eddie Foy is a favorite comedian and he manages to extract a good deal
of fun out of this piece, in which he takes the
part of Jim Cheese, a dog trainer who assumes
the position of an earl. The music is bright
and there are plenty of pretty girls who do
much to induce one to overlook a rather
feeble libretto.
Georgia Caine's songs and
Nellie McCoy's dancing are decidedly agreeable
features. Some of the numbers. ''How Would
You Like to Spoon with Me?" and "I Want
a Man Made to Order for Me" made distinct
hits.
There is also a swing chorus that was
well received.
tres in the city.

59. Kyrle Bellew and E. M. Holland in "Raffles."
60. Mme. Sembrich in evening dress.
61. Orrin Johnson in "Hearts Courageous."
62. Lotta Faust in "The Wizard of Oz."
63. Hattie Williams in "The Girl from Kays."
64. Miss Fritzi Scheff in street costume.
65. E. H. Sothern as Hamlet.
66. Harry Woodruff as Orlando.
"
67. Maude Adams in
'Op O' Me Thumb."

$2.00 per dozen

Size 11 x 14

"THE EARL AND THE GIRL." Muin two acts.
Book by Seymour

CASINO.
sical

'Adrea."

Size 7 x 14

rich,

home.

Amy

"Fedora."
11. Arnold Daly in "Candida."
12. Wm. Bramwell in "Captain Harrington."
13. George Arliss in street costume.
10.

Frank Worthing

23.
24.
25.
26.

May

Lady Teazle.

Russell as

22.

as Cardinal Wolsey.
as Dante.
27. Edna
in "The School Girl."
28. Bertha Galland in street dress.
29.
Ricard in "The Master Builder."
30. Ada Rehan as Portia.
31. Irene Bentley and her dog.
32. Annie Russell in plain dress.
33. Henry Miller in "D'Arcy of the Guards.'
34. Robert Mantell as Hamlet.
35. Latest picture of Mme. Modjeska.
36. Geo. Bernard Shaw in his study.
37. Martin Harvey in "The Only Way."
38. The late Maurice Barrymore.
39. Margaret Illington in evening dress.
40. Dorothy Revelle in evening dress.
41. Nance O'Neil in "Judith of Bethulia."
42. Paul McAllister in street costume.

William Gillette in "Sherlock Holmes."
Eleanor Robson in plain dress.
Chauncey Olcott as "Edmund Burke."
Mrs. Patrick Campbell in evening dress.
Lillian

$1.00 per dozen

Size 6| x 9

not as
funny.

LIBERTY.
two

"MOONSHINE."
Musical play in
Book and lyrics by Edwin Milton

acts.

Royle and George V. Hobart. Music by Silvio
Produced Oct. 30 with this cast
Lord Dumgarven, Roy Atwell; Hon. Lionel Longacre,

Hein.

70.
71.
72.

Maude Adams'
Maude Adams

latest picture
as Juliet.

in

life.

private

James K. Hackett and Mary Mannering
and Juliet."
Arnold Daly in street costume.
Clara Morris in "The Two Orphans."

in

"Romeo

73.
74.
75. Dustin Farnum in "The Virginian."
76. Mrs. Gilbert in plain dress; her last portrait.
77. Julia Marlowe and Edw. Sothern in "Romeo

Juliet."

Wm.

78.
Gillette in "The Admirable Crichton."
79. Maxine Elliott in evening dress.
80. Ethel Barrymore in evening dress.
81. Mme. Bertha Kalisch in evening dress.
82. Edwin Arden in "Fedora."
83. Signor Caruso in "The Huguenots."

SERIES

25 cents each

4.

and

84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.

Viola Allen in "The Winter's Tale."
Nat. Goodwin in street costume.
Mrs. Fiske as Leah Kleschna.

Frederic Paulding.

As "musical plays" go, this piece is good
of its kind, and it provides an excellent vehicle
for Marie Cahill, who is a second edition of
Fay Templeton, and almost as clever. The
Hon. Lionel Longacre has been robbed of a
report which he is carrying to the British Gov-

Russell as Lady Teazle.
Patrick Campbell as Lady Macbeth.

Lillian

Mrs.
Viola Allen in "The Hunchback.".
Viola Allen in "The Eternal City."
Nanette Comstock in evening dress.
Wm. H. Crane in street costume.
Virginia Harned in "Alice of Old Vincennes.'
Forbes Robertson as Hamlet.
Kyrle Bellew in "A Gentleman of France."
96. Eleanor Robson in "A Gentleman of France."
97. Henrietta Crosman in "Sweet Kitty Bellairs.'
98. Fay Templeton in dancing costume.
99. Julia

Size 10 x 13.

Marlowe

whom he is
accused of the theft, but in the second act Molly recovers the missing documents
and fastens the crime on someone else. There
are plenty of clever lines in the piece, as might
be expected of two such expert librettists, and
the songs are particularly tuneful.
In one
Marie Cahill scored
song, "Robinson Crusoe,"
a well-deserved hit.
ernment.

Molly Moonshine, with

in love, is

as Juliet.

Colored

:

.

.

Dick Temple; Lady Gweneth, Frances Gordon; Earl of
Countess of Broadlawns,
Broadlawns, J. Ward Kelt;
Leona Anderson;
Molly "Moonshine," Marie Cahill;
Sadie Short, Sadie Harris; "Plunger" Dawson, William
Marcel Barbier, George Beban; Lola CharIngersoll;
mion, Clara Palmer; Terence O Fogg, H. R. Roberts;
General Moroff, H. Guy Woodward;
Baron Hosaki,

$2.50 per dozen

MAJESTIC.
in three acts.

"WONDERLAND."
Extravaganza
Book by Glen MacDonough. Music

by Victor Herbert.
Dr. Fax, Sam Chip;

163.

Maxine

Marlowe

164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.

Ida Conquest in "A Midsummer Night's Dream."
Edwin Booth as Richelieu.
Maude Adams in "Quality Street."

in "The Little Minister."
as Juliet.
in "The Music Master."
Dustin Farnum in "The Virginian."
Joseph Jefferson in "Rip Van Winkle."
E. H. Sothern as Hamlet.
Eleanor Robson in "She Stoops to Conquer."
Kyrle Bellew as Romeo.
Edna May in "The School Girl."

We

are prepared to

Julia

David Warfield

Mabel Taliaferro.

Elliott as

Portia.

Scheff in "Babette.
Gillette's leading lady.
Lotta Faust in "The Wizard of Oz."
170. Edith Wynne Matthison and Robert Loraine in
You Like It."
171. E. S. Willard in "The Cardinal."
172. Lillian Russell as the Marquise.
173. E. H. Sothern as Richard Lovelace.
Fritzi

Marie Doro,

Wm

"As

Carter in "Du Barry."
Viola Allen in "Twelfth Night."
174. Otis Skinner as Lanciotto.
in "The Little Duchess."
175. Irene Bentley in "The Girl from Dixey."
Leslie

Anna Held

picture.

fill
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24.

Cast

:

Eva Davenport;

Gladys,
Aimee Angeles; Hildegarde Figgers, Lotta Faust; Prince
Forlunio, Bessie Wynn; Captain Montague Blue, Charles
P.arry;
James, George McKay; King of Hearts, J. C.
Marlowe; Leander, Doris Mitchell; Margot, Sue Kelleher;
Gertrude, Hulda Halvers; Rollo, James Harris and William
Cohan; Chief of Gendarmes, William McDaniels; Margaret, Emily Fulton.

Maude Adams

150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.

Produced Oct.

-

NEW YORK

Phyllis,

are
Julian Mitchell's productions
always
worth seeing, and no matter how dull the book
there is usually enough to appeal to eye and
ear.
"Wonderland" is staged with the customary lavish expenditure in scenery and costumes, and the company includes some of the
comeliest girls that have been on exhibition in
this town for some time. The story deals with

a love philter that causes the eight daughters
of the King of Hearts to fall in love with the
same number of princes who live in an en-

chanted castle.
Mr. MacDonough's lines are
bright and Mr. Herbert's music is tuneful, and
there is a capital cast including such favorites
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Eva Davenport, Aimee Angeles, Lottie
Faust and Bessie Wynne. As Dr. Fox, Sam
Chip, a diminutive comedian, made a distinct
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as

For the Holidays

hit.

Muir's

It is curiosity, largely, that has drawn audiences to the Ben Greet productions of Elizabethan Shakespeare at Mendelssohn Hall.
These English players are obviously serious
students of the drama, and there is considerable interest in seeing how Shakespeare's
plays were done under the stage limitations

Scotch Ale
For Christmas and

of his day. It is certainly instructive, and no
one with scholarly instincts or with any curiosity as to the circumstances of the original
productions will fail to avail himself of the
opportunity afforded to get an essential point
of view.
"Henry V" has never succeeded on
the modern stage without great scenic display.
The play is full of gaps and narratives, the
herald often appearing to tell what has happened, all going to make it visually formless.
It is interesting, at least, to accept the conditions under which the people of three hundred
years ago exercised their imagination in helpThe individual acting is
ing out the action.
the same as it would be on the modern stage.
Mr. Greet has also produced "Much Ado
About Nothing," "The Merchant of Venice"

Tooth Powder
No

no

acid

waste

grit

- no

no

no
spilling
enamel no
tarnished gold work.

scratched

A REWARD
Fine, strong, healthy teeth
and gums and a pure breath
are the reward of Sozodont.

LIQUID,

THREE FORMS
POWDER AND PASTE

Novel Thea.tre Fire-Esca.pe

In a recent issue of Fire CM, a London periodthe following description of a novel method
of rescuing the audience of a theatre in case of
fire, a recent experiment with it being declared a
success. The principle of the invention is the removal of the pit, en bloc, with the boxes attached

adapted

booklet

to

it,

as well as the partition walls, into the street,

by means of rollers underneath the floor, running
over a track of rails continued to a suitable length
outside the theatre, the scheme also allowing for
the simultaneous rescue of the people in the balconies above by exits through specially constructed "window doors," opened automatically all
at once, or by hand, which lead on to suspended
galleries lowered to the street by the same mechanism actuating the movable pit. The inventor,
by these means, aims at emptying the theatre from
pit to gallery within thirty seconds, whether the
audience numbers 20 or 2,000. The galleries of
each balcony are described as being suspended on
hinges from heavy outriggers, which act as powerful single-arm levers, and turn round pivots
fixed below the first balcony.
On being lowered,
all the outriggers and the suspended
galleries
(three are named) move to the side, and descend

riggers descend, a transversal shaft is actuated
through a conical-toothed gearing, and the racks
fitted beneath the pit, as well as the pit itself,
which runs on rails, are set in motion.
The gearing is so actuated that at the moment
the outrigger galleries touch the street, the whole
pit has been removed from the theatre building.

fort ouris

Well Kept

N

The apparatus

For elegance, fragrance, delicacy
and purity. Mine, Ruyale's Cold
Cream is absolutely without an equal.
Contains the condensed Milk of Almonds and concrete juice of young
Scotch Oats. Unsurpassed for whitening, softening and nourishing the
skin, removing wrinkles and giving
a healthy, natural gluw and beauty
to the complexion.

Will not cause
Especially recommended for theatrical use in recosmetics
and
moving
preparing the
skin for powder and make-up. Halfpound can $oc. prepaid; large trial
jar by mail ijc.

the growth of

Sole Agents, 100 to 150
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New
a

as

strengthening
beverage for all the year
round, there is nothing

Muir's
an appetizing, healthful barley malt

that

surpasses

Scotch Ale

brew

it gives gusto to
the simplest fare. Bottled

in

stoneware

in

Edin-

burgh since 1780.

BE SURE IT'S MUIR'S
SOLD EVERYWHERE

&

Acker, Merrall
NEW YORK

Condit

Company

SOLE AGENTS

ical, is

to the level of the street.
The outriggers are
fixed at their upper ends to wire ropes which run
over a pulley on the roof through the lateral walls
to the ground floor, where they are wound on
rollers fixed rigidly to the side walls. As the out-

ecially

or

delicious,

and "Macbeth."

A

dinner

Year's

is designed to be operated from
an enclosed cabin, either by means of a motor or
by hand through a crank, on a fire signal being
sent.
Provision for the rescue of people who do
not escape by this operation is provided by stationary running galleries fitted outside the building, which lead on to a flight of stairs, ingeniously
arranged for special exits to each balcony. The
rescue of performers on the stage, it is added, is
also a feature of the scheme.

DEATH STRIKES THE STAGE
W.

LeMoyne,

for

was Marquis Gonzales in "Don Caesar's Return."
Frederick Ranken, one of the authors of DtWolf Hopper's successful operetta, "Happyland," died in New York
Mr. Ranken was
City on Oct. 17 of typhoid fever.
one _of our most promising librettists, his work having a
to
the
usual
run
of
what pass muster
quality superior
for operatic books nowadays.
He was born in Troy, N.
He started as a salesman and
Y., thirty-six years ago.
was interested in local amateur theatricals. Not long after he arrived in the metropolis he met Frank L. Perley,
and^for him rewrote and managed "The Sporting Duchess."
He next worked in collaboration with Kirke La
Shelle, and together they produced the book of "The
Ameer." He rearranged many operas written by other
men, notably "The Runaways," "The Jewel of Asia,"
'The Smugglers," "Nancy Brown," "Happyland," and
"The Gingerbread Man" were his other works.
This
year he was engaged by Henry W. Savage to produce a
comic opera a year for four years, conjointly with Reginald De Koven.
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It
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thus

removing the cause

of your trouble.
It cannot fail to
help you,
and will not harm you in the
least.
Indorsed and
successfully used by leading

many

years a favorite comedian
at the old Lyceum Theatre, died recently in his 74th
year.
The veteran actor had been ailing for some time from
heart trouble, complicated with acute Bright's disease.
Mr. LeMoyne was of French descent and was born in
Boston in 1831.
He made his stage debut in 1852 in
"The Lady of Lyons," and later was seen as Deacon
Perry in "Uncle Tom's Cabin," a part written expressly
for him.
He served through the Civil War and on the
conclusion of peace returned to the stage.
In 1871
he appeared under Mr. Daly's management at the old
Fifth Avenue Theatre, and later passed to the Lyceum
His last role
Theatre, where he remained ten years.
J.
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(Continued from page xviii.)
How can a girl
Bridgeport, Conn. Q.
to go to a dramatic school get on lac
(Jo in the oallet or as a supernumerary and
P.,

who has no money
stage?

work yourselt
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I Sllk^

lias he photographs tor saie?
y.
company.
do not know.

The symmetry
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young men
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Reader, New York. Q. Have illustrated theatre
editions been published of any ot the plays in whlcn
A. We do not know of
Julia Marlowe has appeared?
Will Miss Marlowe and Mr. Sothern appear
y.
any.
Will
A.
No.
in "As You Like it" this fall?
Q.
a souvenir book of the Sothern-Marlowe Shakespearean
A. Write to Charles Fronproductions be published?
man, Empire Theatre, this city. Q. Will Miss Marlowe
or Miss Alannering write for the series entitled "My
Beginnings?" A. Perhaps.
W. C. C., Boston. y. Where is Edgar Ely this winVVe do not know. Q. Will you interview Mr.
ter? A.
Where does Mr. CourtA.
Perhaps,
y.
Couitleigh?
A. With the Empire Stock
leigh play in this winter?
Providence.
Company,
Will Paul McAllister appear in SpringS. H. S.
Q.
A.
We do not think so, as,
field, Mass, this winter?
he is with the Proctor Stock Co., this city, presumably
can
I obtain a copy of H.
for the season,
Where
y.
C. de Mille's and David Belasco's play "The Lost ParaA. It was not an original piece, but an adaptadise?"
tion from a German play called "Der Verloren Paradies."
L. M.
See answer to "J. W.' M., Weekapaug, R. I."
What is Charlotte Walker's maiden name? A.
Q.
Does she play in "The
That is her correct name.
Q.
She wass in "The Prodigal
Prodiga Son," but
Prodigal Son?" A.
to
with
Lawrence
awrence
left the cast
D'Orsay's company.
company,
go
Q. With what company will Malcolm Duncan be this
A. Thomas Jefferson's "Rip Van Winkle" Co.
season?
Where is John E. HenQ.
Playwright, New York.
shaw "playing? A. With the "Sho-Gun" Compan;ly.
Where can I buy a
U. B.", Hartford. Conn. Q.
A. Liebler
souvenir book of "Merely Mary Ann"?
Company, Knickerbocker Theatre Bldg., this city. y.
What is Miss Robson's real name? A. See our July
issue.
Where are Julia Dean, Elliot Dexter, John
Q.
Westley and Lulu Glaser? A. Julia Dean was with the
"In the Bishop's Carriage" company and Lulu Glaser is
What is Julia Dean's real
in "Miss Dolly Dollars."
name?
A.
See the September THEATRE.
Q. Will
Maxine Elliott play in New York at Christmas time in
"Her Great Match"? A. Yes, if business keeps good.
V. L. R., New York City. Q. Where are Adele Block
A. Adele Block is in San
and Grace Reals playing?
Francisco and Grace Reals is traveling with "Mrs. Tem-
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A. N., Minneapolis, Minn. Q. Did any company
produce a dramatization of "Alice in Wonderland" last
season ? A.
VVe do not know.
A. B. C, New York City. Q. Will you publish DudWill he be in
A. Perhaps.
Q.
ley Hawley's picture?
Is
A. Yes.
the Proctor Stock Co. this season?
Q.
No. Q. What was the date of
he an Englishman? A.
A.
We do not know.
his souvenir photograph matinee?
How could I get one now? A. Write to J. Austin
Q.
How much would it cost
Q.
Fynes, Proctor's Theatre.
A. The
to get the entire edition of THE THEATRE?
ple's
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is
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arsenic, lead, sulphur, corrosive sublimate or mercury in
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veins, and is very agreeable for all burning and itching
conditions of the skin; gentlemen also delight in the use
a refreshing, cooling
it is
of the lotion after shaving;
scratches
application, absolutely aseptic and Healing to
and abrasions. 50c. and $1 a bott'e.
whitens the skin inGives the complexion a beautiful and natural
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1901, $20;
prices of the bound copies are as follows:
Each year adds to the
1902, $10; 1903, $8; 1904, $5.
value of the early volumes, and very soon they will

be out of print.
Miss Angelus, Los Angeles, Cal. See answers to A.
Where
C. M.," "Reader, Mass./' and "Penelope."
Q.
A. Dramatists Club,
will a letter reach Clvde Fitch?
114 West 40th St., this city.
An Admirer of Miss Allen. Q. What are Miss AlA.
See answer to
len's plans for the coming season?
"Aquila, Chicago."
now? What
Duncan
is
Malcolm
Reader. Q. Where
He is a promising young
A.
is his status as a player?
actor, and now a member of Thomas Jefferson's company.
W. S., Mt. Pleasant, Texas. Q. Have "Man and
Superman" and "A Maker of Men" been published? A.
The first-named play is published in America by BrenThe other is not published.
tanos, New York.
M. R. Q. Where can I obtain pictures of Elizabeth
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can also supply the above books
morocco binding.

in
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Washburn, Edna Phillips, Eleanor Browning and Mace
A.
At this office.
Greenleaf?
C. A. K., Lancaster, Pa.
Q. To whom would I have
to apply for a position in a stock company or in a musical
company? A. The stage manager.
A Reader, Spring Park, Minn. Q. What is Julia MarA. Her best characterizations were
lowe's greatest role?
Parthcnia, Juliet, Mary in "For Bonnie Prince Charlie,"
Rosalind, Lydia Languish, Colinette and Barbara Frietchie.
O.
Has Norman Hackett ever starred? A. No.
Will Miss Marlowe visit Minneapolis or St. Paul,
Q.
A. Yes, she will visit your city
Minn., this season?
Do you expect to publish a piclate in the season.
Q.
A. Perhaps.
ture of "Much Ado About Nothing"?
Will you soon have an interview with
R. I. J.
Q.
When was Edwin
A.
Mr. W. Kelly?
Possibly.
Q.
Arden born? A. See THE THEATRE for August. Q.
Will Jessie Bonestelle star this year and in what play?
A. She is a member of the Proctor Stock Company for

glazed

the

winter.
In what theatre has Lucia Moore
A. M. T. S. F. Q.
In the Portland, Oregon, Stock Company.
played? A.
W. B. H. Q. Were John Westley and Julia Dean
A. Yes.
playing "The Bishop's Carriage" this winter?
What is Elliot Dexter eoing to play in this winter?
Q.
souvenir
I
a
can
Where
cannot say.
A.
get
Q.
book of Eleanor Robson in "Audrey" ? A. Liebler Bros.,
Knickerbocker Theatre Bldg., this city.
H. A. W. Q. Where may I obtain photographs of
Guy Bates Post and Wright Kramer, who recently played
A. Hudson Theatre,
in "The Heir to the Hoorah"?
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The above dressing sacqvie will be made to
your order, of fine quality Jap Silk (any color) and Valenciennes
prepaid and sent C.O. D.
JC*J *JQ express
Lace for *4*+J*JU
with privilege of examination.
cost.

Our Book

B.
Q. Will "The Heir to the Hoorah," "Sunday,'
"Strongheart," "The Walls of Jericho," "Her Great
Match." and "The Toast of the Town" come to Birmingham this season ? A. No.
Where is Thomas MacI. D., Somerville, Mass.
Q.
Larnie playing now? A. He is at present idle. Q. Will
in Boston this season?
be
seen
"In the Bishop's Carriage"
A.
Yes, about Christmas week. Q. Will Edmund Breese
He retired, and is
A.
continue with Robert Edeson?
playing in "The Lion and the Mouse."
Where is George
A. B. M., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Q.
A. Boston.
Cohan's summer residence?
D. I. G. Q. With what stock company is Lester
Loncrgan this season? A. Lyric Stock Company. New
Ham
Orleans.
Q. Will you publish scenes from the
A.
Tree"?
Probably.
Can an inexperienced
E. E. R., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Q.
A. One
person secure a position as assistant treasurer?
does not require any former experience, but he must be

of
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shows a number of our exclusive styles in
negligee robes, dressing sacques and underwear of our
design. Those who enjoy dainty and fascinating lingerie
and would buy it at moderate prices should write for the
Just published

book.

It is free.
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Co., 1710 State Street,

wear
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THE SCOTT GARTER POCKET to
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MEYER BROS. & CO.,
26 West 33d

Lingerie

We make the exquisites of Woman's wear. The conceptions in negligee robes and lingerie of lace, silk and
other materials that make French creations the envy of
the fashion world are produced with all the delicacy of
design, style and beauty in our work rooms at moderare

THIEVES and FIRE. ASK your
Should
dry goods merchants for same.
you fail to find them, write us for booklet.
from

Prices SQC. to $2,00.

CHARLES

H.

SCOTT & CO.

212-214 CENTRE

ST.,

NEW YORK

217-221 MADISON ST. CHICAGO

M

the Road

Never fail to insure your jewels and other valuables while
traveling on the road or acting on the stage against FIRE
and THEFT. A policy does not cost much and will protect
you all the time. Short term policies issued if required. Tele& CO.,
phone 1862 John or address FELIX
56 58 Pine Street. New York.
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good accountant.
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Eva Davenport, Aimee Angeles, Lottie
Faust and Bessie Wynne. As Dr. Fox, Sam
Chip, a diminutive comedian, made a distinct

xix

as
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hit.

Muir's

It is curiosity, largely, that has drawn audiences to the Ben Greet productions of Elizabethan Shakespeare at Mendelssohn Hall.
These English players are obviously serious
students of the drama, and there is considerable interest in seeing how Shakespeare's
plays were done under the stage limitations

Scotch Ale
For Christmas and

of his day.
It is certainly instructive, and no
one with scholarly instincts or with any curias
to the circumstances of the original
osity

Tooth Powder
No

no

acid

waste

grit

In a recent issue of Fire Call, a London periodical, is the following description of a novel method
of rescuing the audience of a theatre in case of
fire, a recent experiment with it being declared a
success. The principle of the invention is the removal of the pit, en bloc, with the boxes attached

-no

no

no
spilling
enamel no
tarnished gold work.

scratched

to
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Fine, strong, healthy teeth
and gums and a pure breath
are the reward of Sozodont.
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" The
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brilliant,

Dainty

Little

Cake"

extremely rapid, and lasting polish

foi

the finger nails, with or without a buffer. No dust,
pumice, or grease. Guaranteed absolutely harmless.
Especially adapted for tourists. Price 25 cents per box.

The booklet

Well Kept Nails

free

on request.

We will also send samples of four of our manicuring specialties without charge.
Sold by all first-class dealers or
Florldlne Mfj. Co.,49 Franklin St., N. V. City

For elegance, fragrance, delicacy
and purity. Mine. Koyale's Cold
Cream is absolutely without an equal.
Contains the condensed Milk of Almonds and concrete juice of young
Scotch Oats. Unsurpassed for whitening, softening and nourishing the
skin, removing wrinkles and giving
a healthy, natural gluw arid beauty
to the complexion. Will not cause
the growth of hair. Especially rec-

ommended

for theatrical

use in

re-

moving cosmetics and preparing the
powder and make-up. Halfpound can soc. prepaid; large trial
skin for

jar by mail isc.

Sole Agents, 100 to 150

it,

as well as the partition walls, into the street,

by means of rollers underneath the floor, running
over a track of rails continued to a suitable length
outside the theatre, the scheme also allowing for
the simultaneous rescue of the people in the balconies above by exits through specially constructed "window doors," opened automatically all
at once, or by hand, which lead on to
suspended
galleries lowered to the street by the same mechanism actuating the movable pit. The inventor,
by these means, aims at emptying the theatre from
pit to gallery within thirty seconds, whether the
audience numbers 20 or 2,000. The galleries of
each balcony are described as being suspended on
hinges from heavy outriggers, which act as powerful single-arm levers, and turn round
pivots
fixed below the first balcony.
On being lowered,
all the outriggers and the
suspended galleries
(three are named) move to the side, and descend
to the level of the street.
The outriggers are
fixed at their upper ends to wire
ropes which run
over a pulley on the roof through the lateral walls
to the ground floor, where
they are wound on
rollers fixed rigidly to the side walls. As the outa
riggers descend,
transversal shaft is actuated
through a conical-toothed gearing, and the racks
fitted beneath the pit, as
we|l as the pit itself,
which runs on rails, are set in motion.
The gearing is so actuated that at the moment
the outrigger galleries touch the
street, the whole
pit has been removed from the theatre
building.
The apparatus is designed to be operated from
an enclosed cabin, either by means of a motor or
by hand through a crank, on a fire signal being
sent.
Provision for the rescue of people who do
not escape by this operation is provided
by stationary running galleries fitted outside the building, which lead on to a flight of stairs, ingeniously
arranged for special exits to each balcony. The
rescue of performers on the stage, it is
added, is
also a feature of the scheme.

DEATH STRIKES THE STAGE
L eM y ne fr many years a favorite comedian
Theatre, died recently in his 74th
he veteran actor had been ailing for some time year
from
heart trouble, complicated with acute
Bright's disease.
Mr. LeMoyne was of French descent and
was born in
*^'

J-.,
at the old T
Lyceum

Muir's
an appetizing, healthful barley malt
that

PARDRIDGE ft BLACKWELL
Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.

brew it gives gusto to
the simplest fare. Bottled
in

TURKISH
Smoked by
everywhere.
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the best people
Your tobac-
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stoneware

Frederick Ranken, one of the authors of DtWolf
Hopper s successful operetta, "Happyland," died in New York
City on Oct. 17 of typhoid fever.
Mr. Ranken was
one of our most promising librettists, his work
having a
quality superior to the usual run of what pass muster
for operatic books
nowadays. He was born in Troy, N.
Y., thirty-six years ago.
He started as a salesman and
was interested in local amateur theatricals. Not
long after he arrived in the
metropolis he met Frank L Perley,

and for him rewrote and managed "The
Sporting Duchs
next worked in collaboration with Kirke La
II 11
Shelle,
together they produced the book of "The
^and
Ameer.
He rearranged many operas written by other
men, notably "The Runaways," "The Jewel of Asia,"
Smugglers,"
"Nancy Brown," "Happyland," and
..Ju
The Gingerbread Man" were his other works.
This
year he was engaged by Henry W. Savage to produce a
comic
a year for four years, conjointly with Reg^opera
inald De Koven.
>
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conclusion of peace returned to the stage.
In 1871
eared under Mr. Daly's management at the old
,-t ?PP.
Fittn Avenue Theatre, and later passed to the
Lyceum
Theatre, where he remained ten years.
His last role
was Marquis Gonzales in "Don Cxsar's Return."
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productions will fail to avail himself of the
opportunity afforded to get an essential point
of view.
"Henry V" has never succeeded on
the modern stage without great scenic display.
The play is full of gaps and narratives, the
herald often appearing to tell what has happened, all going to make it visually formless.
It is interesting, at least, to
accept the conditions under which the people of three hundred
years ago exercised their imagination in helpThe individual acting is
ing out the action.
the same as it would be on the modern stage.
Mr. Greet has also produced "Much Ado
About Nothing," "The Merchant of Venice"
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How can a girl
V. C. P., Bridgeport, Conn.
Q.
who has no money to go to a dramatic school get on tile
A. Go in tlie uallet or as a supernumerary and
stage?
work yoursell up.
THEATRE Keaaer, White Plains, N. Y. Q. Where is
Edward Eisner playing? A. With the "Hazel Kirke"
A. We
y. has he photographs lor saie?
company.
do not know.
Reader, New York. Q. Have illustrated theatre
editions been published of any ol the plays in wlllcn
do not know of
A.
Julia Marlowe has appeared?
Will Miss Marlowe and Mr. Sothern appear
Uany.
Will
No.
A.
in "As You Like It" this fall?
Q.
a souvenir book of the Sothern-Marlowe Shakespearean
i'ronCharles
to
A.
Write
be
published?
productions
man, Empire Theatre, this city. Q. Will Miss Marlowe
or Miss Mannering write for the series entitled "My
Beginnings?" A. Perhaps.
W. C. C., Boston. Q. Where is Edgar Ely this winWe do not know. Q. Will you interview Mr.
ter? A.
A.
Perhaps.
Q. Where does Mr. CourtCourtleigh?
A. With the Empire Stock
leigh play in this winter?
Providence.
Company,
Will Paul McAllister appear in SpringS. H. S.
Q.
A. We do not think so, as
field, Mass, mis winter?
he is with the Proctor Stock Co., this city, presumably
can I obtain a copy of H.
Where
for the season.
Q.
C. de Mille's and David Belasco's play "The Lost ParaA. It was not an original piece, but an adaptadise?"
tion from a German play called "Der Verloren Paradies.'"
See answer to "J. W. M., Weekapaug, R. I.
L. M.
What is Charlotte Walker's maiden name? A.
Q.
Does she play in "The
That is her correct name.
Q.
She was in "The Prodigal Son," but
Prodigal Son?" A.
Lawrence
with
the
cast
to
left
D'Orsay's company.
go
With what company will Malcplm Duncan be this
Q.
Thomas
A.
season?
Jefferson's "Rip Van Winkle" Co.
Where is John E. HenQ.
Playwright, New York.
With
the "Sho-Gun" Company.
shaw playing? A.
Where can I buy a
U. B., Hartford. Conn. Q.
A. Liebler
souvenir book of "Merely Mary Ann"?
Company, Knickerbocker Theatre Bldg., this city. Q.
our July
A.
See
What is Miss Robson's real name?
Where are Julia Dean, Elliot Dexter, John
issue.
Q.
with the
was
Westley and Lulu Glaser? A. Julia Dean
"In the Bishop's Carriage" company and Lulu Glaser is
What is Julia Dean's real
in "Miss Dolly Dollars."
A.
See the September THEATRE.
name?
Q. Will
Maxine Elliott play in New York at Christmas time in
"Her Great Match"? A. Yes, if business keeps good.
V. L. R., New York City. Q. Where are Adele Block
A.
Adele Block is in San
and Grace Reals playing?
Francisco and Grace Reals is traveling with "Mrs. TemE.
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R. A. N., Minneapolis, Minn. Q. Did any company
produce a dramatization of "Alice in Wonderland" last
season? A. We do not know.
A. B. C., New York City. Q. Will you publish DudA. Perhaps. Q. Will he be in
ley Hawley's picture?
Is
A. Yes.
the Proctor Stock Co. this season?
Q.
he an Englishman? A. No. Q. What was the date of
know.
not
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his souvenir photograph matinee?
How could I get one now? A. Write to T. Austin
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Fynes, Proctor's Theatre.
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value of the early volumes, and very soon they will
be out of print.
Miss Angelus, Los Angeles, Cal. See answers to A.
Where
C. M.," "Reader, Mass./' and "Penelope."
Q.
A. Dramatists Club,
will a letter reach Clvde Fitch?
114 West 40th St., this city.
An Admirer of Miss Alien. Q. What are Miss AlA.
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H A W. Q. Where may I obtain photographs of
Guy Bates Post and Wright Kramer, who recently played
Hudson Theatre,
A.
in "The Heir to the Hoorah"?

be promptly

on receipt

of

price.

NEW
When

Street,

YORK.

on the Road

and other valuables while
traveling on the road or acting on the stage against FIRE
not
cost
much and will protect
A
does
and THEFT.
policy
you all the time. Short term policies issued if required. TeleFELIX
RUSSAK & CO..
address
phone 1862 John or
56 58 Pine Street. New York,

Never

fail

properties;

if

to insure your jewels

WHEN

OXZYN

you have a good complexion

will preserve and make
better;
you have
BALM
of
to
a poor one OXZYN BALM will restore
natural beauty.
OXZYN BAL.M
quickly removes
and innumerable facial blemif

it

all

it

its

blotches
pimples, blackheads,

ishes; it alleviates all chapped or chafed skin, cuts, sores,
burns, bruises, eczema, acne and all skin disorders; as
a massage cream it is unrivaled, its systematic use will
lessen deep lines, wrinkles, crows' feet, and make a thin

any torm, no poisonous ingreuieni
position, and physicians for nearly a quarter of a century
have regarded it as the best complexion preparation made.
Three sizes 25c., 50c. and $1 a jar.
is
used and recommended by
Lillian Russell, Blanche Walsh, Paula Edwardes, Christie
Mat Donald, Blanche King, Julia Sandersor., Mrs. Langtry
and innumerable famous and beautiful women.
a powerful astringent, closes
the pores and is an excellent substitute for ice upon the
skin fo'lowing massage; the lotion whitens the skin and
makes it firm and velvety; it will also reduce distended
and itching
veins, and is very agreeable for all burning
conditions of the skin; gentlemen also delight in the use
<

OXZYN BALM

OXZYN LOTION,

is a refreshing, cooling
it
of the lotion after shaving;
to scratches
application, absolutely aseptic and nealing
and abrasions. 50c. snd $1 a bott'e.
whitens the skin inGives the complexion a beautiful and natural
stantly.
farinl hlenrshes
It conceals all
softness and fairness.
Unsurpassed for decollete.
and is entirely harmless.

OXZYN WHITENER

5

POWDER and
OXZYN COMPLEXION
from
excessive

-

the skin
smooth and velvety
gives the complexion a fair, fresh,
box.
Flesh, white and
25c. and 50c. a
appearance.
brunette.

moves

redness, &c.,

oiliness,

25c. a Bottle
OXZYN EOSE LIQUID, a Rouge,
OXZYN TOILET SOAP, containing OXZYN2? ALJI 3ake
.

.

j

All DrugRista or

OXZYN

We

CO., 106-108 Sixth Ave., N.Y.

Lingerie

make

the exquisites of Woman's wear. The conceptions in negligee robes and lingerie of lace, silk and
other materials that make French creations the envy of
the fashion world are produced with all the delicacy of
design, style and beauty in our work rooms at moderate

The above dressing sacqvie will be made to
your order, of fine quality Jap Silk (any color) and Valenciennes CJ t? Crf"| express prepaid and sent C. O. D.
Lace for
w ith privilege of examination.
cost.

M*^^VJ

Our Book

B Q Will "The Heir to the Hoorah," "Sunday,
"Strongheart," "The Walls of Jericho," "Her Great
Match." and "The Toast of the Town" come to Birmingham this season? A. No.
Thomas MacI.
D., Somerville, Mass.
Q. Where is
Larnie playing now? A. He is at present idle. Q. Will
this season?
Boston
in
seen
be
"In the Bishop's Carriage"
A Yes, about Christmas week. Q. Will Edmund Breese
and is
He
A.
Edeson?
retired,
continue with Robert
playing in "The Lion and the Mouse."
is
Where
Y.
George
N.
A. B. M., New Rochelle,
Q.
M. Cohan's summer residence? A. Boston.
is
Lester
I
G.
Q. With what stock company
New
Loncrgan this season? A. Lyric Stock Company,
Ham
from
the
Orleans.
Q. Will you publish scenes
A.
Tree" ?
Probably.
Can an inexperienced
Q.
E. E. R., Brooklyn, N. Y.
A.
person secure a position as assistant treasurer?
does not require any former experience, but he must

of

Models

shows a number of our exclusive styles in
negligee robes, dressing sacques and underwear of our
design. Those who enjoy dainty and fascinating lingerie
and would buy it at moderate prices should write for the
book. It is free.
fashion trousseaus.
just published

We

French Lingerie

WOMEN

Co., 1710 State Street,

wear

DAY

Chicago

NIGHT

and

THE SCOTT CARTER POCKET to
PROTECT their MONEY and JEWELS

this city.

MEYER BROS. & CO.,
26 West 33d

QXZYN BALM
OXZYN BALM

Pleasant,

_

6 '4 x 9^:

ments

Jefferson's company.

Have "Man and
Texas.
Q.
Superman" and "A Maker of Men" been published? A.
The first-named play is published in America by BrenThe other is not published.
tanos, New York.
M. R. Q. Where can I obtain pictures of Elizabeth
Washburn, Edna Phillips, Eleanor Browning and Mace
A.
At this office.
Greenleaf?
C. A. K., Lancaster, Pa.
Q. To whom would I have
for
a
to apply
position in a stock company or in a musical
company? A. The stage manager.
A Reader, Spring Park, Minn. Q. What is Julia MarA. Her best characterizations were
lowe's greatest role?
Parthenia, Juliet, Mary in "For Bonnie Prince Charlie,'
Rosalind, Lydia Languish, Colinette and Barbara FrietHas Norman Hackett ever starred? A. No.
chie.
0WiTl Miss Marlowe visit Minneapolis or St. Paul,
Q.
A. Yes, she will visit your city
Minn., this season?
late in the season.
Q. Do you expect to publish a picA. Perhaps.
ture of "Much Ado About Nothing"?
R. I. J.
Q. Will you soon have an interview with
When was Edwin
A. Possibly.
Mr. W. Kelly?
Q.
Arden born? A. See THE THEATRE for August. Q.
Will Jessie Bonestelle star this year and in what play?
A. She is a member of the Proctor Stock Company for
the winter.
A. M. T. S. F. Q. In what theatre has Lucia Moore
played? A. In the Portland. Oregon. Stock Company.
W. B. H. Q. Were John Westley and Julia Dean
A. Yes.
playing "The Bishop's Carriage" this winter?
What is Elliot Dexter going to play in this winter?
Q.
a
souvenir
can
I
Where
cannot say.
get
A.
Q.
book of Eleanor Robson in "Audrey" ? A. Liebler Bros.,

W.

can also supply the above books in
morocco binding.

Superior to cold cream; a complexion beautifier and
food that is incomparable; contains all the nutrito nourish the skin and bring to the surface all
of its natural beauty;
opens the
pores and feeds the myriad cells that build and vitalize
is
not
a
the skin:
"dry" cream
and will not dry the skin; it is a delicious, fragrant toilet
and
wonderful
healing
beautifying
cream, with truly
flesh

A

actor,

We

OXZYN BALM

THIEVES and FIRE. ASK your
Should
dry goods merchants for same.
you fail to find them, write us for booklet.
from

Prices 500. to $2.00.

CHARLES

H.

SCOTT & CO.

212-21* CtNTRE

ST.,

217-221 MADISON ST

NEW YORK
.

CHICAGO

Theatrical Costumes
Specially adapted for STOCK
On Easy Renting
:
:
:

COMPANY USE
Terms

:

:

(

a good accountant.

VAN HORN

(Continued on page xxvi.)
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Letters to the Editor
Our readers are invited to send in, for publication in
this department, letters on any theatrical topic likely to
Communications should be writbe of general interest.
ten on one side of the paper only, and not exceed 500
Letters published must be regarded as expresswords.
The
of each correspondent.
ing the personal opinion
Editor does not necessarily endorse the statements made
and disclaims all responsibility.

To

the

Not Practicable
NEW YORK CITY, Oct. 20, 1905.
Editor of the THEATRE MAGAZINE:

The

Gift for

Men Who Smoke

In your section on the current plays, won't you
please arrange your articles in chronological order, according to the date of production of the
play, and not skip around in any old order? Also
please keep your readers posted on the number of
performances each play has run, so that we can
get a fair idea of their popularity, as, for instance,
such and such a play has reached its soth or looth

A handsome
packing of

Christmas
espe-

fifty

cially selected

performance, etc.
Can you not also give your readers a few photos
of prominent French and English actresses and
actors performing at present in their own countries, and a brief note of the plays they are playing
A. D. W.
Yours truly,
in?
It is not practicable to place the reviews of new plays

Segars
Tea each

in the order of their respective productions, for the reason
that the pagts that should contain reviews of the earliest
Such suggestions
plays go to press last, and vice versa.
sound easy to the outsider, but a little experience in edi-

in

of five favorite sizes

a Holiday

Box

On sale at all our stores.
Also hundreds of attractive smokers' novelties

would soon make him less exacting. \Yidoubt that portraits of foreign actresses, not known here,
would prove of palpitating interest to the majority of
torial difficulties

our readers.

for

Read by Indians
MUSCOGEE,

To

Nov.

T..

I.

3,

For particulars address
Mail Order Dept., i West

1905.

THEATRE MAGAZINE:
Here in the Indian Terfound copies of the THEATRE MAGAZINE.
Indian Territory is e'en a long way from

the Editor of the

What do you
ritory

I

and the

Street,

think?

Thirty-third Street. But, then, this is what they
a "live" town. I tried to find out what had
created the boom, but nobody seems to know, but
everything is flourishing; two good hotels and
a lovely little theatre the house is all sold out.
I didn't believe that there were any Indians in
the Territory, thought it was just a name, but
the man I asked about the cause of the boom
talked a lot about "the Five Nations," "the Katy"
and the 'Frisco System.
They have two trains in this part of the country,
one called "the Katy Flier" and the other the
"Cannon Ball," and they vie with one another as
to which one can lose the most time.
It was immensely funny to see a disreputable
looking old squaw, in a dirty blanket and cheap
beads, gravely turning over the illuminated pages
of your splendid magazine.
Your devoted reader,

Holiday Presents.

New

York.

call

CLARA MAURICE.

"ON PROFITABLE ADVERTISING"
The

advertising patronage with which "The Theatre Magazine" is favored, and its steady continuance,
proof positive that advertising in its columns Pa.ys.
H The reasons are obvious.
The readers of "The Theatre Magazine " are the best class of
11 It is quality advertising in its highest form.
theatre-goers, the very kind of people who want to buy, who are able to buy, who buy liberally, and without
11

is

hesitation.

High-class products appeal particularly to them, and through our medium it will appeal to them in their
most receptive mood.
"
different from the other fellows'," as attractive as the
11 Furthermore, we propose to make your advertisement
regular art and literary matter and our special corps of artists and writers can give you surprising results.
H Allow us to give you proofs. *C)rite aj.
11

;

An Honor

Journalism

to

The THEATRE MAGAZINE

a

is

gains steadily in merit and
and the stage.

periodical

that

THE THEATRE MAGAZINE.

26 West Thirty-third

St.,

an honor both to

is

Chicago

journalism
Herald.

Record-

Unfortunate to Miss It
The brilliant November issue of the THEATRE
MAGAZINE offers one of the most attractive coland portrayals that ever

lections of stage articles

way between the covers of a book in
The magazine fairly groans with
this country.
delicious treats, and unfortunate indeed is he who
found

fails to

its

secure

it.

Providence, R.

I.,

Telegram.

THE SOUTHERN'S

PALM

LIMITED

Charlie Frohma.n
He's the man that runs the show,
He's the show-man
He's the man that's all the go,

New York and St. Augustine
Also Aiken and Augusta

!

A

good omen
And he wanders

!

Charlie

He's a

Not

He

is

man

and

to

Frohman

that's in the

a slow

man

COMPOSED or
Latest Pullman Equipment and Southern

fro,

!

Railway Dining Car Service
ENTIRE TRAIN BRILLIANTLY ELECTRIC LIGHTED

know,

!

guarded here below,

As by Yeoman

Begins Operation January 8th, 1906

!

Leaves New York 12

And he

has just cause to crow,
Charlie Frohman

To

the opposition Co.,

S.

his own folks
a Roman
K..

he

is

H.

55 P. M. Erery Week Day
1185 and 271 Broadway

55 P. M., Washington 6

OFFICES:

HARDWICK,

W. H.TAYLOE,

He's a foeman!

To

:

NEW YORK

!

Are

O.

these jingles apropos,

Charles

Frohman?

Passenger Traffic Manager
General Passenger Agent

WASHINGTON, D.

!

H.

WHEN

S.
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(Continued from page v\.)
Toyland" and "Loveland," exceptionally good musical
Mrs. Fiske's engageshows, delighted us at the Belasco.
ment at the same house proved a brilliant event. This
splendid company, in "Leah Kleschna," was welcomed by
capacity audiences representing the best intelligence and
We gave Wright Lorimer,
social prestige of the city.
in "The Shepherd King," due personal homage, but the
play itself was not liked by local play-goers.
HOWARD JOHNSTON.
Portsmouth, O., Nov. 10. Good houses are the rule
here.
Many excellent attractions have been booked.
Mildred Holland in "The Triumph of an Empress," a
She was
frequent visitor to this city, scored a success.
preceded by Albtrta Gallatin in "Cousin Kate." Among
the companies seen later were "The Royal Chef," "Out
in the Cold," "Why Girls Leave Home," Al G. Field's
Minstrels, and the Verna May Stock Co. Yale's "Devil's
Auction" played to fair business Nov. 13. O. G. Murray
and Gus San will open a vaudeville theatre here in KenThree performances will be given
dall Hall, Block 30.
H. A. LORBEEO.
Millbrook Casino has closed.
daily.
Nov.
14.
The cooler weather has
N.
V.,
Syracuse,
very materially increased the crowds at all the theatres.
The management of the Wieting Opera House has offered
some fine productions, among them being "In the Bishop's
Carriage," with Mabel Taliaferro in the leading role;
"The Isle of Spice," E. H. Sothern and Julia Marlowe
in "The Taming of the Shrews," Marie Cahill in "Moonshine," Creston Clarke, Lawrence D'Orsay, E. S. WilFischer.
The Bastable
lard, Otis Skinner and Alice
in

wrflvftxe

M

i

Spirit

A Club

_.j fragrant and stimulating as a pretty girl.
It is not only the b
ocktail but the most delightful drink in the world.
More perf
a its delicate flavor, in the quality of its ingredients, and itsscient
ilending and ageing than any made by guesswork cocktail p
are the necessary accompa
iblycanbe.
lent to A Merry Christmas and to the whole Happy New Ye
even varieties each one a delight -of good dealers everywhe

CLUB COCKTAILS

Some especially big
Theatre invariably has big houses.
drawing cards were Nat Wills, Elfie Fay, Yorke and
Adams, "The Street Singer," "In New York Town" and
Vaudeville continues to increase
"Sherlock Holmes."
E. C. HEISE.
in popularity at the Grand.
Nov.
7.
and enthusiastic
Tacoma, Wash.,
Large
audiences witnessed the initial production of "Ben-Hur"
in "The City of Destiny," being closely followed by two
comic opera successes, "The Tenderfoot" and the "Sultan
of Sulu," which were pronounced "better than ever."
At the Star Theatre the Allen Stock Company continues
to present an excellent line of plays, while the Grand
F. KIRBY HASKELL.
has the latest in vaudeville.
Nov. 10. "When Johnny
Texarkana, Ark.-Texas,

HEUBLEIN & BRO.
xTFORD

NEW YORK

Comes Marching Home" was

well received

here.

They

were followed by Joseph DeGrasse on the 26th in "The
"Buster Brown," with the original GaConspiracy."
briel, drew the best house of the season so far on November 1st. Al. Field's Minstrels on the 2d packed the
house as usual.
The Jeffersons presented that old-timer,
"The Rivals," to an appreciative audience on the 8th.

November

9th,

"The County Chairman"

was well

re-

November 10th and llth the Albert Taylor
ceived.
Stock Co. held forth; November 13, "Hoity Toity"; November 15th, Louis James in "Virginius"; Nov. 16th,
"As Told

in the Hills";
Nov. 17th, "Woodland"; Nov.
W. LIONEL MOISE.
"Josh Perkins."
Nov. 10. The Edward Milton Royle
Toledo, Ohio,
"The
made
much
the same impresshow,
Squaw Man,"
sion here that it has since made in New York.
Mr.
Faversham received a large personal ovation. "The Isle
of Bong Bong" played to small houses.
John W. Ransome, of "Prince of Pilsen" fame, is the star and deserves something better than this Chicago musical comedy.
John Blair in "The Crossing" drew very small
houses.
Mabel Bert was the one redeeming feature of
the play.
"In the Bishop's Carriage," with an excellent
Richard Mansfield opened
cast, played to good business.
here in "Don Carlos." He had one of the largest houses
ever seen in Toledo. The production is a stupendous one
18th,

and the company excellent.

Fuller Mellish, as Philip,
Alice
almost divided the honors with Mr. Mansfield.
Fischer in the "School for Husbands" had small houses.
The play had been seen here before and was not well
received at that time.
Jane Kennark, supported by
Miss
a weak company, presented "The Eternal City."
HARRY S. DRACO.
Kennark's work was very good.
Toronto, Can., Nov. 7. Probably no actor commands
a greater personal following in this city than E. S. Willard, who played a two-weeks' engagement at the Princtss Theatre recently.
Besides appearing in a rpertoire of his old plays, with which we are atl familiar,
he gave us a full week of "The Fool's Revenge" and
two performances of "The Brighter Side," both new to
Toronto.
Digby Bell in "The Education of Mr. Pipp,"
an excellent comedy, accorded a splendid reception.
Winston Churchill's book-play, "The Crossing," was not
Such plays as "Me, Him &
over-enthusiastically received.
I," Joseph Murphy's "Kerry Gow," and "Shaun Rhue"
and "The Little Duchess" continue to please patrons of
Mme. Calve's first concert
the Grand Opera House.
tour commenced Oct. 30th at Massey Hall, and a large
audience was present to pay tribute to the famous singer.
Cool Burgess died in the General Hospital here Oct.
20th.
Twenty years ago he was known all over the
United States and Canada as one of the best negro imAUSTIN A. ARLAND.
personators on the stage.
Troy, Ala., Nov. 9. Folmar's Theatre is deservedly
both
performers and patrons.
popular in this section with
Recently we have had Al. G. Field's Minstrels, magnificent attendance and splendid satisfaction; Hoyt's "A
Bunch of Keys," good attendance; Lillian Lawson's work
much admired; "Sign of the Four," good audience, much
Homestead Quartette," everybody depleased; "Old
Barlow's Minstrels, well attended and satisfaclighted;

CLEMENT

E. M. WRIGHT.
Washington, D. C., Nov. 9. The acquisition of the
the
Belasco
and
Shubert forces
House
by
Lafayette Opera
are
tory.

We

T>E

26 West 33d Street

Telephone 426 Madison Square

Opposite Tlvo Astor Court,

NEW YORK

All front pieces, transformations,

shape the forehead in a natural way.
highest grade

never

to

come

of

human

out.

The

hair.

Any

style

has revolutionized theatrical conditions here.
have one new theatre this month to play the popularpriced combinations formerly seen at the Lafayette, and
the impetus given to theatrical affairs has caused negotiations to be opened which may lead to the construction of
two more playhouses by next season. The Belasco opened
Oct. 23 to a fashionable audience with Blanche Bates in
"A Girl of the Golden West," followed in weekly succession by "Mrs. Temple's Telegram," "Darling of the
BusiGods," "Loveland," and "Heart of Maryland."
ness has been uniformly large. "Peter Pan," with Maude
Adams, was presented at the National on Oct. 17. The
On the ensuing
audience heartily approved the piece.
to

etc.,
I

are

made

to

only use the

curl is guaranteed

can be made

week, Hervieu's powerful drama, "The Labyrinth," was
seen for the first time in America, with Olga Nethersole

KENNETH P. CLARKE.
Wllkesbarre, Pa., Nov. 9. The manner in which the
attractions here are patronized shows that the theatregoing public is only too willing to attend good performances providing the management would book them here.
as the star.

to order.

Blond, white and rare shades not included in this

tariff.

Prices and information cheerfully given on application.
I.e

Wavy

Pratique
Front Piece

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

Long Hair

I

WHEN

will call personally

upon request

Eva Tanquay, Jefferson in "Rip Van Winkle," and "SimSimon Simple," West and Yokes in "A Pair of Pinks,
and Julian Rose played to crowded houses at the Grand
S. W. LONG.
Opera House.

ple
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Imperial

Hair Regenerator

SELWYN & Co.

The Standard Hair Coloring
For Gray or Bleached Hair

APPLICATION PARLORS
1 1

AND SALESROOMS
West 30th Street

Near 5th Ave.

How

Tl. 3409 Madison Sq.

to Color the Hair

THE

New York

LEADING PLAY BROKERS

and Not Use a Dye

OF AMERICA

This may be accomplished by the use of the
IMPERIAL HAIR REGENERATOR, which is
the acknowledged STANDARD HAIR COLORING for GRAY or BLEACHED HAIR, both here
and abroad. It is free from the injurious
ingredients contained in cheap obnoxious
dyes, and has reparative and tonic qualities contained in no other preparation.
The highest medical authorities endorse
it as ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS, and the

UNITED STATES COURT proclaim

it

the leading
Every play obtainable

Represented in
cities.

all

for Stock Repertoire

"a

most useful and meritorious invention."
Hairthatisturninggrayaroundthetemples
can be imperceptibly blended to the color of
the back hair, and brightened and softened
in the process instead of rendered brittle
and harsh as in the case with Inferior Prep-

Address

arations.

all

on Road

communications

The COLORSare DURABLE, NATURAL, easily applied, and any shade fromBLACK to the
lightest ASH BLOND produced. Its application CANNOT BE DETECTED, it is unaffected
by BATHS or SHAMPOOING, leaves the hair
soft and glossy, and does not in any way affect the natural curl or wave of the hair.
This

Knickerbocker Theatre Bldg.
1402 Broadway,

New York

is the only Establishment in the world where
is Made a Specialty and the injurious
of objectionable dyes or Bleaching are Rec-

Hair Coloring
effects
tified.

MRS. LESLIE CARTER
IN

ADREA

Belasco

Bijou

Theatre

Th.ea.tre

New York

New York
^

Blanche Bates
in

The

Girl of

tKe

DAVID
BELASCO'S

David Warfield
in

The Music Master

COMPANIES

Golden. West

by

by

Charles Klein

David Belasco

Beriha Galland
SWEET ByKITTY
BELLAIR.S
DAVID BELASCO
IN

DAVID BELASCO AND JOHN LUTHER

LOWS

DRAMA OP OLD JAPAN

THE DARLING OF THE GODS
With Percy Haswell a.nd Robert T. Haines

DAVID BELASCO'S PLAY

THE HEART ODETTE
OF MARYLAND

HOPPER, ORRIN JOHNSON, JOHN

WALLACE EDDINGER.

EJV

WHEN

TYLER, EDNA

WltK Special Cast. Including
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Charles Frohman's
New York's

Leading Theatres
EMPIRE

THEATRE

Broadway and 4oth

"Handsomest

of

New York

Street

HERALD

theatres."

Do You

CHARLES FROHMAN

Manager

Believe in Fairies?

CHARLES FROHMAN PRESENTS

MAUDE ADAMS
In

BY

OF

HAYMAN &

Matinees, 2.15

CO.

Proprietors

VIRGINIA HARNED
PIERRE BERTON'S

Play

in 4

HERALD
34th Street and

B.

Avenue

HARRIS

Manager

CHARLES FROHMAN ANNOUNCES

ROBERT LORAINE
MAN AND SUPERMAN
Direction

THEATRE

FIFTH BIG MONTH

CHARLES DILLINGHAM

CRITERION
44th Street

Broadway

Evenings, 8.10

Sixth

REGULAR MATINEE, SATURDAY

ioo

SQ.

HENRY

THEATRE

Broadway and

Bernard Shaw's Comedy.

Acts

LA BELLE HARSEILLAISE
COMPANY OF

HUDSON
44th Street, between

CHARLES FROHMAN PRESENTS

In

LITTLE MINISTER"

THEATRE

Broadway

Evenings, 8.15

AL.

M. BARRIE'S Play,

PAN
PETER
THE AUTHOR
"THE

KNICKERBOCKER
38th Street and

J.

Matinee, Saturday

CHARLES FROHMAN

Manager

RETURN OF THE DISTINGUISHED ENGLISH ACTRESS

THEATRE

and Broadway
Matinee, 2.15

Evenings, 8.15

CHARLES FROHMAN

"LEST

Manager

WE

FORGET'

RETURNING FROM HIS LONDON TRIUMPH

OLGA NETHERSOLE WILLIAM COLLIER
and her

LONDON COMPANY

in

the

COMEDIE FRANCAISE SUCCESS

In

AUGUSTUS THOMAS' Comedy

THE LABYRINTH

ON THE QUIET

Adapted from Paul Herv'eu's "Le Dedale" by W. L. Courtney

REGULAR MATINEE SATURDAY

WHEN
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<

Walter

p.

Lawrence's Enterprises
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George Bloomguest, and George Stuart Christie at present?
A. In the Northwest.
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Q.
Florence Roberts playing?
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in San Francisco?
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North Poleward

is a
paper on Arctic travel contributed by Rudolf Kersting,
" Miranda." It
photographer to the Greenland Expedition in the S. S.
is written in the pleasing, popular manner of the bright, observant layman traveller, and is illustrated with a series of interesting photos of the Arctic regions taken by the Author.
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Here are a few reasons why you want THE FounTIACK NEWS on the reading table in your home. Look
them over, think them over then send lor a sample copy
and see if you don't think THE FOUR-TRACK NEWS is
worth

year to yourself and your family.
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sunny skies. You don't get travel- worn, because the route is so short,
and you get first choice of rooms because you arrive before others.
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Booklets, illustrating and describing the leading Winter
Resorts in the South, will be supplied by ticket agents
oj connecting lines and by any agent oj the

A sample

copy and our special terms to agents will cost
you nothing. Send your address and two references to
GEORGE H. DANIELS, Publisher, Room No. 28, 7 East
j.-d Street. New York.
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condition by express. prepaid will receive a complete copy, together with
title page, table of contents, bound
in green cloth, on payment of $1.50
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now Opposite,

the Waldorf-Astoria

THE ENTIRE EDITION OF

An

adjustable front piece so scientifically made that it is
impossible forany one to detect. Extremely light in weight.
Made of natural loose, wavy hair and will cover almost
three-quarters of the head. Indispensable for summer.
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My Mixture Vegetale will restore gray or bleached hair to
color, always producing beautiful and natural
Guaranteed harmless, easy to apply, does not rub
failure possible. Price $2.00.
I also make a special preparation to permanently color
the eyebrows and lashes. Price, #2.00.
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